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These Proceedings of the 30th Annual Conference of the Military Testing
Association document the presentations given at paper and perkl sessions during
the Conference. The papers represent a broad range of topics by contributors
from the military, industrial, and educational communities both foreign and
domestic. It should be noted that the papers reflect the opinions of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy of any institution,
govexrment, or armed services agency.
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MANPRINT AIDS TO ASSESS SOLDIER
QUALITY AND QUANTITY 1

Richard D. Herring and Lawrence H. O'Brien
Dynamics Research Corporation (DRC)

Wilmington, MA

This paper describes three automated aids for estimating MANPRINT factors for Army weapon
systems during of the acquisition process. The Army Research Institute (ARI) is developing these aids
under its project to provide improved MANPRINT methods.

The M-CON Aid estimates the maximum manpower that is likely to be available to support a new
weapons system. Analysts can use this aid to set manpower constraints, compare these constraints
with system requirements, and change constraints after conducting sensitivity analyses.

The P-CON Aid estimates the likely future distribution of key personnel characteristics in particular
subpopulations of soldiers. The aid also predicts the levels of human performance that can be
expected at various leve's of these personnel characteristics. Army analysts and contractors can use
this information to set personnel constraints that are based upon performance.

The Personnel-Based System Evaluation (PER-SEVAL) Aid will assist Army analysts in identifying
the quality of personnel needed to support a particular contractor's design. The aid predicts task
performance as a function of key personnel characteristics, degrades these performance estimates to
reflect critical environmental stressors, and estimates system performance by simulating networks of
operator tasks and maintenance actions.

M-CON Aid

The M-CON Aid will produce four measures of quantitative manpower constraints. Two of these
measures, maximum operator crew size and maximum maintenance manhours, will describe manpower
constraints for a single system. The other two measures, total operator manpower requirements and
total maintenance manpower requirements, will describe the total pool of manpower available to man
the new system. The maintenance manpower constraints are broken out by paygrade and Military
Occupational Specialty (MOS) at each maintenance leve; (e.g., organizational, direct support, and
general support).

Assumptons

The M-CON Aid focuses on major weapon systems that shoot; however, the basic logic of the M-
CON Aid should be applicable to other systems as well. It is important to remember that the purpose of
M-CON Aid is to identify the maximum manpower that is most likely to be available to support a new
weapon system; not to identify the manpower required. (Another MANPRINT methods aid will identify
manpower requirements. ) The M-CON Aid manpower calculations are based on Table of Organization
and Equipment (TOE) units in a peacetime environment since they impose the most restrictive
constraints. Support personnel that cannot be directly tied to a maintenance or operator position are not
considered.

1 D velopment of these aids is being conducted under Contract # MDA 903-86-R-0140.



Method Overview

Figure 1 provides an overview of the method used to estimate manpower constraints. The M-
CON Aid estimates manpower constraints by identifying the manpower that will be available to man the
new system. Since total Army end strength is fixed, the manpower slots needed to support a new
system must be drawn from existing systems.

SSystems To
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Figure 1. Overview of M-CON Aid Logic

The M-CON Aid determines manpower constraints in a five step process. First, the total pool of
available manpower is determined. Initially, this iotal pool is set equal to the total manpower currently
associated with the systemns to be replaced. (Later, additional sources of manpower may be identified).

The total manpower for each system to be replaced is a function of the system density (number of
systems), the manpower requtred per system, and an additional factor which makes an adjustment for
the discrepancies between manpower requirements and manpower authorizations.

Estimates for maximum operator manpower are relatively straightforward. Crew size requirements
from one or more of the systems to be replaced are multiplied by the density of those systems. The
actual crew size constraint for the new system depends on the replacement of new systems for baseline
systems (i.e., one-for-one, one-for-two, etc.). The user will have the option of looking at as many

replacement strategies they wish.

Estimates for maximum maintenance manpower available to support the new system are more
difficult to derive. This is because maintenance personnel in a unit often support more than one type of
weapon system. In the M-CON Aid the MARC maintenance data base is used to determine the
number of annual maintenance manhours required to support a single baseline weapon system, These
manhours are converted to productive (i.e., "Hands-on") maintenance manhours at each maintenance
level by MOS and paygrade. Those manhours are then translated into manpower requirements using
standard Army manpower determination algorithms. Depot level maintenance is not addressed for
several reasons: One, there is a lack of reliable data at that level and, two, much of this maintenance
has been contracted out to industry.



Second, the user may apply several different adjustment factors to the pool of available
manpower. These adjustment factors reflect the fact that there are several different ways of allocating
manpower to the system.

To set a manpower constraint, one can use the manpower actually required to operate and
maintain the system to be replaced. However, the personnel actually authorized to a system may be
different than the number required. In addition, because of the structure of the Army personnel
system, the number of personnel who actually end up working on a system in a particular unit may be
different than the number authorized. In addition, the actual number in a particular MOS will vary over
time depending on the type of people entering the Army and a particular MOSs share of those different
types. The M-CON Aid permits the user to adjust the pool of available manpower requirements for each
of these factors (authorizations, actual personnel strength, and projected personnel strength). It also
permits users to make adjustments for the differences between total manpower requirements based on
MARC and actual unit authorizations.

Third, the manpower constraints for the new system are determined. Manpower constraints per
system (i.e., maximum crew size and maximum maintenance manhours) are determined by dividing the
total available pool by the system density of the new system. Total manpower constraints are initially
calculated using the pool of available manpower determined in the first step. Later constraints are
calculated using the adjustment factors from the second step.

Fourth, estimated manpower requirements are entered and compared with the manpower
constraints identified in Step 2. The estimated requirements may be derived from the fifth MANPRINT
methods aid, a HARDMAN analysis, or another analysis.

Fifth, if the estimated requirements exceed the constraints, the system assists the user in
assessing several options for changing the constraints. These options include increasing the system
types to be replaced, increasing the number of the systems to be replaced by increasing the units
whPrP the replacement will occur, or decreasing the system density of the new system. System density
can be lowered either by decreasing the number of units that will get the new system or the number of
systems assigned to each unit.

P-CON Aid

The P-CON Aid estimates personnel quality constraints. More specifically, the P-CON Aid
estimates the future distribution of key personnel characteristics. These distributions describe the
numbers and percentage of personnel that will be available at each level of the personnel
characteristics. The P-CON Aid also provides guidance to help Army analysts and contractors
understand the impacts of setting constraints at different personnel characteristic levels. For example,
the P-CON Aid will display the levels of performance that can be expected at each of these levels. The
user can use the information on expected performance to set personnel constraint levels for each
characteristic.

P-CON is designed to be applied to major systems but the P-CON Aid logic is general enough to
be applied to any system. The P-CON Aid estimates constraints based on personnel availability.
Another MANPRINT method estimates the level of personnel characteristics that will be required to
successfully operate and maintain a particular contractors design. The P-CON Aid does not attempt to
estimate MOS qualification requirements -- rather it attempts to estimate system-specific constraints.

S...... . . . . .. . . • • • m ~ m nnln n 5



Method Overvie

First, the P-CON Aid estimates what the future distribution of the personnel characteristics will be.
Then, it uses results from analyses of the Project A data base to show what levels of performance are
achievable at different characteristic levels. The user may then use the information on both personnel
availability and performance tc identify minimum acceptable levels for each personnel characteristic.
There is an inverse relationship between personnel availability and expected performance. The lower
one sets the personnel characteristic levels the greater the probability the Army has of finding someone
available to man the new system, albeit with a lower expected performance level. The P-CON Aid allows
the user to conduct tradeoffs of both of these critical variables.

The P-CON Aid has options allowing users to : (1) output information on projected personnel
characteristic distributions in a format compatible with the MANPRINT Target Audience Description
(TAD), and (2) compare projected distributions for two different MOSs.

Method for Proiecting Personnei Cnaracteristic Distributions

Figure 2 provides an overview of the method used to project personnel characteristic
distributions. To project personnel characteristic distributions, the P-CON Aid includes an algorithm that
projects how future accessions will be distributed among key subpopulations. The key input to this
algorithm is data on the projected propensity to enlist for these key subpopulations. Once the P-CON
Aid has produced the projected accession distributions, it then applies a modified version of the Army's
Manpower Long Range Planning Model (MLRPS) to estimate how the subpopulations will be
distributed in the upper paygrades in future years. The MLRPS flows the accession subpopulations
through the personnel system using existing transition rates (the user can change these rates to reflect
future personnel policy changes).

Current
Historical Characteristic
Transition Distributions Within

Rates Subpopuiations

By ?MOS Vy MOS

Figure 2. Projecting Personnel Characteristic Distributions

Once the projected distributions of the subpopulations have been estimated, the P-CON Aid
uses data on the current distribution of personnel characteristics within these subpopulations to
estimate the future distribution of the personnel characteristics levels.

Guidance for Contractors

The P-CON Aid provides guidance to help Army and contractor personnel understand the impact

of the personnel characteristic levels on human performance. The P-CON Aid has libraries for 21
different types of systems. One of these libraries describes the generic functional tasks associated with
each system type (these generic functional tasks are used in the first MANPRINT methods aid to
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describe system requirements). The library also assigns each of the functions to one of the task types
in the P-CON Aid task taxonomy. As a result of an analysis of the performance data in ARI's Project A
data base, separate regression equations have been developed that predict performance for each task
type. In the P-CON Aid, these equations are used to predict what level of performance can be expected
at each of the characteristic levels.

To provide additional guidance to contractors, the P-CON Aid provides a set of libraries describing
(a) human cognitive and perceptual limitations, and (b) population distributions on key anthropometric
and strength variables. All of this information is available in other sources -- the goal in putting it in the P-
CON Aid is to put all of the key information needed to describe personnel characteristic constraints in a
single easily accessible source.

PER-SEVAL AID

The objective of the PER-SEVAL Aid is to find what level of personnel characteristics is needed
to meet system performance requirements given a particular contractor's design, fixed amounts of
training, and the specific conditions of performance under which the system tasks will be performed.

The personnel quality requirements produced by the PER-SEVAL Aid will be used to evaluate a
contractors design. These evaluations may be made as early as the proof-of-principle phase of the
acquisition process and would probably be continued in subsequent phases. The primary users of the
PER-SEVAL Aid would be the Directorate of Combat Personnel who provide input to the Cost and
Operational Effectiveness Analysis (COEA), the Logistic Support Analysis (LSA), and the logistic
division or group on the program managers staff who develop manpower and personnel information for
the LSA.

The PER-SEVAL Aid has three basic components. First, the PER-SEVAL Aid has a set of
perfomance shaping functions that predict performance as a function of personnel characteristics and
training. Second, the PER-SEVAL Aid has a set of stressor degradation algorithms that degrade
performance to reflect the presence of critical environmental stressors. Third, the PER-SEVAL Aid has
a set of operator and maintainer models that aggregate the performance estimates of individual tasks
and produce estimates of system performance.

Method Overview

Figure 3 provides an overview of the PER-SEVAL Aid steps. The user begins an application of
the PER-SEVAL Aid by applying the performance shaping functions using the mean level of the
personnel characteristics and the estimated amount of training for the new system. Then, these
performance estimates are input into the stressor degradation algorithms where performance is
degraded to reflect the presence of the stressors. Next, the revised task perlormance estimates are
input into the operator and maintainer modes which aggregate them to produce estimates of system
performance. Then, required performance is compared with estimated performance at either the task or
system level (the user selects the level). If performance is adequate, the PER-SEVAL Aid stops.
Otherwise, the personnel characteristics are incremented or decremented and the entire process is
iterated until the required performance levels are met.

The performance shaping functions predict task performance as a function of personnel characteristics
and training. Separate functions are provided for different types of tasks. Two types of training variables
are used in the performance shaping functions -- frequency and recency of practice. The primary data
source for developing the functions were results from a regression analyses from the Project A data
base. However, functions for heavy, physical, or gross motor tasks were taken from existing literature.
The stressor degradation algorithms lower task performance to reflect the presence of six critical
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stressors: heat, humidity, cold, noise, Mission Oriented Protective Posture (MOPP) gear, and
continuous operations (lack of sleep). The PER-SEVAL Aid integrates stressors degradation
algorithms already available in the human factors literature and organizes these algorithms by the task
types in our task taxonomy. The PER-SEVAL AXd uses an algorithm developed by the Army's Ballistic
Research Laboratory to aggregate the impacts of multiple stressors.
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MANPRINT Evaluation of the Theater Army Medical ianagen.ent Information System
Norman D. Smith

John R. Tiffany
U.S. Army Research Institute

INTRODUCTION

Background of TkMIS/TAMMIS-D
In late 1979, the Office of the Surgeon General (OTSG) recommended

development of the Theater Army Medical Management Information System (TAMMIS)

to meet anticipated information requirements of field medical units. A
Mission Element Need Statement (MENS) was approved in January, 1981. In
February 1983, a contract was awarded to develop TAMMIS to serve the Division
Medical Supply Office (DMSO) and higheiý echelon medical units up to the

Medical Group at Theater level. In October 1985, the contract was modified

to extend TAMMIS to serve the DMSO and lower echelon units down to the medical
platoons within combat and combat support battalions. The Division level and

below variant of TAMMIS was named TAMMIS-D.
The TAMMIS/TAMMIS-D systems were de~eloped to meet the needs of medical

commanders by providing timely, accurate and relevant information on the

status of patients, medical units and medical supplies on the battlefield.

TAMMIS is defined as an automated, on-line, interactive, microcomputer system

that manages combat medical information. The system is designed for wartime

operations, but includes the automation of peacetime functions that can he
easily suppressed in transition to war.

Within TAMMIS-D are the subsystems Medical Logistics (MEDLOG-D) and

Medical Patient Accounting and Reporting (MEDPAR-D). HEDLOG-D accommodates

the management of medical supplies, medical assemblages, and bio-medical
equipment maintenance for divisional Table of Organization and Equipment

field medical units. It is designed to operate at the Medical Platoon And

Forward/Main Support Medical Company levels. MEDPAR-D supports medical

treatment organization/element commanders and/or special staff in the
management and accountability of patients. Individual patient dpta and

medical information is accumulated to monitor the status of troop health and
medical resource usages.

TAMMIS has similar functions for MEDLOG and MEDPAR but theic operational

area is from Corps upward. TANNIS has the additional subsystems Medical Blood
(MEDBLOOD) and Medical Regulating (MEDREG). MEDBLOOD provides for the

management and distribution of blood products within the theater and between
the theater and Blood Transhipment Centers and operates at Corps level and at

echelons above Corps. MEDREG supports the decision process that matches a

patient's medical requirements with available transportation and medical
treatment resources.

ARI Test Support

In October 1987, the U.S Army Research Institute Field Unit, Fort Hood,

was requested by the Test Agency of the U.S. Army Communications Electronics
Board (USACEBiD) to provide %ANPRINT support for the TAMMIS/TAMMIS-D Initial

Operational Test and Eval,,ation (IOT&E) scheduled for Janu. ry-March 1988.
Prior to the USACEBD request, apparently no expert MANPRINT assistance had

been rcquested or provided for the TAMNIS/TAMMIS-D project. From inception

through completion of IOT&E, USACEBD and ARI were the only two agencies not

subordinate to the Army Office of the Surgeon General to evaluate the

project .
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METHOD

Test Personnei, Requireineuits

Tie To ý&,:L was conducrted at Fort Lewis, b'ashington. Soldiers from several
of it- medical unit - pnarticipated. The test was divided into two test periods
of 10 days ea,.. Th(, first period tested TAMMTS-D and the second period
tested T",.1"P.

The Ti I Ie s 'l illan (TIP) prepared by the U.S. Army Communications and
Electronic,; 'oari (i'\Ebb) specified the type of MOS required for each of
the subsvstem"'s ,lM ,l TA S-b representing the "slice" of the unit
include,' Jd tl,. test.

Operat'r and ,it. Fi lector Selection Procedures
Vle icjl ;zA'i3s of the 9th Infantry Division and I Corps, Ft. Lewis,

Wash n ,t,,n or' soldfers For the test. Selection was a joint undertaking
betwee: : thh' Mpit;c.-'Vmedical units and the USACEBD based on MOS requirements
of the tes ,.'fv, iii f personnel during the test period, and utility of

the tr:inii ,, to L o !-ipplyin. mlnits.
Aty oldiers were assigned and trained preceding the

1nitit! I (,per tm..o:iP' TL st and "valuation (IOT&li) which was conducted by the
USA(IiI) trus teim. • 1!1 compietion of training, six operators and four data
collectors ., for this portion of the IOT&E. In order to have
suffilic',.t l it, , ', torS for the TAMMIS IOT&E which was to follow, an
additioil frr:r tl'e t. raineil group of 20 also received instruction in data
collection 7re,): tO,? VSAC.'I) test team. The four remaining trained personnel
we r. .ss!;0 t.! 0. , , r [en (or administrative reasons.

"ho e -' : t-. .rt1;ecs were evaluated by the instructors from Health Care

yse n- :t L'. it, (HCSv\) during the training. The six operators were
ot n t o this evaluation and their CT scores. The criterion

for , , pr-di aited (,n the doctrine enunciated by the surgeon
i,,urai fhatt i personnl vould be required to operate the TAM-

SLS/ ','".''ThI I'SAC(EBD test team and ART concluded that for a

rcii i tr ,::- r " r 0 on, operators should be selected from the
trr , 1 it or below the average performance at the completion

t- r : • . (, scores at or below average (100).
a r ()I ,llectors was based on the criterion that those

who,) : 'I t,, s•'stem b,hst would be better able to detect deficiencies in
th , t,:;c trano.es rated above average on performance during

yr' , , sys,. t-,were selected.
'a:,:nner to 0'\:IM IS-i, 20 soldiers were trained for this

tL - iL:• v the 9th I0 of personnel was heavily influenced by the
I vi 1 'i,,-. I i 4,. t in training! those perscnnel who would be the first to use
the, TA 1 1'•, opn fielding'. The selection method was based on the

5, li, , Pt tr:i , it least initially, would be conducted by the
t1wVwly 1' . s traiining themselves. The consequence to the IOT&F was

Lti, I ,] : ' • r, 1', h selection criteria established earlier by the USACEBD,
there''- [1•. &,no or uhie performance curve in training no longer
icr or-' '1'''i':' I�h(,e operators during the test. The test required twelve

.r.• it 0 •i . ', '' dtar colle( tors. Only two t'ata col lectors were used from

this t r. 1 ' •:, ("ln' ifr m;ike up the comp I If rn t of eleven t hat we re needed.
Lin, w•:,,o r ri. f, r from the o A\T ! IS-I) tst., sf.; c stequ n yt lv, these latter nine

1 t1 ; il' Tt t ;- .T.. "IS '-;vst em.

Tos l(ri,- r I , ;% t, p•r•, I L i,• t venl,•s

. m '21 , ,r ' i-, I t r I[ I ; 1' 1, C T 1)()o i i ' ,\VAK t,\(k r ci was made with

t , , : tIT) ', ' . tr )1 . r .' t .i, ,' ¶t i'n.,t 4 lit .h 'i pa rab l I i ty of the

tc'0 t ot, I ,, ' ' , ' a, l,. ] o o, , .1 W1 ". rI' .ivt'r,|,',' I heI' i p : i te s-ore



for TAMMIS-D operators was 100.5 while the average GT composite score for
TAMMIS operators was 112. One TAMMIS-D operator fell one standard deviation
below the mean and four TAMMIS operators exceeded one standard deviation above
the mean. A similar finding for the CL composite was observed with the
TAMMIS-D operators' average Cl being lower than that of the TAMMIS operators
(98 vs. 106.88). Two TAMMIS-D operators fell more than one standard deviation
below the mean.

Data Collection
The TAMMIS-D test required four data collectors, one stationed at each

of the positions noted in Table 1.

Table I

TANMIS-D Data Collector/Player Organization

Bn Aid Station

MEDPAR-D 91A Operator Data Collector
MEDLOG-D 91A Operator

Bde Clearing Station

MEDLOG-D 91B Operator Data Collector
91A Operator

MEDPAR-D 71G Operator Data Collector

Bde Surgeon

MEDPAi(-D C&C 91B Operator Data Collector

In order to control for bias and to give all data collectors experience,
they were rotated on a daily basis. For the TAMMIS test two additional data
collectors were added from the personnel who had received TAMMIS training.
These were the only data collectors who had been trained on the TAMMIS/TACCS
system. The TAMMIS test required 9 data collectors, one stationed at each of
the positions shown in Table 2.

Table 2

TAMMIS Data Collector/Player Organization

Combat Support Hospital

MEDB[,OOD 92B Operator Data Collector
SEDMAINT 35G Operator Data Collector
MEDPAR 71G Operator Data Collector
MEDSUPPLY 76J Operator Data Collector

76J Operator Data Collector

ledical Group

MEDBLOOD 92B Operator Data Collector
71G Operator Data Collector

MEDREG 71G Operator Data Collector
MEDPAR C&C 71G Operator Data Collector
MEDSV'PLY C&C 7bJ Operator Data Collector

Division Surgeon

MEDPAR C&C 91S Operator Data Collector
Blood Module
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hardware accepted the input. However, far less elaborate and costly
assessments of this component of the test could have been devised. The
measure also served as a test of operator entry aptitudes composed of manual
dexterity, vision, and previous typing experience or training, all of which
could also have been assessed by other less costly means.

Assessment of theRepeated Interview Method. Interviews were conducted

after each of the test days with all participants. This procedure was used to
estimate the amount of learning that takes place after testing begins and to
identify system problems that are not resolved during the dynamics of the test
situation. This analysis was based on data found in Table i.

Comments obtained during the first three days of the test were collated

within the MANPRINT areas of manpower, personnel, training, human factors,
health and safety and presented at the end of the test. An arbitrary
acceptance level of 50% or greater was established for determining wioeLh'=r a
problem had persisted throughout the test based on the combined responses of
operators and data collectors. The following results were obtained.

Table 3

comparison o[ :tPRI'T Problems IdenLlfied Days 1-3 with Last Test Day

Yanprint Areas Number of Problems Identified
1st 3 Days Last Day (50% Criterion)

>k~nlV)c' 2 0
Per 4 4
1rai ling 11% 9
Human Factors

sott.are 26 0
(Ci ten Is nd :ui-lfp:!1t 15 8

Stress 3 3
Safety 3 1

Issues pertaining to personncl (aptitudes and attitudes) and training
were identified early in the test and remained essentially unchanged until the
end. however, issues of human factors having to do with the software,
equipment, and manuals were greatly reduced by the test's end. These findings

suggest that soldiers know very early in the test what skills are needed and
whether their training, is adequate. The findings also showed that learning
continued and many of the human factors issues disappeared after a few days of
pract ice with the ystem software and manuals.

Part II: SInopsis of Test Findings
All ,operaors, eoplai e-d that the data processing rat, was ext reme MV

c:, ,d ng;ested that _i(2( nobile medical units would flind the TACCS to be
utiiisable . The slow processnug t ime :-,d time taken to print out lengthy
reports- would pro hhibly not he accommodated by a unit that has to periodically
pa:1 ,I p and, m,,v (. F`urther, the hulk of the equipment meant to operators that
so.iwthiti1 2ise in the Iii a1ted operations space wo ald hawv to be sacrificed.
If a Vi wrltten mce tinl ';•; required in any case, the TAN>lbIS hardware would

h- Y t,, 1 1 Jitt i ha ,' of be ino used.

(1 ) lhe tra ing packag.; , used to train operator personnel for both
'JA:.II -and IAM>ISI -h prior to tr.he start of the tests were inadequate; and

oil; nu, hib madc for reLent ion or sustaillnmelt training.



(2) All operators should receive an introductory course in computer
operation and all should have some ability in typing.

(3) Workload considerations were inconclusive due to confounding
conditions in the experimental design.

(4) Manuals must be revised so that persons who are not computer literate
can readily locate information and understand the instructions for taking
corrective action.

(5) Fourteen specific problems with software must be corrected.
(6) A "Help" line must be established with system experts who have both

exp.rt knowledge of the system and ability to communicate effectively with the
target audience.

(7) No safety hazards were identified.
(8) The TACCS hardware should be replaced or upgraded to correct:

(a) inordinately slow operating time,
(b) length of time to boot up the system,
(c) dim CRT lighting or contrast, and
'J) bulk.
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Testing Aquila, The Army's Remotely Piloted Vehicle: Lessons Learned

Edwin R. Smootz and Nigel R. Nicholson
Army Research Institute

Fort Hood Field Unit

Introduction. Aquila, the Army's Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV), is a
relatively small unmanned aircraft that is remotely controlled from a ground
station and is designed to carry a payload that can serve target acquisition,
designation, reconnaissance and surveillance functions. Development of the
system can be traced back to 1971 when the Defense Science Board recommended
that the Army establish a program which would apply mini-RPV technology to the
fire support functions of target designation and artillery adjustment. The

concept of using pilotless aerial vehicles for military purposes was
investigated as early as World War I, albeit with little success (Joint
Electronic Warfare Center, 1986). It was looked at again in World War II, and
hAs hpn under some degree of research and development Pver sinot. Much of the

early success was with fairly large target drones which simulated flying
aircraft and were used for gunnery exercises. Eventually, the idea of
modifying such drones by hanging cameras on them emerged, and this combined
with evolving technology created many possibilities for military application.
For example, the development of the electronic digital computer, progressive
miniaturization of components, and other related developments in the 1960's and
1970's, provided the possibilities for building relatively small air vehicles
which could continuously send real time digitized data to a ground station. In
addition, it allowed controllers to actively control the flight path or permit
the air vehicle to follow a preprogrammed flight path of relatively long
duration. Finally, such small vehicles could be easily launched and recovered,
and for some requirements procured cheaply enough to be expendable.

It was in this technological milieu, combined with an increasing
concentration of Soviet ground-based air defense weapons posing a high threat
to piloted reconnaissance aircraft, that the Defense Science Board made its
recommendation in 1971 to develop mini-RPV's for reconnaissance ari target
acquisition. In September, 1974, the program formally got underway when the

U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) ana the U.S. Army Materiel
Command (AMC) signed a letter of agreement to develop an RPV system that could
demonstrate how RPV's could ue used by ground commanders in reconnaissance,
target acquisition, laser designation of targets, and artillery adjuistment.
This effort evolved into the development of a prototypp svst-m wnich came to be
known as Aquila and underwent three series of tests: Developmental Test (DT)
II in 1985-1986, (Cozby, 1986), Operational Test (OT) II in 1986-1987 LU.S.
Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency (OTEA), 1987J, and Force
Development Test and Experimentation (FDTE) in late 1987 [U.S. Army TRADOC Test
and Experimentation Command (TEXCOM), 1988]. Following the conclusion of the
FDTE, the Army decided to halt further development and cancelled acquisition
plans for Aquila. The Army's RPV efforts have since been combined with those
of the other military services under a Joint Program Office (JPO) for Unmanned
A-..ial Vehicles (UAV), and the few Aquila systems that were initially built t'cr
test and evaluation purposes are currently serving as a test bed for the joint
program.

The extensive testing and evaluation that Aquila underwent during its
multiyear development has prov.'ided us a great deal of useful information aboi;l
how unmanned aerial systeris should be designed, operated and *mployed. Ine
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remainder of this paper will focus on some of the problems and issues in the
human factors area that were brought to light during this period. Specifically,
we will discuss three topics: (1) Target Acquisition, (2) Mission Planning,
and (3) Manpower and Personnel Selection.

Target Acquisition. One of the major findings of OT II was that Aquila crews
too often failed to detect targets. Examination of the results from OT II
(OTEA, 1987) indicates that overall detection rate was around 17% (24% of
moving targets and 13% of stationary targets). Several uncontrolled extraneous
factors contributed to this low detection rate. In addition, Aquila crews were
required to search too large an area during the test. The mean area
reconnoitered during OT II was 17.6 km2, which exceeded the 16 km2 area the
Army considered to be the maximum for a typical three hour Aquila sortie (U.S.
Army Field Artillery School, undated). It also became obvious during the test
that searching for targets from an altitude of 1500 meters with a 200 field of
view is very much like looking at the world through a straw, and is a very
difficult and tedious process.

Between the completion of OT II and the beginning of the FDTE, the Army
reevaluated Aquila search requirements using data from OT II and experience
learned from other systems and concluded that. it was not feasible to search so
large an area for targets in general. Instead, it seemed better to use other
intelligence sources to indicate approximately where targets may be, and to use
such information to cue Aquila crews to search a more restricted area.

This change was incorporated into the operating procedures established for
the FDTE. In addition, software was developed to assist the operator in
performing reconnaisance (TEXCOM, 1988). A bookkeeping function was developed
which automatically kept track of the amount of an area that had been searched.
During OT II operators easily lost track of where they were when they took
manual control of the system, thus making it difficult to systematically search
an area. With the new bookkeeping function an operator could take manual
control of the system, leave the area to perform an emergency search some place
else, and, providing he did not enter a npw waypoint, come back and
automatically pick up the search where he had previously left off.

The other software improvement was an automatic search routine known as
the step-stare technique. This technique focused on a given portion of the
search area for a fixed amount of time, depending on the amount of clutter in
the area, then automatically moved to and focused on an adjacent area with
about a 10% overlap, and thus, provided for the systematic search of a whole
area. This change increased the time required to search an area, however, from
12 to 35 minutes per km2 . Consequently, the Army reduced its maximum area
search requirement to 6 km 2 per sortie (U.S. Army Field Artillery School,

1987).

All of the above changes, i.e., reduction in the maximum size of an area
to be searched, cueing of the general target area, incorporation of an
automatic bookkeeping function, and utilization of the automatic step-stare
search process, were incorporated into the Aquila system prior to the FDTE with
the intention of increasing the target detection rate. The results of the FDTE
indicated that these changes did help. Ninety-eight percent of all moving
target arrays and ninety-four percent of all stationary arrays tha'. w,•rt not

camouflaged were acquired by the Aquila operators during the FDTE TEX -_TLZ,
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1980). However, no target arrays that were camouflaged were acquired. Thus,
the results were very clear-cut, showing a definite ability to detect moving
and stationary, uncamouflaged targets, and a definite inability to detect
camouflaged targets that were camouflaged with either artificial or natural
material.

There were additional target acquisition problems which had been
identified during the OT II, and still posed a problem during the FDTE. For
example, operators found it very difficult to detect targets that were in
shadows, as often happens when one camouflages a vehicle by parking it under or
near a tree. Dr. Aaron Hyman (1987), recently of the Army Research Institute,
identified a potential contributor to this problem, along with a oossible
solution. Although the camera in Aquila was of very high quality, the
circuitry associated with the automatic gain control and the automatic level
control was designed to clip the upper and lower 10% of the illuminance falling
on the photocathode. A linear transfer function described the relationship
between the middle 80% of the photocathode illumination and the output signal
that was transmitted to the ground control station and translated into various
shades of grey on the video display. When an Aquila operator was searching a
scene, the camera typically received a wide range of input luminances, the
lower of which often came from dark or shadowy areas. But since the lower 10%
of the input luminances was clipped, the information about objects in the
shadows was not transmitted to the video monitors on the ground.

Dr. Hyman suggested a number of ways to solve this problem. A procedural
solution would be to use a narrow field of view (FOV), such as 2.70, to search
shadowy areas so that the dynamic range of input luminance spans just the
shadowy area. However, this is only feasible for short periods of time. Of the
three Aquila FOV options, 2.70, 7.20, and 200, operators tended to use the
7.2 0 and 200 FOV's much more than the 2.70 FOV because of the tremendous
decrease in the amount of terrain tney could observe through a narrow 2.70 FOV,
and the corresponding increase in the amount of time needed to search an area.
An engineering solution to this problem would be to provide the operator with
the option of switching, as circumstances dictate, to circuitry which would not
clip the lower input luminances and would employ a non-linear transfer
characteristic with a high gain at the lower end of the input luminance
distribution. This could ue used to, in essence, amplify and detect any
signals that existed in shadows.

It might be noted that Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) camiýras are seen by
many observers as a solution to this problem of detection of targets in
shadjws. However, it should be noted that FLIR, while having many advantages,
does not always produce as clear a picture as one would like. When contrast
between two objects is low, it Is still difficult to distinguish them, and the
Army currently plans to provide for both daylight TV and FLIR as potential
payloads on its UAV system that is in thc initial stages of development. Thus,
the problem of detecting targets in shadows with daylight TV cameras is one
which must be addressed.

Another aspect of the problem of detecting camouflaged targets concerns
the combination of slant range and FOV for searching an area. Dr. Hyman's
communication with various experts in the field of' imagery analysis indicated
that the acquisition of targets in clutter, such as vegetation, is a somewhat
different process than the acquisition of' targets in open terrain. In the
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latter situation an observer typically detects something, and then after
obtaining better resolution by moving closer to it or magnifying it, recognizes
it as a particular type of object. In clutter, however, it appears that
detection of an object or target does not occur until resolution is sufficient
to also recognize the target. Previous research (Johnson, 1958) has shown that
recognition of military vehicles with a probability of 0.5 requires about eight
TV lines; thus, in clutter, it appears that about eight TV lines are needed to
also detect a target. Dr. Hyman calculated that with Aquila's 7.20 FOV, a
slant range of 1.66 km was required in order to obtain enemy target
representation (e.g., a tank) of eight TV lines. However, Aquila doctrine
suggested a 2.5 km slant range for area search witii the 7.21 FOV. Thus, it is
possible that some targets in clutter were not detected during testing of
Aquila because adequate target resolution was not obtained at the video monitor
due to the non-optimal combination of slant range and FOV.

One way to resolve this pr-oblem woald be to use a narrower FOV. This
would give more TV lines to a target of given size. Another alternative would
be to simply use a shorter slant range, such as the 1.66 km slant range
mentioned above, although this would require flying below that altitude which
had been determined as the minimum for sustained survivability.

Mission Planning. One problem uncovered during the OT II was that Aquila crews
accepted from higher headquarters mission requests that exceeded the
capabilities of the system (Test and Experimentation Command, 1988). This
typically took the form of crews accepting a mission to search an area larger
than Aquila could reasonably handle during a three hour sortie. The exact
cause for this was not empirically determined, but it was thought to be due to
several factors, to include lack of understanding of Aquila's limitations by
the crews, and a tendency to be unquestioning when receiving mission orders
from a higher headquarters. As a result, the training program was modified
prior to the FDT&E to give Aquila crews training on system limitations and the
need to resolve conflicts with higher headquarters over nonexecutable mission
requests. During the FDT&E crews were given ten incomplete mission orders and
nine nonexecutable mission orders. They were scored on whether they resolved
those conflicts. Scoring occurred in two ways. First, a subject matter expert
(a senior warrant officer) observed the crews during the three phases of a
mission (i.e., receiving the mission order, at higher headquarters, planning the
mission in the Ground Control Station, and executing the mission by flying the
air vehicle and searching for targets) and judged whetKlr •- not they resolved
mission request conflicts with higher headquarters (TEXCOM, 988). Second,
videotapes of crew actions during all three phases were scored by independent
evaluators to determine the frequency and distribution of crew actions
involving: a) requests for clarification of missions from higher headquarters,
and b) explaining system capabilities to higher headquarters (Nicholson,
Deignan, and Smootz, 1988).

The results were conclusive. The subject rnattr expert &ietprmined that
crews identified and adequately resolved all 11) _onflicts pr-sented to them.
The videotape analysis showed that this conrfiict resoiJtion bhniv~or w !bout
evenly spread out over all three phases of mi-csion cxooution. How,-ver', 1s
proportion of the communications activity ocurcring during ,-n phas,,
found that it comprised most of the o-ommur., -tic- ir . ,t W(;t r"
and higher headquarters while re(,(_,•iving thu risas, tat ,al: .' •t cc

communication during mission picranirig, mnd L.ss th-in I r` i, i i L I nt.
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The lesson to be learned here, however, is that specific training in
system limitations is extremely important, especially given that searching an
area with UAV's has proven to be a very slow and tedious process. Individuals
in higher headquarters who are tasking UAV's may easily overestimate their
search capability and it is crucial for UAV crews to be trained to expect this
and be prepared to resolve such problems with higher headquarters.

Manpower and Personnel Selection. The third topic we wish to discuss focuses
on the manpower and personnel requirements for Aquila. There are two basic
issues here: the number of personnel required for manning the system, and the
aptitudes required for performing the various tasks associated with operating
the system.

With respect to the number of personnel required, information from OT II
and an independent analysis of manpower, personnel and training issues (ARI,
1987) indicate that Aquila was far more manpower intensive than originally
planned. Maintenance manpower turned out to be a particular problem and will
be addressed by Dr. Stewart in the following paper. Operations manpower had
its own set of problems also. For example, the OT II test criterion for
preparing and launching an air vehicle after receiving a mission order was a
maximum of 60 minutes on 80% of the trials. However, the time criterion was
met on only 44% of the trials. Part of the failure to reach criterion can be
attritited to the high number of launches that were aborted because of
maintenance problems indicated by the built-in-tests. In fact, throughout OT
II an average of 2.2 launch attempts were made for every successful launch.
Nevertheless, the eight man launch and recovery section was usually able to
adequately handle the launch when equipment did not malfunction, and in many
cases got a launch off in ten minutes. However, the OT II only tested
operations during daylight hours. As mentioned earlier, the Army plans to
include a Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) payload on future UAV's and thus
provide a 24-hour continuous operations capability. Given the high degree of
equipment malfunction that kept crews busy, and the requirement to operate
around-the-clock, one is logically led to ask whether an eight-man crew could
continue to adequately function for very long. Perhaps two four-man crews
could, by working 12-hour shifts, but then one must consider that many other
duties arise in combat, such as perimeter security. Unfortunately, no data
were collected on this question during any of the tests conducted, but it is
one which is obviously very important and we plan to examine it in evaluating
manpower requirements for future UAV systems.

A related question that emerged, (and also one on which data are scarce),
concerned the skills and aptitudes required for operating Aquila. A basic
problem existed in that the skills required to operate a system like Aquila
were distinct enough to require a unique military operational specialty (MOS).
However, since the system was not a high volume system (the Army only planned
to acquire nine Aquila systems requiring about a thousand troops), the density
of the MOS was low. This situation was complicated by the fact that soldiers
with the Aquila MOS were assigned to one of two distinct jobs: either
operating the launch and recovery system, where requirements were rather
physical, or operating the control station, where requirements were more
cognitive and perceptual. It could be argued that two MUS's should have been
created for these jobs, but doing so would hawv meant that each MCS would
contain only 400-600 troops, a very low density indeed. The Army personnel
system has difficulty managing low density MoS's. The situation was couifpokin"
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by the fact that not much empirical data exists on the types of aptitudes
actually required for operating the control station, so it was difficult to
make a firm decision as to whether or not that job should require a distinct
MOS. This is a fundamental issue we plan to address in future UAV efforts.

In summary, the Army's experience in testing and evaluating Aquila
revealed a number of human performance problems in such areas as target
detection, mission planning, and manpower and personnel selection. These are
areas which will continue to be investigated in future Research, Development,
Test, and Evaluation (RDTE) efforts related to UAV's.
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ESTIMATING MAINTENANCE MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS FOR THE AQUILA
REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLE

John E. Stewart, II
Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

INTRODUCTION

Overview

HARDMAN and HARDMAN II (Hardware vs. Manpower) are
methodologies for estimating manpower, personnel and training
(MPT) requirements for emerging systems. HARDMAN was performed
on the Lockheed Aquila Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) by the
Field Artillery School TRADOC Systems Manager (TSM) under
contract with Dynamics Research Corporation in 1983. The
original analysis assumed that the RPV battery would be fielded
in five autonomous sections.

The 1985 revision of the Target Acquisition, Designation
and Aerial Reconnaissance System (TADARS) RPV Operational and
Organizational (O&O) Plan imparted more centralization and
control to the Aquila battery. The original five sections were
supe-seded by three Forward Control Sections (FCSs) and two rear
area Centralized Launch and Recovery Sections (CLRSs), each with
its own Ground Control Station (GCS). Each CLRS has a Launch
Subsystem (LS), Recovery Subsystem (RS) Air Vehicle Handler (AVH)
and five Air Vehicles (AVs). It is the responsibility of the two
CLRSs to conduct launch and recovery operations for the entire
battery. Only one CLRS, the Primary CLRS (or CLRS 1) has a
maintenance shelter (MS) along with three spare AVs. The MS and
its crew of four must provide organizational level maintenance
for all 13 AVs. Originally, it was intended that each CLRS have
an MS.

A reanalysis of the original HARDMAN was required to
incorporate these changes. One principal finding of the revised
HARDMAN (1985) was that, because of the shift from a 12 to a 24
hour operational scenario, a total of six military occupational
specialty (MOS) 13T P9 maintainers was required at the MS instead
of the four required by the 1985 TADARS O&O Plan.

However, lower than expected automatic fault isolation (Ffl
rates obtained by the automated test equipment (ATE) during
Development Testing II (DT II) in 1986 and Operational Testing 7 r

(OT II) in 1987 indicated that maintenance manpower requirement5
should be readdressed. Also, it appeared that single point
estimates of ATE performance were iot as useful as a range of
estimates based on expected levels of ATE performance.

Stewart and Shvern (1988) applied UIAPPAAN IJ j1nIt., ity
analysis to two components of thi For -I•rJ ., A .



system. Maintenance manpower estimates as a function of
automatic fault isolation performance caused the Army to
reexamine its original maintenance manpower requirements. The
following sensitivity analysis was performed in order to provide
the Army with updated information about maintenance requirements
for the Aquila RPV, and to illustrate further its efficacy as an
adjunct to HARDMAN II.

METHOD

Documentation

The principal data sources were the 1983 and 1985 HARDMAN
analyses. The 1985 TADARS O&O Plan (with changes) provided
information on projected repair times, usage rates, and
operational scenarios. Test data were available from DT II and
OT II which provided information on maintenance ratios, the
number of repair actions at organizational and intermediate
levels, and operational availability estimates from these tests.

The Required Operational Capabilities (ROC) document called
for a successful fault isolation (FI) rate of 90%. ATE
performance to date has been poorer than this (see Nauta, 1985).
During Development Test II (DT II; see Cozby, 1986), the Aquila
ATE system only isolated 35% of all faults. During Operational
Test II, (OT II; Operational Test & Evaluation Agency, 1987) this
rate was slightly less than 20%.

Analytical Approach

The methodology employed in the present analysis was a "top-
down" approach which relied on HARDMAN results as a baseline.
Because detailed raw data from the HARDMAN were not available, it
was necessary to rely on data from DT II and OT II to obtain
estimates of AV down time, repair times and maintenance ratios.
The wartime operational scenario from the 1985 TADARS O&O Plan
allowed for extrapolation to the total RPV battery. The
resultant annual maintenance manhours (AMMH) obtained through the
top-down approach (7722) agreed closely with those from the
HARDMAN (7961 adjusting for the 24 hour scenario).

Repair times. Because of the lack of a similar fielded
predecessor, assumptions from various secondary sources had t'- be
used. Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) times using ATE from the
revised O&O Plan are wrench-turning times only (see Table 1).

The ATE system is mounted inside the MS. For diagnoses of
faults to be carried out, the AV must be partially disassembled,
defueled, and then moved inside the shelter, accounting for the
day-night differences in MTTR.
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Table 1

Projected Mean Times to Repair at OrQanizational Level

Time of Repairs

Day Night

Method

ATE 30 min 45 min
Manual 90 min 135 min

Operational scenarios. Total AV operating hours for the
24 hour-25 mission scenario would be 54 hours, based on the 1985
TADARS O&O Plan.

Maintenance ratios. From operational requirements and OT
II test results it can be inferred that 1.27 maintenance actions
per day will be required per air vehicle.

Effects of travel. For the remote CLRS, there should be
6.35 maintenance actions per day anticipated. It is assumed that
two maintainers from the maintenance shelter will retrieve the
AV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The sensitivity estimates showing annual maintenance
manhours (AMMH), final maintenance ratio (FMR), operational
availability (Ao), AVs and maintenance man years (MMY)
as joint functions of (a) ATE fault isolation (FI) rates of 90%
(similar to the ROC requirement), 40% (slightly better than at DT
II) and 20% (similar to OT II), (b) percentage of repairs
performed during daytime hours (it was assumed that it would be
50% for the 24 hour scenario; 80% vas considered optimal but may
not be practicable under realistic conditions) and (c) distance
between CLRS 1 and 2, are presented in Table 2. (Distance
between CLRS=0 is equivalent to there being two MSs).
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Table 2

Aquila RPV Maintenance Sensitivity Analysis

Distance Between Primary and Secondary CLRS (Km)

0 4 6 8 10 12 14

ATE FI = 90%
(50% daytime repairs)

AMMH 7961 8579 8888 9197 9506 9815 10124
FMR .40 .44 .45 .47 .48 .50 .51
Ao .60 .56 .54 .53 .52 .50 .49
AVs 7.75 7.34 7.13 6.93 6.72 6.52 6.32
MMY 3.32 3.57 3.70 3.83 3.96 4.08 4.22

(80% daytime repairs)

AMMH 5998 6464 6697 6938 7188 7447 7715
FMR .30 .33 .34 .35 .36 .38 .39
Ao .70 .66 .66 .65 .64 .62 .61
AVs 9.10 8.58 8.58 8.45 8.28 8.06 7.93
MMY 2.50 2.69 2.69 2.89 2.98 3.10 3.21

ATE FI = 40%

(50% daytime repairs)

AMMH 13988 14605 14915 15224 15533 15824 161qI
FMR .71 .74 .76 .77 .79 .80 .82
Ao .29 .26 .24 .23 .22 .20 .18
AVs 3.77 3.38 3.12 2.99 2.86 2.60 2.34
MMY 5.82 6.08 6.21 6.34 6.47 6.60 6.72

(80% daytime repairs)

AMMH 10966 11818 12243 12684 13141 13614 14104
FMR .56 .60 .62 .64 .67 .69 .72
Ao .44 .40 .38 .36 .33 .31 .28
AVs 5.72 5.20 4.94 4.68 4.29 4.03 3.64
MMY 4.57 4.92 5.10 5.29 5.48 5.67 5.88
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Table 2 (Continued)

Aguila RPV Maintenance Sensitivity' Analysis

Distance Between Primary and Secondary CLRS (Km)

0 4 6 8 10 12 14

ATE FI = 20%
(50% daytime repairs)

AMMH 16398 17016 17325 17634 17943 18252 1i56!
FMR .83 .86 .88 .90 .91 .93 .94
Ao .17 .14 .12 .10 .09 .07 .06
AVs 2.18 1.82 1.56 1.30 1.17 .91 .78
MMY 6.83 7.09 7.22 7.35 7.48 7.61 7.73

(80% daytime repairs)

AMMH 12963 13969 14993 15201 15534 16093 16672
FMR .66 .71 .77 .76 .79 .82 .85
Ao .34 .29 .24 .23 .21 .18 .15
AVs 4.42 3.77 3.38 2.99 2.73 2.34 1.95
MIMY 5.40 5.82 6.25 6.33 6.47 6.71 6.95

CONCLUSIONS

Maintenance support of the Aquila would have posed no
problem if the ATE system were to have performed as specified in
the O&O Plan. The sensitivity analyses showed that for ATE FI
rates of 90%, the maximum mission requirement (of five AVs
airborne at any one time) could have been met with the
maintenance manpower resources available. Neither repair
scheduling, the number of MSs, nor distance between CLRS would
have posed a threat to operational capability.

Were FI rates to fall to 40%, the five-AV requirement could
still be met under optimal conditions (80% daytime repairs and
two MSs); with only one MS, the CLRSs must be no farther than 4
km. apart in order to meet the requirement.

If FI rates approximated OT II results (20%), the mission



requirement could not be met, regardless of assets or scheduling
of repair times.

It should be noted that estimates for the present project
agree closely with findings of the draft Human Factors
Engineering Analysis (Human Engineering Laboratory, 1987) which
found that during OT II the MS crew of a battery "minus" had
difficulty keeping up with the workload for a single CLRS. The
report also expressed doubt that the MS crew would be able to
support an entire Aquila battery. If operational requirements of
the Aquila are to be met at all, an FI rate of A+- least 40%,
which is slightly higner than that attained at DT II, must be
achieved, along with the aquisition of an additional MS for each
battery.

The present analysis further underscores the usefulness of
sensitivity analysis, which enhances the effectiveness of HARDMAN
II. The uncertain performance of ATE and other electronic fault
diagnostics make single point estimates, based on optimistic
criteria, impractical.
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NDI: A REAL SHORTCUT TO SYSTEM TESTING ?

John L. Miles, Jr.
Jonathan D. Kaplan

U.S. Army Research Institute
for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

Introduction

Everybody wants "a better way" to do things. Even toward the end of the
twentieth century, when it's hard to be a hero (Roche, 1987), the people who
win acclaim are those who find better ways: increased efficiency, lower costs,
greater productivity, more satisfied clients. Equipping the units of a modern
Army is one of the most complex and expensive of processes in America, and that
process has attracted a large number innovators. Both government and industry
organizations routinely offer awards and recognition tc employees who think up
"improvements" to any part of the process. One such improvement is alleged to
be the Army's Nondevelopmental Item (NDI) acquisition policy, explained well by
Morgan and Klein (1986).

The "better way" of NDI is argued on two compelling grounds: cost and
schedule. If a product already has been successfully developed for the
commercial market, why should the Army insist on redeveloping the same product
with military specifications and standards, frequent design reviews and
obviously greater costs? Those arguments are, however, far more compelling
when the product is simple (like a flashlight battery) than when it is a
complex weapon system (like an air defense missile). Moreover, Hightower
(1988) argues that DoD ought to pursue "full mil spec" NDI procurements
whenever possible (apparently on the grounds that manufacturers can be
convinced to volunteer to use military specifications in the design of prod4•ts
which may have both a commercial and military application). Whether or no t
that argument is successful, it is clear that all the armed services will be
using NDI-type procurement for as many items as possible.

Do "NDI" and "OT" Go Together?

For decades, the U.S. Army has had two general categories or types of
system testing: the first focused on the hardware/software, and the second 'i

the "manned system" in a simulated operational scenario. Over the years the
names of these two categories have changed ("engineering" testing became
"developmental" and then "technical" testing; "service" testing became
"operational" and then "user" testing). Name changes were used to indicate
either an innovation in policy or some shift in emphasis. But under whatever
names, the Army still had to learn whether the equipment itself worked and
whether trained soldiers could use it effectively to accomplish their mission.
In none of the previous permutations of policy and internal Army organization
did anyone argue that either "less testing" or "no Lesting" would be helpful.

S2emingly one of the starkest innovations of NDI acquisition is that test
and evaluation (T&E) is diminished in importance. Recent Army doctrine says:



"An important advantage of NDI alternatives is
reduced acquisition time. This is accomplished, in
part, by minimizing Army testing on NDI."

and

"No [technical testing] will be conducted unless
AMC identifies specific information needs that cannot
be satisfied by contractor or other test data
sources."

(AMC/TRADOC, pp. 17.36-17.37)

That policy is not in itself alarming--at least until one reads how it is
interpreted in an Army project manager's office (where, remember, any rewards
to the participants are most likely tu center around the management parameters
of cost and schedule--not the ultimate field performance of the manned system).
In a surprisingly frank article, a deputy project manager commends efforts to
"fight off the weenies" (Lehnes, 1987, p. 4), a clearly disparaging term for
employees outside the project management office whose responsibilities include
efforts to confirm the predicted field performance of the product. His
rationale is one familiar to anyone employed in the T&E community for more than
a few years: never mind how well it works; let's just buy it as it is, put it
in the hands of troops, and worry about "improving" it later (paraphrased from
HODA, 1986, pp. 3-4). However, former Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger
expressed a substantially different point of view:

.. [Ojur defense is underwritten by the quality
of the weapon systems [italics his] we provile to our
com•t orces. We rely on our ability to equip
America's defense forces with the high-quality
military systems needed to deter a numerically
superior adversary... We have adopted many
Initiatives.. .among them.. .a focus on quality that
goes beyond performance to include the whole range of
factors that determine the value of our hardware to
the soldier, sailor and airman in the field...

(Weinberger, pp. 2-3)

The question for those of us who work in the T&E community becomes, "How
do we meet those objectives for new weapon systems while working within the
Army policy guidelines concerning NDI acquisition?"

A T&E Concept for NDI

The decision to proceed with an NDI acquisition implies that an evaluation
of data about the product has confirmed that it is likely to function
satisfactorily in the hands of troops in the field. But how does an evaluation
reach such a determination when Army testing of the product is officially
discouraged? We believe that a combination of one old method and one new
method can provide a conceptual framework for effective test and evaluation in
NDI procurement.

The old method was introduced as "SIDTC", an acronym for Single,
Integrated Development Test Cycle, originally promulgated by a Headquarters AMC
letter in 1974. SIDTC, in its simplest form, was a marriage of two ideas: (1)
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that test and evaluation were separable functions and could therefore be
performed on the same system by different people in independent agencies, and
(2) that all data had equal dignity. This marriage meant that anyone with
funds, authority, competence, and access to the hardware being developed could
collect system data; and anyone else could perform evaluations upon such data.
SIDTC spawned the later fragmentation of test and evaluation functions in the
Army which was criticized by the General Accounting Office (1984).

The new method consists of effective exploitation of what provisions for
test and evaluation do exist in the NDI process. Under the Concept Based
Requirements System, there are four prior alternatives which are to be
considered before a new materiel acquisition (developmental or NDI) program can
be initiated. They are changes to existing tactics, training, doctrine, and
organizational structure (AMC/TRADOC, 1987, p. 1.2), all of which are expected
to be faster, easier and cheaper than buying a new product. Assuming none of
those four will resolve the battlefield deficiency, there are some general
steps which must be completed before an NDI acquisition can begin (Figure 1).
There are two important things to note. The first is that none of those steps
is assigned specifically to an Army test and evaluation agency. The second is
that, traditionally, T&E personnel have not participated In "the front end" of
the acquisition process in which the system performa:,ce requirements were first
established.

Step 4 in Figure 1 initially appears to be a T&E function, although the
"market investigation" as explained by the AMC/TRADOC Materiel Acquisition
Handbook more clearly resembles an intelligence-gathering and analysis
function. Several authors (e.g., Johnson, et al., 1988, and Peterson, 1987)
have proposed sets of questions the market Th'v•-stigation needs to answer, and

DEFINE
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

REQUIREMENTS

(DEVIEILOP AND DOCUMENTISUSAND CRITERIA
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Figure 1. Steps in Determining the Acquisition Approach
(from Johnson, et a]., 1988, p. 4-2)



many of them seem to inquire into areas outside the scope of traditional T&E.
General Morgan and Dr. Klein suggest (1986, p. 4) that T&E personnel will be
invited to participate at appropriate points in the market investigation, and
it is here that we believe the bulk of T&E activities in NDI should occur.

If test and evaluation personnel are also permitted to participate in
defining the system performance requirements, they can be expected to brine to
that process the clarity, precision and objectivity which ought to characterize
the conduct of military T&E. The result should be not only an Independent
Evaluation Plan which is tied to objective measurement of manned system
performance, but performance requirements themselves which are objective
expressions of military need and which, therefore, should be intelligible to
military arms suppliers who might be able to offer an NDI source.

Assuming that objective requirements for the performance of a manned
system were prepared, the next step would be communicating them to industry.
Sufficient follow-up questions should also be included so that potential
offerors could perform analyses within their companies to determine whether any
already-developed products could become legitimate candidates for an NDI
acquisition. What the T&E personnel who contribute t-) that effort have really
done is to structure the incoming data from the offerors (the developmental
equivalent of having written a Test Design Plan). The remaining activity is to
analyze the data provided by offerors to see whether objective system
performance criteria appear to have been satisfied.

If NDI is really to operate as speedily as its promoters are predicting
(e.g., Buttrey, 1986), there will be little time for offerors to plan, conduct
and report results of new tests. Instead, in most cases the Army will have
access to some of vhat data already exist at the offeror's facility. If this
amount of information is insufficient to determine whether or not acquisition
by NDI is feasible, additional data may be obtained from a subsequent request
to the offeror, from an independent laboratory or user, from Army testing, or
from early user test and experimentation (see HQDA, 1986).

Application to A Specialty Program

To show how our concept for NDI test and evaluation might work out, we
have elected to explain it in the context of what we believe to be the newest
of the Army's major programs concerning materiel acquisition: MANPRINT.
Although this program has received wide publicity by a number of Army commands
and agencies and has been given media attention (Includipg even a lengthy
article in the New York Times (Cushman, 1987), we believe that there are
cu:rrently few good examplesTof it. MANPRINT is the acronym for "Manpower and
Personnel Integration," which seeks to apply to both NDI and developmental
programs the latest technology In six "domains" concerning the human component
of the system: manpower, personnel, training, human factors, system safety,
and health hazards. Here is how we believe our NDI concept of test and
evaluation could work in that specialty program:

Clearly, the MANPRINT Joint Working Group (MJWG) (or its designated agent)
needs to participate in developing the performance requirements for the manned
system (including the three parts required by Army Regulation 602-2: soldier
performance standards, training burden, and soldier aptitude). As the 0&0 Plan
nears completion of its first draft, the KJWG selects or adapts (or, less
desirably, builds) a simulation model for the system (based upon irs class and
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mission). This model provides the basis for developing system performance and
RAM criteria for each of the functions and subfunctions required to accomplish
the mission, and has an architecture which provides for detailing critical
operations and maintenance tasks and for accepting actual soldier performance
data (in time and accuracy dimensions).

Next, the MJWG begins drafting the target audience description (TAD),
which would ideally contain the probable available numbers and types of
soldiers, their (ASVAB) aptitude profiles, the probable available training, and
the performance of which these soldiers are capable.

Following receipt of specific design information on candidate NDI systems,
a version of the simulation model is created for each candidate. Next, the
manufacturer of each NDI candidate is queried for time and accuracy data from
tests. If none are available, data can be generated from comparability
analysis of like tasks on other systems. (This provides, in our view, an
incentive for offerors to provide actual performance data on their own
systems.)

Exercises of the simulation model with actual or comparability data can be
run for each NDI candidate to determine the maximum crev size for operations
and maintenance (based on comparisons of the projected number of available
soldiers who fit the Target Audience Description with the planned density of
the new system in the Army). These runs of the model will also show the likely
soldier contribution to manned system effectiveness (as a function of aptitude
distributions within the MOSs selp'ted.

Critical tasks which have the greatest impact on manned system
effectiveness and those critical tasks which seem to show the greatest
difference between NDI candidates can be further analyzed to determine whether
hardware, software or training "work-arounds" can be devised, or whether those
tasks simply demand high soldier aptitude for correct and timely performance.
Such tasks are prime candidates for actual field tests with soldiers meeting
the Target Audience Description.

By using simulation and field tests to complement each other, the cost and
length of testing can be dramatically reduced; and partial field testing
significantly reduces the risks of relying entirely upon the assumptions of
simulation. In this example, we Iave proposed MANPRINT field testing only at
those points which prior analysis has shown to be the most crucial to system
effectiveness and supportability.

Conclusions

If the goal of placing quality weapons; in the hands of our fighting men is
to be met, the traditional functions of test and evaluation must still be
performed. Although the NDI acquisition concept appears to downplay those
functions, we believe there is adequate conceptual leevay for them to be
performed--albeit in nontraditional ways. In NDI, much of the government's
role shifts from data collection and analysis to verification and corroboration
of contractors' and others' data and evaluation of those data. By also
assisting in the preparation of precise and objitive initial system
performance requirements, T&Z personnel can expedite the speed and
understanding with which all personnel involved in the acquisition perform
their various roles.
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ERROR IS ALSO A HUMAN FACTOR: TASK DIFFICULTY IN CONTEXT

Carl W. Lickteig
U.S. Army Research Institute

Robert S. Du Bois
Universal Energy Systems, Inc.

This paper reports an interesting, and potentially misleading,
instance of differences in performers' task difficulty ratings.
In a recent evaluation, operators' experience with an automated
system resulted in higher ratings of task difficulty under normal,
nonautomated, conditions compared to ratings of control operators
who used only a nonautomated system. The effect seems reminiscent
of an elder's familiar "When I was a kid ... ." accounts of how much
more difficult things were in days gone by. We suggest this error
is due to the context of automated experience, and may not be
uncommon in workload estimation and, particularly, the evaluation
of systems designed to reduce operator workload.

A reliance on subjective data, despite the science's benchmark
requirement for objective data, is inevitable for the resolution
of many Human Factors issues, particularly workload. In a recent
examination of the workload concept, Gopher and Donchin (1986)
stress its consideration as a hypothetical construct which defies
reduction to solely empirical terms and invokes ". .. processes or
entities that are not directly cbservable." Similarly, Wickens and
Yeh (1983) suggest that subjective measures may be more globally
sensitive, detecting central processing requirements not tapped by
more discrete, empirical measures.

Fortunately, subjective measures of workload, and particular-
ly task difficulty, are not only readily obtainable and intuitively
valid, but often strikingly reliable. Gopher and Donchin (1986)
review an impressive pattern of subjective workload reliability
coefficients, above 0.90, across a wide variety of tasks, input
modalities, and response modes. Our intent in this paper is not
to undermine the validity or utility of subjective measures, but
to alert the reader to a potentially important contextual factor
in their obtainment.

Method

As part of a recent simulation-based evaluation of the
usefulress of automated navigational systems for small-unit armor
Missions, sixty tank commanders rated the difficulty of performing
nine hasic navigational tasks. Initially, tank crew. and platoon
participants were randomly assigned to one of the following tank
simulator, experimental conditions: (a) a control condition with
only conventional paper map, protractor, and grease pencil
navigational aids; (b) a grid condition with an automated
nay igjat itonal system that provided a steer-to display for the



driver, and for the commander, a gr'd map display of the
battlefield with a vehicle icon continuously updated as the vehicle
moved; and, (c) a digital condition identical to the grid
condition, except for the addition of terrain features such as
roads, trees, and rivers onto the commander's map display.

Following an initial day of classroom and simulator training,
participants spent two days performing a series of simulation-based
road marches and platoon combat missions. After finishing these
exercises, tank commanders completed several subjective measures
including the task difficulty ratings which are the focus of this
paper. Participants' estimates of task difficulty were included
as auxiliary measures of the navigational system's potential for
reducing the difficulty of performing land navigation tasks. For
a more complete discussion of the methodology and findings of this
evaluation the reader is referred to Du Bois and Smith (in press).

All tank commanders rated the difficulty of nine basic land
navigation tasks on a 7-point rating scale ranging from extremely
easy (1) to extremely difficult (7). Each commander completed two
different task difficulty ratings for each task: (a) the difficulty
of the task as performed in the experimental condition assigned--
control, grid, or digital--in an M1 tank simulator, and (b) the
difficulty of performing the same task in an actual M1 tank not
equipped with an automated navigational system. For estimating
task difficulty in an actual Ml tank operating in the field,
participants were instructed to base their ratings on their prior
experience with tanks, an average of 6.5 years. The order of the
tasks, question blocks (simulator first and tank second), and
response options were fixed.

Results

The general findings from the overall evaluation are
summarized before presenting the data on task difficulty ratings.
To assess the adequacy of the randomized assignment procedures for
the among subjects design, data were collected on eight different
soldier measures including Armor experience, aptitude scores, and
a land navigation skills test. Group equivalence was obtained on
all measures. Overall, crews and platoons equipped with either the
digital or grid automated navigational system outperformed the
control group on 32 of 36 dependent measures including: number of
missions and fragmentary orders successfully completed, time
requiied, distance traveled, fuel expended, and speed and accuracy
of reporting both own tank and enemy target locations.

Participants' estimates of task difficulty for their
simulation-based performance parallel the above findings on
objective performance. Commanders operating with either of the
automated navigational systems rated task performance on eight of
the nine land navigation tasks significantly easier than commanders
in the control group. Their mean difficulty rating for these tasks
was 2.25 compared to the control group's mean rating of 4.18,
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t(57) = 6.57, p<.001. The only simulation-based task not rated as
significantly easier, maintaining platoon formations, is dis-
cussed in a later section.

For tank-based difficulty ratings, however, commanders who
had used the automated navigational systems rated seven of the nine
tasks as significantly more difficult to perform in an actual M1
tank than participants from the control group (see Table 1 and
Figure 1). Consistent with this pattern of differences, within
group comparisons indicated that commanders in the automated groups
rated simulation-based task performance as significantly easier
than tank performance, and the control group rated tank performance
easier than simulation-based performance. In summary, equivalent
and experienced tank commanders provided significantly
nonequivalent estimates on the difficulty of performing land
navigation tasks in an actual tank in the normal operational
setting, after performing the tasks under either automated or
nonautomated conditions in a simulated setting.

Table 1

Task Difficulty Data for Tank-Based Performance:
Mean, Standard Deviation (SD), Planned Comparison
of Grid and Digital Conditions versus Control

Mean (SD) By Condition Planned Comparison
Task Grid Digital Control T-Value P

1. Determine own 3.80 4.05 2.65 -3.651 .001
location (1.06) (1.54) (1.18)

2. Determine own 3.30 3.45 2.25 -2.868 .006
orientation (1.34) (1.73) (1.16)

3. Maintain own 3.40 3.50 2.40 -2.728 .008
orientation (1.50) (1.64) (0.99)

4. Determine other 4.40 4.10 3.25 -2.433 .018
location (1.50) (1.65) (1.33)

5. Associate 2.85 3.30 2.70 -0.964 .339
map-terrain (1.27) (1.63) (1.34)

6. Navigate from 3.75 3.90 2.35 -3.593 .001
point to point (1.77) (1.52) (1.14)

7. Maintain platoon 2.65 2.10 2.15 0.515 .608
formation (1.76) (1.59) (1.42)

8. Bypass 3.95 3.50 2.55 -2.876 .006
obstacles (1.70) (1.54) (1.19)

9. Reorient 4.05 3.65 2.65 -2.648 .010
after attack (1.64) (2.13) (0.99)

Overall 3.57 3.51 2.55 -3.730 .000
task, (0.90) 01.22) (0.71)

Note: Task difficulty was rated on a seven-point scale (i.e., 1 = extremely easy,
2 = quite eas., 3 = sLightly easy, 4 neither easy nor difficutt,
5 = slight difficult, 6 = quite di~ff utt, i = extre ely difficult.
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Figure 1

Task Difficulty Ratings by Test Condition
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Note: Task difficulty was rated on a seven-point scale (i.e., I =u extreey easy,
2 =quite easy, 3 =slightly easy, 4 neither easy nor difficult,
5 = stightLy difficult, 6 = quite difficult, 7 z extreme(y difficult.

Discussion

A potential explanation for these differences in task
difficulty ratings for actual tank performance might include
response biases caused by questionnaire artifacts, such as the
fixed order of tasks, question blocks, and response options. A
perusal of the findings argues against these interpretations.
First, the pattern of differences is not consistent across all
task ratings. Two of the nine items, the fifth and seventh, show
no significant differences. The location of these items, in the
middle of the series, suggests that the pattern of differences was
not the result of questionnaire induced response sets.
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Second, the content of these two items indicates that
participants were responding thoughtfully, in the context of the
actual simulation capabilities recently experienced. As with any
low cost simulation, the Simulation Networking (SIMNET) test bed
used in this evaluation, entails certain fidelity limitations
(DuBois & Smith, in press) . The SIMNET computer generated
imagery, for example, provides a less differentiated set of
terrain features than most natural terrain settings. This
degraded detail makes performance of map-terrain association, the
fifth item, more difficult in the simulator than in an actual
tank. Similarly, the commander's rotatable cupola in the
simulator affords a limited, horizontal field-of-view compared to
the widely dispersed vision blocks of the Ml tank. Maintaining
platoon formations, the seventh item, requires visually monitor-
ing the relative location of the platoon's four tanks.

The effect of differential simulation contexts, non-automated
versus automated task performance, is reflected in commanders'
difficulty ratings for act: al tank performance. The experience or.
performing tasks made more difficult by low-fidelity simulation and
unaided by the automated system, resulted in relatively easy
ratings of task performance in an actual tank. In contrast, the
experience of executing tasks with the aid of a system that
directly supported task performance, resulted in more difficult
ratings of nonautomated task performance in an actual Ml tank.

Various comparative judgement theories might account for this
effect. Helson's (1964) Adaptation Level Theory, for example,
suggests the shift in ratings may be due to the effects of recent
and past experience, background and residual stimuli. To counter
response bias explanations of the effect, a current research effort
is counterbalancing the order of question blocks to control for
background stimulus effects, and obtaining pretest measures of
tank-based task difficulty, residual stimuli, prior to simulation-
based performance. This work will attempt to replicate the
reported effect on navigational tasks, and assess generalization
of the effect to a new set of tasks--command, control and
communication.

Given the well-founded reliance of workload assessment on
subjective measures, the present finding suggests that researchers
involved in automated system design and workload reduction efforts
should attend more carefully to the effect that operator exposure
to such systems might have on estimates of task difficulty a:id
related measures of perceived workload. Experience with automated
systems may, in fact, generate more valid workload estimates by
broadening the rater's comparative base and scale range. This may
prove particularly important in settings such as the military where
social mores emphasizing competition and competence tend to
restrict estimation of one's job requirements as "too difficult."
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RESULTS OF A SEARCH FOR COGNITIVE SKILLS

John A. Modrick

System and Research Center, Honeywell, Inc.

The form of the ideas presented can be described generously as inchoate and embryonic. Nlotivated
by a reaction of alarm and outrage over the state of the art, we have been working to structure the
problem of defining cognitive skills while developing a working approach in parallel. It is difficult in
this paper not to encounter the risk of offending persons whose work is critized often out of context
and against criteria or purposes other than those of the originators. Our intent is to evaluate the
state of the art rather than personal attack and we hope that our apologies will not be needed.
This work has been supported by a combination of internal funding and personal time.

THE PROBLEM: TAXONOMY OF COGNITIVE SKILLS

The original objective of this project begun in 1981 was to compile a listing or taxonomy of cognitive
skills: a set of terms for describing or classifying the activities of people in situations where infor-
mation processing rather than psychomotor control is the primary operation. The taxonomy was to
be used subsequently in a method for the decomposition of a protocol of operational activities into
the component skills and abilities which made up the operational protocol. These protocols would
consist of the multi-task, time sharing activities of a tank commander or crew, pilot of a helicopter
gunship or brigade operations officer, for example. Front end analysis of missions for defining
system concepts and designs are a long range objective. Tae original approach to compiling the
taxonomy was collation of categories of skills, techniques and principles from the technical literat ure
in psychology, human factors, cognitive science, management science and artificial intelligence.

There have been many classifications of behaviors, skills and abilities produced for various purposes
in personnel, psychometrics and human factors. Among the more familiar as those used for task
analysis and the outcomes of factor analytic studies such as Guilford's structure of intellect. Many
have been useful in application to practical applied problems. The book "Taxonomies of Human
Performance" (Fleishman and Quaintance, 1984) provides a comprehensive survey both approaches
and schemes for classification of skills and abilities.

Human activities during the period when these classifications were developed were more heavily
loaded with psychomotor, sensory and perceptual factors and the separation between human and
machine functions was sharper. However, there have been increases in recent years in the amount
of automation in manned systems and the human-system relationships. The role of the human
had become more cognitive than sensory or manual control; it was becoming a role of supervisory
control of automated, intelligent systems requiring more knowledge rather than psychomotor skill.
The human operator in the future will perform activities that are less well structured and more
complex under conditions of partial knowledge and uncertainty such as planning at tactical and
strategic levels, monitoring the execution of planned actions for deviation from expected course
of events, goal setting, recognition of patterns of events, interpretation of tactical information and



analyses, detection of infrequently occurring events and redirection of a plan in response to changed
operational conditions and emergencies. These activities have always been the responsibility of the
human. However, little effort has been given to support them and we have relied on someone
who has a "knack"for them tempered and matured by experience. These activities are becoming
commonplace for the typical individual and too critical to leave to happenstance. In the past the
user or operator of a system was very busy directly controlling actions of platforms. Now the
platforms are capable of operating autonomously once they have been committed. The airplane
can fly itself and weapons can acquire targets and fire. The user's problem is to use these systems
to fight. Commanders at all levels are no longer needed to control engagements but to plan when,
where and how he wants to engage.

DISAPPOINTING RESULTS

The results were very disappointing. There is a complete lack of terminology, classifications or
taxonomies of cognitive skills suitable for human factors research and engineering that be can
considered well-defined, systematic, validated and comprehensive. There is a plethora of "ad hoc"
lists and classifications designed for the purposes of a specific study. Most discussion of cognitive
activities and skills are at a very high level in terms such as planning, problem solving, decision

making. etc. with little specificty or even definition of terminology.

There is a big jump to further levels of resolution going first tn conventional task analysis and then
to what I call psychometric abilities. Review and analysis of task analytic methods (Bennett. 1971;
Christman, 1977; and Companion and Corso, 1983) reveals several deficiencies and little that is
adequate. The terminology of task analysis seems to fit best in the perceptual aad motor areas.
The classification by Berliner, Angell and Shearer (1964) is representative. Mediational processes is
the most cognitive category. It is one of four processes; the others are perceptual, communication
and motor. Mediational is broken down into two activities with the following specific behaviors:

"* Information Processing: categorize, calculate, code, compute. interpolate, itemize, tabulate
and translate.

"* Problem Solving and Decision Making: analyze, calulate, choose, compare, compute, estimate
and plan.

The first reaction to these lists of behaviors is that today they are executed in part or whole by
computers supporting the human. This level is also far too specific. We need intermediate categories

within the activities of information processing, problem solving and decision making which deal with
what. how and why something is being analyzed, computed, etc. Similarly, the processes should
be further differentiated into application domains and operational goals. The specific behavioral
skills are fundamental building block which are put together in various combinations to accomplish

higher level goals.

As these changes in the human role, human-system transactions and human-system interface have



been occurring, there has been a need for changes in task analytic methods. The need has not
yet been met. Card et a]. (1983) have developed the model called Goals, Operators, Methods
and Selection (GOMS) for description and analysis of activities in manuscript editing and human-
computer interactions. Bond et al. (1983) developed a method for cognitive task analysis based on
the GOMS approach.

Identification and analysis of psychometric abilities is an active area of research but it is even more
molecular and therefore harder to relate to operational activities. This work can be illustrated by
Sternberg (1977) on solving analogies, Carroll (1981) on cognitive abilities, Feuerstein et al. (1979)
on perceptual abilities and Hunt (1983) on the nature of intelligence. Hogan et al. (1987) have
identified a battery of twenty-four test instruments for use in classifying training tasks.

Experimental psychologist and cognitive scientists do no better; the necessity of using naive col-
lege sophomores as subjects and the drive to simplify, standardize and control lead to tasks such
as solving geometry problems (Greeno), planning household errands (Hayes-Roth, 1979), choos-
ing between wagers, physics problems and the ever present water bottle problems. Fischoff and
Beyth-Marom (1983) in a study of bias in evaluation of Bayesian hypothesis use the "tasks" of
hypothesis formation, assessing component probabilities, assessing prior odds, assessing liklihood
ratio, aggregration, information search and action. The absence of process models for operational
activities, the tasks in experiments and the cognitive abilities make generalization among them
impossible.

I have collected classifications and articles on specific cognitive activities and I now have a large
collection. Unfortunately, they seems to chaotic rather than orderly; they are also heterogenous
and contradictory.

A CONSTRUCTIVE RECOMMENDATION

"'hen faced with chaos or intractible complexity, the creative scientist simplifies and imposes struc-
ture. We will outline an approach and concepjual framework to provide a proper taxonomic sNstem.
A diagram of the approach is presented in Figure 1.
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Compile an Inventory of Operational Activities of People in Some Specific Domain

We must begin by collecting Activity Sequence Protocols of the operational activities of people and
analyzing the activities into the component cognitive functions, processes, tasks, skill/knowledge
and abilities. It is not feasible or useful to try to compile a list that encompasses the entire spectrum
of human activity. Instead we must limit the inventory to a tractible domain, perhaps the mission of
a howitzer or attack helicopter or even a segment of the mission and specific operational objectives.
The activity sequence will be broken down into component tasks and functions. Behavioral task
descriptions will be prepared and cognitive functions will be abstracted from them. Cognitive skills
will be derived from the functions.

Prepare Behavioral Task Descriptions

The purpose of Behavioral Task Descriptions is to capture the operational context for the
acitivites. The behavioral task descriptions will consist of the sequence of actions in exercising
the skill in a given operational context including the stimuli, cues or information responded to;
responses made and the control activations in making the response; and the cognitive operations
performed in mediating between cuing conditions and output response. It is important to identify
the non-observable "in the head" responses characteristic of many cognitive activities.

Hierarchical Structure That Spans the Range of Real World Operational Activities of
People

We must impose a vertical echelon structure that spans the echelons of planning, command
and control. There are two approaches on which we can build to address the structure of vertical
echelons. Anthony (1981) differentiates among three levels of administration:

"* strategic Planning: Establish long term objectives and use of resources;

"* Management Control: Formulate, implement and monitor programs to achieve strategic goals;

"• Operational Control: Day-to-day operations management of production or service.

Wohl (1981) offers a related paradigm for AF tactical C2 in terms of pre- and inflight levels
which deal with planning and commitment vs control and coordination, respectively. Time, amount
of information and aggregation of information decrease from pre- to inflight.

Our assumption at this time is that the cognitive skills are the same at each hierarchical level.
Some of the tasks may be different but the principal differences will be in the time available to act
and the scope and aggregation of the data.

Select or ConIstruct a Standardized Task For Each Skill Category

At this point we would which will serve as the paradigm for that skill. We will be able to use
these tasks for off-line, laboratory research and analysis to develop ta-sk and process models, make
workload estimates under specified conditions and develop the kinds of information on human
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resource demands needed by MANPRINT types of programs and system engineering. Again,

existing batteries for workload measurement and used in studies by Hart, Wierwille, Wickens and

Donchin can be used provisionally to get started. They can be standardized laboratory paradigms

or standardized job tests.

Taxonomy of Cognitive Skills

The cognitive skill will then be organized into a taxonomy. The initial cognitive terminology

would undoubtedly be commonly used terms and concepts. There are several sources of func-

tion/task data bases that would provide a provisional classification scheme, such as Thompsom et

al. analysis of intelligence activities, the GOMS model (Card et al., 1983), DARPA/NOSC battle

management and the US Army work on brigade C3 at Fort Leavenworth. The frequency data from

decomposition of the operational activities would then be subjected to some kind of cluster anal-

ysis to prune and dimensionalize the skills inventory. Bennett, for example, did a factor analysis

on twenty-five verbs of the type used for task analysis; the verbs were used to make judgement

about ten tasks. The factor analysis yeilded four factors on which the verb clustered: cognitive,

social, procedural and physical.

Each cell would consist of an independent skill unit, a definition of the cognitive operations, asso-

ciated data of variables that affect it and all the good human factors information on requirements

for interface design, support and training.

Cognitive Ability Level

The final step is to relate the cognitive skills and paradigmatic tasks to abilities, aptitudes and

their instruments.

CONCLUSION

The approach proposed is a big undertaking but it is necessary. Better utiiization of human abilites

is critical to realizing the potential of automated, intelligent systems. There are no shortcuts:

technology is not going to actualize itself. Our technology for effective design must be based on a

sound psychometric, experimental and theretical foundation. It is a time-consuming, nasty job but

someone has to do it.
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Applications of the Cognitive Requirements Model

Paul G. Rossmeissl
Jan Charles

Hay Systems, Inc
2000 M Street NW

Washington DC. 20036

An accurate measurement of the mental difficulty of a job or task is a key element in
the successful planning and management of human resources. HAY Systems, Inc. has
developed a procedure, called the Cognitive Requirements Model or CRM, to estimate the
cognitive demands of human task performance in a manner that permits provides useful
information to human resource managers.

The cognitive requirements model was developed through a careful review of the
literature on human information processing theory and cognitive models (eg., Anderson, 1981,
1983; Sternberg, 1977; Snow, Fedrico & Montague, 1980). This research led to the identifica-
tion of twelve factors which are of particular importance in determining job or task difficulty.
These factors became the model's evaluation criteria and are listed in Table 1.

Table 1
Cognitive Requirements Model

Evaluation Criteria

Cognitive Factors Moderator Factors

Working Memory (WKM) Psychomotor (PSY)
Quantity of Data (QNT) Long Term Memory (LTM)
Multiple Processing (MLT) Task Repetition (REP)
Data Interpretation (INT) Perceived Risk (PRK)
Problem Solving (PBL) Time (TME)
Decision Mapping (DMP) Environmental Factors (ENV)

The first six factors are considered to be of direct significance to the cognitive dif-
ficulty of a task. The remaining factors are moderator variables that affect cognitive task
requirements in an indirect fashion. For example, two tasks may have the same scores on the
cognitive factors, but one must be accomplished in half the time as the other. The task that
must be accomplished quicker will likely be more difficult for humans to perform.

Each of the factors within the model is evaluated on a five step rating scale, similar to
those used ty Schufcidt and Layton (19/2) in evaluating the mental workload of aircraft pilot
tasks. Each rating scale is anchored on observable and measurable performance requirements
or established hierarchical structures of mental complexity.

The data from the evaluation the rating scales are entered into the model's evaluation
algorithm that is highly interactive in form. This form was required to capture the inter-
relationships among tile cognitive and moderator variables that have been documented in the
literature (eg. Anderson, 1983; Snow, Fedrico & Montague, 1980). The output of the
evaluation process is a single number (the cognitive loading score) which indexes the overall
cognitive complexity of the job or task.
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This paper reports on the initial study of the utility of the cognitive requirements as a
human resource tool. Of particular concern was the investigation of the model's psychometric
properties and the validity of its measurements.

CRM PSYCHOMETRIC PROPERTIES

An investigation into the psychometric properties of the CRM was undertaken to
accomplish two major objectives. The first of these objectives entailed an analysis of the
structure and distributional properties of the model. The second major objective in evaluating
the psychometric properties of the CRM was the determination of the model's inter-rater
reliability.

Method

Tasks. In order to investigate the psychometric characteristics of the CRM, a sample
of 131 tasks were evaluated with the model. All of the tasks entailed either U.S. Army
engine, aviation, or vehicle maintenance procedures that were likely to be performed by a
skill level one (entry level) soldier. In order to estimate the inter-rater reliability of the
model, a subset of thirteen helicopter engine maintenance tasks were selected from the total
set of 131 tasks. These tasks were to be rated by more than one analyst.

Procedure. Each task was evaluated by analyst highly trained in the use of the CRM.
Three different analysts were used to evaluate the complete sample 131 tasks. These tasks
were divided equally among the three analysts. The thirteen tasks that were to serve as the
base for estimating the inter-rater reliability or agreement of the CRM procedure were
evaluated by all three analysts.

Results

Analyvsis of evaluation scale values. Summary statistics for the twelve CRM evaluation
scales are presented in Table 2. With the exception of one dimension (Environmental
Conditions) each scale showed sizable variation across the tasks under evaluation.

Table 2
Summary Statistics for CRM Scale Values

Scale Mean S.D. Range

Working Memory 2.0 1.0 4.0
Quantity of Data 3.0 1.2 4.0
Multiple Processing 1.1 .2 1.0
Data Interpretation 1.8 .7 2.0
Problem Solving 1.5 .8 3.0
Decision Mapping 2.1 .4 3.0
Psychomotor 2.3 .4 2.0
Long Term Memory 2.8 .6 1.5
Task Repetition 4.3 1.2 4.0
Perceived Risk 2.1 1.1 3.0
Time Constraints 1.2 .7 3.0
Environmental Cond. 3.0 0.0 0.0
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Tables 3 and 4 show the inter-correlations among the scale values for the CRM's
cognitive and moderator factors. Using the r to z transformation (Pearson & Hartley, 1966),
the critical value for statistical significance (pI = .05) for these data is .17.

Table 3
Inter-correlations among CRM Scale Values

Cognitive Factors

QNT MLT INT PBL DMP

WKM .44 .53 -.04 .56 .15
QNT .23 .35 .41 .38
NILT -.07 .47 .24
INT .05 .37
PBL .19

Analysis of inter-rater reliability . To assess the inter-rater reliability of the model's
output the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) (Nunnally, 1978) was calculated. The ICC
for the three analysts who all rated the subset of thirteen engine maintenance tasks was .81
indicating strong inter-rater agreement.

Table 4
Inter-correlations among CRM Scale Values

Moderator Factors

LTM REP PRK TME ENV

PSY -. 11 -. 15 .16 -.04 K
LTM -.15 -.07 .13 K
REP .12 -.13 K
PRK .08 K
TME K

Discussion

Overall, the CRM was found to exhibit favorable psychometric properties. The task
difficulty indices produced by the model were reliable across users and showed sufficient
variance that floor or ceiling effects when applying tile model should be minimal.

The examination of the inter-correlations of the evaluation scales indicated that the use
of twelve scales seems to be appropriate. None of the inter-correlations among the moderator
variables was found to be statistically significant, suggesting that each makes a unique
contribution to the model. Scale correlations were higher among the cognitive factors, but
this finding is not surprising in light of the strong correlations typically found among these
factors in cognitive tests (e.g. Htunt, Frost, & Lunneborg, 1973: Pellegrino & Glaser, 1979).
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VALIDITY TEST

The ultimate value or utility of any psychometric instrument or procedure is a function
of its validity. One source of true task difficulty data can be derived from the judgments of
subject matter experts (SMEs). If SMEs possess extensive familiarity with the tasks and with
the historical difficulty inherent in their learning or performance, SME judgments would
constitute an acceptable basis against which to measure the validity of the task difficulty
estimates

Method

Subject Matter Experts. Thirteen instructc!-s at the U. S. Army Transportation Center
and School (Aviation Logistics School) served as subject matter experts or SMEs for evalua-
tion of task learning difficulty. Seven senior sergeaints at the U. S. Army base at Ft. Hood,
TX. were used as SMEs for the ratings of task performance difficulty. All of the SMEs had
extensive experience with engine maintenance tasks and knowledge of the capabilities of the
soldiers who are asked to learn and perform the tasks.

Materials. The same thirteen turbine engine maintenance tasks that served as the data
source for the assessment of inter-rater reliability were used as the basis for the validity data
collection. Special data collection forms were constructed to allow the SMEs to evaluate how
difficult it would be for personnel within the aviation maintenance specialty to learn and
perform the thirteen tasks. Each form contained a seven point difficulty rating scale (seven
being the most difficult) and instructions on how to make the ratings. Preceding each task
rating scale was a description of the task. The task descriptions were taken from the official
technical manual describing the proper procedures for task performance. In addition to
verbally describing the activities entailed in performing the task, each description included
drawings showing the locations of the relevant engine components.

Procedure. All of the SMEs evaluations were conducted in two group sessions (one
session for evaluations of learning difficulty, one session for evaluations of performance dif-
ficulty). Each SME was first given a booklet containing the task descriptions and rating
scales. They were then asked to read the descriptions and based upon their experience with
the tasks rate along the seven point scale the learning or performance difficulty of the
described task.

After the SMEs had completed the task ratings, they were asked to rank order the
thirteen tasks based upon their difficulty. The easiest task was to receive a rank of one and
the most difficult a rank of thirteen. The SMEs were further instructed that two different tasks
could not receive the same rank (no ties were allowed).

Results

The results of the correlational analysis of CRM predictions of task difficulty and the
SME judgments of learning and performance difficulty for the same tasks are presented in
"Fable 6. The data shown in TFable 5 indicate that the CRM is a %cry good
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Table 5
CRM Validity Estimates

Predicted Criterion r r2
Measure

Learning Difficulty Ratings .77 .59
Learning Difficulty Rankings .79 .62
Performance Difficulty Ratings .87 .76
Performance Difficulty Rankings .71 .50

predictor of both learning and performance difficulty. All of the observed validity indices

were quite large and statistically significant (p < .001).

Discussion

The results in Tables 5 are convincing evidence that the CRM is a valid measure of
the difficulty individuals may experience in learning and performing human/machine tasks.
The SMEs who provided the criterion data have had sufficient experience with human
capabilities and the sampled tasks to permit accurate evaluations of task difficulty. The
cognitive loading scores output from the CRM were able to predict the task difficulty criteria
with considerable accuracy. Since the CRM does not contain special assumptions for main-
tenance tasks, the literature on meta-analysis (e.g. Hunter, Schmidt, & Jackson, 1982)
indicates that it is reasonable to accept that CRM outputs would be equally predictive of
difficulty measures for most human tasks.

Given the strong statistical validity of the CRM as a predictor of task difficulty, it can
offer an important contribution to the determination of human task requirements in situations
where subject matter expertise with respect to human performance is not available. This
capability can be particularly useful for the cognitive evaluation of tasks that are part of a new
system design. Since the CRM relies only upon task descriptions for exogenously supplied
inputs, it is capable of evaluating tasks based upon information available relatively early in
the design process, such as design drawings, human factors task analyses, or prototypes.

In addition to the ability to predict task difficulty for systems that are conceptual or
developmental in nature, a CRM analysis can provide valuable information regarding the
probable cause (or causes) of that difficulty through evaluation of the exogenous factors that
led to the scale values from which it derives its prediction. Isolation of these elements of a
task that contribute to its difficulty permits their address throunh special training, job aids, or
re-design of the appropriate hardware or software, hence contributing to enhanced total system
performance.

General Discussion

This initial investigation of the cognitive requirements model or CRM has shown it to
be a promising tool for addressing the problems of task complexity and human performance.
The analyses of variances and correlations of the model's evaluation scale values and the
distribution final cognitive loading scores all indicated that the model is psychometrically
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sound and consistent. When users of the model are well traiMcd Mf IC ')-0Ccdures, there is
substantial agreement among the scores that they produce. Fti•ai! ý, th , I . ndices of task
difficulty were found to be valid when compared to expert dcci, ir, tai,; nerform-mce and
learning difficulty.

The ultimate test of the CRM, like any other tool or prc(cdure. will cst upon its
applications. The model must have utility for applied situations ;aid problen,, i It is to be of
value. In this regard. we believe that there are a number of are., where W, model could
prove to be useful. The key feature of the CRM in all of these 0-,icatinCs rests in its
capability to estimate the difficulty of a system's human llV. be cr 'che hardware and
software of the technology is actually implemented.

One possible application is the use of the CRM io ditermi.oc te K n,.-d that a new
system can be successfully opelated or maintained by the saw pcic-orvc ;.00h are working on
the current or predecessor system. The CRM could be used •o p ';",' a iusc ,,eaiyilsis of
the difficulty of the human tasks that are part of the current Am s' :bequent CRM
analysis, based upon preliminary design information, of the ne'w s),tc ,'i,, "asks, would reveal
their predicted difficulty. The human task difficulty of the old and l.cw svsYerns could then be
compared on a common metric. If the new system cogniti 'c % ,udin;. .cores are no greater
than those of the predecessor system, the same personnel could ie expected to operate or
maintain the new system successfully (given the reasonable assumtion tha,. these personnel
are performing satisfactorily on the predecessor system). It Wike nec\v s.%,,,tem-s tasks are
predicted to be more difficult than desired, the CRM analysis can he used to pinpoint the
design factors that led to this difficulty. These factors could then be altered or pruvided with
special jog, or training aids in order to bring the task difficulty w\ithin ,he target-d range. All
of the adjustments to the new system that are based upon CRM arna!,y'e could he performed
before the system becomes operational when such changes v ould be ,c or, coX,.

Another application of the CRM could be to assist in 'he alihoc'iaon (d' tunctions or
tasks between men ard machines. Currently, the decision of \,!,ich'<,,,ects ,f a s, stem to
automate is often based on which functions are the c 1.7 0 dC,, , (,I'r engzineer the
automation. A CRM analysis could determine which fuincin ',, v. 1a 0,a ',, V'en w, ld likelv
be most difficult for humans to perform. These functions ,,vIII.ý ilhen i ei cc cadidatCS for
automation. On the other hand, if a system function would I L211,.\ fi', 'Ie h 1 ri to perfor,n,
expensive automation may not be cost effective.

Applications of the CRM of this sort would be partic lanlv i'fei -t,, 0gan Izations
with constrained work- forces or training resources. Such orneinizati(1,, o '0v111d include in
particular the military and companies with strong laboi union .'''' ''n 's .' e ae c0urrently
using the model in a number of these situations Mnd expect sUCCCw,,.
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INTRODUCTION

Although the military has been much more responsive than the
civilian world to the need for user testing and the application
of other Human Factors precepts, its efforts until recently have
been primarily centered in a few major systems and product areas.
This situation is changing. Programs such as Manpower and
Personnel Integration (MANPRINT) now mandate the integration of
the soldier-user in the design loop for all products in all
phases of the development process.

Although weapons and aircraft have been the attention
getters in design issues, Natick's products -- rations,
environmental protection items, clothing, shelters, and airdrop
systems -- also demand an uncompromising application of human
factors principles. One could argue that since Natick's products
center on individual soldier life support it is even more
critical that we target the soldier's physiological and
psychological parameters in order to assure soldier use and
acceptability of our products.

Acceptability is one of the -ritical human factors issues
for Natick items, as a soldier simply will not use an item he or
she finds unacceptable. An unused item equates to the soldier
lacking a battlefield advantage and wasted money. The costs of
Natick's items startle those who have only heard the litany of
weapons dollars. For instance, the 1987 procurements for just
the Meal, Ready-to-Eat, Battle Dress Uniform, Combat Boot, Jungle
Boot, and the General Purpose Medium Tent amounted to $395
million -- and those items are usually procured annually.

Over four years ago Natick responded to the prevailing human
factors climate that pressed tor broad user (soldier) interface
in product assessment by launching OFIG (Operational Forces
Interface Group).

Although civilian and military product developers are aware
they must user-test, there are few avdilable models. While much
literature exists on research design, there is little that offers
a "cook book" schema for implementing a structured program in an
organizational setting.



OFIG has evolved a strategy to obtain structured user
f1eedback. We would like to describe the OFIG system and discuss
our solutions to some of the compromises inherent in field
testing.

OPERATIONAL FORCES INTERFACE GROUP - A CASE STUDY

Organization and Personnel. Nat4ck's st-.cturc and mission
allowed for an easy birth of a user product assessment program.
Initially, Natick assigned an equipment specialist and an
Infantry officer from its operations research staff and a human
factors psychologist and two technicians from tihe behavioral
sciences staff. This provided a blend of research and product
expertise, plus a military member to help access the military
user. Program personnel also had ready access to product project
officers and a staff statistician. The number cf personnel has
grown to seven staffers as the program expanded.
Organizationally, the OFIG members collaborate closely, but are
responsible to their respective management chains.

User Surveys. OFIG surveys soldiers in the United States
and overseas on Natick's many fielded items -- with the surveys
including both questionnaire and interview efforts. Proceeding
through military channels, OFIG schedules five to eight trips a
year to combat arms divisions that have just returned from major
training exercises in the desert, jungle, or cold weather
environments. The immediacy of the visits means that use of the
items is fresh in mind, and the environmental harshness tests the
level of abuse the items can withstand. Between 250 and 400
soldiers are surveyed on each occasion, and to date over 6,500
soldiers have been surveyed.

Project officers are the best source of information about a
product and their input is the backbone of t-he quest.ons asked in
the surveys. This base is then fleshed out with questions
necessary from a human factors perspective.

Besides the obvious ,ff in specific product information,
there are other rewards to sstematic surveys and the data they
produce. The data bases provide a frame of reference for product
complaints. When a problem with a product i•s referred from the
field, OFIG can quickly determine whether or not it is an
isolated defect. Conversely, a few complain'ts car" ',enerate an
item's being included on a future survey to I" cmne if there is
indeed a problem.

OFIG also uses the questionnaires and interviews to provide
a clearer picture of the user. They are 1aced with questions
about mission requirements, garrison and field life, and even
extend to hygiene and eating habits. In short, OFIG asks
anything that bears directly or indirectly on product design.

User Evaluations. After the survey proc.-, , Nas full]y

operational, OFIG extended its sphere to r Jdi tests of



developmental or modified items and in three years has evaluated
25 products/systems. While field testing is the ultimate test of
a product, it does sacrifice scientific control. It sometimes
also has to take an expedient path because of manpower and money
constraints. However, OFIG operates on the principle that much
can be gained .fro.m f iNe• d evaluations in spite of their drawbacks.

We use a number of testing procedures. The simplest is to
deliver a prototype item to a user for a predetermined time
period. Usually there are only a few items available for
testing, but at this stage the only goal is to identify any gross
defects in design or function. Necessary modifications can then
be made preparatory to a more comprehensive evaluation. Large
amounts are not spent to produce several conceptual items, and
testing is "piggybacked" onto a more comprehensive test or survey
effort.

A specific instance is a recent evaluation of a prototype
Combat Vehicle Crewman's Equipment Bag. OFIG delivered the one
existing bag to members of an Armored Cavalry unit in Europe
while on a survey trip and retrieved it 90 days later while on
another evaluation. We interviewed the five personnel that had
used it on a number of field exercises and sent their comments to
the project officer. The soldiers felt it would make functioning
in a tank easier, as it created more space by consolidating gear.
Their one complaint was that it didn't have enough compartments;
they wanted immediate access to some items when they had to "move
out." Most of this information would not have surfaced from
laboratory testing or from a project officer's intuition.

The other extreme of OFIG's field testing methods can be
illustrated by a recent glove evaluation, which supported the
Army's quest for a warmer glove for a moderately cold climate.
It was conducted at three bases in the United States and one
overseas and involved a total of 1400 soldiers who were assigned
to either a control or experimental group. At the outset, the
test soldiers were carefully fitted with the gloves and
instructed on test protocol. At the end, data were collected on
over 20 variables, and supportive weather and mission data were
also obtained. This was relatively costly, but nothing compared
to what the procurement of an inadequate product would exact in
either dollars or dismay.

Most user evaluations fall at some point on the range
bounded by the two extremes just described. The most common
scenario is to have a product evaluated at one site, with
approximately 30 to 60 users in both control and experimental
groups. The duration of the tests is usually contingent on the
time we feel we needed to assess any particular product's
durability.

Other User Feedback. In addition to conducting surveys and
evaluations OFIG attempts to help open communication lines and
broaden the Army's knowledge of Natick's products.



For the most part, combat arms personnel have no clear
picture of the structure and responsibilities of logistical
support agencies such as Natick. OFIG has therefore made it
policy to give users a formal, comprehensive briefing on Natick
and a demonstration of its new and developmental products.
Soldiers then know what products Natick is responsible for, what
new ones they will be getting and when, and to w;hom to turn with
problems, suggestions or needs. These bripfinas; ryi-'-- to
personnel being surveyed, test personnel, and the command and
staff of all divisions visited.

The feedback loop also extends to central issue facilities
(CIFs), the organizations which maintain, store, and issue field
equipment and clothing. OFIG calls on the manager at each site
it visits to find out how Natick's products are performing,
inspects the products, and advises on their proper care and
issue.

OFIG also maintains a telephone hotline. It informs all
users of its existence in the course of briefings, leaves cards
and posters with the hotline number at militacy bases, and
advertises it in military publications.

One last effort OFIG makes to close the developer-user gap
is to include project officers in its visits to the military
installations. A number of them have taken advantage of the
opportunity and have returned with a better sense of what
requirements their product has to meet and how the military
community operates.

In-house Communications. Good communications are a key to
any successful feedback operation ard OFIG has established a wide
and effective network at Natick. Its initial communications were
devoted to informing all Natick personnei of its existence and
its mission through briefings and memoranda. These
communications are repeated and updated yearly for new project
officers.

Reports are generated from every survey and user evaluation.
Each is circulated not only to management and Item pr-oject
officers, but also to anyone that could concei,,ably he;efit.
That includes those responsible for similar products or ihose who
have to assess factors such as their oroci ct'nc,,patibility with
the products in the report at hand.

Trip reports serve as the vehicle fo; cor2mn;wi{ating feedback
obtained from commanders and staff of mpiit,1y !-,, s, CIF
personnel, and other sources in the user-r n reports are
also circulated to all who could possibl' W r,•r< It •{11 the
information.



DISCUSSION

Overall Program. OFIG is not yet fully evolved. It has
continued to grow in both personnel and responsibility during its
existence. However, questions are starting to be raised about
how much can be committed to a testing program in personnel or
funding. While there is no doubt that testing must be conducted
early to offset greater costs that would be incurred if design
changes had to be made late in the development cycle, there are
still decisions to be made as to the scope and frequency of such
testing in order to be cost effective.

The user surveys also are leading to questions. How often
does an item have to be surveyed to most effectively detect
problems in manufacturing or basic design issues? What
constitutes a solid, reliable data base for a product given the
myriad of career fields that use it and the number of
environments in which it is used? In other words, which cost
benefit ratio in obtaining user feedback is the most
advantageous? The attempts at answering these types of questions
will most certainly be responsible for shaping OFIG's future.

Lessons Learned. The two greatest lessons learned so far
are that the user unit's command support is critical to the
success of the evaluation and that even under the best of
circumstances, subject attrition is appalling. OFIG has learned
to ask for at least twice the number of participants any test
design would normally require. It also asks for hand receipts
for the test products, puts requests to units for test support in
writing, and directs these requests to a command level no lower
than division.

In spite of these procedures, data acquisition can be
problematic, and has had to be pursued relentlessly. In most
cases the problam stems from the fact that there are many mission
requirements in the field and upon returning from it. Access to
the soldiers for purposes of collecting data becomes a lower
priority than tanks that require maintenance .r some other
pressing mission demand. The most ideal scenario for collecting
data would be while the soldiers are in the field, but this is
often not permitted for logistical reasons, or because training
schedules are often not compatible with data collection
requirements. While we continue to search for field scenarios
that accommodate our testing needs, we presently do the next best
thing - survey immediately upon return from the field. We
usually plan to spend extra days at a site if necessary so we can
access as many subjects as possible, since many are often
unavailable because of maintenance and other post-field
requirements.

Another lesson OFIG learned in field testing was to keep
test designs simple, as lack of control in the field is more than
a figure of speech, and even simple designs can court testing
disasters. A few examples of the types of situations that can



occur: (1) In conducting a test where soldier performance is an
issue, one of the test companies can unexpectedly have to conduct
night training, resulting in sleep deprivation on a day where
performance was to be measured. (2) On a large scale field
ration test one of the test groups could receive the wrong ration
for the day. The supply point is a four-hour drive, the troops
are moving out momentarily, and will be widely spread out for the
rest of the day. (3) It rains all day on a day that troops were
given questionnaires to fill out at a specific time point. In
spite of waterproof bags being supplied the pervading moisture
renders much of the data illegible.

When problems such as these occur when the design is simple,
any complexity will increase the chances for disaster. It has
been our experience that even siri le crossover designs
disintegrate. For instance, nature will assuredly supply a
drastic change in the weather at a crossover point when testing
different cold weather clothing items. Even in January there
will be an unprecedented warm weather spell.

Crossovers may also not occur at the designated timepoint,
because the test soldiers are not at the crossover location for
unanticipated reasons - such as a unit being given the wrong map
coordinates. Crossovers tend not to occur also when unit
personnel are responsible for effecting the crossover, a
situation sometimes agreed to because our evaluators are not
always allowed access to some training sites. Despite the best
intentions of unit personnel the exigencies of field life will
always have priority, and people not familiar with research
procedures do not recognize the importance of adhering strictly
to test protocol.

The survey efforts are less of a problem in terms of support
because they can be planned a year or more in advance. With a
long lead time Natick can request access to users through a very
high level troop command, and since these requests filter down
through the combat arms chain, they have a higher priority.

CONCLUSION

At this point OFIG has a workable, productive program for
obtaining user feedback. It has incorporated the user at all
levels and in all combat arms branches. It has a number of
vehicles for obtaining user information: surveys, product
evaluations, interaction with unit commanders and their staffs,
interaction with CIF's, and a hotline. It has effective in-house
communication strategies.

Because this program is responding to the needs of a unique
military multiproduct developer, it can hardly be considered a
general model for obtaining user feedback. OFIG does, however,
hope that its program will provide a frame of reference or at
least a starting point for others who are looking for ways to
involve the user in product feedback.
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HOW MUCH DO SOLDIERS SLEEP?

Sally J. Van Nostrand
US Army Concepts Analysis Agency (CAA)

(Student research project, Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Class of '88)

Because of the dramatic effects to performance, sleep loss is one of the
first variables that should be added to present combat models. However, when I
began to plan the modifications to CAA models, I discovered a disconcerting lack
of data on how much soldiers sleep.

METHOD

I administered a questionnaire to officers and noncommissioned officers
(NCOs) at CAA and to Army students and faculty at the National Defense
University. Nearly all of the subjects have held command positions, served on the
staffs at several levels, and have participated in exercises such as Reforger in
Europe and at the National Training Center (NTC). Many took the trouble to write
additional comments; one of the most thoughtful sets of comments was provided by
a senior NCO who had a wide range of experience.

The questionnaire was relatively simple--for various generic duty positions,
I asked the respondents to tell me the nunmbor of hours they expected to work,
sileep, amd perform other activities during combat conditions, and to circle the
item numbers of the duty positions which they had actually held. They completed
items for only those positions they had held or for which they felt they had
personal knowledge.

RESULTS

From the 95 questionnaires returned, I obtained 752 estimates of the avcraQý
amount of sleep expected under combat conditions. The duties covered by thc
estimates range from cook to division commander. The largest numbers of duty
position estimates were for battalion staff, company commander, and platoon
leader (83, 84, and 78, respectively): nearly all of these estimates were from
officers who had served in those positions, plus a few for battalion staff from
NCOs who had served on one. Since most of the respondents were officers and they
only provided estimates for duties they felt comfortable about estimating, there
are many fewer estimates for each of the enlisted and NCO positions.

Figure 1 shows groupings of an assortment of the duties by the average
number of hours of sleep estimated. This graph clearly shows a large range in the
amount of sleep expected by duty position. The combat officer and combat NCO seer
to expect the least amounts of sleep (4.5 hours and 4.4 hours, respectively). In
all of these figures you will notice that aviation soldiers ar, shown separately,
and that they have some of the highest expected averages. It seemed reasonable '-e
separate them because aviation soldiers in flying status are required to sleep at
least 6 hours in one unbroken segment. Another interesting aspect of the a-:atiorn
officer data is that the least amount of sleep they expe,'t is 3 hours. There
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Hours of sleep in 24 hour period

Duty n 1 2 3 5 6 7
I I II ! I

Driver, truck driver 14 6.6

Admin clerk 16 6.2

Aviation Co Cmcr 7 5.9
Ordnance Officer 27 -

Mechanic 24 5.6
Medic 9

Brigade Staff 56 5.5
Cbt Engineer (EM) 13

Noncombat officer 182 5.4

All enlisted 183

Division Commander 27 5.3
Armor crew (enlisted) 7
Suoply Clerk 9

Total sample 752
Division Staff 51 5.1
Noncombat Co Cmdr 31

Battalion Staff 83 5.0
Battalion Commander 67

4.9

Platoon Leader 78 I
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 4.8

Platoon Sgt 8

Noncombat NCO 15 4.7
Infantry EM 19

Company Commander 84 4.6
Squad Leader 48

4.5

Combat Officer 184 
I.

'.4

Combat NCO 40

Field artil., chief 3 3.7

3.4

First Sgt 7 J!
2.9

Field artil. Co Cmdr 9 
2.

1 2 3 5 6 7

Hours of sleep in 2& hour period

Figure 1. Selected duty prsItlons---grouped by exp:-ted riumber

of hours of slýip ir a 24 hour p,-riod



were several in each of the other categories that believed they would sometimes
have to go entirely without sleep.

These data show that most US Army soldiers should expect some sleep decrement
during combat conditions (see Figure 2). Officers expect that the average
noncombat enlisted soldier will get nearly the required 6 ho,'-s (some will sleep
more) and nearly all enlisted in aviation-related jobs will sleep more than 6
hours. However, NCOs, even in aviation-related positions are predicted to have
substantial sleep decrements.

"7'Comba f"'" NoNcbof
Expected 11 i\i/

hours of

sleep in 2
24 hours

Of 'ficer NCO [nisfed

Figure 2. Officer, NCO and enlisted average expected
amounts of sleep

Figure 3 shows officer sleep loss by duty position. There is a large
difference between the amount of sleep that aviation officers expect and the
amount that other officers can expect, particularly the combat platoon leaders
and combat company commanders. Combat company commanders are estimated at less
than two-thirds of the minimum required amount.

Within the company commander position there are also large differences. As
Figure 4 shows, the company commanders of units that are in direct contact with
the enemy are expected to sleep less than 4 hours out of each 24 hours (Infantry
and Armor). Field artillery company commanders expect to sleep less than half of
the needed 6 hours (2.9 hours). Although the noncombat company commanders are
sleeping more than the combat company commanders, only the aviation company
commander comes within a half hour of the required number of hours. Although the
effect of the noncombat commanders' decisions may not have the immediacy of those
of the combat commanders, they must affect the total wdr effort.
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hours of Rviaotio
sleep in

24 hours --V

Tg C.dCoC V

slee ind Bi2m i d

COmpanycoaner spepoiatiens

Figure 4. CopE omne xpectedofie sleep
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DISCUSSION

Are soldiers who sleep less than thedesired 6 to 8 hours functioning at 100
percent of their capability? Research shows that the average person is
functioning on a sleep decrement with less than 6 to 8 hours. Although they can
function physically and seem able to make most decisions, they are building a
sleep debt. Eventually, this sleep debt builds to a point that the soldier will
break. How big this sleep debt must be to cause a break, and how much it varies
from person to person, is as yet unknown, but it does exist.

From conversations with military personnel, particularly in the combat
specialties, and from reading accounts of combat, I believe that most military
personnel think they can function on as little as 4 hours. They know they feel
better with more, and they would like to have more. However, since they are able
to stay awake with 4 hours, they believe they are functioning well. This (from an
aviation officer) is one of several similar comments: "It was occasionally
necessary to work 2 or 3 days straight. We couldn't keep it up indefinitely, but
needed to do it once in a while in every scenario."

The soldiers who play the Red side at NTC (opposition force or OPFOR) are
taught the necessity of sleep. According to one respondent, the NTC doctor works
with them on both their "conditioning and sleep plan--they go together." He also
had this to say about the units who rotate through NTC for training: "My 30
months [in different positions in the NTC OPFORJ taught me that leaders must
sleep. I've seen many go for 2-4 days without sleep, but always, they paid for it
by not making timely or sound tactical decisions--their units died. The OPFOR had
a sleep plan. No matter how bad things got leaders got at least 6 hours sleep in
one shot. We were in the field over 200 days a year."

It is interesting that some segments of the military (aviation and NTC OPFOR)
know that 6 hours, or more, in one unbroken segment is necessary if people are
not to make dumb decisions, and yet this knowledge is not passed on to the rest
of the military community. Even soldiers who should know it do not generalize the
need to make smart decisions while performing other duties. The aviation officer
above should have known better, yet he estimated average amounts of sleep as
small as 4 hours except when in flying status.

Even though many officers seem to know that a sleep plan is necessary they
do not seem to know what it should be. One comment (includes his original
emphasis) was, "In combat or combat-like conditions, all soldiers work extremely
long hours under very arduous conditions. It is imperative that commanders of
large units establish a good sleep plan. If not, after 3 days his unit becomes
ineffective'" Yet this officer used estimates as small as 4 hours of sleep for
some duty positions.

Can we quantify the relationship of sleep decrements and soldier performance?

Given that we agree that less than 6 hours (used by aviation and NTC OPFOR)
is a sleep decrement, then what does this sleep decrement mean? A decrement of
"only a couple of hours" may not .eein like very much. However, 2 hours is one
third of the required 6 hours. I have not been able to determine how much we
should decrement a soldier's performarzc' other than for no sleep ii a 24 hour
period--then the performance decrement is 25 percent. If we can assume that the
decrement is the same for each hour of sleep lost, and if 6 hours is a reasonable
number to use for the beginning requiremcnt, then the decrement :s 4.17% per hour
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of sleep lost. At this rate, the average combat officer takes 13 days to reach
less than 50 percent of capacity performance. Figuire 5 shows this theoretical
curve for combat officers, combat company commanders and Field Artillery company
commanders. Pretty bleak, isn't it?

I@8 •.[bi Off
"". [1b (0 lmd-B -\ "-" -A -0 - d

CH [o Cimd
Percent ofF C.d
original 'lB"
effectiveness

Days of combat

Figure 5. Theoretical effectiveness as a function of sleep loss

SUMMARY OF QUANTIFICATION OF SLEEP LOSS ON THE BATTLEFIELD

The results showed that only aviation soldiers and some enlisted specialties
should expect to sleep the requisite 6 hours in each 24 hour period; all other
soldiers will build a sleep debt. Combat soldiers will sleep the least. Company
commanders will sleep only one-half to two-thirds the required amount, and very
few combat soldiers can expect more than 5 hours. Noncombat officers and NCOs
should also expect to build a sleep debt--noncombat NCOs will sleep very little
more than will the combat NCOs. These results show that units should not be
modeled at 100 percent effectiveness. From sleep loss only, combat units will
probably lose 6.25 percent of their effectiveness each day they are in contact
with the enemy. Noncombat units will also lose effectiveness, but not at such a
high rate as the combat units, perhaps as much as 4 percent per day. During the
course of a protracted war, noncombat units, because they are never relieved, may
degrade more than the average combat unit. These results, also, show that
commanders do not know some fundament1l 3spects of hu-in behavior and sleep
requirements.
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TEST'ING VISION, PERFORMANCE, AND SUBJECTIVE SYMVIU-UkTOLOGY
IN REDUCED OXYGEN ENVIRONMEN•S

Richard L. Burse, Sc.D., Chair
U.S. Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine

Natick, Massachusetts

Reducing the concentration of oxygen (02) in air below the normal value of
21% through nitrogen dilution has been proposed as a means of increasing fire
safety in confined spaces. Reducing the 02 to 19% inhibits combustion somewhat
without noticeably affecting ocxupants, but the 02 concentrations at which
perception, performance, and affect are altered have yet to be identified.
Accordingly, four related experiments were undertaken in a joint study
sponsored by the US Navy in collaboration with the US Army to discover the
impact of 3-day exposures to 21%, 17%, and 13% 02 environments on vision,
cognitive and psychawotor performance, mood, and altitude illness
sympt atology.

Three principal conclusions appear warranted by the presented results of
the four panelists. First, and most important, 17% appears to have had no
determinable impact on scotopic visual sensitivity, cognitive and psychomotor
performance tasks, mood, or altitude synptcnatology tested during the study.
Secondly, 13% oxygen, and 17% oxygen under reduced pressure which brought the
P02 down to that of 13% 02, had no effect on scotopic visual sensitivity and no
or only transient effect on cognitiorVnmotor performance, but did have effects
on mood and altitude illness symptcuatology similar to those previously seen in
mountaineers at the same P02. Thirdly, none of the cognitive/psychomotor tasks
showed stable performance at the end of the study, even after an 8-day training
and 15-day study period. This suggests the need for a final control period
following the last experimental period in order to correctly determine the
extent of the training effect still operating during the last experimental
period.
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VISUAL SENSITIVITIES UNDER REDUCED OXYGEN
S.M. Luria and Nancy Morris

Naval Submarine Medical Research Laboratory

and Alan Cymerman
U.S. Army Institute of Environmental Medicine

Many investigators have proposed that visual
sensitivity may be the most sensitive measure of oxygen
deprivation (Halperin, et al., 1947; Carr, et al., 1966;
Crews, 1966). Mountain climbers have commented on the
noticeable dimming of vision with hypoxia (Hornbein, 1983;
Griffith, et al., 1983).

There has, however, been considerable disagreement as to
the level of oxygen deprivation at which visual thresholds
are affected. McFarland (1970) and his colleagues have
reported degradations of visual thresholds at altitudes of
less than 5,000 feet, when arterial oxygen saturation was
lecreased less than 5%. Indeed, Halperin et al. (1959)
reported measurable changes in visual threshold during an
experiment session while carbon-monoxide levels were being
chang •d.

On the other hand, several investigators have found no
significant changes in visual measures at carboxyhemoglobin
levels of as much as 20%, corresponding to an altitude of

15,000 feet (Beard and Grandstaff, 1970; Stewart et al.,
1970; Weir et al., 1973; Roche et al., 1981).

In our previous studies, we have not found decrements in
the scotopic sensitivity of subjects exposed for three hours
to 200 ppm of carbon monoxide (Luria and Schlichtinq, 1979)
or of subjects breathing air containing only 13% oxygen for
three hours (Knight et al., 1987). Rather, we have found
scotopic sensiti~ity to be affected only after the oxygen
level in the air was reduced to 10% (Luria and Knight,
1987).

Similarly, there has been a lack of agreement on the

effect of anoxia on the limits of the visual field (Tune,
1964). For example, Kobr'ck showed in several studies (see

Kobrick, 1976) that the detection of peripheral stimuli was
degraded as altitude increased. But Birren et al. (1946)
found no changes even at 18,000 feet where the partial
pressure of oxygen is half that at sea-level.

In this study, we measured the effects of 13 and 17%
oxygen on night vision sensitivity and field of view asing a
double-blind protocol.

METHOD

Subjects. Thirteen active duty Navy and Marine Corps
volunteers (aged 18 to 36 with a mean of 24 years) complete]

the experiment.

General Procedure. After two practice sessions a day for a
week at sea-level pressure, the subjects were sealed in the
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hypobaric chamber for 15 days. The oxygen level was 21% for
the first three days, 17% for the next three ddys, 21% for
the next three days, 13% for the next three days, and 21%
for the final three days. in attrition, during the last
seven hours of the 17% condition, the barometric pressure
was reduced to 576 torr to simulate the partial vacuum
caused by a "high vacuum diesel shutdown". The oxygen
levels were changed without the knowledge of either the
subjects or the experimenter. Under each oxygen condition,
they were tested twice a day on the first day, on the
afternoon of the second day, and twice on the third day.

Scotopic Sensitivity. The subjects were dark-adapted
for 20 minutes and then led into a light-proof chamber.
They occluded the left eye with an eye-patch, put on a
headset to communicate with the experimenter, and positioned
their heads in a chin-rest. This placed their eye 60 cm
from a ground-glass screen on which was projected a circle
of light subtending 0.5 deg visual angle. This was 10 deg
to the left of a red pin-point fixation light and was
flickered at 2 cps to facilitate recognition. The dominant
wavelength of the light was 500 nm; its intensity was varied
with neutral density filters. Thresholds were measured with
the Method of Constant Stimuli and were taken as the 50%
point.

Perimetry. A semi-circular band of aluminum, 70 cm in
diameter and about 3 cm wide, was worn on the head (Fig. i).
There were six sets of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) on each
side with a red and green LED in each set. The first set
made an angle of 54 deg with the line of sight directly to
the front, and the last set made an angle of 96 deg. The
visual fields were measured under ordinary room
illumination. The subject fixated a white dot on the band
directly in front of him. The red stimuli were presented
first. At irregular intervals, an LED would be flashed
briefly, and the subject responded "right" or "left" if he
saw it. There were 5 to 10 trials for each test light,
depending on the subject's variability. The procedure was
repeated for the green stimuli. The calculated angles at
which each color was seen 50% of the time on each side were
averaged, and this was taken as the threshold.

5 .

Figure r . The perimeter
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RESULTS

Scotopic Sensitivity. Figure 2 shows the mean scotopic
thresholds for each condition. There is no indication of a
drop in sensitivity when the oxygen level was lowered. The
final threshold in the 17% condition was obtained under the
partial vacuum. Neither that specific threshold nor the
mean threshold for the conditon was unduly poor compared
with the other thresholds. There were no significant
differences between the conditions according to a one-way
repeated measures analysis of variance.

We also compared the first thresholds obtained during
exposure to each condition-- that is, after about three
hours of exposure-- with the final thresholds in each
condition-- that is, after about 52 hours of exposure.
Figure 3 shows no indication that either of the reduced
oxygen conditions degraded sensitivity.

Fiur 2. Mea sctpcFg' 3 enso
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Figure 2. Mean scotopic Figute 3. Mean scotopic
thresholds for each oxy- thresholds at the start
gen level, and end of each oxygen

condition.

Field of View. Figure 4 shows the mean perimetry thresholds
for each color in each condition for the seven subjects who
completed this procedure. The threshold improved
significantly during the course of the study (F(4,24)= 6.75,
p< .01) according to an analysis of variance. This appears
to be a practice effect despite the initial week of
practice. But there were no apparent degradations in the
field of view when the oxygen level was reduced; there were
no significant differences between the low oxygen conditions
and the adjacent 21% conditions. And there were no
differences between the colors. Pinally, there 'were aqain
no apparent differences between the thresholds taken at the
beginning of each condition and those taken at the end of
the condition (Figure 5).
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DISCUSSION

There was no indication in th-3e results of any
deleterious effects of hypoxia or. either scotopic
sensitivity or field of view. We conclude that reducing the
percentage of oxygen in the breathing mixture to 13% for
three days does not degrade these visual processes. As in
our previous studies (cf. Luria and Knight, 1987), the
results do not support the conclusion that vision is
especially sensitive to small reduction in the level of
oxygen. Rather, they support the findings that rather
sizable reductions in oxygen are required to degrade vision
(Gellhorn, 1936; Otis, 1946; Tune, 1964; Pierson, 1967;
Fowler, 1985). We have found this result repeatedly in
double-blind experiments, and we conclude that this design
is essential in these experiments.

DISCLAIMER

Naval Medical Research and Development Command, Navy
Department, Reserach Work Unit No. 61152N MR00001.01-5103.
The views in this article are those of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of
the Department of the Navy, Department of Defense, or the
U.S. Government.
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COGNITIVE AND MOTOR PERFORMANCE UNDER REDUCED OXYGEN

by

Christine L. Schlichting, Douglas R. Knight

Naval Submarine Medical Research Laboratory

and Alan Cymerman

United States Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine

There continues to be some controversy over how low the percentage of oxygen
in a breathing mixture can be reduced before the hypoxia affects performance.
Historically this question has been of interest to aviators and to astronomers
in high altitude observatories. More recently the question has again been raised
as the Naval community studies possible ways to reduce the hazard of fires on
submarines. There is a substantial literature in this area but unfortunately
there is no clear answer to the performance question.

In 1964, G. S. Tune suggested that an altitude of 10,000 feet might be an
upper limit beyond which significant effects occur. This altitude is equivalent
to breathing 14.4% oxygen at sea level. Later reviews by Ernsting (1978, 1984)
concluded that the hypoxia equivalent of breathing air at 5,000 feet (17.4%
oxygen) represented an acceptable compromise for performance in aircraft crews.

Other authors feel that these levels are too conservative and that
acceptable performance is possible at higher altitudes - lower SaO2s (arterial
oxyhemoglobin saturation). Fowler, Paul, Porlier, Elcombe and Taylor (1985)
concluded that performance on a spatial transformation test was not affected at
an SaO2 of 88-90%, the altitude equivalent to 7,899 feet. Fowler, Elcombe,
Kelso and Porlier (1987) used a serial choice reaction time task and concluded
that response time was slowed in a "dose dependent" manner reaching a
significant decrement at 82% SaO2 which they calculate to be equivalent to
10,000 feet using a formula described in their paper.

Although these studies aru suggestive of hypoxia thresholds, some questions
still remain. It would be premature to attempt to generalize from only two
tasks to the many jobs required in a military setting. Moreover, these studies
do not address adaptation effects. Finally, effects on motor performance alone
have not been studied at intermediate levels of hypoxia.

The study reported here was designed to measure hypoxic effects on motor and
cognitive performance at the hypoxic levels (equivalent altitude of 5,000 to
12,600 feet) of interest to the submarine community. Since slow ascents to
altitude confer protection against hypoxia to mountaineers, we also included a

staged reduction of chamber p02 to 99 torr as one of the conditions. This
condLtion will determine the effect of adaptation to an intermediate level of
hypoxia (17% oxygen at sea level) on performance at a greater level of hy!poxia

Q7% oxygen at hypoharic pressure).

Method

Subjects
Th i r teen enri sted men f romn the U. S. Navy and Mar i ne Corps ( 1) e t -, I ,1 I

the phasf-s of the study. They ranged in age fron 18-36 years with a tiwft, ii,(,

24 ,owars. They gave informetd consent and were medically scre'oned.
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Tests
Tests were chosen that met the criteria for repeated measures testing as

defined by Bittner, Carter, and Kennedy (1977). The test battery included paced

mental arithmetic (vertical addition), 4-choice reaction time, code
substitution, and Grammatical Reasoning. The four tests of motor skill used were

the Minnesota Rate of Manipulation, the O'Connor Finger Dexterity, Rotary
Pursuit and Precision-Steadiness. Order of performance of the tests was random

within subjects across test sessions. Tests were either self-administered or

administered by another subject.

General Procedure
Each subject practiced each test twice a day for a week in the USARIEM

hypobaric chamber. Subjects were then sealed in the chamber for 15 days. The

oxygen level was maintained at 21% for 72 hours then changed to 17% (pa2 - 129
torr) for 56 hours, then 17% at reduced barometric pressure (P02 = 98) for 7
hours, 21% for 81 hours 13% (P02 - 99 torr) for 63 hours, and back to 21% for

the final 72 hours. Carbon dioxide was added to each breathing mixture (.9%).
Barometric pressure ranged from 744 to 771 torr except on day three when the
pressure was reduced to 576 torr to produce a P02 torr of 98.

In each condition, subjects were tested twice on the first day, once on the

second day and twice on the third day. Because of the restricted size of the
hypobaric chamber, the study was run in two identical phases with six subjects

in the first and seven in the second phase of the experiment. Some data is
missing for the 13% exposure due to illness and noncompliance.

RESULTS

Mean Sa02 values for the air, 17% oxygen and 13% oxygen conditions at rest
were 98.4 (S.D. .9) at 20.9%, 97.2 (S.D. .7) at 17% and 92.0 (S.D. 2.1) at 13%.

Cognitive Tests

The grammatical reasoning test and the choice reaction time measures (number

correct and the mean reaction time) showed no significant differences over the
course of the experiment.

The number correct on the mental math showed a progressive iicrease in
performance over Lhi course of the study (F=14.92: df=4,48: p<.Ol) while the
mean time per problem showed a decrease (F-4.87: df=4,48; p<.O1). The Digit
Symbol Substitution ' 2st also showed a gradual improvement in performance
throughout the course of the experiment (F=5.29; df=4,48; p<.Oi.

Motor Tests

Some of the motor tests showed decrements 4n performance dring, the reduced

oxygen conditions. There were no differences in perfo:mance across the five test
sessions within each oxygen condition ( apsee), nor was thIere an' interaction of

lapse by oxygen condition. Separate ANOVAs compii-r.•, performance during the

13%, 17% normobaric and 17% hypobaric corllit ions showed an effect only for the
rotary pursuit test.

Minnesota Rate of Manipulation. When the daita were analyzed across sessions

within a co:idition the Minnesota Rate of Manipul1at ion ,Fl9 .16 dfA,.489 p< .01
showed a gradual improvement in performance.

Potary PursuiL. The rotarý pursuit (F=I2. df .... , 8 .p<.()]), showed

significant differences across cnm,nditionn with he,, w(,r,; prfnrmanc, at 13* and

the best at the final 21* condit ion. Figure I siows : ro•tary pursuit data for
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1968; Alnutt, 1968), reaction time, problem Ic lvin-. (Pe, -i.,: , ad Neal, 1970)
and card sorting (Kerman, Crow, and Bur-sil1 17i69; '.QI','a.KgI lance task
(signal detection) and a complex fire control task (Finr: and YKob-ick, 1978) show
performance decrements with this degree of hypoxia. At aitlý_-udes of 12,000 feet
and above, investigators more consistently repo-r Tr '. , decrements.

This study suggests that there will be little or ''.' cec" 'rent in cognitive

functions with levels of hvpoxia approaching 178* fret)l l. Anty transient
effects of hypoxia on fine motor control will dissipat r-pdi". We do not know
if exposures considerably longer thOin three days will ., ually have any
deleterious effects. At the equivalent of 12,00 1 _,et t!erk 1ay be more
prolonged disturbances of fioe motor control but cogi:i.i:''e "ctiois appear to
be unaffected.
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COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE AND MOOD STATG,, IN 13--21% OXYGEN 1RY'HNTJ

Biarbar'a L. Shukitt and Louis E. Banderet

US Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine
Natick, Massachusetts 01760-5007

To reduce the risk of damage from fires and loss of life in con2'ned
shipboard spaces, naval engineers have suggested that the oxygen ooneent,'a~ion
be reducea below the normal ambient level of 21% to oxygen concentrations
ranging from 19 to 13% (Knight & Callahan, 1987). 4i- with 717 oxygen. has an
oxygen partial pressure (P02) of 129 torr which is equivalent to that at 5,600
feet, the approximate altitude of Denver, CO. Medically normal -esidents of
that city live, work, and play without. noteworthy detrimental effects. On the
other hand, air with 13% oxygen has a P02 of 99 torr, equivalent to that at
12,600 feet, and this level of altitude has been shown to have detrimental
effects on performance and mood states (Banderet, 1977; Cudaback, 1984; Fowler,
Paul, Porlier, Elcombe, & Taylor, 1985; Green & Morgan, 1985; Shukitt &
Banderet, 1988; Tune, 1964).

There is an extensive literature doum-inting toi' effects of altitude on
cognitive performance. The threshold altitudes fuo performance decrements on
mental tasks and the magnitude of the impairments vary with the difficu>ty and
complexity of the task (Cudaback, 1984). Most cognitive, motor', ,and affe-tive
changes occur at altitudes greater than 10,000 feet; abv-• this atit"t, n-'c•
movements are slowed, memory is less reliable, and tn'neing brecomes ccnfused
and difficult (Fowler, et al., 1985; Tune, 196)). tive , ,_

follow a specific time course at altitude. Cognit per fo'Mance can be
degraded as soon as 1 6 hours a ft er , x pcau:', ho "' rt
altitude sickness (Banderet & Burse, '98-1; ru-: ', u i .-n(tv
impairments are usually followed by progu:c:i', return
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age of 23.8 years.
FIGURE 1

Assessment Instruments SAMPLE ITEMS FOR EACH COGNITIVE TASK
A variety of timed tasks

were used to assess cognitive AD0177ON CODING
performance; sample items are NUBRI
shown in Figure 1. Five 71 20 27 53 20 SYMBOL 0 -U - L X ,/

pape and penil tsks19 51 83 33 35 L 0 L / 0

Interaction, Map/Compass, and
Pattern Comoarison) were COMPUTER INTERACTION NUMBER COMPARISON

73374 MINUS 30776.9 -846793868- .846793858administered manually, while 58.5 PERCENT OF 41930.9 50237 20237
three ta ;ks (Number Compari- 7398.99 DIVIDED By 54.88 978- 978

8897 PLUS 69194765 '0023386... 0023326son, Pattern Comparison, and 4590.84 MULTIPLIED BY 271.1 239068810- 233086010

Pattern Recognition) were __________

given on portable computers MAP COMPASS PATTERN CCMPARkSCW
(Grid Compass II, Model PV L TRAM ONA ZMM OF

11 3 1) The performance tasks _*E NW ..N A

A CC*~ OfU AT OOOWAT0RNW
required cognitive processes 1 I01 WT*TY MOV OUTH 16W U

inherent in many real world -AOOI.iltB*

tasks. The Computer Inter-
action and Map/Compass tasks PATTERN REOOGM TJO.V
were developed in our lab- i W A adi
oratory (Banderet, Shukitt,
Crohn, Burse, Roberts, &
Cymerman, 1986), while the _________

-'emaining tasks were develop-
ed as part of the Navy's Performance Evaluation Tests for Environmental
Research (PETER) program (Bittner, Carter, Kennedy, Harbeson, & Krause, 19814;
Carter & Sbisa, 1982). The computerized versions of the Pattern Comparison and
Pattern Recognition tasks were used for, the first time in this study; all ".he
other tasks have been shown previously to stabilize with practice and to be
sensitive to a variety of environmental stressors (Banderet, Shukitt, Crohn,
Burs-:e, Roberts, & Cymerman, 1986; Jobe & Banderet, 1986). All paper and pencl
tasks were available in 15 alternate forms. The computeri~ed tasks were
developed to closely parallel their paper and pencil counlterparts. A, more
detailEd description of the cognitive tasks can be found in Shukitt, Burse,

B~iier UKnigh U, & Cymeroiari(18
incý Clyce MHooid Scale (Clyde, 1963), was,, -dministered on porlutab.-~ Lcipu-srs.
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.f.erepine'Ss, Unnan-piness, and Dizziness (Clyde, 196?).
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testing period to the USARIEM hypobaric chimber, where th-y I iv ed for tjre•:
days at each of the following oxygen concentrations: 21, 17, 21. 13, and 21%.
The oxygen concentration was changed slowly every third day (e.g., from -1I to
17% to 21%) from 0100 to 0500 hours while the subjects were sleeping. All
atmospheres contained 0.9 + 0.2% carbon dioxide; the balance was nitrogen. The
barometric pressure ranged from 744 to 771 torr, except for 7.5 hours on day 3
at 17% oxygen when the pressure was reduced to 576 torr (beginning at 135S
hours) to produce a P02 of 99 tort.

Different cognitive task batteries were aaministered morning and afternoon
during the 30-minute sessions. During the morning session, the Computer
Interaction, Pattern Comparison (paper), Pattern Comparison (computer), and tne
Pattern Recognition tasks were given. During the afternoon session, the
Addition, Coding, Map/Compass, and Number Comparison tasks were given. The
Clyde Mood Scale was also administered each afternoon after the cognitive
tasks. The afternoc.I tasks were administered every day, but due to ozher
project requirements, the morning tasks could only be administered on the first
and third day at each oxygen concentration.

A measure of cognitive per'ormanc- was derived to reflect the combined
effects of changes in both rate and accuracy. Performance and mood scores were
then submitted to two statistical analyses. The first was a one-way
repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine whether there were
overall differences for the 17 or 13% oxygen condition compared to control (211
oxygen). Then, post hoc comparisons were performed with the Newman K Ke,1b
test to iddentify which daily values at 17 or 13% oxygen were different than the
control (211 oxygen). A significance level of p < .05 was chosen for all
statistical tests. (Note: A single asterisk on the figeres indicates a
significant difference of p < .05 and a double asterisk indiaates
significant difference of p <.01 . ) Greater description of the analyses are
described elsewhere (Shukitr, Purse, Banderet, Knight, & Cymerman, q983).

RESULTS
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3 at 17%, and Pattern Comparison (computer) on day 3 at 17%.
Mood scores did not change under the normobaric 17% oxygen condition. Two

mood factors were affected by the reduction in pressure on day 3 at 17% oxygen;
Clear Thinking was decreased (Figure 3) and Dizziness was increased (Figure 4/
from control values on this day. These adverse effects resolved after the
oxygen concentration was returned to 21%. Both Sleepiness (Figure 5) and
Dizziness (Figure 6) scores increased on day 1 at the 13% oxygen concentration.
However, by day 2, they returned to control values.

FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4
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progressively enhanced performance with increased days atasoeYfi- ,xyren
concentration, four tasks at 17% and five tasks at 13%. The smal t.'
consistent gains in performance have been observed previvusly by
investigators even after extensive practice and stabilized performanem
(Banderet, Shukitt, Crohn, Burse, Roberts, & Cymerman, 1986; '3ittner, Carter,
Kennedy, Harbeson, & Krause. 1984). The fact that such gains were observed
during the 17 and 13% oxygen conditions strongly ggost the se ()ondition:
little if any impact on performance.

Other studies ,-ij g these tasks demorstrated performance decrements at
altitudes of 13,800 to 15,500 feet (Banderet & Burse, 1984; Banderet, ShuKitt,
Crohn, Burse, Roberts. & Cymerman, 1986; Jobe & Sanderet, 1986). Such
sensitivity to altitude shown by these tasks suggests that it is likely we
would have been able to measure possible performance decrenents at 13% oxygen
had they occurred. It is also of interest that the Ccnputer Interaction
impairment was measured at 0800 hours, three hours after the oxygen
concentration in the chamber reached 13%. This result is consistent with the
finding that cognitive performance may be affected by altitude as soon as 1-6
hours after ascent (Banderet & Burse, 1984; Banderet, Shukitt, Crohn, Burse,
Roberts, & Cymerman, 1986; Cudaback, 1984).

We speculated why performance on the Computer Interaction task wAs thp
only one decremented by 13% oxygen. The subjects reported themselves as being
more sleepy on this first day at 13% oxygen; the Computer Interaction task was
the first to be given in the morning session. It. may have taken the subjects
longer to "get going" that morning, thus adversely affecting Computer
Interaction scores without affecting tasks performed later that same day.

With respect to mood states, the 17% oxygen concentration had no adverse
effect on mood states at normal barometric pressure. However, both Dizziness
and Clear Thinking were adversely affected one hour after the reduction in
ambient pressure on the third day at 17% oxygen. When measured aft-r e1'-1,
hours at 13% oxygen (at the same P02 as on the third day at 17%), Dizziness and
Sleepiness scores were increased. Mood states were probably affýcted earlier
at 13% oxygen, but this was the first administration at this condition,
limiting our ability to determine at what point in time thiese changes occurred.
The mood states of Friendliness, Clear Thinking, Dizziness, Sleepiness, and
Unhappiness have been shown to be altered as early as from one to four, hers
after ascent to 14,110 feet (Shukitt & Banderet, 1988). Our finding of
significant adverse changes after one and eight neurs at 1?,600 feet supports
the view that the initial alteration in mood occurs early in the exposure,
rather than late.

In summary, the most severe a t ospher ic conditiont tIo sted, 1 % oxygenr, ma
produce short-term decrements in cognitive functioning and mood, lasting for
less thain one day. An atmosphere of 17% oxygen with a reduction in ,ressur,
could initially have an adverse effect nn mood states. 'in atmosphere of 1-7T
oxy en alone do-,s noot appear to- prod ,, my fL t, e n',- n :I ý3eo, 1
performance or, mood states, and :nay, tnerefore, be .• 'easonah1 e e opro"s- ýrr
decreasinig t.I.oe fire risk in confined nipboar -
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ALTITUDE ILLNESS SYMPTOMATOLOGY IN 13, 17, AND 21% OXYGEN ENVIRONMENTS

Richard L. Burse, Charles S. Fulco and Allen Cymerman

US Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine1

Natick, Massachusetts 01760-5007

Douglas R. Knight

Naval Submarine Medical Research Laboratory
Naval Submarine Base New London, Groton, CT 06349-5900

Reducing the concentration of oxygen (02) in the air within confined
spaces below its normal ambient value of 20.93% (hereafter abbreviated 21%)
will decrease the flammability of combustible materials, thereby increasing
fire safety. Drastically reducing the amount of 02 in the breathing air has
obvious consequences for health, mentation and physical performance; the
problem is to find a level effective in reducing combustion without seriously
affecting the occupants. A multitude of aerospace, submarine, and
mountaineering reports suggest that effects on healthy people are rare below
an altitude equivalent of 6,000 ft (16.8% 02), but very likely in some degree
above 12,000 ft (13.3% 02). To determine the effects of prolonged expos-re to
reduced 02 concentrations in the breathing air, the US Navy sponsored a Joint
study with the US Army into visual, cognitive, psychomotor, and affective
consequences of 3-d exposures to 17 and 13% 02 concentrations at normal sea-
level ambient pressures, which includ d determining the incidence and severity
of any symptoms of acute mountain sicknrss (AMS).

The symptoms of AMS, principally headache, anorexia, nausea, vomiting,
insomnia, lassItide, and general malaise (1,2), appear in susceptible
individuals withii from 4 to 8 hours if the partial pressure of oxygen (P 0 2 )
is reduced to less than 110 torr (10,000 ft equivalent, 5). The lower the P0 2
below this threshold and the less time spent at intermediate P0 2 levels, the
greater the incidence and severity of AMS symptomR. The P0 2 of normal ambient
air (21 % 02) at sea level pressure is 159 torr (5). The P0 2 of 17% 02 is 129
torr, equivalent to ambient air at 5,600 ft (5), which will not induce AMS
symptoms in normal individuals. The P0 2 of 13% 02 air at sea level is 99 torr,
equivalent to 12,600 ft (5), which induces mild to moderate AMS symptoms in
25-40 % of unacclimated individuals. In uncomplicated cases symptoms disappear
within a few days to a week, as the body acclimates to the reduced P0 2 (3,4).

1. The views, opinions, and/or findiags rontained in this report are those of
the authors and should not be construed as official Department of the Army
or Department of the Navy position, policy, or decision, unless so
designated by other official documentation. Human subjects participated in
these studies after giving their free and informed voluntary consent.
Investigators adhered to AR 70-25 and USAMRDC Regulation 70-25 on Use of
Volunteers in Research. Furthermore, the protocol and procedures for the
study were approved by the Committee for Protection of Human Subjects,
Naval Submarine Medical Research Laboratory, Groton, CT.
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The purpose of the study was to test the hypothesis that individuals can

live and work in 17% 02 (P 0 2 = 129 torr) for up to 3 d without experiencing

appreciable AMS symptomatology, but not in 13% 02 (P 0 2 = 99 torr). The effects

of 17% 02 at a pressure of 576 torr (P 0 2 = 99 torr) for 7.5-8 h were also

evaluated for comparison with 13% 02, as reduced pressures occur occasionally

for that time in some submarine operations.

METHODOLOGY

Thirteen fully informed male volunteers from the US Navy and Marine
Corps, ranging in age from 18--36 years (mean 23.8), completed this study.

After an 8-d normoxic training period, all subjects were Pxposed for 3-d
periods to the following conditions in a hypobaric chamber:

1. CONTROL I: P0 2 = 159 torr (21% 02, ambient pressure).
2. EXPERIMENTAL I: P 0 2 = 129 torr (17% 02, ambient pressure).

(1200-1930 h, day 3, pressure = 576 torr, P0 2 = 99 torr).
3. CONTROL II: P0 2 = 159 torr.
4. EXPERIMENTAL II: P 0 2 = 99 torr (13% 02, ambient pressure).
5. CONTROL III: P 0 2 = 159 torr.

Ambient pressure ranged between 744-771 torr throughout the study. 02
concentrations were reduced by dilution with U.S.P. nitrogen. Carbon dioxide
concentration was maintained at 0.9 * 0.2%. Chamber conditions were changed
slowly between 0001-0500, when subjects were asleep. Subjects were not
informed of the schedule of environmental conditions, but the 13% hypoxia was
quite obvious.

The presence and severity of AMS symptoms were assessed by means of the
Environmental Symptoms Questionnaire (ESQ), a 67-item instrument (7;

administered in card format each day just before the evening meal. Individual

AMS symptoms were consolidated to produce scores for the cerebral and
respiratory forms of AMS (AMS-C and AMS-R, respectively) by the weighting and
summing method of Sampson et al.(6). By Sampson's criteria, scores exceeding
a threshold of 0.6 for AMS-C and 0.7 for AMS-R are considered to be within the
95% confidence limits for the presence of that form of AMS.

Resting arterial blood 02 saturations were determined from a direct-
reading, pulse oximeter (Novametrix model 500, Wallingford, CT), mounted on
the index finger of the non-preferred hand. Determinations were made in the
afternoon of the second day of each three-day exposure period, and also on the
third day of the 13% 02 exposure period for 6 subjects.

RESULTS

AMS-C and -R scores are presented in Table 1 for the three control and
two experimental periods, along with the associated blood 02 saturation
levels. The subject group was divided into sick and well subgroups, based on
their AMS-C scores during each experimental period. The average AMS scores and
saturation values were then determined for these subgroups during each
experimental period and the control periods before and after. Thus we are
able to see any differences in the groups before, during, and after the
experimental exposures in which they were sick or well.
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During the 17% 02 experimental period (P 0 2  129 torr), no subjects

reported AMS-C or -R scores in the sick range until the third day, when the

P02 was reduced to 99 torr for 7.5 h. AL the end of that period, two subjects

reported AMS-C scores of a mild to moderate degree of illness (group average

(* SD) - 1.0 * 0.1). One of these individuals also had AMS-R. For comparison,

the average values in the non-sick group were 0.2 * 0.2 for both AMS-C and

AMS-R. Tihese scarcely differed from the control values. Resting blood 02
saturation values on the second day at 17% normobaric 02 were just at 97% for
both groups, which represented a 1% decrease from the 98% measured during the

precedIng -nn succeeding control periods (0.05 < p < 0.1).
On the initial day of the 13% 02 exposure period (P 0 2 = 99 tort), just

before supper, 5 of the 13 subjects reported AMS-C scores above the threshold
for illness. Four of the five also reported AMS-R scores above the illness
threshold. The average scores for the sick group were 1.4 + 0.6 for AMS-C and
1.0 * 0.6 for AMS-R. The eight non-sick individuals, in contrast, averaged
0.3 * 0.2 for AMS-C and 0.3 * 0.3 for AMS-R. The sick group had improved

markedly by Lhe second day under 13% 02; only two subjects remained ill. On
the third day, the AMS-C scores for these two were less than the threshold for
illness, but the AMS-R scores, although improved, still remained above
threshold. The 02 saturation values on the second day at 13% 02 averaged 92.5
+ 0.1% for the sick group versus 91.7 * 2.5% for the well 6roup. Saturation

measurements on the third day at 13% (6 subjects) averaged 93.5 * C 7^-d 91.8
* 1.2% for the sick and well groups, respectively. These results indicated ro

disadvantage to the sick group in their degree of 02 saturation and also
showed that both groups experienced increasing 02 saturation with acclimation

to the hypoxic environment, as expected (4). Upon return to 21% 02, the
saturation values of both groups returned to control values.

DISCUSSION

All AMS scores during the three-day control periods were well below the
thresholds for illnes3, even those reported in subsequent control periods by
formerly ill individuals. During the two days of exposure to 17% 02 at normal
atmospheric pressure (P0 2 = 129 torr), the AMS scores remained well below

illness thresholds for all subjects. After 7.5 h in 17% at reduced pressure

(P 0 2 = 99 torr), two of the 13 subjects reported AMS-C; one of these also
reported AMS-R. After 17 h in 13% 02 (P 0 2 = 99 torr), five subjects had AV.S-
C. Of these, four also had AMS-R. After another 24 h, three of the initial
five no longer suffered from AMS and the two still sick had lower scores.
These two showed continued improvement on day 3, but still had scores
indicative of AMS-R. This is quite similar to the experience of mountain
climbers in whom a P0 2 of 129 torr does not induce AMS in normal individuals.
A P 0 2 of 99 torr, equivalent to 12,600 ft, is low enough to induce AMS in some
climbers after 7-8 h and can be expected to eventually afflict about 25 - 40%
of individuals staying at that altitude (2,4), most of whom will recover
rapidly. Interestingly, of our two individuals with AMS for three days, it
was the less severely ill who had also suffered AMS-C during the preceding
hypobaric 17% 02 exposure, not the individual more severely ill. This is not
unusual; onset of illness appears to be unrelated to severity (4).

The blood 02 saturation values obtained at rest during the 17% and 13% 02
conditions indicated io relationship to AMS. It is worth remarking, however,
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that the two most sevierely ill individuals at 13% 02 had average saturation
values which were numcrically higher than the average of their well
counterparts. Also, thre -.7as nu suggestion that those later to be ill during
the hypoxic exposrrre w.(re so predisposed by having lower saturation values
during the prior control period. An association between desaturation at rest
and AMS has been shownT' in more severely hypoxic environments, however (2,3),
probably due in part '-o rhe profound desaturation that occurs as a result of
breathing disturbances d aring sleep (4). The curtenit saturation measurements,
taken during seated resz, cannot give any indication of the degree of
desaturation experi.?encod during sleep, of course. These qu.te possibly might
have differed b.2i•ee the i atld the vll groups. However, tlhe AMS
experienced after 7._1 h exp-iire to the hypobaric 17% 02 environment was not
influenced either by sleep or any dif-erence i- the prceding 02 saturation.
It is clear, therefore , that tsucep,•:i iity~i to M�S must >0 hnfluenced by at
least one factor orhertsa!L airterial de..sturation.

It thus a,- pea .. :1t •about a thid 1' c he ir-dividus s exposed to 13% 02
will experier._e :iiilt -:o moderate AMS, but most will recover quickly. Few, if
any, will sufrer ANE: in i7% 02 at normal presnures, but about one-fifth will
experience AMS if -he ambienL pressure is reduced to 576 torr for 7-8 h.
Because of the u milarity of AMS experience in this study to that of actual
altitude exposure, iti appears possible to estimate the AMS incidence at other
combinations of amb!cnt pressure and 02 concentration from that of mountain
climbers at the ssme Fr2. Thiis suggests that an 02 concentration in the 14.5-
15% range (P 0 2  1 10-1-15 50rr), equivalent to 10,000 ft, might prove
acceptable from the 111S standpoint for incrersing fire safety, provided that
the air pressure ia• rot rediicd below that of sea-level.
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How Small Unit Cohesion Affects Performance

Guy L. Siebold

U.S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences

This is a simple essay whose purpose is to articulate the
nature of cohesion, of performance, and of how they intertwine.
That small unit cohesion does relate to performance has been
suggested by, among others, Blades, 1986; Manning and Ingraham,
1983; Oliver, 1987; Siebold, 1987a, 1987b; and Siebold and Kelly,
1988a, 1988b. But how cohesion relates to performance and what
the causal mechanisms are have never been well laid out. Thus
attempts to 4emonstrate the relationship with empirical "hard"
data have met with uneven success. The problem of obtaining
empirical support has been exacerbated by inadequate
conceptualization of cohesion (e.g., as interpersonal attraction
or confidence) and of performance as well as the difficulties of
measurement.

Cohesion

To deal with cohesion, one must think in terms of the
pattern of relationships between the members of a unit, between
the members and the organizational segments of the unit, and
between the members &nd the unit as a whole. These patterns or
networks of relationships describe the cohesion structure of a
unit. Where the relationships are strong, the structure will
hold together under stress; where they are weak, the structure
may disintegrate under stress. Cohesion, more properly, unit
coheqiveness, may be defined as the degree to which mechanisms of
social control operant in a unit maintain a structured pattern of
social relationships between unit members, individually and
collectively, necessary to achieve the unit's purpose (Siebold,
1987b). To deal with the relationship structure in a platoon,
for example, one must examine the relationships among the thirty
or so individuals and their relations with the various tea=-,
squads, and the platcon as a whole.

It is advantageous for a soldier to have a positive
relationship with another member of the platoon. In exchange for
the normative and legal constraints and the other costs of the
relationship such as time and resources, the soldier can receive
help, protection, companionship, and other benefits. However,
each additional relationship has a declining marginal utility to
the soldier. Thus at some point the cost of an additional
relationship begins to outweigh the direct benefits. one cannot
be close friends with everybody. Additional relationships tend
to become shallow and ritualistic. But where there is stability
of platoon membership and the organization pays the costs of
bringing the uembers together under common norms and goals, it is
relatively cheap for the members to develop positive working
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relationships with the rest of the members of the platoon. III
short, it is worth investing in one another.

Over time sone relationships sour, are ze-established, or
are built up with new members. At any giver, t.., except perhaps
during an initia) "honeymoon" period, only a 0r.iun of the
relationships are positive. Some are neutral; some are negative.
Some members in a platoon like their squad but not another squad,
or vice versa. Sore members may like their platoon leader but
not their platoon sergeant, or vice versa. A given pair, team,
squad, or the platoon as a whole may be tightly bonded or not so
tightly bonded. Nevertheless, the pattern of the relationship
structure in a platoon, and the norms and other mechanisms of
socia] order whicr. control the various relationships, define the
extent of cohesiveness in the platoon.

Performance

Small unit performance can be considered a function of
individual member performance and collective performance, which
are separate but feed into one another, especially in terms of
motivation and efficiency. For example, if a platoon leader
knows his soldiers are particularly good marksmen, he may choose
to maneuver them in training to take advantage of their skill,
which in turn m.v motivate the soldiers to gain even higher
levels of profic[ierIcy. If successful, this platoon pattern is
likely to be utJ;-tzed in major field exercises or combat.
Nonetheless, the Obi!ity of individual members to perform their
tasks and of the :jlatoon leader to plan and maneuver are
relatively distinct from the ability of the teams, squads, and
the platoon as a whole to interactively function to prepare for
and execute their missions.

Let us examine performance in terms of human action
(Goldman, 1970). If a soldier wants to do something, he carries
out a series of steps or behaviors that lead to accomplishing the
action. Somp actions are simple and require few steps; others
are more complex ,r•d require many steps. To iLUustrate with an
example from spor_&, Yet us consider dribbling a basketball down
a court and laying it up against the backboard to make a basket.
A yo=; :.i3 • .. the atfl'~y •o rerform the action of running
but usually has difficulty bouncing a basketbail. As he ages and
with practice, hrý vari learn how to dribble the bali and combine
that action with the action of running to form the more complex,
less elementary,, a::tion package of dribbling the basketball down
t.e court. With r•dequate physical maturity and practice, he can
put together rore ano wore eler-ntal actions 1i6ke combining
syllables Into* wvords into sentences into spiecnes) sUcn as
dribbling, running, avoiding an opponent, and laying up the ball
into a coherent tction package of receivinq a pass and dribbling
down the court for a layup (Siebold, 1982).

Similarly, a soldier learns to build elemrntal actions into
larger, constructed action packages appropriate to his wants or
response to the situntion. Further, he is most likely to use his
strongest, quickest, and most efficient elemental actions to
build the larger action package (Zipf, 1972). Teams and squads



of soldiers, especially where there is membership stability,
likewise learn to perform joint elemental actions and construct
them interactively into larger, more complex action packages,
typically following previously defined norms or doctrine. And
there is a learning curve here where it takes time and practice
to learn how to efficiently construct the joint lines of action.

Just as people construct conversations over time, soldiers,
leaders, battle staffs, and so forth use various elemental
actions up through complex interactive action packages to
construct individual and joint activity, such as fighting a
battle, over an extended period. And their -bility to do this
depends in part on the structure of relationships, -.r cohesion,
among the actors. The latter, for example, affects the ability
of a unit of actors to sense, process, and disseminate
information as well as to execute decisions (Malone, 1988).

Collective Goods

That the actions of combat soldiers in squads and platoons
can be explained in terms of collective goods, especially mutual
survival, has been well articulated by Kviz (1978). Essentially,
collective goods are valuable, usually durable or intangible,
objects which are shared or "consumed" by several or all group
members. A typical example would be P bridge across a river. A
key feature of some collective goods is that a number or people
will benefit by its existence but that the benefits gained by any
given individual will be less than the costs of his actions to
obtain the good. Thus there is no aggregate incentive to produce
the collectively valuable good.

As a military example, one can consider the collective good
of eliminating an enemy machine gun in a pill box. All the men
in a platoon would benefit by its destruction; yet the risks or
costs involved in attacking it are very high for any given
soldiar. The ideal from an individual perspective would be for
the individual to do nothing while some other members of the
group overcome the enemy. This individualistic position is
known as the free rider problem, in which one obtains the benefit
but contributes nothing to get it. The issue then is how to
achieve the collective good when it is to no one's individual
profit to obtain it, i.e., eliminating the machii.;.e gun.

The solution rests with the structure of c;ohesiveness in the
gletonn- The logic has been well laid out by Coleman (1988a;
1988b) and derives from the fact that where the interests of the
individuals are satisfied by the same outcome, then each has an
incentive to reward the others for actions to achieve it. Thus
individuals can obtain benefits from obtaining the collective
good and from the other individuclb. The ben3fits tecjether can
greatly increase the ratio of benefits to costs or may provide a
net profit. The key point is that the achievement of collective
goods may depend upon the ability of others to provide added
benefits to the individuals producing it, and thib ability to
add to the reward& is dependent upon an adequate relationship
structura among t• actors.

The added benefits may be status, prestige, or encouragement
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or reciprocaA promises extending in time (i.e., informal social
contracts such as "you attack the machine gun this time, and I
will attack it the next time"). With stability of membership in
the group, not only can there be informal reciprocal promises
which extend over Ame, but there can be value to high status in
the group and - 1±vision of labor where members tend to volunteer
for those mizd-ions or actions at which they are better and are
motivated to get better at them. In short, it is the closed
network of positive relationships (cohesion) which facilitates
the ettainment of collective goods which benefit or are mandatory
for the aggregate of individuals but for which otherwise it is in

• individual's personal net interest to contribute towards.

Symbolism

The continual operation of reciprocal exchanges of the same
content by a stable network of actors is not efficient so that
the practices tend to become subject to a "norm" sanctioned by
the network. The set of norms developed, either prescriptive or
proscriptive, transfers control over actions from the actor to
those affected by it (Coleman, 1988b). This external constraint
is experienced as emanating from the reified network; the soldier
does not want to let his buddies down. The reified network,
symbolically experienced as buddies, the team, the squad, and/or
the platoon, then becomes both a source of constraint over the
individual's actions as well as a source of encouragement and
surplus value for the collective good such that it can elevate
the soldier above his ordinary powers (Jones, 1986). The
strength of the symbolic entity to constrain or elevate the
individual is dependent on its trustworthiness and density of
mutual obligations. The latter is a function of the need for
help from the network, alternate sources of help, the cultural
significance of seeking help, logistics of help, and the degree
of closure among the network of actors (Coleman, 2988b). For
example, the dense, trusting relationships among soldiers in
many American small combat units in Vietnam resulted in some
soldiers electing for a second tour with their units rather than
trade their "family" for the less dense, fragmented networks they
anticipated back in the "real world."

It is commonly observed that soldiers fight more for their
buddies (networks) than for some abstract political ends. The
importance of interpersonal bonds to soldiers is indicated by the
importance soldiers attach to their rituals (e.g., handshakes or
salutes) and identification with symbolic groups (e.g., the squad
or the platoon or higher), if there is a strong, closed network.
Further, the symbolic groups, affirmed through public rituals
denoting fellowship and communion, represent the insitutionalized
relationships of the collective good and the power of the social
capital they embody. The symbolic entities are capable of both
inspiring confidence and demanding subjugation to the collective
good. Thus it is not surprising to find soldiers adopting a
totemic symbol to stand for their parcicular group (network) to
imbue it with spiritual reaning beyond any official designation.

The importance of symbolism in terms of performance is that
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it permits the control of soldiers through internalized norms and
meanings and can elevate soldiers to actions above and beyond the
call of duty or their personal interests. The catch is that it
is dependent upon the network of positive relationships, the
cohesion, in the echelon unit. The dud, the slug, the soldier
who does not have positive relationships with his fellows
soldiers is a loss to his group; but the leader in the chain of
command who does not have positive relationships with his men may
separate his whole subelement from the larger collectivity. Thus
a critical function of a leader is to provide continuity in the
network by positive linking relationships with his subordinates
and his superordinate leaders. Particularly when there is not a
charismatic superordinate leader, the symbolic entity or network
ends in an organizational pyramid with the first non-positive
relationship up the chain. The lower the level at which the
first non-positive relationship exists, the less social capital
that is available and the lower the level of symbolic entity with
which soldiers will identify. Hence, group performance will tend
to be strong or weak depending on how high up the chain the
network of positive relationships exists and tend to maximize the
collective good, such as survival, at the corresponding level.

Conclusions

The above is a way of lookinc, at cohesion and performance
which provides a motive for the generation of cohesion and an
explanation of how it is developed, sustained, and related to
types of performance. Further it provides a way to look at group
development over time in interaction with performance. It also
allows us to re-examine the literature in a systematic way and
suggests directions for future research. Of particular interest
is the verification of the conditions under which one would
expect to find a significant cohesion-performance relationship.
For example, in "old" groups with low (soldier and leader)
turL,%lence and good leadership, one would expect the group to
possess a high degree of cohesiveness, be capable of performing
relatively complex action packages, have an articulated
prestige/status structure based on commonly known and accepted
norms, and have developed a hard core of "gung ho" soldiers. The
military performance of such a group should be outstanding.
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The Relationship between Leadership Competency Ratings

and Platoon Cohesion

Dennis R. Kelly

US Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences

Previous research has indicated that the leadership exhibited by platoon
leaders in a tactical environment is related to the cohesiveness of the platoon
(e.g., Siebold & Kelly, 1987, 1988b; Twohig & Tremble, 1987). These studies
have utilized external raters to evaluate a leader's competencies. Another
approach which adds validity to this research, is to have the platoon membership
rate their leaders on the leader competencies. This paper will present the
findings of research which examined the relationship between the ratings made by
platoon members on their platoon leader, platoon sergeant and squad leaders on
seven leadership competencies and the reported level of cohesion in a platoon.
Additionally, results will be presented which examine this relationship
controlling for the effects of morale.

The theoretical framework of small unit cohesion and its measurement have
been elaborated previously. Briefly, cohesion is conceptualized as the
structured pattern of social relationships between unit members, individually
and collectively, necessary to achieve the unit's purpose. The framework
includes bonding between first term soldiers (horizontal bonding), between first
term soldiers and their leaders (vertical bonding), and between all the soldiers
and their unit (organizational Ionding). Each level of bonding can be
sub-divided into affective and instrumental components (Siebold 1987a, 1987b;
and Siebold and Kelly 1988a).

Method

Subjects: Data were collected from thirty-two (32) light infantry platoons
from eight companies of two battalions of the same brigade. Only the data from
the junior enlisted soldiers of ranks EI-E4 were used for analyses. The total
individual sample was 316 soldiers.

Instrument: A questionnaire was used, comprising 150 items, with the last
41 items being a 20 item short form (PCI) measure of cohesion, and 21 items to
measure seven leadership competencies for three platoon leadership positions.
The PCI has established psychometric properties (Siebold & Kelly, 1988a). The
PCI is a twenty item instrument that utilizes five point scales (scored as from
0-4 in this paper, with higher numbers indicating greater cohesion). Because of
the similarity of response patterns, the ten cohesion scales that are derived
from the PCI were consolidated for presentation purposes in this paper into five
scales. The horizontal bonding (HB) scale represents the combined affective and
instrumental bonding among peers (E1-E4 pay grades) scales. The vertical
bonding (VB) scale Is comprised of the affective bonding among leaders (E5-02

The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the position or policy of the U.S. Army Research Institute
or the Department of the Army.
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pay grades) scale, as well as the affective and instrumental vertical bonding
between first termers and leaders scales. The organizational bonding (OB) scale
represents the combination of the organizational pride, needs, goals and rule
clarity scales. The organizational bonding, values scale items were separated
to form the leader (OB-A, LV) and first termer values scales (OB-A, FTV) for the
analyses.

The seven competencies (and the actual examples that were provided as
definitions of the competencies in the questionnaire) that soldiers rated their
leaders on were: planning (quajity of plans, timeliness of plans, subordinates
are consulted), communicating (speaks and writes clearly and to the point; is
open; listens well), motivating (instills desire to do needed tasks well and
accomplish mission), i a2!izal and technical matters (knows tactics, weapons,
equipment; uses troop leading procedures), building cohesion (trusts and
develops subordinates; looks out for his men, encourages teamwork; and is a good
role model), supervision (suoordinates are informed of expectations and
standards; leader provides feedback and takes corrective action; leader allows
some flexibility for subordinates--doesn't over-supervise), and decision making
(makes timely decisions; uses sound judgment; adjusts to the situation; is bold
and innovative when appropriate; consults others as needed). The competencies
were rated on a four point scale (scored as 0-3), from excellent (=3), to good
(=2), to only fair (=l1, to poor (=0). A score of 1.5 is considered the
midpoint of the sc1e End indicates a competency is between "only fair" and
"good". The competencies were selected from a larger set of key leader
competencies that the Center for Army Leadership has generated and synthesized.
The seven chosen were :onsidered the most pertinent to cohesion.

The item in the ques-:ionnaire, "How high is the morale in your platoon."
was used as a "control] variable in the partial correlations. This item was
rated on a six noint sc(-_le ranging from 0 (extremely low) to 6 (extremely high).

Procedures. The questJionnaire was administered to soldiers in a classroom
setting, one company at a time.

Results and Discussion

The means of the seven leader competencies for each of the three platoon
leadership poýsitieois are provided in Table 1. Also provided is the average
rating across each competency and leadership position. With the exception of
the average rating for tactics (ranging from 1.68-1.89 for the three positions),
the remaining six coinpetencies were simil.ar to each other in size and fall
between the only fair ýo good rating for each leadership level. Although the
seven mean competency ratings are similar in size for each position across
platoons, there was sufficient variation noted within a platoon to indicate that
soldiers are able to discriminate a given leader's effectiveness. The SL
position is rated as hJýbe-t icross each of the seven competencies. The PL and
PS were rated similar to each other but were both rated as lower than the SL.
While the SL ratings may be an accurate assessment of their competencies, one
might question whether thQ average SL would be any more proficient at the
competencies than his mo;' experienced PS. The higher SL ratings probably have
to do with the perceptions of the raters themselves and their proximity to the
three leadership positions and functions. The soldiers rating the leaders on
the competencies are of E1--E4 rank, and their closest supervisor/leader is the
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Table 1

Mean Competency Ratings of Platoon Leadership Positions

Leader Competencies

Posi-
tion Plan Comm Motv Tact Chsn Sprv Dcsn Average

PL 1.53 1.56 1.41 1.68 1.45 1.48 1.51 1.52
PS 1.50 1.51 1.44 1.80 1.46 1.52 1.59 1.54
SL 1.74 1.70 1.67 1.89 1.67 1.75 1.76 1.73
Average 1.59 1.59 1.51 1.79 1.52 1.58 1.62 1.60

Note. PL=platoon leader; PS=platoon sergeant; SL=squad leader.
Plan=planning; Comm=communicating; Motv=motivating;
Tact=tactics; Chsn=cohesion building; Sprv=supervision;
Dcsn=decision making; Scale ranges from O=poor, l=only fair,
2=good, 3=excellent. N=32 platoons.

SL. They have more of an opportunity to witness the performance of the SL than
they do of either their PS or PL. As well, soldiers may be "protecting" or
"rewarding" the leader that is closest to them by giving slightly inflated
ratings.

Table 2 presents the simple and partial correlations (controlling for
morale) between the overall competency ratings for each of the platoon
leadership positions and the reported level of cohesion in the platoon. Overall
leader competency ratings were calculated for each platoon by adding the seven
competency ratings and dividing by seven for each of the three leadership
positions.

Examining the simple correlations in the table reveals that the ratings of
the leader competencies have the strongest relationship with the VB scale. This
relationship exists at each of the three leader positions, with the SL position
producing the largest correlation (.74). However, the leader competencies also
have strong correlations with the OB and OB-A,LV scales. Again, in the OB scale
the SL has the highest correlation (.77). The size of the correlations between
the OB-A, LV scale and the competency ratings for the three platoon leadership
levels is approximately equal, with the PS having the largest effect (.59). The
HB and OB-A,FTV scales are slightly, although significantly correlated with the
SL position and not significantly related to the PS or PL positions. The
OB-A,LV scale is not significantly related to the competency ratings for any of
the leadership positions. In terms of the leader positions themselves, in nine
out of the ten possible comparisons of the SL to the PS or PL, the competency
rating of the SL has the largest correlation with the cohesion scales. The
correlations of the PS and PL competencies ratings with the cohesion scales are
approximately equal in strength.
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Table 2

Simple and Partial Correlations of Competency Ratings Received

by Platoon Leadership Positions with Cohesion

Overall leader competency ratings

Simple correlations Partial correlations

Cohesion
scales PL PS SL PL PS SL

HB .27 .11 .48 .08 .00 .29
VB .65 .60 .74 .51 .62 .51
OB .44 .38 .77 .20 .29 .58
OB-A,FTV .21 .19 .29 .03 .09 .05
OB-A,LV .50 .59 .54 .29 .58 .18

Note. HB=horizontal bonding; VB=vertical bonding; OB=organizational bonding;
OB-A,FTV= organizational bonding, first termer values: OB-A,LV=organizational
bonding, leader values. PL=platoon leader; PS=platoon sergeant; SL=squad leader.
Correlations of .29 or above are significant at the .05 level or greater.
Partial correlations control for the "morale" of the platoon. N=32 platoons.

When the effects of morale are controlled for, a pattern similar to the
simple correlations emerges. However, there is a reduction in the size of the
correlations. The average decrease in size of the correlations is .16. While
this decrease is notable, it does not greatly diminish the major relationships
and suggests the relationship between the leader conpetency ratings and cohesion
is not a spurious one. Only two of the fifteen possible simple correlations
were not significant as partial correlations. The strength the relationship
between the competency ratings of the leader with VB scale is maintained. While
there is a decrease in the size of the correlations, the OB and to a lesser
extent the OB-A,LV scales maintain similar patterns of correlations with the
competency ratings. The competency ratings of the SL maintain a distinct
relationship with the OB of the platoon. Also, the PS competency ratings are
now more uniquely associated with the OB-A,LV scale. The influence of morale
is greatest on the SL and PL competency ratings across the five cohesion scales
used. The PS correlations with the cohesion scales were least influenced by the
morale of the platoon. The competency ratings of the PS now emerge as having
the strongest correlations with the VB and OB-A,LV scales.

Table 3 presents the correlations and partial correlations (controlling for
morale) between the seven leader competencies and the cohesion scales. The
competencies represent the average ratings for the three leadership positions in
a platoon. Similar to table 2, the simple correlations indicate that the
competencies are most strongly related to the VB, OB, and OB-A,LV scales, with
the VB scale correlated the highest across each of the seven competencies. In
other words, the leader competency ratings are correlated highest with those
aspects of cohesion which are most sensitive to the effects of the leader.
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Table 3

Correlations of Conpetencies with Cohesion

Leader competencies

Simple correlations Partial correlations

Cohesion
scales Plan Comm Motv Tact Chsn Spry Dcsn Plan Comm Motv Tact Chsn Spry Dcsn

HB .39 .14 .31 .39 .37 .43 .30 .16 -. 12 .09 .21 .16 .29 .10
VB .77 .68 .81 .79 .81 .78 .75 .59 .50 .72 .70 .69 .72 .65
OB .65 .60 .58 .58 .68 .54 .61 .41 .38 .35 .37 .48 .35 .42
OB-A,FTV .17 .13 .29 .26 .39 .42 .26 -. 09 -. 09 .10 .08 .22 .29 .08
OB-A,LV .65 .57 .67 .60 .66 .68 .60 .40 .34 .49 .41 .44 .56 .41

Note. HB=horizontal bonding; VB=vertical bonding; OB=organizational bonding;
OB-A,FTV= organizational bonding, first termer values: OB-A,LV=organizational
bonding, leader values.Plan=planning; Comm=communicating; Motv=motivating;
Tact=tactics; Chsn=cohesion building; Sprv=supervision; Dcsn=decision making;
PL=platoon leader; PS=platoon sergeant; SL=squad leader. Correlations of .29 or
larger are significant at the .05 level or greater. Partial correlations control
for the "morale" of the platoon. N=32 platoons.

The cohesion building, motivating, and supervision competencies are
significantly related to all of the cohesion scales. The tactics, decision
making, and and planning competencies are significantly related to four of the
five scales and the communication competency is related to the three cohesion
scales most related to leadership (VB, OB, OB-A,LV).

The partial correlations reveal the same patterns that were seen in Table
2 and follow the patterns of the Table 3 simple correlati)ns, but with reduced
strength. The average decrease in the size of the correlations is .18.
Correlations that i.nvolve either the VB scale or the "supErvision" leader
competency are the least impacted by the effects of morale.

Conclusion: There is a strong relationship between the competency of the
platoon leadership and the level of both vertical and organizational rohesion in
the platoon. While each leadership position is important in thvý: relatinnship.
the SL position appears to be most strongly related tn the organi-atinal
bonding in the unit followed by the PS and then the PL. Only the SL competency
ratings were related (significantly) to the level of horizontal bonding (betveen
peers) in the platoon. The PS maintains the strongest correlations ,-ith the VB
in the platoon (when the effects of morale have been -ontrnlled for) follno'ed hy
the SL and PL. The seen leader competencies rated are approximately of (qual
importance in relationship to the cohesion of the platoon with the supervision
and cohesion competencies having the strongest relationship to the level of
cohesion in the platoon.
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COMBAT READINESS: PREPARING SOLDIERS

FOR THE STRESS OF BATTLE

Major W.R. Wild

Canadian Forces Personnel Applied Research Unit

Willowdale, Ontario, Canada

Introduction

The role of narcissistic defences in mediating stress was discussed
by Masserman (1955) and interpreted in the context of combat by Shaw
(1981). According to the narcissistic defence theory, the soldier facing
battle draws strength initially from the "inv'incibie self". As the going
gets tough, the soldier draws strength from the "omnipotent leader"
(leadership) and, in a final attempt to retain control, from the presence of
comrades (cohesion). Teichman (1977) demonstrated this theory when he
showed that in the initial stages of combat, little palliative interaction
takes place between soldiers. As combat intensifies however, soldiers turn
first to leaders and finally to the old soldiers among them for
reassurance. Other researchers (for example, Grinker, 1945; Marshall, 1947;
Stouffer et al., 1949; Kellett, 1982; Gal, 1986) have documented the
importance of cohesion, morale, and leadership in maintaining combat
effectiveness in the face of extreme stress.

In a 1986 study conducted by the author in Cvnru s (Wild 1987), it was
hypothesized that soldiers in a stressful situation (one of high environ-
mental demand) would report no more stress than soldiers in an unstressful
situation (one of low environmental demand). It was suggested by Massermnan
(1955) and Shaw (1981), and demonstrated by Teichman (1977), that soldiers
in a high envizonmental demand situation readily accept the support of peers
and leaders and by so doing add to their means of coping with stress. As
stress occurs when environmental demand exceeds the organisms ability to
cope, the addition of these coping mechanisms delays the onset of stress.
Thus, in a situation of high environmental demand, stress is ameliorated by
the cohesion that is created by the high environmental demand in the first
place. That is, soldiers in high environmental demand situations (combat,
near combat) should report stress levels lower than would be expected given
the nature of their employment because cohesion with peers and leaders
reduces the individual's level of stress.

Method

Three hundred and six junior soldiers (corporals/privates) in two
experimental groups (Infantry Rifle Companies patrolling the Green Line
in Cyprus) and three control groups (an Administrative Support Company
in Cyprus, and two Infantry Rifle Companies in Canada) participated.
Stress was measured using the Self-Analysis Questionnaire, STPI Form X - 1
(Speilburger, Gorsuch, & Lushene, 1970) and a survey constructed by the

The views and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author and
not necessarily those of tho Department of National Dofenc,.



author. Vertical cohesion was measured by the General Attitude to Institu-
tional Authority Questionnaire (Rigby, 1982), an instrument that indicates
the soldier's attitude to his leaders. Cohesion was measured by a
questionnaire composed of items adapted from Seashore (1954) and Pepitone
and Kleiner (1957). A number of job factors were also investigated.

Results

Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Tukey's "honestly signiticant
difference" test of means revealed limited support for the hypothesis.
Quite unexpectedly, the two groups that differed most proved to be the
groups that were expected to be most similar; the two Cyprus line companies.
As Figure 1 shows, group 4 received scores similar to those received by the
control groups on the major effects, while the other experimental group,
group 5, scored higher on the stress scale and lower on the attitude to
-lithoritv scale (alpha less than .05). A comparison of these two groups

SAME LETTER: NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
10 A

lAB AB AB *

S 8 * * * B
C ATTITUDE TO AUTHORITY *

0 6 STRESS A
R B B B B *
E 4 * * * *

A A A A A
2 * * * * *

COHESION
1 2 3 4 5

GROUP

Figure 1. Group mean scores for main effects.

(Figure 2) showed significant (alpha less than .05) differences in attitude
toward authority, intensity of stressors and attitudes toward co-workers and
supervisors, with group 5, the high stress company, characterized by higher
reported stress, higher reported environmental demand, greater dislike of
co-workers and a less favourable opinion of supervisors. Scores on cohesion
and work were also lower for group 5, although the differences failed to
reach statistical significance (alpha less than .05). Discussions with
personnel in both companies revealed disciplinary problems in group 5 and an
unusually high number of disciplinary charges being laid by leaders.

Discussion

Despite the fact that the two experimental groups were operating in

the same environment and reported no difference in the nature of the work,
group 5 reported higher environmental demand. As the environment external
to the companies was the same (UN peacekeeping in Nicosia, Cyprus), the
environment reflected by the self-report measure must have been the internal
environment: the command or organizational climate. JDI scores on the
co-worker and supervisor scales support this explanation as does the
observation that disciplinary problems in group 5 were greater than those in
group 4. JDI, co-worker, and supervisor scale scores, differences in
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Figure 2. 6omparlson groups four and five.

disciplinary atmosphere; as well as the difference in scores on the cu;lesion
index (albeit not a statistically significant difference) indicate that
group 5 had less cohesion than group 4. If this is so, it suggests that
vertical and horizontal cohesion are not necessarily fostered by conditions
of high environmental demand. It is possible that cohesion, or the lack of
it, is exacerbated by high environmental demand, with cohesive groups (e.g.,
group 4) pulling together when under stress and non-cohesive groups (e.g.,

group 5) pulling apart.

Combat Readiness

It became obvious from the Cyprus ý:xperience that the combat stress
phenomenon is a complex one that does not yield readily to investigation.
In order to overcome this complexity, researchers at the Canadian Forces
Personnel Applied Research Unit (CFPARU) set out to develop q model to
anchor further study. In the course of this development, it was realized
that taken in isolation, combat stress is of little importance to the combat
commander. Tactics are at the core of the combat commander's professional
life. Psychological breakdown is not a consideration on the peacetime
practice field and so is easily ignored. Combat stress becomes important
only when it Is perceived that it degrades combat effectiveness. The
minimization of combat stress is not the commander's ultimate goal, the
maximization of combat effectiveness is.

Unfortunately, for researchers, it is impossible to tell how combat
effective a unit is unless you commit it to combat, at which time, if the
unit is not effective, it is too late to do anything about it. Not being
able to measure combat effectiveness, we must strive to predict combat
ettectiveness. Predicted effectiveness is what we term readiness: Combat
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readiness, therefore, is merely predicted combat effectiveness. The model
we have developed is a blueprint for all of the human dimension factors that
must be considered when preparing a formed body of individuals for war. If
all of the components of the model are addressed satisfactorily, the unit
will be ready: from a human dimensions standpoint.

A Model of the Human Dimension
of Combat Readiness

The components of the combat readiness model (Figure 3) are divided
into antecedent variables (aptitude, combat proficiency, understanding of
task, motivational environment and motivation), and mediating variables
(leadership) (Wild, 1988). In order for a unit to be effective, the members
must have the aptitude to learn the tasks they will be called upon to
perform; they must, through instruction and practise, gain the knowledge,
skills, and physical abilities required to make them combat proficient; and
they must know what their task is, including the nature of their enemy.

The environment in which they work as individuals, small group
members, and members of a larger system must foster combat readiness. As
individuals, members must have the high level of personal morale that stems
from knowing that if injured they will receive the best available medical
attention, and that family at home are being cared for. Th•y must have the
professional morale that comes from confidence in equipment, training, and
tactics; pride in self and unit; knowledge of what is expected of them; and
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the belief that the organization is concerned with the individuals under its
care. Individuals must also be comfortable with the ideology for which they
are fighting, a component that has occasionally been absent in both western
and eastern armies in the recent past.

The group also plays a crucial role in ensuring readiness. Group
morale (the feeling of well-being which comes from boing part of a group)
and group cohesion (that which binds group members together as one) must be
strong, for in the end, it is groups as small as two soldiers (or sailors,
or airmen) that break down under the stress of battle. Lastly, the system
must support the individual and the group. Only by remaining with one
another can a body of soldiers form a cohesive group. Posting and training
policies must not create the systemic instability that ensures that a group
is never together long enough to become cohesive. Just as cohesiveness is
important among members of a small group, cooperation among units in a
formation is important. For a large unit to be combat ready, the smaller
units of which it is composed must cooperate.

The last antecedent variable is intent. If all of the previous
variables are present in sufficient quantity, the members of the unit should
be combat ready. Unit members will not be combat ready if, in spite of
everything, they have no intention of fighting.

Mediating every other variable is leadership. Leadership is the most
important variable, for the leader is inextricably linked to every other
component of the model. From training to the individual's final decision to
fight or cower, leadership plays a part.

Although the model outlined above is labelled combat readiness, it
addresses combat stress as well. It was pointed out earlier that if all of
the components of the model are addressed satisfactorily, the unit will be
ready for combat - from a human dimensions point of view. It will be ready
because it is implicit in the model that if the components are addressed
satisfactorily, combat stress will be minimized: in effect, combat
readiness is the flip side of combat stress. The more ready the unit, the
better able its members are to cope with stress.

Conclusion

Although the Cyprus study did not lend support to the hypothesized
relationship between stress, leadership and cohesion, it did serve a useful
function; it revealed combat stress to be ,omewhat narrow in focus, cumber-
some to conceptualize for research purposes and of little interest to the
combat commander. For these reasons, the focus at CFPARU was changed from
combat stress to combat readiness. Although the emphasis has changed,
combat stress has continued to play a central role, for each of the
componerLt -f the combat readiness model is as much a variable of combat
stress as it is oL combat readiness. In effect, combat readiness is the
"flip side" of combat stress; the same phenomenon addressed from a different
angle, an angle which we think will be more readily accepted b; Ihe Combat
Commander.
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Measuring Leader Performance 1

in Simulated Combat in the Field

Paul T. Twohig and Trueman R. Tremble

U. S. Army Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences

The Center for Army Leadership (CAL), the U.S. Army's proponent for leader-
ship doctrine, has had continuing interest in developments for improving
leadership performance effectiveness. This interest was reinforced by the
1987 Leader Development Study which identified the need to establish the
leadership performances and standards required for war-fighting effectiveness.
These warfightirg leadership standards could then serve to focus elements of
the leader development system--selection, training, ass igmnt experiences,
assessment, feedback, etc.--on preparedness.

Programmatic research on leadership performance and measurement at the Army
Research Institute (ARI) supports the need to establish leadership performance
standards. One program thrust has concentrated on simulated combat settings
with objectives of (1) developing methods for measuring leadership performance
in such settings and (2) applying these measures to establish the importance of
leadership and components of it to unit performance. This paper describes
trends obtained from this research with respect to leadership measurent and
the relationship between leadership and unit combat effectiveness.

RESEARCH APPROACH1

A test-fix-test approach has been used. Methods have been designed to
measure ccmponents of leadership represented in U.S. Army doctrine on leader-
ship. The measures have then been applied in simulated combat exercises to
describe leader performance and determine relationships between leader and unit
performance. Results have also been used to revise and, as possible, improve
the measurerent methods.

Use of doctrinal concepts of leadership has served at least two research
functions. First, doctrine describes performances, operations, conditions.
etc., which experience indicates are critical for success. As such, dc•trine
is a model from which expected relationships between phenomena (variables) can
be derived. Thus, evidence supporting expected relationships, such as a
positive relationship between leadership performance and unit effectiveness,
is also indicative of measurenent validity. Second, doctrimn-ba•rd measure-
ments result in a data base for decisions about the role of docrtrinal concepts
of leadership in combat settings.

lThe views expressed in this paper are solely tho,.-w, ti o iuthoi-; And
do not reflect the views of the Dept. of the Anmry or, the ".T. PAr;my RsArcih
Institute.
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The data collection setting--training exercises at the National Training
Center (NMT)--has also been appropriate for inferences about leadership and
unit combat effectiveness. For a training sesssion (rotation) at NTC, two
battalion task forces deploy to NTC and fight free-play, force-on-force (FOF)
missions against a resident opposing force schooled in Warsaw Pact tactics.
Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement Systems (MILES)--a simulation technology
in which laser bursts are fired with blank rounds and detected by receptors on
targets-is used on individuals and weapons systems to simulate and record
firing data and kills. Resident observers/controllers (OCs) are attached to
each unit to provide feedback and ensure that engagement rules are followed.
Other, live-fire missions are conducted on terrain with pop-up ard moving
targets. The length, realism, and size of exercises make NXC an excellent
setting for training as well as a valuable setting for research on doctrinal
issues.

Two cycles of methous development and testing have been conducted.
Both have involved observation and judgment of the leadership performance
of platoon leaders (PLis) and platoon sergeants (PSGs) in NIC exercises.
In Test 1 (see Rachford, Twohig, & Zinmernan, 1986), 10 broad leadership
dimensions defined the framework for measurement of the performnces of
individual PLs and PSGs: planning, communication, supervision, teaching/
counseling, technical proficiency, professional ethics, decision making,
initiative, subordinate leader development, and soldier-teanVcohesion
development. Subject-matter-experts (SMEs) were trained in the measurement
methods and, for purposes of data collection, accompanied platoon OCs during
FOF missions. The SMEs made two sets of observations and judgments of PL and
PSG leadership: (1) their performance of 90 relatively specific and objective
leaderships tasks (behaviors) during each mission and (2), after having observed
several missions, summary judgments of PL and ISG performance on the 10 leader-
ship dimensions. At the end of the rotation, the OC for a platoon also made
summary judgments of the overall leadership effectiveness of the PL and PSG and
of the effectiveness of the platoon with respect to mission acccoplishment.

As Test 1 involved only one rotation, results had several lbritations.
Results nevertheless suggested the possible meaningfulness of the measures and
identified methodological changes necessary for leadership measurement in
dynamic and continuous field training exercises.

Test 2 (Twohig & Tremble, in preparation) built on the earlier results and
changed the methodology for use by OCs (as opposed to extra data collectors) in
NTC-type exercises. Similar to Test 1, methods for Test 2 produced judgments
of leadershi; performance both for separate missions and for the rotation as a
whole (that is, summary judgments). For each mission, platoon OCs observed
their PL and PSG and made judgments of PL and PSG performance on five ccuponents
of leadership: planning, supervision, communication, soldier-team development,
and initiative. These ccmoonents were selected to represent CAL's current and
broader list of required warfighting leadership requirements and to fit with
expected observation opportunities and workloads of OCs during NTIC type
exercises. For each mission, OCs also judged the overall effectiveness of
their PL and PSG as a leader and the overall effectiveness of the platoon as
a unit in accomplishing its mission. At the erni of the rotation, C)s made
summary judgments of platoon (unit) mission effectiveness and of PL and PSG
performance on 11 leadership components: the tfye jcLqed per mission plus
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decision making, teaching/counseling, motivating others, trist in subordinates,
flexibility, and technical/tactical proficiency. Test 2 has included data
collection for three rotations at the NTC. Analysis of the OC judgments has
been carpleted for the first of the three.

Two types of scores have been used in data analyses. One type consisted
of scores for the sumnary (SUM) judgments made at the end of a rotation.
These included: overall judgment of platoon/unit mission performance in the
rotation by OCs (SUM unit performance), OC overall judgment of the leadership
effectiveness of PIs and PSGs in Test 1 (SUM leadership effectiveness), and
judgments of performance on the leadership caoponents by PIs and PSGs (made by
SMEs in Test 1 and OCs in Test 2). Judgments of performance on the leadership
ucxponents have also been averaged as a SUM measure of leader performanc (SUM
leadership performance). The second type of score was a mission performance
average (MPA) score, computed as the mean of the judgments of performance for
the separate missions in the rotation. Accordingly, MPA scores were ccaputed in
Test 2 for overall effectiveness of the PL and PSG as a leader (MPA leadership
effectiveness) and overall effectiveness of the platoon as a unit (MPA unit
performanc).

In Test 1, OCs and SMEs provided judgments for 24 and 15 platoons, re-
spectively, with overlapping data for 12 platoons for correlations between SUM
leadership performance (SME based) and SUM unit performance (OC based). For
Test 2, MPA scores could be calculated for 24 platoons, and SUM scores were
available for 31 platoons, with samples of 20-24 for intercorrelations.

Consistencies in results of the two tests are discussed below. Test 1
results were originally and more ccmpletely described by Rachford, et al.,
(1986). More cmplete reporting of Test 2 results is in preparation (Twohig &
Tremble, in preparation).

RESUT AND DISCUSSION

There has been consistency in iudgments of leader performance. This
consistency has been found between different observers of the same platoons
(Test 1) and within observers of the same platoon at different times (Test 2).
As Table 1 shcws for Test 1, SUM judgments of leadership performance by SMEs
and of leadership effectiveness by OCs were significantly correlated for the
PSG. For Test 2 (Table 2), MPA judgments of leadership effectiveness were
positively correlated with SUM leadership performance for both the PL and PSG.
These results are indicative of concurrent (Test 1) and discriminant (Test 2)
validity. However, halo effects are apparent, and more research is needed to
confirm.

Perceived quality of leadership has been positively related to pergeived
unit performance. Tables 1 and 2 also show correlations between judgments of
leadership and unit performance. The positive correlations further suggest
measurement validity since doctrine and the scientific literature support a
positive leader-unit performance relationship. There is a need to confirm these
results using more independent measures of leader and unit performance. Current
research cn measurement of unit performance (e.g., Root, 1987) should enable
this.
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one research objective is to assemble a data base for establishing the
importance of leadership and the various leadership coa-onents to unit
performance. Both tests have not only provided evidence that SUM leadership
performance is positively related to unit mission performance. They have also
produced some possible leads about the relative importance of the leadership
cx n examined. For example, three of the five leadership components with
the relatively strongest correlations with unit performance were the same in
both tests (Test 1, r = .5 to .72 ; Test 2, r = .67 to .75): planning,
teachJ/cxounseling, and soldier-team development. he rmainin.g omponents
were technical proficiency (_r = .63) and ethics (- = .54) for Test 1 and
supervision (r = .73) and decision making (r = .80) for Test 2.

PD-unit performance correlations have been higher than PSG-unit correlations

for SUM measures of unit perfor~rK. As both Tables 1 and 2 irdicate, SUM
judgments of unit performance tended to be more strongly correlated with the
perceived leadership of the PL than the PSG. This appeared for all SUM
judgments of leadership in Tests 1 and 2 and for MPA leadership effectiveness
in Test 2.

The higher PL-unit performance correlation is consistent with conventional
role expectations of the PL as the main director of activities in the field.
since the PSG is expected to have relatively more operational control in
garrison, a stronger PSG-unit performance correlation might be predicted for
leadership in the home station environment. The latter prediction was supported
by home station data collected along with the Test 1 unit performance data
(Twohig, Tremble, Rachford & Williams, 1987).

As Table 2 also shows, a relatively higher PL-unit performance association
was not obtained for the MPA measures of leadership and unit performance.
This difference in patterns for the MPA and SU measures may suggest randm
variation. The consistency of the SUM pattern in both Tests 1 and 2 sxggests
otherwise. It is likely, for example, that MPA and SLM measures have somewhat
different meanings: MPA values are bounded by the leadership manifested in
separate missions while SUM jrdgments allow for retrospective integration of
performance across missions and, possibly, performances outside the combat
missions assigned to the units.

Evidece has g tEd the igortance to unit perfoma of the PL-PSG as a

leagprghiR team. In addition to leadership and unit performance, both tests
have captured judgments on the relationship between the PL and PSG. Judgments
of PL-PSG role clarity have been consistently correlated unit performance.
Tables 1 and 2 also suggest the importance of the PL-PSG relationship in that
platoons with effective Pbs tended to have had effective PSGs as well.
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Table 1

Sunmary Correlations of Teader-Unit Performance by Different observers In
Test I: Observer Controllers (OCs) and Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)

SME OC

PL PSG PL PSG UNIT

PL X .80 .49 .57* .55*
PSG X .30 .66* .43

oc
PL X .70* .80*
PSG X .66*

Note: * p<.05; Sanple: 24 platoons for OC-OC correlations;
15 platoons for SME-SME; 12 platoons for SME-OC.

Table 2

Overall Leader and Unit Performance Correlations in Test 2:
Mission Performance Average (MPA) and Summary (SUM)

MPA SUM

PL PSG UNIT PL PSG UNITmvý:
PL X .60* .65* .79* .53* .77*
PSG X .66* .30 .75* .42*
UNIT X .52* .64* .74*

SIM:
PL X .69* .80*
PSG X .66*

Note: * All correlations .42 and above p<.05.
Sample: 31 platoons for SUM-SUM, 20-24 for others.
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SUMMARY

The consistency of results for Tests 1 and 2 suggest the potential for
development of doctrinal based measures of leadership for use in a field
training environment. Development of leadership performance measure faces
certain difficulties. Some of the difficulties have been identified in
interviews and field notes on use of the methods in Test 2. These include:
(a) variations in a unit's (and its leaders') involvement in the various phases
of a tactical operation (e.g., planning, preparation, execution), (b) limited
behavioral discretion by the leader/unit targeted for cbservation due to the
actions/decisions of superiors, and (c) possible irregular opportunities for
ckbervation of key leader actions or the conditions pertinent to them.

Future research in this program includes analysis of data frao the other NTC
rotations in Test 2 to confirm and add to current trends. Those data will also
be informative of measurerent reliablity since company OCs as well as platoon
OCs made performance judgments of platoon leadership and unit performance. Data
collection is also planned for other training environments to identify the
generality of present approaches and findings.
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Attitudes of GFAF Reservists Towards Reserve Duty Training

Sibylle B. Schambach
Federal Office of Defense Administration, Bonn, FRG

General statements

Within NATO's strategic concept, the German Federal Armed Forces
(GFAF) provide for a constantly present manpower of 495,000
active soldiers which may quickly grow to a strength of 1.34
million soldiers in the case of tension or war.

To meet these requirements, the GFAF keeps
- 250,000 regular and temporary soldiers
- 206,000 conscripts during regular duty
- and a strong reservist component.

Reservists are trained soldiers back in civilian life but
in different states of availability for activation. In peace,
they contribute their share to the high level of operational
readiness of the in-place forces of the "Bundeswehr" by serving
for reserve duty training periods. In the case of mobilization,
reservists form the largest personnel component, enabling the
forces •o expand rapidly to full strength and effectiveness.

Declining birth rates will take effect on the GFAF as well as on
other fields of trade and commerce where young men are wanted.
The strength of the age groups for conscription will be cut by
half in the early nineties. One of the measures taken by the
Federal Government to cope with the problem, is to prolong the
regular duty period of conscripts to 18 months (from 1989 on).
Another measure is to increase essentially the reservist
component in manpower level and operational readiness.

The number of openings for reserve duty training is to be
increased from 5,000 in 1983 to about 10,000 in 1992, a training
period lasting 11 or 12 days on average. 10,000 openings mean
that up to 350,000 reservists will have to be trained during that
year. The number of call-up procedures to be dealt with by the
administration, will even be higher: In 1987, for 6,600 openings
320,000 reservists had to be called up or contacted of whom
218,000 finally performed training, that is 68 %. The remaining
32 % dropped out mainly from medical reasons and on grounds of
"individual hardship" (these were, in most cases, a current study
or vocational training). Only some 4 % of the called-up dropped
out from occupational deferment.

The conclusion to be drawn from these facts is that the number of
openings for reserve duty training cannot be increased without
limitation. Evidence should be gained whether the high rate of
drop-outs might be connected with a small readiness of reservists
to render reserve duty training and how their readiness might be
enhanced.
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Reservists' Opinions On and Attitudes Towards Reserve Duty
Training

A series of investigations were carried out in order to answer
the question asked above, with the following subgroups:

- reservists
Sexperts of GFIA call-up administration

population in general

I will mainly rofer to a questionnaire study carried out by the
Federal Armed Forces Office in 1987 with a representative sample
of 3,000 GFA7 reservists on their personal readiness for
training.

The sample was so constructed that one third of the reservists
were questioned at the beginning of their training period,
another third of them at its end; the remainder were not in
training. 58 6 of the questLonnaires were returned so that 1,758
reservists finally took part in the investigation.

The reservists were asked to .choose how often they would be ready
to render training periods:

The table shows that about 45 %
of the respondents would rather
cling to the current practice of

FrequencyiPrefer foriRepat one retraining period every two
Retraining Periods years. Reserve training once a

year was favoured only by 8 % of
- N - 1758 reservists- the respondents. Training periods

at even shorter intervals underly
certain restrictions for

one retra.ii period conscripts after their regular
oeve etaineri 7.8%duty, the aim being to let these
every year 7,81 young men first follow their
one retraini Period civilian career for some time
oneretrayntears . 45.3before they are called up again.
every tvo years 45.3 i h yu
(current practice) Remark that reserve duty training

snort retraining periods on weekends does hardly find any
onweekends 2.6% support. Details on this fact

will be given further down.
coftined Droegd1 9,6S %Almost 35 % of respondents, when

none of te abov 34.8 % inquired about frequency of
reserve duty training, did not
support any of the regulations
proposed. Many suggested to
"abolish reserve duty training".

For what reasons do reservists reject an increase in training
periods? Intelligence on this question may be drawn from certain
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indicators: For example, other surveys show that the attitudes of
soldiers towards military duty will correlate highly with the
attitudes these soldiers perceive in their personal environment.
The present study therefore investigated into the reactions that
reservists expect among their families, friends, and occupational
surroundings, on an increase in reserve duty training.

Reactions of the Social Environment

on More Reserve Duty TraininQ

- ooinions of N z 1758 reservists -

reaction of reactions

positive neutral neqative don't know

father 10,1 % 46,9 % 30,9 % 12,2 %

mother 6.2 % 50, % 35,4 % 8,2 %

female partner 3,3 % 21,9 % 69,7 % 5,2 %

friends 3,4 % 47,1 % 43,3 % 6,1 1

employer 2,8 % 23,9 % 73,3 %

As can be seen from the table, reservists ascribe highly negative
reactions to their female partners. Accordingly, another question
gives 79 % of respondents who feel that more reserve duty
training might be detremental to family life. The above-mentioned
finding that weekend duty is not favoured by reservists, may
spring from figuring it to impair family life. Moreover, the
reactions of spouses and female partners seem to be prevalent, in
this question, upon the reactions expected in employers who
should prefer employees to render reserve duty training beyond
working hours.

An even more negative reaction on an increase in reserve duty
training is ascribed to employers of reservists. Further
inquirement confirms that 77 % of respondents will in this case
expect detrimental effects on their occupational careers.
This estimate is supported by results of another investigation
carried out among "opinion leaders", many of whom are in the
position of employers:

According to opinion leaders, about two out of three
employers (69 %) will not like their employees to render
more reserve duty training but would tolerate them to do so.
The same will not be valid, though, for reservists who
belong to an establishment's management. Regarding them, the
opinion leaders expect that every second employer would
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impose on them to let themselves be discharged from
military duties, or the employer himself would apply for
their occupational deferment.

44 % of opinion leaders even hold it possible that employers
might rather engage applicants who are not subject to
reserve duty training.

Reservists therefore do not seem unrealistic in their judgment of
employers' behavior.

From the indicators described above it may be derived that the
attitudes of reservists towards more reserve duty training are
mainly determined by a cost-to-use deliberation. Of crucial
importance is to what degree reserve duty training will run
counter to personal interests.

These attitudes have to be taken into account when reservists
report their experience regarding reserve duty traininq:

Reservists were first questioned about their contact with the
authorities in charge of their call-up. Some 25 % of respondents
report negative experience with the administration. They find
their individual concerns - especially occupational and other
personal demands - having been disregarded. Nearly 40 % of the
reservists feel they were not sufficiently informed on the
purpose and course of their training period, which was much
disapproved.

Reservists were then asked to report on their experience during
the training period itself.

Own Experience During Reserve

Duty Traininq

wit,) respect to all in all positive with not

positive reservations positive

military leaders 43,8 % 44,0 % 12.2 %

comrades 57,6 % 36,0 % 6,4 %

organization of

military service 12.5 % 41,0 % 46,5 %

Positive reports are prevailing with regard to superiors and
colleagues, whereas almost 47 % of respondents criticize the way
the duty period was organized. Disapproval was highest among the
subgroup of reservists who had just started training. Encouraged
to give further details in their own words, reservists mentioned:
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Negative Experience During Reserve Duty

Training

- numbers of resronses -

unreasonatle conditions of transport,

lodging, material, medical care, stress,

etc. 306

lack of organization 181

lack of reasonableness in general 101

arrogance of military leaders 80

In spite of these negative judgments, 58 % of the reservists
maintain that during their time of active duty they had liked, or
rather liked, to be a soldier. Even, more than 75 % of
respondents indicate their general attitude towards the
Bundeswehr to be positive or neutral and only 8 % say it is
negative. Demographic characteristics of the sample questioned
give hints why reserve duty training is all the same so badly
estimated among the reservists:

Nearly 80 % of the respondents were, at the time of the
investigation, aged between 22 and 28 years; just about 2 %
were younger than 22.
Most of them (over 75 %) were engaged or married.
84 % of respondents had already finished vocational training
or obtained a university degree.
96 % were employed.

To conclude, a large percentage of these men have engaged in
long-term personal relationships and are in the middle of their
occupational careers. Very often, their military ranks and
assignments do not equal the responsibilities attached to them in
civilian life. Also, payment granted for reserve duty training
follows the rates for young recruits during regular duty and will
not compensate for the losses of persons who run their own
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business. Consequently,

* reservists feel ill-treated when merely addressed in terms
of command and obedience. They want to be individually
respected and sufficiently informed; they expect training to
be well organized, sensible, and useful so that thair
indivi,Aual bu4dAn is worth while;
* reservists demand "just payment" and the return to their
civilian job legally guaranteed;
* reservists would like service terms be coordinated with
personal demands and service to be near home;
* reservists feel misplaced if their assignment does not
correspond to their occupational or military training.

The conditions to make such feelings and demands arise, are set
up by the Bundeswehr itself and can therefore be handled and
changed in order to improve the individual readiness for
training. When subgroups were compared, respondents who had
indicated positive attitudes towards the Bundeswehr were found to
be most susceptible of improval of training conditions.

Summary

Owing to rapidly declining birth-rates, the share of conscripts
in the Geman Federal Armed Forces (GFAF) will go down severely
from the early nineties on. One of the measures taken to maintain
the prescribed personnel strength, is to enhance essentially the
reservist component. By multiplying the openings for reserve duty
training, more reservists shall more frequently be called up for
retraining periods.

By contrast to these requirements it is observed that the
readiness of reservists to participate repeatedly in training, is
comparatively small. Empirical studies show that, at present, an
individual burden higher than one retraining period every two
years would not be understood and therefore not be supported.
Reservists' views of repeated retraining are found to depend not
only on attitudes towards the "Bundeswehr" and on estimates of
their social surroundings, but just as much on factors linked to
organization, administration, assignment, behavior of leaders,
personal experience, and amount of refunds during duty periods.

It is therefore suggested that the acceptance of additional
reserve training be increased by harmonizing the call-up of the
individual reservist with his personal needs and situation. Also,
leader behavior in reserve units should be improved in order to
fit the respective age-groups.
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ACTUAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF MILITARY PSYCHOLOGY
TO MANPOWER MANAGEMENT

Friedrich W. Steege
Psychological Service of the GFAF

Federal Ministry of Defense, Bonn, FRG

Introduction

My paper is hermeneutic and policy oriented rather than experimental in nature. It is my con-
viction that military establishments need decision aiding reflections as much as experimentally
proven data and inferences.

Manpower management in the German Federal Armed Forces (GFAF) is strongly influenced by
societal factors. This is especially true with respect to draftees and reserve forces, but is also valid
for medium- and long-term personnel. That is the reason why I will give at first some details on
recent insight and public opinion results concerning the political culture and security policy in
my country.

Several inquiries have been conducted recently by the Psychological Service of the GFAF to get
a clearer picture as to the measures to be taken in manpower management. Thus, I will report
here in a little more detail on two studies, (i) a survey of the job satisfaction of volunteers in the
ranks of men and of non-commissioned officers respectively, and (ii) a survey concerning the fu-
ture number and quality of career officers. There will be other German contributions to this con -
ference pertaining to general manpower management questions. They cover (i) main results of
a comprehensive survey concerning reserve forces (Schambach, 1988), (ii) the recent develop-
ment of computer assisted testing (Wildgrube, 1988) and the functionality of our new CAT sys-
tem (Habon, 1988), and (iii) some improvements in our personnel selection strategies (Kaiser,
1988; Melter, 1988).

In the final part of this paper I will present some new measures designed to imnprove personnel
management for medium- and for long-term personnel, especially for career officers.

Societal Factors as Reflected in Recent Investigations

In addition to the well known fact of declining birth rates, the GFAF, and comparably other
European allied forces, face novel wide-spread legitimation problems. Many of the young people
as well as the society at large arc more and more reluctant to perceive as predominant the threat
in the military area. They regard as far more important the global survival as threatened by a de-
stroyed environment, and in some cases the health hazards caused by modern epidemics,. Espe-
cially since the fruitful and hopc-inspiring talks, and the INF-agrccmcnt, the United States and
the Soviet Union have achieved in the disarmament arena, the awareness of a military threat is
vanishing. This does affect, of course, the readiness of our youth to render military duty.

What are the current figures reflecting related attitudes of young Gcrman men? Each year since
1979, a civil public opinion institute has been conducting a sample inquiry. With respect to the
general attitude towards military daity, the following figures were obtaincd: In 1984 48"; of the
young men questioned saw a military threat as compared with 33";, w-ho did not feel No (19";
didn't know). In 1988, this figure has reversed (20% see a threat, (,2', don't). That has lCd to the
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rather surprising following answers: In 1984, the USA was considered to have a greater interest
in dismarmament (26%, as compared with 7% by the USSR), in 1988 the figures have also reversed
(USA: 11%; USSR: 30%). The growing hope with respect to peaceful politics is connected with in-
creasing reservations against the military in general and against the use of nuclear weapons in
particular: In 1984, 20% of the young men expressed a positive general attitude towards the mil-
itary, in 1988 only 12%. A negative general attitude was shown by 31% of the inquired in 1984,
and by 48% in 1988.

Of special importance are some current conditions affecting young people growing up in the Fed-
eral Republic as put together by social psychological and developmental research:

"° The possibilities of the up-growing generation of shaping their own life have shrinked.

"° The length of time spent in educational institutions has increased considerably. A rising num -

ber of young people remain economically dependent until they reach a relatively old age (the
unemployed, the students, members of the so called alternative scene), whereas they are
counted as adults in a psycho-social sense (this period is called "post-adolescence").

"o In the same time, there are more intensive claims for self-reliance, autonomy, and inde-

pendence, claims that are furthered by the market dependent consumption, and by leisure-time
industry.

The potential influence of adults in family, school and professional life is decreasing, instead
partner-oriented communication is preferred. Psychoanalytically there are signs of a new type
of ego-weakness. Some researchers see a corresponding danger of egocentrism rooting in too
high stress on the individual.

"o Furthermore, there are clear signs of crisis, even though they cannot be quantified easily. Ex-
pressions and types of deviant behavior have to be taken very seriously, particularly the sif-
destructing acts that are often interpreted as helpless trials of escape.

" Individualization, finding of one's own identity, self-realization, and internal distance from

traditional institutions like church, matrimony, family, and profession lead more than here-
tofore to sub-cultural behavior and groups.

In summary one can say that youth today are confronted with a comprehensive process of mod-
ernization and, in the sense of Max Weber, total rationalization of society and culture. Opposed
to that they experience enormous horizons of expectation and desire. As a consequence the num-
ber of those young people who deliberately "discimhark" from mainstream culture has increased.
The majority of young people are confronted with problems that are not thcni own ("youth") prob-
lems.

As far as armed forces are concerned, the finding is important that young men feel more distance
from traditional institutions and at the same time question more intensively conditions and mean-
ing of their military scrvice. If they do not question military scrvice in principle, they are at least
looking for opportunities comparable to civil and/or professional life. This is the topic of the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

Satisfaction of Enlisted Soldiers with their Initial Assignment

Only a few days ago, I received first results of an inquiry of enlisted men who were assigned to
special military jobs and received a higher entry pay than regular enlisted men (Rank: Private Ist
Class). We have a regulation that gives them the chance of serving in a preliminary status and of
deciding after four months of service whether they want to enlist for a longer term or serve as a
draftee.
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About 1,500 soldiers received a questionnaire by mail, about 1,000 of them responded. In this

context, I will only report some data with respect to (i) the reasons why they enlisted in this special
category, (ii) the satisfaction scores the soldiers showed, and (iii) the success of this measure.

Most of the soldiers regarded the preliminary status as a chance of testing their possible longer-
term enlistment, and of getting to know the Bundeswehr. They were satisfied with their military
occupational specialty that fitted and improved their professional training, and with the possi-

bility to choose their location of duty freely. They also praised their opportunity to have a re-
sponsible task/position. Of lesser importance seemed to them a possible unemployment or
dissatisfaction with their civil workplace.

The satisfaction the soldiers showed was mainly related to location and position (military occu-

pational specialty). Only 10 % of the sample were dissatisfied with both. The two variables
"satisfied with location" and "satisfied with present job" are highly correlated (p < .001) with the
criterion variable (readiness to keep enlisted). The analysis of the frequency distribution shows
that primarily thosz soldiers not satisfied with their locations (36 %) or with their jobs (51 %) deny
further enlistment to a much higher extent than is to be expected in a random setting.

In general, those soldiers who do not want to keep enlisted rate every aspect of a military job
asked for more critically or negatively. Many of them complain at not having a job assigned to
them which provides them with the opportunity to apply their professional knowledge and skills.
Hence, they regard their service as little effective. The great majority, however, is willing to pro-
longe their terms. Consequently, this measure is very successful in an overall assessment.

Assignment of Career Officers

In late 1987, the Psychological Service has been tasked to investigate current problems concern-
ing the number and the quality of career officers in our GFAF in the years to come. The aim of
the survey was to get additional evidence with a view to decisions to be taken to secure a suffi-
cient number of temporary-career officers for a commission in the mcdium term.

The GFAF need some 650 career officer candidates per age group for line duty in order to main-
tain operational readiness and achieve a balanced age structure. Only one third of them ar," en-
rolled from the outset as career officer candidates. Most officers must qualify for commissioned
status by their performance in the armed forces, scrving first as tcmpx)rary-carccr pcrs.Oncl.

We are currently facing discrepancies caused by the requirements of our personnel management
and the special aspirations of officers having graduated from the Bundeswchr universities. This
is especially true with respect to technical engineering and computer science courses of stludy.
There are indications that in these faculties the majority of students regard their diplomas as a
prerequisite for a job in private industry rather than for a career as officer. This may Ctas, diffi -

cultics in satisfying the Bundcswchr requirements for career officers in the medium term.

The following reasons causing the problem situation have been determined: (i) "Workplace" Bun-
deswehr: i.e. discrepancy bctween university courses of study and reality of the job (jobs differ
considerably from contents of study courses); discrepancy between wage expectation after
graduation and income offiercd by armed forces; relatively low job satisfaction of graduated of-
ficers. (ii) Personnel Management: Negative effects emanating from the alleged seniority prin-
ciple; negative repercussions of the assignment backlog; requirements of mobility, (iii) Societal
Factors: Family situation; excessive duty hours as dictated by the mission; Little attractiveness of
many garrisons.
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These reasons are basically determined by at least three conflicting goal areas: (i) Personnel man-
agemcnt aspects vs. self-compchension of the armed forces universities. The personnel manage-
ment of the armed forces is directed by the necessities of military assignments. The self-
comprehension of the armed forces universities is primarily shaped by the comparability with
scientific education at civilian universities. I.e., they view first of all their genuine (academic) role.
(ii) Effectiveness vs. attractiveness of an officer career in the GFAF. Positions that require gradua-
tion are expected to guarantee higher prestige and better advancement possibility. If a temporary-
career officer feels misled in these expectations, he may tend to leave the armed forces and not
seek a commission. This may be particularly true if private industry is trying to offer contracts
long before the end of an officer's temporary term. (iii) Military ethics vs. integration into society.
Officer candidates tend to adopt the wrong attitude that courses of study are the main element
of their profession during their long years on the university campus. Military leadership has on
the other hand to further the attitude that courses of study are part of the officer training. The
principal aim of this training is to prepare the officer for his profession, .e. for his military duty.

In December 1987, the questionnaire was mailed to about 4,200 officers or officer candidates (stu-
dents at the armed forces Universities) of those five age groups that have commenced studies in
1981, 1982, 1983, 1985, and 1987. We included officers/officcr candidates (i) after having entered
an AF university, (ii) after having received the first university degree, (iii) after graduation, and
(iv) after one to two years following their return to military life. 67 % of the officer candidates/
officers returned the questionnaire spontaneously.

Main Results of this investigation were: The majority of the inquired officers regard their profes-
sion/job as a responsible life-time task. Positively evaluated are primarily the variety, alterna-
tion and the broad horizon as well as the security of the job (work place) and the secured future.
As negative arc mainly expressed: the mobility requirements, the excessive duty hours (many
units serve for more than 56 hours a week) in connection with irregular duty times, and for many
of them a lack in transparency of personnel management/planning. Increasingly, the family
members regard the mobility requirements as a burden, especially with respect to the job of the
spouse and schooling of the children. In summary, the results of the investigation confirmed the
main reasons dctermined earlier.

An analysis of the results reported to the Federal Minister of Defense has identified three cate-
gories of measures to be promoted: (i) Short-term measures: The mode of applying for, or being
taken over as, a career officer will be altered, the approval may be given earlier than before and
more flexibly in terms of time (up to now only once a year). In keeping valid the general rule that
officer candidates complete courses of study, more frequent exemptions may be made as caused
by the given situation: Increased number of officers taken over for a regular career although they
didn't successfully finish their courses of study, increased number of temporary-career officers
accepted without courses of study after they have demonstrated their aptitude as troop com-
manders over a sufficient period of time Parallel to these first measures, the quality of informa -

tion to be provided to the possible applicant wil! be improved. Commanding officers are urged
to motivate young officers and to explain career perspectives in greater detail than formerly. (ii)
In the medium-term, the following measures shall be realized: Scrutiny of those positions that
presuppose universitv courses of study as an indispensable requirement; scrutiny of the demand
of career officers in technical ,nginecring and computer science positions; if necessary, increase
of the number of officers to be taken over from ranks; if necessary, increase of the rate of young
officer specialists to he taken over; utilization of the reservist organiation to advertise re-cm-
ploymcnt of former career officers. (iii) General supporting measures: Most prominent among
the recommendations given are the regulation compensating for additional duty hours, a new
quality of personnel management that give.s more regard to the individual and that takes better
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into account family matters (see next paragraph), the reduction of the number of transfers, and
a payment that is adjusted to academic degree, responsibility, and performance.

A New Quality of Personnel Management

Armed forces must not wait to be met by society, they have to integrate into society as far as
possible in view of their mission. With this basic rule in mind, our Personnel Division is looking
for new ways to fulfil its goals.

Among the proposals derived from the results of analyses and investigations reported above for
career officers are: (i) Longer assignment periods and greater transparency of assignment plan -

ning; (ii) Involvement of families in personnel decisions; (iii) A more efficient promotion policy,
particularly with a view to duty performance.

The FMOD, especially the Chiefs of Staff council, is presently coordinating new measures to im-
prove personnel management. After a new Chief of the Personnel Division has assumed office
in April 1988, these measures have been promoted and discussed. Consensus has been reached
as follows:

At present, personnel management is still extraordinarily successful. The highest strength figures
of career soldiers and temporary-career soldiers have been achieved since 1956. At the same time,
however, it has become increasingly difficult for the soldiers to strike a balance between duty re-
quirements and personal aspirations. The first and foremost aim of the new placement strategy
is therefore to rely on a recently improved long-term individual assignment planning, so that a
stable individual perspective covering the present and the consecutive positions can be estab-
lished. For the soldier this includes greater individual involvement and the possibility to plan
his private living conditions, for the Personnel Division this means greater self-constraint and
for the operating units short-term vacancies cannot be excluded.

In more detail we are planning as follows: (i) Greater reliability of assignment planning. In future,
for every officer an individual assignment schedule will reflect the length of time to be spent by
him in a job. Personnel in commanding officer positions will stay for three years at least. The last
assignment before retirement will be deternied in a personal interview at the latest five years
before an individual reaches his retirement 'ge. Any deviation from the pre-determined tour of
duty will not be allowed unless the soldier expressly agrees. (ii) Greater transparency as to his
further assignment. In future, every officer will be notified on his further assignment prior to the
end of his training, and at the stage of his first advancement rating. This may be the confirmation
that he will remain in the same career, or the announcement of a change. (iii) The participation of
the soldier in personal interviews will be improved. The soldier may, if he wants to do so, bring
his spouse, or other relatives, to the interview. (iv) Mobility in the Armed Forces. Generally, the
principle that a soldier must accept a transfer at any time is still valid. Where possible, however,
a regional assignment and promotion planning is intended. Moreover, the individual soldier may
eventually decide, whether or not his family will move to the new duty station. Nevertheless, of-
ficers, especially those having higher command responsibility, are being urged to have their fami-
lies move to their place of duty. (v) Personnel management and armed forces organization. It is
intended to more intensively communicate in advance organizational changes to personnel manage-
ment so that personnel measures can be adjusted to the changes in a timely fashion.

Conclusion

As you have seen there arc many problem areas with respect to society we have to take into ac-
count in our respective personnel managements. The motives of young men in the Federal Repu-
blic for initial assignment reflect a close connection with individual life planning, professional
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training, and preference to serve at the location closest to the individual wishes. Not so obviously
but pointing in the same direction, career officers plan their service and express their problems.
Personnel management is well advised to seek a balance between societal requirements and
genuine military aims.

Thus, armed forces are - in contrast to many arguments used in the past - affected by, and inte-
grated into, societal, cultural, and more and more global developments. The most recent mutual
visits of highest ranking defense officials and military of East and West may point to a beginning
new awareness as to this kind of responsibility for global survival. As psycho_,ists we have to
further emotional processes to the point that members of military organizations are able to keep
up with these signs of hope and at the same time don't forget their mission.
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LEADERSHIP ISSUES IN GENDER INTEGRATION

Major R.A.V. Dickenson

Royal Military College of Canada
Kingston, Ontario, Canada

Back-ground

Expanded mixed-gender employment in the Canadian Forces (CF) is
reflective of changing trends within society. These include the expaasion of
women's rights and obligations, an increased participation of women in the
labour force, the increased movement of women into previously male-dominated
occupations and vocations, lower birth rates and delayed marriages, the
shrinking labour pool of 17-24 year olds, and the evident desire of many
women for the equal opportunity to participate with and compete against men
in the world of work. In Canada, equal status and employment for women have
been the subject of government recommendations (e.g., Royal Commission on the
Status of Women, 1970), legislation (e.g., Canadian Human Rights Act, 1978),
and specific bases of discrimination, including gender, have been proscribed
in law by the Charter of Rights and Freedoms (1982). Clarification in the
form of recommendations was also more recently provided through a government
committee report "Equality for All" (1986).

By 1974, the CF had adopted all Royal Commission recommendations except
those which would open all military occupations to women. Ensuing studies
(e.g., Servicewomen in Non-Traditional Environments and Roles (SWINTER),
1980-85), policy reviews, and directions from the Chief of Defence Staff and
Minister of National Defence have resulted in further expansion of mixed-
gender employment opportunities. For example, by 1986, expanded employment
opportunities for women included a number of previously all-male units (e.g.,
Army combat service support and Navy supply ships) and the majority of
previously all-male occupations. In addition, trials were initiated in 1987
to evaluate any effects of mixed-gender employment on the operational
effectiveness of combat units (Combat Related Employment of Women (CREW)).
In these trials women are being trained and will be employed in the remaining
(combat) occupations, (e.g., Artillery (ARTY), Maritime Surface and Sub-
surface (MARS)).

Gender Integration as Change

Mixed gender employment in the CF has been approached from within a
context of organizational change. Historically, the military has been male-
dominated, with deeply embedded attitudes and behaviours. Introduction of
women into previously male military roles would be expected to be
problematic, and into combat support and combat roles, even moreso.
Therefore, integration of women into the military can be seen as a special
type of change that goes against the values and attitudes of many males. For
this change to be successful, it must be carefully managed.

The views and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author and

not necessarily those of the Department of National Defence.
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Lamerson (1987) outlined a model for gender integration, indicating
that:

a. acceptance of servicewomen by servicemen is a necessary
requirement for meeting unit objectives and maintaining
operational effectiveness;

b. for the entering groups to be successfully integrated into the
existing groups, the former must be recognized as contributing
equally to unit objectives; and,

c. it is important to be informed on the reactions of the
existing group, peers, subordinates, supervisors, and entering
group.

Lamerson further noted that in such a change situation, the organization
(CF) could:

a. take no action;
b. create favourable conditions in the environment;
c. educate men on the abilities of women;
d. prepare women to handle negative reactions, environmental

traditions, and specific unit requirements; or,

e. implement a combination of b, c, and d.

For successful integration, the organization should manage the change,
and CF policies were developed to do just that, i.e.:

a. prepare the existing group;
b. prepare the entering group;
c. prepare the environment;
d. evaluate any special interventions; and,
e. evaluate overall organizational impact.

Leadership Role

The Canadian Forces have adopted the definition of leadership as "the
art of influencing human hehavim'ir so as to accomplish a mission in the
manner desired by the leader" (Canadian Forces Publication 131). While
recognizing that "leadership is the most observed and least understood
phenomena on earth" (Burns, 1978), it is also obvious that the nature of good
leadership does not depend on whether or not a unit is mixed-gender. Sound
principles of leadership can be effectively applied and adapted to any
situation, including mixed-gender (change) situations. Examples of
leadership principles include leading by example, training subordinates as a
team and employing them up to their capabilities, and knowing subordinates
(Department of National Defence, 1978).
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Successful gender integration and mixed-gender employment is a

leadership issue, where it is the responsibility of the leaders to ensure
the change is managed effectively. Resch (1988) identified the following
major lesson from the SWINTER trials:

The greatest threat to combat effectiveness,
cohesion, and morale in mixed-gender units is
the mind set of the leader and his subsequent
overt and covert behaviour toward women in the
military units.

Most of the failures of leadership arose through lack of information and
preparation on the part of the leaders, not basic competence (Resch, 1988).
What is critical for the leader and his/her subordinates in a mixed-gender
situation is INFORMATION. The CF recognized that there has been so much
misinformation and lack of information on gender integration and women, that
a major education and information program was needed as a key part of any
mixed-gender implementation program. Such programs have now been developed
and are being implemented across the CF, through the co-operative actions of
CF senior leadership and the operational commands.

Lessons from Past Experience

The programs are based on lessons from past experience, sound leadership
principles, scientific information, and policy review. For example, the
findings from over 50 behavioural science reports on the SWINTER trials, as
well as information from operational reports and from other countries have
been codified and incorporated into the programs. Observations from past
experience include those involving attitude patterns, effects of rumours,
focusing of resentment, stress, common distortions in leader perception, and
effects of prejudice.

Empirical information from the fields of psychology, sociology,
biology, physiology, etc. has been utilized to clarify and dispel myths
concerning gender differences in ability and performance. Policy reviews
were undertaken of such issues as fraternization, harassment, and pregnancy,
which led to revisions and clarifications that are more consistent with the
expanded mixed-gender employment situation. And finally, reassurances are
built into the programs, to address and underline the following conrerns of
leaders:

a. primacy of operational effectiveness;
b. natural resistance to change;
c. trust in the selec(rion and training system; anrd,
d. the fact that eveiyene must learn to deal with `iange.
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Education Packages

The Land (Army) and Sea (Navy) operational elements have instituted
education programs specific to their operational environments, based on
education packages developed under contract by a former Social/Behavioural
Science Advisor to the SWINTER Land Evaluation. The packages were designed
to prepare officers and non-commissioned officers to:

a. recognize gender-related challenges to discipline and morale which
may occur in mixed-gender units; and,

h. develop appropriate strategies to meet these challenges.

These packages were initially given by the Command Headquarters staff to
formation, base and unit Commanders and staff, who in turn are using the
information for the education and preparation of their own personnel.

Each package contains briefing notes, briefing texts, references, and
slides. Each is tailored to the specific operational environment and the
information is typically organized as follows:

Background - The Canadian Experience
Advantages of Mixed-Gender Groups
Recorded Observations (Initial Integration)
Effects of Prejudice
Countering Prejudice
Sex Differences
Relationships
Leadership - Individual Considerations

- Group Considerations
- Welfare & Morale Considerations

Preparation of Servicewomen
Spousal Concerns

The basic Land environment briefing is based on one package, "Mixed-
Gender Service in Army Field Units". The first presentation was given by
Command Headquarters staff (including two Personnel Selection Officers and a
female Medical Officer) to the Commander and unit COs of 1 Canadian Brigade
Group in January 1988. Guidelines and assistance were also given to the
commanders for the subsequent preparation and implementation of their own
information and education programs. All commanders and C's have now
received the education package/presentation and are responsible for
educating their own personnel.

The Sea environment has developed three information packages:

a. Mixed-Gender Service: Commanders' Considerations (for ships'
Captains and Executive Officers);
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b. Mixed-Gender Service: Chiefs and Petty Officers; and,

c. Mixed-Gender Leadership (a new chapter to the "Guide to the
Divisional System", which is a handbook for junior officers
and senior non-commissioned members).

All Captains, XOs and Coxwains of every ship are given the package. In
addition, mixed-gender briefings are given to the P02/Sgt professional
development workshops, the Coxwains' course, and the CO/XO refresher course.
Regular material updates are built into the packpqps based on any policy
changes and additional relevant material, as published from the research and
other countries.

Leader Training

Similar education packages are being developed for use within the CF
Training System (e.g., Canadian Forces Officer Candidate School, Leadership
Academy, Recruit School, etc.), to be incorporated into officer, junior and
senior non-commissioned officer training, and recruit-instructor training.
CF leaders also obtain information and education on leadership and gender-
related issues by various other means. For example, all officer cadets at
the Canadian Military Colleges (CMCs) are taught military leadership and
applied psychology in all four years as part of their academic curricula.
Topics such as values, attitudes, prejudice, discrimination, motivation and
gender roles are taught, as are leadership theories (e.g.,
trait/behavioural, situational/behavioural, contingency). Research at the
CMCs has also included studies on the integration of women (since 1980) at
the CMCs. Gender integration issues are also addressed in varying ways at CF
Staff School, Staff College, and National Defence College.

Conclusion

Gender integration has greatly expanded within the Canadian Forces, with
respect to increased opportunities and actual employment of women in military
occupations. Successful gender integration is a leadership responsibility.
The CF is preparing its leaders at all levels to recognize and develop
appropriate strategies to deal with many of the challenges of mixed-gender
employment including physical differences, fraternization, prejudice and
stereotypes, etc.

The recently initiated Combat Related Employment of Women (CREW) trials
are taking this change process even further, by providing opportunities for
training and employment of women in combat occupations and positions, on a
trial basis. Lessons learned from SWINTER and the current mixed-gender
experiences in combat service support units and ships are being incorporated
into the preparation for and conduct of the CREW trials.
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Many attempts have been maOe to distinguish true "leaders' from good managers. This leader/manager
contrast has particular relevance in the context of military leadership. Janowitz (1959) articulated a concern
that the military was shifting away from a focus on leadership to a focus on management. The leader was seen
as being replaced, over time, by the military manager who would be responsible for complex military technology
and who would draw on management strategies to get the business of the military done. Much discussion has
enSueO aucuL wnetner ieaoers ano awnagers are one o, the same, or wnether they are in fact two oistinLt sets at
behavioral and personal characteristics. Segal (1981) contends that in recent years there has been an
increasing tendency to use the terms management and leadership as synonymous. This development he finds
disquieting. Tn his view, leadership refers to interpersonal processes while management is oriented toward
maximizing profit. WhaL is it that makes the difference between good management and good leadership ? One
important component of good leadership not usually considered characteristic of effective managers is charisma.
Yukl (1981) describes charisma as one form of -L-sonal power. He asserts that while the exact qualities
required for charismatic leadership are not well understood, a leade with charisma is better able to use
inspirational appeals, and personal identification to influence sub,,-dhnate- ',aus (1977) contends that
charismatic leaders excite, arouse and inspire their subordinates. Charismatic leaders radiate an impression
of extreme confidence in their abilities as well as in their visions for the future.

Bass' discussion of transformational leadership, or leadership that goes beyond the transaction.,
process, includes charisma as one of its critical components (Bass, 1987). He also sees charisma as a form of
power and influence. Charismatic leaders inspire others' loyalty to the organization and have an ability to
see what is important. They al: ns'pire extra effort from subordinates-effort they are not likely to pu,
forth for noncharismatic leaders.

Given the apparent value of charisma, it is a quality that the military as well as many other
organizations seek in selecting and cultivating their leaders and future leaders. To achieve this goal, the
components of charismatic influence must be ascertained. These components may include qualities of followers
that increase their susceptibility to charismatic influence, or environmental factors conducive to the
development and maintenance of charismatic leadership. But of seemingly primary importance are the qualities
of leaders as perceived by subordinates that result in the leader being identified as charismatic. The present
study focused on this fundamental component of charismatic leadership, namely, others' perceptions of the
personal qualities of leaders that generate attributions of charisma. Also of importance in this study were
the similarities and differences in perceptions of charisma in the military and civilian environments.

Historically, charisma has been a topic more pertinent to philosophers and sociologists than to empirical
psychologists. Weber (1946) defined charisma as a quality of personality that conveys 'extraordinariness' and
the acquisition of "supernatural, superhuman or at least specifically exceptional powers or qualities.'

Not until 1977 did an empirical model of charismatic leadership emerge. House (1977) extracted a model
that identified components of charismatic leadership and their respective dynamics. This model also proposed
methods to test the accuracy of its postulates. House's model is particularly significant because it appears
to be the first major attempt to present charismatic theory in a form that lends itself to empirical
examination. House's model transforms charisma or "extraordinariness" into three dimensions: leader
characteristics, follower characteristics and situational characteristics. The postulate specifically relevant
to the current study is the following: charismatic leaders can be described by a specific set of personal
characteristics. The purpose of the present study was to determine the characteristics perceived by others
that differentiate charismatic from noncharismatic leaders.

METHOD

Subjects were 85 volunteers (53 males and 32 females) whose ages ranged from 221 to 63 with a mean age of
32. The ucupdtional breakdown was as follows: •5 military officers, 36 advanced university students, and 14
persons employed in various other capacities.
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Each subject wac d.Fr-~u I~ -j r s5ait f .jnd a PnC~nharisaatic leader of their choo~sing (no
demographic or biogroahic.Al t~n .wern 'ivopnsd). Each chosen le2ader was 'then ev~luated on 250
personall Iy descripti ý,2 A o.

To ensure that recpo; -,- 1eftk" 5,i)er-tS Perc-Ai~tons. the de-finition of charnsaa accompanying the
questionnialre was pt-nosn. -111 ~h~ v-,Fa I s, -ýPeCial, persnall qfiality variously described as
magnetism, chatrm, rndl/i': e'ýtrar, c:] o iii ~e-- thai ui ,cre'ase-s the inodivi dual 's i nf Iueof., over others.'

Questionnaire
Campbell's Nor!. f~pnr-en~i!. J~r P.', `vsc-iptivc Adjectivi-s (Campbell, 1985) was used to obtain others'

perceptions of th2 .at thaI"twus chir:i-^tic froau noncharisaatic leaders. This scale was selected
for the folloming tss''~ ~~t ~.1 'Ae-criiot~ve toi]l, crntaininq 250 adjectives; its capacity to
measure degree a-1 traio strpý'.uth 1W .uu -1 Uert -tyopp rale rethsr than a checklist approach to measwuurt;
and the imini4-r1' ambi~i~of , o:e!--3iL it ac-''e v orervi~nr' i~ H,-4 d-ascription of each trait.
The scale adjace'-% ,n pa--.- i,'tair?' six chuicrs- Ali.tzys, 1isual1y, Sometime-s, Occasionally, Rarely,
and Never. Art exa,,,in !, : ar~d .H -:crr-spnndj~nq deinitioo is "b~usy - Occupied, never idle.'

One adjective c,ý iiar' !,7rt.'nc 4.: -~a has the ability to inspire others'. This item
was includedl lo ': q , -,ý, ',) rj 'Fh,? sraii ,,' will as for uise as a target adjective in correlational
anal yses ki th olt er ý rv;-I

Subjects *-ere inctrý!Cctr: tj ~a r- individulal ,Ao has occupicd positions (often occupations) in
which hr,/she proJecte5" chL- icna-. Ii~i s Pers&.i ýMuld lbe someone you know through personal contact or through
media exposure or readlings .a vubPifc figure). The indiv~duall may be either alive or dead. However, it must be
someone you know or knir.: abcij quo4 -e ilcenh} i~ell to describe in iiori detail. If the individual is not well-
known, please provide his'(;ei :..:cu~altion." M xt, suhjects were instructed tn "Name an individual who has
occupied positicns (oftern yarrnetions) that pierrnittFed the e-xpression of charismatic quialities; however, this
individual proje'-.dA a la.C r; 'r~ L~ he sax.fe rulvs as above for selection.' Finally the cover pag,
also, servsed to rý)Iairl -orl,~- njd[ ~oeto a'out respondenits, i.e. sex, age and occupation.

The scale cortnLi *- ali ecti\,;-: gas cdjc.instered twice to ;illow each subj-,r-t to describe both a
charismatic and -rorchp, i,'mr .d Trf ~ ns1-ru!t:w~s howýdinq ea-h form of the quest.-onnaire were: 'Write on
the 4ollowing !i-5p tf- &-v t iuc you ilenti',ed as charis-iat~c or nonchariseatic. Then rate the
frequency wý: vu ~o~-2' i'- ý-J " dual diop] ays the following traits.* The charismatic and
r-rcharismatic ýristrwutrt~~ -r r'iirei .crr' fh half of the subjects first describing the charismatic
leader and halU *ir - c:§" nocir~ :r ider.

R(ESULTS

Frpquencies tabu~ale:l un the se)ý and 'he orcupaticrns of charismatic and nonichariseatic leadt. rminated by
subjects ifldjdtE-d that "oieyo~f4;.'rc or.-marily 'ominated male, military o4ficers in their evaluations and
civilians primarily ncN%'iinA14 -41,, 1!)-4is b nc-(iupation o-f cJvilian charismatic and nonchariseatic
leaders was prima; ily tiiM er+ poin-tiar irr ivi~iar ociuoations o-f selected leaders included college
professors, manaqer'ý, L,0 atYn'lct- Fniche;,

Asa first atlee'.P, f'Th'iA #qiihpesra ch-aracteristics differentiated charismatic from
noncharisatic 1ePder1, ' p-l~ i-r t tý-Sls -,erp ipfrfor'fed on ;,ll 250 charisaiatic/noncharisaatic pairs of
adjective's. Thesc aý , -. t r ir'ttc0arl eil icht-.rinn in that 1"28 nf the 250
adjectiv&7- werP slr-(n fp~-'p ,05v

A st,:cid a ' prcvirtic'.~ i cr, rrlating 1he arrjet adlcectivp (Gharisiwt.,c - has the ability to inspire
others) with the re~aini;iC delvc Itevs cnrrelat~iii w'th 'Chriscitic" .40 or- higher are presented in
Table 1. These it w. ari ror-,;rdP'eiJ tiip e~spntial 7i~rpri-C4  n1.irism~at~c leaders. As can be seen from
Table 1, outgoing, soci-iblo. ,c+ in,' ext.ove;ýP ti wi- v o)'t *¾gqhly posu¶ ýely correlated with charismatic
while shy pessimist jr and r-ox' ie hi qh yn;l y ccrrel ated.

In all, 32 of thui 24' e ln ý dp,,cr~ptive r0+ chari'-,eitic leaders. Of these 32 items, 13
items clearly dpeo:' t- ''1hp;- .s )i nc; Aidiai as -ociable' (e.q. outqoing, sociable, cheerful,
extrovert edý , eri''r)I , 8rdp:h i q!.us: y des- i ThiN) the' ppnr'rw, as r~ipete'nt (e.g. resourcefu I, effective,
resiIi ent , br ig erlPrir~4



Table I
Analysis of Chariswtic Leaders: Correlations with "Charismatic'

Correlation with Correlation with Correlation with
Adjective "Charissatic'* Adjective "Chariseatic'* Adjective 'Charismatic"*

Outgoing .616 Skillful .461 Enterprising .406
Sociable .550 Tender .459 Likeable .4(A

weer ful .530 Resilient .453 Agile .403
Extroverted .523 L-To-Date .451 Agreeable .401
Vrsatile .506 Jovial .442 Reliable .401
Resourceful .494 Well-Adjusted .438 Shy -. 51b
Effective .490 Insightful .435 Pessimistic -. 460

I iZestful .432 61oowy -. 452

Charming .483 Friendly .428 Aloof -. 406
A Leader .480 Secure .419 Quiet -. 406
Dynamic .478 Bright .410

* All correlations are significant (p(.O01)

As can be seen from Table 2, nonchariseatic individuals were seen as aloof, private, introverted, Not

charming, Not creative, Not comic, and Not inventive, among other undesirable characteristics. Interestingly,
about half of the characteristics that describe charismatic individuals also describe noncharisuatic
individuals in their absence. For example, charismatic leaders are charming while noncharismatic individuals
are Not charming. Traits, the absence of which describe only noncharismatic individuals and the presence of
which are not descriptive of charismatic individuals include creative, comic, inventive, witty, far-sighted,
private and introverted.

Table 2
Analysis of Noncharismatic Leaders:

Items Most Highly Correlated with the "Charismatic" Item

Adjective Correlation with 'Noncharismatic" f

(Not) Charming + .559
(Not) Creative .495
(Not' r'.ic .491
(Not) Inventive .461
(Not) Inspiring + .454
(Not) Versatile + .451
(Not) Witty .443
(Not) Zestful + .442
(Not) Friendly + .434
(Not) Far-Sighted .429
(Not) Curious .412
(Not) Outgoinq + .401
Aloof -. 466
Private -. 418
Introverted -. 403

* Statistically significant at p<.001 level.
+ The presence of this trait describes charismatic leaders.
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In sumwy, the analyses presented thus far revealed three sinificant patterns. First, charisma is
described primarily by adjectives indicative of sociability and cometence. Second, noncharismatic
individuals are described primarily by an absence of positive characteristics rather than a preponderance o4
negative attributes. (A number of negative adjectives were among the 250 included in the scale. These were
not often descriptive o4 noncharismatic leaders). Third, noncharisaatic leaders are clearly viewed as lacking
social skills.

A second purpose of this study was to investigate military and civilian perceptions of charisma. Is
charismatic leadership characterized by the same attributes in the eyes of military officers as it is by
civilians" To address this question, responses by military and civilian subjects were compared. Because
military officers chose primarily other officers as their target leaders this analysis should provide insight
as to just what charisma means in the military community, both in terms of raters and their chosen leaders. T-
tests were perfo-med between military and civilian responses on each descriptive adjective. Thirty-two of the
items differed signi4icantly (p<.05). These items are presented in Table 3.

Table 3
Analysis of Charismatic Leaders: Means, t-test Values and Significance

Levels Retween Military and Civilian Subjects' Evaluations

Adjective Military Mean Civiliin Mean t-Value p-Level

Demanding 4.86 3.73 3.98 .000
Obedient 4.65 3.65 3.66 .000
Rugged 5.00 4.00 3.50 .001
Traditional 4.15 7.36 3.32 .001
Handy 4.26 3.14 3.26 .002
Prudent 4.91 4.2! 2.91 .005
Meek 1.68 2.33 -2.85 .006
Mechanical 4.28 3.35 2.79 .007
Inventive 5.00 4.53 2.71 .008
Brave 5.3i 4.83 2.68 .009
Conforming 3.63 2.94 2.68 .009
Domestic 4.69 3.81 2.62 .011
Conventional 4.37 3.69 2.57 .012
Far-Sighted 4.77 5.29 2.47 .016
Rebel ious 2.25 3.00 -2.46 .016
Mathematical 4.77 4.07 2.43 .018
Dependable 5.46 5.04 2.39 .019
Persuasive 5.53 5.16 2.32 .023
Responsible 5.65 5.33 2.29 .025
Fickle 1.88 2.35 -2.28 .025
btrict 4.47 3.92 2.27 .026
Unflappable 5.12 4.63 2.25 .027
Well-Educated 5.62 5.22 2.22 .029
Sensible 5.4' 5.13 2.21 .030
Comic 4.05 4.63 -2.19 .032
6entle 4.03 4.65 -2.17 .033
Risk-Taking 4.68 4.15 2.14 .036
Punctual 5.29 4.83 2.12 .037
Frugal 4.36 3.76 2.11 .038
Purposeful 5.50 5.23 2.10 .039
Ethical 5.38 4.94 2.08 .041
Wholesome 5.29 4.79 2.07 .041
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Of particular interest are the dirrtlons of the differences. Military officers rated charismatic leaders
higher than did the civilian raters or ' of the items including tre following: tough (rugged, brave),
responsible (dependable, punctual), conservative (prudent, traditional, obedient, conforming), ethical
'wholesome), innovative {inventive, far-sighted), and determined (demanding, risk-taking, purposeful'. For

example, the average level of 'demanding" was 4.86 for the military sample and 3_73 for the civilian sample.
A number of these descriptive differences are consistent with findings that those naval officers seen as very

high on masculinity were more likely to receive recommendations for early promotion in their careers than their
non-masculine counterparts (Berry and Baker, 1989). The oniy adjectives which were less descriptive of
military charismatic leaders than of civilian chari matic leaders were seek, far-slqhted, rebellious, fickle,
comic and gentle. These were not primar, components of charisaa in either group.

For the most part, military officers define charismatic iv:]rhip very similarly to their civilian
counterparts, with a number of added dimensions. When analyzed as separate samples, both civilian and
military raters saw charismatic individuals as possessing very different traits than noncharismatic :n-
dividuals. (The analyses of the two samples separately parallelled results for the total sample). Conse-
quently, not only do both the military and civilian definitions of charisma includle sociability and com-
petence, charisma in the military includes two additional dimensions. These dimensions can be described in
general terms as a sasculine/rugged dimension and a conservative/responsible dimension. The mascL:.ne traits
include demanding, mechanical, brave, not gentle and risk-taking. The conservative descriptors include
traditional, prudent rnd wholesome. (See Table 4.)

Table 4
Categorizatiop of Additional Traits Descriptive of Charisma

in a Military Environment

Rugged/Masculine Conservative/Responsible

DeiandinQ Traditional
Rugged Obedient
Handy Prudent
Not Meek Conforming
Mechanical Conventional
Brave Dependable
Mathematical Responsible
Strict Sensible
Un flappable Punctual
Not Gentle Frugal
Risk Taking Purposeful

Ethical

In conclusion, the results suggest that individuals have a fairly clear and consistent idea of traits
indicative of charisma. Many of these traits are common across civilian and military communities. In tne
military, however, additional trait, are required for an individual to be seen as clearly charismatic. These
additional traits sees particularly relevant to war-fighting capabilities and to the ethical standards needed
to best defend and represent our country.

DISCUSSION

The results from thi's study suggpst that a number of common characteristics are descriptive of
charismatic leaders in diliprent sectors. These characteristics include being sociable, competent, 4riendlh
and well-adjustpd. Many of the qual'ties descriptive of charisma appear to be more amenable to selection than
to training if one is interested in charismatiL leadership qualities. Others, such as being skillful and up-
to date are clearly training issues. Bass (1987) and his colleagues report success in traininq leaders to be
more charicmatic.
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Of special interest in the military context are the qualities demanded of military leaders considered
charismtic. While rugged qualities depicting the classic warrior are important in charismatic military
leadership, the ethical component is also important. Campbell (1987) in his efforts to define leadership traits
(or learfers' orientations to the world as he putE t) has been unable to identify a dimension depicting
integrity or ethics. Charisma in nrs model is included in a broader rategory he calls 'dynamic*. It may be
that ethics or integrity are important only in some leadership contexts, or perhaps integritý is of less
particular importance to leadership in general and emerges as important to the charismatic component of
leadership. Regardless, it certainly arises in military officers perceptions of what is charismatic
leadership.

in sum, this stuuy has addressed one of thie postulates in House's model (House, 1977), identifying the
personal characteristics descriptive of charismatic leaders. It has also suggested that charisma may have
additional descriptors in particular environments, namely the military. Secondaril, it has illuminated
questions concerning the re'evance of qualities such ýs a sense of ethics, responsibility and conformity to
effective military leadership, The question arises as to the durability of the descriptors of charisma over
time. Perhaps what is seen as charisaatic differs significantly as the eyes of the beholders' values adapt to
a changing society. A follow-up study in 10 years wouid be interesting. Alsc valuable would be an extansion
of this study into the worlds of politicians, business man•cs, entertainers, and religious leaders, as well
as an amplification in the military and professional arenas. Additionally, analyses of charismatic qualities
as A fuiction oý the se, and age of the raters woild prove insightful. Futuire research is most definitely
needed tG provide a ncre thornugn understanding of this complex human quality.
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THE EFFECTS OF INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCE AND INTELLIGENCE ON

DECISION PERFORMANCE

Jody C. Locklear, Charles G. Powell and Fred E. Fiedler
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ABSTRACT

A field experiment in a military setting assessed the
contribution of intelligence and experience on pre-decision
information search processes under three conditions of stress.
The comparatively more intelligent leaders searched for more
information and repeated their inspection of information items
more often, and they out-performed less intelligent leaders in
all conditions. Experienced leaders searched for less
information but performed better in the high stress condition.
The results are discussed in the context of Cognitive Resource
Theory and their implications for military planning and decision-
making in stressful environments.

INTRODUCTION

Research on declsion-making has focused on highly controlled
experiments rather than the complex organizational settings in
which decisions usually are made. Partly for this reason,
decision research has tended to ignore individual differences
and their effect on the search for relevant information as well

as the communication and implementation of plans and decisions.
Recent research (Payne, 1982 and Nichols-Hoppe, 1984)

indicates that decision processes are highly contingent upon
characteristics of the decision task, and Hogarth and Einhorn
'1981) have remarked that "The most important empirical results
have shown the sensitivity of judgement and choice to seemingly
minor changes in tasks." In addition, Beach and Mitchell, 1978;
and McAllister, Beach & Mitchell, 1979, have provided evidence
that such other factors as the situation's characteristics also
will influence decision processes. Beyond these studies,
however, there has been little research on the effects of such
moderating variables as stress, intelligence, and experience on

the decision process which are the focus of the present study.
Iridividua1... Ch~aract~eristic.qs
Payne (1976) observed in an informal aside that the manner in
which information is processed during decision tasks seems to
vary considerably among individuals. This point is supported by
Weiss and Knight (1980) who investigated the relationships among
self-esteem, information search, and problem-solving efliciency.
They reported that individuals with low self-esteem (a) devoted
more effort to searching for information, made their search more

functional, and (c) were more effective in the task than per'sons
high in self-esteem. The subjects in the Weiss and Kniqht study,
however, did not deal specifically with decision processes but

rather to determine a rule by which three numbers were related.
That such obvious personal characteristics of decision-

makers as intellectual abilities and previous job-related
experience are important has already been shown in research by
Fiedler and his associates (see blades, 1967; Borden, 1980;
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Fiedler, Potter, Zais & Knowlton; Potter & Fiedler, 1981). These
investigators found that the leader's intellectual abilities
contribute to the task only when the leader reports low stress.

The research suggests, therefore, that the performance of groups
and organizations can be substantially improved simply by more
effectively using the abilities and knowledge which already are
available in groups and organizations (e.g., Blades, 1986;
Fiedler, Fiedler & Garcia, 1987; Fiedler, Potter, Zais &

Knowlton, 1979).
Cog.nit ive Resource Theo
Our research has led to the development of a model, called
Cognitive Resource Theory, that is based on Blades' research
(1976) and a number of diverse studies subsequently conducted on
military personnel (e.g., Borden, 1980; Fiedler, Potter, Zais &
Knowlton, 1979; Potter & Fiedier, 1981). Cognitive Resource
Theory is designed to explicate the conditions under which
leaders' cognitive abilities, and the resulting concrete

behaviors, promote or block successful group performance.
One disruptive variable of major importance is the stress

the leader experiences in the relationship with his or her
superior--"boss stress" (Borden, 1980). In somewhat
oversimplified form, when boss stress is high, leaders rely on

their experience by not their intelligence; when it is low, they
rely on their intelligence but not their experience (e.g.,

Fiedler, Potter, Zais & Knowlton. 1979; Potter & Fiedler, 1981).
Boss stress, in particular, seems to affect the leader's

ability to use intelligence in making sound decisions (Fiedler,
Potter & McGuire, 1988). We view the decision-process as
consisting of the recognition of the problem, a search for
relevant information and processing of the information,
formulation of the decision, and implementation of the decision.
We now ask how one particular aspect of the decision-process,

namely the search for relevant information, is affected by stress
and the leader's intellectual abilities and experience.
Specifically, do leaders of (a) relatively high or low
intelligence, (b) high or low levels of experience, and (c)
working under conditions of relatively low stress, job or

interpersonal stress, utilize different information-search
strategies in making their decisions.

Our current working model of the decision process is that
stress inhibits the effective utilization of intelligence
preventing the individual from thinking of the appropriate

response, or from narrowing down the options. Experience is seen
as a filter that reduces the possible alternatives to a workable
number and thereby enabling the individual with even
comparatively modest intellectual skills to select a viable
alternative.
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METHOD

SMu~cts. Lieutenants (n=25), captains (n=12) and platoon
sergeants and above (n=25) from a combat arms battalion of an
active Army division participated in this study.
Desigri. The basic design of the experiment included three
independent variables. Two of these variables involved between-
subject factors, und these were completely crossed, forming a 2 X
2 factorial design. Two levels of intelligence and experience
were determined by median splits. Every subject performed the
task under three experimentally induced conditions of stress.
Task ar Prccedure. The task consisted of a modified version of an army
training activity, namely, the preparation of a weekly training
schedule. Subjects were informed that they were participating in
the development of a new Training Manual (TM) describing how to
prepare schedules for the new modernized Army. After the initial
briefing they were required to complete intelligence, job
knowledge, and biographical data sheets as a part of the Army's
validation data. Time in service was the measure of experience.

After completing the scales, subjects were randomly assigned
to 3-man groups and dismissed. Upon returning later that day,
each 3-man group was shown the demonstration board while the
experimenter explained briefly that each person could (a) read as
much or little of the information presented or, t:,• board as he
wished; b) look at only one piece of information at a time an~d
replace the information card before turning to the next; c)
return to the same item of information as many times as he
wished; but d) that the time allowed to rank the schedules would
be indicated by the monitor for that condition.

Each subject was then randomly assigned to a condition and
rotated through the remaining two conditions in counterbalanced
order. In the "base-rate" condition, the subject worked under
relatively little pressure, and was reassured that he had
sufficient time for the task. In the "time constraint" condition,
stress was induced by informing the subject that he had only 'ai
the time required by the average subject to complete the task.
In the "evaluative apprehension" coiidition, stress was induced by
having the subjects perform the task in front of a video camera,
arid tellinq them that they might be observed by their battalion
commander or sergeant's malor. Upon completion of the tasks
under the three conditions and the post-test, Ss were debriefed
and returned to their companies.

i~.i~ fc~d cr~ io.The dependent variables
consisted of observations of the individual's behavior in using
an "information board" (Wilkins, 1967; Payne, 1976) for makinq

the three decisions. Each information board contained 35 3x5
items of information mounted on cards about 5 possible traininq
schedules. The schedules were the rows on the information board.
The 7 categories/attributes for each schedule were considered
critical for the task by a panel of experts, and these cateqories
formed the columns of the information bcoards. Subjects were free
to consult the information board for any amount of information

and as often as they liked prior to tcndering their decisiom.
They were informed t.hat the information on the boLax(f wiao
accurate. A trained recorder noted which items each subL£c t
selected prior to making the decision.
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The information board yielded four dependent measures: 1)
number of information items were inspected during the process of

information search, 2) how often the same items was reinspected,
3) to what degree the ranking was similar to that of a panel of
experts and 4) what types of items were preferred across all
conditions.
StressMaripu1•in. Three stress conditions were experimentally

induced. In the "low stress" condition subjects were assured
that they had plenty of time and that the task was not critical.
In the "time constraint" condition, subjects were told that they
would have only half the time required on the average to complete

the problem. In the "evaluation apprehension stress" condition
subjects performed the task in front of a TV camera and they were
told that their performance might later be evaluated later by a
panel of experts which included their battalion sergeant major
and commander.

RESULTS

ManapiIEti0ck. A State Anxiety Inventory (SAI) was administered

during the initial briefing prior to any other testinc, or
exposure to the decision tasks, and again on completion of the
stress condition. A 2-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) revealed
that subjects in the "evaluative apprehension stress" condition
perceived higher levels of stress (F(1,56)=5.47, p <.001).
AMnCrt cf !r.fJC-rw.'ticr Ipecte. A multi-variate analysis of variance
compared the numbe, of information items that subjects inspected
in each of the three conditions. This analysis showed first,
that more intelligent leaders viewed more items of information in
all conditions than did less intelligent leaders (F(2,46)=8.49, p

< 0.01).
Second, the more experienced leaders examined considerably

fewer information items than did inexperienced leaders
(F(2,46)=14.75, p < .001). These resultks suggest, that in
general the more intelligent and less experienced leaders wanted
to make sure of their decisions by double checking information
and including all available information in their decision
process. The more experienced individuals acted as if they did
not need as much information to make their decision.
T;s peýf':c•. A multi-variate analysis of the performance scores

disclosed that (a) the more intelligent subjects performed better
in all 3 stress conditions (F(2,46) = 6.74, p < 0.01); (b)
experience interacted with the experimental condition: As
expected on the basis of previous studies, the more experienced
leaders out-performed the less experienced leaders in the
evaluative stress condition (though not under time stress).
Third, the more experienced subjects viewed significantly lewer
itemc than did their less experienced counterparts. However, in

the stress condition the more experienced leadeio se.e•mingly chos,
the "right" information, i.e., the infoi:maticlhz cont;iere.
crit ical by experts. In the two less t t e sful coiad: t L c, .-
experienced and inexperienced subjects dJi not diftec

aLgnificantlý ir, their performance score.
.. " .r. .. :r,. Seaich Organ2ized aroLUnd spec& 111L

Attritbtes. The only main effect observed ii, vol;ed e-pe: ic'c
the :,rre experienced individuals, in genetal, select-od diffeierit
information in their pre-decisional search than 1.,c: e::perie::. ',
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(F(2,96)= 9.747, p < 0.001). Specifically, the inexperienced
individuals searched more often for the boss' guidance/approval
and what was termed "peace time" mission requirements, while the
experienced leaders inspected information on how well the
training schedule incorperated unit evaluation guidelines and
"war time" mission requirements.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study showed that the more intelligent
leaders chose more information items and performed better on the
ranking task than did relatively less intelligent leaders. As
mentioned earlier, we view the decision process as consisting of
problem recognition, information search and processing, and
formulation of "he decision or plan. If this analysis is
correct, it seems that neither time constraint nor evaluation
apprehension stress affected the information search phase of the
decision process.

We must also note, however, that the ranking task was
performed more effectively by the more intelligent than less
intelligent leaders, regardless of stress. Previous research had
led us to believe that more intelligent leaders would perform
better in the low stress and the job stress conditions, but less
well in the evaluation-stress condition. While the results were
in the expected direction, they fell far short of significance,
either because the effects were weak or because sample was quite
small.

We had expected the more experienced leaders to perform

better thani less experienced leaders in the stress condition.
This was the case only in the evaluation stress conditions but
not in the time constraint condition. Again, since none of the
differences were significant, they have to be cunsidered at best
as suggestive. The results do allow us to conjecture, however,
that the more experienced leaders knew what to look for, and did
not have to deal with more information than was essential for
making their decision. We now need to consider further what
kinds of choices the more intelligent leader makes under stress
that result in poorer performance, and the choices of the more
experienced leader under the time constraint and low or base-rate
condition that result in poorer decisions than one would
normally expect to find under these conditions.
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The Effect of Stress,, on the Performance of Creative
an1d Intelligent Leadters

Fred E_ Fiedler and Frf crick W. Gibson

University of Washington

our research over the past 17 years has investigated the
conditions under which the intellectual abilities of leaders and
members -are effectiveýly usý-ed in the performance of organizational
tasks (Blades, 1976; Fiedler & Garcia, 1987). This work hais led
to a "cognitive resouurce thieory" (Fiedller and Garcia, 1987) that
attempts to -sy-temat.!i z.- these and r- latecj find irigs: on the role of
cogni tivtH res3ources; i 01eaesip Tbhis re-search hw'for
example.. that the leadrer's intelli.gmnrce, or creativity contribute
most, strorngly to yjr ol.1 ')Orformaricc If the leader i'. direct ive arid
free from stres-s, or iis- directive and has grcup s;uppur t The
the~or y pr opose.s that: the leader muzLt c once ,ntr,1te ont the t~ask in
order to make good plans and deci sions, and that these
p1 ars/dec is iron-rýin;ust. -lubsecloent. ty hc. crmmun icated to a motivated
group wh ich i:s will inyg to implement them.

A,-; gi~sn(1.9841) irid others have sihown, :stressý appears- to
distract the. lead-r by introducing irrelevanit ti'h. that.
interffere with tasi.k performainu(. Th;(- leidelr f ind:, it diff F culit. or
impo-s-sible tco cunc-,nt~rat:o oin t-he - Ide 1 (.)jIaj t f t~ht
tas-k. As; i fL~l we, woild- expect. thew ucrrelaitioi bet~ween leader
cognr-itive- re-.'"orc, -d yrn~ iOllp per forma,-reeo woilld h,- lj.iriz-r
uridtr thes;e cundi t. ionsý

Howevyer, somewhait. one xpe cLedly, wt. f i od ýa niumber of tht-se
-toat ions-: that _11,r itl etol ili io ls areý nles.atively

correlated with peýr furmYaiire . iv~i j ~.e <ur relat I)ln:B are t.,o
st ron1g and1( t.o C, f r Oe:u1 1otn t r> - i. - i ý d i - i, (lhanrce iid ng
For example, the co 1:tluhtwoeei ltýidr i tl ynoand

aprvise,(r ':. rat: ing:; of per iorane,1-'e for Platoon laesw.
p-. 1 h l o:- n , ilt way-- -. 2 (!! 7( wI-

res we;, Iiii'ý (P19', V 1 ). -linilarly, in ai L-tudly Cof 1-10
C oais t Gua rd o ff ic e rs a)ndI ret ý .t -I f ~o r : ., r- r :1- l i i L Ii o:.; Le '_w

rInta:.II' '(-lý 110 j ( );e i I h p .r for mTI f r i i lll:ý fa th me:.C I t-
1n t ollec t- ial 17 1 dJwm. in1.n,3 1 -ug t~k. : - r i r! I Ii: Sf w u

t~. reu wasi . 7 buot wa:,; . 4f w~e rulre w. Ie' 'I i

(Potte r .2ýnd Fiedler, 1981.)

I t. i s eas:-y t: c urdo r st i d wh y minre i 11ttl poent I id ohCt' in 1!t
pt:r f I)r il no bet.t1_r t-hat -iuV 11 ro-tit a] wlli n l
h igqh. It. is 11 or ( dif f i (. 11 !: >4 x , )w y ")r 1h ! iW. r o) I orI

(:'.t Ive1 (1,aer: L)er f r n 1 -:; w,, I th ici li 1,31- c ~ reit i v-:
c -idr; w h ien d1ist- r t e' y te. is rlo f- , 1u-it iýI.

,i iIr- iunit.- I I i, i 1t 1 , p1 1, 'c lii f- Ii 1 'II,- r <p.x t I t i
of 1 th ir abhil1 i t-y tI-r7o Coli wit i 1- ý lI (-t I .-1 ly d1 mir uig 11 I .
'ir'' :A.u~ ;,.iu lm h'y lw -iks i,:l tlier-f- monit. Iv intl

woAl. . Fur thi-is ria~ iA hividti'l:. wi. h I li ' i 4 i 11i t:% ax.- 11'.
to (.) taike a moreo 1act iVe F)Itrt. ill .0 ftomit i Tl, J'o i i -W! W t Ii
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tasks; that is, they will talk more; (b) strain for more exotic,
original, or elegant solutions (and withhold those ideas that
don't initially measure up to these standards, even though they
might well work); and (c) by talking more reduce the opportunity
of other group member:-, to contribute to task accomplishment.

These hypotheses find some support in an earlier study of
group creativity (Fiedler, Meuwese & Oonk, 1961). This study
revealed a correlation between number of comments on the part of
group members and performance of -. 72 (n=32) in groups which were
relatively tense and stressful, as indicated by the presence of a
person who was seen as a destructive critic. It appears,
therefore, that the sheer amount of talking detracts from
performance. Furthermore, there was a substantial yet
nonsignificant correlation between leader intelligence and amount
of talking in the more stressful condition (r=.70; n=10) but not
in the nonstressfu] condition (r .02; n--10).

This discussion zugqests that more creative- or intelligent
leaders (a) talk more under stress than, their less gifted
counterparts; (b) generate fewer ideas (due to higher standards
they create for each one; i.e., they try to "hit home runs"); and
(c) reduce the chance for contribution by group members; here,
operationalized as less talking and introduction of fewer idoas
on the part of the members.

METHOD

Data for this study were obtained ir .:i lahor-atory ,:xp1.r -iment
conrductt'd by Meuwe:--: and Fi( 'd1e i (u iipub1 is oed technical report,
cited in Fiedler & Garcia, 1937, p 149-151). Thbis exper imnint
investigated the effeýct of stre!,,. on the behivior and per formance
uf task-woo ;,-,tecl and rela~ nshi p-met vated leaders. Fifty-four
three-man groups of Reserve Officer Tra i ri ir Corps (ROTC) cadrs
participated in two tasks: (j) proupo': ing . new pay plan for thýe
var jou: ROTC pr ograms (which at the time.e _.ave different .tI lrd:.

to the cadets of the thr.ee :_0 rvices) and CM) inventing a fail e
for school children. Post-session questionnaires measured
participants' state anxiety (Al]:xa, ndtr and Hu:sek, 1962). The
Multi-apt.itude intelligence tes;t: (Psychologic al CoL'poration) and
the Guilford-Christenson Plot Titles and Alternative Use:< t s:t:
of creativity (Guilfnrd, Berger, and Christenson, 1954) a.-essed
-.ubjects' intelligenc.o and creativity, re:-[p:ctively. Th: g_ ri,
product:; were rated by three Judges in the ca-e Of the pay
proposal and five in the case of the fablre.

One ann lyyis C) of the ,]t, d e e m ,d th, (jv.'ocil l :,', r i o
of ]eader cognitive resources to (group jr f,_,rc.: , j: ½ -

were divide~l into those in which th, 1] I','-r rt-d the i ut i,)r
as low, moderate, or high in stre:ss, and e.3c'h leader's creat ivit)
.in,] intel,]ijgenceý r.cor,:.; were tlhern corrcl.ited with perforin,m nco. A:
in prevy ou:3 studie:s, we found posit lyv cur r e t it li:, hot .'i VA
lra.ider c:rt-ativity and inteolligence with gr up performdince fur

(eId-rs p:eorceiving low stre:j (r .ý :7 .n .42, r p:.,.
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Under high felt stress, we found negative correlations between
leader creativity and performance and :ero correlatiorn between
leader intelligence and performance (r-.23 and .05,
respectively). Stress therefore did not substantially moderate
the relationship between leader intelligence and group
performance but did so for the leader creativity - group
performance linkage. We therefore focus on this relationship.

Typed transcripts of each session were content analyzed by
three independent judges. This analysis was preceded by a one-
hour rater error training session for the judges in which
definitions and operationalizations of "talking" (the number of
lines in the transcript as:.sociated with comments by the leader or
the rest of the group) and "ideas" (any original substantive
comment by the leader or members which aided in the attainment of
the group goals or solving the task-related problem) were
presented and discussed.

Raters labelled and counted four items: the number of lines
of talk by the leader; the number of lines of talk by the group
(excluding the leader); the number of ideas presenfted by the
leadiers; and the number of ideas presented by the group. Thus we
obtained four measures for each gýroup task. Pollowing] complet. i r
of ratings of three transcripts, a followup rater training
session was held in whic:h diL-agreement.- arid misurnIderst~anding:,
were discussed and res-olved to the :satisfaction of all members.

RESUr TS

Inter-rater agreement was assessed by computing the Pea r:on
correlation between all pairings of ratinci, o-f the fcur variables
described above. Overall inter-rater agreement across the four
variables was .87. Test-retest reliability after an average. time
lag of f , i. was .97. ioth indices indicate :3ubstantia1
stability of the ratings acruss the two d limensioncs.

To determine the effect:ý of stres:s on the var iabl,.:- under
study, several moderated regression arinalys-: werc (ronduct,,d in
which the dependent variable was one of the four ratted i ndice..
and the independent variables were leader creativity (or
intelligence), rated stress, and the product of thest, two, terms
(representing the moderator t,,rm). The incremfuuta il i'•c _ p j, P?

dlue to the interact:ion was then tt.sted for lgr, [icorc . Tfor
visualize the nature of the ability--by str'..... rasf-in-, ,>l ii

means corresponding to three levels -,f felt s;tress and two, levels
of leader creativity or intelligence were plotted. Fl:,g(r
contains the plotted ce ll means for the moderated r(:gre:.: 0 in

ainal.yses .

Th,' major f[id[iL,j:-. ir(, tf.hit lead](er cr, 0f ivifý' (-Fffec , ' tly
the number of ideas generated <y tht- 1eide. or group memb<. .

the other hand, leider inte]lgq(-ni .. fe(-ted )nly !h,, nit( ' ,fr
talkinrg. Consequently, we disco.;s only the:; effu-f.
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FIGURE 1: SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS
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Cr~ea.ti vi-ty. As Figure 1A indicates, under low perceived stress,
creative leaders offered more ideas than did less creative
leaders. However, this trend was reversed for leaders who felt
high stress. The p value for the interaction term do-scribing this-
relationship (p(AR2 )) was .08. Figure lB displays the number of
ideas offered by group members, whose leaders were less or more
creative. Under low stress, there was no difference in the amount
of ideas generated]. Under high stress, thojugh, groups with
creative leaders offered fewer ideas than (lid groups of less
creative leaders. This interaction is rnot as strong, but it is
marginally significant Cp(AR 2 )- it).

I.n.telligenc. e,..Figures 1C arid D indicate that under low stress,
intelligent leaders talked less than less intelligent leaders,
whereas their members talked more; under high stress these trends
reversed. This interact~iori is mairginally ;ignificant for leaders
(pChR2 ).z.25) but stronger for group members CpCAR2 )=.03).

DISCUSSION

We inay tsummar ize Ourf f iridiri gs s e u- S~tres-,, iit1 It-ader
creativity interact to suppres:s the goertio f ti:-k -related
idea'Ls on the part of both the er eat:ivic' leader and his group
members. On the other hand, stress and leadt-r intelligence
interact to "cause" intelligent larsto tailk more under
stress, but 'their group members- to tal lss Expla--nations for
these findings are highly speculative, but we suggest thatt fa)r
creative leaders, the mo--tivation to "hill houme runs" under :5trezS
creates such expectat iorns for each idea that very Few are deemed
worthy 3~f mention. Somehow, the-se expect.a-t onns ar-- commion icated
to group members, who subsequently offer fewtr ideasi, ton. For
intelligent leaders, stress, is as:soc iate~l w 1I mnir:takir,
per hafps bec~ause of ful t. press,,ure to exewhether inrtern~ally
generated or communicated by the group. Regard It.i.::: :3ailrce,
this increased talkativeness~ soppres:; s isus ionbyti res-t (if
the group. Since both idea goneorit ion and e-val1uat ivye discus:z -ion
:;ieem necessary for effective performance on intellectually
demanding tasks, the behavioral tendencies sscite with
creative and iritell igent. 1 adar nder stesi.mply de leter iou,:
co nsequenrce for (group p-r formanrr.

Cognitive resource theory pruposo:.;-. th.-t loador;; rnoi: (rientrI
on the tas;k to make good plan/de isiOsndtat these

plnsde ison; mus-t. be >llflii~ t.( Ai flPJ jrfil.1p W, 1 '1 r

to implement them. This: s-tud(y imi-.] s tlha! ot.% r ct -i. - , *

Serade ri i nd perhaps the ir membi-r:-. ho btJ,i v in ri uch ai w I~ y a-' i:ý
break this "per formance-t chain": Is-iilet .r(a -itxit y : m:- t- if f
the planni1ng s-,tage , whe ros1 r its 11 i~j,-ri-e 0.1 if j . ~he
elaboration of ideas.

These are important findings-- when wf-scle t hat 1
are ofitn s-(lected aridl :ind iipr ntn'i:il

inTell e 1 atula I -1)i I i t ie Mo r, nven , thosi( WI wt .jweir ill - h' 11 1 1
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typically asked for advice and a; istance in making major
decisions. If these individuals are consi(derably less effective
under certain conditions than thoso who are intellectually less
able, it is clear that the (rganrizat•in will experie!nce major
difficulties. To the extent that we can idcntify the conditions
and mechanisms under which the-;e more able leaders will be
dysffunctional, however, we can design more effective selection
and assignment policies. Shoild these programs be inflexible, we
can at least educate our leaders in the basics of group process,
identify their behaviozal tendencies to them, and train them to
recognize and resist the effects we have identified here.
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COST-EFFECTIVE RETENTION OF ARMY WEST POINT OFFICERS 1

Hyder Lakhani, U.S. Army Research Institute, Alex., VA.
Rashmi Lal, Engineering and Economic Research Inc.,Reston,VA

Retention of U.S. Military Academy (USMA) or West Point
trained junior officers has been a subject of considerable
interest to the U.S. Army management (Lakhani, 1988). There was
also a debate in the Armed Forces Journal International and the
Army Times whether the USMA should be abolished because it was
argued that the USMA is not cost-effective in training and
retaining high quality officers. Therefore, an objective of
this paper is to analyze cost-effective retention of USMA and
Reserve Officer Training Corp (ROTC) junior officers. The next
Section reviews the literature and data on problems of retention
of these officers. Section 3 describes our simultaneous
equations model of retention and the database for an empirical
model. Section 4 presents the results and concludes that
retention of USMA officers is cost-effective for the Army.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND DATA

Schemmer (1985) proposed abolition of the USMA because of
its high cost of $225,000 per Second Lieutenant compared to only
$5,000 per ROTC officer and a declining "trend" in quality of
USMA officers. The soldier quality was measured by Schemmer in
terms of the percentage of USMA officers in the general officers
strength in the years 1984 and 1985, e.g. of the 64 Brigadier
Generals selected last year, only 23% were West Point graduates.
Scott (1985) rebutted Schemmer by noting that the cos- if USMA
education, according to the U.S. General Accounting Office, was
about $175,000 in 1984 and that the USMA training was superior to
ROTC because their academic load was i52 credit hours instead of
120 to 140 for ROTC. Doleman (1985) also rebutted Schemmer by
saying that the data on general officers for only two years was
not a "trend". Doleman added that the quality of USMA applicants
was superior because 83 percent of thenm were in the top of their
classes. Schemmer (1985) responded to Doleman by presenting
1965-85 data on general officers and noted that the percent of
USMA graduates had a declining trend. A problem with Schemmer's
trend data is that they are not adjusted for the increase in
non-USMA officers over the twenty years. For example, the
number of new non-USMA officers have been about eight times
(8,000 versus 1,000 per year) that of new USMA otficers (Scott,
1985). Therefore, since 11% USMA graduates made up 23% of
Brigadier Generals the quality is not inferior. Adelsberger
(1988) reviewed the cost controversy and referred tc a study by
Fagan who adjusted Schemmer's lower cost of ROTC officers by

1 The views expressed in this paper are solely those -f the
authors and do not reflect the views ut thi [opt. of the Army or
the U.S. Army Research In• itute.



adding the subsidies paid by the States to POT? colleges and
concluded that ROTC and USMA costs were comparable at $183,000
and $191,000 respectively.

The literature on retention reveals that Gotz and McCall
(1983) analyzed the stay/leave decisions of aggregation of Air
Force officers and concluded tht ret-nrir~ns wir significantly
related to promotion opportunities, retirement benefits and
civilian and military income opportunities. Smith (1987)
concluded that an Air Force officer whose spcse was in the labor
force was less likely to stay. Johnstcn (1988) concluded that the
separate models by commission group pred:cted retention better
than an aggregate model of all junior officers. These empirical
results are used as the theoretical foundations in our
interdisciplinary model.

The data on attrition of officers show thnat attrition of
junior officers is a problem because 130 percent ct USMA officers
intend to leave after six years of sertI e - rd 48 percent intend
to leave after ten years of service (Ade s ree , 198,) . These
data on "intentions" are also supported 0y data on attrition
"behavior", e.g. Hunter (1988) noted that the attrition rates of
the 1980 entry-year groups of USMA and ROTC after 4-6 years were
31 percent ar.d 24 percent respectively. The Tctal Army Personnel
Agency nct-s that, by June 1988 the actual L'SMA attrition rates
of th• 1980, 1981, and 1982 year-grouns (who lime up for
retention) were 43 percent, 36 percent and 30 percent
respectively (Lakhani, 1988).

RESEARCH APPROACH

We conceptualize that retention intentions of junior
officers are directly related to their levels of satisfaction
with military life styles (MILSAT) and such ctier varidbles as
their P,. Military Compensation (RM?') or pay, and their
perceive, .dnces of promotion. The PM? is defined to include
basic pay p~js allowances for quarters ar;d suLsistence and the
Federal tax advantage of exclusion of tese allowances from
taxable income. The MILSAT, in turn, is hp , srzec to relate to
at least ten variables on quality of life in the Army. The first
of these predictors is retention intenti n neo-ause the *•n~er an
officei stays or intends to stay with ;, ,-my, the greater is
likely to be his/her MILSAT since development of taste for Army
life is a long-term process. Also, logqeVit' pots a "golden
handcuff" on the officer by vesting in retire.ent- benefit which
is 50 percent of basic pay after 20 years of service. Second, in
this era of two income families, an increose in spouse
employment is likely to increase MIISAT anoc spo'sse employment
tends to increase family income and contz 'i).'e ,io inccrease in
economic welfare. Third, if a ju:iior i, c e, s that life in
the Army is similar to what was expc•t. -, unirg it, the
MILSAT :s likely to be higner. Fourth, i ' - perceives
that his/her family will be better off i •. u p a

civilian job, then he/she is likely to ti't .Al" wltn Arm]y



life. Also, if an officer's MILSAT is likely to increase if
he/she is satisfied with: (v) in-service educational benefit,
(vi) medical benefit, (vii) retirement benefit, (viii) frequency
of PCS, (ix) Army's recreational programs, and (x) Army's
commissary and Post Exchange (PX) services.

The btatisticai model to estimate the interdependent
relationships of retention intentions and MILSAT is a system of
simultaneous equations for each source of commissioning: USMA,
ROTC-Regular, ROTC-Scholarship, and officers Directly Appointed
(DA) from civilians (e.g. doctors, attorneys and ministers).
The requiied data are developed from Department of Defense
(1986), Survey of Officer Personnel, 1985. Since the retention
problem is mainly for the junior officers, we defined and sampled
them to be those in the grades 0-1 to 0-A, i.e. the second and
first Lieutenants, Captains and Majors. Most of these officers
hold these ranks during their first ten years of service. We
sorted only the married officers in order to analyze the
importance of family factors noted in the recent literature on
retention. One of the questions in the Survey asked: "When you
finally leave the military, how many total years of service do
you expect to have" ? The values of responses to this question
were used by us as a dependent variable in the first equation.
Another question recorded MILSAT levels of the officers on a
seven point Likert scale--from very dissatisfied to very
satisfied. These values were used for the dependent variable in
the second equation. The values of the predictors of both the
equations were also taken from similar Likert scales, except for
RMC which was a continuous variable in 1985 dollars, and intended
years of service.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1, showing the results of the retention equation,
reveals that, as expected, increase in RMC, MILSAT, or the
perceived chance of promotion, tends to increase retention
intentions of officers from all the sources of commissioninq,
except for the DA who are not sensitive to RMC. A major reason
for the insensitivity of the DA to RMC is that most of them are
medical professionals who enter the Army for a short term to
obtain expensive training and quit. For example, the Army
Fi.nance and Accounting Center (1983) data suggest that the Army's
average training cost range from $103,000 for clinical
pathologists (Military Occupational Specialty 61V) to $385,000
for medical officers (MOS 61Y). The elasticities in Table 1
indicate the percent increase in retention years for a one
percent increase in RMC.

The results in Table 1 are used for incremental cost-
benefit analysis of ietention of USMA versus ROTC officers. The
incremental benefit of retention to the Army is the saving in
replacement cost. This amount is the cost of education of the
USMA or the ROTC officers discussed above. An additional
benefit of retention to the Army iE the value of increased
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performance or productivity of the retained officer because
he/she is selected for promotion according to the criterion of
"up or out" based on performance. The additional cost of
retention is the requirement to increase RMC. Another element of
additional cost is the Army's expenditures on longevity cost of
promotion and retirement accrual. Since there are no data on the
value of improved performance of the retained soldiers, we will
assume in this first scenario that this additional benefit is
offset by the incremental cost of promotion and retirement.

In Table 2, the elasticities are converted from percents
into an increase in the years of intended retention and the
increase in RMC dollars. Such a conversion yields the incremental
RMC cost per additional year of service of USMA and ROTC officers
at $1,685 and $7,807 respectively. The RMC cost is higher for
ROTC because their elasticity is so low that they need be paid
substantially more to obtain an additional year of their service.
The incrementa'. benefit to society is the saving in replacement
cost, namely, $225,000 and $183,000 required to access an USMA
and ROTC ofticer respectively. Since the averag'e intended
service of these officers is 20 years, we ohtgin an average
annual value of these benefits by simply dividing the replacement
costs by 20, viz. $11,450 and $9,365 per year for U.JSMA and ROTC
respectively. When these annual values of benefits are divided by
the annual values of the RMC cost, viz. $1,685 and $7,807, we get
the incremental benefit to cost ratio of 6.8 for USMA and 1.2 for
ROTC officers. Therefore, we conclude that retention of USMA
officers is cost-effective relative to that of ROTC officers. It
must be added that retention of ROTC officers is also cost-
effective because the incremental benefit exceeJs the incremental
RMC cost. These benefit-cost ratios did not change significantly
when we used the relatively lower estimates ($191,000 or 175,000)
of the replacement costs of USMA officers. In the second
scenario, we conservatively assumed that the incremental
productivity or benefit of the promoted officers is zero and the
only relevant benefit is the savinca in rep~ac~mont cost. Based
on the Army Research Institute (1938) Arry Manpower Cost System
(AMCOS) model, our assumption of promotion u f all retained
officers from Majors to Lieutenant Colonels resolteJ in the
incremental benefit-cost ratios of 1.5 and 1.2 for USMA and ROTC
respectively. Therefore, once again, w,- comn-ludde that retention
of USMA officers is cost-effective r- ati ve t.o that o) f YOC
officers.

The results of the MILSAT equation revcaled (not reported
here for brevity) that the predictors common to all the four
commissioning groups were the realizations o expectations of
military life and retention intentions. T -_7 z 117inin eICht
variables influenced the four grours .



TABLE 1

RESULTS: RETENTION EQ . PREDICTORS

I ROTC ROTC
_____________ LSMA NON-SCHOL. SCHOLAR DA

____________(N=209)1 (N--643) (t4372) (W-228)

COEFF. 14.65* 2.97* 3.38* 0.77NS
EL.AsTICmT 0.74 0.15 0.18 0.04

ML.SAT1SF 1.48* 1.29* 1.12* 1.07*

PROMOTON CHAWCE 0.94* 0.73* 1.03* 0.84*

TABLE 2

SCENARIO 1: INCREMN0TAL ANNUAL RMC-
COST-BENEFIT TRADEOFFS

LJSMA ROTC

"* AVERAW E ND~ED YOS 20 20

- THU-F CM ADCTKNAL YOS 5 % 6%
"* AVERAGE RUC PSR YEAR - £24,500 $23500

"* FMA ELA.: 10% NCREASE Ii PAY N'CREASES RETOVJ7ON YEARS BY. 7.4% 1.7%
-T1DU0R. 6% FJCREASE Ni YOS WLL. REOURS F RUC IJASE OF. 7% 3D%

M DUM COST OF 1133 AIUJAL RM NtlFASE Sia $168 7,807

"* A~nREUYS ENC COST OF 20 VOS OPFFCR $225.000 $183.000

- MvuR ANNUJAI= COST SAMNOS - *11.450 *9,365

"* THEF0OR BEHEMOST 6.6 1.2
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A NON-OBTRUSIVE METHOD OF EVALUATING TACTICAL DECISIoNi !I\Ki',ot I,, Thi: FIlLbA

Mlarvin L. Thordsen and Gary A. Kle in
Kleini Associates

Rex R. Michel and MNajor Edward . Sullivan

U.S. Armiy Research institu~t2

Background

In the type of group decision making that occurs in mi litary command and

control operations it is often possible to measure2 the qluality of the decisions
themselves. Criterion measures for the decisions can be develope-d beforehand

anid applied to the recorded outputs after the exercise. MIeasurinig the quality
of the decision process however is sedmdne. The situat ions aru usua lly too

complex and fast moving to permit the level of detailed r-cording-, and anlalys is

required for valid process measurement. This paper de-scribe-s work done by

Klein Associates for the Army Research Inst itute2 that resulted in the e~volo-
t ionary development and evaluat ion of a method for capturing- i~diitary group

decision making process dynamics for use in tr-linin:. fuuchaci.l and ope :rat inns

Over the past several years kle~in Associa-tes hav pert-ori:ed sever~il ai

and appl ied research projects lor the Arm-.y Re-scarch I Institote ivl',O l , n ete \1-c

opment of methods for extracting, expert knweg.Tnis; ,,ork is tn use~d on tilt-

decision ma*king- process as it occurs in rea'l-Vurld situ~ationls. Ihte I rsý te-i
fort was an invest igat ion of decis ion iiak inz: by urban rirruo ol ,1 11d rs at

thle scene o f a fire (bKLuie in , Ca Ild ur o u ~ lntoni-Li rc , ' ~ tO~

kniol edge( elic itat ion use2d was a ret-t rouspetv 1ro o2 c to Ie v t !AU-

firegroL-und( comm',anders r2conistruct- ion o: h1is se--~e>e:...r
a t a f ire scene. Chialleng:inTg i n (--int2 1Ls 'we( -re2 hio e- toj ii. 0ý tlo[it, I

of r e c al and to reveal i mportLan t aIspýcts ot j -grL i- I I in It

rout i nc situatL i~ns .

The analysis of these ntri.u 1c-,d LH ý:i t~- In LJIn e

pe rfIormed itt Lle co-nsc iousb aoa),l '" si ot) t Hue "i,~i'. .ý. . .. I

s ion po intL they V:ore ab le in o i ck Iv X,& L!;, iiH :.I- -I ;

were taii~iliar with, re call1 Lthe I i u r-a re-ac ýin C r; i.

evaluat ion or tie teasP ibi it'. 01' t ýIt reaictii. !;d1l(! i

d id not appear to be doD1i ini, I- 1>i' i I

major ity ot these dec is ions to-o r
this type of naturalistic decisionl 'Lt ~ I L

making (lPP U. It is more roll drr,

Laiter, Kle~in Ass e-iatub obst- vIc ii;

lrefores t f ire in I dahoý (1 y~or , 1
desi re- to see if knowledt'e-(-ie it i 10 (i



The work reported here applied these knowledge elicitation methods to Army

command and control decision mnaking. We were interested in seeing not only if
the knowledge elicitation methods could be applied to Army conmanct post exe~r-
cises, but also if the RPD) model of decision making found with fireground cumn-
manders would also be found with Army tactical decision makers.

Ue knew that some modification to the data collection would be necessary
if we were to collect the data during the exercise. To avoid interrupting the
flow of the exercise, interviews with the decision makers would have to be very

brief and conduIcted during breaks or lulls in the action. Klein therefore
duveloped several modifications to their interview technique to test duringý'
com~mand post exercises.

There are -ilso differences bctween the decision making situat ions encoun-
tered by fireground comimanders and tactical decision makers that might affect
the RPIJ model. Firefight ing decisions are m,.ade on the scene and typically
have to be made very rapidly. At the level of tactical decision m-ýakinig in which
we -- ~re interested (i.e., battalion througý-h division), the. cues are typically
obtained second hand £ rom battlefield reports and summan-r ized in formiat ionn AIs-o,
although time pressures exist, they are less acute at these levels than those
facing the f ire captain, fewer dec is ions need to be made instantaneously. A
third cons iderat ion is that m~ost of the Army decision makers at these leveLs
are familiar with the .iliitar'; Dec is ion Making Process taught at Arrmy schoolis.

Thi ; process involves the deliberate gTeneration, analysis and com-ýpari~son of
a ilternat ive courses of act ion anld runIIs couniter to R~IJ-type dec is ion making. Th e
f ind i n ýs for bo th the metLhodo log-y anid the n-ode I woulId have imip L ica t i ons to r t he
des i gn of dercis"ion sup1o0rtL sy stLems as wel as t ra ininiig.

fhree kexorcises were used for the in itilal data col lect iou, One each at
division, on adle anld' baltal ion levels. The last onie, at hattal ion level,

proved most productivye. It w-is ai well-control led exerc ise us in), the Ari.y
_iraining~ BaLtle Simulation SysIteml (ARToASS), and the voice recordinLs kiLhLhthe
obLse rver' s notes perli it ted a det~ail co ann ly sis of the uec isoin)l mi-ailKiý )U(prcess
(T'lhodseln, G(>lusk-a, Klein '" Youngq, 1967). The de ci sion proceS- s usd bLv t I
o 1 urAL t onis stat t was charted in de~tailI for a ifive hour plainni n,ý s (s ll.Ie

foiund tnat plainners would ean i:aa iiiigle conCept by g;raduialiy oi 1i*

deeper and deeper branche,!; of the id~eai tor eaiLiiL ut i I it wasci o
ai(ccepted, reje(AUed or leftL 11an.; 11g. kLie to S;omel distraction. It ý.r w.i- t."" [,ot
thle planneitrs either moved to ain ent irely differentL concept (ir lent ba.i; l; ti, .
Iroo;russive deepen( 11ingý cha Ini to I 1)4)lot above the flaw% an,! ptic, -o i~ 1 lis
aniother broolch. AIlso feW such diSCuiSsion:: were carried t-o i finail ýýt i im

ostHoilný in~terrupted for one rt aSon or ill~olher. UniV h' c_) the L tao All L )I
vi-ce dueý Lo ne'So)ut ion] 01t fthe on in, topic , whi le nearly 3h * wore kinc
nol r- 1 ;iated les ions whi in cansCý2Cd 11 1i buplt changile in tol, i. los .i Th.' t

ai lockv ot .odc I inito coot ro 1 over- Lke Lam nc Guis oll ma ia;poc-as_

Ilr-K'1- r Io un-i s asI -o ind i cated Lhat aI 'vonltli ot ulsel'ul uil -i~itI io ()t
ii (I h_ roc(i'55 a0( nd lil~ deciision (akcos 1)- M obLtoiioid !10:5::-1,

ana's ~ Til an lsis owe~ver '~id _deii I lri'e- itI O >~~cc

",;I" A aro_1CediirC tiir ('ol 1,C tinl'Ot th e qu~nireil hiti ;,It iiiý tO i k_ f0
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such a manner that they could be trAnscribed direct 1v int tfl L;uI at r lor',,.,iLo
and process charts used in the previous analysis. We believed thaL LKI s wult1 a
reduce the time for analysis to a few days. We also 10t thLt Lth ,,,dp,
gained from the first analysis and the systematic data cOllec Lion Would Jtr!iit

us to provide feedback I" tthe players cn their dec is ion mkin, ia' . At

Ilit, enld o1 I Il e c xa' ' i t' . Xocl 1t I1 A ,i d I eedl, '''k "'A , t lk' ( n 'l I It 1 i1,i 1 ,

data collection m'ethtod was to be O etl bUetI LIV, Wii b Lino,.

Method

The vehicle chosen to test the methodology was a week lions division-level
classroom planning exercise at the Command and General Staff College, Fort
Leavenworth. The exercise was part of an experimental class in advanced war-
fighting techniques with emphasis on battlefield synchronization and the use of
automation to assist planning. The class consisted of b2 students, all of whom
were Army majors attending the regular ten month course in staff operations.

The instrument used for data coliection was a notational form having;
columns for the various types of decision making processes uncovered in the
analysis of the ARTBASS exercise. Figure 1 shows the format of the data col-
Iczt ion form.

DATE LOCATION CODER PAGE

WHO CONTENT/COMMENTS OPT INF DP APP SIM ACT BRK ELB SFT PRB

•"., ur_ . hatt a c'ul ctC i forim.

"Ilb f irst Colimn is tar thi' coder Lu tintr lis ,hit ovib' LiL 1on to Le peio(tt,

4pepr<kinq or pertornin' the actijn. '[h next columni :; ,,ns 1 imited sp<cu tor a
dsri:t ipLon (at the. content. %e0 attemipt was made tLo lu '.'rbat iM recordinig Ut

conversatiooibs . It was I eird that too much emphas is n recordai lo contenlL woUl

force trio observter L t iss the tunderlyiun de-ision prac•,•n: .

" rii-r ma i co'llm:ins welte i', d nlp ud i -ck t - nc[ , rrt'ncu of ten

cne I i I I



OPT (Option Generation): The genratimn of options and alternativ("s by the
planners.

INF (Intoriation): The int roducLion of tacts.

DE (Decision): The stating of a decision. it is considered a decision if

stated by a member of the command group or represents a definite consensus
of the group present and is something they have the authority to do.

APP (Appraisal): Any discussion or debate that serves to further the

state of the plan but does not introduce new information, make decisions,

or generate options.

SIM (Simulation Intrusion): Any time the participant's awareness of the
"game" or its apparent artificialities causes the discussion to focus on
the simulation per se.

ACT (Action): This refers to activity or a request for activity, usually
to gather additional information or detail some aspect of an option.

BRK (Break): Any change in the focus of the planning discussion. The

content will contain the cause.

ELB (Situation Assessment Elaboration): Any change in the assessment of

the current situation that does not cause a shift in goals. Typically,
this results from information that permits a more detailed understanding

of what one believed previously.

SFT (Situation Assessment Shift): Any change in the assessment of the

current situation that causes a shift in goals.

PRB (Problem): Identification ot a potential problem or contradiction, normally

occurs in conjunction with appraisal and information processes.

This format assisted the observer in tracking the types of infornition and

level of detail needed for the progressive deepening charts. It also aided in
the rapid identification of general patterns and the quantification of results.

During the exercise, a single observer used the data collection form while

observing a division level "staff" over several days. A second observer was

free to move among other organizations involved and took only general notes.

'We were seeking to provide rapid feedback to the players concerning examples of
good and bad decision processes and the general patterns observed. W~e also
wanted to provide the progressive deepening charts and quantified results to

the instructors as soon after the exercise as possible.

Results

We were able to collect the data without interfering with the exercise.

There were no formal interviews of the participants. We did occasiuna1liv ask
someone for clarifying inforiiat ion but such c(olversat ions were brietl and done

dliii lj , 111[1ls ill the l tic ion.
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We were' albe tO p~rovide' feedIback at. the debrilef ilog iiiiu.djitcily L) I lo OWng1)
tuhe eXe-r C is SC. f its cons i. sted ot C o tiile 11Lst5 oii g 1 eneralI patte vrnls of1 dec C'i s i oniIl mk -
ing we had observe'! as well as illustraLive incidents. For example we commenced

that the divisiun itaff general-ly did not aggressively seek needed information

from outside sources. We were also able to give specific instances where this

affected their performance, e.g., when failure to obtain information from the

Corps on thle current locat ion of enemy units caused delay in an attack
helicopter mission.

Using the dat-a collection form, we were able to flowchart thle decision

making processes relatively quickly. Charting 20 minute segmllents of the exer-

cise took about three hours for the first one and about two hours for each

additional one. Again we found little concurrent comparison of options but

rather the progressive deepening of a single option discussed earlier. Figure
2 shows a five minute segment from these flowcharts.

Unit receives
Operations Order

23rd Div attack - - - - - - -
North into 52d mae I Soudb one
sector to EA Iron any sense in coord~in ation

i with _

Let's wait tor g o 1 IHit the 9th GTA ___t oeRight no it i
to__ come preniatur

S back to clearthis up.
What will this Letisep.d
make the 91h Lgn
OTA do? Information

Appraisals

IThey will go He will go into NN Opion
l~rha defense p. Advances deepening

North ----. Returns to earlier topic
-------- N \,//Brea=kindeepnin

F il ure 2. Progre~ss; C deepcii in ri tor i y ie mitnotie segment of plialnoi g.

ltiest, I ltows were not pres-entLed to Ltie partL i c ipan11-ts aS W'- we~re oiiiiblcý to
p rudiic( tIt iom w lii I - t he ext rc i se was; in progress. I1owever, hald the2 exercise
OCCurreld ot1Wer thn11 at1 LIIi' end of the cour-Se, we are coot i dent that flows show-
ungý' t1(1 i r procssuei du ill- jo h lic ost cr itL i ci fou [0,1 ours Of play could have been
d iscusiswd with the clalss; within seven to ten days after the exercise.

ci arts; wfo It I s' prOdloct'i whi ci C 1sloiWcd the amout101 of part- i c i pa t ion b\,
eaIch statff mcmbchr 'nid thli I re(Iln1cy01 (do~ccutr mce of the valrions tpro~ess cate-

guto ics Iisislcr I i tcir. The char ts hook< about one day lor- the alla l\'st to
produce. hr hlit ix liioirs;,o and eo c1-(iitno mitiit es aiialyzedl iii cepth, there were
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Conclusions

We were able to track most of the :-.eam processing without interieriniV with
the exercise using our data collection forr,. The form, when suppleentedLk, WitLh

general observation techniques, permit ted the product ion ot tour types of deci-
sion making performance feedback: illustraLive incidents, general p;Jtterns,
process flowcharts, and quantifiable data. Although the tirst two can be
available for immediate after action review, the last two types require about
seven work days for a single analyst to prepare for a complete eight hour

exercise period.

The process flowcharts will allow the players and instructors to review

the exercise in detail. They can look at the charts and see the options gener-
ated; where, when and why they stopped pursuing them; identify the information
input and follow what they did with it. The flo)ws and qulantitative data• would

also be useful for inK)deling the naturalistic tactical decision making process
and in evaluating decision making perform~ance.

A more detailed description ot this work is conta i nd in Thordsen and
Klein (in press).
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MEASURING DIVISION LEVEL COMMAND AND CONTROL PERFORIMANCE

Dr. Lloyd 1. Crumley
The United States Army Research Institute

for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
Fort Leavenworth Field Unit

The problems inherent in measuring command and control performance effecC-
tiveness at the division command post level are not insignificant. This paper
provides an overview and status report of a developing measurement system: the
Army Command and Control Evaluation System (ACCES).

Figure I shows the layout of a heavy division command post in the field.
Even if one disregards the 96 person Special Staff and the 24 persons assigned
to Defense Liaison Teams there are still a large number of people p'-rforming a
broad variety of tasks, tasks which must all be performed, at least adequately,
if the battle is to be fought with the minimum of problems. In the command and
control world described by FC 101-55 the Division Tactical Operations Center or
DTAC is controlled by the Assistant Division Commander Maneuver (ADCM) who with
his staff fights the close battle. The Division Rear CP, or DREAR, under the
command of the ADC-Support, fights the rear battle and, collocated usually,
with the division supply command - or DISCOM - sees that the division is sus-
tained. The division main command post, divided into six functional c-reas
fights the deep battle, monitors the entire battle, and integrates the various
bat tlefield systems into a cohesive whole.

RAR CM[ (4)C DA C!O (

SI I 0AC EL ,4)

FRAOC (2,3)'OFPS 5)
FESE (33) IN IEL (44) [NG (1)

ARTY (8)
PS (4) ADA (2)

SP, STAFF (96) (AF ACP (3)

"Also 6 four man defense liaison teams

Figure 1. FC 101-55 heavy division CP layout.
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cons t itu tes a su it able command and con trol1e f eC L iVLmOeS s measu re, thatL ca re
must be taken to assure thaL thC IIeaýsUUreInIW prol dos ot beCOmeC entangI)led
in thle commniand nnt I cont. ro I pI) rcc!s it Stý I I, ;III (I ( i t I I( I~~!oIOi icem

addresses the soundness of tuinct i onal 'lu s- onl JTv I W !1anCC hIlt the correctnf,.c-,
of the operational mhiss ion puriorhaince.

Olmstead, Christensen and Lackey, ( 1973) in a)n early command and control
research project, articulated a most logical coiicctual f ramework for command
and control performance? me(hnhisrotnti ren;.u-rcli. IIaI it lw coloceptual. zat ion,
which drew on the work of management theorist~s such as E. It. Schein and L. von
Bertalanffy, the researchers developed the thesis that "Organizational Effec-
tiveness" (mission accomplishment, productivity, profit, etc) is the final
outcome of "Organizational Competence" which they defined as the capacity of
the organization to cope with a continuously chaniging environment. In their
model organizational competence was seen as consisting of components that in
turn, were composed of basic organizational proce~sses as shown in Figure 2.
Their research addressed the question of what is the best measure of command
post effectiveness and adopted decision qualit~y ais the best measure. Ulti-
mately, after doing what may well be the best battalion research project ever
done, Olmstead and his associates reported that the correlation between organ-
izatijonal competence and organ i zarion;il 21-cV1 effeut coosWas .93. Very clearly
the staff that performs best p~rov'ides; !tS sotcisio) mlakers with the diata they,
need to make better decisions. OJr if, as somie writers have said, "the purpose
of a staff is to keep the com-,mander from-, making a mistake' the competent staffs
surely do it better than lens.m coilpit'nt. satis A tkill1cr disciuss ion of the
O"lmstead et .al. work is be-yond tkk he o-( , oil I Ii, biIL io it ý ijipu ropt I a t o t
note tia t it is a report that shOUn I A horod ;uillcol( it o icCI rud W ih com"mand
and control research, trainingiý or tsig
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GOMPE TP4CF ------ ~

Figure 2. QlmstezW et al (1973) research approach.
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that good command and control will win over bad command and control if all .Ise
is equal all else is never equal. hlence, battle outcome data simply does not
show significant correlations with staff performance.

ARTEP measures also have significant disadvantages. It is attractive to
consider that the trained observer-controller (OC), acting in the role of
surrogate supeovisor, can check off staff performance on a go-no go list and
assign an overall task score. Unfortunately ARTEPS tend to mix functional and
operational missions, require skilled persons to make the required judgements,
and, since the O-Cs are aware of the battle events, the scores tend to reflect
battle outcome.

A f~urth organizational effectiveness measure, was proposed by the devel-
opers of a command and control measurement technique called the Headquarters
Effectiveness Assessment Tool (HEAT). The HEAT paradigm sees the primary com-
mand post function as decisions making and develops a rationale to support two
effectivenss measures: plan life and degradation mode. In the HEAT concept
good plans last longer than bad plans because they can be kept on track by
relatively minor changes which do not require a complete decision cycle to
accomplish. Good plans also contain elements which show that a greater number
of likely alternative battle developments have been considered. These elements
manifest themselves by providing a mechanism that enables a headquarters to
move to a new plan by going to an alternative which is feasible because some
of its special requirements were considered when the old plan was being pre-
pared. This provides a graceful degradation mode that permits getting out a
new operations order without going through a complete replanning cycle.

In develop ng our command and control performance measurement methodology,

ACCES, we opted to base our approach on the basic concepts contained in the
HEAT research. We consider that a division level measurement scheme is well
based if it conforms to the model shown in Figure 3. This approach permits
early research to determine how organizational competence affects organiza-
tional effectiveness. Later, as data from multiple division experience on the
same, or similar scenarios comes available the use of plan life and graceful
plan degradation as effectiveness measures can be validated. This later vali-
dation is likely to be quite difficult since it would require that battle sce-
narios be tightly controlled and that the midbtream "adjustments" that keep
CPXs within acceptable bounds, to enhance training value, be abandoned.

Command Post Division

Organizational OrganizationalI Unit j Unit

Competence Effectiveness Competence Effectvveness
... .. . . ... . ... .. . .. ... .. .

-]Decisions I ]D crn ,MissionTasks, SOPs, DPanoc1 trie, ~ eore

Training PasOPFOR,Ote Rsors
I I I C Ps

Figure 3. Command post vs. unit commanded model.
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These differing levels of adaptive behavior are the basis of the second
measure of command and control effectiveness. A commander needs a staff that
creates good quality plans that can be kept in effect with only minor adjust-
ments. A commander also needs a staff that identifies likely alternative sit-
uations in time to have them considered as the primary plan is developed. If
a staff is sufficiently successful it can stay in the minor and intermediate
replan portions of the cycle and force the enemy into a situation where he has
major replan requirements occurring so often that he ultimately falls into the
chaotic situation.

As the HEAT methodolgy was modified into the divisior-. ...... .,U
control performance measurement process known as ACCES intermediate versions
were tested at division CPXs. The earliest HEAT modification was done on a
contract funded by the Operational Test and Evaluation Agency (OTEA). This
early version, referred to now as MCS-HEAT, was applied to a division equipped
with the Maneuver Control System and to a division that was not so equipped.
The purpose of the test was to see if a technology that was designed to measure
how competently a division command post performed the processes involved in its
functional mission coul' be used to detect chaLiges in organizational perform-
ance that could be attributed to the presence of automated command and control
aids. The results of the OTEA program are classified but the two applications
did demonstrate that the concept of expressing command and control performance
in terms of the processes involved in the conduct of a headquarter's functional
missions - such as monitoring, directing, etc. - was a good one.

Three later applications, conduct. d as part of the ACCES development pro-
gram, have provided field experience and process information concerning the
applicability of the technique. Details of ACCES developments are beyond the
scope of this presentation but some changes are worth noting. As ACCES evolved
from HEAT thp model changed, the number of decision routes as a function of
incongruence level went from three to five, there were changes in the organiza-
tional competence measures, and the primary organizational effectiveness
measure become number of plan assignment changes rather than plan life.

The experience gained has made it possible to make some inferences con-
cerning the value and application of ACCES. We have conducted a division ap-
plication with only seven observer teams to scc if wc could obtain results
with coverage at those points where system integration of division assets was
being done as opposed to twelve team applications where data were also obtained
at subsystem integrative points. Results showed that data from only the G-3
controlled, system integration points provided an adequate assessment of com-
mand and control but that subsystem integration otservations were needed if
training feedback was to be most effective. It may be of interest to note
that in a three or four day CPX tLere are about 150 decisions when both system
and subsystem integration decisions are collected. Of these, approximately 90
are made at system integration points (DTAC, Current Operations, Plans, and
DREAR).

4 sample of ACCES results are shown in Table 1. The data, from an exer-
cis shows a few of the 43 ACCES measures. Scores reflect a division comnand
group who, due to unforeseen circumstances, found uTAC, U:',AIN Plans and bL..\lX
Current Operations trying to solve problems that would normally have been left
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to brigade command posts. As the staff became more and more involved in what
could have became a chaotic situation they got more and more information about
friendly units who they could contact and gradually lost control of the proc-
esses of maintaining good communications with their own units who where busy
responding to their own problems.

Table 1

Snme examples of ACCES data

Measure Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Understanding time 30 27 6

Understanding quality

OPFOR 79 75 71
Self 75 95 89

Unit location

OPFOR 76 77 7n
Self 59 59 40

The ACCES program has been quite successful to date. In the near future
we feel it may be possible to reduce the time required to complete the observer
notes - to data sheets - to analysis cycle time and, perhaps, to do some real
time data reduction. Some work done in cooperation with the Battle Command
Training Program suggests that the goal of reducing the data collection and
analysis parts of the cycle can be met. Real time data reduction which can
provide ACCES measures for After Action Reviews (AARs) appears much more diffi-
cult. It does seem, however, that the presence of observers 24 hours per day
creates a significant body of data which is available in real time fot provid-
ing training feedback in AARs as the CPX is proceeding. It is also clear that
application of a standardized methodology which quantifies command and cý,trol
performance can provide a good toil for future research in the area.
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SIMULATION-BASED C3 TESTING FOR ARMOR PLATOON LEADERS

Robert S. Du Bois
Universal Energy Systems, Inc.

Carl W. Lickteig
U.S. Army Research Institute

Effective small-unit, crew and platoon, command, control,
and communication (C 3) is central to the success of the Armor
Maneuver Force on the future battlefield. Current armor doctrine
stresses speed, aggressiveness, deception, penetration, and
synchronization (Department of the Army, 1986; U.S. Army Armor
Center, 1982). Tank crew and platoon commanders at the forward
edge of the battle area (FEBA) must see the whole battlefield and
react rapidly and flawlessly to deceive and destroy a numerically
superior force. These commanders must recognize battlefield
changes, accurately and quickly report these changes, and rapidly
receive and correctly interpret reports and execute orders from
other commanders. These C requirements will be even more
critical as the Army introduces increasingly sophisticated
computer-based C3 capabilities, like the Battlefield Management
System (Blasche and Lickteig, 1984; Lickteig, 1987).

Preparing small-unit armor commanders for the C3 require-
ments of the future battlefield involves providing these
commanders sufficient opportunities for practice and feedback
under realistic task conditions. Armor evaluators are currently
challenged to reliably assess C3 skills in the context ot combat
mission field exercises, like those conducted at the Army's
National Training Center. While these exercises offer the
advantage of realism, C3 assessments are frequently affected by

3aspects of the battle not directly related to C , such as
doctrine, mission success, and gunnery (Crumley, 1988; Wheaton and
Boycan, 1982). The complexity of coordinating multi-combat vehicle
exercises, and the time and resources required for field testing%
often force test developers to include an inadequate number of C
tasks and less than optimal measurement methods, such as the
ratings of observers stationed, off-tank, at selected points along
the battlefield.

A promising approach for at least partially overcoming these
C3 assessment problems is to usc interactive combat simulation.
Simulation systems, used frequently for C assessments at the armor
battalion-level and higher, have rarely been used for small-unit,
crew and platoon assessments (Crumley, 1988).



One of the Army's most advanced simulation test beds,
Simulation Networking - Developmental (SIMNET-D), interactively
links a variety of combined arms, soldier-in-the-loop, simulators
(Bolt, Beranek and Newman (BBN) Laboratories, 1986; Miller and
Chung, 1987; Perceptronics, 1986). Images generated provide crew
members real-time updates of the terrain features, other vehicles
and weapon effects within a 3,500 meter radius while moving,
scanning or shooting on a 50 km by 75 km battlefield. A sound
system recreates realistic battlefield acoustics, such as weapons
firing and track movement appropriate to tank speeds, terrain
surface, steering and gear changes. A semi-automated forces
simulation system allows researchers to use counputer-generated
opposing and friendly forces (OPFOR and BLUEFOR). Planned SIMUET
enhancements include JETNET and AIRNET, which add Air Force fixed-
wing aircraft and Army helicopters to the SIMNET battlefield.
Future enhancements may extend SIMNET architecture to include Navy
and Marine vehicles and support stations. Armor evaluators have
suggested that SIMNET provides an excellent test bed for evaluating
small-unit C3 proficiency (Gaund and Schwab, 1988).

A goal of this Army Research Institute (ARI) research program
in C is to capitalize on SIMNET's capability to rapidly, repeated-
ly, and realistically generate C3 assessment exercises. SIMNET
provides an environment for creating a series of standardized
battlefield conditions, including both triendly and enemy
situations, for initiating C3 tasks. Furthermore, SIMNET provides
performance measurement capabilities supporting the collection of
objective C3 measures too costly or dangerous to accurately capture
in the field. By indicating how small-unit armor commanders can
perform critical C3 tasks, these C3 assessment exercises will allow
armor trainers and evaluators to assess C3 skills and diagnose
training deficiencies. This paper describes the initial test
development stages of this program, as well as evaluation efforts
in-progress and planned for the future.

Test Development

Identifyincg small-unit C3 tasks

The first step in developing small-unit armor commander C3

assessment exercises was to identify and review the domain of crew
and platoon commander C3 performance objectives. The goal of this
step was to identify the C3 performance requirements of armor crew
and platoon commanders which can be rapidly, reliably, and
realistically initiated and objectively measured in SIMNET. A
cooperative effort between researchers and four Armor subject
matter experts (SMEs), and previous Army C task analyses (e.g.,
Department of the Army, 1987; U.S. Army Armor School, 1988),
helped in this effort. The Armor SMEs included an instructor for
the armor platoon leader's basic course (AOB), an krmor test
officer, and two platoon leaders from active armor units.
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Overall, several armor crew and platoon C3 tasks were identi-
fied for assessment in SIMNET. These tasks include: preparing,
executing, receiving, and issuing fragmentary orders; bypassing
obstacles; reporting enemy indirect fire; reporting own location;
preparing, sending, and receiving reports of enemy activity;
reacting to enemy direct and indirect fire; calling for, and
adjusting, indirect fire; and selecting and occupying battle
positions.

Generating Test Exercises

A goal of the C3 test exercises is to require small-unit armor
commanders to complete critical C3 tasks in standardized and
realistic, yet directly measurable and discrete, combat events.
Hence, a multi-dimensional testing3 approach is planned for
assessing crew and platoon commander C proficiency. This approach
involves the development of three distinct types of test exercises:
(1) vignettes or combat items, (2) crew tactical exercises, and
(3) platoon combat mission scenarios. Each of these types of
exercises are specifically designed to vary on the level of
standardization and realism they provide. While each of these test
approaches is described below, only the crew tactical exercises and
platoon combat mission scenarios have currently been developed.

Vignettes. Combat items, vignettesA represent an attempt to
use simulation to assess the individual C proficiency of crew and
platoon commanders using discrete C3 task items. These vignettes
allow multiple crew and platoon commanders, located at identical
battlefield locations but unable to hear or see each other, to
observe and react to standardized sets of visual and auditory
stimuli prompting the performance of C3 tasks. ViYnettes are the
simulation-based equivalent of a paper-and-pencil C test. Several
commanders are simultaneously presented with the same set of
stimuli cues, combat events, across varying conditions. However,
whiie vignettes support objective measurement and standardization,
they are not as realistic as collective combat missions. The
SIMNET-D test bed is currently being configured to support
vignette-based C3 assessment exercises.

Crew Tactical Exercises. Crew tactical exercises represent
an extension of the vigiiettc approach designed to improve the
realism of the C task requir-ments. Rather than rapidly placing
commanders in stationary combat situations on the SIMNET battle-
field, the crew tactical exercises are designed to place crew and
platoon commanders in more fluid single-tank tactical exercises.
Commanders are given a road and cross country route to neqotiate.
Along this route, each commander is presented with selected visual
and auditory stimuli prompting critical C3 tasks. Hence, the
context of managing a crew and mission in a moving tank and not
being completely aware of one's own location is maintained in these
exercises. The increased realism of crew tactical exercises over
vignettes does not come without some problems, however. Crew
tactical exercises cai only be administered to a single commander
at a time and control ovor sttinulus conditions is reduced. While
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similar to single tank field tactical exercise ... se as in Army tank
commander and platoon leader basic courses, thcsc SIMNET-based
exercises include a variety of stimulus and feoJbac> conditions
which cannot be included in field courses for co--t or safety
reasons.

Platoon Combat Mission Scenarios. A thlid -et of 2/ercises
represents the simulation-based equivalent of a combat mission
field exercise. Crew and platoon commander C3 proficiency is
assessed in the fluld, tactical environment of a platoon combat
mission scenario. This scenario includes both o~fensive and
defensive armor missions, as well as frequent risson changes
resulting from fracmentary orders. Commaý-Ie-:- -. :_,.t iow complete
C tasks while not. only managing their creo;.s is: a ":i[ss-on environ-
ment, but also coordinating their actions with other friendly
commanders in the platoon. While realism is evaluators
are now challcnged to isolate individual commander C' pioficiency
from a collective ' ad complex mission ex>. erc ,. Each ndividual
platoon may execute the same mission with significantly different
approaches. Moreover, combat missions require ior only effective
C , but also gunnery and maneuver skills.

Du Bois and Smith (in press) demonrs.tratec. th,-2 ability of
SIMNET to support eFfective platoon combat mission ter-ting in an
evaluation of the -irmor position navigation (POS:AV) display.

DeveloonTl-_. -i. the crew tactical exerci ;ce, , .:Itoon combat
mission scenarios was completed in three pht"as Fiý r-t, draft
exercises were develoed based on the judgments of the four SMEs
who identified the C tasks. Exercises currontl\. used by the
Army's Armor 'chool served as models dur-ing tdiJ pbe for some
tasks. Second. tke exercises were pretested. T}r c. o-,:or pla tLoons
from active armor units at Fort Knox, KY, repeatt,!jy ý_:oipletpd each
draft exercise. One platoon was evaluated ca,_h ,e ncross three
weeks of pil(,t testing. Third, soldier ran- f e)trol ler
reactions to shre exercises, and ilittal ¼t•t l- rrsulted
in some modifications to these exercises, W'r-r examr ne, some
stimu] i had to he revised to ensure their s.i cinc- for inr,:: iating
C3 tasks.

Cr t 1r1on -r "n -r,:,

SIMUET-D provides capabiIities which a I i ( C. i.ct iCn of
critical C' m- isurc-E too costly or janier- ,l- qther
in the, f ic'ldi. 1 a ,.pport r>j SIMNET'F ' i each
combat s u a or and an e(xo rcice Mtnag,.r,r, .< at-l
(MCC) system ,ontinui,) iv broadcast. infori.,'t' ,-, r, -t iw , \ hicle
appearance a r r I t it: u' , d i reot a o nJ i -'t t . . e
collisio r;, I .. ... --, "r'.Tru.;tu; r;rr] rec ' ,u rla,
View Dtnlya <"'iV) ,l ,' aluators t) vi'•. . ;C a
seen from a "•'irdl's , -' view" above the sfri, i a .'A i, eld in
real-time or pl.yL< A flagging funct i,a . ,C r' PVD
all ows r..,,rr h, -I , I r.-< imp I-, ,'t r, " l ateCr
analysis-, " - . .. . . Zi i -t :. .t r, 1 .



the collection of radio traffic data critical for C3 assessments.
On-tank data collectors can be used to collect critical behavioral
measures within each tank on the battlefield. The current C3

research program exploits these SIMNET data collection
capabilities.

For example, a critical C3 requirement of small-unit
commanders is the preparation and transmission of battlefield
reports, including reports of enemy vehicle locations (contact and
spot reports), reports of bombings (shell reports), requests for
indirect fire support (call for fire and adjust reports), and
various status zeports (situatior reports, logistics reports).

On the future battlefield, the speed and accuracy with which
reports are prepared and forwarded will be critical to mission
success. SIMNET's MCC packets allow us to verify the accuracy of
these reports by comparing reported locations with actual loca-
tions. The PVD flagging function, voice recorder, and on-board data
collectors also allow the collection and analysis of other critical
C3 measures. These measures include the speed with which reports
follow their respective battlefield stimuli, the appropriateness
of each report's format and content, and the appropriateness of the
commander's behavior in preparing and sending the report. In the
field, evaluators are often not able to collect critical C3

measures accurately. Now, researchers must choose between the
numerous criterion measures available with SIMNET. This ARI
research program will help in determining the reliability and
validity of alternative C3 criterion measures.

Current Evaluation Efforts

Currently forty-eight tank crews, twelve platoons, are
participating in an evaluation of two crew tactical exercises and
three platoon combat mission scenarios. A four-day test schedule
per platoon includes a day and a half of SIMNET-based training, a
four-hour crew tactical exercise, and two four-hour platoon combat
missions. The data from this evaluation will allow us to examine
the psychometric properties of the two types ot C3 assessment
exercises currently developed. Both reliability and validity of
the exercises are being evaluated.

These results will provide the impetus for exercise improve-
ments and future investigations aimed at developing a complete set
of C3 assessment exercises for use by Army small-unit evaluators
and trainers. Future efforts will also evaluate the training
utility of these exercises. Lessons learned from this research
will promote the effective development of SIMNET-based exercises
for other domains, including C3 assessments of larger armor units,
and provide reliable and valid instruments which can generate
ci iteria for soldier-in-the-loop evaluations of new armor systems.
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ARMY COMMISSIONED AND NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER
LEADER REQUIREMENTS 1

Alma G. Steinberg and Julia A. Leaman
U.S. Army Research Institute

Background

The purpose of this paper is to use empirical data to
identify the components of Army leadership and to demonstrate
that within the area of Army leadership the actual role of Army
leaders is related to assignment characteristics such as type of
officer, branch, type of organizational unit, location. The
empirical data are the responses of 10,978 Army commissioned and
noncommissioned officers to the Army Leader Requirements Survey.

The Army Leader Requirements Survey is a task analysis that
addresses the leadership portion of the job of cormissioned
officers and noncommissioned officers (NCO). The task analysis
was conducted in order to provide the Army's leadership doctrine
and curricula developers with empirical data on which to refine
their multi-level leadership training and education programs. It
was developed from iterative interviews with more than 200
officers and NCO and then reviewed by subject matter experts -t
the Center for Army Leadership and the U.S. Army Sergeants Major
Academy for clarity, accuracy, organization, and completeness.
The survey instrument contains 560 leadership tasks divided into
20 individual duty areas (Steinberg, 1987). Incumbents were
asked to respond to only those tasks which they perform in their
current duty assignment.

The survey recpondents were 5033 commissioned officers in
grades 01 through 06 and 5945 NCO in grades E5 through F9. The
respondents were distributed fairly evenly across all branches
(i.e., the percentage of commissioned officers and NCO survey
respondents by branch ranged from 2.5% to 9.8%). The respondents
were from two types of organizational units, Table of
Organization and Equipment (TOE) and Table of Distribution and
Allowances (TDA). TOE organizations aze structured for a waicime
mission and are based on a 24-hour day whereas TDA organizations
are peacetime oriented and are based on a work day of 8 hours
(Headquarters Depirtment of the Army, 1987). For the
commissioned officer respondents, 1563 were in TOE units and 3161
were in TDA units. For the NCO respondents, 2657 were in TOE
units and 2468 were in TDA units. For both the commissioned and
noncommissioned officers, almost two-thirds were located within
the continental United States (CONUS) and the remainder were
located outside the continental United States (OCONUS).

IThe views expressed in this paper are those of the authors
and do not neces-zrily reflect the views of the U.S. Army
Research Institute or the Department of the Army.
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Resul ts

"- :-- cr..uponents o[ the concept of Army leadership are

preset'xC ::c.T t].i• examfples are provided to demonstrate that
within .? - of Army leadership, leader-s differ in what they
do, depcne -'g - assianment characteristics. The assignment
char&ct-exi.•.:-, c)onsidered here are type of officer
(commisso ,..oncom mission-ed) , branch, type of
organim-7t 'V: -ii-t and location. In each case, the examples
are. b.:.rl < -rdarship tasks performed by most respondents in
the group , '-eration. "Most,' is operationally defined
as 66-... c; , espondents indi.cating that they
perforK ... 1:'c:. each group of respondents examined in
this a: n co.`Idence intervals were, calculated around the
66. 6% t;.11of noint Then the tasks that were above
the i"- - c- ' nte_-val cutoff poinct werre selected.

____ v'x• " ers.y aea

T-1.o dcLua u areas empirLcally derived for the
Leada: A" -.'' Svey can be grouped n four global duty
areas i i ..-m.y leader:-s,hip: (t') Train, Teach, and
Deveo . ,-vabc; (C) Resource; and (D) Provide Direction
(se- r,- .. four areas re'lo '-o the definition of

ArT ,= -. ."ic`, sates that leaQ(-a ,p is the "process by
whi'ch I: -, .1 ,uences nthers to aoi sh the mission"
(Hedr,•.t o' the Army, 1 In order to
i. . accomn ] the 1.oe needs to: (a)
traI-,n c- r-Q-!Iot them so that t]- an do what is

_ lisc ;e iss- (t eo vat, them so that
th' - s rc;c.uire; c provide t:e -esources for them
to -- , c. -- 4-hon 'o .. , ey know what to do.

o -- mon.nts nred -to e perf ormed in order to
ge- :7.1-1 .. r i h rtho mi s.ion. out , they need not be
done r ,Iotn(.

he - , _ _' ." ion or T ne :, , ice,-

.. :, a number of tedrhp tasks performed by
most . - ,:ictrs, and by most -"'C ;t of the
com 0 :.s t penoto r•ln Ir uD the 560
leac- " . ;uiv; most of the NCO reported performing 47.
", C ....- ,...cL.-st-ibuted different]/ ,or commissioned and

M.-. Mo(e tasks t J the first two
l. . e -each, and Dev- 'r 1c and "Motivate" for

the Ch0 cm,.iosioned officor:-. Tihe reverse pattern
hed d - ing two global duty M' 'a. More tasks fell in
the "- %¾ovjde Diirection' .- 'tor the commissioned
oft t• -, . NCO. The global 1,cLv, (reo, with the most
tass ,. Teach, and 0e'-i',. ' For commissioned
of fic- .C.ie Direction."

F-niiv.idual duty , ., a r: cmmissioned
of L (.•:.r;ks performed , at one group are
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all a subset of the tasks performed by most of the other group.
Thus, for example, in individual duty "Train Soldiers", the two
tasks performed by most commissioned officers are among the 14
tasks in this ;:-cdividual duty area performed by most of the NCO
(see Table j).

In the area of "Train, Teach, and Develop," the common tasks
performned by most commissioned officers and most NCO were general
in nature. They were! 'a) improve the performance of
subordinates, (b) develop good work habits in soldiers, (c)
delegate docision..a'ing to subordinates: (d) delegate authority
to the lowest a-ppn *:criate level, (e) train subordinates to take
initiative, (f) ( support di.cisions of subordinate leaders.
The tasks in th •<-a performed by most NCO, but not by most
commissione(0 ice:s, tended to be more specific and related to-
(a) the job h h enliis-.ted soldier and skills required to
perform it, an c individual development. NCO reported that
they train scU(`J.e-'s to be -cechnJcnlly and tactically proficient,
to do their wv; withou: supeDrvision, to perform common tasks and
basic militar-, slls, and to pass skill qualification tests
(SQT). They als.u eported that they teach soldiers to perform
maintenance, recu lriy, check their own work, solve problems, and
meet time rccu -- exets. In the area of individual development,
they indica-Led hht they teach the soldiels personal discipline,
handling c) . , cecognittion of the ethb:cal dimensions of
their decis o:,ý ad behavi.ors, and leadership. They also
reported t allow subordiJnate leade:-s to learn from their
mistake,. ýs, coLL2n-L military training and civilian education, and
provide soic-1-0- t )e oportunity to receive formal training.

In the area of '"Motivate," the common tasks most
commissionw( off£ cers and most NCO reported performing were: (a)
motivate su•ordv.,ates, (b) set the example, (c) demonstrate Army
values, oldiers when they are 1ezrorming well, and (e)
promote phyi,- . f.tnes The task- rirfnrmove in this area by
most NCO. .. - .y most commissiooild ofti icers, had a more
personal. a-ee t_1.iem. They involved (a) remaining available
to immedi.at s.- -... ates until t],ey fin-ish i:or the day, (b)
explal- nILg Vhy -v.-,ks need to be done, (c) having face-to-face
contact with I.-ate subordinat(Žs oni a idaiyv basis, and (d)
assistirng - ,.I:i : " as wia t ýheir po.-<-onii problems.

In thc k'.,TceC area, the casks that both most
commiss io•0 ' .l ir and most :,u'O port•- •,d performing were: (a)
manage timo ws to) seek ways to po, , poductivity. Most
commissio.,• ,:..: ut nv•t NU_, r,'>,'s-d managing other
resources; iiý JJ_!)on . u imý-. T'Je:-- ., infile'A- people/manpower,
in format i o;,, i s (money, oupp1 a'. equ i pment, etc.) They
also ln(.cu( -, t.hev (. com, crsnd,-L rnagement (put out
fires), (D) ,h wo', eim in orl-_r oi p?-0rity, (c) decide
on chanc;es -..n ::'r:'Jed activi-ui'e-, and (d) determine their own
responsihi it
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The tasks common to both most commissioned officers and most
NCO in the "Provide Direction" area were: (a) supervise U.S.
soldiers, and (b) supervise male soldiers. The 10 additional
tasks that commissioned officers, but not the NCO, reported
performing involved communication. One task was "edit and
proofread written materials" and the remaining nine involved
maintaining two-way communication with subordinates and with
superiors. Examples include (a) establish communication
channels, (b) encourage upward and downward communication, (c)
explain the "why" of things to higher-ranked individuals. In this
area of "Provide Direction", there also were three counseling
tasks that were performed by most NCO but not by most
commissioned officers. These tasks were: (a) counsel -.,le
soldiers on their performance, (b) write counseling statements,
and (c) make on-the-spot corrections.

Leadership Role as a Function of Branch

When bianch is taken into account, interesting differences
surface. For example, many more tasks were performed by most
infantry and most chaplain commissioned officers and NCO than for
most commissioned officers and NCO regardless of branch (Table
1). The individual duties that gained the most tashs for
commissioned officers for both branches were Develop Leaders and
Motivate Others (The How); for infantry alone, Train Soldiers and
Establish Direction of your Unit/Element; for chaplain alone,
Motivate Others (The What) and Conduct Counseling. The
individual duties that gained the most tasks for infantry NCO
were Develop Leaders, Motivate Others (The How), Develop Unit
Cohesion, Reward and Discipline Subordinates, and Take Care of
Soldiers. On the other hand, for chaplain NCO they were Plan and
Conduct Training, Rewara and Discipline Subordinates, and
Maintain 2-Way Information Exchange with Subordinates.

Leadership Role as a Function of lyne of Organization

Many more leadership tasks were performed by most
commissioned and norcommissioned offic-rs in TOE units than
TDA units. Most commissioned officers in TOE units performed 137
tasks and in TDA units 26. Most NCO in TOE units performed 103
tasks and in TDA units 31. For both coi,.missioned and
noncommissioned officers, the global duties with the most gain
for TOE units over TDA units were Train, Teach, and Develop, and
Motivate; the global duty with the least change was Resource.
With respect to individual duties, for commissioned officers,
those with a gain of nine or more tasks for TOE over TDA were
Train Soldiers, Develop eaders, Motwivte Others (The How), and
Establish Direction of Your Unit/Element. For NCO, they were
Develop Leaders and MD'Jvate Kýthers (Trj( How),

[LeaderstlD ipole as _a Function -f scnt

More leadership ta:ks were pei foimýd by Tre;t corm issionoei
and noncommiLss ironed oft no s I(Tht than C T S . Most



commissioned officers in OCONUS performed 76 tasks and in CONUS
28. Most NCO in OCONUS performed 86 tasks and in CONUS 41. For
both commissioned and noncommissioned officers the global duties
with the most gain for OCONUS over CONUS were Train, Teach, and
Develop and Motivate; the global duty with the least change was
Resource. With respect to individual duties, for commissioned
officers and NCO, the only duty area with a gain of nine or more
tasks for OCONUS over CONUS was Motivate Others (The How).

Conclusions

It has been shown that (a) four components of Army
leadership are Train, Teach, and Develop; Motivate; Resource;
Provide Direction; and (b) within the area of Army leadership,
leader roles are related to characteristics of assignments such
as type of officer, branch, type of organizational unit, and
location. In previous publications, it also has been shown that
rank/grade is a factor (Steinberg and Leaman, 1988a; Steinberg
and Leaman, 1988b). The results presented here have implications
for the doctrine writer, the designer of leadership training and
education programs, the leadership performance evaluator, and the
leadership researcher. The first impoi'tant step for each of
these should be to clearly define the group of leaders their work
addresses. It is important for doctrine, training, and education
to reflect the differences in leader requirements that are deemed
desirable for various groups and to correct the differences that
are not. For researchers, the results demonstrate the importance
of appropriate sampling to represent the leadership population of
interest, selection of content to study appropriate to the group
under consideration, and clarification of the group to which
their research conclusions apply.
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WHAT DO ARMY SERGEANTS MAJOR IN STAFF POSITIONS DO?

Gilbert L. Neal, Jaines D. Moreland, John E. LaVerne
and F. Edward Saia

U.S. Army TRADOC Analysis Command-White Sands Missile Range

Most studies of noncummissioned officers (NCO) deal with the training
or job of the junior NCO. This paper, based on Moreland et al. (1987), an-
dresses the training and the job of the sergeant(s) major (SGM), the top
Army NCO rank.

The 22-week Sergeants Major Course (SMC) at the U.S. Army Sergeants
Major Academy (USASMA), Fort Bliss, Texas prepares Department of the Army
(DA) selected master sergeants (MSG) and first sergeants (1SG) for sergeant
major (SGM) and command sergeant major (CSM) duty positions when they are
promoted to pay grade E-9. The SMC is the capstone course of the Army's
Noncommissioned Officer Education System (NCOES) (DA, 1984). It prepares
graduates for positions of responsibility within DA and the Department of
Defense (DOD). The SMC program of instruction (USASMA, 1985) contains the
following: (1) military studies; (2) national security affairs; (3) leader-
ship; (4) resource management; and, (5) the professional development program.

The Army SG?1 strength was 4515 in the 1986-87 time frame. Approximately
29% of these SGM were 4n the CSM program in Military Occupational Specialty
(MOS) 0OZ. The majority of the SGM (71%) serve in staff-type duty positions,
representing 64 different caper MOSs and 33 different career management fields
(CMF). MOS densities ranged from 543 (MOS lIB50, Infantry Senior Sergeant)
to one (e.g., HOS 35U50, Biomedical Equipment Maintenance Chief). SGM duty
positions are found at all levels of command from battalion and post through
DA and DOD, to include international commands. This study focused on SGH
in staff positions, not CSMs. The former are heterogeneous in MOS, duty
assignments, and levels of assignments.

This study was carried out to assist USASMA determine how well the SH1C
was preparing graduates for staff assignments. This was to be accomplished
assessing (1) what SGM do on the job, (2) job skill and knowledge requirements,
(3) professional development and training needs, and (4) perceived effectiveness
of NCO common leader training.

METHOD

Approach and Rationale. To accomplish study objectives, the SGM's job was
examined from the perspectives of both the incumbent SGM and the immediate
supervisors of SGM. Since SGM and their supervisors were in senior level

The findings of this report are not to be construed as an official Department
of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents.
Opinions presented are those of the author(s) and don't represenL those of
the Department of the Army.
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assignments, the structured interview was used as the method of data collec-

tion. It was decided that the interview would receive high acceptance from

senior level personnel and would provide the best rapport fcr data collection.

Data Collection Instruments.

Two parallel structured interview guides were developed--one for SGM
and one for supervisors. The SGM's guide addressed the following areas from
the SGM's viewpoint: (1) assigned organization's mission; (2) tasks, duties,
and responsibilities performed in current job; (3) task, etc., that consumes
most time; (4) most important task, etc., performed; (5) most difficult task,
etc., to learn; (6) how job would change in wartime; (7) how current job
differs from last SGM assignment; (8) formal training that helped perform
current job; (9) formal training that would have helped perform current job;
(10) past assignments that provided experience to do current job; (11) past
experiences that would have helped perform current job; (12) supervisor's
perception of the SGM's role and job; (13) how effectively the supervisor
uses the SGM; (14) how supervisor could be oriented to utilize a SGM; (15)
training needed to work with other U.S. services; (16) training needed to
work with civilian personnel; (17) how SMC training has helped perform job;
(18) what should be emphasized in the future SMC; (19) how other SGM perform
their job; and, (20) status of SGM's job description.

The supervisor's guide paralleled the SGM guide, cxcept questions were
worded from the supmrvisor's, !iewnoint; certain SGH-unique questions were
deleted; and certain supervisor unique questions were added. The latter
concerned: (1) what SGM couldn't do because of lack of experience or training;
(2) strengths and weaknesses of SGM; (3) skills and knowledges of other service
SGM, if observed; (4) how the SMC should prepare SGM for the job; (5) what
a supervisor needs to know about SGM training and experience; and, (6) status
of incumbent SGM's job description.

In addition, a fill-in-the-blank military experience and training back-
ground questioinaire for SGM was developed. Supervisor background information
was collected as part of the interview. Questions dealt with rank and experi-
ence as a supervisor of SGM.

The interview guides and questionnaires were pretested at White Sands
Missile Range, NM and at Fort Bliss, TX. Modifications were made in each
prior to data collection.

Data Collection Procedures.

The interviews were conducted by a team of trained interviewers consist-
ing of two civilians (grades GS-13 and 14), three commissioned officers (two
LTC and one CPT), and three SGM. The SGI1 interviewed SGM; the officers inter-
viewed supervisors; and, the civilians interviewed both SGM and supervisors.

Interviews were conducted in locations that assured privacy and confiden-
tiality. Interviewee answers were recorded on the interview guides by the
interviewer. SGM interviews were one and one-half hours since SGM had to
complete a background questionnaire. Supervisor intcrviews took approximately
one hour.
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Sampling and Design.

This study was designed to identify common tasks, duties and responsi-
bilities and associated skills knowledges and knowledges across MOSs, duty
assignments, organizations, and levels of command. It was planned to survey
10% of the Active Army SGM and their supervisors based o, findings in a prior
study (Dannhaus, et al., 1984).

A computer listing of all active duty SGM that contained unit addresses
and selected background information was sorted by postal ZIP code. Using
ZIP code clusters, installations and activities that had high densities of
assigned SGM in a broad cross-section of MOSs and organizations were selected
as interview sites. SGM in Reserve Component (RC) support assignments were
underrepresented since many were in low density sites.

Data was collected from September 1986 through January 1987 in the conti-
nental United States (CONUS) and outside CONUS (OCONUS) in Europe, Korea,
and Hawaii. Thirteen installations and activities were visited in CONUS;
18 OCONUS major commands and activities were visited. SGM and supervisors
interviewed served in duty positions ranging from battalion, brigade, and
post up through all levels of command to include DA activities and interna-
tional commands (e.g., SHAPE HQ, Combined Field Army Korea, etc.).

RESULTS

Obtained Sample. A total of 345 SGM and 200 supervisors were interviewed.
The sample included only 176 SGM-supervisor pairs. The latter was the result
of a coordination problem encountered early in the data collection and later
corrected.

With respect to level of organization assignment, 41.3% of the SGM and
42.2% of the supervisors were in "Division and below" assignments; 58.7%
of the SGM and 57.8% of the supervisors were in assignments "Above division"
(i.e., corps and higher). With respect to type organization assignment,
59.9% of the SGM and 66.3% of the supervisors were in table of organization
and equipment (TOE) units; 40.1% of the SGM and 33.7% of the supervisors
were in table of distribution and allowances (TDA) organizations. With re-
spect to location, 52.6% of the SGM and 41.2% of the supervisors were inter-
viewed at CONUS sites, and 47.4% of the SGM and 58.8% of the supervisors
were interviewed at OCONUS locations.

Forty-three out of sixty-four SGM MOSs were represented in the sample.
All were medium to high density MOSs. Combat arms MOSs were underrepresented
since many of those SGM were in RC support assignments. However, MOS pro-
portions obtained were representative of Active Army MOS assignments. Approx-
imately 251 different SGM job titles were recorded. The background character-
istics of the SGM sample were as follows: median age--44 years; median years
military service--25 years; median time as a SGM--22 months; median time
in current duty position--14 months; SMC graduates--53.4%; SGM with 1SG
experience 71.4%; median number soldiers supervised as SGM--3; if SMC graduate,
median time since completing SMC--32 months; average time since last "helpful"
NCOES-type course--11 years; had advanced NCO course prior to attending
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SMC--61.6%; and, highest levels of civilian education high schcol graduate
(100%), "some college" (67%), "two years college" (37.3%), and "more than
two years college" (16%).

Supervisor characteristics were as follows: rank - 37% field grade
(major, lieuLenant colonel, and colonel); most encountered supervisor rank--
lieutenant colonel (46%); median number of SGM supeavised in past assignments-
2; median time in current assignment--l months; mediar Lime current SGM
supervised--7 months; and, percent supervised SGM SMC graduates--53.4%.

Tasks Most Frequently Performed by SGM. SGM and supervisors were asked to
list tasks, duties, or responsibilities "most frequently performed" by SGM
in their currenL job. Recorded tasks were classified into categories by
a team of SGM and analysts. The five categories most frequently reported
("top five") by SGM (N=345) and by supervisors (N=199) follow. SGM "top
five" categories were: (1) Office manaqement responsibilities (41.0%); (2)
Action officer on special projects (29.0%); (3) Advisor to supervisor on
technical issues (28.7%); (4) Advisor to supervisor on people issues (27.5%);
and, (5) Training activities administrator 24.3%)'. Supervisor reported
"top five" tasks were: (1) Office management responsibilities (53.8%);
(2) Action officer on special projects (33.2%); (3) Enlisted personnel admin-
istrator (26.6%); (4) Responsibility of soldie- welfare (25.6%); and, (5)
Action officer on training projects (23.6%). SGM and supervisors agree on
the most frequently performed task category, however, beyond that, category
names and frequencies suggest they may view the SGM's job differently.

Task Taking Most of SGM's Time. SGM and supervisors were asked to identify
tne one task that "took up most of the SGM's time". The "top five" task
categories most frequently mentioned by SGM (N=345) were: (1) Office Manage-
ment responsibilities (10.1%); (2) Inspecting and evaluatinq performance
---. 94-)-; (3) Advisor to supervisor on technical issues (4.3%); (4) Unit readiness
manager (4.3%); and (5) Policy and procedures administrator (4.1%). Supervisor
(N=199) "top five" mentioned tasks were: (1) Office management responsibilities

(17.4%); (2) Enlisted personnel manager (9.2%); (3) Overall responsibility
for soldier welfare (7.2%); (4) Action officer on special projects (5.6%);
and, (5) Inspecting and evaluating performance (5.1%). Again, SGM and supervisors
agree on the "most time consuming task". Also note that supervisors and
SGM see the SGM's job differently in this area too.

Most Important Task to Organization Mission Performed by SGM. Again, both
SGM and supervisors were limited to identifying the one "most important"
task performed by the SGM. The "top five" "most important task" categories
reported by SGM (N=345) were: (1) Training activities administrator (7.5%);
(2) Advisor to supervisor on technical issues (7.5%•-'-• Office management
responsibilities (7.5%); (4) Soldier welfare resoonsibilit T7.2%); and,
(5) Unit readiness manager (4.9%). The "top five" ... "most important task"
mentioned by supervisors (N=196) were: (1) Office management responsibilities
(13.8%); (2) Enlisted personnel administrator 7.7{3 ý Action officer
on special projects (5.6%); (4) Advisor to supervisor on people issues (5.6%);
(5) Soldier welfare responsibility (5.1%T.-Although, two task categories
appear on both the SGM's and supervisor's "top five", SGH and supervisors
differ in their perceptions of the "most importa,,L t.osC" pe,'fornd by SGM.
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Most Difficult Task for SGM to Learn. Both SGM and supervisors were asked
what the "most difficult task to learn" was for the newly assigned SGM.
Interviewees were limited to one task. The "top five" "most difficult" tasks
identified by SGM (N=344) were: (1) Learning how the organization functions
(30.8%); (2) Policy and procedure administration (8.7%); (3) "Depends on
SGM's background" (7.6%); (4) "None!" (4.4%); and (5) Training activities
administration (4.1%). As viewed by supervisors (N=167), the "top five"
"most difficult task to learn" by SGM were: (1) Learning how the organization
functions (29.9%); (2) Office management procedures (8.4%); (3) "None!" (8.4%);
(4) Enlisted personnel management (6.0%); and, (5) Action officer on training
activities (5.4%). SGM and supervisors did agree that "Learning how the
organization functions" was one of the more difficult tasks a newly assigned
SGM had to learn. It is suspected that this is due to the fact that many
SGM are in their first staff level assignment where tasks, duties and responsi-
bilities may not be as well-defined as in TOE units. Furthermore, this could
be a problem for an experienced SGM, because the missions, organizations,
and functions of high level organizations are far from standardized.

SGM Strengths and Weaknesses Reported by Supervisors. The five most frequently
reported SGM strengths by supervisors (N=190) were in the areas of: (1)
"Technical ability" (33.7%); (2) "Leadership ability" (25.8%); (3) "Ar
experience" (25.3%); (4) "Knowing how to get things done" (21.1%); and, (5)
"Concern for the soldiers e-fare'T717.4%). The five most reported "weak-
nesses" (N=185) were: (1) "Lack of writing ability" (27.0%); (2) "Narrow
view of responsibilities" (16.8%); (3) "Tendency to be inflexible" (13.5%);
(4) "Poor communicators" (10.8%); and, (5) "Too complacent" (8.6%).

What should be emphasized in the future SMC? The five subject matter areas
SGM (N=343) most frequently reported should be emphasized in the SMC in the
future were: (1) Army effective writing (45.1%); (2) Interpersonal com-
munication skills (27.9%); (3) Leadership theor (21.4%/; (4) How to write
and present a military briefing (17.5%); and, (5) Theory of human motivation
(15.6%). The five subject matter areas that should be emphasized, based
on supervisor (N=184) experience were: (1) Army effective writing (41.3%);
(2) How to write and present a military briefing (21.2%); (3) Staff procedures
(21.2%; (4) Leadership theory (15.2%); and (5) Interpersonal communications
(14.1%). In general, SGM and supervisors agree on what should be emphasized
in the SHC in the future. There is a need to place emphasis on the development
of communication skills, both in the areas of writing and speaking. Based
on interview comments by SGM and their Losses, that is a critical SGM skill
requirement. Supervisors proposed an emphasis on "Staff Procedures". That
could reduce the trauma of, "Learning how the organization functions"

A Coordination Lesson Learned. It was planned to obtain a complete set of
SGM-supervisor pairs. This obviously didn't happen. Initially, interviews
at each site were coordinated through CSM and SGM channels. It was found
that SGM were reluctant to schedule their own supervisors for interviews.
A new coordination tactic was adopted. A lieutenant colonel on the team
coordinated supervisor interviews through command chief of staff channels.
A senior SGM coordinated SGM interviews through CSM and SGM channels. This
procedure boosted SGM-supervisor pairings to nearly 100%.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This study did not address what the tasks, duties, and responsibilities
of SGM should be. It addressed what SGM and supervisors say SGM do on the
job and what they need to know and be able to do to be effective SGM. It
was assumed for the purposes of this study that SGM are doing what SGM should
be doing.

The findings of the study suggest that SGM and supervisors perceive
the job of SGM differently in terms of Lasks observed performed, and task
importance, workload, and learning difficulty. This finding is consistent
with the literature of industrial and organizational psychology. This finding
means that studies of this type should take experience and perceptions of
both SGM and supervisors into consideration in assessing job requirements.
This is essential if study findings are to be used to update or design training
and professional development for senior NCOs. Both SGM and supervisors recognize
whAt is important to do the job effectively.

The Tindings also showed that SGM ard supervisors can agree in terms
of SGM job dimensions (e.g., "Office management responsibilities", "Action
officer on special projects", "Learning how this organization functions",
etc.). Also, they can be in agreement in terms of training and professional
development needs (e.g., "Training in communication skills, etc.").

The results suggest that the "ability to communicate in writing and
to brief" don't become critical skills for most senior NCOs until they are
promoted to SGM. Some SGM were criticized, because they didn't have those
skills. The implication here is that development of those critical communication
skills should begin earlier in the NCOES than in the SMC.
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Eisenhower, Marshall, Pershing, Bradley...exhibited oiit-

outstanding leadership qualities in leading soldiers in
peacetime and combat. It was their superior decision making
abilities and staff officer performance that identified them
for future greatness (Puryear, 1971).

Introduction

rhere is considerable military anecdotal literature providing opinions,
beliefs, and lore about the personal characteristics that contribute to or
are required of an effective leader of soldiers. The literature does not
devote as much attention to the mental and personal qualities required of a
staff officer, specifically those staff officers charged with the
responsibility of interpreting tactical situations, performing operational
planning, making decisions, and controlling execution. To be sure, there is
much overlap between the two roles - troop leader and staff officer - for an
officer in the Army is expected at some time in his career to fulfill oath
roles. It does appear, however, that soie of the cnaracteristics that
contribute to highly proficient staff performance are different from troop
and combat leadership. This paper specifically examines past and on-going
research of staff officer characteristics that contribute to superior
tactical decision making.

Purpose

The commander and his staff make decisions at every point in the
execution of their duties (even choosing not to make a decision or to delay a
decision is an instance of decision making). Decision making can be improved
by at least three general approaches: training, selection and aiding.
Knowledge of decision maker characteristics plays a different role in each of
the approaches, yet can be valuable in all. By knowing the characteristics
of excellent staff officers, educational and training programs can be
developed to impart those characteristics to students (to the extent that
characteristics are ,'-difiahle) and to he compatible with student learning
styles. Selection and placement of prospective staff officers can be
sharpened based on the characteristics related to good staff performance. If
we can understand how individual characteristics relate to staff performance,
decision support systems can be designed to (a) overcome decision making

biases, (h) fit efficient information acquisition and interpretation
strategies, and (c) accommodate effective procedures to generate and select
solutions. Also there is the potential to develop systems which can modify
or adapt to user style characteristics (see adaptive decision aiding and
intelligent interface literature, e.g. Rouse, 1988 and Halpin, 1984).
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Too often behavioralists ignore individual differences or consider them
some part of the uncontrolled variance in performance. This bias is contrary
to several Army initiatives such as the MANPRINT program and leadership
development, which advocate the exaniination of personnel variables that can
influence perfornance. In any of the three apprOaches to improve decision
making it is important to determine wOich individual characteristics are
consistent across highly competent staff officers.

Research Approach

Review of a variety of literature sources has been made. We have
examined anecdotal liLerture, military officer bibliographies, instructional
literature of staff functions and reports of experifnents which have examined
the style and performance of staff officers. Based on this information we
present in this paper our findings and our own speculations about the
characteristics of effective staff officers.

On-going research, examining human perforlnance in command and control by
the Fort Leavenworth Field Unit of ARI, provides opportunities to collect
staff characteristics data. A research method which uses a "piggy-back"
approach on existing experiments makes it feasible and cost efficient to
build up a data hase on staff characteristics and performance.

A command and control research laboratory has heen developed for the
study of divisijn level Army staff planning. Referred to as the
Experimental, Development, Demonstration and Integration Center (EI),IC), the
lab provides an instrumented command post to examine the use of automated
information systems and decision aids by key staff positions. The procedures
they used are observed and scored, as are the products, such as the
development of schemes of maneuver, operations estimates, and operations
orders. In addition the participants are tested or surveyed by standard
psychological instruments (e.g., locus of control, cognitive abilities, and
intelligence). The Officers Longjitudinal Research Data Base (ORLDB) (Hunter,
1987) also a llows the collection of background and experience information.
Determining the diversity in staff officer profiles will be one objective of
the analysis. Also characteristics will !e correlated with perfur:nance on
typical staff tasks to determine the strength of relatinnship.

The Command and Control Performance Assessment System (C2PAS) also will
be pursued to evaluate staff officer performance. Using a PC-AT computer, a
video disk player and related components, C2PAS presents tactical vignettes
below division level in narrative and video map graphic formats. Once olaced
in a tactical situation a staff officer is tested in the performance of
information acquisition, interpretation and tactical planning tasks. C2PAS
provides a complementary test approach to EDOIC by examining the performance
of an individual characteristics.

From these instrumentation opportunities ind the gradual build up of

data, significant relationships between staff officer characteristics and

performance can he identified and new hypotheses ienerated.
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Findings

Thompson described his views on the characteristics of a "high
performing staff" (1984a) and what it takes to develop and sustain one
(1984b). He believed that competent staffs display Lhe following
characteristics: goal clarity, teamwork, focused energy, knowledge and
procedures, creative standardization (routine procedures that do not hamper
creativity or efft:ctiveness), neta-language (a shared, staff-peculiar
efficient language), innovation, rehearsal, rhythm (smooth progression of
events), core values (e.g., producing a quality product, ethics,
professionalism), reputation and adaptability.

Any good team is comprised of competent individuals. The elements of
staff competency have been addressed by various authors. Newman, who spent a
good portion of his military career as a staff officer, largely because he
was recognized for his superior performance, described the essential
characteristics of a staff officer as one who displayed knowledge, infinite
tact, delicacy of judgement and flexibility (1981). He attributed the same
characteristics to good commanders. Johnson and Walker (1975) summed up
staff officer success as preparation, application and attitude. They
identified the following performance skills as heing essential for quality
staff officer performance: good written and oral communication, listening
ability, concentration, high reading ability with comprehension, qood
observation skills, knowledge of subject matter, excellent writing skills,
organization, large and precise vocabulary, formal and informal speaking
ability, memory, and ability to follow through on tasks. Thompson (1984a)
contended that individu3ls from "high performing starts" have these
characteristics: core valies of staff, acceptance into the group, task
enjoyment, routine or unconscious performance of tasks, obsession with joh,
social closeness, and measurement of time by activities.

Thompson (1984b) also described four human dimensions which can !)e jsed
c determine the level of proficiency of a staff: adoptabiility, goal
setti-jri, j)b maturity, and psychological maturity. He differentiated between
job and psychological maturity; the former being the ability to pe'forn a
particular task (e.g., problem solving doctrinal knowledge, task relevant
skills, communication ability, knowledge of staff procedures) and the latter
as the willingness, con)fidence and commitment to perform.

I ichel and 'ýiedel (in pressl investigated the effects of level ),f
expertise and cognitive stylel o-o the development o• r, co;ic,'!t of operat ions.
There was no significanL relitionship h.tw ,-,n cognitive st/l1 , as ) ei•u•ed ;v
f he e-mbedded fi giu res test , and the us vje ,f tactical infor'mat ion. Al thoigh
the concept of operations which were developed dii not vary sih;tintially,
the staff officer- who were considered experts solved the pro)leom using more
sui mnary and 1 ._s detailed infornation than the novi :c did. loth the lack )f
a cogni ti ve style effect annd the existence of an t:, r rt i se effect were
consistent vith privious stuidies.
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Wojdakowski (1988) presented a !is' of desirable staff ,haracteristics
as a model based on coordination, consistency and credibilit,. He believes
that staff success requires efficient completion of staff functions which in
turn rely upon good time management and "knowing" when to intervene.
Accuracy is key also. Accuracy in the uncertain environment of war comes
from precisiol in doing little things well. To ensure accuracy of staff
efforts, Patton would have his staff officer go to the front at least once a
week to obtain specific information so they could determine first hand
feedback about their past successes and mistakes. Typically, accuracy
requires time. If the staff is going to be efficient they have to adapt
their procedures to attain sufficient levels of accuracy. Flexibility is
needed to detect and correct errors. To help ensure proper use of time,
Wojdakowski advocates consistent means of analysis and reporting.
Faniliarity of the process and format will aid both the conduct of the task
and communication of information to others.

Lussier, Solick, and Garlinger (1987) found in a evaluation of staff
group problem solving that poor performance could be attributed to poor
estimates, insufficient analysis, ign.)ring critical analysis criteria, arid
faiiire to check for errors. Also they found that poorer performing groups
did not use rough estimation techniques as they should have to scope the
problem or to prune unpromising branches. Queries for information were
addressed either (a) quickly in too vague a manner and then dropped or (b)
slowly in excessive detail. In an analysis of several command episodes
through history, Van Creveld (1935) pointed o,' that success was detdrmined
1 arulely when command activities sought focused information to auggmen c
suhor li nate' s.

J)unr Chnost rict

Throjqh the review af literature like that descrioed above, over 100
indlividual difference variao)les for the study of staff officer performance
4tý rf. compiled. After digesting the literature and data some of the key
varia,nles were identified to examine in initial research. The goals of the
iesearch will be to determine the extent of the relationships of hypothesized
staff characteristics on staff tasks, cich as generation of alternative
courses of action, evaluation of courses of action, recommended course of
action, production of an operations estimate, development of p Ians and
orders, and control of battle execution.

The characteristics that we hypothesi,-e to load to staff officer cwinpetency
are:

Adaptive--
a. has fluid intelligence, adaptive to task requirements;
.b. has the ability to synthesize information and generalize to flltur
Si tuat ions;.

Eixperienced, Intelligent--
a. has crystallized iit:elliicnro, maintains an in-dI i knowl 'd'i' if

functional area responsihle for, experience i n workino at suhordinate lvels,
knowledgeable about the nature of related staff areds and Ihe r, l it i inships
among various staff functions;
h. has extensive experienre in task procedures and anilyt ic.c teChniquus
knows when it is appropriate to apply then;
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Analytical --

a. relies on evidence-based decisions;
h. applies analysis in level of detail appropriate for the ilportonce of the
problem and the time avaiia!le, uses approximation techniques as appror)riate,
matches leve. of precision to the criticality of subproblem arid the tine
available;
c. is not solely reactive to commander but anticipates commanders needs,
extension of commander, is aware of biases and shortfalls, counteracts them
as appropriate;

Assert ive--
a. holds a "healthy" skepticism, avoids "groupthink";
b. second guesses information ano products of self and others, checks on
accuracy ;
c. dopes not persevere on proving correctness of own beliefs or positiors,
accepts ideas and upinions of others;

Int rpersonal SKills--
a. adaptive to commander's leadership style;
). communicates well as demcistrated by iistening and presentations;
c. flexible in dealing wi'h others.

Final kev,arý s

fhe literature is sprinkled with characteristics of staff officers; most
r)f it limited to supposition (just as what we have offered above). ,ome of
it hiý been confirmed through historical review, some hy first-ha-ia
,': servat ion and some even by structured evaluation and quantification
t-•chniques. Through our efforts we hope to determine if it is possible to
distin(;jish among characteristics for effective staff performance and to
,?eveCo rer-,otmendations for improving training and enhancing decision making
rnce dires hcr-,, on these individual characteristics.
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V ietn a m: L3s t inrg Elf ' c'us on coniýr-c
Toward Military Leaders

Frank J. Ricotta, Jr. L Charles N. Weuver
St. Mary's Uniiversit~y

Mirhael D. Matthew,,
D r ury C t) Ie ge

"Hell no we won't goa' and "Ho Ho Ho CiO Minh, the2 NLF is going to win'
are two extreme examples o1 att-itudes adopted by young American citizen,
during the controversial Vietnam conflict. Those who were draft. &cie during1
that era were part~icularly vocal in their ooposition to the war. Coupled
with the attention t1-hat the media gdve to such views, and the lack of
-_uoport for the war, along the general populition, one mignt questi1on the
extent to which the attitudes of thuse pýýrscns most. affected by the war-
dra ft, age Americans-were and possibly continue to be affected by it.

Confidence toward !he military and it~s leaders is one such attitude
thtt+ rnay have been negatively affected Liv the Vietnam war. Attitudes

(Department of Commerce, 1977, 1980; Ladd, j`9.77), and ,hLJW that such,
aititudes are influenced by national events in general, and the Vi.etnam
war in particular. However, these reiperts hav'e not an& ti 7 ed the alttitudces-
of any speci fic a-gE_ cohorts. Thes current pcptr compares attittu,'ius towar-d
the2 military of persons-both male and fecmale-who welre d-aft. eqs un r
the Vietniam war with a comjpar4isor, aye group of older Americans thiat were
ret draft age during that pervuod. Furthermiore, the 6tti tud-s *)f these
two qtoups weýre c:ompared yearly from '1973 to 1984+, with the exception of
197 'ý and i.981 whýr1 soon dita were niot collected. It was hyj-steei.-edj that,
A ,fTr ýige poý_rsons, 4,uul d show less confidence in the mil1i tarY ts~ar thi

ulý!iparison group, but a prodlcLiGO of how ouch the attitudes of t-he two
p eroir, may havc- chanqed over the vei-rs nircr the end of the wiar is not

c t_ The cu-irrent study employs a cross-sectional design, un1 thcrcfore
cnnu separate out[ cohort effects frori period effects. Determi ning Which
*thesý P1(1st influ~nced attitudes would require a longitudinal design

,Ce the d

'ho ý:cit a used fir( th s study ueetrceo the General Social So rvcevs
( I 1c'C (11 by th 11 ,ý ie l )!IrI O inian *ýest 1,r, Center. Data franl the 1973,l

~ ~ ,196.1,/71, 1 9,'8, 198., 1%?. 98)3 and 1984 surveys worre
1 0d m'na ~if, in W Che t (ur<Study. Each survey consist c, u n(t'

ti-i ro c rirtIy 'Ir-,,wr ramp t ý Ltrj' i i- raing ptfrsons 18 years of dge or
i ; -: 1, i un-ire r i . ii1 jt ioro ' cý ucet withir. the cont~inental

Po vo' Ji , LI The/'o~ f(or the2 draft aqe cohort
oh !,cc rit I in<3 wi 1/LI. For, the, com1parCisoh r



The respondents were asked to indicate how much confidence they had in
people running various institutions, including the military. They were
required to indicate whether they had "a great deal," "only some," or
"hardly any" confidence toward military leaders. Cross-tabulations relating
cohort gruup to confidence in military leaders were examined using d format
and analysis plan derived from Glenn and Zody (1970).

Results and Discussion

In order to examine the hypothesis that the draft age cohort (cohort I .
would display less contidence toward miilitary leaders than the comparison
group (cohort 2), the percentage of each conort indicating that they had
"hardly any" confidence in military leaders for each of the years for which
data were collected was compared. Tables showiny percentage of respondents
indicating "a great deal" or "only some" confidence in military leaders are
not included in this paper due to space limitations, but are available from
the third author upon request.

Figure I shows this relationship. Examination of this figure clearly
indicates that, compared to cohort 2, draft age persons had substantially
less confidence in the mil itary in 1973, near the end of Lne war, and 0ial
their lack of confidence in the military has persisted over the years.
Although there have been fluctuations in confidence toward military leaders
for both cohorts, these changes tend to covary with the absolute difference
between the two groups remaining fairly constant. The greatest difference
in magnitude between the two cohorts on this measure was 13.8 percentage
points in 1973, and the least was 4.3 in 1984. These differences for each
of the years studied, beginning with 1973 and ending with 1984 were 13.8,
5.5, 8.8, 7.4, 8.6, 5.1, 10.4, 7.2, 4.3, and 6.3.

It is interesting to speculate what events may have influenced
fluctations in confidence toward military leaders. The least confidence,
shown by both groups in 1973, can reasonably be attributable to the Vietnam
war itself. Confidence among members of both groups then improved steadily,
reaching a minimum level of disapproval in the middle 1970s, before a sharp
trend toward greater disapproval, which peaked again in the early 1980s.
These fluctuations are of substantial magnitude. The mean percentage of
subjects collapsed across age cohorts, indicating "hardly any" confidence
toward the military was 16.5, 10.6, and 16.9 for the years of 1973, 1977,
and 1980, respectively. interestingly, each of these years which showed
extremes in attitudes we-'re either an election year or the year following
an election year. Perhaps campaign rhetoric heightens public awareness of
nation,.l defense issues, and this heightened awareness interacts with
contemporary cvont -t influence attit,,des tnward tho military. A full
discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this paper, but perhaps the
data presented hero will se(rve a heuristic function and stimulato further
thinkinq )bout: caou,,es aindor correlate; ot these t.renIs.
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The persisting nature of the att Itudes o-` the dro ft atie cohio t al so
raises some interesting areas of speculation. Does tnelr lesser degree
of confidence in military leaders Qeneralize to less support for the
defer,!se establishmen L as a whole ' Might they be morn, critical of attempts
by the nation's leaders to involve its armed forces in futurt regional
conf'`cts? tre they less supportive of increases in the defense budget for
new weapons systems or enhancement of conventional forces? Do they tend tc,
prefer a foreign policy which avoids direct manipulation of the internal
affairs of other countries?

The responses to such empirical questions carry a great deal of
importance because people who were draft age during the Vietnam war ade now
approaching the age at which they will have the greatest influence in the
major institutions of the nation. As they become leaders of business,
education, reliqion and the military, their attitudes will have a greater
chance of being manifested overtly in public policy, such as the draft.
Further investigation of the impact of the Vietnam war on social and
political attitudes and behavior appears warranted.
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PREDICTING LEADERSHIP AT THE SERVICE ACADEIMIES AND BEYOND

Dr. Robert F. Priest, Chair
U.S. Military Academy
West Point, New York

This panel reported on recent research, at the U.S. service academies, on
the usefulness of biographical data in- predicting leadership at the academies
or after commissioning. The first paper outlines the development and
experimental use of a biographical inventory at the Naval Academy to assess
several to assess several personality traits that are frequently associated
with leadership. The next paper describes the use of structured interviews and
life history essays to generate biographical items relevant to leadership at
the Naval Academy, and the validity of the resulting questionnaire in
predicting military performance at the academy. The usefulness of human
development theory in guiding the construction of biographical measures is
also discussed. The third paper reports on a pilot study of Coast Guard
Academy graduates that examined the association betweon biographical data
obtained at the time of application to the Academy and performance two years
after commissioning. Dr. Robert F. Priest discussed informally the validity of
biographical data, particularly high school teachers' ratings, in predictirq
leadership at the Academy and promotions after commissioning. This research
was reported at the 1987 Annual Conference of the Military Testing Association.
Dr. Martin F. Wiskoff provides comments on the presentations and their policy
implications. A general discussion ensued at the panel that emphasized the
importance of clarifying, both conceptually and operationally, the meaning of
leadership.
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Assessing Leadership Potential at the
Naval Academ3 with a Biographical Measure

Lawrence J. Stricker

Educat'onal Testing Service

Applicants to the Naval Academy are intensively screened. In recent
years, the focus of the screening was on identifying applicants who would be
successful students. However, in 1984, the Secretary of the Navy directed
that the emphasis be shifted to identifying applicants who would be future
leaders. This study represents one effort in this direction: the development
of a biographical measure to assess the leadership potential of Academy
applicants.

A biographical measure was chosen for this purpose because such devices
have distinct advantages over personality and interest inventories, and
similar instruments. Biographical measures capture directly the past behavicr
of a person, probably the best predictor of his or her future actions. And
the measures deal with fact, about the person's life, not the introspections
and subjective judgments that make up the content of personality inventories
and the like. As a result, biographical measures are likely to be less prone
to misinterpretation, resistance, and distortion.

Recent reassessments of the empirical research on the personality
correlates of leadership ability suggest that this ability can be successfully
predicted: consistent links appear to exist between personality traits and
leadership (Hogan, 1987). This reassessment calls into question the widely-
held conclusion that personality traits and other individual-difference
variables do not distinguish leaders from followers, and that leadership is
simply a function of the situation (Stogdill, 1948; Gibb, 1954). This
reappraisal of the work on leadership also raises the real possibility that a
properly constructed biographical inventory, designed to measure relevant
personality traits, may be able to assess leadership potential.

Accordingly, the purpose of this study was to construct and validate a
biographical inventory to measure personality traits that are predictive of
leadership.

IThis research was supported in part by the U.S. Navy-American Society
for Engineering Education Summer Faculty Research Program (assembling the
biographical inventory), and in part by the Navy Personnel Research and
Development Center, U.S. Army Research Office, and Battelle Institute under
contract DAAL03-86-D-0001 (item and validity analyses of the inventory). The
views, opinions, and/or findings contained in this report are those of the
author and should not be construed as an official Department of the Army
position, policy, or decision, unless so designated by other documentation.
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Method

Constructing the Inventory

Content. The empirical research on the personality correlates of
leadership was reviewed. Because this literature is massive and has been
extensively reviewed, the reviews themselves were reviewed. Five personality
traits, dominance, emotional stability, need for achievement, self-confidence,
and sociability, were identified as being more-or-less consistently related to
leadership in the reviews.

Items were written to tap each of the five traits. The items have these
characteristics:

1. The items use multiple-choice or Yes-No formats.

2. The alternatives for multiple-choice items are on continuous scales.
This feature facilitates quantification of the responses.

3. The items (stems and alternatives) are factual. This characteristic
accords with the basic conception of a biographical item.

4. The items deal with public behavior. The factual nature of the
items, in combination with the public behavior inquired about, makes the
responses, in principle, verifiable; the verifiability is expected to reduce
distortion.

5. The items (a) concern behavior that is under the examinees' control
and (b) involve opportunities and resources available to virtually everyone.
These characteristics are expected to enhance the validity of the items, while
minimizing unfairness and bias.

6. Apart from a few items dealing with easily recalled activities that
inquire about whether these things occurred at any time in the examinees'
lives, most items concern a particular time period: during high school,
dýiring the senior year, or since entering the senior year. This practice
standardizes the period being described, and focuses on a recent period that
can be recalled accurately and is likely to be most relevant to the examinees'
current behavior.

Item analysis. An inventory made up of the five tentative persorality
scales and a Social Desirability scale was administered on the second day of
1987 Plebe Summer to the 642 entering midshipmen in one of the two battalions
of plebes. (Plebe Summer is a seven-week bootcamp for the training and
indoctrination of incoming midshipmen.) The midshipmen were instructed that
the results would not become part of their official records.

The item analysis of the inventory was carried out for one random half
(N-233) of 1987 high school graduates--the other half of the 1987 high school
graduates (N=233) and the earlier graduates (N-171) were reserved for the
analysis of the inventory's validity.
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The item analytic procedures (Jackson, 1970) were intended to (a)
maximize convergent and discriminant validity; and (b) ensure that response
styles, and sex and ethnic-group bias, were minimized.

Tht item analysis focused on each item as a whole, not on individual
response alternatives. Alternatives for multiple-choice items were
dichotomized at the median. Items were scored 0 or 1, with all responses in
the same dichotomy being assigned the same score.

Items were eliminated if (a) they had extreme endorsement frequencies
(less than .05 or greater than .95); (b) they did not correlate significantly
(p >.05) with their own scales; or (c) they had higher correlations with one
of the other personality scales, the Social Desirability scale, an ad hoc
acquiescence me-asure, ethnicity, or sex.

The nurmiber of items analyzed ranged from 42 to 60 for the five
personality scales; the number of items on the final scales ranged from 8 to
22.

Validity Analysis

The validity analysis was intended to assess the ability of the final
forms of the personality scales to tap leadership as well as the personality
traits that they wrere intended to measure. (It is conceivable that a scale
may validly measure the intended trait but be unrelated to leadership, at
least as it is manifested in the setting being studied.) This analysis was
also desig, (1d to appraise the involvement of response styles in the
personality scales, and sex and ethnic-group differences on the scales.

As noted earlier, the analysis was done separately for the random half
(N - 233) of 1987 graduates not used in the item analysis and for earlier
graduates (N sý 171). Only the results for the 1987 graduates will be
discussed 1e au: the inventory was not designed for u-o with individuals who
are not 7-ecent graduates.

(t-itorid. Peer ratings were the criteria for the personality traits, and
the primary criterion for leadership. Secondary criteria of leadership were
two Academy grades, Military Performance and Professional Military Quality
Point Rating, which may reflect leadership as well as other variables.

The peer t-,tings were obtained on the last weekend of Plebe Summer for
the midsY-pmen in the battalion that had been given the inventory. The
midshipmen were asked to rate themselves and the other members of their squad
on the five personality traits plus leadership. The poles of the variables
were defined, and an eight-point scale was used. The ratings were made
anonymously, and the midshipmen were assured that the ratings would be used
for research purposes only. The median rating received by each midshipman was
standardized within squads.

The Military Performance grade was assessed at the end of the first
semester by the midshipman's company officer, based on performance in a
variety of areas, such as drill and parades, sports participation, personal
appearance and military bearing, and academic performance.
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The Professional Military Quality Point Rating was an average of first-
semester grades for Military Performance, Conduct, Physical Education, and
professional courses.

Other variables. Other variables in the analysis were sex, ethnicity,
and Acquiescence and Social Desirability scales made up of items similar in
form to those on the personality scales.

Results and Discussion

Intercorrelations of Personality Scales, Response Style Scales, Ethnicity, and
Sex

The intercorrelations of the personality scales, response style scales,
sex, and ethnicity are reported in Table 1. All the scales correlated
positively or near zero with each other, except for Self-Confidence, which
correlated negatively with Need for Achievement Dominance and Sociability
correlated substantially with each other, and Need for Achievement correlated
moderately with Dominance and Sociability.

The Emotional Stability and Self-Confidence scales correlated moderately
with the Acquiescence scale. And the Emotional Stability, Need for
Achievement, and Sociability scales correlated moderately with the Social
Desirability scale. These correlations imply some response style involvement
in the personality scales, despite the precautions taken in the item analysis.

All the scales correlated near zero with sex and ethnicity, suggesting
that bias is absent from them.

Correlations of Personality Scales with Criteria

The correlations of the personality scales with the criteria are reported
in Table 2. The Dominance and Sociability scales correlated moderately with
their corresponding peer ratings, and the Need for Achievement and Self-
Confidence scales correlated modestly with the corresponding ratings.
However, the Self-Confidence scale correlated higher with an irrelevant rating
than with the corresponding rating.

The Sociability scale correlated moderately with the Leadership rating.
And the Sociability and Need for Achievement scales correlated modestly with
Military Performance and Professional Military Quality Point Rating.

In short, there was some evidence of convergent and discriminant validity
for three scales (Dominance, Need for Achievement, and Sociability).
Furthermore, one scale (Sociability) had some validity in predicting
leadership.
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Table I

Intercorrelations of Personality and Response

Style Scales. Sex. and Ethnicity

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. Dominance (.68) -. 12 .39 -. 09 .57 .19 .22 -. 02 - 04
scale

2. Emotional (.68) .04 .23 -. 06 -. 25 28 -. 01 -. 08
Stability
scale

3. Need for (.66) -. 22 .44 09 .36 -. 06 - 10
Achievement
scale

4. Self-Confidence (.67) -. 16 -. 34 .14 .. 06 .15
scale

5. Sociability (.78) 10 37 .04 03
scale

6. Acquiescence 58) - 27 -. 02 .05
scale

7. Social Desira- (.27) -. 14 -. 11
bility scale

8. Sex
8  

k--) 03

9. Ethnicityb (-

& Coefficient Alpha reliability coefficients appear in parentheses N

is 233. Correlations of .13 and .17 are significant at the 05 and .01

levels (two-tail), respectively

aMale-l. Fcmale-0 %Iiite-l. All oth~ers-0

Table 2

Correlations of Personality S-ales with Criteria

Eatin.g-_

Personality Domi- Emotional Need for Self- Socia- L-ader- Military
Scale nance Stability Achievement Confidence biltty ship Performance MQPPh

Dominance .23 .01 .06 .3 20 .06 .01 0

Emotional -.11 .03 .04 -. 09 -. 19 06 -. 02 0?
Stability

Need for .08 -. 01 .12 03 07 .07 12 13
Achievement

Self-Confidence .10 .14 .15 12 03 .09 .03 07

Sociability .35 .13 .21 27 36 28 13 12

Interrater .87 .76 .86 86 88 8Q --
Reliabilitya

Pore Ns vary from 199 to 223 For an N of 223, correlations of 13 and 17 ale siKToifi, st at

the 05 and .01 levels (two-tail), respectively.

aEstimated by the correlation between the ratings for rAnd(,m halves vf the raters. -tie,-tetd for

donuble length by the Spearman. Rrown formula. bProfessional Military Qosllro rpoint Rating
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Conclusions

A key finding is that the Sociability scale, and to a lesser extent, the
Dominance and Need for Achievement scales, had some validity. However, the
level of validity was often modest. The failure of the Emotional Stability
and Self-Confidence scales to show any sign of validity cannot be explained at
this juncture.

The .28 correlation between the Sociability scale and the Leadership
rating for 1987 graduates, coupled with its small correlations with the
secondary criteria of leadership, suggests that this scale may be useful in
selection, at least for new high school graduates. The value of the scale for
this purpose clearly requires further confirmation. The scale needs to be
administered under operational conditions to applicants and its validity
appraised in that context, including its incremental validity vis-a-vis
current selection measures.

In interpreting the validity results, it must be borne in mind that the
ratings and the leadership criteria were less than ideal. Other analyses
indicate that the ratings, including the primary leadership criterion, were
affected by a halo factor. And the secondary leadership criteria, Military
Performance and Professional Military Quality Point Rating, reflect things
besides leadership.

The present results, in total, offer no more than modest support for the
proposition that personality traits are implicated in leadership. However,
this conclusion must be qualified because of the methodological limitations
already noted and the specialized nature of the leadership situation being
studied: leadership by incoming midshipmen. Whether the present conclusions
are generalizable to other contexts in the Academy, in the Navy, or elsewhere
is uncertain. As a first step, follow-up studies of the predictability of
leadership in other situations at the Academy would be valuable.
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Predicting Leadership at the
Service Academies and Beyond
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The major goals of the U.S. service academies involve the
identification and development of future military leaders. These
goals are achieved through careful student selection procedures
followed by a rigorous curriculum of scholastic and military
education. Selection procedures usually involve some combination
of prior scholastic achievements, measures of vocational
preference, and non-scholastic activities. Develonmental
activities include both the academic curriculum and miiitarv
training components of academy life.

Hunter and Hunter's (1984) recent meta-analysis of personnel
selection instruments found that selection technologies based on
the consistency principle are best at predicting subsequent job
performance. The consistency principle states that past behavior
and performance is the best predictor- of future behavior and
performance (Wernimont & Campbell, 1968) . The key question for
service academies is: What kind of high school and service acadeny
experiences predict subsequent performance as leaders in the
military?

Recent work in the area of biographical infornation in
personnel selection holds implications for both student selection
and development. The purpose of this paper is to 1) describe
alternate methods for identirying critical life events that predict
subsequent performance as mil.iarv ofiicer and 2) briefly cutLn
implications for developmmntal activitis ati the academies.

BiogIraphic~al _nfo~rmaton and• Mi] tar~ Lea•jrieshin

Theoretical Pationale
Biographical in formation, or biodata, has bcee n revs -o

found to be the most powerfu l and lowest cost prod ict orf t,
performance in a wide variety of settina;s (,
(1968, 1971) developed a Developnnntal-Integrat
explain why biographical data predicts subeqvEt -. rn'r.- nc
Specifically, Cwens arguoed t ha prior life e->:,,'1 r:C- rýe .
critical points in an ind ividual s V r.7. ot 'I r
systematically capturing asects of those . .
identify those individt,, , -ho hsP, I -
patterns. The natur an , .... ,nv a: t
episodes causo the ro , 1.11- to) thth : ).
develop in simi ,- way:,. , : pot t',. ,• O, ,t



and objectives (career and personal);
2. have insight into the goals and objectives of his crew

and subordinate officers, his peers in the fleet, and his
superior officers;

3. know what constitute appropriate and inappropriate ways
of influencing the crew, subordinate officers, peers, and
superiors in the process of pursuing the various goals
and objectives (the rules of exchange); and,

4. have a thorough understanding and belief in the
overarching values and laws that govern or country.

Further, the fully developed leader would be expected to know
when the values and laws that govern our country suý_ercede his
personal goals and any commitments he Ibas made to others 'e.g.,
while a captain is responsible for the well-being of his crew,
he/she has to know when it is appropriate to risk that well-being
for the good of the country).
Procedures

While it is important to know a leader's stage of development,
it is also critical to understand how and in what ways past life
experiences influence that development. Three recent studies have
demonstrated ways of capturing life experiences that relate to
performance in leadership positions.

Russell, Mattson, Devlin, and Atwater (1988) reporteu the
results of a study demonstrating that systematically captured
experiences from high school predict leadership performance ratings
at the U.S. Naval Academy. Specifically, they had 4th class
midshipmen (freshmen) complete life history essays describing
individual and group accomplishments, disappointing situations,
and stressful situations they had encountered in high school. Each
question was accompanied by follow up questions targeted at various
dimensions of the officer fitness report forms (e.g., resource
management, working relations, etc.). Written responses by 71
midshipmen were content analyzed and developed into 100
biographical questions (e.g., How often have you failed to achieve
some goal because you were initially overconfident?). Responses
to these questions by the class of 1991 predicted subsequent
military performance ratings at the Naval Academy.

Russell (1988) and Lindsey, Homes, and McCall (i987)
independently developed structured interview procedures for
predicting performance of top level corporate leaders. Lindsey et
al. interviewed 86 successful top level executives from 6 firms (5
in the Fortune 50) regarding key events in their lives and what
they learned from them. They were able to identify a number oc
categories of life experiences (e.g., developmental assignments,
hardships, etc.) and lessons learned. Unfortunately, sincet these
were all "successful" executives, we can't be sure that the
unsuccessful ones did not have the same experiences and learn tho
same lessons.

However, Russell (1988) reported a similar interview proced.ure
conducted on 66 candidates for top level management positionls in
a Fortune 50 tirm. Ratings made from the interviews pr<JictcI
measures of the candidate performance. The interview pruce,!u,
described by Russell (1988) and Lindsey et al. (1987) both involve
gathering examples of prior life experiences, what the subect toIt
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at the time (cognitions, affect, attitudes, etc.), what they did
(behaviors), outcomes of the situation, and environmental
characteristics. Both procedures involved the use of categories
to classify the components of prior experience. Russell's (1988)
procedure additionally demonstrates that ratings can be made that
predict performance outcomes.

Future efforts need to explore different:
1. types of stimulus materials (e.g., types of interview

questions, life history questions);
2. ways of asking for biographical information (e.g., paper

and pencil test vs. interviews with Naval Academy
Information Officers); and,

3. type of biographical information (e.g., how a life
experience might have different meaning depending on the
stage of a person's development).

Developing Leaders
Biographical information has implications for both the

identification and development of military leaders. The
identification of "critical midshipmen evenLs" that predict
subsequent performance as officers may have numerous implications
for subsequent guidance of cadets and midshipmen activities at the
military academies. For example, one of the first leadership
opportunities for a midshipmen is in their interaction with plebes.
Knowing which upperclassmen perceptions, feelings, and behaviors
in their interactions with plebes are related to subsequent
performance as an officer will help guide faculty and staff to
maximize the developmental opportunities for upperclassmen.

Further, one would expect that midshipmen or cadets at
different developmental stages are characterized by different
profiles of leadership skills and have predictably different ideas
about how to interact with subordinates, peers, and superiors. For
example, one experience may involve having to deal with situations
where people in authority expect conflicting things from you (one
of the biodata questions developed by Russell et al., 1988
reflecting high school experiences). If this type of experience
and what was learned from the experience predicts performance as
a junior officer, it implies that:

1) midshipmen should be systematically exposed to situations
like this;

2) faculty and staff at the military academies should be
trained in how to martage these situations to ensure that
the midshipmen and cadets get the maximum amount of
development out of the experience (both in terms of
managing the situation and in providing feedback and
counseling to the student); and,

3) evaluation systers ;t the military academies should be
modified to reflect observations of these experiences.
Midshipmen and cadets would be exposed to those situations
most appropriate for their stage of development.

Knowing what experiences are most important and what a cadet
or midshipman needs to be getting out of a particular experience
would enable the military academies to ensure that students 1)
receive the kind of challenge/training most appropriate for the
development of military leaders and 2) get the most out of each
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opportunity or challenge presented them.
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The U. S. Coast Guard Academy
Class of 1986:

Biographical Predictors of Success

Earl H. Potter and Robert R. Albright
United States Coast Guard Academy

The Coast Guard is a small service in comparison with the
Army, Navy and Air Force. The Coast Guard Academy has a cadet
corps in the neighborhood of 850 down from a peak of 1200 in 1976.
Perhaps because we are small, we tend to look at biographies rather
than biographical data. Our use of biographical data can best be
described as intuitive. Each year the Superintendent issues a precept
to the Cadet Candidate Evaluation Board (CCEB) containing his
guidance for the selection process. In the Fall of 1981 the Director of
Admissions had prepared a summary of his advice to the
Superintendent which included the following statement about the
value of after school work as a predictor of success at the Academy:
"...the candidate who has a record of strong work habits or useful
application of his or her time should be successful at the Academy."
In 1988 the direction to the CCEB included the same advice despite
the fact that some research, for example, Willingham's (1985) work
for the Educational Testing Service has shown that work experience
is not predictive of success in college.

Part of the reason for a focus on surface validity is the
Academy's fundamental need for a specific array of talents in the
corps. We "need" to field a football team, soccer team, volleyball
team and 16 other intercollegiate teams. We need flute players for
the band, talkers for the debating team and editors for the yearbook.
Much of our interest in biographical data represents a concern for
balance in the corps. Participation in multiple activities may predict
success in college; it is an essential attribute at the Coast Guard
Academy. Any selection system favoring the best predictors of
success over the discretion to take a risk on a candidate with a
desirable skill would not be acceptable to the Coast Guard.

Another reason for our approach has to do with a problem
which we share with any other organization that wants to ideintify
leadership potential--the problem of a valid success criterion. David
Campbell co-author of the Strong-Campbell Vocational Interest
Inventory reports that he discovered several years ago that the
Naval Academy was using his test as a selection criterion. The Navy
had identified the profile of those graduates more likely to remain on
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active duty following the expiration of the officer's initial obligation
and was including a factor that favored that profile in their selection
criteria. Campbell worried that this profile which emphasized
"military" valces was appropriate for mid-grade officers but might
not fit the futuie Admirals of America's 21st Century Navy. At the
Coast Guard Acadcmy we lose a number of good people each year
because they experience a "change in career objectives." To
translate--they don't like the way we do business and don't see
opportunities ahead that persuade them that endurance is worth the
free education. We may decide in the future that we do some things
at the Academy that drive out the very people we want to keep.
Graduation from the Coast Guard Academy may not be the criterion
upon which you would want to build a selection device that would
shape the future of the Coast Guard.

C. Paul Sparks who for 30 years directed research on
management potential at ,ie Exxon companies has found "Sparks,
1988) correlations of .63 and .50 ( in samples of 22.! and 221,
p<.O1) between a backround questionnaire ,:id success in
management. in a follow-up study 12 years later the correlation
between backround and success was still .34 (n=304,p<.01). Terry W.
Mitchell working first at LIMRA and now at the Psychological
Corporation has de'cioped sophisticated on-line and paper and
pencil biogranh;cal instruments that rule out the possibility of
misrepresntation of biographical data almost entirely. We are
aware that it is possible to design biodata instruments that improve
performance in a specified area of performance. It seems unlikely to
us that the Coast Guard with its preference for intuition will choose
to go in that direction at the Academy. You might wonder why we
are about to report research on the relationship between
biographical data and performance if that is the way we feel. As
students of organizational behavior our focus is on what we learn
about the way an organization works by looking closely at who
succeeds in that organization. The Coast Guard may or may not
"tighten up" it screening of applicants based on their histories. We
expect to trace the fortunes of the class of 1986 through their careers
in order, in part, to see who cucceeds. Nfore importantly for us we
hope to see what pattern of attributes is associated with success at
different stages in an officer's career. We expect to learn something
about the way we evaluate, train and assign in order that the Coast
Guard may better educate and develop those who choose to serve in
our organization. What follows is a report of a pilot study conducted
on a subset of the class of 1986.
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METHOD

The class of 1986
In July of 1982 250 cadets of the class of 1986 enrolled at the

Coast Guard Academy. Four years later 142 graduated including 10
foreign nationals. Of the cadets who entered 18.3% were women.
Twelve women graduated. The average math and verbal SAT scores
of those entering was 643 and 559 respectively; 93% were in the top
20% of their high-school class and 88% were either 17 or 18 years of
age. Following graduation all U. S. graduates were assigned to ships
for initial tours of two years. For this study 48 graduates were
selected at random. To these we added those graduates who failed to
be selected for Lieutenant (Junior Grade) or LTJG for a total of 54.

Biographical data
The biographical data for each cadet was obtained from the

standard candidate application. Each candidate filled out a standard
set of documents although some applicants included extra letters of
recommendation, newspaper clippings, etc. Most of the forms were
those also in use at the other academies--the candidate personal data
record (DD 1867) even had USAF Academy printed at the bottom. A
list of the forms and a sample of their contents is given below:

1. Request for secondary school transcript-data re: high school
size, percent attending college, students GPA and class rank with
transcript attached.

2. Cadet candidate questionnaire-preferred major, four essays
re reasons for interest in the Coast Guard and the Academy, race, sex.

3. School officials' evaluations of candidate-Three ( coach, math
teacher and English teacher) 10 item 6-point scale re ability to get
along with others, gain respect etc. and short narrative.

4. Candidate personal data record-address, parents names and
address(es), military history of parent(s), legal history, sports
participation, military and educational history, extracurricular
activities e.g., clubs, scouts, awards, CAP, ROTC.

5. Either ACT or SAT reports-sometimes both and often more
than one report.

These data were coded for analysis along with some selected
items that were derived as secondary data points from the forms. For
example, the candidate's self reported grades listed on the SAT or
ACT forms were compared with actual grades as reported on the
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transcript. We did not code some data. For example, we did not
code the school officials' scale scores due to a degree of range
restriction which might serve to define the term. A distinction was
made also in the record among those who submitted extra documents
and those who did not.

Performance
Class rank at graduation was obtained for graduates. Two

years following graduation the official performance reports of the
graduated officers were reviewed. Even within the first two years it
was obvious that neither an average of performance evaluations nor
any single report gave an accurate picture of the officer's learning,
assimilation and contribution. By the end of the second yepr eac.
officer had established a clear and consistent record of performance;
but, during those two years officers performed very differently.
Some were identified as excellent performers from the start; others
seemed either to take some time to "learn the ropes" or shed bad
habits before they were evaluated as good performers. Few( six of
54) either were identified as "rising stars" or performed poorly
enough to fail for selection to LTJG(also six out of 54). No one report
gave a clear picture of an officer's performance;yet, each added to
the picture. Therefore, we developed a composite score on the
following scale:

5. Remarks indicate he/she is a special person--rising star, one
of a kind in my career, etc.

4.. Excellent performer from the start but not identified as a
star.

3. Either starts slow or has some reported weaknesses but has
the confidence of the CO and is recommended for command.

2. After two years CO still isn't sure if this officer will make it,
has some weaknesses that limit performance.

1. Failed of selection.
The mean performance score of the sample was 3.22 with the

following distribution: 5, n=6: 4, n=18; 3, n=18; 2, n=6; 1, n=6.

RESULTS

There are in this small sample few variables that are related to
performance following graduation. In order to compare high and low
performers we combined those officers in the lowest and highest two
rating categories leaving out the complex middle category for this
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analysis ( low= n of 12; high= n of 24). A t-test of high school
performance and overall Academy performance showed that high
school performance is not related to officer performance while
Academy performance is ( mean ranks -high performers 61.1 and
low performers 88.3, t=2.33, p<.05). This seems reasonable but may
suprise those who see the Academy as irrelevant to a Coast Guard
career.

The only biographical data that were clearly related to officer
performance were membership in the National Honor Society and
leadership positions held e.g. team captain, class officer, or student
government officer. Chi-square tests for these variables were 4.63,
p<.05 and 3.85, p<.05 respectively(see Table 1) One other interesting
note was the absence among all subjects of experience with the sea
before reporting to the Academy. Only three had sailed before while
iwo had been sea cadets.

TABLE I
The Relationship between

Performance and National Honor Society
Membership and Leadership Positions

low perf high perf

no 8 7

Member

yes 4 17

no 7 6
Leader

ship

yes 5 18

DISCUSSI(N
The results of this pilot study suggest *lina the Coast Guard

should look more closely at indicmtors of prior leadership. Much of
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the data that is now available to admissions personnel appears to be
irrelevant with respect to future performance. For example, work
history, either the fact of having a job or the number of hours
worked, has P-, relationship with either graduation from the
Academy or pcrformance after graduation. It remains, however,
important to select a "balanced" Academy class; and therefore, many
factors which do not increase the cost effectiveness of educating
Coast Guard officers wil! continue to influence the admissions
process.

Even with this cenphlasis, however, there is still room and need
to focus more attention on whom we select and graduate. A brief
biography which we discovered as we followed individual records
through the pro,-esF of application, education and service may serve
to highlight this nzed and opportunity. The CCEB reviewed his record
and gave a strong recommendation fo admission--he played more
than one sport, stood in the top 10 of a large high-school class, had
good verbal SAT scores and a 630 math score. Only one teacher said
that he was immature and took the wrong things seriously. He was
admitted. At the Academy he had the nickname "crazy dog;" in an
interview before graduation he dicussed his principles for deciding
which regulations he kept--he broke a significant number. In
general, whatever did not hurt someone else as he saw it was "OK."
After graduation his Commanding Officer noted that he had "a
temper' and sometimes verbally abused enlisted persons. His
attention to his appearance was less than the CO desired. He was
selected for LTJG and described as an excellent performer by the end
of his first assignment.

Clearly this officer demonstrates a pattern of behavior that has
been dimly evident in the record since high school. The Coast Guard
has to decide whether these values, and behaviors are what it wants
and, if not, determine whether the solution is an education/training
issue, a performance evaluation and development issue or a selection
issue. Perhaps in the long tun we will decide that it is all three.
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Predicting Leadership at the Service Academies and Beyond:
Discussant Remarks

Martin F. Wi9kotf
Defense Personnel Security Research and Education Center

Monterey, CA

Backqround

A recent review of commissioning sources and selection
criteria for military officers by Dianne Brown f1987) found that
one of the major criteria for selecting among applicants to
officer programs is leadership ability and potential. In her
report, she discusses specific selection measures used by the
various scurces of officer commissioning. In relation to the
procedures employed by the service academies, the term "whole-
person" or "whole-candidate" is used to reflect that a
combination of academic aptitude, physical ability and
leadership potential predictors are employed to make the
selection. For West Point, leadership potential is 300 of the
"whole-candidate" score and is assessed through evaluation of an
applicant's athletic participation and competence, and high
school faculty recommendations. The other Academies similarly
use combinations of academic indicators and other non-cognitive
measures, presumably including estimates of leadership
potential.

The relationships between academic predictors (H.S.
performance and aptitude tests) and Academy performance criteria
such as grades or class standing are understandable and easily
interpreted. However, data relating leadership potential
measures to subsequent leadership performance are not so clearly
understood. Skeptics might conclude from reviews of the
literature that we are searching for relationships that just
don't exist. It is to the credit of the researchers on the
panel that they chose to tackle such a thorny subject, but one
which has extremely important operational implications for our
military services.

The fundamental question, it seems to me, is whether it is
possible to select personnel on "leadership potential" or
whether the best we can do is to select. those whom we think will
be capable officers, i.e. the high quality, good guy approach,
and then train them in leadership behavior.

Two of the papers on this panel addressed Naval Academy
midshipman and leadership potential. This work was really born
out of a 1984 decree from the incumbent Secretary of the Navy,
John Lehman, that the Navy pay greater attention to graduating
leaders from the Naval Academy. His noti.on was to decrease the
emphasis on selection test: , move away from frn'ineer ing and
science as the pr!-ferred maijor an,, t~owatc ' iberal arts and allow
people to rise to trheir own levels, in a sort of open admissions
system. The unilformed N.ivy, particularly the nuclear community,
found Secretdry i,eh-van'w - of !, iveitific expertise
distressing to s:-y th. P ..

In i984 ] bri•ef he Arst tant "e7- 'ttry of the Navy for



Manoower, Chase Untermeyer, and proposed a compromise solution.
My proposal, which was adopted, initiated research into
selecting officers with leadership potential, while maintaining
for the most part the existing Academy selection system. My
hope was to introduce an evolutionary approach to influencing
the characteristics of future generations of Navy officers
rather than effecting a revolution such as Secretary Lehman was
advocating. How successful has research been in developing
these predictors of leadership potential at the Naval Academy?

The papers by Drs. Larry Stricker and Craig Russell
reflect a concerted effort by the Academy, with the support of
NPRDC, to investigate aspects of leadership during Midshipman
status and subsequent to commissioning as an officer. NPRDC
established the parameters of the program after in-depth review
of (1) the current USNA selection system to identify potential
predictors and criteria; (2) the leadership literature with a
focus on the military literature; (3) other Academy procedures;
and (4) results of a USNA meeting of military and leadership
research experts.

Some of the factors that emerged from the planning stage
were the: (a) potential of the Military Quality Performance
Rating as an indicator of officer leadership potential and
performance at the Academy; (b) development of a conceptual
model focusing research efforts into six areas that have
demonstrated a consistent relationship to leadership, and are
also potentially assessable in 17 year-olds. These areas are
intelligence, personality traits, task knowledge, interests,
energy level, and social skills/styles); and (c) establishment
of a research program supporting Naval Academy staff, Drs.
Stricker and Russell, and work at the State University of New
York, Binghamton with Dr. Bernard Bass on transformational
leadership and the impact on subordinate motivation, team
effects and superiors' appraisals.

The third paper, by CDR Earl Potter did not really address
the issue of leadership as much as the development of personnel
and success at the Coast Guard Academy, i.e. the good guy
approach. As I did not receive the paper, I will not be able to
comment.

Comments on paper by Dr. Lawrence Stricker,. "Assessing
LeadershiP Potential at the Naval Academy with a Biographical
Heasure."

Dr. Stricker draws support for his research from a recent
assessment by Hogan (1987) which suggested the predictiveness of
leadership from personality tests. He also noted that this
contradicts earlier respected reviews by Stogdill (1948) and by
Gibb (1954) which found just the opposite, i.e. leadership was
situational.

Dr. Stricker uses a construct approach to developing
predictors. He selected five personality traits from a
literature review that offered some support *or being able to
predict leadership. The five scales, plus a Social Desirabiiity
scale, were carefully developed, pilot tested and reviewed by
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several panels. Reasonable alphas were obtained for the most
part.

It should be noted that predictor data were obtained on
Midshipman at the Academy during Plebe summer so that
unrestricted data on applicants were not available. The
criteria used reflect both the more specific leadership measure
and general officer "goodness". For the former, peer ratings
obtained on the last weekend of Plebe Summer are a very
appropriate measure of leadership. I share Larry Stricker's
doubt about the secondary criteria of Military Performance and
Professional/Military Quality Point Rating (MQPR) as leadership
indices. However MQPR does include peer ratings as one of its
components.

A few comments on the findings. It is unclear why the
social desirability scale has such low reliability (.27) and
why some of the highest intercorrelations of scales were with
Social Desirability despite the low reliability.

The paper, probably because of length restrictions did not
contain intercorrelations among the criteria. However, material
sent to me by Dr. Russell included an intercorrelation matrix
which showed that peer ratings of leadership correlate .41 with
MQPR and .45 with one component of MQPP, the grade assigned by
an individuals's company officer based on performance
assessments by peers and senior officers. Peer ratings
correlated only .07 with Academic Quality Point Ratio, the
individual's academic grade point average at the end of his/her
first semester at the Academy.

Recognizing that this is a preliminary study I perhaps
shouldn't criticize the lack of cross-validity. However given
the sizable N's it would have been possible to evaluate how well
the predictors hold up by crossing back to the item analysis
sample of 233 1987 high school graduates or using the sample of
171 earlier graduates.

I was encouraged by the relationship between the
Sociability scale and Leadership ratings (.28). However, if
there was a halo effect operating, as suggested by Dr. Stricker,
it is no surprise that the personality trait of sociability is
most highly related to the halo effect.

Overall I round it a very well-done study, with
promising findings, and certainly worthy cft follow-on effort.
I look forward to the results that will be obtained on
applicants to the Academy and the determinations of incremental
validity tc currently .!zed measures

Comments- on __p.a•_b r-.RCrju Rusel_,' "Predicting Leadership at
the Service Academies."

Craiq Pussell's approach to using biodata is embedded in
quite a different theoretical framework. Dr. Stricker is
looking for enduring ti,,its, D1: . Russell for life experiences,
i.e. lessons learne6 by the individual that shapes future
behavior.

Dr. Pu'sel I make-. the point that we need to define
military leader-hip iir its developmeiital stages. In his



written paper he states "the transformational Naval lead-r would
communicate and inspire goals reflective of the value.s, beiiefs
and needs of the country and manage subordinate activities
relative to that goal." The use of the concepts leadership and
management in the same context is one that Craig Russell
explicated quite clearly.

Let me digress for a moment from Dr. Russell's paper to
bring in some information from a conference that was held at the
Naval Academy in June 1987 entitled, "Military Leadership:
Tradition and Future Trends." I will draw from Dr, Wally
Sinaiko's (1987) excellent minutes of the meeting.

Over 90 uniformed officers and civilians attended and
there were 35 speakers. There were a dozen flag officers
(active and retired), including the Chief of Naval Operations,
and a past chairman of: the Joint Chiefs of Staff and at least- a
half-dozen academic researchers noted for their cont. ji2t.ons: to
the field of leadership.

In terms of defining leadership, as you can imagIne there
was quite a diversity of opinion. To the question, "Aro ."-eaders
born or can they be made?", respondents came down on L,-t{i
sides. Interestingly, Bernard Dodd, a Royal Navy Seorior
Psychologists said that the military in the Unit(,d Kingdom does
not address the concept of leadership, rather it is inferrod.

The issue of management vs. leadership was addressed by
many partio-ipants. It was generally felt that they are
"complimen iry" but do not necessarily exist in the same
individual, i.e. a leader focuses on people, a manager sri
activities. I think we must be careful concerning oiir
terminology if we are ever to have any hope of operatioi.<-lvy
defining leadership.

Returning to Dr. Russell's paper, he was kind encqigh to
send me copies of his writings entitled the "Theory :-n,ý --*.3ctice
in the selection and development of organizational leader-s" and
the "Predictive validity of biodata items generated from
retrospective life experience essays." I find his redsearch to
be extremely programmatic and well-thought through. T
appreciate his attempts to define what he means ny a "fll"y
developed" leader as a ship's captain. It would be nict, to
establish the dimensions of junior officer leader.ship and( thern
develop them into measurable criteria.

The training implications of Dr. Russell's work are
intriguing. As reported by CAPT Douglas Katz at the Naval
Academy Leadership Conference I mentioned earlier, one-third )f
the total number of credit hours at Annapolis have to do with
professional development education. Similarly, LCOL Robert
Gregory said that throughout the four years at the Air Fc-7ce
Academy there is a lot of emphasis on feedback to students on
their leadership performance. COL Howard Prince of the l1. S.
Military Academy indicated that both formal study and
observational learning are used in training leadership. W'e-e
Point provides remedial training for those who are def :.ornl
leadership skills.

Dr. Russel 1 proposes that we identi fy devel opni i•,• ;-I tge:.;
for midshipmen or cadets and tailor the training according.!•.
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I'm not sure of the feasibility or practicality of this notion,
but it certainly is food-for-thought and empirical evaluation.

I found Dr. Russell's paper and written material to be
stimulating and full of testable hypotheses. As with Dr.
Stricker, I will await the results of their analyses on Academy
applicants

Concluding Remarks

Where do we stand in cur knowledge of military leadership,
particularly as a precursor to its prediction? Some impressions
may be obtained from the 1987 Naval Academy conference since it
was such a significant assembly of senior researchers and policy
makers. Let me paraphrase some of the summary remarks made by
Professor David Segal of the University of Maryland; a military
sociologist who currently is on the stiff of West Point for a
one-year period:

1. The field of leadership has moved away from trait
theory as its primary explanatory mechanism.

2. Leadership is not innate, however 'the service
academies place too much emphasis on lcadersniip development,
with a consensus about how to train ]eacde-, hut little
agreement on what "leadership" means.

3. Leadership and management are distinct behaviors,
although there is no consensus about what each one means.

4. There are cross-national differences in leadership
styles and also ethnic differences within nations

5. Leadership is a family of processes and it has no
single correct style.

6. The concept of "charisma" is more prevalent these days
as perhaps seen in the emergence of "transformational"
leadership styles and explanations.

7. The academies train only a small percentage of
military leaders but little attention Js being given to the
other officer sources such as ROTC and OCS.

I have three additional remarks I would like to make
related to research in Academy settings, the use of biodata and
the study of leadership.

A major feature of the Arademy research programs has been
their completeness in looking at the "whole-person". To a great
extent, as researchers we have been blessed with a fertile
research environment, willing consumers and a rich source and
variety of data. I am pleased to see that the programs are
expanding in two directions: (a) more conceptual bases for the
work rather than dust bowl empiricism and (b) extending the
behavioral horizon in both directions, i.e. tapping earlier life
experiences and measurinq later career behaviur. I wish we
would have had th- benefit of description.- of research at West
Point and the Air Force Academy to round out. our picture.

We have to realistically addrcs:; the pr-edictive
limitations of- biodota, whether we Lra,-: •, ,aur wor T on traits or
other underpinnings sici, ns . f,7 e' xpv: i-,o>-S,. ,lost as we have
come to exp,'ct n rrXtmix m c . '. dia' en () •- . hO for academic



prediction, an r of .30-.35 seems to be a reasonabh2 targjet fý,
biodata in predicting criteria such as peer rating5 and other
performance assessments. My point is that if you employ a
variety of non-cognitive predictors and regress them against
rating indices of success, there usually will be several
combinations of predictors that achieve the same multiple P.
Given this, the more crucial decision is the practical
implication of using the given predictors on the applicant
population to meet the policy goals of the institution. A ca-e
in point was the example I gave of Secretary Lehman's policy
changes to Academy selection programs. It is interesting to
note that the Academy is going back to focusing on engineering
and science for selecting applicants now that he no longer is
directing Navy policy.

My third comment is that I am not convinced that we
understand leadership dynamics sufficiently to be able to
predict potential in applicants to the Academies. I believe w,,
can obtain r's up to .30 with surrogate measures of leade-shi>,
rating, but we have a long way to go to interpret the 4indings.
Our goals should be quite modest in adding incremental val i~dtj
to the powerful selection systems that operate at. the
Academies. We have played a large :ole in the development uf
these systems and their data bases. We should strive to clarify
the concept of military leadership to enable improved sysem,ý
for selecting and training officers to be developed.
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Medical Standards for Enlis•aent ;rod
The Qualified Military Available P,•imlation

Michael T. Laurence
Defense Manpower Data Center

Historically, most of the re•e,, ch conducted by the :'•'- -•

•," •r •J• •_.ar .... eAl o! Defense
in the area of military enlistment standard:• has •.,,••I:-•• r,• i}• ar'tttude
and education criteria, indeed, •hen mos• m•npo,•'<• am•i',:•_• .•peak of recruit
"quality" they are usually referring to tho.•:•. r•.crui s ,;: are high school

graduates and fall in AFQ'I C,•tei.,.ovles l-file. '•-• •!Lcse •:•-•ns, iittl• atten-
tion is paid to the roles of the mota] charact' ' o; •::•]•'.:a[ fit::c:•: •citeria
in defining quality.

!n view of the decline in the size of th• m•.l!'-r. ;• ';o1•,n postulation
and the continuing needs of th•• •4i •i•ar': S.v:--::• :; f. " • •-. .. v v.n•o•,er, eb-
taining information ablaut medical f•tn•s,; i•a:: ,:_ ,r-., ,, :- :-.. -;.-::• ,j ,'•'r (nter-
est. In 1984, the Defense Mnnpowe< Dat;• Cent•.,. ,.:,'.,• , ,•,,:,!<• <.i•,; auspi:-s of
the Directorate for Accession Po].•t"/, ,.)[f•co :>f •}•,- ,.% i •'ta.•t 5e,_:-(•tar)" of
Defense (Force Management and Pprsocn•l) respond•d t{" t•::; ]n[ore.:t and •niti-

ated a research program in the are• ,• ,.:;.Ji.•a" .7:[-, ..:.: .. • ,•'.•-j.. Tk;. a oals
of this program were to provide data des:•rir,•ing •i'..< •:i=t• :)• 'hu a.,ai[abl,• man-

power pool under the medical fit,',ess trite, r:,.,.:- .t.-v•,lo-) :•.d :•<.<,=s<; m•-ti•cd•ic.gy
for establishing medica! standard•: f,': •,ri s t-T•c•.• s!,•l ,{ • "J•i(-. iat:i ••]ating

medical fitness to military performan<e measur,-: .

This research program began in ti'e tradit i,.:•ai ",,.•'. •,•" • : r•v:ew of the
literature which yielded two significant findings. First, surr[singly littie
work has been completed in the area of •,•(ca! st•nla•ds

.,,e, . The second result
was that little of the p•J)!ished work •s .)f utility •,, pr,.::{•mt day manpower
planners and analysts. . For tIv• m•:st p• ..... .. ,-.}•e ]it:erar, .... re:" "••,,• ,'n the pres-
entation of historical descriptive st.a'. •sti(s t?:a' .... n::..arizod th• medical
fitness of those individuals who •_•itber ,•pil•c-.d [•,r m!'ir,•:-v s•rvic•_• or were,

prior to 1974, conscripted. Co]]or'•ed from app!ic :r• a d ,Jraftoes, these
data are not appropriate for describing the medical fit•,--• o< :h&. contempor-

ary American military-age cohort. "r}•• data are not .... ;,,•= ,,-r a, ivc of all
American youth due to self-.•-.'o.!ect i,,n among ,•pi, lic:,.•',_. .. .. ,. <.•:-•c• e• the
draft, and the unquantifiab]• ,•-f•t.c•- of the changi:•g s•'c :•. -•-,•'-•mic, and
political climates over time. 't'h. ,Ltt.-{ are ft:rt}-•.. [:i•.:r-;l bv :i•" ,,bsence of
medica! fitnes.-: data for thos,, l!,p: i•'.ant• who •..•.,-e ,h", •:" i<.,,.i '.• b•. ,:::.•ulr•abke
as a result of ad hcc ih•tia[ .;•r•'•,: nq hv :•?c,;uit•,:,: ;.i •' ..... '. • s,-r•oning by
the use of aptitude test re•;•i•I,;.

The, only notow,•r•hy s[_uiv ..... '•,,-,i, -,r t "r•,• :; ..... .. :-¢ t}:• defects
just described but at the s. nmc •". ,, "- • .• ,< .;o. • .... •7 t•'<rk, is
the 1962, report of th() '• i,] '" '-'
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unlistment criteria then in effect. The principal finding of this study was
that one-third of all men turning 18 would be found unqualified if they were
examined for induction into the military. More precisely, by generalizing the
examination results of applicants and draftees between August 1958 and June
1960 to the general population, it was estimated that 31.7 percent were not
qualified for military service. Over half of all those found not qualified
(16.3 percent of all 18 year-olds) were disqualified for medical reasons.

In the absence of more recent, unbiased and representative data when ask-
ed about the goneral disqualification rate among applicants for military ser-
vice, we relied on these statistics. Clearly, this is less that ideal. It is
unlikely that the disqualification rate has not changed in the thirty years or
so since the data upon which it is based were collected. It is even more un-
likely that they accurately describe the medical fitness for military service
of the general population. Finally, only statistics for males were reported.

In the course of our work we identified an alternative to the usc of the
historical data bases in the form of the National Health and Nutrition Eyxa-
ination Surveys (NHANES). Conducted by the National Center for Health Statis-
tics, these surveys provide a comprehensive and representative set of medica,
history and physical examination data for national probabilitv samples of mij-
itary-age American males and females that were ideal for our analytic needs.
The utility of the NHANES data bases has been demonstrated by DMIDC's determin-
ation of the overall medical disqualification rates and our studies of enlist-
ment height and weight standards. For the first time, we have determined the
percentage of all military-age men and women who are medically qualified for
military service, how the modification of a medical standard would affect the
supply of manpower, and the relationship between medical fitness and military
performance as measured by attrition.

In 1986, we published a study entitled The Medical Fitness of American
Youth for Military Service (Overbey, Winter, & Laurence, 1986), In this study
we took the NHANES II medical examination data of the 1,339 males and 1,370
females between the ages of 16-24 years and assessed their fitness for mili-
tary service as prescribed in DoD Directive 6130.3 and under the Army height
and weight enlistment standaras. As shown on the first line of Table 1 we
found that 18.2 percent of males and 41.1 percent of the females were medi-
cally disqualified from serving in the military. The leading cause for di'-
qualification among both males (16.9 percent of the total) and females (67
percent of the total) was overweightedness.

The 18.3 percent disqualification rate for males appears to be only mar-
ginally higher than the 16.3 percent rate reported in One-Third cf a Nation.
However, the similarity of these overall disqualification rate. masks real
underlying differenceR. A comparison of the previously reported prevalencef'a
of disqualifying causes to those found in the our study revealed wide varia-
tions which are likely due to the non-representativeness of the previousP
reported data.

Since the NHANFS 11 did nrt in lucid data tor all t he medical crioria,
the results in Table I unjerstato th- true disquai fiation rates among the
population of military-age Americany. All.ustmeTnt S to the disqualificat ion
rates for visual acuity and limitfition o nd ion is li:r,. to incroase zh,
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Table I

Medical Disqualification Rates Among 16-24 Year-Old Americans
For ALl Causes and For Over-weightedness

All Causes Overwecighit
Males Femaleý. Males Females

Medical Fitness of American 'ýoutir 18.3 4 1.4' 3.1 27.9
Adjustment for "issir; ;4 7*I

Adjustment to 1-357 EM Standards (.) (22.5)2) (.7
21.0 21.9 .05.2

Adjustment to 120% BM Standards 14._0 5.7 405.7

Revised Estimate 25.0 2?. J>18.

overall disqualification rat~es"g the populitw:, y.L~L ear- -Al male-s
and f emales to approýý in~itev2 pe il 1% 24i .rstrez "2

As noted earliu..:, the lai2. d ifferencE betweer, t Iie clveral 1 male a nd f el-
male d isqual.i ficat ion raite; Is lie to tl~e g, e d ife rcnce in tl ap .ter-
overweightedness. A smireIL p.ari. r 'ho dir~icr,.rie can be accowt;t fu- by the
fart. that, wi thin the goncLa" i id~a. ion, 'he prevalenice of e\T',rweigtdis

among females Is higher teia. . s. Not on Ly isý thi s faC eprted in
the medical literature, it- -), i'ic!-rte~d by the. N1{ANFS 118.t" h~ of the
difference is) thei discpialifira.-tr ti es, however, wasrrc _'ri V.-r by the
structure2 of the helght anti weiolit st iirlards tiemnseý lves se .~' ~,1985)
Ac(,isoar !sc1n o!I current- weightis ethe i sv~inda rs e tivorW ghts of

t~he populat ir-s revuea1011 that tY'! rIýx ri:kli we ight: slandIards 'e sos as a
piercentage oi L"It- meCA1 LLa\ 'O 17es: . e s'z .s o

Males. F.r Li wor'ds, th010I ~<hi5::hs~s r e 4ere nUch
more re'-! ri'ý - ha flee iVr iiizII

Th step in o-t ar>_ýoodv.;mo;vaiarcis for
females t w- r rllg r IL ''is ea w~t...........s his
devv lopment ot -11 L' i-ntive standaii s ero dthe usp- ea. I-r. ' lt-he
body-mass indiex, ho' jit p e rr I. '- ts 1sk 0 l'.a, 1tI _': i ~talid bodiy
Weight. The i sV -I " srI ( '' I -)I ~ I ,e th .

the inaxiMUM weP It 1-!, --,e t at c r11 miaa 1~,
w e de t e rin r, - I u j;IF in-u ai rI-_1%-1-, -. ,i Ioý ais lt, i TO' i i.i su a 11s ed
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fication rates were recalculated the disqualification rates for males (21.0

percent) and females (21.9 percent) were nearly the same.

Finally, in recognition of the fact that the maximum weight standards

under the 135 percent of mean body-mass formula permitted some individuals who

could be considered medically overweight to enlist, we created still another

set of alternativc weight standards using the medical definition of over-
weightedness as body weight 20 percent or more in excess of the mean. When

these standards were applied the disqualification rate for males increased by

4.0 percentage points and the rate for females increased by 5.7 percentage

points yielding overall disqualification rates of 25.0 percent for males and

27.6 percent for females.

Returning to the introductory theme of this paper, these data now permit

a more complete description of the quality of available manpower in terms of

aptitude, education, and medical fitness. Presented in Table 2 are combined

estimates of the percentage of military-age Americans who are disqualified for

each of the Services on these three criteria. For comparison, the results

from One-Third of a Nation are also presented. lhe disqualification rates Con

the aptitude/education criteria are taken from Screening for Service (Eitel-

berg, Laurence, & Waters with Perelman, 1984). The medical dlsquallication
rates are based on the results in Table 1 which have been furtlier adjusted to

reflect the height and weight standards actually used by each of the Services.

(Subsequent to the publication of The Medical Fitness of American Youth t'1e

Navy implemented new standards that were more restrictive for males and bot-h

the Navy and Air Force implemented less restrictive standards for females.)

The total disqualification rates for males and females, regardless of
Service, are all substantially higher than those reported for males in One-

Third of a Nation. If One-Third of a Nation were published today and the data
for males and females averaged together, the title would have to be revised to

"Three-Fifths of a Nation." The higher disqualification rates of females,
compared to males, are due to the higher aptitude/education standards applied

to females by all the Services and, for the Army and Marine Corps, the more

restrictive maximum weight standards applied to females. Aside from these
differences, the most notable feature of Table 2 is the number of questLern

marks that indicate unknown percentages. Were disqualification rates for the

moral character criteria known and added to the totals, the combined disquali-

fication rates would be even higher. On the other hand, were accurate ecrl-

Table 2

Esticnaes of the Percentage of Military-age American Youth
Disqualified for Service on the Various Enlistment Criteria

Males Females
One-Third Marine Air One-Third Marine Air

of a Nation Army Navy Corps Force of a Nation Army h Corps F',,r c

Aptitude/Education 13.0 23.7 25.0 27.6 37.4 7 71. 42.21 53.6 7).n

Medical 16.3 21.7 24.1 21.7 28 3 ? 4.!, 24.4 39.8 02.0

Moral 3.9 7 7 1 7 1 ?

Both Aptitude and Medical (1.5) ( 7 1 7 ) 7 ) ( 7 ( 2 ) 1 7

All Other Comhinatlcns 7i 7J 7I 7i. 92 _ .2 9

Total Disqualified 31 2 ,5.,' 4,9.1 49.3 h5.7 ' 61).) 9
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mates of the peccentages disqualified on both the aptitude/education and medi-
cal fitness criteria available, as in One-Third of a Nation, as well as all
other combinations of multiple disqualification, the combined disqualification
would be reduced. Clearly, there is room for improvement in our attempt to
specify the qualified military available population. Towards this end, we are
assessing the feasibility of a comprehensive study in which a nationally rep-
resentative sample of military-age Americans would be subjected to examination
on all the enlistment criteria.

Next, I would like to describe our work relating medical fitness to mili-
tary performance. In the discussion of the percentage medically qualified
data in Table I the effect of weight standards based on the medical definition
of overweightedness was illustrated Implicit in this discussion was the
notion that military performance and body-weight might be related. Recently
we completed a study (Laurence, 1988) that directly addressed this notion.

Using basic training and 36-month attrition as the criterion for success-
ful performance, this study compared the attrition rates of FY 1983 accessions
who could be characterized as overweight under the then current accession
standards and the medical definition (the 120 percent of mean body-mass stand-
ards) and those who were not overweight. As shown in Table 3, the attrition
rates for overweight males and females under the current standards were ron-
sistently higher than the rates for those not overweight Not surprisingly,
when the more restrictive 120 percent of mean body-mass standards were applied
Lhe attrition rates for overweight males were even higher. In contrast, ap-
plication of the 120 percent of mean body-mass standards to the females re-
sulted in substantial decreases in the attrition rate among those found over-
weight. This result is due to the fact that under the restrictive current
accession standards very few females were accessed who could be characterized
as overweight under the less restrictive 120 percent of mean body-mass stand-
ards. Given this situation, there were very few medically overweight females
who might attrit.

These results clearly indicate that the attrition rates of males could be
reduced by employing more restrictive accession weight standards. However,
had the 120 percent of mean body-mass standards been ic effecc, and strictly
adhered to, whna the FY 1983 male accession cohort was recruited, 15,396 of
the actual accessions would have been excluded and would have had to be re-
placed with other qualified recruits. But, given the lower attrition rates
for those qualified under the 120 percent of mean body-mass standards, the

Table 3

DoD Basic Training aind 36-Month Attrition Rates
Among Not Overweight an-' Overweight FY 1983 Non-Prior Service Accessions

Basic Traintn_& Attrition - 36-Month Attrition

Males MalFen es mies Fttmales
Current 1 20% Mean Cur rlnt 1[) Mean Currrent 120Z Mean Crr(ent 120% Mean

Not, Overw,.,ght .'.1 P',.. 22.'• , ,... ,
overweight 1..1 l,.. .. 3.

Pprc , t,l , (:hang. ,,.14



15,396 excluded accessions could be replaced by 13,835 qualified recruits to
yield the same number of non-attritees at the end of the 36-month follow-up
period.

In broadly stated terms, we have embarked on a research program that will
match the breadth and scope of the program evaluating and assessing aptitude
standards for enlistment. Medical fitness standards have for the most part
remained unchanged since the end of World War II partially by design (e.g. the
maximum standards have been prescribed by law) and partially by default (e.g.
there has been no compelling reason to change them due to manpower shortages).
In addition, there has been a real lick of empirical data and information upon
which to propose and evaluate changes.

The current standards of medical fitn(ss are predicated on the require-
ment that each and every accession meet the same high standard of fitness fcr
combat anywhere in the world without regard to their eventual assignment.
This requirement comes out of an era in which many accessions (e.g., draftees)
had little choice as to their eventual military occupatirn. This is a "lux-
ury" that in the past may have been easily afforded but one which, in view of
the decline in the size c the manpower pool may become difficult to sustain.
Just as applicants are currently evaluated on the aptitude criteria a'd placed
in categories which are matched to a particular military occupation, a similar
concept applied to medical fitness standards may be one whuse tirle will come.
In any event, effective policy formulation requires an adequate understanding
and grasp of the complexities of the issue in question. To make good policy
in the area of medical fitness standards requires an understanding of the ef-
fect of current policy and the likely effects any changes might produce.
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CHI1,PDEN UF MITITAP.Y: FORGOTTP]FN COMBAT MULTIPLIERS?

Michael F. Freville, Ed.D., and Rose Webb Drooks, M.A.
Fort Knox Community Schools, Fort FKeox, Kentucky 40i22

The title of our pape'r may be conrfusinq at least and perhaps
shocking at must, yet our pirpose is to provoke your thoughts
today, and share- with you the culwination of 22 years of
experience Mrs. Brooks and I have dealing with so called "Army
Biats" (and we use that term affectlonately) ýr Fort Knox,
Fmeiitucky. We beli eve our eLses vations, ecncli sions, and
recommendations can be genera 1i.zed across the various services
and apply to all military families.

j want to talk with you about something that is ultimately very
important Lo us all - comat readiness. You may wonder what
that term has to do with chil:-en. It has been our observation
that military service memhe 's oveiall ability to train
efficiently and purraase yin _ r'acetime, to be deployable for
extended TDY (temporary duty) trainjing at uthei locations,
v, hether in CONUS (Continer:,i a IarJ e, St a Cs) or overseas, and,
Citiuately, f o be combat c ady when the -a--a I]ed balloon goes
up, is very, very much dc-.--ndent on how LIrat service member
perceives his/her :hi d4 .r.' to h b. K". 'Nha t do we mean by
"PK"? Let's leok at sofe If the key factors that we believe

1iflueniee the eerv. e me. !r .cý,ad ness posture.

As educators, wE have s•,: iirst--hand the importance of easily
accessible in-school coLInseli)ng services for kids. You know,
before I came to Fort Knox I h1i the pre-conceived notion or
stereotype that k<ids of miliiary pairents were perfectly behaved
lit tle soldiers. WiOi'J1 h(y' re just like all other kids,
except for two .oort at (11f f-rclnces: they move frequently, and
their momns rzi dads are in the bus-iness of tLiaining daily for
war, sow.e iere so than others, such as the ones in the combat
S(Ims-. Thes tw 03ff .(- I e eneCs a dd a sign i Icant arrount of stress

oU1 younq pe-I 10 wiho are a]lreaoey giJ rig through t he rorma]
st resses s- ur- -,- c: up which, bel.ieve me are much
rc're that, wh In I grew r,,. "hn Ciad or mom comes home after a
L.w.Ig dq i C;>(" ,)Y, tE .I:I don I1;od 10 curtlhr k.t toss of knowing
th.!At thI' Ieo E-- 4 7 C -- not t'1(-,t •,i . I I .ii school , having trouble
ada t i n o to ,-,q Ih. C, J ();-;I umu Ii t y , and ha vi I- pCer group
probIrms, a ior'j w0 t! h,- - S. We deal with many service
membors who can't r.oss'1bl1 . ,- H . rcj anywhere near 00%. on the
job becz;us, tu. "',',.' - . ', tii t•h:i ki ds are not receiving
prepye ecll.et t j ().I ,'O "'H"ch- 10 ( " • i,( I ces. Whienever anyone
is under st-I . P i. 'd~r, the que.,stio-n of whether
or n ot bJr 1 1-I ,(- 1) 'I II oet.n, ,- n t, the-1 it most
cei t aLin I y ;- J ows 7 r'i w1 I I hr, a f ct ed

.! •vt. sr 21'' H I .: 1• 1. ',"a, i.1 e.f-fects of

having , 10--.. 1) r' 1  vo II h f sensi tive to
the spec , i' , . - %'' C i 1 i' i% J 5i move in
and out: a] I to ,. , .Ily t t 1 ,ca those who



move, and those who watch others move, losing friends, and
knowing they too will be moving - next month or next year. We
deal with parents on a daily basis who are having trouble with
their kids and need immediate help. You know, people who live
on military reservations are accustomed to having facilities
close by - the PX, commissary, hospital, etc. It is our belief
that there should be schools there also, and the reason is that
military kids who go to the same school draw support and
strength from each other. Additionally, the service member
knows that the school is easily accessible arid the adults in the
buidling are sensitive to the uniqueness of the military child.
This is just plain not true of most public schools who are not
accustomed to the unique lifestyle of the military population.

Obviously, as counselors, we believe we play key roles in the
emotional stability of students, and, believe me, we do it every
day. Since we play that key role, and because kids who are
experiencing the normal and unique problems and pressures of
growing up in a military environment and who receive help in a
sensitive manner, it follows suit that the service member's
concept that his/her kids are "OK" will jemain intact. I don'L
mean to make this simplistic, but this has been our dirc(,t
experience and what military members have told us. We are
proponents of schools located on military reservations because
this proximity factor seems critical. Physical and rilntal
proximity is critical because the parent must know that the
school is physically close. Atter all, all the other services
his/her family receives are physically close. It must be
mentally close, and by this I mean a comfortable feeling of
knowing the school truly accepts and understands the child.

Additionally, we are proponents of military hospitals having
uniformed or civilian psychologists available for family
members. It has been our experience at Fort Knox that this
isn't true. CHAMPUS (Civilian Health and Medical Program for
the Uniformed Services) is fine for some families, but many tell
me that either they can't afford their share of the cost, or
they won't use it because it means going off-post and; therefore
the proximity factor is lost. We, as school counselors, do all
we can to help the emotional stability of the family, but our
caseloads are extremely high, and we are not equipped to handle
on-going therapy.

In summary, military and combat readiness is a mr.lti--faceted
concept. It is a complex concept. It is compused ef weapons
systems, training, funding, more training, allocation of time
and human resources, and other "hard" factors. bur we submit
for your consideration that a crucial component of that
readiness is mental attitude - the assurance the service member
has that his/her child and family are stable, and receiving
proper care both educationally and emotionally. We submit to
you the need for on-post schools and increased psychological.
services for family members in military hospitals. We owe the
soldier, the seaman, and the airman the assurance that when
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he/she deploys, they're not going off to one battle and leaving
another raging at home. In war, there is nothing second in
importance to readiness!
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THE IMPACT OF SPOUSE EMPLOYMENT ON MILITARY MANPOWER'

Paul A. Gade, Newell Kent Eaton, and Roya Bauman, U.S. Army
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences,
Alexandria, VA

Over the next decade more military spouses than ever before
will want to work outside the home. The number of enlisted wives
entering the labor force has nearly doubled in the last nine
years. Greater desire for employment in military spouses has
lead to greater unemployment for many military spouses even
though spouse employment programs have expanded. Unemployment
for junior enlisted spouses, for example, was 45% in 1987. We
project that spouse unemployment at the these currently high
rates will have a very deleterious effect on retention as the
need for two incomes increases in American society. The military
services will need to develop cost-effective strategies for
combating the spouse unemployment problem. One solution to the
spouse employment problem, we suggest, might be to stabilize
families in one location for a longer period of time so that
spouses will have a better chance of finding employment
commensurate with their skills. Separations such as 'iDY and
short unaccompanied tours may then become more ac::eptable to
families provided that PCS moves are less frequent.

CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS

The national trend is toward dual income families in the
United States. More than half of the wives in American families
now are employed outside the home and some pro3ections show that
by 2000, 80% of all wives will be in the work force (Harris,
1987). This means that the dual income household has become the
"norm" in American society. Are the military services following
this tren•d we see in the general population? Results from the
Current P~pulation Survey show a dramatic rise in the number of
military wives in the labor force during the last couple of
years. In 1985, 67% of non-military wives in the 16 - 45 year
old age-group were in the labor force as were 52% of military
wives. In 1987, 70% of the civilian wives were in the labor
force, while the percentage of military wives Dumped to 60%.
This increase in labor force participation is not equal for
officers and enlisted wives, at least within the Army. Tne
percentage of Army officer wives in the labor force has increased
only slightly over the last eight years, moving from 52% in 1979,
to 54% in 1985 to 5J% in 1987. The percentage of enlisted Army
wives who are working or looking for work has risen dramaticall½,
from 44% in 1979 to 641 in 1987; rapidly approaching the labor
force levels of non-mil.cary wives in the same age group!

lThe views expressed in this paper are solely those of the
authors and do not reflect the views of the Department or the
Army or the U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and
Social Sciences.
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Furthermore, more than half of these enlisted wives have children
under the age of five, compared to 41% for non-military wives in
the same age group.

Unfortunately, unemployment among Army enlisted wives has
risen even more dramatically than has labor force participa-
tion, rising from a low of 7% in 1979 to 33% in 1987. The news
is even worse for the youngest enlisted wives whose unemployment
rate is a whopping 45% (Schwartz, 1988; Schwartz, Wood &
Griffith, 1988; and Griffith, Doering, & Mahoney, 1986)!

Why are more of these wives workinq or looking for work?
When Army wives were asked that question on the 1985 DoD survey
of military spouses, the majority of the enlisted wives (59%)
said they worked because they need the money. Officer wives, on
the other hand, said they worked primarily because it gave them
independence (54%) or simply because they enjoyed it (44%). Only
31% of the officer wives felt they need to work for the added
income. Results from the DoD survey clearly show that enlisted
families are dependent on spouse earnings .n that 30% of family
income for enlisted soldier families comes from spouse employment
(Griffith, et al., 1986).

SPOUSE EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS THE CAREER DECISIONS OF SOLDIERS

Research has clearly established that spouse satisfdction
with the Army has a direct impact on soldier reenlistment
decision making. We believe that spouse employment is now one of
the key factors in spouse satisfaction with the Army, and that it
will take on increasing importance as dual earner families become
the norm in the military services as they have become in the
civilian population. We estimate that 20% to 30% of the soldiers
who leave active duty make this career change largely for
family-related reasons. Our research shows that next to the
soldier him or herself, the most important influencer is the
soldier's spouse, followed far behind by other family members.
In a recent investigation, we found that for those soldiers who
told us they were going to reenlist, 73% reported that their
spouses had positive attitudes about the Army, while only 5%
reported that their spouses were negative. This supports earlier
data that showed that 83% of soldiers whose spouses were
satisfied with military life intended to reenlist compared to
only 49% of soldiers who reported that their spouses weren't very
satisfied. Spouse support and satistaction with the Army is
clearly an important factor in the reenlistment decision the
soldier makes. Analyses of the 1985 DoD survey have estdhlished
that spouse satisfaction with the Army can be directly affected
by the ability of the spouse to f nd a job they can be happy
with. Our analyses show that the wives who reported that they
were happiest with the Army were those who were working in a
job that was compatible with their husband's job. Wives who were
unemployed were significantly lower in their satisfaction with
the Army. However, the unhappiest wives were those who were
working in a job that presente•d serious conflicts with their
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husband's job. So it's not just a matter of finding wives
jobs, we must a ls.) make sure those ]obs.i don' t prestelnt imor. wr-k
family conl L icts than they solve.

Even more diruct evidence of tlie important inituence of
spouse emplovmeait on reenlistment decision making is found ir.
some of our recent work with the Annuajizdc Cost of EL,,avilng Nodel
or ACOL, as it is usually known. ACOL is a model that attempts
to describe reenlistment beuav-or as a function of p-otentiai
earnings inside the Army vs those outside the Army. O-cr
simplifying a bit, if the so ldier thinks ino or she can earu• rre
outside the Army over the next Lew yeals, ,se ,.r she is riot liel
to reeniist. Army policy rtak-:rs on - t:- i model to predict
what the effects of a pay raise -)r lack thercoý would be on
reenlistment rates in the Army. We .oue takn t moTde nd
step further by including a similar choice for spouse ,irrnings
and have found that a dollar increase in spousIe., , riian 6, <
same effect on reenlistment intent as does a dollar "-icreasc -n
soldier earnings! This means that reenlistnents can prooaroiv sc,
increased by increasing spouse employment. Unt.fortuna te 1, it
also probably means that reenlistments wiil be iout it spousc
unemployment continues at the high levels we see now. We expect
this will be especially true for the best and the ur~g ,
our soldiers, since it has been clearly shown that the desire (ior
spouse employment is directly related to education levul, u:,.J
have recruited bright, highly educated soldiers in large nombers
during the past few years.

WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE TO IMPROVE SPOUSE EMPLOYVEINT?

Our analyses of the DoD survey results suggest that ckurr,_rnt
spouse employment programs help to increase labor force
participation and the subsequent employment of mil-itary spc,-,.c•s.
When we compared installations with and without spoulse empi",T it:it
programs, we found that inst<jilations with spouse cmptoymeiit
programs had higher labor force participation (59% vs. 46%- 1,1
maintaining equal employment rates at 76%. Thus instaiiat>'ns
that had spouse employment programs had about 30% more spousu'c
employed than did those installations without such programs. P Ce
must be cautious in interpreting these results, however, since -t
may be that installations with high employment possIbi liti•.s
encourage the implementation of spouse employment programs;
while those with few local employment possibilities miy .ree
spouse employment programs as a futile effort.

Some of our analyses of the Do[) survey show thait Arm,, sn..•,

employment could be improved by stabilizing assignments. QOu
results clearly show chat spouse employment likelihood impi,,s
monotonically with increased time at a pirticu)ae3
(Schwartz, et al., 1988). The quality ) that ,•mpii. t 11'

improves, but not so rupidsy, w.thi no••e,,jed time at ,L .1 i, ti,
location. Also, results for LotLh quantity and quaIity U Li ,t<
employment as a fu[n t iron of tour le'ngth ar,o not n.,- I y ,
dramatic for those amilies stat ioved in 1:urcV,:. N, L 1•
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the trends are clear. If you can stabilize families in one
place for a longer period of time, you can increase spouse
employment and perhaos thereby increase retention as well.

Spouse employment carries some special problems fur the
military as well. Since military working wives are also likely
to be working mothers as well, child care becomes a major
concern. In America's civilian families where both husband and
wife work, child care is handled as follows: 25% leave th<-•r
children with a relative -- usually a grandparent; 2i% arrange
their work schedules so that one of the parents is always- at home
to care for the children; 11% havc a housekeeper at home; 10%
take their children to a day-care center; 8% get a friend or
neighbor to watch their children; 7% have an older sibling look
after younger ones; 6% let the child care for themselves until
one of the parents gets home from work; and 5% send their
children oft to a nursery school WHarris, 1987). We don't know
yet what similar numbers are for Army families, but it's safe to
say that the most frequently used child care method fou
civilians, leaving children with a relative, is probably not
available to most Army couples. It's also more than likeiy the
case that arranging work schedules so that one of the parents can
be with the child is fax more difficult in Army marriage•s --
especially in those marriages where both husband and wife are in
the Army.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

Since we believe that increased spouse employment in thV
military is inevitable, we need to know what the impacts of
increased spouse employment are likeiy to be and how the military
can adapt to them. We need to clearly establish the links
between spouse employment and retention and readiness. L.Fr
example, we think that spouse employment affects spouse
satisfa,:tion with Army life which in turn influences the
soldier's intent to reenlist; however, there may Je evLn more
direct links than this such as the link between spouse earnings
and retention intention we found in our revision of the ACOL
Model. Spouse employment can also have an impact on readiness in
several ways. For example, the need for soldiers to moonlight
may be reduced by the financial relief that spouse employment
provides. Soldiers' availability for duty will undoubtedly be
adversely effected by spouse employment in much the same way it
has in the civilian world. We need to know how tni- will effct
readiness.

We suggest that stabilizing PCS moves may bu a cost-
Ltfec tive waJy to incre.see [pous,2 employmenit, at Ic mt I or tAli

Army. One way this might be ac,:omplished it, to ho:-,, Stt ion
families and move soldiers to overseas or remote Sitk, t(ours 6on
periodic, short (e.g., 12 month;, unac.:companied tours ,,f duty.
On, would have to ue c.reul ,n e:xecutinyg suon a ilan sin,'
soldiers [)er,,.e 'e that the most d !,etterious thin] for t n1i,
Mar C a.Cgos arc _-;t2poirdt ions mi m tiei r _;'QzIks. Most T ,si



officers and enlisted dual Army career couples, for example, told
us they wouldn't put up with a separation of a year or more.
There is a bright note, however, in that wives report that one of
the effective ways they cope with separations is to get a job.
By working, they overcome boredom and busy themselves with
meaningful tasks that keep them from dwelling on their
separation. Spouse employment then is a very effective way to
help soldiers and, in particular, their spouses to cope with
separations caused by such short tours.
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Ccrtrix.rticwx of Spouse Related Factors Affecting
efl~ni. i stn~t for Enlisted PerscrPel1

Alfred L. Smith, Jr.
U.S. Army Research InstituLe

for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

The reten ;ion of quality Army enlisted personnel not only
represents cost-savings in terms of training dollars and recruitment
efforts but also is essential to readiness and performance. In
contrast to previous years when the active force was primarily
single, a steady rise in the number of married soldiers is occurring.
Given the current force make-up retention efforts (e.g. policies and
incentives) must take into account spowse related factors for
organizational efforts to be truly effecLi te.

The presenit research examines some of the spouse-related
factors which soldiers have identifieu as mo-st sal •int to reenlist-
ment. The purpose of this paper is to report th1' development of a
model that explains the interrelationships of ths factrs as they
relate to soldier commritnent and reenlistment.

Sample

The sample consisted of 453 currently rried soldiers who met
the following conditions: eligible for reenlistment, within 8 months
of Expiration of Term of Ser-ice (ETS) and indicating a definite
reenlistment intention. Only soldiers for whom complete data were
available were included in the simple.

Prooedure

Soldiers were asked to answer questions from the Reenlistment
Incentives and C(reer Decision Making Questionnaire (RIOQ) which was
designed to tap a number of factors that influence reenlistment
decisions. These factors include needs and their fulfillment,
satisfaction with the Army, organizational comitAnent, occupation
stress, perceptions of civilian alternatives, opinions on reenlist-
ment policies and procedures, demographic and family variables. One
section of the questionnaire was devoted to assessing soldiers'
perceptions of the spouses' satisfaction with Army support services,
opinion about reenlistment, the likelihood for spouse employment in a
gooa job if the soldier left the Army arn the soldier's satisfaction
with his family's ability to cope with the Army way of life. In
addition, information was obtained on the aployment status, age ancd
educational level of the spouse.

½Ihe views expressed in this paper are solely those of the
author and do not reflect the views of the Departnent of the Army
or the U.S. Army Research Institute.
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Analyses

Based on a literature review, a model of expected relationships
among the variables was hypothesized. Path analysis was performed
following procedures outlined by Pedhazur (1982). This consisted of
a series of ordinary least-squares multiple regression analyses in
which variables were regressed on those which preceded them in the
model. Standardized rtression coefficients, or beta weights, were
used as estimates of the path coefficients. Additional analyses were
performed to trim the model of variables with insignificant paths to
produce a restricted or overidentified model. For purposes of
trimming the model, only those path coefficients at p = .001 were
retained. Regression analyses also determined the amount of variance
in a particular variable which is explained by the specified set of
variables presumed to be antecedent to it in the model. Finally, a
Goodness of Fit (Q) index was calculated.

Results

The initial step in the path analysis was to regress Reenlist-
ment Intent on all of the other variables. Table 1 presents informa-
tion from this and subsequent regressions, allowing comparison of the
variance (R2 ) explained by the general and restricted models. As the
table shows, 62% of the variance in Reenlistment Intent is accounted

TABLE 1

Comparison of Variance Explained by General and Restricted Models

General Model Restricted Model
Number of Number of

Depeendent Variable R2  Predictors R2  Predictors

Reenlisted Intent .62 8 .62 3

Soldier Commitment to Army .42 7 .40 4

Soldier Satisfaction with
Family's Ability to Cope
with Army Way of Life .36 5 .34 2

Likelihood of Spouse
Finding a Good Job if
Soldier Left the Army .19 5 .18 2

Spouse Opinion about
Reenlistment .14 4 .11 2

Spouse Satisfaction with
Army Support Services .01 2 0 0

Spouse Employed .06 2 .06 1
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for by three variables in the trimmed model. These variables were
soldiers ccmnitment, spouse opinion about reenlistment, and likelih-
ood of spouse finding a good job if the soldier leaves the Army. The
amount of explained variance in soldier ocnmitment dropped .02 from
.42 to .40 when three variables were trimmed from the set of antece-
dent variables. Soldiers' satisfaction with family's ability to
cope, spouse satisfaction with Army support services, spouse age and
to a greater extent spouse opinion about reenlistment are variables
that explain over a third of the variance in soldier ccmmitment to
the Army.

In like fashion, two variables account for a third of the
variance in the soldier's satisfaction with family's ability to cope
with the Army way of life. These are spouse satisfaction with Army
support services and spouse opinion about reenlistment. I'Do vari-
ables account for 18% of the variance in the likelihood of spouse
finding a good job: spouse employment arid spouse education. Spouse
satisfaction with Army support services and spouse age account for
only 11% of the variability in spouse opinion about reenlistuarent.

The test for the Goodness of Fit index Q cacuares the unex-
plained variance of the general and restricted models. The
maximum value for Q is 1.00. Triimming the model as indicated above
resulted in an overidentified model with Q = .89.

Figure 1 depicts the results of the path Analysis using the
regression beta weights as path coefficients. As expected, soldier
commitment to the Army is the primary predictor of Reenlistment
Intent [path coefficient (_Pc) = .51]. Spouse Opinion About Reenlist-
ment also directly impacts on Reenlistment Intent (Pc = .35). It
also does so indirectly, however, through a stronger relationship to
soldier commitment to the Army (Pc = .42). As expected, the likelih-
ood of the spouse finding a good job if the soldier leaves the Arnmy,
impacts on Reenlistment Intent negatively (Pc = -. 10). Similarly,
soldier's satisfaction with the family's ability to cope with the
Army way of life affects soldier ccmtitment to the Army (Pc =. 15).
Spouse satisfaction with Army support services influences soldier
commitment directly (Pc = .14) and indizectly through soldiers
satisfaction with family's ability to cope (Ec = .49) and spouse
opinion about reenlistment (Pc = .25). The path from spouse opinion
about reenlistment to soldier's satisfaction with family's ability to
cope with the Army way of life (Pc = .21) is as expected.

Consistent with turnover research in both the civilian and
military sectors, a path betweet spouse age and soldier commitment
(Pc = .19), and spouse age and spouse opinion about reenlistment (Pc

= .22) are significant. It is logical to assume that spouse age is
highly correlated with years of direct or indirect organizational
affiliation. Thus what is observed is a tenure-coimitment relation-
ship.

On the fifth level of the modei which contains the enplcyraent
status of the spouse a significant relationship to likelihood of
spouse finding a good job if the soldier leaves the krmy ccurs
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(_Pc=.22). Also, a direct path from spouse education to likelihood of

spouse finding a good job if the soldier leaves the Army (_Pc = .31).

Discussim

The results of the path analysis indicate that the data fit the
hypothesized model well. The restricted model was able to account
for nearly two thirds of the variance in reenlistment intent.

Consistent with previous findings (Smith, 1987; Peterson,
1987), soldiers' indications of their spouses' desire for them to
leave or stay in the Army are highly related to soldier's intentions
about reenlistment and other precursors of that decision.

The lack of paths between spouse enployment and spouse Opinion
about reenlistment and likelihood of spouse finding a good job if the
soldier leaves the Army has provocative implications. The most
obvious is that employment variables appear to be operating indepen-
dently of salient psychological variables that affect reenlistment
intent. In otherwords, in this sample the employment status of the
spouse does not affect the spouse's opinion about reennlistment, a key
program intervention variable.

Although this research failed to demonstrate linkages between
spouse employment and spouse opinion about reenlistment, a major
program implication did emerge. That is, employment opportunities by
themselves may not be enough for spouses of enlisted personnel,
especially where the uife is highly educated. Instead employment
opportunities offered by the Army and surrounding installation
communities may hdve to become more competitive in wage and other
career incentives to offset perceptions of more attr-.ctive induce-
ments in other civilian job markets.

The present analyses has served to build a tramework for
enhancing our understanding of spouse-related factors affecting
reenlistment. There are still unknowns. For instance, more research
needs to be conducted to determine the antecedents of spouse satis-
faction with support services and spouse opinion about reenlistment.
In the model presented, these are key variables in designing program
interventions. Perhaps spouse opinion about reenlistment is in-
fluenced greauiy ny the quality and happiness of the marriage unit.
If so, this would not be in the foreseeable realm of Army policy
intervention.

Finally, it should be mentioned that this model may be unique to
the sample. This sample consisted of NCOs and a some E-4 pramotables
many of whom have made one or more reenlistment decisions to continue
military service. Subsequently, the resulting paths in this research
may not be the same for younger married soldiers facing their first
reenlistment decision.
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Introduction
The 1984 White Paper on the Light Infantry Concept presented

our Chief of Staff of the Army's vision of a rapidly deployable
lightly armed group of foot soldiers organized for maximum small
unit autonomy. High performance Light units were to emerge from
intensive training in cohesive groups led by highly qualified
leaders. The Unit Manning System's COHORT (Cohesion, Operational
Readiness, and Training) personnel movement system would provide
stabilized first term troops. Vertical and horizontal bonding
from the small unit to the company and battalion level would
multiply fighting capacity, i.e. "soldier power".

The first Light Infantry COHORT battalion was assembled at
Fort Ord, California in 1985. Full division strength was set at
10,000 plus soldiers. Down-sized combat arms units consisting of
small units dispersed in the field were supplied by austerely
manned combat support and service support units. Each combat
arms battalion numbered approximately 600 men, structured into
three line rifle companies of approximately 120 men, and a
slightly larger headquarters company for the entire battalion.
A line company contained three platoons of some thirty men
each. Three rifle siads of nine men Pach composed a platoon;
small units had a high ratio of leaders to led; COHORT first
termers made up two-thirds of troop strength within a company.
Unit leaders were to bond toDgether via a Light Leader's course,
and develop light infantry culture in companies and battalions.

Soldiers' families are viewed as contributors to) Light unit
readiness rather than detractors from it. Hence, unit leaders
were expected to provide special family supports to families such
as welcoming and family support groups to mitigate the stressors
of high pressure military training and deployments. Installation
leadership would provide incentives such as accessible ho~s::•s
and cuomun.y serviCes Lý asýsis ii nat.y member aosustmient a>:
adaptation to Army life and deployment separations. Famil /
members v'ere, in turn, expected to bond with the unit and •ts
mission, and to dwell at the post in a stable, supportive
community during the three year COHORT unit life cycle.

However, Light Infantry unit and command leaders were
unfamiliar with family issues in this new type of unit, and no
systematic information or -raining on family leadership wa:;
available during the establishment of the prototype Liaht
Infantry Division at Fort Ord. These shortfalls would pr,-' ,
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exacerbate declines in unit cohesion and readiness as the numbers
of family members per unit increased across a COHORT life cycle.

Field Research Methods and Process
The Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR) field

study of the first implementation of the Light Infantry concept
began in mid-1985 shortly after the arrival of the first two
COHORT battalions. An interdisciplinary team of WRAIR behavioral
scientists visited Fort Ord over the next t-wo and one-half years
in an ODCSPER sponsored Human Dimensions Evaluation of the Light
Infantry Concept. The study emphasized medical-psychiatric
aspects of military unit and life stressors on soldier and family
well being, and the effects of family stress responses on soldier
combat readiness and unit group cohesion.

WRAIR's longitudinal surveys provide a cluster sample of
Liqht Infantry troops across unit ranks. It reveals variations
in individual attitudes, changes over time, and simultaneous
demographic (marriage and family formation) processes during the
thre year unit life cycle. Two family health surveys of spouses
of soldiers across the ranks in sample units were performed by
mailout questionnaires. The first occurred in the seconO year of
the unit life cycle and the second iteration was administered at
the beginning of the third year.

Soldier, Family, and Unit Readiness
1) Vertical Cohesion: WRAIR's Unit Manning System (UMS)

survey measured achievements of the Light Infantry Concept
underway during the first year of training. However, the survey
showed that unit cohesion and readiness declined drastically by
the second year, as measured by trust in unit leaders and
perceived individual state of readiness. Further decrements
happened during the third year after replacement packages w:ere
inserted into existing COHORT units. Key attitudinal measures at
the small unit level (squad and platoon) demonstrated a sharp
decline of COHORT soldier confidence in small unit leadership,
especially toward NCOs, between the first and second surveys.
Measures of company vertical cohesion and readiness measures
continued to worsen in subsequent surveys.

First term soldier confidence in their unit officers was
sustained at higher levels between the first and second survey
iterations. But this measure fell sharply in the third iteration
and sank even lower duri.n. the §o)irth survey. C_,mpany ]evel
identification by fU rst <,ormiers rse bptween the flrsr to the
second iteration, but then declined to a lower level by the third
survey, dropping to its lowest point in the fourth survey after
the addit ion of replacement troop:,;. Comparison data showed that
Light Infantry vertical cohesion began at levels; similar to elite
Army units and decined to that of conventional nonCOHORT units.

2) Horizontal bondinq: Among small unit COHORT soldiers
horizontal cohesion also() dcli nod somewhat over the course ot the
survey period. Htuwever, (7)11014' peer hnnding was sustaintne! het-t er



than vertical cohesion over the unit life cycle. Horizontal
cohesion dropped significantly over time only for married
soldiers with families at post. It was sustained best among
single soldiers living in company barracks.

3) Well Being: Soldier well being was highest among those
of higher rank and greater seniority. On average, first term
soldier perceptions of well being actually increased somewhat
during the unit life cycle. The low was during the first
iteration and the high during the third survey. Soldier
perceptions of self-esteem in relation to their jobs did not
decline after the second iteration and remained relatively stable
thereafter. A separate survey measured well being among spouses
of unit soldiers with two iterations. As with their husbands,
wives' well being varied directly with rank. First term wives
had the lowest level of well being from the beginning to the end
of a unit life cycle. However, all unit wives oerceilved a clear
decline in their well being between the survey admiinistrations.

Analytic Results: Soldier-unit Demographics

Statistical analyses show that background demographic
factors do not account for the variance in baseline attitudinal
responses or for perceived changes over unit time among soldiers
and their spouses. This study and Army records reveal that the
ethnic composition of first terms in COHORT units changed little
during a unit life cycle. White soldiers were slightly over
three-fifths of each battalion. Black soldiers averaged one-
fourth of total, and other ethnic groups rose slightly from one-
tenth to one-eight of all surveyed soldiers for over two years.
Ethnic factors were not associated with the overall declines in
unit cohesion and perceived readiness during a unit life cycle.

Age changes among soldiers progressed with the time gradient
of unit life cycle. On average, first term soldiers were under
20.6 years of age during the first survey iteration; their mean
age reached 21.3 years by the second iteratio.,; it was 21.8 years
in the third iteration. Well being rose with soldier and spouse
age, but increasing age was not causally related to declining
perceptions of cohesion and readiness over unit time.

Soldier rank also increased rapidly during each unit's life
cycle as junior enlisted were promoted, and some were chosen to
fill vacant junior NCO roles. Three-quarters of COfORT soldiers
were at the E2 paygrade during the first iteration: approximately
three-fifths were E3s during the second and third iterations,
with E4s approaching one-third of the remaining men. By the
fourth iteration, nearly two-thirds were E4s and additional Els
and E2s had been added. Seniority and promotions were positively
associated with soldier perceptions of individual well being.
However they were not causally related to declining COHORT
soldier perceptions of •init cohesion and readiness. In short,
first termer enlisted promotions did not make or break COHORT
unit cohesion or unit readiness for combat.
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Farmilies of NCO small unit leaders were larger, on average,
"han first term families, due to their longer marital status and

prior childbirths. At the start-up of a COHORT unit NCO wives
and their children formed a clear majority of all family members,
and there were more soldiers than family members. Toward the end
of a company's life cycle, junior enlisted wives and children
outnumbered those of NCOs. The number of junior enlisted wives
became more than half the spouses in a unit and there were twice
as many family members as soldiers.

Family Issues Among COHORT Soldiers
Quality of life needs increased exponeintially as family

member numbers rose. WRAIR data show that most new familios
adjusted to their household conditions within the first yea: of
marriage. However, COHORT unit and division leaders did not
build unit training schedules or support capacity tc incorporate
the growing needs of new wives and young children of their
soldiers into unit operations. Unit leadership efforts on behalf
of families flagged over time. Extra efforts were made to
welcome small numbers of newly arrived COHORT spouses and a few
children during the establishment of a new COHORT unit, and when
a replacement package of COHORT soldiers arrived. Family Sipport
Groups were organized among spouses in each company and battali-n
on a volunteer basis to assist newcomers and offer support durIng
deployments. A majority of wives who 'trickled in' individually
felt psycho-socially isolated from their husbands' unit leaders
and other unit wives, as well as alienated from the surroundinic
community. They did not adjust as quickly as grouped arrivals.

WRAIR surveys and interviews with soldiers and family
members indicate that the fast-paced demands of Light Infantry
unit training and mission schedules were the major fact:..D
depressing soldier cohesion within all units. Vertical r'-s ' ,
(trust) toward unit NCOs and officers, was the main casualty of
military stressors as unit life cycles progressed. The maj:r.
components of distres were unpredictability of carrison d:-v
hours, frequency of off-post training exercises and deplo.....
and loss of controllablo famIy time. Uncertainty surcoun2,12n
off-duty weekends, constraints an annual leave and unpredic-bah]
daily and monthly duty hours rade soldiers unavailable to their
families for leisure activities. Personnel turbulence among
small unit leaders and lenqthy dirty periods on tasks Judqed non-
mission essent-ial by Io;: -20(1die teated itn cecreasPed
unit Ieadc-rs.hLo, VInF:>',, (] ,,rcei'', !,a{; (,i veT- :(¾,. -. , :

First term wiv . d'suffect ion C 4t.h unit aeadership h :nu

alienation from unit suppr.-t ac iv;ti es tended to precede
decrements in cohesiJon jnd readines;s amonq their husbands.
downward slope in unit vertical cohesion over unit trimr
correlated with the gro;cth rates tf soldier marriage and famiiy
formation, includ.no chiilbirths. Increasing negative at-t iot s
toward an Army way ,.f life, or their famil Ies amona spouqs ;n a
unit also wpre prdf i t iv, c)f tr ,duced f i r.at term rPH-f-, i ia;t me:J

rates at t.heý in(J 't a f• i' r , ' rt " (



A primary factor in the downward tilt of unit cohesion was
soldier and spouse perception of stress. Distress about personal
and family life had significant effects on unit bonding among
single and married soldiers. Our surveys and interviews
monitored a dramatic loss of confidence in unit leaders as
military stressors accumulated over unit time. The perceived
distress was strongest among married soldiers. Rising soldier
marriage and family formation was associated with declining
perceptions of COHORT unit leaders and combat readiness.

Family Formation and Residential Change across a Unit Life Cycle.
An exponential rise in the number of first term marriages

constitutes the first COHORT family demographic revolution.
WRAIR surveys, interviews and observations show that between
COHORT package arrival at the duty station and the end of a unit
life cycle, first term soldier marriage more than tripled,
reaching one-third of a typical company's junior enlisted
troops. The four survey iterations display this process over a
unit life cycle as follows: Single soldiers were over ninety
percent of first termers when the COHORT unit was formed. By the
end of Year 2 nearly one-third of junior enlisted soldiers were
married. Their proportion rose slightly during Year 3 of unit
life. Company married content rose despite attrition and later
replacement of attritees with packages of mostly single r'en.

Four-fifths of leadership cadre in each unit were married.
However, rapid turnover among career NCOs and officers in these
units made for frequent family relocations over the duration of
unit life. Most cadre families obtained on-post housing dur:ng
their first year at the duty station. In contrast, a'l new flrSt-.
term families began households off post. On-post housing of
junior enlisted with families rose dramatically from Dneuprcent
in the first year to fourteen percent of an average COHORT unit
troops at the end of second year. Family households on or near
Fort Ord were encouraged by the division as a family support.

Childbirth and Family Development
Childbirths generated a second unit-level family demographic

revolution which occurred about the mid-point in the unit lire i
cycle. The numbers of new babies rose dramatically during -he
second COHORT year and continued to rise ir. an upward sweepinc
curve through the end of the unit life cyc>e. Withnin each
company and battalion family development traced a n>'nlyv
predictable expansion pattern. Typically, a small roorrio: ar
first term soldiers arrived with "ready-made families", abouL a
dozen in each company. Many new marriages and creation of off-
post households by young first termers and their even younger
brides followed. Numbers of COHORT soldier children expanded
from less than a dozen per company in the first year to several
dozen in the lacer half of the unit life cycle. As one company
commander belatedly noted, "Where are all these babies cominq
from?". As this comment suggests, most unit leaders were
unprepared for two family demographic revolutions in their units.
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COHORT Family Demoqraphic Coh-rts
From a social demoqraphy perspective, marriage and family

grow patterns among junior enlisted COHOR _, idiers ditfcr
significantly from that of their age peers in the civilian
population and in other types of Army units. These first: termers
were more likely to be single when they joined the Army, but more
of them married during their first term. About two-fifths of a
Light Infantry unit's COHORT members dev .oped families composed
of young couples and early parity (i.e. childoirths)

U.S. Census figures show that the median age of marriago for
all American young adults is age 25.4. Four-fifths of American
young men remain single until they turn 25. Army-wide, ýuniVr
enlisted soldiers are, on average, older and more marriec than
new COHORT unit members. By the age of 22 years a third of each
COHORT package had married and one-fourth had children. Most re-
enlistees were married men. WRAIR surveys also showed that, in
general, single soldiers perceived barracks life as unacceptable
and demeaning. Many single COHORT soldiers emulated thei:
married peers, forming households and avoiding the presslres and
perceived low quality of company/battalion barracks life.

The dynamic demographic characteristics of Light T.fan3rv
COHORT soldier wives contrast sharply with their peers in ..e
wider society. The mean age of first termer wives at the
establishment of a COHORT unit was 20 years, more than three
years younger than the median age for married women in Amerc3an
society. On average, spcusal age rose but did not keep pace h
soldier aging across a unit's life cycle; many younger brides
continued to join the nool as average soldier age rose.
new, Army wives typically aave b r!7i to a first child over
years earlier -han do ,r Amnerican ,,;omen. F,
COHORT sol]dier- ou": c':mpared to much ti'-
among their age-peers in te ,vii'Jan population. Pre- 7, d
pregnancy was indicatecr 'n ,'rý-tciith of junior enlisted,
marriages. Age-specif : It" V rlltpF. of Th-se ytunr : :f -
wives were hiqher , ' 'm cohorts in c.vi- . -
Their birth inrerva:; * .:-,inq, were is, . r.

A.cceldeaed ratot-l , t.:oatiOl are i"rQplVj
of enhanced stabOi-ty <1 in; C H(.,RT units in terms of v-ty t-
ani res.idence. Many , .- ready had 7i c 1,o,
attach pernt wn-n •:n : ,,. n- - f tr"
CocIt lodil, imp7 A -' 51i n', s ;i

prornoti ,n, C l(_)nt. - i ,y f ,) nL t ut, i i t" dT',
fertility rates. Cf,!{ h!,, i txat ion .1 nCp puc) A
three year Cero t C h)t ta , ,' ,-,'"

Conclus r:,,
ihe Light nt ,- ,: /, i• oi ( 2p iy's

American popuIa' i r -J, IVd . and t-hel r f.•V'' I f,
small, company- i, r't .se t ,m: ly I T--,.t

dynamics were n. qht "it , ,



drawn up. Army leanership was not aware of the demographic and
socidl-psychological expectations of soldiers and their family
members new to the Army, or their interactions in unit context.

Sizable family demoqraphic cohorts of young wives with very
young children emerged within units of Light Infantry COHORT
soldiers. These tamilies usually resided at or on the Army
installation. An unanticipated spiliover effect of COHORT unit
personnel stabilization is that most of these new young families
passed through the early stages of family formation more or less
simultaneously. Wives and young children formed new demogLrphic
groupings within each unit, profoundly altering the age-sex
structure of COHORT companies and battalions over time.

Unit chains of command and the Lichý Infantry division
leadership were unable to fester an operational social climate
that bonded spouses to their husbands' units or attracted them 1o
an Army way of life. Initially high unit vertical cohesion
dropped markedly as soldiers become attacheJd to their grcwing
families, and alienated from their unit leadepr an( ,. Mis0 ins.

Conflicts between family needs and niri dernano. e;calatnd
for soldier and spouse over unit time as tne company t:aznina
schedule and mission demands cumulated aad :ntens-)i a r na-t ot
the development of the Light Infantry division. JnC,; 2rc iaL1e
military stressors penetrated the boundaries of famiy p/- vacy
and exacerbated new family strains. Cumulatiive stress redrced
soldier-unit Loading and detracted from un-t cohesion and
readiness. Family stress substantially reduced retention of
married first termers at the end of the>t duty tour.

In•ol icat ionS
Army desiqns fco the dpvploument -f. " ic. :, v

-f group dy:na1ics and training of light. infantry units ust ra.Ke
into account two fundamental demographi- snifts in COLO[.RT inits-

1) soldier chanae from sinale status tc marital status, and,
2) childbirths/famity development among COHORT unit tr-oos.

Leadership attention to COHORT family demcarapnc: cohorlts
becomes operarionally crucia-. to maintenance of e'erlcal cones.-
within units. As families emerce as maj.or ccnst-ruents of un-r
organizational life, family issues develop as preo:ctane makers
or breakers of Tight Infantry COHORT unit crne o ini readi (,eP

Rajp d family Lormation aid .ev .;)- t can , " i: .. n
in conventional Army COHORT uni as a dution or the arm i lI
demographic cohort effect analysed ab(.ve. Predictaie b anm, i'
demographic processes can be expected r!- characterIze unit c
rely on an individual personnel movement svstem. Army rotat,ý n
policies favoring rapid turnover ot small unit leadoff <

family stress, and havse adverse effects on COHOR" aou nontO.-OR!"
unit cohesion and readiness. Further sc<etiflo - v is "'-de'e
on the dynamics of Army-family relat~onships n s



GETTING BETTER RESPONSES FROM SPOUSES

Morris Peterson, Ph.D., and Susan Kerner-Hoeg,
Army Personnel Survey Division,

U.S. Army Soldier Support Center-National Capital Region,
and Emily Cato,

U.S. Army Community and Family Support Center

PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to describe the procedures used
to obtain a high response rate from the civilian spouses of
active duty U.S. Army soldiers. Special survey administration
procedures were necessary because the questionnaires were to be
mailed directly to the spouses and because the Army had not
previously conducted a worldwide mail survey of the spouses.

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

The U.S. Army conducted in 1987 its first Army-wide survey
of the spouses of active duty soldiers. The survey was unique
because questionnaires and other survey materials were mailed
directly to the civilian spouses of soldiers in June 1987. The
results of the Annual Survey of Army Families (ASAF) are being
used by Army leaders for policy and program planning. The
information will help identify family programs which support arid
develop strong soldiers and families. The results also will
provide direction for targeting family initiatives which are
affordable and which enc-urage commitment by soldiers and their
families to the Army.

The objectives of AS,\ e to:

(a) Obtain -nfon[.aticn directly from the spouses.
(b) Assess tho statAs of selected Army Family Action

Plan Issues to identify progress in resolving
identified issues.

(c) Assess faiily member attitudes about the Army
way of aife as it affects families and their
percepto o tlc -:uajity of life for Army
fam Iies.

(d) Ident: r • -id ct] e rig concerns of families.
\e) Suppirneft 1,L1-r evaluation and research efforts

desi~gr'eO t.., fi•, Army supvort of tamie lies.
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The U.S. Army Community and Family Support Center (CFSC) and
the U.S. Army Soldier Support Center-National Capital Region
jointly conducted the survey. A second general purpose survey of
Army families is planned for 1990. CFSC also is developing the
Army Computer-assisted Telephone interview (ACATI) system for
quick-turnaround surveys on family issues. Other Army family
surveys underway are the Army Family Research Program survey,
which will be conducted during February through July 1989, and
the survey of spouses of Army Reserve and National Guard
soldiers, tentatively scheduled for early 1991. In 1985, the
Department of Defense conducted a survey of military personnel,
including active duty Army soldiers and their spouses.

SURVEY DESIGN

A stratified, systematic sample was drawn of the spouses of
20,272 active duty soldiers (8,141 commissioned and warrant
officers and 12,131 enlisted personnel). The samples were
stratified by rank, and oversampling was conducted to increase
subsamples sizes for selected strata. The overall response rate
was 62 percent (12,525 completed questionnaire were returned and
12,105 were usable). In addition, 1,755 were returned as
"undeliverable," 17 were "refused," and 1 potential respondent
was deceased.

The sampling procedures were designed to identify the
spouses of soldiers who would be in the Army at least through 30
June 1987 and who would be available to receive the auestionnaire.
In addition, the sample was restricted to the "tradijtional"
soldier-civilian spouse family. Dual miiitaiy couples, sole
parent families, and spouses of soldicrs who have been on active
duty for fewer than six months were not be included in the
sample. The characteristics, needs, and concerns of these
families are believed to be very different from the nere
traditional soldier/civilian spouse Army families. The
characteristics and neEds of these groups uoudb best be Exar.ired
in separate surveys.

A self-contained, optical scan readable questionnaire waFs
used. The survey materials were mailed to the SJ)ouses of tbe
soldiers on 15 June 1987. A tracking pystem permitted tlir
second mailing of the questionnaire to be esent to those wbo lac
not returned completed questicnnaires. Fol tow-up reminrde
letters were sent after each mailing of the questionnaires.
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ADDRESSES OF SPOUSES

The first major obstacle of conducting ASAF was obtaining the
home mailing addresses of soldiers' spouses. Approximately,
5 percent of officers' spouses and 17 percent of enlisted
mpmbers' spouses are not located at the same place where the
soldier is assigned. There is no single, central, accurate data
base for obtaining the addresses of the civilian spouses of
soldiers.

The home mailing address of officers is available on the
Officer Master File; however, there is no comparable information
for enlisted personnel on the Enlisted Master File. By-name,
by-unit rosters were developed for enlisted personnel and sent to
Personnel Service Centers worldwide. Records clerks at the
Centers used the Emergency Data Card (DD Form 93) to obtain the
most recent addresses of civilian spouses of enlisted soldiers.

The Defense Enrollment Eligibility Recording System (DEERS)
also was used. Although DEERS did not have current addresses for
the majority of spouses selected for the survey, it does have
spouses' first names. Thus, DEERS was used to provide the first
names of the spouses of officers and for spouses of enlisted
personnel whose names were not available on the DD Form 93.

PROCEDURES TO GET A HIGH RESPONSE RATE

The second major obstacle was to ensure that--after the
survey questionnaires had been delivered--spouses would complete
and return them. Nine major categories of procedures/activities
were undertaken to obtain a high response rate. ristcJ below are
the categories and specific procedures used.

Demonstrate Command Support

o Send a message from the Army Deputy Chief of Staff for
Personnei! (DCSPER) to commanders about ASAF arid other
family research.

o Send a message to Personnel Service Center (PSC)
commanders, tasking PSCs to obtain home addresses for
spouses of active duty enlisted soldiers.

o Send lettersr from the Chief of Staff of the Army and
the Sergeant Major of the Army to inform soldiers that
their spouses had been selected to participate in the
3urvey.

o Send a cover letter to respondents ft om t he DCSP•P,
explaining the purposes of the survey ond encoutaging
coope rat i on.
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Encourage Soldier Support

o Send a letter from the Army Chief of Staff to officers
and from the Sergeant Major of the Army to enlisted
personnel (whose spouses were selected to participate
in the survey), encouraging their support of
participation by their spouses.

Conduct Publicity Campaign

o Conduct an Army-wide publicity campaign about the
survey, coordinated by the CFSC Public Affairs Office.

o Use Army Times for national/worldwide publicity and
Stars and Stripes. for additional overseas publicity.

o Use the Army news service (ARNEWS) for publicity
through installation newspapers.

Reduce Perception of "Threat"

o Mail the questionnaires and follow-up materials
directly to spouses.

o Place address labels on a tear-off cover page so that
respondents cannot be easily identified.

o Use a preprinted code number on the back page to track
returns unobtrusively.

o Provide prepaid, self-addressed Business Reply Mail
envelopes (no return address is required) for spouses
to mail completed questionnaires directly to the ASAF
processing center.

Personalize the Survey

o Send the questionnaJtes directly to the spouses.

o Use the first names of the spouses in the addresses.

o Obtain the most accurate home addresses of the spouses.

o Use the "best available" address (following pre-
established procedures) .

o Use First Class Nail for the initial mailing and
follow-up letter.

o Use pictures on the cover of the survey booklet
depicting Ar:my families.
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Facilitate Easy Response and Return

o Provide a self-contained (optical scan) questionnaire
booklet with instructions, questions/response
categories, and a specific, nearby location to record
the answer(s) for each question.

o Prepare instructions, directions, and questions/
responses in an easy-to-read style.

o Use a format for the questionnaire which facilitates
easy reading and following of instructions.

o Use Business Reply Mail self-addressed envelopes.

Do Follow-up Reminders

o Track questionnaire returns to identify bad addresses,
completed returns, and those who have not yet returned
a completed questionnaire.

0 One week after the initial mailing, send "personal"
follow-up letters from spouses of the Army Chief of
Staff and the Sergeant Major of the Army as the first
follow-up contact.

o Six weeks after the initial mailing, send a second copy
of the questionnaire to spouses with "good" addresses
who have not returned a completed survey.

0 Seven weeks after the initial mailing, send a final
follow-up reminder to those who received a second copy
of the questionnaire.

Make It Easy for the Spouses to Contact Us

0 Include the r:aJling address of Llie spurisoiIng agency
and the name of tie person to contact about the survey.

o Provide a toll-free telephone "hotline" for peLsons who
want to inquire about the survey or procedures for
completion and return.

Obtain Comments from Spouses

o Encourage spousE-, to vrite their own persEnal
observations on a "Cormnent Sheet" enclosed with the
questionnai re.

o Ask only that spou_es report the rank of ti-eir soldier
spouseE afid whet:her th~ey are in the U.S. or ove rsEas.



CONCLUSIONS

The response rate of 62 percent was very respectable--
particularly for a mail survey conducted during the summer months
when many Army families are moving or on vacation.

The response rates for spouses matched the pattern usually
obtained for soldiers: the higher the rank within enlisted,
warrant, and commissioned officer personnel, the higher the
response rate. The highest response rates were obtained from
spouses of soldiers at the top two enlisted and officer pay
grades: 75 percent for master sergeants, first sergeants, and
sergeants major (senior NCOs at the E8 and E9 pay grades), and
81 percent for lieutenant colonels and colonels (field grade
officers at the 05 and 06 pay grades).

As anticipated, the lowest response rate was 27 percent for
spouses of enlisted members at the lowest pay grades (El, E2, and
E3). Chain-of-command involvement may be necessary to achieve
high response rate from these spouses.

The survey procedures described in this paper can be used
effectively to obtain high response rates from other population
groups.

2/49



A FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION OF A MODEL ARMY
PERSONNEL APMINISTRATION CENTER (PAC) ORGANIZATION

Raymond 0. Waldkoetter, Phillip L. Vandivier, and Spencer J. Murray
U.S. Army Soldier Support Center

Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana 46216-5700

In February 1986, the Chief of Staff Army (CSA) issued guidance
to reduce company-level administration so computers would be required
only at battalion (Bn) and separate company (Co) level. Shortly
after this the Vice(V) CSA directed the Soldier Support Center (SSC)
to set up a prototype PAC and test all new doctrine and functaons
resulting from various efforts to streamline/reduce administrative
functions/tasks (SSC, 1986). That PAC evaluation the SSC conducted
helped in building an operating prototype Bn PAC to experiment with
new concepts and make recommendations for Army-wide application.

The purpose of th:o study was to provide an early user test anrd
evaluation (EUTE) of the prototype PAC organization, which was
conducted under normal operational conditions in garrison at Fort
Stewart, GA, and during National Training Center (NTC) exercises.
Two key objectives were to: evaluate the effectiveness of the Bn
administrative/personnel (S-1) Office in reducing administrative
workload for the Co commr'.nder (Cdr); and, determine if Personnel
Service Support (?SS) workload can be further reduced, streanl>ed,
or eliminated in the Bn S-1 Office.

An a more comprehcnsive strategy the Company/Battalion
Administrative System (CBAS) was established by the CSA as an effort
to reduce the administration at Co level. Under the leadership of
SSC, many Army orgarnzations have joined efforts to accomplip.sh `-
end. The goal is to free Co Cdrs and first sergeants (Ist Sgts) f •r
their primary mission of trainaln soldiers in preparation for war
(TRADOC, 1985). In January 198'7, the VCSA established a pr-gram
where the CBAS staff agencies met on a monthly basis to eliminate
unnecessary administrative requirements

In war and peace, 3nB and Cos are required to perform numerous
administrat:.v; functionv /tasks (TRADOC, 1987). These functions 'tasks
are generatod by many functional agencies and higher headquarters in
the A:firy. Ail requirements ultimately go down to the Bn and Cc level
for analysis, adjudication, and input. These administrative
requirements have been categorized in the following functional areas:
personnel, logistics (supplv , finance, legal, intelligence, medical,
military police, training, publications, and Command and Control
requirements. There was little effective centralized contrcil over
the Bn and Co admintsta. wor'kload. Traditional approaches to
this problem have met only minilma. success (SSC,1987). Now an
enhanced (The) Army Combat. Servie Spport Computer System 'TACCS'
TACCO C:.itware pa.k,, ,jo!a crgion ations, and procedures are
intended ti reduce . 1,,n i r. at., at Bn and Co level.

The views exprese . paer' ,e "'ose of the authors and dc not
necessarily re , f I o oýv ciew the X`idier Support Center Cr the
Department. of t.e, A,



This Army Development and Employment Agency (ADEA)/SSC appraisal
study evaluated PAC force structure, office automation hardware and
software, PAC funct%-n3,'tasks , and procedures, and on-going advances
in the area of Co-level workload reduction (SSC, 1988) . The
appraisal was conducted during 18-21 January 1988 at the NTC and from
29 Feb - 4 Mar 88 by the ADEA Project Officer and SSC
representatives. This appraisal report documents progress made to
date in the Army of Excellence (AOE) PSS effort to streamline Pt J
operations and makes recommendations based on user input on how the
system can be further improved. Data were collected jointly by
representatives from the AOE Task Force and SSC.

METHOD

Data were gathered at the 3/7 Infantry (Mech) Bn PAC, Ist
Brigade, of the 24th Infantry Division, Fort Stewart, GA, and durin;g
the NTC exercises where the Bn waz tested (Messier, 1988). The Fort
Stewart data were collected during individual interviews with the Sn
Cdr, Bn Executive Officer (XO) , the S-I, the present. PAC Supe•'vis
and a former PAC supervisor. The PA' workers were interviewed it.
small groups and individually as circumstanceis poryitted. The Cc
Cdrs and 1st Sgts were interviewed together a- each company. Data
were collected by a team which utilized a sta&dard (-! c' .,tio.;
plan with given portions of the plani used fco respcndentg at
different functional levels. The data collection p'&r e mp -:yd E d
following procedures: PAC workload estimation sheets reou..r1'g
respondents to estimate PAC workload requirements in peace a-dc.
for 41 PAC Functions; PAC workload logs requiring individual
respondents at PAC to keep track of the kind of work and time to
complete work; and typing log requiring PAC individuals to keep ':.ack
of the kind of typing and time to complete work.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the Office of the Bn S-1 to
reduce administrative workload for the Co Cdr, a first step wa3 t-
identify the deployable and nondeployable PSS functions and
associated workload required by the Bn S-1 Office. The Bn Cd-, Bn
XO, Bn S-I, the present PAC Superviscr, and a former PAC supervis.i-'
and workers were surveyed as subject-matter experts (SMEs) . The
following reference sources were employed: preliminary draft mater'el
(Army Regulation 600-8) outlining Bn S-1 responsibilities; and, 4,"
Task Force initiatives documented in the Standard Installation/
Division Personnel System (SIDPERS) users manuals. The unit
commander and staff may prescribe additional duties in local Stand.'
Operating Procedures (SOP). The surveyed Bn used the latest vers:on
of the Tables of Organization and Equipment (TO&E)/TACCS/S!DP7r

Respondents were asked to complete the S-i Functions/Workloai
Sheet which required: ratings of each approved PAC functio.i 2n A
priority scale of 0(not performed) to 9(extremely important),
estimations of the manyears to perform each approved PAC functl,>•
under both peacetime and wartime conditions; who performs eacrh
approved PAC function; and what equipment is used to perform oA.:
function. The list of 41 approved PAC functions was develope-i by .
AOE Personnel and Administration(P&A) Task Force and SSC. ; -
was staffed with the Adjutant General School. The PAC funct -;.
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covered the recognized personnel duties ranging from personnel
accounting, personnel automation, officer/enlisted management,
personnel data base management., casualty operations, typing,
preparation of orders, leaves and passes, through postal cperatioris
and unit manning, The designated SMEs completed the S-1
Functions/Workload Sheet.

Since a critical indicator of workload has been typing or word
processing it was decided to learn whether the Office of the Bn S-'
could accommodate the typing requirements of the Co Cdr and :st Sgt,
The PAC Supervisor, unit support clerk , Co Cdrs ano lst Sgts were
queried as to whether the Office of the S-i was able to provide all
word processing support for the companies from their administrative
cells. Data sources consisted of answers to the following questions,
and the PAC's maintenance of a typing log over a period of several
months; Is typing service provided by the PAC adequate; Is typin8
conducted in a timely manner as measured against the Bn SOF ;tandard
and What proportion of typing done at the PAC is conducted for the Br.
vs. Cos'?

To determine ..f PSS workload ran be reduced, streamlined, orc
eliminated in the Office of th- Bn S-1 , the Bn Cdr, Bn XO, En
PAC Supervisor, and PAC workers were observed and surveyed
Responses weire compared with requirements for Bn S-I st pu-4 t_:._

Pam 600-8 and other regulatory documents. The PAC personne' .,:,
shown the list of 41 functions and workload requirements and ae,>
indicats what PAC PSI workload might be reduced, streamlined, Cr

eliminated. Quesbions were asked about workload requirements
duplicated in di:ierent functions, reports duplicated, different data
bases having similiar information, company work that should be done a-
the PAC, and PAC worl: .hat should be done at a higher level.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To evaluate the effect voness of the Bn S-I Of f ce t re:i-.,ce ...
Co Cdr's ?SS workload and determine if the workload can be r,:.'.i
streamlin-d, or eliminated in the S--I Office, it was decided i,_
examine the interrelatioCnship among paacetime/wartime pr• r.

workload (manyear) Gsti.ptates Fraqu~incy distributions of th, ,.- o
variables 'Peacetj ,re Priorl esi W.r time Priorities and Poacetame
Manyears/ Wartime M._.nyeara, disc:lcr-ed that only Peacetime F.:- :c s
for the PAC Functions approximated a normal distribution
reason, nonpararriitric analysis techniques were used. Resu s :r a
Kruskai-.Wallis One-Way Ana•ly.s cf Var;.ance showed the 1!rv
designated SMEs agreed to a ..ich greater extent regarding as .:-.
of Peacetime ManveAr, Pqttin' -s 1-o PAC functions (p ) .0t) than :7-
Wartime Manyear Est mo1-) .- .'r-,, Kruskai-Wallis resul's a-3'
indicat,:i aigno fi , t .'e o' '.,eornt among the five SMEs for 'ne
assignment of pri.r'. :.ons dur.ing both peace, me
(p / .0t1) and ; _-re 1o : ons.

Chi-square reI-". frrqu.e7r'.o:es of pr(:rri-v
ass igrment (LO MVle,,, - e7. . . . . :W.-., . ... ... ... ...... y d e p .-e d r,•, , --

predictionr 7- T.-t . . -." . : each priority C--
both peacetirnm :n1 .00" 1)g coy . he depar-: e from



chance was largely explained by the low frequencies (15% and 20%) of
PAC functions assigned a low priority rating.

Table 1
Priority Assignment Percentages

------------------------------------------------------
Condition LOW Medium High

------------------------------------------------------
Peace 15% 46% 39%

War 20% 35% 45%

------------------------------------------------------

Spearman rank correlation results indicated moderate, significant
positive relationships, between PAC function peace and war priorit:e.r
Ir = .46; p < .05); peace and war manyear estimates (r = .60; p
.0!) :priorities and manyears for Peacetime only (r = .70; p ( .05
and priorities and manyears for Wartime only (r = .61; p < .05)

As it is generally easier to assign peacetime manyears with
disagreement between peace and war priorities, there is an overa.
tendency to emphasize "Hi and Med* priorities. The significant
correlation among priorities and manyears suggests the PAC wiq
Aenerally expending relatively more time on 'Hi and Med" prir:'
functions, than on those of "Lo" priority, even though SMEs may ";..-y
in such ratings and eatimat s. By knowing there are situational
differences in function pri rities and manyears the Bn S-1 can follclw
a generalized order to organize priorities and manyears more
favorable to Co Cdrs. Also by emphasizing automation across
fuanctions in the Bn S-i Office the workload can be modified Lo
;.mprove or eliminate transactions in some instances. Res c' _n<
priority conflicts in wartime will depend most likely on *:. ,
operational situation.

Since word processing is crucial under peacetime and warui::Ž
conditions, the extent to which the Bn S-i Office could hand.'.9ý '7
level typing was explored. Completion times (CT) for typing don.• t
the PAC (Cos and Bn) approximated a normal distribution aI1.wn .,
nT parametric statistical procedures. A total of 62% of '
was done for six Cos with 38% for the Bn.

Results of a t-test analysis indicated no significant diffe.-
(p ) .05) between Co and En CTg(time to type) and between Co and 5:•
turnaround times(TTs/time logged-in to out). Company average
CTs(12.0 min) and TTs(10.1 hre) were recorded with Bn CTs(C3 " m.
and TTs(10.0 hrs) , and with the aggregate CTs(12.7 min) and 7%'sk..
hrs) . A great majui,.iy CG, I) of typing was done by deadlines
though much came to the PAC due the same day.

It seemed obvious that the Bn S-I Office was effective :i
modifying the Co-level workload with word-prDcessing service
required documents. The Bn S-I Office was ieadily supportec
typing and the corresponding workload control. Due to the untblase,'
nature of Bn work assignment the Co-level tasks were complqt,ýC w•
within acceptable times with the Bn meeting its commitments S..
priorities and workload had been too strained, word proces~. •n, .
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reflect greater variation and the Bn S-i Office would not have
favorably directed the workload. Basically, there was little if anrw,
conflict in trying to eliminate workload since enough time was
available to seek options to improve the status of Co/Bn workloads.
If cross-training were emphasized greater efficiency would result in
the compie~ion of priority tasks. Further improvement to manage PAC
and Co efficiency will occur as parallel functions/tasks for finance,
supply, and training are automated in a ,noie prcdurtive work
environment.

The Bn S-I and PAC play major roles in accomplishing the P&A
mission at Bn level, The S-i is responsible for overall superv-s:o.n
and coordination of the Bn's P&A support. When the S-i ianages PA,7
functions and priorities, it ippears easier to allocate manr'ears or
time to perform functions/tasks in the peacetime environment.
Allocation of manyears to wartime functions/tasks is probably mor-,÷
difficult because mission requirements are not as reliable as in a
garrison location. Assignment of priorities in peace and war moo't
certainly depend on the workflow demands and a need to supp-i-
changing command issues. Yet there is a noticeable tendency
occurring in that more priorities receive high and medium rut.g.
than low in peace and war, even with the variance among ?M7 :U&;To,•g
on the scale of priority or importance. The significant correiat'cn:
between and within peace and war prlorltieo/manyears suggest the S-:
functions follow some decision-making agreement to determine which
functional priorities and manyear allocations will be required to
support the given mission.

With the introduction of enhanced automation procedureF, the Sn
S-I Office has been able to consolidate workload requirements
effectively reducing and streamlining many transactions, theyeb,'
substltuting for or eliminating ineffective work methods. The 8rei.=
improvement in word-processing capability has permitted th-- &I to
atr,'anr. priarities and workload to support more productive Vo-leve.
vanage.nent for Co Cdrs and lot Sgts. The PSS workload can be put
a more wchoduled basis freeirn time for those unscheduled
c.sslgnment.. As the S-1 has clearly shown the skill in minimizin; 2n
automation and word-processing production time, he/she has gaine,:
more tima to assist the Commander in performing staff duties.

The S-1 and the PAC malntain a close working relation with other
Bn staff elements, subordinate units, higher headquarters. and
ouppnrting organizations. Effective interaction with members .f the
Bn and medical staffs, subordinate and higher headquarters, and T'her
elements is mandatory for successful P&A operations on the
battlefield. In the areao of operations, supply, and train:i, the
3-1 can sorve as an advisonr in Pu.Drnoatlng work priorities and
allocatior product'vi :impr to ui.-fp,'i. individual and unit effic e:.cy:
Because many functi., p-i • a 'j s of the S- In terface w: th. the P" :-.J
other staffF f , he/sh. a: . ...-.. n to adjust staff prioritm', s t&,
achiety the praf, z-.. :, 'i . A ' the Commander. Rarely wi '.he S-
havE toa lower a. ;'> 0 .v 7 ,' . .,. task when it, ran be ., wr-, .,

support the ori 2 . . '.' , . " unit,



Possibly, one of the S-I capabilities most overlooked is the role
to prevent or reduce stress. Combat stress can destroy the Co or Bn
ability to carry out mission priorities and work on the battlafield.
If stress is not dealt with quickly and effectively, the effects can
be lethal for a soldier and unit (FM 26-2, 1986). By recording
assessment of stress factors when analyzing Troop Preparedness for
the Personnel Estimate, the S-i monitors stress and recommends
actions to prevent or reduce the effects of combat stress. As the
S-I serves to reduce the administrative workload for the Co Cdr,
consolidate workload management in the Bn S-I Office, and enhance
work performance with stress prevention, Co Cdrs and lst Sgts will
find more time for their primary mission.
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A JOB ANALYSIS ON THE ROLE

OF A POLICE OFFICER

Sheldon H. Geller, Marijane Terry
Geller, Shcdletsky & Weiss, Toronto, Caaada
Fred Shaw, Peel Regional i'oHLC, Brampton, Canada

Peet Regional Police i~orce is responsiblc for the policing of a large,
varied territory, which has both rural and urban sectors and an
ethnically diverse population. In 1987, the Force decided to review,
their sc~reening and selection procedures. They had two basic
prereq~uisites: one, that the proceciures chosen be effective and, two,

that minority groups would not be discriminated against by the
pr~c cd u. r es.

The procedures in place had been developed on an intuitive basis soime ici
years earlier, with some attention paid to what other poiicc forces in
North America were doing. While this method of developing procedures
been use ' in many cases, it was deem-ed not to be an adequate suhstii utc
for precise investigation Accordingly, it was decided that a job
analysis on the role of a police constable would be performed.

The role of a constable was chosen as constables comprise the bulk of thec
Peel Regional Police's strength, and all successful candidates for
employment must enter the organization at this rank. Once hired,
constables receive training, mandated by the Ontario Police College, and
conducted by both the College and the Peel Force itself.

Method

Normally accepted technical methods were used for the job analysis.
iicllAuding Interviews, critical incident logs, In situ observations and a
laitra tu ic search ariid review. Twe ntv-four pol ice personnel \xcrc
inter%,iewcd to elicit the types of tasks performed by a police constahlc
and the skills deemed necessary f'or performa~nce. Personnel intcrvc,.c.-,

'Flit aitii )r gra.tefully aclt l !-igi- i. l ,isstance j. i-)v ied ily owi Senwr Officers and Memhlvrý

the Peel Regional Policv

(.,;,rre.9p'ndein'e criwcernii,g tloi. pap,- )ioijd he add;:lvated L, Shln'll' If (Geller. Phi t)

C;ell(-r, Sheil~tqky k, Weis,V, '11 ' r T l ,, nP Ii j iiao ;i~ 4 I



ranged in rank from the Chief to fourth-class constables, and represented
a cross sample of experience, gender and race. In situ observations were
done with police personnel on patrol.

A further method, that of the critical incident, was employed also. An

informal committee of sergeants met as a group to identify critical
incidents which could be used to distinguish between poor and good

performance as a police constable. Six of these incidents were selected,

and sergeants on the Force kept logs for a period of two weeks and
recorded their observations whenever one of the incidents occurred.

flci('cnts we'ccted included: death ncrification, domestic call, traffic

t;r'1<,' ,c(Id- nt report, arrest for shoplifting and court testimony.

"tf "ic information from the interviews was pooled, while the

nforri.u'or, froim the critical incident logs was kept separate initially

until a preliminary job analysis ,ould be completed.

the Preliminary Job Analysis

4'orkin -. w;th the pooled information from !he t,.ci .. four interviews wit!

,-lice pcrsonncl, the investigators rapidly determined that three
recurring phrases were used to describe the job of a police constable.

T',,csc phiasr's were "preservation of life," "pre,.ervation of peace," and
"prctectimn of property." Almost without exception, everyone questioned

about the job uscd these phrases at some point when interviewed.

,ccordingly. thcse threc areas were thought t. , e ' hr i,_ .kco-.c o- thc
qoalysis and an attempt was made to order the findings into three

distinct catego,-ies. Such categorization, however, rapidly proived t,. be
impossible. The various tasks which had been identified as comprising

ýh ¾ ,' f a P;'icc constable refused to be ;-t" t. :: ,r tht, '

.atcgori.,s, and no amount of manipulation or different 2rnroacbcs tc
integration of the material were successful.

.Nt this point. -he material fr m the critica! i c lent !o,i , cxc inn'c ,

and it was discovered tl0-,t no where in the citicMfl ,c.d[It .ovs did
these three phrases appear. This difference was quite stai ting, gi cn
the almost unanimous use of the phrases by police p'rso,,nel when

qucstioned specifically about the rol" of a polc., no,)st ,le.

Various explanations for this difference were -. "..n..' and de(-atrdcd
While the two methods of doing a jb analvsc <. crc dlti crcý.t. i" tih2i:N,

the rcsuits could not be so dramatically diff'crum ro iffcrciii personnel
were interviewed fronm those that completed i.K ! :;,. incidC!t !oq,

b-t the pe')plc chosen to participate in thc jo ,, . F.. c, ,,ted
randomly, cxc,.p: for the very scilor officcr";..i'. r.,, s\.it( 1m.atic
difforences could bc expected to occu' i7 ,sult,.

• ' !~ IU'



A re-examination of the material gathered in the interview part of thc
job analysis was donc, and It was noted that the phrases only occurred
when personnel were askcd to dlescribe the tasks of the job, and did not
appear in the collected skills' Inventories. In fact, the identified
skills were the same in both !hc Information gathered from interviews and
recorded in the critical incidenit logs.

The Effect of Nomenclature on Research

The Investigators who pcrfoirned the job analysis were experienced in job

anal~sis, were familiar with the complcxItIes of it, and were accustomed
to approaching their work with objecotivity. Trhey were also experienced

in prvidig pscholgical! and training services to police and othe

emerge-ncv services personnecl. Yet, 'it was not until the precliminary job

anallysis, [ailed and the critical incident logs were examined and compared
with the Information gathered from the intcr% icws did the disruptive

effect of nomenclature become apparent.

The investigaiors had iPtenecd it) phrasecs wlhich wecre a stock part of the
vocaularyi- 4 the police, and [nndced. are cnitirely famniliar to the

public. Fhev, had accepted these ph ra.ss :et faice \aluc because they
undc;-stood A~hat was meniiit by them, aind did not question them in an\v
specific way. l-lowc\ er, these phrases did not c:ontrIbute to the job
analysis as the "nrreser'.ation of life, the "preservation of peace" and

the "protect;o(n (oi proper: " whille representative of thc work that police

constzaC ties 3 are Mct he1ý aictLoa I taslk. wh ich are performed.

T-hese phrasecs. In fat eciegeneral [anmil ies of tasks which arc

per fornimedh\ nol ice con st al.hles. Fhe e rba I shorthand of' the police was
acceptcd Lxthe nstooraý thee lras have a \er'. familiar ring,

to them, and :if) actuail ioeanin.ý In, a cnceptual sense. llowc~er. the\
faile'd th, A tc~t In j _ 1, %nAiis wasý the 1protection of property ain

rvclu'is\c ON t\ \ l''-no k,1'I)-,rr. i to the,_ prozscrvation of' life? Was the
presevin Ilit''r K ;!s is sicn c'niparcd to h

The I in al Joh A n, 1 '

I] .on 'JIý I Ii( 1 :I , 1 T n ' tr n~io m ic ning. 1,ith to theal

td 1 11 , 11 ": I 1J!1' :I, vcl ~ i~ a ll. it \k d clefi'

Ii . ýnI, ýi 1,)"k CeC t hf
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The "'rcscrvation of Life" category included sucn events as civil

emergencies, hostage situations and natural disasters. The second
category of "Preservation of Pcace and Order," included public
demonstrations, youth activities ani •ommunity programmes. The last

catcg:ory', that of "Protection of Property," included such items as the
protection of public spaces, private buildings and goods.

This method of design satisfied the need of both the Police Force and

ourselves to see these duties, so closely connected with police work,
•"pcar in the job analysis. It had the advantage as well of maintaining
" (-lca, -cpfiration from the actual tasks and skills involved in the job,
,, -,,,in3 a c-mpletc context for the job to appear in sequential

in ,: !ieh problem of nomenclature had been solved, the remainder of the

ýob analysis proceeded smoothly. Cirouped job activities includeu Patrol,
Lnforceirient of Laws, Public Assistance and Organizational Obligations.
ý-very task or activity identified by the police in interviews could be
assigned to one of these categories, exclusi,,c of i- usion in any
thcr.

Patrol is a distinct category in the job analysis, and describes the kce

job dimension of answering calls and carrying out assignments. In thi,."

dimension, the activities involved include attendance at paiade,
preparation of the vehicle, patrol of assigned zone, answering calls,

checking property, traffic control and other duties. While this
dimension is called patrol, it actually has a more comprehensive mcaciing.
;r l -,.,t it covers more than the physical act of pjtrolling.

The second distinct job dimension is the Enforcement of Laws, and centCr

on the key job responsibility of the execution of legal requirements in

the role of a police constable. To this catcgory are assigned the poun,:c
activities concerned with investigations necessary to lay charges, the

actual laying of charges under municipal, provincial and federal laws.
arrest procedures, the preparation of anv mate:rial necess-ary Cor the
courl r;,stem and court appearances.

Public Assistance is the third dimension, and involvcs the key job
responsibility of interaction with the public, both in the sense of(

active assistance and proactive policing. 'hih i, c::t ,.r includes , h
activities as mediation, referrals to communits s'rvices, death
notifications, advice on sa f'ctv programmes an, 1 b..b:tancc abtic

The last dimcnsion is Organiiational Obliatin.'. tw ich c,<\ers ,t policc

cstahlc's acti, itics in rcf'ercnce to internal p-" r

rcquircments. It includc so' ictix titJCs asi o cs n,. w •1 J1 i' ul orders'

from icrnir officer,,. lollm( riv, the rcgulations, 11' the ()O l:irio Police



Act and Force rules and regulations, maintenance of equipment, training
requirements and meeting fitness and specialized knowledge requirements.

The next step was the assortment of the identified skills associated with

the four basic job dimensions into the six groups of Communication.
Interpersonal, Intellec'ual Reasoning, Organizing Skills, Personal
Attributes and Physical Requirements. Each category included a list of
skills and characteristics which had been identified as necessary for the
successful completion of the position of police constable. Figure I
illustrates the job objectives, job dimensions, and skills and
characteristics identified in the job analysis.

Communication Skills includes accuracy in listening, questioning,
clarity, and literacy. The Interpersonal section includes compassion.
empathy, persuasiveness, conflict resolution and team work. Intellectual
Reasoning includes decision-making, common sense, recognition, analytical
reasoning and concentration. Organizing skills features evaluation.
applied procedures, attentiun to detail and methodicalness. Personal
'kttributes includes sense of humour, adaptability, self-control, maturity
and initiatilve. Physica; requirements includes visual acuity, hearing
and dexterity. As the list of skills is quite lengthy, only examples are
presented.

To complete the job analysis, the findings wcrc presented to a group of
officers -it the Peel Regional Police Force for their review, comments and
suggestions, and then any adjut-trnonts necessary were completed.

Discussion

Nomenclature, words which becomnc a shorthand for a particular group.
serves the interests and needs of that group. On occasion, it seeps into
the vocabulary of others, and takes on in extra dimension beyond what it
was or Pinallv intended to imcan. In p-)lice work in particular, the medi,1
has helped t11- popuiari7e the no;o-cnclatUrc of the police, as have the

cxtensl'.e ml.lie rolati,,n'; r•ns :on,luctcd by police forces.

Ther,e ii nilin% oth~cr IK -lv.hi.fil I .,I i r \:l,ra •I filkr tpc (It
nimeni~iaturc. Andl whih -1 ti il ,;, rc i ,,1jcctlie anal'sis sincc the
nomcn,7l1zurc- i,,, ,., ,,,in 'i h. hil> .4o nm.t. For c\ý.m ple, it scm
""ik .I t";,- ha-, a lonv' histors and a

, .t r p AP, fl, m cn, l.rt rc.

:thc r I1X C,4 ,4 I1(r,
I , '. ii , ," .', h 'h h'It a sýtrI0 ` ,

[:rllCý; " I ' 1 it c 1 I hC t ,he t ,, 1I I t•Cn l
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Figure 1

JOB ANALYSIS - POLICE OFFICER

Job Objectives

Preservation Preservation of i Protection
of Life Peace and Order of Property

SJob Dimensions

Patrol Enforcement Public Organization:'.
of Laws Obligations Obligation-.

Skills and Characteristics

Communication Organizing

Interpersonal Personal

Intellectual Physical
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The ability to integrate information from these various data base, is very
important. 'lechniques and software are being developed to interfae.- •,•'l' ,
data bases; however, these efforts are still in their infancy. In the
interim, MP1 analysts must be able to use the information from existing data
bases that is available today. Data fron' available sources will be especially

critical during the Pre-Concept and Concept Exploration Phases in the
acquisition of a new weapon system. Data collection at these two stages must
include the identification of a comparable predecessor system and generation
of baseline data relying on the weapon system(s) in the current inventory most
similar to the emerging system. Using the existing weapon system's MP1
environment as a baseline, the MP'I analyst will be able to assess shortfalls
in meeting new MPT requirements and be able to perform "what if" analyses on
anLernative weapon system designs and alternative NPT structures.

1hi; papet will address the potential MPI applications of one existing
.ta source, the ORLB, developed and maintained by the Manpower and Perrsr-.,
r 0;vis on (MO) of tne AFHRL. The ORDB is an up-to-date occupational resear:"
.. ta base containing a wide variety of both historical and current informo',.

enlisted and officer career fields. In the following sections, we will
lirst provide a brief description of the kinds of information available witmtli
each of the ORDB subsystems. Second, we will outline steps and provide
,'xamgles which M1P1I analysts might current i use to cstablish a

,decess-system baseline data file from which estimates of MPl requiretiie
icr new and emerging weapon systems may be made. Filially, we will co....".

p<,ssible longer-term modifications to the (;RDP system to help meet rhc ,,tl
'., early MPT analysis.

background/Overview

Plans for th- development of the GRDB began in 1978 following tilt,
realization that, while vast quantities of infermation were available ,o"1
Air Force occupations, the data were widely dispersed among, many dite•.,-.
(.icniztons u..•sing many different formats and degrees of coverage.:

7 1t, the AFHPRL aloi,, maintained 29 diffeorent kinds of computer files
•,nera ted by many different sources, and other organizati ns (hQ USAF A

AFMPC, -tc.) each had their own data bases and gen-ra ted numerous recurri1
r:, ports, regulations:, and studies. Additionally, the Labora tory hou.
Force technnical reports datii , back to 1943 and was the offi c i ia l Air - V.rc,
repository of all occupational study data files generated by the LSAI
Occupational MIeasurement (.enter ( USAFOMC) . (ccupati,, i: , :.'-

.. )oratorv needed a way to consolidate this in formatI( al rn.d ak1 it i

. c(.ssible to a variety of possible us,.rs.

lodav 's ORDB is an on-line system housed on the AFHRI UNISYS I lO
computer at Brooks Air Force Base, lexs . Access to th k system by O.L,u iv

.rganizations is made possible via "on-line" modem-telephone ' 1is.
d,.s in of the ORDg was created in a ,s(,r friendly, t utori,, on",vir(enp :t t :
users are guided through the simpl e interfae rout ines. "lhi . data ho,

consists of four rr.a jor suhsysterrs Iron whic h the variouls tx'ves oi o, i
information and statistics are acc,,ssed:

(1) ( F,_uter Assiste-d Re ference locator ((Ak ): . 'lbh i ,. h-v. t
I is t ings off occupa t i ona 1 studies , techn iC a r C p0 r t s , and o ti I- d .0

r la(ted to Air I orcc jobs. I-aclh ie I or (')Lct in (A iA lds suJ I. ' I
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as author/OPR, title of the reference, type of reference,, a brief narrative,
description, and an associated list of key terms for each. Key terms input by
the user are the basis for searching and accessing routines which identity and
display the desirea references.

(2) Aptitude Requirements Compont.nt (ARC). Ihis subsystem contains
up-to-date information from Air Force Repulation (AHr) 39-1, Airman
Classification, which establishes the occupational structure of the enlisted
force. The ARC contains AFSC descriptions (for ladder and career field),
progression ladders, aptitude requirements, and specialty prerequisite:< frot

1978 to the present. It also has an AFSC number change history file which
tracks all changes from March 1965 through the present.

(3) Statistical Variable Subsystem. 'his subsystem contains statistical
information on the enlisted force b- AFSC, poFulation Jroup, and year for a
total of 125 different variables. AFSC-specific data are collapsed across
individuc ecords from a nun',er of AFHtRl data files including the Airman
Ca ir/Loss (AI), the Pi pel ine Management Sys tem ( PIS ) and the Lni forr /,i1 man
Record (UAFR).

(4) Uj)DAP Reports Subs'ster. 'Ihis subsvstem contains selected , rints
from Air Force occupational studies, which have been conducted bv tht, I SFec.
Six basic types of information arc !vaiila le In th-se cn;lputer-g, vcrkýr.,
reports: tasks comprising the AFS, percentage, ot incumbents perfor-i i ( adC.

task, relative percentage of time s'pent on each task, relative diftli,, t'
each task, relative trainng- ea~phas is recommended for ý-ach task, anr .,.oi ar
of backgrouno information such as cquipment ,t5ud or mraintainedl, t, r' <T

special equiprent, and -ob satisfaction information.

Iwo additionail C!hb subs',stenrs iis data froin the main four subs, ->ý.
Th,. Custom Reports Sub -ivsten' pres ents several unique en storr report opt i.,:iI to
include CODAP-Statistics interface output or large vol:m-.e statistical

retrieval. 1he ORPB-SPSS Inttertac ,a S:&ssysten, all ews four different S'1FS
procedures to he,, appii ed to datt rvm he Stait is i n I Variable St . t. -.

(IFL M il AppI _ ca t ion1_s

A, an esanpl , dat iva ilab , within t he (iRIS, v!av jrový to:;t !II in I ,
(!(v(lop-rrn o.l the IMPA/ S Pr,,,'r.'o' Plan (11'-0), 'ape.cinllv in th,( Prk- ,
aEd ,, , hxpl,.,;Ition Phask-, w{hi.I ,it(t,: lack concrctt daitai - i l( t(i t ii
ntw syc!Z m. Ih.. prinon rx eb .,.t iv, I the iP ar.' to• , i•'t.bi I I' : .

alo d con1 tr- im'tn; a . , !; ig n pr;c s .fi .t:!,Ii , tart ici t

MP'1S trade--ofi nan et -• n d U es n r. the n ce ;iarv ranp ,) r a'1t Tt-'r i I i Iv

as wel( I as C1,a liti, - 1d Ir i I , nn I ar> a' il ' I I t i I'- •r t t i
sV tenI VAen T ii t d

'i,, he• alKi to n,• tle in)r•,t,, sithic to'ik, Ilt i~r iris, ['I'•) s I,
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must next identity those Air Force specialties which work that system. In
some cases, this identification is relatively straightforwarci and can be
obtained directly from the Airman Classification Structure Chart (AFVA 39-1).
For example, AFSC 431X1, lactical Aircraft Maintenance, is subdivided by
alphabetical "shredouts" to identify specialization in a specific weapon
system.

In most instances, however, a direct linkage between AFSC and weapon

system is not available. For example, individuals holding the 426X2, Jet
Engine Mechanic AFSC, may work on a number of different aircraft. No

identifier within the code itself specifies which weapon systems are
maintained by that AFSC. How then can an tlPT analyst penerate a list of
pertinent AFSCs? One approach is to gather information trom Subject Matter
Experts (SMEs) who are knowledgeable on the predecessor system. Another

potential source of information is the Special Experience Identifiers (SEIs)
which identify special experience and training not otherwise reflected in the

classification system. AFR 39-1 contains a listing of all Special Experience
Identifiers along with their authorized AFSCs. Using the look-up chart

available in the index of the regulation, all AFSCs authorized for an SE] may
be identified. Using these AFSCs as inputs to the ORDE0, the ýýPl analyst can
begin to extract data and build a predecessor system data file.

The first ORDB subsystem to be accessed by the analyst should be the ARC.

The ARC provides a narrative description of the Iadder AFSC (i.e., disregards
skill level--431X1E, 426X2, 423X4, etc.); a narrative description of the

career field (i.e., a career area--43XXX, 42XXX, etc.); a listing of the AFSC
prerequisites including minimum aptitude scores, physical profiles, whether or
not women are authorized, physical work capacity, certification or license
requirements, mandatory training courses, etc.; AFSC Progression Ladders as
they appear in AFR 39-1; and a complete AFSC number change history with
additions, deletions, and skill level changes available fron- 1965. 'The AF( is
a good starting point in obtaining a qualitative description of any AFSC. It
essentially automates information as it appears in the lates" publication of
AFR 39-1.

Having obtained qualitative descriptions of th• AFý(, Lthe analyst would
next iccess data available within the Statistical Varihbles Subsyster'.
P, _,.uency distributions, means, and standard dev iat iens art generat-.d icr 125

variables and are summarized by Duty AES(, with furtler breakdown;s by calendar
year and population group. 1he data are sumimarized at three lcvcls: (1)
career field (i.e. 43XXX, 42XXX); (2) ladder (i.,,. 431X1 , 423X-4) ; ai nd (3)
skill level (i.e. 42632, 43151F) and are avci lable, for tht 5 oat rrcc•t vYar-
Variables of interest to the MPT analyst may be grouped i it o V ur (atogories:
First, basic demogrnpic data are available as disribeti I cachnic
education level, skill-level, age, grade, s,,x, race, e!hiiL ere, ,l

time-in-grade. Second, atitude p roif I ls t or A Ss oan 1, •"I1",)at, t11r oyh

accessing distributions of AFQI and ASVAB scores , rek .n iowi, t,
Administrative (A), Electronic (K), (,en,iral (( ), ,atI! *l;, l ( , s and
further by MAJCOM, race, sex, and ethni, 9,ro0 p. 1 1I 1, p. :)•'ur! r 1.
available as assigned strength by AFS, un h. ,iS ' T" 0'I, C 11 'T. antd
base, and gains and losses to thi_. Al- by h% A.hE, lM\l. . , 1 1, I.ut

year. Finally, forcewide informic Ii n 15 si ; va, to -

and 9-skill levels across AFSUs or ftor h•eh. tt.l t iu I',rI I i ]-1. '!1,. I.-

example•, the averag,. Admiris trat Iv. ASV,%'Ah cor r a.,,r• 1 1
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the Air Force is available, as are average Electronic and Mechanical scores
for the 5- and 7-levels. Distributions based on the entire Air Force enlisted
force are provided on a number of variables (Grade, Assigned-Strength,
ASVAB-CEN, etc.).

The final and most comprehensive subsystem to be accessed within the ORDB

is the CODAP Study Reports Subsystem which contains selected reports from Air
Force occupational studies which have been conducted by the USAFOMC. The Air

Force Occupational Survey Method (OSM) is an AFSC or personnel-oriented system
and, in contrast to MDC, LSA, and LCOM, is applied to most enlisted and
officer AFSs as well as some civilian series positions. In terms of task
specificity, OSM survey tasks tend to be more general than MDC, LSA, or LCOM
tasks. Tasks seldom describe work performed at the component level. The
principle purpose of survey tasks is to provide information useful for
training and job classification.

The basis of data produced by the OSM is the USAF Job Inventory Wihich

consists of a background information section and a list of duties and tasks
comprising the AFSC. The Job Inventory task list is the instrument for
collecting relative ratings of time spent performing tasks, task difficulty,
and task training emphasis. The background information section collects
standard demographic information such as primary and duty AFSC, MAJCGf+, TAFMS,
etc. It also collects work-environment information, such as equipment worked
on and functional job area. Data collected from this background section
serves as the basis for generating individual and group job descriptions for

incumbents.

A number of different types of reports are available within the CGDAP

Subsystem. The first type is the job description which contains ordered lists
of task or duty statements together with the percent of members in a group

performing the task and an average percent reflecting the time a member spends
performing a task. These data are also available in group summary form. Next
is the variable summary report which contains frequency distributions for
specified intervals, total frequency counts, and means and standard deviations

on relative background and computed variables•. These data are also available
in percentage rather than frequencies. A third type of report piovides

task-level ratings of factors includinig learning difficulty and training,
emphasis. Relative difficulty ratings, dcil,.d in terms of how long it takes
a person to learn to do the task, are collected from 30 to 50 senibr-level
NQOs, as are training emphasis ratings, defined as importance to be taut, ht
during first-term training. Special task factor reports also show tasks

(along with appropriate data) mappt:d und(,r areas cf the. Specialty Iraininp
Standard (STS), a document produced by Ht AIC which outlines al9 tunction-;
within an AFSC for the purpose of train inq prsoonnl in that skii].

IonP-'orer Modi fications

havin, considered current MP'l-sp(-cific :topliat ns for i , it is 10W
appropriate to address longer ttern rroditications to tl.akt (Phi rt,rc atpl-Iil a)I
to early MP'l analysis. Specitically, ti 1 1 a s r: il< 1 ng th, (ii P w, i-Fn SvStt'll

as opposod to specialty speciIic. (1)vi ,IIs Is tri't*is frI-r ii , a ,o, t
compl.otý.lv occur until the tSA , h .ns ti) s•uvv 1o wIttI " I I,

point, it will hc possibl to ihcllc( I ate r J\,t, -F 'ei ic int( ih 1 i.

th hý )a ck gr otnd s ec t ion o i occ~lFitt I( ;jIa s urv,~ ',' .~ j un I n s)II I ýrI Iti
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weapon sys tem-speci tic survey techniques currently under development by At IlRk],
will allow the capacity to store data and generate summary reports by weapon
system. While the RIVEl Workforce configurations are providing trends in this
direction, necessary delays in surveying all relevant specialties and
developing needed technologies will push this type of surveying into the
1990s. Until this time, certain steps must be taken to bridge the gap between
our current short-term applications and the implementation of a new approach
to occupational surveys. While certainly not an exhaustive list, the
following options are examples of possible ORDB modification/extensions. All
will require fairly extensive research efforts.

First, it is possible to build cross reference tables specifically for
ORDE data which would allow us to match specialties with a weapon system and
vice versa. Starting points for such tables could come from areas such as
Special Experience Identifiers and related specialties currently found in Air
Force classification manuals. Utilization codes currently in the ORDB are
another potential data source. It may even be necessary to tap major command
resources and identify subject matter experts to help with the process.
However it is accomplished, this option would provide a concrete link between
weapon systems and specialties for ORIAB-specific data.

Second, use of currently available task level data base matching
technelogies such as setantic-aided analysis will allow matching of survey
task data with task data from the MDCS. MDCS data are weapon system specific
so this work would allow, at least by implication, ORDB task data to be
"translated" into a weapon system-specific format. This technology is
currently being cross validated on an extended sample of specialties using
USAFC;MC analyst support. Assuming current levels of matching hold, this
option provides an excellent link between survey and weapon system data.

Third, we can match information on an individual's organization of
assignirent (available in the raw data from which ORDB was built) with the
weapon system attached to that organization. While some possibility of
working with classified information exists, this option allows us to look at a
given weapon system and identify the specialties associated with it. Using
this option would also allow generation of personnel data by cross matching an
aggregation of individuals working in a given organization and their current
spocialties as well as their current weapon systenms and lists of equipment
supporting those systems. Demographic characteristics such as tin-e in
service, aptitude levels, and education along with information such as tasks
performed and amount ot time spent on tasks, would be immediately applicable
to an expanded job typiln, useful for identifying the optimim person/weapon
system match.

A Closing Con'rr-nt

Ahi In originally devtlopcd as a rescarcll tool , the Ot Lh has rapidly becone

an important source of on-line information to an expanding I st oe uisers in
the MP'l communityv. Ilh, 'xanples and ideas d(isusse'd hcrt, trovide important
extensions to existing sr'rvices. A I-HI/MO i0 s in the process of using its own
resourct,s as well as user teedback to id,,nt itv the best opt iron(s ) Ior OGR B
modi f icat ion which will provide the hi Ohest pai I t!or early MP'll analys is.
'his ,tfort wil I help hi in (n lin , ;n Ir), 1t 1,t:n data Z ource for Is ii

improviny weapon sys ter acq is It iO,.
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Developing a Total Force Occupational Specification
for the Canadian Forces

LCdr Dominique D.Benoit
Mr G. Jeffrey Higgs

Directorate of Military Occupational Structures
National Defence Headquarters, Ottawa, Canada

Background

Issued in June 1987, a new Defence Policy for Canada
(White Paper) introduced a Total Force concept for the Canadiai,
Forces (CF) . This White Paper states that it is "both
impractical and undesirable to try to meet all of our personnel
requirements through the Regular Force". Many of the tasks nc.
performed by Regular Force personnel will be absorbed by te
Reserve Force. If the Reserve Force is to support the Regular
Force, the "distinction between Regular and Reserve personnel
must be greatly reduced. Their responsibilities must re
integrated into a Total Force concept." For instance, somn
combat units will have a mix of Regular and Reserve personnel,
each performing specific tasks. This "total" force will form
the basis for the transition to a Mobilization Special Force i:!
the event of hostilities.

This new policy has had a direct impact on the CF Mili.tary
Occupational Structure (MOS) which is controlled by te
Directorate of Military Occupational Structures (DMOS) . The
MOS is defined as the framework in which personnel •ze
recruited, trained, emnloyed, promoted and paid. IK L
maintained by -means of occuDaticnal specifications wh-ch
describe the job requirenents for e•ry CF occupation. The
specifications are generally dcveioped from occupational
analysis (OA) daten, and are divided into three sections. ? e
first section describes the scope of employment, provides a
general job description; and -ndic1tes a:vy special requirements
for the jobs in Lh1- occupation. -;hr. second section presents
ideal career patterns and tr-e occupation progression profile.
while thi -third o;; /hich Lni- paper will concentrate,
lists tiLe specific du+. • ta;s >•ew•dge and skills rerjuiued
for the jobs in the

The need tor the abn' Iy v co'pare all three componentsof the CF 4bi h.Catonn e d Reguiar), on the basis s!
common perfor,-iance ;tan.i*C• %o ,zsm ti~ tasks, was gene-atP0
by the pn.o,1q de.elop. 1n iacies for the Totai
Force concept. T

O ,- 1 efect the occupations!



requirements of the three components, and to assist in the
development of selection, training, employment and career
development plans, the comparison must be made through related
occupational specifications. Currently, however, the job
requirements for the three components are described in three
separate documents.

DMOS was therefore faced with the challenge of producing a
document that would specify concurrent occupational
re-quirements for the three components. Consequently, in April

.a feasibilit study was conducted to adapt the current
-PecifLcati.nns to the To-ftal Force concept.

*•rrent Format

Figure 1 shows the format currently used for a CF Regular
Force occupation. In the left hand column, tasks are organized

-ito duty a-eas. This section of the specification _Ieý,:
-trough a codified system the type of task involvement, as we*
as the knowledge and skill levels r lated to each task. Cor
the usual eight qualification levels within the occupation, the
codes define the level of involvement in the task from "assist"
to "supervise", the level of knowledge required to perform that
task from "basic" to "complete", and the skill level requireo
from "limited" to "highly skilled".

OCCUPATICS S"C[IPCAT1U -

7W&L3E SP! ý 1ATIOM - SL? 7CH 911

TakQL3 QIA QL5 P~ZV1 QLhA ql16 qI.' i qL

*, loerc.a1i vjchlo th~e C.'SS, sad Db: 0b2 DC3 D~cý DSd3 Sc- SC - S-

b, eternl~aly from other than CFSS sources. ,- kAI DO b ' 33,2 .1 M:G

Figure 1. Current Specifications Format

In the specification, the tasks ýrnd the X.cledge, s,
and involvement levels are derived from OA data. Usina the
cluster diagram, the jobs within each qualification le' t- ,_
specified. This process determines the Regular Fc rc.
occupational requirements. A Regular Force occupation nown2'L,
comprises several different jobs performed by the merbi. .
the occupation.

Once the Regular Force specificatonrs are devlc~pel t'-
mobilization jobs are ther id" f" by appi'ing



person-onci job" principle t~o the Pequl~ar Force spacificat,ý.r,-.
However, since OA data isý routinely collected in pea(cetinci.
many mobi.1izaticln Jobs must be idcntified with the f2itao
of subject :rmat~ter experts; they develop the job desc-rip1ionS:
that do not appear in, thE, ,-;rrent peacetime picture and -'r;Jit'j
the peacetime ones- t-o meet- mnobilization requirements. Each -i-L
is then organiizedý into a r~obilization sub-occupa tiori, for 'h
its own specificati~on Jis pnooDuced.

At p=osont, tht Reserve Forco- specifications are d'~r
indepcerndeotly fcoiLý Re-2ular l;nJ Mobilization specificat--.
solely by stch-j ect -mantt or expe-rts wýho identify the
know A-edine and~ siAl -equirem-ents for elich Reserveoo
Reserve Force (-,c ~n -, Onls siue gene-ra Illy a comb inat
several moiit 1jolis, 1but rchey -re more narrow'.
t~han the Regular Fo.rce.

The a,-pliccation ot theý:!se cc1,rrent procedures c2;'
several problems, somec of .,hic~h ;ire directly relate-l to h
Total Force concept. MobitL zatio, plans requirecovr
Regular and Rcscrvc p orito _.mob-ilization occupý-;
struct-oire. Asit ',mL there is no assuriince ho
capalbilities a000 !n Ta:v-ons :of Peoc-_:rve persocnnel are
with the Job r4ie.rsforý thie Regular and Mo~bli:;--
forces. RenoL~a 3-c- Re ~sprve Force specifications
necessarli v rreptiIi01atonatic conversion 1-
feasible.

The rea11r)h et ,.'een the task performed and
knowl-- ice nr+ q iffiCUlt to iind"ý

beasIn th. fo .iE!ci s' y s t c each qua] ifica rýon -
(s ee 1 1ur I . t rj I _k! 5 kn owlIedg e-ad11 I

0 I iri int in icu cv! I ' c, f and do nat U(C
si pcl ' C1 O~ coz:W(''':- do not ierU

,;e L I ta C'' ~' ' 1 a wid -~

lru- ~ ri nd, ': 3' 1-t C on s u-
c f Om d ac A(- cu rate ~s

-Jc q uired to perf trm

971,_ t. tIPY to K sks, but on,,
h_ b s( ; b- : frtorrlc,i a t Iu~ f~ lcatl on l\i
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the Total Force concept evolves, it becomes essential that
those who will assign personnel to positions during
Mobilization be able to idenLify which individuals are able to
do which jobs. This can only be achieved if the information
for the three components is ccmparable, and readily available,
which is iot the case now.

In addition, because o1 the difterent procedures and
formats used in the development of the specifications the
information in the current format cannot ne easily displayc-,:
- •*a tnipulatcd since it is not issued from a common d3t, _ .;e

.,,e key ro the problem and the maor cha1llnge, ther2-fcr;,
vas to find a format that could describe the occupatior-l'
cequirements of the three comporents in a single document tt."

Suld display the derailed job information concurrently.

- oposed FoiL Ta-

Since it was premised that the R-se-ve and Regular
occupations were to be developed by building from the basic
mobilization jobs, the approach to gathering and utilizing CA
data would require a shift in emphasis. Instead of first
determining the peacetime jobs, detailed job typing would ha-e
to be refined to assist in specifying the mobilization 4cb
which would be supported by job descriptions derived fro-m
data. These job descriptions in rurni would form the ha['L-.
developing the mobilizution structurE. The prc-',s
however, still be supplemented b- ... matter...
develop those mobilization jobs ;iot identified f-
peacetime data. Some of -he mobil ization jobs w--'`
combined t. forn the Reserve force occunat~on while the
specifications f.r the Regular Force would be a compoc: .....
all of the jobs identified through the nA process; fcr :3.-b .
the four levels of uccupational employment.

These major differences in our apprroach tc. na~vs
have certain repercussions on the entiie 'A pDo,.CsS. e.
the narrower scope of the mobilization jobs, andlysts
have to be more specific when they define tne jobs.
addition to refining of the ,oh typir,- rnroress. inventri ....
.ight expacd as the specificity leve.. o he tasks requ ,..
define the mobilization jobs would incre.,-ý,se. A moz-e dc t
level of specificity would also imp,-c, on kziowlt~dg- anr,
statements. Because they are not *iec! to individual ta-,
skills and knowledge statemunts would have to be 7pencilf
enough to supplement and amplify the tub roauirentr t ,,
of the four levels. Questionnaire adm~n, rF 0 1 D! Iou .
affected as both Regular and Pesr, 8crone] wou:....
to be surveyed to object: ively d•tel m-re t J;e di f fr•r-• '
performancc between the,.r, tw- for, . . the ! P(" .



With all of these factors in mind, a new format was
conceptually developed, and is shown at Figure 2. Duties and
tasks are identified for each of the four principal levels of
qualification which are comparable to the commonly found levels
of employment. The new format provides explicit knowledge and
skill statements reflected for each qualification level,
defines the job requirement for all three components of the CF
in a single document, and, for commonly performed tasks,
defines it to the same standard.
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Figure 2. Proposed Specifications Format

This format has several advantages. First, by displaying
occupational requirements for all components in one document
under one format, it is easily cross-referenced. Second, it

S • +• . , , i i i i i i I i



eliminates an obscure codification system and displays the
knowledge and skills requirements as identified in the various
jobs included at each qualification level. Third, it lends
itself to automation, an essential implementation requirement:
the information can be displayed in different ways to assist
various users. Fourth, because the analysis starts with
mobilization jobs and builds upon them, this format makes
direct use of OA data, by organizing information more
efficiently. Lastly, it reduces the number of iterations the
job infonnation goes through between OA and training.

,:nclusion

This proposed format is the first iteration of an
integrated occupational specifications. The new format, anc3
:ne refinement in OA procedures are being implemented for the
3tudies in progress. These are Combat Arms Officers, AMr
;Iaiigators and Airborne Electronic Sensor Operators, Phys;ca;
E'ucation and Recreation personnel, and Communications 7n•
E.±ectronics Technicians. They will be used to streamline the
proposed format, by evaluating its strenghts and weaknesses in
an applied environment.
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An Application of KSA Analysis to
Selection and Training Decisions

Janet George Irvin
Universal Energy Systems, Inc.

Janet H. Blunt
Tul sa, Okl ahoma

Introduction

When system development results in the creation of new positions or joos,
an important issue is the identification of appropriate personnel to fill each
new position. A relevant consideration is the knowledges, skills, and
abilities (KSAs) that will be required in the new jobs. Because KSAs describe
the Qualifications of the people needed to fill the positIons, they can be
used as selection c'iteria or, if appropriate personnel are not available,
they can serve as the objectives of training programs designed to produce
qual ified personnel.

In theory, the requisite KSAs for a new position define the ideal job
candidate and the selection process mandates the evaluation of individuals
from both within and outside the organization in an effort to fina the best
candidate. In practice, it is very often the case that the search for
appropriate jOD candidates is l imi~ed to personnel within the organization.
Particularly in large organization:, the strategy can be as gross as
identifying internal job types or job classifications that are perceived to
contain personrel with KSAs that approximate those required in the new
position. However, the identification of appropriate job cl.ssifications from
which to draw potentially qualified job candidates typically does not receive
systematic consideration. The present study sought to develop a methodology
for addressing this problem.

The goal of the present analysis was to identify the types of personnel
'-est suited to fill seven positions required to support a new Strategic Air
Lammand (SAC) semi-automated system for aircrew mission training. ýecause SAC
had tentatively identified the Air Force Specialties (AFSs) that would te
assigned to the newly created positions, this study sought to determine tne
suitability of those assignments by analyzing the "core" KSAs required for toe
duties and tasks performed in each of the seven new positions. Specifically,
KSA information associated with each of the new positions was collected,
analyzed and comDared to similar data associated with the AFSs tentativeiy
selected by SAC in an effort to determine the suitability of those AFS
selections; any mimatch between existing and required KSAs would indicate a
training need.

Me thod

The New System and the Target Positions

The Strategic Training Route Comptex (STRC) is a semi-automatel traininr,
system designed to provide SAC aircrews with diverse, realistic comoat aircrew
training. In simulated missions, dircrews will have the opportunit - to
realistically simulate penetration lf, and weapons delivery in, rhostile
environments. The Route Intenration Instrumentation System (RIIS) includes



the hardware, software, communication links, trained personnel , and other
~rnero~..L ! prepare trainingpastannrsourcs. tpn ans and scenarios, schedule training

missions, monitor training aircraft, collect data, prepare and present
briefings/debriefings, and maintain archives. At this time, eight new
positions are anticipated to support the STRC/RIIS. All of these positions,
with the exception of Lobby Dispatcher, were addressed in the present
analysis. They are listed in Table I with the number of AFSs tentatively
assigned to each.

Table 1. Number of AFSs Tentatively Assigned to STRC/RIIS Positions

STR Operator 2
Debriefer 7
Briefer 7
Scenario Generation 8
Planning/Scheduling 5
Activity Monitoring 6
Resource Monitoring 3

Subipcts

Identifying KSAs requires the input of subject matter experts (SMEs)
familiar with the tasks to be performed in, or knowledgeable of the
STRC/RIIS. In this case, however, the positions of interest do not yet exist,
so incumbents could not be interviewed. Acceptable alternates, however, were
individual s familiar with similar systems and their associated tasks,
individual s familiar with the STRC/RIIS, and individual s performing
STRC/RIIS-type tasks manually.

For all seven positions, SAC personnel with these qualifications from
varying AFSs served as SMEs in the data collection process. Tabi, 2
identifies the number of SMEs who evaluated each position and the number v

different AFSs they represented. In order to obtain some measure of respu.;,e
reliability, an effort was made to solicit input from at least three SMEs ,or"
each position. This was possible in all but two cases. At the time, no Air
Force personnel were performing duties similar enough to those anticipateo -!
the Resource Monitoring or Activity Monitoring positions to warrart
interviewing them. In addition, it was felt that both positions we'e
sufficiently complicated, yet also uncertain, to justify interviewing s•-
who was intimately knowledgeable of the proposed system. Therefore, only on•e
person was consulted, a person who provided significant input to the s.• :
design and understands how these positions are meant to function.

Table 2. Subject Characteristics for Each STRC/RIIS Position Analyzed

Position Number of Subjects Number of AFSs Represente;:'
SITR Operator 0 2
Debriefer 5 3
Briefer 6 4
Scenario Generation 6 2
Planning/Scheduling 7 6
Activity Monitoring I I
Resource Monitoring 1 1
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Material s/Instruments

Due to the complexity of the tasks to be evaluated arid the fact tnat
positions do not exist, it was decided that the KSA data collect;ion .rt::
would be best conducted through interviews. This would allow for ;ret-:
flexibility in providing task inforination and elicitino KSA irfu rnlt 1n.
Three types of interview instruments were developed for this uurpe:-
Duty/Task Hierarchies, Validated Task Listings, and K6A Listings.

The Duty/Task Hierarchies graphically display the duties associa ded w-
the operator positions and, in somie instances, the individual t as,.•.
comprise each duty. (See Figure l.) The Val idated Task Listings :rove
even more cetailed task information for each duty. Both tne uut, ....
Hierarchies and the Validated Task Listings for the STRO/RIIS positico,. ,'ir-
developed by the system designers. The third instrument, the KSA Li §tinc,
was developed following a three-step process. First, SAC identifie, adi!t
AFSs from which personnel are expected to be drawn to fill the new ,
positions. Next, Air Force Regul•tions (AFRs) 36-1 and 39-I, dcutŽ..:
provide descriptions of knowledge, skills drid abilities containec .
Force special ities, were used to extract the knowledges and skill s/a'-ii-,c.s
associated with each AFS. For examp.e, eight AFSs have been t'en"ta;iv',
selected for the STRC/RIIS Scenario Generation position. Theref ore,
KSAs associated with these AFSs were compiled into one KSA Task Liszi •
the Scenario Generation position. Finally, researchers famii iar V :.r
STRC/RIIS and trained in job analysis techniques developed additional ý S, S
that appeared to be relevant to performance in the STRC/RIIS pos.ti-rs.
Thus, the final KSA Listings includea those KSAs extracted frcm tne AFý.s
36-1 and 39-I as well as those developed by the researchers. (See Fio, ..

Fiqure I Duty/Task Hieratchy For The Scenario Generation Position

3
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Figure 2. KSA Task Listing For Scenario Generation Position

SAMPLE KNOWLEDGES

I. KNOWLEDGE OF ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES, INCLUDING THEORY OF TRANSISTORS AND SOLID
STATE COMPONENTS AS APPLIED TO ACQUISITION AND AUTOMATIC RADAR. (30353, 30373)

I.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

2. KNOWLEDGE OF LOCAL PROCEDURES OR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIR OF
AUiOMATIC TRACKING RAUAR EQUIPMENT. (30353, 30373)

1 .0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

3. KIOWLEDGE OF MAINTENANCE DATA PK<OCESSING PROCEDURES. (30353, 30373)

S1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

SAMPLE SKILLS/ABILITIES

I. SKILL IN INTERPRETING ORDERS, BLUEPRINTS, WIRING DIAGRAMS, AND SCHEMATIC
DRAWINGS. (30353, 30373)

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.'

2. SKILL IN INSTALLING AND MAINTAINING AUTOMATIC TRACKING RADAR, ASSOCIATED
IDENTIFICATIONS EQUIPMENT. (30353, 30373)

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

3. SKILL IN *,EPAIRING AUTOMACTIC TRACKING RADAR AND ASSOC!ATFD IDEKITIFICATION
EQUIPMENT. (30353, 30373)

S1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

Procedure

Each interview was conducted by individuals experienced in interview

procedures. After preliminary introductions and an explanation of the

overall project, the irterviewer explained the purpose of the interview,
i.e., to solicit the subject's expert opinion on the relevancy of certain

KSAs to performance of STPC/RIIS duties and tasks. The KSA Li sting and the

Duty/Task Hierarchy were provided and instruction given in how to use the

task information for each duty to evaluate each KSA. Specifically, the

subject was asked to consider one of the duties for the position and

evaluate whether each KSA contributed to duty performance. Once all the
KSAs had been evaluated for the first duty, the subject considered the

second duty and again evaluated each KSA for relevancy. The subject

continued until the complete list of KSAs has been evaluated for every duty

in the STRC/RIIS position. Throughout this process, the Validated Task

Listing was available if the subject required a more detailed understanding
of the task requirements of each duty. In addition to the KSAs provided for

consideration on the listing, the subject had the opportunity to suggest

other rel evant KSAs that were absent from the list.
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Resul ts

In tn•e interest of providing the reader with relevant informatic'
regarding the methodol ogy that was used, the results of one representdtv ýe
position, Scenario Generation, will be described in detail.

Personnel assiqned to the Scenariu Generation position are responsibil
for creating training scenarios, briefing material s, and training material
Jsing a sil icon grapnics computer syste. in an interactive mode. -he
Simaary duties anticipated for this position arp: (1) generate s
scenarios; (2) generate flight scenarios; (3) generate intelligence rooc.,
.4) generate tutorial s; (5) maintain database; and (6) supply information
requesting users. ISee Figure I.j TIn order to focus the analysis on t.e
duties critical to position performance, only duties 1 through 4 were r h
subject of the previously described "SA analySis.

From AFRs 35-1 and 39-1 for the eight AFSs tentatively assigned to thiu
position, 49 knowipdges and 31 skill s/abil ities were extracted. .
addition, four knowl edges and two skill s/abil ities were identified Dy t-
researchers as potentially relevant to performance in the posit ion
Scenario Generation. This list of 53 knowledges and 33 sk.ll s/abil
served as the stimulus for the six individual s who evaluated t-,,e ]cen-.
Generation position.

Interrater lel iabil ity was estimated by calculating a -•earn
product-moment correlation for all possi bl e pairs of raters. These

correl ations ranged from .13 to .52 with an average value of .32. . i
correl ations ,-xcept one were significant at the .001 level.

4i th imultiple subjects or raters, it was possible to identify toose Kz:s
consistently cited as relevant to position performance and to weed out .cr
eliminate those identified by very few subjects. It was determined tna:
"core" KSAs would be defined as those agreed to by the majority of t-e
subjects; in this case, by at least four of the six subjects. I nsion Itis
criterion, a total of 23 knowledges and 16 skills were identified as
KSAs.

In order to evaluate the suitabil ity of eacn tentatively assigned A-"S,
the percentage of each AFS's KSAs identified as core KSAs was calcu1ateo.
For this example, two AFSs appeared unsuitable for staffing this position;
because their percentages were very low. This statistic was not used to,
make an absolute suitabil ity decision. The specific core KSAs e.,e r

evaluated individually in order to determine if, although they were few,
they would contributo significantly to postion performance and they .,ero
unique to that AFS. Neither was the case for these KSAs.

The remaining six AFSs contributed a much higher percentage of the-ir
KSAs to -.he final list of core KSAs, but again, they were evaluated on an
i ndlv dua a' i-. ).me .FSs cnntributed few KSAs to the initial list ;
that even if their percentages were high, they might represent rel ativeiK.
few core KSAs compared to other AFSs. Again, the concern was with tne--
significance in t~mi, ,.i their potentr) contribution to jos•• i
performancP.



The core KSAs contributod by the six remaining AFSs indicated that all
six would contribute uniquely to position performance. No one AFS
compensated for the KSAs contributed by the others. Therefore, a team
approach, drawing on the expertise in each AFS, appears advisable.

In addition to evaluating AFS suitability for the position as a whole,
the KSAs required for the separate duties were evaluated. Of the four
duties evaluated for toe Scenario Generation position, one, "generate
intelligence reports," required relatively fewer KSAs than the others.
'ýhile anyone possessing the KSAs required to perform the other three duties
certainly could generate intell igence reports, they would be very mrjC
-verqual ified. if it were warranted, perhaps due to a shortage of u -,

ifiPo jersonnel , this duty could be reallocated to personnel posseýsm
,,!j the KSAs required to generate intelligence reports.

The final evaluation of the core KSAs addressed those that we-e rt
irwn f,-cm AFRs 36-1 and 39-1, i.e., those suggested by the researcher', ar-ý

that resul ted from suoject conmments. In this instance, the si;'. K(f.:
. by the researchers were agreed to by all of the subjects. ri,--
:i,•tonal KSAs were suggested by at least one subject. Since these Ký1-
we-e not identified in existing descriptions of ;-he qualifications ,, 2;,
-:, scnnel in the tentatively selected AFSs, they should be reviewed_ -

e> rm.riine if they represent a training requirement.

Summary and Conclusioiiv

The goal of the present analysis was to address a very practical issue:
',;'hen new positions are identified as the result of the development of a
]stem, is there a way to systematically evaliuate tho-e positions in j.dw

ta dietermine if qualified personnel are available and what, if cny, trin
l.-.~ .be required? This was not a study in tho conventional sense,.

-;tthfept to try out a methodology given some very real constraints. rrst.
the Air Force had already identified the AFSs from which they intended.
draw personnel to staff the new positions. Certainly they conside,%...
crobable match between AFS qualifications and position requirement,, but the
choices were al so influenced by existing AFSs within SAC and ant c;*p,1.
budget constraints. Second, the system itself was still underioinn
development and changes, both to the overall system and the inaivIG60
,ositions, could still be expected. In fact, this KSA analysis raised .
r:unmber of questions that may still result in system and vOS,;r
modifications. Finally, although the researchers became very famil 'ar
the new positions, their role was not to make decisions as to suitabi T
and training requirements, but to make recommendations and to provide
i,"ormation summarized and organized in such a way that operations personno
could utilize it in making final decisions.

As a methodology, this KSA analysis appears to have some pr3cti-•a
value. Useful task information was gathered as well as the KSA reaiire,_nen
for each position, and reasonable recommendations could be made to 'ss,
the Air Force in anticipating staffing and training requirements. Given
system design questions rai sed by the KSA analysis i tsel f, the
address staffing and training issues at an even earlier point in tn, desi
process was made clear.
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AFiýtRlABLE AND CRED 11 Ahl-E PROCED)URES FOR
DETERMIN ING OCCUPAlIUONAL LEARN ING DIFFICULTY

Phillip A. Davis, SfQNLDR RAAF

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL)
Manpower and Persbnnel Division

Brooks AFB, 'Jexas

New technologies are needed to estimate Manpower, Perconnel, and 'Irainin~g

(MPT) requirements and tradeoffs during the planning and concept development
stages of new and modified weapon systems. 'lo this end, an extremely usef!,
decision-wraking tool is the measure of Occupational L~earning Difficultv (OLD)
for each Air Force Specialty (AES). 1he measure of occupational learn~ing
difficulty is used for setting appropriate aptitude standards, as stated in,
AER 39-1, Airman Classification R~epulatiun, for both (entry-level ard

cross-specialty transfer requirements. it is also used in the Air Force,
person-job match algorithms r terminirs7 individual assignments to
specialties, as dt-scribed by. 'Wetks (IWBA).

The work behind the OLD) mea'-urment bevan hack in 1973 when the Air '0-
Military Personnel Cenrter (AFMP0( recuel(sted that the Air Force Human, P,-< i
Laboratory (.AF FJL) conduct roseari b to ese1o an object ive proce-dtiz .
i-n establishing relative aptitude ret-(lirtemetnts for enlisted occtupati -is
After 10 vears; of extensive research, A1ýhRL de-vtloped a technolcLgv ý,r tý S
purpose. The techno' logy prod,, ced meas ures o f OLD . Oc cupa ti1ona I~ I -ot -'1-.,
difficulty is operationally def ined as the time it takes to learn to '.I I
an occupation satistac-to-ily (Mead & 'Thristal, 197(i).

In der i'v in11 TneaISuLl P. of U! 1), thr,,, types of occu[ ; t iona I in formrat I !-WC t
employed: (a ) t ask! time-s pent ra t i n 1 pr- Idc d bin cumbent, t ( b) 11 pfrv~;r
ratings of task ditf ficul tv , arid (c ) bl~nn'ark ratings of task learniro,
d if f ic ult I bvta In Pd t hrougFh eval1un Da c on tra ct pe rs onn el The : t tw

measures are avail iab],- from the Air en ec (eciupat iona I easurcr'ee t enr

(OM C) . Benrchmark ra tings were npc -,s~r~ 1), caus e supervi1sory ra t ! ngls 'aK

d i t fiicul1t v onlyv prov ided in format on ,ncern ing the re-lat ive ordeýr I ra

a cr oss oc Cupat Ions. S 4oWev-'r, benchmark rairins 'ttask learninv h1, Ii :?
wh ich are based on task-anchored henc'hmrrk ra tin)g scalIes ( Burtch , Thipc.:

Wissmranl8) are comparable, acre-s e"CiUatlofls ;,ith In ai givern apt iHo

area. Benchmark rat ings wore col lectedl I)y contract personnel ~or ti- 1
7,1;rnos e. C.0 LE rea s u r s wer-ý d( rIx vc' t L)r mere t han 200' e nIi stred AFS:c

Fol ow in P th e in ItrIalIJ *t a -li I I ( LIr 1,vcon t rac t perso nn el1, re i archI ws
unde r taken ( Ga rc iA, Piec-k , a nd 'tke, k- Iqr ") t o e n a hle t he ttains t Pr t1,1t
technology to an operati(,nal spttinc: '11½ proce"Iure thus c~.yl

Force rersnnel f r,,! IM t c tt b l o en chma rk r a t1)inos. Ir "I
prov ide ulp-' o-date 01. 1, t arr'*S. 1ta-am jit v1Stat WL I'

'&dic in: rva- tt' .hIr ~ h iH~-k et
hc huark (~ a 111 1, 1 W, t r 1u (i m Ir t ti to I p r ,3 'u tilt

haI., C 1 r ir i r kn C' 'I I I [ITs' .x r riu rrjdt



T o p r o p e r l y t r a ils t e r l ,: i i -o u nj n . j o t] t v ' , ia r .- r n on t t e c h n ol og y fr or, a

research to an operatiomnal s-tting i, is necosar-S to deveL.c'p a practical
(must be fast and cheap) procoduti, tor collecting reliable task difficulty

data on the 2 5 -point benchmark scale, One potential soIution Is to develop a

procPdure invov'.'4tg M3ai surveys to 2oIlect judgmental ratings from Subje3t

Matter Experts (SMEs). This paper describes the approach taken and results
obtained in the quest tor a solution using mail surveys.

The research was conducted in two phases. Phase I involved only ,nc AS

and was primarily ai:ned at dalll.piog and te.-ring the survey o,-s trument and

procedures whilst providing initial data cr analysis. Phase IT in.....ved thi

collection and analw, is of Ca ta tor igli t AFqs us ig the modified survt.c,

instrument and procedures ttid -o x1l-2 i.nce gained in Hie Dilot study.

PHASE I

Method

There were three criteria used in s.-i cti' g t> sin.lt. -,

Phase 1. Firstly, v r igino: bi L ',c1) t iaik IC arr'ni-g di tficult. r1t -,

the contractor personnel had to he available foL toe AFS e u , l! -.

should have been minimal or no change to the strutture or rhe .-%,C sLt' E
original study. Finally, there should have been no sicnitc'rnt canipt, I, Ht)'

nature of tasks completed by the specialty. This would ensure that CUWe.•,t

incumbents understood the tasks that were ,eing rated. The -.peciaItý beh-cteO

was Instrumentation, Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC) 31bX3. This AFSC is tronm

the electronic aptitude area.

The mailable survey instrument consisted of tive itemns: ,a) 3 mcti'anil

cover letter with detailed completion instructions; (b) a background

information sheet for the collection of demographic data about each rat,- c

the electronic benchmark rating scale booklet, which contained the 25-peit:

rating scale and explanations of each task as developed by Burtch et al., d)

the list of 60 tasks to be rated on a rating form (these 60 tast w,.Y th

same 60 originally used by the contractor); and (e) a folif-•--i nt

form which was designed to elicit useful information about the

understandability of the survey they had just undertaken.

Five groups of ratecs were selected to comp'-tte the stir. :....
and 9-skill. level ennlisted members rati!,omlv st l,.I I..

A!"fHL r-search ;,ehavioral scientists, :ill. with reseaj . , x,- r ,.. .

occupational analysts from OMC, all with experieilce i,)

analyzing occupational surveys; (d) 7 training ,-velop•r- , , .. ..

experience in task analysis and in the USAF training
.-- vicc,, nredcminantly youn.o &dultz w t-b little or no Ail- I '0,roe ,r I

Groups, except the SNE group, consisted of civilian, t,,i t 1't

military 2nlisted members. Surveys were sent to the -Ic,.,

Analysci (f the data col lected in the pi t 1 ' .v : -

These were 'o (a) provide suggestions t,)r iwp,..v. ,"

survey inqtrument (1) deteroir;e vh ' I . .I it. CL'"

compare measures ,)f OL D arPnerat t( ,Im SYI1. uI- .

from contractor data,

Y ,'•



Resul ts

The response rate for the 316X3 SMLs was 23 responses to 40 mailed

questionnaires. Nontheless, there were sufficient responses to provide a

reasonable basis to meet the goals of Phase 1. Response rates tor the other

non-SME groups -'-re very good with almost everyone responding. Responses to
the follow-ur iaformation form suggested that no significant chances to the
survey pa<kce were required. Responses for each of the respondent groups
were avwraged to form a mean group rating. Intercorrelations between SME mean
group ratings, contractor ratings, and original supervisor task diffticultv
raLings from the OMC OA study were calculated using the ASCII Comprehensive
Occupational Data Analysis Programs (KODAP) CURVES programI

As can be seen in Table i the SME ratings correlated voell i~a, contracLcr
ratings (r = .75) and even better with supervisor ratings ýr ..
contractor ratings correlated at the some level as tht- SME ratinc2.• witO thl :
supervisor ratings (r = .75).

Table 1. Correlations (r)and Average Croup Ratings

r with r with Av Rating Av Abs F1iI
Contractor Supervisor (Across 60 with Contractor

Group Ra t ings Ratings lasks) Ratings
Contractor 1.00 .75 13.13 0.01
316X3 SMEs .75 .8G 14.03 1.78
AFHRL Scientists .87 .82 12.77 1.82
OMC Occup Analysts .79 .84 12.03 2.08
OMC Tng Developers .74 .77 12.40 1.90
Novices .55 .45 11.68 2.63

It was important that the S•NE ratings tail close to the criterion level on
the 25-point scale. The average SME rating across all 60 tasks was 14.03,
slightly above the contractor average rating of 13.13 (see Table I). An OLD
was generated for both SME and contractor rating data. These were determined
,,sing ASCII CODAP and is the Average lask Difficulty Per Unit Time Spent
(ATDPUTS) of first-term airmen multiplied by 1(. lhis r'ises task difIficulties
established on the 25-point benchmark scale tor all tasks in thte AFS. These
benchmarked values are extrapolated from the best fit lintnar relationship
between the original supervisor task ditficultv rarins ..U theT i henchmarked

tasks. The 01D using SME data was 129 and 122 ,s n, cntro.t.r dat.

The four non-SME group mean ratings correlated well witl 'lo,o o."ntractor and

supervisor ratings (see Table 1). The avera1e ratii acrss :I I tasks was
in each case below the contractor rating. ihe averace oh!si to Ii ttrence
between group mean ratings and contractor ratings ran ,,d trom 1.82 to 2.f- 3,
all worse than the SMEs at 1.78.

IThe ori ginaol (t)O1AP 'v.',.;' t at ', ' .¼ , , : , . :'. , :

oxpanded and rewritte1n in 1H h. I, Fr..nt ,.st,' ioc,;i:c
descri h'd in duetail in ,.n- lo'',z -. .,,. .

Brnks APB, fX.
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Ihe non-SME groups rated suprisingly accurately. lhis Iss 1,p~ai•e cvi

eunderstandability' of most of the 60 tasks in relation to the bencc-mar-s

tasks. Overall the mail survey procedure showed merit as SMEs were al., t,
produce accurate, although slightly inflated, ratings.

PHASE II

Me thod

Eight AFSs were selected tor Phase II. Ihe same selecti,.n cri'..
used as in Phase I. Two AFSs were selected frorm each of the ioiir 1 tIa .
areas of general, administrative, electronics, and mpechi•(nci. 0 i
in each aptitude area, one had a high aptitude requirement ind -n' :.
aptitude requirement as detailed in APR 39-1, Airman Classitlicat;,r. 1 .
selected were 251X0, Weather; 272X0, Air Iraftic Control; 3('4X(J, ,'>ideI n,:
Communications Equipment; 427X0, Machinist; 542X1, Electric Power Lirn--,; ,
Vehicle Operator/Dispatcher; 702X0, Administration; and 732X0, I:rTs;v:.

The mailable survey instrument for Phase 1I consisted ef te-.,r ittr-
motgvational -over letter and instructions as in Phase I; (b) a cior. ,
background information form than used in Phase I; (c) either an t,-ct-rl r
mechanical, or general/administrative benchmark rating scale hooklet ,
dependent on the aptitude area of the AFS in question; and (d) the list -,
tasks to be rated on a rating fucm, these being identical to those criirKali',
used by the contractor. Only 40 tasks were used in AFSC 542X1 as was ,
the contractor. Random selection of 100 SMEs from the 7-skill levels'
9-skill levels, where available) of each of the eight AFSs was mc.de.
addition the same non-SME respondents as in Phase I were again select',:
complete the survey for AFSC 251X0, Weather.

Analyses of the data collected in Phase II had three major ,a1-
were to (a) determine the internal consistency of the 2`-PG1nt t, .
difficulty ratings for the various groups of raters; (b) determine t-l'e
val4dity of the rater groups using the same validity Mteasuring pro ck',:,
in Phase I; and (c) compare measures of aptitude specific (,IU as n Ii,
and non-aptitude specific OLD (Ramadge, 1987) generatKd :rcc: 1-YF
data with those generated from contractor data.

Results

The percentage of usetul responses ranged Irorr m2 t ..............
studied. Rel iability of ratings was assessed using th, .A:
GRPREL (originally REXALI) (Christal and Neissmuller, 'v . l -
index of interrater agreement. Reliability indices we.re (,. 1v
rated group (lable 1). Interrater reliahilities wer,, a . 1:1'
the two r.-Ss with lowest number- ot usetul responses. i :
rate and lowest interrater rel iahil itils in the AF -• :
to three things: (a) there had been signiticant tcovemrr, ',
out ot these ar-eer t ieIds ,cntlv , Increais Ir12 t . ,

raters; (b) within these carce r t ielIis there are P1:':c r 'r"
of the raters surveyed were not i.nmi liar w it. h ;,: 1 >, t o
(c) SMEs were given the option not to rnte t :' , t, i.t i i
with. then combined with the f i rst t ,o r,.1sns, , .' .

average number of tasks rated per rater.
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Corre~ations among SME, contractor, and suee. 'scr ratings (L~ble 3) were

calcuia-ed in the samc way as in Puase 1. Corre';tiors !?tween SMF ratings

and corntrrctor ratings rangea oetween .79 ard .94, er"ept for 5'42'1 (-.08) and
732X0 (.65). The SMF ratings a]! corcelatec. extrerelyv ,eil (,,,tween .83 and

.94) with the supervi-or catings. In every case, SME rctings correlated
bett r Than contractor ratings 4ith the supervisor ratings. kzth this in
mind, the validity of tht contractor ratings for the 542Xl, ai'd to a lesser
extent, the 7>2X0 studies may be .peL, to question.

Table 2. interrater Reliabilities lable 3. .crel iis F, etween
Ratin' Gr ,ups

No. of Useful Interrater StN:F vs. Sý,E vs. (ontr vs.
AFSC Responses Reliability AFSC Contr SV' c s S11yv s
251X0 40 .98 251X0 .83 . .2
272X0 41 .97 272X0 7) ..,) .75
304X0 34 .98 304XC .9g '86

427X0 49 .98 427X0 .90 .e- .79
542XI 35 .93 542XI -. 08 0
603X0 33 .96 6,JXO .81 .b- .86

702X0 27 .92 70/XO .86 .• .80
732XG 22 .88 732Xu .65 .83 .65

Comparing SME and contractor average task difficulty ratings -evealed
higher ratings by the SMEs in e.;ery case except 427X0. 1he average SNE rating

for 427X0 was 12.55, slightly bele., the contractor average of -3.19. Mhen
examined b: aptitude area, all General/Administrative AFS StME average ratings

were above the contractL_ average ratings by ýetw en 1.05 (732X0) and 1.94
(272X0). For all ElecLrinic or Mechanical AFSs, the SNE rahtl-,gs varied from

.64 below (427X0) to 1.10 abc.e (5'2.,i) the contractor ratings. 'Io
investigate tne effect of this rating i-flatiorn, aptitudo specifc GLDs were
determined using the same pr)cedu:e as in Phase 1. Common scale OLDs
(Ramadge, 1987) were calculatcd frotL the aptitude specific OLDs (Table 4).
Aptitude specific OLDs based on 'ME data were inflated by betwcen 4 and 16 for
all AFSs, except 427X0 which saw a reduction of F. Despite This variation,
the order on the common scale of the OLEs across the 8 AFSs 'gas maintained,
except for 427X0.

"Table 4. Average Task Difficulty Ratings and Cccupatienal 'earr'rl

Difficulties

Contractor Avg SME Avg Aptitude Spccitic t, D l

AFSC '60 tasks) ('0 tasks) Contract-cr SME S 'X F
251X0 11.82 13.60 107 123 3I1
272X0 11.86 13.80 107 122 Th ii'.

304X0 13.38 13.85 129 134 171 1?

427X0 13.19 12.5r 117 109 2 i1Q

542XI 9.92 il.02 9q i; K,"
603X0 7.57 7.97 l9 ,7

702X0 8.27 9.38 72 ,.
732X0 10.2t 11.31 s7 9L• ,
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The non-SME groups who rated the 251X0 survey correlated reasonably well
with the contractor data, between .65 and .79. (Data is not shown herein due

to the limit on the length of the paper.) The non-SMEs did have greater

difficulty in finding the correct level on the scale as their average ratin.,,

were between .65 and 2.49 above the contractor ratings. The SMEs did a better
job.

CONCLUSION

The mail survey procedure tested in this research proved successful as SMEs
were able to reproduce accurate, although in general slightly inflated,

estimates of OLD. It should now be possible to produce a translation formula
to enable the implementation of this method for collecting accurate benchmark

task difficulty ratings. A more complete treatment of these data may be found
in a Technical Paper currently in preparation titled "A Practical Procedure

for Determining Occupational Learning Difficulty" by this author.
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I N,,i li -.' NII l-il'I'llb'l lAI BY
,\O I'F'l .:tl'V'.•Y - A l ]i~it lkE EXAMINATTON

.N. ,A. AX . ,ANY 5OfI)1 ER SUPPORT (;EXTN[R - NCR

lC.* oud. . Vu •: .rf thoe adopi i<L oI the t,,ricprehlenslive Occupational Data Analysis
,-r- ic.. (Co',I)\ l,., the ArM:v OrcoUpatt f i i u rv cv F'rogram (AOSP) in the earlv

2.'.-, ji, :-uii: e;:t inl or-!'c il ion collecte d from ii il isted soldiers has been
(''lit~- P~1Ii t 5 o ES cle. Before using this

- . i•rý-t ýiýked to IevHi-w a!I tasks in the occupational
S..).ytd to rit( k.ich of the tasks wjhich the,,'

ti •1' . r k• '' I I. t J 11 S iO T1 ii the 1'ý 'I , c:Ie, based on the amount of time
L it''t.•,r fk!1 itil I I Cl ti-Ve to all totH.r task which they perform. From a
t ,I.- , "t ti i,-. apporach i-h : 1!o. However, from a practical

t. (,. Ii '. i e t ,oI tihe individual soldiEr i n going
-, 'P ttite VA)S' ('e0t ionlia Jres; usuallI ('onitain between

I.i le c)' o' Hi',' ,:a-. I Ir tie YIt P :;c.iIe i . e. t , oelI on each page of the
"k " ect "' tIlk- AWsP quest ioninai ro , r-iniging from (I) "very much below

&V•:zig t - tpe o t (,I '"verv much above aiverage t im'e spent," the unmodified
e:- n I . •,•- •; th emse lves. lo illustrate, a common job

- t , , 'i nt- i d iron t,, i;idividua]o performing the same tasks,
, , , .tt tee tasks coils st entI v lower than "average time spent"

w! it, the otther I ti d the•se tasks consistentiv higher than "average time

- iell, .' (L ( ,i ] c ted through use of the R.TS scale have been found to

SIr 1) . assi sting in j ob "tvping" (pertaining to the identi-
iic ti it i' 0?.) .k-fý i i ttion of clusters o0 individuals formed on the basis of

[,;1 ia %' oi wkk, p:orfornance); and 2) examining the work performed hb
-- ,t 1 i\' 1i uaVs] based on the relative amount of time spent on each

,H ; I• 'i~tt\ re'7r,','I {it g ug clut ter o, clilselv related tasks). In contrast,
t!' C •111 ;o t io!1 ob,t lilleld ron:l avCe,.ie plercenitage time spent values reported hv

hii ciicumbeilt,,• ,t the taisk level cannot le used readily for critical task

1-( t ion. (Nocluen1 y, severa 1 1'.,S. Army service schools requested that a

Irqe i i 2,d ition to, or as replacement to, the RTS scale be used for
2:or,.'I '.'' Ct ,I i 'ttd '.Ii Itirs cup tJ ima I Speci al t les (MIIS) for which they are

i-;,i . . , \, tlte F'requencv (AV) version of the I requency scale ,,'as

ti bt ii b o 'He;ir;•. c for this oli1; .t ive, priimaritv because it would be
o e -1 I;' " :eni to ratLe e hiich tas;k perfo~rl•ed since each rating would

Pr , t , i, , o e i : Woo ot tile inurmber (of tas!ks; perlormed. Nonetheless, if a
, -I'! W(2!,' t,) he l ed fI !- t,eccupiltimo iit-l surveys, it should have.c, at a

i , 1-l -i p:- 1, i ,,i t i(,'; ;?:ý t,' ', ' scil with respect to job typing and
, C I . tI hc d•it, v ind t ih;k level. Regular use of an AF scale

o•,r .'.; -' '' . . wou t1( 1 a.eis I test)1 I could indicate a close
: . L11 t A-" ., • 11 d the ; V .scale ini these respects. This

I I-,t ', p r I• ,• 1(, w-ii, to I ' 'ivi' tiuiv of the I<S1 and AF scale I
,,'''N ,,, . t 1t',. i.': Hi t r' e.: it ,\A ,,'c iatiion entitled '"Examinati1on o(f

hil 'P ... I t" o 1I t ýi other stud%, , M();S 12 '*T (Conm at

'I:V> ;.,.• , >: Id • t " ci. I, :W, .11 )' '1. (li, l'VerviC Specialist)

SI ' I''l[' i: 'I I : 'itit I worI' 1i,11 on A.rill\V-W idLt'
:,•q,[, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (" M I III, ",' O ! •,•~ [•t . 5 , J! !•! ,', 1,l , i •r wT1,11 , w ith

.,• ', ,, [ ', • i '. ! ,". 'i •':' • ' . l ', •' ,• •'• •l ,l~ i~ •' I•, I,•> V~r . O p; e --l ,/r ,



authorized SIi, SL2, and SI.3; and 3) MOS 310, Tactical Satellite/Microwave
Systems Operator, also authorized SLI, SL?', and SL3. In October 1987, 1, -)34
MOS 13B questionnaires using the RTS scale and 1,168 questionnaires using the
AF scale were randomly distributed to soldiers at the same duty Jocations
Army-wide. In November 1987, 670 MOS 31Q questionnaires with tii, .TS silcale I-.T-d
668 MOS 31( questionnaires using the AF scale were administered Armv-wide.
Also in November, 1,680 MOS 31M questionnaires containing the , -;cale and
1,682 MOS 31Q questionnaires using the AF scale were administered Arinv-wide.
Analysis of the data was based on the following sample sizes:

MOS 13B MOS 3 I NIUS _i1>!

RTS AF RTS AF RTS ,l

SL1 379 373 175 154 691 ',(1,

SL2 87 85 48 52 167 148

SL3 55 58 13 12 46 47

SL4 11 9 n/a n/a n/a n/-

Totals 532 525 236 218 904 66!

Each survey contained a list of tasks specific to the IMOS grouped into dut-.
areas. The duty/task section of the MOS 13B survey comprised 485 tasks
arranged into 20 duties; this section for MOS 31Q and MOS 31M, included withir
a common questionnaire booklet, contained 365 tasks in l1 duty areas. Each o.
these three MOS was equipment-specific. In contrast, none of the three MOS
surveyed previously (MOS 12B, 31K, and 94B) was based primaril',. on operation/
maintenance of specific items of equipment.

The seven (7) values for the AF scale used in these survevs were: 1) "l.s
often than once a month;" 2) "once a month;" 3) "2 or 3 times ai montth;" I), nc,
a week;" 5) "2 or 3 times a week;" 6) "once a (lay;" and 7) "'more o!ti', th1,1n
once a day." In this format, the AF scale was simply a nominal scale, whiti,
greatly limited its usefulness since it was not feasible to compute a-erage
frequency values. Therefore, it was decided to use an estimated meatlu;-e ,,,
yearly frequency which would have the overall effect of cltiitgiic, t-iL .. ,ii .7
scale to an interval type of scale. This measure pertained tol t (-.'.it
"frequency per year," which assumed that a typical .-oldier wortki , -
(regardless of the number of hours worked per day) for ii .onO
(assuming 30 days of annual leave). The value labe I "less o; r e;
month" was interpreted as; four (4) times a year (that is., u,&ce
while "more often than once a day," was designated as twice c'
seven AF values was then converted as follows, correspondini: .,
frequency of performance per year: 1) "4;" 2) "I1;" 3) ". " .
"120;" 6) "240;" and 7) "480." The trad itional Army k'n , sc,iit ,, :
ranging from I) "very much below average," to 7) "ver" much 1,0Ve
The following analyses were conducted for MOS 13B, ilQ, ond 31 ,tin,

1. Identification of information contaiiied at the iitv'r
test for comparability at the duty level, rank order', ha! ,]
of members performing wi thin each dutv area, for ci'ch ,,; iI
determined for RTS and AF scale data. Rank order equ iv ii .
determined using the Spearman R;ank-Order Correl at i (N'ieC t it:-
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rho). This approach, done tor the first time, examines duty level rerformonce
in terms of a measure (task performance) common to the RTS and Af: scale
questionnaires. Also, for the first time, task level Pearson product-moment
correlations between average percent time spent values (RTS scale data) and
average estimated yearly frequency values (AF scale data) were determined for
the skill levels of each MOS. A further test, as done in the uLifvious studv,
was based on the belief that the average number of tasks performed by all job
incumbents within a MOS should be closely comparable regardless of the type of
scale used in the survey.

2. Identification of rnalur job types. The process used within CofPAP is

based on "clustering" or "hierarchical" principles by which iiidlvidiials aýre
grouped reflecting similarity of work per-formca .. sal on task rerformaC,_-
ratings for: (a) commonality of time spent values (RTS scalre); or (b)
estimates of average frequency values (modified AF scale). it was ",oti ized
that if these two rating scales could be used interchangeably for the p)urpnse
of job typing, then the AF scale should "capture" the same jnh types- as th -se
found using the RTS scale. ,Job types comprising at least five (5) percent of
the total sample, regardless of scale, were noted. As an additi onal test for
comparability between these two scales, differences in terms of percent of
members performing were cited. These analyses were also conducted in the
previous study.

3. Analysis of the distribution of task value responses. For each of
these scales, the average number of job incumbents rating each task value was
determined. It was hypothesized that for the RTS scale, the distribution
should be roughly in the form of a bell-shaped curve, with the highest average
value being in the middle (4 - "average time spent"), with approximately the
same number of raters rating tasks below average as above average. With
respect to the AF scale data, however, there was no a-priori hypothesis
concerning the distribution of responses. This analysis was also done in the
previous study.

Findings.

A. Comparisons of Job fnlormation at the Duty/Task Level, Regarkits uf ýIie
method used to determine comparabIlity at the duty or task level betwcer RTIS
and AF scale respondents for MOS 13B, 31Q, ans 31M, the lcd( ted
extremely close comparability. With respect t•, imin~iticT t'_ ,,
correlations based on the average percentage of RTS s(:.e in( A,,
incumbents by duty area for each skill level, the ccrrýIoLI- ;V
high for all these MOS, the Spearman',s rho he ing 92 'or vreater
With respect to the Pearson product-moment correlations between ve','_ ec't
time spent (RTS scale) and average estimated yearly frequencV (Al. ',AS'
values by skill level, these correlations were also all hl'.v 'cK• '- t. B':

skill level-, these correlations were .91, .93, and .q2 for S71 V.,
3iM job incumbents, respectively. For S.1, soldier- ini thl'sc hrK )' t

correlations were .81, .90, and .8h, respectively; fol Sld -Iodu, .... Wert
.77, .61, and .83. For MOS 13B soldier,,, the 51.4 co'-o1 t i.,n ,'. .,
terms of the overall average niimber of tasks per•orm.ed. i, r,

comparability for each of these three M•S. icr MS J, th,:
tasks performed by RTS scale resIpondent ; woi:- tl 1: ,s ntiaI '1 4

their AF scale "peers" - .'. !-Ir ,'10l< S,![ W , ..

tasks performed by XIS scale respondients (94.1 and (9ý .) w: 'inst t i
higher than that Indicated for A[-' scaly osersk _ 55 p- ' T 1. r

31M, respectively.



B. Job Structure Analysis. The job typing for MOS 13B with respect to RTF
scale respondents yielded eight (8) distinct job types, comprising 500
incumbents (94.0 percent of the total sample). While these same _ob tnpes were
also found for MOS 13B AF scale respondents, there were three (3) ;dditn:

job types that were identified only for AF scale respondents. The ii jc.b tA.)eS
identified for the AF scale comprised 490 soldiers, representing 9'3.3 pt ,.it
of the total AF sample. There were tive job types common to both RTS aiid AF
scale users, significant in that each comprised at least 5 percent oi the totall
number of RTS scale or AF scale incumbents whose job was identified: 1) 'ol ,ed
Howitzer Specialists; 2) Self-Propelled Howitzer Specialists; '3) Selt-

Propelled Howitzer/Tracked Cargo Carrier Operators; 4) Self-Propelle.i
Howitzer/Nuclear Cannon Assembly Operators; and 5) Howitzer Section Chiefs•
Another job type, Nuclear Cannon Assembly Specialists, was isolated only' for
respondents using the AF scale. All these job types were nonsupervi,,orv in
terms of the primary type of work performed with the exception of i!owitzer
Section Chiefs. A test of comparability between "common" jo, tvpes ,:,is &-i"
for the two largest nonsupervisory job types (Towed Howitzer Specialists ar,;
Self-Propelled Howitzer Specialists) and the one supervisory jol> type. ,t t'-s
found that differences were minor for the nonsupervisorv job ty'pe.s in tr:ril.
percentage of members performing. For Towed Howitzer Specialists, tLhere wer,
only 26 tasks (5.4 percent of the 485 tasks in the 13B questionnaire) '-()r ;',ich
the percentage of soldiers performing differed by at least 20 per:unt. For
Self-Propelled Howitzer Specialists, there were just 40 tasks (,.2 percenr.t
all tasks) indicating significant differences. However, with respect to
Howitzer Section Chiefs, there were 108 tasks (22.3 percent of all tasks)
reflecting significant differences, primarily involving hands-on, Nonsup-erxic-
ory responsibilities. Of these 108 tasks, all but five related to signiti-
cantly fewer percentages of Howitzer Section Chiefs respcinding to the A. sc,,ale.

The job typing for MOS 31Q relating to these two scales yielded six coonmm ,
types, all comprising at least 5 percent of the total number of RTS or AT ,.csile
job incumbents identified. These were: 1) Tactical Satellite/i'Iicrowave 'v te7-
Operators; 2) Tactical Microwave Systems Operators (Generalists); 3) F¢•ctcr,,]
Microwave Systems Operators (Radio Terminal Set Specialists); 4) Tacti"ý'q
Microwave Systems Operators (Radio Repeater Set Specialists); , "'a t 1
Microwave Team Chiefs; and 6) Tactical Satellite Systems Operat ionn T-,':-
Chiefs. With respect to just AF scale respondents in MOS '310, ,:i. additi,ý:•.-
job type was noted -- Signal Security Specialists. Of tht' ['3 ir.H v
the MOS 31Q RTS scale sample, 208 (88.1 percent) were job tvvpcd, 1. *I½ c
corresponding MOS 31Q AF scale sample, 205 (94.0 percent) nf
were classified. Based on the criterion of task performance, t;,,
few, if any, significant differences between nonsupervisorv Ik" ,i.d
respondents in MOS 31Q. For example, there were no differences,
20 percent based on the percent of lactical Satellite/ Microw," e ,v .
Operators performing. For the supervisory job types (Tactica ,r,,,,
Chiefs and Tactical Satellite Systems Operations Team Chiets), thfitre W,
substantially greater differences. For example, there were :,' task:s
(15.6 percent of all tasks) reflecting significant task perfor-manc(
differences for Tactical Microwave Team Chiefs. Of these 57 ta ,ýks , '-'

slightly less than half pertained to significantly fewer percon!':at',-- . S,

team chiefs using the AF scale.

With respect to MOS 31M, there were I? job types common t(, ht, ,
scale respondents. Of these 12, only five represented r pVrctot i. -
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ownier the total RTS or the AF scale sample. These were: 1) Multichannel
,:imunications Operator (Generalists); 2) Multichannel Communications
1:•erators (AN,/TRC-145(V) Radio Terminal Set Specialists); 3) Multichannel

'.mnmunications Operaitions Team Chiefs; 4) Multichannel Communications Team
lietls; ad ',) Multichannel Communications Section Chiefs. In addition, there

%,,Ore two job type.s; is3olated only for AF scale respondents - COMSEC Account
:.pecialists and Signal Security SpecialJsts. On the other hand, there was a

ub type - Multichannel Communications Operators (AN/'ICC-73 Telephone Terminal
Set SpeiCiali5tL,) that was isolated only ior 31M RTS scale respondents. Of the
,04 inidividuals in the RTS scale sample, 814 (90.0 percent) were job typed.
Peretiii:ivrg to the 311 AF scale sample, 620 (93.8 percent) were classified.
>iruilr to thur other MOS in this study, there were virtually no differences
betweei The nonsupervisory 31M job types in terms of task performance. In
part icunir, there were no significant task differences for the "Generalists"
arnd oilv st-ven tasks (1.9 percent of all tasks) for which differences exceeded

i te:ei•> [,r MIultichannel Communications Operators (AN/TRC-145(V) Radio
c,!r!inai Set SpeL i:ilists). On the other hand, there were 65 tasks

p a ercent (,I all 3() tasks) for which significant differences were noted
!,) sopervi•sorv Mult ichainuel (Communications Section Chiefs. Of these 65 tasks,
aill but three pertained to significantly greater percentages of these section
c'hiefs responiding to the AF scale.

11: Cire previous study of MOS 12B, 31K, and 940, identification of the job types
a the AT- scale samples was possible, for the most part, on the basis of very

tew tasks. However, for these three (equipment-oriented) MOS, job typing was
based on approximately the same number of tasks for both the RTS scale and the
AF scale samples. Another difference between the current and previous study
was that In the. previous one, there were no clear-cut ditferences between the
common nensupervisorv and supervisory job types in terms of percent of soldiers

performing tasks.

n. Average Number of Job Tncumbents; Responding to Each Task Value. The
average number of MOS 13B, 31Q, and 31M job incumbents responding to each value
of the RTS and the AF scales was obtained to examine response distribution.
With respect to RTS scale data for MOS 31Q and 31M, the average number of

nrunmbents responding to values (') and (4) - "very much below average" and
"average time spent", respectively, - was substantially higher than the other
values. For NOS 131 incumbents using the RTS scale, the only clear-cut finding
was; that the average number ol individuals using the middle value "average time

spent" was appreciably higher than the other six values. With respect to AF
sca•le data for MOS 11B, the average number of job incumbents responding to each
scale value decreased monotonically from the first scale value through the
sýeventh scale value. The same finding was noted for MOS 3IQ and 31M AF scale
rc:;pondents except that the second highest average was reported by soldiers
perForm, foc "on( ai week" (the fourth scale value) .Because of this exception,
Mi> 1IM 1and MOS 1I Q RTS and AF scale respondents were similar to each other in
thait tilt, hinghst average rnumber o( indlvldual i rated either the fir.st or fourth
!, l:I1, val in(-. It wis be I ieved t hat wli I(. very I ew tai!;k.s are per Irliined on ai
rein',-, iný• b 1i. 1v MOS 13B Cannlon Crewman, MOS lt1) nid 31M soldier,; are likely

op, ep4r;tte antd/,r performn operational maintenance regularly (e.g. , once 5 week)
ithie r,-n bio/tclelphonc equipnment for which they ;ire primarily responsible, or

Vt roqni.t 1v ,i otlher t.vpes of equipment. These find inrgs were al.so fournd in
lHit previou.,s :stindv o1 805 I38li, 31K, and 94B, with the exception, pertaining to

Al s;a] Ie u1serI-;, tIha t the :Iverage numbner of J ob irn rnirbeits inv-irial Iv den reased
ý,mn tire 1 lsr!4 (tOm,;t. i nl requent) !;ca I e value to thie seventh (most frequent)

;, 9v;t c.
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Conclusions and Implications for Future Studies. It was ev ident that there wac!ý
a substantial ly hitgh degree of comparab ili ty between the TS scaIt, inml I I,e Al,
scales hased on the an:, I.'se s of equIpment-specific MOS I 0',, i1h(2, ;tuld IMbl, jwtf
as there was in the previous study of non-equipnment specific 1 eMW I b, 'I1, d
94B. This was part lcularly true In terms of the correlational :!mtldie; iat the
duty and task le', el, done for MOS 13B, 31Q, and 31M, that were not previously
accomplished. In terms of the average number of tasks performed overall, it
was observed that the differences were insignificant for MOS 13B, 31Q, and 311
whereas, in the previous study, significantly fewer tasks were performed by
MOS 12B, 31K, and 94B job incumbents ,,sing the AF sc-le.

Insofar as job structure analysis was concerned, it was noted in the current
study, just as it was for thie previous study, that the job types which were
identified through the use of the "traditional" RTS scale also emerged,
essentially -,,:thout exception, through use of the "non-traditional" AF soa].
Also, use of the AF scale appeared to identify job types that were ,,,,t
identified for RTS scale job incumbents. One new finding, based on the
analysis ot MOS 13B, 31Q, and 31M, was that there are apparent differences i}
terms of probability of performance between supervisory and nonsuperviserv JolT
types. With respect to the nonsupervisory job types, there were few, if any,
significant differences. However, with respect to supervisory _job types, t:,sk
performance differences seemed prominent. This latter finding could be due, -C
least partially, to the substantial degree of diverse nonsupervisorv work
performed by supervisors in these three MOS.

Another key finding was that the correlations based on average percent time
spent (RTS scale) and average estimated yearly frequency (AF scale) were
highest for SLI, decreasing monotonically from SLI through SLI for MOS 31Q andt
31M, through SL4 for MOS 13B. This could be explained, at least in part, I.v
the fact that supervisory task-s performed at the upper SL tended to be "soft
skill", less likely to be time ratable as well as ratable in terms of frequency
of performance.

As a further validation study, three MOS are currently being surveyed using
split samples of both the RTS and the AF scale. One of these MOS, is eqiJ•p71ent--
specific while the other two are not. The equipment-specific MOS BIC, qimeVi.I
Channel Radio Operator, is quite close to MOS 31Q and 31M. The others are ',!(;"
71L, Administrative Specialist, and MOS 91A, Medical Specialist. Thec rsu~r>
for these three additional MOS will be available in 1989. After analvses
these three new MOS, it will be of interest to ascertain the oŽ:t.Ent I o
the results for each MOS relate to being equipment-specific. it , ,a C
at this point, however, that there is merit itt considering l ides(1re.al u,.-'
occupational surveys using the AF scale to provide more useful inforp,ratio ,,i
U.S. Army training school course/combat developers and evaluntor,;.
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BACK(;ROIUNID

Within the Uinited States Air IForce, a:; well as many other military and civilian
agtcilCes, there is a fundamental technology which supports both the operational and
research occupational analysis programs. The core of this technology is called CODAP,
C111 ,, , i thc Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Programs. The CODAP
"system" is a set of analysis tools and procedures which use, as raw material, information

orovided by the members of the occupational field being studied. This system may he
used to revise classification structures, assess job related skills, verify the relevance of
training courses and a host of other applications in which an accurate knowledge of job
content at the task level is desirable (Morsh and Christal, 1966; Christal, 1974; Levine,
Ash, Hall and Sistrunk, 1983; Christal and Weissmuller, 1988).

D)uring their years associated with the U.S. Air Force, the principals in Sensible
Systems, Inc. fried to "give away" the ('OI)AP system to appropriate non-profit agencies
as part oft a federal transfer of' technolohgy program. Although the CODAP system took
root in ,ther military organizations and a few universities, it withered and died out in most
state and local governmental agencies (G(;tod isin, 1980: Frank, 1981). After leaving the
Air Force, the principals in Sensible Systems, Inc. tormed this corporation to create I new
Versiosi if ('of )IAP. This new vo'r.-iion would be built from the ground up and would
provide the best features of the nainlramc (' )1)AP systems and still be of use to stale
arid local govern•rienits.

In November 1986. Sens;ihle Systerms, Inc. annoumced the availability of a
Cemlinercial service Iureau to provide (*()I )AP analysis proiduets from client provided data.
"T he scope; a rid capability of this "III wl rr lii puter' Iiased package which incorpmrates the



moIst uimilpC daita processing c; alml~i it'cs (itI livt nm inlmnic ('()IAP s;ysivltisl w;is, iclp lw,

-it the May 1987 ( )ciip:ilioial Anmlysis (0oihirciicc limstld hw I JSA,()M( (Sl''v.
Weissmuller, Lewis and Johnson, 1987). This new package is called "at(( )l)AI'", whi, h
means "anchored to CODAP, but tio! limnited by it."

I NTRODUJCTION

The purpose of this paper is to report on two years of experience dietlitln with
clients who were not fully "CODAP literate." In the first section of the papcr we will dcti
with many of the misconceptions which creep into a CODAP joh analysis when cdirecctdc
by someone with a non-CODAP background. In the second section of the paper we wi'i

talk about the co-operative research Sensible Systems, Inc has underwritten with thte c,,-
operation of our clients. Finally, in the conclusion we will point out the directic'n in ýrcth
we are headed.

WHAT CAN GO WRONG IN A CODAP PROJECT?

The Task List

Fortunately, this paper is limited to jus! six pages, so we will just touch on the
highlights. One major difference between military and non-military users of CODAi' is
the willingness to accept 'TIHE TASK LIST" as the cornerstone of all Voodt .,i
descriptions. The military view, in fact, is to talk about "TI/CODAP" whiCh T1 :trVS OhW

'Task Inventory (processed by) CODAP." This viewpoint has its merits and its dr:mwh,:cks.
The primary merit is that it establishes CODAP as a Behaviorally Anchored Jot)b ,An K
System or CODAP/BAJAS. Note that CODAP was originally developed in Sim Ani•i•tQ,
and with that Spanish influence "Baja" can be interpreted to mneim "h':th
"underlying." As psychologists, we should remain aware e" the dual level of b hIi vit~l h( K ,
discussed here - the surface level of self-reported behavior as well as tle tinde' lv a He
behavior required to recognize t! printed statement as relevant to the respondc'," i:,
One can always "spot" an inventory developed by a person from a "test ing" z-
- they incorporate "clever" lie scale items which will have to he rer,.wled -r;oý i,
processing. They do not understand that the programming required ,() rtem•,' it',
probably introduces more errors than the few careless people IheY 'riptic.

Where is all this leading? Well, if one fails to grasp the p)oin1t. in SIL eraifi '
directions. First, the "task statement" should not he considered the pri ni.rV , ,
the CODAP system. Because other agencies want other lists to play iip• tn I i •.
their decisionmaking processes, we have seen Knowledge, Skills, ar<l .NhbUwt. , '. -

as well as equipment lists literally stuck on the end ot the lask 11si ....
spent rating scale. In mainframe ('OI)AP, ia KSA list (with an ,Illpili., 1.0.

,,H ?



sI O~nilfmted as, aI second study (IKSA/CODA1P instead (it' TI/CODAP) with the
:'9 lnf. &wr n ImkIAIng It hard to ''coordin~ate'' thesce parallel studies.

hAith iiOiimcro)-hased "atCODAP" supports the standard task list approach, it does
M *'A I IASK I STi as a primary entity in its analysis outlook. Up to 99 diff'erent

IiSi: ina y he dO'Hwnd and used within a single analysis. As nmany as 999 data fiactors may
--- i*,r eaich list ]in I study. L ists may include Such things as Knowledges, Skills,

(l`( KSAs,), I quipment Used; Equipment Maintained; Job Satisf'action Items,
VioKC11- ecI. HIiS Multiple list capability allows you to perf~orm a clustering based

Lp(w In &;ttd i 11(11 ome list which produces at set of cluster stages that form groups of' people.
Job1 desý,riplins fmr these groups niay then he rep~orted using any list with its associated

ii':~eiialassumption of every version of ithe C(ODAP technology is that the
1W V1 n jY(ht 118 dII 1'aC. ~ Co l lected directly f'rom the Job incunmbent. In order to ensure the

16 "t ', It-" ISes it is necess try ousthlanguage of the job incumbents in the survey
Wtn[t Ut11etir. L anguage use(l by psycholo)gists in the analysis of the information collected

shiuld be !voided in thle survey instrument unless it is directly used in the work
Ctlvironnlcnwt (ce.Li Mental I Icaltli Clinic Technicians). We have seen examples where this
rule w hibecin vli(iated such as a KSA itemn: "Mentally orgaIiLiu- a disorganized field into

'Th, RatimtigScale

!it in:tinflramec (ODAP oneC has thle Task List and Background Information. Many
"hsists ima be buried In the background Information section such ats equipment lists,
U ntises ltcil ke.tc. Because of' the limited reporting capability of mainf'rame CODAP,
OIC'st it(m al, re typically rated "LUse/IDon't Use", or some equally binary tkrmat that can
N, code-d "0"' (zero) [Or no and "I" "(one) tfor yes. When tile 99 list possibility of atCODAP
is utilized, Users sometimes overlook the possibility of' clustering based upon a given list
,ind assign sc;eile points which are nearly impossible to use statistically.

TI,' K'eXamiple which conmes most clearly to mindl is that of' a Knowledge, Skills, and
Ahthtt~c! list. InI the example we are referring to, this list was presented twice. The first
pll SCR nI! ionl asked for ratings of' the KSA's relevance to successful job performance
(0I - ')ot related, I =helpful, 2= important, and 3 =essential). T[he second presentation asked
trortis ofM' 0 11e value of having tile KSA at entry into the job (0= not required,

helpful1.1, 2= i11)Mpotant, 3=essenhial). Because these scale points represent such diverse
valIues, It wtould bec inappropriate to compute job descriptions, let alone convert it into a

seaýIlc t*( r clustering. T'o serve as aI good basis 1'or a job description or aI clustering, a rating
scale shouild reflect evenuly spaced alternatives as poiints on the scale. Although mai1nframtie
( ( ) )AP1 pr mni tts t lie usc (il a ninte point scale miost agencies finid a seven polint scale

a~ic~l Imt Ill(. ltciineds.



The Inventory Length

T'raditional CODA1P dictates that we collect Job inrnl(irat io)( tr( )t the J( h rncien ihn b

because he or she knows thle job best. This implies a certain rt slprct IM( M ad Ilr i [11k.
jot) incumbent. B~ecaumse we believe te aire pi-i oinl t thli wii (rk, we ý ant 10 keepý themI
away front their work 1or- its a hot fll)epri(id as f)OSSl~he. 'Iladitiorrlly. ýk try 1to dcrsiptl :m
invenltory such that at job incumbent canl complete it Within two lu irs. I nh inrt u imely, ý ith

some of the tiexihilities we've designed into atCOl)AP, it becomecs easier to imake survey1S
which cannot be completed within [Our hours. Inventory designcrs must kcep Iin m11ndL thl
use they expect to make oft each data element ats i It goes Into the survev. "Nice to hwc',
but not essential information could he the straw that breaks tile camel's back.
It is an important consideration to keep in mind when explo(iting thle ad( lCO)Af multliei
list capability is that humans will need to respond to the Survey instruMen-It tha!l IN
developed.

RESEARCH IJNDERWRITIThN BY SENSIBLE: SYSTEMS

City of' Fort Worth

Although the analysis of' this project Is no(t yet coniplete. Sc rISIble S swtems. hIc il
the City of Forth Worth undertook a p)ro1jec 10 CV;IJIIe thle eltCtS ()I 0111 hlL!c n nis

factors in at side-by-side format versus three separate, singlelfactor booklcts. It 1isC;
expectation that not only will the interrater reliabilities bie higther 1()r the Hii~c t,'
booklets, but also the correlati rn between the "Independent" tactt rs wil be h '. cr.
Because the multi-factor booklets were administered Iin a proictored cI clssrtii s! 1wm

expect this to represent the best possible multi-factor scenario0.

Ontario FUydro Electric

Many years ago (I laltrecht, 1980) ( ntarlio I Ilydro (0 I) t)~ I '(M Nl' IT I

proponents. In the ensuing years, however, thInse with speiaL-(j ( '( I ~
knowledge moved on to other 1)( sitlions. So, when O nta rio I lydrkni (irn ii il WI, in

CODAP analyses, it found that thle computer peop)Ile. required to utse thrco
gone and no technical capabiiity was left. To) produce somec product\~Il~ri
schedule, an inventory was deveh )ped a11 rid administereFtd to ;rO inbi CUMIbe iNs. ( ai\

had prot);cms when it came time to) cluster (lie resuilts. T1he stanrdai NMl stint si i 11,1,
they had access to Could not hanidle the speCcified Vo~l rime. Se rIsbeSvINC2
cluster their data at no cost.

When the data arrived, we were surprtise'd at the i nvc ut rv .vklci I '
at standard relative time spent booiklet, but a suirvey rated o)naprxn r ec'd



YEAR -- on a five point scale. Unable to reach the 01-1 contact point, we pero•rinld the
clustering twice, once on the five point scale and one on a substitution scale which
spanned from I to 240.

We forwarded the products with a explanation of each set and asked that the
subject-matter-experts be shown both sets. Av per our expectations, the experts preferred
the substitution scale results which then formt d the basis of their other analyses.

City of Minneapolis

The City of Minneapolis, and their outstanding consultant, D)r. (Gai, Drauden. h~tx
been very cooperative in joint undertakings. We have, with D)r. Drauuen's guidWncr',
developed methodologies for clustering composite job descriptions in a manner similar to
the way in which we cluster individual job descriptions. Dr. Drauden was interested in this
technique in order to expedite the validation of promotion/selection tests.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Sensible Systems intends to maintain its status as a c(mmlercial ser vAc htkil ;c
capable of providing CODAP support. We also intend to puhblish a CODAP analysts
manual to help forestall the kinds of problems we have encountered in the pa;t twoi y'ears.
Sensible Systems, Inc. was not founded as a non-profit corporation, it j ust seerms W, have
turned out that way. To try to rectify this situation, we are currently exphnring two
possible avenues for continuation (if ,iny non-profit activities. The first p'ssih vlly is•a
associated with a university. The second non-profit organizatiOn is a new c orp!i ra'k
which wili become active in January 1989. The p[,rp )se it this mc(aid a uLtfnc, is it!
administer training programs under the Joint "l'raining Partnership Act JITPA). In e it lc
case, we are looking for a h(mre for the ptblic domain .it)b iMn Cub F,'.e wet ,HC yr: ca a' *tiL
as well as a home for a newsletter it) kcep i)•ciulmtituiO ;iwildvI'ss arpr'•) tc , ,
on in their field.
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><~''IN:M, P) >II-ThDOLOG IS 1()R GROUP[ING LARGE NUMBERS
OF OCCUPATIONS

- }. McFauley, and Brian S. O'Leary
*.-. Off'ice of Personnel Management

Washington, D.C.

INTRODUCT ION

p.,e. of this study was to explore methods of grouping

:'*..',alr 't administrative occupations in terms of the
t'y o theL-.ork performed.

J•V ., exam~natons for individual occupations is always
-..:,nig on the number of hires into each

. ", ., , cost-effective. Grouping jobs on the
.. , hhavio provides one way of reducing the cost of

.. , ptent shile not sacrificing test validity.

,. -, lnum approach. Barnes and O'Neill (1978) grouped

,.nati,-,n development in the Canadian Public Service.
.- Lor,,an, (Campbell and Osborn (1983) clustered U.S. Army

- yo) ino homogeneous groups according to rated job
Seh•. r- order to choose a representative sample of MOS's for

* ivai.ation purposes.
' Cornelius, Carron and Collins (1979) indicate, there are

tin d(,,;ttnet dtecisions that must be addressed in any job grouping
o] 01 cassifjcation study. The first decision involves
, e•' .. in•n the type of job analysis data that will be used to

That is, on what attributes of the job will the

, , ,"obs be assessed? The second decision involves
, �-pe of procedure to use in assessing the

- .. ... u' o f O b S•

-i' an analysis: There are at least three major

_ , in the most popular job analysis approach
,rrk; do&wn into elemental units called tasks. The

(1 ir9i,) ad his .i'•sociates typifies this

.. , ,h, ,rs - A secorndi popular approach is -that associated
. ...,' 1 (1988) and his associates in their work on the

. ,-"- Qstionnair re PAQ). In this approach the unit

S not specifi c tasks but rather the generalized
rquired -o per-f',orm the wnrk I ( .g. , comparing,

.. \ ¶n 1 rd unit ot' anaLysis-• is the abilities
; p. In >l .. upp ,,o..ch , i t ,-losely associated with the

I - o t, 1 41 ) ::,d hI :,ý ,o-iat (s , the unit. of analysis
'i 11t petrri ' '.r -rio . iti Iroil t perform the work

' . '*s>, •, .i , h ,•i, s i• hr- : e, the author,;' and do not
- . I. .... '...., I the" f i' p)oli y' of' the 1.8. )f'ic,' of

) ' " ': ,'• ,' ~I • 'I, I ll , lt

2' 1h



With method of .Lrin L•:tv-. , t I t - i ,
pijb h]i ihed st ud&v hai - i t .i ý,, It I ht i I "o f s''
11it, r(!su I 1.atn t jo h gr ,lIk'to: 1 [\ 4 1 . J .... -i I ! kl-.. :111d

his asso( , i ates (1979) t' (' ird tHItI, di I F•t. , e r I •, t I-k II (I :-.ftII ys . -,, i-

yielded uifferent -results ' b-oth th n r , ut' IIImi Lar
foreman jobs as well as differe y ree q-rd wd t (-h jobs were
most similar.

The unit of analys7s "ha t k n, -'h• 1-h. present study
most closely relates .-ct t t.- r - Lu' with an important
distinction - rather than-, - . x. ,wa t.s t ie raters
were asked to make "ho : i" jc: drn•s ahbut the sim, larity of
jobs.

Support for the us'- -.f t s roa:.pr [x,, comes from t he work of
Cornelius, Schmidt, ano :'r ' 38I Thes,- resr'ac',-hers
compared direct job cha•,; f . ,- wgm,_-t. Lrm supIr'visors and

incumbents with the r-so ', bt rid -rom a .iob analyss
inventory administered t, ] . :0 '. I I.l.nt from
30 companies across th..I n- ii Tt'r., hotiu tic judgment,
compared quite well ii, Th o r; iot- iabc'ra!.e -s-it "ti <o- procedure
(96% correct classific>-.i ;n) ,

Thus, the "holistic" or ý '',t approach, whichn is much
less time consuming, yields e'.ut• ý-milar i,) more detailed job
analyses. Rosse, Borman, Campb,> ad Osborrn (198_2) used a whole
job approach when clustering '.S. Armv enlisted jobs.

Selecting the method of analysis: i½s indicat-(.d earlier, the
second decision that must be maie in forming job families
involves selecting the type of procedure tu be used in
determining the similarity of jolb. Harvey (1986) has presented
an excellent review of thn, quarit itat ive appro:icheb to job
classification, listing thr ad\a 'g,, and disAdvantages of each.
He has classified the prr'rur-'. iI pt, Irvpti e An. 1nf L1t. i "l
methods. Descriptive te :hniques ic those oncernei wit.h usg
an exploratory approach Io -, groupinor cC out it. ies. The
inferential methods, on , ot ',- hind, eml.loy stat:s" -i"I test
of job differences. In I ,f, ' -. , , '. ; .. o. V'.::
solely with exploratc-' L - ' ,. ,.to , tr. I:-1 tent
exploratory methods: LaO ., , .:,:, acs ,:. .
multidimensional s",.>e

D)ata Cc)L. le tjtion. ()I " it:. - .. rk ,
admin tr t I\,e o -c'p { .. t. - ,-
wE.ro, studied. FLr.,et. ,, , - , 7 .- :1 ":'

uO tluptkt rOis rflt'i f ' 1i'OO''" 1! 'I ii .t(' i- 11 .u:

behavir , Tho , sa .. 0 F r I J

""" T,- r '.kf.n

rJ"•( P ) i r. ).- ,' , , ,

,, ' I i-h s umm-in zed

i ' '. I. ' 'Fit I 0' 1v'.- rt T 11

r i r, ig i ! I



:.ilarities in work behaviors. No limitations were put on the
.',,,e, of categories each rater could generate.

".•o, of' nine raters completed the sort: eight personnel
.pycho].egists and one personnel staffing specialist.

The categories resulting from each of the nine sorts %,ere
S. 'r-,d into a 113 by 113 matrix for each rater wherein a one
-il indicated that those two jobs were placed in the same

en,- < ory by the rater and a zero in a cell indicated that the two
,ou'. 4-ite not placed together. The nine matrices thus derived

. . together producing a summary matrix for all nine
The values in this matrix ranged from zero (no rater put

J obs together) to nine (all raters put the two jobs
This summary matrix was the input for the cluster

t "kavs... i(CA). A SAS average linkage cluster analysis
,',md on the summary matrix. A seven-cluster solution
n due• to a sharp drop in the goodness-of-fit index and a

increasc in the R-squared value. At this stage of the
: -ring, all jobs had been merged into the seven clusters and

SR-squared value was approximately 70%.
"';`- r-Anal_.is (FA. The summary matrix was transformed

h for the FA. The value in each cell was divided by the
eal number of raters to get the proportion of raters placing

lot! 'jobs in the same category. Then, an estimate of a
"oreation coefficient was obtained by taking the square root of

ftlu proportion in each cell (Andrews and Ray, 1957). An
-!'j.,ioratory Q-type factor analysis was performed on the
,',rrelation matrix thus obtained. The FA produced 13 factors
t-A!.ich accounted for 99.5% of the variance. In order to make the
.... nr•aRrisnOO with the seven-cluster CA solution, the FA was redone

t 5n the number of factors to seven. These seven factors
... nted for 74% of the variance.

"•:1 i mensional Scaling ___MDSL. The summary matrix was once
., ;. r.tn-formed for input into the MDS analysis. In this case,

,:ltle in each cell in the matrix was subtracted from 10 to
.i'•, It dissimilarity or distance matrix, in which larger

. -i !"Ž,prtserited greater distances.
"11;t? dat~a were analyzed using the SAS version of ALSCAL.

i, . 12,769 cells in the matrix all contained-values ranging
,r)n(n to ten, ties were broken before the matrix was input

Au, .LSCAL program. This was done by adding or subtracting
lue of 1/10,000 from each occurrence of the same value and

.itt, lintiI there were no more ties. >IDS solutions were
".. " ,' f)r one throtigh six dimensions using both the metric-

,,orimPetr1ro analysis options. From the stress and R-squared
-k, Lh'- t hr'ee-dimensional solution appeared to be the most

.I . n t.hi', e dimonsi ons, the rank )rder correlati ens
tilt- (ord,,r of the jobs as obtained by the metric and

• ¶•',," p 1It.• t, i otis w T'' abo)(ve .9 for ea h diimerion i ndicat i c
I t .. :-:)llt. iron methods produced \very simi lar results.. In

I .T. .r] i sl. , t.h" rf, appear'ed fi,.'e t. i htly groiuped ,.'Iu.st ,rs
i u,:s I r.t wh icoh we.r.e more, d i s parat.(,
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RESULTS

The number of jobs in each cluster as obtained by each
analysis method is shown below in Table 1.

Table 1

Number of Jobs in Each Cluster for Each Methodology

Cluster

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Method

FA 26 18 19 14 1:' 12 9

CA 20 18 33 10 13 9 10

MDS 23 19 27 12 10 10 II

As one can see in this table, the number of jobs per cluster t.;as
relatively stable across the three solutions with the exception
of the third cluster. It should be noted that inclusion of jobs
in MDS clusters is more subjective than in the other two methods
and that some jobs could reasonably be included in more than one
cluster.

Table 2, below, illustrates the agreement across the three
analysis methods by providing the number of jobs in common
between each pair of solutions. The percentage of jobs in which
the three solutions agree was 83%. Percentages of agreement
between FA and CA across the seven clusters ranged from 71% to
100%. The comparison of FA with MDS produced percentages of
agreement ranging from 83% to 100%, and the percentages of
agreement between CA and MDS ranged from 60% to 100%.

Table 2

Number of Common Jobs Found in Each Pair of Analysis Metb1,cs

Cluster

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Method Pair

FA vs CA 20 18 19 10 13 9

FA vs MDS 21 18 17 12 13 I

CA vs MDS 18 17 20 9 9 o
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As ",aý ,etioned above, the MDS solution produced 5 tightly
"','uped clusters and two more disparat, clusters. The two
'K.Pt , clusters were Cluster One and Three and of those two

,, • r .inpa•:ate was Cluster Three. MDS Cluster Three could be
%,ý4C An a. comnbination of one or two smaller clusters and
, ut!! .,rs.

] ;h:• e .IDS plot of the 113 jobs in three-dimensional
Ayý-., it would appear that the large number of jobs in the CA
V•, •-r Three was due to the forcing of all outliers into that

"When the differences in the FA and CA solutions were
.nte, feted in the light of the MDS three-dimensional plots, the
FA :olutton's disposition of the outliers was almost always
:-n•av~nd more strongly by the MDS evidence than was that of the

"� <<. The FA tended to combine the outliers with clusters
t ýPn 'K v ware in more close proximity in three-dimensional

S'•c, •while the CA tended to lump them all together in one large

DISCUSSION

/heso analyses were exploratory in nature and any results
1i;ewtLring the number of clusters are highly tentative. The

focus of this study was on the comparison of the three
mu.hodologies. The three methodologies provided similar job
gr oupings with some variations; the agreement across the three
AihLodologies was 83%. The variations appear to be due to the

:•atiment of outliers. While each methodology gives different
kinds of information, multidimensional scaling provided the best
i-.oa.tion about the outliers.

Cluster analysis gives clean clusters. Each observation
vnrts out as a cluster by itself and then the two closest

rs are merged to form a new cluster replacing the two old
Lw.nry-. The merging of clusters continues until there is only
ý .. (uster. As a result, deciding how many job groupings to use

!.... • a subjective process. We chose seven job groupings which
nn R-squared accounting for 70% of the variance.
Tacta- analysis provides more information than the cluster

-5,.iyS4 procedure. In addition to the primary factor loadings,
I o.... , on other factors (clusters) are given. it_ was found

'ni.t ofte the sizes of the primary and secondary loadings were
-rv nimilar, meaning that an occupation could go in one group as

woll .s another, or that the occupation was an outlier. Gandy
:079, also concluded that Q-factor results were more
,..c.'rEtable than those from hierarchical cluster analysis when

, "ped juLs for validity generalization purposes.
"ll tidimensional scaling gives a graphic picture of the

i rvwý-lationship among the different groupings. The three-
, .. 'n:njonal representation of the interrelationship among the

. .,at.. ions facii itated the placement of out.liers.
Fach of the three procedures provided different types of

inr'rmation. We agree with Gandy (1979) that factor analysis
r wvides mo're inte rpretable results and re-ummend using MDS in

-rbination with fa.t.or analysis because ,f the insight into the
it rio'tore of the data which its data plots provide. Harvey
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(1986) cautions against the use of MDS because of the high
computer costs, but it was found not to be any more expensive
than the other procedures, especially when ties were broken
beforehand. Subjectivity is inherent in all three procedures
especially when naming, or identifying, factors, clusters or
dimensions.
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OCCJPATIONAL ANALYSIS: PRESENT AND FUIR

Dr. Hendrick W. Ruck
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Brooks Aix Force Base, Texas

The Occupational Analysis Programs currently operating in the U.S. Air
Force has a rich and deep research and development (R&D) foundation. Mie Air
Force has been proud to lead the R&D of job and occupational analysis
technologies. This panel presents two visions of occupational analysis in the
Air Force. First, Mr. Josep S. Tartell, Chief, Occupational Analysis
Division, describes the procedures, projects, and scope of the present
operational Occupational Analysis Program. Following that, Dr. Hendrick W.
Ruck, Technical Advisor of the Training Systems Division, describes and
discusses technologies that have potential for affecting the way occupational
analysis oould be performed in the future. Following the two presentations,
Mr. Tartell and Dr. Ruck discussed the needs and inpetus for changes to the
present analysis system and the problems associated with changing a successful
system.
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OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS: THE PRESENT

,J S Tarteil

Occupational Analysis Division
USAF Occupational Measurement Center

The United States Air Force Occupational Analysis Program consists of a
relatively small band concerned with the definition of the jobs and tasks per-
formed by individuals in the pursuit of mission accomplishment. In the
auth..r's view, this flexible, versatile application of research has funda-
mentally changed the personnel, classification, and training decision-making
approach in the US Air Force.

There are a number of reasons this introductory statement is so strong.
However, the primary reason the credibility of the Air Force Occupational
Analysis Program Is strong 9nd the data it provides are 'valuable to
decision-making entities lies In the fact that the mission is to collect and
analyze data, not to make recommendations or decisions. Members of the Air
Force functional, personnel, and training communities make the decisions. In
the present context of Air Force decisionmaking, occupational analysis results
are used to define what personnel are doing, to support personnel-related
decisions, and to defend the need for training programs. An area that the
USAF Occupational Analysis Program has diligently worked to stay away from
is the evaluative function of how well the training system prepares the indi-
vidual or how well the individual performs that job. Occupational analysis
data are used in the accomplishment of a variety of evaluative functions with
two provisos: first, the data serve as the source of what job incumbents do,
not how well the incumbents perform; and second, the evaluative functions
are accomplished by those responsible for evaluations, not by the data collec-
tion and analysis organization.

Before reviewing the type of data provided by the USAF Occupational Analy-
sis Program, there is one additional area to be discussed. Up to this point
in this presentation, most comments have addressed the providing and use of
DATA. But, that is not the most important product or output of the Occupa-
tional Analysis Program. The most important product is INFORMATION. As
an organization, data are vital for the accomplishment 0f our aiission; data is
the fuel to make the engine run. But, as with almost any engine, the func-
tion or mission is not to make the engine run. The mission is to g'-t some-
where. The mission of the Occupational Analysis Program is to pro'vide fuel
for the decision-making process. The primary reason for the existence of the
Occupational Analysis Program is to furnish objective information in a -'learly
understood maniner it- riiaiiagers and e~ccutives responsible for persornei man-
agement decisions.

To aid decisionmakers in performing their functions, the Occupational An alsis
Program provides a variety of data in a number of different formats. 7irst,
what kinds of data and then the different formats. The USAF Occupatnora)
Analysis Pro)gram foundation is the percf .ntage ,'f jo, ino :u.• c ; who K •f:,
a task. This single item of information has been and coiiinIu s K,` " ,
keystone to the personnel management process--what is done and by her



r. nc-lfl)ents. The utility of this single item is reasonably -iear- its
.;:nic.bility to classification, training, testing, and other functions has been

of numerous presentations. To provide additional information, the
. .An nvs •rogra, uses Task Learning Difficulty and Train'ng

':!7data. These are referred to as secondary factors, primarily be-
t--.,' -,.-ist in addition to the primary data and are used for a specific

1r7 0,!. 'hat zurpose relates to training applications of occupational analy-
sis iio•-• mation, while the primary factor (percent performing) has more than

"i• e the normal types of data collected and reported from the Occupa-
t' : i .alys~s Program. A key issue and one that is of prime value to the

" translation of these data into information. There are two primary
L, . -..r:duct which accomplish this translation--the Occupational Survey

4 .... .!- -'•resentation of task data in user familiar formats. The first
s e, narratfve, report of the data which describes the jobs and tasks
",j. who is !oing which tasks and what are the implications of
telative to existing classification and training programs. The second

c,.- is a series of data extracts arrayed in a matching format--the occu-
,}c, tl information is matched to the training documents (normally specialty

-i,,- standards and plans of instruction). The value of this approach lies
* t ••tfn.i!iarity of users with the format--the information is arrayed in a
-. -r and form that those who will use that data recognize and understand.
"E Is a third part of this information presentation process which aids the

* ,-, ir applying the occupational information to a specific issue. This third
r is ýhe involvement of the occupational analyst with the decisionmakers •s

I .'y interpret and apply the information to solve or resolve particular issues.
,iormal, routine, but critical aspect of every occupational analysis project is

-,,:eŽ"e nai delivery and presentation of findings to those concerned with the
?tpt. In every instance when an occupational analysis project is completed,

; 9nd executives from the personnel, training, and functional commu-
, : t- personally briefed on the findings. Additionally, further analysis

, should questions or issues arise from these presentations which
- •.nticipated at project initiation.

Lc' inferred from the previous paragraphs, a major focus of the occu-
. .. M.'C,:s process `s the user. Over the history of the USAF Occupa-

S-i ?dlysis Prrgram, the schedule of projects has changed and the types
i ',-e-s ,ave expanded. With the operational implementation of the Program,

,e pi imar y users were the enlisted classification and training communities of
F orce. As the Program grew and expanded, the training applications

,s.., �,:,V - Use of occupational analysis Infor~ation to determine relevance of
,-�n conr:ent continues to be a primary app 1 .ication. However, the use of
.......,, onal 'nlysis information by functional management staffs has grown
amadcally in the recent past. The expansion of respor.,ibiLities, counlpd

wtLh attemipts to reduce the numbers of specialties in the Air Force through
:_ic; *ititidt'es as RIVET WORKFORCE, hove ýesulteQ in a need for compre-

e information regarding the tasks and jobs performed within those spe-
. l: ,s. Additionally, with the shrinking number of specialties, there is an

•, .;ed ne,,d for information concerning the types of iobs which exist within
.. 'ihtie in order to build career paths to prepare junior personnel for

mid--evel positions and thor for management and executive responsibilities.



Not only have the uses of occupational information grown, the number and
types of requestor.s for the information have eypanded. When the program
began, the aim was to survey each enlisted specialty once every four years.
As the program's acceptance grew, special requests from the field also grew
until today the USAF Occupational Analysis Program operates on a request
basis--projects normally are not scheduled unless there is a specific user who
has a definite need for the information. Over the history of the Program,
the requestors traditionally have been the training managers (located at the
six Air Training Command (ATC) technical training centers) or training staff
officers (located at Headquarters ATC) who perceived a need to review the
content of the existing training programs or needed information to build new
training programs. More recent history shows functional managers (at the
Air Staff or MAJCOM levels) requesting occupational analysis information to
support or reject force structure plans. For example, a recently completed
occupational survey of Intelligence Officers was requested by the force man-
agement staff within the AF functional management community, with a major
purpose to review and compare the jobs and tasks performed by officers and
enlisted personnel. Occupational information from the survey was used for
the restructuring of some jobs such that enlisted personnel now perform the
technical intelligence jobs while the officers perform leadership and marage-
ment functions. Another recently completed project was requested by the
Interservice Training Review Organization (ITRO) Space Training Task Force
to determine the fundamental knowledges of the space enrironnient necessary
for nonoperators assigned to the joint space arena (this project was unusual
not only because of the requester, but also because of what was requested).
Still another unusual request was that received from the civilian ..,,u..gement
of depot-level civilian aircraft mechanics--a project aimed at defining the
requirements for job qualification standards ana on the job training programs.
Another different type of request involved the requirement to provide occupa-
tional information across the complete personnel spectrum of an occupational
field--officers, enlisted personnel, and civilians. This approach allows the
requestor to view in a single information source the compiete area of respon-
sibility. The ability to determine which segment of the workforce is trul'y
performing which jobs and tasks and what are the areas of overlap among the
different populations, allows a comprehensive review of functional responsi-
bilities and a valid and reliable departure ijoint for functional realignrment of
jobs and tasks.

And what of the success of the Occu Dat t'r:a Arblv'.is Prc•' r" ri .. IF S

will illustrate how functional and training fa2,iagers made subs,'ai, t• chan.er
based on occupational analysis information. The first examplE is te .Air::raft
Fuel Systems Mechanic career ladder where the occupationaal survey revealed
large percentages of personnel working on external fuel tanks. In reV'ewing
the career ladder classification description and training plans. the occupa-
tional analyst found no mcniion of external fuel tanks. The specila'tv was
performing tasks for which there was no formal training, tr9ining that wps
provided was accomplished through OJT. Bpsocd on tne findings from the
occupational survey, the career field manager- rewrote trne vlassi-ication
description and then established -a rr'sident training nro~ rorv tr. s,; teort 'he
needs of the operational comm nit.v. )'iz -,sto.. : .
number of different applications of t!ie oco upatioral .•N:,vs ; f, n, .oO -d
change in classification documents. an addition to a resinent truining progranp
and a d•erease in the OJT re ,or. iliti. of the wor-;foice.



scono exdaupie involvedi tne ý,uniL'o..s Systems Nid:'nzentrnce c~>r.ýecd
*reoccupationai survey i~formation confirmed the removal of a respunsibil-

7 .'~thefieldl Utilizing the data-matched plat', of instruction, training
S-.es inw~i a ble tc. detcri-ine which specifie blocks of instruction could be

~~teo. Ti3. example was particularly usefu ea~ h cuainlsr
-to ontained bothl elecironics p~rirci~llcs a- well as task date.
the train,'rig program was approximately 30 days.

-tio examples illustrate data-based decisions and reflect the primary
Sthe success of the Occupational Analysis Program: first, a valid

ýivi * 1able program whose findings can be verified; and second the applica-
I> of those fin~dings is by the users not by the analysts.

* O~:c4tional Analysis Program has refused to become complacent
s' ýntiaI number of successful years of operation. As the tech-

o' , -y eapons systems becomes more complex and the costs of personnel
oý escalate, ttie need for more information in different formats with

cu'ater --eliability grows. One interesting change that has occurred in
r e tsfor occupational information is illustrated by a request from the

olcresponsible for pilot training within the Air Training Command. This
ý-,uesl involves the application of occupational analysis techniques to deter-

i-e skills and knowledges required to pilot a variety of airplanes. This
'POject entails the logical extension of the technology utilized in the Elec-

Tronics Principles Inventory and accompanying analyses. While the task-
bazseoi approach to job analysis provides a comprehensive basis for decision-

a more in-depth level of information is required for entry-level
lr:¶tnifjg programs which demand an understanding of iundaimentals prio- tc

p,..fojrrnari~e training.

ý,ne :ss-e arising from the request for fundamentals types of projects (those
;V voling skills, knowledge or other than task data) relates to the need for

t_,;,en1Tive objertive information to support task analysis which, in turn, sup-
&t rainui development. The long-term, yet cirnudy, distinction between

J~i'iorand training continues as an area of discussion when training pro-
v+!,F Iesif-,ned. Wit~h the increase in the requirements for more informa-

;1 t ireater levels of detail (beyond the task level) the number of purely
1 .1:P problems increase. The goal, at one time, was to complete ar.

1ý t fýic;ri al anialysis which would identify the task's within an occupation and
*.v tF'orrn. a complete task aralysis to determine all of thý- under!1r4 nF

>tŽ~ srequired for designing training progirams for all tasks . Practically
- p .&ig this is not possible. There are too many tasks In occupations and

-fcw pers'--nnel available for training design.

d a artial solution to this dil-ima, the task clustering concept allows the
e(,ilapsng at iong lists of tasK,. into a much smaller number of clusters.
I~: lask !lusters have thc-, advai tpge 0J being based in the occupational

to, vhicti means that the tnsks have some busis for being grouped together.
!til rt'-wi'' wi:Iii he ticterniitn-ei fhrmi.rlý t inalytictil prn've1i res; huit, regitrd-

i.)gvoS1 extftnsiori nf task clu',Ier.' Is e)usfr~r onal8Ivsi for underlyln
*3tructl,. T1his approach lessens th#ý workload wfithout dimnishing the



utility of the information. Additionally, by using the occupational information
which indicates which segment of the occupation performs the tasks within
any cluster, and considering other data such as the equipment used or job
location, training designers, developers and managers will be able to spe-
cifically target training to those who will benefit the most.

Training design and development is one area where practical considerations
must drive the application of technology to meet training needs. Within the
Air Force, the Training Development Services Division of the Occupational
Measurement Center is working on practical solutions to design issues. The
preparation of Training Requirements Analysis Reports provides a partial
answer by reporting the results of specialty-wide task analysis and the need
for career training programs. Present approaches are limited by practical
concerns, such as the sheer numbers of tasks and the volume of information
necessary to support task analysis. Projects utilizing the clustering tech-
nique are underway and results will be reported.

Another area of change in the occupational analysis world involves the aware-
ness of and ability to include information from other data sources. There are
a large number of databases which contain relevant information. Both the
logistics and maintenance communities have large scale databases with infor-
mation useful to training personnel. Conversely, personnel-based occupa-
tional information will be useful to the logistics and maintenance communities.
On top of these is the weapons systems acquisition community which requires
information from all sources to design and plan for the implementation of new
systems. This need has been recognized. The CROSSWALK and FOOTPRINT
projects are attempts to bridge the existing gaps by linking equipment and
specialty databases.

The Air Force Occupational Analysis Program's racognition of some of these
new concerns and potential sources of information, coupled with efforts to
incorporate the latest technology into our methodologies, confirms our resolve
to continue to grow and respond to the ever-changing needs of the user com-
munity. This forward-looking approach, combined with 20 years of research
and operational experience, a willingness to continue to collect and analyze
occupational data, and a refusal to pontificate from survey results will ensure
the Air Force Occupational Analysis Program continues to be an integral and
respected cog in the machinery of Air Force personnel management, classifi-
cation, and training programs well into the 21st century.
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Or Hendrick W. Ruck

Training Systems Division

AF Human Resources Laboratory

•,e A,-e. Services have been using occupational analysis (OA) technologies

operati.-,nally for more than 20 years. Research has been continuing in this

ar_•&, 'or an even longer period of time. This paper will address what occupa-

;-cina ' arjsis could look like in the next century. Further, the paper

,,ill explore the reasons leading to the changes that are being proposed and

V IV suggest necessary research and development (R&D) activities." Christal

ev hi associates discussed the impact of the computer in occupational

-nalysis and personnel management in the early 1960s. They pointed out that

cýa-pjters had shown that rapid calculation was then a possibility as of that

tIme. Problems that would take months to solve could be solved in hours

with the use of computers. However, they noted, the primary role of the

romputer was in science and engineering. Their R&D was one of several

iritiatives that brought computers to personnel management. Over the cour-o

the past 27 years, computer science and computer engineering have advarC-.,

so dramatically that consideration should now be given to how these advances

'muid effect occupational analysis in the 21st century.

Historical Context

order to establish a perspective for the future, a short review of the

,;,stcTy of the development of thE occupational analysis technology is appro-

priate. In the early 1960s, the R&D of occupational analysis methodologies

centered on the collection of survey data; on the construction and behavior

'f scales such as time spent; on tV- use of computers for cluster analysis

of jobs; and on the use of occupational data in job evaluation. It was not

until the late 1960s and early 1970s that R&D on the task difficulty scale

and on a composite index (average task difficulty per unit time spent,

ATDPUTS) was performed. The primary goal of occupational analysis research

, 1 ,



focused on the collection and analysis of data to support the personnel

classification system in the military. Although personnel applications were

a focus, Christal noted that one of the major uses for occupational data

could be the development, evaluation, and revision of course curricula and

training requirements. During the fledgling years of the Air Force OA

Program, trainers found the data to be quite useful, but somewhat lacking

(given all of the published guidance on instructional system design (ISD)).

In particular, ISD variables were often not addressed in the OA program.

Hence, R&D into instructionally-related scales (task delay tolerance,

possible consequences of inadequate performance, recommended training

emphasis and hazard potential) was performed through the 1970s. The R&D

performed during the 1960s and 1970s resulted in an effective and efficient

system for collecting, managing, analyzing, and reporting occupational data

to support both the personnel and the technical training systems in the Air

Force.

Why Change?

Given that the Air Force has an R&D based, operationally proven OA system,

one might wonder why I would propose changes. There are two different forces

acting on the OA methodologies that suggest change is needed: changes in the

Air Force, and significant advances in computer technologies. There is a

need to perform R&D to develop revolutionary new approaches to performing

occupational analysis. What are the pressures in the Air Force? The most

important change in the Air Force personnel system is the reduction of the

number of Air Force specialties. This is especially the case in the mainte-

nance area where the boundaries between specialties are deliberately being

blurred to provide managers with the opportunity to utilize their personnel

in a variety of tasks and jobs that are not presently contained within a

single specialty. This blurring will necessitate longer task lists-than have

ever been used before in the OA process. A second pressure is the strong

emphasis being placed on the measurement of jobs using tasks directly linked

to weapon systems. Thirdly, the present occupational analysis system, while

effective and efficient, has been tasked as much as possible; there is little,

if any, "surge capacity."



In addition to these pressures on the present system, there are a number of

recent technological advances that offer the opportunity for changing the

current approach to performit~g OA. These technologies include (a) the field-

ing of a disbursed-computer based personnel-management system; (b) the emer-

gence of computer-based management systems for different functional areas

within the Air Force; (c) the maturity of computer adaptive testing as a

science; (d) the development of significant advances in expert systems tech.-

nology, and artificial intelligence, particularly as they relate to database

management and linguistic analysis. The remainder of this paper will discuss

how these technologies could affect data collection procedures, inventory

de.alopment, data management, analysis, and reporting.

Data Collection Procedures

In thinking about using cQmputers rather than survey booklets to collect

occupational analysis data, a number of different options are possible.

These include the application of latent-trait theory, the development of

computer-based delivery systems, and the exploration of the potential for

intelligent occupational surveying.

First, consider the application of latent trait theory to occupational

analysis. Because occupational analysis programs use comprehensive data

bases full of tasks and associated probabilities of performance, one could

construct a system which would present tasks 4o respondents based on latent

trait theory principles. That is to say that only selected tasks would te

presented to rEspondents based on Known statistical relationships of the data

associated with tasks. This would have tne advantage of presenting on a

limited list of tasks from the existing data base to each respondent based on

the probability that the tasks are performed by the individual. Research in

this area would focus on detei-orining che stability of the probablistic struc-

tures underlying the OA task data base; in addition, reseaý'ch would have to

be performed to determine now to update the relationships within the database.

A second approach would iPiolve using the computer to "dumbly" caoture

responses and to simply adwr ister job inveritories on comouter screens.



While there are considerable advantages related to ease of data capture with

this approach, there are some research questions that would have to be

answered regarding the quality of the scaling and the impact of computer-

based surveys on response reliability and validity.

A third approach would be to use artificial intelligence procedures in the

development of an "individualized" task list in real time as the respondent

interfaces with the ccmputer. The computer would query the respondent with a

series of questions regarding his/her job. Artificial intelligence techniques

would then be used to develop a set of tasks that are relevant for this

individual. The individualized set of tasks could then be presented for

scaling. Clearly, a number of research issues are raised in such an approach.

Using any of the above described approaches would have a number of advantages

in the occupational analysis program. First, capturing individual responses

via computer would reduce administration requirements significantly; second,

data could be captured on a continuous (for example, once every two years per

individual) basis. One might consider having individuals respond during

their personnel record reviews, for instance. Third, if continuous updating

of the data base were performed, current research questions regarding the

quality and utility of "old" data and the rapid changes in the world of work

could be researched.

Data Management

Present data management in occupational analysis is performed one study at a

time. Task and response data are typically stored and analyzed as a unit.

There is little or no cross-feed among occupational analysis studies. With

advances in artificial intelligence approaches to data management, cross

specialty data sharing could become an important capability for analyzing the

current occupational structure and highlighting potential structure changes

based on data commonalities. To build such systems would require a consider-

able amount of research. This research would include correlations of task

statements using linguistic analysis necessary to support translation of

tasks among specialties and to interpret tasks which appear to be the same in
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different specialties. This is a high risk area; however, given advances

that are being made in linguistic R&D, this could have very high payoff.

Technologies such as hypertext and other artificial intelligence data base

management approaches would have to be explored to build systems to meet

their need.

Analyses

Occupational analysis is difficult, laborious, and time consuming. Occupa-

tional analysts spend considerable amounts of time poring over products to

understand the "true structure" of occupations. A considerable amount of

work is performed at the front end of each analysis to ensure that all of the

computer runs to perform difficult and complex analyses are available in a

timely fashion. Using expert system approaches, this front-end work could

easily be streamlined. Further, tentative analyses of the structures using

OA analyst expert systems could be made. Such expert systems are possible to

develop because of the quantity and quality of OA expertise available. These

expert-system-based analyses would require human reanalysis for verification

and validation. The human's task would be to understand the analysis and

fine tune it, rather than to develop it starting with almost no initial

information. The human in such a system would be able to spend his/her time

and energy on interpetation, special applic3tions, and on significant manage-

ment issues. Research in this area would have to first develop systems to

capture analyst expertise regarding the OA processes. There is a certain

amount of risk in this approach. Specifically, researchers have not care-

fully stidied occupational analysis to determine the similarity of differen:

analysts' approaches. Additionally, there has been little research to examine

how similar different analyst's results would be. Research into expert sys-

tems for analysis would quickly develop answers to the first question, and

quite possibly, the second one.

Report

Reports typically produced from OA organizations are usually written to r,

" I, ' ,t l aylj r' O, f f ,ilh ,w, ,p h ti,, ma••' ( nf , ford', tn " known 1 - a 1 ,



items. Often, such reports are less than optimal in terms of communicating

to the reader the information he/she needs. Again, using advances in computer

based technology one can imagine the development of a series of standardized

reports targeted for different users. The human input would be on the analy-

sis and discussion portions of the report and on tailoring the report to

specific users. This would enable two, three, or more reports to be generated

for each study, each for a specific user.

Summary

R&D of occupational analysis technologies and the trends in computer-based

technologies outlined in this paper have the potential for radicallychanging

future occupational analysis systems. Occupational analysis in the 21st

century could use task inventories developed using existing databases through

expert systems. Further, administration of inventories could be largely

automated through personnel based computer systems or functional computer

systems. Data base management could be improved by reducing the boundaries

between specialties and studies in the database. Finally, analysis and

reporting could be artificial-intelligence-based to allow the human analyst

to focus on interpretation, special applications and important management

issues.



DEVEODPMENT AND DESIGN OF THE NAVY OFFICER OCCUPATIONAL DATABASE

Captain Edward L. Naro, USN, and Dr. Janet M. Treichel
Navy Occupational Development and Analysis Center

Washington, D. C.

During the past three years, the Navy Occupational Development and
Analysis Center (NODAC) has been developing an officer occupational database
using a two-phase approach. Phase I has involved the administration of a
generic managerial instrument, the Officer Survey Instrument (OSI). This
instrument was developed by modifying the Professional Managerial Position
Questionnaire (PMPQ) by Drs. Ernest McCormick and Jimmy Mitchell. The purpose
of the OSI is to gather baseline data on common managerial functions and
general position processes that cross all Naval officer designators and
communities. Phase II consists of community-specific surveys. These
instruments are task-based occupational surveys that employ the Navy
Occupational Task Analysis Program (NOTAP) methodology and provide data on
current tasks being performed by officers in specific communities.

Together, the OSI and the comminity-specific surveys will provide data to
Navy manpower, personnel and training (MPT) decision makers that can be used to
improve the use, training and assignment of personnel. This panel presents an
overview of the Navy officer occupational database and the development,
implementation and application of the OSI and the ccmmunity-specific surveys.
The discussions included the specific application of data obtained from NODAC's
initial officer ccmmunity-specific survey--the Medical Community.
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DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF NAVY'S
OFFICER OCCUPATIONAL TASK ANALYSIS PROGRAM

Captain Edward L. Naro, USN
Officer In Charge,

Naval Military Personnel Command Detachment,
Navy Occupational Development and Analysis Center,

Washington, DC

Over the past 3 years, Navy's Occupational Development and
Analysis Center (NODAC) has been engaged in developing and
implementing a new officer occupational analysis program. This
program, which includes conducting officer occupational task
surveys, creating an officer occupational data base, and
performing occupational analysis using that data, is intended to
provide information needed to support decision making throughout
Navy's Manpower, Personnel, and Training (MPT) arena.

Background:

In the days of "wooden ships and iron men" when the US Navy
first came into being, the classification of its officer structure
was relatively uncomplicated. There were officers of the line,
... Admirals, Commodores, Captains, Master Commandants, and
Lieutenants; and there were Surgeons, Surgeons Mates, and
Chaplains. In addition there were seven types of Warrant Officer
to cover "technical specialties" such as carpentry, gunnery, and
sailmaking. Less than 20 labels were used to identify officer
requirements and the officers who possessed them.

Today Navy's officer structure includes 14 Officer "Pay
Grades" which reflect rank; and over 140 "Designators" which
identify careers, warfare specialties, staff corps specialization,
regular or reserve status, and eligibility for, or limitations on,
assignment to positions of command. In addition to these primary
classification labels, there are now over 255 "Subspecialties"
used to identify specific technical knowledges and skills obtained
through either formal post graduate education or experience on the
job. There are also 896 "Additional Qualification Designators"
used to identify specific qualifications, i.e., experience in a
particular type aircraft or weapon system. Finally there are 741
"Officer Billet Classification Codes" used to describe what the
incumbent of a billet does.

The increase in complexity of the Navy's Officer Corps
structure has been, for the most part, concentrated in the last
century, with the most dramatic increases occurring over the last
50 years. This is primarily attributable to specialization
resulting from technological growth that provided new platforms
and weapons systems and made warfare at sea multidimensional,
i.e., surface, subsurface, amphibious, air, and space. Research
and development efforts now underway on highly sophisticated
weapons systems, platforms, and communications/information systems
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planned for the 21st Century promise even more rapid technological
growth and continued pressures toward specialization of Naval
Officers.

Opposing the trend toward specialization within the Navy's
Officer Corps structure is the requirement for the Naval Officer
to be somewhat of a "generalist" ... a traditional concept
strongly reinforced by: (1) success in past conflicts, (2) the
need to "grow" senior officers who are versed and capable of
leading across many specialties or in more than one dimension of
war at sea, and (3) physical limitations associated with manning
of tudýy'6 shipz.

Balancing these opposing requirements ("generalist" vs
"specialist") so as to achieve and maintain the optimum mix over
the next 20 to 30 years promises to be a major challenge. To
provide Navy's leadership and MPT managers with occupational
analysis and information needed on a continuing basis to meet that
challenge, the Occupational Development and Analysis Center has
begun a long range Navy Officer Occupational Task Analysis Program
(Officer NOTAP).

This new Officer NOTAP program differs significantly from
past approaches to officer occupational analysis in at least two
important respects. First, in the past, officer occupational
survey and analysis efforts were only done on specific communities
and only when requested. Such efforts were for the most part
sporadic and reactive. A community had to recognize a problem and
request a study before an attempt would be made to even gather
data needed to conduct an analysis. As a result, communities
requesting a study had to wait two years or more for results. The
Officer NOTAP program now being implemented calls for surveying
and conducting an analysis of each community, addressing issues
which surface in the analysis as well as those already known to
the community, and maintaining the survey data in an occupational
database for ready use and comparison with subsequent survey data.

The second difference between the newly established Officer
NOTAP and past approaches to officer occupational analysis is a
function of scope. Past officer occupational analysis efforts by
NODAC have been unique with each limited to a specific concern. As
a result, comparing occupational data between communities was not
possible. To be sure, the new Officer NOTAP program will include
community specific surveys, however, these surveys are being
designed to allow compatibility of data across community lines.
This will permit occupational analysis to address concerns and
issues common to more than one community. Examples of past changes
to the structure of the Officer Corps where such comparisons would
have been extremely beneficial include the establishment of the
Weapons Systems Acquisition Manager (WSAM) program, and later the
establishment of the Material Professional (MP) program. Other
areas where occupational analysis across community lines will be
useful include: the use of Line Officers in the Medical
Department; LDO and Warrant Officer programs; Task cross over
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between otficers and enlisted members in the combat izioimation
arena; and Naval Officer educational and training requirements in
general.

Program Development:

Establishing the Officer NOTAP program began with initial
discussions between NODAC staff members and the MPT managers and
Warfare/Resource Sponsors. These discussions and related briefings
ensured that potential users of the occupational information would
be involved from the start, that they would understand and support
the survey and analysis program, and that the information produced
woula sdLisfy thtir needs. Theoe initial discussions and brierings
also set the stage for more detailed discussions that would be
held later during the research phase of each community specific
survey.

The overall survey plan calls for using two types of survey
instruments. The first, a single, general managerial and
professional responsibilities survey called the OFFICER SURVEY
INSTRUMENT (OSI), is being used to survey a sample of the entire
Officer Corps. It has been administered to all communities and
grades from Warrant to Captain. The OSI is derived from the
Professional and Managerial Position Questionnaire (PMPQ), which
was developed by Drs. Jimmy Mitchell and Ernest McCormick. Upon
obtaining the PMPQ from Purdue University, NODAC adapted it for
Navy application. It provides data on general managerial and
professional activities (financial management, communications,
etc.) that we expect may be found in varying degrees in any
officer community and at any grade level.

The second type instrument is a community specific task
survey, tailored for each officer community. These surveys exclude
items covered in the OSI and focus on the other tasks being
performed in the surveyed community.

This dual survey approach will permit comparisons on general
managerial and professional responsibilities between pay grades
and between communities and designators, while at the same time
permitting a more detailed analysis of tasks performed within each
community. Although administered separately they are intended to
complement each other. Combining the data from both types of
survey will provide the comprehensive occupational database that
is needed to support present and future decisions affecting the
structure of Navy's Officer Corps.

Planning and Scheduling:

The first OSI was scheduled to be conducted and completed by
the end of CY 1988. An analysis of the OSI data is to be conducted
early in CY 1989. Data obtained from the OSI will also be
combined with data obtained in each community specific survey so
that the analysis of each community will include all data
available on that community. The OSI, or a modified version of it
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will be administered again before the next cycle of community
specific surveys is begun.

In planning and scheduling the community specific surveys,
we divided the Officer Corps into four major components: Aviation;
Surface; Subsurface; and Staff. Each component was then further
subdivided into "communities" to be surveyed. For example, Staff
was divided into Medical, Legal, Chaplain, Civil EngineezxrLng.
etc.; and Aviation was divided into Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW),
Tactical, Support, Maintenance, and Other Aviation. Completing
the entire schedule of surveys and analysis is expected to take
a LLnumd o Len years, aL which time thc s-rwely cyle will be
repeated. This timeline is based upon using existing personnel
and resources. Availability of additional resources would allow
the first cycle to be shortened considerably. In any case, future
survey cycles should be shortened by our progression on the
learning curve.

The Medical community was the first community scheduled to
participate in a community specific survey. Aviation communities
are scheduled to follow Medical. A preliminary schedule for
communities following the Aviation communities place Surface next
followed by Subsurface, and then the remainder of the Staff Corps.
This schedule may be altered by changes in priority dictated by
MPT managers or Warfare and/or resource Sponsors.

Survey Methodology:

Methodology for conducting the Officer NOTAP surveys (both
the OSI and the Community Specific Surveys) is similar to that
used for many years by NODAC in the conduct of its Enlisted NOTAP
surveys. Each survey includes the following phases: (1) Research;
(2) Observation and Interview; (3) Task Inventory Development; (41
Survey; and (5) Data Entry.

RESEARCH: During this phase, project officers conduct
research on any relevant past studies, the classification code
structure, the billet file, personnel inventory information, etc.
They also visit and coordinate with MPT managers, Warfare and/or
Resource Sponsors, NODAC analysts, and subject matter experts
(SME's) to ensure that the survey will cover all important issues
and obtain needed data. Based upon this research, the population
to be surveyed is defined, demographic questions are developed, a
strawman task inventory is created, and a plan for conducting
observation and interview (O&I) visits is developed.

OBSERVATION AND INTERVIEW: Teams of officers visit fleet and
shore activities on both coasts (and overseas when appropriate) to
observe and interview officers in the field, in the community to
be surveyed. During these visits new tasks are added to the
inventory, existing tasks are modified as appropriate and fleet
issues which need to be addressed are highlighted in either the
task statements or demographic questions.
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TASK INVENTORY DEVELOPMENT: Upon returning from the O&I
visits, the team members combine their task lists into a master
task inventory. Project officers then consolidate and combine task
statements where appropriate to keep the survey instrument within
practical limits while ensuring sufficient specificity to address
issues and concerns raised in the research and O&I phases. The
task inventory and demographic questions are then finally reviewed
by MPT managers and Warfare and/or Resource Sponsors before being
incorporated into a survey book. As a last step in this phase, if
the survey book required significant design changes, it is pre-
tested prior to fix~al printilig.

SURVEY: Sample size is determined by the project officer
and NODAC analysts using a matrix of cells describing combinations
of grade, designator, type command, etc. The surveys are mailed
out in command bundles with each survey addressed to an individual
officer. Mailout and respc'nses are tracked to ensure required
numbers, both overall and in each cell, are received. Where
insufficient returns are received, we fc-lc- up with tracers.

DATA ENTRY: Upon receipt, surveys are logged in, checked
for completeness and scanned into the mainframe and stored on
magnetic tape. The data is processed using CODAP and SPSS-X.

Analysis:

At the conclusion of each survey, we will conduct an
analysis of the data and provide reports and briefings on that
analysis with recommendations to the MPT managers, and Warfare
and/or Resource Sponsors. Analysis addressing issues that cross
community lines will be scheduled as data becomes available. In
addition, NODAC will perform analysis and provide data for users
on request.

Progress to date:

The OSI - The OSI survey, I am pleased to report, is nearing
completion. We expect to begin analysis in January 89. To provide
more details on that project, Lieutenant Sue Fiorino, the OSI
Project Manager and a recent graduate of the Navy's Post Graduate
School MPT Curriculum where she earned a Masters Degree in
Personnel Management, will be presenting a paper appropriately
entitled The Officer Survey Instrument.

Community Specific Surveys - The prototype for the community
specific surveys is the Medical community survey. It has been
completed and is now in the final stages of analysis. Reports to
the Medical Command and to the Navy's Surgeon General will be made
by the end of the first quarter of CY 1989. A mainstay in this
effort has been LCDR Ellen Quisenberry, Nurse Corps, who is now
assigned to Navy's Medical Command. LCDR Quisenberry, who also
earned her Masters Degree in Personnel Management at the Navy's
Post Graduate School, was assigned to NODAC for eighteen months
where she was project manager for the Medical Community Survey.
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She will be following Lieutenant Fiorino, presenting a paper
entitled The Navy Medical Coanunity Officer Occupational Task
Analysis Program (NOTAP) Survey. While her paper focuses primarily
on the Medical Community Survey, it is important to note that it
is presented here as a detailed example of our community specific
surveys. Many of the lessons learned in that survey are being
applied to the next community specific survey (the Aviation ASW
commLuiity survey) which is now in the task inventory development
phase.
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THE OFFICER SURVEY INSTRUMENT (OSI)

LT Susan J. Fiorino, USN
Navy Occupational Development and Analysis Center

Washington, DC

The U. S. Navy's officer structure has evolved over time in
response to changes in the complexity of war at sea and resulting
growing requirements for new skills, experience, education and
training. The speed with which these requirements are changing,
and the piec-c~al changes to the structure that have resulted,
suggest it is time to review the officer structure as a whole to
determine whether or not it is optimum for present requirements,
and to establish an occupational baseline reference to support an
orderly transition of the Navy's officer corps into the 21st
century.

In order to begin reviewing the officer ztracture, and the
training, manpower and personnel policies and classification
system that support it, an occupational database must first be
established. This is being accomplished at Navy's Occupational
Development and Analysis Center (NODAC) through a long-range and
continuing program of occupational surveys and task analysis. In
addition to deieloping community-specific task inventories to
survey the specialized tasks performed within the varicus officer
communities, NODAC has developed a general managerial Officer
Survey Instrument (OSI) to obtain data on the common managerial and
professional functions which one would expect to find in varying
degrees in any officer community and at any officer paygrade.
Administering the general OSI to complement the community-specific
surveys permits greater emphasis on community-specific tasks in
the community-specific surveys while providing data required to
compare like functions across community lines. This paper will be
used to describe the development and administration of the OSI
survey, and projected analysis of the occupational data it
provides.

The Professional and Managerial Position Questionnaire (PMPQ)

When the decision was made in 1986 to administer a general
managerial survey, two options were available for building it:
(1) NODAC could develop an entirely new survey instrument, or (2)
an off-the-shelf instrument could be adapted for the Navy's use.
Due to the extensive time and cost required to build and vdlidate a
completely new survey, the second option was chosen.

The survey instrument chosen for adaptation was the
Professional and Managerial Position Questionnaire (PMPQ),
developed in 1976 at Purdue University by Drs. Jimmy Mitchell and
Ernest McCormick. The PMPQ was desigiied, and is used today, for
describing and analyzing professional, executive and managerial
positions. It has been used in a variety of industries across the
country, primarily for pay equity issues for upper manaqement
positions.

As described in the introduction to the PMPQ, the questionnaire
consists of three sections. The first section is structured to
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elicit two responses related to specific job activities: (1) the
degree to which each activity is a "part-of-the-job", and (2) the
activity's level of complexity. A nine-point scale is used for
each rating. The scale for the "complexity" portion also includes
specific examples, which act as anchors for the relative points of
the scale.

The second section of the PMPQ involves describing the personal
requirements, such as education and training, which the incumbent
b'lieves to be important to adequate performance in the job. The
third section contains miscellaneous information about the lob,
such as the requirement for licensing or certification, and the
number of people supervised.

Modifications to the PMPQ

Before making any modifications to the PMPQ, we spoke with
numerous individuals in the U.S. and Canadian military services,
and with knowledgeable occupational analysts outside the military,
to collect information and ideas. As a result, several
modifications were made to the PMPQ to adapt it to the Navy's
unique characteristics. The most significant modification involved
changing the anchors on the complexity scales into examples which
relate to Navy functions. Additionally, the salary information was
deleted, as this can be obtained from the background data cn grade
and years of service.

In addition to modifying the information in the PMPQ, the
questionnaire was also expanded to include job responsibilities
important to Navy officers. These included questions regarding
contract administration, pre-deployment planning, interservice
interaction, application of military law, inspections,
watchstanding, physical fitness and leadership. Additions were
also made to the background items to include military-specific job
and individual data, such as the number of years an individual has
served as a commissioned officer, any service colleges attended,
and the amount of time spent on collateral duties, watches and
meetings.

The OSI

The net result of these modifications was a 37-page survey
consisting of billet and personal background information, 33
questions regarding management and professional responsibilities,
and four questions based on leadership functions. The
management/professional items look very much like those in the
PMPQ, with nine-point scales for the "part-of-job" and "complexity"
portions, and anchors on the complexity scales.

Upon completion of the initial development phase of the OSI, a
pre-test was conducted. The OSI was administered on-site in
Mayport, Jacksonville, Norfolk, Portsmouth and Washington, DC, to
150 officers representing a variety of designators and grades.
Additionally, the supervisors of these officers completed the
complexity portion of each question, responding with respect to
their subordinates' positions. This provided an additional check
on the validity of the complexity variables.
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In keeping with the findings of Perrin, et. al., which
indicated that survey format affects individuals' responses, two
forms of the OSI were pre-tested to determine which form better
encouraged independence of judgment. The mean responses to each
item were examined using t-tests, as were the correlations between
parts A and B of each item. There was no significant difference in
responses between the two forms.

Analysis of the pre-test data and discussion with the
respondents revealed that some of the demographic items were being
interpreted slightly differently by different individuals. The
instructions were clarified and some items and anchors were
re-worded to be more specific. The analysis also indicated that
there was no significant difference between the complexity
responses of the incumbent and his/her supervisor; therefore, we
decided to administer the survey only to job incumbents.

After making modifications based on the pre-test analysis, a
small second ,re-test was conducted cn 25 officers in the
Washington, DC area. Results of this second pre-test confirmed
that problems encountered in the first pre-test had been resolved
satisfactorily.

Administration of the OSI

The eligible population for the survey was determined by
examining the total officer population, as maintained in the
Officer Master File. Officers in paygrades W-2 (warrant
officer second) through 0-6 (captain), either regular Navy or
active Reserves, were eligible. Certain groups of officers were
excluded from the eligible population because their responses would
not be representative of the job information we were aiming to
collect. For instance, officers filling billets as students were
excluded.

The sample size was determined by first stratifying the
eligible population by designator group (e.g., aviators, civil
engineers, etc.), and then proportionating by paygrade. The survey
mailout number was calculated by assuming a 65 percent return rate
for each cell in the "paygrade by designator" matrix. A 65 percent
return rate is assumed, based on past experience, to account for
individuals who are not available, those who receive a survey but
do not return it and surveys which are unscannable. This process
produced a total mailout number of 10,897; the number of returns
required is 7,127. Approximately 7,300 completed surveys have been
received thus far. The survey remains open now as we confirm that
we have sufficient returns in all individual cells.

Data Analysis

Analysis of the survey data is expected to begin in January
1989. Responses will be compared between and among designators,
grades and job titles to determine how managerial functions differ
among the various groups. This information will be used to review
career progression within a designator, with the hypothesis being
that the complexity of job functions performed increases with
grade. Additionally, identification of the managerial functions
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performed by officers in various designators, grades and jobs will
help to identify the level and type of training or education
required by officers in various careers and/or jobs. This
information will also be provided for curriculum review in Navy
training and accession programs.

The billet and personal information will be examined for
consistency in assignments. For instance, incumbent designators
will be compared with billet designators to see how closely
assignments match stated billet requirements. A large percentage
of mismatches could indicate there are problems either with
assignments or with the statements of billet requirements. In
either case, such a finding would invite further investigation by
community managers and/or distribution managers. Job functions
performed will be compared with subspecialty codes to determine the
degree to which subspecialty skills are being utilized. This
information will also be provided to education and trainirg and
distribution managers. Finally, job functions will be compared
with billet codes to determine the accuracy of billet cudes in
describing the managerial functions associated with the billet.
This information will be used to assist watfare resource sponsors
and manpower planners in reviewing the coding structure used to
describe the functions an incumbent is supposed to be performing in
a given billet.

Summary

The OSI has been designed and is now Laing administered to the
officer corps of the U.S. Navy to obtain data required to
establish a comprehensive officer occupational data base. This
data base will be maintained and periodically updated to assess
the appropriateness of the existing structure and to support future
planning. Together with community-specific surveys, the OSI will
provide information to support needed changes in officer education,
training, manpower planning, classification structures and
personnel policies.
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THE NAVY MEDICAL COMMUNITY OFFICER OCCIJPAlIONAL TASK
ANALYSIS PROGRAM (NOrAP) SURVEY

[-CDR M. Ellen EDuisenberry
Naval Medical Command

Washingtoni, DC

The purpose of this paper is to present the prototype of
NODAC's community-specific officer surveys. Together with
the Officer Survey Instrument (OSI), these community-specific
surveys will provide the basis for the Navys- officer
occupational data base. The Navy Medical Department was the
first community to be surveyed. Aviation and surface warfare
communitiE's are currently under study and all other
communities are scheduled for survey in the out years.

The purpose of this_ community-specific suLrVey was to
assist with the analysis and descripti-on of professional
positions of the Navy Medical Department Officer Corps. Broad
uses of the data will include: (1) improved idontificationi of
manpower requjirements. (2) improved oescr iption of pc-arvucnnel
resources and (7) improved overall manpowe-r, personnel and
training management effi-ciE~ncy. Specific uses mnay n)c1lude:
(1) review of cla3SSIfication structure, (,) definition of
grade progrecssion anid (3) definition n4 job similarities, and
differences hy facility.

The project was initiated in August 1985_ with a mepeting
between NODAC and Naval Medical Command (MEDCOM) task +orr~e
representatives. Subsequent meet-ings w-r-e hold between NODACI
and MEDCOM to provide clarification regarding medic-al
classification structures, special issiues, or potentiil
problems.

Information regarding job descriptions, tasks performed
and associated job requirements, (commnitteesý, collateral duties
and watch duties), work group and resour-ces-, was collected by
a team of NODAC per-sonnel. Th is team coniduc I fd over 52-)
interviews worldwidp in a varipty of medical +aCilities,
including hospitalsý (LONUS and DCUNUS), headquarters
commands, medical1 and dental clinics:. Jhips, Marine unit-,
squadr-ons, Flept- Tr,1inIng Centers,, Nav~il School of Health
Sc iences, Env ironrmpn talI Preven tive' Med ic inre 0Units. and HealIt h
RE-search Center .

The sur-vey instruLme-nt was deve 1 oped t -j d-sc r ibe this,
Co0Mpl1e XC ommuniFIty LitiI! L7ing task itaietFMent', an~d demogr aphi CS .
The vast amoun-t of data col iected durinq the inter'view proves
was reducesd t(, pert inent tas,ýk 7,titements providing an Accuiirate
mra-sLlre of what in- c uctrr-inq l) iitzipat itnnal 1Iv within) NAvy
Modi I r nIo)F. 1,I )x Wity at egu(r ir- pt t)v ide(i t ho f am!-'wtnr fu~r thic
tajsp sýtatemenut -,P( t ion of th#' inriet.Th-se? Ca3teur ]e'-,

were patient caire; rI ,nirail -ipnt ; denital , aidmiriis7trat L,,+-,

and command funi: t ions-_; anid mi- stelIaeu rnj a I)-()i en
ongoing couirdinait inf an~d i nfhIti iii t ,ý tho vI wi-re ro t

ano) c r ef + ed ( to n s ,- ( unipT I r'ý t'i'' arC ( r irc Y Ind (-lar Iity .

Dpmogr~raph)i r- daita w~v Pi(e to~i ini t hr no rio ilutr a ,if)
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about the billet the officer filled (e.g. billet desiqator

and grade), information about the of+icer (e.g. 5SN, grade,
subspecialty codes) and information about the job (e.g. work

area, job title, special duties).
A pretest of the instrument was conducted at two major

sites. Southwest Region in San Diego and the

Charleston/Beaufort, SC area. The pretest sites were chnsen
to provide a descriptive cross section of the medical

community including both East and West coast locations.
The survey was mailed to 6931 officers in the fall of

198/. The Medical Officer community consists of approxLmat'ly
12,000 officers in 9 paygrades and was distributed across 5
corps or designators). Our goal was a 95% confidence interval

with 5% error. We expected a 50% response rate from the
Medical Corps and 65% from all others. Response rates were
based on statistical analysis and historical information and
accounted for transfers, surveys not returned and unscannable
surveys.

Analysis is being conducted on 4265 cases using both

CODAP and SPSS-X. Due to the size of the survey and our

computer limitations, CODAP runs were completed compliments of

our friends at the Directorate uf Military Occupational
Structures in Ottawa. Comparison of respondent's ta-i:
performance was completed using cluster analysis (['ODAP OVLGRP

and DIAGRM). As expected, Physicians, Dentists, Nuirses, and
Medical Service Corps (MSC) primarily clustered as separate
groups. Subgroups were also identi+ied within each major
group. For example, Physician's Assistants (PA), with the

highest degree of similarity, grouined with the Physicians.

Clinical Psychologists (MSC) and Psychiatrists grouped as
another physician subgroup. Nurse Onesthetist and
Anesthesiologist gro)uped t,)gether i-, a ibgrob p uvth-,in t>

Nurses clu-ster. J-b I denm~onstrates the initial cl ustfpr
groups.

Distribution of cases for analysis is as fol lows:

21XX (Medical Corps) •94 2W.

22XX (Dental Corps) 844 2 C%
2'XX (Medical Service Corps) 1270 29%

29XX (Nurse Corps) 999 -

75XX (Physician••s Assistants) Ih(:- 11

The 637 activities surveyed were categori-zed according to

function resuilting in 12 categories, inc-luding hospitals (5

sizes), s•urface, aviation, researeh, staff, dental (2) and

field commands. Analysis will be conducted within each
category as well as between categoriies. Addiltioinj brhrca'-outs_
will include ditributioro by cnrps arnd by grade t,)r comparison

betwer-n faci i ,e; and cateqnr ies.
Tab 2 displays Nurse ('orps bJ f cers task •3iyui 1cart h b

duty ratpgory and hoJspital fac ility n 'e. The first pie hart
displ,¾;s all Nurse Lorpo task signi + lCarnt1 in lalrge 'nP-.pi is.
The '-ec:rnrid pie chart displays i sp• ifir rcr-oup f) n+ r ' s. the

)5 or Fommander qroutp in iarcje , I ,. CIti', p ') f
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analysis pro' dý-ý the NUrSe W ~i th r f ~ earid

similarities between facilitif-, and pa~ygra(Je-- al low.'ng +Ur-

description of iob requit ement-o by fac-ility and grade

progrest;ion.

Tab -) d i sp I a3ys aver age? vor k week am]t a%$Ao(i a t C td t n in- t 3

4rthe Medical C~orps. The sarnn, matt r :i w I o 1c' Lit cpedj by
fac i 1 i ty to deter mine i + there ar-P d i I ferefn( cv baaP' o~r,

or size (3+ facility.

Th is i s thp f ir ;t cnmpr-eh&ensi 'i ve tr upa t-n Ia-I L1 arta I /s

conducted of the Navy Medica) [)epar tiner-At. There are many
appl ications +nr- this data. F (Jr ccm t*the Nfur-e Forp":

BilIlet. Ainalysýis Project U+ fic-er willI iuse the data tu (1
compare aggregate res~pondent tdata fotr a pot t tinr I(-, the- I-tI(

billet description provided by the f~r1-ariity.()deemn. by
posi tiorn title, tasI~s mos I {f rE uq~efn t-I y p Pr +-nir (t)Pd, t4 f I
recommend mini mum (edLuL ation. ev~per t'nr e r trai ning

subspec ialIty assiqned to seec:{ific po'. i t utns. Li d I V .th
data analysiis wilIl he uti. I i ,ed hyt~Nava IL)(I ?ci~rjI uf HpL-jI t 1
16c iences ( NSI A) dur- jnq ann-talI t tncr ~ Cii I-IM rev it I co tkrrit

t hE neced fot r (-vi 7ion ni maii'rol im tr- . l ho'(]. d t''a
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NEW ASCII (XDAP TEC-TNOLCGY: MANPOWER, PERSONNEL, TRAINING APPLICALIONS

Dr. Walter E. Driskill, Chair
Texas MAXIMA Corporation

San Antonio, Texas

The Comprehensive Occupational Analysis Programs (CODAP) were initially
developed and implemented by the U.S. Air Force in the 1960's. Since that time
the scope of analysis capabilities have been enhanced, based on research
results. In addition, CDDAP evolved from operating on the 1960 state-of-the-
art ccmputer capability to present application on Sperry Univac and, in early
1989, on IBM systems. This panel addresses enhancements occurring in the past
two years from operational implementation of new CODAP technology to the
experimental development of further analysis methods that soon can be
implemented operationally. Also, the last paper addresses the use of CO[DAP
technology and output in the forecasting manpower, personnel, and training
(MPr) for emerging weapons systems. The discussant elaborated MPT acquisition
needs, specifying a need for development of technology to define kncwledge,
skill, and ability requirements of tasks. These additional data would be of
irse value in forecasting MPT requirements for emerging systems early in the
life cycle.
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INTRODUCTION TO OPERATIONAL ASCII CODAP: AN OVERVIEW

Johnny J. Weissmuller
Texas MAXIMA Corportation

Joseph S. Tartell
Occupational Analysis Division

USAF Occupational Measurement Center

William J. Phalen
Manpower and Personnel Division

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

The principal occupational analysis technology in the United States
Air Force is the Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Programs (CODAP)
software system, which has supported a major occupational research program
within the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) since 1962 (Morsh,
1964; Christal, 1974) and an operational occupational analysis capability
within A=ir Training Command's Air Force Occupational Measurement Center
(USAFOMC) since 1967 (Driskill, Mitchell, & Tartell, 1980). CODAP tech-
nology has spread to U.S. and allied military agencies, and to civilian
universities and businesses as well (Christal & Weissmuller, 1988).

THREE PERSPECTIVES OF CODAP

CODAP needs to be understood from several different perspectives.
From a psychological measurement point-of-view, CODAP can be conceptual-
ized as a task-based job analysis approach; it is sometimes called the TI/
CODAP (Task Inventory/CODAP) approach. TI/CODAP is a set of procedures
which focus on the analysis and comparison of individual and group job
descriptions and their associated biographical data, as well as on tasks
and grcups --f tack:; ftask modules) and their associated characteristics.

From an applications perspective, CODAP can also be defined in terms
of its significant contributions to the mission accomplishment of the Air
Force manpower, personnel, and training (MPT) management functions. These
contributions inc)ude: providing a data-based approach to evaluating and
updating Air Force officer and enlisted classification structures, pro-
viding an empirical means of restructuring and redesigning jobs, providing
data that have been instrumental in eliminating unnecessary training and
in pinpointing specific training requirements, and providing a scientific-
ally sound basis for realigning entry-level aptitude requirements among
Air Force career fields (Phalen, Staley, & Weissmuller, 1985).

From a software standpoint, CODAP can be defined as a package of
computer programs used to input, process, organize, and report occupa-
tional data from inventories of tasks. The CODAP system was developed
more than 20 years ago as a software package of some 15 general-purpose
occupational analysis programs. However, to keep pace with the rapidly
expanding needs of Air Force occupational researchers and analysts, the
system was eventually expanded into a somewhat confusing aggregate of more
than 60 generic and specialized job analysis programs. Many of the pro-
grams were hastily developed in response to various crises, with little
time available for producing proper program documentation; some programs
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were redundant with other software. The CODAP system not only grew in size
and complexity, but the evolutionary process became increasingly dynamic as
a result of significant hardware improvements to the AFHRL Sperry-Univac
(now UNISYS) system, major improvements in the structure of CODAP, growing
sophisication in the methods and procedures required by occupational
researchers and analysts, and a wider range of users and applications.

CODAP REDESIGN

Early in 1983, AFHRL initiated a task order contract with the MAXIMA
Corporation to rewrite and convert the CODAP system to bring it in line
with the most recent standards for software development. Several urgent
needs were identified: to convert the general-purpose CODAP programs from
FIELDATA FORTRAN, which was no longer being supported by AFHRL program-
mers, to FORTRAN 77 Standard (ASCII* FORTRAN); to convert utility prograins
from the PILOT language to the new PRISM language; to convert system files
to standardized mass storage files wherever feasible; to develop simplified
processing procedures (runstream generators) for often-used program
strings; to improve formats of printed reports to enhance readability and
interpretability; and to conduct exploratory development of new analytic
capabilities, especially in the areas of profile analysis, nonhierarchical
clustering, two-way clustering (case clustering x task clustering), module
technology, and automated job typing. In addition, a number of ongoing Air
Force MPT programs which make use of occupational survey data (Basic
Skills, Job Performance Measurement, etc.) were considered in terms of the
impact of their present and future requirements on ASCII CODAP design.

A two-pronged approach for both current applications and continuing
rseaur wat te'1n during CODAP redevelopment tr) enhance user acceptance
during systematic deployment of the new system and to facilitate the
development of needed improvements in CODAP technology (see Figure 1). The
redevelopment effort was carefully coordinated with CODAP users to insure
that their concerns received priority, and monthly CODAP Users' meetings
were established to provide them with information on the status of the

... 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991...

FIELDATA
CODAP ---------------------------

Operational
New Needs - ASCII CODAP----------------

\/ Applications
\ /

ADVANCED CODAP DEVELOPMENT

\ Ongoing
-CODAP Research--------- >

& Development

Figure 1. Advanced CODAP Development and Application.

"* "ASCII" is an acronym for the American Standard Code for Information
Interchange. The revised CODAP system is known as ASCII CODAP.



project. Whenever possible, USAFOMC and other users (including R & D
contractors) were involved in testing of new system software, as a basis
for further suggestions and critiques. In addition, progress reviews and
other briefings kept managers informed of the direction and timing of
project accomplishments.

In the fall of 1987, orientation classes on ASCII CODAP were provided
for USAFOMC programmers and analysts to give them at least a beginning
familiarity with the new system (Weissmuller, 1987). Extensive flow
diagrams were developed to guide these classes and provide a foundation for
further ASCII CODAP training and technical, on-line guidance packages for
both analysts and technicians.

In 1988, the new system was implemented at the USAFOMC; after January
ist, every new study was processed under ASCII CODAP. The maintenance of
the earlier version of CODAP (known as FIELDATA CODAP) by the AFHRL
Information Systems Division was discontinued; a maintenance contract for
ASCII CODAP ws implemented. An automated trouble report procedure was set
up for users to document and communicate system deficiences. To date,
indications are that all problems have been corrected expeditiously and
that none of the problems have been serious. Thus, the transition has been
relatively free of difficulties and the operational system seems to be
performing in accordance with or above expectation.

Even though redesign of the system has now been completed and ASCII
CODAP implemented for operational use, advanced development continues -
particularly in the areas of new techniques and automated support systems
to assist job analysts in developing job and task clusters and to expedite
making analysis decisions (Phalen, Weissmuller, & Staley, 1985). In
addition, an IBM version of ASCII CODAP is being developed under contract
(for 1 March 89 completioni). The IBM adaptation is being cooperatively
funded by the USAFOMC, the U.S. Army, and the U.S. Navy.

ASCII CODAP SYSTEM

Some of the system parameters of FIELDATA CODAP remain unchanged in the
new system. These include the limit of 20,000 cases, the capability to
cluster up to 7,000 cases, and the limitations to 26 duties and 66
characters for variable descriptions. Under ASCII CODAP, however, a number
of other system limits have been modified. The limit per study on the
number of tasks has increased from 1,700 to 7,000; the number of modules
from 1,000 to 9,999; the number of tasks per module from 1,726 to 7,000;
the number of history variables from 999 to 2,000; and the number of
computed variables from 500 to 9,999.

Prcqram names under ASCII CODAP have been improved and standardized in
order to enhance analyst-technician communications, as well as to
facilitate the identification of programs to use in non-standard analyses.
The conventions used in renaming CODAP programs combine two 3-character
abbreviations which communicate the actions being taken and the target
populations. For example, MEMSEL involves selection of members for groups
of interest; GRPJOB involves grouping of cases into iobs; and PRTJOB prints
out job descriptions for selected job groups. Some familiar old names have
been changed to fit this new philosophy; for example, REXALL is now GRPREL
- the reliability of a group (of raters). The few exceptions to the
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conventions involve Print Only programs (such as PRTVAR for Printing of
Vaiiables) and traditional procedures (such as OVRLAP, GROUP, and
DIAGRAM). A report listing the new program names and flow diagrams for all
programs is now available (Hand et al., 1988).

ASCII CODAP has greater flexibility than FIELDATA CODAP, both in terms
oa the modularity of its software and in the wealth of options available to
the user. The redeveloped software includes the separation of some
functions so they can be operated independently. There are, for example, a
number of different Print (PRT) programs which are no longer tied to
computation programs. This gives greater flexibility in the use of
computed files, some of which are used only as input to other programs and
need never be printed. ASCII CODAP also has improved interface with other
software, both in terms of taking other data files into CODAP and in
exporting CODAP data files to other systems. This gives greater
flexibility, in that an analyst can make use of many external library
programs and is not tied to a single internal system for general
mathematical processing. For example, an analyst may make use of several
different regression analysis programs on CODAP data files, or can bring
into CODAP the results of a regression analysis performed ex-ternally. This
flexibility also takes advantage of new commercial software developments as
they become availAble, without rpcpirinrn a revision of CODAP each time.

In terms of using the system, ASCII CODAP permits the continued use of
"older" patterns, while also supporting "newer" approaches to the analysis
of occupational data. Thus, the more traditional methods of hierarchical
grouping and job typing are serviced by the new software, as well as newer
approaches which involve non-traditional analysis or automated job or case
clustering techniques (JOBTYP and MODTYP). This approach provides great
flexibility to users of the system and fully supports analysts throughout a
full spectrum of current and future occupational analysis techniques.

ASCII CODAP also has increased efficiency, both in terms of the re-
developed software and in the on-line, self-paced training package on how
to operate the system. The software includes improved algorithms for
processing which eliminate unnecessary steps in many calculations. Such
computational efficiencies make possible a more dynamic use of virtual
memory, so that less work has to be done in batch processing mode. By
makinq crreater use of direct-access methods, the ASCII CODAP software
provides much quicker turn-around for many products and thus facilitates
many occupational analysis procedures. Greater efficiency in the compu-
tation of job descriptions (1,000 times faster) have made computationally
intense programs, such as JOBTYP (automated job typing) and OVLGRP
(nonhierarchical clustering), feasible.

The separation of functions and use of more logical naming conventions
makes orientation and training on the new system more efficient and
effective. Our experience to date has been that programmers and analysts
who are familiar with FIELDATA CODAP learn the new system very quickly and
adapt to the new terminology fairly easily, particularly as they begin to
employ it. In addition, an automatic program "chaining" feature was added
so that runstreams of sequenced programs can be generated more efficiently
to provide a full set of products needed t: berin a study. The new
standard flow of initial products is much more efficient in terms of
analyst's time and greatly expedites the beginning stages of most analysis
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projects. In addition, defaults were modified to reduce or minimize the
number and size of products automatically run for initial analyses.

ASCII CODAP involves some new conceptualizations of clustering and the
possibilities of multiple clustering approaches. Traditional CODAP
clustering involved cases and their similarities; the new approach recog-
nizes the need to duster tasks as well as cases, or to modify normal case
clustering values in terms of other variables. Given the multiple cluster-
ing possibilities, the former need for multiple KPATH-ordered data files to
represent multipie clustering solutions has been replaced by single
"presentation sequence" vectors which are linked to a single case or task
data file. We still use the term KPATH to refer to case presentation
sequences, but we now have TPATH numbers to refer to task clustering
presentation sequences. This distinction helps to communicate the basis
(cases versus tasks) for the most common clustering possibilities.

For each cluster solution, ASCII CODAP provides typical cluster output
data (presentation sequence, stage numbers, between and within values).
The system also provides the ability for modifying (reordering) the
presentation sequence (MPATH) based on internal or external factors.
Internal reordering of cases or tasks within the confines of hierarchically
defined groups might be done on the basis of "number of tasks performed" by
each case or "percent members performing" each task, in order to visually
enhance the transition points between groups in a PRTVAR (Print Variable)
report. A case clustering might be modified externally on the basis of a
nonhierarchical reclustering refinement, or a task clustering might be
modified to reorder task modules into a more logical order. Each presen-
tation sequence is identified in terms of it- own 6-character LD, its set
of KPATH or TPATH numbers, and the specifications on which it is based.

The new capability for multiple clusterings creates a need for new
terminology to define and specify what is being accomplished. Some of the
more important terms are defined as follow:

Module - a set (or group) of tasks.

Cluster Solution - the result of running a hierarchical clustering with
a specific set of parameters. This creates a set of stages, each
identifying a specific set of objects (cases or tasks) which has
specific "Between" and "Within" values.

Presentation Sequence - a "sort" order in which to print objects from a
cluster solution; any cluster solution may have many possible
presentation sequences.

Module Typing - interpreting a hierarchical clustering of tasks to
determine which stages (sets of tasks, or modules) should be used in
the final analysis or reporting. Modules also permit summarizing task
factor data to a higher order or collecting new data at the module
level, to expedite or enhance data interpretation and analysis.

Task Co-Performance - a mei of the degree to which two tasks are
performed by the same job ir ,•rLs (and therefore) should be placed
in the same module. Various, .ires other than the binary "do-don't
do" measure exist to detine this value.
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CONCLUSIONS

The modules approach to occupational analysis embodied in the ASCII
CODAP technology represents a significant enhancement of previous analytic
capabilities. Tt is an extremely flexible approach which can be used to
mimic existing analysis procedures, which can use new data-based methods
for interpretation of task or case clusters, or which can use external data
to modify the presentation sequence to improve analysis and reporting.
This approach, along with other ASCII CODAP enhancements, form the
foundation for continuing experimental work to automate the more routine
aspects of occupational data analysis and to provide analysts with decision
support aids which can make their work more efficient and timely (JOBTYP
for defining and selecting case clusters; MODTYP for defining and selecting
task clusters). Programs for analyzing and interpreting case and task
clusters will be described in a subsequent presentation in this symposium.
Results of the operational implementation of ASCII CODAP at the USAFOMC, as
well as the outcomes of ongoing advanced development efforts, indicate that
there is a high value in this dual-thrust approach.
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INIRODUCI ION

Even though revision of the Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis

Programs (CODAP) has been completed and ASCII CODAP implemented for
operational use, advanced development continues--particularly in the areas of
new techniques and automated support systems to assist job analysts in
developing job an6 task clusters and to eypedite making analysis decisions.
Within the last two years, considerable progress has been made in developing
and validating new technologies tor selecting, refining, and interpreting job
and task clusters.

This paper will focus -:ntirely on n-w technologies for defining and
interpreting task clusters, because this technology is less well knoun and
understood, even thocgh it has become an increasingly important component of

major Air Force Manpower-Personnel-lraining (MPL) R&D programs, such as the
Training Decisions Svsteir (IDS), an Advanced On-the-Job Iraining System
(AOIS), and the Job Performance Measurement (JPM) System, to name but a few.
Some basic questions asked by these research efforts have been: What tasks
are co-performed? What tasks should be trained together and do co-performance
measures accurately and uniformly identity these tasks? bow can we
meaningfully define a job in terms of a relatively small number of descriptive
couponents, rather than the 500 to 1,500 task statements routinely contained
in an occupational survey? Every one of these questions involves the
clustering ol tasks on an appropriate criterion. A major contribution ot the
new ASCII CODAP system bas been to offer old and new ways of clustering tasks
and interpreting task clusters.

PHASE I: THE ADAE'IATION OF FYISTIN1 C SOF'IWARL

Several new approaches to clusterinp tasks are under consideration and
experimentation--most notably, semantic clustering procedures--bu t the
currently preferred approach has been to cluster tasks on " measure called
"co-performance." Co-portormance can and does mean many things in the ASCII
CODAP sy,'sten'. In genera] terms it refers to mteasuring the conmonality of
pairs of task profiles across all the casts in a survey sample. The measure
can tqke ion various fornT tar a pair ot tasks, e.g., tasks "A" and "F," which

have values across "I" case':

MI(A B4MIN(A [ 2 MIN(A B.)1 1
___ _________ 1 100 - 100

A +B - A +
11

L i~ MIN (A Bi) 1 {.IN (A., Bi

I W9 100

5Ai+ A B - (A., J [ (•A')(IBi)j
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The values of "Al" and "Bi" may be the raw task ratings, or the

percent time spent values, or simple, dichotomous "do-don't do" values

compared and summed across all cases (Ni) in the sample. When the measure
is percent time spent, the Ai and Bi values will be 100% and all four
measures shown will reduce to the more simplified expression:

JIMIN(Ai, Bi)]. Many other co-performance measures are available in
thý ASCII CODAP system, but the fouir listed here suggest some of the

possibilities. In actuality, the procedure of choice currently has been to

convert the task vectors (rows) to percent time spent values after the case
vectors (columns) have been converted to percent time spent values by the
INPSTD program and, then, to use the ý[MIN(Ai,Bi)I overlap option to
compute the co-performance between all possible pairs of tasks. Because the
overlap (OVRLAP) program works only with columns, this procedure requires

front-end application of a program called "XPOSE" to transpose the
case-By-task matrix into a task-by-case matrix prior to computing pairwise

overlap values. The grouping procedure used for task clustering is a form of
average linkage identical to that used for collapsing the overlap matrix when
cases are clustered. The resultant hierarchical clustering solution can then
be displayed by the DIAGRM program.

Other off-the-shelf software also proved useful for displaying the
clustering results. The PRTVAR and PRTFAC programs were used to print the
task titles in TPATh order, a product that mimicked the PRIVAR presentation of

job titles in KPATH order for cases. The PRTVAR and PRIFAC reports of tasks
could also display any other available task variables, such as percent time

spent on each task by the total sample, mean 1tarning difficulty and mean
recommended training emphasis ratings for each task, etc. PRIVAR was also
used to provide a product conveying powerful visual effects; namely, a
simultaneous display of a case clustering and a task clustering. As in a
standard PRTVAR report, cases would be shown in KPAIH order as rows and tasks
would be shown in TPATH order as columns (just like background variables).
The data items within the cells of this matrix-like report would be the raw
task ratings (1-9 relative time spent scale). The visual effect was that of
blocks of ratings representing homogeneous clusters of cases (job types)
performing homogeneous clusters of tasks (task co-p-rformance modules). When
the two types of clustering are displayed simultaneously, each tends to
highlight the less obvious breakpoints in the other clustering solution. A
,lanned improvement to enhance the visual effect of the blocks of ratings is

to use symbols with varying levels of print intensity to replace the 1-9
ratings as the elements of the matrix.

PHASE II: DEVELOPMENT OF NEW INIERPRE1IVE SOFIWARE

To interpret the task clusters derived by analysis of the hierarchical
clustering solution, two new programs called "IASSEl" (task set) and "CORCAS"
(core cases) .,ere developed. These two programs completed a set of four
CORSET (sets ol core cases or tasks) programs for analyzing and interpreting
job and task clustcrs. Figure 1 shows the interrelationships among the four

programs.

Ftgure m. 'he CORSET Programs
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Each diagonal has its own naming convention. The 'ASSEI and CASSEl

programs on the principal diagonal have to do with defining, core tasks for
task clusters and core cases for case clusters, respectively; while the (.)RkIAF

and CORCAS programs on ill(l other dagina o al re concerned withI dct $ini ni' enr•.
tasks iHr j.iob ypvs and c rt, ca l ts -r task iiodtiltle , 1-iespicl yre y. llli: P: I,

will discun;s only the TASSI"'l and C(RCAS programs, wh i l al-rc usted to inlt I pri

task clusters.

THE IASK SEI ('IASSFI) REPORI

Once task clusters have been identified as being distinctly different from
one another, the focus moves to pinpointing the nature of the differences.
"Ihis is the purpose of the IASSEI report. It is such a complex report

containing so many items of information, we will only be able to touch upon
some of the more important items in this paper.

1. Supergroup/Subgroup Matrix. This part of the TASSEl report is an
asymmetric matrix of percentage values indicating the degree to which each
cluster of tasks is co-performed with every other task cluster. Thus, if task
cluster "A" is performed, what is the probability that task cluster "B" is

performed? And if task cluster "B" is performed, what is the probability that
task cluster "A" is performed? From this matrix we can ascertain whether "A"

subsumes "B," or "B" subsumes "A," or whether they subsume each other and thus
ought to be merged into a single group.

2. Average Co-Performance. We now look at each cluster separately.
Within each cluster, 1ASSE1 computes the average co-performance of each task

with every other task in the cluster. Thus, if a cluster consists of tasks A,
B, C, and D, the average co-pertormance of task "A" would be the average of

the co-performances of "A" with "B," "A" with "(," and "A" with "D." This is
done for each task in the cluster. The tasks are then sorted high to low on
these values. The significance of this measure is that it shows which tasks
are most representative of the cluster and which are least representative.

Such information is valuable in determining the dominant characteristics of
the cluster and in giving the cluster a name.

3. lask Co-Performance Discrimination. TASSET computes a discrimination

value for each task in a cluster as a measure of how well each task tits in
that cluster compared to how well it might have fit, on the average, if it had
been put in each of the other selected task clusters. By this procedure, we
can compare task clusters that consist of distinctly different sets of tasks.
For example, we have three task clusters: 1'l contains tosks A, B, C; Y2
contains tasks D, F, F; and #/3 contains tasks G, h, I. 'lo compare these three
clusters, we would compute the discrinrination of task "A" in cluster i/! by

evaluating its average co-performance with the tasks in cluster #1 relative to
its average co-performance with the tasks in cluster #2 and ciuqter fi3; i.e.,
assuming task "A" to have been placed in each of the three clusters. It the
average co-performance oft rask "A" is 802 wittl its own cluster (#lI), 40% with
cluster #2, anid 207, with cluster P3, its dliscrimination value as a member of
cluster 1l would be conpted as:

2

l)ISCA = [ ) + 1 2 49.52)

A discrimination value of 49.5%, indicates that, on the av'rage, task "A" has a

49.57 hi gher co-performance with cluster #1 than with 1'-12 ort P'3. Provision is
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made for negative discriminations, as well. As a rule of thumb, the cutoff to
identify a discriminating task is 25%. Thus, task "A" servcs well to
discriminate task cluster #1 from task clust(,rs #,2 and #3. iAhen IASSE'li sorts
the tasks within a cluster high to low on their discrimination values, a
clearer picture emerges of the cluster's unique characteristics. 1his further

helps identify the salient characteristics of the task cluster for describing
and naming it.

4. Potential Core 'asks. 1ASSE'l lists a set of potential core tasks for

each task cluster. Although these are tasks which grouped into other task
clusters, they had average co-performance values for Lnc Larget cluster that

were at least as hi: .s one of the tasks actually placed in the target
cluster. 'ASSEI also lists the identification numbers (IDs) of the clusters
in which the potential core tasks were placed. A large number of potential
core tasks with the same cluster I1) would indicate a high degree of

commonality between this cluster and the target cluster.

5. Uniquely Co-Performed lasks. Sometimes "uniquely co-performed tasks"
are reported by TASSEl for a task cluster. These are tasks which are
performed by so few people that they do not appear in any task cluster but are

reported as unique to a particular cluster if all or most of their
co-performance is associated with the tasks in that particular cluster. For
example, "Compute complex statistics, such as correlation coefficients and
standard deviations," was a task performed by only 1.59% of a sample of
clerical workers, but it appeared as a uniquely co-performed task for a
cluster of tasks having to ao with "compilation of information."

6. Negatively Uiigue 'lasks. Negatively unique tasks are reported by
TASSEl for a target task cluster when there are tasks which have high
co-performance values for most other task clusters (because they are perlormed
by a high percentage of all workers in the occupation) but are rarely
co-performed with tasks in the target cluster. For example, clerical tasks
related to "dealing with the public" appear as negatively unique tasks for
task clusters totally devoted to "transcribing" or "fiLing."

Various other kinds of task-related information are available in a

TASSEl report, but the several described here give a good idea of the value of
the report for detailed analysis and interpretation of task clusters.

THE CORE CASE REPOR'I (CORCAS)

In the IASSL'I report, a task cluster is looked at in terms of its mrost
highly co-performed and most discriminating tasks, so that an analyst can
better characterize and name the cluster. Another useful way to characterize
a task cluster is in terms of the people who nost pe'rtorm it , and especiallv
those principal performers whose jobs are. conckntrated in this task clustker to
the exclusion of all or most cther task clusters. 'Ihis is precisely what the
CORCAS report does. The CORCAS report may cont ain any type of bckgiouud
variable information describing the case that will tit in the allocate.d space,
just as on a PR'IVAF report; however, "Job titlt'" is often the most usftul
var Iable. By way of exampl Ie , suppose, an ana lvs t was t r y in g to undtii ,;st ;inoi why

a task clust er consisted of a s ,t ot nondescript clt,rical talks. b" apl .viu
the CORCAS program to the' task ciustor, he' found that •ost of the cases wie,
are most heavily involved with this t;ask c;,>t,, ýii t, a, their 1(,h till,
"I ihrary clerk." lbhis we', ld indicat,, that lh i: se( t o 1 •. k-s (which .1
m .nt ions the, word "I ihbra-vi "), s [t '( ii ¢iar to ( , 1 ; i , ] ,i 1< in a, i•iýi •i
setting. Othe.r variable.s, ;u(ch as, grad,' lI.vo.l , or,,an 1alt fiu lvp', ('1
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level, official job codes, and even KPA'Ilh sequence numbers (job type

relationships) can be useful interpretive indicators in coming to an
understanding of 'why" a task cluster occurred in terms of "who" pertorms it.

THE JOB 'IYPE VS TASK MODIJLI' MAPPING REPORI (JOBMOD). The JOBMOD program
aggregates the case- and task-level indices computed by the four "k)EShIl"

programs antd uses these aggregate naasnrt, s to relate t -sk c lst 't:t to ',I,
types and vice versa. The description of lob types by a haindtul ot

discriminant clusters of tasks and the association of each task cluster to the

types of jobs, of which it is an important component, is a basic requirement
for defining and integrating the MP'I components of an existing or potential
Air Force Specialty (AFS) or weapon system. If AFSs are to be collapsed or
shredded out, or new jobs are to be assigned to an occupational area, or old
jobs are to be moved to another occupational area, such highly summarized, yet
meaningfully discriminant hard data are essential. There is an especially
critical need for this kind of data if numerous AFSs are to be reviewed and
compared by panels of subject-matter experts (SMEs) or functional managers whc
must make broad-based judgments, recommendtions, or decisions. JOBMOD
products will provide a welcome assist to those who are responsible for

meeting another important MPT requirement, that of integrating task data from
a variety of databases, such as the Logistics Composite (LCOM), the Logistics
Support Analysis (LSA), Maintenance Data Collection (MDC) and the Occupational
Survey (OSh) databases. Task clusters and their associated job types provide
fairly stable, functionally discrete categories into which tasks from other
data souces can be mapped and ultimately integrated.

PHASE III: DEVELOPMEN1 OF AUTOMATED CLUSIER SELECTIION AND REFINEMENI SOF'IWARE

The iODIYP Program

Just as the JOB'IYP program automatically selects the "best" set of job
types from a hierarchical clustering of cases, based on similarity Uf time
spent across tasks, the MODIYP program selects the "best" set of task module
types from a hierarchical clustering of tasks, based on task co-performance

across cases. The term "best" means that the evaluation algorithm initially
optimizes on four criteria simultaneously, i.e., within-group homogenity,
between-group discrimination, group size, and drop in "between overlap" in
consecutive stages of the hierarchical clustering. After all stages of the
clustering have been evaluated on these criteria, a primary, a secondary, and

a tertiary set of mutually exclusive task clusters are selected as first-,
second-, and third-best representations of the modular structure of the
hierarchical clustering solution. The three sets of groups are then input to
another evaluation algorithrr which computes supergroup and subgroup indices
between all pairs of groups in the primary solution, between secondary groups

and primary groups within the same KMAIM! rangec, and bctw.,en tertiary and
secondary groups, as well as between tertiary and primary groups, within the
same KPATI- range. Eased on the combined results ,of both evaluations, the

primary, secondary, and tertiary sets of groups are revised, i.e., groups at
one level may be pronmoted or demoted to repplace a group or groups within the

same KPA'IH range at another level. The final set of priimary groups is input
to the IASSE'l and CORCAS progran.s to provide analytic and interpretive data

for each primary clustfer 'f tasks. 'Ihe1 M(,D'Y'f out put also produces a report
which shows the initiail and final sets of pr imnary, secondary, and tertiary
groups and their evalu;it ion indices. In the several applications of MODIYP to
dnte, MOWlM'- has picked virtual]k the' san, task clusters as the ana lvsts in

one-third to one-halt of the s- eletctions, and has de'viated by no more than one

or two clue:tering stages in ýnothr one-thirdl to cue•,,-htltI o, the selections.
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In less than one-sixth of the selections has MOD'IYP deviated radically irorr
the analyst selections and, in those instances, it was usually arguable as to
which was the better selection. When the analyst deviates significantly from
the MODTYP selection, it is hypothesized that the upward or downward location
of the secondary and tertiary groups on the DIACRM report will be predictive
of the direction of deviation. Insufficient data have been analyzed at this
point to warrant acceptance or rejection of this hypothesis. The special
value of automated cluster selection programs like JOBIYP and MODTYP in an MPI
research environment is that they provide completely automated, rapid, yet
reasonably accurate and highly standardized results that are completely
replicable. Accuracy, standardization, and replicability of results across
multiple occupational survey studies is essential if MPI integration is to be
a systematic process. Where occupational analyses have been done by
inexperienced analysts, or where the principal objective of the analysis was
to identify career field structure at the major cluster level, rather than at
the job type level, the completely automated feature of these programs becomes
critical, because the MPT researcher may not be equipped to perform a standard
CODAP job type analysis. The rapidity of the procedure will play an important
roie if a number of job or task module typing exercises must be done in order
to proceed to the next step in the MPI integration process.

The JOBMOD program and its role in NPl integration was described earlier
in this paper. If JOBIYP and MODTYP are employed to produce the job and task
clusters to be input to JOBMOD, then JOBMOD becomes the end product of a
totally automated process that may well serve as the appropriate beginning
analysis/evaluation point for the MPT integration process.

THE OVLGRP AND SEDGRP PROGRAMS

If JOBMOD provides the starting point for the NPI integration process, one
might ask whether it could be made a better one. Could the job and task
clusters consist of a better balance of within-group honiogenity, between-group
difference, and number of cases or tasks classified into the selected
clusters? The answer is affirmative, and the refinement procedure to be used
to accomplish this balancing act is the OVLGRP nonhierarchical clustering
procedure. bVLGRP can use the centroids of hierarchically formed clusters of
jobs or tasks as input seeds around which to optimaily cluster all cases or
tasks, or it can use the input seeds generated by the SEDCRP program, i.e.,
discriminant cases or tasks which represent the entire measurement space
encompassed by the sample data. Specific applications of the nonhierarchical
clustering procedures will be discussed at length in another paper pr,'sented
at this symposium. OVLGRP and SLDGRP are mentioned here in order to indicate
how job and task clusters can be refined prior to their being input to JOBMOL).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The purpose of this paper was to familiarize actual and potential ASCII
CODAP users with a number of ASCII CODAP products specifically designed for
the definition, selection, analysis, and interpretation of task clusters.
These products allow clusters of tasks to be examined, compared, and
interpreted with the same degrce of care and met ict Iousnes, previotnslv

associated only with case clusterinp and the resultant job clusters. 'lht, ISAF
()ccupat lonal Measurement tenter kl;SAlM(. ) is al ready us ing, the new AS( II I ('AP

technology to combine and inteprate the two anal vt ica I str eanms i n aný ver 11r
multidimensional approach to studying the world of work. -u ture t echnologv
R&D) efforts will attempt to improve ind morte to!lly ;ilto( ;ite this integrati on
process in support of the P1'1 intigi ;at ioT) resarch effort.
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OPuYATIONAL mEiSTiNG OF A-CII ric'AP
JOB AND TASK CLUSTERING MEqIHOD[LXGIES

Jimmy L. Mitchell
Systems Engineering & Analy-_s Department

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company

William J. Phalen
Manpower and Personnel Division

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

William Haynes Darryl Hand
Metrica, Inc. Texas MAXIMA Corporation

INTRODUCTION

The ASCII CODAP refinements developed to enhance occupational analysis
capability have been operationally tested on a number of example data sets
representing several recently completed occupational analysis projects.
Using such examples, the operational testing compared several algorithmic
solutions with those actually made by experienced analysts. Feedback from
such tests was used to further refine and adjust the algorithms used to
identify potential job and task clusters. New displays and adapted CODAP
products needed for an analysis to make final job type or task module
decisions were developed and their utility tested in actual use.

REFINEMENT OF JOB AND TASK GROUPINGS

In a typical occupational study, groups identified as meaningful jobs
that are interpreted from a diagram of an occupation will not include all
the cases in the sample, except at a very low stage, where the overlap
values are low. In previous reports (Mitchell and Phalen, 1985: Phalen,
Mitchell, and Staley, 1987), we reported the use of an interative
nonhierarchical cleanup procedure to solve this problem and refine the
groups. A sample of the results can be seen in Figure 1, where groups from
the hierarchical clustering account for 80% of the cases and the refined
groups output by the nonhierarchical refinement process encompase 99.2% of
the cases (in iteration 6). By computing the percent time overlap of each
case's job description with the mean description for every selected group,
this procedure permits each unclassified case to be included in the group
it most resembles, at a specified minimum level of overlap. The group
vector is then recomputed and, in the second iteration and beyond, all
cases are compared to the group means. Cases can migrate to the emerging

ITEPATION 110. CLASSIFIED NO. UNCLASSIFIED PERCENT
Diagram 2643 660 80.0

1 3298 5 98.8
2 3292 11 98.6
3 2285 18 99.4
4 3281 22 99.3
5 3279 24 99.3
6 2278 25 99.2

Figure 1. OVLAPRP - Totils by Iteration (AFS 811JC(; data from Alton, 1984).
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groups they are most like, rather than being forced to rezain with the
first linkage, as is the case in hierarchical clustering.

We need to be able to trace some example groups through some of these
iterations in order to see what is happening to them. Figure 2 shows three
Law Enforcement groups to illustrate the type of changes which occur. In
this case, we can track where the people go since the 22 members lost from
the combined Desk Sgt/Patrol group are the same 22 showing up in the Desk
Sgt group. Note that once these cases are added, that group tends to
stabilize in terms of size and the variance in overlap of individuals with
the group mean drops considerably (S.D. = 9.2 -- > 7.3), which is evidence
of a more homogeneous group. The LE Patrolmen group increases in size and
decreases in variance, while the third group does the opposite. We end up
with two meaningful groups instead of three, and their job descriptions
should be more realistic pictures of their jobs.

ITERATION
GROUP VARIABLE L)J GP 1 2 3 4 5 6
GRP 594 LE DESK SERGEANT

Grp Size 15 37 34 33 32 32 33
No. Lost - - 3 2 1 0 0
Gained - 22 0 1 0 0 1
Mean Ovrlp - 44.6 42.5 42.7 42.4 42.5 42.6
S. D. - 9.2 7.4 7.6 7.4 7.3 7.3

GRP 921 LE DSK SGT/PATROL
Grp Size 90 68 38 20 14 10 5
No. Lost - 22 30 18 7 4 5
Gained - 0 0 0 1 0 0
Mean Ovrlp - 57.4 56.2 56.9 55.3 54.4 49.2
S. D. - 7.2 7.4 8.2 9.3 10.5 10.9

GRP 785 LE PATROLMEN
Grp Size 12 38 55 90 84 67 51
No. Lost - - 6 12 29 25 20
Gained - 26 23 47 23 8 4
Mean Ovrlp - 51.0 52.1 55.5 57.2 57.6 57.9
S. D. - 10.9 7.8 7.4 7.2 6.9 5.9

Fiqure 2. OVLGRP - Details of Example Law Enforcement Groups.

The reclassification of cases in iterative stages is done with OVLGRP
(i.e., the overlap cf cases with group means), which identifies new groups
of cases which are more internally consistent and may be somewhat easier to
interpret in terms of core or characteristic and distinguishing tasks. The
interpretation of the groups at each iteration is not an easy task but
better reports are now available to track how cases move among job groups
and to analyze new job groups.

A GPRT4AT (a table which shows the migration of cases frori one job ..o
to another) for the Precision Measuring Equipment Lýaboratory (T!4EL' study
is shown as Figure 3. Not all of the 21 OSR groups (Aslett, 1984) are
shown in this display in order to simplify the discussion. Note that the
job types are shown down the lefthand column and tJhe OVTfRP-refined groups
across the top of this display. Those cases not merhbers of any group in
OVLGRP are shown as the first coliin (GRP 02), and the r.,irginal scu-varies
(ST 001) report the size of each group. These data provide some examples
of what happens in the reclustering process.
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-------These are the Job Types from the OSR

These are the Job Types after OVLGRP

v :Grp 02 Grp 03 Grp 04 Grp 05 Grp 06...Grp 09 Crp 10...ST001

ST 141 95 2 . 1 6 112
ST 096 2 160 7 7 7 211
ST 322 49 6 11 181
ST 238 17 1 19
ST 140 82 4 90
ST 243 2 3 5

ST 001 63 103 194 49 39 ... 120 62 ... 1513

Fiqure 3. GRPIAT - Precision Measuring Equipment Laboratory (F-L)
Personnel.

Note that on the diagonal most of the major groups have retained their
ideo tity. Of 112 cases in Stage 141, 95 remain along with eight picked up
from. other groups; this represents relatively little change and thus there
will be no real change in the original job description. For Stage 96, 160
of the original 211 remain, and an additional 34 are added from other
groups. A core of 49 people from the original 181 in Stage 322 stayed
together anr added no new members; the remaining 132 cases were scattered
across eight other groups.

Stage 238 was a small group of 19; core tasks which discriminate this
group have to do with calibrating HF counters, align or troubleshoot
electronic counters or spectrum analyzer plug-in units. Seventeen of the
19 cases provided a stable core around which another 22 cases clustered.
Examination of the tasks for the new group indicates that the tasks which
discriminate the group remain the same, but the percent of the group
performing the core tasks has increased.

In addition to seeing the numbers of individuals who move or stay in
the various groups, an analyst also needs to examine the background data
for these individuals to fully understand the significance of the various
clusterings. Summaries of such data in clustering sequence (PRTVAR) are
routinely used in the normal analysis process. Since members havc migrated
among groups, the normal diagram sequence is no longer valid; one would
have to trace individuals through two sequence numbers case by case. To
meet this need, a new PRIVAR option is available which provides a separate
product for each of the new job groups and which displays the data in
orginal clustering (KPA1h) sequence.

Figure 4 reproduces a portion of a PR-YVAR for GRP 003 (uriginal Stage
96); the original clustering sequence for the group was 113 to 323. Much
of the original KPATH sequence remains intact (in fact, 160 of 211 cases),
with 2 cases added from below the original range. In the upper KTATH
sequence, there is more mixing with some cases miqrating in or out. It
remains predominately a first job with about half the merbers holding a
3-skill level AFSC. There are, however, some 7-skill level personnel in
the group; they perform about the sam~e number of tasks and have a
technician title as opposed to calling themselves supervisors or NCOICs.
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KPATH NO. TASKFS AESC GIRAIN M'A7CU!M BE JOB TIT'TE

100 95 32470 T-sct- SYS Hanscom P14EL Technician
102 76 32430 MOC USAFE Tornejon 4LTciia

113 73 -3-2 4350 AiC SQAC Andrlos-en Prc-c Meas Fcxugi~r)
114 88 32430 M.C USAFE. Rilrstein -T SpI

115 106 32430 A-1 ANEC wi11iar~is F!4.5T,
116 72 32430 MIC MAC Little Rk 7,TEI. Tectinician
117 79 32450 Sqt SAC Andersen 11reýcision M~e-as.

118 80 32430 AlC SAC Grnd FRks iiILSpecialist
119 64 32430 AIC ATC ,7r ~ FiESe

319 74 32470 'L ,3 AC V'~ur-s-iith K J-)9 SecC Spvr
321 108 32470 SScjt USAPE Lakenhth PIýlE T,-c(h
324 77 32450 SSgt :'AC Bolling TPI"E Tech
325 63 312470 SSgt AR HQ AF cen FIITL Mobile aii

1093 47 343 4 C 1 AC sherya PVUEL Tc

Ficiure 4. PRIVAR - GPP003; Trocision Me~asuring EirŽnt esrn.

Missing cases (that is, t~hr-se whic)'s micrrjt.,':, aoIL rn--sc'oj

differed from rest of the grouip iný tr7r ftei eaiv iz;n

duties. They tended to migrate ou,.t in i'wtihhdoesnt-~ ~I
duty time with the group bDut uPal r ~fcr'' 0 c rte, asc wel.

We need not -jet totally ouaŽ Ie n h r tti ~
The point is t-ha+- the recluterin ot c a dos help tc 'Ac nt' fy
distinguishiryj tasks of variolUS lobs ar-I -,in Leurby an ani'-A v.t
refine his or her initial job typeei -r,:ck rup r '1i )
stable in terms of their job diescription,-, hiot of the ur-viller
proved unstable and disappear. Ottbr s~mall r5> involved in s'eii"
missions, such as F-i5 equipment rinnacncot conly provcedsth
increased in size in thisi iterativo rrx-roupirej r 1 0'

Thle intense analysis wokinvolvc-c in mrretigand vau
regrouped job types ca;7n be~ facilita-ted byur j STA nd PRTWvAR~e~~-
for the groups .which needl to be rcana1'y:-d (7'''~ih..'-n no tab
indicated in GR!Aor ' -here? the -ntAn<ý '~ ob 's
tion) . Thi~s apprr'~iuh reduic-';- the tct,' i alunt- -ft ort
re~analyze the. set of iJ-.5 . ~~r W

compare pairs of grnups in 1 t .oh -n V 1 '.r'I rj~
help to expedite corpiriro t Tlej

provides a very quii6zwa to h hii 1; '01' (2

OPERATIONAL I'ýThSINS OF II}H t:1171 A'JlI':~

To tes-t outl flh r I'kd :. '7

and task cI~w.tu~ers, V2 . ic. "t

aipproach. Ieu I I tI- I -tr'' <'

ainalyst~st uimn A ~
Il icjht 1.y erenr-- (1c wno ,



The very positive results from the validation testing led us, in one of
the monthly CODAP Users' meetings, to volunteer to use the procedure for
any study where the USAFOMC analyst was having difficulty with an analysis
or where more than 10% of the cases were not covered by the identified job
types. USAFOMC personnel suggested that a good candidate specialty would
be the Supply AFS, where almost 50% of the cases were not included in tne
analyst's final job types (Caussade 1988).

Initial trials using the Supply AFS jumped the coverage of cases to
96.9%, which seems an excellent outcome (see Figure 5). However, close
examination of the GRPMAT, PRTVAR, and OVXGRP products showed an increase
in standard deviations and decrease in mean within group overlap across
iterations--exactly opposite of expectation.

ITERATION NO. CTASSIFIED NO. UNCLASSIFIED PERCEN
Diagram 1958 1793 5?.2

1 3604 145 96.1
2 3624 127 96.6
3 3627 124 96.7
4 3631 120 96.8
5 3634 117 96.9
6 3632 119 96.8

Figure 5. OVLGRP - Total in Each Iteration; July 1988 (AFS 645XX).

Further analysis of the Supply (AFS 645XX) products suggested that
while the unclustered cases were now included in identified groups, the
groups were mostly at an unacceptable level of internal overlap to be
considered valid job types. Clearly, the program was not operating
appropriately for us achieve the end for which it was designed. This
unexpected outcome led to a complete reexamination of the software.

The problem appears to have been with routines which set the minimum
acceptable overlap before a case could be considered a member of a group;
the minimum cutoff was not operating as desired. Thus, all cases were
being merged with some group, the one which was the "best" fit for the case
when compared with all other groups. This routine was rewritten to effect
a dual minimum overlap cutoff criteria, one that is absolute and one that
varies from group to group. If a case does not •meet the dual criteria, it
is rejected for membership in any group (and will be held for
reconsideration at the next iteration).

Figure 6 displays the results of the revised program. In this case,
the coverage of cases has been improved from about 52% to about 71- of the
cases, without degrading the job descriptions of the groups. The remaining
29% of the cases were still so divergent that they arc not included.

The resulting groups are much more acceptable and have some face
validity. One result was the breakup of one large group of supervisors
into smaller groups more directly related to the various technical areas
within the specialty. The USAFOMC analyst involved in this study indicated
that this made much more sense in that the smaller groups could be directly
related to the technical subareas.

Certainly, the 71% coverage is less than desired, but it may be all
that is possible with automated technology for heterogeneous specialties.
When viewed in terms of improvement over the original clustering, it
represents a significant gain in group coverage (190). In addition, the
final job groups appear realistic and more interpretable to the analyst.
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ITERATION NO. CLASSIFIED NO. UNCLASSIFIED PERCENT
Diagram 1958 1793 52.2

1 2509 1242 66.8
2 2571 1180 68.5
3 2648 1103 70.6
4 2664 1087 71.0
5 2669 1082 71.2
6 2677 1074 71.4

Figure 6. OVGRP - Total in Each Iteration with Improved Program;
October 1988 (AFS 645XX).

For most studies, the improved program should provide for 95 to 99%
coverage of cases. There will be some studies (such as Supply), however,
where the AFS is so diverse (or where the jobs are not well structured)
that even with the improved program, coverage can not be more than 70 -
75%. We would maintain that such complex or heterogeneous AFSs are in need
of close examination. They may represent areas for possible reengineering
efforts (shredouts or functional reorganization).

CONCLUS IONS

Operational testing of the nonhierarchical refinement of job types has
demonstrated that in most AFSs, very significant imprvremnz-.ts can be made
in the numbers of members covered by identified job types, and calculated
job descriptions will be more stable. For some very diverse AFSs, this
refinement procedure will help, but will not completely solve the problems
which such diversity of jobs represent. This refinement technique is
another very valuable tool which should help analysts improve and expedite
their work.
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INTRODUCTION

The initial building block for most Manpower-Personnel-]raining (MPT)
analysis technologies is task-level job information. Of the variety of task

measures available, four are primary for use in MPT technologies: tasks

performed, time spent performing specific tasks, training emphasis (1E), and
learning difficulty (LD). Over the past 25 years, the Air Force has evolved

an approacci for reviewing personnel classification and utilization policies

and for determining technical training content based on tasks performed

(Morsh, 1964; Christal, 1974; Mitchell, 1988). As part of the normal

occupational analysis (OA) process, tasks are defined by subject-matter
experts (SMEs) of a specialty in their own technical terminology, working with

analysts of the USAF Occupational Measurement Center (USAFONC) (see AFR 35-2).

Several kinds of data on these tasks are collected from job incumbents and

supervisors for use in reviewing training programs. Large samples ct

incumbents are asked to provide information about which tasks they perform in

their present jobs and the relative amount of their job time spent performing

such tasks. These data are used to examine the variety of specialized lobs

within an Air Force Specialty (AFS), to assess how jobs change at advanced

skill levels, and to review official specialty descriptions and initial

training prograirs (Christal & Weissmuller, 1988; Mitchell, Ruck, & Lriskill,

1988).

TE ratings have been validated empirically using explanatory regression

models in studies of 18 AFSs (Ruck, Thompson & Stacv, 1987; Fuck, lhompson, &

Thomson, 1978). Iwo important findings of these research studies were that

supervisors agreed substantially with one another on their recommendations in

most career fields, and Lhat the supervisors' judgments were explainable in

terms of key Instructional Systems Development factors. A third important

finding was that the supervisors could not agree as to the appropriate sites

for training technical tasks. TE ratings are used primarily to evaluate

course content of basic technical training courses (Mitchell et al., 1988).

The learning difficulty (LD) technology has provided a reliable means lr

establishing the relative learning requirements of tasks within specialties

and, when used with a benchmarking process, the relative Lk across

specialties. 'hese relationships are currently used to sot specialty minin'urm
aptitude standards and in the maximizing 4unctiun tar class1tvinL airmen into

jobs through the person-job-match sycten. 'Ihe LlB n ncfnark ik I process

requires that experts observe samples of tasks being pertIorrm:, so it is vIrv

time and resource intensive. A more:• econorrical proc dre o> c Y:w r I veI V IC , 11't.

and is reported in another conference paper (see Davis, I ) . •hereas

current occupational learning ditticultv (()lL) pretes,; r,.q•;lrl s , servin a
performance, the new proc(.d ir,' requires onlv I $,YL :X. .t Iir s ot task

descriptions. 'Ihe imrpl icat ,ons ar e tIat t h, proct,- can nL ,h, 1: usc k -

establish l earning and apt itd .t rea uIr r ments t ,or ,pI rP I t, 1 d m111ttnance 11Is

associated with 'ýeapon svst.ns - hic' ;1 r,. stil , r #-n tI.. t I ri., , 1 1 a1 Tn1 r ara

rathfr than just u!-;ed with c×ilt ii) , ý,pkerat iny svst,,rý.
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Access to the measures described above is p.rovided inr prt L;--

Occupational Research Data Bank (ORDE). The ORDB is a user-friendly, &n-lin.-

system which combines CODAP data for all major AFSs with is pec ipa tv
requirements dccuments and reports, and 125 demographic variabies from

personnel f iles. ORDB provides ready access to MP7-relevant inforomacien b"

managers and planners for existing weapon systems. Potentially, developers of
new wea1pon systems could obtain MPI-relevant information on both predecessor

and 2omparable systems. Another conference paper outlines the use of the ORDB

with MPT technology (Longmire & Short, 1988).

PRESENT STATUS OF ASCII CODAP

The CODAP analysis capabillity which makes the CA data usable by MVPi

technology has recently vndergone redevelopment. An improved CCDAP s'-ster ,r s

started in 1984, completed in 1987. and is considered to be an extremely

successful project. Earlier presentations in this symposium have highlighted

some of the new developments of the system and demonstrated some of its

potential for further efficieicies and saving of analysts' time. CA data are

now used in UE'ilizatioo and Training Workshops for major training ana

personnel decisions such as ,iodification of Specialty Descriptions (see AER

39-1) and Specialty Training Standards (AFR 8-13). USAFOMC analysts were
trained on ASCII CODAP in late 1987, even as the final programs were being

developed. The speed with which ASCfI CODAP has been accepted and used, beth

in other R&D programs and in tho operational CA program is rather remarkacle.

Presently, ASCII CODAP is fully operaticnal only on LNISYS (Sperrv-tNlVAC;

computer equipment, including the system at AFHRL, Brooks AFB, lexas and one

at the U.S. Army Soldier's Support Center in Iexandria, Virginia. As a

result of i teractions and communications among potential users, anotloer

project iz also now underway to adapt ASCiI CODAS for ube on 1"Y equiprr.

This work is being done by the MAXIMA Corporatin and is funded joi.tiv by t)p

USAFOMC, the U.S. Army, and the U.S Navy.

The concert ot operations in this adaptatiion of ASCl (iUAP is tc en,:; e

that all functions dr, piralleied in all three versio:s ot the sc:cvai. Vni

will permit ary changes (innovative'{ or improvements) Le be -astiv adattod

available in the cther operating systers rr c , ,, ('i th

system can be operationally maintained and ,nace. in a C a it S

latest version of the softtare immedia ft I fter ,e in a' C ti r I i vS
developed and validated. ']1.is ,pproah -'l onsure that vari kus 1'.s rs are

neve, limited ti some ulcer -osolete versil•on .2 tb . - , an
cace in t : pa-i. "he proicet is 1 ,zd:led for cOmpi tion r .'';- ,n-,
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appropriate training settinps for specialty tasks (task modules) and ass -s

the probable consequences of proposed changes to the career tield in terms o.

training costs and capacities (see Vaughan et al. 1988). ASCII C.ODAP was

selected for use in the TDS to ensure future compatability with the
operational OA program. ASCII CODAP software was used for clustering existing

job tasks into efficient task modules for use in the TDS, and the MODULES
software was modified slightly to accommodate TDS needs. This application of

CODAP was very successful and resulted in tfe slight modification of existing

programs, as opposed to writing entirely new software for the initial IDS

subsystem (Perrin et al. 1987; Vaughan et al. 1988).

A second task-based P~ Ujecr was the Advanced On-the-Juo iraining System

(AOTS), which provided for the use of generic positions as a basis for
defining and managing OJT. Traditional CODAP analysis reports were used as a

starting point for identifying the jobs and the development of generic and

position- specific Master Task Lists. CODAP data for each target job in the

AOTS specialties were used with other AFHRL-developed algorithms to compute

first- term training priority scores to help rank training requirements

(Datko, Cassidy, & Ruck 1982). The AOTIS is a training management and

delivery system aimed at helping functional managers and supervisors identify

appropriate OJT requirements and assure that such training is delivered to the

airmen who need it (Blackhurst & Sturdevant, 1987).

CODAP data for selected specialties also served as the starting point for
development of job performance measurement (JPM) instruments to obtain

criteria for enlistment aptitude requirements validation or training

evaluation. This very successful project permits the examination of the

relationship between Armed Fo-rces Vocational Aptitude Battery test scores and

job performance. A model of the performance measurement process was developed
to guide the JPM research (Kavanaugh, Borman, Hedge, & Gould, 1987). A

separate model ot job performance highlighted the need for a -ommon basis for

job performance assessment and training evaluation (Driskill, Mitchell, &

Ballentine, 1985).

CODAP data through the ORDB were used to reorganize specialties in the

RIVETf Workforce effort. Here the Air Force discovered that deploying aircraft

to dispersed operating locations required too manv support personnel to make

this operational requirement supportable. Further, new weapon systems were
requiring more support personnel than the systems they were replacing.

Finally, strength reductions meant there were not going to be enough personnel

to support existing systems. The solution was to move away from the

specialist and toward a generalist structure for specialties. lo that end,
RIVET Worktorce used the CODAP data to structure the neo generalists

specialties. RIVEl Workforce barically ident;fied and co•llapsed specialtio.,

with significant communality as a short-term fix. A new ros<, irch erforr is

underway to start with task-level data and cluster task.: into t I cienr.t Jobs,

and (',b• into efticient s[ecIalties. New AS ( I I [1, An i •V,, caL. such cs

non-hi e- irchical clustering 'ind automated job tYpin n p-,L':ar:s , i . W I he c re to

rl• p', . c, ut restriictiinr _ , x i,, tins' weapon .. vstk'n .r Y iartirs. rt, res .-art r

ildinW a Specialty Stri ,tt:rin: System (S-1) wiiI,-h w 1 also bh 1: S G to
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S 3 is also important because it addresses one of our greatest problems in
using CODAP data to support MPT: integrating M, P, and T decision processes.
Typically, the manpower, personnel, and training communities make decisions
which affect each other but either don't coordinate those decisions or don't
know how to assess the impacts across concerns. For example, numbers of
maintenance personnel, required aptitude level, and training time are highly
interactive. Building a highly complex job may permit using a smaller staff
but that staff must be smarter and better trained to perform adequately. Sý

will consider the tradeoffs between the M, P, and I1 requirements when

structuring jobs. This involves projecting the numbers and kinds of people
and training resources required to support emerging WSs, assessing the ability
to field and wainLain WSs once deployed, and then 'ograting requirements

seeking a supportable life-cycle cost.

Experimental semantic analysis techniques show great promise in merging
ASCII CODAP-developed data bases with other source task data such as Logistics
Support Analysis Records, thus demonstrating the potential for much broader
applications of ASCII CODAP methodologies. This work is being done under the
Task Identification and Evaluation System (TIES), which attempts to optimize
the use of existing task data bases through proper interaction of automated
systems. Results to date are extremely promising and a number of iew
techniques have been developed to assist in achieving this objective. Ihis
data may, for example, be used in early determination of training, rmanpower,
aptitude, and recruiting requirements during the early developmental stages of
an emerging weapon sýt•.nm. Consider how such information might positively
affect design decisions and limit the cases where the sevices learn WSs are
not supportable after deployment.

THE FUTURE

One primary area where further ASCII CODAP development has great potenti-:a

for assisting Air Force MPI managers is irn the area of new weapon svster-
development and the specification o the M.P'I requirements for such new

systems. Present ASCII CODAP is designed to service the need for OA of
current AFSs and does not project what such AFSs "should be" or "could be" :n
the future. The TDS R&D has demonstrated the capability to nmodel projected
changes in AFS jobs and training programs and evaluate tnh, resulting tralni•,ý

costs and capacities, but this capability is restricted bv the data base ,
present AFS tasks. Likewise, the S5 uses existing data bases to project AWS
requirements.

What is needed is some new technolow.r far pr-.P"lictinp, tuture tasks ]o•

systematically building estimates of expected MP'M roqquiremrnts (inclildino dVT

requirements via the AO1S). 1%e also need to he ablo to model what ei:pct

changes in the manpower pool (aptitude levels, techr.ological backgra,,i

reqtirorrents, lenptin , ,of i11istinonts, and ther tacters) wil aay, c

requirements. Major provress tewaro such ooa s will probably invelve S),-

merging of [D1S, AO'IS, , 'I FS, arnd A t, I I (-( PAP capabi 3i i t I - Tr-t o i

expanded MPI r--q u iroments s p'oC I i cat in ,-- nd , ianagPOrenC VS 0t,7'

TA, a 1 n o f , (i t t t- r !7 t: hsl t k i;1t :I I o cr.)
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data and evaluated in terms ot potential MPI changes required. Experimenial
semantic analysis techniques should help in the matching process, buL further
R&D is needed for techniques to evaluate and integrate such data. Linkages
must also be built to interface such data with the manpower system to project
needed adjustment in authorizations and assess manpower constraints on
personnel and training. Likewise, results from such MPI projections need to
he linked back to the task list development processes of the USAFOMC for use
in I it .1ij, z ing new n . i I i cIi (inm (Al'R V)- I) ;imd 1 1t I IW. A'IS I ir ii 1ny

requir tenient s

A critical issue in the evolution of future MPT systems is to be sure that
all R&D personnel, as well as MPT staff agencies (AIC, USAFOMC, and AFMPC),
functional managers, and other involved personnel, are all highly aware of our
common future directions and goals. As the necessary R&D projects develop new
MPT technologies, we must be able to ensure they are mutually compatible and
plan for their eventual integration (Ruck & Mtchell, 1987). A truly
integrated MPT system is not possible without such general awareness and
preplanning. ASCII CODAP, ;ith its new flexibility and adaptability, can play
a key role in attaining such goals, as fieldata CODAP has done in the past.
It provides the needed foundation (task-based data) which will drive such
eve-t,,al MPT systems integration.
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NEW TEnMiNOGIES FOR DEVELOPING AUITMATED DATA-BASED
SPECIALTY INOWIY3E CUTINFS

Paul P. Stanley II
USAF Occupational Measurement Center

Randolph Air Force Base, Texas

Specialty Knowledge Tests (SKrs) are key to the success of the Air Force's
enlisted promotion system. This panel provides a status report on research
aimed at translating ccxiterized occupational analysis data directly into
draft test content outlines for use by teams of senior N02)s assigned to
construct SKMs. The papers discuss the long history of attemts to make
complex COO[AP data more usable by test writers, AFHRL's procedures to screen
and reformat the data, research findings which indicate that the automated
procedures work, and the perceptions of the test psychologists who used the
automated procedures to develop operational SKTs. The discussant commended
the panelists on the balanced approach they had taken, through discussion both
of the problems and the accczplishments involved in the research. He further
observed that MTA conferences provide an ideal forum for this type of
interchange, encouragirg a unique interaction of researchers and interested
outsiders which could not otherwise take place.
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AUTOMATED TEST OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH FINDINGS

Authors: Weissmuller, Johnny J., The Texas MAXIMA Corporation
Dittmar, Martin J., Metrica, Inc.
Phalen, William J., Air Force Hui.an Resources Laboratory

INTRODUCTION

This paper is a report of the research findings related to the production
and use of automated test outlines (ATOs) for Air Force Specialty Knowledge
Test (SKT) construction. After a short review of the process used to develop
automated test outlines, the major focus will be on the reliability and
validity of obtained results.

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Briefly, task-level predicted testing importance (PTT) values derived from
off-the-shelf task factor components of Training Emphasis (T-), Task Learning
Difficulty (TD), Percent Members Performing (PMP) and Percent Time Spent (PTS)
by grade, and Average Grade Performing (AG) at E-5 and E-6/7 levels are used to
delimit Air Force Specialty (AFS) knowledge domains in terms of restricted
subsets of tasks from full task inventories. These subsets of tasks are then
administered by mailout approximately 3 to 4 months prior to the start of SKT
construction projects to random samples of senior NCOs (50 - 70) who currentl,,
work in the AFSs. These NCOs rate each task within the subset on a 7-point
scale of specialty knowledge testing importance. These resulting field inputs
are then processed, analyzed, and subsequently used to determine testing
importance weights for each task in the mailout and to calculate test outline
weights (numbers of test items to be written) for each major duty area of the
specialty. These task-level testing importance ratings by field NCOs are key
components within the automated test oucline development process.

RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY ESTIMATES

Specialty Knowledge Tests are normally developed 6 to 18 months before
their scheduled administration to Air Force enlisted ipop,,l ,t io!ps .
Consequently, direct reliability and validity estimates tor those !KTs
constructed from automated test outlines will not be available until after tne
test administration cycle is complited (early i989). However, the "goodito ss"
of the process used to generate automated test outlines can be evaluated ,v
examining reliability and validity indices associated with a primary .omlonellt
of the process - field-validated testing importance (FVTI).

To date, automated teSi out] i ,,,.A have been developed for 28 Air Force
Specialties. 'Fable 1 lists interrater rellabMiitV estimates of FT"I' for each
of those specialties.
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FVTI INTERRATER RELIABILITY

Specialty N-Tasks N-Raters RL1 Rkk

E-5/6/7 E-5 E-6/7 E-5 E-6/7 E-5 E-6/7

(In-Flight Refueling) 112XO 127 43 43 .478 .473 .975 .975
(Survival Training) 121XO 148 31 30 .225 .199 .900 .882

(Still Photography) 231X2 145 25 26 .168 .148 .835 .818

(Audiovisual Production) 232X0 135 24 24 .295 .323 .909 .920
(Safety) 241XO 162 45 45 .270 .282 .943 .946
(Command & Control) 274X0 147 30 30 .294 .282 .926 .922
(Aircraft Cont & Warning)303XO 152 46 51 .117 .121 .559 .875

(Space Systems Maint) 309X0 214 24 24 .123 .156 .757 .803

(Defensive Fire Cont) 321XIE 145 6 6 .405 .397 .792 .787
(Defensive Fire Cont) 321XiG 165 15 15 .384 .397 .903 .908
(PMEL) 324X0 161 29 Z9 .233 .255 .897 .908
(Maint Scheduling) 392XO 149 18 18 .376 .366 .916 .912
(Aircraft Fuel) 423X3 155 24 25 .205 .208 .861 .868
(Aircraft Pneudraulic) 423X4 179 27 28 .164 .223 .840 .889
(Fabrication & Parachute)427X3 175 40 41 .281 .229 .940 .924
(Hclicopter Mech) 431X0 187 39 41 .228 .228 .938 .942

(Special Vech Maint) 472X0 257 30 30 .218 .249 .892 .907
(Elect Power Lines) 542XI 198 25 25 .275 .298 .903 .914
(Elect Power Production) 542X2 155 40 41 .188 .232 .902 .925
(Structural) 552X0 202 33 34 .132 .138 .834 .845
(Cost Analysis) 674X0 148 33 33 .192 .217 .887 .901
(Social Actions) 734XOB 137 25 24 .245 .281 .887 .901
(Combat Arms) 753X0 222 11 11 .316 .367 .836 .864
(Public Affairs) 791X0 147 31 31 207 .319 .890 .936

(7.adio & TV) 791XI 156 22 22 .293 .273 .901 .892

(Environmental Medicine) 908X0 192 34 35 .247 .308 .917 .939
(Mental Health) 914X0 140 25 24 .302 .263 .914 .894
(Medical Material) 915X0 190 31 34 .192 .351 .880 .948

The Table 1 data show reasonably good interrater reliability estimates
(all RII-0 probabilities were less than .01).* Over 75% of the Rlls exceeded
.20 and no Rkk estimate was below .75. Although these levels of reliability
are in accordance with expectations, as judged by the Air Force's ongoing
experiences with the reliability of field NCO ratings of task learning
difficulty, future research efforts will be direcLed towards increasing
interrater reliabilities, primarily through clearer and more simplified rating
booklet instructions and the identification and segregation of more relevant
rater subgroups. The low number of raters in some AFSCs was attributable to a
variety of cruses: small rater populations, Testing Importance ;tLrvey booklets
returned too late for inclusion in ATO projects, high percentage of senior NCOs
on TDY, leave, or PCS, and higher than average percentage of deviat raters.

Since the subject-matter experts (SMEs) who develop SKTs are from the same
population as those selected to complete testing importance field rating
booklets, we were able, in a limited number of cases, to readminister the
rating booklets to assess the stability of FVTI ratings over time. Results of
this test-retest effort are contained in Table 2.

* Deviant raters, whose correlations with the composite of all raters were not

significantly better than zero at-- .05, were eliminated from the calculation
of RII and Rkk (usually less t.han 10% of sample).
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TABLE 2
IEST-RETEST RELIABILITY (FYTI)

AFSC N-Raters X-First Administration Y-Second Administration Avg rx.y
5 sd x sd

42353 1 4.4 .61 4.1 .89 .54
42373 1 4.3 .56 4.5 89 58
39250 2 4.4 1.86 4.1 1.95 .77
39270 2 3.9 1.57 3.8 1.85 .66
90850 1 2.5 1.61 2.6 1.43 .79
90870 1 2.5 1.61 2.6 1.43 .79
54252 1 3.8 .99 4.2 .64 .45
54272 1 3.9 1.09 4.3 .68 .43
55250 1 5.2 1.13 4.9 .81 .58
55270 1 5.4 1.17 5.1 .86 .58
67450 2 4.3 1.23 4.2 .77 .67
67470 2 4.3 1.27 4.6 .95 .61
32151E 1 4.4 1.29 4.3 .93 .49
32171E i 4.4 1.29 4.3 .93 .48
42753 1 4.7 .86 5.2 .64 .43
42773 1 3.9 1.64 4.2 .64 .27
32151G 4,7 1.40 4.0 1.28 .77
321710 2 4,7 1,34 4.0 1.29 .76
12150 1 5,3 1.53 4.3 1.64 .61
12170 1 4.3 1.46 '4.0 1.51 .39

In approximately 75% of the cases, test-retest correlations were .5 or

higher. Given that there was a 3-to-4 month period between first (x) and
second (y) administrations and totally different administration envirorments (x

was self-administered at the rater's home station, and y was administered at

the USAF Occupational Measurement Center by the contractor as part of the

initial SKT construction inbriefing), these correlations in most instances tend
to support rating stability. They are 1.5 to 3 times higher than the
interrater agreement coefficients (Rlis) in Table 1, except for AFSCs 32'XIE

and 427X3. There was no discernible trend with respect to mean ratings between

first and second administrations. Ratei variance tended to be smaller for the
second administration (P<.02, Sign-Rank Test of Differences) indicating a

conservative ratin 5 policy which may be the result of the more structared

second administration environment.

Although the validity of SKTs constructed from automated test outlines
cannot at this time be assessed directly in terms of increased job relevance of

test content, it can to some extent be inferred by examining characteristics of

FVTI ratings. As previously stated, FVTI ratings are used to establish

automated test outline weights (the recommended numbers of test items to wricc

for e .i major duty area). For any given Air Force specialty the number of

these major duty areas can vary from as low as 8 to as high as 26. It seems

reasonable to assume that the extenc to which SKT constructior, tra-s adhere to
these recommended duty area weights is at indication of tme SME-judged goodncss

(validity) of the FVTI catings arid, to a lesser extent, the SME-judged
appropriateness of the automated test outline development process. Table 3

shows tbe correlation between cecommended a[•d final (adjusted by the test
construction team) major duty area weights. An alternative explanation for the

high degree of adherence to the ATO we-ghts by ,.ht SMEs, in the opinion of

several test psychologists, was Lhe flexibilitc i the SMEL, had in locic in,
knowledge requirements when writing an icem on a task.
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TABLE 3
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN RECOMMENDED AND ACTUAL TEST OUTLINE WEIGHTS USED

AFSC Number of r AFSC Number of r
Outline Areas Outline Areas

42353 16 1.00 23152 10 .99
42373 16 i.00 23172 10 .98
79150 16 1.00 54252 23 1.00
79170 16 1.00 54272 23 1.00
73450B 12 .96 55250 23 1.00
73470B 12 .96 55270 23 1.00
42354 14 1.00 67450 12 .98
42374 14 1.00 67470 12 .95
79151 16 .99 54251 16 1.00
79171 16 .99 54271 16 1.00
91350 15 .98 32151E 12 .83
91570 15 .99 32171E 12 .84
39250 17 .96 42753 26 .99
39270 17 .95 42773 26 .99
90850 16 .85 11250 8 1.00
90870 16 .94 11270 8 1.00

The correlations listed in Table 3 range from a low of .83 (AFSC 32151E)
to 1.00. For the total set of Air Force Specialties, approximately 88% of the
automated outlines had correlations between recommended and actual weights of
.95 or higher. In approximately 44% of the cases, no weight change was
necessary. These are positive indications and speak to the validity of the
FVTI ratings.

In addition to being used to calculate recommended major duty area
weights, FVTI ratings are also used to differentiate outline tasks into A (high
testing importance) through D (low testing importance) categories, depending on
the mean FVTI value computed for each task. If field-validated testing
importance ratings are valid, one would expect a greater percentage of A tasks
to be used to generate test items than B, C, or D tasks; to a lesser extent,
one would expect B tasks to be used to generate test items at a somewhat higher
rate than C or D tasks, and that D tasks would have the lowest usage rate of
all. Table 4 lists for each task category (A, B, and C) the ratio of the
proportion of test items written on tasks in that category to the proportion of
tasks in that category appearing in the E-5 and E-6/7 outlines combined. The D
category is not listed, because only one D task was used by one AFS Even
though tasks in the D category were not to be used, except with written
justification, it is never-the-less, significant that only one team felt the
need to justify the use of only one D task. On the other hand, although SMEs
were required to write a minimum of one item on each A task, it is significant
that the item/task ratio for A tasks substantially exceeds 1.0 in all AFSs, and
there are no reversals in the expected decrease in item/task ratios from A to B
to C.
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TABLE 4
TASK USE RATIO

AFS Task N Item/Task AFS Task N Item/Task
Type (Tasks) Ratio Type (Tasks) Ratio

423X4 A 1i 1.9 552XO A 53 2.1

B 83 1.2 B 160 1.1

C 209 .8 C 166 .4
915X0 A 11 1,3 674XO A 60 1.3

B 40 .7 B 97 .5

C 189 .7 C 96 .4
392X0 A 48 1.8 542X1 A 70 1.9

B 42 1.4 B 134 .8
C 156 .6 C 129 .7

908X0 A 47 2.4 321XIE A 64 2.0

B 40 1.7 B 94
C 261 .5 C 94 .1

231X2 A 45 1.9 427X3 A 54 2. 6
B ilii 1.2 B 133 .8
C 112 .4 C 139 .5

542X2 A 53 1.1 l12XO A 38 i.q
B 97 .7 108.

C 97 6 C 106

Tables 5 and 6 examine the velaticnships between F!TT and five task l,'i
factors: Predicted Testing Importance (PTI), Percent Time Spent ,w Menlhre

Performing (PTM), Training Emphasis (TE), Task Learning Difficultv (T1)), aivl

Average Giade Performing (AG). Because of the large number of tasks ustud t-)

compute these correlations, a coefficient of + I? is si gnificant at • 04

(two-tailed), and ±,22 at--.01 (two tailed).

TABLE 5
CORRELATION OF FVTI (E-5) WITH OTHER TASK FACTORS

AFS PTI (E-5) PTM (E-5) T E TD AG 1 N (Tasks)

, E - 5I/6/7

112XO .55 .28 .72 .49 .00 127
121XO .69 .13 .8]1 .34 - 37 148
231X2 .43 .41 C1 .09 . i 345

309X0 .22 .00 .12 .57 -. 03 214
321XIE .51 .40 .49 .58 -. 15 145
321XIG .80 .44 .73 .65 -. 25 165
324X0 .55 .04 .41 .55 - .0i 161
427X3 .72 - .16 .61 .57 -. 38 175
542X1 83 -. 2: 5 72 (U 18.
5(42X2 41 .18 .IF•-• 0

557XO .53 .07 . 1 08 02 20
674X0 .64 -. 08 .64 .40 4 ,.
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TABLE 6

CORRELATION OF FVTI (E-6/7) WITH OTHER TASK FACTORS

AFS PTI (E-6/7) PTM (E-6/7) TE TD AG FVTI (E-5 vs 5-6/7)

112X0 .37 .38 .58 .61 .21 .97
121X0 .54 .21 .65 .43 -. 23 .93
231X2 .33 .27 .29 .34 .14 .89
309X0 .18 .08 -,04 .50 .25 .92
321XIE .57 .13 .46 .58 -.11 .99
321X1G .80 .25 .67 .71 -. 12 .98
324X0 .54 -. 16 .11 .74 .30 .89
427X3 .69 -.11 .40 .65 -.10 .94
542XI .81 .29 .48 .73 .32 .94
542X2 .45 .05 -. 02 .74 .30 .91
552X0 .49 .19 .55 .12 .11 .92
674X0 .68 -. 07 .55 .43 .35 .95

As can be seen in Tables 5 and 6, FVTI correlations with PTI at both the E-
5 and E-6/7 levels are relatively high, the single exception being AFS 309X0.
This AFS is probably the most diverse (heterogenous) of all those for which
outlines were developed. This diversity may account to some extent for the
relatively weak rnlationship between FVTI and PTI. The relationships among
FVTI, TE and TD a,.e also in the expected direction. At the E-5 level we would
expect TE to have a stronger impact on FVTI than at the E-6/7 level, since TE
is essentially a measure of recommended training emphasis for first-term
airmen. Conversely, we would expect TD to have a stronger relationship with
FVTI at the E-6/7 level than at the E-5 level, since TD is an estimate of how
difficult it is to learn to perform a task. Both of these expectations are
confirmed by the correlations in Tables 5 and 6, which lend a degree of
convergent validity to the testing importance measure. On the other hand, the
consistently strong, positive relationship between FVTI (E-5) and FVTI (E-6/7)
could indicate the presence of an unwanted autocorrelation resulting from the
dual-column "E-5/E-6/7" format of the rating booklets used to collect FVTI
information.

It is evident from these findings that a single PTI equation to predict
FVTI is not a satisfactory procedure, and that more attention must be given to
TD, which has been underweighted in the procedure for selecting tasks for the
Testing Importance Survey.

CONCLUSION

Although the statistical information gathered thus far is by no means
overwhelming, it is very encouraging that it is uniformly in the right
direction for almost all AFSs in which the occupational data-based automated
outline procedure has been applied. From a validity standpoint, the most
telling evidence is yet to come. Final judgments must wait until the
statistical characteristics of the end products (the administered SKTs) are
enalyzed and, most importantly, until comments from SMEs on subsequent
revisions of ATO-Developed SKTs and from Air Force examinees cait be assessed.
Examinee comments will come from two sources: a brief survey administered to
the examinee before he leaves the testing roomn and complaint letters sent to
the USAF Occupational Measurement Center (USAFOMC). The expectation is that
there will be significantly fewer comments than in the past- regarding lack of
job relatedness of test items.
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Development ot Automated Uata-Lasoý'

Specialty Knowledge 'lest Ouitlines: Current Procedures

iLt Kathleen Mi. Longmire, Air Force Human Resources Laboratorv
Williamr J. Phalen, Air Foirce humain kesources laboratory

Johnnry J . W~e IssrulI Ier, 'I he I e xas ýiAN!MA (or pora-)t ion
Mar t i n J . U i t t~rar-, Metri ca , Inc,

Within the Air Force, promotion to SS),t ( 1- -) t hrougph ýSg~t ( L-7) enlIis tfen

grades in most Air Force Specialties (AESs) is deterRined by an airman's

relative rankings in the Weighted Airnan Promotion System NkAPS). ComponEnts

of the WAPS include the individual's Airmanl Performance Reports (APks), lime

in Grade and Service, as well as scores on the Promotion Fitness ExaminatIOL

(PFE) and the Specialty Knowledge lest (SKIl). Often the m-ost critical factors
in determining promotion succesb are the PFE and the SKI. 'Ihe SKI is a

100-item multiple choice test designed to mea-sure job knowledge in Air Force

Job specialties. The lest Development Division (01,1L) withinthe LJISAF'

Occupational Measurement Center (USAFOIC-) is responsible for thle developmpnt
of SKIs and has maintained a very successful prograr in this area since thp

1950s.

Also within the USAFOMC is the Cccupational Analysis Division, (Otv),

responsible for conducting occupational surveys for most enlisted career

specialties. As part of this programr, detoiledi task Inventories cont:-rining as
many as 2000 tasks are develeped for each career field. Content of these

inventories is based on input tram experienced senior-ltevel NC~s and on d1irect

observations made by inventory developers on a variety of enlisted personnel
performing their jobs at various duty locations. Once developed, job

inventories are mailed to a represenitative sample of hundreds, or even

thousands, of individucls within each AIS. Suirvey rosruondents are asked,
first, to check which tasks they perfor m and thin to ratc the relative amount

of time they spend performinp those taisks. 'IbIJs mýre job inventory i I's

sent to a sample of 50-2~00 senioar N(Q" , 14ho ra3te each task on the ei.mpha2sis, it
should receive in formral traiining programs for titrst~-tertr airmran and how
difficult it 'is to learn to performi tiec task.. ýrori these ratines, tiqý-level
data on Percent Members Performing (PMP), PercentL '!imeA Spent (1-15),
recommended Training Emphasis (IH), Ind rIahe lsk Difficulty (11)) are
obtained for each individual task in thle inventory.

'lo enhance the content val idi t\ of the SK'ls, t'SAFCUMC has activelv purs-ueq

the development, implementation, zind t!e-tinen'cnt of procedures tor lintegratirs'
the occupational survey report (OSR) data 'Into its test developnient

procedures. T1he ý.'oo of the-, i ntetrat ion process h)as been to. formlr ile( on
operationally feasible SK'I developircrft mothodc'Iowy that -nsnros SK'Is nore,
directly satisfy the obratds critorion of the- Lnitorn- (uideliTILS eni

Employee SeIeic t Ion t'rocedur es Ih 11i~ nt k uIt i5 t o !e f- 1 1e toI vaI i d,3t ( t hek

promotion tests against a (;,' stismatic and :iprro~rritely c:omprehensive

occupational analysis of thle Career field for which the SI~s, are to be u~se:i.

By 1984, aft ter a decade of e I ort , USAI'tH 'e i tha-t fnithor lilt ij~tIo
of occupptirnal anal xsis data into tl'eý tist devtelopmeýnt process would roquiirte
the direct intcrvtuntion of thfnsc lilo t,) tlIe coro ofI the, test d(-VIlovilloin
process , namei%, the, (c flo'f pir-it -!id wi~hti og et Lilt t 'Sr ut I' mek it-, It.
Snoh an ulnder t-;1k1 mtWould r' 1 uili &,n re~fl ear to dhvelIv vs

reli iable , and operat iovna lý I y fItas if' I e I)oceduili ti ' pi-dl lilný -I o a-

(lit Iline. 'IIia t vet.i r t LSAI'(Mt to I lý Trcpics f d Alý IlkI t ' nt~t rcltak P1, th
iocesgarv reseaýrch .
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'Ihis paper deals with the automated procedures developed by AFhkL to

generate test outlines which allow SKI developers to link perfornance-based
task statements with knowledpe-based test items. It first (dscribes current

methodology used to generate autormated test outlines (A'lts) , Including
procedures for predicting which .job inventory tasks are most relevant for
testing purposes; methods for corrbining these tasks into a survey instrument

for collecting direct measures of task-level testing importance ('11); and

fina I ly , procedures , based on average 'II values , for spec ii ying the number of
test items to be written at each level of the automated outline. The paper

then discusses possible modifications which could enhance the nutline's
content validity and acceptance by subJect-matter expert.: (SNtI-s). These

modification+s include ways to validate and update tasks in the TI surv-ys and
alternative procedures for incorporating semantic and tas-k clustering
techniques into the outl ine dovelopment process.

(LRRELI PROLEDURFS

Convecnt eIna l "Tst C(utl ine (C7'IO) bevelopment

Promotion tests within the Air Force are developed by teams of two to
eight SY.Ls, usually V aster Sergeant or higher, who are selected by their

representative major comn-ands. Lmder the direction of a trained test
psychologist, who acts as group facilitator and ensures that team members

adhere to IJSAFOMC guidelines, these teams write test questions designed to
assess the extent to which airmen possess thk job knowledges needed to perform
the tasks which comprise tLh ir AFS. ]io ensure a representative sampling of
the knowldgpes require d within an AFS at dii trent skill lev Is , team members
dras, not only on their ,own knowledge and oxperience, but also from information
within Air Force Regulation 3c- , Airman Classification, and from the most
recont Specialty Iraining Standard (SIS), which outlines all functions within
an AFS I ýr the purpo:;se of training, and evaluating personnel ir, those skills.

eIairns also have access to data from the most recen t occupational analyvsis
S t ud for their AFS. 'lhev are providd witk computerizesd i lis- ,t analysis

data fo;r °aih duity and task. These 1 ist s include data on 1-YP and PIS, and

al sIo show t1.K relative I L and 'II ratingI+P s uppI P, ho sei cr-leveo r l - tbCs.

"Iypical ly, "-ll-s hav'e ound these data di i f icl t to useo sin c'e yo )st havi little

or r, .xf-, rti;(- in lirtirFrt tine occoipatio Iail surve\ rYTrts. ]htse reports
of te•, Cr:: slin I aru e volume's o-,I infor iat i(', 'ind ýýre in tor,,c ats not r.adi lv
ang 1 cI f) r t st d v l V-1, , t 11r Io•s . . I '2 it t i)s o a
c ,n c 'r h n oth , scv• arc tr . f's'ch. i a• , tt, i F. ia.t v r -

at Oi l' I T r 'f ii ' tIe t5! v.f it .nI tI , f, Ic t -t Ivt 1 pers

r~~ tir I-; +~ :Iw q [ ri,~ , i, , t ,. . ,ir- V,' t,' ... rr• , i , c Y t .

t' V I I • 1 , , 1' , ",tj, , • ,! } • • I , t t ,, , ! . • , +. '

" • 2 . r . i I , +' , .' +' ' ' , r + P + l : .+ + ' , r• t + :, + i t .] l , t ,' ; .-', , , 1 '
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the test development process generating and weilhtirg thp outlines to bcth

the E-5 and E-6/7 promotion tests. Using the SIS as their base document, they
identity the major knowledge areas necessary to porform tasks within their

AFS, and hence, define the knowledge components of their test items. Using an
iterative process, these general knowledge areas are broken down further into
more and more discrete subdivisions. Once knowledge components have been
assigned at their lowest level, SMLs next allocate percentage wei;lts to each
major area of the outline and then distribute these weights accordingly amonv
the various subparts. Using new procedures developed by AFhRL, which owe a

great deal to feedback from SKI development teamrs, the CI1 development process
has been replaced by generation of an automated test outline (AlO) delivered

to USAFOMC prior to the team's arrival. It is this outline which will be the
focus of the remainder of the paper.

Automated lest Outline (ATO) Development

The first step in the AIe process is to predict that subset of tasks from

the USAF Job Inventory which have the highest relevance for testing purposes.

The goal is to select between 150-200 tasks which will later be validated by
senior NCOs in the field. Using a standard weight regression equation which

considers PMP, PIS, IE and ID values for each task, a predicted Ti (PI1) value
for each task is computed. PI1 values for E-5 and E-6/7 tasks are computed

separately, based on the separate E-5 and E-6/7 composite job descriptions
computed from occupational survey data. lo reach the minimum requirement for

150 tasks, the top 120 items, based on their PTI values from both the E-5 and
the E-6/7 lists, are first selected. Added to this list are any tasks

performed by at least 50% of either the E-5 or the E-6/7 groups or any tasks
which have a 'IE value at least I standard deviation (S.D.) above the nean for
TE.

lhe second step in the process is to combine these 150-200 tasks under

their appropriate OSR duty headings to create a lesting Importance Survey
booklet used to gather expert opinion regarding the II of each task. 11 is
delined as how important it is to include, in an SKI, the job knowledges
needed to perform that task. A task should have high TI it it requires

knowledges that are critical to successful performance within each AhS.
Approximately 2 months prior to the major revision team's arrival, a sample of

between 50-70 senior NCOs (E-7/8/9s) is selected and mailed a booklet

containing a brief background information section and a section containing the

tasks selected for their AFS. Respondents are asked to rate each task on a
1-7 Testing Importance scale, where "1" indicates "No Importance," and "7"

indicates "Extremely high Importance." Respondents pzovide only one rating
for each task if they believe that the level of i1 is the same for the E-5 and

the E-6/7 SKI. However, they are instructed to provide two separate ratings

if they believe the 11 value is different for the grade levels.

Once booklets are returned, the data are entered into a PC-system and are

processed for interrater reliability. Deviant raters, whose correlations with
the composite of all raters is not significantly better than zero at p=.05,
are eliminated from the computation of intprrater reliability. hased on all
remaining raters (usually greater than 900), an average testing importance
value is computed for each task. Ihis process is accomplished twice, once for

the F-5s and a second time for the h-6/7s. Mlean task-level 11 values are

squared to increase the relative value ct high '11 means and thn sumred within
each major duty area to ohbain a Duty Sum of Squares (DSS) for each Aut, area
of the E-5 and 1.-6/i Albs. "lhese duty sums, divided by the lot i ISur of

Squares ('ISS) across i 1l dit ies , are the numbi s which determine Ihh dot \ ar,.
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weights in terms of ijumber ot test items apportioned to eac.. 'Iwo ditterent
numbers are computed in the process: the numbers of WRTIE F'IEMS and KEEP
I'IEMS. 1he number of WPI'I L IIEMS is the total number of Lest items to be
written, including the selected and alternate test items; the number ot KEEP
ITEMS is the number of selected items which will become part of the 100-item

SKI.

Within each d,,ty area, tasks are r issig, nd a let t r valu , (A, B,C, D)

indicating their relative testing importance. "A" tasks, assessed Lo be of
extremely high importance, are those tasks which have average 1I values at
least one S.D. above the grand mean or which have a value of 6.0 or above (on
the 1-7 scale). "D" tas7ks, determined to be the least important for testing
purposes, are those which have average TI values at least 1 S.D. below the
grand mean or which have a scale value of less than 2.0. The upper 50% of the

remaining tasks are designated "B" tasks and the lower 50% "C" tasks, although
any task with a scale value of 4.0 or above must be at least a "C."

Ideally, more test items should be written on tasks with "A" values than
on tasks with "B" values, and more test items should be written on tasks with
"B" values than on tasks with "C" values. Tasks with "D" values should
generally be ignored. Teams are encouraged to focus their item writing
efforts accordingly. Under present ATO test development rules, a maximum of
three test items can be written against any one task statenent. Specific
justification and approval to exceed this level are required. AL least one
test item must be writtee,, ar r4 r.c, k ctjk .Cii,L ass .ssed to L, ol
extremely high testing importance ("A" tasks), and again, specific
justification is required for failure to do so. Where the number ot "A", "B",
and "C" tasks is insufficient to generate the required number of WRIIE IlEMS
and KEEP ITEMS within any major duty area, "D" tasks tray be used with the
review psychologist's approval.

The key to the success of the AIO lies in the commitment of the test
developers to write test items based on the important knowledge components
underlying the performance task statements that comprise the test outline. in
a number of cases, this association is relatively easy to form. In others,
however, it requires effort and analysis on the parts of both the test
psychologist and team members to write test items. This analysis should start
with a determinaticn of knowledges required to successfully perform the task.
The scope of this analysis can then be expanded to knowledges related to the
context within which the task is performed. These include knowledges
associated with determining "why, "when," "where," "it," and "how" to perform
the task. These defined knowledge components can then he used individually or
in combination to form the content area from which the test is written.

lU'IUJE DIFEtl(ONS ANP, MOLIFICATIONS

One of the more salient criticisms of the ATO has been the complaint that
tasks requirinp the same knowled,-e are scattered throughout the outline and

that tasks grouped tinder the same duty heading require quite different
knowledges. This criticism, of course, points to a problen- in the

organization ot the outline, rather than to a deficiency in its content. One
effort to alleviate this problem involves the use of micro-based software to
permit teams to modify the AIG interactively. lhe micro-based procedures
would permit a team to impose a wrore workable organization on the set of tasks
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in the ATO without having to make all the necessary change- manually. Ihe

software would reorder tasks, recalculate weights, and print a revised outline
document based on input from SMEs.

Another promising approach to improving the organization of the outline is
through the application of semantic and co-performance task clustering
procedures for grouping the tasks. Semantic clustering may be used to eyarrine
the semantic content of tasks, relate tasks to other tasks with similar

content, or link tasks by relating them to specific components of a common
semantic data base. Examples of such data bases would be the word processing
data files that contain the career development course (CDC) materials or

technical manuals to which test items supporting the tasks in the ATO have
been referenced. On the other hand, task clustering would allow the grouping

of tasks into discrete modules based on the degree of task co-performance.
tasks within a module should share similar underlying knowledge components.
By including at least one task, either the most representative or the most
discriminating, from within each cluster in the 1] survey, a more

representative sampling of knowledge areas could be achieved.

A second difficulty with the A1i procedure has been that it relieves the
team of its former responsibility to think about, discuss, and agree on the
content of the test. Handing the team an already prepared outline deprives

the members uf a ;l-'1le ',.r-ing and communication activity and ot a feeling
of ownership and committment to the product. One remedy for this situation

would also help solve the outline organization problem previously mentioned.
As under traditional procedures, teamr members would first participate in an

interactive group process of discussing, defining, and agreeing on the
important knowledges which should comprise the test. Their second step woold
be to map each ATO task statement under its appropriate knowledge area. for
the final outline, tasks could be reordered so as to align tasks for which the
same knowledge area had been indicated. As stated, this approach will
encourage the desired team interactions and should also reilt in a better
task-to-knowledge mapping within the outline.

A third problemr with the '10, identified especially when working, with a

complex AFS, is that test development teams may believe important tasks have
been omitted. Either important tasks were dropped by the screening process or
they were not included in the original job inventory because tLey art-
associated with new equipment, new procedures, etc. within the AFS. Input
from minor revision teams may prove extremely valuable in addressing this
concern. Minor revision teams, normally containing only 2 members, meet on
the off-years for a period of 11 days to review test items tor compromise,
keying errors, etc., and to replace at least 10% of te test items. Their
assistance could be used in validating and updating the task list which
ultimately becomes the basis of the A'1O.

At present, a single algorithm is used to predict those tasks which have
high testing importance. lPesearch is already underway to deternine whether a

single prediction equation is sufticient for all AFSs, or whether the wide
diversity of AFSs tested requires several diiIe t-utialiv a i wtliLed l iuit i o.o to
ensure that relevant tasks are not omitted from the '11 survey. As an
additional saIeguard, input troin knowl edgeable SMtIs would be usetul inT
verifying that such omissions have nrot occurred. lfr example, the st andar d
weight equation auitomatical y deletes any tasks which ta1l under th , A-I) dut\
areas, normally designated for supervisory, nontechnical tasks. Knowled es
associated with these task.k are wore appropr iately tested by the Promot ion
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Fitness Examination (PFE) and the USAF Supervisory Examination and, therefore,

should not be included on an SK1. However, this assumption may be causing

important job knowledges (e.g., administrative or clerical tasks) tc be

missed. The problem is currently being remedied to some extent by computing a

CODAP group difference description between composite job descriptions for the

lowest three grades (E-1, E-2, and h-3) and the highest three grades (E-7,

E-8, and E-9). Those tasks Iron' Duties A, B, C, or ("' which show a positive

difference in favor of the lower grade group aie considered for inclusion in

the 'lest ing Importance Survey.

A better approach may be to use the minor revision teams to confirm the

task selections made by use of the group difference description and to

identify additional tasks missed by the computerized procedure. lo assist

SMEs in validating the screening process, they would be provided with three

lists of tasks that were excluded from the proposed subset of tasks. One list

would contain those technical tasks for which PIP for E-5s or L-6/7s falls

between 30% and 50% or for which TE is at least average. A second list would

contain those nontechnical tasks (those in duties A-D) tcr which PMP is equal

to or greater than 30% or for which IE is at least ave'-age. A third list

would show all the remaining tasks in the inventory.

SMEs will be asked to review these lists in order to determine if any of

the tasks involve omitted knowledges that are important for testing on an SKI

and, as a result, sbould be added to the proposed list of tasks. Reasons for

including the task would be annotated. lean members would next be asked to

identify emerging areas of work requiring new knowledges that should appear on

the SK7. Here, SMEs will be asked to review the original list to determine if

new or emerging tasks should be added to any existing duty. If so, they are

instructed in how to develop acceptable statements for each "new" task.

Likewise, they identify any new duty areas, and again, using task construction

guidelines, they develop supporting task statements for each duty. In

addition to new and emerging areas, the minor revision teams will identify

obsolete, redundant, and poorly wordn tasks. This information will be passed

on to IJSAFOMCiOMY to assist them iii deciding when to revise atn inventory and

resurvey the AFS.

We still have much tu learn about various kinds of complex SKI projects

as, for example, those involving multiple career ladders that are divided at

the 3- and 5-skill level, but joined at thet 7-skill level; or those which have

shredout sub-specialties within a career ladder; or an AFS, such as the

Frecision Measuring Electronic Equipment (PMi-L) rtepair specialty, which is

highly fragmented in its responsibility for a large array of diverse pieces of

equipment and has very ft w tasks that arie comon tc cv, ryone in the

specialty. Producing valid nutlines in the face of these complexities will be

a major part of our goal during the coi'inýe year. ke still have much to

learn. However, the procedures and potential improvements reported here will

go far in improving our ability to gentratl' valid, operationally acceptable

SKI outlines. The combined, cooperative ft forts of the USAFOMC and AFHRL are

needed to see this proloct througi to succesful completion and operational

implcmentation. its importance, to the promootion and retention of worthy
members of our enl isted force, cannot he ovt,remphasized.
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Automated Specialty Knowledge Test Outline Proiedures:
A Management Perspective

Paul P. Stanley II

Ronald C. Baker
Joseph S. Tartell

USAF Occupational Measurement Center (USAFOMC)

Specialty Knowledge Tests (SKTs) play a key role in US Air Force enlisted promo-
tions. In 1970, partly to facilitate development of these important tests, the
Air Force cnmhined the operational portion of its occupational analysis program
with the organization responsible for SKT development, forming what is now
called the USAF Occupational Measurement Center (USAFOMC). In theory, promotion
tests were, from that point on, to be based on the data being collected to make
personnel utilization and training decisions using the Comprehensive Occupation-
al Data Analysis Programs (CODAP).

That, however, is not what happened. Instead of the desired synergistic effect
of colocating these two programs so that each might foster improvements in the
other, the organizations continued to work independently of, and sometimes
antagonistically toward, one another. To the psychologists and subject-matter
experts (SMEs) who developed SKTs, CODAP-based occupational analysis products
were not practical for use. The information typically consisted of hundreds of

pages of task data tables, intimidating in complexity and discouraging in vol-
ume. The Air Force's CODAP approach to job analysis was viewed by many test
developers as new and unproven, and not necessarily an improvement to the al-
ready quite successful test development procedures which had evolved in the
1950s and 1960s. In short, to managers on the test development side of the
house in USAFOMC's predecessor organization, CODAP-based occupational analysis
was viewed as the solution to a problem which did not exist. Thus, valuable
information which cculd enhance validity was not being adequately used.

Importance of SKTs

SKTs are 100-question multiple-choice written tests. They are written at
USAFOMC by teams of senior NCOs from the field, who provide the subject-matter
expertise, and USAFOMC test development psychologists, who provide the test-
writing expertise. SKTs are revised annually, to protect against compromise and
the effects of procedural and technological change. The tests undergo a "major"
revision one year, with less extensive "minor" revisions on alternate years.
Major revision teams develop a test content outline before writing questions.
Minor revision teams generally revalidate and use the previous major team's
outline.

SKTs are critical to the success of the Air Force's Weighted Airman Promotion
System (WAPS). Under WAPS, airmen compete for promotion to the ranks of staff
sergeant (E-5) through master sergeant (E-7) with other airmen in the same Air
Force specialty (AFS) on the basis of a single score. This single WAPS score is
the sum of six component measures, with the SKT accounting for up to 22% of the
total. Because most of the other factors do little to disperse promotion com-
petitors, SKTs are often the deciding factor in determining who gets Promoted.

Conventional Test Outline Development

The te..i ,nnt-nt oLtlJne is developed during the first week of a project, after
team memhn.. revinw the old tests and become familiar with the control docu-

, , in par+i-uilor tile spec dijy j#'.1111i1, s!t l,~ddrl (CT•" T11 4 1 . '-

official training document which lists the major duties and responsibilities of
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members in an AFS, and which is available to all ma,,agers and members in that
specialty. The essence of the outlining process is to divide specialty knowl-

edge into four to seven categories which are all-inclusive but mutually exclu-

sive. The SMEs negotiate among themselves the relative weights for the areas

they've identified, and then add subcategories so that each outline area con-
sists of a manageable number of test questions--seven questions is the upper

limit imposed at USAFOMC. Occupational analysis data are used to the degree
felt appropriate by members of the test development team. [eam members are
encouraged to use them, but requirements for data use are loosely stated and

commonly circumvented by team members who are uncomfortable with the data. This

may be viewed as a shortcoming, but the intent is to ensure that those in the
field know that USAFOMC tests are developed "by airmen for airmen," and it is
the SMEs, in the end, who must stand behind the weights assigned.

Need for Job Analysis

Because SKTs are so visibly important, a great deal of attention has been paid
to maximizing their validity by Ancorporating the guidance of leaders in the

field of test development. This has been especially true since 1978, when the
Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures were issued. It is a
USAFOMC goal to comply with the Guidelines, though the Air Force is exempt from

them for military personnel decisions. The Guidelines have been criticized for
how difficult it is to comply with their documentation requirements, but they

represent a coordinated point of view of leaders in the professional testing
community. Another authoritative source of guidance concerning validation
strategies is the Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests (1984),

produced jointly by the American Psychological Association, the American Educa-

tional Research Association, and the National Council on Measurement in Educa-
tion. A third source of guidance incorporated in USAFOMC procedures is the

Principles for the Validation and Use of Personnel Selection Procedures issued
by the APA's Division of Industrial-Organizational Psychology (1980).

The common thread running through the Guidelines, the Standards, and the
Principles, as well as through the different types of validity strategies
covered in each, is the requirement that test content be clearly based on a

thorough job analysis. Such an analysis becomes the basic source document

supporting the appropriateness of test content. In the eyes of many, such
analyses already existed which could be readily applied to the SKT outline
development process: the CODAP-based occupational analyses of USAFOMC's Occu-

pational Analysis Division. These task-based studies appear to meet most of
the job analysis requirements recommended in the Guidelines and the Standards.

Despite their ready availability for many SKTs, the CODAP-based studies were
not used to the extent that they could have been. One point of view was that

content validity had already been established, and that the procedures and
control documents used ensure that validity is built into the tests from the
outset. Over the years, however, management thinking has evolved to the view-

point that important information existed which was not being used. The less

the data were used, the more individual test developers relied solely on their
own experience, to the exclusion of using data describing the job experiences

of the hundreds or thousands of incumbents who respond to occupational surveys.
The ineffective or insufficient use of occupational analysis data is now viewed

as a problem.

Early Efforts to Foster Use of CODAP Data

Numerous steps were taken over the years to make CODAP data more acceptable to

test developers, ir,.2.,ng several attempts to tailor existing reports. "SKT
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extracts" of CODAP data were designed which focused more specifically on the

information which would be most useful to test developers. New scales were
added by which to compare the relative importance of tasks. Tables were sim-
plified as much as possible. Test developers were given specialized training
in how to use the data, with emphasis on cutting through to essentials for the
benefit of the SMEs. Still, th.•re was reluctance to use the data.

Problems With the Available CODAP Data

CODAP data really were hard to work with, especially since the primary users
were senior NCOs from the field with no experiqnce in applying the results of

occupational analysis. In a survey of USAFOMC test psychologists, Williams
(1988) identified the following perceptions concerning the CODAP SKT extracts
required to be used in test development:

1) They were tc: vlu!1ir"-us and complex: too many tasks, too many
tables, too many scales.
2) They were too old: anything over 3 years of age was automati-

cally considered "obsolete" by SMEs.
3) They contained too much information not relevant to testing:

obviously oriented toward training and classification issues, or
concerned with tasks which were not appropriate SKT content.

These types of perceptions had earlier led researchers to investigate the

benefit which might be gained by automating the use of CODAP data. That is,
since it was exceedingly difficult for the typical SMEs to make sense of the

data because they viewed so much of it as extraneous, perhaps a computer might
be programmed to do what a group of SMEs who had been well-trained and dili-

gent in their approach would have done themselves.

Automated Test Outline (ATO) Research

As reported at the 28th Annual Conference of the Military Testing Association
(Longmire, Phalen, and Weissmuller, 1986), research during the years 1975-1978
was directed ioward maximizing the use of occupational analysis data in the
test development process. Vaughan (1976) showed the feasibility of an auto-
mated approach to outline development. He derived regression equations from

occupational analysis data and SME ratings of testing importance which reli-
ably predicted the numbers of test items assigned to test outline areas by
teams using conventional techniques. In the two Air Force specialties (AFSs)

he studied, he used various combinations of variables to predict outline area
weights produced by previous teams, finding the best single predictor to be
the SMEs' ratings of the "importance" of the outline area. In subsequent

studies, however, predictions did not fare as well, and it was observed that
different equations might be necessary for different AFSs and even for differ-
ent grades within an AFS.

Coincident to Vaughan's work was the research of Phalen (1978), who showed
that SMEs' perceptions of task importance for testing can be captured, and an

algorithm developed to describe the process. One of the most important as-
pects of his research was to show that the data could be made more manageable
by eliminating nonrelevant information. Usinq SME ratinqs of task "usability"

in SKT content, he developed "filters," which he then used to screen out

nonrelevant tasks. He found that over half of the tasks in the original

inventory coul(d he eliminated. On the remaining tasks, lie used four pr-edirtor
V.im 1,111|f. l (1)4 .1A lt ,ne Iii ,, Iw I fof 111111 (j , (i if 1 I. iii Iv (it I1'u 4e.
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vallues for ta-ks. SMfs ranked the relative importance of each of these task
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factors to testing importance. The result was a composite of task factors

used to define testing importance for each task, which could then be used with

(kiltt itit,,•-i data for (nn.;trL t ing and weiqht iiic an S;KI oultl I ..

Bills (19/8) applied t'haleri's methodology to four AfSs to show that thie auto
mated approach could be used in the operational setting. Using conventionally
developed out I ine% as a criterion roference, BI il% r-,nn . com),irat lye stully

which showed that the test content weightings prescribed by computer-derived
outlines were not significantly different from those assigned by SMEs using
conventional procedures. The Bills computer-derived outline was based on the
SIS. Ep.z;h team was provided the most current STS and a printout in which
tasks had been mapped into the subject areas of the STS. The SMEs found this
format for their computer-derived outlines acceptable, and six of the eight
reported that they preferred the new procedure.

Although the research of Vaughan, Phalen, and Bills produced promising re-
sults, only limited application followed, primarily because of the tangential
problems involved. Most of the work was being done by psychologists whose
primary job was operational SKT development. In addition, there was a problem
with deviating from normal procedures for SKT development: SKTs are all
operational promotion tests; it was feared that the influence of experimental
procedures upon SME judgement would be perceived as being contrary to the
aforementioned policy of "tests written by airmen for airmen." Automation of
the outline process was considered, at best, to be an enhancement of an al-
ready well-accepted way of doing business, and was thus not readily accepted.

In 1984, at the request of USAFOMC, the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
initiated a contract for additional research. A primary goal was to create
synthetically a task-level "testing importance" value primarily from off-the-
shelf task factor data. It was felt that this procedure would have the bene-
ficial effects of both demonstrating the job-relatedness of test items and
avoiding the cost of USAFOMC routinely collecting an additional task factor.
Research was proposed to collect direct ratings of testing importance and
determine, first, if they were reliable, and, second, if the results obtained
directly could be approximated by manipulating data already available. This
was the basis of the present ATO research project, though the thrust has
changed considerably.

ATO Development Procedures

With the procedures used in the present research, most of the groundwork is
laid before the team of SMEs arrives at USAFOMC for the test development
project. The first step is the generation of a Testing Importance (TI) survey
from the original occupational inventory: the occupational inventory is
screened using an empirically based algorithm which deletes material which is
not relevant to xest development. Typically, the screening process trims an
inventory down from over 1,000 tasks to 150-200. This helps to eliminate the
spurious influence of data on tasks which will not be covered on the test.

The condensed inventory is sent to a sample of 5U-/U senior NCOs with instruc-
tions to rate each task's relative importance for promotion testing. The
returned surveys are computer-analyzed, and each task given an importance
rating (A, B, C, or D). This information is translated into ra:

number of questions to Le written for each "duty area" into which related

tasks have been grouped. This constitutes the test content outline if the
team agrees. The team has the final say in test content, but must provide
written justificdtion for deviations from suggested weights.
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ATO Advantages from the Management Perspective

The ATO approach to outline development successfully addresses the three

biggest problems found with using CODAP-based occupational data:

1) The volume of the data reviewed is now manageable.

2) The TI survey provides an update of old data.

3) Nonrelevant information has been screened out.

From the standpoint of validity, the ATO approach provides direct documentation

of the link between test questions and the specific tasks whic' ha-e been deter-

mined to be most important for promotion selection. Even the most experienced

team of SMEs can benefit from the collective judgments of the hundreds or thou-

sands of job incumbents involved in a typical occupational analysis. From the

standpoint of utility, its primary advantage is that it screens out the extrane-

ous information that has made traditional extracts of occupational analysis data

so unpopular among SMEs and test psychologists.

Ironically, one of the main goals of the research was attained but will be

ignored. It was found that outline weightings could be generated from existing

data, so that the expense of an additional task factor survey, for testing

importance, could be avoided. However, it was also found that working with data
collected only several months before ATO generation boosts the confidence of the

SMEs in the data, even when the original study is several years old For this

reason, the Testing Importance survey will be included when ATO procedures are
implemented. Since the new procedures will also include having the SMEs review

and update the occupational inventory itself, USAFOMC's Occupational Analysis

Division will benefit from the process as well.

Problems with the ATO

Phalen had earlier identified as a weakness the fact that CODAP task data do not

specify the kind or degree of knowledge required for successful performance.

This problem remains. Since any important job-related task may be based on a

large number of important component knowledges, the SMEs have a great deal of

leeway in writing about what appears to be a fairly narrowly defined topic, the

task. However, that same "drawback" already holds true for subject-matter-based

conventional test outlines. The idea with an ATO is that one can at least track

back on any question and find a task-based reason (documented) for its exis-

tence. The burden is on the SMEs to ensure job-relatedness. This is an accept-

ed practice: thn courts in labor law give great deference to the judgment of

subject-matter experts and supervisors as to what is important in a job. At the

same time, it is the job of the test development professional involved in a

project to continually remind the SMEs of this responsibility.

Another, and unexpected, problem was that an important part of the group dynam-

ics process was removed and not replaced with the ATO procedures. The test

outline development process was one during which the SMEs and test development

personnel got to know one another and, in the negotiating process, develop a

feeling of ownership of the outline and, thus, the test itself.

I ,ih o o,. A 111 W ,"..,...,t, ,It

It was originally felt that automating test outline development would be fairly

simple and straightforward, but that has not been the case. Subtle but nagging

problems have hindered adoption of operational ATO procedures. As many and

varied as the problems are, however, the basic premise remains the same: thp

concept of using automation to 1MlVc')se til iCLteptabiiity oi tLu),ow oa ta to test
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developers will increase the validity of the tests. For this reason, USAFOMC

management is committed to continuing the project. Future research will be
dedicated not to determining whether to implement ATO procedures, but, rather,
how best to do so.

One of the concerns with the AIO ipproach, the group dynamics problem, may be

addressed by redefining procedures 5o that the SMEs can work interactively with

the data on a microcomputir, rather than be (d•lIvered I mainrframe Uener'ated

dral ft ou0 11114, II advalI ,,. Jh11 ,1ppr .1,11 w.i. ()I 1l4111.1 J yv I t)pI)0'.dI LIv (Ifi, (o11|11.1,

tor, but was turned down at that time by USAFOMC management because of a problem
funding the microcomputers. In addition, it was felt that the basic ATO proce-
dures would yield a product which was acceptable to a team of SMEs, as long as
they had ultimate override autho-ity in determining test content. This turned
out not to be the case, as even teams whose members were in basic agreement with
the task importance data wanted to reorganize the data into categories of their
own making. For this reason, microcomputers will be a main feature of future
research on this topic. We are confident that full-scale implementation of new
procedures will occur in little more than a year.
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Automated Specialty Knowledge Test Outline Procedures.
A Development Team Perspective

John E. Williams, ILt, USAF
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USAF Occupational Measurement Center (USAFOMC)

Development of valid test content outlines is critical to the success of the

Specialty Knowledge Tests (SKTs) developed at USAFOMC. The Air Force Human

Resources Laboratory has developed a method to generate test outlines directly
from occupational analysis data. This paper compares the new method for out-

line development with the coventional method currently in use at USAFOMC by
examining the attitudes of test psychologists who have used both approaches.

Conventional Test Outline (CTO) Development

Every promotinn test developed at USAFOMC is developed from an outline that
determines test content and format. Subject-matter experts (SMEs) assigned TDY
to USAFOMC normally construct the CTO early in the project, before writing any
questions. SMEs use three primary documents ir CTO development. The first and
most important control document is the specialty training standard (STS). The
STS is a comprehensive listing of important duties and tasks agreed to by
career field managers. The second control document is the specialty descrip-
tion in Air Force Regulation 39-1, Airman Classification. This document de-
scribes all duties, responsibilities, and requirements in a given career field.
The STZ and specialty description define specific content to be covered by a
given promotion test. The third document used is the SKT extract prepared by
the USAFOMC Occupational Analysis Division using the Comprehensive Occupational
Data Analysis Programs (CODAP). This document is comprised of tabies showing
the percent time spent, percent members performing, and training emphasis
ratings associated with tasks performed in an Air Force career field. In CTO
development, the SKT extract is used by SMEs to enhance their perceptions of
their career field.

The first step in CTO development is for SMEs to combine STS paragraphs into
discrete knowledge areas. After developing the initial knowledge areas, the
SMEs then assign item weights to the areas. The weights they assign are based
on their evaluation of each area's importance. After the initial weighting,
all areas weighted with more than seven items are broken down into smaller,
more specific knowledge areas. CTO development involves intense group interac-

tion among the SMEs and the test construction psychologist (TP) and normally
takes from 1 to 2 days. During CTO development, SMEs have a large degree of
flexibility in determ~ning the CGO format and almost complete autor~omy in
assigning weights. However, a CTO significantly restricts the Jegree of flexi-
bility in item writing. Items must test the specific 'nowledge represented hy

each knowledge area, and both the TP and the SMEs are charged with enst..-ing
that this requirement is met.

Automated Test Outline (ATO) Development

An ATO begins as a CODAP occupational analysis based on up to 2,000 tacks. The

ATO contractor screens the original job inventory and obtainis field ratitqs of

testing importance on the remaining tasks, The A1O prepared for the t>,in i,.

comprised of 150 to 200 tasks rated either A, B, C, or D, listed under the
"duty areas" used by the occupational survey developer to group similar tasks.

~~~~~~~~~~~~ Slln iii lllllllll m I



Test developers have minimal involvement in ATO development. The SMEs selected
+o write the tests participate in the field survey only if they happen to have

been in the sample that received the questionnaire from the ATO contractor.
After receiving a completed ATO, the test development team must justify any
modifications. When an ATO is used in test development, items are referenced
to specific ATO tasks. Each item must sample important knowledge needed to
5be'i Iorrri th 'e -we ~ l tIi .I ,I~~ i However, the S;MI s are (Ile "(ithr,1r it t= on~.

whtthl.,r .111 lpar-til.til item tes-s knot)w lePdg• lef<df(I to do c pa t itular lask.
TPs are not technical experts in the SMEs' career field and must rely, upon SMEs
to determine how items relate to tasks. This gives SMEs almost total autonomy
in determining the content of items developed from ATO tasks.

Method

Subjects
All 10 USAFOMC TPs who had conducted at least one test development project
using the current ATO procedures were surveyed. Though this is a small popula-
tion, it constitutes over half of the test construction psychologists at
USAFOMC. All members participated in the study.

Iastruments
A survey was developed by reviewing comments on 36 ATO contractor surveys and
17 end-of-project reports submitted by TPs. The survey included 28 statements
with a Likert scale for each statement (See Table 1). Space for comments was
also provided.

Results
The responses were analyzed with several weighting and averaging nethods.
However, the clearest method of data presentation was unweighted frequency
counts. Therefore, the responses to the survey are shown in Table 1 with this
method of presentation. The statements in the table -re grouped into seven
categories: Task Breadth, Task Differentiation, Task Specificity, Testing
Importance Ratings, Group Dynamics, Outline Discreteness, and Overall Consider-
ation-.

Discussion

Task Breadth. This refers to coverage of the most important tasks, the criti-
cal tasks. Fifty percent of the TPs thought that their ATOs covered ite most
important tasks in a given career field, and only one TP thought that they did
not not cover thesa taskq. In the latter case, the test development team was
released from the requirement to use the ATO and subsequentlN developed a CTO

for the project.

The next 3ssue in the category of Task Breadth concerns the number of tasks
included on ATOs. Only one TP thought that the ATOs contained too many tasks,
and none thought that ATOs contained too few tasl,s. Therefore, it appears that
thu tiumbti of taisk; in ATOs is st-Iisfactory.

The final issues in the categery of Task Breadth are more dlre-ctly related to
validity and, therefore, of ireater importance. Fifty percent of the IPs
thought that the ATOs did not provide complete career-field coverage. These
oT)IrIlorl' may be lilterpreted in either of two ways, one positive and one nega-
tive. On the positive side, the ATOs in question may have lacked complete
career-field coverage because unimportant areas were screened from AlOs. On
the ne(ldtiv, side, the ATOs really could have been oissing important areas,
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Table 1. Survey Results

Strongly Neither Agree Strongl I

Disagree Disagree nor Disagree Agree Iree

TASK BREADTH

ATOs include the most important tasks in a given career field 0 1 4 5 0

ATOs include an appropriate number of tasks for optimal test development 1 0 4 5 0

ATOs include too many tasks for optimal test development 0 6 3 1 0

ATOs include too few tasks for optimal test development 1 6 3 0 0

ATOs provide complete career field coverage 0 5 1 4 0

ATOs include many tasks that are not important in a given career field 0 4 0 a 2

TASK DIFFERENTIATION

ATO task statements adequately differentiate between E-5 and E-6/7 levels 1 3 3 3 0

TASK SPECIFICITY

ATO tasks are at an appropriate level of specificity for optimal test development. 2 2 2 4 0

ATO tasks are too general for Optimal test development . 3 3 4 0 0

ATO tasks are too specific for optimal test development 0 2 4 1 3

ATOs are consistent in the degree of specificity throughout duty areas 0 4 3 3 0

TESTING IMPORTANCE RATINGS

The A. 8, C, D method of classifying tasks correctly differentiates tasks of

different levels of importance ..... 0 2 2 5 1

ATO task statement ratings (A , C, D) adequately differentiate between
E-S and E-6/7 levels . .. 0 2 4 4 0

GROUP DYNAMICS

Use of ATOs results in more favorable group dynamics with the SMEs than CTOs... 3 4 3 0 0

Use of ATOs results in ess favorable group dynamics with the SMEs than CTOs. 0 0 3 4 3

ATOs and CTOs result in equally favorable group dynamics with the SMEs 2 4 3 1 0

SMEs are more committed to ATOs than to CTOs 4 4 2 0 0

OUTLINE D!SCRETENESS

The ATO's grouping of tasks into duty areas is meaningful for test development I 1 0 7 1
The ATO's grouping of tasks into duty areas is optimai for test development 2 3 2 2 1

ATOs as received from the contractor are not as discrete as (TOs 0 2 2 4 2

After ATOs are modified by the team they are not as discrete as CTOs 0 2 4 2 2

ATOs allow SMEs more flexibility in item writing thai CTOs 0 1 3 5 1

Task organization in ATOs makes identif cation of overlaps easier than in CTOs 2 0 7 1 0

Use of an ATO results in fewer indavertent overlaps than use of a CTO 1 2 5 2 0

Production of an inadvertent overlaps is a serious problem when using ATOs 0 5 3 1

OVERALL CONSIDERATIONS

Use of an ATO results in overall prolect time savings 1 5 3 0

Tests developed with ATOs are more lob related than tests oeveloped with CTOs 1 3 4 2 0

Overall, ATOs are better than CTOs 2 2 4 2 0
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screening algorithm eliminated important tasks.

A related issue is that 60% of the TPs thought that the ATOs included many
tasks that were not important in a given career field. It may be that TPs were
considering the D-tasks as unimportant. If this were the case, an easy solu-
tion would be to simply remove the D-tasks from ATOs. However, eliminating

D-tasks without replacing them may solve one problem and create another, having
too few tasks. A betf-' ;X.ý.ion may be to focus efforts on improving the task
screening algorithm and the currency of occupational surveys. This could
result in more important tasks being selected to replaze D-tasks.

Task Differentiation. Two promotion tests are normally developed during a
project, one for promotion to staff sergeant (E-5), and the other for promotion
to both technical sergeant (E-6) and master sergeant (E-7). In many career
fields, the tasks change with advancement in sen'ority and responsibility. One
issue is the extent to which ATOs distinguish between what is important at the
different grade levels. Only 30% of the TPs reported that ATO task statements
differentiated adequately between the grade levels. It is possible that inade-
quate differentiation between grade levels may not be a problem in and of
itself. When these opinions are considered together with TP opinions about
career-field coverage, this may be interpreted as a symptom of a more basic
problem with the quality or coverage of the tasks.

Task Specificity. None of the TPs thought that the ATO task statements were
too general, and 5O% thought they were too specific. A task t+aat is written in
a specific manner may take very exacting and limited knowledge to perform.
Likewise, a task that is written in a general manner lends itself to more open
interpretation and often requires a greater breadth of knowledge. A related
concern was the consistency in the degree of specificity throughout duty areas.
Only 30% of the TPs thought that the ATOs were consistent in the degree of
specificity throughout duty areas. If an ATO lacks consistency in task speci-
ficity, the meaning of the weights assigned to duty areas becomes questionable.

Testing Importance Ratings. These are ratings of task testing importance
derived from the group of senior NCOs in the field who complete and return
questionnaires to the ATO contractor. Sixty percent of the TPs thought that
testing irportance ratings correctly differentiated tasks of different levels
of importance. Therefore, it appears that the testing importance ratings were
adequate to different'ate tasks of different levels of importance. A related
concern was the ability of the testing importance ratings to distinguish be-
tween the testing importance of the same tasks at different grade levels. The
statement that ATO taýk ,atings adequitely differentiate between the E-5 and
E-6/1 grade levels was agreed to by g0% of the TPs, while 20% disagreed. Given
the low number of TPs that disagreed with this statement, it appears that lack
of t3sk rating differentiaiion between grade levels is generally not a problem
with AVOs.

GroupDyjrni•a r. in th- s area the results are unequivocal. Seventy percent of
the TP' thnkqhi that use of the ATO resulted in less favorable group dynamics
than uie of a CIO. The opposite response pattern was seen to the inverse of
the -,tatement In a similar vein, 80.. of the IF's disagreed that SMEs were more

commritted to A[Os than to CTOs, and none agreed with the statement. These
rest,|r.',,- , -,uqcrist that group dynam~ics a-nd SML commitr'ýot can suffer with the

use of A DT» [uring CIO development, team members rnot on•ly brainstorm but also
get t(' rl *wnj o h othor", fii., is; arn intono group irter-,): ion 60hich is missing
when the AUO is used 't, toe;l development. Another factor that may affect group



dynamics is the limited ability of TPs to determine how items cover ATO tasks.
With an ATO, TPs must ensure each item covers the task referenced. The TPs
have limited ability to do this because they do not normally have expertise in
performance of the tasks. This tends to make TPs much more dependent on the
SMEs. All of these factors may account for the perceived loss of group inter-
action and SME commitment.

Outline Discreteness. Outline areas are discrete if they do not overlap (i.e.,
do not allow items to be listed under more than one outline area). While 60%

of the TPs found unmodified ATOs to be less discrete than CTOs, only 40% of the
TPs found them to still be less discrete after modification. As mentioned
above, ATO tasks are grouped by occupational survey duty areas. While only 30%
of the TPs found this grouping to be optimal for test development, 80% did find
it to be meaningful. These results suggest tnat there is room for improvement
in the discreteness of the areas used to organize ATO tasks. The less discrete
an outline is, the more flexibility test developers have in writing items.
Sixty percent of the TPs saw ATOs as ailowing SMEs more flexibility than CTOs
in item writing. One positive result of having flexibility may be production
of fewer poor-quality items. Poor quality items may be produced if an outline
requires SMEs to write a given number of items from limited reference material.
Test development regulations limit reference material used by SMts to those
references readily available to every member of a given career field. If an
ATO is flexible, SMEs may choose to write items that are more easily written
from their references. The trade-off is that better quality items, from areas
well covered in reference material, may be written at the expense of necessary
items from important areas that have limited or difficult reference material.
However, the value of having better items at the expense of documented and
representative career field coverage is questionable. The content validity of
promotion tests rests largely upon having representative career-field coverage.
Several TPs added comments on their surveys expressing concern that the SMEs
using ATOs would tend to write questions which were easier to write. Given TP
opinions about ATO discreteness and flexibility, it appears that ATOs may make
it harder for TPs to ensure representative coverage of knowledge areas.

Another result of an outline lacking discreteness is the possible production of
overlap or duplicate items when writing different sections of a test. Twenty
percent of the TPs found this to be a serious problem with ATOs.

Overall Considerations. These are factors which affect the overall utility of
ATOs. The first statement listed under Overall Considerations concerns time
savings. It was expected that SMEs would spend little time with ATO develop-
ment, since the ATO is essentially complete when received by the test develop-
ment team. However, only 30% of the TPs agreed that use of an ATO resulted in
overall project 4-'"-e savings. Thi-z may be due to ATOs still being in the
developmental phase and the occasional need for modifications before use, as
well as the fact that this is the first time items have been referenced to

tasks.

The next factor is possibly the most important discussed to this point, the
job-relatedness of tests developed with ATOs. If most TPs agreed that ATOs
improved the job relatedness of promotion tests, this would be an argument that
ATOs are an improvement over CTOs. However, only 20% of the TPs thought that
the tests developed with ATOs were more job-related than tests developed with

CTOs. In any event, a critical facet of content validity is documentation of a
clear, direct link between test content and task performance. At first glance,

ATOs appcar to establish this link between test content and task performance.
However, the link is not so clear, as illustrated in the following chart:

M 1,



AiO lask !,ome RelAted Knowledge Areas

Repair Bl-B radios Bl-B Radio characteristics
Electromagnetic principles
Security considerations
Soldering

The task as it appears on the ATO is specific. However, items written for this

specific task may be based on different types of knowledge related to task

performance, since the knowledge to be tested is not specified. Therefore,

SMEs may write about any related knowledge as long as they believe a link
exists. This approach is the opposite of that taken with a CTO. In a CTO, the
knowledge is specified, and the task is unspecified. In both cases, the same
weakness exists. That weakness is the lack of a direct link between specific
tasks and specific types of knowledges tested. As far as the content validity

of the resulting test is concerned, it may be that neither outline is prefera-
ble.

The last statement rated was: "Overall, ATOs are better than CTOs." Only 20%

of the TPs agreed, while 4O% disagreed. These opinions may not be an especial-
ly negative reflection on ATOs. TPs may believe they are doing a such a good
job with CTOs that ATOs will have to be outstanding to be an improvement.
However, the opinions do suggest that ATOs in their current stage of develop-

ment are not fully accepted by TPs.

It should be noted that the ATOs being considered by the TPs, though similar in
format and structure, were unique to the specialties of the SKTs being devel-
oped. The results are not as "clean" as they would be if each TP had used the

same ATO. For this reason, one must be cautious in interpreting the results.
However, this does not detract from the fact that, in some categories, there
was strong agreement, agreement which provides strong evidence of real differ-

ences of a general nature between ATOs and CTOs.

Recommendations

Most ATO problems appear to be related to outline discreteness, group dynamics,
and the quality and coverage of ATO tasks. It may be possible to overcome the

first two problems by using more of the SMEs' expertise in ATO development. We
recommend using the SMEs to first develop a shell outline of discrete knowledge
areas and then to group ATO tasks into these areas. This outline would look
like a CTO with the exception that important ATO tasks would be grouped under
discrete knowledge areas. This may have several positive effects. First,
increased involvement by the SMEs in outline development should enhance their
commitment to the outline and may enhance group dynamics. Second, the use of
discrete knowledge areas would enable both the SMEs and the TP to more easily
ensure representative knowledge area coverage. Again, this may have a positive
effect on group dynamics by reducing TP dependence on the SMEs. Perhaps most
importantly, documented content validity would be established by the direct

link between task performance and the specific knowledge areas tested. Final-
ly, to improve the quality and coverage of ATO tasks, we recommend that future
research be directed at maintaining task currency and fine-tuning the ATO task

screening algorithms.
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The Future of Item Analysis

Howard Wainer I
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Princeton, N.J. 08541

Abstract

This paper reviews the role of the item in test construction and suggests some new methods of item analysis. A look at dynamic.

graphical item analysis is provided that utilizes the advantages of modern high speed, highly interactive computing. Several illustrations

are provided.

1. Introduction

The individual item has always been the basic building block of a test. As such, a variety of diagnostic tools have been devised

to assure that each of these blocks was sound. These tools, taken as a whole, are known as item analysis. Historically, the fixed format

of tests was a mortar that held the various items firmly together. The predetermined attachment that every item had with its neighbors

provided additional strength. If a particular item was weak its adjacent items lent strength that kept the entire edifice of the test from

collapsing. An item that was ambiguous when presented individually became less so when it was presented in a particular context. An

item that was more seriously flawed had the small recompense of being fair, in the sense that all examinees received the same item in the

same context. This uniformity of presentation often allowed subsequent investigation to easily spot the problem, and thus the item and

its influence on total scores could then be excised.

Traditional test theory (Gulliksen, 1950) recognizes this molecular role of the item, but emphasizes consideration of the test as
a cohesive entity. Thus we might, in modern parlance, rename traditional test theory Test Response Theory (TRT'). The second stage in

the development of test theory focussed more closely on the item as the fungible unit of test construction. While Lord and Novick (1968)

placed TRT into a statistical framework, their inclusion of Rirnbaum's work on Item Response Theory (IRT) clearly established this way

of thinking of test construction as the wave of the future. Ofcourse IRT did not begin in 1968. Lord's 1952 monograph, A Theory of Test

Scores, codifying the previous nine years of Lord's work, contained many of the crucial ideas of IRT. l.oevingcr's (1947) notion ofan

exam testing a single trait or ability provided the epistemological basis for the most fundamental tenet of the emerging IRT. In 1959

Lazarsfeld furthered the use of latent dimensions with his work on latent structures, and a year later Rasch (1960) published a formal test
theory, based on a latent variable, in which the the primary focus was the behavior of the item.

The increasing theoretical weight being borne by the item implied a parallel increase in the importance of items maintaining

a uniform high quality. Item analysis grew both in importance and in sophistication. Replacing the useful, but often ad hoc, menasures of

an item's performance (i.e. functions (if the proportion of examinees who got the item correct 13P ), the biserial correlation between
performance on the item and total score ( r,,, ,and similar statistics for each of the offered options), were a plethora of analogous measures

that related the item to the theoretical construct underlying tle test (i.e. tile item's characteristic curve and its parameters). Test reliability

is currently being supplemented by item and test information functions, which may eventually supplant it. The importance of tie
plausibility of the strong test mo,,t to the accuracy of tile inferences made from the scores meant that item analysis now required fit
statistics for the model itself.

Emerging awareness of the diverse ethnicity of the test-taking population, and its consequences, added a new load of

responsibility onto the item. In addition to the other statistical hurdles that the item ot ust pass, it must also demonstrate thiat it does nit
perform differently in a variety of different populations. A ntmber of procedures (IHoltand and Thayer, 1988; Thissen, Steinbc:g and

Wainer, 1988) have been developed to test differential item functioning (dif), yielding still more inforniation that must be obtained and

carried in the item analysis.

If current trends continue, in tile futitre we will he leaving behind the fixed format test in lis-ir of c ioput,.r adnim Ti,,1erI e\ai is

that are custlon made lor tile examinee. In such tailored (or adaptlive) tests the item analysIs will have to in! onil us of the illgiohiliiv (i
the item. It will have to tell us how dependent the various statistics, which characieri/e the item's perhorm,titcc, are (t1 (1 Nll,'1 tic coittext

in which the item is presented. A forther discussion of these interesting issues is hey0i d the scope of ltis acc mitt, bht tie ineLt'rSed reader
is referred to Wainer et at (in press) for a fuller dtisctussion.
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I have recited this litany of responsibilities for the modem item to make explicit the point that item analysis is becoming an

increasingly complex enterprise. It must carry the answers to a broad array of questions. Sometimes, the questions we want to ask depend
a- wen, tU previous quer7 ". Aiso we will often find that the answers of the future will need to be phrased as functions or vectors

rather than the scalars of the past. Thus I expect that future item analysis will surely have two characteristics; it will be graphical in

presentation and dynamic in character. The rest of this paper will devote itself to speculations and suggestions as to what such a future

item analysis system might (or even ought to) look like.

2. Dynamic Item Analysis

It seems cler that, depending upon circumstances, what a test developer wants to see on an item analysis card will vary. It is

equally clear that even a small proportion of what one would -,,ant to look at will not be easily visible on ordinary size pieces of paper

(or an ordinary size computer screen). This is not a new insight. A contemporary test developer has an item card which has the item printed
on it. On the back the key is recorded, as is the information on the item analysis strip. Oftentimes there is a paper clip holding one or more

sheets of paper with additional information regarding past usage, applicable content specifications, results of previous sensitivity reviews,
etc.. Tests are constructed by sorting items into piles reflecting shared characteristics, and then picking and choosing from among these

piles to try to satisfy what are often contradictory requirements.

Does this system meld well with the world of modem computing? So far, it hasn't. At least it hasn't with the test developers

I know. They use computerized test construction systems as mechanical horses. The computer can dig into its encoded item pool and

produce a sample of items for the test developer to choose among. The software usually allows the developer to pick and choose and even

has statistical aids like an on-line test information function. Thus if Lhe developer is trying to produce a test that has a prespecified
information structure, various item combinations can be tried out. How is tb;s -ophisticated system used? Most typically, item types are

solicited, and printed out. Then the output is cut up with a scissors and taped on little cards. The item analysis information, which was
printed out as well, is also cut up and then is pasted on the back of those same cards. Any ancillary information that the computer might

have on the item is then printed out, cut up and clipped to the cards for easy reference. These computer-and-scissor generated cards are

then stacked and spread out on a large table. Tho test developer then begins the task of sorting and test construction.

Surely we can do better!

The reason that cybernetic methods for test construction have not met with overwhelming support is that the interface between
program and test developer is often clumsy and unnatural. Our quest for better item analysis methods and presentation runs smack into

these same issues. It seems to me that if the card metaphor is natural and easy for test developers, we ought to follow it in developing its

computerized realization. The item should appear on an electronic card that has a variety of"buttons" oh, it. The user "presses" the button
of interest and immediately the material promised becomes visible. Thus a reader might push the "Option trace line" button to view the

performance of the item's choices in the context of the entire test Another button might yield a look at the traditional statistical display;

-till another could give the key. This is a natural way for a developer to explore an item's characteristics. One such electronic item card
:s shown in exhibit 1. This is taken from an experimental system based on the commercially available computer program HyperCard

(Atkinson, 1987; currently only available with the Apple Macintosh) that I have invented for the purposes of this article. It may have some

additional uses soon.

Inrvert Exhibit I about here (Ilypercard [A)

An explanation of the IHyperCard Iten Analysis System

The main part of the screen is devoted to portraying the item. The arrows beneath the item will move the viewer to the previous

item (pointing left) or the next item (pointing right). The curved arrow returns the viewer to the beginning.

The "Notes" section contains any iTIformation you like: text, graphics or both. In this instance it alerts the viewer to the fact that

this item was flawed, the nature of the flaw, and a graphical notation providing an extra reminder.

The "item statistics" section contains the information indicated, providing for both traditional and IRT interpretations. The

sample siue frmi which t0'- xs statistiis were calculated indicates clearly that these are accurately determined.

The toti small icons at the bottom are electronic "buttons". These are activated by the mouse and each have a different function
(which I c,,inor;ite on shortly). The notion is that each of these provides something special %k hich may (or may not) be of use at any given

tiniie Actilvjtiii.' Ih,_Se hittons brings this additional informniation to [he screen.
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Brings the viewer to the test file box (more about this later). In this box are kept the items which make up the
total item pool, organized by subject area, or anything else a particular test assembler might require

This is the item "key." It contains the keyed correct response as well as the explanation as to why this is so.
M For mathematics items this might include a derivation or proof; for verbal items a detailed discussion of each

option. It also contains information about the ,erm's history; its author, its reviewers, etc..

Activating this outton brings to the screen the item's option trace lines -plots of P(option 10) vs. 0. Or in
traditional terminology, the "option raw score regressions" - plots of P(option I raw score) vs. raw score.

This button Is much like L except that it provides plots conditioned in the other direction (as we

discussed previously). Thus these are P(score I option) vs. score; or in an IRT framework, P(0 I option) vs.
0.

This button provides the user with a test scores by options table, in which the entries are the number of
r- - examinees with a given score who chose each option. Obviously, it is from a table like this (in which scores

can be raw scores, equated scores, or IRT estimates of proficiency) that the figures described above are
constructed. There is a button on this card which shows the fifths table.

Pressing this button writes all of this test information into a single file that can easily be copied onto other
Isorts of electronic media. It can also be used to transfer item information into other programs for further

statistical analyses not included in this package.

This button brings up a screen containing the item's content characteristics that would be used to satisfy the
test specs.

This button is the active test folder. It contains all of the items that are actively being considered for
inclusion in the current test. When pressed it shows a folder with all the items so far selected, along with a
variety of test statistics (total test information, extent to which test specifications have been fulfilled, etc.).

This button indicates the intention to measure the extent of differential item functioning (dif) that this item
possesses. Pressing this button brings up another screen which inquires about the make-up of the groups for
which this item's performance is to be compared.

This is a special purpose button useful for certain kinds of music items ("name that tune" items). When
activated it will play the item. It is included here to illustrate special purpose buttons that can be included to
aid the test construction process. Alternative buttons might just as easily be used to read passages in tests of
aural comprehension or spelling. I expect that a similar button ought to be included to bring to the screen
items (like those testing reading comprehension) that are too large to fit in the allotted space on the item
card. Modem computer screecns (such as the one I am using as I write this paper) can easily legibly contain
two full pages of text. It would be a small matter to allow the test developer to bring up longer items onto
such a screen with a mere flick of the mouse (or other response device).
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Putting the items together

The active test folder described in the previous section is the next step in test construction. It is the place in which the items,

once examined and qualified, are accumulated into a test. Whether this is a test that will be administered "as constructed," or an item pool

to be selected from by some sort of adaptive algorithm, is immaterial at this point. One can imagine that the test folder (one such is pictured

in exhibit 2) is divided by subclassifications of subject matter, and as items are placed in it a variety of "whole test" indicators (i.e. the
amount of test information and the extent to which test specifications have been satisfied) are continuously updated. While this is a

fascinating area of concern, it is sufficiently beyond my charge in this paper that I will leave a fuller description to other accounts.

Insert Exhibit 2 about here (Ilypercard test file)

3. Discussion

So far this article has been reminiscent of Stephen Leacock's young man who ran out of his house, jumped on his horse, and

galloped off in all directions at once. One reason for this appearance has been that item analysis is a tool that must serve many masters;

a second is that many users of this tool are a long way from being masters of it. Some of the components of item analysis are, by their
very nature, statistically complex. Test developers must be, first and foremost, experts in the subject matter of the exam. Formal

psychometric training, if it is there at all, comes later. This is as it must be I'm afraid. I have seen the alternative and it was not pretty.
I know of at least one test (happily, not an ETS product), made up by trained psychometricians, whose statistical characteristics were

impeccable, but whose content was problematic at best; see Wainer and Kiely (1987) for a discussion of some of these problems.

Why graphs?

Thus a usable item analysis must take into account the inevitable fact that some of its users will be taking the numbers merely

as heuristic indicators - rules of thundb that aid in obtaining an acceptable test (I without any deep understanding of the technical

aspects of their underlying meaning. One purpose of this article is to emphasize that graphical heuristics are often easier to understand

and more difficult to misuse because they can carry their own context with them. This easy? Not quite, for graphical summaries are a bit

more difficult to concatenate. The ease of characterizing a te.%t by its average rbl. is lost when one"merely" has a test full of curves. But

is such a single numerical summarization proper? Einstein reminded us that "everything should be as simple as possible, but no simpler."

Modern test theory has taught us that the basic analytic characteristic of an item is a function, not a scalar. Items cannot be statistically

characterized in isolation. To know an item's difficulty we must know who is its audience, what kinds of items are presented with it, what

came before it and a myriad of other details. Thus it is both proper and useful to think of item characterization in functional terms. But

functional analysis is a relatively esoteric subject; few readers of this paper are likely to be familiar with the kinds of p-dimensional

mappings in Hilbert space that are the hallmark of discussions in this domain('). But the representation of functions in a graphical form
allows even the mathematically unsophisticated access to the power achievable with this approach.

Graphical representation can be used more broadly than I have so far sketched. This is only a beginning. One of the great

unsolved problems in test development is how to characterize an item's content more compactly than merely reproducing the item. For
example, we could characterize the item:

3 + 6=?

as: "arithmetic, intcgci, addition." But what about a verbal item? Perhaps a graphical metaphor (a Chernoff face?) could be used to

characterize content? Recent modifications to these reta-iconic displays (Flury and Riedwyl, 1981) allow the compact display of more

than 20 variables. Using such a method might allow the test developer to get a reasonable understanding of the contentofa test with relative

ease. It would also further blur the distinction between content validity and face validity.

Providing plots of an item's content is a tough problem. Tougher still is the problem of measuring the extent of an item's

fungibility. How much does an item's essential character change with context? We could make a plot of an item's difficulty against
variations in context, if we knew how to measure context. A start on this was provided by Dorans and Kingston's (1985) analysis of the

effects of item location. Should we study the robustness of item statistics across contexts, e.g., across permutations of item ordering? I

welcome all stuggestions on this one.

Why Item A nalysis?

Item analysis is just one tool, albeit an important one, in the workshop of the test developer. Hence in this article I have often

strayed from narrow discussions of item analysis to the broader topic of test construction. It is important that we keep in the front of our
'minds that the construction of high quality tests is the ruison d'etre of item analysis. In the development and assessment of new item
analysis techniques we must ask three questions:
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1) What information does the test developer need?

2) How can we best characterize this information?

3) How can it best be communicated?

I believe that the answer to eachof theserequires that we stress graphics and flexibility. A test developer may have many potential
questions about an item in mind as the process of test construction proceeds. Exactly what sorts of information required will vary from
item to item, and frolia situation to situation. Everything must be easily available, but we must not clutter things up with the unnecessary.
We rarely suffer from an information overload; more frequently it is a non-information overload. Thus I have structured the HyperCdrd
item analysis in such a way so as to provide huge amounts of information a mere button push away. Yet the developer need not sift through
them, if they are not required.

Last, the most wonderful and complete item analysis methods will not be used if they are not accessible to lest developers. WVc
must not decry the limitations of psychometric training found among most test developers. Just as they ought not to blame us for not
knowing the intricacies of their areas of expertise. Instead we must recognize those limitations and build computer systems "3 meant for
this class of users. Again, my HyperCard system is a first step toward such a system. This step was aided enormously through my contact
with ETS test developers. I hope the ideas expressed here lead to something that partially pays them back for their help.

4. Summary

Explicitly restated, here are the main strands of my thoughts in this area:

(1) Item statistics conveyed in an item analysis are crucially related to context. As such it is natural to think of these summaries
in functional form. Functions are best represented graphically and so an inescapable conclusion of this syllogism is that graphical
summaries must play an Important role In any future Item analysis.

(2) Item analysis must serve many purposes, but foremost is as a handmaiden to test developers in the building of tests. Thus
any item analysis techniques must meld gracefully with the tasks and practices of test development.

(3) Flexibility is crucial in Item analysis. To effectively display items in some tests we might want to play music, oth•,h
(spelling, foreign language dictation, etc.) could require spoken language, still others need complex drawingz. Aiiy item analysis scheme
must leave room for easy customization, taking advantage of the capability of modcrr, ,omputing. I included only one "off-the-wall"
button in exhibit 6: the music button. But many other special puq,,se buttons are conceivable. The mind set of flexibility is important.

(0.) Ah item analysis/test development system must be easy to use. Even here at ETS, a hotbed of test construction, no one

makes up a test more often than once every six weeks. A lot can be forgotten in six weeks. Any usable system must be sufficiently intuitive
so that an expert in music or English literature can sit down at it and use it after a substantial hiatus. Anything less will provoke angerý')
and so will ultimately fail.
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Footnotes

Th is is a dIra ft of an inv ited art icle that will be appearing in the Journal oj'Educal ional Meavurement, all references, should b,:

made to that source. This work was supported in part by the Educational Testing Service; I am grateful for that as well as for the support
and encouragement of Henry Braun, C. Victor Bunderson, Paul Holland, Charles Lewis, Mari Pearlman, Nanc~y Petersen. David Thisýsen,
Wendy Yen and many members of the ETS test development staff.

Y2ý " -, me particularly litigators, will be using item analysis numbers outof context; selecting the pieces of the analysis that serve
their narrow pdrposes and ignoring other aspects.

() An elocluent discussion of the use of, and need for, functional analysis in social science applications is contained in Jim Rmiv,ivy

(1982) presidential address to the Psychometric Society.

(3 1 refrain fromt utilizing the hackneyed phrase "expert system" here, although that is what we should aimi for. I believe that A e
are still far away' from knowing enough to build such a system in most subject matter areas: meaybe there is at chance in arithmeinec.

S MV colleagueC, Mani Pearlman, added here "and frustration and time loss and inefficiency' and inaccuracy - which are all

considlerably more import ant than anger."
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The Buros Institute of Mental Measurements in the 1990s

Barbara S. Plake, Director
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History and Tradition of the
Buros Institute of Mental Measurements

More than 50 years ago, Oscar Krisen Buros recognized the need for
an organization that would "test the tests" and provide consumers
with current, critical evaluations of test materials. Towards
this end, Oscar Buros published the first volume of test reviews
in 1938. Over the next 50 years, a total of nine Mental
Measurements Yearbooks have been published, containing reviews of
thousands of commercially published tests.

The Buros Institute of Mental Measurements was moved to Lincoln,
Nebraska in 1979 and it exists today as an integral part of the
Department of Educational Psychology of Teachers College of the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. The objectives of the Buros
Institute remain almost identical to those established by Oscar
Buros half a century ago. These objectives include the
publication of descriptive information and candidly critical,
scholarly reviews of tests and test-related products published in
the English-speaking countries of the world as well as advancement
of the applied science of educational and psychological
measurement. As tests become more technically complex, and as the
proliferation of commercially available tests continues, the need
for dissemination of critical evaluative information about the
utility of commercially available tests becomes even more
necessary.

Current Products of the
Buros Institute of Mental Measurements

Mental Measurements Yearbook and Tests in Print Series. The major
undertaking of the Buros Institute is the publication of the
Mental Measurements Yearbook (MMY) and the Tests in Print (TIP)
series. The MMY series contains critical test reviews written by
qualified profe-ssional people representing a variety of
viewpoints. Tests in Print is an indispensable part of the MMY
series as it represents a comprehensive bibliography of all known
commercially available English-language Lests. It serves as an
index to all in-print tests that have been reviewed in previous
MMYs.
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Mental Measurements Yearbook Database. In order to proinote
enhanced communication about new test products, the Buros
Institute contracted in 1983 with Bibliographic Retrieval Service
(BRS) to prepare and support a searchable dattbase of test
reviews. Users of the Mental Measurements Yearbook Database
(MMYD) on BRS will experience two outcomes: (1) early access to
test reviews prior to their inclusion in the MM", and (2) the
ability to combine search algorithms to achieve efficient
information on instrument availability and quality. For example,
individuals accessing MMYD are able to retrieve information such
as test name, test classification (e.g., achievement batteries,
language, neuropsychological, reading, intelligence, vccational,
etc. based on Mental Measurements Yearbook classification
schemes), test author, test publisher, publication dates,
population served, scores indices, administration information,
reliability and validity data, and price. By using the search
environment, questions such as the following could be answered:

* What individually administered speech and hearing
tests are appropriate for six- to eight-year-old
children?

* Has Science Research Associates published any tests

which might be appropriate for the selection of
school personnel?

* Which behavior checklists/inventories have been reviewed in

reviewed in the MMY series?

Therefore, through accessing MMYD on BRS individuals can obtain
not only professional reviews but also can answer important
questions about the availability and appropriateness of various
test instruments.

MMYD contains all reviews prepared by the Buros Institu;te starting
with the Eighth MMY and is updated monthly. Specific qfcernation
regarding access to the MMYD is available from BRS T"nformation
Technologies, 1200 Rt. 7, Latham, NY 12110 (300-458-0903".

Supplement to the Mental Measurements Yearbook Ser'es. Although
the database provides consumers with an exceTient resouvce of
evaluative information about tests, still a larce nu-nbe- of test
users are not able to take advantage o' this ininroved information
source due to their lack of availability to appropriate
technology. Therefore, the Buros Institute adopted a iore
ambitious publication schedule and product line. In 1388, The
Supplement to the Ninth Mental Measurements Yearbook, the fT-rst in
the Supplement series, was published. Volumes "n tne Supp2lement
series will contain printed versions of test reviews prepared
since the publication of the most recent Mental !'easurements
Yearbook.
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New Publication Schedule. Beginning in 1989, a hard-bound MMY
will be published every other year. These volumes will be e----ted
by Jane Close Conoley and Jack J. Kramer. In years in between
publication of a MMY, a soft-bound Supplement will appear.
Consumers with crTiETcal needs for current test reviews who do not
have access to the computer database will find the Supplement a
valuable information source. Other users (for example, those who
have ready access to MMYD) may be able to postpone access to
current test reviews until they appear in the hard-bound vclume
that will appear in the following year. All reviews published in
the Supplement will also be printed in the subsequent MMY, along
with approximately 70% new reviews.

Current Programs of the
Buros Institute of Mental Measurements

Buros-Nebraska Symposium on Measurement and Testing. Each year
the Buros Institute sponsors a symposium dealing with a critical
issue in the measurement and testing fields. A list of previous
symposium topics follows:

1. Social and Technical Issues in Testing

2. The Future of Testing

3. The Influence of Cognitive Psychology on Testing

4. The Computer as Adjunct to the Decision Making Process

5. Assessment of Teaching: Purposes, Practice, and
Implications for the Profession

6. Curriculum-Based Assessment: Examining Old Problems,
Evaluating New Solutions

Subsequent to each symposium, a volume containing manuscript
versions of presented papers and additional solicited chapters is
published through Lawrence Erlbaum and Associates.

Applied Measurement in Education (AME). AME is a scholarly
journal created to provide both a greater understanding of
educational measurement issues and an improved use of measurement
techniques in education. Its intended audience consists of both
researchers and practitioners who are interested in research that
has a likely impact on educational measurement practice.
Sponsored by the Buros Institute, AME is published by Lawrence
Erlbaum and Associates.
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New Projects and Products from the
Buros Instit'ite of Mental Measurements

Reviews of Computer-Based Test Interpretations. As th,, field of
,,i-0. i .n:.inq T in V '-T- , r'i F ,i , T ) -• r - • r_ -I I v l.ilipil I .T'
technology, a new field of test devei opment has emerged which
provides computerized interprctations of psychoetric instruments.
Identified as being substantially different in scope fronm the
commercially available tests reviewed in the Mental Measurementz
Yearbook series, a separately edited volume dedicatcd to
evaluative reviews of computer-based test interpretive instruments
is being prepared. Edited by Collie Conoley, this volume 4s
scheduled to be published in 1991.

Buros Memorial Library. By virtue of reviewing commercially
available English-language tests, the Buros Institute has a
comprehensive collection of test instruments and test-related
products. These tests, along with Oscar Buros' historical
collection of measurement texts and products, is housed on site ac
the Buros Institute of Mental Measurements. Also contaiied in the
library are measurement-related publications and journals. One
goal of the Institute is to increase the scope and accessibility
of the Buros Memorial Library. A featured initiative to seek
collections for the library is forthcoming.

Professional Consultation. Through the Buros Library and
professional consultation, the Institute provides informdtion to
governmental agencies, public schools, and individuals. Although
not in the business of recommending tests, the staff does attempt
to make the resources of the Institute available to those who want
to learn about specific tests and testing practices.

Summary

The purpose of this paper was to provide the Military Testing
Association information about the Burcs Institute of Mental
Measurements. The primary product of the Buros Institute is the
Mental Measurements Yearbook series containing candidly criticai
test reviews written by professionals in the field of education
and psychological measurement. One upcoming dimension is a more
frequent publication schedule for the MMY. The Institute sponsc.,s
an annual symposium dealing with a critical issue in the
measurement and testing fields. Through the Buros Library and
professional consultation the Institute also provides information
to governmental agencies, public schools, and individuals.
Further, in conjunction with Lawrence Erlbaum and Associates, the
Buros Institute sponsors a scholarly journal dedicated to the
application of educational and psychological measurement research
to the educational process, A pplied Measurement in. Education. The
Mental Measurements Yearbook Database, offered tT roug LS
Information Technologies, provides searchable access to completec
reviews even before they are published in the Yearbook.



Changes in the Institute are aimed at broadening the scope of the
measurement activities and at improving the current service to the
measurement community. The Buros Institute is expanding its
ieasurement-related activities in ways that aid in the better use
of tests and testing practices. By providing professional
assistance, expertise, and information to consumers of
commercially published tests, the Institute hopes to foster
meaningful and appropriate test selection, use and practice.
Additionally, the Institute hopes to encourage improved test
development and measurement research through thoughtful, critical
analysis of measurement instruments and the promotion of an open
dialogue regarding contemporary measurement issues.
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ITEM BANKING IN SKILL QUALIFICATION TEST (SQT) DEVELOPMENT

ALLAN L. PETTIE

U.S. ARMY TRAINING SUPPORT CENTER

FORT EUSTIS, VA

PURPOSE

This paper described the Individual Training Evaluation
Directorate's (ITED) efforts to automate, through item banking,
SQT development, revision, and production. Following an
extensive review of the Individual Training Evaluation Program
(ITEP) during 1986-7, TRADOC concluded that ITEP should be
allowed to stabilize and made numerous recommendations for
improvements. One recommendation was the systematic accumulation
through computerized means of test items whose worth has been
established through use. ITED examined commercially available
software, selected Test Generation System (TGS) marketed by
Tutorial Systems, Lexington, Kentucky, and is pilot testing the
software.

BACKGROUND

SQTs, begun in 1977, are used by the U.S. Army to test
enlisted soldiers in their ability to perform selected tasks of
Military Occupation Speciality (MOS). SQTs can be considered to
be minimal competency examinations and are designed to serve two
major purposes: (1) to provide scores for use in personnel
decisions, including the selection of soldiers for promotion to
the next higher rank and for retention in the Army, and (2) to
provide feedback useful to commanders in training soldiers. The
SQT has become almost entirely a paper-and-pencil multiple choice
test.

SQTs comprise one component of the ITEP. The ITEP evaluates
soldiers' proficiency in Soldier's Manual tasks by three
methods. The Commander's Evaluation is a hands-on assessment on
tasks related to unit mission. The Common Task Test is a
hands-on test of basic survival and combat tasks. SQTs cover MOS
skill level tasks. Approximately 800 SQTs are developed,
primarily through manual procedures, each fiscal year.

Development of these tests is the primary resoonsibility ' f 21

U.S. Army proponent schools (training centers) with assistmince
from the U.S. Army Training Support Center (ATSC), Fort Eustis,
Virginia. With the onset of automation, ATSC commissioned a

The views, opinions, and/or findings contained in this report
are those of the author and should not be construed ac; an
official Department of the Army position, policy, or decision.
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study under the Army's Scientific Services Program of SQT
development to determine how SQT development can be improved.
This study, conducted by Dr. Anthony Nitko of the University of
Pittsburg, made numerous recommendations to improve SQT
development and many of these recommendations pertained to the
use of item banking and automation. One recommendation was to
select a commercially available item banking package and pilot
test it.

ITED examined commercially available software and selected
the TGS software package which best suited SQT development needs
and also would not require additlonal hardware procurements.
ITED procured this software, which operates on IBM compatible
microcomputers, which are becoming increasingly available in the
proponent schools. Modifications were made to the software to
customize it to the existing manual system and to include
familiar terms.

SQT DEVELOPMENT NEEDS

SQTs are developed following procedures set forth in TRADOC
Regulation 351-2, Skill Qualification Test (SQT) and Common Task
Test (CTT) Development Policy and Procedures. These procedures
include guidance for task selection, item development, soldier
tryout, camera ready mechanical production, and numerous other
required SQT development elements. The 21 proponent schools
follow these standardized procedures in a variety of ways. Some
develop SQTs completely manually, some obtain word processing
support or maintain items on word processors, some have data
processing support for soldier tryouts, most all have graphics
support for graphics and camera ready mechanicals, some lack
secretarial support, and some are almost entirely automated.
Because of the varied types of printers, microcomputers,
scanners, and other hardware available to SQT development
branches, the software must be capable of supporting numerous
kinds of hardware.

Perhaps unique to SQT development is the requirement to
tryout trial SQT task tests and items on performers and
nonperformers in the field to provide task standards, identify
flawed items, set time limits, and set the minimum passing score
for the SQT. These procedures require the manual calculation of
proportion correct by performer and nonperforiier groups, task
score for each performer and nonperformer, time for each
performer, and numerous others. Reduction of the calculations is
one goal of the item banking project.

SQT task tests are developed by the proponent for each
particular task. Many tasks are performed by MOS holders from
other proponent schools (i.e., an Infantry soldier may be
responsible to perform an Armor School task). The nonproponent
school must request these tasks from the proponent if the tasks
are selected for inclusion in an SQT. Thus, there is a definite
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need to export and import items with complete documentation
between schools. This procedure is a completely manual process
currently. Also, those schools which have word processing files
need not duplicate their effort. Batch loading of these items,
current SQ%'s, statistical data, and other information is another
goal of the item banking system.

TGS PILOT TEST

ITED selected TGS for pilot testing at four proponent schools
- Aviation Logistics, Fort Eustis, Virginia; Chemical, Fort
McClellan, Alabama; Infantry, Fort Benning, Georgia; and
Intelligence, Fort Huachuca, Arizona. Initial feedback from the
pilot test schools indicated that some terms (e.g., competency,
classification) were confusing, there was a need to process
soldier tryouts, produce ATSC required forms (e.g., Template
Summary Report) , transfer items and data among schools, transfer
data from ATSC to schools, produce SQT specific item analysis and
related statistical reports, and process field inquiries
efficiently. The goal of the pilot test is to develc: a totally
integrated system which will provide, but will not be limited to,
the following features: (1) Complete word processing
capability. (2) Unlimited field size fur storage of items,
references, comments, task and item situations, test aid data,
graphic aids, and other data .iements. (3) Production of draft
and final copy tests througn a variety of printers (i.e.,
dot-matrix to off-set inclusive). (4) Efficient scanning of
graphics, text, and answer sheets. (5) Production of answer key
(template) an, other ATSC required reports. (6) Production of
SQT specific statistical reports. (7) Capability to export and
item task tests, items, and supporting data between schools. (8)
Capability to denote items under revision, not to be included
with other items on the same test, to be deleted, and lacking
soldier tryout data. (9) Capability to classify item by task, by
subject area, situation, SQT, MOS, and type (multiple-choice,
matching, etc). (10) Capability to select items by statistics,
type, task, and subject area or at random. (11) Capability to
select tasks by subject area, SQT, MOS, and situation.
Capability to present graphics aids, situations, and tables with
tasks and/or item. (13) Capability to record references and
justification for correct answer with item. (14) Capability to
record subject matter experts comments about items. (15)
Complete statistical information stored with item. (16) Complete
computer based training and user's manual. (17) Security system
to prevent item and test c,,-promise.

The TGS pilot test is scheduled to ne completed April 1989.
Based upon the system developed up to this time in the pilot
test, few software modifications are needed to achieve the above
stated features. The major deficiency identified thus far
appears to be a lack of computer literacy on the part of SQT
developers. SQT developers will have to be trained not only on
item banking/test generation software but also operatin<]
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computers. The transfer of data from ATSC to the schools will
required computer skills and training Thus, the major outcomes
of the TGS pilot test have been the development of an integrated,
automated SQT development system to duplicate the manual system,
the identification of training needs, and the feedback necessary
to modify full implementation plans.
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Training Test Item Developers: A New Approach

Harvey Rosenbaum
Communications Technology Applications, Inc.

Introduction

Traditionally, people are taught how to develop language test items by
means of a general "immersion" method. Novice item writers are presented the
desired item format(s), provided some training in potential problems with
items, and given a lot of loosely structured, hands-on practice developing
items. Many "sink", but some "swim" and become good item writers. While
unquestionably demonstrated to work, this approach is neither efficient nor
does it optimize the potential in peoples' skills and abilities.

The u-'ua1 r-ational for the "immersion" metllod iq that itcM writing iz a
sophisticated task, drawing on higher-order processes and requires a complex
interplay of knowledge, skills, perceptions, techniques, and judgments which
can not be easily or directly imparted. A perception that echoes the "good
teachers are born and not trained" view of life.

This paper describes a course for training item developers which
pursued a different approach. The course was developed and piloted for the
Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center (DLIFLC) as part of their
program for developing the Defense Language Proficiency Test IV (DLPT IV).
It accepts as fact that item writing, like any complex task, will not be
completely captured or reflected in a linear sequence of procedures or
training steps. But it also assumes that the majority of skills, knowledge,
and techniques involved can be identified, introduced, exampled, and
practiced both as discrete operations and as part of sub-task complexes.

This approach also assumes that a knowledge framework that enables
students to recognize and relate what they are being trained-in provides a
significant advantage to the learner. The use of controlled learning in the
context of students understanding the "why" and "what" of instruction is
certainly not new; its application to complex, higher order tasks is.

This paper presents a brief description of the training course. t:.e
approach used to develop the course, the methods used for ..._ruction and
training, and the preliminary results based on the pilot course.

Description of the course

The goal of DLPT IV is to deliver a set of multiple-choice, computer
based foreign language tests to assesses the language competency of DLI
stu'ents. The goal of this course is to train potential item daxvelopers in
the most current knowledge, techniques, and methods for developing language
test items for the DLPT IV.

The main skill areas emphasized in the course are developing good stems
and options, text selection and editing, and the iechanics and procedures to
be followed at DLI in developing items. These practical elements are learnt-d
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in the context of the principles and concepts that reflect the cognitive

processes underlying the activity of item development.

The two weeks of course instruction are divided into 12 units:

Introduction to course and DLPT IV
Item Format
Writing different kinds of items
Mastering the mechanics
Principles of item writing
Developing items
Listening comprehension items
Reviewing items
Selecting texts
Editing texts
Assembling the model test
Wrapping-up

Course materials consist of a detailed Instructor Guide, Participant Manual,
more than 100 worksheets and handouts (in both paper and vugraph form), and
tapped oral items. The majority of worksheets and handouts are test items
carefully designed to represent specific points and illustrate specific
problems which are summarized by 30 principles for writing good test items.
These principles cover all aspects of the item including the passage, stem,
distractors, key etc.

The participant, or trainee population, for the pilot course consisted
of six teams of DLI foreign language instructors. Course materials and
examples were developed in English. Trainees developed some test items in
English, but primarily in their native language in order to bridge to their
target language. They developed items that test the comprehension of
factual, inferential, and cultural information at various levels of
difficulty.

The course design calls for the introduction of new information and
material in the morning and the hands-on application and practice of the
morning's learning during the afternoon. However, due to administrative
reasons we were unable to implement the afternoon phase of this plan. DLI
trainers observed and participated in the morning instruction and met with
the course developer in the afternoon to provide feedback and preview the
following class.

Framework for developing the course

The orientation that guided the development and structuring of the
course can be summed-up by the question "What kinds of awareness,
understanding, and knowledge does a good item writer possess?" This question
can be answered many ways, but we chose to frame the answer from the point of
view of the examinee and therefor assumed that selecting an option to a test

question is fundamentally a cognitive process. We also assumed that good
item writers have tacit knowledge of many of the elements and components
involved in this process.
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It then follows that good item writers pof.ess an hnderstan how:

* examinees go about obtaining information. fnom the prin"od page or

speech input

* examinees construct necessary and rpet ific •ncanings

* examinees are affected by the absence or ;rea3nce of specific
information in their selection of options

Part of this information, particularly the morz narc,,w skills and
observations, is supplied by the 30 specific principler far writing good
items. Most of these principles address commonly recozfzzed proolems that
novice item writers frequently make.

But part of the answer also comes fro,, current research in
psycholinguistics, linguistics, and information processing. The keystone

principle in this course is that comprehension is a constructive process.

Simply put, the comprehension of written and oral information is accomplished

though the processing of input (print or sounds) and its integration with the
relevant and necessary stored information in the examinees head. Course
trainees dramatically experience this process by reading one of the classic
Bransford and Johnson (1972) type passages. The example used is:

The procedure is quite simple. First you arrange things into different
groups. Of course, one pile may be tufficient depending on how much

there is to do. Otherwise, you are pretty well set. It is important
not to overdo things.

Following extensive discussion of how much they can recall of the passage and
their experiences in attempting to understand this passage, they reread the

passage with the crucial knowledge of the title -- Washing Clothes.

The "comprehension is a constructive process" principle also
establishes the framework for teaching studeots f(o tdentify a•nd ji3tinguish

between factual, inferential, and cultural infornmaion based on the source

and type of information being processed. The point is made that all of these
forms of language comprehension require a constrructive process. What

distinguishes them are the differences in how mých infc'ration and what types

of information must the examinee draw upon fromn" in rri storage in order to

select the correct answer.

For example, factual test items reql'i 'oy h th etxnm::_nee be able
to correctly interpret the oresented infornt 1n -, r• s r . h

answer. In this process, the correct interprctainr the nput

information enables the examinee te directi pa

which contains all of the informa' ion for t, iOn.

Inferential items do not cnntain ' ,ma: n and
therefor require that examineeo r,;ipl1y 7'in ir own
heads. An example ,vis the Washin..
impossible task beciuse the p 3sn.,,a rrt ... , .1 of
information that could be use3 to lneW.• ,• ' :



Cultural items are usually also inferential, but require that the
examinee possess information that is very specific to a culture, situation, or
period. For example, an unforgettable bumper sticker that appeared in the
late 70's:

Will Rogers never meet the Ayatollah.

In developing tests exclusively for native speakers, the cultural issue takes
on a slightly different cast and becomes one of education level, socio-
economic background, or simply age.

Instructional methods

While much of the content and even the concept of this course is new,
much is based on traditional and proven methods of item development and
training. The essential elements of item writing are introduced and practiced
in a planned sequence, combining practice in more than one element when
feasible and always helping the student to keep in mind the end goal --
quality test items. The critical mass in skill development is achieved in the
units dealing with Principles of Item Writing and Developing Items.

Other methods include:

* repeated presentation of specific examples of good and faulty items
so that trainees experience these items as part of a process

* interactive sessions between instructor and participants and between
participants

* demonstrations and work problems for hands-on experience and learning

A repeated theme in the course is that good item writers understand what
it is like to be an examinee responding to their items. Throughout the
course, trainees are involved in exercises and activities that put them in the
shoes of the examinee. This experience, combined with the theoretical
orientation, makes trainees more aware of what they are requiring of the
examinee as they develop a test item. The effect is to give trainees better
and more accurate control of their item writing skills.

Trainees, as developing item writers, are also seen as a valuable
resource that can be used to help one another learn to think as item writers.
While the course itself is intended to achieve this goal, trainees contribute
toward this goal through techniques designed to help them tell in detail what
they were thinking when they made specific decisions in developing an item.
The focus is on explaining decisions, the information surrounding the
decision, and rationales.

Results

The pilot version of this course was extremely well received by the
participating language teachers, observers, and DLI staff. Unfortunately,
the assessment of results can only be based on this experience since the
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course has not yet been repeated; the next presentation is planned for
December. Participants feedback, both informally and through the end-of-
course evaluation questionnaire was typically very positive. Participants
found the theoretical framework to be helpful and stimulating. As one
participant wrote, "the actual application of the theories made it easier for
me to remember the discussions."

The course was rated superior in holding their interest and was
unanimously recommended for other language teachers. Among their many
accomplishments, participants noted that they learned to how to develop more
effective test items, how to avoid pitfalls, how to select material, and how
to determine what an item is testing.

The major suggestion on improving the course dealt with providing more
time to develop items and receive feedback. This quite legitimate concern
resulted from the fact that the afternoon practice workshop had to be
cancelled because of teaching responsibilities. Consequently, the item
development practice was constrained to the morning session and homework
assignments.

An unanticipated, motivating element also contributed to the success of
the course. The trainees, or language teachers, had not received formal
training in de~veloping language tests and test item; but as part of their
teaching responsibility developed weekly tests to assess the progress of their
students. Here was an immediate and very practical application for what they
were learning in the course.

Preliminary results suggest that this course provides a more efficient
and effective method for training items writers. It is also likely that the
approach can be modified and applied to the development of training courses
for other kinds of complex, cognitive tasks. The basic elements of the
approach are:

* the cognitive processes required to conduct the task are the point of
departure

* develop a cognitive model to provide a framework and road map through
complex terrain

* identify the more concrete / discrete elements trainees must master

* use concrete examples to focus the trainees on the main points

* create examples that provide trainees with experiences that allow
them to explore and become aware of the distinctions, insights, and
cognitive processes they are to master

REFERENCE
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COMPUTERIZED ITEM BANKING AND TEST ASSEMBLY

Lawrence S. Buck
PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION,

SYSTEM SERVICES

Manual test assembly and publication can be a very time consuming endeavor,
especially for large scale testing programs. Hard copy item files are also very
cumbersome to work with and to maintain. In order to deal with the demands of a
burgeoning testing program, Planning Research Corporation (PRC) has designed,
developed and implemented a comprehensive automated item banking, test
generation, test publication, test scoring, and data analyses and reporting system.

The intricacies of PRC's automated Test Preparation System (TPS) will be
described in detail including the test item taxonomic system, the test generation
process, the publication system, and the data analyses and reporting components.
PRC's automated testing system has been thoroughly field tested and placed into
operational use for the November 1988 testing cycle.

BACKGROUND

Under terms of a contract with the Naval Sea Systems Command, PRC has been
tasked with the lead role for the development and subsequent administration of
trade-skill tests for 17 Naval shipyard trades at the journeyman level, sixteen of
which have been developed to date. PRC is also responsible for effecting a major
expansion of the Journeyman Naval Enlisted Classification (JNEC) testing program.
PRC has been responsible for administering the JNEC testing program since 1982
when five tests were implemented. Expansion efforts began in 1986 with
authorization for an additional 14 JNEC tests. By the end of 1989, PRC will have a
total of 19 JNEC tests in operational use. (A total of 12 JNEC tests were administered
in November 1988.)

Both the shipyard and JNEC tests consist of multiple-choice test items (four and
five choice items). With an item file of approximately 300 items for each test, PRC is
tasked with maintaining close to 10,000 test items. By the end of 1989, PRC will be
responsible for administering some 36 tests of 100 to 150 questions each. The JNEC
tests are administered biannually (May and November), while a schedule for
administration of the shipyard tests has not yet been finalized. The administration
requirements for the shipyard tests will, however, far surpass those for the JNEC
tests.

In order to effectively and efficiently handle the rapidly increasing demands of
its testing programs, PRC was faced with two options, either significantly increase
the size of the testing staff (currently five employees) or automate the testing
process. As might be expected, the decision was made to automate.

THE ITEM BANK

The foundation of PRC's automated TPS is the test item database. The item
database, in addition to item text and alternatives, consists of an item coding
system and item statistics. With respect to the item coding system, there are a
number of variables that must be considered when selecting items for a test. For
example, each item is assigned a unique item identifier, allocated to a specific
domain (subject-matter area), and given an item usage code Each item is also
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coded to indicate whether it is a clue or inverse to another item(s), contains
graphics, and whether the item's alternatives may be scrambled. (Numerical
alternatives such as 10, 20, 40, 100, are placed in ascending or descending order and
are not subject to scrambling.) (An item's alternatives may need to be scrambled to
ensure a proper mix of correct answer locations in the printed examination.) Other
encoded information addresses the specific reference from which the item was
derived and the knowledge, skill or ability (KSA), that the item was written for.
Reference information is important for documenting the correct answer as well as
for ensuring currency of the item. The linkage to specific KSAs provides validation
documentation and a means of tracking each item to the duty and task(s) that the
item represents.

The most time consuming aspect of the TPS is the initial entry of test items into
the database. Prior to entering the item itself, specific test configuration
information identifying the test by name and number, the number of -est items,
and the number of domains is entered. Each test domain is then identified andtne
standard number of items to be allocated to each domain assigned. The data entry
operator is led through this process by specific menus appearing on the CRT screen.

The next step in the process is the entry of the item's particular encoded
characteristics. These characteristics include a usage indicator, the correct answer,

Sraphics and answer sequence flags, and position requirements and item objectives.
Position requirements and item objectives are generalized and specific KSA

statements respectively.) The entry of the item's text and alternatives follows, again
in accordan(., with user-friendly menus.

Once the item codes, text, and alternatives have been entered for all the items
associated with a specific test, the items' statistical histories are then entered. (If so
desired, the entry of item statistical data could precede the text entry.) Summary
statistics common to classical test generation such as difficulty measures and
discrimination indices are entered into the TPS along with the upper/lower item
response split, item number, and the date of administration. (For item selection
purposes, the TPS averages each item's statistics for the three most current
administrations.) The item's status with respect to whether it is appropriate for
operational use or in need of further validation is also entered. The total entry
process, including proofing and corrections, for a complete test item file
(approximately 300 items) requires from 2 1 to 3 days.

The final product is an item database consisting of item codes and identifiers,
item text, and item statistics. The need for voluminous hard copy item files is, for all
practical purposes, eliminated, as is the need for manual posting of item analysis
data. The processes of reviewing or searching for items in the TPS database is a
great improvement over the reliance on item cards and manual sorts.

AUTOMATED EXAM GENERATION

The primary objective for the TPS is the automation of the examination
generation process with a resulting increase in efficiency and accuracy. The first
step in the process is to enter the desired test specifications addressing the domains
to be included in the test, the number of items in each domain, and the desired test
and item statistical characteristics. The test and item specifications are gleaned
from a perusal of a TPS generated printout of items existing in the item database
for the test in question. The item listing provides the basis for determining an
appropriate mean difficulty levei for each group of items and for the test as a
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whole, the number of items to be selected from each item difficulty range (e.g., 20-
29, 30-39, 50-59, etc.) for each domain, and an appropriate range for the
discrimination index.

Once the desired examination specifications have been entered, the TPS
proceeds to process the items within each domain into groups with difficulty and
discrimination indices within the specified limits, and acceptable prior
administration dates. Item selection then proceeds based on item availability as
determined by each item's statistical properties, its relationship to other items, and
a random factor designed to ensure that each item has an equal chance of being
selected. If sufficient numbers of items are not available within a specified difficulty
range, the range is expanded in either direction until sufficient items are located.

An important consideration in the preparation of tests is the capability of
generating parallel tests. The TPS is capable of simultaneously developing up to
three parallel exams in accordance with a specified minimum degree of uniqueness.
The system is designed to determine if the desired degree of uniqueness is possible
from the existing item file and then to aim for the highest degree of uniqueness
possible. Partial tests consisting of sets of items from selected subject-matter areas
(domains) can be generated on demand. The TPS also provides for the appending
of validation items (items in need of further trial testing) to an operational test and
for separate scoring and data analyses of these items.

Whereas exam items are generally selected by domain and grouped by
domain, the TPS has the capability of scrambling the order of the items in an exam.
The order of an item's alternatives may also be scrambled where desirable and
permissible. Other editing options permit the replacement of items with items of
similar statistical properties.

The automated test generation process significantly reduces the amount of
time required to prepare tests in comparison with manual test generation. A trial
generation of two exams of 120 items each, including the entry of test
specifications, was accomplished in less than four hours. Manually, the process
would have required from one to two weeks per test. Automated test generation
also results in more accurate tests since human interaction is considerably lessened.

EXAM PUBLICATION

The examination publishing facet of the TPS provides for a direct link to the
item database for publication of those items selected in the exam generation phase.
Assuming the accuracy of the items in the database, this provides for increased
exam accuracy and a significant decrease in proofreading requirements. Once the
basic form of the exam has been determined, the exam is passed to the publishing
system as an ASCII file. The word processor operator then incorporates graphics,
formats, paginates, and prints the exam. The printed exam is then ready for
reproduction and distribution.

The TPS is currently designed to interface with a separate publishing system
which cannot import graphic images Test items containing graphics are not passed
to the publishing system in the form in which they are to be printed, rather they are
passed as identifiers and instructions. When a graphic item is encountered during
publication, the operator uses the identifier to locate the item in a special graphics
file and merges the graphics with the test file passed by the TPS.
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The entire exam publication process requires only a fraction of the time
required for manual test generation and publishing since text entry is nearly
eliminated and proofing commensurately reduced. The published test items in a
TPS generated exam are absolutely faithful to the master test in the database since
no transcription is required.

EXAM SCORING, ANALYSIS, AND DOCUMLNTATION

The TPS scoring module employs a Sentry 3000 automatic scanner to read
answer sheet responses and provide direct entry of individual exam results into the
ana!,sis system. The scanner is capable of processing 2-3 answer sheets per minute
as compared to 10-20 minutes per answer sheet for hand scoring and manual data
entry. The scanner is much more accurate than hand scoring and allows pertinent
information such as the examinee's name, activity, and other background variables
to be directly recorded as each form is processed. The use of the scanner in
conjunction with the TPS alluws for accurate and consistent examination grading in
a fraction of the time formerly required. This enables prompt forwarding of
examination results and nearly eliminates the result adjustments that often plague
manual systems.

A variety of statistical analyses and reports essential for test documen.ation
and validation are provided by the TPS. Item statistics necessary for item evaluation
and for test item selection during the exam generation process are developed and
recorded during the analysis phase. Analysis is initiated when an examination
profile, the data file created by the answer sheet scanner for that exam, and the
identity of the statistical reports desired are passed to the analysis module. The
selection of statistical reports is menu-driven, allowing for selection of specific
reports from among those available. Report generation and item and exam
analyses are then performed automatically. Processing for a 120-item exam
typically takes from 10-20 minutes depending on the reports requested.

Among the statistical analyses provided are: difficulty indices (p-values),
discrimination indices (rbs & rpbis), reliability estimates, upper/lower group item
analyses, the exam mean, and the exam standard deviation. Individual item analysis
statistics are placed in a data file which is used by the TPS to update the
administration statistics for each item in the file. The TPS then uses the weighted
average of the statistics derived from the three most current administrations when
selecting items during the exam generation process.

Numerous documentation and result, reports are automatically generated by
the TPS. Such reports include answer keys, comain maps, unit and individual profile
analyses, and t-nit performance comparisons. Compilations of results both
fragmented and total are also produced. In addition, the TPS system interacts with
a Honeywell minicomputer to prepare individual results letters for transmittal to
the separate commands.

SYSTEM HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

The TPS is a microcomputer based application designed to run on IBM
PC/XT/AT or 100% compatible computers. MS-DOS 3_2 or later is recommended
although MS-DOS 2.0 or later is acceptable. For our purposes, a minimum of 20
megabytes of disk storage is used- A floppy drive or provision for some type of
removable media is required for interfacing with other systems such as the
publishing system used by PRC. Currently, PRC uses the Xerox Star with PC
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emulation for its publishing system. Test files from the TPS are uploaded to the
Xerox where they are joined with graphics files to create the published
examinations.

The software required to drive the scanner and analyze examination results is
directly executable. Source programs are written in Microsoft QuickBASIC and
Microsoft FORTRAN. DOS batch files provide menu access. The TPS proper is written
in Ashton-Tate's dBase-III PLUS and currently runs interpreted. The TPS source
programs will eventually be compiled to an executable form negating the need for
the dBase-III interpreter.

SUMMARY

Figure 1 depicts the different aspects and facets of the TPS. The system
provides a comprehensive, unified testing system encompassing item banking, test
generation and publication, exam scoring, data analyses with statistical updates,
and the production of documentation and summary reports on demand. The
system has proven itself to be extremely effective and efficient with a high degree
of accuracy in terms of published tests and data upkeep. The need for voluminous
hard copy item files is substantially reduced by the system. Many failsafes and
application options have been built into the system, further enhancing the accuracy
of published tests and resultant data analyses and increasing system flexibility. The
development of partial tests, simultaneous development of up to three parallel
forms of a test, and the production of documentation and data analyses reports on
demand are all provided for in the TPS.
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After thorough field testing, the TPS was used successfully to generate two of
the 12 operational JNEC tests for the November testing cycle. The TPS produced
tests were generated and sent to publishing in a fraction of the time normally
required for manual test generation and pub lication. As more test item files are
entered into the system, it will be increasingly relied on for generation and
publication of operational tests. As operational use of the tests developed for the
Naval shipyards comes to pass, the TPS will be essential in allowing PRC to meet the
shipyard's needs without a dramatic increase in staffing.

The potential for further significant decreases in processing time exist as the
TPS can be upgraded to accommodate scanning of items 3,nd graphics and desk top
publishing with microcomputers. The TPS has proven to be sufficiently accurate,
flexible, and efficient to bode well for its increased use in the future.
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Test-Item Readability: A Final Report
R. Eric Duncan, Captain, USAF

Air Force Military Personnel Center

Introduction
In 1981, Duncan proposed a model of test-item readability which

incorporated item, examinee, and enviro, nmental characteristics. These
characteristics interact to produce the readability level of ai item.
Duncan (1981), however, lacked a solid theoretical framework from which
to relate the semantic and syntactic components of an item• to its
readability. To correct that deficiency Duncan adapted Kintsch's
(1974) propositional approach to text-based readability to multiple
choice teat it4.mras. This paper will briefly desrrvb-iH this adapted
approach, describe the most critical syntactic and semantic variables
which predict item readability, and present the final results in the
attempt to predict item readability.
Semantic Variables and Kintsch's Propositional Theory

The variables described here ,can be grouped into four distinct
areas: semantic variables, syntactic variables, a cognitive load
variable, and measures of prior knowledge. The semantic variables
include propositional density, operator density, argument density, and
propositional level. The variables in this area are directly related
to Kintsch's (1974) propositional approach to the description o:f rmermlory
in semantic memory and so a brief explanationt of that the:ory is in
order.

Kintsch's (1974) sermantic approach to reading and processing
textual material focuses on the proposition. Kints,=h and Keenan (1973)
point out that sentences read from text are not stored verbatim, but
rather as propositions. Propositions are word concepts combined to
form a logical set of lexical items and contain a relation (usually a
verb) and n arguments (nouns, adjectives, pronouns). These
propositions are put together in a logical rmanner, establishing a
representation o-f the text, known as a text base, in memory. A text
base is simply "an ordered list of propositions" (Kintsch, 1974, p.
13). To cibtain this list of propositions, the text must be
sem'iantically analyzed. Propositio ns, which include relation and
argument(s), are then abstracted beginning with the first sentence.

Before describing the propositional construction process, relations
and arguments need to be described. A relation is a word concept (not
necessarily a word) which describes some acticon or state of being and
normally appears as a verb, adjective, adverb, or noun.

John sleeps (SLEEP, JOHN) (1)
Mary bakes a cake (BAKE, MARY, CAKE) (2)

In exarmple (1) from Kintsch (1974), SLEEP, a verb, is the relation
describing some action that is being performied by the argument, JOHN.
Fillwmore (1971) established semantic rules for arguments. Arguments
must be an agent, experiencer, instrumrent, object, sc,'urce or g,-,a] and
are structured in that order of importance. In example (2), MARY is
the agent that BAKE(s) the object CAKE. Prcpositions can serve as
arguments for other propositions, as well. In example (3),

If Mary trusts John, (TRUST, MARY, JOHN) a (3)
She is a fcol (FOOL, MARY) = b

(CONDITION: If, a,b) c
the proposition "c" has propositions embedded in it as argumretnts. This
function is im pcrtant when buildignc text bases, since it is more
economical and requires l .ts rwermory space: than rec-reatitig new
pro'positions that had been prc-:essed earlier.
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Levels and Operators
Two other important features in the derivation of a text base are

presented in example (3). The first feature is that of the level ,-,f
propositions. "A proposition is said to be subordinate to another if
it contains an argument that also appears in the first proposition"
(Kintsch, et al., 1915). Subordination c-an occur, as is most often the
case, immediately after the superordinate propositiozn in the text base,
or can occur much later in the text base, as in the case ,f
propositicns being used as arguments for :other prop,-,sitions. In
example (3), subordination is indicated by the indentation cf
propositions "b" and ,cz, Indentaticon of propo-sitions is a conventioin
established by Kintsch and was used in creating item protocols.

The second i mpcortant feature snown in example (3) is that of
operators. Operators are mechani sins which require irference on the
part of the reader. Simply, ciperatozrs dc-, not state an explicit
relationship among propositions, but rather challenge the reader to
obtain an implicit meaning from preceding information. Operators c]an
also be described as taxing memory space and requiring memory searches
to determine what and how to manipulate previcously enccountered
propositions. They include: Causality, Contradiction, Part, Time,
Location, Condition, Conjunction, and Purpose. The ,o'perator wcould
normally appear in the listing of the text base as presented in the "c"
proposition. One additional operator (MATCH) has been created that was
not included in Kintsch's operators. This operator identifies the
cognitive ,-,peration of matching the propositions in the item
alternatives to those propositions stored in memc, ry.
Empirical Evidence in Support of Kintsch's Theory

Now that the basic components c:f Kintsch's theory have been
described, this section provides the empirical evidence which supports
the contention that test items are broken down into logical semantic
units (propositions) before storage in mriem-ory.

Kintsch and Monk (1972) derionstrated that experirriental subjects
stored text rmaterial in the same manner, regardless of the syntactic:
complexity of the text. They found that the ri-c-re syntactically corm, plex
paragraphs took longer to read but that there was nc, significant
differenc es in the number of propositions rec'alled. Lints':h and Monk
suggested that text is not represented syntactically in memory, but
rather that it is represented semantically in propositicinal forn,. This
evidence supports the contenticn that text is parsed into proposit ions
and is sto-red in semantic r,',erc, ry.

Kintsch and Keenan (1973) examined the effect on reading time and
recall of the number of propositions and the level in text of the
propositions. The length of sentences (total nurrmber of wcords) and the
number of propositions they ccntained were covaried. This approach is
better known as pro positional density, i.e., number of
propositions/number of words. The levels of propositions were also
varied. Kintsch and Keenan fcund that, if reading time was unli ni ted,
propositional density significantly affected recall rates. ihey also
demonstrated that superordinate propositions were recalled better than
subordinate propositions. This finding was later supported by Kintsch,
et al. (1975). This result can be more easily explained by referring
ba,-k to example (3). Proposition c"a" is a scUper'rdinate prcopcosition
while propositicons "b" and "c" are sub'zrdinate to, "a". Lintsch and
Keenan, and Lintsch, et al. have shcz, wn that proposition "a" has qreater
probability of recall than propcositic'ns "b" -Dr "c"

In addition to supporting the results cOf Lintsch and Mconk (1972.)
and Kintsch and Keenan (1973') , Lintsch, et al., (*1975) also e"ari ned
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the ef fects that the nulriiber -o'f di f ferent word concepts (arguments)
would have on recall. Results indicated that the more frequently a
word concept (argument) is repeated in the text, the better it is
remembered. The autho, rs also showed that, as the number of di f ferent
arguments incr eases, reading time increases and recall decreases.
Kintsch, et al. suggested that the history paragraphs may be easier
than the science paragraphs they used because they contain propositions
that "are already part of the subjects' general knowl edge" (p. 209).
Variables of Interest

Experimental evidence (Duncan, 1985:) has shown that propositional
density (# of propositions/# of words), cperatcr density (# of
operators/# -:of prcpsitions), arguruent density (# different arguments/#
of propositions), and propositiconal level contribute to reading
comprehension. The hypothesized r .!1-ti onship between prcpOsiti onal
density (PD) and reading comprehensicn scores in test iteris was that as
PD increased (:more propositions per word), the reading score necessary
to understand the item wculd also increase. This is also true for
operator density (OD), argument density (AD), and propositional level
(PL).

Syntactic variables from Duncan ('1981) m-ust also be included in the
estimation of test-item readability. Centerermbeddedness, a modifying
word or phrase located between the subject and predicate of an item.
has been shown to make text less cc,:mprehensible when present (Larribert
and Siegel, 1974). A mcodifying phrase that precedes the subject of an
item is known as a left-branched phrase. A phrase which follows the
predicate of an item is known as a right-branched phrase. Schwartz, et
al., (1970) showed that left-branched phrases reduced the
comprehensibility of text while right-branched phrases had no
appreciable effect on comprehensibility. These three variables, then,
constitute the syntactic element of test-item readability.

There are two other elements that contribute to the prediction of
item readability: (1) measures of prior knowledge, and (2) cognitive
1 oad. Kintsch and Vipond (1977) suggest that prior knowledge could
enhance a person's ability to extract rmeaning frorii text. They indicate
that the best method to assess pric, r knowl edge is with a voc'abulary
test containing words used in the tex' material being read. This
direct method, in the present study, is imrpossible to apply since all
test anid subject data had been taken fronm historical data files.
Substitute measures include jar gcn and uncommo'n wcrds. The nurmber of
uncommon words (UW) is deterr,,i ned by coriparing all words in an item to
the Compon Word List compiled by Li ncaid, et al., (1980). This list
co-ntains the 20, (:3000 mc'st c •lrir|iJon words used by enlisted Navy personnel
with a 9th grade reading ability. After ccrmpariscn, those words not
appearing in the list are compared to the text reference r,,aterial to
determine if they are sufficiently explained. If there is no
explanation or definition given, the word(s) are .:counted as unccom1riOn.
The second variable used to assess prior knowledge is jargon. Jargcon
is based on the judgement of the item raters'. Jargon words, such as
CBPO, grade, and MAJCOM are nc, t cori,irn cn to the general public and are
specific to Air Force personnel. The jargon variable is expected to
enhancie readability since the Use Cif jargcn i s ,c, rmon1y used icn the

military to c :,mmuni cate frequently ccmplex namies c-r phrases in a
succinct manner . The variable used t-, rieasurt.- cognitive 1oiad is
BlCIom' s Taxi.,ri, rical Level (Bl oron, e t al ., 1956) . This vay 1 able
nd iicat s the u,_igtlitIVe aZ:tiv ity Me,:. essary to read and answer a test

*i'Jl.r tLIIt'd I | I m, ,p l~ ii I a =. ir 'i, 4 I I 1 I / . l -.. I'° / 2i. ' ; , . l I | J
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evaluation. Raters will evaluate each item on this variable and
indicate the appropriate level.

The variables of interest, then include four semantic variables
adapted fromi Kintsch's propositional apprcach, three syntactic
variables, two measures of prior knowledge, and a variable to assess
cognitive load.

Experimental Approach
Two hundred multiple-choice items from a comrimonly used Air Force

test were evaluated on the variables of interest by seven trained
raters in a counter-balanced fashion. The data was reviewed by the
author to insure accuracy. Two thcusand examinees were randomly
selected and their Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery scores
were used to determine each examinee's reading grade level (RGL). This
was accomplished using regressicon equations provided by Madden and
Tupes (1966). The RGL of the 25th percentile of all examinees
answering each iterm correctly was assigned as the RGL for that itemn.

The RGL and p-value for each item were used as the dependent
variables in further analyses. Regression analyses were per formed to
determine if statistically significant equations to predict test-iterI
readability and itermi difficulty cculd be produced. Two regression
approaches were attempted - all possible subsets regression and
stepwise multiple linear regression. The independent variables were
the item variables previously described.

Results and Discussion
When exarm,ining the descriptive statistics for bcth low and

high-ability test items, some very distinct differences appear. The
25th percentile reading grade level (RGL) for the items in the low and
high-ability tests waa significantly different (t=63.79, p<.O'l) with a
mean for the low-ability items of 8.916 and a rean cf 10.016 for the
high-ability items. This difference was anticipated, in that, by
definition low-ability items should have lower RGL's than
higher-ability itemis. While there were no significant differences
between high and low-ability iteems on non-semantic variables,
interesting trends were present. :.r the high-ability test,
right-branched phrases occurred somewhat more frequently (81 vs. 76
percent); there were fewer left--branched phrases (21 vs. 22 percent),
and fewer uncommon wo, rds (14 vs. 20 percent) were present than in the
low-ability test. As expected, low-ability test items were more
frequently written at a lower level in Bloom's taxononmy than
high-ability test items. Propositional, operator, and argument
densities and propositional level were so'mewhat more densely packed on
low-ability items than on high-ability iterms, but not significantly so.
This, however, can be seen in the fact that low-ability items had to
present more inforrmation in a syntactically simpler fashion. The
reading grade level (RGL) o'f the text from which low-ability itnems were
taken was also sorrmewhat higher than for high-ability iterms. This
resulted in lower-ability examinees taking items gleaned frorm higher
RGL text. As noted earlier, though, test construction personnel were
able to rinirmize the low-ability items' RGL. A factor analysis was
conducted on both tests using the principle axis with iteration method.
The factor pattern ratrix was rotated orthogonally. Using a scree
test, only the first two factors of the low-ability test were
deternmined to be significant with eigenvalues of 4.394 (20.7 percent of
the variance) and 1.301 (6.1 percent of the variance) respectively.
The sam;e method, used with the high-ability test, revealed two
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significant factors with eigen values of 5.339 (24. 1 percent of the
variance) and 1.661 (7.5 percent of the variance) respectively. The
results supported the unidimensionality assumption. Intraclass
correlations revealed that raters were able t,-, consistently rate the
semantic variables showing that training given to the raters was
ef fect i ve.

Regressio n analyses were per formed using both item diffi-culty
(p-value) and item RGL for low-ability items, high-ability items, and
all items cormibined. Looking at item PGL, the multiple regression
obtained from a calibration group of I•2 low and high-ability items
resulted in a multiple P ,-,f .462 and an RZ of .213 (JI 7 =5.776,
p<.Ol). However, a plot of the standardized residuals revealed the
positive residuals came from the high-ability test and the negative
residuals came from the low-ability test. Such a finding suggested the
need to examine the low- and high-ability items separately. The
regression equation for item RGL on the low-ability test shown below
was insignificant (r-F9 =1.155, p<.C05).

Item PGL=8.9246 - (.01192 :* right-branching) + (.02091 :4: Bloor,,'s
Taxonomical Level) - (.01162 :: left-branching) -- (.00296 :4: text RGL) +
(.05037 :*: argument density)

For item p-value as the dependent variable and using low-ability
items, the equation produced a significant multiple P of .297 and an RP

of .088 (y FAp =2.96, p<.05).
Item p-value=90.2986- (1.6738 :4: text RGL) - (19.0181 :4:

propositional density) - (1.3964 :*: jargon)
This equation suggests that, for low-ability items, items become easier
to answer as the RGL ,_-f the text fr,-,m, which the item was taken
decreases. This correspconds to the decrease in propositional density
as items became easier.

For high-ability items, the regression equation fcr item PRGL was
not significant. However, for iten, p-value the equation produced a
multiple P of .287 and an FR2 of .0814 SF; =2.70, p_ . 05)

Item p-value = 99.5153 - (41.6326 :*: prcpositional density) -
(8.0535 :*: center_ embeddedness) -_ (33.6494 :*: operat,-,r density)
Like the low-ability items, the easier an item is, the fewer
propositions/words and operators/propositions exist.

Conclusion
For item RGL only, the co-mbined regression equation was

significant. However, this equation, while not presented here, loaded
a predominance of semantic variables. This suggests that when
developing a heterogeneous group ,-,f items, propositional level,
operator and argument densities, and text PGL are the best to establish
an iterr,'s RGL. It also- contradicts conventio nal wisdom,, that using text
RGL equations is suitable for multiple-choi,-e test items. Upon closer
examinatio'n of the regression equations and other analyses, it seems
that low-ability exarmninees are confused by too, much ser,,anti c
infornatio n and have difficulty prc,,essing a high RGL iteem. For these
individuals, simple syntax and even more simple serantics (few
inferen:-es) aid in their understanding cf an item. However, the
oppcsite is tru e for high-ability examin•nes. Syntax has ver y little tQ,
do with understandi ng an i tem. Th es:e :-:am i aneeo seemr, i ngl y r ead and
understand study material rmiore. semantically. The use of high levels cf
serranticzs in items (more ozperators, deeper procpositional level, etc.')
seems warranted with these examinees.

Yet, when item,, difficulty is considered, reduced levels of
propositiconal variables rakes the items easier to answer. It then
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appears t,. be a tradec'..,ff -.. di ff Lulty ,,r rY-adabiIity. It is not as
sinmple as a tradeoff as there was no si qni fi .:ant rel at i •nshi p between

difficulty and R13L found in this study. When developing
multiple-choi ce test i tcnms, boith di f f i.Cul ty and rv tadabi I ity I,,uSt he

,tIs i der ed equa 1 y.
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Prediction o+ Sensitive Compartmented Irformation (SCI)
Access Using Personality Tests

LeRoy A~. Stone, Ph.D., 40FP, A8F'F
Department of Defense, Ft. George G. Meade, MD

Security clearances, as granted by the US Government, are
of several different types and levels. Althoutgh most persons
are rather familiar with the concepts, secret and top--secret
clearances, very few have ever encountered the Sensitive
Compartmented Information (SCI) clearance concept. SCI access
is, for all practical purposes, the highest major security
clearance level granted to any fairly large group of people by
the government. The decision to grant access to the SCI
clearance level is determined by guidelines specified in a
Directive issued by the Director of Central Intelligence which
is best known as the DCID 1/14 (see Director of Central
Intelligence, 1984). Although such information may be very
difficult to estimate and obtain, WQshingtonpost reporters ssee
the June 8, 1986 issue, f0 Section, page 18) have stated that as
of March, 1985 there were 98,715 persons (civilian and military)
within the Department of Defense (DoD) and another 9,576 in
industry who held SCI access. In order to obtain SCI access,
individuals may/must undergo what might be considered as
extremely rigorous screening or vetting which employs
psychological testing and interviews, polygraph ex<aminations,
extensive and depthy background investigations and records
checks. Reinvestigations are supposedly routinely conducted
every five years for those who hold this particular clearance.

A~lthough the psychological testing instruments which may be
involved in evaluating persons as part of the clearance
screening/vetting process may differ from one agency or
organization to another, there are at least two popular
personality measuring tests which have been regarded as
appropriate for this particular kind of purpose or situation.
Historically, the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
(MMPI) immediately comes to mind as perhaps useful for this type
of assessment situation. In more recent years, the Milion
Clinical Multiaxial Inventory (Mull) is another-testing.
instrument which has had some use in similar type assessment
situations. The question of whether these two very popuilar,
frequently utilized, personality-measuring instruments do
provide psychometric information which can be used in prediction
o+ whether eventual high-level security clearances (SCI access,
in particular) will or will not be subsequently granted was the

raisn d trefor this investigation. The research reported in
this paper is of the ki nd that was recentlI.y sugges ted, by a
Congress ional C:ommi tte e (Ho~ s.Ž of epreset~r~a ~1 Civ, 1 "-'u b) e

v I I) di iri t 1i 1. 1 hI "r- q' Ir hat "r "s ar - at be"~ I i w I i w" qi "" i "

in the~ screeningirt pr Uc~ss L p&aquo~ -8J.''
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The MiPI was administered to a sample of 102 contractor
employees (these were individuals whP were employees of
companies/corporations which were providing serv/icies to the DooLN
who were being psychologically evaluated and processed for

possible granting of SCI access; 6I were eventually and finally
successful in obtaining SCI access, 41 were not. In this
particular sample of 102, their ages ranged from 22 to 60 years
(M = 36, SD = 10), 17% were female and 83% were male, average
education in years was 15.5 years (SD = 2.7). Approximately
25-30 different contractor firms were represented as sponsors
for this sample. Most of the employees were from either the
West or East Coast regions. Based upon their MMPI clinical
scales scores, this sample appeared to be rather representative
of the general population as their MMFI scores seem to be rather
close to recognized recent norm values (e.g., see Colligan,
Osborne, Swenson & Offord, 1983). This particular sample can be
regarded as being somewhat unusal in that the rate for

nonobtaining access/clearance can be considered to be unusually
high. However, this sample can be regarded as well suited for a
validity testing of the MMPI with respect to the question of

eventually obtaining/nonobtaining SCI access.

In actuality, the criterion or validity variables were
three in number, The first of the three was whether the
interviewing clinical psychologists gave positive or negative
recommendations for the individuals involved. The second

criterion variable was whether the chief of the clinical
psychologists also gave positive or negative recommendations
following his review of all pertinent information. Only in a
coupld of cases did the chief psychologist offer a different
recommendation than did the interviewing psychologists; in all
such cases he made a negative recommendation whereas the

interviewing psychologists had given positive recommendations.
Also, it should be noted that the only real differences between
the second criterion variable and the third (which in fact was
the final adjudication decision, made by the Office of Security,
as to whether the individual would or would not be granted SCI
access) were that the decisions made in the third were generally
more stringent. Correlations between all three-criterion
variables were high. The correlation coefficient for between
the interviewing psychologists' recommendations and the chief
pychologist's review recommendations was .96; between the
interviewinq psychologists' recommendations and whether SCI
access was granted or not was .836; and between the chief
psychulwgist s review recommendations and whether SCI access was
granted was .87. It should be noted that none of the
interviewing clinical psychologists (nor was anyone else in the

investigation/ad~udication chain) were aware that this
investigation was being conducted while the data were being

collected.

[o analyze the mean di+ferences between the contractor
employees judged Unfavorable versus Favorable by the
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interviewing psychologists, two-tailed t-tests were calculated,
based on T-scores from the basic MMPI scales. rhe results of
these comparisons reveal that only fpr. the K, Hs, and the Sc
scales were the differences between means perhaps even close to
being statistically significant; these three differences between

means could only be regarded as being significant at the .1(-)

level and not significant at the .05 level. Also, most of the
differences were in what might be considered as an unusual
direction; higher psychopathology was indicated with the

favorably judged group than was observed for the unfavorably
judged group with two of the three scales. Such a directional
difference is exactly opposite to what one would predict. It
seems reasonably safe to conclude that all of the tested
differences could have easily occurred, simply on the basis of
chance alone.

To analyze the means differences between the contractor

employees judged Unfavorable versus Favorable by the chief
psychologist upon case review, two-tailed t-tests were

calculated based on the T-scores from the basic MMPI scales.

The results of these comparisons reveal that only for the K, Hs,

and the Si scales were the differences between means perhaps
even close to being statistically significant. The difference
between Si means could only be regarded as significant at the
.10 probability level, whereas with the K and the Hs scales the

differences could be regarded as significant at the .05 level
but not at the .02 level. Again, only with the Si scale

difference did the direction of the difference make any sense,
very slightly more psychopathology indicated for the Unfavorable
group than with the Favorable group. Again, it seems reasonably

safe to conclude that all of the tested differences could have
easily occurred, simply on the basis of chance.

To analyze the differences between means of the contractor

employees judged Unfavorable versus Favorable by the complete
SCI access adjudication process, two-tailed t-tests were
calculated, based on the scores from the basic MMPI scales.

Inspection of the computed t-tests revealed that only for the Sc
scale was the difference between means perhaps even close to
being statistically significant; the difference-could only be
regarded as being significant at the .10 probability level.
Since this one noted difference was just one of the 10 t-tests
computed with these data, then the most likely explanation for
the size of the difference was that iL occurred simply on the

basis of chance alone.

It should be noted that the t-test statistic was not the

only one used to explore whether MMPI scores were systemoiLically'
related to the three criterion variables. 'ultipLe (tKwo-qJroup)
discrimi mart tunctlOiTS were also comfputed Ni l.1 each ot th,?
cri teriorn variablea and iancluded all 11 studied HIF'PI , av ai bles.
All three discriminant functions were found to be statistically
nonsignificant (p-levels were not even remotely close to any
frequently utillzed alpha tevelsp.
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It seems rather safe to conclude that any differences noted
between means (for the Favorable vs.. Unfavorable groupings) were
simply based only on chance alone. In other words, ther.e would
appear to be no association noted on the 1M PI with respect to
whe thte c ~n tr art or t~t ye', hu- i r q p -z yc hul) oq .c i I I\ v e V i I Lk at f-d

anId f .L Inal I y (ev ..k. l al t.... bt y .1 af . L )".-,s ad in di (::a t L ,n.pto -,s.i, w Q 1P

later regarded favorably or untavorably in the psychologic~al
evaluations or more -finally by the Office o0 Security.
Psychopathology, as measured by the MMPI, seems to be
independent of psychological evaluations (at least with
contractor employees) and of SCI adjudication decisions.

StudyEjII

The MCMI was administered to a sample of 117 male
contractor employees who were being psychologically processed
for being possibly granted SCI access. With the exception that
this sample was composed of all males, it resembled very closely
the sample which was used in Study I of this report. The rate
for successfully obtaining SCI access was however a bit higher
for this group than noted in Study I. With this sample of 117
employees 88 (or 75%) were successful in finally obtaining SCI
access status.

Exactly the same statistical analysis procedures which were
used in Study I were also utilized here in Study II. It was
decided that separate analyses for the evaluating psychologists'
recommendations were not to be carried out, but rather only the
final SCI access adjudication decision would be regarded as the
single, only criterion variable. To analyze the differences
between MCMI scales means of the contractor employees judged
Unfavorable (n = 29) versus Favorable (n = 88) by the complete
SCI access adjudication process, two-tailed t-tests were
calculated, based on the scores from the 2D-0 MCMI scales.
Inspection of the computed t-tests revealed not one of them
significant at any generally used alpha level setting. The
largest t value noted was 1.76 and, with 115 degrees of freedom,
this was not significant at the .05 level. A two-group
discriminant function was also computed and a *i-ess than unity
F-test value (dfs 20 and 96) was obtained, indicating that there
was no systematic or reliable relationship between the MCMI data
and the two-group adjudication decisions regarding the granting
of SCI access.

Discussion of Results of Studies I and Il

It is interesting to note that neither the MMF'I nor the
MCMI result in psychometric information which is predictively
associated with success or- failure in obtaining SCI. access
status, at least not with the detense contactor employees in the
two samples studied. Although there has not been a great deal
of reported research dealing with this particular ýind of
problem, these current findings are actuallv consist-ent with
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results of a couple earlier reported innvestigat iotis. AboLut a
decade and a half ago, within Lihe same intelligence aqencc a
rather similar investigation was conducted; a study of the
relationship of MMPI scales scores (and some other demographic
and psychometric information) of applicants for employment was
completed and they essentially found the same kind of results.
Namely, with male applicants (and it should be noted that in the
currently reported 'Study I', 83% of the studied contractor
employee sample were males) they found that only two MMPI scales
(the F and K scales) might be associated with interviewing
psychologists' favorable-unfavorable recommendations. They
concluded that there were no substantive mean differences
between Fit and UnFit male Ss on the clinical MMFI scales. More
recently, a study (Hibler, Kolski, &' Chapman, 1988) was reported
which also had some findings which were perhaps similar in fact
to the present findings but which appear to have been
confusingly interpreted by the principal investigator of that
study. They reported (based on a study of 122 active-duty
military members who were involved with SCI access) that "a
comparison of individuals with elevated MMPI clinical scales
(>70T) to those with non-elevated MMPI clinical scales,
suggested that elevated MMPIs do not differentiate those
receiving a recommendation to deny access from those retaining
access [page 2]." This kind of finding seemed to be about
equally true with their MCMI data scores information. Rather
surprisingly, they then concluded, based on their research data
pertaining to the matter of maintaining or obtaining SCI access,
that "the objective personality tests, in particular, were most
useful for identifying significant pathology [page 5]." In
actuality, their results rather cleanly suggested just the
opposite conclusion.

With all these findings (including those presently
reported), it would seem that it would be most unwise to attempt
to build any type of paradigm or scheme +or predicting whether
applicants or candidates would be later favorably or unfavorably
adjudicated for SCI access and base such a paradigm on MMFI or
MCMI scales score information. What appears to be the major
problem with using this kind of particular psychometric
information is perhaps due to response set or style problems and
difficulties. The investigator is very familiar with this kind
of psychometric information used as part of psychological
evaluations conducted in the SCI access adjudication proce=ss.
It has been repeatedly observed that some rather potent
personal ity-test inds of response styles very +requeritlv and
signficantly influence responses o4 applicants/candidates who
are being couri,:dered for posible SCI AcLess. It hes Lee,
observed that a quod percentaqe of sutCh indi vidual S s'CiPl [FI V

attempt to mii[linise psychupal-holoqv repoi.r t rq and this iirid ol

minimiZ ation seein' to be r-eiatinvey Independtent ot true
psychopatholoqy. IIto, It F ,ot _--t zll LI,UiLi'nAl tQ e'tctlI E'

other iridlvi du'.4]L •.iho attempt t(:) be mor-e-khar)-ri arnid U Or t - be

mor ý t ~i-r'i 1 1/ honf.-L i ý hI r "-el i t epri t LItrjl C'4
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For example, it is not unusual to find that some individuals,
who are someti mes noted to be assoiL ated with par- ticuLt -r
religious faiths, tend to exhibit a 4nore-than- I uL ly-
encountered lvel o+ honesty in their own self -descriptions
(particularly or, psychometric inventories/questionnaires). This
kind of unexpected degree of honesty, with respect to
self-description, seems to also be somewhat unrelated to actual
or true psychopathology. Because of these kinds cf sources of
measurement error, it becomes very difficult to conclude that
low scores on a MMPI or MCMI type instrument actually reflect
low levels of psychopathology or that high scores on these kinds
of instruments actually reflect high levels of psychopatholcogy.

It should be noted that the research results in this
reported investigation should not be interpreted to mean that
the MMPI or the MCMI should not be clinically used as
psychological tests in the psychological evaluation process
involved in SCI adjudication matters. The results though do
indicate that MMPI and MCMI scores, based upon the basic or
major sc.les of these two instruments, should not be used in any
fashion which would suggest that they were the sole basis For
any favorable or adverse determination and/or for prediction
purposes in the SCI adjudication process.
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A MICROCOMPUTER TEST BATTERY: NORMATIVE DATA AND
SENSITIVITY TO MILITARY STRESSORS

Robert S. Kennedy, Dennis R. Baltzley, & Mary K. Osteen
Essex Corporation

Orlando, FL

ABSTRACT

Mental tests can provide early indication of impairment in operational performance
which may be due to environmental hazards or toxic chemicals. Microcomputers can
improve on paper-and pencil media because of their speed, automaticity, diversity of
factors tested and other features. As with traditional approaches, suitability requirements
for such test materials include satisfying metric criteria and practical factors. his paper
reviews several interlocking normative studies which have yielded a menu of tests which
demonstrate specific metric features: stability, task definition (stabilized reliability),
reliability efficiency (reliability standardized to a three minute base), and factor diversity.
The recommended short (< 15 min.) and medium (< 20 min.) batteries are available
with factor loadings. Some predictive validities and other normative data are available for
young adults. Validity data in the form of correlations with intelligence tests and several
sensitivity studies (alcohol, drugs, sleep loss, mixed gas, simulated altitude, and
chemoradiotherapy) with repeated administrations of the APTS are available. The APTS
requires no special interfaces and is implemented on two off-the-shelf, fully portable and
compact microcomputers, (NEC PC8201A and the Zenith ZFL-18X series) and most IBM
compatible systems and is specifically designed to be used in adverse conditions.

APPLICATIONS OF THE AUTOMATED PERFORMANCE TEST SYSTEM (APTS)

The presence of environmental stressors and toxic elements in military and space
environments, as well as the ordinary workplace, makes desirable the development of an
assessment tool to detect subtle differences in mental acuity before such changes threaten
operational efficiency. With the availability of such a tool, the performance effects of
environmental stressors of interest to the military and others can be studied such as
thermal extremes, hyper- or hypobaria, motion, vibration, noise, sensory deprivation or
overload. From such study, exposure limits can be specified. Other applications range
from screening key persons in responsible jobs (e.g., nuclear power plants) for fitness for
duty and providing feedback to susceptible personnel to exploring the possibility of coping
methods, adaptation, and resistance training.

Development of the APTS has followed the assumptions of classical test theory (Allen
& Yen, 1979) and the empirical findings of the Performance Evaluation Test for
Environmental Research (PETER) program (cf. Bittner et al., 1986). Begun by the Navy
(Kennedy & Bittner, 1977), the chief outcome of the PETER program were statistical
methodologies with which to evaluate tests for repeated measures applications and thirty
"good" tests; mostly in paper-and-pencil modes. Over the last decade, and through the
support of organizations such as NASA, National Science Foundation, and corporations in
the private sector, a program of study for microcomputer implementation, mechanization,
and psychometric development has been carried out. Somewhat self-consciously, the model
for this program has been the APA standard for construction of educational and
psychological tests (AERA, APA, & NCME, 1985) and the tenets of mental test theory
(Gulliksen, 1950). Some statistical by-products specifically related to repeated measures
application have been ancillary to the main purpose of this program. These include:
correlated averages versus averaging correlations (Dunlap, Bittner and Jones, 1983),
optimization of test length according to reliability (Dunlap, Jones, Kemery, & Kennedy,
1986), and surrogate tests to improve operatfcnal performance measurement (Kennedy,
Lane, & Kuntz, 1987). The APTS psychometric development has included culling of each
tests' properties to produce a menu of acceptable tests of cognition, information processing,
psychomotor skill, memory, mood, and others. From this menu of tests a battery may be
taiilorrd to %ilit sp (ecific ilipliniitiiiiN
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PSYCHOMETRIC CRITERIA

Studies of environmental and toxic agents ordinarily follow a repeated measures
experimental testing protocol where each subject is his owi control. Generally, tests are
administered in a pre-per- and post- paradigm (PPPP or P ). Often the treatments which
are administered are randomly administered and fully crossed over on subsequent trials.
Repeated-measures designs are usually more economical and powerful than alternate
approaches (Winer, 1971) and are ideally suited to experiments with small numbers of
subjects. However, we believe that when test batteries are compiled insufficient attention
has been paid to the special statistical requirements for this design (Bittner et al., 1986).
Specificall y, we suggest that not only level or asymptotic mean scores are required but
more importantly, invariant retest correlations and constant variances. The latter comprise
the compound symmetry requirement of the variance covariance matrix (Winer, 1971, pp.
276-277), and must be demonstrated. So far as we know, no other battery has applied
such stringent criteria for qualifying tests for inclusion.

The process of qualifying a test for inclusion in the APTS is to exceed each of these
metric requirements as they are sucessively applied. These have been described at great
length in earlier reports (Bittner et al., 1986; Kennedy, Baltzley, Osteen et al., 1988) and
are listed briefly in Table 1. In the APTS development work, the chief criteria that were
focused upon during early battery development were "stability" and "reliability."
Descriptively these criteria imply that the measured performances of individuals over
sessions should be parallel and as sharply defined as possible. We recommend r=.707 as
a lower bound for retest reliability. Later in the program of development and as more
tests were shown suitable, we proposed that "better" tests were those which were
uncorrelated with others and conservational of the demands on the subject's time.

The early work, which has been reported previously in a series of publications, is
available along with a demonstration disk of 30 tests (some having several versions) on an
IBM com patible five-inch floppy disk from Robert S. Kennedy, Essex Corporation, 1040
Woodcock Road, Suite 227, Orlando, FL 32803. The tests are also programmed for
presentation on NEC PC8201A and Zenith 181-3 PC, battery operated computers. The
purpose of this paper is to synthesize and update of the progress of the dozen interlocking
normative studies, to report factor and correlation estimates, as well as describe a set of
studies where sensitivity of the tests to certain treatments are examined.

INTERLOCKING STUDIES AND VALIDITY CONCERNS

More than a dozen normative studies have been completed with APTS to date using
the repeated-measures paradigm. A small sample of subjects (usually 25) takes the APTS
for 7 to 15 sessions. The current paper presents the combined results of eight of these
studies. The remaining four studies consist of two which are currently under analysis (with
N=100), one with insufficient replications (two trials) to be included, and one which

"*'egins a new normative effort, a vision battery of six temporal acuity tests.

Generally, the cross-correlations with the tests from these studies with the APTS show
good discriminant and convergent validity. Discriminant validity is evidenced through
intercorrelations which are low to moderate between tests tapping different psychomotor or
cognitive abilities. For example, while the correlations between certain motor tests (e.g.,
Tapping) and perceptual tests (e.g., Pattern Com parison) are very low, correlations
between similar cognitive tests (Grammatical Reasoning and Manikin) are >.50.
Convergent validity is shown through high correlations between tests measuring similar
constructs. For example, the three different Tapping tests correlate highly with each other
and with simple Reaction Time (1-choice), and the correlations drop as the complexity of
the Reaction Time tests increase (i.e., as the test becomes more cognitive). In the test
development phase we compared the APTS with the original paper-and-pencil versions and
found them to be interchangeable. Next, reliabilities (Task Definition) for each test were
found to be high (Table 2). These findings, combined with the comparability of
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results across eight studies, allows us to state with some assurance that establishment of
construct validity is well under way for the APTS.

Factor Content. Although factor labelling involves an element of risk with respect to
the "true" content of the factor, a synthesis of factor and correlational analyses across a
series of studies suggests the following interpretation (cf. Lane & Kennedy, 1988). There
are at least three important factors in the APTS tests that consistently recur in various
studies (even in early trials), and a fourth factor that emerges at or around the trial at
which most tests are stable. 1) Motor Speed - speed of response execution, particularly
those for which the "rules" are simple and output is in part dependent on how rapidly
responses can be entered. 2) Symbol Manipulation/Reasoning - involves a "generalized"
ability to reason abstractly through the application of rules rather than the learning or
remembering of the early rules themselves. 3) Cognitive Processing Speed - reflects the
extent to which defined rules governing generation of response alternatives for a particular
test have been learned through practice and can be used progressively more rapidly. 4)
Response Selection Speed - the speed with which responses can be selected from the
generated set of response alternatives.

The right columns of Table 2 show the relative importance of these factors for each
of the tests after most tests have reached stability (generally trial 4). Since the estimates
of loadings and patterns were obtained from a number of different factor analyses over a
series of studies involving differing variable sets and sample sizes, and since a number of
these analyses were necessarily based on relatively small numbers of subjects, the loadings
are represented in terms of the patterns seen in analyses rather than in terms of absolute
loadings. More complete information may be found in Kennedy, Jones et al. (1988) and
Lane and Kennedy (1988).

Predictive Studies. Four holistic measures of intelligence (Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale-Revised; American College Test; a synthetic Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery, and the Wonderlic) were administered to 37 subjects and compared to
performance on twelve "good" APTS tests (Kennedy, Baltzley, Dunlap et al., 1988).
Multiple correlations implied strong correspondence between APTS and global measures of
intelligence. R adjusted for shrinkage ranged from 21 to 65% common variance
cross-validating previous findings (Kennedy et al., 1985). Recently the battery has been
task analyzed and the tasks have been compared with the job elements necessary for
space station personnel (Jeanneret, 1988).

Sensitivity Studies. The APTS has undergone empirical validation in several sensitivity
studiessix of which are epitomized in Table 3. Four of the studies use each subject as
(in a "placebo" condition) as his or her own control, and the two others used either
cohorts (chemo) or control groups (drugs). The APTS has also been used in studies
involving sleep loss, cave dwelling, exercise interventions for fatigued airline pilots.

The sensitivity studies of Table 3 are a preliminary attempt at creating a series of
dose equivalent matrices. Although available on limited number of individuals and
conditions, they are illustrative of our long range plan. In Table 3 we compare compare
1) three blood alcohol levels, .05. .10, .15, 2) simulated altitude at 15-20K at 23-25K; 3)
motion sickness drugs, scopolamine and a combination of scopolamine and dexedrine; 4)
effects of chemoradiotherapy, reported as an average decrement in treated versus
untreated cohorts (donors); 5) two experimental drugs; and 6) halon gas decrement
(averaged across 24 hour exposures). ft may be seen that the blood alcohol levels based
against placebo show an orderly loss in performance from BAC .05 through BAC .15. We
suggest that this relation be used as a preliminary marker to index other comparable
effects, calculated as percentage of baseline. This approach is advocated for providing
guidance regarding strength of relationships and "dose equivalency" - not for statistical
testing. It is well known that pe, entages (Turnage et al., 1987) lack sufficient statistical
power and are generally to be avoided for analytic purposes. We use percent decrement
here to provide a basis for comparison of effects across different treatments.



When these rational and experimentally controlled data from an alcohol study
are used to "calibrate" or mark the other results, it would appear that the
cheniormhdiotheinpy trelitnents (Parth el al., 1Q88) exhibit the strongest effect
although we also know (not shown) that this ellect recoveis whcn the sulbjects who
survived the treatment were tested 12 months later. Note also that while
scopolamine alone has a slight (and mildly significant) effect (Kennedy, Wood et al.,
1988) when scopolamine is combined with amphetamine this effect is lessened. The
altitude study (Banderet et al. 1988) shows a similar relation and even at the highest
altitude obtained (23-25,000 feet - the approximate height of Mt. Everest) the effect
is no stronger than we found with 2-3 drinks of alcohol (i.e., .05 - .10 BAC).
Although the data are too sparse to conclude confidently, the pattern of the changes
is illustrative of the conclusions which may be possible with a larger data base. For
example, Grammatical Reasoning (symbol manipulation) appears to be most sensitive
in all treatment conditions. Reaction Time, a response speed measure, also appears
sensitive. Whether other treatments will show the same effect or not is problematic
and awaits further study. We believe a completely filled matrix of tests X agents X
dosages X mental factor would be extremely useful in setting limits for agents
encountered in the military, space or the private sector.

In summary, APTS - a computerized test battery, has excellent metric qualities
for repeated measures testing in a wide variety of applications. These range from a
time course study for fitness-for-duty (e.g., fatigue, vigilance, or drug effects on
performance) to sensitivity testing. Relations, metric properties, predictive validity
and sensitivity studies provide a sound base for further data base development.
Broader norms and more cohesive standardization efforts are needed.

Support for this project was provided under National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Contract NAS9-17326 (COTR Dr. Frank Kutyna) and National
Sciences Foundation Grant ISI-8521282 and by Essex IR&D funding.

TABLE 1. CHIEF STATISTICAL CRITERIA FOR APTS

STABLE OVER SESSIONS
MEANS - LEVEL, ASYMPTOTIC, ZERO

RATE OF CHANGE IN SLOPE

VARIANCES - CONSTANT OR CHANGING IN
PROPORTION TO MEANS

INTRA-TRIAL CORRELATIONS - CONSTANT (I.E., SYMMETRICAL)

RELIABLE
RETEST CORRELATIONS r > .707 FOR 3 MINUTES

FACTOR DIVERSITY
NON REDUNDANT TESTS

ECONOMICAL
CONSERVE TIME
STABILIZE QUICKLY
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TABLE 2. ESTIMATED TRIAL OF STABILITY, RELIABILITY,
RELIABILITY-EFFICIENCY, AND FACTOR STRUCTURE

OF THE SHORT AND MEDIUM LENGTH APTS*

Recommended Tests Trial of Task Relia. Factors
Stability Defin Effic. MS SMR CPS RSSShort Battery < 15 Mit.

NONPREFERRED HAND TAPPING 2 93 98 + + + +
4-CHOICE REACTION TIME 2 84 91 + + +
CODE SUBSTITUTION 3 77 83 + + ++
GRAMMATICAL REASONING 4 85 90 +.+ + +
PATTERN COMPARISON (Simult) 3 83 86 + + + +
MANIKIN 3 86 92 + + + +
TWO-HAND TAPPING 2 86 98 + +
Medium Battery < 20 Min.
MATH PROCESSING 5 74 74 + + + + +
PA'ITERN COMPARISON (Succ.) 4 62 62 + +.+ +

Legend:
Sr= Motor Speed + + + = Loadings < 0.60

SMR = Symbolic Manipulation + + = Loadings 0.40 - 0.59
CPS = Cognitive Processing Speed + = Loadings 0.25 - 0.39
RSS = Response Selection Speed
*All numbers reflect the average strength of relationships across eight separate studies.

TABLE 3. APPROXIMATE PERCENT DECREMENT ACROSS
SIX SENSITIVITY STUDIES INVOLVING THE APTS

Types of Intervention Levels of Treatment and Percent
Functional Loss from a Placebo

APTS Based Tests Alcohol Altitude MS Drugs Chezm Drugs Hakon
.05* .10 .15 15-20K 23-25K Scop Comb Avg. X Y AvgShort Battery < 15 Min.

NONPREFERRED HAND TAP 0 4 3 0 10 .. .. ..
4-CHOICE REACTION TIME 5 10 23 .. 12 11 10 8
CODE SUBSTITUTION 7 9 25 .. .. .. .. 37 3 2 4
GRAMMATICAL REASONING 9 9 20 4 22 9 7 39 17 7 4
PATTERN COMP. (SUC) 0 4 10 1 12 2 3 17 2 3 6
MAN4IKIN 6 9 14 2 0 15 1 0 2
TWO-HAND TAP 0 4 .. .. 4 .. .. .
Medium Battery < 20 Min.
MATH PROCESSING 6 4 10 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4
PATTERN COMPARISON . . .-- -- -.... .. .. . .
Legend:

Drugs = Antihistimine Halon = Fire extinguishing agent
X = Drug X MS = Motion Sickness Drugs
Y = Drug Y Chemo = Chemoradiotherapy

Scop = Transdermal Scopolamine
Avg = Average decrement across the evaluation
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A Biodata Instrument for Civil Service Examinations: Initial Validation

Jay A. Gandy, Alice N. Outerbridge, and James C. Sharf
U. S. Office of Personnel Management

The U. S. Office of Personnel Management has a continuing interest in

developing applicant selection procedures for Federal civilian employment
which have high validity and low adverse impact on minorities. The recent
literature (e.g., Reilly & Chao, 1982; Owens, 1976) offers favorable

indications that empirically scored biodata (life history, autobiographical,
or background) information may be a useful component in the total assessment
process.

OPM undertook a study in the Fall of 1987 to evaluate the use of biodata
for entry-level (GS 5/7) professional and administrative (PAC) occupations.
The PAC category includes over 100 occupations, such as procurement specialist,

computer specialist, bank examiner, and personnel specialist. Trainees for
PAC positions are frequently hired directly out of college, although a college

degree is not a requirement. This paper discusses the development and initial
validation of an empirically scored biodata questionnaire for potential use
in selection for these occupations.

The Civil Service Commission (the predecessor organization to OPH)
previ.ously considered initiating research on biodata (McKillip & Clark,
1974) but concluded that the difficulties were too great and the investmant
overly risky. It was assumed at the time that biodata instruments had weak
job relatedness and tended to invade personal privacy; also that validities

tended to be occupationally and situationally specific and tended to
deteriorate over time.

We recently took a fresh look at the issue. Recent developments

reflected in the literature (e.g., Mumford and Owens, 1987) gave reason
for optimism concerning the potential usefulness of biodata, and we

anticipated that a careful development stralegy might reduce potential
problems with content acceptability. Additionally, there! has been
inc reased concern from rmiany quarters that traditional civil service
examiiiing has f.ailed to adequately assess "the whole person" with
respoct to characteristics important for job sutccess. There is an
urgent need for vaold and practical tools to measure nIn-cgogit ve

charaerier ~stics in addition to the abi lit iei neasured by written tests.
This project is an effort iii that diiroct ion.

Mtethod

Inst rument_ Development

Developmeni of the instr.iment hbgan with the taxonouui.- ý)' par '
behavior item,; compiled by Fogland (1971) and Glennon, AlbrThi, and
Owens (,indated). We reviewed th, bionlati irtom dimensions aglinst ri.,
decision rules w.e dteveloped to evalluate acceptability in re i in11 to

privacy and relatotd concorns. To be accoptablo, items hald: ' I ) to
deal withl events which were under coatrol of th- [ndi rAual; (2) to

Opinions exprssed in this paper • r.,, tile our '.s' and (d0 not ilec '.-;l;-1V
represnt the official policy of the l .S. Office of Prsonno1 l h•mnt.
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have some apparent relevance to job performance; (3) to be verifiable
(in principle); (4) to be unlikely to be perceived as invading personal
privacy; and (5) to avoid stereotyping by race, sex, or national origin.

The prescreening process eliminated most dimensions of background
experience from further coitsidoratton. Item content areas remaining
related primarily to school and educational experience, work history,
skills, and Interpersonal relations. Thus, the research questionnaire
was limited to biodata items in these areas.

The research questionnaire contained 148 multiple choice items,
each with five response alternatives. Respondents were instructed to
make a single choice among the five alternatives. The great majority
of item responses formed a continuum; and most items contained an
escape option whereby the respondent could indicate that none of the
options applied.

Criterion Form

The supervisory performance appraisal form was developed to provide
job performance criteria for developing the scoring key for the biodata
items. One part of the performance appraisal form consisted of a
slightly modified version of the Descriptive Rating Scale (DRS) which
has been used for many years by the U. S. Employment Service in hundreds
of General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) validation studies and which
served as the basis for GATB validity generalization conclusions. The
first part consisted of five work dimensions which are generally applicable
to virtually all jobs -- hence the designation "generic" ratings -- plus a
summary performance rating. These "generic" ratings included "quantity,"
"quality," and "accuracy" of work, "job knowledge," and "efficiency."

The second part of the appraisal form provides for ratings on ten
abilities which wer- lerived from earlier job analyses conducted in
conjunction with Lite development of the OPM Professional and Administrative
Career Examination (PACE). Supervisors were asked to indicate whether
the ability was important or not for the position being rated. Ability
ratings were made on a five-point scale ranging from "well below average"
to "well above average" in reference to "all others you have known at
this employee's grade."

It was hypothesized that the "generic" ratings of work performance
would yield larger validity coefficients in comparison to the ability-
based ratings. Considerations which went into this prediction included
the following:

- The "generfc" ratings were judv"d to be comprehensive in
their applicability tu different occupations based on the U.S. Employment
Service's research evidence. In contrast, the ability ratings were not
expected to be equally applicable to all jobs. Although the abilities
were expected to be Lmportant, based on job analyses of PAC occupations,
they were not expected to cover all aspects of work performance.

- The "generic" rating form describes dimensions of work
performance in terms familiar to and commonly used by supervisors in
describing and evaluating work performance. The ability descriptions
are less familiar and probably require more careful reading and
cons ideration.

- The "generic" descriptions require direct evaluations of
work performance. The ability descriptions pose the more difficult
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task of inferring relative levels on the abilities from observations of
work behavior.

The above hypothesis put to empirical test the widespread belief

that criterion measures based on job-specific abilities are needed both
to enhance correlations with predictors and job relatedness defensibility.

Procedure

Two separate research packages were developed -- one for the employee

and one for that employee's supervisor. Employee participants were
provided a package of materials including instructions, questionnaire,
answer sheet for optical scanning, and return envelope. Supervisors
were provided with an instruction sheet explaining the performance
appraisal criteria, an optically scannable answer sheet to record
their appraisals, and a return envelope. Both employees and supervisors
were assured of confidentiality, and all questionnaires and completed
response sheets were mailed directly to OPM's processing center in
Macon in the provided preaddressed envelopes.

Research Sample

The research sample was identified through OPM's Central Personnel
Data File (CPDF). Research packages were sent to 15,300 employees and
and to each employee's supervisor. Most of this sample (13,000)
consisted of all external hires at the GS 5/7 level for PAC occupations
through all appointment authorities in all agencies for calendar years
1983 - 1986 who were still on board in PAC occupations as of June 1987.
The remaining 2,300 was a random sample from 42,000 employees who
entered PAC occupations through inservice appointments during the same
period and who were still in PAC occupations as of June 1987. Local
personnel offices were requested to identify the supervisor of each
sample member and to deliver the performance appraisal materials.

Completed forms were returned by over 8,400 employees and 9,000

supervisors. Supervisor-employee matches were obtained for 6,300 cases,
resulting in a 42% useable return rate. This sample was found to be
representative of the target population with respect to relevant
variables, including gender, race and national origin, occupations,

and agencies.

Item Keying and Scoring

The scoring key for weighting item alternatives was developed

empirically. Of various methods of keying biodata items (etnpirical
keying, rational keying, factorial keying, and subgrouping), empirical
keying has been found to be equal or superior to other methods when
the purpose of the instrument is personnel selection (Mumford & Owens,
1987). Point-biserial correlations were compLited between each item
response and the criteria. A significance level of .01 was applied
to item keying for split-half analyses (discussed bciow), and the .001
level was used for total group analyses. Additionally, rational
decision rules were developed to supplement the -tatistical dcision
rule. Escape options, for example, were given a neutr:i weight. Unit
weights of -1, 0, +1 wero used in keying alterivatives. Keying was
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carried out independently by two psychologists. Very few keying

differences occurred and these were discussed and resolved.

Validation Method

A double cross-val[dation design was used to determine the stability

of predictor-criterion relationships. This procedure entailed the
following steps: (1) splitting the total sample into two random halves;
(2) developing a scoring key on each half; (3) applying each key developed
on one half to the other half; (4) correlating the scores so derived
with the job performance measure; and (5) evaluating the degreee of
"shrinkage," resulting from the independently derived keys. The final
key was developed on the total sample, since the larger sample size
would be expected ro yield the most stable key for operational use.
This process was repeated for different criterion combinations.

Subgroup Analyses

Separate analyses were conducted by gender and for race/national
origin subgroups which had N's larger than 200. Gulliksen-Wilkes
(1950) regression analyses were used to test for differences in standard
errors, slopes, and intercepts.

Results

Score and Criterion Distributions

The biodata score distribution was approximately normal. Performance

rating distributions were highly negatively skewed, but did have greater
variance than operational (administrative) performance appraisals tend
to have with about 10% of the employees rated below fully satisfactory.

Double Cross-Validation

One set of analyses used the average rating across all performance

appraisal ratings as the criterion. This criterion combined all "generic"
criteria plus those ability criteria rated as important for successful
job performance. With the key based on half A of the sample, the
correlation was .32, shrinking to .30 when this key was applied to half
b of the sample. When the key was based on half B, the correlation was
.31 with the half B sample, shrinking to .29 when the key was applied
to the opposite half. The correlation of the key developed on the
total sample was .30 with each half and also with the total sample.

A second set of analyses was carried out using the average rating
across "generic" criteria alone. As hypothesized, this criterion
measure yielded higher correlations (p < .01, non-independent r's),
although the differences are not large. With the key developed on half
A, the correlation with the performance ratings of half A was .34, and
the correlation on half B was .33. With the key developed on half B,

no shrinkage was found: The correlation increased to .34 when the half
B key was applied to half A. The key developed on the total sample

correlated .33 with each half and also with the total sample. This key
resulted in a total of 84 weighted Items.
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Subgroup Analyses

Subgroup analyses were conducted against both of the criterion
measures discussed above, with similar results. Females tended to
score about one-quarter of a standard deviation higher than males.
No unfairness with respect to gender was indicated, however, based
on Gulliksen-Wilkes regression analyses.

Similar analyses likewise showed no unfairness for Blacks and
Hispanics. Regression analyses indicated that the relationship
between scores and job performance is similar for all groups, although
intercepts were significantly different. Results indicated moderate
"overprediction" for Blacks and, to a smaller degree, for Hispanics.

The mean biodata score (T-scores) of Blacks (47.25) was about a
third of a standard deviation (.34 SD) below that of Whites (50.65);
and the mean score of Hispanics (48.72) was less than one-fifth of a
standard deviation (.19 SD) below that of Whites. The small differences
in Black/White means -- although based on incumbents, not applicants --
was encouraging relative to the differences typically found with ability
tests (which frequently result in mean score differences of one standard
deviation or more). Even so, additional analyses were undertaken to
determine whether the observed differences could be further reduced
without substantial loss in validity. To do this, all items were
closely reviewed by subgroup at the item response level. Items having
the lowest correlations with the criterion for minorities, and which
also were characterized by relatively higher minority response rates
for low-weighted alternatives, were successively removed. The decision
process also took item content into consideration so that biodata
dimensions were maintained. The biodata dimension measuring "academic
achievement" was the dimension most heavily affected by deletions.
Ultimately, 20 items were removed, leaving 64 weighted items in the
quest ionna ire.

The effort to reduce adverse impact without compromising validity
was moderately successful. The differtnces between Whites and minority
subgroups decreased, and overall validity dropped very slightly (.33 to
.32). The White-Black effect size d1,,creased from .34 SD to .28 SD; and
the White-Hispanic effect size also fell (.19 SD to .09 SD). Male-female
differences also narrowed from .25 SD to .tl SD.

Di scuss [on

The results of the initial evaiiiation ut;Ing a concurrent validation
model are encouraging. In an operational. setting, validity would bo
expected to be subject to both positiv, and negative influences. From
positive standpoints, an applicant sample would likely be less restricted
on variables or characteristics which contribute to validity. From
negative standpoints, motivational rictors would be different for
applicants relativw to incumbents, and this could serve, to increase
error varianco.

A validity level of .30 would be highny usef-il in select ion when
viewed from the prspective of expectancies Far highly successful
performance. Prosently, aibout 54% of the PAC empl ovef,; are cansid, r,,d
r) he hi•s •l I' i-cceossful . Succos; rit (-, for tho,;(, who s ,red abore t'he
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mean on the biodata questionnaire are substantially higher, ranging from
54% to 76%. Conversely, failure rates (i.e. ratings of less than fully
succ(ssful) are only 2% at the highest score levels on the biodata
inst rum,,nt iLaid rang.o to 25% at rho low-st score levels. The base rate

F r f .t1 i ro~ s h I, ;i I 82.-
Curreiit and plauited research is fociiC5ng o, four aro.is: (a)

conducting validity generalization analyses across occupations and
agencies, (b) studying what the instrument measures in terms of construct
validity, (c) evaluating the stability of validity with applicants
versus employees, and (d) determining the impact on minorities in the
applicant population compared to pre-selected incumbents.

With respect to validity for applicants, we will anticipate and
develop steps 'o deal with potential problems of faking and score
inflation. We expect to carry out verification activities on samples
of items and samples of applicants and, as importantly, to make
applicants aware that responses may be subject to review and verification.
The literature base is very weak in the area of validity of self-assessments
in employment contexts; but available studies such as Mabe and West's
(1982) meta-analysis of studies involving self-evaluation provide some
indication that anticipation of verification is an important factor in
the validity of self-assessments.
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Synthetic Validation Procedures for

Identifying Selection Composites and Cut Scores'

Jane M. Arabian, U.S. Army Research Institute
Jeffrey J. McHenry and Lauress L. Wise, American Institutes for Research

In Project A, the Army is validating ASVAB (Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery) and an experimental battery of predictor tests for 19
enlisted military occupational specialties (MOS). Results indicate that the
ASVAB and several of the experimental predictors are highly valid predictors
of job performance. The problem now confronting the Army is to determine how
to take advantage of the Project A data to assign selection composites to all
265 MOS open to Army enlistees. This paper will describe how we are using
synthetic validation procedures to help the Army solve this problem. In
addition, we will describe performance standard setting research that also is
being conducted as part of the project. The purpose of this research is to
develop procedures that will enable the linking of job performance standards
to selection test cut scores.

During the Project A concurrent validation data collection, a battery of
job performance measures and experimental predictor tests were administered to
first tour soldiers in 19 military occupational specialties (MOS) selected to
be representative of the 265 MOS open to first-tour soldiers. The performance
measures included hands-on tests, paper-and-pencil knowledge tests, Army-wide
and job-specific performance ratings, and self-reports of information con-
tained in personnel files (e.g., letters of commendation, Articles 15). The
predictors included six paper-and-pencil spatial tests, ten computerized
psychomotor and perceptual tests, an interest inventory, and a

temperament/biodata questionnaire.

Analyses of the Project A criterion measures indicated that there are five
factors underlying the job performance of first-tour soldiers: Core Technical
Proficiency, General Soldiering Proficiency, Effort and Leadership, Personal
Discipline, and Physical Fitness and Military Bearing (Campbell, McHenry and
Wise, 1987). Validity analyses of the concurrent validation proved that a
single selection composite could not maximize the validity of performance
predictions in all Army MOS (Wise, Campbell, and Peterson, 1987).

The next challenge, therefore, was to determine how to take advantage of
the Project A data to assign selection composites to job: -- including not
only the 19 MOS studied for Project A, but also the remaining 245 MOS not
included in Project A plus any new MOS that might be created in the future.
In addition, procedures were needed for setting cut scores on these selection
composites that were tied to MOS performance requirements. The Synthetic
Validation Project was designed to address these two problems.

The synthetic validity approach was first introduced by Lawshe 41952) as
an alternative to the situational validity approach, which requires separate
validity analyses for each jot in the organization, and the genet a] ized
validity approach, which asaumeti the validity of a single teat acv 1 a langke

of similar jobs. G;iion (1976) provides a review of several aplroac•es to
conducting synthetic validation. The approach that we adopted involves the
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following steps:

"o Identifying a set of job components that are applicable across a
range of jobs

"o Identifying selection composites for predicting performance on each
job component (e.g., using traditional criterion-related valid4 fy
procedures to identify valid potential predictors for each com-
ponent)

"o Developing predictor composites for each job by combining the
selection composites for each job component, weighting the composite
for each component in accordance with the component's criticality to
the job.

A review of alternative types of job component models identified four
basic approaches to job/task classification (cf. e.g., Fleishm-an and
Quaintance, 1984): behavior description (e.g., handling objects), behavior
requirements (e.g., decision making), ability requirements (e.g., finger
dexterity), and task characteristics (e.g., fires main gut.). We decided to
combine behavior requirements and ability requirements approaches and to
proceed with three approaches.

The first approach is a Task Model. An initial list of task categories
was developed during Project A from duty area descriptions for the 110 en-
listed jobs with the largest number of incumbents. The list was refined on
the basis of a series of workshops with job incumbents in a variety of MOS.
The current list includes 96 categories. Example categories include "Trouble-
shoot mechanical systems," "Operate radar," "Prepare technical forms and
documents," and "Fire individual weapons." We are asking NCOs and officers to
rate the importance of each task category for both Core Technical and General
Soldiering Proficiency and for Overall Perfor ance in their MOS so that we can
weight each component appropriately when we derive selection composites for
these two performance factors.

The second approach is a Behavior Model. The components in this model are
general job behaviors that underlie performance on several job tasks; that is,
the behaviors are not task specific. The taxonomy, which presently includes
53 job behaviors, is based on seven general behavior categories: interper-
sonal behaviors, speaking behaviors, writing behaviors, cognitive behaviors
(information processing), cognitive problems solving and troubleshooting
operating equipment and physical activities. Specifir examples of behaviors
from the taxonomy include "Coach peers," "Relay oral instructions," "Judge
path of moving objects," and "Walk long distances." Again, we are asking NCOs
and officers to rate the importance of each behavior for both Core Technical
and General Soldiering Proficiency and for Overall Performance in their MOS.

The third approach we developed is an Attribute Model. In this approach,
the components are job requirements described in terms of mental and physical
abilities, interests, traits, and other individual difference dimensions. The
model currently includes 31 attributes. Examples 47> lude "Verbal ability,"
"Eye-limb coordination," "Physical eýndurance," "C•. zitiousness," and
"Interest in technical activities." With this mod dere is a one-to-one
correspondence between the predictors and the job i:ents; the predictors



l' >3.- of t b1 cCnpPrner t1:. Thus, the model eliminate . .-: ,
LsLab1i'h links Lecwteen predictors and job components. We are asking NCOs and
officers to rate the validity of each attribute for predicting both Core
Technical and General Soldiering Proficiency in their MOS.

We have begun to compare the performance of these three component models,
-"§ l the following evaluation criteria:

"o reliability of component judgments
"o acceptability to subject matter experts (SMEs)/users
"o validity of synthetic selection composites.

Presently we are in the midst of a three-phase, iterative data collection
that eventually will include 25 MOS. For Phase I, we conducted workshops with
NC~s and officers from three MOS: Infantryman, Vehicle and Generator
Mechanic, and Administrative Specialist. These soldiers provided the import-
ance and validity judgments described above. We also asked the soldiers to
evaluate how well the three models covered the tasks, activities, and
attribute requirements of their jobs.

The single-rater reliability of the Core Technical importance and validity
judgments is shown in Table 1. There were few large differences in reliabil-
:ty across rating type or MOS. These data indicate that we could achieve a
celiabi!lity of .90 for mean importance or validity ratings with 10-15 SMEs per
MC¢'. We found that the ratings made by officers tended to be slightly higher
than the ratings p-cvided by NCOs, but the pattern of ratings was very similar
across the two groinpZs and across posts. Results were comparable for General

1dierin Proficiency.

>ingle-Rater Reiiability of Job Component Judgnents for Army Judges

MOS

Jo, h Administrative}I
~omponert n -yman Vehicle Mechanic Specialist
Model (lid) (63B) (71L)

Cate ories" .52 .36 .40

Job Behaviors* .36 .23 .43

A --
,'•i t t s.31 'I.3, ii

f T. ' o hr -( Tkr' Ierhrii a I importatc, rating.
" i;" I 1r e. rhni;-al Validity ratinl,.

Wf also r-ompared raringFs across MOS. We computed mean mb des
"prof ies" for the task, behavior, and validity ratings. We then

these profil es across MOS (see Table 2). Most of the profile % CI•,1 t 0at
wore in the .80s fcr GeneralI Soldiering Proficiency. This indic.te that
r- diers i n l 1 ti,-ree MOS agree about the tasks and behavior,1; tha, ,t
the common soldier p(ortion of their job and the at. tribute requiremn,,-
underiyin;.i succe ,:: i] prformanc, >f i ;en ,i sofJ ering rspon.: :



correlations were considerably lower for Core Technical Proficiency. This
Inf ic'nim4 I lhAt out HMEn wPFr- ah] P t ( unR the three riitul, l q] tI( h~lu t I fy tiho

unique tasks, behaviors, and attribute requirements of their MOS.

Table 2

Correlation of Mean Job Description Profiles Across MOS

MOS

Performance Type of 11B and 11B and 163B and
Area Model 63B 71L 71L

Tasks .52 .19 f .39
CoreI 

- .,

Technical Behaviors .26 .11 f -. 06
Proficiency Attributes .52 ' 49 .35

General Tasks .87 4 .87

Soldiering Behaviors I .86 .77 .66
Proficiency S[ Attributes .87 .8

During the workshops, we asked SMEs to identify any components that were

missing from the taxonomies and to rate how well each taxonomy covered their
jobs. The SMEs identified very few missing components. They indicated that
the taxonomies covered virtually all important job responsibilities and
requirements.

We now are in the process of comparing the validity judgments against

other sources of validity data. From Project A, we have empirical validity
estimates for Core Technical and General Soldiering Proficiency for these MOS.
We will be able to compare these with the direct validity estimates supplied

by our SMEs. This will enable us to "validate" the Attribute Model.

It will be somewhat more difficult to assess the validity of the Task and

Behavior Models. Our SMEs did not supply validity estimates for each task and
behavior in these models. Moreover, although we have empirical validity

estimates for some attribute X task and attribute X behavior combinations from
Project A, there are many missing combinations. Consequently, to test these
models, we are collecting validity judgments for each combination from a group

of approximately 50 psychologists with extensive test validation experience.
We will use these estimates, plus the importance weights provided by the SMEs,
to derive selection composites for Core Technical and General Soldiering

Proficiency. We will compare these composites to the empirical selection
composites from Project A to assess the validity of our synthetic validation

procedures.

As noted previously, the second objective of the Synithetic Validation
Project is to provide a rationale for establimhing minimum qualifying scores
on the selection composites. Our general approach to Lhis problem is to
identify performance standards for each MOS, then to link theqe standards to

scores on the selection composioe.
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We are establishing multiple performance standards for each composite.
These standards correspond to outstanding performance, acceptable performance,
marginal performance, and unacceptable performance. We believe that multiple
standards may prove especially useful in setting and evaluating training
objectives and in estimating job performance requirements during the design of
hew systems.

We recently completed a literature review on standard setting that covered
procedures for setting standards. We learned that virtually no research has
been conducted on procedures or techniques for setting job performance
standards; virtually all standard setting research has been conducted in
educational or licensing/certification settings. Therefore, we are exploring
three alternative procedures for setting job performance standards.

The first technique is the soldier-based technique. We asked our SMEs to
indicate the percent of outstanding, acceptable, marginal, and unacceptable
soldiers in their MOS for each of the five Project A job performance factors.
We will be able to use Project A data to link these percentages to scores on
performance measures and to identify cut scores for each of the four perform-
ance levels.

The second technique is the critical incident technique. Critical
incidents and retranslation effectiveness ratings were collected from NCOs and
officers during the development of the Project A Army-wide and MOS-specific
rating scales. As noted above, these scales were used to help assess three of
the five performance factors (Effort and Leadership, Personal Discipline, and
Physical Fitness and Military Bearing). For the Phase I Synthetic Validation
data collection, we sampled critical incidents from each of these performance
factors and asked SMEs to indicate whether the incident was an example of
outstanding, acceptable, marginal, or unacceptable performance. We will be
able to link these judgments to effectiveness ratings and to scores on the
three performance factors. From these, we will be able to establish cut
scores on the three selection composites.

The third tecb7n,.que is the task-based technique. We divided the Project A
examinees within each MOS into deciles on the basis of their Core Technical
Proficiency score. For each decile, we computed the mean score on each of the
Project A hands-on tests. We presented these 10 sets of hands-on test scores
to the SMEs at the Phase I data collection workshops and asked them to rate
each set outstanding, acceptable, marginal or unacceptable. We then followed
the same procedure to obtain judgments for General Soldiering Proficiency. We
will be able to use these judgments to identify performance standards for Core
Technical and General Soldiering Proficiency that can, in turn, be linked to
scores on selection composites.

We are investigating a number of data collection and measurement issues as
part of our standard setting research. For example, during the data collec-
tion workshops, some SMEs receive normative data from Project A to aid them in
making their critical incident and task-based judgments, while others do not.
Similarly, some SMEs complete a practice exercise and discuss their prac'tice
judgments before completing the judgment task, while others receive no
practice. In addition, we are assessing the job experience and job knowledge



of our SMEs to help us establish "SME qualifications" for the judgment task.
The goal of this research is to identify the data collection procedures and
judges that provide the most reliable standard judgments. The measurement
issues that we will be investigating include the best method for combining
standards for different job components into an overall performance standards
(e.g., multiple hurdles model vs. compensatory model) and procedures for
linking selection test scores to overall performance standards.

It is expected that the synthetic validation procedures developed during
this project will provide the Army with a cost-effective means of identifying
selection composites. Our Project A experience indicates that it costs
approximately $500,00 per MOS to conduct a thorough validation study. If our
synthetic validation procedures succeed, we estimate that it will cost only
about $15,000 per MOS to identify "synthetic" selection composites.

The standard setting procedures should also lead to cost-effective
personnel readiness. Standards that are too high will lead to excessive
recruiting costs, while standards that are set too low will lead to excessive
training costs and attrition. These costs can be avoided if performance
standards and selection cut scores are set at an appropriate level.
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ABSTRACT

The psychometric properties of performance tasks are
influenced by many variables, e.g., task demands, sensory
modality tested, requirements for transfer of skills or new

learning, and the subject's output response. Previously, we
administered two Addition Tasks, where each problem required
mentally summing three two-digit numbers. The format, spatial

layout, and problem characteristics were similar; however, each
task required a different output response (writing each answer on
paper versus entering each with number keys on the top row of the
computer keyboard). Although we gave subjects "touch typing"
practice on the number keys, subjects responded 65% as fast on
the automated task drind iLs differential stabilities lere less.

To overcome the limitations of the computerized Task, we
developed another Addition Task for computer administration that
required only a dichotomous response ("Right" or "Wrong").

Problem format was similar to earlier versions, except each
problem had a suggested sum and it was wrong on 50% of the

problems. Subjects mentally calculted each sum, determined if
each suggested sum was right or wrong, and entered their answer
on the keyboard.

Recently, we evaluated the three tasks in a study which
manipulated environmental stressors. The first computer task,
requiring entry of the sum with the number keys on the cownputer,
was psychometrically inferior to the other two. The second
computer task was super ior to even the paper ind pencil task
although its problem solving rate was 20% lower. These results
drnronstrate how relatively subtle di ffer(nc-,s i n the re sponse
requi r --nents of a task may dramatically infl uence its
ps ychome t r i c propr t i es . Su•h F i n( i. n gs iigges t t-h, t r adi t i ona I
measures of nvurological , oqni Live, {r porcpt'tial st flus nust be
i [ ')] ml ~ l r• C" |;i I y e ] i] I , i} t r,4 I I
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Technical advances in personal computers make them very
useful for automated testing of questionnaires, personality
inventories, and performance tasks. When traditional assessment
instruments are adapted for administration by computer, changes
in task characteristics or output responses are sometimes
inevitable. For example, writing numbers on a paper and pencil
task versus entering them with number keys on a task administered
by computer. Hence, implementing tasks on the computer may
change their psychometric properties. Testing tradition implies
that the computerized instrument should be validated. Indeed,
recent evaluations with systematic criteria suggest such caution
is warranted (Bittner, Carter, Kennedy, Harbeson, & Krause, 1986;
Bittner, Smith, Kennedy, Staley, & Harbeson, 1985; Farrell, 1983;
Smith, Krause, Kennedy, Bittner, & Harbeson, 1983).

Recently, we adapted a paper and pencil Addition Task for
administration on a portable computer. We found that it seemed
insensitive to experimental effects and its response rate was 65%
of that for the paper and pencil task. Therefore, we developed
another Addition Task to overcome these shortcomings. The
purpose of this investigation was to determine the psychometric
properties of three Addition Tasks with different response
requirements.

METHOD

Subjects---Twenty medical research volunteers from Fort Detrick,
MD, and-the Natick, MA, Research Development and Engineering
Center were subjects. All were given physicals; no subjects had
medical histories that would contraindicate altitude and cold
exposure. Human subjects participated in these studies after
giving their free and informed voluntary consent. Investigators
adhered to AR 70-25 and USAMRDC Regulation 70-25 on Use of
Volunteers in Research.
Psychometric Instruments---Threc Addition Tasks were evaluated
(see Figure 1) . All tisks were timed and required summing three
two-digit numbers to solve each problem; however, the output
response differed for the three tasks. The administration medium
also differed for some.

The P-SUM Addition Task was a traditional paper and pencil
task, generated by computer (Carter & Sbisa, 1982) , with 60
problems per page. A subj ect couuld change an answer anytime
during the testing interval.

The C-SUM and C-RorW Addit ion Tasks were administ-ered on a
GRiD Compass portablIe comput o r with a high contrast electro-
luminesc,,nt display. The, ,3pt ita airr•ngoment of the 40 problems
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per display for these tasks was similar. The C-SUM task required
entering each three-digit sum with the number keys on the top row
of the keyboard. The cursor's position below a problem prompted
for the sum's digits in a specific order. The rightward digit of
each sum was entered first, then the leftward, and finally the
center digit. An arithmetic or entry error could not be changed
after a digit was entered on the keyboard.

The C-RorW Addition Task presented a suggested sum for each
problem which was wrong on 50% of the problems. Subjects
mentally calculated each problem's sum and decided if each
suggested sum differed from the correct sum. The task was
programmed for deviations of +1 in the 100, 10, or 1-digit of the
sums on 2.5, 45, or 2.5% of all problems, respectively. Subjects
pressed the 'F' or 'G' key if the suggested sum was correct; they
pressed the 'H' or 'J' key if it was wrong. Like the C-SUM task,
a response could not be changed after a key was pressed.
Procedures---This study wais part of a larger investigation to
determine if an amino acid, tyrosine, prevents some of the
adverse behavioral effects induced by environmental stressors.
Specifically, on three occasions two groups of 10 subjects were
exposed to 4700 m of simulated high altitude and 17 C for 7 h and
investigated with a repeated-measures design. Conditions were
blinded as to administration of placebo and tyrosine (85 mg/kg
and 170 mg/kg). Two other 8 ccasions, subjects were given placebo
and tested at 500 m and 22 C. Before the experiment, subjects
practiced each task 15 times (4 min per admini-tration).
Subjects were trained to work quickly with less than an 8% error
rate. Feedback was given during training to facilitate rapid
acquisition of the tasks and enhance motivation.

During experimental testing, subjects also performed each
task for 4 min. Physiological and biochemical measures and an
extensive symptom, mood, and performance battery were
administered 90-420 min after ascent to simulated high altitude.
The Addition Tasks were administered from 320-350 min,
immediately after the third blood sample. The tasks were alwiys
investigated in the same order: C-RorW, P-SUM, and C-SUM. Map
Compass, another task that we developed, and Number Comparison
(Carter & Sbisa, 1982) were administered before and after the
P-SUM task, respectively, to separate the three Addition Tasks.
Sea level performance values were the average of the two sessions
at 500 m; 4700 m values were from the day when the placebo was
given to each subject.

Performance on each task was specified as number of problems
correct per minute. To discourage careless responding, each
error was doubled in the calculation of this index. To determine
task sensitivity, a z score was calculated for each task,
reflecting both the magnitude and variability of measured
altitude effects. To obtain another estimate of the relative
sensitivities of the tasks, z scores (altitude *[ftects) weIre
calculated for each task for 10 samples randomly resampled from
the original subject population. Each sanmple (N = 1ýl was drawn
wi thout rfpl,)ommont; howevr, tho parent popi],-t ion (.N 20A , Is
.slway: r ; ie ; t i ,tn t e, ore, 1),)l/ hr ;,I pl,-' W ,; ;ý,l oc!
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RESULTS

Figure 2 shows scatterplots with correlation coefficients

relating each Addition Task with eacn other task for the sea
level + 22 C (500 m) and simulated high altitude + 1- C (4700 m)
conditions. High altitude conditions produced significant
impairments in performance on all three tasks (p < .0001) which
were usually evident in the scatterplots as a leftward and
downward displacement of data points for the 4700 m condition.
All correlations in Figure 2 were statistically significant. The
C-RorW task was consistently more highly correlated with the
P-SUM task for both environmental conditions than the C-SUM task
was. The two computerized versions of the Addition task were
more similar to each other for both environmental conditions than
either was to the P-SUM task. Performance rates differed on the
three tasks; the C-SUM task produced the slowest rates.

Table I shows characteristics of the three Addition Tasks
for the 500 and 4700 m conditions. Performance rates were
greatest for the P-SUM task. At 500 m, rates on the C-RorW task
were 80% as great; those on the C-SUM task were 60%.

P-SUM PERFORMANCE ON THREE ADDITION
TESTS FOR SEA LEVEL

AND ALTITUDE CONDITIONS

43 75 52 MEDIU: PAPER & PENCL a00 M 4700 M

38 26 73 RESPONSE: WRITE SUM C-SUM VS P-SUM 2o

101 Iss o00 10 :

Z i Z

,0,- " **° i
C-SUM * *

-o-s 0o

,o C-RorW VS P-SUM034 82 50 MEDIUM: COMPUTER Wo • ,o

79 82 92 RESPONSE: ENTER SUM o•W" ..

35~~~t C6[° o ,o , o

0 7 110 to 0*

Fiue . Sape rblm, iure Sctt1.ot we

(ii i 2r-0.64 C-RorW VS C-SUMeach

Ce -RorW e Tt

010

429a 25 RSOE:TRRr00 10 20 201 10

180 117 116 PROBLEMS CORRECT/MIN

Figure 1. Sample problems, Figure 2. Scatterplots re-
administration media, and lating performance for each
output responses for three Addition Task with every
Addition Tasks. other task at sea level + 220 C

and simulated high altitude
+ 17°C condi>lons.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ADDITION TASKS AT 500 AND 4700 M

CRITERION STATISTIC P-SUM C-SUM C-RorW

500 M

BASELINE RATES MEAN 12.87 7.97 10.11
(CORRECT/MIN)

SIGMA 4.23 3.38 3.49

MINUTES PRACTICE MEAN 520 540 420 NORMALIZED ALTITUDE EFFECTS
(4 MIN/ADMIN) RANKS z SCORES

TASK DEFINITION PEARSON r >0.85 >0.72 >0.85 P-SUM C-SUM C-RoW P-SUM C-SUM C-RorW
(ADMINS S & 6) 3 2 1 -1 12 -126 -164

RELIABILITY PEARSON r 0.76 0.70 0.93 3 2 1 -080 -0 96 115
(4700 VS S00 M) 2 3 1 1 08 -087 -1 31

2.5 25 1 -150 -150 -156
2 3 1 -1.24 -0.85 -204
1 2 3 -175 .165 -154

4700 M 3 2 1 -142 -I 73 -1 82
ALTITUDE EFFECT MEAN -2.39 -2.22 -2.63 3 1 2 -1 17 -1 69 -1 57
(A CORRECT/MIN) 2 3 1 -129 -120 159SIGMA 1 97 1.85 1.84 1 2 3 -155 -1 12 -1.08

SCORE -1 22 -1.20 -I43 2 10 110 710 PROPORTION WITH LARGEST EFFECT

Table I. Psychometric char- Table II. Sensitivities of
acteristics of three Additi 8 n three Addition Tasks deter-
Tasks for sea level + 22 C mined with data resampled
and simulated high altitude + from the original subject
17 0 C conditions. population.

Variability was also greatest for the P-SUM task; it was less for
the two computer administered tasks. The C-SUM task required
twice as much practice as the other tasks to achieve comparable
task stability (> .80) . Task reliability for the experimental
and control administrations was greatest for the C-RorW task.
Task definition (test-retest reliability) was greatest for the
P-SUM and C-RorW tasks. Table I also shows the mean altitude
effects and standard deviations for each task. The C-RorW task
was the most sensitive task as inferred from z score magnitudes;
the P-SUM and C-SUM tasks were less sensitive.

Table II shows z scores and their ranks (1 = most sensitive)
from our resamlpling procedure. With 10 samples, P-SUM was most
sensitive twice, C-SUM was once, and C-RorW was seven times.

DISCUSS ION

Performances on three Addition Tasks with differing response
requirements were compared under control and stressful
environmental conditions. This study demonstrated that our first
computer impleme-tntation of a useful paper and pencil task (P-SUM)
resulted in an automated task (C-SUM) with lower response rates,
reduced sensitivity to experimental effects, less task
definition, and greater practice requirements. It is of interest
that this Addition Task is currently implemented in varied
performance batteries. We suspect that entering numbers on a
comput r keyboard was ,iwkwo r J and i ico1lMp,• ti b] o i th rapid
rt'sponOing sLncI, few of ourl biocts could "touch type.
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To overcome the limitations of the initial computerized
Addition Task, we developed a second Addition Task (C-RorW) which
required a dichotomous response. Although the problem solving
rate of the second computerized task was less than expected, its
sensitivity and othor psychometric properties we re superior to
the paper and pencil task. We suspect our second compute ri zed
task was more sensitive because it was more abstract and complex,
e.g., subjects determined the sum for each problem, compared it
to the suggested sum, and decided which response key to press.

Implementation of an Addition Task with an appropriate
subject output response produced a computerized task that was
psychometrically superior to its paper and pencil counterpart.
In contrast, choice of the traditional output response for our
first computerized task yielded the task that was the most
inferior. These data illustrate the importance of evaluating
tasks when they are changed or adapted to alternative media.
They also demonstrate how relatively subtle differences in the
response requirements of a task may dramatically influence its
psychometric properties. Such findings suggest that traditional
measures of neurological, cognitive, or perceptual status must be
implemented cautiously on alternative media.
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Computerized Testing (CAT) in the
German Federal Armed Forces (GFAF)

Wolfgang Wildgrube
Psychological Service of the Federal .rImed Forces

Armed Forces Office, Bonn, FRG

1. Introduction

In the Psychological Service of the Federal Armed Forces each year a great number of aptitude
tests (about 350,000) is conducted applying most various psychological test methods. Most of
these tests refer to the entrance diagnosis for draftees, for volunteers as enlisted personnel or for
officer candidates. In addition there is a great number of special examinations, e.g. for pilot can-
didates, air traffic control personnel, tank drivers, but also for candidates for the civil service,
interpreter service and so on. Especially in view of the personnel resources which clearly decrease,
a much more differentiated and specific aptitude diagnosis is required especially with regard to
placement aspects.

2. Status of the development of CAT in the Federal Armed Forces

Since 1983 the Federal Armed Forces have tested the application of computers in psychological
test diagnosis within the scope of the "Computerized Adaptive Testing" (CAT) project. The aim
is to achieve that the computer as an aid for the psychologist carries out the test examination as
effectively as possible. With such an individualized and thus "tailor-made" test battery via coin-
puter it is possible to consider specifically the individual candidates' ability as well as the insti-
tutional interests of the Federal Armed Forces in the subsequent placement assessment done by
the psychologist.

Since the beginning of the project in 1983 with equipment of the first personal computer genera-
tion (processor Z80) experiences and data from more than 20,000 computerized tests have been
collected. Various presentations (see Wildgrube: MTA-Meetings 1985 and 1987) have shown that
computerized tests can be conducted with great numbers of candidates without any problems worth
mentioning. In addition, various accompanying inquiries have demonstrated the high acceptance
of that type of psychological testing.

As standard entrance test for the Federal Armed Forces the aptitude classification test (German
abbreviation EVT) is used. Since January 1986, after a major revision, it consists of the follow-
ing procedures:
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Figure Matrices Test (FDT) 20 items/8 alternatives 18 min.
Word Relation Test (WBT) 20 items/5 alternatives 4 1/2 min.
Arithmetic Reasoning Test 20 items/input of the results 14 min.
Spelling/Orthographical Test (RST) 60 items/4 alternatives 12 1/2 min.
Mechanical Ability Test (MKT) 20 items/5 alternatives 13 min.
Electrotechnical Comprehension Test 20 items/5 alternatives 20 min.
(EKT) (pretest after RT: 8 items) 6 min.

Reaction Test (RP) 64 items/6 alternatives 3.41 min.
input of the results

Radio Test (Fl') 150 items/3 alternatives 3.30 min.
input of the results

Signal Test (SigT) 18 items/4 alternatives 3 min.
input of the results

Doppler Test (DopT) 20 items/3 alternatives 4 min.
input of the results

At present the six initial subtests are still performed conventionally with paper and pencil, fol-
lowed by the four apparative tests. This fixed test sequence is applied in the present routine test-
ing at the Military Subregion Recruiting Offices and the Volunteer Recruiting Stations. In the
computerized version the sequence may now be modified by the proctor by, for example, inter-
ruption of the test sequence, cancellation of subtests or premature stop of the test battery based
on the results achieved in the initial subtests. This aptitude classification battery (EVT) as the
basic diagnostic instrument in the Federal Armed Forces which is also used in the computerized
version has essentially been extended in the meantime, inter alia, by extensive test procedures for
the Officer Applicants Test Center in Cologne. Within the scope of the current CAT development
efforts these entire test materials are to be integrated into the computer in order to make more
differentiated test strategies possible. Compared with the present state more than 2,000 multiple
choice items will then be usable.

The developments during the 1980s and the evaluation with draftees and volunteer candidates
have shown that standard hardware and software are not sufficient to meet the manifold require-
ments of computerized testing. Therefore a detailed list of requirements was developed by the
Federal Armed Forces and submitted to the developing companies. In accordance with the rapid
change in the field of personal computer technology in 1984 the conversion from 8 bit processors
(Z80/CAT I) to a technology with 16 bit processors (CAT II) was prepared. These advanced con-
figurations are now tested in daily operation in the Recruiting Centers in Munich and Ilildesheim.

During the extensive applications in these two Recruiting Offices, however, it also became ob-
vious that for a comprehensive application in the area of volunteer selection more extensive com-
puter capacities will be necessary. As a consequence the requirement descriptions were extended
by the Psychological Service of the Federal Armcd Forces so that at present an advanced com-
puter configuration can be developed to equip the Volunteer Recruiting Stations and the Officer
Applicant Test Center (CAT Ill). At present extensive software development is being accom-
plished with the aim of having the new CAT equipment generation operationally ready in sum-
mer 1989 in order to then be able to test applicants individually and specifically for the Federal
Armed Forces in computerized test procedures as a matter of routine and in a wide scope and to
subsequently provide psychological advise. 447



After an extension of the CAT II configurations (16 bit processors - processor standard 8086/8088)
presently employed the following enhancements will occur:

The new hardware is based on computers with processor 80286 and co-processor 80287 with a
1 Mbyte memory each. The various work stations are connected via a Local Area Netwoik
(LAN), central data maintenance takes place in a separate file server. These test installations are
monitored from a central proctor station supplemented by a second work station for a proctor.

Each candidate work station is equipped with a color screen and a headphone. The keyboard
was specifically developed to meet the requirements of the various psychological tests and also
includes a motoric input device to perform motoric tests.

By means of respective hardware and software design it is ensured that data losses are avoided
and that after a breakdown in any case the test can be completed within one workday. In addi-
tion, the data are stored on a streamer band at the end of a test day taking into account the con-
ditions determined by the Federal Data Protection Commissioner.

At each location of a CAT installation the entire item pool presently employed by the Psychol-
ogical Service of the Federal Armed Forces is available. Apart from the aptitude classification
test battery and the aptitude test battery for officer applicants also all special procedure- are ac-
cessible on the computer. Thus at any point in time it is possible to test each candidate with
specially designed procedures or with individually tailored test batteries for special psycholo-
gical questions.

An extensive program tool called item editor enables the user to modify existing test procedures
and to include new subtests. 'I he modifications refer to item texts and graphs as well as to stand-
ard values and correct answers so that existing test procedures or new tests, respectively, can be
modified by the Federal Armed Forces at any point in time.

For the candidate the testing session begins with an extensive learning phase during which he
exercises to operate the keyboard and may become familiar with the upcoming test items. That
learning phase as well as the instructions for the individual subtests are supported by additional
test instruction via headphone. By means of these measures it is achieved that the understanding
of the items is considerably increased especially for weaker draftees and that consequently bet-
ter results are achieved in the individual tests.

Adaptive test algorithms are being tested in co-operation with the University of Aachen. Most
recent experiences - also of the University of Vienna - show, however, that practical applica-
tions of such adaptive algorithms do not yet exist. However, due to the item editor concept it
will be easily possible to implement respective subtests and methodic models on the CAT sys-
tems and to apply them for routine testing.

3. Problems of time measuring

Computerized test systems make it possible for the first time to collect data of conducted tests at
short notice and to further evaluate them on a mainframe computer. After various difficulties in
the technical implementation (data transfer from PC via magnetic tape to the mainframe exten-
sive data bases are now available for further analysis. Apart from the classical e 'alinat i,ýns sich
as item and distractor analyses, first results are described in the following which refer to the eval
uation of the latency per item. Computerized testing for the first time provides the possibility to
record and systematically evaluate the latency per person and item in addition to the evaluattion
by "correct"/"incorrect".



The following three tables contain evaluations regarding the response time (latency) for the sub-
tests "Word Relation Test" (WBT), "Figure Matrices Test" (FDT) and "Arithmetic Reasoning
Test" (RT) of the aptitude classification test battery per subtest and form with at least 600 sub-
jects. The aim of an evaluation of these data should be to obtain more advanced parameters on a
person beyond the sum score of a subtest (sum of correctly solved items) in order to round off the
diagnostic piocess and to obtain additional/more comirehensive information on an individual.
For that purpose, inter alia, also th- response time per item or times related to one subtest, respec-
tively, are to be used when respective analyses will now be able to provide informative results/par-
ameters.

Separately for form 1 or 2 the tables contain the item difficulties and discrimination parameters
according to classical test theory. These figures are followed the average value and the variance
of the response time (measured in seconds) per item and the minimum and maximum times. In
the last two columns the correlations between difficulty and latency were entered plus the num-
ber of persons as the computation basis for that correlation.

In general the results of the presented three subtests on the basis of an item analysis according to
the classical test theory are satisfying. The reliabilities range from .83 to .90 (Cronbach-Alpha).
The difficulties cover a broad spectrum of the measuring range, the discrimination parameters for
most of the items are between .25 and .55 (see especially the "Arithmetic Reasoning Test" - with
a guessing probability = 0). The descriptive evaluations of the time (measured in seconds) per
item do not provide a homogeneous picture. The range between minimum and maximum is ve,-y
large in the three tests. The variation of the medium values is relatively small, especially for the
Word Relation Test, however, combined with high dispersion values.

Finally the correlations between difficulty and response time in all three tests provide ovly small
and mostly negative values. The number of persons included in the correlations clearly decreases
towards the end of each test (especially in the case of the Arithmetic Reasoning Test). Con-
sequeritly it is true that there are weak relations between difficulty and latency of an item but there
is a great amount of unclarified variance between the two indicators of an item.

Since an interpretation of these first results regarding the response time of multdnle choice items
is not considered possible some conceivable explanations are presented. Accordingly the incor-
rect/correct processing of performance items and their processing speed belong to different latent
dimensions. Thus the performance range could be set against personality dimensions in theircloser
sense such as cognitive s~yles, search for success/avoidance of failures or processing strategies
which then will be expressed by the latency (separate evaluations according to school educa:jon
are planned).

These first simple evaluation res:-lts should initiate discussions and advanced studies in which
this additional individual parameter of the solution time is to be investig ited by means of datea
collections guided by hypotheses/theory. Within the SCOpC ot furLhcr tests on CAT in the Federal
Armed Forces and the planned routine application of conputers in conducting tests of volunteers
we will continue to, collect specific data regarding thiose questions. rhe aim is to round off the di-
agnostic judgement to fulfil the requirements of various questions and acti% itics in the personnel
sector in the German Federal Armed [orces.
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WBT Form I N = 654 /Alpha = .832

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -

Items Latency (in seconds)
diffi- part-whole mean standard- mini- maxi- corre- N

culty correlation deviation mum mum lation
-..........................................................-----------------------------------------------------.. .. .

1 .789 .439 14.47 10.34 3 139 -.107 616

2 .856 .495 10.75 9.49 3 108 -,133 619

3 .768 .556 13.39 9.46 4 95 -.240 619

4 .677 .404 16.45 9.52 3 69 -.242 617

5 .546 .480 20.47 12.29 3 84 -.249 612

6 .642 .437 17.45 10.87 3 72 -.091 608

7 .696 .566 13.42 8.61 3 99 -. 125 606

8 .569 .528 15.03 7.50 4 57 -.237 597

9 .515 .425 17.42 9.92 3 80 -.072 587

10 .624 .367 15.28 10.43 3 74 -.280 579

11 .320 .365 17.84 10.06 3 63 .031 565

12 .466 .505 14.66 7.89 4 62 -.108 535

13 .246 .313 15.67 7.82 2 47 .085 500

14 .315 .454 11.98 6.36 3 63 -. 141 477

15 .280 .463 16.43 7.88 5 53 -.036 40)6

16 .324 .329 12.02 5.92 3 ',8 -.o44 389

17 .197 .285 17.43 8.21 5 51 -.073 299

18 .098 .286 14.34 6.98 3 39 .226 230

19 .051 .225 13.68 6.87 3 45 .055 185

20 .061 .048 12.77 6.50 4 38 -.031 134

FDT Form 2 N = 612/Alpha = .845

S-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ltcms Latency (in seconds)

diffi- part-wholc mean standard- mini- maxi- corre- N

cultv corrclation deviation mum mum lation

---------------------------------.-- --------.- -. . . .. ... .. .. . . . ..-- -- - --- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -.-- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- - ---

1 .807 .55t) 18.44 15.07 3 113 -.293 547

2 .856 .583 14.19 11.79 3 105 -.227 567

3 .745 .548 29.(64 1(.93 5 15) -.257 56)

4 .675 .56, 22.57 18.26 5 199i -. 132 571

5 .680 .422 27.07 18.96 6 183 .123 568

6 .712 .583 44.63 27.3t 8 182 -.,1)S 502

7 .618 .481 2X.98 17.., 4 14ý8 -.0) 571

8 6i72 .542 47.31 33.82 4 317 -.ir)7 5(,l

.617 .5(0 40.3,4 24.57 (6 18, .042 ýws

I0 .A7l .4 2 51,14 34196 -1 7 2 , -. 271 S42

11 !5I2 5(Vj 1.48 12.78 .4 s) 1. .,;6

12 .(o' Vl) 1.74 24.83 4 2t2 .n4ý 5,64

13 .5Q2 5"15 3747 24.11 3 l~' .2e 564

14 .44U ) .23' (,..7 1 -(VI 4 151 1) I•S ", ,

15 .'1 .8 1 82.(4 5014 4 ;17 120 521

10 .121 .1 70, 1 6 44-1 ý k), 0 -0

17 .1)l 14I ,7S 2 4S ,, X Y,4 ) (14- 4.,f

18 .1( I0) ",t,.'. 41.'s 7 2'x .L 4W

11) )-74 .1 1,, N , , 7 .t)l 11

21) (0 ,1 11/ 45 t 4) 7j S I•) 2,1 17



RT Form2 N =612/Alpha =.905

S.....................................................................................................................
Items Latency (in seconds)

diffi- part-whole mean standard- mini- maxi- corre- N
culty correlation deviation mum mum lation

S.....................................................................................................................

1 .812 .315 30.98 21.69 6 190 -. 172 558
2 .758 .542 36.64 31.01 7 2,34 -.252 545
3 .690 .449 42.25 25.95 5 281 -.331 553
4 .719 .546 45.22 31.78 9 206 -.2.30 531
5 .680 .568 37.94 35.05 7 240 -.266 531
6 .479 .609 73.60 48.66 11 267 -.133 422
7 .577 .547 50.04 38.70 6 269 -.205 515
8 .392 .626 66.16 40.22 13 302 -.232 343
9 .345 .641 66.33 37.36 16 267 -.323 333
10 .444 .644 62.93 35.21 13 245 -.241 418
11 .454 .578 47.07 34.56 6 240 -.304 456
12 .376 .564 37.35 44.07 13 368 -.029 418
13 .423 .601 44.52 25.03 12 196 -.152 415
14 .175 .574 57.75 39.25 8 217 .142 204
15 .235 .602 46.48 27.49 12 160 -.079 209
16 .276 .612 41.01 28.16 6 188 -.173 275
17 .229 .554 50.92 28.94 12 197 -.128 175
18 .108 .465 49.90 34.41 11 244 .181 175
19 .056 .400 40.86 28.04 8 165 .221 115
20 .034 .280 70.65 48.14 13 223 .145 60
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FUNCTIONALITY AND ARCHITECTURE OF THE GFAF

COMPUTERIZED ADAPTIVE TESTING S'iSTEM

Dr. Michael Habon

Instructional and Diagnostic Systems

Defense Division

DORNIER, FRG

Overview

The Instructional and Diagnostic Systems department of the DORNIER

Defense Division is now developing the first full-scale implementation

of a computerized adaption testing (CAT) system by order of the German

Ministry of Defense. The CAT system is planned to be operational by July

1989 in the Officer Selection Cea~ter in Cologne and in the four

* lonteer Selection Centers of the German Federal Armed Forces (GFAF) in

Wilhelmshaven, Hanover, Dusseldorf, and Munich.

The functional requirements for the system are presented and its

implementation is briefly discussed.

Functional requirements

The CAT system has to meet the following basic requirements: it shall be

capable of being integrated without difficulties into the existing flow

processes of the Volonteer Selection Centers, Officer Selection Centers,

and the Conscript Examination and Placement Centers of the GFAF on the

one hand and offer an extemr ly flexible environment foi t he

administrat ion of all Lest met ho(s currk-' itlV in us ;• z- lir it r

development
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To assist the processes based on work sharing in the various agencies in

an effective manner the following conditions, outlined briefly in this

report, had to be taken into account in the design decisions for the

hard- and software of the CAT system.

1. It shall be possible to put in personnel data during the test

session or at any other time at a special workstation via a keybord

or data medium. Personnel data and all test data for a person up to

the item response level have to be collected and stored on tape. The

password protecced access to all data must be possible at any time

by means of the "personnel-Ld-number". Different outputs have to be

tailored to the requirements in the recruiting centers at subtest,

person, or item level. Statistical evaluations of the data and text

processing shall be feasible at this data input station.

2. The proctor's station shall offer the possibility of initializing,

monitoring, interrupting, and terminating the test sessions

centrally. The proctor shall have the possibility of administering

standard test batteries or individual compilations of subtests.

Decision matrices, which have to be completed with subtest scores or

composites, shall facilitate decisions during the session on the

test breakoff or additional tests. During the session, the proctor

shall continuously obtain information of the tests in hand, scores,

test times, number of unsuccessful trials in the case of example

tasks etc. In addition, he shall have the possibility of excluding

individual subtests from a standard sequence, of making breaks, or

stop the session at any time.
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3. The testee at his workstation shall principally be in a position to

work throughout the session without any external help. This means

that instructions read to a group are presented individually via

headsets, that legibility and identifiability of the items on the

monitor is at least as good as with a printed copy, and that the

input medium for the testee's responses can be handled without much

practice. Moreover, the input medium shall be flexible, i.e.

suitable for all kinds of current and future tests, for example for

reaction, signal, doppler, and psychomotoric tests used in the

Psychological Service. Adaptive administration of appropriately

calibrated item pools must be possible.

In the case of system disturbances (power cutoff, hardware defects

etc.) no data shall be lost, and the testee shall be in a position

to continue the session on the same or another station with the last

item displayed before interruption.

4. Users without programming knowledge in the Psychological Service

shall be in a position to set up items, tests, and batteries or to

modify existing procedures at a special workstation.

CAT system architecture

The analysis of the CAT system requirements led to the following hard-

and software design decisions:

The CAT system is a network of AT-compatible personal computers. Within

the network, a PC with two 40MB hard discs takes over the function of a

dedicated server. The network, operated by a commercial operating system

is fault tolerant, protecting against the loss of testee data since the

latter are held on mirrored hard discs.
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If the power supply is interrupted a self-contained power supply ensures

the test operation for at least 10 minutes. During this period of time,

the system can be set in a defined condition and switched off.

The personnel data from the data entry and data interpretation station

are merged in the server with all the testee's test data according to

the control criterion "personnel-id-number" and stored for a medium

period of time until they are transmitted to a streamer tape for

long-term data storage.

From the proctor station, a session is initialized at a certain testee

station (both are requesters in the network) by writing a configuration

file into this testee station's subdirectory on the server. This

configuration file, provided with parameters by the proctor via a menu,

includes a precise description of the session to be run on the testee

station. The testee station asks for the file and automatically

configurates a session from parts of exercises, instructions, example

tasks, and test items. To be able to follow this proceeding all text and

graphic items of the Psychological Service (currently about 4000) and

the flow process control of all tests (about 60) must be availabe at the

testee station.

After each item response during the session, diagnostically relevant

data are entered into the testee data record on the server and made

available to the proctor in a processed form for control purposes.

Instructions, previously read by the proctor, are now presented by delta

modulation, stored locally, and administered by means of the flow

process control and the headset.
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Besides the AT-compatible system unit with an arithmetic coprocessor, a

40MB hard disk, Ethernet card, and an audio card for the voice output,

the testee station consists of a 14" graphic color monitor with a

resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels, a headset, and a specially designed

keyboard. The testee keyboard is a high-quality membrane keyboard with

3 x 6 short-travel keys, arranged in an array. Above the top key row and

on the side are 7 x 9 dot matrix displays that show the current

assignment of the key colums or rows. After switch-over by pressing a

key tLae alternate alphariumerical keyboard assignment is selected. This

assignment is shown by illuminated letters above the keys in question.

The test-specifically active keys are illuminated, and, an LED

illuminates in the actuated key. This virtual keyboard concept enables

the fulfillment of the input requirements for all current and future

test methods. For motoric tests a joy stick is additionally on the

keyboard.

The testep station software, developed in PASCAL like the entire

application software, incorporates a module for adaptive testing which

estimates local person parameters via an unconditional maximum

likelihood approach starting out from given item difficulty estimates

based on the Rasch model. On the basis of local estimates, those items

from the item pool are extracted and presented which produce maximum

gain of statistical test information. The test is continued until it is

terminated by a stopping rule (see Habon, MTA 1987).

Particular emphasis was laid on the development of a test design tool

bc-. This unit enables the setup and modification of items, subtests,

batteries, audio files, time limits, breakoff criteria, the allocation

of parameters to the adaptive algorithm etc. by the user.
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This complex tool was developed to take account of the philosophy that

the CAT system shall be a flexible, living system which can be adapted

by the user to changing requirements during the life cycle of the

system.

After a development time of one year only, the exemplary cooperation

between engineers and the CAT team of the Psychological Service will

lead to the fundamentals of a flexible and effective supporting system,

accepted by the users.

Lateron, the main system shall be complemented by psychodiagnostic

expert systems which will offer various and efficient supporting

functions in all phases of the diagnostic process from task analysis via

test layout and test administration to judgment finding.
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Computerized Adaptive Testing: The CAT-ASVAB Program

by
W. A. Sands *

Officer- in- Charge
CAT-ASVAB Program

Testing Systems Department
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

San Diego, California 92152-6800

INTRODUCTION

In 1979, a Joint-Service program was initiated for developing a Computerized
Adaptive Testing (CAT) version of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(AS"AB) for the U.S. Department of Defense.

CAT-ASVAB Program Objectives

The CAT-ASVAB Program has three objectives: (1) to develop a Computerized
Adaptive Testing version of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (CAT-
ASVAB), (2) to develop a microcomputer-based delivery system, and (3) to evaluate
CAT-ASVAB as a potenfial replacement for the paper-and-pencil version of the battery
(P&P-ASVAB).

ASVAB Description

The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) is used by all the
Services for initial qualification and classification decisions for enlisted applicants. The
battery consists of ten tests: eight power tests and two speeded tests. There are six
parallel forms to reduce the potential for ck,.mpromise. Administration of the battery
takes approximately three hours. The paper-and-pencil version (P&P-ASVAB) is
administered over one million times each year.

The tests in the current version of ASVAB are: (1) General Science, (2)
Arithmetic Reasoning, (3) Word Knowledge, (4) Paragraph Comprehension, (5)
Numerical Operations, (6) Coding Speed, (7) Auto & Shop Information, (8) Mathematics
Knowledge, (9) Mechani- " Comprehension, and (10) Electronics Information.

Conventional vs. Adaptive Testing

Obviously, as the name suggests, Compute-ized Adaptive Testing (CAT) differ!,
from paper-and-pencil testing in the mode of administration. Less obvious is the N•av in
which items are selected for administration. In the typical, convcntionallv-adniistcred,
paper-and-pencil test, all examinees are administered the same ictms, fictltuentlv in the
same sequence.

- rhe opinions xprC sYc, d in thu, papt'r arc thiU,ýC ()I the atlihor, irf rnot (IL iil, ai I thit iti ) ,r

reflect the views of the Navy ,kpartnrcrt.
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The procedure for selecting items in a CAT administration is much different. At
the beginning of the test, there is no information about an examinee's ability, so it is
assumed to be average. Hence, an item of medium difficulty is chosen for
administration. If the examinee answers correctly, the ability estimate is updated (in this
case to a higher level). A second item, appropriate to this new estimated ability level, is
selected for administration. If the examinee answers this second item incorrectly, the
ability estimate is again updated (this time to a lower level). A third item appropriate for
this new estimated ability level is selected for administration. The examinee responds
with the correct answer, and the ability estimate is again updated. This procedure of
selecting an item, administering the item. scoring the response, and updating the ability
estimate continues until some stopping rule is satisfied. In fixed-length testing, the
stopping rule is satisfied when a specified number of items have been administered. In
variable-length testing, items are administered until the ability estimate reaches some
target level of measurement precision. Obviously, a hybrid stopping rule can be used. In
summary, the test is dynamically tailored to the individual examinee, during the course of
the test administration.

The adaptive nature of CAT makes for a very efficient utilization of test items. In
a conventional test, all examinees receive all test items, regardless of ability level. This
is very inefficient. Low-ability examinees receive many difficult items and simply guess
at the correct response. High-ability examinees receive many items that are too easy.
Aside from the obvious waste of administration time, this procedure potentially
introduces boredom and careless responses.

In the adaptive test, high-ability examinees receive only items that are relatively
difficult. Average-ability examinees receive items of average difficulty, while low-
ability examinees receive only relatively easy items. This focusing procedure produces a
significant reduction in test administration time.

ACAP FIELD ACTIVITIES

The Accelerated CAT-ASVAB Project (ACAP) involves six field activities: (1)
Pre-Test, (2) Medium of Administration, (3) Cross-Correlation, (4) Preliminary
Operational Check, (5) Score Equating Development, and (6) Score Equating
Verification.

Pre-Test

The Pre-Test was designed to evaluate the human-computer system interaction.
The ACAP battery was administcreJ to 231 military recruits and 73 high school students,
representing the full range of mental ability. Some students were obtained from high
school special education classes to NVlster the sample of low-ability examinees.

Each of the participants toxk a questionnaire upon completion of the ACAP
battery. This instrument was designed to obtain informnation on instruction
comprehension, fatigue, etc. Betwkeen four and eight examinees from each testing
session were selected for an in-depth intcr-icw. The sclection was lone to ensure
adequate representation of persons finishing lxth rapidly and slol,.

Results were encouraging. The examinees found the CAT ASVAB faster and
easier than paper-and-pencil tests they had taken. They likcd the fact that it was self-
paced, and that less writing was involved than i•n the ordinary, paper-and-pencil test.
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Some persons expressed a dislike for the fact that they could not go back and change
their answers after moving to another item. A few examinees indicated that their eyes
became tired. The Pre-Test was completed in November 1986. Based upon information
from the questionnaire and interviews, the administration instructions were revised,
reducing the reading grade level from the eighth to the sixth grade level.

Medium of Administration

The Medium of Administration study is designed to evaluate the effect of the
calibration medium of administration on score precision. The subjects were recruits at
the Navy Recruit Training Center in San Diego. Forty-item conventional tests were
constructed for General Science, Arithmetic Reasoning, Word Knowledge, and Shop
Information. Persons were randomly assigned to one of three groups. The first group
was administered the tests on computer. Their data were used to obtain a computer-
based calibration of items. The second group took the test in a paper-and-pencil mode.
Their results were used to obtain paper-and-pencil calibration information. Each of these
calibrations was used to estimate the ability of examinees assigned to the third group of
examinees, who took the items on computer.

Data collection for the first phase (involving the four tests) was completed. The
number of examinees taking the battery on the computer was 1989, while 983 examinees
took the paper-and-pencil version. Analyses are currently underway. The same
procedures will be followed for Paragraph Comprehension or Mechanical
Comprehension in the second phase.

Cross-Correlation

The Cross-Correlation study is designed to compare the precision of CAT-
ASVAB and P&P-ASVAB. The goal was to test 1250 recruits from the Navy Recruit
Training Center in San Diego. The operational P&P-ASVAB was one of the following
forms: lIA, 1iB, 12A, 12B, 13A, or 13B. There were two forms of CAT-
ASVAB (non-operational). Finally, there were two non-operational P&P-ASVAB
forms employed: 9B and 10B. The operational P&P-ASVAB was the battery that the
examinees had taken to enlist in the Navy. The first group took CAT-ASVAB Form 1,
then CAT-ASVAB Form 2. The second group took P&P-ASVAB Form 9B, then P&P-
ASVAB Form 10B. In each case, the second test was administered about five weeks
after the first non-operational test.

The first test phase has been completed, with 1093 examinees taking the two non-
operational CAT-ASVAB forms and 1070 examinees taking the non-operational P&P-
ASVAB forms. Subsequently, in the retest phase, 786 persons took the CAT-ASVAB,
while 761 took the P&P-ASVAB. The database for this study is presently under
construction and analyses are scheduled to begin shortly.

PreliminaryOperational Check

The Preliminary Operational Check was designed to demonstrate the
communications interface between the Accelerated CAT-AS\AB Project (ACAP)
System and the U.S. Military Entrance Processing Command (USNMEPCOM) System.
The test took place at th? Seattle Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS).

The testing procedures were performed jointly by personnel from the Navy
Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC) and L'S.NIFPCON. Data from
31 examinees, tested in five different sessions were used in the studv. These data were
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loaded onto the Data Handling Computer at the MEPS, then transferred to the MEPS
System-80 minicomputer. Comparison of the data before and after transfer showed the
test was completed with perfect accuracy.

Future plans involve merging and editing ACAP results on a MEPS System-80,
then telecommunicating the information to USMEPCOM Headquarters.

Score Equ 'ion Development

The Score Equating Development study is designed to equate CAT-ASVAB with
P&P-ASVAB. Subjects were applicants for enlistment at six MEPS and their satellite
Mobile Examining Team Sites (METS). The following six MEPS/METS complexes
were selected to be representative of the nation as a whole: San Diego, Richmond,
Seattle, Boston, Omaha, and Jackson.

The operational measures included P&P-ASVAB Forms 10A, 10B, 11A, 1lB,
13A, and 13B. There were two forms of the CAT-ASVAB (both non-operational).
Finally, P&P-ASVAB Form 8A was osed as the non-operational reference battery.
Subjects were assigned to one of three goups. The first group took CAT-ASVAB Form
1, then the operational P&P-ASVAB. The second group took CAT-ASVAB Form 2,
then the operational P&P-ASVAB. The last group took the reference battery (P&P-
ASVAB 8A), then the operational P&P-ASVAB. In each case, the testing was done on
the same day, or on successive days.

As of 20 November 1988, testing was completed in San Diego (N=618),
Richmond (N=1965), Seattle (N=1270), Boston (N=1868), Omaha (N=914), and Jackson
(N=1021). Additional data collection was initiated in San Diego on 1 November 1988 to
augment the sample collected earlier (N=368).

Results to date have been encouraging. The microcomputer delivery system has
performed satisfactorily, exhibiting fewer problems than anticipated. The logistics of
administering the battery in the numerous, heterogeneous testing sites has presented no
prob!em s w..hich h.. .ave . t b e.. . .. n . . . .e

Score Equating Verification

The Score Equating Verification study is designed to evaluate the effect of
examinee motivation upon item calibratio.o and equating. The subjects will be applicants
for military service coming through the same six MEPS/METS complexes used in the
Score Equating Develop nent study. The measures will include two forms of CAT-
ASVAB and one form of P&P-ASVAB (8A). The CAT-ASVAB scores will be based
upon the Score Equating DevelopmenPt study. An eqiipercentile equating will be
performed for subsequent operational use.

The planned schedule for scorc equating ,eri'ication in', stirting San Diego
data collection in February 1990. Scheduled completion date for data collection in
Jackson is April 1991.

:11"IVR E TlFSTS

The Air Foice, Ar-my, and! Nivv, have becn supporting, R&.D for new
computerized tests designecd to mcneture ahilitics untapped by the tests in the current



version of ASVAB. In their Learning Abilities Measurement Program (LAMP), the Air
Force has investigated a number of memory, reasoning, learning, and reaction time tests.
The Army's Project A covers a broad list of abilities and includes psychomotor tests
iequiring special input devices (e.g., joysticks). Navy R&D has focused primarily on
computerized tests of cognitive speed and spatial ability.

By measuring domains not measured by the current ASVAB tests, these new tests
offer the promise of incremental validity. Even a small increase in validity for personnel
selection would translate to a substantial financial savings for the military services
because of the large number cf persons tested each year. These savings could be used to
offset the cost of procuring, deploying, and operating a nationwide microcomputer-based
personnel accessioning system.
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Future Tests - Des'gn for Validation in Ten Navy Schools

/,,h' II Wolfe

Navy I ersonnel Research and Development Center

Irtroduction

The Armed Services have been engaged in i joint services projecL to deveilop an operational
demonstration system for administering a computeri,ýd adaptive version of the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery (CAT-ASVAB). At the samae time, new experimental computerized
tests have been developed that measure abilities not covered by the ASVAB, e.g. tests of working
memory, spetial visualization, psychomotor abilities, and reaction time.

In order to show that such "future tests" are useful, it is not only necessary to validate them
in the usual ways, but also to show that they have incremental validity wkhen added to the
ASVAB or CA'I -ASVAB.

The measurement of incremental validity requires iivestment in careful research design,
experimental testing facilities, and large sample sizes. If the incremental validity of future tests
can be demonstrated, their use could save the Armed Services hundreds of millions of dol'drs
annually in manpower costs and improved performance.

The Test Battery

After collecting dtta on reliabilities and correlations with ASVAB for over thirty expen-
mental tests, we have cecided to focus on tests of spatial ability mental speed. and working
memory. The tests chosen for validation include the following:

a. The Integrating Details test - a measure of spatial visualization ability (Alderton, in
press).

b. Assembling Objects - a spatial visualization test developed by the Army Project A.

c. Spatial Relations from the ASVAB Form 6 administered by computer

d. Mental Counters - a test of working memory and cognitive speed, (Larson. Merritt. &
Williams, 1988).

c. Spatial Reasoning - a nonverbal reasoning test devclope,' by the Army Project A.

f. Perceptual Speed - detecting same or different letters or figures.

g. The Armed Services Applicant Profile (ASAP) - a biographical data quesuonnaire (Trernt,
in press)

. A test-taking motivation and fatigue qucstionnaire.

The primary ,ypothesis to be tested is that the accuracy scores for tests .j to f skill increasie the
validity of the ASv'A3 when addcd to it in a muloiile regression. lests a, d, and /f-,,,o cenerlite
one or more latency scores. The,,e 'will he tested ftr inCrLtmenaial ,aiudit, in a later, explorator\.
analysis.

"Thc opinions expressed in this p-ipcr are those (i the aufti.,,. aic noti uihtI , ind do not n•.c,,•,ar,!. rcllett the
views of the Navy Department.



The ASAP, which was developed to predict attrition rather than performance, will be vali-
dated against non-academic attrition. It will also be used in a later exploratory analysis for
predicting academic performance.

The test-taking motivation and fatigue questionnaire will be used to screen out subjects who
are not doing their best on the experimental tests. The latency measures will be used for the same
purpose, i.e., examinees who press keys as fast as they can with low accuracy will be rejected
from the sample.

A controversial issue is whether it is necessary to readminister the ASVAB at the same time
the experimental tests are given in order to establish incremental validity. Data from the civilian
world have generally shown increased validity for aptitude tests the closer that they are given to
the criterion in time (Henry & Hulin, 1987). There is some unpublished information, however,
that indicates that validities of the ASVAB given at Recruit Training Centers are no better than
pre-enlistment ASVAB validities for predicting "A" school training performance, and that retests
are only more valid when given concurrently with the criterion. Since this particular study is
predictive rather than concurrent, we have chosen to readminister the ASVAB or CAT-ASVAB
only if additional funding is provided to do so.

Criteria

Traditionally, the ASVAB has been validated against school performance in enlisted techni-
cal training. We have some studies under way to validate new tests against job performance cri-
teria, but in the present study, we will continue to use "A school final grades or time to comple-
tion as the criterion.

Schools Selected

In selecting the schools for validation, we looked for schools with high flow rates, high
attrition, and where spatial ability might be related to performance. In the end, it was necessary
to concentrate on schools with large flow rates so that the data collection could be completed as
quickly as possible. The candidate list of schools is

AC Air Traffic Controller
AD Aviation Machinist's Mate
AE Aviation Electrician's Mate
AMS Aviation Structural Mechanic
AO Aviation Ordinanceman
AT/AQ/AX Aviation Electronics Technician
FC Fire Control Technician
MM Machinist's Mate
OS Operations Specialist
HM Hospital Corpsman

Subjects

The examinees will be recruits in their first or second week of basic training at Navy
Recruit Training Centers who have school training guarantees for the ratings of interest. There
are several advantages to using recruits over going to the "A" schools directly:

a. The validities will be predictive validities, not concurrent validities. Some people have
argued that spatial ability, for example, is acquired through experience in dealing with spa-
tial problem solving tasks, such as those involved in repair of mechanical equipment. If this
theory is true, then concurrent validities of spatial aptitude tests would be misleading esti-
mates of predictive validities.
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b. Pragmatic factors involved in scheduling subjects make it much easier to test recruits at
Recruit Training Centers than at Navy "A" schools.

Statistical Design

The basic statistical test to be used is the F-test for comparing full and restricted models in
regression analysis.

Suppose that a criterion is predicted by a multiple regression equation from m conventional
tests, and suppose that we wish to test the significance of adding k new predictors to the battery.
The appropriate significance test is

(R 2 ,+k R2 m)Ik
= (1 - R 2m+k)/(n-m-k-l) ' (1)

where R.. = the multiple correlation of the m predictors with the criterion, Rm+k - the
multiple correlation of the m+k predictors with the criterion, and n = the sample size.

The quantity

(R 2 m+k R-2 ) (2)
(I -R 2 m+k)

is often used as a measure of effect size.

Number of ASVAB Variables

There are a number of controversial issues in applying this statistical test. The first issue is
how many variables should represent the ASVAB in the regression equation, i.e., what should the
value of m be. The ASVAB could be represented by all ten subtests, by factor scores on four
major factors, or by g, a general ability factor score.

It has been argued that regression with all ten subtests of the ASVAB would lead to sam-
pling errors because of the high collinearity of the subtests. I believe this argument is incorrect,
because collinearity affects the regression weights only. The estimates of multiple R are not
affected by collinearity of the predictors, and the F-tests are also unaffected. This is easy to see,
because with principal components analysis, any predictor set could be transformed into an
equivalent one that has uncorrelated predictors but the same multiple R and the same predicted
values of the dependent variable.

Schmidt, Hunter, and Larson (1989) examined the effectiveness of three types of ASVAB
prediction equations using ten subtests, three factor scores, or a single g for predicting school per-
formance in ten Navy ratings. Sample sizes ranged from 928 to 2598. They found that, on the
average, the multiple R from using three factors was 2% higher than from using g, and the multi-
ple R from using all ten subtests was 8% higher than from using g alone.

These results have an important implication for the design of an incremental validity study.
If we were to use a g representation for the ASVAB, then a "new" test that was merely a parallel
form of an ASVAB subtest might appear to have incremental validity. There is no alternative,
then, to using all ten subtests of the ASVAB as the basis for our restricted model.

Number of New Predictors

Notice that Equation (I) uses all of the new predictors at once. It is common practice to
evaluate each predictor one at a time, so that k = I in the F-test, making it equivalent tc 2 t-:est.
The trouble with multiple t-tests, is, of course, that if you make lots of them, sooner or later one
of them is going to appear significant, just by chance. Bonferroni and others have proposed fixes
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to this situation by setting up higher levels of significance for each t-test individually so that the
overall significance level is the desired value of, say, .05 or .01, but such methods tend to lack
power (Alt, 1982).

Another approach might be stepwise regression analysis, where k gradually increases. As in
the case of multiple t tests, the significance tests printed out by all commonly used statistical
packages are wrong. Wilkinson (1979) presents tables for estimating the significance of the
overall multiple R in stepwise regression, but I know of no good ways of estimating the
significance of the increments in stepwise regression.

Cohen and Cohen (1983, pp. 172-176) recommend a procedure analogous to Fisher's pro-
tected t-test in analysis of variance. First, the significance of the multiple R with all variables in
the regression equation is tested. If this proves significant, then one can safely make t-tests one at
a time for the individual variables in the equation. This is the approach adopted for this design.

Power Analysis for Sample Size

Schmidt, Hunter, and Dunn (1987) estimate that adding new perceptual tests to the ASVAB
would increase its validity from .59 to .61. By Eq. (2), the effect size is .0382. Using Eq. 4.5.2
from Cohen and Cohen (1983), the follow' ng table can be constructed:

Number of Cases Needed for 90% Chance
of Detecting Incremental Validity

Significance Level, x

k .05 .01
6 473 624

10 558 727

This tells us that in order to detect an incremental validity with the effect size of .0382 with
a 90% chance of success, using a significance level of .05, we should test 473 examinees if only
the accuracy scores are used, and 558 examinees if four additional latency scores are used.

On the average, we can expect about 25% attrition from the first week of recruit training to
the completion of "A" school. Also, past experience seems to indicate that another 25% of the
examinees will engage in random key-pressing behavior under unmotivated conditions. Thus the
figures in the above table should be increased by about 78% in order to obtain adequate sample
sizes for validation. In this particular validation study, we plan to test about 1000 subjects in
each rating.

Corrected Correlations

It is possible that a new predictor might have incremental validity for the wrong reasons.
For example, it might have so much overlap with the ASVAB that its inclusion in the predictor
set merely increases the reliability of the ASVAB composite, and therefore its validity. An
equivalent result could be obtained by retesting with a parallel form of the ASVAB and combin-
ing the results of the two testings. In order to rule out this possibility, the correlations of the
ASVAB subtests with the criterion and with the new predictors should be corrected for attenua-
tion of the ASVAB subtests. It is unnecessary to correct for attenuation in the criterion or the
new predictors in order to show that the incremental validity is not due to ASVAB unreliability.
Also, for the purpose of testing the significance of incremental validity, it is unnecessary and
undesirable to correct for restriction in range. fiowever, before correcting for attenuation, it may
be necessary to correct the reliability coefficients so that they are appropriate for the restricted
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sample.

Selector Composites with New Predictors

Unfortunately, the Navy uses integer-weighted composites, not regression equations for
selection and classification into technical training. This means that all of the above analyses,
including significance tests for incremental validity, will have to be redone for composites. The
regression-based analysis is still necessary, because we do not want to add new predictors when
merely re-weighting the ASVAB would accomplish the same improvement and make the new
predictor unnecessary. Nevertheless, a new predictor that has incremental validity for least-
squares regression may not improve any existing selector composite.

There appear to be a large number of way% to proceed with constructing selector compo-
sites. Possibly the simplest is to use stepwise regression with all ASVAB and new tests in the
pool of potential predictors in order to identify the tests in the composite, then determine the vali-
dity for the unit-weioht,•d ,-itc. Finally, use [ti. (I) to estiuite significance oi me iiffer-
ence between the validities of the new composite and the old composite. If the old composite is a
subset of the new one, then m = 1, since the old composite is a single prespecified variable; other-
wise m = 10.

Utility Analysis

Once a set of predictors has been found to have incremental validity in regression analysis
and in selector composites, ono can proceed to do a cost/benefit analysis of adding the new tests
to the ASVAB. At this point, shrinking the multiple Rs using Wherry's formula, correcting the
criterion ( but not the predictors) for unreliability, and doing a multivariate correction for restric-
tion in range will be necessary to obtain an estimate of the magnitude of the improvement.
Schmidt, Hunter, and Dunn (1987) have shown that a 3% improvement in validity (from .59 to
.61) can eventually save the Navy $83 million annually iii improved performance. Based on
some small sample studies, we expect the improvement to be much larger than this, on the order
of 10% for some ratings. Therefore, the potential payoff from this research could be very large.

Summary

To prove that the addition of new tests to the ASVAB can increase validity is a challenging
undertaking. Because we are looking for small improvements, on the order of 3% or more, large
samples are required. The statistical approach must be sound and insure that artifacts do not
creep into the results. This papcr has addressed potential problems arising from not rt,-ting with
the ASVAB, outliers and unmotivated examinees, ASVAB unreliability, collinearity in regres-
sion, the number of variables in regression, multiple t-tests, statistical power, corrections for
attenuation and restriction in range, and use of selector composites. We welcome any criticism or
suggestions for improving this design.
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VALIDATION OF THE AIR FORCE RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING3 CORPS SELECTION SYSTEM

Linda R. Elliott
Air Force Human Pesources Laboratory
Brooks Air Force Base, TX 78235-5601

This study examines the assessment process used to select candidates for Air Force
Reserve Officer Training Corps (AFROTC) Professional Officer Course (POC). The current
AFROTC selection system assigns a Quality Index Score (QIS) to each POC candidate, based
on scores fran six predictor variables, which are weighted and combined to form an
overall score, or QIS (Jackson & Gordon, 1977). QIS scores were examined for their
relation tD several training and job perforrence measures. The predictive validity of

QIS sc>ores as presently calculated (6 factors) was compared to that of Q15 scores
calculated from a previously used 10-factor formula and a proposed 3-factor forula. In
addition, QIS formula weights were compared to the optimal weights assigned to each
variable in regression analysis.

METHOD

Subjects and Criteria. Data on AFROTC applicants from fiscal years 1978-81 were
obtained from Headquarters AFROTC (N -- 13,722). The majority of subjects were caucasian

(82%) males (81%). Samples were generated on the basis of nine criteria: a) POC
selection (POC SEL); b) POC completion (POC COM); c) POC instructor ratings (POC RAT;
i-5 scale); d) POC distinguished graduates (POC DG); e) technical school final grades
(TS GRD); f) experimental supervisory ratings of job performance (EXP JOB, 1-9 scale);
g) experimental ratings of potential for career progression (EXP PCT, 1-9 scale); h)
experimental ratings of motivation (EXP MOT, 1-9 scale); and i) Officer Effectiveness

Reports (OERS, 1-6 scale, 1 = superior perfornence).
Predictor Variables. Eleven predictor variables have been used by AFROTC for the

determination of Q0S scores: a) Detachment Comrmnder's rating (DCR) (an overall ratirg
of acceptability of an applicant, ranging from 0-8); b) Cadet Rank (CR) (assigned rank
from 1 (most desireable) to 50 (last choice); c) Total Cadets Ranked (TCR) (the actual
number of applicants ranked); d) General Military Course Credit (GMC) (indicates whether
the applicant had prior military coursework or service); e) AFR0TC grade point average

(AFROTC GPA) (prior military experience counted as 3.0 AFROTC GPA); f) Technical Credit
(Vt) (credit for technical coursework completion); g) Air Force Officer Qualifying Test
(AFOQT): Academic Aptitude Composite; h) AFOQT: Quantitative Composite; i) AFOOT: Verbal
Composite; j ) Scholastic Pptitude Test (SAT) scores; and k) Cumulati ve grade point
average (GPA).

Variables which have been used to compute QIS scores are shown in Table 1, together
with their operational weights.

Table 1. Weights Used in Coagutation of QISa

Variable Weight

1978 - 1982 Current Proposed

Va riabl es Fange Q iS O IS Q IS
1. Cet. Commander Rtl ng (0 - 8) 1 .9625 3.8233 2.0000
2. Cadet Rank ( - 50) - . 1106 - -

3. Total Cadets Ranked (1 - 131) .0362

4. Gen. Mlitary Crse Credit (0 - 1) 1.5125 -

5. AFROTC GPA (0 - 400) .0157

6. Technlical Credit (0 - 1) 2.1332 - -

7. AFOQT-Aademic Apti tude ( - 99) .1687 .1293 2.0000
8. AFi0T-Q uanti ttfve (1 - 99) .0556 .1125 -
9. AFOOT-Verbal (1 - 99) - .1 189

10. SAT (0 - 1600) .0225 .0187 -

11. Cumulative GPA (0 - 400) .0931 .0719 .6000
aweights are applied to actual predictor SCores; their relative Tagnltude
cannot be directly compared without consideration of the predictor metric.
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Analyses. Three QIS scores were calculated for each AFROTC applicant using the 3,

6, and 10 variable formulae. Descriptive statistics for the individual predictor
variables, the three types of QIS scores dnd nine criterid were computed and are

available upon request. This descriptive data will also be available in a technical

report (Cowan, Elliott, & Wegner, in review). The correlations between each type of QIS

score and the training and job performp'.ce criteria were examined for significant
differences in pretictive validity.

The same variables which comprise the three types of QIS scores were examined using
regression analyses to determine if different variable weights would result in
significantly higher correlations with criteria. This resulted in a separate set of

optimal weights for the prediction of Pch criterion. The corretations between Q0S

scores and each criteria were compared to the multiple correlations obtained from each

corresponding regression model. Differences between the correlations were tested for
significance.

Ill. RESULTS

Relation between individual predictor variables and criteria. Correlations between

the 11 individual predictor variables and each criterion are shown in Table 2. Also

listed in Table 2 are the correlations for each type of QIS score (variables 12-14) and

the multiple correlations obtained for each regression model (variables 15-18).

Correlations were not corrected for reliability and restriction in range of the

predictor variables, so that reported correlations are conservative estimates. Also,
the variance of the job performance criteria was very restricted, therefore the low

correlations are not surprising.

Table 2. Correlations Between 0IS Variables and Criteria

Cr1 terla

POC Poc POC POC TS UP EXP EX

Predictor variables SEI RAT Co4 0G GRO JOB POT MOT OER

Indi vlidual variables (zero-order correl ations)
1. D.C. Biting .23*" .19"* .11** .21"" -. 00 .10** .11" .11 -. 06'

2. Cadet Rank -. 19" -. 19" -. 11" -. 22" -. 02 -. 03 -. 02 -. 02 .01

3. Total Ranked .04 -. 01 .01 .01 .02 .07' .10"" .10"* -. 05

4. Gen Mil Credit .09" .05 .03 .04 .12" .06' .06* .06 -. 06'

5. AF A01C GPA .15"* .18"* .l1*" .19"* .09"* .06* .10"* .07" -. 06"

6. Tecm•ical Credit .03 .04 .01 .06* .16" O8" .11** .06" -. 12"*

7. AF COT-AA .10"* .12"* .06* .15** .37** .07' .14"* .05 .09.*

8. AFOQT-Quant .10"* .08"ý .07' .12"* .33" .05 .12"ý .03 -. 11*

9. AF COT-Verba 1 .08** .13"* .04 .13"* .33"* .03 .06" .01 -. 04

10. SAT .11** .12" .07" .16"* .39" .06" .13" .04 -. 09''

11. Cumullati ve GPA .13'* .24** .17"* .31"" .20"* .07* .06' .04 -. 05

QIS Scores (zero-order correlations)

12. l0-QIS-Assigned .19'* .23*' .15'* .29"* .41"* .11" .16-' .08** -. 12'*

13. 6-Q iS-Assi gned .21" .24" .14" .28" .38" .10" .16" .08" - .11 **

14, 3.QIS-Assl gned .15"* .22*' .14 ,' .27** .40'* .10 - . 14 '' .06* -. 10 '*

Regression Scores (multiple correlations)

15. 11 variables .27** .30'' .20'* .36"* .45" .17'' .22** .18'' -. 16'*

16. 10-variables .27" .20" .20" .36" .44" .16" .21" .17" -. 16"

17 . 6-variables .25** .29* .19-* .35'* .43'* .13'' .19'' .13'* .12'*

18. 3--a riabl es .25"ý .28" .18" .35" .40" .12" .17" .11 - .11"*

N 13 722 5,249 Q.450 7,679 1,645 1,382 1,080 1,080 3,923

*significant at .05 level; *"signlf1cant it .01 level.

Comparison of the predictive validity of each type of QIS score. Table 2 displays
the zero-order correlation coefficiots between the three types of 9IS scores (variables
12-14) and the nine criteria. ½(ýrpl itions were highest for the technical school grades

(r = .38 to .41) and were lowest t.•r the lob performance cri teria (r = .06 to .16).
Note that correlations are negative •or tuie (FR criterion, because the DER uses a

reverse rating scale, from 1 (hi 'hes t ,ti ng) to 6 (lowest rati nq).
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Differences between correlation coefficients of each type of QIS score were tested
for significance using ;Iotelling's forimla (Guilford & Fruchter, page 164, 1978). While
there are a few differences between the QIS methods for predicting training and job

performance which were statistically significant, the differences are not large. The
largest difference for predicting post-selection criteria was between the 10 and 6

factor QIS correlations with technical school grades, which differed by .03. Otherwise,
all other differences in correlations are less than .02.

Predictive validity of regression models. Table 2 provides a summary comparing the
multiple correlation of each of the three regression models (variables 15-18) for the
prediction of each nine criteria. F tests were calculated to determine if differences
between the regression models were statistically significant. There were significant
differences between model 1 (10 variables) and model 2 (6 variables) for all criteria
except the technical school grades. However, the differences were relatively smal.
There was very little difference in the predictive validity of model 2 (6 variables)
compared to model 3 (3 variables); differences were nonsignificant for all criteria but
three: POC instructor ratings, technical school grades, and OER ratings. The difference
in multiple correlation values between model 2 and model 3 for these three criteria were
also relatively small.

Results indicate that the deletion of three variables from the current method of QIS
determinatior will not practically impair the predictive validity of the QIS scores.

This is as expected, sinre the three variables which have been suggested to be deleted,
the SAT, AFOoT-Verbal, and AFOOT-Quantitative scores, are higly correlated with one of
the remaining variailes - the AFOOT Academic Aptitude score (r = .85, .83, and .82,
respectively). Intercorrelations between the 11 QIS predictor variables are available

upon request.
Predictive validity of QIS weights versus their corresponding regression weights.

The multiple correlations obtained from regression analyses of model 1, model 2, and
model 3 were compared to the correlations obtained for the 3-, 6-, and 10-factor QIS
scores for each criterion, using F tests of statistical significance. Correlations were
significantly higher for the regression models as compared to the corresponding QIS
methods for all comparisons but one (exception = 6-factor QIS versus model 2 for the
prediction of experimental measures of job performance). Differences in the predictive
ability of the QIS scores and the regression models should interpreted with some
caution, since statistical analysis procedures capitalize on chance. The multiple
correlations obtained in these analyses may shrink if the regression weights arc applied
to a second group of subjects. Regression weights are expected to remain significantly
more predictive of criteria that had a larger difference in prediction between QIS
scores and corresponding regression models, such as performance in POC training, POC
completion, POT distinguished graduates, and experimental measures of motivation and
puLential for career progression.

Relative magnitude of QIS weights vs regression weights. Regression weights for

each variable differed according to the criterion being predicted. In order to compare
the QIS weights to the regression weights, single regression weights were computed for
each variable by averdying across the eiqht training and performance criteria. Table 3
lists the averaged regression weights for each of the three models, along with the

assigned weights for, each QIS fornoul I. The weights were rescaled with the weight for
AFOOT Academic Aptitude set to 1, to facilitate direct comparison of weights.

When the 10 factor QIS method is compared to regression model 1 it is noted that
model 1 increases the weight ratio markedly for the Detachment Commander's Rating, the

General Military Course Credit, and Techinical Credit. Comparing the current 6-factor
OQIS to regression model 2 reveals that the regression weight for Detachment Commander's
rating is twice the assigned Q IS weight. Regression weights for AFOOT-Quantitative
score and Cumnulative Grade Point Average are also higher than the operational QIS

weights. For the proposed 3-factor OIS and model 3 comparison, it was found that the
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Table 3. Relative Magnitude of 0IS weights versus Few Scor Regression Wei gptsa

Wel igh ts
1978-82 Current Proposed

Variables 01IS id I QIS Mod 2 QIS ltd 3

1. net Comander Anti nq 11.63 17.02 29.57 64.31 1.00 6.91

2. Cadet Rnk -. 66 -. ul - - -

3. Total Cadets Ranked .21 .46 -

4. Gen. Nil. Credit 8.97 62.83 -

5. AFROTC GPA .09 .13 -

6. Technical Credit 12.64 37.81 -

7. AF(]T-AA 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

8. AF 00T-Q uan ti tati ve .33 .31 .87 3.00 -

9. AFOQT-verbal - - .92 1.63 - -

10. SAT score .13 .24 .14 .88 - -

11. Cumulatie GPA .55 .65 .56 2.25 .30 .5

a The weight for AF OUT-Academlc Aptitude wa set to 1 across all Rodels so

that assined and regression weighrts can be directly compared.

regression model assigned a lower weight for the Cumulative Grade Point Average and a

higher weight to the Detachment commander's rating. It is noted that each of the

regression models shows a marked increase in weight for the Detachment Conmander's

Rating over the three QIS ratios.

The averaged raw regression weights resulted in higher weights for Detachment

Commander ratings in all models, when compared to the QIS weights. In the 6-factor

model , the weight for Detachment Commander ratings was doubled, and in the 3 factor

model, the weight was increased sixfold. Tt should he noted that these raw regression

weights do not represent the actual ratio of differences in importance of the predictor

variables, because they do not control for differences between variables in their metric

(i.e. mean, range, variability).

IV. DISCUSSION

The current AFROTC selection system was demonstrated to have a :Ignificant degree of

predictive validity for a variety of training and performance criteria. The 6 factor

QiL•I *• ,_,,- f .y intn t"" Fn• hlW POC were siqnificantly related to all

measures of training success and job performance. predictive validity of this method

was highest for technical school final grades and lowest for experimental ratings of job

performance, potential for career progression, and motivation.

Scores generated by regression weights were more highly related to selection,

train4 nr,, and iob performance criteria than were their corresponding 9IS scores.

Differences in predictive validit, bet,•en tbe OS scores and their corresponding

regression models were greatest for selection and POC criteria and lowest tor tednnical

school grades and job performance measures. It should be noted that the predictive

validity of the regression weights may shrink somewhat when applied to another group of

subjects. However, since differences in predictive validity were substaltiial for the

selection and POC criteria, it is likely that the predictive validity of the regression

weights would renmin significantly higher vhen applied to another group of subjects.

The averaged raw regression weights resulted in higher weights for DetaýihlMnt

Commander ratings in all models, when compared to the QIS weights. In the 5-factor

model, the weight for Detachment Commander ratings was doubled, and in the 3 factor

model , the wight was increased almost sevenfold.

This report was restricted to the validation of vdriables which are or have been

used for AFROT selection. These variables n(y or may not be the optimal predictors of

training and/or performance criteria. Further research would be necessary to deternmine

the relation of other applicant characteristics to training and job performance

criteria, such as previous work experience, prior military service, awards and/or
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achievements, and participation in extracurricular activities, such as team sports.

These characteristics are probably considered to some extent by the Detachment Commander
in the assigned overall ratings. Since these ratings were positively related to

performance criteria, there is reason to expect that some of the additional
characteristics would be predictive of AF Officer performance. A list of potential

predictors could be obtained by eliciting information from Detachment Commanders as to
the factors they consider most relevant in their rating decisions. Identification of

applicant characteristics which are predictive of AF Officer performance would provide
further information to the Detachment Commanders and serve to enhance the reliability
and predictive validity of Detachment Commander ratings. At this time, the reliability

of the Detachment Commander ratings is n-t known.
Recently (July 88), a plan for restructuring the AFRO7 selection system was

submitted in response to a general directive from the Chief of Staff of the Air Force to
give greater consideration to candidate attributes such as motivation, officership, and
adaptability to military life. The new plan deletes the SAT and AFOQT Academic Aptitude

scores and adds several new measures, such as a physical fitness test, a written
communication assessment, and a face-to-face board interview. Assessment variables and
proposed weights are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Variables d dweights included iin recomnended ROt cadet evaluation
form for four week evaluation

Assessment variables Rar e Weight Maxlmum Score
I Moti vatlon

Review Board 0 - 24 0.520B 12.4792

Cadet Traits 0 - 27 0.2315 6.2505
Military Aptitude 0 - 15 0.4167 6.2505
Ptlysical Fitness 0 -400 0.0156 6.2400
Dot Commander Rating 0 - 8 3.1250 25.0000

11 Ability to Learn
AFOOT-Verbal I - 99 0.2104 20.8796
AFOQT-Quantitative I - 99 0.2104 20.8296
GPA 0 - 4 5.2078 20.8312

Total QIS 112.4706

The board interview rating would be based on 6 factors worth 3 points each: a) self
c-nfidence, b) human relations, c) oral communication skill, d) written communication
skill, e) Air Force interest, and f) extracurricular activities. Ca-c" traits to be

assessed include flexibility, assertiveness, perseverance, responsibility, self
confidence, cooperation, decisiveness, organization, and ethical principles. Military
a.titude i, assessed thrmudn 'lcPOT GPA, military bearing, military knowledge,

menmership in AFROlT activities, and AFROTC honors. As can be seen in the table, the
variables measuring academic ability provide 50% of the total score. In the current

system, measures of academic ability provide 75% of the total score. The net result of
the new system will be a qreater weight for characteristics previo,,sly considpred only
in the Detachment Commander rating. Results from this study indicate that the greater

weight should not reduce the predictive validity of QIS scores, and may in fact increase
the predictive validity for some criteria.
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The Relationship Between Aptitude and Officer Performance
Dianne C. Brown

The HIu=n Resources Research Organization (HiRRO)

In contrast to enlisted personnel, a variety of aptitude tests are used
in the selection of military officers. These tests not only vary by
Service, but by officer commissioning program as well, thus complicating the
task of analyzing officer aptitude. The Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT),
widely used for college admissions in the civilian sector, is the closest to
a consistent aptitude measure of officers. The SAT is used for selection
into the majority of officer comnissioning programs (i.e., academies, and
Reserve Officer Training Corps programs). In addition, because military
officers are primarily college graduates, it can be expected that most
officers will have taken college entrance examinations, particularly the
SAT, regardless of commissioning source. Thus, the SAT seems well suited,
for the present study, to serve as the uniform measure of officer aptitude
and for comparing officers of varying aptitude levels. Before analyzing the
relationship between aptitude and officer performance, this paper first
defines officer aptitude levels using SAT scores, documenting the procedures
used to accomplish this.

The first step in defining officer aptitude levels was to create a
database which contained the necessary information. The Defense Manpower
Data Center (DMDC) officer cohort files do not contain aptitude test score
information. Therefore, the DMDC file for officers commissioned from FY
1975 through FY 1985 was loaned to the Educational Testing Service (ETS)
where SAT score data were matched to individuals via social security
numbers. The match rate for SAT scores was approximately 56 percent. In
other words, it was possible to obtain SAT scores for 56 percent of OMDC's
original officer cohort file. The 44 percent that did not match is likely
attributable to some individuals having taken the American College Test
(ACT) rather than the SAT; some individuals having taken no college entrance
examination; or social security numbers that did not match. Subsequent to
matching, social security numbers were erased from the database by ETS.
This "SAT/Officer" database, provided to DMOC by ETS, serves as the balis of
analyses of high aptitude officers for HumRRO's high aptitude project.

Representativeness of the Matched SAT/Officer Sample
To determine whether the resulting matched sample adequately

represented the population of military officers, an analysis of its
demographic characteristics was performed. The total FY75-85 officer cohort
was compared to the 56 percent SAT matched file in terms of gender, race,
education, and Service. These data indicated no significant differences
between the two cohorts. Therefore, it can be expected that the matched
cohort is representative of the total FY75-85 officer cohort.

Officer Aptitude levels
To define officers in terms of general levels of aptitude for the high

aptitude study, a reference population of SAT takers was used to establish a
normative base. SAT Verbal and Math scores, provided by ETS, were combined
into a single inde:, (analogous to the single Armed Forces Qualification Test

I The High Aptitude Project was contracted to HumRRO through the Office

of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Manaqerent and Personnel).



[AFQT] measure which consists of verbal and quantitative components) and
then converted to the "appropriate" percentile range. The general
procedures for converting SAT score ranges into percentile score ranges !ere
as follows.

First, an SAT reference population was established. The appropriate
normative base was considered to be the SAT taking population for years
corresponding to the dates that most FY 1975-1985 officer accessions would
have taken the SAT for college admissions. Assuming that most of the
officer conmnissions are recent college graduates, 1970 through 1981 SAT
takers would be the ideal referent. However, prior to 1972 the total number
of "T takers was counted as the number of SAT tests taken. In 1972, ElS
began counting SAT takers as the total number of graduating seniors who took
the test, eliminating the double counting of individuals. To assure
con.istent data, the reference population chosen for the currealt project is
the 1972-1981 SAT taking pupulation.

The next step consisted of transforming the defii,-d norming group's
SAT standard scores into .heir percentile equivalents. ETS provided total
SAT score ranges corresponding to the percentile bands of ,nterest (i.e.,
percentile ranges similar to AFQT categorizations or 93-100, 65-92; 50-64;
31-49; 10-30; and 1-9' for each year included in the reference population.
ETS estimated these SAT total scores within percentile ranges from SAT
verbal and math means and Pstimatec of standard deviations. To produce one
single percctile scale based in the reference population, the nine years of
data were combined. SAT scores for fach year were converted to standard z
scores, ang the number of examinees scoring at each 10 point interval was
estimated.- The percentile ranges were computed for the combined 10 years,
resulting in the following reference pcpulation for defining the officer
aptitude levels, as shown in table 1.

Table 1
SAT Score Ranges and Corresponding

Percentile Ranges and Aptitude Categories

SAT Score Percentile Aptitude
Range Score kange Category

1220-1600 93-100 0-1 HgSHigh
980-1210 65-92 0-I!

880-970 50-o4 0-1liA SAverage
740-870 31-49 0-1118

640-730 10-3u O-Ty -v

400-630 1-9 O-V

SAT sccre, for high aptitude officers are defined as those scoring
within the 65ch through the 100th percentiles on the SAT: average aptitude
scoring within the 31st through the 64th percentiles; and lov aptitude

2 Subsequent to 1971, SAT scores were rounded to the nearest 10. The
overwhelming majority of the SAT-tdking pOpuldtion dnd the officer cohort
being used in this study have SAT scores divisible by 10. Each '. point
interval was assumed to be linearly distributed.



within the 1st through the 30th percentiles. In other worJs, high aptitude
officers are defined as those scoring at or above 980 on t1,e SAT, with this
range set on the basis of the percentile distribution of the above-specified
reference population. Average aptitude officers will comprise the 31st
through 64th percentiles. Using the SAT/matched database for the FY 1975
through 1985 officer cohort, comparisons can be made of the performance of
high and average aptitude officers.

It should be noted here that the SAT and the AFQT were in no way
equated. The percentile ranges that are used to define the various aptitude
categories of the AFQT were simply "borrowed" and applied to an SAT
reference population. These percentile ranges and categories were used
simply because they provide a familiar means of identifying and defining
aptitude levels for officer personnel. Because the two tests have not been
equated, the aptitude categories cannot be considered equivalent. Through
self-selection, SAT takers (i.e., the reference population for this study)
tend to be among the upper end of high school graduating class rank. This
is markedly different than the nationally referenced AFQT, for which there
is a much wider range of ability. Therefore, in viewing the data in this
paper, what is termed "low" or even "average" aptitude for officer personnel
must be considered low or average in reference to a rather select group.

SAT/Matched Officers by Aptitude
Frequencies and percentages of officers in the various SAT categories

by Service are shown in Table 2. As might be expected, proportions of low
aptitude officers are minimal. Average aptitude officers comprise
approximately 27 percent of the SAT/officer cohort, and about 67 percent of
the cohort are high aptitude officers. These proportions are consistant
with what one would expect in a selected group. The largest proportion of
officers in the present SAT/officer cohort (46.7 percent) in category O-TI
is consistent with typical qualifying SAT scores. Based on 1986 standards,
SAT qualifying scores ranged from 850 to 1120 across the Services and
commissioning sources.

Table 2

Number and Percent oft SAT/Officers Comissioned
"?197 -85 by SAT Aptitude Level and Services

High Aptitude Average Aptitude Low Aptitude

0-1 0-II 0-IIIA 0-1III -O v O-V Total

Servie N R N % N N N % N

Army 9,817 17.0 24.328 42.2 8,976 15.6 8,486 14.7 3.538 6.1 2,539 4.4 57.684

Navy 12,176 27.3 22,858 51.2 5.371 12.0 3,280 7. 738 1.7 253 0.6 44.676
Marine Corps 1,711 13.1 6.031 46.2 2.508 19.2 2,041 15.6 562 4.3 197 1.5 13,052'
Air Force 10,710 20.0 25.706 48.0 8,370 15.6 6,292 11.8 1,750 1.3 720 1.3 53,548

Total DoD 34.414 20.4 78,925 46.7 25,225 14.9 20,099 1l.q 6,588 3.9 3,709 2.2 168.960

Source: Defense Manpower Data Center.
SAptitude categories are based on scores of individuals who tool the SAT between 1972 aid 1981. The percentiles comprising the
categories are as follows: 0-I = 93-100; O-II - 65-92: O-IlIA - 50-64; 0-1118 . 11-49W O-1V ý 10-30: and O-V - 1-9.
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Officer Performance Measures in Relation to Aptitude
Given this cohort of officers with aptitude test scores, a rare

opportunity exists to study officer performance in relation to aptitude
across all four Services. Certain constraints were operating in relation to
the particular database and in studying officers in general which are not
usually present in analyses of enlisted personnel. Some of the data fields
that are included in DMDC's master file were not present in the SAT/officer
file. This complicated attrition and retention analyses, as well as
analyses by source of commission. Additionally, restriction of range is
ever present in officer aptitude and performance measures. Since this is a
profoundly select group, there is little variance. It can be likened to
studying the variance in grade point averages of graduate students. Despite
these constraints, three basic surrogate measures of job performance were
used in these analyses: (a) promotion, (b) retention, and (c) attrition.

Promotion Data Analysis. Table 3 shows correlations between SAT scores and
number of months to promotion to 0-3, or Captain, by commissioning source.
It should be noted that the only available categorization of commissioning
source for the SAT/officer cohort was academy versus non-academy. Although
this two-way break is by no means ideal, these categories can be useful.

Several correlations in Table 3 are statistically significant but
practical significance is questionable in light of the large numbers of
officers and small coefficients. There is a relatively stable tendency for
the larger sample sizes to have significant results. What is lacking is any
other logical or explainable trend. Significant correlations of .02, .03
and even .06 must be taken as inconclusive evidence of the relationship
between aptitude and time to promotion.

Table 3

Correlations Betwen SAT Score and mie of Months t9
Pmwt ion to 0-3 for FY 1975-81 Cammssioned Officers"

Academy Non-academy Total

Service N r r N r

Army 4,523 0.03 " 12,330 0.01 ns 16,853 0.01 ns
Navy 3,811 0.00 ns 9,660 0.03 13,471 0.02 ns
Marine Corps 439 -0.23 "" 3,545 -0.05 " 3,984 -0.06 "
Air Force 5.140 -0.01 ns 16,058 -0.04 " 21,198 0.02 "

Source: Defense Manpower Data Center.
N includes only officers promoted to 0-3.

ns not significant.
significant at the .01 level.

significant at the .05 level.

Retention Data Analysis. Table 4 shows the correlations between SAT score
and number of months served. To analyze retention, active duty obligation
is useful for determining whether individuals are staying in Service beyond
their required time. Because there is no way to determine the active duty
obligations with the present data file, correlations are shown comparing
academy and non-academy, the only available categorization of commissioning
source. Again, the issue of large Ns and small correlation coefficients
crops up and leads one to question the significant correlations. No sizable
or significant relationships were found for academy officers and the small
significant correlations for non-academy officers were both negative.
Rather than construe this as evidence of a true inverse relationship between



aptitude and retention, it is more likely the power of large sample sizes
that produced significance. However, the negative trend may suggest that
higher aptitude officers (who may be serving in civilian valued jobs, e.g.,
pilots) are somewhat more likely to depart from the military.

Table 4

Correlatinss Betm SAT Score OWd Wer of Months
Served for FT 1975 Cmnisslomd Officers

Academy Non-academy Total

Service N r N r N r

Army 791 -0.02 ns 2,673 -0.10 "* 3,464 -0.04 *

Navy 646 0.00 ns 1,739 -0.06 * 2,385 -0.04 "
Marine Corps 75 -0.06 ns 1,095 0.04 ns 1,170 0.05 ns
Air Force 747 0.00 ns 2,458 -0.01 ns 3,205 0.04

Source: Defense Manpower Data Center.
ns not significant.
** significant at the .01 level.

significant at the .05 level.

Attrition Data Analysis. For all intents and purposes, using the presant
database, attrition is synonymous with the above definition of retention.
Table 5 shows six year attrition rates by SAT category. There appears to be
no consistent trend between attrition and aptitude level. Each Service
varies as to which aptitude categories have the highest attrition rates. It
is assumed that these data probably reflect varying Service policy. As with
the retention data, a tendency for higher attrition to occur at the lower
aptitude levels (as shown for the Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force) could
be a byproduct of commissioning sources that select on SAT scores and incur
a longer service obligation. Since neither active duty obligation nor
commissioning source were available, it is difficult draw meaningful
interpretations of these data.

Table 5

Percent of "T 1975-79 Coamisionoed Officers Attrited
within 6 Years by SAT Category

SXT Category

0-1 0-1I O-IIIA 0-1118 O-tv O-V Total

Service N % N N N N N % N

Army 3.239 44.5 7.971 40.2 2.790 40.8 2.491 )8.3 953 36.5 578 42.0 18,022
Navy 4.058 38.7 7,814 34.8 1,661 36.1 897 40.5 189 40.2 65 43.1 14,684
Marine Corps 652 45.7 2,419 41.9 1,071 42.9 862 46.4 251 52.2 103 47.6 5.364
Air Force 3,301 21.7 7.969 2).3 2.)45 26.1 1,80) 26.7 521 20.9 260 25.4 16 IqQ

Source: Defense Wmanpower Data Center.
Aptitude categories are based on scores of individuals who tool the SAT between 1972 ind 1981. The percentiles comprising the
categories are as follows: 0-I x 93-100: 0-Il = 65-92; O-IlIA = 50-64; 0-1118 m 31-4q: O-IV Y 10-30: and O-V = 1-9.
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Conclusions
What is abundantly clear from these data is that the officer corps is a

highly select group. It is apparent that the officer selection system is
working. The vast majority of officers in the SAT/officer cohort scored
high on the SAT, with 67 percent categorized in this study within the high
aptitude range. The relatively small proportion (six percent) of officers
categorized as "low" aptitude is easily explained hy several points. First,
these SAT category IV and V are the lowest scoring in a very select group.
Second, not all officers are screened on the SAT and not all colleges and
universities screen on the SAT so it can be expected that there are college
graduates who scored relatively low on the SAT. Additionally, when the SAT
is used for screening, rigid cut-off scores are not typically applied.

What follows from such a selected group as officers is range
restriction, which complicates the task of analyzing performance measures in
relation to aptitude. Range restriction in the "predictor" (i.e., SAT
scores) and in certain criteria (i.e., promotion), cupinp iiates such
analyses, as was discovered. Although meaningful significant data were
generally not found, one would not conclude that no relationship exists
between aptitude and officer performance for several reasons. First, the
job performance measures used here (promotion, retention, and attrition) are
really surrogate measures. Supervisory or commander ratings of an
individual may be more appropriately termed a job performance measure,
albeit fraught with problems of range restriction. Second, the SAT is not
designed to predict any such job performance measures. It is validated
against first year college grade point average and is generally effective in
predicting this criterion. The SAT provided the measure of aptitude for the
present study because of its relatively consistent use in officer and
college selection. Third, if validity generalization holds true, there
probably is a relationship there for officers. What can be concluded is
that given the present data, this relationship between aptitude and officer
performance cannot be measured in a meaningful and significant way due to
range restriction as well as constraints on the available data.

Although clear relationships between aptitude and officer performance
were not found in the present study, this relationship has been demonstrated
for the SAT as well as for other officer selection tests. It has been
demonstrated that the officer corps is a highly select group in terms of
aptitude, so cognitive ability is unquestionably present. Given this
relationship, it can still be expected that factors other than aptitude
operate in predicting who will be good officers. These factors may include
motivation, leadership ability, college major, or career goals. And in
fact, the Services screen for such attributes in addition to aptitude.
Aptitude tests are used in conjunction with other variables which are
empirically validated to determine how much weight various selection
criteria should receive.

Present analyses should not be overlooked entirely for lack of clear
ties between aptitude and performance. What can most be gleaned from these
data is the measure of quality of the officer corps. This opportunity to
view officers across Services on a single measure of aptitude has shown them
to be an impressive group in terms of general aptitude. Furthermore, it is
clear that high aptitude officers are serving the same amount of time as the
lower aptitude officers. In fact, these data suggest that the Services are
getting a good return on their investment in otficer personnel, suggesting
that there is little evidence in favor of tho ofi icer corps becoming more
selective.



DEVELOPMENT OF A NAVAL OFFICER SELECTION TEST

tMelit 1nant (N) Al.an C. O1(ro!

Canadian Forces Personnel Appl ied Reseea rclh Un I
Willowdale, Ontario, Canada

INTRODUCTION

The Naval Officer Selection Board (NOSB) employs an assessment

centre approach in the evaluation of naval officer candidates (Rodgers,
1985). Ongoing Canadian Forces Personnel Applied Research Unit (CFPARU)
work has sought to improve the NOSB's prediction of naval officer
classification training performance. Based on an ability analysis
(Rodgers, 1986) and a review of existing selection measures, a requirement
was identified to develop a measure or measures of memorization and
selective attention. This paper presents the development and evaluation
of the test produced.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PASSAGE PLANNING TEST

A review of existing commercial and Canadian Forces measures did

not produce a suitable test. In this search it was, however, discovered
that the U.S. Army Research Institute (ARI) was in the process of
developing a test battery designed to assess the abilities required for
U.S. Army helicopter pilot training. Included in this battery was a

complex cognitive-perceptual test labelled the Flight Planning Test (FPT)
which measured memorization, selective attention and decision-making.

McAnulty, Cross and Jones (1986) reported that the FPT provided reliable
measures of the three abilities while gain scores within levels produced
unique assessments of two dynamic factors: learning and fatigue.
Consequently, the FPT was obtained through The Technical Co-operation
Panel (TTCP) of which both CFPARU and ARI are members.

The FPT was adapted for use as a potential naval officer selection
measure through minor changes in the format, length and time alotted. The
adapted test was labelled the Passage Planning Test (PPT). Using a
paper-and-pencil, multiple-choice format, the PPT contains five timed
sections presented in three levels of difficulty. Information is
presented by a combination of words, numbers and symbols with some
memorization of values and symbols required. Passage planning rules must
be applied in a hierarchical order which becomes more complex in Level II

and again in Level III. Selective attention is measured by including
distracting information in one-third of the questions. The test is
presented in booklet format containing all relevant information and can be
self-administered. Time limits are provided for practice questions, the
review of rules and the test sections. Each section contains 12
four-response multiple-choice questions, and responses are made on a
separate machine readable form.

The views and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author and

not necessarily those of the Department of National Defence.
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EVALUATION OF THE PASSAGE PLANNING TEST

Evaluation of the PPT was designed to answer three questions:
a. were the psychometric characteristics of the PPT similar to

those of the FPT?;
b. did the PPT make a unique contribution to NOSB assessment?; and,
c. did the PPT correlate with training performance?

The test was written by two groups: 61 civilian applicants
attending an NOSB and 122 naval officers in training. Additional data
collected included all existing selection measures and a measure of
training performance. The analyses incorporated three different groupings
of data. First, the entire sample was analyzed to compare the
psychometric characteristics of the PPT to those reported for the FPT.
Second, using the sub-group which attended an NOSB, the contribution of
the PPT to the present assessment measures was examined. Finally, using
the sub-group for whom training results were avnilable, the concurrent
validity of the PPT was established.

ANALYSES AND RESULTS

Psychometric Characteristics

The analyses revealed that, when time r-ductions were accounted
for, the PPT exhibited similar characteristics and patterns of scores as
had the FPT. As displayed in Table 1, mean scores generally decreased
across the three levels and increased within the three sections of Level
TI. In comparison to the FPT, it was predicted that, due to the changes
in length and times, the mean item difficulty would increase from .41 to
.50 and the Level T mean score would decrease while the Level/Ill mean

Table I

Descriptive Statistics for the FPT & PPT

FPT I PPT

Section Time Items Time Items
Level Order Mean SD (Min) Attempted Mean SD (Min) Attempted

I 1 6.28 2.26 9 11.2 6.12 2.10 6 9.75

II 2 4.70 2.25 9 8.5-8.92 6.30 2.22 8 9.23

HI 3 5.18 2.38 9 8.5-8.92 6.73 2.10 8 9.99

II 4 5.84 2.64 9 8.5-8.9 7.33 2.43 8 10.39
9

Ill 5 4.41 2.26 9 8.5-8.9 5.46 2.05 10 9.79

N 273 183

Notes: 1. The FPT contains two additional, more difficult sections.
2. Not reported by sect ion.
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score would increase. These predi cted effects are evident in the
reduction in the mean number of items attempted in section 1 (9.75 vice
11.2); however, the number attempted was generally greater for the
remaining sections despite the reduced time on the Level IT sections. The

net gain scores in Level. II (computed as the difference is score between

section 4 and section 2) werc highly similar (L.14 vice 1.03). As
predictcd, the mean item difficulty increased to .53, extremely close to

the optimum level of .50. As reported for the FPT, section-total
correlations were sigriific;nt, correlations among the sections were
moderate and gain scores were independent of total scores.

Contribution to Existing Assessment Measures

As reported in Johnston, Okros & Rodgers (1988), the NOSB merit

score is computed from seven measures: a file review of backgrnond
information, an interview, a conducting officer's assessment, a practicat
leadership exercise, a junior-manager-level in-basket exercise and
leaderless group discussions (LGDs). NOSB candidates are pre-screened on
the basis of two recruiting measures: a test of general learning ability
(GC) and an assessment of military potential (MP). To be useful
predictors, the PPT Total Score and Gain Score should generally have low
correlations with these existing measures (some inter-measure correlations

are expected in any selection battery). AR drplayd in TabTe 2,
correlations for the PPT Total Score are generally non-significant or
low. The one moderate correlation (GC: r = .44) was expected as both are
cognitive measures. The PPT Cain Score did not produce any positive

correlations indicating that the dynamic learning ability represented is

not measured by any NOSB or recruiting measure.

Table 2

PPT Total and Gain Score Correlations
With NOSB Measures

Existing PPT Measures
Measures Total Score Gain Score

NOSB Measures

Conducting Officer ....

Interview .16 -. 16
Leadership Assessment .26 --

Leaderless Group Discussion 1 -- -. 19

Leaderless Group Discussion 2 ....

File Review .22 --

In-Basket Exercise ....

NOSB Merit Score .22 -. 18

Recruiting Measures

GC Test .44 --

Military Potential ..

N = 122. 483



Concurrent Validity

As shown in Table 3, the PPT Total Score correlated significantly
with the training performance measure (r = .32). Significant but lower
correlations with the training measure were also found for the (;C (r =

.21) and the NOSB Merit Score (r = .17). The PPT Gain Score was not
correlated with the training performance measure.

Tabic 3

PPT, GC and Merit Score Correlations
With Naval Officer Training Performance

Predictor MAPSq TIT

PPT Total Score .32
PPT Gain Score
GC Test .21
NOSB Merit Score .17

N=64

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The research was conducted to evaluate the psychometric properttes
and concurrent validity of the PPT. Comparison to the FPT revealed a
highly similar pattern of results. Generally, scores declined as
difficulty increased; however, scores increased within Level IT. Analyses
of item difficulties and item-total, section-total and gain score-total
correlations demonstrated that the PPT possesses desirable psychometric
characteristics.

The results indicated that the PPT made a unique contribution to
the NOSB assessment. An expected moderate correlation was found between
the PPT Total Score and the CC. Of interest, the dynamic learning ability
tapped by the Gain Score was not assessed by any of the existing NOSB or
recruiting measures. The PPT was also found to be a valid predictor of
naval officer training performance. Both the GC and the NOSB Merit Score
were also found to correlate with training performance. Although the
sample size was small, the PPT correlqtion was greater than that obtained
for the CC; thus, although the measures are correlated, the PPT is not
simply a duplicate measure of peneral. learning ability. is presented by
McAnulty et al. (1986), a complex measure which permits the demonstratinn
of learning and minimizes the effects of prior experience will prodluce a
better index of a dynamic process like naval officer classification
training than will a static measiure. Based on these encouraginF rosults,
the PPT has been incorporated at the NOSB as a solectinn test.

As a , 0onn-liirlna, rommornt, this pro ject has1•, nrvf-d to illuý;str;lto Itli
benefits whirh may bT, ,,riwvd Froi ('opra iv," tnl ,r, at innail fo•lim! 'h
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MTA and r'r.CPt. Clearly the crerod i fo r dos i gnii ni, re IIn i g ý-inl

pre-testing the PPT belongs to ART and the savings in time and effort
which accrue from shared work are substantial. These results have been
forwarded to ARI as will those from future work conducted with the PPT.
It is hoped that this continued exchange of Information will prove
fruitful in the future.
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Background

The Complex Cognitive Assessment Battery (CCAB) was developed to assess
higher-order cognitive capabilities as is representative of problem solving
and decision making abilities in military command and control tasks (see
the appendix for level of association betwepn CCAB constructs and
subtests). The primary testing application for which the CCAB was
developed originally was the determination of the effects of environmental
stressors on complex cognitive performance. The CCAB underwent an
extensive and thorough conceptual development phase, which began with the
development of constructs for complex cognitive capabilities and tests were
then selected or developed tests to meet a number of criteria (for a more
complete description, see Samet and Hartel, 1988). The constructs are
based on an information processing model consisting of four categories:
(1) responding to data, (2) going beyond data, (3) taking action based on
data, and (4) creating data. Specific capabilities or functions were
assigned under each category, e.g. category 3 is comprised of planning,
situation assessment and decision making (Samet, 1987).

In the configuration used in the present study, the CCAB consists of a
battery of nine computerized tests which address all capabilities from all
four constructs. The battery of tests is administered using a PC-AT or PC-
XT computer with 384K of memory, hard disk and graphics card. Each test
consists of a set of instructions, practice problems, a sample problem to
evaluate the subject's understanding of the task, and a set of test
problems. The CCAB automatically performs all necessary scoring and
summary actions. The battery can be configured under the tester's control
in terms of which tests are used, the sequence and the number of
repetitions for each test.

Description of CCAB Sub-tests:

1. Tower Puzzle (TP)--This test is the classic Tower of Hanoi puzzle which
requires the movement of five disks, each of a different size, among three
posts. The objective is to move all the disks to one post so that no
larger disk is ever above a smaller one.

2. Following Directions (Fl)) -- S:dhjects mu-,[ follow directions t) move a
cursor among several lines of text and take the indicated actions to mark
or underline words in the text.
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3. Word Anagrams (WA)--In this variation of the classic anagram problem,
the subject is required to make as many as three or more letter words from
two unique vowel and four unique consonants.

4. Logical Relations (LR)--The participant must examine two premises
depicting relations, such as worse than/better than or longer than/shorter
than, and must reason which item has the greatest or smallest value
(logical syllogism).

5. Mark Numbers (MN)--This test consists of two simultaneous tasks, one
requires the subject to search an array of numbers to see if it fits some
specified criteria, such as mark odd numbers between 10 and 28, the other
task requires the marking of one of two numbers which are flashing in the
array.

6. Numbers and Words (NW)--In this simultaneous task, previously displayed
numbers must be recalled edch time a new one is displayed, and a word must
be distinguished as it gradually appears from an indiscernible scattering
of dots.

7. Information Purchase (IP)--A table containing 14 columns and 6 rows is
displayed. Initially only the first column is filled from the digits of 0,
1, or 2. The subject can ask for the next column to be filled in and the
next and so on, until an estimate is made about which row will have the
largest sum.

8. Route Planning (RP)--A 5 x 5 matrix is presented with 11 squares
randomly shaded. The subject must plan a route through the matrix such
that a shaded square is never landed on.

9. Missing Items (MI)--The subject must determine which item is missing
from a sequence of items with a logical order or pattern of numbers or
letters. (Samet, Geiselman, Zajaczkowski, and Marshall-Mies, 1987)

The scoring techniques for each test differ but rely on such measures as
total time, correct response, number of errors, reaction time, and time
between responses. The CCAB software makes availahle a 15 page scoring
report for a participant.

Purpose of Research

This research was conducted in order to field test the CCAB to determine
the intercorrelations of the subtests, descriptive statistial qualities,
efficacy of subtest instruction and the suitabilty of the CCAR for
possible future use with the Command and Control Performance Assessment
(C2PAS) System which is undergoing development at the Ft. Leavenworth Field
Unit.

Subjects

Fifty-one subjects volunteered for this research study, all from
Shippensburg University courses taught by the senior author. The were
enrolled in Generd! or Educational Psychology courses and they were givew
the option of taking the CCAB or performing another similar assignment.
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Data Collection Methods Used

Each student was scheduled for a two hour block of time to take the CCAB in
an office. The test administrator explained the procedures of the test,
provided them with a privacy act statement and left the room shortly after
each subject began the test. After completion of the CCAB, a survey
instrument was filled out to determine the attitude toward the CCAB and
testing conditions. The quickest subject completed the test in 81 minutes
and the slowest took 122 minutes.

Results

Table I lists the mean and standard deviations of the nine subtests and
includes the composite score of the CCAB (TMEAN) and selected demographic
variables. The composite mean score was 1008 with a standard deviation of
120 (lowest score was 671; highest was 1266). The least difficult subtest
was the missing items subtest and the most difficult was the tower
puzzle; however, since the tower puzzle (in this study) was always
presented first, at least part of the low score may be a function of
learning to take computer generated tests.

The average age of the participants was 20.3 years with gender being about
evenly divided. The average total SAT score was 968 and the average GPA
was 2.5 which is typical of most colleges and is considered appropriate for
engaging in university level academic endeavers. The participants found
the test to be about average in difficulty (2.5 on a scale of 1 to 5).
They also found the test instructions to be adequate. Most participants
reported low levels of personal stress during the time that they took the
CCAB (average score was 2.1 on a score of I to 5).

TABLE I
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIA[IONS OEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES

AND CCAB SUBTESTS (N=51)

CCAB MEAN S.D. DEMOGRAPHICS MEAN S.D.
TOTAL MEAN (TMEAN) i100 120 AGE 2---3 -6
TOWER PUZZLE (TP) 782 391 COLLEGE CREOITS 20.7 15.4
FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS (FD) 1075 159 GPA 2.5 .6
WORD ANAGRAMS (WA) 1013 151 SAF-VERBAL 466.6 62.4
LOGICAL RELATIONS (LR) 9149 ?,)0 SAT-MATH (M) 498.5 71.6
MARK NUMBERS (MN) 1112 21) To.AL-SAT(FSAT) 968.7 92.3
NUMBERS AND WORDS (NW) 971 ?06 i)IFFICULTY 2.7 .6
INFORMATION PURCHASE (IP) 9/2 93 INSTF<UCT1ONS 1.1
ROUTE PLANNING (R-P) 963 169 STRESS 2.l .i
MISSING ITEMS (MI) 1233 151

Table 2 shows Pearson correlatlions of Lh• nine CCA8 sudtests with selected
demographic variabeIs. The ;'rd -••, j:f - u!test. shows statisticil
significance (p• .01) with the SAt-Verbal and Total SAT (Math a!nd Vorlnal)
score as does Logical Relations with thr, SAT-Math ni the Total SAT Scr,.
The Word Anagram suhtest also shows statistiral 0irnificance 'lp .05' wioh
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age, college credits and SAT-Math. The Mark Numbers subtest shows a
significant correlation (p< .01) with SAT- Math and also dt the .05 level
with the total SAT score. The correlations suqgest that those developed
or fluid abilities necessary to score weMl on tho SAT test are also
necessary to score well on the CCAB.

TABLE 2
PEARSON CORRELATION COLF i'bINTS

CCAB AND SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC V, I ABLES (N=51)

CCA13 SUBTESTS

DEMOGRAPHIC
VARIABLES TP FD WA LR MN NW IP RP MI
AGE - -. 06 -.27* -. 25* -. 33* -. 16 -. ?4 .04 .18 -. 00
COL.CRDTS. -. 01 -. 21 -. 23* -. 23* -. 18 -. 08 .06 .08 -.10
GPA -.11 -. 24* -. 7*" -. 21 -. 34 -. 14 -. 04 -. 24* -. 05
SAT-V -. 12 -. 33 .32** .15 -. 12 .35 -. 15 .20 -. 05
SAT-M .28* -. 38* .29* .44** .46** .24 -. 17 .01 .07
SAT-TOTAL -. 29* .51* .50** .48** .28* .46 -. 21 .17 .21
DIFFICULTY -. 18 -. 07 .05 -. 32** -. 16 -. 16 .10 .21 .?6
INSTRUCT. -. 04 -. 14 -.10 -. 22 -. 09 -. 08 .26 .15 -.11
STRESS -. 12 -. 24 -. 19 .06 -. 05 .08 .03 -. 09 .00

*p.-:- .05

**P• .01

Table 3 shows that shows 26 significant (and 19 nonsigniticant
correlations) either at the .01 or .05 level which demonstrates that a
number of the subtests seem to measure similiar cognitive abilities. Of
the nine possible correlations with the total mean score (composite) of
the CCAB eight sho- statistical significance at the .01 level which one
would expect of an autjo-correlation.

TABLE 3
INTERCORRELATIONS

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
COMPLEX COGNITIVE APTITUDE BAFTERY (CCAB), (N=51)

TMEAN TP FD WA LR MN NW IP RP M'
TMFAq 1.00
TP .67** 1.00
FO .59** .2? 1.00
WA .67* .29* .58** 1.00
LR .74* .35** .3b** do** 1.00
MN .6** .30* .42** .52** .5?** 1.Uu
NW .70** .?7* .38** .45** .56** .37** 1.0o
IP .06 -. 08 -. 17 -. 11 .05 -. 11 .07 1.00
RP .37** .00 .1) .2P .10 .I.1 .39** .22 1.00
MI .50** .38** .21 .)4* .31* .13 .141 .12 .1) 1.0

*p< .05
* p-< .01
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Table 4 is an attempt to provide some tentative norming for the CCAB (as
configured for this study) based on 51 participants at Shippensburg
University. They were mostly freshman and sophomore students with average
SAT Scores. A composite mean score of 600 on the CCAB would probably be
an indication that a participant did not really take the test. The CCAB
will produce a score at this level with no responses from the subject. One
would have to artificially take the exam to produce a score above 1500,
that is only an expert with prior knowledge of the correct response could
attain such a score.

TABLE 4
TENTATIVE COMPOSITE SCORE NORMS FOR THE CCAB

BASED ON COLLEGE AGE POPULATION

SCORE LEVEL

600---756 UNUSUALLY LOW
751---876 LOW
877---995 LOW AVERAGE
996--1127 AVERAGE

1128--1240 ABOVE AVERAGE
1241--1368 SUPERIOR
1369-1500 UNUSUALLY HIGH
1501+ ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO OBTAIN

Discussion and Conclusion

The CCAB test seems to measure similiar cognitive functions as seen by the
large number of significant intercorrelations and therefore in the future
fewer subtests may be needed in assessing performance (and prediction) of
staff officers in future research using the C2PAS and the Experimental
Development, Demonstration and Integration Center "(EDDIC)" that are
currently being developed at the ARI Ft. Leavenworth Field Unit. In
addition, we now have descriptive data for each subtest that will be
useful in planning future research on staff officer performance in
tactical problem solving.
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APPENDIX

LEVEL OF ASSOCIATION BETWEEN CCAB CONSTRUCTS ANO) TESTS*
(1=low; 2=Medium; 3=High

Cognitive Cognitive CCAB TESTS**
Complexi ty Construct
Catq99ries Measures TP FD WA LR MN N1W IP RP MI

1. Responding Attention to Detail 3 1 1 2 2 1 2
to Data Perception of Form 1 2 3 1 2 2

Memory Retrieval 2 3 1 1 2 1
Time Sharing 2 2 3 1

2. Going Comprehension 2 3 1
Beyond Data Concept Formation I 1 1 2 1 1 3

Verbal Reasoning 2 3 1
Quantitative Reasoning 1 1 2 3 2 1 3

3. Taking Action Planning 3 2 3
Based on Data Situation Assessment 3 1 3 2 1

Decision Making 2 2 2 3 1

4. Creating Data Communication I 1
or Solutions Problem Solving 3 1 1 1 2 2

Creativity 1 3

*Source: CCAB User Guide
**CCAB consists of 9 tests. Codes used in the table for tests are as

follows: Tower puzzle (TP), Following Directions (FD), Word Anagrams (WA),
Logical Relations (LR), Mark Numbers (NM), Numbers and Words (NW),
Information Purchase (IP), Route Planiing (RP), and Missing Items (MI).

SUBTEST MEAN SCORES

Tower Puzzle TP 782
Following Directions FD 1075
Word Anagrams WA 1013
Logical Reasoning LR 949
Mark Numbers MN 1112
Numbers and Words NW 971
Information Purchase IP 972
Route Planning RP 963
Missing Items M 1 1233
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APPLICATION OF PERFORMANCE PROTOCOL ANALYSIS IN MILITARY TESTING
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In recent years, the role of high-level cognitive testing in
computer-based command and control environments has received much attention.

In particular, it is becoming more important to evaluate the process used by

an operator (i.e., the test subject) in making tactical judgments and deci-

sions as opposed to measuring only the outcome of this process. That is,

for many testing purposes, how a problem solution is arrived at can be just

as significant as whether that solution is correct or not.

A testing methodology is described here that involves the on-line
collection and analysis of all user actions (e.g., keypresses, text and gra-

phic information selection and viewing, map utilization, time pacing, etc.)

during the performance of a computer-aided tactical problem solving session.

This methodology has been embedded into the C2PAS, a Command and Control

Performance Assessment System whose development has been supported by ARI.

This videodisc-based microcomputer system is designed to present simulated

tactical scenarios, battle situations, and problems to military subjects so

that their performance in solving these problems can be assessed.

A sample application of the embedded-performance testing methodology

is described below. Sample protocol data are presented, including usage

pattern analyses that can be used to derive normative representations of

cognitive models of user interaction with the C2PAS system. Such user

models can serve as performance standards or criteria by which the indivi-

dual performance models of other operators con be evaluated.

SAMPLE APPLICATION

A pilot Study of the Command and Control Performance Asset;sment

System (C2PAS) was performed to test how staff officers would use the

operational and functional features of this new system. Several portici-

pants with suitable military experience were introdUced to the syst em, ard

then they were presented with selected tactical scenarios and sample pro-

blems. 1he participants used the features of the system t.o study t-he rol(e

vant tactical situation/map displays and available information to arri"ve at

onswers for the tactical problem. As the participants worked throtiqh each

tactical problem, their step-by-step performance protocols were recorded thy

the system for subsequent examination.

Method Fornmil t oet. ing sessions of thre(, hour dilat i on ti r w '. ur

I t- end for erjrtr ot the t (:,t port icipont r;, h qionn,100 wot,, ,i(,r kh

pu(r t ici pun(it wilr, ( I Iv(nn fit (n voi v iew of ttie (2:2 A', %yý;t fem n/icr lldIr i , Iu I : ;)I )'1,
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and general operational features. Then the participant was allowed to mani-
pulate some of the user interface features and to ask any questions about
system operation. This introductory procedure took only about 20 minutes.

Following this orientation, the participant began a practice session
with a sample scenario that included typical tactical data and required the
same problem solution approaches that made up the pilot-study test scenarios
themselves. The participants were told to experiment with the features of
the system, and to move at a comfortable pace through the practice session.
For most participants, the practice session lasted between 20 and 30
minutes.

Once the participant completed the practice session, he was ready to
begin work on the actual scenarios, vignettes, and tactical problems that
were presented in the pilot study. Each tactical scenario (one for defense,
and one for counter-offense) consisted of a series of vignettes, each
prefaced by a set of Build-up text displays, and each consisting of its own
tactical unit data (i.e., unit positions and associated unit information),
and control measures (i.e., battlefield lines, borders, objectives, etc.).
Within the context of a scenario and a vig-nette, specific tactical problems
were presented to the participants for solution.

An example of the type of tactical problems use is: Assign axes of
advance to lead teams. Also, which lead team would the reserve team follow?
Each participant completed between three (3) and five (5) tactical problems,
which were presented in the context of either one or both of the tactical
scenarios. Each tactical problem was associated with only one vignette.

Results. The results are based on a detailed examination of the

performance protocol reports that are automatically recorded during the
C2PAS session.

Table 1 provides a sample performance protocol recorded for one

participant's tactical problem-solving session. The columns in the table
give the time of each action the participant made, the status of the video
and text displays, the menu accessed and the selection/choice made, and the
UTM coordinates associated with the cursor position on the graphics screen..
Based on this sample protocol, note how the participant systematically took
advantage of many C2PAS features including zooming and panning of map dis-
plays, distance estimation, selective display of different types of units,
and access of a variety of unit information and symbol feature information.

Table 2 illustrates a sample result summary report or "vignette

analysis" that was generated by the C2PAS program, based on the performance
protocol data for the given participant and scenario/vignette represented in
Table 1. The report covered in the table includes frequency tables and his-
tograms for a variety of user actions taken in selectively accessing tacti-
cal information overlays and manipulating map backgrounds during the course
of one tactical problem-solving session. These actions include: differen-
tial use of available program displays and menus; map panning and zooming
behaviors; and, access time and frequency for differential unit information

and symbol features.
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Discussion. The performance protocols reveal that participants made
extensive use of the information call-up features of the system. The parti-
cipants frequently queried the system for unit identification data, espec-
ially in distinguishing between the units that were Headquarter or Non-
Headquarter units. Additional queries they made regarded "readiness"
status, "unit type," "strength," "direction of movement," and other basic
tactical information. Participants also made great use of the zooming and
panning features of the C2PAS system, demonstrating the requirement for
constant updating and verification of position identification.

These types of individual performance protocols can be aggregated
over a group of participants to obtain a simple cognitive model or normative
"schema" for how good performers respond to specific tactical questions. The
schemata analyses are particularly useful to describe the performance of the
participants whose answers to the problems were judged by experts to be
"good". Thus, a schema analysis can be conducted for each tactical question
studied using the overlay selections of those participants who prepared the
good answers to that question. For example, problem required the
participants to recommend whether or not, as well as where, any of the
friendly artillery batteries should be moved. To answer this tactical
question, the majority of participants were concerned primarily with the
following tactical information and corresponding overlays.

(1) Current location of the friendly artillery batteries.

(2) Tactical reach of the friendly artillery batteries.

(3) Identification and major weapons of the friendly artillery
batteries.

(4) Current location of the friendly units that the artillery is
supporting.

(5) Location of enemy targets.

(6) Threats of friendly artillery batteries.

Thus, the schema analysis of the protocols leading to the good
unswers to this problem indicated that participants who did well first built
a picture of their own forces, and then they added information dimensions
about the enemy. That is, friendly unit locations, their ranges, weapons,
and identity were selected first, and enemy information was subsequently
added to this configuration. In contrast, schema analysis performed on the
protocols that lead to poor answers on the same problem revealed a different
information processing style. The participants who provided poor answers
vacillated between the selection of friendly and enemy information, Although
the same overlays were ultimately called up during the problem solution.

Overall, in conclusion, the behavioral measurement. methodolgy
described in this paper has implications for military selection, training.
and aiding, as well as for cognitive test battery validation.
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IABLE 1

Portion of Sample C2PAS Performance Protocol

SCENARIO RECORDING

VIGNETTE 11

PARrICIPANT: 2323

TIMF VIDEO DISPLAY TEXT DISPLAY MENU SELECTION CHOICE UTM

000 BUILDUP TEXT START EXERC 32UNB449289

000108 SIT MAP PROBLEM MAP SIT MAP 32UNB449289

1I0112 SIT MAP PROBLEM DISPLAY UNIT 32UNB449289

000115 SIT MAP PROBLEM TYPE FR MECH INF HQ ON 32UNB449289

B00142 SIT MAP PROBLEM TYPE FR MECH INF Non HQ ON 32ULB479224

0B0162 SIT MAP PROBLEM TYPE FR MECH INF Non HQ OFF 32UNB479224

000165 SIT MAP PROBLEM TYPE FR ARMORED HQ ON 32UNB479224

000167 SIT MAP PROBLEM TYPE FR ARMORED Non HQ ON 32UNB479224

0B0169 SIT MAP PROBLEM TYPE FR MECH INF HQ OFF 32UNB479224

000204 SIT MAP PROBLEM DISPLAY UNIT 32UNB479224

000216 SIT MAP PROBLEM CTRL MEAS POLYGONS ON 32UNB479224

000250 SIT MAP PROBLEM CTRL MEAS LINES ON 32UNB479224

0@0271 SIT MAP PROBLEM DISPLAY UNIT 32UNB505198

000282 SIT MAP PROBLEM INFORMATION BASIC ON 32UNB505198

000296 SIT MAP PROBLEM INFORMATION READINESS ON 32UNB505198

000331 SIT MAP PROBLEM SYMBOL FEAT DIR OF MOVEMENT ON 32UNL 505198

00356 SIT MAP PROBLEM SYMBOL FEAT UNIT NAME ON 32UNB55201

000397 SIT MAP PROBLEM DISPLAY UNIT 32UNB50521l

B00411 SIT MAP PROBLEM INFORMATION READINESS ON 32UNB505201

000424 SIT MAP PROBLEM INFORMATION BASIC ON 32UNB505201

000431 SIT MAP PROBLEM INFORMATION VEHICLES ON 32UNB5B5201

000434 SIT MAP PROBLEM INFORMATION STRENGTH ON 32UNB5•5201

00060I SIT MAP PROBLEM INFORMATION CCPIMO ON 32UNB505201

000605 SIT MAP PROBLEM INFORMATION WEAPONS ON 32UNB505201

000693 SIT MAP PROBLEM DISPLAY UNIT 32LUNB505201

000716 SIT MAP PROBLEM SYMBOL FEAT AVAILABILITY ON 32UNB5B5201

•00744 SIT MAP PROBLEM SYMBOL FEAT AVAILABILITY OFF 32UNB505201

0764 SIT MAP PROBLEM DISPLAY UNIT 32UNB505201

000784 SIT MAP PROBLEM DISPLAY UNIT 3213NB505201

000793 SIT MAP PROBLEM DISPLAY UNIT 32UNB505201

008678 SIT MAP PROBLEM PAN SOUTH 32UNB394309

001901 SIT MAP PROBLEM ZOOM IN 32UNB394209

000916 SIT MAP PROBLEM PAN EAST 32UNB394239

00 0933 SIT MAP PROBLEM PAN SOUTH 32UNB434208

000940 SIT MAP PROBLEM ZOOM OUT 32UNB434178

000971 SIT MAP PROBLEM ZOOM IN 32UNB434177

000978 SIT MAP PROBLEM PAN EAST 32UNB433177

000988 SIT MAP PROBLEM PAN EAST 32UNB473177

001001 SIT MAP PROBIEM PAN SOUTH 32UNB513176

001011 SIT MAP PROBLEM PAN NORTH 32UNB513146

001022 SIT MAP PROBLEM PAN NORTH 32UNB513176

001062 SIT MAP PROBLEM DISPtAY UNIT 32UNB513207

001067 SIT MAP PROBLEM TYPE FR MECH INF HQ ON 32UNB513207
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Table 2

Portion of Sample C2PAS Performance Analysis

elapsed time = 00:58:40

MENU Frequency Time

MAP 1 003.06 *

DISPLAY 13 017.07 *

LOCATION 2 002.78 *

PAN 10 016.61 ******* *

ZOOm 6 014.09 *********

RESTART 0 000.00

TEXT 2 026.61 ********

Total 100.00

ACTION Frequency Repetitions

PAN NORTH 3 1

PAN SOUTH 3 0

PAN EAST 3 1

PAN WEST 0 0

PAN NORTHEAST 0 0

PAN NORTHWEST 1 0

PAN SOUTHEAST 0 0

PAN SOUTHWEST 0 0

ZOOM IN 3 0

ZOOM OUT 3 0

INFORMATION Frequency Time

BASIC 3 000.99

WEAPONS 4 000.93

VEHICLES 2 001.92

STRENGTH 2 000.39

SURVEILLANCE 0 000.00

NBC 0 000.00

READINESS 4 001.30

DECEPTION 0 000.00

COMMO 1 004.74
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Table 2

Portion of Sample C2PAS Performance Analysis (continued)

FR MECH INF HQ *

FR ARTILLERY HQ i

FR ARMORED HQ ******** ***** ** W********** WM** * I*** W** Mh** * M**** ** * *****W** ************

FR SCOUT HQ

FR OBSTACLE HQ
FR AIR MOBIL HQ

FR FGHT BOMB HQ

FR OTHERS HQ
FR MECH INF Non HQ I w*******

FR ARTILLERY Non HQ
FR ARMORED Non HQ I ,*** ** *** *****MW*****W****W*****,** h****** ** *******M

FR SCOUT Non HQ
FR OBSTACLE Non HQ

FR AIR MOBIL Non HQ I
FR FGHT BOMB Non HQ I

FR OTHERS Non HQ

EN MECH 1NF HQ

EN ARTILLERY HQ

EN ARMORED HQ *

EN SCOUT HQ

EN OBSTACLE HQ

EN AIR MOBIL HQ

EN FGHT BOMB HQ

EN OTHERS HQ
EN MECH INF Non HQ *

EN ARTILLERY Non HQ I
EN ARMORED Non HQ *

EN SCOUT Non HQ

EN OBSTACLE Non HQ I
EN AIR MOBIL Non HQ

EN FGHT BOMB Non HQ

EN OTHERS Non HQ
-----------------------------+---1---+---+---+ --- + --- 4 ----------

01:B0:00 00:06:44 80:13:29 00:20:13 08:26:58 00'33:42 00:40:27 80:47:12 80:53:56
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-Predicting Tank Gunnery Performance from
Crewmembers' Experience and Cognitive Ability'

R. Gene Hoffman
David A. Campshure

Human Resources Research Organization

A major portion of tank gunnery training consists of a series of
exercises prescribed by FM 17-12-1, Tank Combat Tables (1986). For the
individual tank, Table VIII is the culminating exercise and is used to
evaluate tank crew gunnery proficiency. This report investigates two
individual level variables that may be predictive of tank crew performance on
Table VIII. The first is crew member experience and the second is cognitive
ability as measured by the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB).
It is based on performance data for 872 Ml tank crews from 19 Ml tank
battalions who fired the Table VIII range in Grafenwbhr, West Germany.

Performance Variables

Table VIII requires tank crews to fire main gun and COAX engagements
consisting of one or two targets each, including both day and night
engagements. Each crew fires 10 engagements, but not all crews fire the same
10.

For each crew, six variables were obtained or constructed to describe
overall performance on Table VIII. These include (1) average points, (2)
average cuts for procedural errors, (3) average score, (4) proportion of first
round hits (excluding COAX engagements), (5) total proportion of hits, and (6)
average opening time. Scoring of points, score and cuts is specified by FM
17-12-1. Although it is more common to use total scores, average scores were
required to accommodate the decision to drop low frequency engagements from
the analysis. Average score provides a composite picture of performance and
was considered the primary variable for this analysis. It is a function of
time, hits and procedural errors.

Predictor Variables

Two of the ASVAB composite scales were used in the analysis. The AFQT
composite is the basic entry selection scale used Army wide. The Combat (CO)
composite, formed from the arithmetic reasoning, coding speed, automotive/shop
information, and mechanical comprehension subtests, is used to select recruits
into Armor. Time in position was used as the index of experience. Time in
position was available for all crew members. ASVAB scores wert obtained for
only a portion of the crew members.

Battalion Differences and Potential Criterion Contamination

Preliminary investigation showed significant mean differences in crew
criterion scores across the 19 battalions. These battalion differences are
likely to be a result of a variety of influences. That is, battalion

'This research is funded by the Army Research Institute Contract No. MDA 903-
86-C-0335. All statements in thi,; paper are those of the author an• do not
necessarily express the official opinions of tho U.S. Army Reseirch institutl,
or the Department of the Army.
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membership itself would not be considered a causal variable, but a
classification index confounded with one or more causal variables. Somc
influences represented by the battalion differences would be considered
extraneous to the present analysis and therefore represent contamination in
the crews' criterion scores. For example, weather conditions and differences
in target arrays are confounded with battalion and may affect crew
performance. Statistical control of such influences would be advisable in
order to allow the examination of individual variables and crew differences.
On the other hand, to the extent that battalion differences are associated
with differences in crew members' ability or experience, then the battalion
differences do not represent criterion contamination. Instead, they represent
the cumulative effects of the variables we are examining. The "truth" may be
somewhere in between with part of the battalion differences due to criterion
contamination and part due to the effects of the variables we are studying.
Because of this, the following analysis of experience and cognitive ability
were conducted with crews' battalion membership as an additional variable.

Results and Discussion

Correlations. Table 1 presents correlations between the predictor and
criterion variables. Although the effects are not strong, both tank
commander's and gunnei's time in position are significantly related to average
score, average cuts, and averagp upening time. Gunner's ASVA• 0-mbat score is
related to average score, average cuts and total hit probability. Gunner's
AFQT is related to average cuts. No other positions show ability scores
related to crew performance. Correlations for tank commander's AFQT with
average score and total hit probability have values nearly equal to the
gunner's correlations for Combat score with these same variables. However,
the sample sizes are smaller and the correlations cannot be judged different
from zero. Battalion differences were also found for time in position for
both tank commander and gunner.

Table 1

Correlations Between Criterion and Predictor Measures

Average Average Average Total Hit First Hit

n Score Cuts Opening Time Probability Ptaazitty

Tank Commander
Time in Position 872 0.10, -0.07" -0.10* 0.05 0.02

Gunner Time
in Position 872 0.09* -0.14" -O.11" 0.05 0.02

Loader Time
in Position 872 0.01 0.00 -0.04 0.01 -0.01

Driver Time
in Position 872 0.03 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 0.00

Tank Commander
AFQT Score 123 0.13 -0.10 0.07 0.12 0.11

Tank Commander

Combat Score 117 0.02 -0.01 0.12 0.05 0.11

Gunner AFQT Score 395 0.04 -0.13* 0.05 0.08 0.04

Gunner Combat Score 392 0.13' -0.10" -0.03 0.12' 0.04

Loader AFQT Score 379 -0.04 -0.01 -0.02 -0.05 -0.09

Loader ComLat Score 378 -0. 7 0.06 0.02 -0.06 -0.07

Driver AFQT Score 357 0.02 -0.04 -0.01 0.01 -0.01

Driver Combat Score 357 0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.04 0.00

E<.05
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Composite equations. The major objective of the analysis was to build
multiple regression equations showing the combined effects of battalion
membership, crew members' experience and/or crew members' ability on those
criterion variables demonstrated to have simple zero-order relationships with
ability or experience.

For each criterion, a step-down multiple regression process was used
where all variables with significant zero order correlations were entered in
the equation. Then, one at a time beginning with the smallest contributor,
variables were eliminated if their unique contribution to the equation was net
statistically significant. This eliminated predictors whose covariance with
the criterion was shared with, and accounted for by, other predictors in the
equation.

Average score had significant zero-order correlations with tank
commander's time in position, gunner's time in position, gunner's ASVAB Combat
score, as well as battalion membership. In addition, curvilinear effects for
gunner's time in position and tank commander's time in position were found for
average score. These variables and the time in position curvilinear terms
were entered into a regression equation. The curvilinear term for tank
commander's time in position did not contribute significantly to the
regression solution; the remaining variables each contributed significantly (p
< .05) and were retained.

The solution for predicting average score is presented in Table 2.
Significance levels for each variable were computed with the remaining
variables entered in the equation. Thus, they represent the strength of the
unique contribution each made to the prediction. Unique variance accounted
for by each variable is shown in the last column, with the effects of time in
position summed over the linear and quadratic terms. The table also shows the
sum of the unique variance-accounted-for estimates. The difference between
this value (21.8) and the total variance accounted for (R 2 x 100 = 22.9)
indicates the amount of predictable variance in average Table VIII scores that
could not be uniquely assigned to any one variable. That is, the variables
share in accounting for 1.1 percent of the variance in Table VIII score.

Table 2

Composite Effects of Battalion, Tank Commander Experience, Gunner
Experience, and Gunner ASVAB Combat Score on Table VIII Average Score

Sum of Mean Unique

Source Squares DF Square F-Ratio p Coefficient Variance

Battalion 7103.35 18 394.63 4.407 .001 ---- 16.8%

Tank Commander
Time in Position 347.56 1 347.56 3.881 .05 .122 .82

Gunner Time
in Position 721.19 i 721.19 8.054 .01 .437

2.9
Gunner Time in

Position Squared 497.71 1 497.71 5.560 .02 -.010

Gunner Combat Score 549.92 I 549.92 6.141 .02 .W)st 1.3%

Error 33043.42 369 89.56 Total: 21.8%

R - .478 2 - .22_9 P .Ol
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Table 2 also presents regression coefficients Zor the variables, with the
exception of battalion membership2 . Each regression coefficient indicates the
expected change in average Table VII score given a unit of change in the
predictor score, other things being equal.

Table 3 presents the regression zesults for average Table VIII cuts. The
analysis of average cuts began with battalion membership, tank commander's
time in position (linear and quadratic terms), gunner's time in position
(linear and quadratic terms), gunner's AFQf and gunner's Combat score. In a
step down solution, battalion membership, gunner's time in position (both
terms) and gunner's AFQT are the only variables to remain in the equation. In
order to check the relationship of gunner's Combat score independently of
gunner's AFQT, the analysis was also conducted without gunner's AFQT. After
battalion and experience variables are accounted for, gunner's Combat score is
not significantly related to the criterion.

Table 3

Composite Effects of Battalion, Gunner Experience, and AFQT Percentile Score
on Table VII Average Cuts

Sum of Mean Unique

Source Squares DF Square F-Ratio p Coefficient Variance

Battalion 109.93 18 6.11 2.85 .001 --- 11.5%

Gunner Time
in Position 25.13 1 25.13 11.74 .01 -. 08

3.5%
Gunner Time in

Position Squared 8.62 1 8.62 4.03 .05 .001

Gunner AFQT Score 10.75 1 10.75 5.02 .05 -. 007 1.1%

Error 798.51 373 2.14 Total: 16.1%

R - .433 R
2 

- .187 e.01

Figure 1 illustrates the curvilinear effects of gunner's time in position
on average score and average cuts. The curve for average cuts was constructed
from the regression analysis presented in Table 3. An equation was written
using the regression coefficients aih Lhe t XL~ i is not shown in the
table). The mean for gunner's AFQT was substituted and the mean for average
cuts subLracted to yield an equation expressing average cuts in deviation
score terms as a quadratic function of gunner's time in position. This was
multiplied by 100 to give an estimated deviation score for total Table VIII
cuts. A similar process was used to construct an equation expressing
estimated Table VIII total score, again in deviation terms, as a quadratic
function of gunner's time in position.

Using these two equations, two curves were plotted in Figure 1 to show
how much tank crews with gunners of varying amounts of experience would be
expected to deviate above or below the mean performance across crews. The

2Battalion membership is presented as a coded vector of 18 terms, one less
than the number of battalions. Each term has its own weight and in sum they
describe the battalion differences. These weights are not presented because
the specific differences between the battalions in our sample are not expected
to generalize beyond the sample. Only the strength of their effects is
important.
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curvilinear trend, most pronounced for estimated total score, is apparent in
both curves. For estimated score, the curve even shows a trend toward
decreasing performance at the upper ranges of experience. The maximum
predicted score occurs at approximately 22 months' experience. The minimum
for estimated cuts occurs at approximately 40 months' time in position. Also
apparent from the figure is that gunner's experience has a greater impact on
score than on procedural cuts. Although cuts is one component of score, it is
apparently not the only component through which experience effects are
mediated. The correlations in Table 1 shows that opening time, another
component of score, is related to experience. Presumably, experience also
affects total score by its effect on opening time. Finally, the figure shows
that experience is reliably predictive of approximately a 50 point spread in
Table VIII scores and a 10 point spread in cuts. While crews with low
experience gunner's are not expected to fail, everything else equal,
experience is associated with up to a 50 point difference in score.
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Figure 1. Estimated crew deviations from mean Table VIII score aiid (.uts as
functions of gunner's time in position.
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Tank commander's experience is confounded with gunner's experience
(correlation between the two is .31), and has no unilue contribution. If we
adhere to the traditional .05 significance level, the multiple regression
solution reduces to the zero order correlation between gunner's experience and
average opening time.

In addition to these additive models, interactions between experience and
ability were also examined within and between tank commander and gunner. No
interactions were detected.

Table 4

Composite Effects of Battalion and Gunner ASVAB Combat Score on Table VII
Total Hit Probability

Sum of Mean Unique

Source Squares DF Square F-Ratio E Coefficient Variance

Battalion .598 18 .033 2.61 .001 ---- 11.1%

Gunner Combat Score .061 1 .061 4.80 .03 .001 1.1%

Error 4.740 372 .013 Total: 12.2%

R - .354 R
2 

- .126 2 .01

Summary. This research has shown that tank commander's experience,
gunner's experience and gunner's cognitive ability are related to tank crew
performance on Table VIII. Although small, these relationships are rather
remarkable given: (1) We are predicting crew performance from individual
characteristics. (2) Performance from one part of Table VIII to another is
:,ot predictable (e.g. day engagements to night engagements, offensive
engagements to defensive engagements; Hoffman, 1988).
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Introduction

The Unified Tri-Service Cognitive Performance Assessment Battery
(UTC-PAB) is the primary instrument for the assessment of cognitive
performance in a multiple level drug evaluation program established
by the Joint Working Group on Drug Dependent Degradation in
Military Performance (JWGD3 MILPERF), a joint services research and
development program sponsored by the U.S. Army Medical Research and
Development Command and under the execution authority of the Walter
Reed Army Institute of Research. The UTC-PAB consists of a
computerized test authoring and test administration system, 25
individual tests, and supporting documentation. This paper reviews
the history of the UTC-PAB construction, rationale and criteria for
test selection and the structural framework within which the tests
are organized. Test authoring and execution within the com-
puterized UTC-PAB is centered around the concept of the Generic
Task Interval. This concept is discussed in relation to its
utility in test construction for UTC-PAB or for new tasks or tests.

Joint Working Group on Drug Dependent Degradation
in Military Perfcj.mance

The work carried out in the JWGD 3 MILPERF program and reflected
in th2 development of the UTC-PAB is an extention of safety
screening. Drugs entering the program have received prior efficacy
and direct toxicological screening. They are safe for human ase
in accordance with standard drug development practice. The goal
of this program is to extend safety assessment to risks that may
arise not from the drug itself but from the interactions between
drug actions, mission requirements, and mission setting.

Multicenter safety screening requires procedural standardization
such as: a. drug dosage and regimen; b. content and conduct of
investigational proceaures; and c. data analysis and reporting.
The JWGD3 MILPERF program has developed screening techniques and

IThis material has been reviewed by the Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research, and there is no objection to its presenta-
tion and/or publication. The opinions or assertions contained
herein are the private views of the authors and are not to be
construed as official or as reflecting the views of the Department
of the Army or the Department oý Defense.
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instruments designed to achieve such standardization in extended
drug safety screening studies.

Drugs designated for testing may enter the program with a long
history of medical use for other purposes, or they may be new drugs
that do not have an extensive history of use. In either case the
drugs will be subjected to an initial phase of testing referred to
as Basal, or Level I Testing. This screening phase is essentially
that of the controlled clinical investigation. The program
elements used in this phase resemble clinical diagnostic instru-
ments and form the basis of the initial assessment of drug effects.
The tests used in this phase require little pretraining and short
times to administer. The tests to be utilized in the screen
include neuropsycholo ical, neurophysiological and psychomotor test
batteries. The JWGD MILPERF Neurophysiological Test Battery is
described elsewhere (Reeves et al., in preparation). The Basal
Testing Screen is intended to fill gaps in our knowledge of drug
effects and to provide the experimental base for further testing.

Information from the data base compiled from the literature and
Basal Testing Screen is used to select a candidate set of perfor-
mance assessment insturments and tests tailored to the drug being
screened. This represents the first research grade performance
assessment. The elements of the Performance Testing, or Level II
Screen include the JWGD 3 MILPERF Physical Performance Assessment
Battery (Montgomery et al, in preparation) to assess drug effects
on physical parameters including strength, endurance and dexterity,
and the UTC-PAB to assess drug effects on cognitive performance.
The final phase of the screening program involves performance
testing in simulated or synthetic work environments in conjunction
with stressors such as heat, cold, fatigue, etc. (Level III
testing).

History of UTC-PAB Development

For a full treatment of the history of UTC-PAB development, the
rationale and criteria for test selection and the organizing
framework for the individual tests, see Englund et al. (1987).
For information on test purposes, literature review, technical
descriptions, validity, sensitivity, reliability, data specifica-
tions and training requirements see Perez et al. (1987).

Test selection for the UTC-PAB occurred during a three-day
workshop sponsored by the JWGD3 MILPERF in November 1984. Re-
searchers from participating Army, Navy and Air Force laboratories
attended. Each attendee had a background in performance or
workload assessment and information processing and most were
intimately involved in the development of service specific
computerized batteries. The workshop objectives were: a. to
select tests from existing inventories that met guidelines for
inclusion in the battery, and b. to agree upon the formats for each
test. As a result of this workshop a twenty-five item menu of
tests was designated as the UTC-PAB. The product of this workshop
provided the basis for the subsequent development of a software
plan which capitalized on the structural similarities between
tests.

Individual performance tests were chosen that would contribute
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to a common menu of available tests from which investigators could
select and tailor a subset of tests for particular applications.
Tests selected were required to be backed by prior research,
including measures of construct validity, reliability, and
sensitivity. No attempt was made to select tests on the basis on
any single theoretical model; selection decisions were based
primarily on the potential utility of individual tt- ts in drug
screening.

Standardization of cognitive performance assessment tests, their
administration and analysis was a fundamental rubric for the UTC-
PAB development. The JWGD 3 MILPERF program requires standardiza-
tion to ensure compatibility between interlaboratory research
efforts in coordinated drug screening studies, and to provide the
basis for direct comparison and pooling of data collected from the
different laboratories involved in the program. Flexibility and
room for growth was also designed into the UTC-PAB. While the menu
of twenty-five tests provides a "core" set of tests for selection
into specific batteries, provisions were made for inclusion of
additional tests or creation of new tests within the same test
environment.

Structural Framework for Classification of UTC-PAB Tests

The structural framework for categorizing tests in the UTC-PAB
has been detailed by Englund et al. (1987). This framework was
intended to provide guidelines for selecting subsets of tests from
the battery for specific research applications:

At a general level, tasks in the battery can be classified
according to the type of information processing function most
heavily involved in their performance. Although a variety
of such functions are involved in task performance, two
dimensions of processing that are particularly critical to
assessment of drug effects are: (a) the stage of information
processing which is most markedly affected by the demands of
the task, and (b) the requirement to divide or selectively
employ attentional capacity among sources of information.
Several major functions can be distinguished within the
stages of processing dimensions. These include perceptual
input function, such as information detection and identifica-
tion; central processing functions, including a variety of
memory and information integration/manipulation functions;
and motor output or response execution functions. Integra-
tion and manipulation functions within central processing can
be further subdivided into those based on linguistic/symbolic
forms of information versus those involving spatial informa-
tion. The dimensions of processing within this framework are
consistent with several current theoretical descriptions of
the human information processing system, including those of
Wickens (1984) and Shingledecker (1984). (Englund et al.,
1987, p. 4)
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The UTC-PAB Tests

The following is the list of UTC-PAB test elements, categorized
according to the framework outlined above:

I. STAGES OF PROCESSING

A. Perceptual Input, Detection, and Identification

Visual Scanning
Simultaneous Pattern Comparison
Visual Probability Monitoring
Four-Choice Reaction Time
Alphanumeric Vigilance

B. Central Processing

1. Short & Long Term Memory, Associative Memory

Auditory Sternberg
Visual Sternberg
Continuous Recall
Item Order
Code Substitution

2. Information Integration/Manipulation
(Linguistic/Symbolic Mode)

Linguistic Processing
Mathematical Processing
Two Column Addition
Grammatical Reasoning (Traditional)
Grammatical Reasoning (Symbolic)

3. Information Integration/Manipulation
(Spatial Mode)

Spatial Processing
Matrix Rotation
Matching to Sample
Manikin Test
Successive Pattern Comparison
Time Wall

C. Output/Response Execution

Interval Production
Critical Instability Tracking

II. SELECTIVE/DIVIDED ATTENTION

Dichotic Listening
Stroop
Sternberg Memory-Tracking Combination
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The Computerized UTC-PAB

The UTC-PAB software is comprised of two separate programs, a
Configuration System for authoring tests and batteries, and a
Runtime System for test execution and data collection. The
Configuration System is an interactive, integrated, menu-driven
programing system that permits the creation of test batteries, with
individual tests and test menus, without the need for programming
skills. The Runtime System is similarly an interactive, in-
tegrated, menu-driven program that permits the selection and
administration of test batteries by the researcher or by parapro-
fessionals.

The authoring system is designed around a uniform user interface
permitting the full definition of a subject task, the combination
of tasks into tests, and the aggregation of tests into batteries.
Provision is made for training modules with context sensitive help.
An EGA graphics editor and two channels of synthesized voice
provide for the creation of visual and auditory stimuli.

The UTC-PAB software is written in the C programming language
and is designed to operate on IBM AT compatible microcomputers
equipped with 640KB RAM memory operating under MS-DOS 2.0 or above.
High-resolution RGB or EGA color monitors provide video display.
Additional hardware requirements include a 80286 math co-processor
and a separate laboratory interface board to provide timing
functions and analog and digital interfacing to an optional subject
workstation containing multiple response panels. The computer
keyboard keys can be used for subject response input as well.
Complete technical descriptions of Hardware/Software design and
specifications for the UTC-PAB can be found elsewhere (Reeves, et
al., in preparation).

The Generic Task Interval

The UTC-PAB test authoring software is based on an interval
model of performance assessment. Nearly any task that can be
described in terms of a sequence of intervals can be implemented
with the system.

The Battery is the highest level of the system. It consists of
a list of Tests, their presentation sequence, and inter-test
intervals. Tests are a collection of tasks, their presentation
sequence and inter-task intervals. Examples of tests might be the
Manikin Test or the Stroop Test. Such tests are composed of
repeated sequences of tasks. The task itself is the heart of a
given test and its structure defines the stature of the test. A
task might represent a given trial of a particular test and may be
composed of a single or a series of stimulus-response sequences,
or intervals. The Interval is the lowest level of the system, and
is composed of visual or auditory stimuli, the delays between
presentations of these stimuli, the range of allowable (appro-
priate) responses, the specification of correct and incorrect
responses, and the sequence of responses allowed in the interval.
An interval might consist of the presentation of textual informa-
tion on the screen for a specified time period or until the subject
makes a specified response.
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The program is structured to incorporate several different types
of intervals representing the distinctly different types of
stimulus-response sequences that a tester might want to use in a
task. For example, a common task that a tester may want to present
to a subject might involve the following sequences: (1) Requiring
the subject to fix his attention to a screen or listen for a sound;
(2) Presenting the subject with information (visual or auditory
stimuli); (3) Requiring the subject to remember the information for
some period of time; (4) Presenting the subject with another
stimulus and asking him to give information or make a response
based on some comparison or rule; (5) Presenting the subject with
feedback concerning the correctness of the response.

The user interface of the Configuration System is designed to
aid the experimenter in carefully defining the characteristics and
parameters of each component of a task in a test. The system
prompts the user through the necessary steps to design the stimuli
involved in the intervals, to define the timing relationships
between the stimuli and the various possible responses of the
subject, and to provide a means of determining the correctness of
the response, and, if necessary, to provide feedback to the subject
based on the consequences of his answers or responses.

The UTC-PAB offers researchers enormous power and flexibility
for constructing and executing arbitrarily complex applications in
automated cognitive performance assessment studies without the
requirement of extensive programming.
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RE-EVALUATING PRACTICAL PERFORMANCE

ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES IN THE CANADIAN NAVY

by

LCdr Edward G. Barnett, CF

'nnadl-nF- Fle-, q4- Halifax

Introduction

The Canadian Navy is currently experiencing rapid technological growth
as it procures more modern and sophisticated equipment. The traditional naval
training system has been hard-pressed to keep pace with these advances.
Increasing emphasis has been placed on developing generic strategies to imple-
ment a more realistic, flexible systems approach to training. This has been
particularly true with respect to performance testing procedures as practised
in the Combat Systems Engineering Division (CSED), Canadian Forces Fleet School
Halifax (CFFSH).

This paper describes a performance testing methodology that was designed
for several naval technical occupations within CSED. Its intended purpose was

to provide a more effective and efficient, standardized performance testing
process for both generic and equipment specific procedures. The development of
this strategy is described as are its principle tenets and intended
applications.

Background

Baker and O'Neil (1987, p. 343) clearly point out that the introduction

of new and exciting educational/training technologies has often overshadowed
the serious requirement for matching assessment strategies. This was certainly

the case in CSED. Performance tests of the simulated performance and work
sample types were generally of very poor quality. The majority were unreli-
able, unusable and often invalid.

A special project team was organized in late 1985 to analyze and develop
practical solutions to remedy this situation. It became readily apparent that
a revised performance test development process was required.

Test Development Procedure

Though many renowned test development authorities, such as Chase (1978),

Gronlund (1982) and Popham (1981) have all described methodologies to develop
solid performance tests, few have provided the level of detail required by the
untrained test developer to he effective. The majority of CSED naval techni-
cians employed in training development activities fell into this category.

A practical set of steps were developed to remedy this situation and are
briefly outlined as follows:

I Phone Contact: (Centrex) 1-902-427-8178
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a. Step I - analyze the performance objective;

b. Step 2 - prepare a list of test steps/Items for product and or
process assessment;

c. Step 3 - produce a test prescription qualifying the specific
behaviour that is required of the trainee for each step/item;

d. Step 4 - translate the test prescription onto a test sheet with all
specific behaviours qualified; and

e. Step 5 - insert the completed test sheet into the standardized test
format (intro page, admin instructions, pass/fail criteria etc...).

Figure 1 represents an example of the completed test prescription pro-
cess (Step 3) for one major step in a diagnostic procedure. Each sub-step
produced from the job oriented, performance objective analysis is reviewed. A
determination is made as to the appropriate trainee behaviour that will confirm
to the tester that the sub-step has been successfully achieved. This will gen-
erally be either a practical/skill related behaviour or a verbal one, though
other possibilities exist.

Figure 2 illustrates the completed test prescription translation process
(Step 4), using the Figure 1 example. Specific behaviours are flow qualified
for each sub-step with any necessary comments included. The test sheet is now
complete and ready for use as part of the overall test package. Though this is
a relatively simple illustration, it represents a more precise, standardized
test development procedure than ever employed in CSED before.

Advantages

The advantages of such a test development philosophy are numerous.
Increased content validity is evident as specific performance indicators are
more precisely defined and reflected in the test sheets. Inexperienced test
developers have a more usable strategy to employ and test administrators have
an easier format to follow. Increased reliability is provided via a more con-
sistent test development and testing structure. Lastly, this type of test
production lends itself well to an automated, word processing format allowing
for more rapid test production and revision.

Conclusion

Preliminary implementation of this methodology has been very well
received by all CSED personnel currently employed in test development initia-
tives. Test developers have been extremely pleased with the simplicity yet
effectiveness of the design. Future research will Involve analyzing test
production times to see if there has been an increase in effiriency and
effectiveness using this strategy.
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FIGURE 1 CHECKITEST PRESCRIPTION
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FIGURE 2

C. CHECK/TEST REPORT FOR STEPS OR ITEMS

IA Process Chock/Test (procedures or steps in the process)

D Product Check/Test (characteristics of finished product)

L.,J •3''i

Performance Statement(s): Perform Diagnostics On The

AN/ULQ - 6 C Countermeasure Set

Equipment/Unit(s) Being Checked or Tested On.

a. AN/ULQ - 6

b.

C. _ _

d.

e.

List of Steps or Items Yes NQ Othe Comments

1. Identified Overall Nature r-7 [] X Major Step

and Location of Fault

a. observed correct ElF-1 ED
operative sequence

b. verbally identified E- El E_
location of fault

c. verbalLy identified 3 r-7 El

type of fault

d. observed all safety El] El E-l Crit icaL Factor

precautions
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A FULLY AUTOMATED MEMORY AND SEARCH TASK
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U. S. Army Natick Research, Development & Engineering Center

ABSTRACT

We de/eloped a fully automated Memory and Search Task (MAST)
for use on small hand-held computers weighing less than a pound
each. This replaces paper and pencil versions of the MAST that,
although useful in documenting performance changes due to fatigue
and circadian rhythm, were difficult to use and score under field
conditions. A randomly generated stimulus sequence of 16
alphabetic characters is presented on the screen along with a
target sequence of two, four, or six characters. For two minutes
under each target-length ccndition thp subject responds by
pressing a key indicating whether he thinks the target can or
cannot be found in the stimulus. This task was tested in a
classroom with three groups of soldiers at Fort Devens, MA. One
group practiced the task twice a day at 1300 hours and showed a
typical learning curve over five days. A second group performed
the task ten times in a row, starting at 1300 hours, and revealed
that massed practice is, as expected, less efficient at improving
performance on this task. A third group performed the task three
times a day, at 1000, 1300, and 1430 hours, twice each time, for
five days. Once initial learning was complete, this group tended
towards a significant post-lunch slump in performance, followed
by significant improvement later in the afternoon (P<.05). These
results indicate that the new automated mAST could prove to be a
sensitive measure of performance in the laboratory, and because
of its portability may prove useful in the field as well.

INTRODUCTION

There are a plethora of human performance tasks which can be
administered in a laboratory or garrison setting using paper-and-
pencil measures, special test equipment, or computers. However,
many of these systems are not portable enough for use in a
military setting in the field, wich troops constantly on the move
in a simulated combat scenario where experimenters can not always
be present (Popper et al, 1988). In practice, this means that
field studies often use performance measures that are different
from those preferred in the laboratory. The use of different
measures makes many of the two kinds of studies fundamentally
non-comparable. Thus findings in the field may not apply to the
laboratory situation and vice versa. To help overcome this
problem, we developed a small, portable, sturdy, yet fully
automated performance system which can be used equally well under
laboratory, garrison, and field conditions.
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THE COMPUTER SYSTEM

Our task was programmed to run on a Sharp 1500A computer
(see Figure 1). Table 1 lists the specifications for this
machine. To protect the device under field conditions, a special
case was fabricated for it. The case includes an inch of foam
padding which completely surrounds the computer when not in use
and a strap by which it can be fastened to a belt or pack.

THE PERFORMANCE TASK

Using the BASIC computer language, we programmed the Sharp
1500A to run the Memory and Search Task (MAST). This task was
originally developed as a pa'per-and-pencil test by Kaplan et al
(1966) to measure visual search and immediate memory skills. The

MAST was modified by Folkard (1976) so that short term memory
loading could be varied, but remained a paper-and-pencil task.
We were the first to produce a fully automated version of it for
handheld computers like the Sharp. The task involves looking at
a randomly generated stimulus sequence of 16 letters which are
not in any meaningful order, then looking at a target of either
2, 4, or 6 letters and deciding whether that target can be found
in any order in the original stimulus. For example, one trial
might consist of "GEUUKQJMYYPQWPOH EJ". The subject then
simply presses "Y" for yes or "N" for no. In the example given,
both E and J from the target can be found in the stimulus, so the
correct response would be "Y". If only part of the target, but
not all of it, can be found in the stimulus, then the correct
response is "N."

To complete one iteration of the task, the subject enters
the last four digits of his social security number and runs
through two minutes with a two-character target, two minutes with
a four-character target, and two minutes with a six-character
target, though the sequence of these three conditions is varied
randomly each time. For the entire two minutes the target
remains the same, but the sixteen-character stimulus changes
randomly after each response. The subject is instructed to work
as quickly and accurately as he can. At the end of one six-
minute iteration, the computer screen provides feedback for each
condition separately on the number of trials completed, the
correct hits, the misses, the false alarms, and the correct
rejections. After two different iterations, approximately 75
minutes is required for the program to generate new random
sequences for the next pair of iterations. The computer will
automatically record and retain the data of up to 60 complete
iterations of the task along with the date and time each was
initiated. This feature makes the system ideal for long-term
field studies in which a number of iterations under different
conditions are desired. At completion of the study, the data can
be uploaded directly to a larger computer for data analysis.
Alternatively, the data cdn be viewed sequentially on the Sharp
1500A screen itself or printed on paper using a Sharp CE-150
hand-held printer.
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TABLE 1
SHARP 1500A SPECIFICATIONS

ITEM SPECIFICATIONS

SIZE 195mm WIDE X 25.5mm HiGH X 86mm DEEP
WEIGHT 375g
CPU C-MOS 8-BIT (.;'U
ROM 16K
RAM 8.5K (STANDARD); 24.5K (OPTIONAL)
KEYBOARD 65 KEYS (ALPHABET, NUMERIC, FUNCTION,

AND SOFT WARE KEYS)
DISPLAY 7 X 156 MINI-GRAPHIC DISPLAY;

26-DIGIT LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY
POWER 4 AA NOV IECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

FIGURE 1
THE SHARP 1500A IN AN OPENED MILITARY CASE

IN w
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STUDIES INVOLVING THE MAST

The initial study of the performance characteristics of this
automated task was conducted at Ft. Devens, MA with three groups
of soldiers from the 112th Military Intelligence Briqade. These
so]dier'.• wer'P ts:te in n cln.s.sronm .Pt t tinq on post. E'•h1 q rohIJ)
started with 8 or 9 soldiers each, but personnel who were unable
to ccmplete all the required days of testing were dropped from
analysis. Group A (6 subjects) met at 1000, 1300, and 1430 hours
each day for five days, performing two iterations of the MAST
each time, for a total of 30 iterations each. Group B (6
subjects) met at 1300 each day for five days, performing the MAST
twice each time, for a total of 10 iterations each. Group C (7
subjects) met at 1300 only one day, and each completed a set of
10 iterations all at oncc. Subjects were instructed to eat a
normal breakfast and lunch, but to eat lunch only between 1130
and 1200 hours on testing days.

FIGURE 2
LEARNING CURVE FOR FIRST TEN ITERATIONS

TWO CHARACTER TARGET CONDITION
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Some illustrative results on the first ten iterations with
the two-character target condition can be seen in Figure 2.
Group B (the daily group), which performed the fewest trials per
day, appeared to do the best. Group C (the massed practice
group), which performed the most at once, appeared to do worse,
though even there a trend towards improvement with practice can
be seen. These group differences, though nonsignificant
statistically, are in the same direction as the established
finding that distributed practice is superior to massed practice
(Swenson, 1980).

Group A (the repetition group) was the only group to perform
the task at multiple times per day. We timed their repetition
schedule so that we could check for possible effects such as the
"post-lunch slump" (Craig, 1986). Figure 3 shows the results
for the two-character target condition by time of day. (Each
data point represents the means of the two iterations at that
time). On the first day, Group A appeared to show the typical

FIGURE 3
PERFORMANCE BY TIME OF DAY

TWO CHARACTER TARGET CONDITION
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upward learning curve. But on subsequent days, that group
appeared to do poorest an hour after lunch, doing better both
before lunch and later that afternoon. These differences between
the post-lunch and later-afternoon times were statistically
significant (P<.05), suggesting that performance on the MAST does
show a post-lunch slump followed by a later recovery.

ONGOING STUDIES

We are currently running other studies with the MAST. For
instance, we are conducting a study of simulated jet lag in time-
isolated apartments. Subjects spend six days at normal time
establishing their baseline on the MAST and other performance and
physiological measures. On the sixth night, subjects are
awakened without warning six hours before their normal time, thus
simulating an easterly time shift of six hours. For the next
nine days, they are kept to the new "time zone," and we are
monitoring performance disruptions caused by this shift and
subsequent recovery afterwards, using the MAST as well as other
measures.

Depending on the results of this and other laboratory
studies, we plan to take the MAST on field studies of actual jet
lag, testing the performance of US Marines before, during, and
after trans-Atlantic flights. The portability of this system
should make it ideal for such field studies.
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Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery and Vehicle
Identification Performance Relationships

Otto H. Heuckeroth
Norman D. Smith

ARMY RESEARCH INSTITUTE, FORT HOOD FIELD UNIT

Current Army-wide and executive emphasis on MANPRINT to aid in the
planning, evaluation and development of Army systems stresses the importance
of understanding the relationship between soldier performance, aptitude and
training achievement. In this spirit the purposes of the present paper are
to: 1) Explore the relationship between one criterion performance measure--
vehicle identification accuracy--with the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB) and Subtest scores as predictor variables; and 2) to present
additional analyses which document the validity of those relationships. For
brevity in the presentation today, only the results involving ASVAB Scaled
Scores are discussed.

From 1980 to 1986 the Fort Hood Field Unit conducted approximately 13
independent research efforts in the Target Acquisition Analysis and Training
System (TAATS) program. Each of those efforts focused on design, development
and testing of a series of Combat Vehicle Identification (CVI) programs. In
eleven of those efforts, soldiers made vehicle identification responses to a
common set of photopic (daylight) vehicle images independently presented. The
number of images correctly identified was the criterion (dependent) variable.
In each case, images of the same vehicles in the same views (front and
oblique) were used. To address these purposes, four analytic techniques were
used: 1) Correlations of individual ASVAB Composites and Subtests with soldier
vehicle identification performance, 2) multiple correlations between soldier
vehicle identification performance and ASVAB Composites or Subtests as
predictor variables, 3) correlations of differentially weighted ASVAB
predictor variables with vehicle identification performance, and 4)

discriminant analyses.

It is important to note that in this effort separate analyses were

generally performed using data from ASVAB Test Forms 5-7, 8-14 and 5-14 for
random halves of soldiers for which data were available, as well as for the

entire set of data available. Separate analyses for different ASVAB Test
Forms were motivated by the general understanding that there are rather major

differences in test structure for ASVAB versions beginning with Test Form 8
compared with earlier ASVAB versions. Analyses for random halves were

completed primarily to address the validity of findings reported. The
reliability of the criterion measure was .88.

RESULTS

Individual ASVAB Scaled Scores Correlations with Identification Performance

Table I presents the correlations between each ASVAB Scaled Score and
vehicle identification performance together with their statistical
significance, sample size (N) and for ODD/EVEN halves a Z statistic to assess
the significance of differences between correlations. Including the

correlations for ODD and EVEN halves as well as those based on the total
sample, all but three are significantly different from zero; all of the
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Table I

Corralatlooal Matrix of IdeCL(Ilcati~o Performance With £SVA8 scaled States for lodepeadeat $"va Mle avem &ad 'total Sa&ple
fbI Soldiers Wba Took &a ASVA8 Test fore 5-7 ot 6-14

A3VkB ITKST P1)1.1 TKAT i0UM TUIT VOKt l11%T VUR.1 mTK ~ MIN.1 UST VUESt ITCST FORM T93, VOIX TIST bit I
SCALED I -I 51- 51- 1 4-14 & -14 0-14 1 1-14 5-14 S-14

_________ VUD4 )ALV 3911 HALF TOTAL 10DU1 ItAl.V 194.6 KALF TOTAL JUrDO KALF K1tMk HAL.F TUTAL I

ASQI I .290 .370 .330 1 .211 .291 .214 I .325 .249 .307
P& I 0.00 0 000 .0U0L OGQ .0tZ .U04 .0001. .00. .0001 .00OI

I 151 114 309 k 36 136 2?2 2191 290 551
i ~ I .70 I .69 .47

CO .290 .369 .330 I.249 .214 .23) .292 .311 .302
P I .0003 .0001 .0001 I.0033 .0108 .0001 O0O01 .000L .000L

M 1 L51 310 I131 134b 213 I 292 291 6343
.18 .27 .25

fA I .290 .163 .323 I.171 .290 .221 I .274 .311 .294
F DW002 .0001 .0001 I.0441 .0004 .0002 .0001 .0001 .0001 I

I 154 111 311 I134 134 212 I 292 291 183
JI .7L .01 .44

N .310 .323 .315 .160 .282 .211 .316 .256 .287
P .0001 .0001 .0001 I.0608 .0008 .0003 I.0001 .0001 O000O

N I 151 156 313 1134 13;1 276 295 294 5181
z A.2 I 1.06 I.51

CH .329 .390 .1571 .395 .174 .282 I .309 .343 M64
F I .0001 ~ 91 .0001 1 Owl0 .0425 .00301 1 .0001 .0001 .0001

N IS M1 IL 31I 138 131 275 293 29) U44

z .41 I 1.990 I.73

CL .252 .236 .244 .04S .205 .119 I.221 .200 .Z12
P I.0014 .0026 .000OL .6002 .0142 .0484 Owl00 .0006 .0001 I
N 1111 30M 3 131 214 1 92 2l2 M84

i I .14 I 1.133 .24

GT .229 .351 .281 a30 .242 .2)5 I 283 .241 2341
F .004, .0001 .000 1 .0'001 .034 .0001 I 0001 .0001, .000t

ii 14 153 307 114 115 311 M 0 309 645

Z .1 1.14 I.34

ILL .266 .404 .342 1 .278 .266 .216 .32$ .327 .326
F I .003 .0001 .0001 I.0011 .0001 .0001 I.0001 .0001 .0001 I

L5I11 155 311L 134 134 212 I 292 291 583
I 1.01 .01 I.02

SC 1 .375 .334 .154 I.210 .193 .202 I .334 .212 .305
P I .0001 .0001 .0001 I.0114 .0234 .0008 .0001 .0001 .OO01

N IS M1 5 310 I136 131 271 M 19 92 581

I .42 I .16 .54

St I .300 .336 .317 .419 .113 .289 I.262 .34,9 .314
P .0001 .0001 .000 1 I.0001 .0436 .00421 OO.000 .0001 .0001

N 154 155 M1 I Li8 137 2)5 293 293 546

I .AS 2.21- .90

of I .228 .344 .290 I .165 .306 .235 I .292 .212 .252
F I.0042 .0001 .0001 1 .05153 .000 .000 OW .0001 .0001 .0001

N 151 154 313 13 Lis36i 214 295 294 189
Z 1 1.32 I 1.24 .27

Fvalues &ddroas the significance of Individual carrolatloaa &ad wrm provided a.part of tb. Statistical Analyses Software

TSAS) PAUC Coil Output.

bZvalues were compu.ted by the turou.las 1 , $08 Mc Se Nceeat, Q. Fuychol.11lcel Statistics.

John Wiley end Soos. Lac. 1962. pp. 139-140. For two tolled %*at@, I I I ) 1.94 Is sigatflcast at 2. (.03. Tabled I.
address "h a~do~tIceoce of difference betweeo Correlations obteloAd usla& lodependeot halves of availlable data. I values
which or* e1dnhtLC4QLat*ar noted by 0



correlations based on the total sample are statistically significant. The
range of correlations obtained using test forms 5-7 is .246 - .354; for test
forms 8-14 the range is .119 -. 289. For all test forms the range is .212 -
.336. This means that between 1.4% and 12.5% of the variability between ASVAB
Scaled Scores and identification performance is in common.

In addressing the vplidity of findings presented in Table 1 correlations
of random halves are included in this table. For the thirty-three Z test
comparisons, only two (approximately 6%) are significant at the .05 level or
better. Since there were no a priori reasons to believe any of these
differences would be significant we have concluded that the reported
relationships are probably valid.

Multiple Correlations Involving ASVAB Scaled Scores and Identification

Performance

Since with eleven predictor variables there are 2047 possible predictor
sets, PROC STEPWISE from the SAS package was used to select the best set--one
for test form 5-7 data, a second for test form 8-14 data and a third with all
test form data. The predictor set selected was the one which satisfied
Mallow-s criterion--Cp statistic--as described in the SAS manual. These
results are presented in row I of Table 2. The remaining rows show the
multiple correlations for selected combinations of predictor sets. Based on
review of Table 2 it appears that the multiple correlations approach does not
produce any marked improvement over the individual correlations in the
demonstrated relationship between ASVAB Scaled Scores and the criterion
variable.

Differential Weighting Correlations

In attempting to determine the relationship among predictive and criterion
variables, it seemed reasonable to ask whether weighting different categories
of the predictor variables by values other than one might improve the
relationship. Inspection of weighted and unweighted correlations in Table 3
indicate that in almost every case using estimated weights for selected
categories of ASVAB predictors does lead to increases in the absolute value of
obtained correlations; however, only for the OF Composite did differential
weighting lead to a statistically larger (p <.05) correlational value.

Discriminant Analyses

Early research with the CVI Training Systems indicated large individual
soldier performance variability. Further analyses seemed to indicate that
soldiers who performed relatively poorly (the lower third) after the first
training session (low achievers) showed smaller performance increases with
subsequent training. Our research asked whether these "low" achievers could
be differentiated from "high" achievers with ASVAB Scaled Scores. High and
low achievers were divided into random halves. Odd halves served as the
"calibration" sample for a series of discriminant analyses. Table 4 indicates
that: 1) High vs low achievers who took an ASVAB form 5-7 could be distin-
guished about 75% of the time; 2) those who took an ASVAB form 8-14 could be
distinguished about 77% of the time; 3) in no case was there a significant
difference in classification accuracy between calibration and test samples.
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Table 3

Correlations between Weighted/Unweighted ASVAB Scaled Scores Predictors and Vehicle
Identification Performance

I Correlations for Total Sample
I Weighted

AhVAU I U0i11 Weights Correletio.e based
ti 0 al i ka iJ ieiii ,iIi H it* ti.. thi Iy

liu u es Ieetwelglhed Weilhtuel Wel ie eI' 01 lIt e I ( KVKN lie It (1111 It . I r KVaN lie It

AFQT . 30 7a . 3 2 6 a . 3 5 4a .301 .302 .355 .352
N 581 581 581 581 581 291 290

K (No. Wlte.
Eet.) 1 16 31 1 1 16 16

z .02 .04

CO .3028 .348a . 3 8 3 a .318 .328 .333 .419
N 583 583 583 583 583 292 291

K (No. Wgts.
Eet.) 1 16 31 1 1 16 16

z .06 1.21

FA .296a .3530 .379a .316 .300 .428 .373
N 583 583 583 583 583 292 291

K (No. wEts.
Est.) 1 16 31 1 1 16 16

z .32 .78

NH . 2 8 7a .341a .381' .314 .314 .390 .354
N 589 529 589 589 589 295 294

K (No. Wg~t.
VEe.) 1 16 31 1 1 16 16

z 0 .50

CM .336' . 3 6 8 a .395' .340 .353 .346 .430
N 586 586 586 586 586 293 293

K (No. Wgte.
Eat.) 1 16 31 1 1 16 16

z .26 1.19

CL .212a . 2 5 8 a .303' .208 .228 .258c .347

N 584 584 584 584 584 292 292

K (No. Ugrt.
Eet.) 1 16 31 1 1 16 16

Z .34 1.18

CT .261 6 .2830 .31.7 6 .257 .250 .310 .315N 618 618 618 618 618 309 309

K (No. Wgte.
Est.) 1 16 31 1 1 16 16

z .12 .07

EL . 3 2 6 a 3.35a .387 5 .324 5 .326 .390 .379N 583 583 583 583 583 292 291

K (No. Wgts.
Est.) 1 16 31 1 1 16 16

z .04 .16

SC .305a .321a .353 5 .305 .289 .371 .321N 585 585 585 585 585 293 292

K (No. Wglte.
Est.) 1 16 31 1 1 16 16

z .29 .69

ST .316a "359a .397" .332 .342 .363 .402N 586 586 586 586 586 293 293

K (No. Wgte.
Eet.) 1 16 31 1 1 16 16

z .19 .55

OF .282a "356b . 3 9 4 b .345 .336 .432 .313N 589 589 589 589 589 295 294

K (No. Wgets.
get.) 16 31 1 1 16 16

z .18 1.67

a,b superscrlpts for these correlations which are the eame Indicate no significaut
differences -- R >.05; where euperecripte are diffareUL--r<.05.
c Only this correlation failed to satain statc!2ical significance (y> .05).
a £ <.05; <' -<.01. All tests are two-trlied.
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Table 4

Dilcrislaeut Analyses Using ASVA2 Scaled Scares Teat Form 5-715-14 tar a Collbratloo (ODD UALF). Teat (EVEN HALF) sad Total oapsL

ASVAB Coepoeltes (Toot Forms 5-1) CLssellefd ASVAS Coeposltes (Test for"s 6-14) Claslslfid

by a Lionea DOlecrllasat Ft"tLoa a" by a Linear DiscriaLinaac lmclls "s

KILN LIM TOTAL HIGH LOU TOTAL

ODD RIG# 69 9 16 HIGH 74 9 9]

HALF APLIOUL s8.46 1|1.4 100.00 69.16 10.64 100.00

(CALINSATIOU ACHIEVE LAU 25 Is 40 LOW 30 11 41

DATA) G60U9S 42.10 317.0 100-00 1).17 26.43 100.00

TOTAL 94 24 111 TOTAL L04 20 124

1V.6. 20.34 100.00 13. . l. 13 LOO.00
IL . 11.00. k<.OOL -Hit*" - 11) * E 3.16. j(.,O "MiLe - 691

ASVAA Composites (Teot Forms 5-7) Clasltfied ASVAB Composicte (Teste Falms 5-14) Classlled
by the Liasnr DOIcrImInaGLt Fuotito by the Linear Dtacrinaamaa funtiou at
of the CaLl.brstlon Data Calibration Data

NIGC LAM TOTAL HIGH LO TOTAL

EVEN HIGH 66 L3 79 HIGH 73 7 62

HALF APHIORI 683.4 16.46 100.00 91.46 8.54 100.00

(TEST DATA) ACHIEVE LAM 26 11 39 LOW 33 6 41

CWUr] 66.61 33.33 iUtl.00 80.49 1.9.51 100.00

TOTAL 92 26 11 TOTAL 104 IS 1.2)
77.9 22.0) 100.00 $1.63 12.20 LO00.I - 4.33, z(.05 "Kits, - 6x- 3.017 .M O "'its" - 67Z

AIVAJ Copoeittal (Test Forms 5-7) Clsslifled ASVAX Compodltee (Teet forms 8-14) ClassltIed

by . Quadratic DOicrIl -9ua Focttlo . 5 by a Quadratlc Dlcrlsleoaat Function as

HIGH LOUW TOTAL NICG Low TOTAL

TOTAL HIGH 132 25 157 HIGH 141 20 165

SAIILH APutOII 64.U0 15.92 100.0O 41.86 12.12 100.00

ACHIEVE LOW 3) 46 79 LOW 36 46 12
GilOUPS 41.71 56.2) 100.00 43.90 36.1O 100.00

TOTAL 165 71 236 TOTAL l61 b6 241
69.92 30.08 100.00 73.26 26.12 100.00

"l0e" - 1M3 "•," - 77Z

Note it ACHIEVE groups wars defiaed based as cask order ot odl4ere identiltcaltlon performance *care. Tlboel falllng In Eba lower
third uare defined se LOW. VALOILS parameter tI the Staistecal Analyalt Software (SA2) FROG DISCAIL was defsled to reflect
this defioltlo.

Note lo Tabled - *.a -'a tha ratio at the 12 (C•'• .. .2 (IV9t). Generally the rtlio ot two independent chl-squ•res divided by
their risp5octiv de, 7-. .of freedom (m1 , aj) Is defiled saa - F. lee McNamar. Q. peycholoAlcal Sta-taiotit Joba illey
sad loas, Inc. 1962 pp. 210-211.

Note 31 For cases where resuits are preasated for a quadratic diacrielaest functloa, the within covarlsT e imatrlces wmae ma•
baUogeneoae; therefore, wLtbih covarlanco matrices were seed rather thee the pooled covarltace mtcLs.

Conclusions

"o Unweighted correlations are in the low .30s.

"o Differential weighting of ASVAB predictor categories led to modest but
generally non-significant increases in correlations.

" Multiple correlations were approximately of the same magnitude as
correlations obtained by differentially weighting individual ASVAB
predictors.

" Quadratic discriminant functions involving ASVAB Scaled Scores were
able to discriminate between high and low performing soldiers about
75% of the time.

"o High criterion reliability and supplementary analyses involving random
sample halves generally point to the validity of relationships
reported.

"o It would be desirable to develop new ASVAB Composites which better

predict a wider array of Army skills.
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New Assessment for Short-Service Volunteers

Axel R. Kaiser

Selection Center for Volunteers, Diusseldorf, FRG

The personnel resources of the armed forces in Germany will be dramatically reduced in the nine-
ties. The use of hormonal ovulation inhibitors in the late sixties reduced the birth rate to one half
within one decade. So the 1975 age class to be drafted into military service in 1994 is just 10 %
more than the total number which is required by the armed forces (Figure 1). To meet the quan-
titative demands of the armed forces the service period will be extended to 18 months and medi-
cal classification criterions will be changed. The qualitative demands will become a special
problem because of the requirements of business and industry in the nineties. It is not any more
possible for the armed forces to pick out the elite like in most cases before. Efforts therefore have
to shift from selection to placement of volunteers, carefully taking in account their developmen-
tal capacities and their deficiencies.

One of the steps to meet these demands is a reorganization of the current assessment system for
volunteers. The new assessment for volunteers as well as a revised assessment for officer can-
didates (Melter, 1987) aim at a more efficient use of the professional skills and experiences of psy-
chologists and officers by separating categories, observation and rating.

In the current sseamcni aystent (Figure 2) a board of one or two officers and one psychologist ex-
amine jointly the applicant, using the same set of categories which are rated on a scale from 1 to
9.

The categories which relate to personality are:

1 appearance
2 readiness for action, drive
3 decision making ability
4 stress resistance
5 sense of responsibility
6 social behavior.

Mental aptitude factors are:

7 apprehension
8 verbal expression
9 reasoning and judgement
10 planning and organization
11 learning motivation

Physical fitness and sports performance:

12 stress resistance in sports and physical fitness.
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In the new assessment the following set of categories for rating will be used:

ratings by
officers psychologists

1 leadership potential x x
2 conscientiousness x x
3 social competence/ cooperation x x
4 verbal expression x x
5 judgement and decisiveness x x

6 stress resistance x
7 intelligence x

8 achievement motivation x

9 profession/ career orientation x
10 practical performance x
11 physical fitness/ stress resistance x

The rating scale is reduced from 9 to 7 points, all categories got behavior-focussed descriptions.
Categories 6, 7 and 8 refer to psychological constructs.

The new assessment procedure emphasizes a separate collecting and rating of irformations by
psychologists and officers taking in account their different professional background (Figure 3).

Psychologists use the following instruments: psychometric tests, essay tests, a biographical ques-
tionnaire and the psychological interview. The psychological interview is considcrcd !o be a main
resource for collecting, checking and combining data. There is sufficient experience that separate
biographical or test data do not relate directly to complex assessment dimensions. They can only
be seen as indicators for the overlapping and nct-like structured characteristics of a person.
Considering this holistic approach to personality nevertheless the psychological interview is fo-
cussed on behavior and guided by the principles of behavioral analysis. Complex findings in
:crms of functional descriptions - like compcnsativc tendencies, avoidance behavior, attribution
style and so on - as well as the prognosis of developmental capacities cannot be pressed into sep-
arately given assessment dimensions and do need therefore an additional report which contains
also informations for training and future placement. The psychological interview needs a relaxed,
non-examinative setting which gives way to a confident and open communication. This does not
only meet the demands of a modern conception of partnership and cooperation between appli-
cant and personnel assessor but is also appropriate to improve the reliability of informations.
Especially non-directive accepting verbalization of the cmotion-ccntcrcd presct state of the per-
son supports decrease of ovcrexcitcment and facilitaics a more relaxed and realistic communica -

(ion. A final feed-back and counseling should be an element of any assessment intcrview to mcct
the personal needs of the applicant (Figure 4).
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Board officers are in charge of a situation test which is followed by a short interview referring to
the behavior within this test and to the military job oricnaliton of the applicant. Two different
kinds of siluation tests arc applicatcd depending on the education level of the group of appli -

cants hbeing observed. Tbe one is a complex planning task requiring mainly intellectual and or-
ganizational abilities, the other one emphaziscs practical skills. Both situations provide obser-
vation facilities referring to factors like practical and organizational performance, cooperative
behavior and the potential for non-commissioned officer's career. Officers are trained by psycho-
logists in observing and rating different aspects of overt behavior.

The independently gained ratings of psychologists and officers are combined to an overall rat -
ing of the applicant including a rating of his development potential. Only in cases of disagree-

erent there will be a board discussion. The assessment board finally makes a decision on the
degree of suitability and placement. First organizational checks with the new assessment system
have been done demonstrating that it can be practiced and is accepted by the personnel staff.

The internal reorganization of the current assessment system is accompanied by the develop-
ment and application of computer assisted, computer adapted and simulation based testing.
Considering the quahilative demands of the nineties this will not be sufficient.

For historical reasons psychologists are exclusively civilians and assessment procedures almost

entirely are applied before men enter the Federal Armed Forces. So prognosis ;%,d placement
have to cover an unsuitable long period regarding the mutiple interactions between skills, train-
ing, leadership effects, job satisfaction and other factors within the forces. Applied military psy-
chology should therefore care as well for educational and training support, additional sequential
assessment procedures, for support concerning social psychological aspects and treatment of in-
dividual pecularities. Neither the total personnel strength of the Psychological Service of the Fed-
eral Armed Forces nor the organizational structure provide the conditions for realizing that
conception of an integrated military psychology (Madeniann & Puzizha, 1987).

References
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METHODICAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF SELECTION:

PROGRESS AND RESULTS*

Albert H. Melter
Central Personnel Office

of the German Federal Armed Forces, Kbln, FRG

Within the framework of revising the methodology of officer candidate se-
lection procedures (STEEGE 1988, OTTE 1983) new aptitude ratings and test
stations were conceptionally outlined (MTTR 1987). In 19%8, aotitude fac-
tors and corresponding scoring orocedures, situation tests, interviews,and
questionnaires had been subjected to metnodical tests and organizational
checks. In addition, new test modules for 'ne CAT soft'..are production have
been prepared (UHLMAN 1988).

Purpose of Field Studies

We s-artec. gathering experience, whether competence-orientated allocation
of responsibilities, improved preparation for biographical interviews, and
changed systems of aptitude ratings and observation tools would result in
better rating distributions.

Uo to now, there -aas an strong fixing on tile degree of restricted suitabili-
ty and on decades of stable failure-rates. On average, 50i0 of amplicants
were non-suited, and most of the accepted had been signed as restricted.
What factors suostantiate these figures? Is it possibl? to organize the dif-
ferent contributions of military raters and of psychoi.cica1l co,,petence in
a more effective manner?

Method

Four boards - each wito one Qsyclolo-ist and two officers had .een engaged
in ooservation, jud-ement, and rating of performrances and behaviors in part-
ly soaratad test stations. Psycnologists :ioa to rate anothr set of apti-
tuOe factors than ooth officers. 1013 officer cardiJates ha, 'een tested
over a teriod of January 17tn to Septanoer 'nd, 1933.

Within cnase A from January to ,ADril, Doard me.mberý2rs seDaratelýy orepared in-
terviews with aopliants' questionnaire res.aonsos and jointly carried out
toe *ooard interview. The psychoilogjist elucidatei toe .... icant's oior !o..
over' 20 cinutes, followed by coon offic,,rs hoxaoineJ aver I. minitss Dr:-
fession and career orientatisns, cojecoives, interssts,and eoaviors in or-
ganizations. TM.en, offi- cers were in c orns .o a situation test consistinq
of a ccmolex planninQ ..as. wito, the opoortunity of specifi interactions.
The psy'cnoiogist tooK part ta rate his set -f an)titude factcrs.

- - --e vi *,-s exros.se in t;is oaoer ar' s e t.r..

n~ecessarily reflect oificial ;)elicit or ;esiti)ns.



Within phase B from May to August, interviews were separately prepared
and separately carried out by the board members. The questionnaires had
been revised with experiences from phase A. The psychologist had a mini-
mum of 30 minutes for interviewing, officers a maximum of 20 minutes.
First in phase B, interviews of board officers followed the situation test,
which was adminstered without the psychologist. Later in phase B, inter-
viewing had been given priority to situation test with a time-budget of 20
minutes, In tnis case, psychologist was not allowed to overrun 30 minutes
for interviewing.

The complex planning tasks had been revised with experiences out of phase
A, too. 75 minutes were available for gr'oups of not more than six applicants
to cope one out of seven planning tasks:

- setting up a sport shop
- planning a rescue exercise in a school
- organizing a holiday course, a young peoples' meeting place, a school

prize-giving day, a sales department. a municipal area.

Written draft, short lecture, and group discussion had been outlined as seg-
ments of action and of observation. Officers scored segment- and overall-
ratings of assigned aptitude factors.

In phase A, additional test stations were available for borderline cases.
In 3, there was only one additional test station "short lesson", in which
psychologist and both officers served as raters. Additional test stations
were held at third examination day.

Data Collection

Applicants completed the performance tests of intelligence, capacity of at-
tention, and knowledge. The latter was limited to history, geography, poli-
tics, economy, technology, physics, and chemistry. The biographical question-
naire consisted of open and closed response-formated questions about bio-
graphy, self-description and self-rating, profession and career oriertatior,
and sport.

Self-description included 200 items assigned to 13 constructs such as achie-
vement, affiliation, endurance. Only the psychologist received such data to
prepare the interview. ,Jditionally, he judged and rated an essay, behaviors
in the situation test (inly in phase A),and in the short lesson (phase 3).

Officers judged and rated selected aptitude factors after the interview and
during the situation ard sport tests. After all test stations, officers and
psychologist had to rate separately each aptitude factor of their set with
7-points overall-ratings and the degree of suitability categorized as
good, suited, restricted, and non-suited for each applicant.

In phase A, boards deteriined now obvious positive or negative decisions
and borderline cases at the end of the second examination day for further
investigations at tha third examination day. Then, final board discussions
took place with a board-racing for five aptitude factors, adding psycholo-



gist's ratings and officers' ratings (without sport-rating), and determining
the degree of suitability. This degree resulted from comparing the sum of
11 ratings with cut off points. Deviations from the point cutting off "re-
stricted" from "non-suited" were exceptýlnally allowed for single cases,
which had been assigned at least one poor (=7) raring in phase A or, in phase
11,ono i,' Iti r 1', itlil trý''i 11w 11"y k 11(110ý]is t. .1lh ' i, rv uu I11 1i rn ,/'C'_

Analytic Procedures.

The four experimental boards and their suneriors had to report their quali-
tative organizational evaluations at the end of phase A and 3. Experimental
and control data from the regular boards had been compared only using de-
scriptive scatistics such as frequencies, one-way variance analysis, and
correlatlons. The self-descriotion questionnaire has been analyzed for item
and scale characteristics and inter-correlations.

Fig. 1: Quantitative Comparisons.

__-r~ k4 bo~ards

*qualitative report control data DA control data4CA I
evaluations 13 regular boards

°quantitative compa- c d

rative studies control data B control data C
13 regular boards

July Jan. >lay* Sept.*o
1937 1933 1933 1933

Results

One-way variance analysis. 3oth experimental grou-s and tneir assigned
conrroi groups were colnparable for N's, means of final school marks,
scnool marks for matnematics and for snort. and for test scores of caoacity
of attention. A and 3 ,iere statistically not comparaole for intelligence and
matnematics test scores.

Tab. I": omoarisons betL,.ween ¾, 3 and Control Srouos.

Group Period N ln-lIinenc ath.
Verbal lumerical Test

A Jan.-.:,,ril 514 54.3* 39.5*" 100.3
3 ,a' -2Seot. 524 53 2. 7.5 )7.-**±

LAn. -April 112 52.3 15.3 lI.

3A July-Jan. 214) 52.3 57.J 9;.-

3 "!ay -Seot. 3),13 52.3 67.5 33.

33 July-April 23,1 52 .) 57.5 3 3.3
* , Pit 6.D1 ,roar, 3 tr-an All column means; ** irn3,r 2n-'n A, ,nn

means; **k lower than and 3S means of column.
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Frequency of degree of suitability. The main result of the new assessment

procedures was a better rating distribution in different settings.

Tab. 2: %-Distribution of Degrees in Experimental and Control Groups.

Degree A CA DA B CB DB

non-suited due N: 378 1311 2642 355 1331 4197

to cut off point 11 25 25 20 21 24

non-suited due
to 1 or 2 poor 25 7 10 17 9 8
ratings

good 15 3 2 14 3 2

suited 37 34 32 34 32 33

restricted 10 31 30 15 35 32

Percentage of non-suited (due to cut-off) applicants significantly decreased
from 25% in C and Da to 11% in A. For that, percentage of non-suited due to
one or two podr ratings increased from 10% in D to 25% in A. This result wasn't
desired. It could be diminished in phase B by iAdroduction of a rule that only
two or more poor ratings (7 on a 1-7 scale) from each competence justify the
degree "exceptionally non-suited". In both experimental groups, "good" was
more frequent and "restricted" was less frequent than in assigned control groups.

Frequency of aptitude factor ratings. The rating distributions of new aptitude
factors turned out better than rating distributions of the regular aptitude
factors. There were fewer and lower differences between A and 3 than to each
assigned control group. Though using different aptitude factor sets,
psychologist and officers surprisingly judged in a very stable way over the
different settings of test stations in A and in 3. It's obvious that altered
settings for interviewing and situation testing had less effectiveness than
rules for observation and rating.

3oards in A and 3 rated more rigorously than each member. Trends had been
observed to rate more rigorously in 3 than in A and most rigorously in each
assigned control group. The control boards had been used their 9-points scale
more restrictively than the experimental boards their 7-points scale,in which
psycnologists and officers assigned some "very good" (=1) ratings to most
aptitude factors.

Contributions of military raters and or psychological competence. The effective-
ness of each board memoer had been investigated by comparative frequency
analysis of degree ratings recommended before entering board discussions.

Percentages of good-recommended applicants were greater in 3 than in A for
all board members. The same applied to non-suited recommendations. Percentages
of suited- and restricted-recommendations were lower in 3 than in A. It's
possible that classifications of performances and behaviors in the test
stations were more successful in 3 than in A (Tab. 3).
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Tab. 3: Separate %-Distributions of Degrees of Suitability for Psychologists,

Staff Officers, and Officers (NA= 3 7 5; N3 =331).

Degree A B A STOB A 3FC

good 6 8 5 7 5 6

suited 31 3U 29 24 27 23

restricted 26 24 30 27 31 26

non-suited 36 38 36 42 38 44

Recommendations before entering board discussions were congruent in most cases,
but more in A than in B, in which boards haa been more challenged to lead
differences between recommendations from each board member to the board's final
degree of the applicant.

In both phases, psychologist and officers rated the five common aptitude fac-
tors in their specific set more rigorously than expected. The aptitude factors
sport and reasoning, both more defined as performance measures than others,
had the statistically best distributions.

Interview and situation test. Mlore convenient conditions for interviewing
correlated with increase of restricted-recommendations. Especially officers
rated rigorously, if they had available moretime for interviewing. Includina
psychological competence into the situation test is desirable for methodical
reasons. Observing, judging, and rating were statistically better in 3 than
in A.

Biographical data. Score distributions of the self-description questionnaire
indicated applicants' self-monitoring as behaving in a social desirable way.
Only achievement-orientated questions such as endurance, learning, leadership,
and achievement significantly correlated with at least five aDtitude factors
above all in 3. This setting had supported psychologists' using questionnaire
and essay informations for rating the aptitude factors before entering the
board discussions.

Short lesson. Officers rated more rigorously than osychologists. The latter
made always use of the whole range. 3ut snort lesson as tpst station can't be
any longer realization of applicants' stress resistance. :orrelations wiWn
relevant aptitude factors in psychologists' set are too low.

Discussion

In appreciation of the results one must tak0 into consideration the fact tWat
they come from a field study, whose quality of data allows only descriptive
statistics. Objectives of the methodical and organizational develooment of
personnel selection are unamoiguous definition and resDonsibility of psycov-
logical comoetence, especially with resoect to recommended course of studies
at an Armed Forces university.

To meet such oojectives, results suggest introducing the specific sets of



aptitude factors and the 7-points scale. In addition, opportunities for
rater supervision and training have to be enlarged to overcome rigorous
ral. ini 1.

For the long term, one should abandon of aptitude factors such as career
orientation, leadership potential, decisiveness, and planning in rating
applicants without military training. Such factors could be tested in an
assessment center for first-trained draftees, volunteers, or cadets in
search of developing junior leaders. Applicants without military training
should only complete psychological tests with respect to their basic social,
verbal, numerical, and learning abilities and they should undergo the obliga-
tory medical check of their state of health before allowing for employment.

The results also suggest the separate interviewing by psychologist and officers
including biographical and specific self-descriptive data. Test and essay
interpretation should exclusively be psychological affairs. The situation test
with a complex planning task should be carried out by officers in the tested
way but with the opportunity for the psychologist to rate social aptitudes in
his factor set.
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TESTING U.S. ARMY WAR COLLEGE
STUDENTS' WRITING ABILITIES

(()l.oneol Pohol-t 1. Ihavi:; .1n
Professor Jim Hanlon

U.S. Army War College

BACKGROUND

In 1980 the U.S. Army War College (USAWC) began contracting
for supplemental instruction in writing for selected USAWC
students. The course was first called Writing Enhancement and
then renamed Writing Effectiveness. Students participated
voluntarily. In 1984, as part of a program of self-assessment,
students tested themselves in English mechanics and expression
with the Missouri College English Test. Test results enabled the
students to decide whether to take the course, which was offered
in one-hour weekly sessions for some fourteen weeks. Typically,
some 20-25 students would indicate initial interest in the
course. The course focused on the grammar, mechanics, and usage
of standard written English. However, only eight or so students
would regularly attend throughout the course of instruction. The
course instructor assisted a few students in developing drafts
and polished final texts of their Military Studies Project (MSP),
a more extensive capstone paper required of each USAWC student.
The course began in October and extended through January.

USAWC COMPREHENSIVE WRITING PROGRAM (1987-1988)

In 1987 the USAWC committed itself to greater emphasis on
writing in the curriculum. Coordinating its program with the
Army Writing Office of the Training and Doctrine Command
(TRADOC), USAWC upgraded writing instruction by focusing on (1)
faculty development in writing, (2) more .igorous testing in
writing, and (3) a mandatory course on instruction for selected
students, supplemented by a longer voluntary course of intensive
review of grammar, mechanics, and usage.

Faculty Development. In 1988 USAWC retained a consultant to
provide on-going assistance in orienting new faculty as well as
to work with older faculty in order to use writing more
effectively in the curriculum. Consequently, faculty
expectations for students' writings are now more precisely
indicated in writing assignments. In addition, assignments
themselves, through master planning, are spaced carefully
throughout the academic calendar to insure that students have
adequate planning and working time to concentrate on given
assignments. An evaluation sheet has been developed to assure
that all written work meets USAWC stdndards in the following
areas: focus, critical reasoning, organization, use of source
materials, readability, and presentability. Faculty are now more



cognizant of writing as a vehicle of instruction, rather than
simply as a course or program requiremL t. Instruction focuses
more on in-progress assessment; so revision of drafts, based on
instructors' recommendations, is more commonplace. Further,
instructors refer students who need closer assistance to the
Effective Writing Course. The faculty development consultant,
who has implemented an effective program of writing-across-the-
curriculum at his home institution, offers workshops for new
faculty and conducts follow-up activities for all faculty
throughout the academic year.

Testing. All U.S. students, during their August orientation
to USAWC, now take the Test of Standard Written English (TSWE)
and submit a 45-minute impromptu writing sample on a common
topic. TSWE provides an indirpct measure of writing abilities.
Developed in the past 15 years by the Educdtional Testing
Service, this 30-minute, 50-question test indicates a person's
ability to recognize errors in mechanics and usage and to sort
out more desirable from less desirable stylistic options. The
writing sample provides a direct measure or indication of writing
abilities, albeit under severe constraints. It is holistically
assessed twice on a 1-6 scale by experienced English professors--
with a third reading in the event of divergent readings. Raters
use a scoring rubric developed from close analysis of
characteristics identified in a random sample of the group's
writings. USAWC students self-score their TSWEs for on-the-spot
feedback; and, through their faculty advisers, they receive a
prompt assessment of their writing sample. Students whose TSWE
scores exceed 15 incorrect responses and whose holistic
assessments are on the low end of the rating scale (1-1, 1-2, and
2-2) are identified as candidates for the mandatory course. For
the last two years, some 20-22 "hardcore" students have been
selected for this course. Further, some 15-20 additional
students have been strongly recommended to take the instruction.

Writing Courses. USAWC writing instruction is currently
offered through three courses of instruction: (1) a ten-week
(one hour weekly) course in Effective Writing, (2) an eighteen-
week (one hour weekly) Intensive Review of Grammar, Mechanics,
and Usage, and (3) a follow-up offering of individualized
instruction on drafts of students' MSPs.

Some 40 students currently take Effective Writing, which
emphasizes the Official Style. The course focuses on revising
prose through Richard Lanham's Paramedic Method. It emphasizes
the process of writing, rather than the product. The sessions
concentrate on active and passive voice, avoidance of wordiness,
using parallel structures, shifting from operational to
deliberative discourse, using collaborative strategies for
composing, using voice effectively in writing, and proofreading
for polished final copy. The final session offers an overview
and closing perspective on effective writing. Throughout the
course, many students voluntarily submit drafts of current
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writings for the instructor's review and teedback. The students
are strongly encouraged to pracLice strategies of revision on
their own writings. Effective Writing is offered from mid-
September through November.

Approximately 14 students of the Effective Writing Course
also participate in an Intensive Review of Grammar, Mechanics,
and Usage. All students volunteer for this course, but they are
committed to regular attendance after volunteering. The course
was developed when a few students in 1987 noted that they would
like a more thorough refresher on the basics of writing than was
offered in Effective Writing. The course offers a close review
of grammar for standard written English, error recognition,
mechanics of punctuation, problems of usage, and sentence-level
revision. Each meeting provides hands-on exercises which focus
on given problems of grammar, mechanics, and usage. Fo;. the
first ten weeks, the course runs concurrently with Effective
Writing, but on a different day of the wetk. It continues
thereafter weekly through February.

Some two-thirds of the students in both courses seek follow-
up instruction through editorial advice and conference on drafts
of their MSPs. This activity sometimes begins early in the
academic year and continues until final drafts are prepared in
March. All USAWC students are eligible for this instruction, but
students of Effective Writing have first priority.

OBSERVATIONS AND OUTCOMES

1. Testing for writing abilities is integrated into the
total course of instruction.

2. Indirect testing of writing abilities supports direct
testing. Occasionally students test well indirectly, but their
impromptu writings do not corroborate the direct testing. These
students are generally recommended to take the Effective Writing
Course.

3. Despite sustained efforts to assure validity and
reliability, testing for writing abilities is necessarily
arbitrary and occasionally fallible. If a student demonstrates
capabilities not indicated by testing (usually through other
writings), then the student is excused from the Effective Writing
Course.

4. Writing skills can be honed and refined at any
developmental level. In fact, mature professionals who have time
to reflect and a good reason to write are ideal candidates for
writing instruction.
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5. Testing for writing abilities is grounded in the
curricular and professional environment of USAWC. Topics for the
writing samples call for deliberative, speculative, and values-
oriented responses. Thus the testing clearly signals broad
curricular objectives.

6. Testing for writing abilities enhances the role of
writing in the curriculum. Offering the writing tests during
orientation week provides a meaningful context for alerting the
new students to the importance of writing and to the kinds of
writing requirements and performance standards that are required.
Thus testing establishes a high priority on the skill being
tested.

7. Structured, formalized testing takes place as students
enter the program of instruction. Thereafter, "testing" is no
longer an issue. Rather, students are offered on-going support
in meeting institutional requirements in writing. A few students
of the Effective Writing Course have become published writers,
and mure than a few have submitted impressive MSPs. So testing
does not purport to monitor or somehow facilitate "minimal
competence." Rather it leads to non-threatening institutional
support in writing and often to enhanced performance in the
students' written work.
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Th e Arnc'c Forces Qual ification Test (AFQ1 ) is t olmec from se] ectcc subtests of the Armfec

Services Vocational Apti tuce Battery (ASYAB). ThE, AFC'I is usec by the Urnitcc States military
services as the primary means of cletermining qualification for nilitary service. Since the

subtests comprising the AFQT impact an ý.pplicant's prospects for military service, performance on
thew may be cori'promisee. Further, it is assuneo that if compromise occurs, it will bE likely on

the AFQT subtests of the ASVAB orly sincf the-se are, the suotests usc-c to cetermire enlistment

star carcs. To detect if compromise is likely, the services nave cevelopec a "Pseudo AFQT"

composec of non-AFOT subtests from thc ASVAB (on which compromisc is unlikely) which are nighly

correlatec- withi thec AFQT and w~hich arc usec! to predict it. Large differences lc~lled ael tas)
between predicted AFNT scores (i.e. , tr~e Pseuro-AFQT) anc actual AFC1T scores, are usec as an micex.
of possible. cheatinG. Historicaýlly, deltas l1arger Lhdn a ý&fltc"teo c,,tcft resL,; ti7,d in
verificaticr. rtesti-g. Such rptc-stitiq rno lonqer taxes place, but tHo Uni te( States Nlilitary

Entrance Procfssino Cormranc, l!'EPCC~ei usc,; Pseudo scores and oeltas fcr historical tracking of theo

likelihood of AFQT compromise.

A Psewuo AFQT nas been lseci for mnry years an( devel opnc'ital WOrK on an can ier version was

concuctecj by the Center for Naval AnalyEs (Simis & Truss, ThU2). More recently, Wegner & Pee
(1986) of ttie Air Force Humadn kesources Laboratory (AFHRL) exanainco tot~ relative merit cof a

variety ot alternative Pcsudo-AFQ~s. Iii tic past, speedet subtests w~ere irclucec- in tre
computa tioii cf the AFQ'I ano trin PsFouro AFQT. hoeerecently *,he Joint Soryices Sclecctio'- ai.O

C Classificaýtionr 'Aorkiro 1.r oup l-JSSIý46G ceci nec to iilcluce oil :, power subtcist 'ir. cor~putins 00tth

the AF(,- 1--, thE Psýeuoo AFiT. Thcrtiore, AFHPL wasA taskea with (1) aevelo * pirg a new, Pseudot AFQWI

against tie ncAo AFT cri tori On, IC, I nevel opi nq re gressio01 weightec ai.,Justnients to recucc bias
vis-a-vis scecctf-i 5uOOr( urS, anc 133) ccnquti ns ccltas anroi; 6et, cutotffs. The purpose of tni 5

paper i .s Io d~escribe- drn (cocumprt th,:t prnc~ss.

(Sut.ii-cts . T~h i' rcscarc h us A n r- v f, (-ion; a Pr I itc u t ; lt t- iri ýcorl CL, I001t

by innlaf a (j; Irý in rx s'r "nu Lc tf f Gtf. 1utltio in r I ,8 Pr cftil1e Pr, t i.Th Yct:t?, stk,-y

(Mc'W il 1 iýit r , )h I. It c ., 'F Ic. f n~ Cr . 13.'7 yu a t;Otes IC U!t rougr ?i a- 4~h uil , am 2,

fen als I c n s ~ tj itoAI ~r to ,, rIrsr v oi spr tute i 'C- I In 9bL

Ajnericar ySuti Thisý sant srfple was usf o r, Ut ýic ,(ci T i norrimn of the( P fr sam'ple was;
C j 'C, r,' iir' Ut toc-rc (Is POf I' ý, t Ion t0 osior 'iiP .TI S I I uIC to ti fc t hat S'V

sýcorr-, fr-orn tt isnt atcos olt 0 50iit~i0i Ir(:" 1j' r, il I itry .Lr~ cr.
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a r, c,.ernurior ;p4- i c i n fornia t i 5 r, finn tn hs" "to r .* var i, t, (A i ooo tQ e.rc t! "tru ctC.c , yr IU 1

anr *i 1.1 Gt con iccr tior 1f 1 1.< V( t. Ycsi. A v o srci'u iitrres
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cr1 teri ell artd inc Iuded thc sane sub tes t as itr the has if, 1"Pudo unipul at i oji. FW~wve, , in CaLh of
these alternative models, one or more of the following demographic variables were added to the
predictor set: Gender, Ethnic Group (black, white, hispanic, other), and Education. Education
was first defined in terms of highest grade completed (9, 10, 11, 12, 13+) and whether a subject
had completed high school or obtained his/her GED. As will be discussed in greater detail below,
Education was later redefined in terms of collegc versus no college. In addition to generating
basic and alternative Pseudo regression models, means and standard deviations of the basic Pseudo
AFQT were computed for the total sample and selected subgroups.

Computation of deltas and determination of false positive cutoffs. (nce tile basic and
alternative pseudos were computed, adjusted and unadjusted deltas (difterence scores) were
calculatec for each subject. Unadjusted deltas were computed by subtracting a subject's basic
Pseudo AFQT standard score from his/her AFQT stanoard score. It should be notec that unadjusted
deltas were anticipated to be of little importance except to indicate the extent to which
subgroup adjustments were needed. Adjustec deltas were computed by subtracting a best-weighted
adjustment from the unadjusted delta. Means and standard deviations were also calculated for
both the unadjusted and adjusted deltas for the total sample and selectee subgroups. Subgroup
statistics were computed for the following groups: Gender, Education (college versus no
college), AFQT Categoryl, and Ethnic Group by Gender. The selection of factors to include in
the adjustment evolved in an iterative fashion as mean adjusted deltas for various subgroups,
computed from three different algcrithms, were examined. The objective was to have mean adjusted
deltas approach zero, not only for the total sample, but for all subgroups. Once a suitable
delta adjustment was determined, false positive adjusted deotu cutoffs were identified at the
one-, two-, and five percent levels. For instance, at the one percent level, 991 of all subjects
had adjusted deltas below the cutoff value. The term false positive is used since cheating was
not expected in the data set used.

Results and Conclusions

Pseudo AFQ1 descriptive statistics. Means and standard deviations for the basic Pseudo AFQT
are presentec in Table 1. The Pseudo AFQI is the sum of the products of the resression weioht-
and subtest standard scores and the regression constant for Subtests 1 and 2. The specific
corrputation of the basic Pseudo AFQT, using the weights from the egression analyses discussed
below, is as follows: Pseudo AFQT = 39.1964 + (2.4921 * Subtest 12) + (.7275 * Subtest 2).

fable 1.

Means and Standard Deviations tor the Basic Pseudo AEQT

Mean Standard
Deviation

roraL Sample 199.94 3o.49

Male Z117.1 11.87

Female 192.55 7.08

Has Attended ollpege 214.5b
Has Not Attended uOlioge 191.26 b.33

Male & Has Attended College _14.52

Male & Has Not Attended College 197.i2 1l. OU

Female & Has Attended College 205.4bf
Femalt. S hlis Not Att&ýndd College lb.. ".

Although sometimes defined more specifically, AFQI Category used in this research is a

six-category index of general trainability basce cn percentile. I a 93 - 100, II = 65 - 92, IlIA
= 50 - 64, IIIB = 31 - 49, IV = 10 - 30, V m 1 - 1.

2 To limit corpromise, the Pseudo AFQ1 subtests will not be identified by name. Rather, tney

will be called Subtest 1 and Suhtcst 2.
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As inuicated in Table 1 , means rangeu froin 184. Q fur fekldles wno hau not attenued col leye

to 224.52 for males who had dttended college. Results follow expected patterns witi indles

scoring better than females and col lege educated subjects scoring better than tnose with no

colIege. Standard deviations were quite consistent acros, groups and ranged trom 2.i.54 tor

females witn no college to 31.87 for males in general.

Regression results. Results of the regression analyses are proviuea in Table 2. i-ull

versus restricted model comparisons indicated that demographic factors (Genuer, Education, anu

Ethnic Group contributed little to prediction beyond the contrioution made by the two subtests

identified by Wegner and kee (1982). The two subtests alone were aale account for 70ý of the

variance in the AFQT criterion. When the demographic variables were adaed as predictors, they

collectively enhanced explained variance by less than Ii. In stepwise analyses, tne correlation

between the first subtest and the criterion was almost as great as the coabineG correlation

between the two subtests and the AFQT. In addition, college attenoance (nigh school graduation

or GED and 13+ years of euucation) was the only potent Loucation variaUle, entering the equation

second, and Gender was tne only otner demographic variable to make a practical contribution to

the increment in explained variance. The two suDtests ano the two uemographic variaoles accounted

for close to 76% of the criterion variance, while all other predictors in conoination contriuuteo

only slightly more than 1% to explained variance.

TabLp 2.
Results 0t rKegression Analyses

Foii vs Kesrricted Model Kesuits:

Prpdicrors Mulripl• K A2 K' I hang,

Subtpsts 1 & 2 .6 j .7o5
Subrestg i & 2 +
cPnder , tducat. + Ernnic Group .67, .;72 oo"

StepwisO Kesilts:

SrpP VariaOle Mol1tlpi K 1( K2 Inangp

S obrie- r 1 .327

Subtpsr 2 .o57 . .o.
(,P nder 17! .75.

5 - All orhý,rs . ;'• .,72

Sn the basis of the regression analyses, tue investigators cuncluoeo tnat tile uasrc Pseuuo

APT, composed only ot subtests 1 a 2, wuulu De ;uitaUle 3 , aid tnat adjustments wnicn mignt ot2

necessary could oe made to delta.

With regard to the demographic variabies, the regression results suspect tnat deiiourapnics

contribute little, and that Education need not oe broken down by year sincQ only college

experience had a practical but slignt impact on precliction. In addition, Serioer was tne only

other demogrdphic variable to nave a similar impact. The rsgression results suqqeot turther that

Ethnic Group memoership iiaes no practical contribution to preoiction. As i rc~.it, tie

3 Tne Pseudo AFQI could nave beer; Calculated u AW) o01ly Sýote-t I since it (urt'e i atetu dliist

as well with the criterion as Oiu Subte',t% 1 1r1O e irl COtratHut. lowCVer, tUl Investljatorý

and members ot tne JS',iCAG deGi ,d tiat uSea ot outn suotits *as peteralit to mat. Goahpradlilst

more difficult.



investigators aggregated Education for further analyses in terms of a dichotomous "cu leyc versus
no college" factor and used only EGucation and Gencer in iritial acjustments to delta. As
discusseo below, AFQT score and an Ethnic Group * Gender interaction variable were added later in

computing subsequent, delta adjustments.

Mean Deltas and Adjustments to Delta. Examination of mean unaojusteo deltas alloweo the

investigators to determine if subgroup adjustnients were necessary (i.e., if they deviated
subtantially from zero). Likewise, examination of mean adjustea deltas based on different

combinations of weighted predictors allowed the investigators to refine adjustments in an
interative fashion until mean adjusted deltas approached zero for all subgroups.

Mean unadjusted deltas for the total sample and for selecteo subgroups are presented in
Table 3. Although mean unadjusted delta for the total sample was zero, mean unadjusted deltas

for subgroups deviated appreciably from zero, ranging from -10.72 to 12.74. This indicated thct
adjustment was desireable. 01 the basis of the regression results summarized earlier, Genaer anc

Education were regressed on unadjusted celta to determine an appropriate constant and least
squares weights for an initial adjustment. This adjustment, calleo Adjustment I, was computeG as

follows and subtracted from unadjustee dElta: Adjustment = 1 .28 - (01.19 * Gender) + (01.81 *

Education).

Table 3.

Unadjusted Delta Means and Standard Deviations

Mean Standard
Deviation

Total Sample 00.00 19.73
Male -05.77 18.62
Female 05.94 19.08

College 07.75 17.33

No College -04.59 19.64

Male, College 02.28 15.9b

Male, No College -I0.12 18.5U

Female, College 12.74 17.02

Female, No College 01.51 19.0.

As indicated in Table 4, Adjustment 1 moved mear, deltas towird zero when the subgroups in

question were the same as in Table 3. However, as shown in INDle 5, when mean adjusteo deltas
within AFQI categories were examined, Adjustment I was less successful. As a result, the

investigators added AFQT in stanoard score metric to the adjustment predictor set ano regressed

Gender, FP'tation 2nd AFQT on unadjusted Delta to rietermine an appropriate constant and
least-squares weights for a second adjustment. This adjustment, callea Acjustment 2, was
computec as foilows and subtracted front unadjusted delta: Adjustment 2 = -52.H2 - (12.5 •

Gender) + (1.27 * Education) + (.29 * AFOT).
rable 4.
Adjusted Delta Means and Standard Deviations

Mein Sta;)dard

Deviat t,•it

roral Sample 00.U0 1,5, 1

Male IC) . JO i . 7t:
l" .ma I e Wc. UJ it .

College W.ti) o 0.U

No Oollege y(J. (pl 15. )u
Male, CollgMe -t..21) 15.0,t
Male, No Co1lege OU. 114

Female, College 0)0.2 .

Female, No College 100.15 1-..>
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Table 5.

Mean Adjusted Deltas by AFQT Category

AFQN lotal Male Femw'e ColIgYe No LoI. Male Md I Fewale :iiaW

cat. Sdmple .0ol. No (.oI. CU . No ol.

With Adjustment, for Gpnder & Education C ily (Adijustment i)

1 7.32 6.01 9.62 5.18 19.15 3.92 17,4U 7.39 22.35

[i 8.24 7.30 9.29 4.06 14.36 3.45 ;ý.bo 4,64 i7.58

IlIA 3.87 3. i2 4.55 -2.b9 7.65 -2. i0 5.Q -2.43 lU.Ž2

ilId - .15 - .91 .45 -5.93 ,.Sd -5.42 .ý2 -6.24 2.14
IV -9.40 -3.59 -10.19 -15.19 -8-z4 - 15.24 -7.67 -Io.17 -8.64

V -16.0/ -13.04 - 19.69 -26.il -65.64 -£z./I -12./8 -2ý.Va -iK.12

Wit Adjustment for Gender, ŽduCatlun & AFQT (Adjustment 2)

* -2.79 -3.b5 -1.28 -3.3u .0t -4.,8 -1.l( -i.94 2.yj

Ii .O6 . 11 1.)2 .5 1.55 .- 7 -. 33 ;.8

I .57 -. 34 1.41 .Z9 .75 .6o -. 77 .06 0U

iiiB .26 -. 26 .60 2.zb -.. 2 3.:3 -1.21 i.46
-1 - .27 -. 14 -2.38 .64 -. o4 1.99• -. 44 - • £ •

V .90 4.55 -3.45 -1.09 .9Q 5.74 4.51 -5.99 - . I

As cad be seen from the second data set in Taole 5, Auj us tent 2 waz moderade c-,cc,

in moving mean t 's trard zero in most AFT categories. In Lnose instances wnere mean

dfljjsteC deIta nad an iosoulte valu,, in exces. of two, it was tor subjects In rLne n i nSC Ai:4

laDte )
AdjuStea b-Ita Medns arJ Standard be. a'tuiofls, utrluer iy Etnni. i ruup

Mean , andro

, I,: ,, •I 1,- ,

.0,



categories, who would nave less mtivation to Colpromistso the AFLQ, or for those in tne lowest

categories, who would not be eligible for enlistment.

The investigators were initially pledsed with the secontd ddjusLmenL. However, on the dd(Vh

of Or Divgi of the Center for N;val Analyses (CNA), Adjustment 2 was exdinineu tor tile sample
partitioned by Gender within Ethnic Croup. As indicateo in fable 6, ; 2 uou ,,IL m,,
mean deltas for these groups toward zero as well as it had for tne groups in Table 4. Thus, the

investigators added a Gender * Ethnic Group interaction term to the adjustiment predictor set and
regressed Gender, Education, AFQT, and Gender * Ethnic Group on unadjusted delta to determine tne

appropriate constant and least-squares weignts for a tnird Adjustment. In addition, Pseudo

scores rather than an AFQT scores were includec as ddjustment factors since they are less
susceptible to inflation through cheating in operational use. Also, at tihe request of MEPWM,

the Pseudo in percentile form was used. As is ildicaLed in Thole (, Adjustment 3 was more
successful than Adjustment Z in moving mean adjusted deltas toward zero tor tne Gender within
Ethnic Group samples. Adjustment 3 s therefore cotsidered the oest adjustment ano was
recormnended for operational use by MLPCOM. The computation of Adjustment 3, in oetail, is as

follows: Adjustment 3 = 4.0J3b (Con~tant) + (I .1322 * I if attended college; 0 otherwise) -
(.0830 * Pseudo AFQT percentile score) - (8.5172 * I if ,Id!e gender; 0 otherwise) - (3.786u * 1
if hispanic female; 0 otherwise) + (I.2b49 * I if hispanic iale; 0 otherwise) - (7.4962 * I if
black female; U otherwise) - (1.4293 * I if black male; 0 otnerwise) + (.919o * 1 if white

female; ) otherwise) + (1.4423 * I it white male; U otherwise).

One- Two- and Five-Percent Adjusted Uelta LuLutos. Adjusted delta cutoffs using AdjustmenLt

3, for the total sample, are provided below at the 1%, 2%, dnd 5% levels. These are adjusted
delta values in ý percentile score meLric, greater than those attained by 9?, 98% ana 9D% of tUe
weighted NORC sample respectively. They serve as practical decision points for the assumption of

compromise. They are as follows: 5%: Z4; 2%: 31; and ]%: 35. Note tnal tney are false positive
cutoffs since actual compromise in tni NUKC data base is improbable, It shouid also be noted
that even, wnen used on applicant data in an operational setting, cutoff. ou not provlue
conclusive evidence of cheating; rather, they indicate a situation where compromise Is hiynly

probable.
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Pre-operational Validation of New

Army Flight Aptituide Seýlect~ion Tests

Di. Michael1 Mc(Anulty

Anacapa Science(s, Ine.1

Background

The U.S. Army conducts an Initial Entry Rotary WJiog (HIERW")
training program at Fort Ru,,cker, Alaba-ma, for both commlssionoo_
officer (CO) and warrant- officer candidate- (40C) helicopter
flight students. The IERW course lasts approximately 9 monLn
and is divided into primary, instrument, transirtion (iz1
required), basic combat skillIs, and night flight trainir.-
phases. Student performance is evaluated by daily flight
grades, academic examinations, and end-of-phase fligh't
checkrities. Upon completion of tlhu IERVJ, course, the students
are assigned to operationall units for furtheridvdal rw
and team, training.

The Army Research Instiuute Aviation Research and
Development Activity at Fort Rucker has a continuing requirement
to evaluate and improve the testis that are used to select TrF3W,
applicants. The original Flight Aptitude Selection Test (FAf7T)
was impl emented In 19066 in res-ponse to-, the unacceptýably high-
att*ritior. rates in toe flight training program dunring the19Q
(Kaplan, 1961-) TL(, t~wo- FAST batteri*v-s one for CY appiicantc

an oe orWO(- iy ,rsLted n ue o

~n t h r fl1.igaht- t id 101 iu aintq r ition ra t (s
Subsequen-it yt FAST was rev, Cu' t o,~ as

bat-tery with fewe, orter, -ind more- L,) s sýrZ -' Q

(ELa st mar-: & Iv cMs i n I78 I Snc cý~e v
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ability requirements for the successful completion of !ERWJ
training. Experienced IERW instructor pilots were asked (a) t-c
identify the tasks that are most indicative of succrssfi-
performance in the primary and instrument phases of IERWj and (0,)
to rate the type and importance of the abilities -hat arc
required to perform each task. The instructor pilot ratings
were then transformed to a normally distributed, equal-interval
scale using the method of successive intervals. Analyses of the
ratings indicated that 24 abilities in the psychomotor,
perceptual, language, and cognitive domains were required for
successful performance in IERW. Twelve of these abilities were
selected for test development on the basis of their amenabilit,
to a paper-and-pencil format and their measurement potential
(McAnulty, Jones, Cohen, & Lockwood, 1984).

Experimental NFAST Development. Nine new tests were
developed for an experimental NFAST battery. Eight tesLs were
-- ch designed to measure a unique ability and one test was
designed to measure a complex of abilities required for the
successful completion of IERW training. The complex test was
designed primarily to measure decision-making ability, but it
also assesses several other cognitive and perceptual abilities.
Four standardized tests were also included in the battery as
marker variables. The 7-hour experimental battery was
administered to 273 general population subjects at three Army
installations. The results indicated that the complex abiliiy
test and six of the unique ability tests assess reliable
individual differences in the abilities of interest. T`e
remaining two unique ability tests had undesirable psychometric
characteristics or did not contribute any unique variance to the
factor structure of the battery (McAnulty, Cross, & Jones,
1986). The experimental research results were used to prodcc-
two alternate forms of the NFAST.

Research Objectives. The purpose of this research is ts

evaluate the two alternate NFAST forms before implementing h
battery to select applicants for h 1 `copter pilot trairirc.
S-pecifically, the pro-operational val idathoi resealch will Lo
conducteid (a) to determin, the re la bwew-es . he
"-est, other predio ata, and E TE•. -

a~id [• _ t- e(uriJa t&•[hri ý,,ternat~e :or ýf a•t e - , .~rd (h to ouu t...n...o m re C.....r te y r. a lar-
sa~ i• ofm h sderr~q The res•n o •£•ten L• •c-

•-• • .. t e w rr• ti,-,a] •Tm ie -h r 17,- ser C
p~' h tw rr) r I r!d - VF L uiha ~r I
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unique ability tests thait had '- cvi ais iy ::hi'Icev
psychometric characteristics (see Table 1). Each of the riew
tests are divided into two or more sections. The sections ot
the Finding Rules and Sound Reasoning tests are desianed to hr
equivalent. The sections of the ot(Iher tests repreosJot di ffro:-it
approaches to measuring the ati i it' courst ,urt I vary it n 11''
levels of difficulty. For example, the compl:-.: Flight ?la.ino
test is divided into six sections and three levels I
difficulty. The levels of difficulty are defined in terms of
the number of rules that must be memorized and applied ,
increasingly complex route maps.

Table 1

Composition of .he Alt.Lnate Frms of the NFAST

Test Ability Sect ions Items Minutes

Flight Planning Decision Making 6 72 48
Chart Use Information Ordering 4 24 20
Figure Orientation Spatial Orientation 2 56
Finding Figures Closure Flexibility 2 80
Finding Rules Inductive Reasoning 2 20
Rapid Match Perceptual Speed 2 64 4
Sound Reasoning Deductive Reasoning 2 20 6
Helicopter Knowledge Knowledge (RFAST) 2C

The validation battery tests are approx-:imately two-thirds.
the length of the experi menta batte-ry tests. Thh F I :-•
Planntng and Chart Use test tcrms 1o .ot nave any icer:i c,
items. The aIt-.ernate forms of tho r ar Ini r-, (I ahi
have approximatey .. 50% of yh tems in crr )n 9- h(,-

know!edge test of hehiio'ptel op- ratinq orrn ,s worirs, ad <j-t,
from the h FAST for inclusion rn the vai .
it,-m .or, t-he know ecdqo i '5' ate :,nt. Ic I a r '

(-eoedvous . or a cr f 6 mcr :,,
wetOI- adi r . -it' ', 'M r C, .
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flight hours, and all administrative changes data were collected
for each tested student. Finally, archival records were
searched to collect RFAST scores for the tested students.

Sublects. Of the 563 tested students in the data base, 532
graduated from IERW, 17 were eliminated for flight or academic
deficiencies, and 14 were eliminated for other reasons (e.g.,
medical, misconducL). Excluding the 14 students eliminated for
other reasons, the pre-operational validation data base includes
549 students: 233 are COs and 316 are WOCs; 283 took Form E of
the NFAST and 266 took Form F. Complete RFAST scores were
obtained for 373 of the tested students.

Most of the CO and WOC students were Second Lieutenants and
Sergeants, respectively. The only other substantial difference
between the two groups was in the years of education completed.
The CO students had completed a median 4 years of college while
the WOC students had completed a median of only 1 year of
college. A mnjority of the students were serving in the active
Army (63%) with the remainder se-ving in the Army Reserve (13%)
and National Guard (24%).

The median age of the students was 24 with a range of 18 to
36. The majority of the students were male (95.6%). Of the 549
entering students, 12.1% held a fixed-wing license, .4% held a
rotary-wing license, and .4% held both types of license. Only a
small percentage of the students indicated they disliked
participating (5.1%) in the research or preferred some other
duty to participating (4.6%) in the research.

Results

T' : rceults indicate that most of the NFAST tests asspss
reliable individual differences in aviation-related abilities.
The average difficulty levels are near the optimum of .50, the
variances reflect substantial individual differences in ability,
and the estimates of reliability are within an acceptable range
(see Table 2). The alternate forms of the NFAST are equivalent
for five of the tests. The largest difference is between the
two foin of the Finding Figures test. Test performance by the
CO and WOC students is quite 5.m. a.dr, although c C, studen.t.
scored significantly higher (1 < .01) on four of the tests.

The Helicopter Knowledge test results indicate that it is
not difficult arid that there is limited variability in the
scores. However, all of the students had previously taken thcr
RFAST version of the test . The WOC studI-(t s sco r1-,
significantly higher on the test than the CO studerits (_ <.
but there was no difference in performance 1'' niches stud'*nt
group on the two forms of the test.. This result in1dicates thaL
there was no sarmpling bias in terms of avi at ion-related
knowledge in assignin, students to the alternate fo-ms of the
NFAST bat t ery.
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Descriptive Statistics for the NEAST and t-he RFAT

For:" 2 (o =3) E o r F U.=26

Test Itemns Mean S Alpha Mean S-3D Al.-fi

Flight Planning 7 34.1 9.C3 .94 314.4 8.63 4
Chart Use* 24 15.5 13.62 .71 ~ 62 .
Figure Orientation 56 32.0 C .5 .94 30.3ý 11-.2 .4
Finding Figures* 80 45.7/ 15.92, .97 38.2 14. 98.6
Finding Rules 20 1 .z 2 / .70 11i.1 33.1
Rapid Match* 64 32. .919 .88 34.1 6 6 "
Sound Reasoninco 20 10. 2.98 .72 9.9 3.20 ~5
Helicopter Knowledge 20 P1. 6 _..7 16.1 2.64 E3
REAS T ( 195, 178) 2 0 0 1 p2 117.8 14 24 1

*Sign if'icant_ ai~fference between,~~m andi F (1ý < ~

Aý facto--r analySIS of tP1r-.r T sectsoc.nc- r
~nt:e r Dr e t a~ b1 Si4-f a ct~or s o 1 , - accoun*ced-- ýo 4

the var-iance. Fcrtfor a n nH Rul11and eer
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Table 3

Intercorrelation Matrix of Predictor Tests and Overall Average
Grade

FP CU FO FF R RM SN HK RE

CU 54
FO 38 34
FF 37 36 43
FR 31 30 28 26
RM 34 33 33 36 22
SR 37 27 22 22 26 23
HK 14 21 15 19 13 -03 10
RF 28 25 31 26 25 20 1 40
OA 41 44 30 29 24 24 24 25 29

Note. FP = Flight Planning; CU Chart Use; FO : Figure
Orientation; FF = Finding Figures; FR = Finding Rules; RM =
Rapid Match; SR = Sound Reasoning; HK = Helicopter Knowledge;
RF = RFAST; OA = Overall Average. Decimals omitted.
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Retaking the 11.S. Navy and Marine Corps
Aviation Selection Test Battery

Annette G. Baisden
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Abstract

It has been recognized informally that an
increasing number of recent training failures,
particularly minority students, had taken the aviation
selection test several times before qualifying. This
study assesses retake performance on the aviation
selection test battery, analyzes test performance by
race/ethnic groups, and examines retest effects on
predicting success in aviation training.

The U.S. Navy and Marine Corps Aviation Selection Test
battery is a paper-and-pencil test used as the primary instrument
for selecting student naval aviators and student naval flight
officers. The test battery consists of four sub-tests: Academic
Qualification Test (AQT), Mechanical Comprehension Test (MCT),
Spatial Apperception Test (SAT), anu Biographical Inventory (BI).

Under current usage, aviation officer selection is based
upon two scores" the AQT score and the Flight Aptitude Rating
(FAR) score. The AQT is a general aptitude test and is
predictive of ground s-hool performance (r=.29). The FAR
represents a comhinarion of scores on the MCT, SAT, and B1.
These tests measure familiarity with mechanical concepts, ahilitv
to visual i;,e the relationship between the attitude of an airplane
and the territory over which it is flyiLng, personal history, and
aviation knowledge. [he FAR is predictive of success or failure
in t' flight training program (r=.3 )

Policy at the t ime of the study p)+rmits a retest after a six
month time interval , with no maximum numle,,r of retests specified.
About `,() percent of L-u 'lnt' t e riu triining hive taken the
test more than oncr,.

%It ho ,d

D) t on ill .;tuden it na.•v;a:l it-v t -NA ( -NA o.) enterin p atviati.o n
trainini' Iluring FY-8: t h ro u g: IY- • ,'4 W r I Iu P d Fr I n l ysis. IIs
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training. Service status at the time of testing was represented
as follows: civilians, (58.9%); Naval Reserve Officer Training
Corps, (13.3%); naval academy, (13.9%); other (13.9%).

Race/sex identification was self-reported on the aviation
selection test data sheet. Ethnic group data and
completion/attrition data were derived from standard flight
training data forms.

Results

Table 1 shows the frequency of retakes for each race/ethnic
group of student naval aviators. Blacks have the largest
percentage of retakes, ranging from 41.9-54.4 percent.

Table 1

Test Frequency by Race/Ethnic Group and by Fiscal Year

Number of Selection Tests Taken
Race/ 1 2 3 4 > 5 Total
Ethnic FY N % N % N % N % N % N
Cauc 82 1561 71.7 503 23.1 87 4.0 24 1.1 4 .1 2179

83 1019 67.0 385 25.3 95 6.3 16 1.1 5 .3 1520
84 1179 66.9 459 26.0 103 5.8 18 1.0 6 .3 1765

Blk 82 19 55.9 10 29.4 4 11.8 0 .0 1 2.9 34
83 25 58.1 6 14.0 7 16.3 2 4.6 3 7.0 43
84 21 45.6 13 28.3 10 21.7 1 2.2 1 2.2 46

His 82 14 70.0 3 15.0 3 15.0 0 .0 0 .0 20
83 17 48.6 13 37.1 4 11.4 1 2.9 0 .0 35
84 12 63.1 6 31.6 1 5.3 0 .0 0 .0 19

Oth 82 17 73.9 5 21.7 1 4.4 0 .0 0 .0 23
83 38 63.3 13 21.7 7 11.7 1 1.7 1 1.6 60
84 19 76.0 4 16.0 2 8.0 0 .0 0 .0 25

For Caucasians, there is a slight increase, 4.8 percent, in the
percentage of retakes from FY-82 to FY-84. The increase in
retakes for blacks is 10.3 percent, with the largest increase
occurring for third tests. The number of retests for ilispinics
increased 6.9 percent during the same period.

Descriptive statistics showing how test scores change as a
function of retakes are provided in Tables 2 and 3. Performance
on the AQT and FAR is scaled in stanines. As shown in Table 2,
there is a general improvement in AQT scores with retesting. The
largest improvement (0.9) occurs for those tested twice. The
average score increase on an AQT with three or more tests is
about 0.5. The number of retests increases as the score on the
original test decreases. Regardless of the number of times
tested, the largest score increase occurs with the final test
administration.
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Table 2

AQT Scores as a Function of Number of Times Tested

Number Descriptive Test Number
of tests Statistics 1 2 3 4 5
1 Mean 5.42

s.d. 1 .30
N 3912

2 Mean 4.39 5.21
s.d. 1.28 1.23
N 1397 1397

3 Mean 3.70 4.21 4.78
s.d. 1.19 1 . 16 1 . 1 3
N 320 320 320

4 Mean 3.56 3.66 4.13 4.63
s.d. 1.15 .04 1.11 1.04
N 62 2 62 o2

5 Mean 2.75 3.44 3.44 3.Q4 4.75
s.d. I . 13 1 .21 1 . 10 1 .'29 1 .48
N 16 16 16 16 16

rFable 3

FAR Scores as a Function of Number of Times Tested

Number Descriptive Test Number
of tests Statistics 1 2 3 4
1 Mean 6.88

s .d . 1.55
N 3 912

2 Mean . (H) 6. 8 1
s.d. 2. 17 1 .60
N 205) 1 ....

3 Mean 4.()7 5.1() 6. 56
s.d. 2.09 1 .W4 1.45
N 21 2 72

4 'a•3.1 l•/4.1I7 4.50I6.1

s.d. 2.15 2. 5 2.!11 1 .33

'1 /4 t

4

N 1~1 401 46



Compared to AQT retakes, larger increases in test scores
occur with retesting on the FAR, as shown in Table 3. As with
the AQT, the smaller the initial test score the greater the
number of retakes. Again, regardless of the number of times
tested, the largest score increase occurs with the final test
administration.

Mean score increases or decreases with repeated testing on
the AQT and FAR by race/ethnic group are presented in Table 4.
These data compare everyone's test scores for the original tests
with test scores for the second tests, all test scores for the
second test with all test scores for the third tests, etc.,
without regard to the total number of tests taken by individuals.
Initially, FAR scores increase more than AQT scores increase.
In general, for each race/ethnic group, both score differences
tend to diminish -ith an increasing number of retakes.

Table 4

Changes in AQT and FAR Scores
with Repeated Testing by Race/Ethnic Group

Race/ Mean Score Increase/Decrease between tests
Ethnic Test 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7
Cauc AQT .75(1674) .56(352) .38(72) 1.07(15) -. 33(3) 2.00(1)

FAR 1.75(1321) 1.58(275) 1.44(55) 1.50(12) 1.50(2) 3.00(1)

Blk AQT .83(58) .07(29) 1.50(8) -. 20(5) -1.00(2) 1.00(1)
FAR 2.02(45) 1.04(25) 1.17(6) .00(4) 1.00(l) .00(l)

His AQT .40(30) .13(8) 2.00(1)
FAR 2.04(24) 1.60(5) .00(1)

Oth AQT .62(34) .92(12) .00(2) .00(1)
FAR 1.82(28) 1.56(9) .50(2) 4.00(1)__

Table 5 shows the completion percentage in Naval Aviation
Schools Command (NASC) and primary flight training for SNAs who
had taken the selection tests one or more times. As seen in the
table, completion percentages for Caucasians are very consistent
for students entering training with four or fewer tests. With
five or more tests a large reiduction in completion percentage
occurs. For blacks, percentage of completion is generally less
than that of Caucasians and decreases with three or more tests.
Hispanics have the highest completion percentage rates of the
groups examined with a drop in the rate at the second test.

Discussion

In summary, there i- a general improvement in test scores on
retests with the larger increases occurring on the FAR. The
results suggest that taking the aviation selection test batterv
up to a total of four test administrations does not lower its
ability to predict success in NASC and primary fl iýht tra'ning.
Percentage of completion docreases substant ia 1 v with f ive or
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more tests. An analysis by race/ethnic group shows completion
rates for blacks begin to decrease after the second test.

Fol I Iow-u p stu(i es s hoil (I nd dres.s i ssies wIi i h c o I( ex pl a i n
i nc rea ses i. n t est sco res . These inc l I ude mot i vat- i oni for
retesting, practice effects, education, maturation, and time
intervals between test administrations.

Table 5

Completion Rates by Race/Ethnic Group and Number of Tests

Number of Selection Tests
Race/ 1 2 3 4 > 5 Total

Stage Ethnic
NASC Cauc 78.4 79.4 80.0 81.0 73.3 78.8

(2948) (1069) (228) (47) (11) (4303)

Blk 69.2 69.0 47.6 33.3 33.3 62.6
(45) (20) (10) (1) (1) (77)

His 97.7 81.8 100.0 100.0 0.0 93.2
(42) (18) (8) (1) (0) (69)

Oth 85.1 81.8 80.0 100.0 100.0 84.3
(63) (18) (8) (1) (1) (91)

Total 78.6 79.1 77.9 79.4 61.9 78.6
(3098) (1125) (254) (50) (13) (4540)

Pri- Cauc 68.7 65.3 67.0 67.2 50.0 67.7
mary (2583) (880) (191) (39) (6) (3699)

Blk 53.8 55.2 42.) 33.3 33.3 50.4
(35) (1 )( )( )( )(62)

!Iis 76.7 68.2 75.( 100.0 0.0 74.3
(33) (15) ( , (1) (0) 155)

0th 71 . 545 60.0 100.0 .0 66. 7
( )3) (12),• (2,) (1) (0). ( 72)

Total (,8.6 64.() ('5.() 06.7 33,.3• 67 1
2 7 (4 9?i (21.2) (42) C) 3S8 8)



CROSS-VALIDATION OF AN EXPERIMENTAL PILOT SELECTION

AND CLASSIFICATION TEST BATTERY

Thomas R. Carretta, Ph.D.

Aircrew Selection & Classification Function,
Cognitive Skills Assessment Branch, Manpower & Personnel Division,

AF Human Resources Labcoatory, Brooks Air Force Base, TX

Since 1955, most U.S. Air Force pilot trainees have been selected on the
basis of their physiological fitness, academic performance, aptitude test
results, and previous flying experience. Once an applicant has been selected
for Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT), the emphasis shifts from screening to
training with the eventual goal of placement in a specialized follow-on
training track (fighter or non-fighter aircraft).

The current UPT program lasts 52 weeks and involves a T-37 phase (initial
jet trainer, 21 weeks) and a T-38 phase (advanced jet trainer, 31 weeKs).
During the 43rd week of training, an Advanced Iraining Recommendation Board
(ATRB), which consists of T-38 Inst, uctor Pilots, meets to evaluate UPT
students for specialized training assignments. In 1991, the Air Force will
replace this program with a Specialized Undergraduate Pilot Training (SUPT)
program where the specialized training assignment will be made prior to entry
into UPT. Therefore, it will be necessary to classify pilot candidates into
specialized training tracks without the benefit of flying training performance
measures. Also, once a pilot trainee has entered a particular track, he/-hp
will not be allowed to change to the other track.

Given the expense of pilot training and th2 different demands associated
with fighter and non-fighter aircraft, it is crucial that pilot trainees be
assigned to specialized training tracks in an optimal manner.

Preliminary results (Carretta, 192!8) prom a computerized test battery,
known as the Basic Attributes Tests, or BAT, suggest that individual
differences in hand-eye coordination, information processing ability,
personality and attitudes are related to flying traininq performarnce and adc
to the predictive validity of a currently used selection and classification
instrument, the Air Force Officer Qualifyinq Test (AFOQT). Concerns regardina
the stability or the prediction models were raised, because the final
selection and classification models were developed using a stepwise reuression
approach, and there was somne cvidence of redundancy amon. the test meaisures.
Therr fore, d different final regress ion mo1ution may hav'o (-riurred mith a
different sample. The present study was perform[d t() (r-Jss-validate these
results to determine the geneal izahility nf the oriqlna1 prediction models.

METHOD

Subjects

The, s i r, Ct• in, thti I idy w(nrf. /().. 't . Ai f or( •ijr ' .,,r" :h
Air Force Pr,,,erv , Off i (_tr Inar ininq (rpl, (i T', in i ,1(i K .,

(OT',) who w,',(e t(,i t d wi t•oth th ' ., hi). m ,,P T. [ .. , , lo..v ",
been rhoj(-r for UIP I, in part, rnrl th w I ,. If thf it (Jl ,



Instrumentation

AFOQT. The AFOQT is a paper-and-pencil aptitude test battery used Lo
select civilian applicants for officer precommissioning traininq programs and
to classify commissioned officers into aircrew job specialities (pilot vs
naviyator training). The bdLLtiy cfnsists of 16 subtests that assess five
ability domains: verbal, quantitative, spatial, aircrew interests/
aptitude and perceptual speed (Skinner & Ree, 1987). fourteen of the 16 AFOQT
subtests are used to compute the Pilot and Navigator-Technical composite
indices used in the operational selection of pilot trainees (U.S. Air Force,
1983).

Basic Attributes Tests (BAT). The BAT battery consisted of 12
computerized tests that assessed individual differences in psychomotor
coordination, information processing, perceptual abilities, personality, and
attitudes. The types of scores generated from these tests include tracking
error, response time, response accuracy, and speed by accuracy trade-offs.
Table 1 provides a brief summary of this battery. A more detailed description
is provided by Carretta (1987, 1988).

UPT Performance Criteria. UPT final training outcome was scored as a
dichotomous variable with graduates receiving a score of 1 and failures a
score of 0. UPT graduates received a recommendation for a specialized
follow-on training assignment in either a Tanker-Transport-Bomber (TTB)
aircraft or a Fighter-Attack-Reconnaissance (FAR) aircraft. Those recommended
for fighter assignments received a score of 1, while those recommnded for
ne-fighter assignments received a score of 0. ATRB recommendation was used
as an indicator of training performance, as training grades were not available.

Apparatus

The BAT apparatus consists of a microcomputer and monitor built into a
ruggedized chassis with a glare shield and side panels designed to minimize
distractions. The subjects responded to the tests by manipulating
individually or in combination, a dual-axis joystick on the right side. a
single-axis joystick on the left side, and a keypad in the center of the test
unit. The keypad included keys labeled 0 to 9, an ENABLE key in the center,
and a bottom row with YES and NO keys, and two others for same/left responses
(S/L), and different/right responses (D/R).

Procedure

Each subject was administered both the AFOQT and BAT prior to entry into
UPT. Pilot trainees were commissioned through either AFROTC or OTS. Those
from AFROTC werei tested on the AFOQT prior to entering college, or while an
undergraduate. AFROTC pilot trainees were administered the BAT while
attending a Flight Screening Program (FSP) in the summer following their
junior year in college. For the OTS pilot traineez, the AFOQT was
administered either near to or after completion of a college degree, and the
BAT was administered at the beginning of FSP.

The BAT battery, as used in this study, consisted of 1? tests and required
about three and one half hours to complete. After the test administrator
initiattbr the btery, the test. session was self-paced hy the subjects.
Programmed breaks were included between tests in order to reduce mental and
physical fatigue.
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TABLE 1. BASIC ATTRIBUTES TESTS (BAT) BATTERY SUMMARY

LENGTH
TEST NAME (mins) ATTRIBUTES MEASURED

Test Battery Introduction: 15 Biographical Information
Two-Hand Coordination: 10 Tracking & Time-Sharing Ability

(rotary pursuit) in Pursuit
Complex Coordination: 10 Compensatory Tracking Involving

(stick and rudder) Multiple-Axes
Dot Estimation: 6 Impulsiveness/Decisiveness
Digit Memory: 5 Perceptual Speed
Encoding Speed: 20 Verbal Classification
Mental Rotation: 25 Spatial Transformation &

Classif ication
Item Recognition: 20 Short-Term Memory, Storage, Search

& Comparison
Risk Taking: 10 Risk Taking
Embedded Figures: 15 Field Dependence/Independence
Time Sharing: 30 Higher Order Tracking Ability,

Learning Rate & Time Sharing
Self-Crediting Word Knowledge: 10 Self-Assessment Ability,

Self-Confidence
Activities Interest Iuveitory: Survival Attitudes

All pilot trainees went through the same UPT program which lasted 52
weeks. The advanced training recommendation was made in the 43rd week of
training, and the final training outcome was determined at the end of the
program.

Approach

To be useful as an adjunct to currently-used pilot selection and
classification methodologies, the BAT performance measures must deatonstrate a
significant increment in predicting training outcome when used in addition to
operational instruments (i.e. AFOQT scores). To evaluat,± the incremental
validity of the BAT, 709 pilot trainees were divided randomly into two
groups. The assignments were made so that the groups were similar in their
UPT pass/fail rate and fighter/non-fighter recommendation rate. Pilot
selection and classification models were developed independently for each
group using UPT pass/fail and fighter/non-fighter recommendation for selection
and classification criteria, respectively.

in each group, three regression models were evaluated against UPT final
outcome and ATRB recommendation. The first model included only AFOQT Pilot
and Navigator-Technical composite percentile scores. It served as a baseline
by which to judge the incremental validity of the BAT performance measures.
The second model used an approach that forced the two AFOQT composites to
enter the regression equation first, and then allowed the BAT scores to enter
in a stepwise manner. The stepwise results were examined to identify
predictor variables common to both groups and form a final model to be used in
the cross-validation phase. Regression weights from each sample were applied
to the other sample to cross-validate the models.
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RESULTIS

Prediction of UPT Final Outcome

Table 2 presents results of regressinyg var i.ous predictor combinations on
UPT outcome. The objective was to identify the best combination of predictors
to use in support of selection decisions.

As shown in Table 2, the AFOQT scores were Jnot related strongly to UPT
final outcome for either Group 1 (R=.]?6, p S.lO), or Group 2 (R=.155,
p t .05). The magnitude of these relationships may be due, in part, to a
restriction in range on the aptitude domnainlE measured by the AFOQT, as these
subjects had already been screened for UPT un the basis of their AFOQT
performance.

Results from the stepwise regression analyses (not shown in Table 2)
suggested that individual differences in perfonnance on the BAT battery were
related strongly to final training outcome (Group 1: R=.452, p !.01; Group
2: R=.378, p .Ol). A comparison beLween the stepwise UPT models for the
two groups indicated that they shared 12 common predictors from the AFOQT and
six BAT tests. These included the AFOQ1 Pilot and Navigator-Technical
composites, three tracking error scores from the psychomotor tests, two
cognitive test scores (Item Recognition and Encoding Speed response times),
and five personality/attitudinal test scores (Self-Crediting Word Knowledge
ar.d %A,-tivities r'ntere•Ls invuntory,. A reduced model that used only these 12
scores was related significantly to UPT final outcome for both groups (Group
i: R=.303, p ý-.01; Group ?: R=.34?, p ý .01). Subjects with good hand-'ye
coor-dination who made quick decisions and exhibited a cautious risk-taking
strategy were more likely to complete training successfully. When the
regression weights from each sample were applied to the other sample to
cross-validate the models, some reduction in the validity coefficients was
observed. However, the cross-validated models were statistically significant
(Group 1: r=.176, p --. Ol; Group 2: r=.220, p ! .01).

A final set of analyses was performed using the entire sample (Group 1 and
Group ? combined). The I2 variable AFOQT/BAT model (R=.290, p - .01) was
related more closely to UPT final uutcome than a model th(t used only the
AFOQT (R=.150, p - .01) (F [10,696] = 4,68, p ' .01).

Prediction of Fighter/Non-Fighter Recommendation

Table 3 summarizes the cross-validation analyses for the fiqhter/
non-fighter recommendation. AFOQT performance was not related strongly to
follow-on training recommendation for either group; (Group 1: P.197,
p - .01; Group 2: R=.UbY, n.s.).

The stepwise AFOQT/.AT regression ipproach (not shown in Table 3) yielded
impressive multiple correlations with follow-on traininq recommendations in
both groups (Group 1: R=.592, p - .01; Greup 2" R=.565, p - .01). However,
it appeared that the final regression soluti ons over-fitted the data. That
is, many of the variables added little to the prediction of follow-on training
rec omme nd at i o n.

A reduced model was evalua ted that used the two AFOQi scores and six
scores from four BAT tests that appeared to contrihibte t.o the prediction of
performance in both qro(ups, Thee included three Itarnigq rate and dna -task
performance scores frOm the lime Sharinq test, and one sc(ore each from three
cognitive abilities tests ( Item Rlc ognition, Fricodi nq ,,pee! and Mental
Rotation response times). 11his, m;odel yielded mixed resilts with the two
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groups. The multiple correlation was str'nng in Group 1 (R=.336, p 4 .01), but
only marginally significant in Group 2 (k=.202, p i .10).- However, when the
regression weights from each group were cross-validated with the other group,
only minor reductions in the validity coefficients occurred, and the correla-
tions were significant for both groups (Group 1: r=.302, p i .01; Group 2:
r=.188, p !.01). When applied to the full sample, the reduced AFOQT/BAT
iodel was significant (R=.267, p ! .01) and added to the predictive utility of
the AFOQT (R=.126, p !..05) (F [6,484] = 4.81, p:! .01). Subjects with
quicker learning rates and response times werc more likely to be recommended
for follow-on training with fighter aircraft.

DISCUSSION

Results from the AFOQT and BAT cross-validation regression analyses were
encouraging. For each group, individual differences in psychomotor skills,
cognitive and perceptual abilities, and personality and attitudinal
characteristics helped to reduce uncertainty in making pilot selection and
early training classification decisions. Further, results from the model
development and cross-validation phases suggest that the selection and
classification models are robust. The significance of the cross-validation
analyses is especially important, as it provides an estimate of the expected
validity of the selection and classification models in an operational setting.

The validity estimates provided by the cross-validated selection models
may seem low (Group 1: r=.188, p 4 .01; Group 2: r=.220, p 4 .01). It should
be noted, however, that the magnitude of these correlations was limited by the
dichotomous nature of the UPT outcome measure (pass/fail) and by the propor-
tion of UPT graduates in the sample (66.7 % graduates). A more sensitive
outcome measure (i.e. class ranking) may yield a larger validity coefficient.

Validity estimates provided by the cross-validated classification models
suggest that the advanced training recommendations made by the T-38 Instructor
Pilots during the 43rd week of UPT can be predicted prior to entry into UPT
with reasonable success. Additional research needs to be conducted, however,
to develop more suitable criteria for the development of classification
models. Current plans are to explore the availability and suitability of
training performance data in specialized training tracks for this purpose.

SUMMARY

In this study, a combination of AFOQT and BAT performance measures
demonstrated utility for improving USAF pilot selection and reducing
uncertainty when making recommendations for specialized traininq assignments.

The model development phase indicated substantial aqreement between the
selection and classification models that were developed independently for the
two groups. Further, the cross-validation phase demonstrated that these
models are robust enough to be used as adjuncts to currently-used USAF pilot
selection and classification nmethodologies.
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TABLE 2. PREDICTION OF UPT OUTCOME

UPT a
SAMPLE/MODEL N N SCORES PASS R',TE R r

GROUP 1:
AFOQT only 333 2 .682 .126 n.s.
AFOQT and BAT (reduced) 347 12 .677 .303++ .176++

GROUP 2:
AFOQT only 345 2 .655 .155+
AFOQT and BAT (reduced) 362 12 .658 .342++ .220++

TABLE 3. PREDICTION OF ATRB OUTCOME

a
SAMPLE/MODEL N N SCORES FAR RATE R r

GROUP 1:
AFOQT only 247 2 .544 .197++
AFOQT and BAT (reduced) 254 8 .563 .336++ .312++

GROUP 2:
AFOQT only 228 2 .595 .059 n.s.
AFOQT and BAT (reduced) 239 8 .565 .202 n.s. .188++

Note: Sample sizes within Group I and Group 2 vary, because some subjects did
noL complete all tests from the BAT due to periodic changes in the battery.

aThe column labeled "R" indicates the multiple correlation of the model
tased on the regression weights from that group. The column labeled "r"
indicates the correlation cf the predicted outcome with actual outcome based
on the regression weights from the other group (crcss-validation).

n.s. (non-siginificant) I +p ! .05 I ++Pp 0 1
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I. INTRODUCTION

Employment interviews are widely used in industry and the
military for personnel selection and classification, although the
scientific evidence for their validity and reliability is
somewhat weak (Arvey & Campion, 1982; Harkness, 1987). The U.S.
Air Force does not currently use a routine interview process for
pilot selection, other than that conducted for recruiting
purposes, although some components of the Air Force do rely on
their own procedures. Units of the Air National Guard, for
instance, have used an interview process with some success
(Armour, personal communication, October 19, 1987)•

Based on the perceived success of an interview process used
by the Air National Guard, , a study was undertaken to assess the
validity of an interview for selecting Air Force pilot
candidates. In particular, the issue of interest was whether
instructor pilots could use a structured interview technique to
assess an applicant's potential for pilot training. The content
of the interview was derived from a review of the instrument used
by the Air National Guard and through discussions witn subject
matter experts of the Air Force Air Training Command (ATC) , the
organization responsible for training all Air Force, Air Nationai
Guard and Air Force Reserve pliot condidates.

1. The opinions expressed herein are those of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect those of the United States Air Force.
The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance o! Dr. James E.
Campion, University of Houston, and of Martin J. Dittmar,
Metrica, Inc., in the design of the interview instrument and in
conducting interviewer training.
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II. METHOD

Respondents

The sample consisted of 112 pilot candidates participating
in a Flight Screening Program (FSF) conducted with cadets from
the Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps (AFROTC). Most of
the sample were between their 2unlor ana senior year in college,
and all but two of the cadets were maie.

The interviewers were ten Air Force Instructor Pilots wno
had received about eight hours of instruction in interview
techniques. The instruction consisted of explanation of the
purpose of each question, followed by group discussion of both
actual and hypothetical responses to each question so as to
establish standardized rating guidelines. Instructor pilot
experience wifh tra!nind unciergraduate pilots ranged from 30 to
102 months, and their time flying jets varied from 2500 to 3600
hours.

Instruments

The interview consisted of 40 questions designed to collect
three types of information. Seven background questions provided
information concerning work and academic history. The bulk of
the interview consisted of 26 questions related to motivation and
self-confidence factors, such as involvement in aviation-related
activities, evidence of goal-setting behavior, and participation
in competitive group activities. The final seven questions were
designed to determine the extent to which the cadet was familiar
with the job of being an Air Force pilot. On the basis of
responses to the questions, the instructor pilot used a seven-
point scale to rate the cadet on five aspects: motivation, self-
confidence, job-related knowledge, potential to complete
training, and potential to perform well in training.

Procedure

Prior to the beginning of FSP, one instructor pilot
interviewed each cadet in the sample. The process took from
thirty to forty-five minutes to complete. The interviewer read
each question exactly as it appeared in the interview form. If
the cadet did not understand or tailed to respond, the
interviewer repeated the question a second time. Interviewers
were instructed to respond to 'Yes* or 'No' answers by asking the
cadet to elaborate, in order to give the interviewer enough
information to make a rating.

Subsequent to the interview, cadets participated in the FSP
that included 14 hours of tliht time in the military version of
a Cessna 172. The screening program lasted about three weeks, at
which time two criterion measures vere collected. One criterion
was whether the cadet graduated trom the program. Cadets could
fall to complete the t,,aining program for a number of reasons,
including poor academic or flying pertormance, medical piroblems
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or air-sickness. Some cadets also determined after the first lew

flights that they were not interested in pursuing further the

rigors of pilot training and left the program voluntarily.

The second criterion was a rating assigned by an FSP
representative on a five point scale based on a review of each
cadet's academic and flight performance records. Non-graduates
were assigned the lowest score (one) . Graduates were rated from
two to five, with two being poor performance and five

representing outstanding performance.

III. RESULTS

Descriptive statistics for the variables included in this
study are provided in Table 1. Note that the training completion
ratio in this sample was .74. Of the 29 non-graduates, the
majority (17) were eliminated due to flying training deficiency
(FTD). Only one cadet failed to complete training due to
manifestations of apprehension WMOA)W whereas eight were self-
initiated eliminees (SIE) and three failed to graduate due to
medical or academic problems.

Table 1.

Descriptive Statistics for Interview Rating Items and Training
Outcomes (N = 112)

Measure Mean S.D. Range

Interview Rating Items

Motivation 4.63 1.36 1 - 7

Self-confidence 4.96 1.40 u - 7

Knowledge 4.08 1.47 1 -

Potential to 4.71 1.37 -

complete training

Potential to perform 4.49 i.37 1 - 7

well in training

Training Outcomes

Training Performance v.66 1.25 1 -5

Training Completion .74 .44 0 -

Note. Higher numbers indicate more desirable characteristics and
performance outcomes.
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Validity coefficients lor yive of the interview rating items
are displayed in Table 2. The coefficients represent

correlations with two criterion measures: a live-point
performance rating (with five representing superior performance
and one representing non-graduation), and a dichotomous measure
of training completion (pass/fail). £he predictor variables
consisted of interviewer summary ratings of cadet motivation,
self-confidence, job-related knowledge, potential for completing
flight training, and potential to perform well in training.

Table 2. Correlations Between Interview Ratings and Flight
Training Performance Criteria (N = 112)

Correlation

Training Training
Rating Measure ?erfopmance Completion

Motivation .13 .07

Self-confidence .19 08
*

Knowledge .18 .07

Potential to .20 .

complete training
*

Potential to perform .22 .

well in training

Note. Results for training completion are point-biseriai
correlations.

p .05 that results are due to chance dIfzerences from zero

The results in Table 2 indicate that the correlations of the
ratings with the f1ive-point performance rating were uniformly
higher than those with the dichotomous pass/faii measure. ,'he
pattern of results for notn criterion measures was similar.
However, none o0 the point-biserial correlations for the
pass/fail measure were significantly different from zero, wnereas
all but one o! the rating measures were significantly correlated
with the five-point performance measure.

Finally, a factor analysis was conducted to explore the
underlying factor structure Dt tne interview information. The
results of a principal components analysis suggested that all the
variables were measuring a single interviewer impression
dimension, as only one factor emerged with an e!genvalue greater
thar one, explaining nearly "Id percent ot the variance.
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Examination of an alternative two factor solution produced weak
evidence for a second factor explaining ii percent of the
variance (Table 3).

Table 3. Factor Analysis of Interviewer Ratings (N = 112)

Factor Matrix

I II

Percent of 7'7.68 1i.I0
variance explained

Measure

Motivation 90

Self-confidence bg

Knowledge .72 .69

Potential to .9U
complete training

Potential to perform .88
well in training

Note. Only loadings > '.20; shown: Factors orthogonal,
signs positive

DISCUSSION

The results of this study suggest that instructor pilot
Impressions, formed during an interview using a structured
format, appear to be valid predictors ot FSP performance. The
observation that the summary ratings are accounted for by a
single factor suggests that the interview may be measuring a
single construct, although such a conclusion awaits more thorough
psychometric analyses ol ratings data.

Analyses currently underway with the data irom this study
will address several other issues. Di-a tor inter-rater
reliability analysis have been collected and are being analyzed
to examine ýAiether the instructor pilot interviewers all used tne
same psychological criteria in rating cadet responses. Other
analyses will be conducted to examine the utility of composite
measures derived separately tor both the set of predictor
variables and from the set ot criterion measures. The results
from these analyses are expected to improve substantially
proposed aircrew selection and classification systems.
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ABSTRACT

At first glance, developing and administering a test that includes actual job tasks would seem to be
a fairly straightforward enterprise. However, it is neither simple nor easy. Development,
administration, and scores interpretation of 5 :' sample tests in connection with the Joint-Service
Job Performance Measurement and Enlistment Standards Project have exposed many technology
gaps. Resolution of these problem areas promises to be one of the most significant contributions
of military psychology to the theoretical structure of the discipline and to the practical aspects of
human performance measurement. This paper delineates a number of technical and practical issues,
and discusses progress toward their resolution.

INTRODUCTION

Measurement of that aspect of human performance known as technical proficiency, through the use
of hands-on (or job sample) tests, is at the core of the Joint-Service Job Performrnnce
Measurement/Enlistment Standards Project. As part of its contribution the Navy is developing job
sample tests for eight enlisted jobs.

Because it presumably has the greatest fidelity with rspect to the actual content of the job, the
hands-on test has been established as the benchmark against which other types of tests and
measures will be evaluated. This fact heightens the importance of hands-on testing to the Navy's
JPM Program and increases the degree of scrutiny to which both developmental procedures and
eventual results will be subjected.

It may seem that developing, administering, and interpreting the results of tests that incorporate
actual job tasks poses a rather clear and unambiguous problem. In fact, one might think it easier
in some ways than traditional testing, in that genuine job content is used instead of its verbal or
photographic representation, with a subject's responding by doing something as opposed to
verbalizing, identifying representations, or indicating a choice among answer alternatives. Real
tasks are performed on actual equipment in a work space, and success or failure on those tasks
should be obvious.

However, job sample testing proves :o be neither simple nor easy. As can be imagined by anyone
familiar with the operational military environment, the challenges of such things as obtaining a
sufficient sample of test subjects, access to and use of expensive and easily damaged equipment,
security and readiness considerations, as well as the heavy !mpact of the testing on military' units
can be formidable. In addition to the logistical and administrative problems inherent in job sample
testing, the development, administration, and scores interpretation of such tests in the Joint-S-rvice
Project have also exposed many technology gaps. It is the issues presenting themselves in this
area (i.e., technical issues), that we would like to address.

No comprehensive technology exists for the development of hands-on performance tests that is
comparable to that available for more traditional measures, such as pencil-and paper, multiple
choice tests. Standards are only beg,.nning to evolve in the JPM arena. Comprehensive and
universally accepted standards in the form of a "cookbook" will not emerge soon, althoucfh the
Joint-Service Project will most certainly contribute to that end.

The opinions expressed herein are those of the authors, are not official, and do not represent
Department of the Navy policy.
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REPRESENTATIVE ISSUES

Technical issues arise in five major areas. These are: (1) domain specification, (2) test
development, (3) test administration, (4) relating results to predictors, and (5) the question of
sturrogales.

DOMAIN SPECIFICATION

Problems present themselves at the very outset. No person can be tested on all aspects of any job.
Even if all of those aspects could be specified -- and they cannot be -- the measurement of
individual performance on all tasks included within a job would be temporally and fiscally
infeasible. Thus, the initial challenge is to extract the essence of the job. The expense of hands-
on test development as well as the often extreme length of the resulting performance tests only
intensify this requirement for careful domain specification, which ultimately resolves into the
problem of task selection.

Some sample of tasks must be chosen that will faithfully represent the major elements of the job.
The set of tasks must also form a comprehensive enough sample such that knowledge of a person's
performance on the sample of tasks can be generalized to performance on the entire set of tasks
that comprise the job. This process has been denoted as that of narrowing the job content
universe, through successive steps, to the test content domain.

The effort often begins by deleting tasks which pose inherent dangers to personnel, cause excessive
wear or damage to equipment, violate national security measures, or have an adverse impact on
readiness. Additional steps are those of deleting tasks that require joint action by two or more
persons and those that do not tap technical proficiency (e.g., workspace cleanup, watchstanding,
etc.).

But the difficulties have only begun when the above mentioned tasks have been removed from
consideration. Unfortunately, there are no generally accepted methods for gathering information
from SMEs and/or determining "critical" tasks. Traditional task selection has relied heavily on the
judgment of subject matter experts (SME). We did this in our Navy radiomen performance testing
with repeated SME workshops and a multiple hurdles approach, plus a quality control review panel
(QCRP) of senior job experts, attempting to ensure test reliability.

In contrast, the National Academy of Sciences' (NAS) Committee on the Performance of Militarv
Personnel has recommended random sampling, so that results can be generalized to the entire job
content. This interposes an additional thorny problem into the already difficult job of task
selection. However, the Services disagree with the NAS recommendations- in fact, the committee
itself is split on the issue.

In our own work, random sampling has been undertaken, but with resultant task samples that are
often useless and usually unacceptable to SMEs. The answer to this question of purposive versus
random sampling task selection will no doubt be some marriage of convenience, perhaps in the
form of stratified random sampling, a process whereby expert judgment defines certain parameters
within which randomization of task selection occurs. We have an exploratory effort in progress.

TEST DEVELOPMENT

Ilere, again, there is a technology deficiency. Traditional test construction and evaluation
methodologies exist, but there is a need to more directly address hands-on phenomen-a. Just about
all of the usual considerations of test dcvelopmer., remain important, while several others are added
to the list.
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Incidentally, the process mentioned above, that of narrowing the job content univers:e to a test
content domain, exerts an impact here. To the degree that testing conditions impose themselves on
job sample test development and administration, there is a corresponding decrement in fidelity vis a
vis the real job world. These can be minimized, but non-job elements (e.g., scoring procedire,:
and rules for generating test stimuli and responses) are inevitable intruders.

However, beyond these, many practical considerations come into play in job ,arnple testing,
especially when using real equipment, certain considerations precluding inclusion of particular tasks
(or portions of tasks), or forcing an unusual order onto task element performance. These include
part-task versus whole task considerations, task sequencing, safety precautions and operational
constraints.

Validity of hands-on tests must be approached from several angles. First, there is what is often
termed face validity. Regardless of its importance or lack thereof to the world of psychology, it is
face validity on which our job sample tests will stand or fall in the eyes of managers and SMEs in
the military world.

More significantly, at least from a scientific standpoint, is content validity. This requires that the
performance measure address the knowledges, skills, and abilities required by the job, in our case,
required by classification standards. The validity of hands-on tests ultimately rests on the twin
foundations of job/task analysis and critical task selection. Still further, a crucial dimension of the
validity issue is construct validity, meaning the accuracy of the performance measure. In the end,
it may prove to be the most critical thing against which JPM efforts are judged.

Reliability issues in performance measurement cannot be resolved easily; again, the technology is
lacking. For example, test/retest is not useful, because parallel forms of items addressing task
performance usually do not exist; there is often only one way to do something, and any artificial
deviation for the purpose of a parallel item results in distancing from the customary job realities,
making equating highly problematic. Moreover, the act of completing a hands-on test provides
immediate feedback on correct and incorrect procedures, a learning trial that will necessarily affect
any retest.

Furthermore, measures of internal consistency are of unknown utility as regards job sanmple tests,
which, because of job design are necessarily heterogeneous. Just what does an alpha coefficient of
whatever magnitude tell us in the case of job sample testing?

And, to cite another source of concern, scoring problems are not always easily resolved. To be
sure, if performance can be carefully observed and if the observer can really know all that a test
subject is doing while performing a task, procedural tasks may be scored step by step, in a
straightforward go/no go fashion. Alas, the same is not true of such things as troubleshooting
tasks. Here, there may not be any single place at which to begin, or no one way to solve the
problem, or any reasonable length of time for task accomplishment. This brings interesting -- one
should say knotty -- scoring problems that affect everything from test design to results
interpretation.

Face validity, and to some extent content validity, we have addressed through our careful,
consistent use of SME workshops and QCRPs. Our aim has been dual: to ensure favorable
reception of the performance measures in the field, and to sample to the maximunm extent possible
the range of tasks (and therefore knowledges, skills, and abilities required) in the Navy jobs for
which we are designing job sample tests. Construct validity issues remain largely unresolved
except through comparison among multimethod approaches (discussed below).

We have been particularly concerned with the kinds of reliability that we can measure, such as
inter-.icorer reliability which we assessed on several occasions. To do this meant that we had to
have two or more scorers, but we felt it was worth the expense, and our inter-scorer reliabilities are
excellent.
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TEST ADMINISTRATION

Having, by whatever means, devised a set of measures of performance, the next step is to
administer it. Training of hands-on rest observers and slandardiing tei field-tes- conditions are
major concerns. Diligence in these two areas is necessary if Cetmneous v'rialcc in test results is
to be minimized.

Question: Who will administer the test? The use of complicated, even esoteric, equipment
frequently requires that those who are to administer the test be experts in the equipment on which
it will be administered. They alone, sometimes, can tell whether the task is being performed
properly; determine whether the results are correct, and be alert to imminent dangers that escape a
researcher's notice.

Obviously, this means using SMEs as test administrators. However, SMEs are not research-
oriented; they are, rather, training-oriented, having a natural bent to express approval or
disapproval, or to coach -- all things which cause havoc in testing! Cost considerations also
militate against the employment of civilian test administrators, while the use of military SMEs, in
addition to increasing personnel requirements and further weighting the test administrator training
burden, may interpose questions of possible familiarity with test subjects, concern with command"showing," etc.

This necessitates very thorough test administrator and observer training, rigid observation of test
administration, and, frequently, refresher training or other interventions. There has to emerge a
smooth working team consisting of job experts and researchers.

Standardization of testing conditions is also not easy. This is particularly true in the Navy. Even
on shore, every site differs somewhat in equipment model, layout, or both. Each Navy ship, of
course, is somewhat unique; even the same class of ship built at the same shipyard may include
variations in equipment or its positioning, or lighting, or accessibility' for either task performance or
the observation of that task performance. And, some measures just cannot be administered on real
equipment, or in actual working spaces.

To counter these problems, we have had to carefully select our test administrators, conduct very
thorough and repeated test administrator training, and continually monitor test administration with
an alert eye to things which might introduce extraneous variance. We have also had to construct
our tests in such a way that minor differences in equipment configuration or layout do not
differentially affect test performance. If a task had to be performed external to the work setting,
we have tried to make it as realistic and true to regular procedures as possible. Initial tryouts and
more extensive pilot testing of the performance measures have been found necessary.

RELATING RESULTS TO PREDICTORS

In the task of relating performance on the job sample tests to predictors, traditional rules of thumb
may prove useful. However, seldom do we find predictor bases that were designed to predict on-
the- job performance: rather, they typically were devised to predict tenure, otftlnse-free service.
and/or succes,,ful completion of an entry-level training program. This fact ,u v adds to the
problem of interpreting the results of hands-on tests; in the case of ASVAB validation, it must
cause some of the questions of validity to remain moot, pcnding auugIentation of the predictor
base.

Another question pertains to tie level at which hands-on test results 1N ust correlate with predictors.
That is, is it the total score alone which is imponant, or must the resulis onl each task also be in a
positive relationship with the predictors. What about the case where the total score is favorably
correlated but one or more task (item) results are not.'
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The Navy has followed the NAS recommendations regarding the analyses necessary to ',t.ti-,,iae
the relationship between predictors used in military selection and classification and performance test
results. Nevertheless, the degree to which hands-on test results must correlate with predictors is, in
the end, a policy question, And the total score versus item score relationships remain unresolved.

THE QUESTION OF SURROGATES

Surrogates (or substitutes) for job sample testing have more than a peripheral interest. Each Service
is developing potential surrogates, and, on its part, the Navy has developed several: rating scales,
written job knowledge tests, paper-and-pencil simulation tests, videotape-based tailored response
tests, and interactive videodisc measures. Obviously, there are several things driving the efforts to
produce surrogates, chief among them reduced cost and reduced administration difficulties of
surrogates vice jot samples.

Results are mixed. It is not our purpose here to discuss the relative merits of different surrogates.
However, we might mention that, while surrogates might assist us somewhat in addressing our job
sample test construct validity questions, they pose new problems.

For example, what must be the correlation between the potential surrogate and hands-on tests if it
is to become regarded as an acceptable substitute? Does only the total score correlation matter, or
must the item-level correlation also be strong and positive? And, in the case of the military, must
the surrogate correlate not only with its job sample test referent, but also with the predictors?
Also, can there be a truly adequate surrogate for a job sample test? One Navy study showed
evidence of unique hands-on variance.

Finally, because they must be evaluated against job sample tests, potential surrogates have to be
administered to the same persons. However, both tests necessarily provide practice for each other,
and when administered together inescapably have an impact on task performance on the other
measure. In the Navy project, we have taken pains to counterbalance test administration. In
addition, we have measured order of administration effect in several of our job performance
studies, and remain alert for practice effects.

CONCLUSION

Resolution of these problems, and others, while it will not be easy, promises to be one of the most
significant and lasting contributions of military psychology to the theoretical structure of the
discipline and to the practical aspects of human performance measurement. We make no
pretensions that these or a myriad of other technical issues have been solved, or are near solution.

Nevertheless, the contributions of the Joint-Service Project are not inconsiderable. The discipline
has long been in need of a concerted, wide ranging effort, with sufficient sample sizes. Results are
coming in, and we look to that time in the not too-distant future when there will be a coalescence
of hands-on performance measurement technology.
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Abstract

A weapon system Measure of Effectiveness (MOE) must indicate the weapon
system's contribution to the effectiveness of its unit performing an assigned
mission. To insure relevant assessment of the weapon system, an MOE for the
unit performing a mission must be established first; then based on that unit
MOE, the contribution of the weapon system to the unit effectiveness
determined. To assess the weapon system effectiveness in isolation from its
unit can result in system assessment criteria not totally relevant to the
unit effectiveness.

A unit MOE, in turn, must produce a mission effectiveness score that is
consistent with the effectiveness preference of the commander. The commander
considers certain factors and trade-offs among those factors when assessing
the unit's effectiveness on a mission. If the MOE used to assess unit
effectiveness on training or actual missions does not provide effectiveness
scores that are consistent with those of the commander, the MOE cannot be
accepted as a valid measure.

This paper describes a method of synthesizing a unit MOE and applying the
unit MOE to assess a weapon system effectiveness. In addition the method
insures that unit effectiveness scores are consistent with those of the
commander. The method is illustrated, in this paper, by an application to a
tank reconnaissance (movement to contact) mission. Two types of mission
success statements are defined. 1) success defined by an event and 2) success
defined by the degree to which a specified condition is achieved. The paper
also describes a procedure for determining: the factors included in the unit
MOE, the variables used to measure each factor, and the critical man/machine/
environment parameters that impact on the measure variables. Finally, the
paper outlines a method for establishing a minimum acceptable threshold of
unit effectiveness and a means for translating that threshold into minimum
acceptable effectiveness thresholds for each system comprising the unit. If
each weapon system meets or exceeds its assigned effectiveness threshold, the
unit is guaranteed to meet or exceed the minimum acceptable unit
effectiveness threshold.

A PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT PROBLEM

Suppose your supervisor says to you: "I completed the effectiveness
appraisals for all members of the group by considering the effectiveness of
each member individually. Based on that appraisal, you were rated first. But,
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I also selected an MOE (a mathematical function of all the factors I consider
important when assessing effectiveness of each individual group member) and
with the measure you were rated last"! Obviously, you must point out that
there is an serious deficiency in the effectiveness appraisal measure your
supervisor selected.

But, note that if the supervisor did not evaluate and rank order each
member of the group according to performance, there would be no "test"of MOE
the supervisor selected. Without the test, MOE might be (unknowingly) used to
incorrectly assess performance of group members leading to promotions, salary
inpreases, bonuses, etc. to the wrong group members.

In general, if the mathematical function used for the MOE is to be
considered "correct" it must assign scores to each performance demonstration
that are not considered different (by some comparison test) from the scores
assigned by an individual (or individuals) accepted as the authority in the
subject matter. When an authority assigns effectiveness preference scores to
each of a set of performance demonstrations, that scored set constitutes a
specification of the discrimination requirement of an acceptable performance
measure. Any proposed or selected MOE can be tested by determining if the
scores it assigns to the performance demonstrations are not different than
those of the authority. And further that test can be used to synthesize an
MOE that does assign scores not different from those of the authority.

This test of an MOE is typically never performed -- perhaps because
investigators feel that their performance measure is "obviously correct" and
therefore it needs no test. The question is: what percentage of selected
measures will fail such a test? The answer is: probability most of them! The
only condition where an MOE that will likely pass the test can be selected is
a condition that never exists -- where the effectiveness is measured by a
single variable, sampled only once during thp exercise and the exercise is
performed only once. But, it is the only condition where there are no trade
offs among variables, or among multiple samples of a given variable, and
since the exercise is performed only once, there are no sequence (learning or
fatigue) effects to consider. If the reader has some doubt about the need to
test measures - even those that seem to be "obviously correct", we give a
reference (Connelly, 1983) that illustrates that two favorite measures
"Root-Mean-Square (RMS)" as used in aircraft flight control and
"Time-on-target" as used in weapons pointing tasks which seem to be
acceptable measures actually fail the test described above.

METHOD OF SYNTHESIZING NOES THAT DO PASS THE TEST

In the following, a method for synthesizing MOEs that do pass the test
described above is presented in the context of synthesizing an MOE for a
military unit performing a specified mission. First, lets introduce some
terms: A Unit MOE Score for a specified mission, reflecting the QualijL of
Unit Performance is calculated from a Quality of Performance Rule which is a
mathematical function of Critical Factors/Tasks which in turn are measured
with Factor/Task Rules which are Mathematical Functions of Measurement
Variables. A System which is a component of the unit provides performance
characterized by crij{cal MAN/MACHINE/ENVIRONMENT PARAMETERS (CMME).
Measurement Variables are influenced by (system related) critical
man/machine,'env. parameters (CMME).
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Some examples are taken fnim an example armored mission -- a single tank

performing a reconnaissance (movement to contact) mission.

MOE Score for Mission = 90.

Critical Factors/Tasks: Select route, Concealment during movement, etc.

Quality of Performance Rule = -110 + 2.00 route selection score

+ 1.00 cover/concealment score + etc.

Measurement Variables (for select proper route): Potential speed of
movement along route, Percent of route concealed from enemy's direct view,

Factor/Task Rule (For select proper route) = -40.8 + .075 Potential speed
of movement + .183 % of route concealed + etc.

CMME Parameters
Environment: Slope, So0l hardness, Obstacle size ...
Equipment: Max speed of' equipment, Suspension ...
Man: Max G load tolerance, Vibration tolerance ...

OUTLINE OF THEORY

1. Assessment of the performance of a system, which is a component of a

unit, must be based on the impact of system performance on unit
effectiveness.

2. To assess system performance, it is first necessary to produce a
Quality of Performance Score Rule (QPSR) for assessing the unit's
effectiveness in accomplishing a given mission and then to assess the impact
of system performance on unit effectiveness using the QPR.

3. The ultimate source of information on unit QPR is the unit authority's
(SME's) quality of performance preference.

4. The authority (SMEs) can reliably assess quality of each individual

performance demonstration -(exercise) as it is observed or described.

5. The authority (SMEs) does not know completely and accurately the
rule the authority uses to assess the quality of each individual performance
demonstratign.

6. The Quality of Performance Score Rule (QPSR) the authority uses to
assess unit quality of performance is implied by the scores the authority
assigns to individual performance demonstrations.

7. The QPSR can be synthesized from the quality of performance scores
assigned by the authority to individual performance demonstrations.

8. The authority should obtain and consider independent assessments of
unit quality of performance from other SMEs such as the authority's staff.
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MET HOD
ESTABLISHING AUTHORITY'S QUALITY OF

PERFORMANCE (QP) PREFERENCE

Note: the data given as examples in the following steps are taken from a
synthesis of a MOE for a single tank on a reconnaissance mission using a
tank commander as the authority.

A, STEPS rO SYNTHESIZE MArHEMATFCA1, FUNCTIONS FOR SCORTN(G EACH FACTOR/TASK

1, Authority identifies critical factor/tasks for the mission.
Example of a critical factor/task for reconnaissance mission: "Select Proper
Route"

FOR EACH FACTOR/TASK:

2, Authority identifies measure variables used to measure the quality
of performance of that factor/task. Examples of measure variables for
factor/task "select proper route":

a, "Potential Speed of Movement"
b, "% of route concealed from enemy"

3, Authority identifies a specific unit including a man/machine/env.
for the mission -an existing unit that the authority has first hand
experience. That unit is called the baseline unit. The authority then
identifies values for each measure variable for the baseline unit, and also
identifies the largest and smallest values expected for each measure
variable:

Examples of values:
baseline largest smallest

a, Potential speed 20 m/h 30m/h 10m/h
b, % of route 80% 90% 70%
etc. for each other measure variable.

4, The MAP Processor forms "logical" (reality based) combinations of
measure variable values. Examples of combinations of measure variable values
for factor/task "Select proper route":

Combination 1: "potential speed" = 20m/h,
and "% of route" = 20%,
and (other variable values)

Combination 2: "potential speed" = 30m/h,
and "% of route" = 20%,
and (other variable values)

etc. for additional combinations.

5, Each "logical" combination of values of the measure variables
describes an actual possible occurrence of the subject factor/task. For
example, for the factor/task "Select proper route", the combination 1,
above, describes the route selected by giving values to the measure
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variables specified as descriptors or' that factor/task, i.e., potential
speed of movement = 20m/h, etc.

The authority provides a score representing the level of quality of the
factor/task, e.g. the quality of the route selected, described by the
combination of measure variable values. Example of authority's score of
factor/task quality (example scale is 10.0 is best, 0.0 is worst):

Authority's score
for FACTOR/TASK

Combination 1: 8.0
Combination 2: 9.0
etc., for other combinations.

6, From the set of scored combinations, the MAP processor synthesizes a
mathematical function of the measure variables that gives the same score for
each combination as the authority provided. Example of a mathematical
function for scoring the factor/task "select proper route":

"SELECT PROPER ROUTE": = -40. + .075x(potential speed m/h)
+ .183x(% of route concealed) + other weighted variables.

Note: when mathematical functions for scoring the factor/tasks have
been synthesized, a means for assigning numerical score values to
factor/tasks i.e., quantifying factor/tasks, has been defined. Thus,
numerical values assigned to a factor/task have physical meaning because a
numerical value for a factor/task can be traced, via the mathematical
function, to values of the measure variables which have physical meaning.

B, STEPS TO SYNTHESIZE QUALITY OF PERFORMANCE SCORE RULE (QPSR) FOR THE
SPECIFIED MISSION FUNCTIONS

In the next set of steps (steps 7, 8, and 9), each combination of values
of the factors/tasks describes unit perfoomance on a missicn. !he authority
scores each combination according to the quality of unit performance on the
mission. Then, the processor synthesizes the quality of performance rule
(QPSR) as tha mathematical function of the factor/task scores that provides

the same unit quality of performance score (QPS) for each combination as

the authority provided.

7, Processor forms "logical" (reality based) combinations of
factor/task scores. Examples of combinations of factor/task scores:

Combination 1
"Select proper route" score= 8.0, and

"Concealment during movement" score = 8.0,
and etc. (a score for each of the other factor/tasks.)

Combination 2
"select proper route" score= 9.0, and

"Concealment during movement" score = 8.0, and etc.

a score for each of the other factor/tasks.

etc. for other combinations of factor/task scores.
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8, Authority scores each combination of "logical" factor/task values.
Example of authority's Quality of Performance Score (QpS) for each
combination of "logical" factor/task values (example scale is 10.0 is best,
0.0 is worst):

SME's QPS
Combination 1: 8.0
Combination 2: 9.0
etc., for other combinations.

9, Quality of Performance Score Rule (QPSR) is synthesized by the MAP
processor from scored combinations of logical factor/task values, for
example:

QPSR = -110. + 2.0*(Select proper route score) + 1.0*(Proper cover/
concealment score) + etc., for the other weighted factor/tasks.

STEPS TO ESTABLISH THRESHOLDS OF ACCEPTANCE FOR EACH VARIABLE

10. Authority identifies Minimum Acceptable Quality of Performance

Score (MAQPS) for the specific mission function,

Example: MAQPS > 8.5

11, QPSR is then used to establish thresholds of acceptability for
each factor/task from the minimum acceptable QPS for the specific mission
function, Examples:

a, Minimum acceptable value for "Select proper route" > 8.
b, Minimum acceptable value for "% of route concealed" > 7.
etc. for each other factor/task

12, Mathematical functions for scoring each factor/task are then used
to establish thresholds of acceptability for each measure variable for the
specific mission function. Examples:

a, Minimum acceptable value for "Potential speed of movement" > 25 M/h.
b, Minimum acceptable value for "Percent of route concealed" > 80%

etc. for each other variable.

13, Mathematical functions for scoring each critical man/machine/env.
(CMME) parameter are then used to establish thresholds of acceptability for
each CMME. Examples:

a, Minimum acceptable value for "Slope" < 30 degrees
b, Minimum acceptable value for "Max speed of vehicle" > 45m/h
etc. for each other CMME.

REFERENCE
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MOMENT TO MOMENT PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF MILITARY SYSTEMS

Edward Connelly

Communications Technology Applications, Inc.
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McLean, Virginia 22101
(703) 847-5710

Abstract

A unit Measure of Effectiveness (MOE) is a summary measure providing an
effectiveness score for an overall mission. Directly, weapon system
effectivess can be measured by the weapon system's contribution to unit
effectiveness. Indirectly, the system can also impact on unit effectiveness by
limiting the performance of other systems. Thus, system performance can effect
unit effectiveness both directly and indirectly.

By analogy, the concept of direct and indirect effects can be applied at a
lower organizational level. System task performance can directly impact on
system performance and also indirectly by limiting the performance of other
system tasks. When assessing the impact of candidate systems designs, training
programs, changes in doctrine, MOS staffing etc., the total impact of task
performance must be known. A method for calculating the total impact i.e.,
both direct and indirect effects, is described here in terms of the
system/task relationship; but the method applies equally to the unit/system
relationship.

A Moment-to-Moment (MTM) performance measure provides an assessment of the
performance of each system task during a mission. The assessment is the total
(direct and indirect) impact of task performance on system performance, based
on the system performance measure. The task performance assessment is
calculated as the task is performed by taking into account the performance
coupling of each task with that of other tasks. With a MTM measure, task
performance is assessed according to its total impact on system performance
and not by considering the task to be performed in isolation. The MTM measure
can be used to accomplish the following: select tasks for training, establish
task performance measures and levels of acceptable performance; evaluate
proposed training programs, equipment designs, and procedures; and design
system test and evaluation strategies. The paper describes the method of
developing MTM measures as applied to team performance measures for military
computerized systems and maneuvering units.
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Method

Design of training programs requires analyses of the impact of task
performance on overall unit/system effectiveness. Tasks are selected for
training because: their performance is critical to mission success, the
trainee population do not already possess the necessary skills, on-the-job
training is not practical, and the use of job aids will not result in an
adequate level of task performance. To make these determinations two types of
measures must be available: (1) a quantitative measure for assessing overall
unit/system effectiveness and (2) a means for assessing the impact of task
performance on overall unit/system effectiveness.

When both types of measures are available, effectiveness based task selection
is possible and design of the task training program can be effectiveness
focused. Further, the measures can be used to design both post training tests
as well as field tests.

Without a quantitative summary measure that can be relied on to assess overall
unit/system effectiveness, the training program designer has great difficulty
in:

1. Establishing a criterion level of effectiveness clearly identifying
the acceptable level of overall unit/system effectiveness,

2. Communicating rules for assessing unit/system effectiveness or
acceptable overall effectiveness criteria.

Without a means for measuring the impact of task performance on overall
unit/system effectiveness, the training program designer has great difficulty
in:

1. Identifying measures of task performance guaranteed to be relevant
to unit/system effectiveness

2. Translating overall unit/system effectiveness criteria into
consistent task performance criteria, and

3. Defending training strategy decisions in terms of their impact on
unit/system effectiveness.

MOE Definition

A unit (or weapon system) Measure of Effectiveness (MOE) is a summary measure
providing an overall unit effectiveness score for a mission. The MOE is
composed of measures of the factors and tasks that are considered when
assessing unit/system effectiveness. We refer to the factor and task measures
as FT. Connelly (1987) discusses a theory of summary measure synthesis and
gives an illustrative application.

Mission Task Coupling

Coupling between tasks occurs when the way one task is performed limits or
enhances the possible performance of other tasks. Assessment of task
performance must include both the direct and indirect effects on overall
mission effectiveness. Direct measures of task performance are the portion of
the MOE i.e., the FT, that are indicators of performance of that specific
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task. This may, for instance, consist of the number of errors made while
attempting to perform the task and time to perform the task, in-Ituding timn trn
orrrot. any r"rr'rsr . If tho MW. ispr th.Iioe Fi", they a;. ,-''rib ,hil,, wi h iTi: r ',rrt

other tasks to produ(!e the miss ion summary score. These ar'p the direct etf&.,t.q
of the task performance. Indirect effects consist of the impact of task
performance on the performance of other tasks.

Some examples will illustrate the coupling effects referred to here. An MOE
has been developed for a tank reconnaissance mission (Connelly 1987).
According to the MOE, overall mission effectiveness is a function of the
performance of multiple tasks. The first task is "Select Route". The quality

of performance of that task impacts the performance of some other mission
tasks which are as follows:

1. "Concealment during movement" (route selected may not pertrit
concealment along total route).

2. "Visual Search" (Route selected may not permit visual search over
all of assigned sector).

3. "Early acquisition of targets" (Route selected may limit visual
search and cause a delay in target acquisition).

4. "Engagement and elimination of targets" (Route selected may delay
acquisition of target and prevent engagement of targets).

5. "Report Contact" (Route selected may prevent target engagement
resulting in a failure to report contact).

In practice, it is difficult to find a truly uncoupled task. The quality of
task performance usually can impact performance of other tasks to some degree.

For instance, when a radio operator is successful in a commun'cation task by
transferring the intended message without error, the task would seem to be
uncoupled. If additional time is required to transfer the message and that
additional time does not impact performance of other tasks, that time is
simply added to the mission score according to the rules of the MOE.

However, a distorted message or the additional time used to transfer a
message, may impact performance of other tasks, causing a coupling between the

task performances.

These indirect effects are included in the summary MOE score as the direct
effect of each other task, according to the rules of the MOE. However, the
true assessment of a task performance must include both the direct and
indirect effects. Decisions as to the criticality of a task to overall mission
effectiveness, design of a training program, and post training and field
testing should be based on the true total impact of task performance on
mission effectiveness. A theory for total assessment of task performance ilong
with an illustrative application are given in the subsequent paragraphs.
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Momqnt-to-Moment (MTN) Performance Measures

A theory of M fM performance azssessment (Connelly 198I) glve3 the rules for"
assessing the total impact (both direct and indirect effects) of task

performance on unit effectiveness. The theory, which was developed from

optimal control theory, recognizes that performance is limited both by machine
factors and by human factors. Recýognition that such limiting factors exist,
whether or not they are explicitly known, leads to a measurement equation that

permits evaluation of the effect of either' instantaneous or of interval
performance on the unit ef'ect iveneis for the miis lon.

The theory recog:.izes that a superior unit would achieve a specific mission
with a high degree of effectiveness, as assessed by the MOE. The lack of a
perfect effectiveness score, e.g. satisfying the mission orders with no
casualties, no loss of equipment, use of a few resources, -tc., reflects the
existence of limiting factors which may not be net explicitly known. Even
though the limiting factors, such as limiting human factors, may not be
explicitly known, they are known to exist and to be embedded in the
performances ci superior units. Thus, mission effectiveness accomplished by
any unit can be assessed by comparing its effectiveness against with that of
the superior units.

For instance, evaluation of a unit's overall effectiveness is accomplished by
simply comparing its MOE score to that of the superior unit. But, our gcal is
to provide not only summary assessments but also total task performance

assessments.

To describe the MTM theory, a concept must be introduced as follows. A model
of a superior unit's performance is developed to define a reference
performance. This reference is developed from a combination of data sources
including field observation, simulation, performance test data, and judgment
of subject matter experts. It is not necessary that this reference actually or
accurately represent any actual unit or even the best possible performance. _Tt

is simply a reference we will use as a standard.

The theory employs a concept souewhat similar to the golf "par" system If you
are a par player, you expect a certain score when all 18 holes are completed.

As you play each hole, you can assess your performance at each hole by
comparing your actual number of strokes to the par, taking the difference. The
value of par is the reference number of strokes specified for the hole.

In terms of the MTM theory, par for a golf course is an Expected Accumulative
Score to the Objective (EASO), given that reference performance is achieved.
If the EASO is computed before a task is perfcrmed and after the task is
performed, a Difference in EASO (DEASO) is obtained. DEASO equals the value of
FT for the task proviied that reference performance is achieved. When
assessing performance of a task performed by a unit being evaluated, the task

FT score is compared to the DEASO. The comparison reveals the impact of task
performance on the overall mission effectiveness. We cannot simply compare the
task FT with that of the reference perform-nce because of the task coupling
effects. Thus, the rule for calculating MTM for task i is:



MTMi FTi - DEASOI

where DEASOi = EASOb - EASOa

EASOb is the EASO measured before task i is performed, and
EASOa is the EASO measured after task i is performed.

Note that MTMi is always zero for reference performance.

The analogy between the golf par system and the rule for scoring task
performance is not exact. An important difference is that golf scored are not
coupled from one hole to the next (except perhaps for the frustration
carryover). However, task performances are often coupled. This means that the
value of EASOb is a function of the way the task is performed.

An example may help to explain the process and demonstrate the benefits of MTM
performance measures. Consider a mission illustrated in Figure 1, where the
orders are to transit from point A to point D, as rapidly as possible. The
terrain is such that route A,B,C,D is concealed from the enemy but points E
and F are visible to the enemy. Obviously, the desired path uses points A,B,C,
and D. However, we want to score any decision i.e., any path segment.

According to the MTM rule, reference task performance is established by
determining reference FT for each possible path segment. These FT values are
shown in Figure 2 by the numbers without circles around them. Thus, the move
from point A to point E is score as 2 FT units. The FT used in this mission is
defined by the HOE and, for instance, might be travel time, or a combination

of travel time and risk of detection by the enemy, etc. The Expected
accumulative score to objective (EASO) is shown of Figure 3 by the circled
numbers. To compute EASO, it is assumed that the reference performers would

use the path that results in least overall EASO from the present point (state)
to the objective. Thus, given the unit is at point E, the best next point on
the path to the objective is F not B. Finally, the MTM measure is calculated
for each possible path selection decision using the MTM rule given above. For
simplicity of this description, it is assumed that the unit moves with the

same speed as the reference unit so only the path selection will have a non-

zero score. (Recall that all performances consistent with the reference
receive a zero MTM score according to the MTM measure.)

As shown in figure 3, the MTM measure is a score for each possible path
selection where the score value is the additional amount that will be added to
the MOE due to the path selection. Since reference decisions always carry a

zero MTM score, the score value assigned to other decisions reflects the
severity of non-reference decisions. Severity is the additional amount added
to the MOE because of the non-reference decision ( or in general non-reference
performance).

In summary, the MTH measure:

1. Scores each decision based on its total impact on overall mission
effectiveness,

2. Clearly shows how to score each (decision, tisk as it occurs,
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3. Reveals the states where correct (reference) performance is

critical,
4. Shows states where training should be emphasized (because the

po~nalties for errors at those mtaten are large),

5. Shows where units should be tested (meaaure identifies states where

reference performance is critical).
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Diagnosing Trainee Learning Difficulties
Through Levels of Achievement Analysis

George M. Usova, Ph.D.
Office of Training Program Management

Internal Revenue Service
Washington, D.C.

Background. Recently, the Department of Labor commissioned the Hudson
Institute to study and project trends for the National workforce in the
year 2000. The final report, Workforce 2000, depicts demographic trends
that may have negative consequences for millions of individuals and
for our society as a whole unless National policies toward employment,
education, and training are modified.

According to Packard (1988), co-author of Workforce 2000, the education
of America's workforce is inadequate to meet the demands of the next
century. He states,

Even as the workplace becomes more complex, our hard-pressed inner-
city schools are responsible for educating a growing fraction of
tomorrow's labor force. Each year 700,000 young people drop out of
high school and an equal number graduate without functional literacy.
Add to that a million new working-age immigrants, and we have almost
2.5 million p':rsons entering our complex economy annually with
limited language and work skills.

In 1986, minorities accounted for about 21 percent of the jobs in the
American workforce of 115 million. Between 1986 and the year 2000,
the number of jobs will increase by 21 million - and an astonishing
57 percent of those additional jobs will be filled by minorities. Yet
if present trends continue, disproportionate numbers of those workers
will lack the skills needed to do the job properly. In other words,
unskilled minorities are a growing fraction of the workforce and unless
their abilities are upgraded, the nation's overall skill level will
not be sufficient for tomorrow's economy.

Current Status. The Educational Testing Service recently conducted
a National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) survey of 3,600
21-to-25-year-olds representing the entire population of that arle
bracket who lived in households. It came up with these discouraging
figures.

o Only 30 percent of whites, 60 percenr of Hispanics and 40 percent
of blacks could locate two items of information in a sports article.

o Only 65 percent of whites, 35 percpnt of Hispanics and 20 percent
blacks could follow directions from one location to another uisinq a
map.
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o Only 80 percent of whites, 60 percent of Hispanics and 40 percents
of blacks could enter and calculate a checkbook balance.

Skill Forecast. The "Workforce 2000" report anticipates a gain of 25
million workers from 1984-2000. A Department of Labor standard rates
the reading and communication skills that will be required for projected
job areas on a scale of one to six. (A level 1 job requires a reading
vocabulary of 2,500 words and the ability to write a simple sentence.
Level 6 job-holders must use technical journals, financial reports and
legal documents.)

Of the net increase of about 25 million jobs expected to be created
between 1984 and 2000, "Workforce 2000" projects that:

" Nearly 40 percent, or 10 million jobs, will be professional or
technical positions requiring language skills of level 4 or better.

" Another 58 percent, or 15 million jobs, will be marketing and sales,
administrative, services, supervisor and similar poistions rezulring
skills levels between 2.5 and 3.9.

"o Only 2 percent, or about a half a million jobs, will require language
skills less than 2.5.

"Workforce 2000" forecasts that che average skill level required for
these new jobs will be 3 S. But NAEP's estimate of the skills of young
white, black, and Hispanic adults averages only 2.6. Thus 25 million
new workers will nave to improve from 2.6 to 3.6 on the Labor Department
scale - a 4C percent increase.

Levels of Achievement. Given the onset of a declining workforce in
terms of numbers and skill levels, it is incumbent upon the training
organization to diagnose and assist trainees in overcoming learning
difficulties. Trainers should be equipped with instructional diagnostic
techniques that assess learner abilities or difficulties prior to the
implementation of training. One such technique is the Levels of Achieve-
ment analysis that assesses trainee ability to read and understand their
present training materials. The diagnosis yields information for making
appropriate decisions for instructional enrichment, redirection, or
remediation.

The Levels of Achievement analysis yields data for trainees in three
category levels: (1) Independent (2) Instructional and (3) Frustration.
Each level contains criteria frn which trainee standards of reading
and comprehension performance are measured.

The technique first requires the trainer to identify a representative
300-400 word excerpt from the materials. From this passage, the trainer
then constructs 10 comprehension questions. Now, the trainee i3 asked to
read the passage aloud. During this process, the trainer (examiner)
records any oral reading errors (substitutions, mispronounciations,
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omissions, repetitions, etc.) and calculates an oral reading error
percentage, e.g., 10 oral reading errors in a 200 word passage is a five
percent error rate. The trainee is finally asked to answer the 10
comprehension questions from memory; similarly, the examiner calculates a
total comprehension score and records it as a percentage. The trainee's
performance is then matched against the following criteria established by
Betts (1970) to determine the trainee's Level of Achievement category.

Oral Reading Comprehension

Accuracy Accuracy

Independent 99% 90%

Instructional 95% 75%

Frustration <90% <50%

Given the trainee's performance and consequent Level of Achievement
category, the trainers can judge the level of success the trainee will
have with the materials themselves, and make appropriate decisions on
enrichment or remediation.
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MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS:
Increasing Their Sensitivity to Personnel Characteristics

Mark Y. Czarnolewski
John L. Miles, Jr.

U.S. Army Research Institute
Alezandria, Virginia

It is axiomatic that one does not commit resources to an engineering program with no discernible
means of evaluating return on investment (Miles & Quinkert, 1988). Normally what that means
is some form of measurement within relevant parameters. Those who evaluate weapon system
performance generally select the parameters of effectiveness, availability, and reliability (Grubbs,
197Q) Withir tb-pse parameters are both physical phenomena and perforrmrancc zhazzztzrizt~cz
which can be measured directly. Instrumentation and methods for making such measurements
have been part of the Army and industry testing tradition for years.

But direct measurements of these parameters, while undeniably helpful, do not provide all of the
information desired by decision-makers. There seems to be an increasing realization in the Army
R&D community that other factors-some of them far less susceptible to direct measurement-can
play a significant role in the "value" that a new weapon system can bring to the battlefield. Many of
these factors are related to the personnel who operate and maintain the weapon system and to the
leaders of those personnel. Lowry and Seaver (1986) have proposed a methodology for accounting
for the measured soldier performance of critical operations and maintenance tasks, and Borman,
et al. (1987) have described a model of fifteen psychological parameters of individual soldiers. The
question faced by those who are asked to test and evaluate a complex new weapon system today
is, "How can we put all these factors together into some meaningful metric?"

Two primary factors reflecting human performance in missile systems in general, and in TOW
gunnery in particular, are detection and identification of a target and control of the TOW missile
once it is fired (Cartner, et al., 1985). One way of operationalizing these characteristics is by use
of a measure of effectiveness (MOE). MOEs avoid the potentially fuzzy logic of assigning military
value to direct measurements (e.g., 20 pounds is "good", but 28 is "marginal") and instead include
in their design some scheme for incorporating military value which is both rational and quanttative.

A number of schemes for building MOEs can be found in the literature for combining both
human and equipment performance into a metric of military value. Among the best is a report
by Tiedemann and Young (1970), which explains the logic of making mathematical combinations
of unlike measures. Following a similar sort of approach, O'Keefe and Guerrier (1988) present an
MOE for analyzing the performance of TOW-2 gunners during a recent field test at Fort Lewis.

In the Fort Lewis test, the planners realized that, while hit probability (H) is always likely to
be the first ; , -formance indicator examined, there may be a sharper and more useful measure of
gunner performance. They combined the H data with their second performance measure (time to
acquire the target) in such a way that a "fast hit" received a numerically greater score than an
"eventual hit." The formula for their MOE is:

MOE = H x iK-T (1)
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- (O'Keefe & Guerrier, 1988, p. 21)

where: H = hit probability; T -- target acquisition time, given a hit; and K -_ a constant larger
than any T.

While that MOE seems to offer system evaluators a better metric of effectiveness than H alone,
it does not make full use of the time parameter. The MOE in Formula 1 only considers time when
there is a hit; it does up capture the component of time that reflects the processing related to a
miss. Consequently, it precludes full determination of the interplay between a soldier's detection
time and his control of the missile's flight toward the target.

We propose that the following characteristics and methods be incorporated into an MOE for
TOW gunnery performance: (1) Direct measurement of the sequential aspects of the task; first,
detection time and, second, behaviors that keep the missile on target (c.f., Logan, 1985); (2)
Detection time of hits and misses to capture the processing of target detection and identification,
as well as the interplay between detection time and eventual accuracy performance (Pach-ý]a, 1974);
and (3) Identifying consistency of individual differences by determining those stimulus conditions
affecting performance and determining the relationships among the conditions (thereby allowing
for greater homogeneity and-therefore-greater reliability of performance measurement) (Nunnally,
1978).

Our intent is to incorporate into the MOE certain psychometric principles, experimental psy-
chology models that consider speed and accuracy, as well as the sequential characteristics of the
TOW gunnery task. Our primary hypothesis is that by incorporating these characteristics, one is
more likely to identify consistency in individual differences of performance across stimulus condi-
tions than when one does not consider these characteristics.

Method

Eighty-five soldiers from the 9th Infantry Division (Motorized) at Fort Lewis, Washington,
participated in this research project. Procedural problems resulted in only 51 soldiers completing
a sufficient number of trials for the criterion data that were analyzed for this paper. The soldiers,
who had above average GT scores (i = 104.5, a = 12.2), also had varying degrees of experience
with firing a real TOW2 missile and with practice on the DX164 simulator of the TOW2 (O'Keefe
& Guerrier, 1988).

The DX164 is a training device for the TOW2 missile system which trains gunnery and tracking
skills and is designed to fire simulated TOW2 missiles against real and simulated targets. It provides
feedback on acquisition time (i.e., the time between a target's appearance and the soldier's firing a
simulated missile), hits and misses of the target, and other dependent measures. It is used at the
Anti-Armor Theater (AAT) at Fort Lewis for TOW2 training of 9th Infantry Division personnel
(SFC Guillen, Personal Communication, October, 1987).

The primary research effort described in O'Keefe and Guerrier was a test and evaluation of the
overall training effectiveness of the DX164 and three specific training techniques. The design of the
primary effort may be described as a 3 (training technique) X 3 (stimulus condition) X 2 (testing
ses.iion) repeated measures, with training technique being a grouping factor and stimulus condition
and practice representing repeated measures.
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Each firing point represented a qualitatively different stimulus condition. At Firing Point 1,

all the soldiers wore all the gear required for nuclear, biological and chemical (NBC) conditiOnIs.
Firing Point 2 did not require NBC gear and had the shortest and least occluded gun-target ranges.
Firing Point 3 also did not require NBC gear, but contained targets at the greatest ranges and with
the most visual occlusion. This paper analyzes only a portion of the data presented in O'Keefe

and Guerrier; specifically, four engagements at each firing point where the gunners engaged real
targets during daylight conditions. Our data are further limited by including only post-trainihig

performance. Gunners observed the target through the daysight (even though doctrine prefers use
of the nightsight to overcome effects of some obscurants). Order of firing point was balanced across

gunners. Further details of the stimulus conditions at each firing point may be found in the O'Keefe

and Guerrier report.

Table 1 contains descriptive statistics of acquisition times and hit probability for each firing
point. As expected, Firing Point 2, which had the shortest ranges and least demanding conditions,

also had the quickest average acquisition times and highest average hit probability.

Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations for Acquisition Time (Seconds) and Hit
Probabilities of Each Firing Point

Acquisition Hit
Time Probability

SS.D. • S.D.
Firing
Point

1 10.0 3.8 86.0 21.6

2 5.3 0.8 95.9 12.0

3 9.9 1.6 82.0 17.8

Regression equations allowed us to construct parameters that reflect the interplay between
detection time and hit probability. Of primary importance were parameters that capture the

sequential aspects of the task, as well as those aspects of performance that are based on the
behaviors accounting for differences in hit probability. For example, Component B in Figure 1 is

operationalized by the residual (H - ft) based on the regression equations.

The result is :

MOE = (H - f) xT (2)

where (for each firing point):

H -/ft= that portion of hit probability that is exclusive of performance predicted by acquisition
time, and
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T = that portion of the acquisition time measure that is predicted (or constrained) by one's hit

probability.

Compared to Formula (1), which employs only acquisition times associated with a hit for com-

puting an MOE, the MOE in Formula (2) includes those times where there may have been a miis,

Cohen and Cohen's (1983) chapter on causal models provides examples that show how residuals

and predicted values can be operationalized in the analysis of correlated data,

One employs the sign of the correlation between (H - H) and T to combine each parameter

into an MOE for each firing point. A positive correlation indicates that higher acquisition times

(T) are likely to be related to more accurate missile controlling behaviors, (H - ft); consequently,
higher !f times are given higher standardized scores when the two parameters correlate positively
with each other. Conversely, for a negative correlation between these parameters, higher T times

are given lower star.nardized scores vwhen the two parameters correlate negatively with each other.

Accuracy scores are standardized as well, with the highei the score, the better the performance.

One employs Formula 2 in this context when computing an MOE for a firing point.

Target Trigger
Exposure A PuN B ImpactI _ _t _ _ _

-~ Hit
Acquisition Time Target Tracking or

(and other) Behavior Miss

Figure 1. Diagram providing overview of the TOW gunner's task.

Finally, to combine each firing point's MOE to form a composite MOE, one can consider the

sign of the intercorrelations among the MOEs of each firing point. Firing Point 3's MOE correlated

negatively with Firing Point 1 and 2's MOE (r = -.28, p<.05 and r = -.24, p>.05, respectively);

but Firing Points 1 and 2 correlated positively with each other (r = .24, p>.05).

To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm represented by Formula 2 to the O'Keefe

and Guerrier algorithm using Formula 1, an "intermediately sensitive" MOE was evaluated as well.

That is, a separate MOE using Formula (1) was calculated for each firing point. The measures taken

at Firing Point 3 are given a negative weight when computing this MOE, because those measures
correlate negatively with the MOEs for the other two firing points. It is hypothesized that the order

of MOE sensitivity to measuring consistency in individual differences will be ((H - f') x T); Hit
Probability x Acquisition Time (given a hit) per firing point; Hit Probability x Acquisition Time

(given a hit). The Composite MOEs that reflect these three different models are labelled MOE3,
MOE2, MOEI, respectively.

Table 2 contains the correlations of the three MOE composites with some of the tracking and

spatial tests previously found to predict TOW gunnery performance with an M-70 simulator at

Advanced Individual Training (AlT) (Grafton, "_tl., 1988). Correlations of these tests with that
portion of the data in the present study with which these tests most correlate are shown in Table

2 as well. The spatial tests are said to measure the abilities of mental rotation (Orientation Test),

scanning (Maze Test), and detection of features to reassemble objects (Assembling Objects Test).

The tracking tests look at the ability to rendezvous with a target moving along a pre-defined path,
and to remain on top of the target as it moves along the path.
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Table 2

Correlations of Alternative MOEs with Some Spatial and Tracking Tests

Spatial Tracking
Assembling One- Two-

MOE Orientation Maze Objects Handed Handed
Composites:

MOE 1 .28 .32" .05 -.19 -. 20

MOE 2 .42"" .33" .34" -. 20 -. 15

MOE 3 .52"". .50... .36" -. 27 -. 23

Firing
Point 1

H .53 " .33" .14 -.23 -. 19

MOE 2 .56".. .35* .15 -. 35' -.33"

H - fH .64"'" .46".. .31" -. 39" -.33*

MOE 3 .66.'" .46"'" .28 -.32* -. 24

Note: See text for definitions of MOE 1, MOE 2, and MOE 3 for both MOE
Composites and for an MOE for a specific firing point.

Op <p.05 *p <.01 ."p <.001

Table 2 shows that MOE3 was most sensitive to detecting consistency in individual differences

across qualitatively different stimulus conditions, as represented by the three firing points. The

model represented by MOE2 was somewhat less sensitive, and MOE1 was least sensitive to detecting

consistency in individual differences across qualitatively different stimulus conditions. The MOE3

model was more sensitive than the MOE2 model, despite the fact that Firing Point 3 was not

given a negative weight in MOE3, but was given a negative weight in MOE2. For Firing Point 1,

accuracy exclusive of detection time, (H - H), was more sensitive to individual differences than

accuracy (H), and MOE3 appeared more sensitive to spatial test performance, but MOE2 more

sensitive to tracking test performance. The primary hypothesis was, thus, confirmed for testing

MOE sensitivity to individual differences across stimulus conditions, but not for one of the more
difficult stimulus conditions.

Conclusion

Measures of effectiveness are widely used because they systematically add "military value" to
what are essentially engineering data. This paper has presented one way in which an MOE can also

'NOTE: For the spatial tests, the larger the number of correct responses, the higher the score; for the tracking tests,
the larger the off-track deviation score, the poorer the performance. Therefore, correlations with DX164 performatrwc
measures should be expected to be positive with the spatial test scores and negative with the tracking test scc,rs
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be tuned to be sensitive to gunner characteristics. As the Army's MANPRINT program continues
to demonstrate that soldier aptitude plays an increasingly important role in the battlefield perfor-
mance of high-technology systems, test and evaluation personnel should insure that the metrics by
which they infer value have also been examined for their sensitivity to the personnel characteristics
associated with high-value performance.
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Toward a Diagnostic Operator Performance Assessment Scheme

Dr. Laurel Allender
US Army Research Institute Fort Bliss Field Unit

Mr. Bryan E. Brett
Science Applications International Corporation

Today's automated weapon systems and tomorrow's automated command and control systems provide a
vehicle for automated performance assessment. The system computer, in addition to its primary function, can
collect, analyze and report operator performance data for the researcher, the trainer or the operator.
However, the sheer power of automation alone does not mean that a performance assessment capability is
adequate. Vreuls and Obermayer (1985) report on the status and fundamental problems of automated perfor-
mance assessment capabilities. They state that many of the existing capabilities are woefully inadequate and
largely useless.

Three particular problems identified by Vreuls and Obermayer are addressed through the performance
assessment capability presented in this paper. (1) Performance assessment of automated systems must be
descriptive of both system performance and operator performance. The assessment of system performance
must consider the co'.-bined contributions of hardware, software and operator performance whereas the as-
sessment of operator r, rformance must consider only the unique contribution of the operator. (2) A perfor-
mance assessment capability must capture performance of decision-driven tasks. An operator's job on a
sophisticated weapon or command and control system is not strictly one of rote, procedural steps. He or she
employs st rategies, exercises judgment and makes decisions. Thus, a specific action is riot necessarily right or
wrong, but must be considered with respect to the context and the mission outcome. (3) A performance as-
sessment capability must be diagnostic. The end-of-mission scores typically collected, while useful, do not
provide answers to the questions "what did the operator do wrong?" or "what did the operator do right?"
Specifics must be identified in order to effect system, operator or training changes.

The Performance Assessment Capability (PAC)

The Army Research Institute (ARI) Fort Bliss Field Unit, under the High Altitude Air Defense-Console
Operator Performance (HAAD-COP) research program,has developed a performance assessment capability
based on an earlier conceptual foundation laid by Hawley and his colleagues (Hawley, Brett, & Chapman,
1982; Hawley, Howard, & Martellaro, 1982) and on a partial implementation as reported by Allender (1987).
The current PAC addresses all three problems: (1) The PAC is descriptive of both system and operator per-
formance. It comprises four levels, each successive level telescoping out to more specific detail. (2) The
PAC captures decision driven tasks. It is not derived from a traditional task analytic approach. It is mission
based so that individual actions are not considered right or wrong, but are considered in context as they con-
tribute to mission outcome. (3) The PAC supports performance diagnosis. Specific actions are directly
linked to mission outcome and can be used to diagnose performance problems and successes.

The PAC was implemented on the Patriot Tactical Operations Simulator (PTOS) operated by the Direc-
torate of Combat Developments at the US Army Air Defense Artillery School at Fort Bliss, Texas. The
PTOS is a real-time, high-fidelity mission simulator of the firing battery and battalion operator consoles of the
Patriot missile system, the Army's fully-automated high altitude air defense weapon system. At both the bat-
tery and battalion levels, the operator responsibilities are divided into two functions. One operator is desig-
nated the friendly protector, the other thie weapons controller. The friendly protector is responsible for verify-
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ing and overriding system assigned aircraft idcn-
tifications and for preventing engagement of friend-
ly aircraft. The weapons controller initiates
aircraft engagements. I.,.S~.

At a Patriot console (see Figure 1.), the ' - ,J
operator is provided with a display that graphically 0 .
presents elements of the air defense situation (e.g., E r
location of assets, corridors, identification
volumes) and symbols indicating the current iden-
tification of each aircraft (friend, unknown, hos- C I-
tile). In addition to the graphical display, tables of
numeric and text information can be shown. Lo- 3--
cated on the console around the display are
numerous switches the operator uses to obtain in- 0 " C I"T-I
formation to support decision making or to imple- -- l-' E E Cm
ment a decision (e.g., place an identification on a0
aircraft, override an engagement). On00oooooooooo 0

oooooooooooo 0 000,.. L.0 00000000
The structure of the PAC and the specific 0" o oo o 0 888

measures used on the PTOS are shown in Figure
2. The highest level is the mission level. The
measures are based on combined hardware, -, ,-,,
software and operator contributions. Defense of
assets is the percent of assets successfully
defended by the total system. Attrition is the per- Figure 1. Illustration of laino! opcralor con-sole

cent of hostile aircraft eligible for engagement that C1M.9.143O-6O0-10-1, 1983)

were successfully killed. Friendly protection is the
opposite of fratricide. It is computed as IW')0
minus the percent of aircraft scripted as friends that we rc killcd. Resource conscrvation is the percent of mis-
siles fired that were not wastcd. Values less than 10HW"-, for any of the mission-level measures point to a per-
formance deficit.

The level below mission-level measures is the function le-'el. Function-level measures summarize
operator performance according to ýhe weapons controller or the friendly protector task allocation and as
such measure unique operator contribution to overall system performance. For example, looking at the friend-
ly protector, some of the measures are the percent of aircraft identified by the operat•r, !,c percent of thos"c
identified correctly according to the scripting of the sccnario, the average delay to i:lentification, and the per-
cent identified late. This last measure deserves a special comment as it is tied to a centrAl concept in the
PAC--the task performance window. For each task there is a window of time during which performance of
the task will be optimized. If a task is performed before the beginning of its window, not all information is
available and the task may have to be repeated. If a task is performed after the end of the window, some un-
desirable event will occur--a friendly engagement, a wasted mis.sile, an asset pcnctr.tion.

The third level of diagnostics is the lask level. Patriot operator functions arc not characterized by rigid
steps. There are, however, certain actions or tasks that must occur to accomplish function level performanic.
Examples of such actions are percent of aircraft hooked (or selected for further action) and avcrage delay to
acknowledge alerts. The lowest, or most detailed, level of diagnostic's is the perfor-mance timclinc. It is a
detailed description of operator actions for each aircraft in the scenario in the context of other critical aircraft
and system events.

Experiment

Method and Procedures. The PAC was exercise(d recently in a tasclinc incseipalion of I',t ii,l ticndlv
protector performance conducted with the f)TOS, The test operators werc 2-I traicd Pitrijot •,p•rfors hrom
Fort Bliss, Texas. Each operator was familiarizcd with the simulidion Celuipm1enC and die . ,l %Aitnl' on
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MISSION Defense Attrition Friendly Resource
PERFORMANCE of Assets Protection Conservation
MEASURES

FUNCTION Weapons Controller Friendly Protector
PERFORMANCE , EAvdelay to engage -% Pgageable friends IDed
MEASURES % Early engagements -% ID correct

% Late engagements % IDS late
% Missiles wuted .Avg delay to ID

TA% A/C hooked -% Alerts displayed
TASK % Leaders or A/C IFFed - Avg delay to acknowledge
PERFORMANCE - Avg number switch actions per A/C
MEASURES Avg number IDs per A/C

% Alerts lost
- % Alerts expired

Critical A/C events - Alert generation, disposal
PERFORMANCE - Operator actions acknowledge
TIMELINE System state changes

Figure 2. Structure of HAAD-COP PAC.

during a one half hour training scenario. The twelve test scenarios were presntcd to each subject in a dif-
ferent random order. The testing session lasted three hours.

Adhering to standard operating procedure, the system software automatically assigned an identification
to each aircraft based on various events. Recall that the friendly protector's function is to verify and override
the system-assigned identifications and to prevent engagements of friendly aircraft. To ensure that identifica-
tion override was required throughout the scenarios, the operator was provided with information on some
aircraft that was not available to the system software. Specifically, the operators were given formation
proximity criteria so that they could impose flight leader identifications on all aircraft meeting the criteria.
Without the opcrator-assigned identification, the system would identify only the flight leader as a friend, not
the wingmcn. The function of weapons controller was performed automatically by the PTOS software.

Results. Analysis of the data from the experiment is still ongoing. The results presented here are based
on data from ten test operators. The mission-level measures are presented in Table 1. In the case of each of
the four measures, performance is less than 100%. The two measures most directly affected by the friendly
protector function are friendly protec-
tion and resource conservation. The
friendly protection score indicates that Defense Attrition Friendly Resource
14% of the friendly aircraft were of Assets Protection Conservation
killed. The resource conservation
score indicates that over 20% of the 04.29 91.97 85.46 78.43
missiles were wasted. In order to diag-
nose the causes of the performance
deficiencies, the other levels of perfor- Table 1. Mlssion.level measures averaged acrs. all 12 scenanos. N = 10

mance assessment must be examined, for all measures. All measures arc reported as percents.

The function-level measures show-
ing the friendly pr(,tector's unique contribution to the mission measures are presented in Table 2. Of the
total aircraft that were scripted to be friends in each scenario, only 44i.V3', wcre identified by the operator.



seconds.

Of those, an average of 57.98% were at risk, that is, were engageable by the system unless the operator inter-
vened and overrode the system-assigned identification; however, only 54.88% of those were identified by the
operator, although a high number, 97.60%, were identified correctly. The identifications of engageable
friends were made, on average, 84.42 seconds after the beginning of the task performance window, almost a
minute and a half after all the information was available upon which to make a correct identification. In turn,
that minute and a half resulted in 47.46% of the identifications occurring after the end of the task window. [n
other words, in all likelihood, 47.46% of the identifications took place after an engagement had been initiated.
To summarize so far, the mission-level performance deficiencies are linked to two function-level deficiencies:

(1) just more than one-half of the at-risk friendly aircraft were identified by the operator, but (2) even of
those that were, nearly half of the aircraft were identified after the critical end of the performance window.

The task-level measures shown in Table 3. further diagnose the performance deficiencies seen thus far.
Fully 91.75% of the friendly aircraft were hooked, that is, selected in order to examine the aircraft history in-
formation, or to implement a
dlecision--either to impose an iden -_______________________________

tification or to override an engage- % Friends % Friendly Avg Number
ment. However, the function-level Hooked Engagement IaDs per A/C
measures show that only 4036 of all Overrides (Friends & Hostiles)
friends were Identified by the 91.75 50.49 1.18
operator. Thus, some aircraft were
hooked, but were not identified by

the operator, resulting in friendly Table 3. uraskherve n measures averged acrrm 12efcnanos N = 10 for all
aircraft being, killed by the system. measures.
Other aircraft were hooked and

tified only in the processn f Stop-
ping an engagcment, resulting In a saved friend but a wasted missile. Also, uin somec cases, uic operator im-
posed an identification more than once on a given aircraft.

Looking at the most detailed level of analysis in the PAC, the performance timeline shown in Figure 3., a
typical sequence of events unfolds. For the two aircraft shown, a flight leader and a wingman, the window
begins at 3W seconds into the scenario and ends at 455 seconds. For the top aircraft, the flight leader, the
operator imposes the idenalfication of "friend" at 450 seconds; however, it is only when the timeline for the bot-
tom aircraft, the wingman, is examined that the stimulus for the identification of the light leader becomes ap-
parent. The fight leader is carrying an identification of "unknown' based on a positive Mode 3 Identify
Friend or Foe return combined with negative airspace volume violations; the wingman is carrying an identifica-
tion of hostile based on only the negative volume violations. At 445 seconds the wingman is engaged by the
system, prompting the operator to examine the formation more closely. An engagement, then, is the stimulus
for the operator identification of both friendly aircraft. Both aircraft were protected, but a missile was
wasted. The operator, in this case, simply failed to examine the fo.mation in time.

Another source of performance deficiency is evidenced in detailed performance timelines where aircraft
in a formation are hooked in succession, but one aircraft is identified repeatedly, while the other two or three
are not identified at all. Here the problem can be traced to difficulty with the hooking procedure itself and to
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the display of information.
Operators were apparently con-
fused about which aircraft was HOOKS H H

hooked due to unclear feedback kNINs .u fee
either on the graphical display or 10 M IST
on the tabular display. Ks iSt

Discussion A/c ,

The diagnosis of the system HOOs KS
SVAICH

performance deficiencies seen ACTONS
here with the function of the ID MST Nut ,M
friendly protector performed by vEsVEN S IOV
trained operators on the PTOS *I~NS at .' e
points to several remedies. A/C t 1I

Problems with the mechanics of ,. _ _ ,_
the hooking procedure and the II 4 o o o
display of feedback could be ad- T40 3•0 360 ,u C , N cto(stco) 600
dressed through fairly straightfor-
ward software changes or
through a training emphasis. Figurt 3. Performancc timcline illustrating a latc identification..

Problems with Iz.re identifications
could also be addressed to a de-
gree by training operators to
make decisions earlier, perhaps by training the notion of a task performance window dircctly. At the same
time there is an risk of increased workload if decisions are made too early and have to be repeated later.
Finally, problems with the complete failure to identify some aircraft at all may also be addressed to some dc-
gree through training, but an arena for serious investigation is the enhancement of system software to handle
decisions such as formation identification and to prompt operators to those cases requiring further resolution.

In conclusion, the PAC described here addresscs the three major problems of many existing automated
performance assessment capabilities. It is descriptive of both system and operator performance; it captures'
the flow of decision-driven tasks; and it is diagnostic. The results discussed here show the applicability of the
PAC as research tool and as a means for recommending training and system solutions to problems. Current-
ly, the PAC is being studied for applicability as a trainer's aid and in supplying operator training feedback
directly on a training device.
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A Comprehensive Method for Evaluation of
Critical Military Training Programs
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This paper describes a comprehensive approach to military
training evaluation based upon systematic analyses of program
objectives. It permits identification of discrepancies between
training program objectives and components and program outcomes.
This has proven useful in evaluation of critical technical
operations training where multiple data sources must be analyzed
against specific baseline standards to determine program
congruence and personnel competence.

The Discrepancy-Based Total Training Program Evaluation was
developed in two environments, the US Navy's strategic programs
and the civilian nuclear power industry. Within the Navy the
critical nature of technical training is well recognized. In the
civilian sector, after the Three Mile Island accident, a more
rigorous analysis of employee performance and plant training
became necessary to ensure worker competence and organizational
compliance with governmental guidelines. A methodology was
needed which would provide formative prescriptive analyses of the
training program and its outcomes, as well as summative findings
of the program's effects in meeting its goals. The process also
had to be capable of use by external teams for periodic
accreditation (summative) reviews.

A Conceptual Framework:
The objective of military training program evaluation is to

provide a systematic process for collecting, reviewi.ig, and
analyzing critical personnel performance data in accordance with
a service and/or system/command's engineering system and
organizational/procedural baseline specifications. To meet this
objective the tool must provide a process to analyze the command
and/or system's training standard baseline against the service's
doctrine and policy, and ultimately against critical personnel
performance outcomes. The process must provide formative
findings for immediate attention and summative findings for
periodic review and reporting to external service/ governmental
and policy making organizations. It must be usable as an ongoing
command and/or system;s evaluation process.

The primary purpose of training program evaluation is to
determine whether to maintain, improve, or terminate a program.
The Discrepancy-Based Total Training Program Evaluation process
incorporates discrepancy analyses processes to facilitate: (a)
identification of proqram baseline standards; (b) determination
of whether a discrepancy exists between the training program
constructs and the baseline standards governing that program; and
(c) use of "discrepancy" information to identify the weaknesses
of the program. Discrepancy analysis accomplishes formative and
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summative levels ot evaluation permitting immediate outcome
reporting as well as long range findings. The overall evaluation
specifies: a) discrepancies between best commercial practices for
instructional systems design and development and the service and
system and/or command's baseline training standard; b)
discrepancies between engineering and operational requirements
and the command's training program; and, c) discrepancies between
the command and/or system's baseline training standard and the
program's training outcomes.

Discrepancy analysis allows stipulation of program outcomes
in sufficient detail to be use.aul. DdLa is collected and
compared to these objectives. The discrepancy analysis is then
performed (what should be (-) what is, (=) equals the
discrepancy). Discrepancy information might lead to a change in
the operation of the program or in the specification under which
the program operates; or to better control the processes in the
training environment; or be used to re-design the system and/or
command's training baseline and process, and/or its relationship
to the military service's training specification.

Training needs assessment data is initially derived from
engineering documentation, engineering requirements and system
procedures. Feedback is solicited from the command concerning
engineering changes, procedural changes and technician
operational problems; and from knowledgeable personnel affiliated
with the system hardware, equipment or personnel operations, and
technician supervisors. This often occurs in regularly scheduled
evaluation committees as in the case of the Navy's FBM and AEGIS
programs, composed of engineering, management and training
personnel. The evaluation process also includes operational
performance records which are analyzed and compared to baseline
requirements. Data is also obtained from the training program
records concerning trainee performance within courses. The model
incorporates a training effectiveness algorithm to detect man-
machine interface problems within each of the training program
components. The model also employs a task evaluation algorithm
to assess task relevance within courses in the program.

This Discrepancy-Based Model is three-phased. The First
Phase permits program evaluators to systematically review and
pinpoint lack of congruence in the command and/or system's
program baseline with accepted industry training and military
service standards. Phase Two of the model assesses individual
components of the training program in order to identify program
congruence to stipulated baselines. Phase Three then allows for
evaluation of training program outcomes, and description and
discussion of the findings.

The Model:
Phase One - A System Baseline Standard:

Military training is developed to specific baseline require-
ments and standards. The documents which constitute baseline
training standards define the organizational relationships and
authority between the command and its' training activity.
The baseline includes a training program management plan. Policy
and procedures are stipulated for training management decision
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making, training organization composition, and inter-
organizational relationships. The baseline provides a process
for needs assessment including job and task analysis. These
components serve as a foundation for training development and
evaluation. A major part of this baseline is the maintenance of
records both as an evaluative database source and as a legal
requirement.

The first evaluation is of the command and/or system's
baseline standard for management and operation against industry
accepted standards and the particular service's procedures. To
assess the command's baseline standard, Phase One includes a
systematic multiple data source discrepancy analysis of degree of
implementation of each of the program components against the
system and/or command's program documentation. This process is
best conducted by the review team prior to arriving on the scene
at the command. Individual and independent review by each member
is aimed at capitalizing on the individual team member's
expertise to arrive at appropriate conclusions without external
influence from the other members. This data is treated in a very
rigorous and discrete manner to ensure that only appropriate and
indicated changes are suggested for the training program. The
team next assembles at the training site and begins review. The
objectives of this is to come to a group consensus on the first
phase findings of the baseline training standard. Depending on
whether this is a routine review or an external command review,
the report generated will contain recommendations for formative
changes, or a summative report on the state of the baseline
training standard.

Phase One of the Discrepancy-Based Total Training Program
Evaluation verifies the existence of baseline requirements to a
discernable level. These criteria will remain a functional
baseline over the course of the total evaluation. Discrepancies
which are identified in the system's baseline documents will be
noted in accordance with the command criteria.

PHASE TWO - Course and Instructional Review:
Phase Two of the process allows review of specific courses,

instructional processes, training plans, trainee records, and
other components of the training program. To assess the effects
of the system's training processes, this evaluation tool must
allow review of the engineering and operations data for
indications of training related problems, and indications of
needs for training to alleviate engineering faults, and then
provide prescriptive formative findings of program outcomes. It
also must be capable of providing overall summative assessments;
indicators of overall program success in order to address
reporting requirements to command and military decision makers.

A significant aspect of the formative component is
operationalized through the individual course evaluations. The
Discrepancy-Based Total Training Program Evaluation incorporates
aspects of the Instructional Quality Inventory (Montague, et.
al., 1983), a formative evaluation tool developed for US Navy
courses. Built upon the principles of instructional systems
development, IQI provides an empirical methodology for course
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evaluation using pre-identified and stated behavioral objectives.
This process permits a comprehensive auditing of courses and
programs against the learning requirements for the course(s).

To provide for more comprehensive auditing of the entire
training program, including multi-dimensional learner and
organizational requirements, training media, and numerous
courscs, the Training Effectiveness Algorithm (Cantor, 1986)
(Figure 1) compliments the IQI and permits the identification of
the causes of reported training problems within the training
system and ongoing engineering organization. As a two step
procedure it uses job incumbents and available resources to
analyze and identify training related problems.

The Task Evaluation Algorithm (Cantor, 1985) (Figure 2) was
adopted to ensure that the process used to evaluate the methods
for curricula modification and incorporation of up-to-date job
analysis data is effective and organized. This process permits a
systematic coding of all tasks by grouping tasks into depart-
mental requirements, and revAiewing tasks against existing lesson
plans. This model component provides a means for auditing
curricula and lesson plans against specific tasks required on the
job.

In Phase Two the evaluator analyzes each of the areas of the
system's training program and process against the established
baseline. An analysis is performed in each of the following
areas:

- Needs Assessment data to determine if the processes
are followed, files maintained and key personnel
are involved, etc.

- Performance Objective development processes is in place.
- Curricula development, lesson plans, media selection

methods, etc. are verified using lesson plan files
selected randomly from program files.

- Facilities, classrooms, labs, simulators are all
personally observed.

- Instruction is formally observed and evaluated.
- Staff qualifications and development is reviewed and

randomly selected staff records are selected and
reviewed.

- The training evaluation program is carefully studied
and individual data trails followed to determine the
means of data utility for program revision.

The outcomes of Phase Two will be written and presented as
indications for corrective action (formative findings) or in the
case of military service and/or command inspection (summative
findings).

PHASE THREE - Analysis & Outcomes Reporting:
Phase Three of the evaluation synthesizes the findings of

the phase two reviews and analyses. All data supporting the
system analyses are compiled and reviewed. At this point the
discrepancies are noted in each of the evaluation categories.
Careful attention is given to review of data concerning course
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and program congruence to baseline requirements, and to course
and program outcomes' and effectiveness. Data analyses of course
and lesson plans are reviewed, lesson observation notes are
studied, facilities reviews considered and final conclusions
reduced to writing.

The final report is two-fold and includes: (1) report of
discrepancies between best commercial practices standards and
command standard; and (2) report of discrepancies between command
standard and/or system training operations. Emphasis is placed
on the areas and problems which training system management should
prioritize and incorporate into program revision. In as much as
these evaluations often become evidence in deciding the future of
systems and programs, as well as court subpoenaed information,
very finely detailed findings, discrepancies, and problems are
provided. The reporting procedure often involves an extensive
briefing to command officials, training management, and sometimes
public officials.

Applicability:

The purpose of this paper was to describe, discuss and
analyze a Discrepancy-Based Methodology for Total Training
Program Evaluation. All too often training program reviews
amount to nothing more than cursory notations of individual
evaluation perceptions and biases. Substantive data, if
available, is used to support preconceptions about programs and
their outcomes. The discrepancy-based program evaluation can be
viewed as a fresh empirical approach to training evaluation due
to its ability to ensure a rigorous and systematic framework for
analysis of individual program components against a recognized
baseline of measurable program objectives. The use of an expert
team approach to the process is another plus. No one voice can
become the theme of the findings. The process also allows for
both formative corrective findings of specific program components
as well as overall summative reporting. In essence this provides
a service to engineering and training managers as well as policy-
makers.
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Civilian T',:;t I.:xpoert! S 'el1) Improve

Skill Qualification Tests

Paul R. Vaughan and Clay V. Brittain

U. S. Army Training Support Center, Fort Eustis, Virginia

Purpose

This paper describes the efforts by civilian test experts
contracted under the Scientific Services Program (SSP) to
improve the Army's Skill Qualification Tests (SQTs). The
different contributions and general recommendations resulting
from the SSP efforts are presented.

Background

Skill Qualification Tests (SQT) are used by the United
States Army to test enlisted soldiers in their ability to
perform selected tasks of their Military Occupational Speciality
(MOS). The use of SQTs began in 1977. The tests are designed
to serve two major purposes: (i) to provide scores for use in
personnel decisions, including the selection of soldiers for
promotion to the next higher rank and tor retention in the Army,
and (2) to provide feedback useful to commanders in training
soldiers. Initially SQTs included hands-on performance testing
as well as paper-and-pencil multiple-choice testing. But
resource intensiveness and the practical problfms of hands-on
performance testing led to a decision in the early 1980's to
modify the program. The Army adopted what is called the
Individual Training Evaluation Program (ITEP) which includes the
SQT as one of its three components. The other two comrponents
are the Common Task Test (CTT) and Commander's Evaluation. Both
of these two components are hands-on evaluations. As a part of
the ITEP the SQT has become an all-written test.

Skill Qualification Tests are developed by Army service
schools located throughout the United States. There are some 21
schools responsible for developing SUTs. The Army Training
Support Center (ATSC) at Fort Eustis, Virginia is the Army's

The views, opinions, and/or fj rLni nqs contained in this report
are tlroser of the authors and s,)hould not bo constrrued as an
official Department of the Army p.osition, policy, or decision.
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program manager for ITEP and in this role is responsible for
evaluating the SQTs for purposes of quality assurance. These
responsibilities are executed by the Individual Training
Evaluation Directorate (ITED) of ATSC. To supplement test
expertise in the Army, the ITED has used the SSP contract to
obtain the services of experts from the civilian sector.

The SSP Program

The Scientific Services Program (SSP) is operated by
Battelle Columbus Laboratories (BCL) under contract with the
Army Research Office (ARO). The program is described in the ARO
brochure "Scientific Services Program" dated March 1987. The
SSP contract is designed to provide federal agencies short-term
nonpersonal services for the solution of scientific and
technological problems.

Once a requirement is established for services under the
SSP, the agency must prepare a request for submission to the ARO
Contracting Officer who, after acceptance, transmits the request
to the prime contractor, BCL. The prime contractor is
responsible for performance of all work, including selecting and
negotiating with various subcontractors to perform the effort.

The requesting agency must transfer funds to ARO to cover
costs of the services requested plus an 11 percent overhead for
the prime contractor. An individual designated by the
requesting agency is appointed as the Contracting Officer's
Representative (COR). The COR monitors the work of the
subcontractors, whose claim vouchers must be certified by the
COlR prior to payment.

What We Have Asked from SSP

Beginning in 1982, experts from the civilian test community
have been used to conduct psychometric evaluation of the SQT
program. Additionally, they have visitod schools to meet SQT
developers to give them face to face assistance iii test
ijipr ovýietit.

We havw, asked the test experts to: determine judgmentally
te!p extent to which the task tests cover tiue task oleoents;
review 9ach? SQi que-ition to determine if it conforimis to sound
[)psychom(ltrjc principles And good testing practice; provide
s;))ecitic re;co(jieridations for correctinrig det icioric ios and; give
an overall evaluation of each SQT solected for review. Also, we
1hawv caCl I0d upon the SSP contractors to rocolmitiond any
miodificat (ions of procedures andW approache s to Sýl (he yevolopment
which "eej• 1 likely to improve t(e quality of SQys.
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Extent of Contributions oy SbP Reviewers

The evaluations generally have been thoroui;h and the
ova I I a t o~ I, t Iha VO off tor r (d eeolc r t - sn ()I~ I.. f (Ie r i II; 1()v il ( I tI
teSt it erlis. iioweve , tLin<; la,; niot. 1)('011 trLu IcLt o.';; t1 , h(, ar(d .

Iln several inustances, the reviewer 5 commelnts anid s u (est I onis
did not go beyond what could be rather easily inferred from the
test item statistics provided to the reviewer. This variation
in quality of the evaluations may be related in part to the
technical nature of the MOS. There seems little doubt that lack
of technical knowledge is a severe handicap in evaluating highly
technical SQTs. Many of the evaluators have commented on this
point. Nonetheless, many evaluators have been able to comment
insightfully on technical SQTs.

The SSP evaluators have contributed a great deal in three
areas. First, they have instructed item writers in the common
rules for writing good multiple choice items. Second, they have
he]ed the SQT developers to more effectively use good
principles of testing and item statistics in constructive
criticism of a test. Third, they have suggested modifications
to the Army policy on SQT development.

Recurring Themes from SSP Reviews

Early on, several recurring themes emerged from the SSP
evaluations of SQTs. Since the reviewers saw their central role
as that of finding faults, the recurring themes tended to be
nregative.

The evaluators' critical comments about SQT and their
recommendations for test improvement fall generally into two
categories: those having implications for SQT dovelopment and
those having implications for SQT policy.

Problems Related to Si'T J)evelopment. Major points noted by the
SSP reviewers are as follows:

Construct Validity - In many instances the test imiay be
measuring only the soldier's ability to read and find the
correct answer in reference(sf provided.

Content Validity - Task coverage is unewvn and in some
instances is inadequate. The task tests are often too short to
provide a reliable decision about the soldiers ability to
perform the task (Hambletoni, 1984).

Reading Load - 'Ilhe reading burden on some ;SQT i s excessive.

Distrib.ution of Corre~ct Answers - Keyed answ(ors are more
frequently option B or C. This favors the test-wise, soldior.

Punctuation, Spellring, Vormat - Inconsisteiicie•s with1in ani
SQI' are bothersomire.
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Phrasing of Answer Options 3Mut bae clear, loqically
consistajtl, readable arid non-cueilg. Many decoy answer choices
are implausible making selection ot the correct answer too easy.

Problems Related to SQT Policy. The following points relate to
SQT policy:

Varying number of options per question - Many evaluators
felt that mixing of two-, three-, four-, and five-option items
in the SQT increased clerical errors and recommended against it.

Extensive overlap of SQT across skill levels - The SSP
experts noted that for some MOS, SQT 2 is almost identical to
SQT 1 and SQT 4 almost the same as SýT 3. The reviewers pointed
out that the higher skill levels performed different jobs,
therefore, the tests used to evaluate them should be more unique.

Building itelm banks - Evaluators recommended the systematic
development of computer-based item files for production of SQrIf
from year to year. This will improve tracking, identification
of problem items, and allow better documentation.

Improving item analysis - The item analysis is inadequate
and tihere is a lack of training to interpret the information.
There is strong need for additional statistical information on
reliability and item discrimination.

Limitation of multiple-choice tests - Need to continue
exploring testing options to supplement multiple-choice testing.

The above points relating to policy are of particular
interest to the ATSC managers of the SQT program. With regard
to both test development and policy the reviewers did not always
agree on Lhe best ways to improve SQT quality. For example,
some oxpert s suqgested that tasks be randomly sampled from the
job donain while others wrote that using expert judqo(Žment would
improvo contenit validity. Also, they were dIivided on the issue
of whetiher varying tire number of options in the ý'saiie test
resulted in significant clerical error.

SQ'I' S'HI'•1(I' - HS. Even thouqh the emphasis was on nqgative aspects
of the tnsts, the reviewers (lid notice somei strenqt is. The
following comnients are illus,;trative:

Ini lilctly (' (.,;, the SQT revi ewed (li (i on exctel lent job of
makinq the, tests job-specific and sinimilat to "real world
oni-tlie-]olj" re(quirements.

'Ijle SQyi's reviewed are cleatrly perforlainc,-oriti, appear
to have ad(equattely saampled the cri t ical task (lo•lain, and have
followed 11,n1erallly accepte(l convent oni:, of itom const-ruction and

u or i at
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Use of SSP Reports by Schools

Individuals involved in SQT development vary on their
reactions to assistance rendered by the SSP reviewers. Some
seem to appreciate the recommendations very much, while others
state that the suggestions are riot useful since their school's
education specialists and other personnel can make most of the
same recommendations. Generally, the negative responses have
disappeared in the last two years.

The I'ED conducted a study in an attempt to better
understand the usefulness of the civilian test expert's
recomldendatiorns. We used SSP evaluation reports containing
suggestions for test improvement to discover to what extent
recoimti(ndations were followed by the developers during the next
iterations.

More than half (54 percent) of the items cargeted for
improveient by the SSP reviewers were changed as recommended.
One school followed every recommendation, and one school us2d
only 15 percent of the item change suggestions. About 50
percent of the suggested changes were adopted by each of the
other eight schools involved in the study.

Hills (1987) suggested possible reasons to account for the
lack of change from SSP suggestions over the years:

1. Lack of adequate training in test development, often a
result of personnel turbulence.

2. School may not accept civilizan suggestions as being related
to Army problems.

3. School developers may be (tefensive about "their" test items.

4. Suggestions may be too oxpotisive for resources available.

5. Individuals in charge of the tes,;t program may not support
the recommendations.

Re.solutions & Conclusions

Tly Army SQ]' developers are now actively pur.,;uirii most of
the SSP recommendat ions regarding SQ' (developieint. The test
readinrg loads are much more appropriate now than earlier and
generally the distribution of correct answer choices has been
eV en . hLi.iig of the SQ'l's has improved considerably. However,
the prograii is still troubled by too many implaus i le
distractors that make the questions too oasy.
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There are also efforts underway to ii,'plement several of the

changes to policy recommended by the evaluators. Recently the

number of answer options has been more constant. The questions

usually have four answer choices. Item banking software is

being field tested by sevwral schools with a ,foal of havinq
automated item hanks in each ot th h sclools by 19(M. The j itL1i

analysis produced by the ATSC has been vastly expanded to
improve usability as suggested by the SSP evaluators. It
appears that the use of outside assistance has been successful
in improving SQT quality.
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THE U.S. MARINE CORPS INFANTRYMAN JOB PERFO1MANCE MEASUREM PROJECT

Milton H. Maier, Chair
Center for Naval Analyses

Alexandria, Virginia

The Infantryman Project is part of the U.S. Marine Corps' contribution to
the Joint-Service Job Performance Measurement (JPM) Project. The primary
purpose of the study was to validate the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB) and a battery of experimental predictor tests against the best
possible measures of job performance for five Marine Corps infantry specialties
(Infantry Rifleman, Machine Gunner, Mortarman, DRAGON, and infantry Staff NCO).
A secondary purpose was to evaluate the equivalence of various potential
surrogate measures of job performance (e.g., paper-and-pencil job knowledge
tests, training grades, performance ratings, performance indicators contained
in administrative and personnel files) with benchmark hands-on job performance
tests. Throughout the project, careful attention was devoted to hands-on
testing to ensure accurate, high fidelity measures of benchmark performance.
Procedures were developed for selecting tasks for testing, for analyzing tasks
and developing hands-on measures, and for ensuring high quality data
collection. The results of the project indicate that this diligence paid off.
High levels of test-retest and interrater reliability were attained for the
hands-on tests. Validity analyses indicated extremely high correlations
between the ASVAB and hands-on performance. The papers in this panel
describe the design of the project, the procedures used to select tasks for
testing and to develop tests, the quality control procedures used to ensure
high quality test data, and the results of the validity study.
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Task Selection and Test Development*
for the Infantryman JPM Project

Daniel B. Felker
Charles W. Harnest

American Institutes for Research

This report relates to a research project conducted by the
American Institutes for Research (AIR) for the Center for
Naval Analyses, "Developing Job Performance Tests for the
United States Marine Corps Infantry Occupational Field." The
project was conducted over a 27-month period, beginning July,
1986. During the course of this effort, approximately 150
hands-on and job-knowledge tests were developed and
administered to some 2600 active-duty Marines in five Infantry
MOS. About half of the testing took place at Camp Lejeune,
NC, and half at Camp Pendleton, CA. Additional Measures of
performance -- supervisor ratings and training school grades --
and various predictor measures -- notably the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) -- were also administered.
This paper focuses on the selection of tasks to test and the
development of hands-on and written job knowledge tests.

The project's goal was to develop measures of USMC
Infantry job performance that would serve as criteria for
validating predictors. Five Infantry Military Occupational
Specialties (MOS) were of interest: 0311 Rifleman; 0331
Machine Gunner; 0341 Mortar Man; 0351 Assaultman; and 0369
Infantry Unit Leader. Tasks designated as 0300, which are
common to all Infantry MOS, also were included in the study.

Specification of Job Performance Domains

The initial job analysis thrust was to define boundaries
of the USMC Infantry jobs by specifying the performance
requirements of each MOS. Performance domains include all
tasks that job incumbents in each Infantry MOS are expected
to perform.

We relied on two documents to create the performance
domains: Individual Training Standards (ITS) for the Infantry
Occupational Field and the Essential Subject Manual (ESM).
The ITS lists the tasks that Marines in each Infantry MOS are
expected to be able to perform, plus information about where

*i

* This research was funded by Contract No. N00014-83-C-
0725 and by Subcontract CNA 1-86. All statements expressed
in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the official views or policies of the Department of
the Navy or the U.S. Marine Corps.
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these tasks are trained and the rank when task proficiency is
expected. The ITS also clusters tasks within each MOS into
Duty Areas, which the ITS defines as "groupings of tasks into
units that are typically learned, practiced, and performed
together." To illustrate, one Duty Area of the 0300 MOS is
Hand Grenades which is composed of three tasks. In addition,
the ITS refers to a number of tasks and Duty Areas listed in
the Essential Subject Manual (ESM), which lists tasks Marines
in any MOS are expected to perform. The performance domain
constructed consisted of 183 infantry tasks as summarized in
Table 1.

Table 1. USMC Infantry Performance Domain

No. of No. of
MOS Duty Areas Tasks

0300 15 110
0311 2 10
0331 1 10
0341 2
0351 2 9
0369 4 12

Total 26 183

The task descriptions listed in the ITS and ESM varied
greatly in descriptive specificity and scope. Using USMC
documents, we reworked these task descriptions to produce
more consistent and comparable levels of description. This
process increased the number of original activities considered
as "tasks" for this project.

Identification of Behavioral Elements

Because it was not feasible to test all tasks in the
performance domain, we sought ways to stratify tasks in terms
of content to help select tasks for testing. USMC Subject
Matter Experts (SMEs) further analyzed the tasks to identify
underlying skills, knowledge, and procedures required for
task performance so that this information could be used for
stratifying tasks. We called these task components "behavioral
elements," which operationally are verb-noun statements
denoting behaviors that underlie performance of tasks.
Behavioral elements found in different tasks identify
commonality across tasks and lead to predictions that
performance on the di'-erent tasks will be correlated.
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The final job analysis step consisted of developing
task-by-behavioral-element matrices for the Duty Areas of each
MOS. Tasks made up the column headings of each matrix and
behavioral elements associated with the tasks formed the
matrix rows. A matrix cell entry indicated that the behavioral
element listed for the row occurred in the task listed as the
column head.

The matrices illustrated the overlap of behavioral
elements within Duty Areas and among the tasks in the entire
domain. Conceptually, elements repeated most frequently
within a matrix are considered most representative of the
tasks in that matrix. Information about overlapping behavioral
elements was used for planning task selection procedures.

SMEs from the 2nd Marine Division at Camp Lejeune and
the 1st Marine Division at Camp Pendleton reviewed the task-
by-behavioral-element matrices for accuracy and completeness.
In preparation for task selection, SMEs also ranked tasks for
representativeness to Duty Areas and rated each of the 15
0300 Duty Areas for relative importance.

Task Selection

Our goal was to select a set of tasks to test which
would generalize to the largest number of tasks in the
Infantry. The selection strategy had to accommodate the six
hour restriction for hands-on testing of 0300 content and one
hour testing limit of 0311, 0331, 0341, 0351, and 0369 content.

The selection strategy for 0311/31/41/51 content was
straightforward. After tasks deemed infeasible to test by
SMEs due to cost or safety factors were eliminated, the
allotted testing time was sufficient to test all remaining
tasks of these MOS. For 0369, we selected tasks that could be
tested meaningfully by simulation on a war-game board (TACWAR),
since this MOS involved supervisory and tactical tasks that are
hard to standardize for individual hands-on testing.

For 0300 there was much more content than could be
tested in the six hours available for testing. We chose a
random sampling strategy built around the following selection
rules:

o All 0300 Duty Areas were to be tested.

o Target testing time was 360 minutes (6 hours); 250
minutes for actual testing, 110 minutes for
administration and logistics.

o Ceiling testing and test administration times per
Duty Area were set as:
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- 30 minutes for Duty Areas SMEs ranked most
important

- 20 minutes for Duty Areas ranked next most
important

- 15 minutes for Duty Areas ranked third most
important

- 10 minutes for Duty Areas ranked fourth most
important

o Sampling unit within each Duty Area was the task as
defined previously

Our sampling strategy maximized test content coverage
across the behavioral elements, while not excluding the
possible replication of behavioral elements. Emphasis thus
was placed on measurement of the underlying behaviors
associated with job performance as well as with specific
tasks. This contrasts with the customary practice of focu.ing
only on the task dimension when selecting performance test
content.

We followed a meticulous sampling process. Each task in
a given matrix was assigned a weight equal to the sum of its
behavioral elements. Task titles were printed on a number of
paper slips equivalent to that task's weight. Thus, for a
task with 16 behavioral elements, 16 slips of paper with that
task's title were prepared and thrown in a pool with the
slips of paper for all other weighted matrix tasks.

A task was "sampled" by drawing a slip from the pool.
At that point, all remaining slips with that same task title
were removed from the pool. We then examined the behavioral
elements that formed the sampled task and crossed those
behavioral elements off the matrix. The remaining tasks were
reweighted by the number of remaining behavioral elements and
the equivalent numbers of slips of paper were reentered into
the task pool. After each drawing, the estimated time to
test the sampled task was subtracted from the total remaining
allotted time for the Duty Area. Tasks were sampled and the
process repeated until testing time was exhausted. This
entire procedure was repeated for the parallel test form.

The percentage of behavioral elements selected out of
the total number of possible behavioral elements for each
0300 Duty Area ranged from 100 percent to 42 percent for one
test form and from 100 percent to 47 percent for the alternate
form.

Development of Tests

Task selection established the general content area to
be tested; it did not indicate what would be scored as pass
or fail on the hands-on test. We conducted task analysis to
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determine the steps necessary to complete each task, the
sequence of step performance, and the equipment and materials
needed for task performance. SMEs reviewed the results of
the task analyses for completeness and accuracy.

Development of hands-on tests proceeded by converting
task analysis information from each task into a "testable
unit" (TU). All TUs consisted of a Set-up Sheet and a
Scoresheet. The Set-up Sheet provided information needed to
conduct the test; it listed the equipment and materials
needed, instructions for setting up the test, instructions to
follow after each examinee completed a testing station, and
special instructions for administering and/or scoring the
test. The Scoresheet was used for recording examinee
identifying information and perfornance scores. It included
two columns for scoring examinee performance on each step as
"GO" or "NO GO."

A total of 146 Testable Units was developed spread
across MOS and Test Forms as shown in Table 2. TUs were
pilot tested with different groups of five infantrymen over a
three month period at Camp Lejeune. TUs then were refined
and prepared for the field research phase of the project.

Table 2. Number of Testable Units Developed

Test Form

MOS AB A B

0300 40 25 21
0311 7 0 0
0331 11 0 0
0341 13 0 0
0351 13 0 0
0369 0 8 8

Tutu. 84 33 29 =14

Paper and pencil job knowledge tests (JKTs) were developed
to parallel hands-on test content as much as possible. The
purpose for equating content on the two test modes was to
provide a basis for determining whether paper-and-pencil
measures are sufficiently related to the more costly and time
consuming hands-on measures to justify using them as
surrogates.

Development of JKTs started with the performance steps
listed in the hands-on tests. Test items were written around
specific steps or groups of steps critical to task performance.
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The items were mostly written as multiple-choice questions,
but other formats were used when appropriate. Because of the
need to create surrogates for hands-on tests, emphasis was
placed on developing written test items that were performance-
based. Test items stressed what and how steps are performed
rather than why. Extensive use was made of graphic materials
and illustrations to maximize the performance dimension. For
tactical tasks and other nonprocedural tasks, we developed
combat scenarios which asked questions about what should be
done on the basis of information given in the scenarios.

Two test forms were developed corresponding to the 0300
content for Form A and B hands-on tests. One test form only
was developed for the 0311, 0331, 0341, 0351, and 0369 MOS.

The JKTs were pilot tested on 71 Marines aL Camp Lejeune.
Item analyses were conducted to identify items to revise or
delete. Items were dropped if they had: 1) one or more
distractors with a high positive biserial; 2) low pass rate
(low percentage endorsement of correct option; and 3) negative
biserial (Brogden-Clemans biserial).

The final tests for 0300 consisted of 150 items which
were expected to be completed in 90 minutes. The number of
items for the 0311, 0331, 0341, and 0351 MOS-specific job
knowledge tests range from 40 to 50 and were expected to be
completed in 30 minutes. The 0369 job knowledge test contained
142 items and were to be completed in 90 minutes.

The hands-on and job knowledge tests were put in final
form, printed, and distributed for formal tryouts and testing
over four months at Camp Lejeune and Camp Pendleton.
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Quality Control Procedures and Interrater Reliability Results*

Jennifer L. Crafts
Edmund C. Bowler
David W. Rivkin

American Institutes for Research

The need for quality control procedures in the conduct of hands-on
testing was highlighted in the U.S. Marine Corps' (USMC) initial validation
research effort. Maier (1988) reported that in the study of two MOS (radio
repairers and automotive mechanics) where the Marine Corps had responsibility
for providing the examinees, facilities, and test administrators, the obtained
validity coefficients were reduced by the error-filled data. Various measures
(e.g., checks for outlier scores and missing scores, deletions of inappro-
priate subgroups, corrections for differences in test administrator scoring
standards, etc.) were used during the analyses to correct for these low
initial validity coefficients. Maier (1988) concluded that quality control
procedures should be applied when collecting data in a field setting. In
the evaluation of the Joint-Service Job Performance Measurement/Enlistment
Standards Project, the Committee on the Performance of Military Personnel
also emphasized the need for quality control measures (Wigdor & Green,
1986). The committee viewed testing at a variety of sites, noting conditions
that threatened the quality of data collected. The committee then suggested
some guidelines for improving testing conditions and selecting and training
test administrators.

The USMC Infantryman Project conducted by AIR built procedures into the
design so as to circumvent as many of the problems encountered during the
initial study as possible. As we will illustrate later in this presentation,
the quality control measures were very successful. Both reliability and
validity results wer- ,nmendable.

We will describe the quality control measures instituted to ensure the
collection of high quality data. These measures included recruiting retired
Marines to serve as Test Administrators (TAs), conducting structured inter-
views for these TA positions, conducting extensive hands-on TA training,
rotating TAs among testing stations, shadow scoring examinee performance,
monitoring TA performance (with feedback), and maintaining TA morale. We
will then summarize results of analyses of interrater reliability.

Recruiting of Retired Marines

We recruited retired SNCOs and officers from nearby the two testing
locations to serve as test administrators. We based our decision to hire
retired Marines on previous experience in military testing. Most previous

This research was funded by Contract No. N00014-83-C-
0725 and by Subcontract CNA 1-86. All statements expressed
in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the official views or policies of the Department of
the Navy or the U.S. Marine Corps.
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projects have used incumbent NCOs or civilian researchers as TAs. Both of
these groups have obvious weaknesses. We anticipated that retired USMC
SNCOs would be superior because of their motivation, knowledge of Marine
Corps subject matter and procedures, dedication to the project, and reliable
attendance. Through both formal and informal Marine Corps networks, we
recruited approximately 120 interested candidates and set up interviews with
116 of them at the two siteS.

Structured Interview Format for Test Administrator Positions

A structured interview format was used by three interviewers at one
testing site and two interviewers at the second site. Each 30-minute (approx-
imately) interview began with the interviewer giving the applicant a brief
description of the project and the indoor and outdoor TA positions. Each
applicant was asked the same series of questions to obtain responses about
the applicant's experience in a variety of areas critical for the test
administrator job, e.g., familiarity with test administration procedures,
administrative skills, conscientiousness and compliance, adaptability and
initiative, public speaking/reading ability (applicants read samples of
hands-on TA instructions), infantry experience, and familiarity with new
infantry weapons systems. For these first six dimensions, interviewers
assigned a rating from I (low) to 5 (high) to represent the applicant's
degree of experience on those dimensions. For the dimension "Familiarity
with new infantry weapons systems," a mean rating was derived to reflect the
applicant's familiarity with nine new weapon systems, each measured by a
three-point scale (1 = Not at all familiar, 2 = Moderately familiar, 3 =
Extremely familiar).

Mean ratings on these dimensions were used to classify applicants as:
(1) reject, (2) possibly hire, and (3) definitely hire. Offers were extended
to the top applicants at each site; 34 and 32 accepted positions at Camps
Lejeune and Pendleton (respectively).

Test Administrator Training

We invested extensive time and resources in TA training. The training
program was designed so that TAs (a) learned basic concepts of test adminis-
tration, (b) received extensive behavioral practice in actually performing
the tasks, and administering and scoring the tests, and (c) received specific,
immediate feedback on performance during the training sessions.

Training was conducted over five days in a realistic setting. Equipment
that was actually to be used in the testing was obtained for training.
Emphasis was placed on TAs becoming totally familiar with all steps of all
tests they were to administer. "Indoor" hands-on TAs practiced scoring for
all tests scheduled to be tested inside, while "Outdoor" hands-on TAs
practiced scoring all tests scheduled for testing outside.

Throughout the training week, trainers emphasized the importance of
standardized test administration procedures, objective scoring procedures,
withholding feedback from examinees during and after testing, completing
scoresheets correctly, maintaining test security, and maintaining a profes-
sional manner while administering tests.
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Another important goal of training was to conduct, to the greatest
possible degree, identical training at the two different test sites at two
different times with two sets of TAs. To ensure training equivalency, the
same AIR staff conducted training at both sites, utilizing the same training
strategy. TAs were exposed to the same instructional techniques and
procedures. Most importantly, TAs learned and practiced test administration
under the same scoring standards.

The training for each "test package" (group of tests administered at
the same test station) consisted of several steps. First, the trainer
covered equipment requirements, instructions for setting up the station for
the start of each test administration, and administration and scoring
procedures. The trainer then demonstrated the task, explaining each detailed
performance step on the scoresheet. TAs took turns scoring, administering,
and performing the test. While one TA took the examinee role and a second
served as the administrator, all other TAs acted as "shadow scorers."
Shadow scorers scored all steps while the "primary" TA administered and
scored the test. At the completion of each "test," the trainer and all TAs
compared their scoresheets and critiqued TA performance. Inter-scorer
differences in interpretation were discovered and reconciled by discussing
judgments on a step-by-step basis. The rotating and scoring process was
repeated until all TAS were comfortable with the test as well as proficient
at administration and scoring procedures.

Shadow Scoring

Perhaps the most important quality control procedure we implemented was
shadow scoring: scoring performance of the same Marine performing the same
test by two scorers. Shadow scoring was systematically conducted during the
tryout and field test in order to monitor TA performance and test reliability.
Each day, one outdoor HO TA and two different TAs from the indoor HO group
were designated "shadows." The shadows randomly selected an examinee at the
start of a testing session to follow through all stations. Shadows silently
scored performance while the primary TA assigned to each station administered
and scored the test.

Test Administrator Rotation

In order to reduce boredom and maintain motivation levels over the
four-month data collection effort and to reduce any systematic effects of TA
individual differences, we rotated TAs through stations. Every one-half to
two days, TAs rotated through their respective stations. TAs thus adminis-
tered tests at all applicable stations and functioned as shadow scorers an
approximately equal number of times.

Test Administrator Performance: Monitoring and Feedback

Observation of TA Performance. A dress rehearsal of all testing proce-
dures was held after training was completed at each site. Thus, TAs were
able to practice all procedures under realistic conditions. Training staff
observed TA performance and gave feedback regarding coaching, etc., as
necessary. Managers of the various testing segments continued to monitor TA
performance throughout the field test.
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On-site data entry. AIR developed a computer-based Hands-On Score
Entry System (HOSES) to enter, verify, and report analyses of collected
data. Daily estimates of TA consistency were computed. Entering data on-
site rather than after completion of the testing allowed us to (a) monitor
the data for completeness; (b) identify any problem tests or steps; (c)
immediately follow-up on and provide solutions to identified discrepancies,
inconsistencies, and missing data with the TAs; and (d) use the reports of
TA consistency to give performance feedback to TAs both individually and as
a group.

Feedback from Managers. The HOSES program automatically produced
three reports after data were entered and verified. These included:

1. DETAILED DISCREPANCY REPORT - a listing of all steps where the shadow
and primary scorers disagreed.

2. DISCREPANCY SUMMARY REPORT - a listing of the percent agreement with
the shadow scorer at each station for each test administrator.

3. SUMMARY BY TASK AND BY TEST ADMINISTRATOR - a listing of the percentage
of "GO" scores for each TA on each test.

Given these reports, the Test Site Manager (TSM) reviewed results and
identified problem stations, tests, steps within tests, and/or scorers. The
TSM or Hands-on Manager (HOM) discussed problem areas with the TAs. The HOM
would monitor further scoring to ensure that TAs were interpreting test
performance according to the test specifications.

TA Morale Boosters

A number of measures were instituted to keep the level of motivation of
the TAs high throughout the field test period. A Station Master (TA) was
assigned to each test station and was responsible for setting up the assigned
station, collecting equipment, supplementary supplies, and preparing score-
sheets for the day. The Station Master concept gave TAs a sense of purpose.
Additional non-monetary bonuses provided for TAs were well received. Over
the months of testing, these included caps with the USMC logo printed on
them, jackets, and free coffee and soft drinks.

Reliability Results for Hands-On Testing: Interrater Reliability

We calculated interrater reliabilities--scorer agreement--to check on
the accuracy of TA scoring. Two general questions directed the investigation
of scorer agreement. First, we wanted to know whether there were content
effects: were there differences in scorer reliability over the differrent
Duty Areas? The second question concerns temporal effects: did scorer
agreement vary across time?

The scored step--TA observation of step performance--was the unit of
analysis. The data base included all observations for which both primary
and shadow scorer data were available. If either scorer failed to score a
step, that observation was not used in computing the percent agreement. We
used percent agreement as the index of scorer agreement. Percent agreement
was computed for each duty area, using the following formula:
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na

Pa= na + nd

where: Pa = the percent agreement
na = number of steps which were scored the same by the primary and

shadow scorer, summed across all examinees and across all tests
administered for the Duty Area

nd = number of steps which were scored differently by primary and
shadow scorer, summed across all examinees and across all tests
administered for the Duty Area

To calculate agreement percentages, the test packages administered at
each station were decomposed into tasks, so that all task observations for
each duty area could be summed across all examinees. Comparisons of relative
reliability between Duty Areas cannot be made because the examinees and
scorers varied among the tests composing the Duty Areas.

The graph of scorer agreement by Duty Area for 0311 Infantry Rifleman
(Figure 1) shows that reliabilities ranged from 85 to 99 percent for both
bases. These are acceptable reliability levels, showing that TAs were able
to differentiate between "Go" and "No Go" performance very reliably. These
levels are comparable to those obtained for hands-on testing by other branches
of the military. The Navy reported agreement between two-person rater teams
for hands-on performance tests for two jobs--Machinist Mate and Radioman.
Reliabilities, calculated as correlations between rater pairs' scores,
ranged from .95 to 1.0 for machinist mate (n = 108) and .85 to .99 for a
pilot study with radiomen (n unavailable). Although there was some variation
among duty areas, the percent agreement was very similar across duty areas
and test sites. Similar high reliabilities were found for the other four
MOS. The same general scorer agreement pattern was found for the other MOS:
(a) minor variation between sites, with one site (Pendleton) having slightly
higher scorer agreement; (b) reliabilities ranging from 85 percent to near
100 percent; and (c) minor variation among duty areas.

Figure 1. Scorer Agreement by Duty Area for Infantry Rifleman (0311).
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Scorer agreement across time was investigated by averaging Duty Area
agreement percentages within each test session to obtain a summary index for
each session. Scorer agreement over time is shown in Figure 2. This figure
shows change over time in the order in which the MOS were tested. The
majority of session agreement percentages were in the 86 percent to 97
percent range, with a few low values (81%, 82%) at one site. There was no
discernible apparent trend, e.g., increased or decreased rater agreement,
over time. We had expected to find a gradual increase over time in percent
agreement as scoring problems were identified and TAs received remedial
training.

Figure 2. Percent Agreement Across Test Sessions.

Conclusions

The likely explanation for the consistent scoring agreement was that
our initial training provided all the instruction and behavioral practice
necessary to obtain such high levels of agreement. We also feel that on-
site monitoring of TA performance maintained TA vigilance and motivation.
In addition, the tryout enabled us to iron out any potential major problems.
and scoring discrepancies were investigated and corrected when they cropped
up. The 90-95 percent agreement range may represent a realistic ceiling for
hands-on tests, with no potential for increase by applying additional motiva-
tors or interventions.
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Quality Control Procedures and Reliability Results*

Andrew M. Rose
Jennifer L. Crafts

American Institutes for Research

There were two principal tenets guiding the conduct of the U.S.
Marine Corps Job Performance Measurement Project: scientific rigor a-d$
quality control. During all phases -- job and task analyses, task
selection, test development, and test administration -- we tried to
encorporate techniques and procedures that would lead to the best
possible measures. This paper will focus upon several of these
techniques and procedures affecting the quality of the resulting job
performance measures.

Quality Control Procedures

Experimental Design Controls

During the test administration phase, each Marine went through four
half-day sessions. Two consisted of hands-on tests; one involved indoor
tests, the other outdoor tests. The other two involved several written
tests, including Job Knowledge tests, the ASVAB, and other written
predictor tests. We constructed an experimental design that called for
one hands-on and one written session each day. The design balanced the
order of hands-on and Job Knowledge written test sessions, so that an
equal number of Marines received a hands-on and written session first.
Also, an equal number of Marines received the indoor and outdoor tests
first; likewise, an equal number received the ASVAB and Job Knowledge
tests first.

This design controlled for various fact .-s that could affect the
validity and reliability of the results, including session order
(especially the effect of Job Knowledge and hands-on test order), time of
day, and fatigue.

Another counterbalancing design was implemented to control for the
possible effects of specific test (as opposed to session) order. During
a four-hour hands-on session, each Marine was tested at seven stations.
Rather than test Marines in a constant order (e.g., Station 2 always
following Station 1), we developed a balanced set of station orders.
This set hid the property that, over the entire test Rdministration
phase, all pairwise orders of stations occurred equally often (e.g.,
Station 1 followed Station 2 as often as Station 2 followed Station 1).

This research was funded by Contract No. N00014-83-C-0725 and by
Subcontract CNA 1-86. All statements expressed in this paper are those
of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the offic -l views or
policies of the Department of the N!avy or the U.S. Mar '-orps.
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Examiiiee Motivation

One of the most difficult aspects of conducting military field
research is to properly motivate examinees to perform at the level of
their abilities. This is particularly challenging when examinees are
told that test performance will not affect their careers and that test
results will not be shown to their superiors. We have founid that the
best way to keep examinee motivation high is to have an officer brief
them at the start of the exercise. During this project, each group of
examinees was briefed by an officer when they arrived for testing. In
addition to normal logistic considerations, this briefing addressed four
main points relating to motivation:

i. The importance of the project and the tests to the USMC;

2. The confidentiality of test results;

3. The importance of maintaining proper USMC decorum during all
test sessions; and

4. The importance of test security.

The latter point emphasized the need to get accurate measures of
performance without prior knowlege of test content. Examinees were told
that the value of tests would be lessened if they told others about test
content.

We also found that the use of retired Marines as Test Administrators
(TAs) affected examinee motivation. As retired staff Non-Commissioned
Officers (SNCOs), our TAs were well aware of proper USMC conduct; in
addition, they had a rapport with the examinees that we believe insured
that examinees were performing up to their capabilities.

Test Security Procedures

An important quality conce . test security. This concern was a
guiding factor in planning and i,.1,menting the physical layout of the
testing stations. Several measures were taken to prevent examinees from
observing the performance of other Marines. For example, the indoor test
stations were partitioned so that an examinee could not see any other
station. Likewise, outdoor stations were well-spaced and, to the extent
possible, we used terrain features to conceal each station.

Similarly, examinee movement was cortrolled to prevent observation
and discussion. Tests were packaged so that all examinees would complete
testing at the stations in approximately thirty minutes; Marines who
finished early were retained at their stations until a station change was
signalled. Also, during the station change, the Assistant Hands-On
Manager directed traffic and prevented examinee communication.

Other test security techniques were incorporated in our TA
procedures. TAs were instructed and trained to provide no information
regarding test performance to examinees. This was perhaps the most
ditficult aspect of TA training, in that in their former USMC roles as
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instructors and evaluators, their primary function had always been to
train and supply feedback during testing. Both explicit and implicit
feedback was held back from the examinees, both for each individual test
and for the set of tests as a whole. In addition, TAs were instructed
not to answer examinee questions about the quality of their performance
during and after test administration. They were also trained to exercise
care in scoring so that scoresheets were not visible to examinees.

A final aspect of test security was the use of alternate forms of
the hands-on and Job Knowledge tests. As will be discussed in a moment,
two forms of each test were developed, an "A" and a "B" version. One
purpose of these alternate forms was as a test security technique: even
if examinees discussed test content with to-be-tested Marines, the latter
might actually receive a different version of the test.

Effects of Quality Control Procedures: Test Reliability

Effects of the quality control procedures described were assessed
via both test-retest reliability and alternate forms reliability. In a
strict sense, test-retest reliability is estimated by testing the same
examinees twice with the same test form and then correlating the results.
Parallel-forms relijbility is estimated by correlating obtained scores on
two parallel tests. In the absence of proof that tests are indeed
"parallel," obtained scores on alternate forms--test forms constructed
with intent of being parallel--are correlated to estimate reliability of
either alternate form.

The project design did not actually conform to the conditions
necessary for estimating either method (test-retest or alternate forms).
By having examinees take one "alternate" form (e.g., Form A) their first
time through testing and the other "alternate" form (Form B) on their
return, components of the two sets of conditions used to obtain the two
types of estimates were essentially combined. Reliability estimates in
this context, then, reflect the degree of stability or consistency of the
tests, both over time and across examinees. We will focus on the
relationship between examinees' obtained test and retest scores, which
also happened to be scores obtained for alternate test forms.

Development of alternate forms. It was not possible to test all
content in the domain of core tasks that infantrymen are expected to

* Parallel tests forms must satisfy the following assumptions (where

T = true score, E = error score, X = observed score):
(a) X = T + E,
(b) expected value (population mean) of X = T,
(c) true and error scores are uncorrelated,
(d) error scores on the two test forms are uncorrelated,
(e) error scores on one test form and true scores on the other test

form are uncorrelated, and
(f) for every population of examinees, true scores on the two forms

are equal and error variances of the two forms are equal.
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perf orm. Therefore, we devised a task selection procedure thait split the
allowable testing time among the various duty areas, and then randomly
sampled content from the content that was testable in each of those duty
areas. Maximal coverage of what we called "behavioral elements"--
components of tasks that are judged similar enough in two tasks to expect
that performance on the two tasks will be correlated--was the desired end
product of this sampling strategy. The sampling strategy was applied
once to select content from all duty areas for Form A. Content for Form
B was selected by repeating the same sampling strategy with all possible
content.

Some tasks were sampled for both Forms A and B. This was due in
part to the fact that some duty areas had relatively few selectable tasks
and in part to the random sampling process. The 12 core or basic
infantry (0300) duty areas were divided into three groups on the basis of
similarity of the tests within those duty areas. One group contained
those duty areas with identical test content. The second group contained
duty areas which had similar tests, that is, the steps were the same but
the testing conditions varied to some degree. The third group contained
duty areas for which the tests themselves were different. At the level
of the task, of the 78 tasks sampled, 41 were common to both Forms A and
B. Twenty tasks were unique to Form A, and 17 more tasks were unique to
Form B.

Administration. Two sets of HO measures were collected for 277
Marines at the two sites (n=167 at Lejeune and n=110 at Pendleton).
However, one block of Marines at Lejeune was retested in back-to-back
sessions, e.g., four days in a row. The decision was made to include in
the test-retest sample those Marines who were retested within a seven to
ten day interval. Thus, data for 190 0311 Rifleman Marines were included
in calculating reliability estimates.

Results

Reliability estimates for the retest group and alternate form
features of the project design were based on correlations obtained
between Time I and Time 2 hands-on scores. A Pearson's r was computed to
express the relationship between scores on just the core infantry
content. A Pearson's r also was computed to determine the test-retest
relationship for overall performance.

The steps taken to compute these reliabilities were as follows. A
Time I score--called the Hands-On Core (HOCORE) score--was computed for
each examinee for performance on core infantry tasks. This was a mean
weighted percent correct score, obtained by applying duty area weights to
mean percent duty area scores. A Time 2 HOCORE score was obtained for
each examinee in the same manner. These Time I and Time 2 scores were
plotted as shown in Figure 1. The obtained r = .78 (n 190).
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Figure 1. Alternate Form Reliability for Hands-On Test
MOS: 0311 Infantry Rifleman
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Time 1 and Time 2 total competency scores were also calculated for
each examinee. The total competency score, called Hands-On Total Score
(HOTS) was a weighted composite of HOCORE scores and scores obtained on
additional test content unique to the Rifleman (0311) MOS. The plot
shown in Figure 2 illustrates the relationship: _r = .70 (~n = 190).

Figure 2. Alternate Form Reliability for Hands-On Test
MOS: 0311 Infantry Rifleman
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Internal consistency reliability estimates also were computed for
Forms A and B for the tests taken by each MOS. Table 1 gives the
computed coefficient alphas and the numbers of tasks for Rifleman (0311),
Machinegunner (0331), Mortarman (0341), and Assaultman (0351). Alphas
ranged from .82 to .88. The number of tasks in the table differs among
MOS because the number of tasks for content unique to each MOS varied.
Internal consistency estimates also were computed for job knowledge tests
developed to parallel the content of the hands-on tests. These alphas,
given in Table 2, show the same pattern among MOS, but are slightly
higher in each case. Alphas ranged from .85 to .90, with job knowledge
item counts ranging from 190 to 199.

TABLE I Internal Consistency TABLE 2 Internal Consistency
Reliability for Hands- Reliability for Job
on Scores Knowledge Test

Alpha Number Alpha Number
MOS Form coefficient of tasks MOS Form coefficient of items

0311 A 0.87 71 0311 A 0.89 199
B 0.87 68 B 0.89 199

0331 A 0.87 72 0331 A 0.88 190
B 0.87 70 B 0.89 190

0341 A 0.86 75 0341 A 0.90 189
B 0.88 72 B 0.89 189

0351 A 0.84 80 0351 A 0.88 190
B 0.82 76 B 0.85 190

Conclusions

Test-retest reliability estimates wer- reasonable and indicate that
test scores were stable over time. The internal consistency estimates
support the conclusion that the tests are consistently measuring examinee
performance. Our quality control procedures--design controls, addressing
examinee motivation, and ensuring test security--appear to have paid off.
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Validity Results for the Marine Corps
Job Performance Measurement Project

Paul W. Mayberry
Center for Naval Analyses

The Marine Corps is in the process of conducting a long-term research effort to

validate the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) against mea-

sures of job performance. Recently, testing for the infantry occupational field was

completed. This paper examines three aspects of the Marine Corps validation re-

search effort that may have implications for Marine Corps manpower issues:

"* Validity of the ASVAB in the prediction of job performance

"* Differential validity of ASVAB aptitude composites in the prediction of job

performance across infantry occupational specialties

"* Interaction of aptitude and experience in the prediction of job performance.

ASVAB Validity

The Marine Corps initially selected the infantry occupational field because it

is the largest and is often the most controversial in terms of establishing prerequi-

site aptitude requirements. In total, over 2500 Marines were tested in five military

occupational specialties (MOSs). The findings for each MOS were particularly

noteworthy - ASVAB was found to be highly valid as a predictor of hands-on per-

foriiance. Validity coefficients for the prediction of hands-on performance by the

General Technical ((T) aptitude composite range(l from 0.48 to 0.68. see table 1.

Such results contradict the collmi1on belief that anyone can function as an infantry-

man; in fact, aptitu de is verv relevant to tle successful perfornmance of infantry jot)

requirements. These ii lings stronglY support the continued use ()f AS\,AB in the

selection1 and classification of recruits.

A sec(,Id significanlt (, nclC i relates to the second-t ermn unit leaders.. 'li miag-

nitude of the validity c(,eflicielit for this group also indicates tlie robiust ability

of apltitude 1to predict second-terin performance. Again, those inl(lividual- in the

sccliI terii with hitgher aptiltudes lend to become better perforiniers. ohi., out-

co,,e 11a1 significant immiplicatiomis for the tx pes of individuals that the Marine Corps

should recruit so as 1t) be able to lmainitaini qualified hiers()lu'l i- future \ears ot

iaui its. lea~lf'rshiI) positi�on6 .V.
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TABLE 1

\'A LIIITY OF ASVAI IN I'l l F)ICTING
HIANI)S-ON PERFORMANCE

Validityv
CT __AFýQ-T

MOS Sa l Corrected Sample Corrected

0311 Rifleman 0.47 0.62 0.40 0.55

0331 Machinegunner 0.50 0.68 0.49 0.66

0341 Mortarmani 0.42 0.48 0.33 0.38

0351 Assailtinan 0.41 0.50 0.38 0.46

0369 Second-terni 0.48 0.60 0.41 0.50
init leader

Differential Validity of ASVAB Aptitude Composites

The ASVAi3 is comIposed (of 10 suIbtests whichi the Marine Corps combines into 4
ap)tituide composites that are uised to classify recruit~s into occuipational specialties.
The extent to which these composites can differentially predict performiance across
all NIannle Corps Jobs is lparai1n)Iint to the uise of ASNA H and the proper allocation
of personnel into areas for which t~hey have the greatest potential to perform.

Th'le four MIarine ( ( rp~s aplitit d( complosit es are: genieral techlinical (CT), me-
chiamical xniai teiiance (NI lv), elect ronics repair (EIL). and clerical/administrative
((T14. (Although the A 1Q1 is also an aptitude composite, it Is not explicitlY used
b~y thle Ma rine Corps for select ion and classification puirposes; rat her, it is a quality
inrhicit or uised for t rackiiig trend,, in ;tccessions.) T he GT comnposit e is iised for
classi ficatloin of recrint s i ut o infant rv specialities.

Figuire I plots the corrected valid(it ies for eatc Iiniifant rv specialty hy each (of the

ajptit tide com11posit es. l)eSpifIe thle relatilvelY high niagnl1tide of t hese validities, thle

NI M com iposit e is at belt or predictor of infantry lperfornari cc. particularly for the

ri (hen an (0311 ) and mun irt irmmai (03-11!) specialties. The E l, coimmposit Ieis comparable

to NM Ni for the mnacloilmguinmers (033 1 ) rimd aissamiltinvii (03,51 ). lI) all catse.,, the (C1
c~omplosit Ic s stI lsisIt at illY v bwe r. Imiplyinig that It Is only it miedlocre predlictor of III-

fanit r performian ce. jim ese res idits prworid empirical smpport fm-V ditifereimi ial vahlidlitv
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byatiue composite and even slight different iat ion across spap)IIecialties. Also, the
findings indicate that the Marine Ciorps could significantly benefit by using MM to
classify recruits Into t he infantry specialties. However, before Implemienting such
findings, additional investigation is required to determine if any possible unaccept-
able Implications would result.

InI addition to thle hands-on p)erfo)rmnalce tests, the Marine Corps also adminl-
istered a written job knowledge test (JKT). This test. was parallel in content, to
the hiand~s-on tests but. administered iii laper-and-pencil form. Using the J KT as
the performance criterion resulted inI higher overall validities, primarily due to the,
common testing inedium (i.e., both the ASVAB and JKT are written tests). The
-validhities of the aptitude composites against the .JKT scores are shown in figure 2. It
is interesting to note the lack of differential validity by the four aptitude composites
using JKxT as the performance criterion. ('oit rasted to the findings for thme hiands-on
test, thle MINI composite is now tilie worse comuposite for three specialties and CL

p~redict s infantry performianice almuiost as well as thle ot her coimpositeCs. Given that
the ASVAB has historically beeni validated against training gradles and that training
grades are based on tests simiilar to the .1 T. it is not surprising that researchers
have found the A SVA B to have limited differential p)redictive validity. Hands-oni
perfornia ice has b~een de(fizned by the Joi it Service Job Performance Measurement

(.1 PM ) X irking G rou p as the ben chmi ark performance criterion against which thle

A SVAB1 shoulw d be validiated. These findi i ugs dlem onst rate t hat indeed the A SVA B

dhoes have di fferenitial validity agai ist ait bigli fidel it y performance mueasunre.

Interaction of Aptitude and Hands-on Performance

The rel at ioniship bet weeni hands-on perfo rmance tests and Job ei xpherience Is ]III-

port ant for est ablishiing the measurement validlity of hands-on tests. The expec-
tatiou, is that hands-on test perforimanrce should increase withI experience as job

iticluiileuits acquire higher levels (of proficiency thlroughi on- thle-job training and

1iiiore adlvanced inustructioni. Also, to thle exteiit that aptitude is a valid preclict~or of

Jperform]i alce, personnuel witlli high apt itliue shou ld ( mt -perforir thIieir Counterparts

with Ii ow aptitudi~e. The iuiterestiuig quest ilon Iinvolves thle interaction of both of

these variables and~ the( prediction of performianice: do0 high anld low aptitu~de indli-
viduals difFer inI their perfo-miauice acruss all levels of expcriVIice or call exper(ience

coiupeiisatte for lower aptiltuidef 'Ihie %iarliwi Corps infant ry project exaniined this

ahptitll(h-eýxI)rWiemce il1citerctioi bY iuivestivatiuig three "Ind~icators" of experienIce:

tlinje Mi ser-vice. pay grade, anid receuiwY o4 t ask pei-forinanCC.

Figure, 3 plots th lieuicali lialuuk oni perh nruiuince for bot hi high aiil lowN A FQT

p-irsouiuiel (I-lilA verusIllfl IV) at valrious: timie-iii-service iuiterxiils for lie four
first -erni iuifawiry spvc(illtio-s. 'Ihe rm'suiltý indicate thatt perforu~mufte differenices
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between high and low A IQT inidividuals were generally large for inexperienced

personnel, but that these perfrl)I lnce dii( Vi'ciices tend to lesseni as tillic iII service

increases. TIlie I. trel( towards decreasing perforimance ditlerences over tinlie in s"r(-

vice has been found in tlihe Marine Corps initial J PM studY and by some of the
other Services as well. The finding has typically been explained by either a ceiling
effect on the test or that higher aptitude personnel are promoted to supervisor po-
sitions and no longer perform the tasks on which they were tested. Neither of these
explanations appear reasonable given the Marine Corps investigation of the other
two indicators of experience. In addition, the Marine Corps specifically designed
its tests so that examinees were tested on job requirements beyond their level of

responsibility so as to preclude the possibility of a ceiling effect.

When examining the performance differences between high and low aptitude
personnel using pay grade as the experience measure, such leveling-off trends are
nonexistent. Figure 4 illustrates this continuously improving performance trend.
The performance of Marines in pay grades E4-E5 is superior to Marines in pay

grades E3 and EI-E2, arid high aptitude personnel are always better performers
than low aptitude personnel. Thus, it is evident that the Marine Corps promotion
system is properly advancing its higher performers. It appears that the time-in-

service definition of experience is contaminated at. high levels by low performing
personnel who have not been promoted to the ranks that would be consistent with

their time ii service.

The final indicator of experience - recericu of task performance - has possible
implications for addressing the interaction of aptitude and frequency of training.
Is training able to compensate for lower aptitude in the prediction of jot) perfor-
inance? Loosel5 translating training as the recency of task performance, figure 5
shows the tradeoffs between aptitude and performance recency. Given comparable

levels of recency of task perforniice, high aptitude personnel always significantly
outperform low aptitude personnel. III fact, low aptitude persons with recent task
performtance (less than six montu.,s) are comparable to high aplitude persons who
have only limited task perforimiance (greater than six months). The same is true

for low aptitude persons with limtited task performance being comparable to high
aptitude persons witl only task iiistruction but no opportunity to perform the task.

Such fihninigs speak strongly to the need for higli quality personiel because trainiu ig

or refresher task perforimance is not always possible iii time of conflict.
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EVALLJATING P•aJECr A TESTS FOR SEL•cTING GUNNERS

Clinton B. Walker
U.S. Army Research Institute

Alexandria, Virginia

In December 1987, the U. S. Army Training and Doctrine Command started two
programs for trainees in gunnery specialties: Skills Selection and Sustainment
(S3) for selecting and training soldiers who have aptitudes for gunnery, and
Excellence Tracking for advancing prcmising trainees rapidly toward positions
of leadership. For selection into these programs, Army Research Institute
provided new tests from Project A: ccuputerized tracking tests; pencil-and-
paper tests of spatial abilities; and a temperament battery. The three papers
in this panel describe the initial results of this testing, including the
incremental validity of the new tests relative to ASVAB.

Scott Graham evaluates the utility of the test battery for selection into
an accelerated track in Armor training (Excellence in Armor). High validities
emerge for the spatial/psychomotor tests against the simulator of tank gunnery
in a sample of over 500 trainees, differences between Excellence and normal
track soldiers in gunnery are described, and the relation of ABLE scores to
dropout from the Excellence program is reported.

Elizabeth Smith and Martin Walker describe the use of a
spatial/psychomotor composite to predict performance on the M-70 Tow missile
simulator. In 326 trainees, those meeting a given cut score qualify faster and
attain higher qualifying scores than those not meeting it. Scores on ABLE
closely resemble data from Project A.

Ilene Gast and David Johnson report correlations of the spatial and
psychomotor tests with performance on the Realistic Air Defense Engagement
Simulator (RADES). The results vary, probably due to unique conditions of
performance in air defense.
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SELECTING SOLDIERS FOR THE EXCELLENCE IN ARMOR PROGRAM

Scott E. G.aham
U. S. Army Research Institute

Fort Knox Field Unit

Success on the modern battlefield requires soldiers who can
maximize the capabilities of their weapon systems and who are
excellent leaders. To help meet these needs, the U.S. Army Armor
Center (USAARMC) in 1984 initiated the Excellence in Armor (EIA)
program as a complement of i.iitial-entry training. The EIA
program identifies early-on in One Station Unit Training (OSUT)
high-quality, motivated soldiers. The selected soldiers receive
accelerated training on hard-skill armor tasks, with successful
performance resulting in early promotions. The goals of the EIA
program include increased retention of high-quality enlisted
personnel and accelerated progression of EIA graduates into tank
commander (TC) assignments.

Reports from field commanders indicate the EIA program is
presently successful, in that EIA graduates are superior to other
OSUT graauates. As part of continuing efforts to improve the
Armor force, USAARMC is interested in enhancing the quality of
its EIA graduates through improved EIA selection tests. The
research reported here examines a potential new set of EIA
selection tests and criteria. The work was done as technical
advisory service to USAARMC and was conducted under the auspices
of the U. S. Army Training and Doctrine Command's Skills Selec-
tion and Sustainment (S 3 ) program.

The S3 selection tests were developed by the U. S. Army
Rcsearch Institute and were designed to measure spatial, psycho-
motor and leadership abilities. Shoulc the implementation of
the Sý tests prove effective, the resul. would be an EIA graduate
population with even greater leadership and warfighting abil-
ities.

Purpose of Research

The purpose of the reseazch was to assess the utility and
impact of the S 3 predictors tests as additional selection
criteria for the EIA program. The major questions addressed by
the research were:

1. Do the S 3 tests predict simulated tank gunnery perfor-
mance?

2. Do soldiers currently selected for EIA aiffer from those
not selected on the S3 predictor tests?

3. How would S 3 -based selections differ from current
selections?
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TEST MATERIALS

The S3 selection battery included two paper-and pencil tests,
the orientation test and maze test, and two computerized tracking
tests. Scores from these tests were combined into a spatial/-
psychomotor composite. The predictor battery also included the
Assessment of Basic Life Experiences (ABLE) Short Form, a
temperament scale designed to assess leadership potential. The
predictor tests are described elsewhere in this volume.

A tank gunnery criterion test was developed and administered
on the Ml Institutional-Conduct of Fire Trainer (I-COFT). The I-
COFT is a high-fidelity tank gunnery simulator which has become a
central component in the suite of armor gunnery training devices.
TC and gunner controls on the M1 I-COFT are virtually identical
to those in the actual tank, making the I-COFT analogous to
flight simulators used in military and commercial training.
Recently the I-COFT has begun to be used as a device for measur-
ing tank gunnery proficiency.

The I-COFT gunner's test developed for this research con-
tained four exercises taken from the I-COFT's Target Engagement
Practice Exercises (TEPE). The selected exercises included
offensive and defensive engagements fired with daylight and
thermal sights under normal and degraded operational conditions.

Two performance measures were obtained from each exercise:
percent hits and opening time. Percent hits was simply the
number of targets hit divided by the number of targets presented.
Opening time measured the amount of time from when a target
appeared until the first round was fired. A speed/accuracy
composite score was also computed by subtracting the standardized
opening time from the standardized percent hitb. The speed-
/accuracy composite was then transformed into a t-score.

METHOD

Four hundred seventy-nine 19K (Ml tank) OSUT soldiers com-
pleted both the predictor battery and the I-COFT gunnery cri-
terion test. The soldiers were from five training companies of
the 1st Armored Training Brigade (IATB), Fort Knox KY. Predic-
tor Scores were also obtained from an additional 1143 OSUT
soldiers, including MOS 19D (scouts) and 19E (M60 tank), for a
total of 1642.

The soldiers took the predictor tests at the Fort Knox
Reception Station on the third day of their initial processing
into the Army. The I-COFT tests were administered by I-COFT
Instructor/Operators (I/O) to the 19K soldiers during the last
(or 20th) hour of OSUT I-COFT training; this tell in the tenth
week of OSUT training. The 19K soldiers selected for the EIA
program received an additional 14 houis 1-COFT training and were
readministered the I-COFT test at the end of this training.



RESULTS

S2 Tests and I-COFT

Performance on the S 3 predictor battery was highly correlated
with I-COFT gunnery performance. Specifically, the correlation
of the spatial/psychomotor composite with I-COFT percent hits was
.48; with opening times, -. 52; and with the speed/accuracy
composite, .54. The soldiers were then split into three equal
sized groups as a function of their spatial/psychomotor composite
score.

The figure below shows I-COFT percent hits for the lower,
middle, and upper spatial/psychomotor groups. An Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) found the differences in means to be significant
with F(2,476) = 51.9, p < .0001. The same pattern was found for
opening times and the speed/accuracy composite. For all three I-
COFT performance measures, the difference between the upper and
lower spatial/psychomotor groups was greater than one standard
deviation.
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Regression Analyses

A series of stepwise regression analyses were conducted to
predict I-COFT performance from the S 3 scores and other available
predictor information. For each of the regression analyses, the
criterion measure was -OFT speed/accuracy. The table below
shows the zero-order correlations of the predictors with the I-
COFT composite.
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Predictor (n 446) r

Spatial/psychomotor composite .54

I-COFT training score .48

Tracking test score *46

Spatial test score .40

GT score .34

ABLE .11

Tne results of the stepwise regression analyses found the
spatial/psychomotor composite and the I-COFT training score
combined to be the best predictor of I-COFT speed/accuracy,
yielding a multiple R of .59. The I-COFT training score,
developed for this research, measured I-COFT training performance
during OSUT. A separate regression analysis showed that the I-
COFT training score and GT did nearly as well as the S3 tests in
predicting I-COFT speed/accuracy, producing a multiple R of .52.

Analyses Following Additional EIA I-COFT Training

Soldiers selected for EIA received an additional 14 hours of
I-COFT training as part of the accelerated EIA training. Not
surprisingly, the additional hours of I-COFT training lead to a
marked improvement in gunnery performance, both in terms of speed
and accuracy, e.g. percent hits increased from 71% to 84%.

The figure below shows the mean opening times for the EIA
soldiers separated into the lower, middle, and upper spatial/-
psychomotor composite groups. The cut scores for the three
groups are the same as those used in the earlier analyses on the
entire 19K OSUT sample. Separate ANOVAs found significant
differences both before the additional hours of training, F(2,37)
= 3.53, p < .05, and after F(2,39) = 3.23, p < .05. For the
before training ANOVA, the n's were 9, 14, and 17.

The data show the S3 tests to be equally predictive of I-COFT
performance at the two different levels of training. A similar
finding was that the tracking test correlated with I-COFT speed-
/accuracy .37 before the additional training and .35 after the
additional training. These correlations are lower than those
found for the entire OSUT sample because of restricted range,
i.e., the EIA soldiers were generally from the top of the I-COFT
performance distribution.
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S_ Test Scores of EIA and Normal Track Soldiers

Analyses comparing the S3 test scores of soldiers currently
selected for EIA to those not selected found the EIA soldiers
scored significantly higher on all of the tests. In addition,
the EIA soldiers had higher GT scores, an ASVAB measure related
to mental ability. A discriminant analysis further supported the
point that the EIA selection process was already, to some extent,
selecting soldiers on the S3 and GT dimensions. Each of the
tests correlated highly with the single discriminant function;
the canonical correlation was, however, a rather low .24.

SI Overlap with Current EIA Selection

The current EIA selection process selects approximately 11%
of OSUT soldiers for the program. As just shown, soldiers
currently selected for the EIA program score higher on the S3
tests than those soldiers not selected. It may the be that the
11% of the soldiers who are selected for EIA are also the top
scorers on the S3 tests. A comparison of thie two procedures,
however, found only a moderate overlap. For example, if selec-
tion into EIA required the soldier to be in the upper 30% of the
S 3 distribution, 52% of the currently selected EIA soldiers would
be above the cut.

As indicated by the low canonical correlation in the dis-
criminant analysis, the current EIA selection procedure is not
maximizing the selection of soldiers on the basis of psychomotor
leadership, and mental abilities. Ongoing research is monitoring
the EIA selection process with the goal being to determine those
dimensions that are being used to select the EIA soldiers.
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DISCUSSION

The results clearly demonstrate that the S 3 spatial and
psychomotor tests are valid predictors of tank gunnery perfor-
mance, as measured on the I-COFT. Not only were the correlations
high, but the 2 1/2 month interval between the predictor and
criterion tests suggests the relationship should remain stable
over time. Furthermore, the strength of the relationship shrunk
only slightly when the EIA soldiers were given considerable
additional training. Taken together, the data show the S 3 tests
to be valid over time and varying levels of gunnery proficiency.

The comparison of soldiers selected for EIA to those not
selected found the EIA soldiers had better spatial, psychomotor,
and leadership skills. The EIA soldiers also had higher GT
scores and performed better on the I-COFT gunnery test. The
analyses indicated, however, that including the S3 test scores in
the EIA selection process would result in EIA soldiers with
stronger gunnery skills. The analyses also showed that I-COFT
training data were not effectively used in the selection process.
Modifications to the OSUT training schedule might have to be made
to do so.

The current EIA selection procedure relies heavily on
supervisory evaluations which are believed to be good measures of
soldier motivation and leader potential. Subjective appraisals
are a necessary part of the EIA selection process, but the
analyses suggest there is room for improvement. Less than five
percent of the variance discriminating EIA soldier selection was
accounted for by the S3 tests, GT scores, and I-COFT training
performance data. Given that the tests measure psychomotor,
spatial, leadership, and mental abilities, plus hands-on I-COFT
training performance, one would expect a greater difference
between EIA and normal track soldiers in these important areas.

The critical question concerning the utility of the S3 tests
as an EIA selection tool remains unanswered. Would the overall
quality of EIA graduates be higher if certain soldiers selected
for the accelerated training program, i.e., those who scored low
on the S 3 tests, were replaced by soldiers who scored high on the
test? The data suggest that the quality of the EIA graduates
would increase if the S 3 were used in the selection process. The
result would be EIA soldiers with stronger leadership and
warfighting abilities.



Testing Psychomotor and Spatial Abilities
to Improve Selection of TOW Gunners1

Elizabeth P. Smith2  Martin R. Walker
U.S. Army Research Institute U.S. Army TRADOC Analysis Command

Alexandria, Virginia FT Benjamin Harrison, Indiana

The emergence of highly positive results from the Army's Project A to
improve enlisted selection and classification, -- especially in relation to
gunner performance with M-1 tanks (Smith & Graham, 1987) and Tube-launched
Optically-tracked Wire-guided (TOW) missiles (Grafton, Czarnolewski, & Smith,
1988) -- heightened interest in quickly implementing the new paper-and-pencil
and computerized tests. A decision was made to use two of the ten computer
tests (One Hand and Two Hand Tracking) and two of the six spatial tests to
form a psychomotor/spatial (PScomp) composite to be used in selecting gunners
for a number of Military Occupational Specialties (MOS). Reexamination of
data from Smith & Graham (1987) and Grafton, et al. (1988) indicated this
composite validly predicted performance on two simulators, the M-1 Unit
Conduct of Fire Trainer (UCOFT) and M-70 TOW simulator. Also, a shortened
version of the Assessment of Background and Life Experiences (ABLE) was
proposed as a screen for assignment to "Fast Track" or accelerated training
programs.

This paper examines results from the baseline period of implementation
(prior to actual use of the scores) of these psychomotor and spatial and ABLE
for assignment of TOW gunners. In addition, the paper looks at some results
from a live-fire TOW test conducted by the US Army Infantry Board (USAIB),
Fort Benning, Georgia. The purpose of the live-fire TOW test was to evaluate
a new TOW training strategy that incorporated the use of a Multiple Integrated
Laser Engagement Simulator (MILES) training device with the current M70
Program Of Instruction (POI) (USAIB, 1988). Thus, the purpose of this paper
is to examine (a) the relationship of psychomotor/spatial ability to perfor-
mance for TOW gunners in simulated and live fire, (b) the effects of different
cut scores on the distribut on of soldiers by gunner performance qualifica-
tions, and (c) performance on the ABLE.

Conditions for this research differed from Grafton, et al. (1988) in
several ways. Predictor tests were administered by military personnel in a.,
operational rather than research setting. Only four tests were given and any
"warm up" effect of previously presented computerized tests was eliminated.
Changes were made in procedures for training and qualifying on the M70 by the
Infantry Center as well. Soldiers could qualify after fewe. training trials,
had to pass on only one rather than two trials, and, for the majority of the
sample, qualified with a TOW mounted on a High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled

'The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the view3 of the U.S. Army Research Institute or the
Department of the Army.

2Now employed at the Justice Department, Washington, DC.
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Vehicle (HMMWV) rather than ground mounted. Despite these differences, the
findings here were expected to replicate those of the earlier research.

METHOD

Sample

Predictor data were collected for over 1512 Infantry trainees from
February - June 1988 in the generic 11X MOS. Of this sample, 326 trainees
subsequently were assigned to MOS 11H (TOW Gunner) training and obtained M70
simulator scores. A subsample of 60 soldiers was randomly selected to par-
ticipate in a live-fire TOW test conducted by the USAIB from 6-22 June 1988.

Variables

Predictorb. Two computer tracking tests measuring psychomotor precision
(One Hand Tracking) and multilimb coordination (Two Hand Tracking) provided a
single standardized score. This score was weighted double and added to a
single standardized total score over tests measuring spatial orientation
(Orientation) and scanning (Maze) to form PScomp. The General Technical Score
(GT) from the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) was used as a
second predictor when it was available from records. The ABLE Short Form
score, a measure of discipline and leadership, is the total over 68 biodata
items scored from 1 to 3 points each. Additional items provide scores for
Non-random Responding (i.e. failing to answer seriously) and Unlikely Virtues
(i.e., "faking good"). Both PScomp and ABLE scores were standardized using
the Project A Longitudinal Validation sample from Combat MOS as the norm
group.

Criteria. The M70 score is a measure of tracking ability summed over ten
simulated TOW firings. The score for each firing signifies the proportion of
time-on-target during tracking and indicates likelihood of a target hit. The
maximum total score is 1000 (i.e., 10 times 100Z). Gunner qualification
categories are assigned from M70 scores as follows: "Unqualified" (score
<550), "2nd Class" (550-649), "ist Class" (650-749) and "Expert" (750-1000).
The primary simulation criterion was the qualifying score of record (M70
Score), which varied by number of trials to attain. Two secondary criteria
were examined: the score attained on Trial 3 and the number of trials
required to qualify. For the live-fire test, the primary criterion was the
probability of first round hit (Ph) with the TOW missile.

Procedures

Soldiers were tested on the predictor tests in small groups in one
2-hr block in their first week in One Station Unit Training (OSUT). Criterion
data were obtained during the normal training program about two months later.
After two training trials, soldiers were able to qualify by obtaining a score
of 550 or greater on Trial 3 or on up to the seventh trial. For the live-fire
test, each soldier fired one live TOW missile after completing a prescribed
training P01. Because of USAIB's conclusion of no differences due to POI, the
data were, riot analyzed separately for different PoI.



Analyses

Means and standard deviations were calculated for both the I1H and 1IX
samples on the predictors. Equivalency tests were used to compare predictor
scores of those selected and not selected under the current practices.
Correlations between predictors and criteria were computed, and criteria were
regressed on PScomp plus GT. Next, to examine Gunner Qualifications as a
function of different selection rules, we selected two sample cut-off scores,
61 and 68. This enabled comparison of outcomes based on the current practices
and those based on Project A tests. Data from the live-fire test grouped
using a cut-off score of 60 on the predictor test were compared using Chi
square.

RESULTS

Table 1 presents means and standard deviations for the TOW and non-TOW
trainee samples. T-tests indicated only one difference (total Tracking) was
statistically significant (t-142 = 2.62, p < .009) in favor of the 11H sample,
but this is not likely a meaningful difference. Given that Tracking and
Spatial scores are standard (T) scores, the means here indicate above-average
Tracking ability in comparison to the Project A norm group, yet this may be a
function of greater effort rather than greater ability, due to the operational
conditions. Of particular interest are the ABLE Unlikely Virtues and Non-
Random Response scores which are nearly identical not only with each other,
but also with data from Project A (Project A, 1986), indicating no effect due
to experimental vs. operational conditions.

Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations for TOW and Non-TOW Infantry Trainees

lix 1IH

Variable n M sd n M sd

Trackinga 1186 53.46 8.34 257 54.96 8.03
Spatial 1186 50.07 9.01 259 50.26 8.18
PScomp 1163 157.18 22.36 259 160.37 19.92
Percentileb 1163 60.00 - 326 60.87 24.88

ABLE 1186 164.70 16.48 259 166.92 14.82
Unlikely Virtue 1186 16.13 2.57 259 16.03 2.30
Non-random 1186 7.7 5.57 259 7.76 .62

General Technical - - - 326 106.07 11.78

Trial 3 326 626.52 130.12
M70 Score 326 661.25 79.24
No. Tables 326 3.27 .73

't significant at p < .01
bPercentile estimated for I1H.
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Correlations for PScomp and GT with the three simulation criteria are
given in Table 2. Correlations are greatest for Trial 3, which is likely to
be the best criterion from the standpoint that each soldier has had the same
amount of training at that time. Number of trials is the least effective
criterion in that approximately 84Z of the sample of 326 qualified on Trial 3.
Table 2 also indicates that little increase in validity is achieved by
regressing the criteria on both PScomp and GT, which correlate .31 with one
another. Indeed, GT does not contribute significantly to the regression
models for either M70 Score or Trial 3.

Table 2

Correlations Between Ability and Criterion Scores for 11H

Variable Trial 3 M70 Score No. of Trials

PScomp .37 .27 -. 23
GT .29 .15 -. 22
PScomp,GT' .38 .28 -. 28

Note: 2 = .0001 except for _.t,M702=.007
aMultiple R from regression.

Table 3 summarizes data from the live-fire test. Although there was a
demonstrated difference in first round Ph of 12Z for those scoring above and
below the cut-off, based on this small sample, the difference was not statis-
tically significant (chi 2

5 9 - 1.24, p - 0.26).

Table 3

TOW Live-fire Test Results by Predictor Score Category

PScomp Score Attempts Misses Probability
of hit(Ph)

At or above 60 33 5 .85
Below 60 26 7 .73

All soldiers 59 12 .80

Figure la compares distributions across Gunner Qualifications for the
total 11H sample (selected using current procedures) and for samples derived
using cut scores of 68 and 61 on PScomp. The percent of change within the
three qualifying categories is depicted in Figure lb. Clearly, applying

"0,)()



PScomp for selection results in higher percentages of Experts and 1st Class
while reducing the number of 2nd Class and unqualified soldiers. The
predictor test at the two cut-off scores would have screened out approximately
54Z and 44Z of the trainees that were selected for MOS I1H. However, 42Z of
the 1512 soldiers tested scored above 68 and more than half scored above 61 on
the predictor test. Therefore, even at the 68 cut-off, more than 645 soldiers
scored high enough to fill the 326 MOS 11H training seats. In addition,
comparisons of mean M70 Scores for groups above and below the cut-offs were
significant (1_324 - 4.38 and 4.72, p - .0001). The 38-40 point difference was
such that the mean fell into the 1st Class for the selected and 2nd Class
category for the non-selected. Similarly, the mean Number of Trials required
to qualify by the two groups differed significantly (t - -4.57, p - .0001
and t249 - -3.46, p -. 0006). Finally, Figures 2a and 2b demonstrate the
reduction in extra trials (and time) to qualify by implementing the PScomp
testing. At the 68 cut-off, 951 qualify at Trial 3 and at the 61 cutoff, 91Z
do, as compared to 84Z of the original sample.

Distribution of Qualifications Based on Percent Change in Qualifications from
Current and Proposed Selection Practices Current to Proposed Selection Practices

Percentl
60 rce40 Percent Change

40 3040

3G IGO

20 -0

-10

10 -20

O0 -301
E.per I It class 2nd Class UnuaJlifled Expert Ist 088S 21NO Oass
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E Old SeleCted = PScorm•p cut of Be PScori cut o61 La. PScom, G C! of .8 A 
9

Sco'-v > o0 61
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Figure la Figure lb
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Figure 2a Figure 2b
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A final consideration was how excluding trainees on the basis of a low
ABLE score (less than 10th percentile) would affect gunner selection. In the
present data, doing so resulted in disqualifying only an additional 3 of the
259 soldiers with ABLE scores.

CONCLUSIONS

Of critical importance to the implementation of new procedures is evidence
that they will yield improvements. An important aspect of this evaluation was
that it crossvalidated the predictor test in both a training and a pseudo-
combat environment. Re-analysis of the earlier TOW data (Grafton, et al.,
1988) using the Pscomp composite yielded a correlation of .31 with M70 Score.
The .28 obtained here is only slightly less. If we consider the correlation
for Trial 3, which is perhaps a better criterion, the relationship is stronger
(r - .37). The data have consistently shown that by using these tests of
psychomotor and spatial ability, it is possible to select gunners who not only
are more proficient, but who also take less time to train and qualify.
Clearly, applying PScomp for selection results in higher percentages of
Experts and 1st Class while reducing the number of 2nd Class and unqualified
soldiers. Similarly, the majority of the soldiers who needed extra trials,
and, hence, extra time and trainer effort, would have been disqualified from
becoming 11H gunners. Also, performance on the ABLE tends to parallel that of
the research samples. This indicates that we can expect ABLE to predict
"Will Do" kinds of performance important for soldiers selected for specialized
"Fast Track" courses of training.

Countering these arguments in favor of the testing program are those that
contend with the increased cost and effort required to conduct the testing.
Start-up costs are greatest and should diminish over time. The actual cost-
effectiveness of implementation of the testing program remains to be evalu-
ated.
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Evaluating Psychomotor and Spatial Tests
for Selecting Air Defense Gunners1

Ilene F. Gast
U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences 2

David M. Johnson
U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral

and Social Sciences, Fort Bliss

The U.S. Army Research Institute evaluated the use of spatial and psycho-
motor tests, developed for Project A: Improving the Selection and Classifica-
tion of Enlisted Personnel (Eaton, Goer, Harris & Zook, 1984), to predict
detection, ideni tfication, and engagement of aerial targets in two Air Defense
occupations. Included were 16P personnel who operate the Chaparral weapon
system, a vehicle-mounted heat-seeking missile, and 16S personnel who operate
the Stinger weapon system, a shoulder mounted heat seeking missile. During a
90-day pilot test, predictor and criterion data were collected nearly concur-
rently. Performance data were collected during a Field Training Exercise
(FTX) at the Realistic Air Defense Engageme.it Simulation (RALES) facility
using actual weapon systems against subscale models of fixed and rotary wing
aircraft.

METHOD
Participants

Data were collected from 26 16P personnel and 75 16S personnel in Ad-
vanced Individual Training (AIT) at Fort Bliss. All had received training in
visual recognition of aircraft. The 16S trainees had qualified for operation
of the Stinger weapon in the Moving Target Simulator. The 16P personnel had
been "familiarized" in the operation of the Chaparral weapon system.

Predictors
Psychomotor Skills. Two computerized psychomotor tests were included

from the Project A Battery: One-handed Tracking and Two-handed Tracking. The
former measures steadiness and precision; the latter measures coordination and
dexterity. Scores are in terms of mean distance off target.

Spatial Ability. Two of the Project A paper-and-pencil tests of spatial
ability were included. The Maze Test assesses the ability to scan a field.
The Orientation Test measures the ability to maintain one's perspective or
bearing a:ith respect to VQe object whpn it and its component parts have been
rotated. Scores or these semi-speeded tests were numbers of items correct.

Other predictors. Predictors also included the official Basic Rifle
Marksmanship (BRM) scores obtained for each test participant during Basic
Combat Training.
Criterion measures obtained from RADES

Leader/Observer Tasks. The following criterion measures were collected
for Leader/Observers on Chaparral and Stinger teams during engagements involv-
ing fixed wing (FW) aircraft (i.e., jets): (a) Range at Detection--Range of

'The views expressed in this paper are thoqe of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Army Research Institute or the
Depattment of the Army.

2Now at the Office of Personnel Management



aircraft at detection response in full scale kilometers (full scale distance =
measured distance times scaling factor); (b) Range at Identification--Range of
aircraft at identification response in full scale kilometers; (c) Time to
Identification--Time interval in seconds between detection response and
identification response; and (d) Percent Identified Correctly--Number of
correct. identification judgments ("hostile" or "friendly") divided by number
of i d nt ifi rnt Oil jiud•i',.ii tt ; 1ndv.

lo)T oiaofei ifiviliv!iig, fotny wing (1(W) F01lti1ft(I.,h'iutr)

measures included: (a) Raw Detection Time--Time in seconds from software
command to raise helicopter on stand until Leader/Observer makes detection
response; (b) Time to Identification--Same as above; and (c) Percent Iden-
tified Correctly--Same as above.

Gunner Tasks. The following criterion measures were collected for
Gunners on Chaparral teams daring engagements involving FW aircraft: (a)
Tracking measures which included: (1) Number of Acquisitions--Number of
intermittent acquisitions of aircraft by the weapon system; (2) Total Acquisi-
tion Time--Total time in seconds that weapon acquisition of aircraft is
maintained; and (3) Percentage of Available Time on Target--Percent of total
possible acquisition time window that acquisition is actually maintained; (b)
IFF Interrogation--Did Gunner interrogate the aircraft with the Identification
Friend or Foe (IFF) subsystem? (c) Time from First Acquisition to Fire--Time
in seconds from the first acquisition of the aircraft by the weapon until
fire; (d) Total Engagement Time--Time in scconds of the entire engagement from
detection response to fire; and (e) Effect or Engagement Efficiency--Number of
aircraft hit ("killed") divided by the number of fire events.

Stinger teams were assessed on all of the above criteria with the excep-
tion of "Time from First Acquisition to Fire". In its place, Stinger teams
performed the following two tasks: (a) Time to Lock-on--Time in seconds
between the first acquisition of the aircraft by the weapon heat seeker and
press of uncage bar on weapon by Gunner; and (b) Time to Fire--Time interval
in seconds between press of uncage bar and fire. During engagements involving
RW aircraft, tracking data were not collected; all other listed criteria of
Gunner performance were assessed.
RADES Simulation Facility

RADES is a Short Range Air Defense engagement simulation located in the
desert at Condron Field, White Sands Missile Range. Soldiers manning actual
instrumented weapon systems engage subscale flying FW and pop-up RW aircraft
of U.S. and Soviet design. Crew engagement actions are recorded in terms of
time and range of aircraft at event occurrence. Time measures are accurate to
250 milliseconds and range measures are accurate to 100 meters. Detailed
description of RADES can be found elsewhere (Drewfs, Barber, Johnson, &
Frederickson, 1988; Lockhart, Johnson, & Sanders, 1987).
Weapon Systems

Three Chaparral weapon systems (M48A2) were used for each day of 16P
testing. Each Chaparral had a Forward Looking Infrared subsystem, firing key,
gunner commo headset, MIM72C Tracking Head Trainer (THT) with arming plug, and
IFF Subsystem Training Set. Additional required equipment included 3 TA312
field telephones with 3 headsets and 3 spools of com'.o wire, and 3 pairs of 7
x 50 binoculars. Finally, 1 Chaparral systems mechanic with 24N tool kit was
always present during 16P testing. For each day of 16S testing 5 Stinger THTs
(M134) were used. Each Stinger THT came with 5 THT batteries and an IFF
simulator. Additional required equipment included 5 armor vests and 5 pairs
of 7 x 50 binoculars.
Proct dure

16P and 165 AIT personnel were tested in RADES during their FTX.
Typically, weapons were set-up and calibrated on Friday. Testing took place



all day Saturday and Sunday, and during Monday morning. Monday aftrinouon tho
weapons werp returned to Fort Bliss.

Upon arrival at RADES the trainees were instructed as to the nature of
the testing and what was required of them. Trainees were then assigned to
groups f'r morning or afternoon performance testing. Within each morning or
afternoon group trainees were assigned to weapon stations and teams.

Trainees were -ssigned to weapon positions as two-man teams. Each team
consisted of a Leader/Observer and a Gunner. The Leader/Observer was respon-
sible for detecting the aircraft, identifying the aircraft as either friendly
or hostile, and issuing a command to engage or cease engagement. The Stinger
teqm Leader/Observer issued his commands to the Gunner directly, since he was
standing next to him at the weapon position. The Chaparral Leader/Observer
issued his commands to the Gunner via the field telephone, since the Gunner
was positioned inside the closed turret of his weapon 5 to 10 meters distant.
The Gunner was responsible for inte-rogating the aircraft, acquiring the
aircraft with the weapon, tracking the aircraft, ranging the aircraft,
locking-onto the aircraft, superelevating and leading (Stinger only), and
firing.

At a weapon position, th2 data collector reviewed the engagement actions
with the team and showed them their sector of responsibility and primary
target line. Each team was responrible for defending the same 90 degree
sector of sky. All five weapon positions were visually and aurally indepen-
dent of one another and no cross cuing was permitted. Each team was
instructed in the discrete trial procedure employed, and reminded of the trial
begin and trial end signals. Each triaj began when the data collector gave
the team an alerting and cuing message. This message stated that air activity
was imainent, reminded the team that their Weapons Control SLatus waF "tight",
gave a clock azimith cue to the predicted aircraft ingress avenue, and
identified the intruder as either high or low in elevation. A typical alert
was "red, tight, 1 o'clock, lowl". The Primary Target Line was aways 12
o'clock. The data collector signalled the end of a tr-al by aierting the team
that air attack w3s unlikely ("return to status white").

Each team received a total of 14 data tri-Is, I trial each on 14 dif-
ferent scenarioi. These 14 scenarios are deucrib.d below by set. Scenario
sets A and B ec 1& contain seven scenarios. Three 'sre hostile FW, two are
hostile RW, and two are friendly RW. Each teem completed both sets. A team
performed one set wiLh one team member as Gunner and ne as Leader/Observer
then switched duty positions and performed the second set.

Table 1: Toet Scenarios

Scen Type Intent Target Azimuth Aspect kange Diratinn

Set A
I FW H HiG-27 12:00 0 deg
2 FW H qu 1

7  
1:00 45 de

3 W H Su-25 11:00 45 d-1

RW F All-1 11:00 0 der 3 k= 5 ý "
5 RW F CH-3 1:00 45 deg 5 k-- 2" 8.•
6 RW H, MI-24 12:00 45 deg "1 km 25 se-
7 RW H MI-8 11:00 0 deg n. 2 ) ke

Set B

11 FW H| MiG-27 1100 45 d'g
12 PU H Su-17 11:0) 4, dleg
1k PW H Su-25 12"00 0 deg

14 RW F All-1 11:00 0 deg 3 1, - 5 Y ec
15 RW Y' CO-1 I I ( 45 deg 3 ka 25 Be
16 RW H Mi-24 12"0" O d9g 5 km 2', eec
17 RW H Mi-8 'ituO 45 deg S km 25 sec



Hypotheses
We hypothesized that psychomotor test scores would predict Gunners' track-

ing performance for FW engagements and spatial test scores would predict
Leader/Observers' RW detection times. Spatial and psychomotor test scores were
not expected to directly predict engagement efficiency since these predictors
do not assess the requisite skills. However, better tracking performance could
result in higher engagement efficiency and earlier RW detection could result in
lower percent of hostile aircraft delivering ordnance.

RESULTS
Table 2 displays means and standard deviations for prec'ictors and shows

correlations between predictors and criteria.
Findings for 16P. None of the hypothesized relationships emerged. With

few exceptions, relationships between predictors and criteria were not signifi-
cantly different from zero. These exceptions included significant correlations
between spatial test scores and the number of intermittent acquisitions
(r - .47, p < .05), and between BRM scores and time taken to identify the
target (C = .52, p < .05). Both correlations were opposite from the expected
direction. Thus, soldiers with higher psychomotor test scores tended to wait
longer to identify targets and lose IR acquisition of the target more often.

Findings for 16S. Again, none of the hypothesized relationships emerged.
However, soldiers with higher BRM scores tended to detect targets at greater
distances (r = .40, p < .05). Further, soldiers who have higher psychomotor
and spatial test scores tended to track for longer periods of time and to wait
longer to identify targets. Tracking ability correlated negatively with the
range at which Leader/Observers identified the target in FW trials (r = -. 32,
2 < .01). Soldiers with more spatial ability tended to wait longer to identify
both jets (C = .35, p < .01) and helicopters (r = .28, p < .05). In the
Gunner role, soldiers scoring better on spatial tests tended to track jets
longer (C = .31 p < .01), but tended complete RW engagements morp rapidly
(r - -. 25, p < .05).

DISCUSSION
In summary, none of the hypothesized relationships emerged. As suggested

by past research, (Mikos, Casey, & Lockhart, 1980), the specific spatial and
psychomotor abilities measured during this evaluation may in fact, be unrelated
to short range air defense skills. However, a number of measuremen. issues,
outlined below, prevent us from drawing this conclusion at this time. These
issues preclude a fair test of the Project A predictors.

First, any possible relationships may have been obscured by the small
sample size, especially in the Chaparral sample (N - 19 for FW; N - 26 for RW).
With an N of 19, the 95Z confidence intervals around the observed correlations
is +/- .45. For the Stinger sample (N - 68 for FW; N = 7S for RW) these con-
fidence intervals were +/- .24.

Second, many Gunners in both occupations failed to perform key steps.
Thus, when data were aggregated across trials, the aggregated scores were based
on only those trials for which data was available. As a result, composite
scores may have underestimated true differences in individual performance, thus
minimizing any relationships among predictors and criteria.

Another limitation was that in many instances, we were attempting to
predict team performance from individual attributes. The RADES testbed was
designed to measure team (unit) performance. The Project A predictors were
designed to predict individual performance based on individual attributes. For
many of the criterion variables Leader/Observers' and Gunners' performance
cannot be separated. For example, the total time available for a Gunner to
track a target depends greatly on how early in a trial the Leader/Observer



Table 2

Meatis and Standard Deviations of Criterion Measures and their Relationships with Predictors for
16P Personnel

BRM
M  

Peti,. r n,_
MOTIi 28.18 5i".. 1 57.18 161.13
S.D. 3.98 7.95 10.0) 21.25

MEAN SD Correlations

Fixed Wing (Jet) Trials
Range at Detection 9.50 3.27 .38 .10 .08 .12
Range at Identification 3.88 2.23 -. 10 .08 .18 .15
Time to Identify 23.54 10.97 .52* .07 -. 12 -. 01
Z Identified Correctly 84.21 25.19 .03 -. 02 -. 34 -. 19

Rotary Wing (Helicopter) Trials
Raw Detection Time 27.03 3.02 .18 .08 -. 12 .00
Time to Identify 10.37 4.03 .04 .03 -. 11 -. 04
% Identified Correctly 71.50 22.66 .10 .03 -. 20 -. 07

GUNNER TASKS

Fixed Wing (Jet) Trials
No. Acquisitions 4.11 2.58 .08 .38 .47* .55*
Tot. Acquisition Time 10.74 7.74 -. 27 .08 .03 .07
% Available Time on Target 49.32 23.58 -. 20 .13 -. 37 -.10
Time from First Acquisition to Fire 21.32 9.56 .25 .01 .11 .07
Total Engagement Time 38.96 12.71 .44 .08 .29 .22
Effect 71.79 31.80 .21 -. 31 .11 -. 18

Rotary Wing (Helicopter) Trials
Time from First Acquisition "- Fire 13.19 4.50 .03 .00 -. 03 -. 02
Total Engagement Time 16.21 5.13 .07 .15 .28 .25
Effect 31.65 34.94 -. 13 -. 07 -. 13 .13

LEADER/OBSERVER TASKS COMP.

PW Trials
Range at Detection 9.21 2.21 .40* -. 04 .15 .03
Range at Identification 4.06 1.64 .13 -. 32** -. 22 -. 33*
Time to Identify 21.05 8.89 .24 .26* .35** .33**
% Identified Correctly 88.29 21.13 -. ý5 -. 27* -. 10 -. 24"

RW Trials
Raw Detection Time 25.45 2.66 .02 -. 03 -. 13 -. 08
Time to Identify 10.72 3.85 -. 17 .07 .28* .16
% Identified Correctly 67.29 21.04 .04 -. 15 .08 -. 07

GUNNER TASKS

FW Trials
No. Acquisitions 2.40 1.77 .06 .08 .14 .11
Tot. Acquisition Time 6.54 4.48 .07 .12 .31** .20
% Available Time on Target 81.47 21.95 .03 -. 15 -. 02 -. 12
Time to Lock on 9.28 6.24 .10 .14 .23 .19
Time to Fire 3.15 2.50 -. 14 -. 04 -. 17 -.10
Total Engagement Time 28.88 8.73 -. 30 .09 -. 06 .04
Effect 87.28 26.09 -. 03 -. 26* -. 06 -. 21

RW Trials
Time to Lock on 6.78 3.45 -. 01 -. 18 -. 04 -. 15
Time to Fire 4.03 2.42 -. 21 .00 -. 16 -. 06
Total Engagement Time 15.90 5.43 -. 32 -. 13 -. 25* -. 19
Effect 41.07 35.75 .28 .06 .16 .11

Note. One asterisk (*) indicates a significance level of y < .05; two asterisks indicate a significance
level of p < .01.

'N - 35 for FW and 36 for RW Trials for BRM; N - 68 for FU and 75 for RW for Psychomotor, Spatial,

and P/S Composite.
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detects the target and how late he issues the visual identification and engage-
ment command.

Finally, attributes other than those measured by this set of predictor

tests may be more effective predictors of performance on missile based weapons

systems. In this pilot, we used tests that had been used at other sites to

predict gunner performance (Smith & Walker, 1988, Smith & Graham, 1988).

Relationships among the RADES criterion measures suggest that Gunners who

perform their requisite actions more quickly have greater engagement efficien-

cy. Thus, measures of perceptual speed and accuracy included within the
Project A Computerized Predictor Battery might be better predictors of Short

Range Air Defense skills.
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MAINTAINING COURSE CURRENCY IN A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT

Mollie J. lucker

U. S. Naval Guided Missiles School
Dam Neck, Virginia 23461-5250

ABSTRACT

During the next decade, emerging technologies in education and training will
continue to affect Navy training. Rapidly changing technologies will make
heavier demands on the information processing and decision making capabilities
of training facilities responsible for initiating and maintaining control
of Navy curricula. Curricula changes will require integrated responses making
communication not only essential but critical.

This paper describes the procedures for changing curricula at the Naval Guided
Missiles School (NAVGMSCOL). The model demonstrates the procedures for
maintaining control of curricula that must be responsive to changing training
requirements and equipment/documentation alterations. The process is described
from the initial identification of a curriculum deficiency to the distribution
of the change material to the user. Maintaining course currency through a
surveillance and change program is an integral part of the Navy's response
to a changing environment. By following the steps in this model, timely
responsiveness in such a highly technical complex environment can be a reality
and not a dream.

BACKGROUND

Historically, the U. S. Navy's Strategic Weapon System (SWS) Training
Program has been viewed as dynamic and responsive. Changes are constantly
made to keep pace with technological advances in hardware, operating techniques
and training requirements. To meet the goal of the SWS Training Program,
Naval Guided Missiles School provides training to ensure the SWS can be operated
and maintained in a high state of readiness.

Formal training is presented by naval instructors using Instructor Guides
supported by Trainee Guides, technical documentation, instructional media
materials, laboratory equipment, laboratory exercises and tests. Training
materials are designed, developed and implemented to accurately reflect changes
in the training requirements. A number of stimuli can provoke a change in
the training materials. However, regardless of the reason for a change, the
procedures to ensure that the training materials are accurate and current
remain static. The Instructor Guide is the principal element of every
curriculum and provides basic course programming. When promulgated by the
Chief of Naval Technical Training (CNTECHTRA), the InstrucLor Guide is the
master plan for instruction. When the same course is taught at another training
facility (TF), each facility must teach the approved curriculum. Modifications
to curriculum materials are documented in the Instructor Guide.
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CURRICULUM AUTHORITY

A Course Curriculum Model Manager (CCMM) is designated for each SWS course.
NAVGMSCOL is the CCMM for 34 SWS courses. Operating under a functional
commander who has curriculum control authority, NAVGMSCOL is responsible for
surveillance ard maintenance of these courses. As the CCMM, NAVGMSCOL is
also responsible for initiating curriculum development and revision, conducting
course reviews, maintaining course audit documentation and budgeting for
production and distribution of curriculum materials. The Curriculum and
Instructional Standards Office (CISO) serves as the quality control processing
link for all curriculum changes.

SWS training materials remain current and accurate through surveillance
and change efforts. Curricula surveillance requires the communication and
cooperation of all SWS personnel. Quality control is the shared responsibility
of each member of the SWS community.

Modifications to existing curriculum are accomplished through a revision,
technical change, change or interim change process. The method of change
is determined by the magnitude and urgency of the change. Following higher
authority directives, Figure 1 summarizes the process used by NAVGMSCOL as
CCMM for identifying and implementing modifications to the curriculum. The
questions that must be answered are identified by decision blocks. The
procedures are identified by process blocks. The teach and review surveillance
process occurs continually and is identified in the figure by the A and B
connectors.

COURSE REVISIONS

NAVGMSCOL is responsible for requesting a curriculum revision for those
courses when it has been designated CCMM. Other training facilities can
recommend that a course be revised, but only the CCMM can officially request
permission to revise a course. Course revisions are necessary when one of
three conditions exist: (1) The curriculum requires a change to the course
learning objectives (CLO's), (2) there is an increase in the course length
or (3) additional resources are needed. When a revision is justified, the
revision recommendation is approved by CNTECHTRA. CNTECHTRA may task NAVGMSCOL
or a contractor to develop the revision. If NAVGMSCOL receives the tasking
following development by the Curriculum Development and Maintenance Team (CDMT),
the revision is approved by CNTECHTRA. The Curriculum and Instructional
Standards Office (CISO) distributes the revised materials to other training
facilities. The distribution of materials to other training facilities is
shown in figure I by the C connector. Once the revised materials are
promulgated and implemented, the teach - review surveillance effort begins.

TECHNICAL CHANGE

Changes to tactical and training unique equipment or publications will
result in a technical change. Technical changes are usually forwarded to
NAVGMSCOL by the contractor responsible for providing training support and/or
equipment surveillance. Upon receipt, the technical change is reviewed by
Lhe chain of command and promulgated as a change. The continuation of the
process is shown in figure 1 by the D connector.
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CHANGE

When the ti-ree conditions requiring a revision do not exist, training
materials are modified by a change process. Minor and urgent changes are
incorporated through a special type of change called the inte,-im change.
This is described under a separate heading. Major modifications to the topic
learning objectives, discussion points, other elements in the instructor guide
or trainee guide and instructional media materials are accomplished through
the curriculum change process. Inserting updated topical information, shifting
instructional strategies and resequencing topics in the course are usually
executed by a change.

Changes are prepared by the course supervisor, reviewed by the chain
of command and approved by the Commanding Officer (CO). If the course is
taught at other training facilities, copies of all changes are distributed
to those facilities by the CISO.

INTERIM CHANGE

An Interim Change (IC) is the quickest way to alter training materials.
This is considered the quick fix method. This is a minor change that is an
urgent response to an identified deficiency in a course. Unlike the revision,
technical change or change, any training facility can correct a minor deficiency
in the training materials using the IC. IC's are used to change or update
reference publications, insert Type Commander promulgated subjects, increase
teachability in the topics of instruction, correct typographical or technical
errors and eliminate unsafe training practices. IC's are temporary pen and
ink changes and are incorporated into the next formal curriculum change or
revision.

When the course is only taught at NAVGMSCOL, the Course Supervisor prepa,-Zs
and approves the IC. If the IC involves a subject matter change, it is routed
throuah the departmental chain of command for approval by the Department
Director. A copy of all approved IC's are sent to CISO for filing in the
master course file.

If the course is taught at other training facilities, and NAVGMSCOL is
the CCMM, the IC is prepared by the Course Supervisor and routed via the chain
of command to CISO. CISO approves and distributes the IC to other training
facilities teaching the course. The teach and review process continues.

CONCLUSIONS

The model shown in figure 1 is based on a systems approach to curriculum
change. The procedures bring together the subject matter experts and the
quality control experts. Communication is essential at each step. The constant
monitoring of the hardware and documentation changes and the uninterrupted
review of curriculum materials involve correcting errors and deficiencies
as they are detected. Through this process, the effectiveness of NAVGMSCOL
in meeting the needs of the SWS program is ensured.
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Navy Classroom Training: A Status Report

Barbara Taylor
John Ellis
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Introduction

The Navy currently teaches over 7000 courses. The great majority of these courses
are presented in traditional classrooms and laboratories with a group of students taught
by a single instructor. Almost all of these courses were developed using some version of
the systems approach to training development. Recently, the Navy has adopted a single
standard for instructional development, MILSTD-1379C and DOD-HDBK-292: Training
Materials Development. Prior to the adoption of this standard, each branch of the Navy
had its own set of guidelines for developing instruction.

The Navy has used a systems approach to training development (in a variety of
forms) for over two decades. When properly applied, this approach results in training
that has a number of desirable qualities. These include: (1) a detailed analysis of job
requirements, (2) job relevant learning objectives, (3) an instructional program designed
to assure that students achieve the the objectives, and (4) tests that verify this
achievement.

We recently conducted an extensive evaluation of Navy classroom training to
determine how effectively the systems approach was being applied in the three Navy
warfare communities (air, surface and subsurface).l We evaluated 100 enlisted Navy
courses. The courses were selected to be representative of the total number of enlisted
training courses by warfare community and by type of course (A , C, and F Schools).
Since the focus of our evaluation was on classroom training instead of laboratory
instruction, we concentrated on knowledge rather than skill obje.,tives. For each course
we reviewed a representative sample of the course objectives, test items, and
instructional presentation. This usually amounted to at least one week of instruction and
may have been more than one week for lengthy A and C schools. Note than none of the
,ourses we evaluated were developed under the new single standard, although several
were developed under the submarine guidelines which are the basis for the new standard.

Results for Course Objectives

The first major finding was that 56 percent of the objectives did not match the
course training goal identified by the course instructors. A training goal is the target
performance level for job entry. There are three general training goals to which Navy
technical courses train: heavily supervised on-the-job training (OJT), minimally
supervised on-the-job training, and skilled performance. For heavily supervised OJT, the
student should be generally familiar with terminology, technical documentation and
duties required on the job. For minimally supervised OJT, the student should be able to
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perform the job with very little supervision. For skilled performance, the student should
be able to perform the task with no assistance from a supervisor. If any part of an
objective did not conform to training goal the entire objective was judged inappropriate.

There were differences among warfare communities in the percent of inappropriate
objectives. The air community had the most (65 percent) and the submarine community
the least (39 percent). The surface community was close to the submarine community (44
percent). One explanation for this difference is that the air community identified the
training goal for a number of courses as minimally supervised OJT. This level of
training requires that the passing score for the courses be relatively high. The air
community passing scores, specified in their objectives, was either 63 or 75 percent for
all the objectives we evaluated. This is too low a passing score for minimally supervised
OJT. The submarine community, on the other hand, identified heavily supervised OJT as
the training goal for the majority of the courses we evaluated. For this training goal an
objective that requires a 75 percent passing score is considered appropriate.

As part of our evaluation of objective appropriateness, we verified the judgements
of course instructors on course training goals by conducting a survey of supervisors of
recent graduates. For 61 of the 100 courses, we asked one or more supervisors at what
level the graduates were when they arrived and at what level they needed the graduates to
be upon arrival. For all courses with a heavily supervised training goal as identified by
the school, the majority of the fleet supervisors contacted said that was their requirement
and what they received. For over 35% of these courses, the fleet contact needed and
received a graduate able to perform at the minimally supervised level. In other words,
for over one-third of the courses taught to the heavily supervised level, the fleet contact
felt that they received a graduate able to perform at a higher level. For the courses that
the school identified as having a minimally supervised training goal, the vast majority
(85.72%) of the fleet contacts felt that they needed and received a graduate able to
perform at that level. The fleet contacts reported that for 80% of all courses with a
school identified training goal of skilled peiformance, they received a graduate able to
perform at that level. For the remaining 20%, the fleet contacts stated that they needed
and received a ,adutie Nbe to purforr.k a, ., nirmima!!y supv,,iked level. Again, they
got what they wanted.

Even though the majority of the objectives were judged inappropriate, it is

encouraging that in almost all cases the schools identified a training goal at the level
required by the fleet, and the fleet personnel we questioned said that graduates were able
to perform at that level. One explanation, for this discrcpa:-. b.t.'.'c,:, .-,j-,tve
appropriateness and student job performance is that many of the instructors we
interviewed said that even though the minimum passing scores, were only 75 percent,
they worked with students to attain higher levels of achievement. These comments by
instructors are supported by the fact that average passing scores for many of the courses
we evaluated exceeded 85 percent. The instructors seemed to realize that the standards
mandated by the objectives were insufficient for reliable job performance.

Results fbr Test Items

The major finding was that half of the objectives were no( tested. This happened in
spite of the fact that 92 percent of the objectives were rated essential for job performance
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by the course instructors. There were again differences among the warfare communities
in percent of objectives not tested with the air community having the most (58 percent)
and the surface and subsurface having substantially fewer (34 percent and 27 percent,
respectively). A possible reason for the air community failure to test objectives is the
large number of very specific objectives that were developed for each lesson topic. It
was not uncommon for a one hour lesson to have over a dozen supporting objectives. A
weekly 500 question test would have to be given to cover all these objectives.

An additional finding was that for objectives that were tested, 48 percent of the test

items did not match the requirements specified in the objective. Once again there were
differences among communities. In the submarine community 93 percent of the test
items did not match what the objective required, while only 44 percent of air and 39
percent of surface community test items failed to match. The primary reason for this
difference is that the submarine curriculum development guidelines do not require that
the objective and test item behavior be written at the same level. For example, it is
acceptable to have an objective that requires the student to be able to recall information
from memory and a corresponding test item that only requires the student to recognize
information by selecting the correct answer from a list of distractors An objective
requiring recall might also be tested by having the student look up the information in a
technical manual.

The failure to test objectives and to write test items that match objectives pose
potential problems even though the fleet survey showed that the fleet was getting what it
expected. The fleet survey was probably not sensitive to these problems because the fleet
personnel evaluated graduates on job skill.. The objectives we examined were concerned
with job knowledge not job skills. However, problems with job knowledge can affect on
both on-the-job training and classroom/lab performance. Deficiencies in knowledge
objectives can result in inefficient inistruction, more time spent in shipboard on-the-job
training to reach proficiency, and training that is academic instead of job oriented. These
problems would not be obvious to the fleet personnel we surveyed because they would
not be aware that the quality of job knowledge could be improved and training could be
made more efficient and job oriented.

We found an example of the kind of problem that can result from inattention to
knowledge objectives in our own data. We divided knowledge objectives into two
categories; those that were tested with open book tests and those that were tested with
closed book tests. We then compared the frequency of each type of objective across the
three warfare communities. The reason we did this was to see how job oriented each
comrmin;ty was with respect to ;::wledgr objectives. In technical training most
knowledge objectives should be tested using open book tests because the training should
emphasize the use of technical manuals/documentation vice memorization. The
exceptions to this are knowledge objectives concerin.p safety reqtuirements that need to
be memorized and objectives dealing with background information that must be known
to be able to use the technical manuals. Although these exceptions are important, they
still should represent a minority of knowledge objectives. We found that over 70% of all
objectives within the surface and the submarine communities were tested with closed
book tests. In the air community, however, the majority of the objectives were tested
with open book tests. The air community empjhasized the use of technical manuals and
students were taught how to locate information rather than memorize it. This is important
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because memorized information is often forgotten especially if it is not used frequently.
A locate type of -ýjective is also desirable because it involves students in activities
similar to tb," that occur on the job. In summary, tile failure to develop and test
appropr" job-oriented knowledge objectives can cause problems both inside and
outsije the classroom that could not be easily detected by fleet personnel. This is
.;specially true for A schools which handle large numbers of students annually and have a
high concentration of knowledge objectives. Fleet expectations for graduates of these
schools are not very high (all the A schools were rated heavily supervised OJT by fleet
personnel) and they may not realize the product could be improved.

Results for Instructional Presentations

The primary finding was that the instructional presentations contained all the
information required by the learning objectives and were effectively presented by the
instructors. There were two important exceptions to this finding. The first was that there
was a significant lack of opportunities to practice in submarine community courses. This
was true both in lectures and in the student handouts (e.g. workbooks, note taking sheets.
etc.). Since practice has shown to greatly increase retention, and is one of the most
efficient uses of instructional time, this is not a trivial problem.

The second exception was that many instructional practices and innovative
technologies that have shown to have a positive effect on student learning in civilian
classroom's are not being utilized within military training. Some examples of effective
instructional practices include peer instruction (sometimes called cooperative learning),
advance organizers, external rewards, innovative remediation strategies, and systematic
assessment of student progress. In regard to innovative technology, the classroom we
typically saw during our evaluations could have been a classroom 25 years ago. Media
almost always consisted of a blackboard and occasionally a few transparencies. The
transparencies were usually copies of tables or diagrams from technical manuals. In

short, the benefits of training technology have not reached the typical Navy classroom.

(Conclusions.

The problems that we found are primarily due to objectives and tests that were
written without regard to the level of knowledge required to support future job
requirements. This accounts for the rather (wer'helming number of objectives and test
items that we classified as inappropriate. This is not to say that the majority of graduates
will not he able to perform at the level expected of them. On the contrary, our fleet
survey indicated that fleet supervisors identified a training goal consistent with the
graduates they received. Instructors that we interviewed often stated that tile test passing
scores were too low and that they would work with studcents in order to attain higher test
scores. I lowever, it is important to note that students; th .t just meet the mini mum
requirements (10 pass tile course. This prothlem is not a difficult one to fix. The notion of
training goals and relatWd test passing scores is not a forcigz one to those who develop
instruction. The Navy's instructional development guidelines should eliminate the
notion of global passing scores that are applied across large numbers of courses and
instead let passing scores be set for each individual course based on job requiremlentls.
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The problems with untested and/or tests mismatched to objectives are also not
difficult to solve. The instructional development guidelines should he revised to promote
the development of more job related objectives and test items. There should be less
emphasis on rote memorization and more emphasis on comprehension and
familiarization with the technical documentation. They should provide instructions on
how to write objectives and test items to insure that all objectives get tested and that the
test items are written so they match the objectives.

It is important emphasize that the Chief of Naval Education and Training is aware
of these problems and the the Navy is in the process of revising the new single standard
and associated instructions to correct them.

One important area in which there were no problems was the instructional
presentation. The Navy's instructor training and the subsequent certification process

(accomplished in the schools) is producing highly qualified instructors. The instruction
we observed was well presented, the instructors were enthusiastic, and students were
atentive. The only deficiency in the classrooms is the lack of modern media. Most
instructors used the blackboard (or white board) and transparencies containing
information as it appeared in a technical manual. Many of the presentations could have
been enhanced with additional media focused on the instructional objectives. As all
types of media become more and more affordable, efforts should be made to explore
upgrading Navy classroom presentations.

In addition, some instructional practices that have been shown to have a positive
effect on learning within the civilian community such as peer instruction and systematic
assessment of student progress were not utilized in the schools we observed. These
practices should be applied in Navy schools on a trial basis to see how well they work.

Finally, although the Navy's new instructional development guidelines are
undergoing revisions and emerging instructional techniques and technologies need to find
theji way into Navy classrooms, it is should be emphasized that most Navy courses do
not need major revisions. In fact the majority of courses would realize little benefit from
attempts at improvement primarily because over 70 percent of Navy courses have class
sizes less than ten and many of them have live or fewer students. With classes this small
the individual instructors can usually overcome problems inherent in the instructional
objectives, tests, presentation and media. In small classes it is easy for an instructor to
interact with individual students and to monitor student progress. A small class just
naturally lends itself to that type of activity. Furthermore, courses with small classes are
frequcntly ,quipmcnt oriented. In this type of course students spend most of their time
working in laboratories rather than sitting in classrooms. Therefore, we recommend that
future research and attempts to enhance classroom training should concentrate on courses
which have large classes ( 15 or more), a large annual throughput, and have a significant
amount of instructional time invested in classroom training. Improvements in these high
through-put courses will save the Navy training dollars and improve readiness by
shortening the amount of time it takes ain apprentice to become a journeyman.
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I Fo- a more detailed accounting of this project see NPRDC TR-87-19, The Course

Evaluation System, and NPRDC TR-88-1 1, The Current Status of Navy Classroom
Training: A Review of I(X) Navy Courses with Recommendations for the Future
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Overseas Mail Time for Correspondence Instruction

Grover E. Diehl
USAF Extension Course Institute

This study was the seventh in a series of reports evaluating the translt
time and delivery condition of Extension Course Institute (ECI) courses. In
most respects, it was a replication of the sixth report in the series and
included a complete summary of the preceding research.

After reviewing the evidence available in 1983, it appeared that bona
fide mail delays were very few--both in number and in location. Unfortunately,
identification of the highly unusual event was perhaps the most important
limitation of the preceding studies. Kelly (1976) and York (1980) used
aggregated data; York and Diehl (1981) sampled too few sites. Information from
the Military Postal Service Agency (MPSA) and US Postal Service (USPS)
contained sufficient detail, but the procedures for measuring elapsed time
missed periods which may have contributed significant delays, one of these
being local distribution. To control for these and other factors, the sixth
study was conducted which surveyed a larger sample, increased the number of
sorting categories, expanded the response set on the questionnaire, used a
considerably more sophisticated data analysis process, and increased the
accuracy of data capture. This study, How Long Dots It Take ECI Courses to
Reach Students? (Diehl, 1984), sampled 8000 students worldwide and had a
return rate of 35.75 percent. There were five major conclusions:

1. Fifty percent of students received their courses in under 19 days, 80
percent in under 28 days, 90 percent in under 35 days, and 95 percent in under
42 days. (These figures were uncorrected and may have included time during
which students were on leave, TDY, or otherwise unavailable to receive mail.)

2. Ninety-eight percent of the mail was received in fully satisfactory
condition.

3. About two percent of students complained about long delays.
4. Professional Military Education (PME) students were six times more

likely to complain about mail delays than either Specialized or Career
Development Course (CDC) students, although transit times for all three groups
were the same. PME students were nearly three times more likely to make fatal
mistakes in filling out the survey.

5. With the exception of the Panama Canal Zone (APO Miami), differences
among locations, countries, and gateway post offices were •ither not
demonstrated or inconclusive. Canal Zone mail ran seven to ten days faster
than other overseas mail. installations with high volumes of mail and APO mail
were slightly faster than low volume locations and FPO mail.

Unfortunately, ECI continued to receive mail time complaints, so an
update of tnh '984 results was in order. in -iddition, there were several
upcoming operational changes supporting a new mail survey. For one thing, the
supply inri warehousing faicility changed contractors in November 1987, which
made timely, accurate data especially important. There were also changes in
"the mailing labels which would make future surveys of this type particularly
complex .rln costly.

Findings

u r v -y H e tarn Rat.s. In r' 2,7< :iurvey,. of ),04I wer.' roturried, for a
rsponce rats of 30.42 percent. This rat., wIQ about five percent lower than
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the 1984 study, which had a return rate of 35.75 per-ent. The number of usable
returns, 2,554, was about 92.77 percent of total returns, also down slightly
from 1984 (94%). The mix of returns was almost identical to the mix of the
mailings.

The largest dislocation in returns was in the rejected surveys. After
correcting for sample size, PME students were almost three times more likely
to make fatal errors in filling out the postcards (12.4%) than either
Specialized (4.7%) or CDC (3.6%) courses. Virtually all of the PME errors
were in receipt date. This finding paralleled the 1984 study (a multiple of
2.8), where it was noted that the finding was perplexing since PME courses
contained a relatively higher proportion of officers and senior enlisted
students than either Specialized Courses or CDCs.

Also corresponding to the 1984 data, the proportion of PME, Specialized
and CDC courses going overseas was slightly different from total enrollments,
the difference being a slightly lower proportion of PME students. No reason
for this finding has been found, and it remains possible that overseas
enrollments comprise a slightly different subset of students than those in
CONUS.

Overall Transit Time. The mean delivery time was 20.512 days (standard
deviation (SD) of 11.296 days). The 50 and 80 percentiles were 17 and 25 days,
respectively. These times were slightly improved from 1984 where the transit
times were 21.745, 19, and 28, respectively. There was a 90 percent delivery
rate by day 33 and 95 percent delivery rate by day 43. The range was two to 98
days and the distribution was positively skewed (third moment = 2.540).

An apparent ambiguity in the data involved transit times of five days or
less -- 14 cases. While it was shown in 1984 that some locations routinely
received course packages in four days (the Panama Canal Zone was cited), a
delivery time of two and three days would be considered suspect except for the
fact that the data were reported by the recipients. While transit times of
two and three days may be unlikely, they seem to be facts to the students.

Equally perplexing were transit times in excess of five weeks (35 days),
mainly due to the lack of student mail time complaints in this region. Out of
232 courses which were reported to take 35 days or longer, only 13 (5.6%)
complained. There were a number of reasons for this outcome, all reported by
the students. Many volunteered that they did not receive any mail for
extended periods due to leave, TDY, or transit to another location. In these
cases, the "receipt dates" were best guesses or the date the students actually
received the packages in hand and not when the packages were placed at their
mail drop locations. In either case, the reported dates are inflated. Also,
having already incurred a delay in receiving all their mail, these students
were somewhat less likely to open the CDC packages immediately, further
postponing receipt. Given these caveats, "true" delivery times in excess of
five weeks were probably not more than five percent of the, total (as compared
to 9% obtained directly from the raw data).

Type of Course. It was demonstrated in 1984 that PME students were more
likely to complain about mail time than other students. There was, then, an
interest in determining whether PME coursca were delayed here as well. Data
showed the USPS and MPSA mail systems continued to be blind to type of course.
PME courses averaged 21 days, witn Specialized Courses and CDCs averaging -•.5

and 20.4 days, respectively. The small differences noted were not
statistically significant, -n unusual outcome given the extreme sensitivity of
the F-test with 2 and 2551 decrees of fr,ýedom. Also, the 50th and `0th
percentiles were quit., similar.

Location. The quicktst avr:,qf tr-ansit time waa obhta in,-- by 7an igae. •n
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the Philippines, 11.3 days. Although Braisila and Cairo had faster times, 10

and 11 days, respectively, both returned only one survey each. Among the larse I

installations, Howard had the fastest time at 15.4 days. The finding for
Howard was slightly longer than in 1984, which was 15.4 days; in 1984 Howard
was also the fastest major installation. A number of individual times were
considerably faster than these figures; averages are used here, however, to
reduce the effect of reporting error.

The longest mail time was at Offenbach, 59 days, followed by Copenhagen,
and Hofn, 52 and 51 days, respectively. All three locations returned only one
survey. Buchel and High Wycombe returned three or four surveys and had times
averaging 51 and 50.5 days, respectively. Among the large installations,
Croughton, with 38.1 days, and Preum, with 35.3 days, had the longest times.
Generally, though, as volume of mail increased, the average time approached
the mean of all returns.

The F-test for locations was significant (F(152,2399)=3.5959, p=<.0000),

as expected given the sensitivity of F with a sample of this size. Of more
interest was the eta-squared value, .1856, indicating that about 18 to 19
percent of the variance in delivery time was accounted for by location.
Unfortunately, post hoc contrasting was not possible due to the number of
independent variables. Thus, the pattern of differences remained undefined.

Geopolitical Unit. Omitting geopolitical units (GU) with nine or fewer
returns, Panama was the fastest, averaging 15.6 days, and Hawaii was the
longest with a 25.9 day average. The fastest time overall was Egypt, 11 days,
and the longest overall was Denmark, 52 days; both GUs returned only one
survey each. Among seven GUs handling the largest volumes of mail (about 79J
of all responses), the Philippines, closely followed by Korea, were the
fastest with averages of 17.0 and 17.4 days, respectively. Interestingly, half
of the mail to both of these GUs took only 15 days to arrive.

The F-test on GU was significant (F(29,2524)=4.6381, p<.OOOO), although
the eta-squared was only moderate, .0533; about five percent of mail time
variability being associated with geopolitical unit. Post hoc contrasting did
reveal a finding of interest: Hawaii was significantly different from Korea
and the Philippines. All three were in the same geographic region, but Hawaii
was predominately serviced by the USPS while the other two were served by the
MPSA. There were no other significant contrasts identified for GUs.

Volume of Mail. Low flow locations took about three days longer than
high flow (in 1984 the difference was about four days longer for the low flow
locations). While volume of mail was statistically significant, the impact had
no practical importance (eta-squared indicating that only slightly over 1% of
the variability of mail time was due to volume).

Type of Mail. FPO was fastest, averaging 17.9 days and USPS slowest
averaging 23.4 days. APO mail was 20.1 days. The FPO finding was consistent
with data presented above pertaining to Pacific mail times; CDCs going via the
FPO system are predorinantly in the Pacific area. Also, Hawaii, one of the
longest mail times, was dominated by the USPS. The finding on FPO mail
contrasted with 1984 data, which found APO mail slightly faster.

The F statistic for this ANOVA was of particular interest. The outcome

was significant (p<.OOOO), although the eta-squared value was under one
percent (.0098). A significant post hoc contrast, however, indicated that APO

and FPO were both significantly different from USPS. This was not be taken as
an indictment of the USPS generally, but merely recognition that CDC packages
going to USP2 overs•1a3 locations took three to five days longer on average
tan mai. I tran:iitlng via the MP,3A. Overall, though, the size of the effect
was very jmaili in the overall computation of mail times.
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Geographic Region. An analysis by geographic regLon (GR) was In :Itt'"mpt
to e•xam in mail transit tirme from a direot on other than thrit. unsd an the,

normail MPSA, tISPS and Air Forc, ohanne [s. Transit. titm,:i for 1.' (Gfis w,,ro.
determined. Fastest mail time was for AfrL,a, 11 dJys, which, in fact, was .I
single course going to Cairo. Latin America was next fastest, 15.5 days.
Hawaii was the longest with almost 26 days. Of the more conventional GRs,
Europe generally averaged 21 days, and West Pacific averaged 18 days. Half of
the mail to the latter two GUs arrived in 18 and 15 days, respectively.

There were also some interesting F-test outcomes on these data. First, F
was significant and the eta-squared value (.0369), whiie moderate in real
terms, was relatively high within the context of the present study. There were
two significant post hoc contrasts. Europe was significantly different from
West Pacific. The second significant post hoc contrast had Hawaii
significantly different from practically every place else. Although the
evidence is not compelling, there was at least evidence that Hawaii did
experience a systematic delay in course package delivery time.

Gateway Post Office. Gateway Post Office (GPO) paralleled the geographic
regions discussed above, except that the distinctions had real menniP and
correspond to constructs established by the MPSA and the USPS. Among the
gateways for overseas mail, the fastest transit was for mail exiting via Miami
(averaging 15.5 days). The slowest MPSA gateway was New York, averaging 21.4
days. Transit time for mail traveling through the USPS channel was 23.4 days.
This was an expected outcome since tie MPSA mail examined here traveled 4th
class for only the CONUS portion, converting to the equivalent of Ist class at
the gateway. USPS mail went 4th class throughout.

The differences due to gateway were apparently systematic. The F(4,2549)
was significant, with a moderate eta-squared (about 3% of the variability of
mail transit time was accounted for by GPO). Of particular interest were the
post hoc contrasts. New York was significantly different from Miami and San
Francisco, and USPS was significantly different from Miami and San Francisco
(New York and USPS were not significantly contrastcd). A question arose why
Seattle was not contrasted, even though its average transit time was faster
than San Francisco. The outcome was apparently due to the fact that analysis
of variance (F) does not act on the means but on the variances of the
variables. in the case here, the structure of the Seattle data worked against

rejection.
Type of Written Comments. By analyzing mail transit times broken down by

type of written comments -- critical or non-critical -- there was an
opportunity to ascertain the validity of student mail time complaints. All
earlier research suggested that there was no diff,rence 4n transit times
between those who complained about it and those who did not. The findings of
the present study were reasonably consistent with those earlier.

Only 71 of 2554 respondents (about 2.8"%) aztuully complained about mail
delay. Transit times for the complainers was about *1.- Jays longer than those
who had no comments to make. Curiously, though, tihey were only about 2.5 days
longer than those with favorable or neutral comments. '.Ielian times were in the
same direction.

Analysis of tht, variance due to type of comments was significant
(F(2,2551)=9.5601, p=.O001 ), but the eta-squatred a.; vary low, less than one
percent (.0074). There was one signific'ant post io-, cont rest, but the oatcome
only led to a more enigmatic situation. It occurr, i that "no writ t en

comments" contrasted with botli ,omplaints ani positý vi/neutr] :omrmnrnts, n,!
that complaints did not contrast significantly wita non- 2ritic.sms. Thie
meaning of these data{, other than the ]a,:cK ,t' % :• nrsy cmonst ratei
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"criticism" effect, is not clear. In the 1984 study, the complaints were
clearly associated with a real, if small, increase in transit time.

Package Condition. it was known that some packages arrived damaged.
Indeed, some packages did not arrive nt all and the student received only the

mailing labe:l (that is, the outer envelope separaited from the package). Thu

problem of damage was (and remains) important for two primary reasons. First,
it may degrade student performance. Second, damaging may delay receipt due to
repackaging by postal handlers.

Almost 97 percent of all courses arrived in warehouse condition. Only
about three percent were broken open, and less than half of these actually
incurred damage. It was interesting to note that broken open/undamaged
packages arrived faster than for other groups, averaging 19.5 days. Damaged
packages took a bit longer than normal, almost 23 days. Three students
received only the mailing label; in 1984 there were none in this group. (None
of these the outcome differences were significantly different, however.) This
was an improvement over 1984, in which the opened with damaged courses did
take significantly longer to arrive than courses in the other groups.

Remarks by Type of Course. Using a contingency table, a test was made to
determine whether there were significant differences in rates of comments as a
function of type of course in which the student was enrolled. While the effect
was small, the difference was significant. Recognizing that complaints were
infrequent phenomena, it was observed that both Specialized Course and CDC
students were less likely to complain than PME students (1.6%, 1.2%, and 5.2%,
respectively). Equally curious, Specialized and CDC students were relatively
less likely to make positive or neutral comments than PME students (13.6,
15.0, and 16.0%, respectively).

Long Transit Times and Remarks by Location. For the purposes of this
study, long transit times were considered to be 35 or more days. There were
232 returns in the long time region. Of these, 168 had no comments, 51 had
neutral or positive remarks, and only 13 actually complained about mail delay.
As a practical matter, these were considered the only valid mail time
complaints in the present survey. That is, valid mail delay complaints were
received on only about engulf of one percent of ECI courses.

Detailed Analyses of Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. An intentional
limitation of the 1984 study was the omission of Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto
Rico as overseas locations (although they were addressed elsewhere). In an
effort to broaden the comparison base, separate detailed analyses of these
locations including descriptive statistics and full analysis of variance
information were obtained.

Alaska. ECI courses sent to Alaska went to 14 different APOs and ZIP
Codes. Most went to Elmendorf AFB in an average of 19.6 days. The second
most mail went to Eielson AFB in 20.6 days. Mail times for ZIP Code 99502, an
address in Fairbanks, and Shemya AFB, an APO, were interesting: 25.5 days and
15.9 days, respectively. Fairbanks is a modern urban area and Shemya is
considered acutely remote; yet, Shemyn mail averaged 10 days faster. None of
the differences among these data were statistically significant altnough the
eta-squared was about eight percent, suggesting that some effect may be
present.

Hawaii. Hawaii was of particular interest as earlier data knot published)
indicated that military official (on-base) mail was slightly f-ster than mail
to public (off-base) locations. This opinion was not supported by the new
data. ZIP Code 9685'5, Hickam AFB, reported an average transit time of 26 days,
no different from the mean of ill locations in Hawaii. Wheeler AFB, ZIP Q6654,
averaged J21.63 days. A military housing area (considered public in this study),
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ZiP 9bdI,, av"1ragd 21.1) dys. Otnrir locition:) in Rawaii v:ir.,,. wiI,.y.
Apparently, there were significant diffeirnces in delivery rates in

Hawaii. The F(18,125)=2.7057 had a probability of .0006 and eta-squared for
these data was 28 percent -- very large. Unfortunately, post hoc contrasts
failed to reveal any significant comparisons and the situation with regard to
Hawaii became somewhat more obscure than before.

Puerto Rico. Since the Air Force had no major presence in Puerto Rico
at the time, the low response rate of 24 returns was expected. These were
fairly randomly distributed among seven locations. Average mail times ranged
from 17 days at several locations to 35.7 days for an address in San Juan.
Ramey Observatory averaged 23.5 days. Overall, the average mail time was 24.6
days. Despite the fact that a number of Puerto Rico mail times were
comparatively excessive, there were no student complaints.

The F-test for these data did not reveal any -igni~icant differences
although eta-squared was very large, .4782. Failure to reject was due no
doubt to the low overall sample size for Puerto Rico relative to the number of
locations.

Conclusions

1. Fifty percent of students received their courses in 17 days, 80
percent in 25 days, 90 percent in 33 days, and 95 percent in 43 days. These
figures are uncorrected and may include time during which students were on
leave, TDY, or otherwise unable to receive mail.

2. Ninety-eight percent of mail was received in ful- satisfactory
condition.

3. Less than three percent of the students responding complained about
mail time delays. However, considerable evidence suggested that most of the

complaints were not due to either the USPS or MPSA m'•il systems, or to any
other factors under ECI control.

4. PME students were roughly three times more likely to complain .'hout

mail delays than either Specialized Course or CDC students. They were :as1o
about three times more likely to make fatal errors on the survey post lard.

5. Mail time differences among locations, gateway post offices,
countries, and so on, were either not demonstrated or minor. The on>y
systematic differences inv~lved mail to Hawaii ½nd Puerto Rico. in both
instances, however, the differences were minor and dii not result in a

meaningful increase in complaints.
6. These data closely conform to the findings of tne last ma-or mRia

transit time study conducted in 1984.
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INTERACTIVE VIDEO:
R & D AND A PRACTICAL APPLICATION

IN THE BRITISH ARMY

by Colonel Donald H Oxley, Commanding Officer
(British) Army Schooi of Training Support (ASTS)

and Major Dennis Quiltcr, Systems Consultant
(Training Development), ASTS

INTRODUCTION
1. The (British) Army School of Training Support acts as focal point for the application of the British
Army's systems approach to training. It sustains the official doctrine, by authoring a series of official
publications, and by training the trainers on specialist courses. It solves training problems by the
selective deployment of post-graduate-trained consultants. Its establishment includes two
studios, for graphics and for video, producing work of professional quality for the Army. Finally,
it undertakes R & D projects for the Director of Army Training.

2. This combination ,f tasks has made ASTS the natural home for the Army's exploration of the
possibilities and feasibility of interactive video. Our contact with the medium goes back to 1984
when we conducted a review of the then state-of-the-art and applications. As a result of the
report we published, we were tasked to investigate the potential of low-cost, tape-based systems.
This phase indicated that the tape-based equipment imposed severe limitations, although simple
linear programs could be constructed without too much difficulty.

3. In 1986 we were instructed to conduct a further phase of the project, using what at the time
of writing the specification was state-of-the-art technology: Laserdisc, AT compatible computer,
PLUTO digitized graphics system, and Kurzweil (KVS-3(XX)) voice input device. The software
provided was the enhanced TenCore system.

TIlE SECOND-PHASE R & D PROJECT

Aims

4. In this second-phase project, ASTS were tasked to:

a. Identify and assess the problems in the total process of production of IV courseware.

b. Assess the training effectiveness of IV courseware.

c. Recommend a course of action for the Army on possible training an•nlications of IV.
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It is emphasised that ASTS was required to do all the design and the software and video creation;
no funds were provided for commissioning commercial assistance. The production ofcourseware
to teach one of the subjects from an ASTS training course, Instructional Analysis, was selected as
vehicle for the project.

Conduct of the Project

5. The project plan initially agreed aimed to bring together the procurement process for the
equipment and the training and phased availability of prsonnel. The project officer was to be
full-time, but the other members of the team, the subject matter expert, the training designer, the
programmer and the specialist video expert had other commitments and their availability at key
periods had to be pre-planned. This carefully-made plan first ran into difficulties when there were
delays in procurement and difficulties over the compatibility of the various components of the
system. Later, the extended life of the project meant that the original team personnel were changed
because of retirements, postings and subsequent commitments of higher priority.

6. The design methodology was based upon the Structured Design Method (SDM): events which
would affect the trainee progressing through the course were represented, as were the control
elements for progress monitoring. In addition, a flow chart was maintained of the overall program
structure and trainee interactions with the course; screen layout sheets specified in detail the
information presented and control functions available. This methodology enabled the project
to continue in spite of the difficulties encountered, but deadlines had to be extended and the project
over-ran its projected time-scale. Ultimately, the courscware was completed to the required
design, although the incorporation of the voice-interface was discontinued and made the subject
of a separate report.

Costs of the Project

7. The costs of the project which produced about one hour's courseware were:

a. Equipment including software. £27.5K

b. Video studio facilities. £1(OK

c. Video editing and disc. E4.5K

d. Project team manpower £96K

Total £138K

8. In reporting to the Director of Anny Training we conchulcd that, bcausc Of1 the high sCtting-up
costs and the need to allocate a dedicated team to prodtRclion ovCr a long period, IV is, unlike ('11T.
not yet amenable to in-house production by training units of the British Anny. More positively, we
recommended that IV should continue to be considered as a poss ile (although exceptional) soltu) io0
to training problems, and that the particular areas of application which appeared suitable were
simulation and inter-personal skills.

9. It was soon after submittinu these recommendations thit vc fl•iud ourselves asked to sol\e

a training problem, and in due course recommending an IV solution.
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TilET"'IERIAI, IMAG;IN(G REtC()(NITI'I) PR()BLEM

10. A number of different Thermal Imaging (TI) sights have been or are being introduced into the
British Am These devices are employed in surveillance, acquisition of target, and target

engagement. In each of these roles there is a requirement to identify what is observed as a basis for
subsequent tactical decisions. Crucially the recognition of targets as 'enemy' precedes weapons
engagement.

11. Armoured Fighting Vehicle (AFV) and aircraft recognition training in the normal visual mode

is currently conducted in the Army. However, because thermal images are very different from visual
images, particularly at medium and long operational ranges, there is no natural transfer of recognition
ability from normal to TI images.

12. This problem was highlighted by the user who gave evidence of a skill/knowledge deficiency
by declaring he did not have the ability to identify potentialTI targets on the battlefield. Consequently
the Director of Army Training tasked ASTS to study the problem and make recommendations as to
the best methods of training.

13. The study commenced with no pre-conceptions with regard to solutions and employed a

tradi*-ional needs analysis approach. Some training in TI recognition was being conducted at this
stage as Armny training establishments responded to the problem. This training was, however,
varied across different users and at an embryonic stage. Industry was also aware of a potential

market for TI recognition training product support materials (and therefore profit) but was
hampered by the dearth of source material which mainly lay in the hands of the military. Clearly
a methodology had to be applied which would permit the evaluation of existing and proposed
solutions and also give a spur to future development. It followed that the training requirement
should be derived via Front End Analysis (FEA) techniques as an adjunct (in come cases rather
belated) to the main equipment development cycle. The overall methodology adopted for the
study is shown diagramatically at Figure 1.

[RE-SEARCH.
CCURRENT

KNOWLEDGE

C D TL DESC-R CB4ON DETERMINE- WRITE JOB
N CODCT FORMULATE ANALYSE I [TIONS LONDER E E ETANDRSO PERFORMANCE

TERMS~1~4 UNDER DADS0
NEEDS TEM FTASK WMCH TASKS ARE - SADA SOF OBJECTIVESAI NAL N SI; REFERENCE ANALYSE PERFORMED *PERFORMANCE PERFORACTE)r•IW'CBTSK AE-*m

INFOFRO INVESTIGATE
NATO ALLIES FEASIBILITY OF

A SFIECOGNITION

TASKTU

SI RESPONSE I R•EPORT I

FINAL FROM

R5~oroDY INTERIMU~m
,soREPORT

- S ADVANTAGES EART

COSRT--- z- NTG•STERV!IS TRO OPT1TNS l-SE•~ OII RVICE -i TRAIN NG
FIE ATJo.ITA

REOR ES CI~Y G N 'G EQ AENIE FR REUIEMN
ADIMTOSANTAGES

Figure 1 ASTS TI RECOGNIT1ON TRAINING STJDY-METIODOI.OGY I
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14. IV became apparent as the most viable form of training once the required learning design clemefnts
had been derived from the following:

a. Thorough task analysis and definition of conditions and standards under which the job
was performed.

b. An investigation into perceptual recognition theory.

15. From the above analyses the desired learning design elements were:

a. Maximum trainee exposure to images to be learned thus providing the opportunity fir
multiple associations and discriminations to be mentally internalised. (Reed 1972, 1978)
(Ferry 1986)

b. Moving imagery both as reflecting task analysis and to provide an almost infinite number
of views on image rotation (a static view represents only one 'frozen' image and is thus
not learning efficient). (Wickens 1984, Merrill and Tennyson 1977)

c. Realistic imagery in terms of the full spectrum of coildL.ois en-,isaged on the bat-
tlefield (eg range, aspect, meteorological conditions). This determines that the trainee rIuIst
have the facility to manipulate the contrast, brightness and polarity of images as defined by
task analysis. (NATO TCP 1981)

d. Variable ability of operators in the recognition task suggested that training should be
against both a minimum standard and a potentially higher 'personal achievement standard'.

16. These learning design elements were then assessed against possible training options (eg ';lidos,
CBT, modeis) in a training effectiveness analysis. ThFe best match was found to be IV where
the desired learning elements are closely associated witl the following delivery characteristics of
the technology:

a. Rapidly accesses/displays/ realistic images from a large library held on disc.

b. Allows the trainee to learn at his own pace.

c. Provides opportunities for the trainee to review the imagcry either of his ,-,,,,,i volition or
via system branching and remedial loops.

d. Provides dynamic formative and sumnmative assessment.

e. Provides a record of performance both on floppy disc arid print out.

f. Motivates the trainee via immediate feedback on perfor-iance.

g. Can exploit variable ability and motivate the trainee by associating a points score with

trainee performance; a minimum score being set as a pass standard.

Frorn the organisational viewpoint IV was seen to be attractive as it was capable of deliverilne a
common standard of instruction to widely dispersed units for both initia) training and inaintcn,1n1cc
of training. It could also provide print out analyses of oper,itor performances for bhth il•.ntuclor.,N
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and employing officers to be set against Army Training Directives. Additionally, the data base,
providing both videoed TI and synthetic imagery, could be modified and updated from a central

image generating facility, pressed onto disc and distributed to units.

17. Independent confirmation of IV as a solution came from industry who had been asked to

recommend training methods based on a draft requirement.

18. As is emphasised in the full project report, initial development was of a part task trainer to train
operators of TI devices in classification, recognition and identification skills. Other elements
identified in the task analysis (eg battle picture cues, operator change of field of view) were
recommended for subsequent incorporation in higher mission training

THE IV FEASIBILITY STUDY

19. Before moving to full procurement a feasibility study was undertaken to test the theoretical case
for IV-based recognition training. This project was funded under the acronym TIRT (Thermal

Identification and Recognition Trainer) and implemented by a team consisting of:

a. A Service agency responsible for suplying 'rough' edited TI imagery.

b. Subject matter experts (from the Infantry, Royal Armoured Corps, Royal Artillery and
Army Air Corps) responsible for validation of imagery and input to instructional design.

c. A specialist IV firm (SAV Communications Plc) responible for fine edit and preparation

of data base, and software design.

d. A training consultant (one of the co-authors) responsible for instructional design,
fornulation of TOs and the coordination of all aspects of the project.

The user involvement in data base preparation and instructional design ensured compliance with

the operational task and original training need and the use of commercial services was designed

to overcome the problems encountered in the Second Phase R & D Project.

20. The evaluation has been carried out in three phases. Phase one employed a small representa-

tive sample and allowed minor hugs to be removed from the program. Phase two took advantage
of a large opportunity sample by offering TIRT as a background activity to over 9(X) all ranks
attending the 198 Li nii,.d Kingdom Land Forces MILAN Anti-tank Guided Weapon Concentr2ti,,n.
Objective data was taken from the program assessment of trainee performance and subjective

data concentrating on motivational, satisfaction and value factors was obtained by questionnaire.

21. Phase two tended to confirm TIRTas a viable training system but it became apparent certain

aspects of the design specification had not been met. Additionally it was found difficult to control

the evaluation in an exercise environment that had field deployment and iive firing as its priorities.
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22. Following work by the contractor to bringTI RI'up to sjecCI teatrIon theC Phase three Mevaluation
was set Lip. This employed at tighter experimental desig~n as follows.

__________ ] Wherex - was at test of normal v'isual reeoizn i Eon

15 trainees 1 2 0 ) . ability uISIng -the same AFV-s ats in the'TIRT final
assesmni L

Gp 2 x X x X)Was thle TI RT fin1al assessment
15 tranees 12 1 J wais the TI Ri learning treatment

EVALUATION FINDINGS
23. The conlcept of IV recognition training 'Is strongly SuIpported by the sub .ectrve datat, based
on a representative sample of 112 trainees. Forinstance. 94,,( of trai nee s recoarded the TI RT tra 1In(In
experience as either 'very valuable' or 'valuable'. Sc-veniy three per cent believed that the issue
of a full,, developed TIRT Would lead to a 'greatly improved standard' in units and 22%/ believed
that anl 'Improved standard' wondid result. All of thle trainees considered 'lIRT to be at better formi
ot training than Instructor led training Justifying th is s iev maitiinl by reference to the self-paced
nature of thle program.

24. Objectiv'e data Because of the problems with thle programXI iiiiJIexperimiental control described
above and because the phase 3 evaluation is not yot comirpleted it is only possible to report
Indications from the objective data in this paper. The averCFIeL improvement in ide ntification abli i

cuirrently recorded IS 50;c although thle standards laid down tin the training objective, as decrived;

fro: A- theC!;1 Nuject matter ex pert, have not atlways bee n I ewt. I foweý i: \e r, thle s tandards Ilaid (lo w, iv n-,t t
be re -arded. to some ex tent, ats arbitr ary and trai nees .ý Crc ten In" l coinp cien t in) normal1 iN cull
recognition d bility before commnenci ng TI R F' iriiin inc-, a LIe I ,ii err tei-on of the proctam)
Additionlall,. thle evaluaion0 has Illustrated deticie ne jes it- :~he trainer, whose incorpor ation are
likelIvto imrprove trairnce Ic am ing effic icncyv. Ioeinl jiC 4 aayi ftairc enkrn e
high I ights Conl [us1able sets and pemt eeilsr tc g t(1e a i ared for eachi trainee. Curre lIiti
hard copy ra\A data is provided via the progran, h~iit tieaaic can or1. hcb done by an in s1toic air

and no data e\ýists at present to Show thle ef-CI Oeen ( 1 suCh reoeii \rr,,es %a iat reý Weach1 A-ld
repeat assessmentts. The de" ign specification 1fr- il (Icde\ loprrient TIIRT ýkill incorporate 0rh
aspec~t in the stuldent manragenment system tocerheri w.ith (),It r lessons ]learned.

25. Stibjecike data. Space does not pCI nut1 anl eXhaus't1CiCIs ef reo til te evalu1ationl findir)Ies to
date hut, in suinrnnarv, the subjective data prov\,ides strotiLN wppo rt f'or IV reogrIit ion train ingc and
ciurrent objective data tends tocontlirri thle vaiiyof theý i. et. I lo\vCCr I'111 en.CUIO1 fia ocu iosII~i'
await thle c'omtpletioni of tire plase I evaluation.

RIE F' RI" KIN(I';S:

I krT\. i P I.IT,I iI I, . ir g tit It r.,lI It .1in N11( IIIl(k Nc~k k C11ici I,

.1-r.I',Ii)ujI! -i' t r ir i.g ,, R Ii titi i%.. Cnkc i r 1)5]AnI IIII

X~t d , ', 1ý IIL 1 111 II (I-'k , ý I It, I I k~ o l~ l ... ..



SIMULATION, (;BT & TVESTING-

COMP)ROM ISE, CONFOUND) OR CAMP?

fry

Udr. Robert It. Kerr, CF'
Maj. Mlarilynn lloggard, CF
Capt. Bruce 1). Hlyland, CF

Canaidian Forces Fleet School Halifax

lot roudct ion:

T he r elIa tiv e discrepancies between training and operational -as t e r
levels determined by the systematic analysis of job requir,'ments often show
thems;elIve s i n the d i f ferences.- of op1i n i onl reg a rd ingp thle leg -iroe o f f idel i t
requi red to reaich des I red operational performance's. In the, same sense, the
designer ot a pred ic~tivye measurement inst rurnent faices, much the same problem,
i e. , what will1 prt dIic~ite the device'sq design - ai measurrement instrument that
parodiles the operait onail performance or success of candidates, or ilternat-
ivelv , - ';srr of the traiits or suh-ib-tai ts ident if ied as aI funct ion of the
Of r~ipra i n I anail Iy sis;? 'lthe authors ha~ve aimbi t ousi v compared the relationships
invol veil in the ps--vchomkotrne and trailinn,' rea - this comlpari son has clanr-
f jei eolne (if the i s5;U('s 4r importance in llvt'rcomining di fir eiinc is in comlmunicia-
t ionIf. The' relat ionsh i ps be tween) fidelI i t Vanld vaIi d ity V ave indee'd proven[ nlt i t e

us1e fUlI i n t he analIy sis o f t he t rain ring, r,,';rpri rement . Ini t iil I Iv , the concept of
f idel ity will he hr i''f ly dIi scussed .

Face~ t- if F ide I iL ty

I n i ts! s imp lost formt f ide i tv hasc been de f m. a-d heit ' I-srtec of rej-re-
sentit tion' a dev ce p;r ses';es . The 'degree of reproisent~it un' ,,n he expro'-;';ed

in many wayvs, howe.ver the fund~imenta I represýentaitive eviaratcteri st is appea,ýr til

h, thfese of ftinct ionail ity and phvsic~il simi Ian tv to the olenriti Veil envirnon-
ment , Piruti (1987). F rom a measuireme'nt point of View thelere' fsir lr t

or fidol i t. is; Usually indicated by a percentage on indexý )I T'1 r icit 'iI. Ith

authors liive used ai simlple percentage, ratio oif the number cf skil I 1 1 .it td

t piscsnsi hl e oil di ov i ce or a t t ai nab le i n af t r. i in i og prog rn'rI Ii V i ded byv t hi
uitimbi'r )f Oper.i ti ona i taisk'; thle r'. idriint w' il I h e c,1I I cl upon to perlT-i ' rtr
i t or~ia 11, , the arg,,iimei't rari¾'hfew niuch' f ld' Ii tv is, r(trriird in ai I (evi , t
(,, ntor'r ir tundr thle c'it -e t-l ect lyve p~i,'off of thIIe de vi c e v i s ) v II i oii,' opr--r
t l out I -ii rc ra ft or- s; Ip Ij s ysýtems-ý, ~h~ibviour~il 'Ve;im e-t al , ( 19 CSý) . Fec.rse the,

s) ; at replI i car lt I oi, p r.t i)Inali envi ronmint , a ire tpJIrnr'ri't l T'I , theitre is sit

ri ng e r t Ii I, I t L I iI t e clin11o I ig,, i c i I I l va ocemei its w! I 1 lie Io e r r t

Ui iii ri lo 'r run~me , wi t hroit loioi i'egi r (I i t the n' I r i r n . 1n 1 hetr

w, )ir(Is , i V I lifr, t ti r, or ()), fi I' t Ire rniquI remi'nt It I :o A! r'!r" ') " I r I 't'n vn r \'

iItri, to ;j-;i t i re f if I I - t lilde I i tv !sys I tims- wi t lirin t i~ll'.i n Ittt 1t it oi I i or i or
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Long~itniidinal Aspects
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The latter stages of a training program on the other hand present dif-
ferent requirements. Recal I that the training analyst, through an orderly
'breaking down' of the composite performances has derived enabling and learning
requirements to build the training strategy. When a student reaches the final
stages of the programme, a requirement to synthesize these earlier activities
leads to a 'summative' conclusion where the traditional meaning of fidelity
comes into play. At this stage, full and accurate representation of the opera-
tional situation is desireable. In the authors' opinion, therefore, the
requirement here is for the highest degree of 'summative fidelity' Figure I
displays the above relationships in a training programme structure. In predic-
tive testing, the actual test forms used nay or may not show face validity or
summative fidelity, however to be effective the test must show high criterion-
relaled (primarily predictive) validity as well as convergent validity with the
criterion, Sax (1980).

Implications

Making comparisons is as frought with danger as is the provision of
examples or analogies. The authors have used the categorizations of summative

and formative fidelity as a framework for discussion when dealing with simo-
lator manufacturers, training analysts/designers and evaluation specialists.
Because the stated requirements for each stage in the loarning process are
different, different measures are taken to assess the effectiveness and effic-
iency of each stage.

Computer-based training (CBT) programmes, for example, provide the ana-
lyst with a rich field to apply these fidelity criteria. The instances in the
recent literature specifically regarding CBT testing standards, item construct-
ion related to type, contamination issues, e.g., Sarvella and Noonan (1988),
indicate that considerable work and emphasis is being placed to increase the
formative fidelity of CBT, enabling more efficient learning to take place.
Although not a direct comparison of two methodologies, researchers Kloosterman,
Hlarty and Matkin (1988) have studied relative computer based useage in a math-
ematics curriculum in categories of simulation (includes practice) and learning
(new materials, develop problem-solving or "higher level" thinking skills). In
reporting that "Simulation and Problem-Solving software forces students into
critical thinking about topics not frequently addressed hefore computers were
;tvai lable", our assessment mi ,,ht be that the developing summative and formative
fidelity of such systems are improving, enabling the attainment of behavioural
objectives which are di ff icult to achieve through the means of "lectures or the

use of printed materials." (P.46)

TFie relationships betwetn formative a:nd summattve fidelity open up some
fascinating avenues for future investigation. Tn training contexts, where the
behavtoural objectives can he quite distinct , and the learning methodologies
more easily evaluated and hierarchical ly structured, the requirements for the
fidel i t ies discussed ml gh t take the time profile of Fi1 gure 2, whece the
requirement- for each fidelitv changes over time in thc programme. Requi re-
men t s for sklmma t i ye f i delI t y at the start of the pr gramit, are in f req tien t
(motivational, attitudi na l , situational etc.) and ;,grow tlhrotghout the prog'•ramme
unti 1 the requirements for integration, consolidation, drill and practice take

precedence . On the other hand formative fidelity requirements initially are
high in frequency and ),,raduailly diminish as the irhramm, reaches incrementallv
small 'learning progres!; steps;' near the end ot the progsramme. (Figýure 2 has
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been provided for discussion purposes only and does not represent any experi-
mental or empirical results.) As a passing comment, the effective use of iob-
aids may completely avoid the need for the provision of formative fidelity at
all.

OPTIMUM FORMATIVE

,b• SUMMATIVE

DEGREE
O F

FIDELITY

MINIMUM

I I I I I I I I I I T

TIME OPERATIONAL

OBJECTIVE

PERFORMANCE

TEST

FIGURE 2

REPRESENTATION OF FORMATIVE AND SUMMATIVE FIDELITY
REQUIREMENTS AS A MEASURE OF COURSE DURATION

In educational environments on the other hand, where objectives are
essentially divergent, unrelated in great measure and less hierarchically homo-
genous, the relationship between the two fideliti ks could take the form of many
aggregate relationships of Figure 2 for all hehavioral objectives in the
pro ,r mm,.- .

Finally, no di scuss (on related to fideli ty or simulat ion is germant,
witlhiout the mention of trans fer of trainln),. Fundamentaily, a training pro-
gramme should strive to maximize transfer by exhibiting high formative and
summativ, fidelity. It is also clear, however, Morse et al (1988), that tranls-
fer must optimize other factors as well, whi,-h can he totally unrelated to
thes;e indices: environmental acceptance and policy for example. With this in
mind the 'trans fer equation' could be:

Degree of
Transfer= f (F + FS + f(E

F
F ii, , f •:r: ,,•t i , '. , . , v

I I III Ii
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Summary

The introduction of the terms formative and summative fidelities has
provided useful contexts for communication, assessment of training methodol-
ogies, determining specific requirements of training programmes and specifying
hardware, software and courseware needs. Further research should provide for
more accurate measurement of both types of fidelities and lead to a better
understanding of the principles involved in their interrelationship.
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Simulation-based wargaming and training, properly employed, can provide
practical and affordable means of raising the levels of readiness of our
military forces to new highs. The use of computers for developing and con-
trolling training scenarios has, in recent years, provided increasing training

capabilities. More importantly, research and development (R&D) on applica-
tions of computer technologies to training provides increasing promise of
substantial improvements and extensions of cost-effective combat-mission
training capabilities, both vertically (i.e., from theater-level commanders
and chiefs--or CINCs--down through the various command and staff organiza-
tions, to the individual crews of combat vehicles such as tanks) and horizon-
tally (i.e., through the different staff offices at a given level).

The Defense Science Board in 1988 approved recommendations to the Chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, made by its Task Force on Computer Applica-
tions to Training and Wargaming, to provide simulation-based wargaming and
training capabilities for the CINCs, their staffs, and their com'ponent ceo.-
manders, staffs and units. Such training, it was pointed cut, would benefit
U.S. joint forces by providing realistic opportunities to exercise the exist-
ing command-and-control procedures, to develop improved procedures, and even
to examine "what if" war plans, in coordinated training with conmmanders and
units that would be assigned in time of war.

"Joint" in the present context means simultaneous, operational employment-
involving different U.S. f,)rces from two or more of the Services. The Task
Vorcu's report provided d broad plan on how best to apply advanced cCmputer
technologies and improve joint force training and doctrine. One of the ma 4 or
findings was that there is currently little or no joint training. Most of th<-
training is single-Servicer oriented, and even where a second, third, or foucti.
gervice is represented in a wargaming model, the representation is for rur-

S:f im-acting the single-Service training, not for jointly trainin th.
mviec- ýc. the present paper focuses on the potential use of wargai

n the higher echelons of command, and on the emerging roles of
'r'pt i-.aed simulations in supporting such wargaming and trainina.

S h. oe'.: i author presented and publi:ished a re],it.?ci paper e,,title i
"r Ar[plicitions f Humri Performance MX)dels to ', ct-'.: g d

Military 1ining " as part, of "Appplicitions of }{umari Perfort ance n
Ay , in ign A Techn,-)o.g y-hIr-) nst ration tWorksh<r, 1 ATS ,. e : ._-

rou[) (r - 8u) , hesea : o tudy "roup Q Wrkshi , ri- n, ,, V , -
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WHAT IS WARGAMING?

A waLgame is a simulation of a military operation, involving opposing

forces, usi ng informat ion designed to depict actual or real-I i fe situations.

Some wargames are fully automated; i.e., they are computer simulations
that run without human intervention. Other wargames are interactive; they
involve man-in the-loop simulations. Interactive wargames differ in the
degree of human intervention permitted or required.

Wargaming simulations have been constructed, demonstrated, and used to
represent a broad range of situations. Some represent very large global and
theater-level conflicts. Others represent smaller sectors of larger con-
flicts, such as a naval battle group or an army corps air-land battle zone.
Still others, designed especially for training, represent smaller collective
battle elements such as an army tank battalion, company, or platoon, or even
individual battle elements such as a single aircraft, ship, or army tank.

There is increasing interest in the networking of wargaming simulations
to provide for the interactive, and potentially quite realistic, training of
collectives (crews, groups, teams, and units, or CGTUs) as well as of
individuals.

USES OF WARGAMING:

There are two primary purposes of interactive wargames: (1) military
education and training, and (2) battle-management training and aiding.
Military education and training is meant to provide a broadening experience
that replaces ignorance with knowledge of doctrine and procedures. That is
the province of the senior Service schools and colleges. The purpose of
training, however, is to provide for acquisition, refinement, and maintenance
of battle-winning skills. Battle-management training, in all services, is
regarded as the province of the operational commander. Educational
experiences may be infrequent in a lifetime, but training experiences have to
be sufficiently frequent to support not only the initial acquisition, but also
the further refinement and maintenance of the skill at a high level. Until
recent years, wargaming has been used relatively effectively for education,
but nearly not at all for training. The high cost and limited availability of
wargames for training have been factors that technological advances are
beginning to overcome.

As technology advances, particularly in computer and communication
technology, the uses of wargaming in battle-management training and aiding is
increasing. The prediction is that this will be the fastest growth area in
future wargaming development, with an increasingly "fuzzy" distinction between
"aiding" and "training," and a growing realization that this technology
provides a most cost-effective contribution to "readiness". Wargaming should
be regarded as provicing a real force-multiplier effect.

POTENTIALS OF WARGAMING IN TRAINING:

Is there evidence that the provision of wargaming simulations for train-
ing would produce beneficial results? There is evidence in the open litera-
ture. Some of it is direct, but much is indirect. For example, during 1987,
U.S. Army tank platoons stationed in Europe were trained with a network of
tank simulators. The skills they gained in the simulator training transferred
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positively to the NATO-exercise range, and the U.S. Army tankers took first
prize in the annual competition. This was their first win in ten years.

That there are vast differences in the battle-effectiveness of comman-
ders and their units is a widely recognized fact among both warriors and
military historians. Naval commanders and historians know of "good squsdr<."
and "bad squadrons," identically equipped and often fighting in the same si.-i.

Data are not impossible to find. For example, one NATO-sponsored study of
WW-II German U-boat commanders found that 33% failed to engage any targets,
and 13% failed to hit any targets they found. Thus, 46' were ineffective.
the other hand, the best 10% of the commanders sank 451 of the allied ships
sunk. Such differences are usually explained with reference to some
combination of the "human factors," e.g., selection_ and training, both cf
which can be impacted by wargaming and training.

A third and final example is drawn from the WW-II air-battle experiences
of the German and American forces in the European theater. In air combat loss
rates, the German pilots experienced near 40% first-mission losses, whereas
the American first-mission loss rate was half that, or 20%. Essentially, the
Americans had a five-mission advantage relative to the Germans. This advan-
tage has been attributed fully to the differences in training. The Germans
were short of fuel, and although they trained their pilots well to fly the
aircraft, they did not have fuel "to waste" on the training of air-combat
maneuvering skills. The Americans did and the results are obvious. Evidence
obtained with the Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPT) at the Opera-
tions Training Division of Air Force Human Resources Laboratory has more than
suggested that similar advantages can be gained by augmenting flying training
with air-combat simulator training.

There is sufficient evidence, in theory as well as fact, to indicate
that corrbt experience is the best trainer of combat skills. Combat veterans
have out-performed "green" troops in every recorded engagement. The technc-
logical capability is now present to be provided in training systems that can
produce combat veterans and aces in peacetime! Can that capability be pru-
dently ignored? If not, how can the technology be applied to the training rf
combat-relevant skills?

CHALLENGES:

The technical challenge of using wargames for training is to develop
adequate degrees of realism and fidelity to provide effective "war-fighting
rehearsal". Figure 1 shows a schema wherein system engineering design and
training strategies using simulations are developed together so that training
experiences may be as similar as needed to operational experiences. The
figure emphasizes how the development of simulations must integrate the system
design process shown along the top of the arrow with the human resources an:i
training represented alogq the arrow's bottom. The result is a continuum
ranging r�n., an operational system, through training that is. incorporated 1>

err~e id•J into the system, and ending with a separate triining sTsrex. The
J eal wI gdming system would identify and dve lop th.e a:yaoces ir. commute an

netwvrking technologies for simulatioris that would providoe aitf -,dable
asgmentations of field e.xercises. Such wargaming also must be trequently
availahle since one or two exercises rper year w-ii ;h [itt ,e to honl` "fi'hI
skills".
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FIGURE 1. TRAINING APPLICATIONS SCHEMA
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The technologies available for use in the development of training sys-
tems are shown in Figure 2. We tend to have most knowledge about those at the
top left and less as we progress down the list to the bottom right. The
challenge here is how to exploit these technologies in a way that is consis-
telit -iLh the Ltaining needs of cui,..,d,,deLs, staits, and units.

FIGURE 2. WHAT TECHNOLOGIES

PROCESSORS/MEMORIES OPERATING SYSTEMS

DISKS INTERFACES

GRAPHICS/DISPLAYS PROGRAM LANGUAGES

COMMUNICATIONS EXPERT SYSTEMS

DATABASES SIMULATIONS

Those technologies at and near the top generally are hardware-based where the
risk in training applications is lowest and progress is greatest (in terms of
increasing capability and reducing costs). These are truly the enabling tech-
nologies. Those technologies at and near the bottom of the list -- including
simulations -- generally are the "cognitive-based" human technologies for
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which the risk in training applications raises gros:at pr-,,i.de, but progures. i
questionable at best. These are truly the limiftiqg techncologies at present.

OPPORTUNITIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

Mi I iiiy "re-,adp nt 'm" d ie s in ( -,il palt 11 I h,• <at I ' .- 111inaq1 2rrint
(tact ica 1 m ld :;I 1it'kJ.iC) :3ki. lls of tic (-scinmando< r s,, -;tIl t:;, .ld "t i Vu :5. .

both as individuals and CGTUs (i.e., crews, groups, teams, and units) Thkj,_I
skills are determined by the relevant experiences they have had in learning to
be effective commanders, smoothly coordinated staffs, and battle-wise
warfighting "troops." in time of war, it is a truism that combat-veteran
commanders and CGTUs are better -- much better -- than "green troops." In
peacetime, military training has the goal of providing the experiences
relevant to the acquisition of such skills so that tiie first combat
engagements are successes.

Simulation-based training is an essential component to field and sea
training in providing such experiences. The technical opportunity is here.
The task is to identify and develop further the advances in computer and
networking technologies so that systems allow dirferent simulat~ons and
wargames to be used to provide the necessary training opportunities --
simultaneously, interactively, and both horizontally (amoo- commanders and
staffs at the same levels) and vertically (among commanders and troops at
subordinate levels).

The current opportunities are further enhanced by other circumstances:
(1) the Services appear to be ready to accept and use such training, (2) the
technology is here and coming, driven primarily by developments in a vast
civilian market, and (3) the recent legislation that strengthened the role of
the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the matter of joint training
authority and responsibility.

In this regard, the Defense Science Board Task Force recommended that
the first step should be the internetting of the existing wargaming assets,
for example of the senior Service schools and colleges. They recommended that
with the internetting, plans be made to play iaoQLth__ the best joint war-
game that could be arranged. They proposed that by doing so, a baseline would
be established from which other improvements and enhancements could proceed.
They advised to work towards interoperahility but cautioned that the first
step should be the internetting of wargaming and simulation capabilities
through communication technology.

ISSUES YET TO BE RESOLVED: R&D CHALLENWES

There are numerous issues yet to be resolved, many of which require fur-
ther information that the R&D community can provide. In point of fact, expe-
riences (including lessons learned from both successes and failures -- or, at
least, partial failures) are needed in hsw to c.<'n, Iuildi, and use such
simulation-based broadly applicable tra r: sq Y'YXT.,;, the component part.-;
which in-oudle the computer hardware, thc.. m il':3 , r :1 a !Ls, simu!ations, et ,
and the rc,_-twork itself. The nret.d fot a test, in efesttive INTERACTIVE NtT-

WOPK is t!e greatest current challenge, for) that is the key element. Netwo k-
ig is the enabling tt-chnology. Simulations with different characteristics,
from an Army commander 'ts view of a mechanized bat t tC) arl Ai Force com-
mander 's -cricern with close; air support t,) ti i- Zi'vy.,.!,dri ne warf qhtin ,
must te -pahl( of beicjg "hung" onto th1c rn!t w ik, .: I of interiact in,-, ]Tý t.:,,_'
great rcrr:,ers of weapcons iii,i vehicle:; th;,'t ' ,e nIssa. y It , "

ort1-4 t r cd 'e u t a t i otris
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Another major challenge is for measurement and evaluation of the per-
formances, and the timely provision of appropriate feedback, so learning can
take place and both training and the test and development of new tact ical dc-
trine can he effective. ,ome proqress has heen made using a methodology cal]]td

the Headquarters Eil~ctive-ss Assessment Tool (HEAT) by the Navy and the Army
Command and Control Evaluation System ACCESS in a modified version. The
technique has successfully been applied to force-level (e.g., Task Force,
Brigade, Division, Corps) battle-staff evaluations to identify, quantify, and
assess critical performance factors in information flow and tactical decision
making in a field setting. It is especially important that more progress be
made in the measurement and evaluation of the performances of CGTUs, and not
merely of individual performance.

THE PROMISE AND THE GOAL:

All this comes together as a goal -- a goal that promises a peacetime
training capability to provide commanders, staffs, and troops that are truly
at the highest level of combat-skill readiness -- a level equivalent to that
of battle-seasoned warriors. Already, a graphic-based simulator like the one
in SIMNET, an Army simulation network that began with tank training stations,
shows the promise of interactive networks. With appropriate distribution of
simulation-based wargaming and training, we may practice wartime capabilities
using realistic vehicle battle stations as well as command-and-control
activities for individuals, groups, teams, and units. The research and
development community has the opportunity to participate in (1) integrating
hardware, software, and human technologies to improve military command and
control, effectiveness, and readiness, and (2) establishing a testbed and a
rapid-prototyping prcgram to provide Limulation and training tecnniquto. The
enabling technologies are ours to develop.
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The Royal Naval School of Educational and Training Technology (RNSETT)
HMS NEInN, Portsmouth, Hampshire POI 3HH, LNGLANu

INTRODUCTION

1. As a result of the 1981 UK Defence White Paper there was a requirement to
reduce the manpower and resources used in Royal Naval shore training and to
transfer as much training to sea as possible. Against this background the
Ministry of Defence decided in 1984 to investigate the use of CBT as a means
of improving the effectiveness of Naval Training and enable it to be delivered
afloat.

2. The Ministry selected 6 training problems on which to trial CBT. The
aims of this trial were to identify effective procurement procedures for
bespoke CBT systems and to determine the training effectiveness of the medium.
This presentation is concerned with the training evaluation phase of the
study.

STRATEGY AND CONDUCT OF THE EVALUATION

3. The RNSETT was tasked with determining the training effectiveness of the
CBT which had been produced for the study. It was decided that the evaluation
should address those issues which were likely to impact on fut;rc CBT policy
and the aim of the evaluation was therefore defined as:

"To evaluate the 6 pilot CBT projects with regard to the efficiency and
effectiveness potential of CBT as a means of providing training both
ashore and afloat".

4. A 'top-down' strategy was devised to ensure that all the relevant issues
would be addressed and the upper levels of this are shown in simplified form
in diagram I. By extending this approach the questions posed at each level
became progressively less subjective and ultimately identify the required
data. The following supporting objectives were defined using this strategy:

a. To determine the instructional effectiveness of CBT.
b. To assess the degree to which CBT equips trainees for their
operational Jiob performance.
c. To assess the attitudinal response of trainers and trainees to CBT.
d. To investigate the effects of CBT on the organisation of training.
e. To investigate the impact of CBT on humanL and material training
resources.
f. To forecast the implications of the wider applications of CBT both
ashore and afloat.

5. Performance and attitudinal data were collected between January 1987 and
February 1988. Papers addressing the issues defined by the study's supporting
objectives were produced for each individual project. The final rupert irpw
on these findings to make general conclusions and recommendat ions about the
utility of CDT in the Nava I Training Environment.
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TRIAL LIMITATIONS

6. Manpower and funding constraints led to the following limitations on the
evaluation:

a. It had to be assumed that the CBT being evaluated was appropriate, of
good quality, employed effectively, and was the best possible response
to the training problems selected.

b. Much of the courseware trialled was tutorial ('3%), with some drill
and practice/emulation (28%) and only a little simulation (4%). This
restricted spread of modes precluded a full evaluation of the potential
of CBT.
c. Changes in trainee performanc- were often hard to quantify for
the following reasons:

1. The amount of material converted tc CBT was small compared to the
whole course.

2. The validity of some pre CBT assessment tests was questionable,
possibly due to the difficulties experienced in overcoming the
stated training problems. Probably as a consequence of this some
of the available pre CBT test scores showed little headroom for
improvement.

3. Since the evaluation was instigated after CBT entered service it
was often difficult to obtain sufficiently detailed records of
trainee achievement prior to the introduction of CBT.

iotwithstanding these limitations the evaluation provided much valuable

information and has been instrumental in shaping RN CBT policy.

FINDINGS

7. The evaluation was designed to draw global conclusions about the utility
of CBT in the Naval Training Environment and the findings are outlined below:

a. Instructional Effectiveness. Tutorial CBT produced no significant
increase in trainee performance as measured by test scores. In the more
successful tutorial applications there was, however, a widespread feeling
that trainees had gained a deeper understanding of the material, that
their retention was improved and that they were therefore better
motivated. There was also some evidence to suggest that greater
consistency of performance had been achieved. In the less appropriate
applications, benefits were possible but only where there was sustained
commitment and increased effort by the training staff. In the case of
drill and practice/emulation ýpniicafi, hown ,', there were
significant and quantifiable increases in trainee achievement.

b. Job Performance. Due to the time limitations imposed by the trial it
has not been possible to effectively assess the impact of CBT on job
performance.

c. Attitudes. Tutorial CBT was well received only where the courseware
was of a high standard and, even then, trainees were wary of being over
exposed to it. Instructors appreciated the consistency offered by the
medium and the fact that they were freed to concentrate on the weaker
trainees. Where tutorial CBT totally replaced traditional instruction,
it was found to be unacceptable and its use has been discontinued. Drill
and Practice CBT has been enthusiastically received by training managers,
instructors and trainees.
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d. Orqanisation. The effects of tutorial CBF on training planninq were
either insignificant or adverse. Where classes are programmed to a fixed
timetable it has not been possible to capitalise on any savings made from
the self-pacing facility of CBT. In drill and practice applications,
increases in trainees achievement can be directly attributed to CBT's
self-pacing capability and savings in training time may be possible.

e. Training Resources. Tutorial CBT, if carefully selected and
appropriately applied, offers an aiternativ,, instructional strategy and
increased consistency of instruction. it has not replaced any
instructors but, in the more appropriate applications, it has allowed
them to be employed more effectively. As the tutorial CBT was largely
used to supplement, rather than replace the traditional training
materials, there were no cost savings to offset the initial costs of CBT.
In drill and practice CBT, self-paced learning proved a highly
successful strategy and there were significant resource savings in the
following areas:

Backclassing - this was reduced by up to 80%.
Automation of manpower intensive marking tasks.
Instructional preparation time - this was virtually eliminated.
Teaching space - this was significantly reduced due to the
compactness of the CBT hardware compared to the traditional teaching
aids it replaced.
Management data - comprehensive statistics on trainee achievement
and rate of progress were readily available at virtually no cost.
This allowed early identification of trainees experiencing
difficulties and the flexibility of CBT provided effective remedial
training.

A cost benefit analysis of the drill and practice Morse Code training CBT
showed that, on the previous year's trainee throughput, the additional capital
cost of the CBT equipment compared to a traditional replacement solution would
be recouped after 17 months.

f. Wider Applications. Indications are that tutorial CBT would not be
effective at sea for stand alone basic training. The transportability of
the material is likely to be difficult if .,ider applications for
courseware are not considered at the time functional specifications are
produced. Drill and Practice CBT is generally seen as having wider
applications, especially for continuation and refresher training.

T-h evaludtion also assessed existing appi cdLions of CBT in Qoyal Naval
training, and it was found that these experiences generally supported the
study f i lirigs.

GENERAL FINDINGS

8. Piodlu, ion of good bespoke commerciaI cours-v•,%ro is expensive and very
tni,, fi i In g. It is clear that the functional specif ications need to be
f dl .t Hi i 1d and based on a thorough tra i ni ng 'ed'eds anal vs is. The success
of the coursevare is directly proportional tL , his eilort and its qualit',
heavily dependent on Service input of subject iitter and training strategy
expertise. In one project, approximately I 8 v ni aeeks of Service effort a'
of ficeri/sen Ior rate level was invested :i f I-te odW tion of- 6 hounrs of
courseware; wjhere such investment s viere ncc' wrI 1s h t ) , • ref lectedI in !he
quality of the material. Wider ipp 1, irat f (lfl f !,, ,_t seoare should also I K
cons rldered at the funct ional Sji if -t on st,:Jr,i fernb of harda are ,n,
s' fitvare oipatib I Iitv if the 11,1t (,tr i I to T , !1! % ti',lsv o taLle.
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9. In deciding if CBT is appropriate to a training problem, a value added
analysis is essential to ensure that maximum and effective use is made of the
capabilities offered by a computer based solution. If these capabilities are
not fully utilised it is possible that an alternative, more cost effective
solution to the training problem may exist.

10. The ability and background of the target trainees needs to be carefully
considered in the presentation of the material (eg pace and comprehension
levels) and the training strategy employed. Block use of tutorial CBT was
found to be a poor strategy for basic training and the courseware was more
effective when blended with traditional instruction. There is therefore a
clear distinction between tutorial courseware designed for basic shore
training and that which is produced for stand alone use at sea for
continuation or refresher training.

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

11. The remit for the evaluation required that cost benefit analysis be
considered. For this training efficiency was defined as the relationship
between the investment in training and the return on that investment. In
theory, it should therefore be possible to compare the cost/benefit of a CBT
solution with that of the traditional alternative. The evaluation considered
that investment in this context could be examined in terms of both capital and
running costs, whilst the return could be measured by the percentage of
trainees who reach the pass standard and the time taken to achieve this. Some
of the factors which have to be taken into account in each area are listed
below.

a. Capital Costs. Total initial investment, taking taking into
account: other applications of the hardware and software which would
reduce unit costs, investment of any Service expertise in the
production of the material, system life expectancy (depreciation
costs) and any initial costs of training staff to use the system.

b. RunninQ Costs. These include: maintenance of the training hardware
and software, periodically recurring costs such as replacement of
consumables and software modifications, licence fees, the training
space required, marking costs, ongoing staff training costs,
instructor costs and training support costs such as the provision of
management data.

c. Training Return. This was measured in terms of the percentage of
trainees who reach the pass standard, offset against the overall
time taken to achieve this (course length and any remedial training
given). It is very difficult to cost other returns which may result
from CBT such as: improved morale and motivation and increased
consistency of both instruction and trained output. Moreover, to
extend the scope of cost/benefit analysis to include training
effectiveness involves the complexities of cost quantifying any
improvements in operational job performance. In practice, the
training return will not be known until the CBT solution is
implemented. However, by comparing the investment costs for both
the CBT and the traditional solutions it should be possible to
assess the degree to which the training return must change if a cost
benefit is to be achieved. Given this change it may then be
possible, based on the experience of existing CBT applications, to
assess if this is a realistic expectation.
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In the event it was only possible to realistically cost/benefit analyse one of
the projects and this showed that the CBT solutiorn would, on maximum trainee
throughput, pay for itself within 7 months despite its very high initial cost.

CONCLUSIONS

12. In drawing conclusions tile study considered wider applications, attitudes
and organisational impact to be sub-issues o- acceptabi I Ity, and impact on
resources, job performance and instructional effectiveness to be sub-issues of
training benefit. Clearly the weighting of these aspects nay vary according
to circumstances. For the purposes of this study the criteria for
acceptability and training benefit were that, within the trial limitations,
all the relevant sub-issues had to show a positive effect. Acknowledging
the trial limitations the study reached the folloing conclusions:

a. Tutorial CBT - Although it found acceptability in some applications,
tutorial CBT in basic shore training was neither proved to be cost
effective nor quantifiably better than existing training.

b. Drill and Practice CBT - This was highly acceptable in the Naval
training environment and was significantly better, both in terms of
trainee performance and cost, than "traditional" training.

RECOMMENDATIONS

13. The following recommendations were made;

a. CBT should only be funded where it can be proved to offer either the
only solution to a training problem or where there are clear cost
benefits.

b. The potential of CBT should be trialled at sea for continuation and
refresher training.

c. Purely tutorial applications of CBT in basic shore training are not
cost effective and should not be funded.

d. Applications of CBT which involve drill and practice/emulation are
highly effective and should receive funding.

e. The use of CBT in simulation mode was not idequately addressed by the
trial. Indications are that 't could offer substan'tial benefits, and it
is strongly recommended that a trial of s,'mulation CBT be undertaken.

CBT DEVFLOPMENIS POST FVALUATION

14 As a result of the recommendations of the evaluation report the policy for
the develop,iient of existing CBR projects arid the selection of new ones has
been based on the following criteria:

a. coAt and training effectiveness.

L. transferability to sea.

Fo ensure consistency in the applic ration of this policy no funding is to be
provided for any CBR project that had not h-ornt -i umed and approved by the
RNSEi T.

15. In accordance with the broad recorumientat ion,. of t.h' evaluation it Nas
decided to concentrate the available I undk nn dr IlI and practice training
activities, procedura1 operator and maint a i nec, d In no 1, and equipment
ennul1t;on 'Ind s i mulation. ak;) a result, thr, iPfli pro jec ts were so, ( 1 ted
for deve l opiernt:



a. Morse code transmission and reception training.

b. Navigation in narrow channels and traffic separation schemes -

simulation.

c. Auxiliary Machinery Certificate (AMC) training - equipment emulation
for operator and maintainer training.

d. Nuclear propulsion plant emergency operating procedures - simulation.

Item a, b and c are envisaged to have applicability in at-sea continuation
training whilst Item d will be used as a front-end trainer prior to full scale
simulator training.

16. The RNSETT has prepared functional specifications for all 4 projects and
will act as project managers from inception to installation. By doing this
the school will provide both the training specialist expertise and the link
between the end user and the contractor. Tenders have been invited from a wide
range of UK CBT suppliers and the RNSETT is currently evaluating their
responses prior to placement of contract. In addition to this the operational
training vote is funding a series of CBT man-machine interface trainers for
tactical, navigational and sonar equipment. The RNSETT is playing a lead role
in the evaluation of appropriate solutions to these training problems.

17. As a result of the training evaluation, CBT in the Royal Navy is now
being developed with the aim of achieving value for money investment in
training by concentrating on cost effective drill and practice, emulation and
simulation applications ashore, and investigating its use in these modes for
at-sea continuation training.
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TRAINING FOR A FLYING EMERGENCY

A TASK ANALYSIS OF ENGINE-OFF-LANDINGS

Amanda J W Feggetter, Ileather M MclnLyre,
Human Factors Unit, Headquarters Directorate Army Air Corps

Middle Wallop, Stockbridge, Hants. S020 8DY. UK

INTRODUCTION

i. The UK Army Air Corps (AAC) expressed concern at the number of aircraft
being damaged during the course of EOL training. In an 18 month period
there had been 17 EOL incidents involving the Gazelle helicopter. As a
result the Army Personnel Research Establishment's Human Factors Unit at
the Headquarters Directorate Army Air Corps (APRE HFU HQDAAC) was tasked
to undertake an objective study of EOL training.

2. In single engine helicopter training the ability to land the aircraft
in the event of engine failure is taught at a very early stage. This
exercise, called an Engine Off Landing (EOL) is associated with a high
level of emotional content. Studies in human learning show that if skills
are learned when the person is apprehensive or other strong emotional
contexts prevail learning may be considerably impaired (Ernsting, 1978).

AIM

3. The aim of the study was to examine the reasons for the high number of
training incidents which occurred during this particular exercise and to
make appropriate recommendations for EOL training policy so that these
might be avoided in future.

STUDY STRUCTURE

4. The study was carried out in two parts. A task analysis was undertaken
to determine the skills needed to carry out an EOL. Flying training records
were examined in terms of EOLs.

METHOD

TASK ANALYSIS

5. Interviews were conducted using the ".P)b Learning Analysis Questionnaire"
(JLAQ) according to the standard method (P'earn M and Kandola R S 1987).
Subjects included 2 aircrew from each of the fo[ic'; categories: experienced
QHIs, less experienced QHIs, pilots, student pilots. The criterion for
being included in the first category was to h±iv< -,re tlin () years instruc-
tional experience. Subjects were asked to give i brier description of the
main aim or objective of an EOL. They were tlhon i,;ked to hreak down the
task into its main activities. Each Main Ac, ivit, wais considered in turn
and subjects asked to give a brief des-criptioo ot whit w.as involved in this
part of an EOL.

1 Since this docuiment was writ ten peronne I posit i ens have chang,.ed as follows:

Amanda J W Feggetter, ACI(IfF), Main Bui 1, . , 1iini strv of Defence, Whi tehall,
London SWI.
HKfather M McIntyre, Mentor, Computer ",l:.,,J Tr.iniucnv, rudl (,rd, York:;.
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6. The activities were then analysed in terms of 9 predetermined learning
categories. These are as follows: physical skills, complex procedures,
checking/assessing/discriminating, memorising information, ordering/
prioritising/ planning, looking ahead/anticipating, diagnosing/analysing/
solving, Interpreting written, pictorial, diagrammatic material, and
adapting to new ideas/systems.

7. Subjects were asked whether these were relevant to each of the main
activities they had identified. The pattern of responses was examined to
determine the relative contribution of each learning category to the various
stages of an EOL.

8. Throughout each interview relevant additional comments made by the
interviewee about EOL training were noted.

TRAINING RECORDS

9. Subjects. The flying training records of 48 student pilots were
included in the sample. A sub group of the above was entered into a
microcomputer database for detailed analysis (Feggetter and McIntyre, 1985).
The composition of the samples is shown below in Table I.

TABLE I: Sample Descripiion

4 APC Courses Total

Whole Group 9 14 15 10 48
Sub Group 2 2 2 4 10

10. Analysis. A frequency count was made of the number of EOLs undertaken.
This was related to the quality of EOL performance as assessed by flying
instructors. An EOL rate per sortie was calculated for the instructors.
Comments made by Instructors about students EOL performance were collated.

RESULTS
TASK ANALYSIS

11. Main aim of an EOL. All 8 subjects were consistent in their view of
the main aim of practising EOLs. In the event of an engine failure the
pilot must be able to carry out a safe landing. The primary aim was that
the aircrew and passengers should survive with minimum injury. A subsidiary
aim was to prevent damage to the aircraft. 62% of subjects also believed
that practising EOLs built up student's confidence in their ability to
cope with a real emergency.

12. EOL Breakdown. A definitive model of an EOL was derived from individual
subject responses. This may be described in the following terms:

a. STAGE 1: Briefing. This occurs both on the ground prior to the
sortie and in the air to ensure there is no ambiguity between aircrew.

b. STAGE 2: Preparation. This involves assessment of the landing
area, weather conditions, and completion of checks. Choice of appropriate
autorotative technique is followed by taking up the appropriate heading,
height and speed. Lookout must he maintained throughout.

c. STAGE 3: Autorotation. This Involves lowering the collective lever,
maintaining speed, eliminating drift and maintaining balance during
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descent. Once certain the aircraft will reach the selected landing
area the throttle lever is closed. The aircraft is then committed to
land.

d. STAGE 4: Execution. There are two possible methods. The first,
Variable Flare (VF), comprises the sequence flare, check, level and
cushion. The second, Constant Attitude (CA), comprises the sequence
check and cushion.

13. Figure I shows the generic EOL model. It can be seen that although
there are variations in technique there is a central core of skills for all
EOLs.

14. There are a number of decision points in the sequence. The first decision
is made above 700 ft during the preparation stage. The pilot must select
one of the 5 possible autorotative techniques. This decision is not bound
by critical time constraints. The second decision is to enter autorotation
at the appropriate height and speed. The third decision point is at 700
ft where the pilot must decide between the two possible types of landing
VF or CA. The critical decision point lies between 150 and 100 feet when
a further input from the pilot is required. If a VF landing is to be
carried out the pilot must flare the aircraft at this point.

15. Analysis in terms of learning skills. The importance of the learning
skills to each stage of an EeL are shown in rank order in Table 2 below.
The briefing stage has been omitted.

TABLE 2: Rank ordering of skills by stage

Skills Stage
Preparation Autorotation Execution

Physical skills 6 2 2.5
Complex procedures 4 7 5.5
Checking/assessing 1.5 2 2.5
Memorising facts 4 5 5.5
Orderning/planning 7 7 7
Looking ahead 1.5 2 2.5
Diagnosing/analysing 4 4 2.5
Using written material 8.5 9 9
Adapting to new ideas 8.5 7 8

Key: I = Most important. - 9 = Least important

16. The findings show the importance of high level cognitive skills, such
as checking/assessing and looking ahead, during the preparation and autoro-
tahion stages of the EOL. The cognitive skills used in the final stage
are at a low level, mere visual monitoring and scanning. Physical skill
is seen as relevant in all stages of an EOL, although less relevant in the
preparation stage. It may be that when training pilots to carry out FOLs
the specific skills to be acquired are those which occur eairly in the
sequence, up to and including the final critical decision at 100-150 ft.
The learning experience should therefore be concerned with high level
decision-making skills. Aftec this point relatively low level psychomotor
skills como into play.

17. Miscellaneouo; Corimnents. Many commet s were e 'ncernued with the degree
of control given to the student during a practire E()F.
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TRAINING RECORDS

18. Table 3 illustrates the maximum, minimum and mean number of EOLs carried
out. EOLs are practised during two phases of the course, Basic Rotary Wing
(BRW) and Advanced Rotary Wing (ARW).

TABLE 3: EOL Statistics

Phasý' Mean No Maximum Minimum
of tOLs 5u oi EOLs No of EGLs

All 85 118 59
BRW 57 88 29
ARW 28 47 14

19. Quality of EOLs related to number of EOLs. For each student the per-
centage of "acceptable EOLs and the percentage of "unacceptable" EOLs in
each phase were determined. The calculations were based on instructor
gradings of EOL performance. In the BRW phase there was a small correlation
between student performance on EOLs and the number executed (Spearman rank
correlation coefficient p 0.025). Students with lower ability on EOLs
undertake greater numbers in training. There was no significant correlation
in the ARW phase. The number of EOLs is not related to student performance
on EOLs.

20. Instructor Analysis. The ratio of number of EOLs per phase to the
total number sorties flown in that phase was calculated for each instructor
and illustrated in Table 4.

TABLE 4: EOL rates per sortie

Phase Mean rate Max rate Min rate Average
per sortie per sortie per sortie no of sorties

BRW (N=13) 1.48 2.09 1.18 40
ARW (N=24) 0.75 1.50 0.28 56

There was a great variation between the extremes in both phases. In ARW
instructors on average carry out 0.75 EOLs in each sortie. Six out of the 24
(25%) however have a rate greater than one per sortie, the average number of
sorties in ARW being 56.

MICRO ANALYSIS ON TEN SUBJECTS

21. Coded comments. The frequency with which adverse comments were made by
QHIs about different stages of EOLs are shown below (Table 5).

TABLE 5: EOL Comments by stage

Percentage Phase
of Comments Preparation Autorotat ion Execution Miscellaneous

N=254 15" 7, 52% 26 '

52% of all the adverse comments made by instructors about EOLs are to do with
the final execution phase.
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DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

22. It is clear that throughout all stages of the EOL there is a require-
ment for physical skills. For the first three stages there is an additional
need for high level cognitive skills whereas in the 4th and final stage
the need is for physical skills alone. Effective training enables students
to learn skills which can then be transferred to future similar situations.
Physical skills which require little processing by the pilot are more
readily transferred than the high level skills which require greater atten-
tional involvement (Gibbs, 1970). The high level skills are specific to
an EOL and are not related to any other element in the flying training
course. The physical skills required throughout the procedure are practised
in a number of other exercises during the course where transfer of learning
can occur. This suggests that there should be more of an emphasis on the
need to practice stages 1, 2 and 3 rather than on the need to practice
stage 4, the execution of a landing.

23. Analysis of instructor comments reveal that it is stage 4 which receives
the greatest number of critical remarks. This may reflect a bias cn the
part of instructors to be task orientated rather than skill orientated
with undue emphasis being placed on the final completion of the EOL. It
is during this stage that incidents occur and aircraft are damaged.

24. Skill acquisition. There is a wide variation in the numbers of EOLs
practised by students, during both phases of the course. Although there is
some slight relationship between ability at performing an EOL and the numbers
executed in BRW such a relationship does not occur in ARW. All the training
records examined belonged to individuals who had passed the flying course.
Thus the individual who did the minimum number of EOLs must have reached a
satisfactory standard of EOL performance.

26. Instructors. The study data suggests that much of the variability can
be accounted for by the instructors. A number of factors noted during the
JLAQ interviews may account for this variation. These are: a) Enjoyment
- Instructors appear to like showing off their skill. b) Convenience -
An EOL at the end of a sortie appears to provide the quickest way to the
airfield. c) Continuation training - Instructors have said that student
training sorties provide them with their only opportunity for their own
continuation training. d) Image - Instructors wish to maintain a "macho"
image in front of their students. e) Mystique - Instructors surround
the exercise with an air of mystique.
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HELICOPTER INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES TRAINER
AN EVALUATION OF TRAINING EFFECTS

BACKGROUND

1. Prior to 1979 initial pilot training in Canada consisted of a 200
hour "wings course" followed by specialized training on various aircraft
types. Pilots selected tor helicupter training trom this program received
the necessary instruction in instrument flight to make the transition to
helicopters. A decision to "stream" fixed wing and helicopter candidates
at a prc-deteniiined 140 hour cut-off was cause for concern in the
helicopter traininn environment regarding instrument standards. This
decision, combined wit:,, the introduction in 1981 of the Jet Ranger III with
its expanded instrument packagc, further compounded instrument standard
concerns. Eventually, as could be expected, the Operational Training Units
(OTUs) noted a decrease in instrument flying prch,,eiecy of graduate
helicopter pilots.

2. A requirement existed for an expanded syllabus for the Basic
Helicopter Training Course (BHT). Significant course content changes and
new procedures would have to be introduced into basic helicopter training
to upgrade the profiL;Ernc' nf the BHT graduate. The course syllabus was
rearranged, however, no increase in course time for instrument training was
allotted. Therefore, to permit flying instruction to the full scope of the
revised syllabus, instructors had to pare concentration on some aspects of
the revised instrument phase.

3. The acquisition of a Helicopter Instrument Procedures Trainer (HIPT)
seemed the logical solution to offset the limited actual aircraft hours and
complement air instruction to a degree which would improve the overall
proficiency of BHT graduates.

4. To place this acquisition in perspective there are 380 designated
helicopter cockpit positions in the Canadian Forces (CF). 3 Canadian
Forces Flying Training School (3 CFFTS) is currently tasked to conduct 5
courses annually designed to produce 80 graduates.

AIM

5. The aim of this paper is to provide an overview of the effect the
HIPT has had on ab initio helicopter training. This will include:

a. a review of graduate assessment by OTUs;

h. an introduction to the HIPT basic system;

c. a review of the HIPT instrument training syllabus;
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d an i rternal oval uati on of IIIPT tra i ni ng;

e. a comparison of graduate Instrument Rating Tests (IRTs); and

f. a review of maintenance benefits.

REVIEW OF GRADUATE ASSESSMENT

6. An indeppndant pilot survey conducted by the Canadian Forces
reconmnended the "streaming" of fixed and rotary wing student pilots
following 14u hours of instruction on a basic jet trainer. The
introduction of the "Wings" course for helicopter pilots in 1979, with its
subsequent loss of 24.6 hours of applied instrument instruction,
drastically reduced the quality of instrument proficiency to that of
previous "wings" graduates.

7. After receiving the graduates (post lq79), the OTUs were quick to

identify weak areas of instrument proficiency. Specifically:

a. basic instrument and flight procedures;

b. in-flight awareness (air picture); and

c. IFR enroute including Radio Telephony (R/T) pirlcdurcs.

8. D3ecpiiqs of these noted deficiencies, the training syllabus was
revised to include , total of 6.6 hours dual air instruction plus an
additional 2.0 hours mutual. This instructional time concentrated on
applied instrument procedures designed to increase the students situational
awareness and to hone basic instrument skills. Athe OTUs
recognized the increased benefits derived from this additionai instructiCn.
their considered opinion remained, that graduates lacked the t luired basic
instrument flight skills and instrument procedural knowledge to
successfully upgrade new graduates to aircraft captaincy status.

9. To further address the loss of applied instrument instruction for
BHT candidates, the decision was made to introduce an instrument procedures
trainer (HIPT) to fill this training void.

THE HIPT BASIC SYSTEM

10. Physically, the HIPF features an accurate, high fidelity crew
station with actual simulated aircraft instrumentation. To maximize
transfer of training, the system provides for:

a. dynamic helicopter systems simulation with instructor
controlled fault introduction;

b. full instrumentation flight rulh. ( IFR) capability
covering all phases of instrument flight;

c. simulated map area representing real world navigation;
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d. audio simulation of engine, rotor and systems warnings;

e. full weather simulation;

f. automated lesson plan capability; and

g. play back feature.

11. The instructor's station is connected directly to the simulator crew
station to permit easy student monitoring and instruction during
exercises. All simulator control is affected through the instructor's
terminal via user friendly keys and menu driven displays. The instructor
is able to freeze, re-start or re-initialize the system at any time and use
the "jump" feature to reduce the length of tedious cross country legs and
maximize training tasks.

THE HIPT INSTRUMENT TRAINING SYLLABUS

12. The intent of the HIPT and the proposed training syllabus was
designed to familiarize the BHT student with the Jet Ranger cockpit and to
introduce applied instrument procedures prior to the corresponding air
lessons. The training syllabus emlphasi7ed the following:

a. Basic starting/shut down procedures

- hot start procedures

b. Emergencies

- all ground and air related malfunctions

c. Basic instrument flight

d. Applied instrument procedures

- Automatic Direction Finder (ADF) procedures
- Omnidirectional Range (VOR)
- Precision Approach Radar (PAR)
- Enroute Procedures

INTERNAL EVALUATION OF HIPT

13. Nine student courses beginning early 1986 have completed the revised
BHT course utilizing the HIPT. An internal evaluation conducted with
instructional staff and student, was overwhelmingly supportive of the
benefits derived from HiPT training.

14. Student productivity increased significantly as evidenced by a
renewed self confident approach and perfoyrmance in the air. More
specifically, evaluation results determined:
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a. that stuiderits are more proficient at cockpit checks and

emergency procedures;

b. that instructor pre-fIi ght brief ing times are reduced; and

c. that students demonstrated an increase in procedural
knowledge and basic instrument skills.

A COMPARISON OF GRADUATE IRT PROFILES

15. The Canadian Forces administers annually an Instrument Rating Test
(IRT) to all military pilots. Tle test consists of instrument flying
skills or tasks that must be performed by the pilot and graded by an
evaluator on a proficiency level basis. An overall assessment on the
performance of all tasks is then made which ultimately results in the
successful pilot being awarded an instrument rating ticket. For students
undergoing helicopter training the IRT is the culmination of their traitning
in the instrument phase.

16. A comparison of IRT profiles of 90 pre-HIPT and 85 post-HIPT
graluates indicates a fairly significant increace in perfornance
proficiency of post-HIPT graduates.- Using the following performance rating
criteria, results are as indicated in Figure 1.

Superior - performed all tasks consistently better than standard

Above Average - performed majority of tasks better than standard

High Average - performed some tasks better than standard

Average - performed all tasks to standard

Below Average - experienced some difficulty but met standard

Unsatisfactory - failed to meet standard
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A REVIEW OF MAINTENANCE BENEFITS

17. A review of the CH 139 maintenance program has provided some
interesting results. Over a fou' year sampling of BHT courses, a total of
nine Hot Starts were recorded, all in the two years preceeding the HIPT.
Each hot start occurrence and its resultant maintenance costs is
represented by the following statistics:

5 Hot Start Inspections with no resultant damage

Inspection of 10 man hours per aircraft
Downtime minimal

4 Hot Start Inspections with resultant damage

Inspection of 50 man hours per overhaul
Engine overhaul @ $30,000 each
Downtime of 3 months per overhaul

18. The decrease in the number of Engine Hot Starts since 1986 is
contributed solely to the increased attention to tr34ning in the HIPT.

CONCLUSION

19. The HIPT has proven to be an invaluable acquisition for the CF.
Student productivity/proficiency in all aspects of instrument flying,
comb~ned with an increased student self confidence, has resulted in the
graduation of a more competent helicopter pilot. In addition, 3 CFFTS has
realized considerable savings in terms of man hours, overhaul/replacement
costs and downtime for the Jet Ranger III.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION IN TACTICAL TRAINERS

Johnii A. Modrick and Tlioias A. Plocher

Systemi and Research C'enter. Iioneywýell Inc.

Our goal wkasto develop a perform-ance assvs~snrr~iet * vst em (I1Aý) as an inst ructor's aid for evaluating,
operators. decision rinaker arid team,~ execut ing tactical action, and decisions in simnulated exercise'ý
on tactica: trainiers. enipbasiiingTi cognitive activlities The PAS enhances the instructor's capability
to monitor. describe. u~ierstarid and evaluate 0-I behavior of Individuals and reams and this
provide feedback anid crnt Iqut appropriate to the( behavioiral objectives of an exercise. It carries
out four furictio:is: track bef-;vior. evaluate the re~ poises against criteria, recognize and report
errors and (or-oplie MinOrri-ation for After Actio-i Review ( IAAR) arid other perfortnance iecords. It
reduces in~structor Aorkload. enabling him to rnontor several learns concurrently and de~ ote more
at tentior to oatiagernent of inlst ruct ion1.

xv ork was iinternally funded as Independent Re-search and Development.

APPROACH TO A PERFOR'MANCE ASSESSMENT 'METHODOLOGY
%Nde~ eloped at proce-dure for computer motiitorIt~g anid evaluat loll of the performance cf tact.ical

proceduires. W\e use-I !ý(- coric(,tpt of sei i-st rii tired t arks arid script to devise L representation

of the b( )vor,% anid kr~o\\ ledg- ITý ta( tical roere.A script of a tactical activt ' is a sequenceý
of actlorl' a rd eient? nece--sar ' to aiie ii ia ttir'a) goal. Cr*iteria anid errors for the behavilors

aru rjilOf~deýd a' fraruef i I lie Hit rip!ed a ton; scp'. We usevd the script to 1) structure tartical
actl ion a procedures. 2) integrait i~oi-wt d kio\\ l1edge ai~d skill into the procedures. 3) em-bed

1,erfo)rjiuaice c (r~iiria into t li proceduhre>, and( .1 ) in~fer v, 1ich proc-edural script the individual \ka,,
e\eClItig, ]V. E scIf ~eleiE 'a'o(r ft efra ecItei diagramn of the principal

furic oriý in :c rnct hod is prent~ce lit Yingure 1.
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The objective of human prformanc, measurement is to determine mastery of tasks. procedures
and underlying units of knowledge or skill. Tyvpical conventional measures are a product measure of
how much was accomplished during a time period. Evaluation is ser' ed better by process measures
which deal with % hat actions were executed. their appropriateness and how well they 'Aere executed.
They are more applicable to complex operatang procedures which are flexible, goal-directed response
sequences whose configuration ;s determined by situational conditions and constraints but can be

reconfigured to adapt the response sequence to situational conditions.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PAS METHODOLOGY

Developing such a system depends on solving three technical problems: Representation of complex.

multi-alternative, tactical activities in dynamic situations which unfold over time: computer recog-
nition of operationally meaningful patterns of tactical behaviors: and computer-aided assessment
of performance against quantitative standards and diagnosis of errors.

Representation of Tacticial Activities

We developed procedural scripts arid performance measures in two areas: search procedures for
anti-su•marine warfare (ASW) and console operating procedures for an airborne target acquisition
sxsteni (Joint STARS). The ASW scripts, based on Crouke et al. (19Sl). wer( activities of an ASW
teamn on a destroxer in a Carrier Battle Group. The scripts prepared are Sprint to a New Positio.i.

Drift arid Listen and Lay Sonobuoy Barrier. They include coordinated action and communication
among several individuals (AS\\ Operations Coordinator Anti Submarine Air Controller. LAMPS
helicop•er pilot. t'nderwater Baufevy and the Battle Group's AS\' Coordinator). The function of
,Joint S'IVAR'• is analysis of imnagery for target acquisition in a moving target indicator radar system.

The scripts inmplemnentedI. based or Iolcher et al (1985) are Search For Target Candidates. Track
Target. ( pdate Target arid Report Targets. They involve a two person team: Search and Tracking
Operator arid Tracking and Surve illance Supervisor.

Computer Recognition of Behavior Patterns

A pro(edure "as formulated for compIuter recognition of patterns among detected responses events
(Implenent ing St eps) that correspond to actions from the scripts. These responses events are
Key pres,.es. niessages arid displayed information. The basic performance data are a continuous.

teniporall. ordered listing of sensed responses events. The lowest level of performance measurement
is describing the behaviors actually executed. Responses events are clustered into patterns which
correspotnd to actions in a procedural script. An identified action is used to identify candidate
procedural scripts "A hich the operator might be executing. The most probable procedural script is

reported to the instructor as the acti'~ity being executed. The data and reasoning on which this
conclusion is based are also reporte,(].
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Quantitative Evaluation of Performance

Quantitative perforrmance evaluation require, standards of response 1imes or errors a'ainst which

observed behavior can be compared. The sources of standards art. performance records of conipa-

rable operators and "a priori' values for acceptable performance based on doctrine. The first le ci
of evaluation is based on the continuous. temporally ordered record of responses and events or, a

console. TheN are compared to quantitative criteria for response times and errors. Error messages

are sent to the instructor. Out-of-order arid extraneous responses are identified and referred to

error analysis and reporting. Further evaluation deals with the tactical appropriateness of the be-

havior executed, analysis of errors arid generat ion of feedback to instructor and operator. A major

development goal is collation of performance data. critical incidents and events from the exercise

into a summary of performance for an AAR.

DEMONSTRATION OF THE PAS METHODOLOGY

A prelinminary "proof of principle" demonstration was developed (Parrish et al. 1988) to provide
evidence that the scripts could be structured and hosted on a computer and performance assess-

ment can be done. The scripts from ASW and Joint STARS were implemented in 'bare bones-

driver scenarios for simulated tactical actions. The ASW demonstration had a minimal simulation

capablity arid was hosted on an IBM XT: the driver scenario consisted of a sequence of static situa-
tional displays. The demonstration system for Joint STARS consists of a N1icrovax 11780 computer
and a Silicon CGraphics display front the Jloint STARS Ground Station Simulator augmented by an

IBM XT used as an Instructor (Cont roller console. The nMore ext ensive computer capability vas
used t ii display act ual target imrnager) taped from field exercise:.

THE SCRIPT-LIKE CHARACTER OF TACTICAL ACTIVITIES

Our aethod for representing tactical activities arid the knowledg( required for executing them is

based or. the concepts of arid semi-structured t ask (Keenu arid Morton. 1978) arid script (Sciank
arid Abe.lsorn. 1977). Cognitive acti\ ilh- such as tactical decision tasks t. ticallN are semi-struct ured

activities in emervrgnt situations v hich unfold as one is pterformtinig the tasks. It is impossible to

preplan thein i any detail or treat thelrn as linear. invaria't sequencs. Tie actor in these si(uastons

must to ab e to st ruct ure iticonning informat ion. recognize thi sit u at ion. adapt his percept ion as it

unfolds. choose arl action atici mtiodif. it with sig.u1ificanit (haniges ili hlis perception of the tactical

situatiolt ;

The structuire and properties• of a scriot and semi-struct ured task are a conceptual framework for

representing the complex tactical act i itles (if iridviduals arid teams inr a goal-oriented hierarchical

structure o, actionis. subgoals arid goal state. The step,, in a tactical script are action states.
each consisting of a subgoal. actions iecessar y to transition bet ween sulgoals. options available for

subeqitent action states and III(e oildi(iios and constraints under which tlhese transitions can be

rnad . he' are best represenited as t rees or a hIierarc hi al sItr ;ct I ure of nodes. Each node is an

action state.
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A tactical script is an analogue to the standard operating procedure. Situational and sequential

uncertainty in emergent situations and semi-structured tasks are handled in the operational world
by classifying a situation in terms of a set of standard situations or schema and reacting to it
according to an associated standard sequence of actions. A procedural script has a standarized set
of initial conditions and actions similar to opening moves in chess. The nominal procedure must be
modified in execution, however, to adjust to local tactical conditions, enemy actions and outcomes.
Therefore, the representation of standard tactical procedures must provide a sequential structure
with branching and include the conditions, contingencies and constraints that relate to selection

among options at each branch point.

Many military manuals, particularly the U. S. Army's how-to-fight manuals. are procedure oriented
with a strong script flavor. They can be cast readily into a script format but must be expanded
to embrace the complexity of standard procedures in operational environments. They must be
augmented with implicit procedural knowledge and explicit domain knowledge which are part of

the lore of the tactical community. However, this knowledge and the performance standards are
seldom stated in any documents or even well articulated.

SCRIPT AS A PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSTRUCT

The script as a psychological construct has been the object of research as a mechanism for memory
and computer understanding of text such as newspaper stories (Schank. 1979). Memory research

is the recall of events or activities extended over time such as eating in a resturant or getting up of
the morning. Recent work summarizing extension of memory and understanding into areas such
as explanation, argument and persuation are summarized in Galambos et a). (1986). Research
on computer understanding can be represented by a computer -reading- newspaper artic~es about
a (:lass of phenomena such as natural disasters (earthquakes) and reporting summaries of. or an-
svAerirng questions about, the events (Cullingford, 1978). Constraints and relationships in a script

resolve ambiguity and reduce the parsing for natural language understanding.

Scripts are the mental models or schemata by which humans organize their knowledge about situa-
tioris. events and activities that extend over time; thex function to organize informat ion, recognize

situations, select actions and guide their execution. They, influence how complex activities are
learned and recalled and have implications for instructional strategy. The script model determines
how events are perceived. alternative actions are recalled, selections are made among alternatives
and action is planned and controlled. The model of semi-structured-tasks script then could be a
good framework for performance aiding in complex. cognitive tasks.

Our approach assumes that a person has a repertoire of basic, procedural action skills which

are chained sequentially and combined in parallel time sharing to form more complex tasks and
activities. They are learned in basic combat training and the early phases of job specific trail,-
ing. Supporting knowledge becomes integrated into the procedures as mastery proceeds. Tfh

interconnections among these skill 'knowledge structures becomes more complex and intricate with
ex perieric .



Recent research suggests the idea of a script comnplex: the cornbinat ion (if a standard tactical sit -
uation. a set of situational variants and a hierarchy of scripted procedures associated withI each
situation and variant. It combines the situational schema (Noble and Grosz. 1986) arid the com-
bination of perceived situation and action alternatives from recognitilon- based decision making in
fire ground commanders (Klein et aL. 1986). Alternative procedures are associated with tactical
situations ordered in priority.. The alternatives are coded bN the conditions and constraints under
which they are applicable.

DISCUSSION
This approach to performance measurement is feasible. Further, the re'-earch has led to better
definiton of the problems and terminology and identification of problems and issues Which must be
addressed.

Refinerment of Script Term-iinology

We had to invent and refine some termilnology. First, we adopted the terir Struc. tred Procedure to
differentiate procedural scripts, from the fixed procedures in nmairntenance' tasks. Second, we refined
the term -tact ical- by differenitiating three kinds of suripts:

1.Tactical Procedure Scripts: allocate. deploy. arid raneuver resources (plat forms. sensors

arid weaponis).

2. Operating Procedure Scripts: control-display actioris for operating a Ssyseml or console in
a tactical orTea inle 'rnmn rl.'ietial fact ors arm seldomn considered explicit lN be.Noiid

ihe inlial deploy roe ~ri t and set tip of thli s~ stem: the opcrat or t xpicallv is bus.\ respondinhg in

real tino to irriniediat e thbreat (oihdit oleý.

3. Analytical Procedure Scripts. anal. sis and ititerprvtat ion of tactical everits.

We d ist i rg ii slefd IN\()o phtases of perforriance niieaurii emett: desc(riptive ar'i( eval uat xc. DescriPtive
meiasuireeit iuit sisin05 g arid descri binrg thli behia\ iors act tall\ execuit d . Yval nati ye performnance-
inicasu reni att (ulea\k~ith the- appropriat eries (if t itt obsecrved beliav ors,. araia sis of errors arnd
genreratiooncif feedback tij thli exarniitier and operar or. Feedback can take sev eral formis such asý
Right \Nroug. Corrective. Explariat ion for Errorsarid AMAR. A su rnmrar.\ of operator perforntancu on
an exercise is conmpi led as art adj unct to lie- Afte~r Act ion Re es.The ftinial cat egorN (if evaluation
is diagnosis (if deficiencies Int the knowledge or skill.

Performance, ineasuremeltti must be tied to ,xp~licitlyN stated behavioral objectives,, a statement cif
the task. proced iire or uitiit of k rioV\ ledge or skill on which the operat or is, to examined. They. must
be stated as accept a hl act ion sequences. what to observe, and st atidard tactical sit uations arid

Condi tiorts urider which they are appropria t . The inrformnat ion rinust be t ranislat ed into specificar tisrl
of a si mulationt s~ceario to be exec ct d.
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SIGNIFICANT ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED

1. leasibilily of e).e( IIling il near real tinme the c'ompulat lo required for s.cript -hase'd perfor-

Iiu111W t' iiSeVslInt.IlI ll hin a ll suaill "llmilal loll exerl iise.

2. Acquiring the situational and procedural knowledge about the tactical domain and perfor-
mance standards from qualified members of the tactical community.

3. An authoring system to provide the tools with which to write and update software, implement

and support the functions of performance assessment and prepare the courseware for the

simulated exercises.

4. An exercise compiler to enable the instructor to compile exercises which will satisfy the

conditions necessary to evaluate a player's mastery of a training objective.
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Abstract

New advances in technology make increasingly capable simulation
available at decreasing costs. In marksmanship training,
simulators may improve training quality while reducing training
expenditures. Previous research indicates that simulators may
be at least as effective as traditional methods of instruction.
Currently, the Air Force Combat Arms School at Lackland Air
Force Base is testing an Advanced Individual Combat Arms
Trainer (AICAT) which simulates both the M-16 rifle and the
M-9 pistol. This study examines the effects of noise, recoil,
and training time on M-9 qualification scores of 166 security
police trainees. Results indicate the AICAT is effective for
training marksmanship skills, and consistent recoil and report
are important to the training process. Future research should
pursue application to both training and initial screening for
training.
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Effectiveness of an Advanced Individual

Combat Arms trainer (Ai(iA'r)

Previous research has shown small arms simulators to be effective
in training while saving valuable ammunition. Much of the
research has concentrated on effectiveness of a particular
device that simulates the M-16 rifle, and not necessarily on
simulation of a handgun or on how the device is used. One
research study compared several different M-16 simulators to
traditional training, showing that part-task trainers can be
at least as effective, or in some cases more effective, than
traditional training methods (Mehlenbeck & Collins, 1986).

Several other studies have examined the training effectiveness
of the Joint-Service Multipurpose Arms Combat Simulator (JMACS),
a part-task trainer that uses a Commodore 64 personal computer
and a demilitarized M-16 rifle. Results from these studies nave
been somewhat inconclusive. One study performed by Perkins,
Selby, Broom, and Osborne (ciLed in Scnroeuer, 1987) showed
no significant differences in live-fire performance between
control and experimental (JMACS training) groups. Another study
performed at Lackland Air Force Base (AFB) showed trainees who
used JMACS achieved slightly higher scores than control groups,
though the differences were not significant (Eagle Technology,
Inc., 1987).

The i- _3 of how the simulator is used relates to the amount of
time a trainee spends with the device and to its fidelity.
According to Schneider (reported in Hogan, Arneson, and Salas,
1987), the optimum amount of practice varies by individual
characteristics and the training situation. Fidelity may also
vary by individual characteristics. Buffardi and Allen (reported
in Hogan et al., 1987) conclude:

Simulators high in physical ability seem to aid low
ability subjects to a greater degree than high ability
subjects, whereas a more cognitive schema (low physical
fidelity) facilitates the performance of those with
higher abilities more than those with low ability
levels.

This study examines the effectiveness of an M-9 handgun simulator
in training marksmanship skills, and also looks at the importance
of recoil and report (simulator fidelity) and amount of time it
is used.
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Method

Subjects

One hundred sixty-six male and female trainees in the Law
Enforcement (LE) technical training course for the Security
Police career field served as subjects for this study.

Apparatus

Advanced Individual Combat Arms Trainer (AICAT). AICAT
is an interactive videodisc (IVD)-based system that simulates
range fire for various small arms. This study used a
system consisting of eight stations, each configured with
a demilitarized M-9 handgun, a tricolor projection unit, and
an 8-foot by 8-foot projection screen. Compressed CO2 gas
provided simulated recoil. Digitally recorded sound provided
weapon report.

Design and Procedures

Trainees were randomly assigned to a traditional 3-day weapon
qualification block in a 33-day LE specialist course and
divided into a control group and treatment groups. All received
instruction on M-9 handgun nomenclature, safety, maintenance,
and dry-fire shooting. The control group received 30 minutes of
practice using pencil shot drills and triangulation techniques.
In place of this practice, the treatment groups used AICAT in one
of eight conditions varying by recoil (no recoil/full recoil),
report (no _-?3or/full rep-rt), and time (10 minutes/20 minutes).
Next, all trainees fired on the range according to the Air Force
Qualification Course (AFQC) of fire. The AFQC requires a trainee
to perform one practice order of fire before an evaluation order
of fire. Trainees fired at a 9 1/2-inch by 40-inch male "E"
kneeling target, with a 10-inch center ring, at 7-yard, 15-yard,
and 25-yard distances. Instructors recorded the total number of
hits on silhouette and total number of hits in the 10-inch center
ring for practice and evaluation orders of fire for each Lriinee.

Results

The staTristical analysis used Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to
looK at overall differences (comparing the control group to
the total AICAT group) and differences in the AICAT conditions
(recoil/no recoil, report/no report, 10 minutes/20 minutes).

Taoie I shows the mean scores of tnose who used AICAT and
the control group. The mn.uan score for those who used AICAT
was n igner Inevr'/ c (numb-r of hits on conter, practice
f[r-2; total numo>ur of hits )n target, practice fire; number
of 71its on c-nt2tr, ev luat ion fir,,; total number of nits on
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target, evaluation fire). Analysis showed the difference was
statistically significant for number of hits on center for
practice fire (p<.05).

Table I

Overall Comparison of Mean Firing Scores

Measure AICAT Control

Practice Fire
Hitj on Center* 40.38 36.50
Hits on Target 58.67 57.80

Evaluation Fire
Hits on Center 20.53 19.56
Hits on Target 33.81 33.38

*p<.05

Second, a look at the varying conditions for those who used AICAP
showed statistically significant interactions between recoil and
report on the evaluation fire, both for hits on center and for
total number of hits on target. The groups who had both recoil
and report or neither recoil nor report had significantly higher
mean scores than the groups who had one and not the other (p<.05
for hits on center, p<.058 for total number of hits on target).
Analysis showed a statistically significant 3-way interaction
between recoil, report, ana time (p<.05 for both hits on center
and total hits on target for evaluation fire). Examining this
interaction showed the recoil/report effect described above
is predominant for those who used AICAT for 20 minutes versus
10 minutes (see Table 2). Analysis showed no significant effects
of recoil, report, or time on mean scores for practice fire.
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Table 2

Recoil/Report/Time Interaction in Evaluation Fire

Report
yes no

Recoil I Recoil
Time yes no I yes no

Mean Number of Hits on Center*

10 min 19.40 19.33 I 20.20 20.30
20 min 24.50 16.00 I 19.50 23.25

Mean Number of Hits on Target**

10 min 33.70 33.67 i 34.60 33.80
20 min 34.F6 32.36 I 32.70 34.42

*p<.05. **p<. 0 5

Discussion

The AICAT seems to be an effective training device, though
additional research is necessary. For the practice fire, AICAT
seems to be more effective than the traditional methods of
instruction that it replaced, at least in training marksmanship

i Lei~ct In the finer distinction cf hits on center
(versus total number of hits on target). While the second fire
for evaluation showed no significant differences, the mean for
those wno used AICAT was slightly nigher, indicating that AICAT
is at least as effective as traditional methods. Considering
the varying conditions (report, recoil, time) for using AICAT,
the strongest use for evaluation fire seems to be consistent
report and recoil for a duration of 20 minutes. Further analysis
comparing the control group to this configuration may show a
significant effe ýt of AICAT on evaluation fire, as well.
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Joint Service Training Requirements Decision Support System

Dr H. Barbara Sorensen

Ms Marlene R. Laskowski
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Brooks Air Force Base, Texas 78235-5601

Introduction

The on-schedule deployment, effective maintainability, and supportability
of all Department of Defense operational weapon systems all dependent on the
efficient and timely training of soldiers, sailors, marines, and airmen that
maintain and operate these systems. The joint services need to ensure the
development, testing, and installation of training systems in time to support

the deployment of emerging weapon systems. The official interservice

procedure for developing this training system is the Interservice Training and
Review Organization's Instructional Systems Development (ISD) process. An ISD
process is required for all training development programs, including those for
equipment in the acquisition cycle.

The current iSD process for wajvr .;eapon system acquisitions encompasses

the collection and analysis of Logistic Support Analysis Record (LSAR) data,
engineering drawings and specifications, and the decisions made by experienced

training analysts, management personnel, design engineers, and system users.
All major weapon system acquisitions require both ISD and LSAR to be performed
throughout the system life cycle.

Automating the entire process for all three services will save substantial
time and resources to ensure trained maintenance personnel will be in place
when the weapon system is fielded. Currently, variations of the ISD process
are applied by each service producing delays and confusion for contractors.
In addition, monitoring activities and quality control efforts become
difficult. Analysis of the joint service ISD process and the information

support requirements needed from LSAR to speed the LSAR-to-ISD process and
achieve efficient, standard procedures is required.

Development of a Training Requirements Decision Support System will apply

an iniuwalion modelling approach to idi-ntify the tri-service information
requirements for ISD and assess the feasibility of a tri-service computerized

decision support system incorporating an LSAR-to-ISD intertace.

The Joint Service Training Requirements DSS will be a powerful tool for
performing ISD analyses of weapon systems. The auLomated LSAR-to-ISD data
interface will support front-end analyses ot training system requirements.

T'he LSAR interface should improve the quality of information exchanges between
ISD analysts and the weapon system design engineers and result in a wider
range of training issues being addressed in a more complete fashion. Both the

early analysis of training requirements and the interaction with the system
designers will contribute to the development of more ,ttoctive training
systems.
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In addition to the LSAR data interface, the Joint Service Training
Requirements DSS will provide decision support to the training system
designer, specifically to permit more efficient analyses of alternative
training approaches. The decision support and data management features will
enable the training system analyst to work more productively. The Training
Requirements DSS is expected to demonstrate sizable quantitative and
qualitative improvements over current procedures for conducting, managing, and
effectively using the products of ISD analyses.

Joint Service Training System Requirements

Instructional Systems Development (ISD) is the systems engineering
approach to training. ISD consists of a structured series of analytical steps
that break down a weapon system's operational, maintenance, and support
requirements into specific tasks, task elements, skills, and knowledges. ISD
considers the relative need and appropriate method to train each task, task
element, skill, and knowledge to a target student population. Using an
iterative building-block approach, ISD then determines the training system
design requirements for the weapon system.

Using ISD in the military services for weapon system training development
is a slow, labor-intensive process requiring extensive manual data
manipulation. For emerging weapon system designs, the Logistic Support
Analysis Record (LSAR) is the primary source of design and logistics
information. The LSAR database is governed according to Military Standard
1388-2A and is required for all weapon system acquisition programs. Logistic
Support Analysis (LSA) is an iterative process that regularly up-tes the
system's design and supportability information through all weapon system
acquisition phases. However, neither the LSAR process nor the LSAR database
is di=sigited to easily provide information to the ISD process. As a result,
using LSAR data to support ISD is difficult and time consuming.

Working Prototype

The Working Prototype design will permit flexible and efficient data
manipulations to support the performance of timely and accurate ISD analyses.
The prototype will include modules that provide system security,
administration, utilities, and report generation, as well as ISD analysis. In
the ISD analysis modules, the analvsis will be documented on automated
analysis worksheets. The ISD analyst will be supported through an effective
user interface including decist~n mtpport logic and meaningful presentations
of LSAR and other analvsis-relit•j 4ta. An audit trail will record ISD
analysis decisions for subsequt-nt r.vlew and modification.

The Joint Service Iradinirn .-. ir~ment DSS 'Aorking Prototype hardware and
software requirements are dhti>.: .. •his report. 'he Working Prototype wll
be an IBM PC-based system v isv use bv !SD analysts. It will
consist of single PC work '<.it :T2 independently, one PC per
analyst. Capacity will :-,e --re and manipulate LSAR and
analysis data for one weap,-n .*-. :rccedures to extract training data
elementq from the LSAF can. ...... ....... mplished using commonly available

equipment and minimal traini!, o. :>AR data input to the Working Prototype
will be provided in ASCII riI.- .:2ikette or tape.
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The working Prototype ISD analysis logic and database structure will be
implemented in R:Base for DOS. R:Base is a user-oriented, fourth-generation
language and database management system that combines an English-like,

non-procedural language with a database that supports relational structures.
A complete database facility using shared-relational files eliminates data
redundancy while providing dynamic file manipulation and logical file views.
R:Base offers the ability to easily adapt the working prototype programs to
meet changing requiremenzs, including alternate hardware implementations and
additional ISD processes. This will facilitate modifying the prototype to

accommodate additional requirements preceding full implementation of the Joint
Service Training Requirements DSS. A one-time update to the Working Prototype
is anticipated.

Benefits of the Working Prot; F-

The following are som~e ,)t :' Pnetits or improvements aitticipated from

the use of the Joint Service Tr3aning Requirements DSS Working Prototype,
particularly on the front-eno 2: .eapon system acquisitions. The Working

Prototype will:

Allow better use of TS- analvst time through productivity imprcve7ýnt:
resulting from an automated LSAR data interface

- Provde better data control through standardized ISD analyses, cata
handling procedures, and security measures

- Reduce data handling errcrs through a star::rd LSAR data extraction

routine

- Reduce the time required to prog-ess throu_:. portions or an analysi<

by the attomated transfer of interim analysts results from worksheet
to worksheet

- Streami, .'D procedures

- Provide easier storage ,t :SD analysis results aith an automatued

trail, thus minimizing the requirement f:r paper reocrds an-

facilitating tiaining system updates as the Pea-"n s.'..em
changes

- Provide output report § ;rmats tailorLi t _dsr ne~cs, re:Iectin,

pertinent trainine informati n required ror 'S' coorcination and

decision makini

- Provide automa. ,t :, :rct incIus,:n . . r,-2:2 '%qiA-

design specifi l "-

Limitations of the •or r

The Working Protot, : . str•t-e .on t -t -

Training Requirements 1n ,1pP r1 V•t Qfa , r . .

will provide an interim -, t rmated iSb ) na 1'.'1s :'

interface. While it wilr- emble portions ' tI e :i:, ai *,I:1c . ,L
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Training Requirement DSS implementation, it will contain only a subset ot
Joint Service capabilities. Some of the specific limitations of the Working
Prototype are:

- Limited Flexibility. The Working Prototype only implements the ISD
procedures of The 3306th Test and Evaluation Squadron (TES), Edwards

AFB. The 3306th TES ISD process is an adaptation of the procedures
documented in Air Force Manual 50-58, Instructional Systems

Development, with particular focus on front-end ISD. The 3306th TES
ISD process will greatly benefit from the automated interface with

LSAR data. Additionally, although other task selection models exist,
only the 3306th TES model will be included.

- Limited Range or LSD Functions. In order to automate the data

handling, administrative, security, and report generation functions or

the prototype, limited processes 4ill be implemented in the

preliminary Working Prototypc. The prototype design will permit the
easy addition of other ISD processes. A one-time update to the
Working Prototype is planned to incorporate most or all of the

remaining ISD processes.

- LSAR Change Data. No LSAR update capability has been implemented as a
part of the preliminary Working Prototype. The ability to process
LSAR change data will be provided as a more flexible LSAR-to-ISD data
interface with the final Working Prototype update.

- Performance and User Interface. Specific performance requirements
were not specified by the government for thi: Working Prototype.
R:Base tor DOS provides tor rapid prototype implementation, with

possible tradeoffs in operational efficiency and user interface.
Performance requirements and an optimal user interface will be prime
concern for the final Joint Service -raining Requirements DSS design.

Working Prototype Documentation

Documentation for the Working Prototype will inciudc a System Overview and
a User Manual. The System Overview will include a description or the Working
Prototype, directed toward management and start personnel who have no need ror
detailed technical information concerning system implementation or operation.
The Working Prototype User Manual will be directed toward supervisory and

operator personnel who are primarily interested in detailed procedures or tne
computer program. The Joint Service Iraining RuquirtrMentb DSS Data Dictionar,

will also be used as the d-.ta dictionary tor the Workinv Prototype.

Sr a ini

Iraini ng tor th. Joint ,rvice [raintn! Ntquuirement S SS .F •rki.c Prototype
will consist ot int Ijl I r-in 1 ,)r ISD ,liporvisors inc analysts. The
training w< Iain<,o ,ic '.rki~o Prti.F, Vita ,,trv toti.nlyues, LSAR and
other lao. ti , :rnnipubat Lns, user optims avaiiablo :ir i-,4 prototype

-erat :n , and stanard ,utpuit oeneration. lr.iinink Taterials wili be
provided to personnol to heo tin ] on oornce rt the scheduled classroom
training. Training will inil.' . ,-t al hands-on .4orkirin Prototype use.
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'omputer hardware/sottware required tor traininw will be provided by the
government at the training site. Training will be conducted as soon atter
prototype installation as practical.

Interfaces

The Joint Service Training Requireme-ns DSS is a stand alone workstation.

The only interface is with LSAR data received from manufacturers of new weapon
systems. Applicable Training Data Elements are extracted from the
manufacturer's LSAR data tape. The contents of the tape are design and
logistics information for new weapon systems. The tape is prepared according
to Military Standard 1388-2A. This tape is a required submittal by
manufacturers of all new weapon systems. Regular updates, meaning additional
tapes consisting of current and additional design and supportability
information, are also required. The magnetic tape is read by a mainframe

romputer with a compatible tape drive. From there, the data is imported to an

IBM-PC an4! mapped into the system's relational database.

The process that captures data from the LSAR tape must handle several

thousand records that are expected to occur on the tape. An automatic

determination of size, in terms of the Training Requirements DSS database, is
necessary in advance to ensure that space is available on the database for the
new data. Format, data codes, unit of measure, and range of values are

prescribed in Military Standard 1388-2A.

Discussion

!he Joint Service Training Requirements DSS wiil eliminate some of the
inherent inefficiencies in the existing ISD procedures by automating many of
the analysis and data handling steps and by automating the interface between

the ISD process and LSAR data. The end result will produce a system that
streamlines ISD functions, eliminates redundant tasks and data, improves
analysis quality and effectiveness, and reduces coot and lead time. This
Training Requirements DSS will provide the Cepartment of De~ense and industry
with a standardized application of the ISD pr-ess9 and an LSAR data package

tailored and standardized to support each Armed Service's training
development.
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USAF Integrated Manpower. Personnel and Comprehensive Training & Safety
(IMPACTS) Program

Elaine Howell, Major, USAF
DCS Product Assurance and Acquisition I ogistics ([)

HO Air Force Systems Command, Andrews AFB, MD 20334

Many contractor studies and internal inspections over the past several years have indicated to
senior level planners that manpower, personnel and training (M PT) are high drivers in weapon
system life-cycle cost, and that the design and acquisition process does not consider MPT
concerns early or adequately enough for them to influence design trade-offs and guarantee
supportability. Ever increasing interest, due to end-strength constraints, budget cuts, and
Congressional requirements, has led the Air Force to implement the Integrated Manpower,
Personnel and Comprehensive Training & Safety (IMPACTS) Program.

The 1987 Defense Authorization Act required major programs to submit projected manpower
requirements to Congress 90 days prior to approval for Full Scale Development. Changes in
Title 10, US Code, Section 2434, reduced this to 60 da s. A draft Department of Defense
Directive on Manpower, Personnel, Training and Safety (MPTS) in Weapon System
Acquisition was issued in the summer of 1988. This directive specifies the content and
format of the Manpower Estimate Report (MER) to be submitted to the Assistant Secretary
of Defense, Force Management and Personnel (ASD ((FM&P)) ), and adds a requirement for
an iterative MPTS Profile to be submitted at Milestone "0" and at every milestone thereafter.

In the summer of 1987, the Air Force Systems Command (AFSC) Commander, General
Randolph, directed a colonel-level planning committee to study the problem and consider the
possibility of an Air Force MPT Broad Area Review (BAR). After thorough consideration of
history, and review of current trends and status, the committee decided not to recommend a
BAR, but did recommend the implementation of IMPACTS. Four basic objectives were
established-

1 Expand the model MPT organization formed at Aeronautical Systems Division
(ASD), Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, to the other AFSC Product Divisions. The
charter of the Directorate for Manpower, Personnel and Training (ALH) is to train
MPT analysts, and matrix them into the system program offices (SPO) to assist
the Program Managers in making trade-off decisions

2. Increase emphasis on Manpower and Personnel, and Training and Training Support
elements of Integrated Logistics Support (ILS)

3 Ins!ttutionalize MPTS in the systcms engineering process Make designers more

aware of supportability requirements when considering design trade-of fs, to
ensure MPl S is an integral part of that consideration
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4. Provide senior-level, top-down direction and support for the program. The planning
committee also recommended that the Principal Deputy, Assistant Secre +ary of
the Air Force (Acquisition) (SAF/AQ) become the program office of primary
responsibility.

As a result of these recommendations, the planning committee tasked ASD/ALH to more fully
develop the IMPACTS concept and draft a Meloialjul, ,, Ago .rccmcnt to implement the
program Air Force-wide. By DoD (] 'ection, the program must encompass not only manpower,
personnel, training and safety, but also human engineering and environmental health hazards.
The DoD definition of the program concept is that of the ".human dimension of the complete
defense weapon system." In other words, the man/machine interface.

IMPACTS is based on a three-level structure, with central steering committee oversight. I he
three levels consist of an IMPACTS Working Group at tt Air Staff, IMPACTS Planning
Teams in each SPO, and IMPACTS Focal Points at each major command (MAJCOM). The
basic structure of IMPACTS was formulated with several objectives in mind: to require no
new administrative or managerial manpower requirements; to involve those offices which have
had individual responsibilities for manpower or personnel or training or safety or human
engineering, and bring them together in an integrated planning forum.

SAF/AO accepted the transfer of ownership from HO USAF/DP, and appointed the chief of
the Advanced Programs Division (AQPT) to manage and direct the Air Force-wide program.
The steering committee is made up of colonel-level representatives from Air Staff agencies
(DP, LE, PR, XO, IG), AFSC agencies (PL, XT, SD, IG) and focal points from the MAJCOMs
The committee, chaired by a colonel from SAF/AQPT, will set IMPACTS policy for the Air
Force, consistent with DoD and AF regulations and requirements.

SAF/AQPT also heads the Air Staff IMPACTS Working Group, which will act as the approval
and review authority for all MPTS/IMPACTS documentation This action officer working
group receives and evaluates inputs from program documentation such as Statements of Need
(SON), System Operational Requirements Documents (SORD), Mission Needs Statements
(MNS), Program Management Directives (PMD), Test and Evaluation Master Plans (TEMP),
and Integrated Logistic Support Plans (ILSP) They also review and approve the Manpower
Estimate Report and the MPTS Profile required by DoDD 5000.xx, as well as the IMPA?-S
Program Plan (IPP).

Existing Training Planning Teams at each SPO will be expanded into IMPACTS Planning
Teams(IPF). M, P, Sand Human Factors (HF) expertise will be added, and an MPTS analyst.
matrixed from ALH, will act as integrator. The existing Training Development Plan will
become the IMPACTS Program Plan, written by the IPT The IPP will consist of stand alone
plans for each of the program elements, an executive summary, and an integration plan The
plan is iterative and fluid; updated as changes and trade-offs are made in the program. The
IPP becomes the single source document for MPTS information and documentation for eacl
program The team also writes the MPTS Profile This team must estlihlish the human
resource implications of the tasks specified by the designe•rs rom these, they must identify
the "MP IS high-drivers" those tasks which require large hum;in resource requirement os.
generate potential s-ifety problems or hazardous c'onditions I hy i•i e rec(:omrin• ridatiowi f; oJr



design trade-offs to change these factors. Ihey eliminate them by redesignIing tile tasks, or
by eliminating the human requirement to perform them. This includes changes in hardware,
software, or procedures.

MAJCOM participation in the requirements and design plucess is considered vital. Each
MAJCOM will appoint a focal point to sit on the colonel-level IMPACTS Steering Committee.
This focal point will present an integrated MPTS viewpoint for the command, using inputs
from the various players involved in determining system M & P & T & S requirements. Each
MAJCOM will also appoint IMPACTS representatives to be members of the IMPACTS
Planning Teams at each SPO. The grade of the representative will depend on the scope of the
program. The focal points and representatives serve as information conduits to and from the
steering committee and the working groups.

The DoD Directive allows each service component 120 days to publish an implementing
regulation. ASD/ALH is drafting and coordinating an Air Force Regulation, that will be
incorporated in the streamlined AFR 800-2, and will establish IMPACTS policy and require-
ments. The IMPACTS MOA has completed final coordination and is ready for signature.
Changes to other existing AF regulations have been written and submitted. Policy letters.
similar to those which established operating procedures for R & M 2000, are being written and
Couldiiaied. T7e feasibility and cost of the future expansion of the ALH concept to the other
AFSC product divisions is under study, and a recommendation is expected by Spring '89. An
IMPACTS newsletter will, hopefully, soon be expanded to a professionally published bulletin
which will be distributed throughout the MPTS community. The AFSC Commander added an
MPT chair to the Acquisition Strategy Panel to insure MPTS concerns are considered, and
human factors and supportability are not traded for hardware without considerable justifica-
tion.

The role of IMPACTS is two-fold: it is a program to integrate MPTS and HFE expertise to
meet Congressional requirements, and it mandates a fully integrated relationship and a new
spirit of cooperation between the equipment designers and the human factors experts. The
IMPACTS short-term goal is to achieve the four basic objectives set by the planning
committee without an additional manpower requirement. The IMPACTS long-term goal is to
meet the AFSC Command goals: 1. Meet the user's need, 2. Maintain acquisition excellence,
3. Enhance technological superiority. IMPACTS will provide the user with more efficient and
effective MPTS support for new and modified weapon systems.
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USAF AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION'S
MODEL MANPOWER, PERSONNEL AND TRAINING ORGANIZATION--

AN UPDATE
Lt Col Frank C. Gentner
Chief, Analysis Division

Manpower, Personnel, and rraining Directorate (AS),'ALIt)
Acquisition Logistics Deputate

Aeronautical Systems Division (Air Force Systems Command)
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

ABSTRACT

Based on the critical need to enhance consideration of manpower, personnel and training (MPT) factors
early in the weapon system acquisition process (WSAP), the United States Air Force established a model
MPT integration organization at the Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
This organization was created by a memorandum u. agreement uelween Air Staff (HQ USAF, AirTraining
Command (HQ ATC), arid Air Force Systems Command (HO AFSC). They dedicated ý6 manper
positions to this purpose. The organization was chartered to study, recommend, and test ways that the Air
Force's most expensive asset -- people -- can more fully affect weapon system design. This paper has
four major sections: (I) MPT integration problems to be solved, (11) the new organization's mission and
functions, (111) the Directorate's concept of operation, and (IV) current prolects and activities the
organization has undertaken to integrate MPT considerations into the WSAP.

SECTION I - MPT INTEGRATION PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED

One third to one half of every dollar spent on Air Force (AF) weapon systems over their life cycle goes
toward funding manpower, personnel and training. In today's environment of declining manpower
authorizations, decreasing skilled labor pools, and severe budgetary constraints, MPT integration offers
potential multi-billion dollar savings by more effectively using our people resources. Beginning in the early
1980s, a number of studies (Defense Science Board Study, Air Force contract studies, GAO reports, and
AF Functional Management Inspections) served to bring MPT problems into clearer focus. These studies
clearly demonstrated that early influence of design for MPT supportability was key to making substantive
impacts of MPT requirements. Benefits derived from early MPT optimization include reduced life cycle
cost, reduction of human constraints in weapon system performance, and enhanced combat capability.

In March 1986, an MPT Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) established the AF model MPT organization
charged with resolving identified MPT integration problems: The AF WSAP needed a systematic
approach to manage the MPT integration. MPT planning was generally fragmented and ill-timed, with MPT
factors being considered too late to influence system design. Usually, the major efforts to analyze MPT
impacts were in the full-scale development phase, after most life cycle costs are fixed. Planning efforts
were not comprehensive enough. MPT goals were not clearly defined for contractors. Manpower
estimates needed to be identified accurately at the outset, with full consideration given to the specialties to
be involved. Data for MPT analysis was not available in a usable format to allow trade-offs, nor were they
available through on-line data transfer networks to expedite data use. Existing MPT analysis tools were
segmented and lacked capability to support management decisions. Training and training equipment
were not adequately or consistently funded, developed, or procured concurrently with their weapon
system. MPT management was highly decentralized, with no organization responsible for MPT integrating
functions. Little effective direction was given to system program managers on MPT issues by Air Staff or
the implementing commands. Lack of controls over the MPT process resulted in duplication of effort,
higher cost for weapon systems, and ill-defined and late-to-need aircrew and maintenance training
systems.

SECTION II MISSION AND FUNCTIONS OF THE MPT DIRECTORATE

The AF model organization is located in the Depirty for Acquisition [oqistic's. Aeronautical Systemsz
Division (AFSC) at Wright-Patterson AFI3. Ohio The MPT Directorates mi.•sion is dedicated to improving
analysis and integration of MPT issues in the acquisition cycle to ensure optimal MPT supportability.
Major functions include: (1) Develops plans, policies and analytical tools to quantify MFP impacts on and
of developing weapon systems, placing special emphasis on front-end analysis (2) Employs nnalysis
techniques, policies and procedures to ensure consideration of alternative MPT utilization concepts and
s stems designs, encouraging necessary trndn-off.. to optimi7e cost and forcn effer'•',eness. (3)

aintains contact with Systems Program jffices (SPOs) and other ASP offices to assuir -.i cipation in
their studies and analyses. (4) Maintains liaison with research organizationr to promote research into
areas ueneiiciai to MPT (5) Functions as the ASD focal point in directing .ctivitips of MPT analysts
assigned to SPOs to advise, assist and provido technir'il informition and analvsis support. (6) Provides
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direction and leadership to obtain necessary information systems. (7) Advises the ASD Commander and
HO AFSC through the Deputy for Acquisition Logistics (ASD/AL) on MPT matters. (8) Advises the MPT
Steering Committee on the Directorate's progress in meeting the organization's objectives. (9) Maintains
liaison with key AF MPT organizations, such as AFMPC, AF Manpower Engineering Agency, ATC,
USAFOMC, and other Steering Committee offices to exchange MPT information, data and concepts. (10)
Serves as the "model" Air Force MPT integration organization. Ensures that a comprehensive
management plan is developed and updated for use in developing an AF-wide MPT program. (11)
Publicizes MPT integration issues and successes using available publication media including news
releases, news letters, briefings, and publications.

SECTION III - MPT DIRECTORATE CONCEPT OF OPERATION

STRUCTURE. The MPT Directorate is structured to provide a central group of MPT personnel in the
home office with visibility across program lines to ensure support and organizational objectives are
attained; provide expertise for specific programs and/or issues during high demand periods (preparation
and review of Requests for Proposal [RIFPs], source selections, etc.); and provide matdxed M PT expertise
to work the program-specific issues as the weapons system progresses through the WSAP. ALH's home
office selects, trains and matrixes the MPT analysts to selected SPOs. ALH also provides continuing
training, advice, analytic support, and counsel. The home office is responsible for career enhancement,
and supporting them on the more complex MPT analyses. For those SPOs not haviig matrixed
personnel, ALH provides staff assistance and MPT analysis on an as required basis. The home office
also provides ASD policy updates and guidance, reviews Statements of Operational Need (SONs) and
System Operational Requirements Documents (SORD), RFPs, Statements of Work (SOWs), and assists
in developing an AF-wide MPT program for SAF/AQ. The Directorate addresses MPT supportability in
both planned and present acquisitions.

MATRIXED PERSONNEL. Matrixed personnel work for the Director of Logistics (DOL) to ensure MPT
issues are fully addressed. Assisting the DOLs with MPT expertise in working the Integrated Logistics
Support (ILS) and Training Development Plans (TDP). they support the Chief System --ngineer in
identifying the full MPT ramifications of the various design issues faced by the SPO. As a specific weapon
system transitions through the acquisition process, they aid the SPO in establishing an MPT baseline,
and ensure all affected agencies are aware of the impacts upon that baseline as design, operational, or
maintenance concept chan ge.s are proposed. They work interactively on all design issues having MPT
implications, closely with SPO-matrixed engineering and logistics personnel. Existing MPT analysis tools
are being used to compare, project, and assess different design options and onoritior,-1 ,nd ma"itenance
scenarios for their relative MPT impacts and life-cycle costs Enensive use is being made of currently
available methodologies and tools such as Lonis!ics Support Analyses (LSA), LSA Records (LSAR)
reports, the Logistics Composite Model (LCOM) and Cost Oriented Resources Estimating (CORE) model
outputs, and other MPT data sources and models. The MPT Directorate develops contractual document
statements which ensure that contractors are responsive to MPT concerns, and is developing standards
for evaluating MPT proposals during source selection

ASSISTING ASD ORGANIZATIONS. Several key ASD organizations have a special relationship with
ALH. These include ASD's Deputy for Engineering (EN), Training Systems (YW), Development Planning
(XR), the Safety Office (SE), and the ATC Operating Location (ASDITTGT).

MAJCOM COORDINATION. In keeping with AF Systems Command policy, ALH works closely with the
using MAJCOM to identity and satisfy user requirements during the WSAP. The using MAJCOM is
required to consolidate manpower estimates prior to Milestones II and III to satisfy the statutory reporting
requirements. Therefore, prime contractor, AF Logistics Command, SPO, and Air Training Command
manpower estimales are consolidated by the using MAJCOM. They provide the manpower estimate
report (MER) to HO USAF, who forwards it through the Office of the Secretary of Defense to Congress.
Close cooperation between ASD/ALH. EN, the-SPO, and MAJCOMs is essential to ensure These
importanl estimates are accurate and that the system design meets user needs within realistic MPT
constraints. These key players must closely coordinite to achieve an optimum balance between
manpower. sysptem design, and mission effeptiveness

WSAP TIMELINE ACTIONS. Another way of descrihing At fI'- cnncept of operations is to examinp
major MP E functions by acquisition phase

PRECONCEPT: Develop MPT constraints and goals. define problems for resolution with the new
system, identity MPT analyses and trades to he examined, examirep few techniolo(ies, participate in
planning projects, and develop source selection crileria

CONEP f - Explore MPT alternatives, e-xamine implications of design trades, develop alternate
MP concopts. influence design, and deveiop soirce s-,loction criteria

DEMONS7 RATION / VALIDATION Evaluate MPI implications of alternate systems. recom'omen1d
changes, refine MPT concept and Al' Specialty (AF -. ,'uctir ,,. heIp etwimater manpowt, ordr data fey
training development. plan MPT tesps, and devolop ,ource selection criteria

7 .?



FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT: Evaluate system for MPT issues, refine, finalize and publicize MPT
concept and AFS structure, ensure training system developed for concurrent fielding with system, help
finalize manpower e, timate, and evaluate MBPttesls.

PRODUCTION / DEPLOYMENT: Review test results for MPT implications, evaluate engineerinq
change proposals (ECPs), develop MPT lessons learned, and validate MP I concept

LOGISTICS READINESS AND SUPPORIABILITY: Determinp whellier MP1 estimates were on
target, review ECPs for MPT impact, and develop lessons learned

MAJOR UPGRADE OR REPLACEMENT: Determine total MPT costs of system, identify problems
and opportunities, determine possible MPT savings of new/upgraded system, and develop MPT
breakpoints at which new/upgraded system becomes incrementally improved.

SECTION IV - CURRENT ALH PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES

Current ASD/ALH projects and activities can be grouped into three categories: (1) Improvement of MPT
policy and awareness; (2) Development of analysis tools, data bases, and procedurs for using them, and
(3) Direct acquisition program (SPO) support.

MPT POLICY AND AWARENESS

With guidance from the MPT Colonel-level Steering Committee. AIH has been working a number of MPT
policy and awareness initiatives. Foremost in these efforts is the IMPACTS program deovelopment.
IMPACTS FROGRAM DEVELOPMENT. Integrated Manpower, Personnel, And Comprehensive
Training/Safe / (IMPACTS) was established as tht official Air Force MPT and Safety integration program
by the MPT Steering Committee in April 1988. The goals of the program are to integrate human-centered
disciplines of MPT, safety, and human engineering to support development of mission capable systems
that can be safely operated, maintained, and supported in present and future operational environments at
the lowest life cycle cost and with the people who will be available. IMPACTS focuses on setting MPTS
goals and constraints at the outset, participating in the trade process, measuring the MPTS impacts or
system design, and ensuring that the MPT pipeline is ready to support the system when fielded. ALH
drafted an IMPACTs regulation for inclusion in AFR 800-2. Acquisition Proornm Management The
IMPACTS draft regulation is presently in coordination. The basic forum which brings those concerned with
human issues together is the proposed IMPACTS Planning Team (IPT). which produces an IMPACTS
Program Plan (IPP). The IPT is critical to the interdisciplinary approach needed to integrate MPTS. The
IPT is comprised of representatives of the implementing, supporting, and using MAJCOMs, who address
system MPTS and HFE issues. They furnish issues and content for the IPP which stores essential MPTS
data about the developing system. The IPP documents the IMPACTS strategy; identifies goals.
requirements, constraints; and issues for each IMPACTS element. It specifies design trade-offs and
studies necessary to obtain IMPACTS objectives' lists the major MPTS tests and evaluations, and outlines
necessary milestones to meet these objectives.

COORDINATION WITH SAFETY AND HUMAN FACTORS INITIATIVES. Because safety and human
factors issues can have large MPT implications, close coordination with the ASD Human Factors
Engineering (HFE) Branch and Safety Office is essential. Both human factors and safety data sources
can help identify high driver MPT issues. ALH is working closely with these offices to develop data-based
ways of identifying MPT issues of consequence. By supporting issues of common interest, the threeoffices have a better chance of obtaining fundinq support for necessary analyses and of gaining
implementation of HFE, Safety, and MPT positions "The IMPACTS program plan and planning team will
reinforce this relationship.

REGULATORY GUIDANCE ALH reviews acquisition and MPT regulations to determine consistency and
their impact on MPT integration Many At H stuggestions havo alroady h,ben incorporated into AF
acquisition regulations, and more MPB direction will soon be pulfished. In addition, the Military Standards
(MIL STDs) 6r Military Primes (MIL PRIMES) and Data Item Descriptors (DIDS, furnish guidance to
contractors and writers of contracts Revision and qtre-amlining will qreatly facilitate OAFT integration ALI]
was designated as the AF representativc ,c 9he two-year Dot- MF I DIDI R3vi-w and (Consolidation study.
..,vorking in conjunction with th? DoD Human Fad(e r'; , "- i licr l Advisorv (r.Oru;)

DEVELOPMENT OF CSNAS NETWORK Whilo conductinq a thorough review of reulatory quidance.
ALH. working cooperatively with the Acqiirwtiv;n I o irt-,c ePnter (AFAI C, devoloped 'an MPT
time-phased roadmap Thi.u roadma p is prespnfv-d on th' ( ot Sn portf-( Network Analysis System
(CSNAS) rhis com puterized "PERT dia grain' provide",!e ;1 mode IMF1 network which shows what
should be accomplished, while allowing ito hrh 1,wr,:.d to Ito, :r pir'qrarln CSNAS is a governmepnt-ownped
project management tool which meets refulatorv It, jlmr im il, ti) r,)u•ntain a networking sys0tem

SYSTFMS MPT COURSE. While attenipt- ha.%' t- ",,for I 't vF c0,11r tha a coUirso which fully covers
manpower. pepronnel and maintenan(:r-.e tfriil ,.1..) /,l , I. , iý ; , i,, rmug'r• noeed- to he developed As
funds hecom , available. A[ Ii plans to rlonitnr ¶11P , hr I rpr ntie i frr , o r rrreiwe MNi1 courPse(,) Thp



course will reel to be tailored to meet the rcedts r)f MI' I Maliaul rs, logistics, I lIranl f-tattro,' and otli-i At
and industry personnel. A detailed MPI analyst course would teach ALH. SPO matrixed, and other
acquisition personnel to conduct weapon system MPT analysis. As a stop-gap measure, ASD/ALH has
constructed, and presents as requested, a two-day MPT course, which high-iqhlts MPI acquisition issues.

UPDATE AFI1. AFALC, and ASD ACQUISI ION COURSES Workina with AFIT, AFALC. and ASO
training personnel. ALH has updated the courses used to educate anrd train ASD personnel on the
acquisition process. ASD'ALH prepared a two-hour MPT training module for inclusion in these various
courses, and has received positive feedback on the modules implementation

DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF ANALYSIS TOOLS, DATA BASES, AND PROCEDURES

While the AF !ed development of advanced analytic tools and data systems valuable for assistinq MPT
integration. it has not consistently applied available tools and data systems within a coherent fram;work
ALw is attempting to apply existing MPT analysis tools and data bases sufficiently early in acquisition to
influence system design.

LCOM USED IN AN ITERATIVE PROCESS AND AS SOURCE OF MAINTENANCE MANPOWER
ESTIMATES. One of the most valuable manpower analysis tools for use on aeronautical systems is the
Logistics Composite Model (LCOMI. LCOM is the AF-approved manpower model which has been
validated to produce aircraft maintenance manpower assessments through simulation. For aircraft
maintenance, this method is far superior to and more accurate than the other manpower estimate
procedures which add task times, rather than model the interactive cueing effects. LCOM uses the

aintenance Data Collection (MDC) system to furnish the crew size, frequency and maintenance tasks
times for each aircraft system. Before inputting these data into LCOM, the MDC data are operationally
audited by manpower personnel for consistency and accuracy. MDC data offers hard maintenance data
on predecessor systems, which can be used in LCOM (omparable system simulations of future aircraft
maintenance. LCOM is used as a tool to identify MPT high drivers and aircraft maintenance manpower
assessments throughout the WSAP ILCOM will be conducted at increasing levels of specificity from
Preconcept sensitivity analyses on the predecessor system, to bdseline system comparisons during
Concept Exploratinn, to I COM models based on LSA comparability input data during the
Demonstration/Validation Phase and more final LSAiengineering data during Full Scale Development.
LOOM is the official source of aircraft maintenance manpower estirnates. In line with this concept, LOOM
is being applied to the Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF) The manpower implications of alternate AF
Specialty structures (differing task assignment, to career fields) are being examined. The consideration of
alternate AF specialty structures is, itself, a result of initiatives by an ALH'SP0 matrixed analyst.

PERSONNEL AND OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY DATA. The Air Force has one of the most
sophisticated personnel data systems available in any Service. It can describe AF military personnel in
R reat detail by career ladder and has great flexibility for data manipulation to answer MPT questions with

fe Advanced Personnel Data System (APDS). Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Programs
(CODAP) enables the USAF Occupational Measurement Center to describe the tasks and related task
data about each AF career laddt-.. Both APDS and CODAP data bases feed the Occupational Research
Data Bank (ORDBi which makes computer "runs" available through "on-line" modem access. The one
drawback to these data is that they are presented by Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC), which may or may
riot be directly related to an aircraft system. Research is under way to alleviate this disconnect. In
addition. as the Rivet Workforce AFSCs are implemented, most maintenance AFSCs will be tied to a
weapon syc.tem through the 14-yPar point iil a rnaintalei .s career As these new AFSCs are surveyed.
CODAP data will become more weapon system specific. Once these changes and the research are
complete. the rich AF personnel data renorjrces can be made available for the personnel!AFSC analysis
need ed to inplt to the LCOM rnanpowpi analvqi< I Intil that lime Al H plan- to use these data as hpAl
possible in a manual mode

I.SA t SAt rDR[)f RED ITr RATIVE AND S(O-URCE FOR)H TRAINING DEVELOPMENT LSAiLSAR task
data will t)( ordered iteýratively tram the prime contlractoros thi i ghout the WSAP whginning with

l~estone-, to provide data for addres-sinq MPT 's e, It is critical that the 'iserz tailor wha they need.
sperify vlivrr eastch delivery is to take place, and tli nit to re i ,i (i mn qprcifi-d is the most efficient.effective for
imm1drt a. , I -ier in thiu WSAP. complete aid a•c:•rate I SAD ropnfIQ are neede, d to address tIaining
dovplopfierit issr ies If it is late. the trainina dewvlopment system cannot ensure adequately trained
personne! tel for t hw Initial Opratiorral Caipability hli th, pa',t. LSA ISAf ;as i-, -ceivad low pri'rit;,
Alt H will attermnpt to giv,, 1 rilher vriibilily to I SA thrruti ,, IMI 'A(JM . [. prou -r-n i plan co thnt ihe AF btuvs a
total wo~ap,'n y e ifirc!dir() ,v rythiriq flf• : tr ,f tr:m 1)" r r nl o poata . maintain, and
"support it wllef fielded To In;t' .< riratrix'ed a-ri:rh!< i t' r ig(' ;1wtr;e of the nrrct criti(:-l MrD IqA tSAR to
order. Al I 1 i; rdtev,(eloping a handbook to d(lefcr ir, when it) the WS;Al to order thie m sot; critical L SA I SAfl
In later p1ha a ý'v of this proji÷cI . At H will deto-rriiinr, iN1M 1 deticikncipe: iin I.SA I SARD a- well as deter ninio
whelher Ihr' novernriient dalta qr(neri to (:rautri ';. flhr irialyti" meth mdi, ard th- melhod of vprifyinq
I AD- arel l ro ;l i tq! '-' [hIt I lng termn irohe I w:ll lefr1 iretri' d lllr l it-, In the M!" r I 'A hnnidh, l<-

HI-JMAI F A(, I 131ING ()F MAIN F rjAlN( f I A' S li thr pai I. iosf AF hulnirvial factoir e tolrl,.
ce~ritprd ;rw n' d the cwsl ;.il arid crew 1 m sitiorr. i.',, i't ( ''I the e-'-Ii.,rrq. :irrd lesarv',d pvaihl-thlt< of

mainfTi•nli - rri;inf ower. ,thial '1" 1trh11'. 1 i'' i rlm l v in lto ;/ lar :Ifatortl -t IrliltiiitririCer' Tie rsi;ill1
will hb rialirltorl;iri', la-k- lrid toillipllilr i whr'If r 'm ll in rirrilri''l imii10 1r,1i11ii er Irt 1r1i d iril'ro;ac t1he



efficiency of ,naintenance turn-around and wartime readiness of new systems, along with decreased
probability of accidents or incorrect maintenance action. Validated human factor tools, which have been
applied for years to cockpit design, could be applied more fully to maintenance. And both safety and
human factor data bases could be used to focus attention on MPT high drivers in time to affect design.
The IMPACTS program plan and working group will highlight the need for early application of human
engineering.

AUTOMATED DESIGN TOOLS. Most prime contractors are now using Computer Aided Design (CAP)
systems, and some have a human factor design tool like the AAMRLIAF-IRL-developed programs. Crew
Chief and COMBIMAN. These tools can impact on contractor engineers while they are in the do ian
process. These automated design aids use a three dimensional manikin on the CAD screen, allowing[
engineers to "see" accessibility problems. By making these systems available to all prime contractors ane
requiring their use, many of the access problem-- experienced in the past can be overcome during the
design process. ALH is encouraging their use and standardization into the design process. In addition,
when the Defense Advisory Committee On Women's Issues In The Services (DACOWITS) raised a
question on how well a developing aircraft would be at accommodating women, ALH used these tools in
conjunction with ASD!EN, AFHRL/LR and AAMRL/HEG to provide a response before manual mockups
were constructed.

MPTS ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY CONTRACT. Realizing the need for data-based MPT decisions, the
Human Systems Division (HSD), with the assistance of ALH developed and commissioned a major study
to develop specifications for a current technology MPTS analysis system. The study will depict MPTS
decisions in the acquisition process using Integrated Computer Aided Manufacturing DEFinition (IDEF)
discipline that shows decision/action inputs, constraints, resources needed, and outputs. MPTS
decisions/actions will be linked to the best available MPTS analysis tool and data base. After
specifications for a current technology analysis system are developed, a deficiency analysis will point the
way to future HSD research needs for MPTS inlegration technology. This 16-month effort began in
September 1988 at the kick-off meeting hosted by AL.H. ALHI will play a key role in furnishing information
to the contractors and evaluating contract deliverables. After the specifications are delivered, ALH plans
to apply the current-technology MPT analysis system to ASD programs

AF CROSSWALK / FOOTPRINT. At the request of ALH, the Defense Training and Performance Data
Center (TPDC) agreed to prototype the MP r "Footprint" of ASD/XR's Preconcept Long Term Planning
Project, the Advanced Tactical Transport (A--) which will replace some C-130s in the year 2000
Footprint is a series of data listings which identify the total MPT rc:,ources (of profiles) of a predecessor
weapon system. TPDC is working with the USAF Occupational Measurement Center to construct an AF
Crosswalk system which will allow automated look-up tables which link a weapon system with all the MPT
resources that support it. When operational, the Crosswalk will support automated Footprints of
predecessor systems for goal setting, MPT profiles, and comparability analysis. ALH is playing a key role
in helping identify the essential data needed during each acquisition phase. This will ultimately have a
sizable impact on the form the AF Crosswalk/Footprint takes.

DIRECT SUPPORT TO SPOs

The ALH matrixed analysts are influencing MPT-related design der'is~cos in a variety of SPOs. Aheadv.
significant MPT supportability issues have arisen. Al H person nel played a major role in preparing
programs to develop MPT systems to support the Rivet WVorkforce AF specialties. and prepare for the
more consolidated Rivet Workforce of the year 2000 and beyond. The have raised issues of how
consolidated specialties can increase manpower utilization rates while contributinQ to wai-fighting
capability and improved people/machine manpower ratios. ALH personnel have also helped SPOq anld
using MAJCOMs prepare for the Congressionally-required Manpower Lstimate Report VMEI), and are
preparing a computerized format for use by all SPOs. Human factors issues which impact on personnl
selection and classification have also been surlaced ALH personnel have pnsurt that thei tvininii
p lanning necessary for fielding complete training systems with th,• weapon systtpem was accofnplishec-

he dedicated advocacy that AL-H furnishes to , Ps D( enhblK MV' to ho n pln.o in lhro proarnna offico
decision-making process.

SI ?MMARY

The Manpower Personnel and Training Director ale was ,,tablishod to test wtottr a lonq standinq need
to fully integrate MP [ considerations into the acquisition prof'cs (-otld he inwtitutinalized by a model
organizatiorn at the AF SC product division level. The initial cadre of 12 milit;ary personnel developed an
MPI Plan, which is now being implemented I he (oil (tf tho (1roariaatiori - conco'-pt otf oprationl fi, to
demonstrate how existinci MP- I inlysis toole ,. data i 1ý,(0?c and pm o .15(t ir '- can mon n fully impirov4,
consideration of MPT factors in the WSAF> rho MlI If (iectorat, is testinia tise of L COM. Cr) (rAP. Hif ,
CAL tool, and L.SA/[.SAR Also. All I is en('rmiraguinrl ,Ivolopuient of nelý,o ,,d MNI• anallysij fools liir i
data bases by identifying voids and inadequate tool[ II addition, it hl ,; it ,hl.wd r'rd w ripciliomo doctmi im'[



for inclusioni of MPI requirements, and is using OSNAS asý a mar agneent prototype to encourage timely
requesting o01 MPT analyses and data. Regulation and Mlu STD changes cou pled will) a three-tiered
Systems MPI course will help encourage acquisition mangers to consider MP T. And finally, ALH is
developing the IMPACTS program to ensure MPT S are given apropriate planning and visibility. With this
program. MPT goals and constraints will be developed, trad-of analyses conducted, and an optimal MPT
support sy stem will be developed under the influence of ASD/ALH and their MPi matrixed analysts. The
IMPACTS Planning Team and IPP will highlight the important MPT issues; within and outsido the SPO
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Establishing a Relationship Between Training
ResCLurce Expenditures and Unit Performance

Brian J. Bush
U.S. Army Research Institute Field Unit

Presidio of Monterey, California

In FY 88 the Army has dealt with budget ccnstraints directly
impacting on training more than anytime in the past decade. As a
consequence thiere is both an increased need and effort by the
Army to objectively quantify their training dollar requirements
and to specify .mpact of budget shortfalls On unit training
readiness.

The Army currently uses a variety of systems to manage their
training resources which, in turn, provide input for the command
operating budget. For most budget submissions by units and
installations, dollar requirements are based upon historical
training resource expenditures with an inflation factor.
Additionally, budgets of battalions averaged across 'like'
battalions with exceptions made for major training events such as
a refcrger.

A problem with this method of budget development becomes
apparent when the dollars are translated intc unit training
readiness. Instead of projecting the actual cost of training to
meet a prescribed training readiness level, the training is
adjusted to neet the available dollars. Therefore units may do
less training from one year to the next, while their repo-ted
training readiness remains the same. As long as bLýget reductions
are seen as having little impact on reported training readiness,
there may be little reason to be surprized at further reductions
in the budget for traini,;g.

This paper describes a research effort by the Army which will
identify the relationship between training resource expenditures
and unit performance which, in turn, is a part of unit readiness.

Objective

The objective of this study is to describe the relationship
between training resources expended by units at their home
station and their performance at the Combat Training Centers,
with p-imary emphasis at the National Training Center (NTC).



Method

Vai abl es

Current data collection efforts are focused on acquiring
training resource expenditures at home station and the NTC.
These resources, or predictor variables, include data on miles
driven, ammunition fired, repair par"ts Co-. sJmed, annual tra!nin.g
days, use of training aids UC3lFlT, ATE3ASS, and MILES), training
events conducted, and personnel turnover. Also included as a
predictor variable is a comparison between terrain at home
station and at the NTC.

Tle collection L- c-iterion data 6ilj be based on the
lidelity of available data from the NTC. A7.I has had a major
rpst-arch effort ongoing at the NTC for several years. Other
symposia at MTA are presenting further information about that
research effort.

Ti me" i ,ies

The Lata collection plan is linked to a unit's rotation date
at the NTC. Data has beer, requested Ly month, and by battalion
for th2 six months orior to their rotation. E'-.penditures are also
i::r.- cole:-ted for the time d4aring rotation for the BlueFor anr

CrFCR. Dat& on personnel :_urnover is being colected up to
fifteen months after a unit's rotation.

The e'ailability of data may require the use of roll-up data
by !D7-.e- time intervals in lieu of the reqLuested monthly

E7

The 10i ,,ary ICCLI of ana ysH s is the condL(ct of correlatiocnal

J<5*;'ses t: determine the rt'latic-nships bet~.een resources
e; per-d-d and unit performance.

irstr um7nm at Ion

The cr'l.y i nstrur7Lt corst'-ucted for the dc4ta collecticn is a
q 'e~ti• rnai-e desig-,i tc ratp the s-imilarity of terrain between
hcr~f £Ltion and NTC.

-,hi t/e o- dato rcllected +rcrn this instrurent is similar to
" "-r e ctailed f c ,i-g collected by a "Determinants
c c, r t F- ýfort fur J. I ,r) per c-r',e, characteristics, leadership,

c3•, t I, r, •,d training.



Discussion

This research effort is a significant step toward a
quantified and objective description of the training required for
units to perform their mission at estimated levels of competency.
From this step and subsequent refinements of data collection and
analysis, the Armv chain of command will be increasingly
confident in the accuracy cf budget submissions and better able
to identify the impact of budget constraints and shortfalls.



frain inj Systems Analyst: The Changipg Role
of the Behav iora Psycho I og ist
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Abstract

The expansion of the Air Force into contracted aircrew
training systems has created a void in the operational and
engineering communities which is beinj fi Iled hy behavioral
psychologists. This role changes the traditional human factors
orientation from nan-machine interface into a role of systems
integration. New areas for hehavioral psychologist preparation
include the integration of the instructional -ystems development
process with systems engineering and logistic support analysis.
This jives a total training systems perspective. This
perspective must include an understanding of the operational
community in which the weapon system will be fielded as well as
the acquisition cormrnity through which the attendant training
system will he procured.

lhe Air Force has ber.n aoving rapidly in the direction of contracted
,jircrew trai ing systems. boring the past few years the Military Airl ft
Comnmaiid (MACK has in iti<ited contracts to indus;try for modprnizing their
existing aircrew training systems. Psychologists out of the Air Force
Hlumin Resources) ,•lborotory (AFHRL) w,_ýre bhought in as consul tants to apply
the rsu ts of their tra iniriig effectiveness research for- the' C-:30 Weapon
l)ystrir Irairier (WST'. Nl llmeyer & Rockway (198') reported that in order to
ta'•e dvanItage ot t1h udvrced tri ining potential of the WST. simulatu,
tr,jining must lih integjr,ated into the overall tr_ inling system. Since this
r (-,rq: e(ý da ,eview of the (,,i ire tra ining system, MAC chose to contract
thro'lrh Al MPL. The .o it ri i f or, 'y Ii I I T inI n j Sys:eis, was tasked to

S I',;de, 1 jir nw Irj flin n nq i',teli (o n t,)pt. pevi y psychologists
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f~or new weaipon sy steiii p rocu remfen t, the Aeýt ona ultica Sy stein Di0v i ion

'AS!)) has CUn tralct e f ltors con1current w ith t k. .wration ý,-e iii co)nt ri t to
devo 'p the aittendaint iircruw training ysem (ATS). Two oi the-) fr, the
rac ti a', Ai r Command (JTAC) advanced tact ica I fighter (AT! ) and the MAC C -17
ATSs. For each programn, behavioral psychologists are advising on the
instructional systems development integration with systems engineering and
logistics support analysis. This expanded role of the behavioral
psychologist has brought the total training system perspective to weapon
system acquisition.

Discuss ion

The speed at which the contracting of aircrew training systems entered
the operational and engineering communities created a void that they were
not prepared to fill.

Operations was concerned with the attendant problems i.n the present
training system, but their limited and declining f inanc ial /personnel
resou-ces demanded commitment to their primary missions. Their perspective
was, therefore, limited to their operational experiences. Th e ir
understanding was in the context of how they were taught and how they had
learned to train others. This perspective was primarily within a wing with
little vision of the full continuum for their training system. They were
generally e-nfamiliar with state-of-the-art t r a in ing technology and
methodology and the associated terminology. Novel approaches, though of
interest, were dismissed as unrealistic in the present environment.

Engineering was fcuCLsed on the hardware and supporting software to
derive the training devices for the weapon system. They depended upon
operations to provide the tradining system for which the weapon system and
the training devices would be integrated. Lead time for training device
acquisýition, particularly for full mission simulation, was increasing.
Training requirements analysis became more than an assessment of what would
be trained in the training device (Bills & Nullmeyer, 1985; Bills, 1987),
The scope exceeded their experience. Instructional systems development.
process was iinposed upon themi without any correlation with their traditional
systems engineering process (Fakult, Pfledderer, & Bills, 1988). New
terminology such as formative and sommative evaluation was foreign. They
perceived instructional tcechnolc~y, par-ticularly in the area of courseware,
as nit someth inj they could cipproarih with the rod ii ents of engineering.

Fromn the Depa rtmen t of De fen se also ca me the impetus to dri ve
nianpower, personnel , and tra i ni nj (MPT, i ssues, earl icr in the acqu isi tion
p -oc es . Even as early asý concept devel1opuhlent, quest ions ir-e to be asked

sac as wha t q~i I1 be the' mainpowery reqo i rementsý expec ted of , h)is new weapon
s'ystemi, whait will he the ne(w distribuition of personnel, arid what will 1.)e
th e ir nie w t r-a i n i n req ui rriiements,. The i nc rueas lo sycope o f the probl emis

4l ic wust he deal It w i th hby the iccju i --Iit ion ( oiim n i ty has caused them to
r -i (,t ou t f o t aid d i t i uni I r e -,o iir (,1 to mecet the demland. Behavioral

psyc(hologjy ha , be fn (i r-sour'e _iii led ijpof to hel p fill the void.

icýhmiv io ra( I p 0i'(h1olj 1 t huv(, been twa ied i n tht mn itidamen t a s o f
h hji i o r, Io1) be r-vajt, o n,11), a baic t,,e nan t o f od u cit io n iI toc h nolIog(Iy. T h (2

,Ia s n ' dc r , taj n d p r i 1) 1 o f be hai v i o ral I ianai y, ai anrd ;-e,) u r, h w h Ii : h icf
L 1 (2 a s ,s' w t, ri t o t a ** Ln r, , i. o r r- a i n 1 Ti I w (It (' v a p, w2 e C
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Behavioral psychologists hdve background in learning theory which is the
bas is for tra inin syste'i model ing. They are attuned to tra ining
technology, task and occupational analysis, and the environment in which a
person is to achieve desired behiavioral outcomes. Behavioral psychologists
have tile perspect ive to bridge the gap between the operational and
engineering communities and the training system contractors.

Even though the behavioral psychologist is best suited to meet the new
demand, he/she also has a training need. The human factors orientation of
man-machine interface needs to be expanded into a systems engineering
orientation. The behavioral psychologist needs an understanding of the Air
Force instructional systems development (ISD) process and how the ISD
process relates to the systems engineering process. Additionally, he/she
needs to understand the integration of these two processes with logistic
support analysis (LSA). With this understanding, the behavioral
psychologist can then gain the important total training system perspective.

Finally, the behavioral psychologist needs an understanding of both
the operational community in which the training system is to be fielded and
the acquisition community procuring the system. This understanding is
important since concurrency is the current policy. The acquisition
strategy is to procure the training system concurrent with the weapon
system. The training system, including full mission simulation, is to be
in place ready to go when the weapon system is deli'.:ered. In order to make
this happen, the behavioral psychologist is using effective observation
skills to focus on the training need and then assist in translating this
need into the integrated ISD/systems engineering process.

The industrial component of the acquisition community has centers of
behavioral psychological expertise in training system development. Given
the understanding of the operational need, industry has demonstrated their
capability to produce the training system. The expanded role of the Air
Force behavioral psychologist facilitates the interface nf this industrial
component with operations and engineering in the training system
acquisition process.

As we look to the future, how can the preparation programs for
behavioral psychologists better develop them to i-eet the expectations of
this expanded role in training system a(cquisition?

Conclusion

The fol lowing six elements Thould he considered in the preparation of
hOehivjiu,al psychologists for their expanded rule in training systems:

First, the hiu in factors preparation should also include an
introdc, tion to the s/'te;is enginerering proc(ess which relo tes this process
t, its derivative ISD process.

)ec()fnd, the Iehv i oral p1 ,y( ho rjgi ',t h' in2 aissigrIed to either the
aJpe rY j i nal 1 or I ( o i , i t inn (om i un c i i t ( ,hou I (Id .1 t Lu rid ain I S) c-our se or

Lr ion re for ,ir ed intric t, ion (K, ; !., i )Ijt , W l) routo' to their assignment.

rih Ird, 1 , ,hr/ he s w, i d v i it I t I ,. t !,r , op.r-I t iun'l I set t ings. These
Oper,,t. oni1n, ,tt. iot hti n ,hould in(l clu ( wim ,j opi r,o'p t iro , ind tra minir is well ,S



initial qualification/combat crew training school (CCTS) with full mission
simulation (WST) facilities.

Fourth, upon assignment he/she should visit a few contractor operated
aircrew training systems (ATS) such as SimuFl ite, tile Center for Advanced
Airmanship, the C-5 ATS or the C-130 ATS.

Fifth, the behavioral psychologist assigned to the acquisition
community should immediately complete the course on introduction to
acquisition management (SYS 100 or equivalent).

Sixth, during the assignment the behavioral psychologist should
regularly attend the Interservice/Industry Training Systems Conference
(I/ITSC) and periodically attend other related conferences to keep attuned
to current developments and maintain contacts across the training systems
arena. He/she should also be a member of the Training System Design
Subcommittee of the Training Effectiveness Working Group (AFHRL & ASD'.
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A STUDY OF BEHAVIOR MODELING IN MANAGEMENT TRAINING
Dr. Phyllis Peters Marson

Federal Aviation Administration
Center for Management Development

Introduction

The study developed out of a need for research into the effect of
behavior modeling training on job performance in organizational
settings. The objective of this research was to investigate the
relationship between behavior modeling as a method of training
for problem solving and the on-the-job performance of managerial
trainees.

The participants in the study were 150 Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) employees attending the Supervisor's Course,
Phase I (SCI) at the FAA's management training school. The
initial supervisor's course is a 100 hour pass/fail resident
training course mandatory for all newly-selected agency
supervisors. Selectees must successfully complete SCI within the
first year of appointment. The trainees represented every
regional and organizational function within the FAA and ranged in
age from 27 to 59, with a mean age of 41. Fifteen of the
participants were females, 135 males.

Typically, the trainees had begun their careers as technical
specialists. Their exposure to managerial theories and
techniques prior to attending SCI was limited. A Job Function
Analysis and a Job Competency Analysis had been completed on the
duties of first-line supervisor in the FAA to determine the
skills, knowledges, and abilities necessary for management
positions. Skill in mutual problem solving emerged as one of the
essential competencies that differentiate between effective and
ineffective managers.

A 12-hour competency based unit on mutual problem solving was
developed for the SCI course using behavior modeling technology.
The research was conducted on this component of the training
process.

Instrumentation

A 2/ item self-report instrument was developed to assess t,,e
trainees' interpersonal behaviors when they were engaged in
mutual problem solving activities on the lob.

The instructional objectives, subject matter content, and end-of
unit knowledge test were analyzed for internal consistency and
adequacy of coverage within the problem solving unit. Each item
on the instrument reflected a behavior indicator drawn from the
generic tour-stage mutual problem solving model presented in the
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mo(Iet ;it (I i.l)I ly [iI the i H:;t uiict ioitll I unit. IT i :; problem 1;olv i I1(j
model included: (I) an opening for establishing rapport and
making a tentative statement of the problem, (2) a problem
agreement stage in which there is mutual agreement upon the
problem and its cause, (3) an exploration of alternative
solutions, and (4) the conclusion stage in which a solution is
selected and follow-up accountability accepted. The response
scale used on the instrument was a six point forced-choice scale
with number and word descriptors.

Collection of Data

Before beginning training, and again 10 weeks after training, the
participants were asked to complete the instrument un problem
solving behaviors. Employees from the trainee's work unit were
asked to complete a subordinate assessment on the trainee post-
training only. Anonymity was guaranteed the employees by
requiring only the name of the management trainee. All
instruments, except the initial pre-course instrument, were
mailed with self-addressed envelopes enclosed for ease of return.
Feedback on the participant's pre-and post-course assessment and
on their subordinate's assessment was promised to the trainee if
there were a minimum of three responses from the participant's
work unit.

The instructional unit ended with a 3-hour period of individual
evaluations and feedback, and an objective end-of-unit, paper and
pencil, multiple-choice test. The scores from this test were
collected and added to the pre- and post-course data.

A control group consisting of 25 Supervisory Identification and
Development Program (SIDP) employees completed the problem
solving instrument initially, and again 10 weeks later. The
employees in this group were part of an FAA initiative designed
to change the way the agency identifies, selects, and develops
candidates for supervisory positions in air traffic. The control
group had nominated themselves as potential supervisors and
gained concurrence of five peers in addition to their immediate
supervisor. They had gone through an assessment process that
resulted in being rated as "ready-now" for supervisory selection.
None in the group had been a supervisor, nor had any attended the
SCI course. The data from this group were collected through the
mail. The reliability of the questionnaire for the control group
equaled .94 pre-course, and .97 post-course.

Data- Ana lvI s

Analys;is of the data tar this study was accomplished by comparing
the means by analysis of variance (ANOVA), t-tests, analysis of
co-variance (ANCOVA) where necessary to statistically control for
pre-course differences, and the Pearson Correlation Coefficient.
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Conclusions

The analysis of the data on the effect of behavior modeling
training on job perfc_-mance supports the following conclusions.

First, findings from the study indicated that the participants
transferred to the job the mutual problem solving behaviors
modeled in the classroom (Table I). This finding supports
earlier research on applications of the behavior modeling
approach to training.

TABLE I

Summary Table of Means, Standard Deviations,
and Percentage of Return

Problem Solving Instrument, Percentage
Pre-Course of Return

Participant Mean 110.658
SD 13.883
n - 73

Control Mean = 121.952
SD = 14.379
n 21

Problem Solvin•instrument,

Post-Course

Participant Mean = 123.306
SD 13.363
n 72 48.0%

Su' rdinates Mean = 120.185
SD 17.134
n = 73 48.6%

Control Mean : 123.500
SD 15.954 67.0%

The second conclusion concerned the findings related to the
control group. The participants showed significant gains in mean
scores on the self-report questionnaire pre- and post-training,
the control group demonstrated only negligible gains. The study
demonstrated that the treatment made a difference; however, the
small return ot the control group (n=14, 68 percent return rate)
post-conurse makes it difficult to be confident about the
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effectiveness of the control in this study. That group also
assessed their skills at a higher level pre-course, demonstrating
very little change in mean scores in the ten weeks between
responses. Even with the small n, however, this conclusion is in
agreement with that of Latham and Saari (1979) who found
performance change in supervisors trained with behavior modeling,
but no change in the control group until they too received the
training.

The third conclusion concerned the findings relevant to the
effectiveness of self-report as a method of evaluation. The
study indicated that there was no difference in the self-
assessment of the managerial trainees and the subordinate
assessment by employees with whom the trainees had problem solved
on the job. This agrees with previous findings that:
" ... individuals possess an extensive data base from which to draw
inferences about themselves, a much larger base than even the
most ambitious external evaluator is likely to develop" (Shrauger
& Osberg, 1981, p. 322).

Further findings in the study led to the conclusion that there
was no difference in self-reported mean scores pre-training of
supervisors who had been in their positions various lengths of
time (from 0 months to twelve months). See Table II. All
participants were within the first year of selection. On the
basis of a small number of participants who had been supervisors
six to nine months before training, however, there was an
indication that those with more experience initially, showed more
performance gain post-training on the job. There are significant
training implications for the timing of supervisory training
should these findings be supported by further research.

TABLE II

ANOVA of Means of Participants With Varying
Lengths of Time as Supervisor Pre-and Post Course

n Pre n Post

No previous experience 17 112.353 17 122.176

0 - 6 months 47 109.766 46 121.630

7 - 12 months 9 112.111 9 134.000

F =.410 F=2.34



Finally, the study indicated no correlation between performance
on a paper and pencil end of unit knowledge test and performance
on the job. The lack of variance on the test (mean = 96.8, SD-
5.49), however, makes it untenable to conclude that there is no
relationship. Further research is necessary to determine what
link, if any, this variable has to job performance.

Recommendations

This present study needs to be replicated with a time period of
at least six months post-training to allow the trainees more
opportunities for applying the problem solving behaviors modeled
in the classroom. Many of the 150 trainees who completed
questionnaires pre-training, but not post-training, reported that
ten weeks was not long enough for them to engage in problem
solving activities with a sufficient number of employees. A
longer time period for the study should give all members in a
work unit the opportunity to participate in the assessment of the
trainees' job behaviors. The long term effects of the training
as well aZ the relatively short term effects need to be
researched as wcIl as the operational and economic impact of
using self-report and subordinate assessment in performance
appraisal.
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Modeling the Costs and Benefits of
Alternative Training Interventions

Michael D. Mumford Joseph L. Weeks
Georgia Institute of Technology Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Francis D. Harding Edwin A. Fleishman
Alexandria, Virginia George Mason University

Because training is held to play a crucial role in ensuring adequate job
performance, military organizations have invested billions of dollars in the design
and implementation of training programs (Goldstein, 1986). This investment, and the
foundation that training provides for effective performance, underscores the need
for systematic evaluation effort- intended to establish the effectiveness of
alternative training interventions (Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler, & Weick, 1970).
Although a complex field in its own right (Goldstein, 1986), program evaluation and
test validation share a common concern in that they both seek evidence indicating
that the interventions under consideration lead to enhanced performance (Guion,
1965; Kirkpatrick, 1959). Fo- some time, however, it has been recognized that the
magnitude of the performance gains brought about by personnel interventions does not
provide a fully adequate index for appraising organizational utility due to factors
such as intervention cost, the relative value of performance gains, and the number
of individuals exposed to an intervention over time (Brogden, 19,16,1949; Cronbach &
Gleser, 1965; Schmidt, Hunter, McKenzie, & Muldrow, 1979).

Few studies have examined the utility of alternative training interventions
(Goldstein, 1986; Schmidt, Hunter, & Pearlman, 1982). Four considerations, however,
argue for the extension of traditional program evaluation efforts to incorporate
utility considerations. First, like selection tests, even training interventions
yielding relatively small improvements in aggregate performance may have great value
given substantial variability in the value of performance differences, low cost, and
applicability to a number of individuals over a substantial period of time. Second,
utility models provide an attractive vehicle for integrating the multiple, often
qualitatively different, kinds of criterion performances that must be considered in
many program evaluation efforts (Goldstein, 1986; Kirkpatrick, 1959). Third,
trainers are often confronted with the need to choose among a variety of alternative
interventions and so evidence bearing on their relative value might prove useful in
instructional systems design (Cronshaw & Alexander, 1985). Fourtii, uiiiity tiaia
might, do much to further the development of general principles concerning the kinds
of interventions most likely to prove useful in designing training courses.

Given these observations, an attempt was made to determine whether a variation
on the cost accounting procedures suggested by Cronshaw and Alexander (1985) and
Boudreau (1983a, 1983b), might be used to appraise the utility of alternative
training interventions. To accomplish this, a general performance prediction model
developed by Mumford, Weeks, Harding, and Fleishman (1988) describing the
detcrminants of performance in Air Force resident technical training wAs emplovyd,
and a set of equations were constructed for determining the training performance
costs imn;l ied by changes in training outcome variables specified in this model. In
the present study, simulated changes were made in the variables determining
performance, and the cost consequences of these changes were assessed.

Me thods
Outc,'2!: Tie identify the major outcomes of' Air Force resident t echnir' l

training, a series of inLerviews were conducted at four major training centers. I1,
these int, rv rews various representat ivyes ()f the groups responsib1e for the design
and implemilervt;ition of training programs werf- asked to ihdent fy thr major out,-inl,-S of
the, tf-(.hn cal] t ra iii ing process aind p tnial miasurfs of hi-w varjab los. OTI t ht
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basis of this information, seven major outcomes of the technical training process
were identified, including a) the assessed quality of acaderic performance; b)
special instructional assistance time (SIA); c) number of academic counseling
sessions; d) number of nonacademic counseling sessions; e) number of retraining
hours or washback time; f) academic attrition, and g) nonacademic attrition.

Outcome costing: Having specified the major performance outcomes observed in
Air Force resident technical training, the next major step entailed in this effort
required the costs of differential performance on each of these criteria to be
assessed. Because academic performance was held to be of interest only as it acted
to determine other performance, relevant outcomes cost equations were not developed
for this variable. The costs associated with performance on the remaining outcome
variables were derived from Air Force cost accounting data applicable during 1983.
Within this system, costs are defined in terms of three basic categories: direct
costs (including officer, enlisted, and civilian pay as well as nonpersonnel costs
of materials and supplies), indirect costs (staff benefits and material maintenance
costs), and student costs (training pay, allowances, and travel). All cost
estimates are derived through historic procedures, include appropriate discounting
adjustments, and are phrased in terms of an individual trainee per unit time.

Elimination or attrition costs were held to include direct and indirect
personnel costs and all student costs, including travel to training. The costs of
outcomes involving increased training time (e.g., SIA time, academic and nonacademic
counseling sessions of one hour, and retraining or washback time) were held to
include the same elements except travel to training. This difference was based on
the observation that the Air Force's travel investment is not lost if the individual
graduates from training.

Given these cost figures per hour training time, it became possible to formulate
equations for linking changes in outcomes to their associated costs. In the case of
elimination, this was accomplished by assuming that elimination occurred half way
through the course. Subsequently, half the course length was multiplied by the
number of attritions and elimination costs to arrive at performance costs associated
with academic and nonacademic attrition. The SIA time, washback time, academic and
nonacademic counseling costs were calculated by determining the number of hours of
extended training time obtained on each variable across all students and multiplying
this value by the hourly training cost

Modeling: Having identified the major performance outcomes of Air Porce
resident technical training, and developed procedures for appraising the costs
associated with negative performance outcomes, it was then necessary to specify the
variables influencing performance across training programs. To accomplish this, a
neries of group interviews were conducted at four major technical training centers
in which key training personnel were asked to specify the student characteristics
and course-content variables most likely to condition performance, the expected
relationships among these variables, and potenlial. measures of each construct. In
all, 6 student characteristics and 16 course content variables were identified which
appeared tUo inf.uence performance across t rai n in, programs.

To establish the relationship between training outcomes and these student
characterist ic and course content variables, a mult ivariate modeling effort was
conducted. Initially, operational measures of the student characteristic,
course-content, and training outcome variables were constructed and their
reliability established. Subsequent ly, measures of these variables 1 were o•tained in
39 1983 training courses containing 5078 students. A'ft er establishing the
relationships among these variables, a mult variate model was constructded which was
intonded to siummarize the observed re I t I onships in a manner i'n, isietpnt with itlie
interviv w data. The ability of this mod.l to rpliciate lihe obsrved st r• t"tr l
relatt ionships wa.; h thhe ;t (t ed tO Ii I :AEI. V ii aIlvs; t-;. Flit-s anan lv vsis vi',.1l d t
residual term of iwt aind Ai g od es "f,•index "f M I'i I ie (I .t ac l i a e e,'qtat, fit to
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the observed data. The multiple R's between .35 and .75 generated for predicting
the 7 training outcome variables confirmed this conclusion. Further, these
relationships appeared to be relatively stable since upon cross-validation in a
sample of 9 additional courses containing 890 students, shrinkage of 10 to 15 points
was obtained in attempts to predict observed training outcomes. The model developed
and cross-validated in this effort is presented in Figure 1, and has been described
elsewhere in greater detail (Mumford, Weeks, Harding, & Fleishman, 1988).

Simulations: To examine how changes in aggregate student characteristics and
course-content variables would influence training outcomes and the associated
performance costs, a series of simulations were conducted. Here 10 training courses
representing a diverse set of fieids were targeted for study. Subsequently, the
aptitude, reading level, and academic achievement motivation as well as the
occupational difficulty and subject matter difficulty variables were increased and
decreased by one and two standard deviations. These simulated changes were made for
each variable and for various combinations of the student characteristics and course
content variables under consideration. The projected outcomes obtained in each of
these simulations were then used in conjunction with the costing equations to
generate expected performance costs.

Results
Table 1 ?resents the results obtained in these simulation runs for 2 of the 10

occupational specialities using 1983 flow figures and cost accounting data. Here
costs have been aggregated across the 6 perf-rmance outcomes flowing from learning
as indexed by the assessed quality of performance variable. In all cas *s the
expected performance cost is presented on a per student basis and across all
students in the course. Additionally, the percent change from baseline is
presented.

The data presented in Table I leads to four conclusions. First, the costs and
benefits associated with changes in student characteristics or course content are
clearly conditioned by the cost of training, the length of the training program, and
the number of students to be trained. Second, changes in both student
characteristics and course-content can induce comparable savings in performance cost
when both sets of variables have a significant impact on training outcomes. Third,
the costs induced by changes in any one variable may be offset by appropriate
adjustments in other variables. Fourth, a relatively small change in performance nr
individual performance c:osts can result in substantial gains and losses in lengthy,
more expensive training courses involving a number of individuals.

Aside from these general conclusions, the results obtained in this simulatior
point to two other noteworthy conclusions. One of these pertains to the ,-osts
incurred by the various outcome variables. Of these variables, it was found that
changes in attrition or retraining time typically had the largest impact on
performance costs. Additionally, it should be noted that the percent changi, in
costs obtained using this cost accounting approach was comparable to that ohti-.ned
by Schmidt, Mack, and Hunteor (194) using supervi:sor, jiudpments.

D iscuss i on
The cost es t i matets producedi itn this model ing i ,ffori should not be taken to

provide an acc:urate refle'tion of real training costs arid hen,-fits. One, reason for
makling, this stit ,ment. is that th,. presfiJt study focused en prfov...ance costs in
tra ining and so ignore.d the co'sts andl ,en,.fis ass•ci'atel with i tiiffrent .iI jnh
Per formlanc(e. Thre ot hr- reaa,;on Is that fthe rin erveýnt ion ru(st s associate(d wi th 'r foil
world" change(ýs in sludent ;:harrntorist is and cool-u ce)ntoirt wor, ro )t i .ns lder,,i
here i I.

PkVerIl r• i t.!t;( IT'av ,at, I miu d, h)w,.v..r, w. h. l ,.v t hat thi, prcs'Iit stilv'.
has s,,r-',., to 11l istr;s t,,t tflr I týt,'tlli l v;1lirr of t•'1']rrig it iI v anlilyt\ p1 ,.,hies
I n w ()),r ;rn (-%;tI tra t I ()n Ifot(r f,;. ; ei !%- 1(I I .d tf ("I i l*id - I dS i i t I I t
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characteristics and course content are not uniform but depend on the number of
individuals to be trained and the cost of the training program. Further, this study
has shown how utility data can be used to integrate multiple qualitatively different
outcomes and how these outcomes vary in relative significance.

The fact that training performance costs derived from cost accounting dat a
yielded results comparable to those derived from other utility analysis procedures
points to one way this might be accomplished. It has often proven difficult to
evaluate the utility of alternative training interventions due to the lack of a cost
relevant judgment base and adequate data on actual job performance. However, the
present study shows that routinely available cost accounting data might be used to
bridge this gap, particularly when the relative effectiveness of alternative
interventions is of concern rather than the absolute value of a given intervention.
It is hoped that the present effort, by demonstrating the feasibility of this
approach, will stimulate further efforts along these lines.
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THE EFFECTS OF A MATHEMATICS REFRESHER COURSE

ON SCHOOL ATTRITION

Gary R. Bunde

Training Development Unit

Naval Technical Training Center, Corry Station
Pensacola, Florida 32511

PURPOSE

The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of a
one week mathematics refresher course on specific uiiit test
scores, final course average scores, and the overall academic
attrition level of the ELTECH course. The ELTECH course is a
basic electronics technology course taught at the Naval

Electronic Warfare School, Naval Technical Training Center,
Corry, Pensacola, Florida.

BACKGROUND

During the development of the ELTECH course, it appeared as
if some students were having difficulty with mathematics in some
units of the course. To reinforce the students' knowledge and
skill of this subject, the Electronic Warfare School developed a
mathematics screening test and a one week mathematics refresher
course.

The mathematics screening test consists of sixty questions
which cover, in part, addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, scientific notation, algebra, and basic trigonometry.
Raw scores are converted to scaled scores which have a range of 1
to 100. Both the mathematics screening test and the mathematics
refresher course were based on the type of mathematics used in
the ELTECH course.

PROCEDURES

The sample of students for this study was divided into two
groups. These groups were known as the Non-Math group and the
Math Group.

1. Non-Math Group.

The Electronic Warfare School developed the mathematics
screening test before the one week mathematics refresher course.
The test was administered to a number of students from April 24,
1986 to 18 September, 1987, prior to their beginning the ELTECH
course. These students were then immediately classed up into the
ELTECH course. The school monitored the progress of these
Cuidents, and variable data points were collected on th--, For
this study, thesp students (and subgroups of these students) were
called the Non-Math Group.
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2. Math Group

On 18 September, 1987, the school completed development of
the mathematics refresher course, and continued to administer the
mathematics screening test to all students before they started
the ELTECH course. However, those students who scored 79 or less
on this test were now sent to the one week mathematics refresher
course. Those students who scored 80 or above were classed up
immediately in the first available ELTECH class just as before.
Those students who had to be sent thzQugh the mathematics
refresher ;ourse were, upon its completion, retested with the
same mathematics screening test as a posttest and then classed up
in the ELTECH course.

This study collected variable data points on all students
who entered the ELTECH course between 18 September, 1987 and 29
February, 1988. This group is called the Math Group. The same
variable data points, plus posttest scores, were collected on the
Math Group as were on the Non-Math Group.

3. Non-Math and Math Subgroups.

The Non-Math and Math Groups were subdivided as to whether
they were electronic warfare personnel returning from the fleet
(called EW personnel), or recent graduates from recruit training

who would be receiving cryptologic technician maintenance
instruction (called CT personnel). Students who scored under 80
on the mathematics screening pretest were called the "Under-80
(Non-Math or Math) Group". Students who graduated from the
course were called "Graduates", and students who were dropped
from the course for academic reasons were called "Attrites".

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION
Non-Math Group Math Group
Number Percent Number Percent

Study Sample Size
EW 36 24% 145 56%
CT 116 76% 113 44%
Total 152 100% 258 100%

Pretest scores under 80
EW 28 78% 126 87%
CT 89 77% 92 81%
Total of Sample 117 77% 218 84%

Graduates
EW 30 83% 136 94%
CT 34 29% 80 71%
Total of Sample 64 42% 216 85%

Attrites
EW 6 17% 9 6%
CT 82 71% 33 29%
Total of Sample 88 58% 42 15%
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VARIABLES

The variables that were used for this study are defined
below.

1. AR Scores--Student Arithmetic Reasoning Test on the
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)
selection test. This test consists of solving
arithmetic word problems.

2. MK Scores--Student Arithmetic Knowledge Test on the
ASVAB selection test. This test consists of algebra,
geometry, fractions, decimals, and exponents.

3. Pretest Scores---In this study pretest scores represent
scores on the mathematics screening test administered to
students for the first time prior to any type of
mathematics training provided by the Naval Electronic
Warfare School.

4. Posttest Scores--Student scores on the same mathematics
screening test after they have completed the mathematics
refresher course.

5. Unit 3 Scores--Scores on the Unit 3 (Basic Electricity
and DC Circuits) final academic examination. This Unit
and Unit 4 were considered by course developers as the
best in-course measurement of mathematical skill.

6. Unit 4 Scores--Scores on the Unit 4 (Basic Electricity
and AC Circuits.) final academic examination.

7. Final Scores---The student's final course average score
on all units of the ELTECH course. This score is given
as a final grade on the course, and identifies whether
or not the student passed the course.

FINDINGS

i. Does the mathematics screening test measure mathematical
abilities?

To answer this question, pretest and posttest scores of the
sample were correlated with their AR and MK subtest scores. For
all correlations, the Non-Math Group and the Math Group were
first combined into one large group. This large group was then
subdivided into the EW and CT groups with the same variables
correlated.

All but two of the correlations among the pretest, posttest,
AR, and MK tests were significantly positive. Of those that were
significant, one was significant at or above .05, and the rest
were significant at or above .01. The two correlations that were
not significant were between the AR scores and the pretest scores
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of the EW's, and the AR scores and the posttest scores of the
CT's.

Primarily because of the significant correlations of the
pretest and posttest scores with MK scores, it was concluded that
the mathematics screenirLg test was a good predictor of numerical
mathematical problem solving, and is therefore a measure of
mathematic abilities for the ELTECH students.

2. Given the fact that the mathematics screening test
measures mathematical abilities, do students learn mathematics in
the refresher course?

To measure learning, a T-test between means was run between
U-1 pretest- scores and posttest scores of those students of the
Math Group who were required to take the mathematics refresher
course. (Because of the number of T-tests conducted for this
study, a protection level was applied to all T-tests. In order
for a calculated T value to be considered significant at or above
the .05 level, it needed to be at or exceed the .002 level.) The
mean score on the pretest was over 60 for the EW's and the CT's
so that students did have some pre-knowledge of mathematics when
they came into the school. However, after taking the one week
mathematics refresher course, this mean test score increased by
over 28 points for the EW students and over 24 points for CT
students. This represents a mean pre to posttest gain of 47% for
the EW students and 39% for CT students. Both increases were
significant beyond the .05 level. Thus, even though students
have some knowledge of mathematics coming in, the one week course
does refresh this knowledge, and brings the students "back up to
speed" on the subject.

3. Do students who take the mathematics refresher course do
better on mathematics related test scores and final scores than
comparable students who do not take the mathematics refresher
course?

To answer this question, a comparison was made between the
Unit 3, Unit 4, and Final scores of the Under-80 Non-Math Group
and these same scores of the Under-80 Math Group.

Before this comparison could be made, however, the question
had to be answered as to whether the Under-80 Non-Math Group and
the Under-80 Math Group were comparable in the first place on
variables on which the two groups should not differ
significantly. This was done by comparing (by T-test) the EW's
and CT's of the Under-80 Non-Math Group with the EW's and the
CT's of the Under-80 Math Group on the variables of Pretest, AR,
and MK scores.

There was no significant difference on Pretest scores, AR
scores, and MK scores between EW's and CT'S in the Under-80
Non-Math Group and the EW's and CT's in the Under-80 Math Group.
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After determining that the Under-80 Non-Math Group and the
Under-80 Math Group were equal on math related screening
variables, comparisons were made between the two groups on their
Unit 3 and Unit 4 academic test scores and their Final scores.

There was no significant difference between Unit 3 and Unit
4 scores of the EW Under-80 Non-Math Group and of the EW Under-80
Math Group. This observation must be tempered, however, by the
fact that the number of EW students in the Under-80 Non-Math
Group was small for Unit 3 (N=26) and for Unit 4 (N=22).

There was no significant difference between the Under-80
Non-Math Group and the Under-80 Math Group on CT Unit 3 scores.
However, Unit 4 scores of the CT's on the Under-80 Math Group
were significantly higher than these same scores of the Under-80
Non-Math Group.

With the possible exception of CT's on Unit 4, it does not
appear that the mathematics refresher course improves the scores
of the mathematics related tests of the ELTECH course.

There was no difference between the EW's or the CT's of the
Under-80 Math Group and the EW's and CT's of the Under-80
Non-Math Group on their final score. Thus it would appear that
the mathematics refresher course does not seem to improve Final
scores.

4. Finally does the review of mathematics help those
students complete the course, who would otherwise have dropped
out of the course had they not had this review.

To answer this question utilizing the samples which made up
the Math and Non-Math Groups of this study, a chi square test was
run. This chi square test includes only students (EW and CT
combined) who scored under 80 on the pretest. This test
indicates that there was a significantly greater proportion of
Graduates in the Math Group than there were in the Non-Math
Group. This means that there was a significant drop in attrition
between the two samples. The mathematics refresher course
probably contributed to this drop in attrition, however, the
cause of the drop can not be exclusively limited to the
mathematics refresher course.

A measure of attrition that the Electronic Warfare School
develops and maintains is an ELTECH Attrition Report. This is a
weekly cumulative tally of the number of students who enter,
graduate, and attrite from the course. According to this report,
the academic drop rate was 2.1% for EW's and 27.4% for CT's at
the end of FY 87.

The attrition rate of the Ma'h Group in this study was 6%
for the EW's and 299 for the CT's.
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It therefore appears that, based on the two samples of
students in this study, there was a significant reduction in
attrition between the Non-Math Group and the Math Group.
However, based on annual records maintained by the school, the
attrition rate for the EW's has substantially increased from the
previous fiscal year, while the CT's attrition rate has slightly
decreased.

ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATION

As a further investigation, comparisons on the variables
were made between students who academically attrited from the
course and students who remained in the course and graduated.
For all these comparisons(except posttest scores), the Non-Math
Group and the Math Group were combined.

There was no significant difference between Graduates and
Attrites on pretest scores, but Attrites scored significantly
lower on posttest, Unit 3 and Unit 4 scores. There was no
significant difference between Graduates and Attrites on MK
scores, but students who academically dropped out of the course
had significantly lower AR scores.

SUMMARY

Over 80% of the students who come into the ELTECH course
score below 79 on the mathematics screening test, and therefore
are deficient in the basic mathematics skills required to get
through the ELTECH course. This review of mathematics does in
fact refresh these skills and bring the students up to a higher
and common level of skills and knowledge. However, with the
possible exception of CT's on Unit 4, there does not appear to be
any statistical evidence that the mathematics refresher course is
helping students attain higher scores in the Unit 3 and Unit 4
academic tests, nor oi the Final test.

Based on the sample used in this study, the mathematics
course does significantly reduce attrition. However, based on
records maintained by the school, the attrition rate for EW's is
substantially higher, but the attrition rate for CT's is slightly
lower. Students who attrite from the course have equivalent
pretest scores as students who stay in the course, but then seem
to immediately start to fail. The Attrites have a tendency for
lower posttest scores than students who remain in the course, and
continue to have lower mathematics related test scores in spite
of the mathematics refresher training.
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ACCURACY AND ADAPTABILITY:
AN INVESTIGATION OF STANDARD DISTANCE ESTIMATION PROCEDURES

Mark A. Guadagnoli, Gene W. Fober, Pamela M. Terry and Willie R. Harden
U. S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

A common technique used to move to desired locations in unfamiliar
areas, often in the absence of a map, is dead reckoning. Dead reckoning is
navigating by using a compass to maintain direction and distance estimation
to maintain location along the desired line of travel. Research reported
here investigated the effects of terrain and visibility conditions on the
accuracy of distance estimation by pace counting.

Pace counting is the standard technique of distance estimation taught
to Infantry soldiers. Soldiers are required to count each (or every other)
step for given distances, usually in 100 m increments. Pace count, defined
as number of steps per, 100 m, is determined by dividing the number of steps
by the number of increments paced. This count may then be used as a basis
for future distance estimation. Because of limited training time, soldiers
typically estimate their pace counts from only a 200-400 m course over a
road or hard-packed trail during daylight. Therefore, there may not be an
effective transfer from training to the "real world" because pace count may
vary over changing terrain and visibility conditions.

U.S. Army Field Manual (FM) 21-26 indicates that soldiers should adjust
their pace counts for changing conditions. Howver, early research in the
area of distance estimation suggested the use of one pace count for all
conditions (Powers, 1964). Thus, the impetus for the present investigation
was to assess the accuracy of pace counting under varying conditions and to
resolve the discrepancies between FM 21-26 and earlier research (Powers
1964). Informational results were also desired for possible use in
developing pace count adjustment factors. Two experiments were designed to
replicate conditions from Powers (1964). Pace counting in daylight and
darkness was compared on-road in Experiment I and off-road in Experiment 2.

EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 was designed to test changes in pace count over
conditions of daylight and darkness along a road. Based on FM 21-26 it was
predicted that pace count would increase during darkness because soldiers
tend to take shorter steps in reduced visibility. Powers (1964) would
predict that the variability between conditions should not be great enough
to warrant an adjustment to soldiers' average -ace counts.

Method
Subjects. Subjects were 20 male soldiers enrolled in One Station Unit

trainTing(OSUT) at Ft. Benning, Georgia. All soldiers had no previous Army
experience with land navigation methods including pace counting procedures.

Test Site. The training and testing area was a 400 m section of dirt
road at Ft enning, Georgia. Terrain was relatively flat with few
elevation changes. It was chosen to replicate that of previous pace count
research (Powers, 1964). Florescent markers placed along the road at
varying distances guided soldiers along a predefined course. Intra-marker
distances were varied (10 to 25 m) to prevent their use as distance cues.
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Procedure. Soldiers were randomly assigned to one of two groups.
Group I performed the experimental protocol during darkness on Day I and
daylight on Day 2. Group 2 had the reciprocal protocol schedule. Prior to
participation soldiers were assigned a subject number and given standard
pace count instruction similar to that normally given in Basic Training.
All soldiers determined their pace counts on a 200 m pace course during
daylight. Immediately following this instruction, soldiers were given a
30-minute break. This time was necessary to await nightfall following
daylight training for soldiers scheduled to pace during darkness. For
consistency, this interval was maintained for all conditions.

Soldiers began the course individually at two-minute intervals upon
the experimenter's instruction. They were required to pace a 730 m (365 m
out and back) course along terrain like the practice terrain. The
distance of 730 m was chosen because it was long enough to overcome early-
course variability (Powers, 1964). (A rounded or commonly-used number of
meters was not used for distance to discourage soldier guessing. Soldiers
were informed of this.) Prior to starting the course, soldiers recorded
their 100-meter pace counts. Upon course completion, they recorded the
number of paces counted for the entire course.

Results and Discussion
For each soldier a ground distance estirate was computed by dividing

his total reported paces by his reported 100-meter pace count. Mean errors
in distance estimation were calculated a- a function of group and visual
conditions. A 2 X 2 (Group X Visual Condition) analysis of variance was
conducted on the error data (difference of estimate from actual distance).
The analysis was conducted for both directional error (DE) and absolute
error (AE). Directional error scores signify both direction and magnitude
of error. Absolute error scores signify magnitude of error only,
disregarding the mathematical sign.

Directional Error (DE). The Group x Visual Condition interaction was
not significant F1,36) < 1.0, indicating a similar pattern cf results for
both groups unaffected by the order of performance. The group main effect
also was not significant, F(1,36) < 1.0, indicating that groups did not
differ in pace counting ab'ity. Of prime importance to Experiment I was a
significant main effect for visual condition, F(1,36) = 8.60, P < .01.
Examination of the means (Table 1) revealed that soldiers tended to
underestimate distance during daylight (M = -16.5 meters) and to
overestimate distance during darkness (M-= 18.6 meters).

Absolute Error (AE). AE means were calculated for group and visual
condition and are presented in Table 1. Analysis of AE revealed no
significant interaction F(1,36) < 1.0, and no main effect for group,
F(1,36) = 2.02, p > .05. Unlike results for DE, there was no significant
Tifference in estimation error for visual conditio-, F(1,36) = 1.0. The
lack of a significant visual condition main effect foF AE coupled with a
significant main effect for DE indicates that the errors in distance
estimation were directional. That is, soldiers consistently underestimated
distance during daylight and consistently overestimated it during darkness.

Percent Error (PE). Powers (1964) had reported that a subject's pace
counrdid not differTy more than 3 " for any of his terrain (on-/off-road)
and visibility (day/night) conditions. Since design and procedures of the
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current research differed from Powers', no directly comparable statistic
was available. For conceptual cc'nparison, error distance for each soldier
was converted to percent of total course distance to assess differences
among conditions in magnitude of estimation error. Means were calculated
for group and visual conditions. Examination of the means (Table 1)
revealed that .he percentages of total distance in error were slightly
larger than the 3% maximum "griance in pac- count reported by Powers
(1964).

TABLE 1. Mean Distance Estimation Error by Group and Visual Condition,
Experiment 1.

DAY NIGHT

Directional Error -18.7 m Directional Error 13.2 m
GROUP 1 Absolute Error 22.7 m Absolute Error 30.4 m

Percent Error 3.1 % Percent Error 5.0 %

Directional Error -14.3 m Directional Error 23.9 m
GROUP 2 Absolute Error 36.7 m Absolute Error 38.5 m

Percent Error 4.2 % Percent Error 5.3 %

implications. From the data it appears that inaccuracies do occur
when estimating distance by the present pace count procedure. When
visibility was good (daylight), soldiers tended to slightly underestimate
distance traveled. In poor visibility (darkness), soldiers tended to
overestimate distance traveled. Increased uncertainty resulting from
reduced visibility may make soldiers tend to move more tentatively, taking
smaller steps (more naces per 100 m) than during daytime pace counting
practice. Because more steps are taken to travel the same distance, the
use of a single standard pace-to-distance formula results in an
overestimation. This overestimation is more interesting when one considers
that the tendency for error occurred unaer ideal conditions. That is,
during darkness, soldiers followed alongside of florescent markers. In
less ideal situations, they would set their own courses and pace unguided.

Importantly, these inaccuracies appear to be predictable in direction
and therefore might be offset by adjustments in the pace count formula
based upon information which could be accrued by individual soldie-s
through extensive practice or training time. However, research
investigations such as this one may permit development of standard
adjustment factors which may be used in lieu of extensive training.

Although there was a significant main Pffect of visual condition for
DE, a 3- to 5-percent error in distance estimation hardly seens critical.
Therefore, teaching only one pace count as Powers (1964) advocated seems to
have some merit. However, the trend of errors in the present study may be
important. Soldiers typically learn pace count on clear, ýlat terrain
like that used in this experiment. However, in the field this skill must
transfer to varicd types of terrain. This added cnange in conditions could
add to or compound errors. Thus, Experiment 2 was designed to replicate
Experiment I using different terrain.
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EXPERIMENT 2

Results of Experiment I revealed that soldiers tend to underestimate
distance during daylight and overestimate distance during darkness.
Although these results support the recommendation of FM 21-26, mean
distance errors were only about 3- to 5 % of total distancP. Experiment 2
was designed to assess the magnitude of errors when soldiers are required
to pace count over more difficult terrain.

Method
Method and procedure for Experiment 2 was identical to that for

Experiment I except that test terrain was wooded and hilly with varying
elevation and surface conditions unlike the flat road. Eighteen OSUT
soldiers learned to pace along a road during daylight and were tested under
off-road conditions during daylight and darkness.

Results
Mean distance estimation errors were calculated as a function of group

and visual condition. A 2 X 2 (Group x Visual Condition) analysis of
variance was conducted on the error data for both DE and AE.

Directional Error (BE). The Group x Visual Condition interaction was
not significant F(1,32)< 1.0 indicating no order effect. Also, there was
no significant dTfference between groups, F(1,32) = 1.74, P> .05. As in
Experiment 1, there was a significant DE m-in effect for visual condition,
F(1,32) = 12.49, p < .01. Examination of the means (Table 2) revealed
that soldiers tended to underestimate distance during daylight (M = -8.3
meters) and to overestimate distance during darkness (M = 65.5 meters).
These results replicated Experiment 1 and visual inspe-tion indicated a
greater trend for overestimation during darkness.

TABLE 2. Mean Distance Estimation Error by Group and Visual Condition,
Experiment 2.

DAY NIGHT

Directional Error 12.7 m Directional Error 72.0 m
GROUP I Absolute Error 38.0 m Absolute Error 100.2 m

Percent Error 5.2 % Percent Error 13.7 %

Directional Error -29.3 m Directional Error 58.9 m
GROUP 2 Absolute Error 44.2 m Absolute Error 58.9 m

Percent Error 6.1 % Percent Error 8.7 %

Absolute Error (AE). Analysis of AE revealed no significant
interacTion effect F(1,32) = 2.70, p > .05. The main effect for group also
was not significant, F(1,32) = 1.47• p > .05. The main effect for visual
condition was significant, F'l,.32) = T05, p < .01, indicating that the
magnitude of the errors dithered. ExaninatTon of the means (Table 2)
revealed that the errors were much larger during darkness.
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Percent Error (PE). Mean PE are presented in Table 2. Visual
inspection -o the darkness means indicated that magnitude of soldier
errors ranged from 8.7- to 13.7 % of total distance. This exceeds the
level that would be derived from the 3 % variance in pace count found by
Powers (1964) and supports guidelines by FM 21-26 that pace-count
adjustments are required.

Summary and Discussion.
The purpose of the present study was to investigate the existing

discrepancy between the pace counting guidelines of Powers (1964) who
advocated use of a single pace count for all conditions and FM 21-26
recommendation that soldiers adjust their pace count to changing
conditions. Therefore, present research was designed to replicate some of
Powers' (1964) conditions and examine guidance from FM 21-26.

In both experiments, soldiers determined their average 100 m pace
counts on a 200 m out-and-back course along a stretch of dirt road. In
both experiments soldiers used their counts to estimate 730 m courses
during daylight and darkness. The course was on-road in Experiment 1 and
off-road in Experiment 2. Results of both experiments revealed a
significant difference in average directional error during daylight and
darkness. Examination of the means revealed that soldiers tended to
underestimate distance during daylight and overestimate distance during
darkness. These results are consistent with FM 21-26 which states that
soldiers paces will shorten when visibility is reduced. In addition,
results of Experiment 2 showed a significant effect of visual condition for
absolute error, which when coupled with the DE effect and DE larger than
that from Experiment I indicate that errors may compound when soldiers are
required to pace count in situations different from training. That is,
when visibility only was considered, errors were smaller than when terrain
conditions also differed.

One question that arises is whether these results are of practical
significance. Powers (1964) advocated the use of only one pace count
because he found that counts did not vary more than 3 % under differing
conditions. Experiment I found similar percentages of error (3.1-5.3 %).
In Experiment 2, however, mean percent error was 11.2 % for night pacing
(both groups combined). This could be thought of as an error rate of 11
meters per hundred traveled, or 110 meters per kilometer traveled.

This level of error suggests that corrections are in order, either
through training or during performance. It might be noted that a recent
survey of Infantry platoon sergeants and leaders conducted by the Army's
proponent agency for' land navigation, the 29th Infantry Regiment, indicated
that 42 % of soldiers coming from Initial Entry Training could not
successfully perform the function of unit pace man. It is not known what
level of accuracy was demanded, but present results suggest that one
explanation for the failure of school-taught pace skills to translate to
unit requirements may be that use of an unadjusted pace count in differing
terrain and other conditions results in unacceptably large errors. If so,
the solution is as mentioned above, development of individual adjustments
from more training and practice or development of standard adjustment
formulas should additional research continue to show error trends
systematic enough to make this feasible.

Given that it might prove costly and difficult to reduce or contain the
levels of distance estimation error through training, a second alternative
would be to use pace count as a backup rather than a primary location
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indicator whenever other cues are available. For example, when giving
directions to the local supermarket, it is not most expedient to say "Turn
right after traveling 2.3 miles." Instead, identifiable landmarks, e.g.,
"Turn right at the Gulf station." are provided. One might add that "The
Gulf station is about 2 miles from here.", using distance estimation as a
backup. Pace counting could be used in the same way. Soldiers could
probably more accurately use landmarks from a map than estimated distances
as primary location cues. That people tend to function more accurately
using specific reference points rather than estimating distance is
consistent with research using linear positioning tasks which shows
subjects who use a counting (distance estimation) strategy to be less
accurate than subjects who use reference points (e.g., location of body
parts)(Reeve & Proctor, 1983). Since magnitude of estimation error is
positively related to distance traveled, pace count would still remain the
method of choice for distances too short to include identifiable landmarks.

Although not investigated here, pace counting is also cognitively
inefficient because it requires constant attention. When an individual
must do more than one task, performance suffers (Kahneman, 1973). Soldiers
in field settings may have many tasks and, at minimum, must monitor their
surroundings. Members of Army units also must avoid marking maps and thus
must work from memorized routes and tactical plans. Rehearsal and
execution from memory require much mental effort. Pace counting would
surely be a performance detractor for soldiers navigating alone or where a
unit pace man could not be spared.

Future research on distance estimation by pace counting should
consider the cognitive demands, to include the mathematical functions of
translation to ground distance and adjustment formulas. Future research on
distance estimation error as a function of pacing conditions should include
more conditions within the same repeated-measures design to allow for more
comparisons within a single experiment and a better picture of interactive
or independent operation of the various terrain and visibility condition
factors. The range of individual pace-count variability within conditions
might also be of interest. Meanwhile, further consideration should be
given to navigational alternatives which minimize requirements for accuracy
from iethods and techniques which may be error-prone.
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Intermediate Forward Test Equipment
Training Effectiveness Analysis
Kathy L. Nau and Gary G. Sarli

US Army TRADOC Analysis Command -
White Sands Missile Range

New Mexico

In recent years, the Army has fielded new communication,
aviation, missile, and other weapon systems that feature
technologically advanced and sophisticated electronic components.
To simplify fault diagnosis on these systems, special-purpose
automatic test equipment (ATE) was developed for many new
systems. Unfortunately, the resulting proliferation of ATE can
increase manpower, training, and logistic support requirements.

One proposed solution to this problem is that the Army adopt a
single, general-purpose ATE system. To be effective, this system
must be highly mobile, modular, expandable, and adaptable to a
large number of systems and electronics items. The Intermediate
Forward Test Equipment (IFTE) system is being developed to meet
these requirements.

A prototype IFTE system has been built by the Electronic Systems
Division of Grumman Aerospace Corporation. All steps and
instructions needed to measure performance of the electronic
system being tested are part of a menu driven program that is
displayed on a monitor during the fault isolation process. In
addition, IFTE can detect and isolate its own faults and perform
self-alignment and self-calibration procedures; this eliminates
the need for ancillary test, measurement, and diagnostic
equipment. The operator can configure IFTE to interface with and
diagnose faults on a variety of electronic systems by inserting a
cartridge containing appropriate system-specific software, the
test program set.

IFTE consists of two subsystems: The Contact Test Set (CTS) and
Base Station Test Facility (BSTF) . The man-portable CTS, which
interfaces with the system being supported, was designed for
field troubleshooting and to augment system built-in test
equipment. The CTS automatically tests, diagnoses, and verifies
the operational status of the system and identifies failed line
replaceable units (LRU) that will be removed and taken to a BSTF
for further testing. The BSTF houses one or two base station
test sets (BSTS) in a vehicle-mounted shelter. The operator uses
a BSTS to diagnose and isolate faults within the LRU to the
printed circuit board or module level (Green, 1986).

Disclaimer: The findings in this paper are not to be construed
as an official Department of the Army position unless so
designated by other official documentation.
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The IFTE BSTF is to be staffed by personnel in the following
Military Occupational Specialties (MOSs): Hawk Pulse Radar
Repairer (24J), Communication - Electronic Radio Repairer (29E),
Electro,,ic Wax fare/Intercept Tactical System Repairer (33T),
Calibration Specialist (35H) , Avionic System Repairer (35R),
Automatic Test Equipment Operator/Maintainer (39B) , and Fire
Control System Repairer (450).

Problem

Despite IFTE's advanced technology, its battlefield effectiveness
depends upon the availability of qualified IFTE operators/
maintainers. A Preliminary Training Effectiveness Analysis
(Drackett, Southard, Risser, & Thorne, 1983) concluded that the
major training issue associated with the system was the
determination of training requirements for IFTE personnel.

Study objectives

The study had two objectives. The first was to compare the seven
candidate MOSs for the BSTF operator/maintainer on aptitude,
training, and job experience. The second was to identify the
kind of additional training or training program modifications
required for soldiers within each of the candidate MOSs to become
IFTE BSTF operators/maintainers.

Limitations

CTS tasks were not examined in this study. TRAC-WSMR analysts
had to develop the task list used in the study because the task
list provided by Grumman (1986) lacked sufficient detail to
support the planned analyses. Also, because IFTE fielding will
not occur until the 1990s, TRAC-WSMR analysts did not have IFTE
BSTF performance or training data to evaluate and could not
conduct hands-on testing.

METHOD

Approach

For this study, a task is defined as a work activity that has a
definitive purpose and thaL can be clearly defined as a segment
of a job. Skill is defined as the ability, knowledge, or
experience required to perform a task. The research strategy
adopted for this study was based on the suppositions that tasks
similar to those required for the operation and maintenance o0
the IFTE BSTF are currently performed by soldiers in the
candidate repairer MOSs and that soldiers in the candidate MOSs
already possess the skills required to perform many IFTE BSTF
tasks. Therefore, data elicited from soldiers regarding MOS task
and skill requirements may be used to make inferences about
training requirements for parallel IFTE BSTF tasks. For further
details, see Nau, Dowland, Sarli, Saia, and Martin (1988).
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Sample

The candidate IFTE BSTF operator/maintainer study sample
consisted of 357 Skill Level 1, 2, and 3 soldiers from candidate
MOSs at 4 locations in the U.S. and 13 in Europe identified by
the IFTE TRADOC Systems Manager, US Army Signal Center and Fort
Gordon, Georgia. Additional information was obtained from 21
non-commissioned officers (NCOs) who were instructors and 34 E-6
first line supervisors for personnel in the candidate MOSs, and
civilian IFTE subject matter experts (SMEs).

Data Collection Instruments

Instruments i2riLL!. an~ 3__ _3 oldiers

Four data collection instruments were employed: A demographic
questionnaire, a task survey, a written job test, and an
electronics test.

The demographic questionnaire provided data on previous
electronics training as well as demographic data such as age and
time in the Army.

Seven MOS-specific task surveys determined how the soldiers had
been trained to perform each task and how often they performed
each task. The number of items on the surveys varied from 26
(MOS 33T) to 35 (MOS 35R) , depending on the number of BSTF-
related tasks their MOS performs.

Instructors from the MOS schools, with the assistance of TRAC-
WSMR analysts, developed a written job test (WJT) for each MOS
to evaluate soldier proficiency on IFTE BSTF tasks listed on the
MOS task surveys. All WJT items were written in a multiple
choice format with four alternatives per item.

TRAC-WSMR analysts, with the assistance of civilian SMEs,
developed a 29-item, multiple choice electronics test to assess
the level of electronics knowledge in the candidate MOSs (Leach,
1984; Miller, 1984). The items ranged from easy to very
difficult, and were arranged in order of increasing difficulty in
accordance with SME rankings.

i VQ~rz& .and4Lrz_9 b i~ e mat t er - exp-exrt

The Electronic Principle Inventory (EPI) is an instrument
developed by the United States Air Force for the specific purpose
of determining principle skill and knowledge requirements for a
job in electronics (AFPT 90-EPI-485). Sixty-three electronics
subject areis are represented in this inventory. The EPI was
used in the analysis to gain insight into what electronics skills
soldiers in candidate MOSs use to perform their present MOS
duties and what electronics skills IFTE BSTF operators/
maintainers will need to perform their job. The response
alternatives for all EPI items were simply yes and no.
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The BSTF operator/maintainer task list contained 35 tasks,
including tasks specific to the BSTF, and generic shelter,
generator, and air conditioner tasks. This task list was used to
determine which IFTE tasks are similar to tasks currently
performed by soldiers in each MOS.

TRAC-WSMR analysts also developed a structured individual
interview for first-level supervisors. The interview was
designed to assess instructor familiarity with ATE and the impact
of IFTE upon their units.

The Enlisted Master File (EMF) contains information on soldiers
in the candidate MOSs. These soldiers were considered to
represent the study population. In order to develop population
profiles for soldiers in each MOS, background information
relating to variables such as age, rank, skill level, and time in
the Army were obtained from the EMF. Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) scores and Armed Forces Qualification
Test (AFQT) scores ootained from the EMF were used to establish
whether the MOS samples were representative of their respective
populations. In addition, the Electronics (EL) score from the
ASVAB was used to indicate basic electronics aptitude.

Procedure

Instructors from each MOS compared the IFTE BSTF task list to MOS
task lists to determine whether MOS and IFTE task requirements
were similar. They then used the EPI to indicate the skills and
knowledge currently used by soldiers in the performance of their
jobs. Next, the IFTE SMEs used the EPI and BSTF task list to
determine skill and knowledge requirements of the IFTE BSTF
operator/maintainer position.

The Skill Level 1, 2, and 3 soldiers were tested between February
and August 1987. Groups of soldiers, ranging in size from 3 to
59, assembled in classroom-like environments where they completed
the data collection instruments. TRAC-WSMR analysts conducted
the individual interviews with repairer supervisors who were
available during scheduled test sessions. Prior to beginning
each interview, the supervisor was provided a written description
of the IFTE system and the BSTF task list for reference.

RESULTS

Population and sample ASVAB and AFQT scores were compared using a
multivariate analysis of variance (Harris, 1985). Because no
significant between-group differences were found, MOS samples
were considered to be representative of their respective
populations.
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Comparison of the IFTE and MOS task lists indicated that the
majority of tasks needed to operate and maintain IFTE had
counterparts in the candidate MOSs. Results from an analysis of
the survey data reinforced this finding: Most of the MOS tasks
identified by instructors as BSTF-related were performed by
soldiers. Soldiers in the candidate MOSs possessed the majority
of electronics skills required for the operation and maintenance
of the IFTE BSTF. Additionally, soldiers in all MOSs except 29E
were experienced with computer-assisted ATE.

WJT raw scores were converted to percent correct scores and
Cronbach's Alpha reliability coefficients were computed for each
test (Landy, 1985) . Because only two of the reliability
coefficients are within acceptable limits (0.70 or greater) , WJT
results should be interpreted with caution. Scores across MOSs
ranged from 58 to 87%, suggesting that candidate MOS soldiers
possess a basic level of proficiency on BSTF-related tasks.

Raw scores from the electronics test were converted to percent
correct for analysis. The Cronbach's Alpha reliability
coefficient was within acceptable limits. Although scores ranged
from 35 to 54% correct, because IFTE SMEs stated that only a very
basic knowledge of electronics is required to operate and
maintain the IFTE BSTF, these scores do indicate that soldiers in
all MOSs possess a basic level of electronics proficiency. This
conclusion is supported by the soldiers' Electronic Composite
scores (110 to 123) on the ASVAB.

Less than half of the NCOs interviewed supervised soldiers who
operated and/or maintained ATE. Nevertheless, most supervisors
anticipated some problems should the responsibilities of IFTE
operation and maintenance be delegated to their units. Among the
anticipated problems were skill loss, software inadequacy,
software unavailability, and the need for familiarization
training. Despite these problems, NCOs thought that IFTE could
ultimately reduce troubleshooting time and decrease turnaround
time. Because of the close similarity between IFTE and MOS task
requirements and duties, 76% of supervisors stated that soldiers
would need only familiarization training or no additional
training.

CONCLUSIONS

The majority of tasks required to operate and maintain IFTE are
generic tasks familiar to soldiers in the candidate MOSs. The
soldiers possess most of the skills required for the operation
and maintenance of the IFTE BSTF and are performing tasks similar
to IFTE BSTF tasks. MOS 29E training will need to include
exposure to and experience with computer-assisted ATE.

MOS 24J, 29E, 33T, 35H, 35R, 39B, and 450 soldiers could be
trained as IFTE operators/maintainers without major training
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program modifications, and IFTE BSTF operator/ maintainer

training could be easily integrated into individual AIT courses.
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Advanced On-the-Job Training: A Program Evaluation Model

Presenter:
Bernie Marrero, Ph.D.
Technical Advisor, AFHRL/OL-AK
Bergstrom AFB. Texas 78743-5Ofl,

introduction

The Advanced On-the-Job Training System (AOTS) is a 'proof of
concept' prototype. As a prototype, it is being field-tested ir.
the operational setting to determine if automation can facilitate
Air Force on-the-job training (AF OJT) management, delivery, and
evaluation. The original mandate to design and develop AOTS is
based on technical and inspection reports, noting deficiencies
and needs in the labor and paper intensive AF OJT. These reports,
in turn, led to the major directives that spawned AOTS.

The one year long system level test began on 1 August 1988.
Given the decision-making emphasis on determining the merit and
effectiveness of the AOTS, the use of program evaluation is a vi-
able approach. Program evaluation has been viewed as a process
in which data are obtained, analyzed, and synthesized into
rele,,nt information for decision-making (Borich, G. and Jemelka,
F. , 1982)

From the beginning, decisions have been an integral part of the
AOTS. For example, decisions have been made on AF OJT needs, im-
plementation strategies, feasibility, economy, and material
resources. Similar to the desiln and development phases of the
project, informatiorn will be needed for decision-making during
the deployment phase. Ultimately, informatinn collected during
the entire project will contribute to the final decision on
whether to implement the prototype AOTS.

Several authors in the field of program evaluation have taken the
position that the role of evaluation is to provide decision
makers with information (Alkin, 1969; Stufflebeam et. al ., 1971,
Borich, G. & Jemelka, R.P., 1982). Alkin (1969) views evaluation
as the process of deciding on objectives, obtaining appropriate
information to evaluate these objectives, and collecting and
analyzing summative data useful to decision makers. The Context
Input Process Product (CIPP) evaluation model is consitent with
this decision making emphasis.

In the subseque.nt sections, the CIP? model will be discussed as a
conceptual framework for evaluating the ACTS. This evaluation
model will address the various phases of the AOTS as well as of-
fer an integrated perspective for evaluating the entire system.
The final section will include both advantages as well as disad-
vantages of this program evaluation model.
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CIPP Program Evaluation Model

The Phi Delta Kappa Commission on Evaluation (Stufflebeam et.
al., 1971) developed the CIPP model. This model divides evalua-
tion into 4 distinct strategies- Context evaluation, Input
evaluation, Process evaluation, and Product evaluation, thus the
acronym CIPP

Each of these evaluation strategies address vxaryiT,8 d.-c.sio:j-
making concerns. Context evaluation focuses on phannrn5 decsrs•,-ns
to determine objectives. Input evaluation, on the other hand,
serves structuring decisions by identifying and assessing design
strategies that could be implemented to meet identified needs.
Process evaluation involves implementation decisions to control
the project intervention strategies. The last strategy, product
evaluation, serves recycling decisions by relating outcome
measures to context objectives, input, and process information.

The comprehensive scope and emphasis on decision making of the
CIPP model is appropriate for the evaluation of the AOTS
prototype. Each of the four strategies of this model involves
an ongoing evaluation at different stages of the project that
will culminate in the final phase of the deployment period. The
objectives, method of obtaining information, and relationship of
the information to decision making is addressed at each of the
four levels of the evaluation model.

CONTEXT POE I PRLPUOIEVALUATION EVAL.UATION Tv A'JTN
DEFINE IDENTIFY &

OPERATIONAL ,SESS SYSTE PROCEDURAL U
OBJECTIVE CONTEXT. CAPABILITIES EVENTS & OUTCOM

NEEDS & & INPUT ACTIVITIES INFORMATION

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

SUBSYSTEMS DESCRIBE &

ACTUAL & ANALYZE M COMPARING

METHOD INTENDED RESOURCES MONITORING ýMEASUREMENTSSTRATEGIES & ACTIVTTIES & INTERPRETIN(
INPUTS PROCEDURAL OUTCOMES

OUTPUTS DESIGNS

RELATION DECIDING SELECTING DECIDING TO
TO SETTING SOURCES OF IMPLEMENTING CONTINUE

DECISION NEEDS & SUPPORT & REFINING I TERMINATE
MAKING OBJECTIVES STRATEGIES PROGRAM MODIFY OR

DESIGN I REFOCUS
~~.I

ClPP EVALUATION MODEL

The figure above depicts the CIPP program evaluation model. In
terms of the AOTS, the obJective at the context level involves
the evaluation of convertlional OJT to identiiy needs and
delineate problems underlying these ne(-ds. The method involves
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collecting information on discrepancies between the intended out-
come and the actual outcome of managing and delivering AF OJT.
The final stage requires the formulation of decisions regarding
goals associated with meeting the needs and objectives to solve
the identified problems in OJT. In other words, making decisions
for planning needed changes in the AF OJT.

Input evaluation is Inl luex;'ed by th,. I.jci , - . :."
Context evaluation. In order t,: address the Eer- f-,s ,. > :,i
from the c-n text evaluation, df,'si ons -egard i inu t s ,
and designs for implementing these strateg.,>s are made The
methodology utilized to make these decisions involve analyzing
available human and material resources as weli as considering the
feasibility and economy of implementing the AOTS prototype. Afterl
formulating an implementation strategy, decisions are made tco
select sources for support, choose implementation strategies, and
procedural designs. At this level, the AOTS was conceptualized,
and preliminary designs were set into motion, leading to the
development of the prototype. After the completion of the
developmental phase, the AOTS would be deployed as a proof of
concept' research study.

Once AOTS is deployed, the evaluation shifts to an overriding
concern - monitoring the implementation of the prototype. Iden-
tifying procedural barriers and remaining alert to unanticipated
ones are methods used during this phase of the evaluaticn. Durine
the initial period of deployment, refinements in the program
design and procedures can be made as a result of process evalua-
tion decisions. After this initial period, however, process data
is recorded and eventually used to enhance the interpretive value
of the outcome measures.

Finally, the last phase of the model involves the evaluation of
outcome measures. At the end of the deployment period, after
utilizing the AOTS, users evaluate various facets of the system.
Outcome information is interpreted in conjunction with infc,rma-
tion collected during the previous stages. That ls, interpreta-
tion of outcome measures should be interdependent on the context,
input, and process data. Decisions made during the previous
phases of the evaluation should have a bearing on how the outcom•
data is interpreted.

At the end of the project cycle, the CIFF program ev, iua",
should provide a dynamic baseline c,f information about the AOT?.q
In addition to the differential emphasis of the fouir strateg:es,
information on the interrelatic,nship of these strategies is ob-
tained. Although the major emphrisis of the evaluation will' be on
outcome information, the evaluation should provide additional in-
formation that. may enhance our understanding of Air Force COT,
automated intervent.ion strategies', and human factors related 4 o

changes in the operational sett. ,,9.
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Advantages and Disadvantages of the CI??

"The CIPP program evaluation model has advantages that must, te
weighed agairi.zrt disadvantae-s. Among the ,dv•ant.ageS art-,

I 1) The CIF. m,'d- provides- the oppo-rt.t,.: t' t. (- ,!,o ,:V 1 -f
mediate outcomes both dur i ng the evol vefl, at of th. .' " >'u, d1:c

after the prototype has been deployed. For example, Acs AOTS
evolves, information on the outcome of tht desgign pha.se ava.I-
able to make modifications. This advantage is particularly usefu1
when a modif ication of the software in one of the AOT? funct:ons
is needed prior to deployment.

(2) The CIPP involves pre-established objectives tc facilitate
decision-making. These objectives provide ;mplicit criteria for
judging outcome measures.

While there are advantages to the model, some disadvantages are
evident:

(1) The emphasis of the CIPF program evaluation model is on
measurable short term objertives. This emphasis may have some in-
herent limitations. That is, short term objectives may not cap-
ture the be;ief its ,of the AOTS that may only be realized with
measurable Irng term object ives.

ý2) Th. m.,d e emphasizes thIe importance of determ: ni ng
measurable obDe vt ves and the criteria by which they are
eva:luatýed early in the pro(,ect. However , there is mIrIma ocr,-
tunity for the evaluatnr to det ermIne the legitimacy a:,d .i
propriateness of the oIbje c-t ives themselvecs Once these objectives
are established, they remain the same for the duration of the
project. Given the 3 years since the formulation of the AOTS ob-
jectives, it is likely that situational events or developments
may have required revisions of these inritial objectives.

Summary

Despite the noted disadvantages cf th,' C I? F program evalu;ation
model , ,t prov idCes a conceptual ramework fcr c-rýi ect ng, (r,
gani zi g and .nterpreting fie'd based research. This model cffers
the oppcrtur; ty to cco llect data during the evoivemeynI of the
AOTS It al.--c. al Iuws the evalniat,,r to foc-us on di fferent ty
I nf r orrat ic i 'e . c context, t r',ocess ti as.sCess the S %, r -r.
However, i ts mair, emphasis :- . cr. the Gestalt ct , the system.
whole instead of i ts pairts. J: ven ese feature-s, ths m
provides a compreh~ris 1 ye, i ri t. 1-1 te, d , and a,-l wo-rI " .- I ppdr •,
t e evaluate th- AT[ pv, otyT e r tr h opcrat oIonaIA set f IIl,
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THE AIR FORCE TRAINING DECISION SYSTE24: R&D RESULTS

Winston R. Bennett, Chair
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Brooks Air Force Base, Texas

In September 1988, the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL)
concluded a five-year exploratory Research and Development contract for a
proof-of-concept Training Decisions System (TDS). TDS is a computer-hbAed
decision support system for use by Air Force Manpower, Personnel, and Training
(MPT) decision makers in identifying the significant jobs of an Air Force
Specialty (AFS), clarifying the training requirements of the major jobs in the
AFS, and estimating the costs of specialty training (including typical
classroan, field training detac(hment, correspondeice, and on-the-job training
programs). Initial development of the TDS has been coxpleted and the system
has undergone extensive testing and evaluation including sensitivity analysis
and some data validation. Training has been provided to AFHRL and Air Training
Camna analysts and prograrmers. This panel provides an overview of the TDS,
displays typical inputs to the system, data collection techniques and resulting
data bases, job and training pattern simulations, cost and capacity
calculations, and integrated specialty models. The potential uses of the TDS
are discussed, as well as further development needed to exploit fully the
possible utility of such a system.
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OVERVIEW OF THE TRAINING DECISIONS SYST=:
RESULTS AND PRODUCTS

David S. Vaughan
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics

For more than a decade, the Air Force has been using the Instructional
System Development (ISD) model to guide the design of technical training
for enlisted occupations and for support of new weapon system acquisition
(see AFR 50-8). The ISD model requires a systems approach to training
development, an approach aimed at providing "optimal training" for each
specialty or weapon system. Many of the data elements required for the
application of ISD, however, are not readily available in existing Air
Force data bases. Further, not all decision algorithms suggested in the
ISD model have been empirically validated nor are such algorithms equally
applicable to all types of specialties. Decisions involving aircraft
maintenance specialties may require an approach to training decision making
that addresses issues which have a direct and immediate impact on combat
sortie generation, whereas for a support specialty, the issues may involve
primarily the cost per student or student flow limitations.

Recent developments in occupational analysis and training research, as
well as in Air Force decision making processes (see AFR 50-8), have created
new opportunities for optimizing training. Such developments include the
recent emergence of Utilization and Training Workshops (U&TZs) and Training
Planning Teams (TPTs) as the primary vehicles for making major training
decisions. Such innovative procedural changes also make obvious a need for
a technologically advanced data generation, analysis, and evaluation
capability. To make good decisions about the training needed for an Air
Force specialty or system, decision makers must be able to visualize and
understand the jobs and training programs of the Air Force specialty (AFS)
or weapon system under consideration and its technical training and
Professional Military Education (PME) requirements, as well as the relative
costs and payoffs of various training options. Such a "model" of a
specialty provides a concise summary of the current status of the AFS,
creates a common "language" for discussion or negotiation, and forms the
baseline against which various alternative proposals can be evaluated.

To provide adequate support for such advanced training decision making,
the Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, Education and Training
(HQ USAF/DPPE) requested that the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
develop a computer-based Training Decisions System (TDS) to augment the Air
Force ISD model. Such a system would generate necessary front-end training
requirements data, validated decision algorithms, and procedures for
improved interaction among training, personnel, and functional managers.
The TDS would focus on supporting Air Force managers in making decisions as
to the v0iat, Ahere, and when of the technical triining (including the
on-the-job training) required for a specialty (-uck, 1KS2; Vaugihan,
Yadrick, Perrin, Cooley, Dunteman, Clark, & Puieter, V.4).

a6ckgqro in d

Over several decades, the Air F un:( haIs ev- , i task-based arp-alch
to determining technical traini ng content and rev" '..llng personnel
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classification and utilization policies (Christal, 1974; Mitchell, 1988).
As part of the occupational analysis (OA) process, tasks are defined by
subject-matter experts (SMEs) of a specialty in their own technical
terminology, working with analysts of the USAF Occupational Measurement
Center, Randolph Air Force Base, Texas (see AFR 35-2). Several kinds of
data on these tasks are collected from job incumbents and supervisors for
use in reviewing training programs (see ATCR 52-22). Large samples of
incumbents are asked to provide information about which tasks they perform
in their present jobs and the relative amount of their job time spent
performing such tasks. These data are used to examine the variety of
specialized jobs within a specialty (occupation), to assess how jobs
change at advanced skill levels, and to review official specialty
descriptions and initial training programs (Christal & Weissmuller, 1988;
Mitchell, Ruck, & Driskill, 1988).

By 1980, the determination of training setting was made at U&T4s,
where trainers and training managers met with representatives from
operational commands to negotiate training content and training setting
(Mitchell, Sturdevant, Vaughan, & Rueter, 1987; see also ATCR 52-15).
These conferences grew out of earlier procedures developed to bring
initial skills technical training in line with initial job requirements
("HASTY GRAD" projects), while at the same time planning for those
training requirements deferred to field training detachments (FTDs),
mobile training teams (MITs), or on-the-job training (OJT) programs (Ruck
& Birdlebough, 1977). Only minimal data were available for determining
appropriate training settings for specialty tasks; thus, these decisions
were, of necessity, based almost entirely upon the conferees' personal
experience, or on known constraints at the resident training school. For
these reasons, many of the decisions made in U&T]s cannot be consistently
replicated. In addition, no formal evaluations or estimates were made of
the impact of such decisions on personnel utilization, =JT costs, or
mission performance (Ruck, 1982).

Technical Approach

In order to optimize training outcomes through providing the necessary
instruction at an appropriate time in an airman's career and minimizing
cost to the Air Force, a computer-assisted, data-based, decision support
system was created in the TECS proof-of-concept project. The TDS, as
developed, has three basic subsystems and a fourth integrating subsystaii
(see Figure 1; also see Vaughan, Yadrick, Perrin, Cooley, Dunteman, Clark,
& Rueter, 1984).

The Task Characteristics Subsystem (TCS) provides methodologies and
support for the creation of task training modules (TIhs) and procedures
for collecting and analyzing trainLig setting allocation data. TIMs are
the prime building blocks for the TDS and are input to the other sub-
systems. The second subsystem, called the Field Utilization Subsystem
(FUS), uses TIMs to describe present jobs and assignment patterns, to
formulate alternative training and r-rsonne] assignment patterns, and to
facilitate collection of mAnagers' preferences amonq the alternatives
patterns. These trainingc and ;rxrsonnel a.-ugrrnment flow: 1atterns become
the prime focus of further dita cpitqher-nq ind inalyv-.s in tJhe TDSh. The
third subsystem, the Resource Ca: :t :;yatcm PCS), provides cost and
capacity indicator:;; tor etch taa: mixltil, to- •r, training site. Such
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INTEGRATION &

OPTIMIZATION

SUJBS•YS'TEM QOI0•

TASK FIELD R
CHARACTERISTICS UTILIZATION OST
SUBSYSTEM (TCOS SUBSYSTEM (FUS) SUBSYSTEM (RCSI

Figure 1. Major Subsystems of the Training Decisions System

cost and capacity functions are an important input to the training
optimization routines performed in the Integration/Optimization Subsystem
(IOS). The IOS is desiqnpcd to help Air Force managers optimize training
decisions using a nurter of objective functions. It allows changes in
functions and cor-straints and generates management-oriented decision aids
as well as more detailed reports to be staffed throughout the Air Force to
facilitate more coordinated, informed training decisions.

The initial development of the TDS has been completed. We will
provide an overview of each of the TDS subsystems in the papers which
follow. Before we provide such details, I would like to provide you with
examples of TDS products and outcomes, to better communicate the end
objectives and capabilities of the system.

The approach used in TDS is to model each problem or potential
solution as an independent Utilization and Training patterns. Once a
problem or potential solution has been identified, it is expressed in
terms or quantities of the TCS; i.e., task modules, training settings, and
allocation curves. The FUS modeling capability can be used to translate
the potential solution into modifications of the AFS data base; that is,
as an alternative to the current U&T files (see Figure 2). FýS and RCS
software are employed to generate products for each aiternative (potential
solution) and results, Lr. the form of training costs and capacities, are
compared to baseline data (current U&T costs and capacities) by Air Force
deciion rtakeL s.

This approach is a very flexible and powerful tool for Air Force
managers and decision makers to use t-o examine the possible consequences
of their decisions )n total training costs for a specialty and on the
constraints to the capacityi of organizational units to conduct on-the-job
training (G=T). This type of decision support has not been available
before the dEvelopment of the T, yet should prove to be highly valuable
to various types of Air Force decision 7;akinq bodies, such as Utilization
, rai-ning Wcrkshops (U&Ti.) , and TraLning Plannng Ceaz's sPT).
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Run Baseline Model I
(Current U&T Pattern) (UTPSIM from the FUS)

Compute Costs & Capacitet (COST/CAPC from RCS)

Identify Alternative
U&T or Subset

Compute Costs
& Capacities

Alternative Report Current Report

Analyze &

Iterative

Modeling El..Report Results

ESelect Variables

Optimization Runs

"ra'si & Comparisons

forA Yssdecisionmakers

Figure 2. Relationship of ModeLing and Opt-3LUon Functions of the TDS.
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An example may serve to illustrate how potential changes in training
can be evaluated. The problem might be a resource constraint in conduct-
ing OJT in some units, such as when not enough hours are available for
training a specialized piece of test equipment--a Weapons Release Control
System (WRCS) Analyzer in AFS 328X4, Radar and Inertial Navigation Systems
Maintenance.

One approach to the problem would be to move training of that equip-
ment from an OJT setting to some formal course, such as the basic resident
course at the technical training center (TTC) or to a field training
detachment (FITD). The first of these possibilities can be modeled in the
TDS by adding enough hours to the resident course to achieve the required
proficiency (as indicated by the Allocation Curve for the WRCS TTM). A
second model would be to do the same for the FTD.

The results oi Lnese andlyses are shown in Figure 3, along with data

from the current U&T pattern as a baseline for comparison.

CURRENT ABR COURSE FID COURSE

ABR COURSE COSTS $1,676,352 $1,696,406 $1,676,352

FITD COURSE COSTS $ 45,647 $ 45,647 $ 53,495

TOTAL COURSES $2,724,296 $2,744,350 $2,732,145

OJTT COSTS $5,096,500 $5,076,792 $5,095,981

OT7 CAPACITY EXCEEDED NOT EXCEEDED EXCEEDED

Fiqure 3. Comparison of AFS 328X4 U&T Patterns Involving Movement of
WCRS Analyzer Training.

It should be noted that the "EXCEEDED" under the current U&T pattern
indicates that some resource 2onstraint exists (in this case, an equipment
availability constraint) so that not all of the required training is being
provided. Note also that the proposed solution of .aiding "iie required
WRCS Analyzer training to the FTD does not solve the problem; O0T capacity
is still exceeded.

Moving the training to the resident (ABR = Airman Basic Resident)
course appears to solve the constraint problem, but at an additional ABR
cost of approximately $20,000. However, there is also a reduction in WT
costs of about the same amount (since this training is no longer provided
in the field). Thus, this solution seems to be a viable option which
resolves the problem at no major increase in total AFS training costs.

This particular example involved proposed changes to training programs
but the same type of analysis can be done for changes .w:hich might involve
redefining jobs, or changing the flow of personnel through particular
training programs and jobs. In any of these situations, the TEG modelinq
and costing approach ;s able to project the relative consequences
(constraints and costs of the new.. pattern) and provide Air Force decision
makers with objective data on which to base criticil traininc- decisions.
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THE TASK CHARACTERISTICS SUBSYSTEM:
ALLOCATING TASK MODULES TO TRAINING SETTINGS

Bruce M. Perrin & J. R. Knight
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics

The Training Decisions System (TDS) is a computer-assisted, data-based
decision support system intended to help optimize Air Force training and
facilitate coordinated, informed training decision making. The TDS
consists of three basic subsystems and a fourth integrating subsystem.
The Task Characteristics Subsystem (TCS) provides data on training setting
allocations and on task training modules (TTMs). TTMs are the basic
building blocks of the TDS, in that all training courses and jobs are
described in terms of TTMs, and training costs are determined using
TTM-based proceiduLes. The Field Utilization Subsystem (FUS) provides
information for defining training and job assignment patterns, as well as
information on management preferences for the current and plausible
alternative approaches to training, assigning, and using airmen in a
particular Air Force specialty (AFS) over the span of their Air Force
careers. The Resource/Cost Subsystem (RCS) provides estimates of training
resource requirements, costs, and capacities at various training sites in
an AFS. Finally, the Integration/Optimization Subsystem (IOS) integrates
the other three subsystems into a single model for evaluating training
cost and capacity impacts of training and job structure changes in an AFS,
in order to generate management-oriented decision aids and detailed
reports. This paper provides a detailed description of the TCS.

TTM Construction Component

The Task Characteristics Subsystem (TCS) provides methodologies and
support for the creation of task training modules (TTMs) and procedures
for collecting and analyzing training setting allocation data. TTMs are
the prime building blocks for the TDS and are used as a basis for
collecting data in the other TDS subsystems. The use of TTMs solves a
number of problems associated with task-level data (see Perrin, Knight,
Mitchell, Vaughan, & Yadrick, 1987).

The Air Force presently makes substantial use of task data for
training decisions and other purposes; one problem is that many tasks tend
to share common skills and knowledges, and thus, normal task analysis
procedures typically produce very repetitive data. TTM-level data,
however, reflect shared skills and knowledges, thus reducing the
possibility of overestimating training requirements.

A second problem in usnig task data is the fact that each specialty
involves 300 to 2,000+ tasks, far too many for managers to process in a
typical Utilization and Training Workshop (U & TW). Indeed, U & TW partici-
pants generally focus on review of the Specialty Training Standard (STS),
leaving detailed review of tasks to occupational analysts and training
developers. Task analysis of all the tasks of a specialty is a very
time-consuming, labor-intensive, expensive process. In addition, various
types of tasks may require different types ot analysis (DeVries,
Eschenbrenner, & Ruck, 1980; Eschenhronner, DeVries Miller, & Ruck,
1980).
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The fact is that the Air Force cannot afford the manpower and expense
of a detailed task analysis for every task of every specialty. Therefore,
a procedure is needed to group or cluster tasks which share common skills
and knowledges; i.e., those tasks which could be trained together most
efficiently. In the TDS, individual tasks are grouped into clusters of
related tasks in the TTM construction component.

Two approaches to the problem of constructing TTMs were evaluated
empirically in the TDS R & D effort (Perrin, Vaughan, Yadrick, Mitchell, &
Knight, 1986). One was a judgmental approach, using the expertise of
subject-matter experts (SMEs); a second approach used data from the most
recent occupational survey to cluster tasks statistically.

In the judgmental approach, SMEs were asked to sort the tasks of their
specialty into subjective categories; i.e., to group those tasks which
should be trained together. Presumably, the resulting task groupings
would: (a) contain tasks which share similar underlying skills or
knowledges, and (b) include tasks performed in the same job. It is a
"given" that the same task might appear in more than one job. Results
from the attempts to apply this judgmental approach in the initial two
specialties (AFS 328X4 and 811XX) were not encouraging, since each group
of SMEs tended to use unique conceptual approaches depending on their
backgrounds and present assignments. Even though a fair consensus was
achieved through extended negotiation, a complete consensus was not
attained. Attempts to refine the clusters with new reviewers resulted in
only minor modifications based on their unique perspectives of their AFS.

In the second approach, multivariate statistical techniques were
employed in an iterative manner with a variety of input data, such as the
probability of co-performance of tasks calculated from available
occupational survey report (OSR) data, common equipment usage, and skill-
level or grade information. Initial trials indicated that the latter
variables added little or no refinement to statistical clusters formed
using only a measure of task co-performance. Advanced work focused on use
of Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Programs (CODAP) hierarchical
clustering of tasks and interpretation of meaningful clusters of tasks as
ITMs. It was found that the help of SMEs was critical to naming the
modules, assessing their significance, and allocating isolated tasks which
did not statistically cluster.

The final recommended procedure was a combined approach that utilized
statistical co-performance clustering to form initial groupings of tasks,
having an analyst identify task groupings which appeared meaningful, and
then having SMEs title and refine the task groupings into TTMs (see Figure
1). This approach saves time for both analysts and SMEs and provides a
structured focus for their efforts. Detailed task analysis of the tasks
of a sample of TTMs for two AFSs indicated the tasks in TTMs formed
through this process did indeed share common skill and knowledge
requirements (Perrin et al., 1936).

Training Settinq Allocation Compnont,

Once TTMc. are tinalized, curoy in:rumnents lre developed with which
to gather information as to ho;..' TTMc ire and should be allocated to
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PHASE I CODAP SPECIALITY CODAP SPECIALITY)

CASE DATA FILE TASK TITLE FILE'

1ONVERT (To ASCII CODAP, if necessary)

XPOSE (Transpose cases and tasks)

SOVRLAP (Compute coperformance of tasks)

GROUP (Organize hierarchical clusters)

DIAGRAM (Display structure of task groups)

PHASE 2 Analysis (Identify meaningful groupings)

PHASE 3 SME Validation (Refine and name modules)

[F S Task Training Modules)
(T7Ms)I

"CODAP AFS study files available in the AFHPL archr.,es (historical) or the USAFOPAC (cumrent, studies).

Figure 1. Development of Task Training Ic-,lues from Occupational Survey
Data using ASCII CODAP co-perflur. nce cýu'•terLng (see Perrin et

al., 198t-; see also Perrin et al., 1987, Appendix A)
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various training settings. Groups of senior technicians in the specialty,
who are thoroughly familiar with the work of the specialty, estimate how
much training time is currently devoted to reach minimum required
proficiency for the various groups of tasks for the following training
settings: classroom, correspondence courses such as career development
courses (CDCs), hands-on training (FTDs, MTTs, etc.), supervised hands-on
experience on the job (OJT), and other programs. These raters are also
asked to provide training time estimates for "ideal" training (i.e., the
most effective mix of types of training). Finally, the raters are asked
how long it would take in each setting to train the TTM, if the training
was provided in only that setting (only classroom training, only
correspondence course training, etc.). Of course, this "maximum effective
training" may not always yield full proficiency; it may not be possible to
fully train a TTM in one or more of the settings alone. In these cases,
the respondents were to indicate the proficiency level reached in the
setting as a percent of full proficiency. Thus, each SME provided six
allocation judgments for each TTM: four that related the maximum training
time in each of four settings to the proficiency level reached, one for
the current allocation, and one for the most preferred allocation of
training.

Difficult issues such as proficiency measurement and the description
of partial allocations of training to different training settings were
generally resolved to the satisfaction of the many SMEs who were involved
in the development of these procedures. For TDS, proficiency was defined
as a percentage of the training needed by an average individual to reach
the minimum required standard for each TTM (the "go/no go" level of OJT =
100% proficiency). SMEs generally understood and were able to estimate
degrees of proficiency expressed in this way. SMEs are also able to
reliably and consistently describe the current training pattern in terms
of how training in each type of setting contributes incrementally to the
attainment of full proficiency (i.e., the partial proficiency achieved).

It was hypothesized that proficiency gain from training in a setting
would be greatest initially and would decline as more training was
provided in that setting. Eventually, there would be no more gain from
providing training. Thus, the predicted relationship between proficiency
and time in a training setting is that of initial gain followed by
proficiency leveling-off, a negatively accelerated curve. This general
set of relationships is depicted in Figure 2. These curves can be modeled
by the followirg polynomial regression equation:

Proficiency' = a * class-hours - b * class-hours**2
c * self-study-hours - d * self-study-hours**2 +
e * field-training-hours - f * field-training-hours**2 +
g * work-hours - h * work-hours**2,

where "a" through "h" are coefficients to be estimated by multiple regres-
sion, **2 indicates squaring, and the regression equation is constrained
to pass through the origin (there is no constant for the Y intercept).

This model involves speciric hypothes.es i•bout the nature of the
relationship between training hours in each :;,tting and proficiency.
Specifically, controlling for trainin( in cach of the other training
settings, the first-order parim-ter ii: ;r-,.cI e1 to be positive and the
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second-order parameter is negative, yielding the predicted negatively
accelerated curve.

Across the four AFSs studied during TDS development, this statistical
model was strongly supported. Statistical estimates consistent with the
polynomial regression equation were found in well over 90% of the TTM
allocation curves in all four specialties. The overall fit of the
polynomial regression model was found to be quite good, averaging over 65%
(multiple R squared) in AFSs 423X1 and 305X4. The additional variance
explained by second-order terms in the allocation equations was
substantial (approximately 15% increase in R squared for the specialties),
indicating that simple linear functions are not sufficient to describe
proficiency gains from training in each setting (see Figure 3 for an
example of the allocation curves for an AFS 328X4 TTM). A curvilinear
model is much more descriptive of these relationships (Perrin, Knight,
Mitchell, Vaughan, & Yadrick, 1988).
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Figure 2. Hypothesized Relationship Between Hours of Training in a
Setting and Proficiency Gain (from Perrin et al., l983:29).
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Allocation curves for all TTMs of a specialty derived through this
survey approach give the TDS maximum flexibility in considering different
ways of dividing training among training settings, as well as identifying
the limits of each type of training. This capability serves as one basis
for developing and evaluating alternative patterns of training. Thus, the
allocation curves are a very significant part of the overall TDS design;
their development and validation represent a substantial advance in
training decisions technology.

Relationship of the TCS to Other Subsystems

The set of TTMs developed and validated for a specialty represent the
major building blocks for the TDS. The TTMs are major inputs to the FUS
and serve as descriptors for jobs and training states (courses, OJT
programs, etc.). Thus, training and job content share a common set of
terms. The TTMs also serve as a foundation for the RCS in that information
about training resources required and resource availability are collected
on a TTM-by-TTM basis.
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THE FIELD UTILIZATION SUBSYSTEM:
JOB AND TRAINING PATTERN SIMULATIONS

J. L. Mitchell & R. M. Yadrick
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics

The Training Decisions System (TLS) is a computer-assisted, data-based
decision support system intended to help optimize Air Force training and
facilitate coordinated, informed training decision making. The TDS
consists of three basic subsystems and a fourth integrating subsystem.
The Task Characteristics Subsystem (TCS) provides data on training setting
allocations and or, task training modules ('TIMs). TIMs are the basic
building blocks of the TDS, in that all training courses and jobs are
described in terms of TIMs, and training costs are determined using
TIM-based procedures. The Field Utilization Subsystem (FEJS) provides
information for defining training and job assignment patterns, as well as
information on management preferences for the current and plausible
alternative approaches to training, assigning, and using airmen in a
particular Air Force specialty (AFS) over the span of their Air Force
careers. The Resource/Cost Subsystem (RCS) provides estimates of training
resource requirements, costs, and capacities at various training sites in
an AFS. Finally, the Integration/Optimization Subsystem (IOS) integrates
the other three subsystems into a single model for evaluating training
cost and capacity impacts of training and job structure changes in an AFS,
in order to generate management-oriented decision aids and detailed
reports. This paper provides a detailed description of the FUJS.

Current Utilization and Traininq (U&T) Pattern Component

A description of the current U&T pattern for a given specialty is a
necessary starting point both for understanding the current situation and
for developing possible management choices. Appropriate data must be
synthesized from a variety of sources--most notably from occupational
survey (OS) data, the Uniform Airman Record (UAR), the Pipeline Management
System (FMS), AFP 50-5, TDS surveys, and informal interaction with
functional managers, training managers, and field representatives--to gain
a complete picture of the present AFS training and personnel assignment
flows. Such information must be summarized and displayed to Air Force
manz'gers in a simple, effective format that provides a brief yet
comprehensive picture of the specialty.

A key element in defining a career pattern is the identification of
tne jobs within a specialty. In occupational analysis (OA) terminology
"job" refers to a group of related positions in which many of the same
tasks are performed; "position" refers to a unique set of tasks performed
by one person (Shartle 1959). Each AFS includes a number of jobs that
vary in content (tasks performed) according to the oirganizational level,
unit mission, equipment operated or maintained, level of experience of
personnel, uind a number of otlhor interrelated factors (Driskill &
Mitchell, 1979).

For the TCS, the major job ty)pes were identif led Luing standard OA
methods for the analysis of data collected from ýob incumbents (Archer,
1966; Christal, 1974; Morsh, 1964). Using two test sp*ecialties, several
attempts were rmde to create -ob clusters based on type of weapon system
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or equipment maintained, on average grade of personnel performing tasks,
and on other potentially relevant factors. Such statistical weighting
procedures did not provide meaningful or clearly improved job types
compared to those identified in the original OA job typing (Yadrick,
Knight, Mitchell, Vaughan, & Perrin, 1988).

In addition, first enlistment jobs (1 to 48 months Total Active
Federal Military Service or TAFNS) were contrasted with career (49+ TAFMS)
jobs: however, no major differences, other than the expected amount of
supervisory-type work, were identified. Thus, the OA job types appear to
be a realistic foundation for describing the current U&T pattern for Air
Force enlisted specialties, although issues remain regarding the level of
analysis most appropriate for the TDS (Yadrick et al., 1988). Advanced
job typing procedures are currently being developed and tested (Phalen,
Staley, & Mitchell, 1987) in an effort to make the process more efficient.

For TDS, OSR data are reprocessed to create more concise job
descriptions based on the TIMs of the specialty from the TCS. The CODAP
set of MODULE programs (Module Title File, MODSET, PRITNOD) is used to
create a new data base. Four indices are used to characterize the
Job-TTM association:

1. the sum, across people and tasks, of the percent time spent
performing the tasks of a TTM;

2. a running cumulation of this summed percent time spent index;
3. the average percent time spent per task in the TIM; and
4. the average percent members performing across TIM tasks.

The cumulative sum of percent time spent per module (TIM) was the only
index not already computed in ASCII CODAP. Through coordination with
AFHRL' s Manpower and Personnel Division, this function was added to
ASCII-CODAP MODULE programs, thus avoiding any need to write TDS-specific
software for this part of the FUS (Yadrick et al., 1988).

The identification of all training courses and job assignment flows
within a specialty proved to be a greater problem. For example, not all
courses, such as field training detachment (FID) and mobile training team
(MIT) courses, are identified in the typical occupational survey report
(OSR). AFR 50-5 lists AFS-specific and aircraft-specific courses but does
not provide detailed information on course content. Personnel data files
(UIAP) contain very limited training information but do indicate profes-
sional military education (?4E) courses attended. They also give
assignment histories, but these often use AFS title or generic skill-level
names rather than job titles equivalent to OSR jobs. Training management
systems contain training attendance and completicn records for formal
courses by individual, but not by AFS. Cross-KTATH analysis was attempted
with three specialties where more than one OSR .'.as available, in an
attempt to develop a comprehensive picture of the Jynamic flows of
personnel through jcbs. In the final analysis, no existing single source
could provide all of the training data needed, no existing sources
provided suitable information on job flows, and no prom sing method of
coordinating different sources was available.

For TDS purposes, such infor.-wtis•- as svnti-esized from various
sources to identify AFS courses relevant -eneric FrMs, E[1 programs, and
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specialized training mechanisms, such as the Educational Subject Block
Indices (ESBIs) used in AFS 81MXX. A Job and Training History survey was
sent to a representative sample of experienced job incumbents (and a
random sample of first-job personnel). Respondents identified their
present and previous jobs, and listed dates of attendance for all training
programs; they could also write in additional training programs. These
data were sorted and processed to estimate rates of attendance for the
relevant courses for each job, attrition rates, and assignment flows
(average length of assignment, PHE course attendance points, etc.). Such
information was compared to the OSR or data from other objective sources.

Graphic flow patterns were developed (see Figure 1), as well as
concise narrative summaries. Such displays were validated with AFS SMEs
in subsequent interviews or meetings whenever possible.

FIRST SECCM NIRO FOURTH FIFTH
.Oe JOB JOB -JOB,

AJ R AF T F' DS PR O •BA LE POISNB S E NC

E O•J lE NT F FTDS AroS ACAH IEUF AJADE U

GE IERIC TE PLE U LE ASERSHEP

PEI SCHOOt.
S,-.EVEELCC

FiOure I. Sample U&T Pattean for AFS 328X4.

The graphic display provides a sense ct the flow of individuals thlrough
training programs and jobs but doe- not lend itself to su~narizing the
various types of quantitative infor• tion involved, such as the n.umber of
individuals entering the field each y<. •r, or the various probabilities of
reassigrnment among jobs, attend: nq adv~anced technical training, or
participating in R• courses. Such data, ;4iichn are critical aspects of
describing the specialty, are perhaps better conceptualized as a series of
data matrices. Such data matrices summrze the probabilities of
individuals being assigned to variouse jocbs, of attending AFS and PME
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training programs, and of exiting jobs for reassignment or to leave the AFS
(or the Air Force). To adequately model the complex flows of personnel
through AFS jobs and training programs, the TDS employs a dynamic simu-
lation approach, which gives the analyst or researcher the capability to
change specified values (i.e., number entering, assignment probabilities,
attrition rates, etc.). Thus, the current U&T pattern can be modifiwi to
consider possible changes of the present approach to providing training or
assigning personnel within the AFS; any such modification is considered an
alternative U&T pattern.

Alternative U&T Pattern Component

The second ITJS cuponent develops alternative U&T patterns which
managers and commanders might wish to consider and evaluate. Such
alternatives could include patterns that minimize initial skills training
(limit the number of first-term jobs), that represent present proposals for
change of the specialty (e.g., the programmed expansion of Air Base Ground
Defense training to all new Security and Law Enforcement personnel), that
represent logical restructuring of work in an AFS, that involve reorgan-
ization of training for a specialty, or that might possibly result from
expected procurement of new equipment or new procedures. TDS handles most
proposed changes as alternative U&T patterns and builds displays and data
files to simulate the consequences of these changes. Figure 2 displays an
example of an alternative U&T pattern for the AFS represented in Figure 1.

TAF A

TRAILER E--TC.

COURSE

SBMT B

SACAMAC /MACH4xTRAILER -- &ETC.

COURSE ie

NO F1TD

Figure 2. Example of a TDS Alternative U&T Pattern

Ideas for alternative patterns were developed from interviews with HQ
USAF, major cormands (IMA.7CMs), and functional managers, supplemented by
contacts with technical school instructors and other SMEs. Other
alternatives were constructed based on rational job en ineering or to meet
some objective function (i.e., reduce the number cf initial job
possibilities, minimize initial siki.Lis t•raining, etc.). In most cases, the
potential alternative U&T model ý'as created by modifying some major element
of the current U&T data; for example, the sinplest change is to increase or
decrease the flow of personnel entering the specialty.
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In all cases, the implications of change were evaluated in terms of
impact on flow of assignments, school attendance rates, etc. The structure
of the FUS model facilitates this process since it forces consideration of
how changes can be implemented as modifications to the data.

FUS Flow Simulation Prorram

Computer programs were written for TDS to facilitate analysis of
current and alternative U&T patterns, and to permit calculation of total
AFS training requirements for each pattern. The main program is a dynamic
simulation system which processes descriptive data file- in such a way as
to show total numbers of personnel flowing through jobs and training
programs over an extended period of time. Data can be examined by any
specified period of time. Training flows are generally expressed as annual
rates; assignment probabilities are more realistically portrayed for 2- or
3-year intervals equivalent to the typical AFS job assignment.

New simulation software was developed which would better meet the needs
of the TED. The resulting program is titled UTPSIM, the U&T Pattern
Simulation Program. It generates a flow pattern of entities (hypothetical
individuals) moving from the initial training course or courses through
first jobs (and associated training) to advanced courses or new jobs over a
full career. It also accounts for career field attrition (both cross-
training to other specialties and leaving the Air Force), FID and PME
requirements, and other AFS-specific factors.

The output of the UTPSTM prngrzrai is an Output Entity History File
(OUTEHF) which contains the jo& and formal training history of each
individual (entity). For ary given set of input data (current or alter-
native U&T patterns, or variations of input parameters, such as annual
manpower input), the dynamic simulation calculates how individual entities
enter the system, move through training and job states, and exit the AFS
(or the Air Force). These data are reported as month-to-month summary flow
statistics. Another program, the Training Proficiency (TRNPRF) program,
then computes the total amount of OTT needed in the specialty for all
individuals to achieve required proficiency on the tasks of the TIMs
involved in their jobs.

The TRNPRF program also requires an Allocation Curve file, which
contains parameters derived in the TCS to reflect how training is to be
allocated to various training settings, and a TIW-Course file containing
data collected via a survey of TTC and FID instructors as well as OJT
trainers in representative field units. These data characterize courses in
terms of the number of hours of classroom time, hands-on training, and
self-study time for relevant T7hMs. Data for all courses of the specialty
are arrayed in a matrix of courses by TIThs; cell entries are the hours of
instruction (classroom plus hands-on training) provided in the course.
Details of the UTPSIM and WRNPRF programs are available in other TDS
documents (e.g., Vaughan, Mitchell, Marshall, Feldsotu, & Rueter, 1988).

The FUS and its simulation prcgrams play a hey role in the overall TDS
in terms of developing a quantitative data oase which characterizes a
particular U&T pattern. The resulting models (current and alternative U&T
patterns) can thus serve as a foundation for estinatinq training costs and
capacities for the specialty in the Resource Cons ,'osvstem.
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RESOURCE/COST SUBSYSTEM:
ESTIMATING TRATNTNG CAPACITIES AND COSTS

F. H. Rueter and Steve Feldsott
CONSAD Research Corporation

The RCS was developed to provide TDS three distinct, yet interrelated,
analytic capabilities:

1. determination of the types and amounts of resources required to
provide training on each TIM in each training setting, and
estimation of the amounts of those resources available for use in
providing training at various sites;

2. assessment of the capacities of sites to accommodate different
volumes of training on different combinations of TIMs in
different training states, where a training state consists of a
set of specific amounts of training conducted on specific TIMs in
particular training settings; and

3. estimation of the variable costs that must be incurred in
providing training on each TIM in each training setting, and in
providing particular volumes of training in specific training
states.

To accomplish these objectives, the RCS is structured into tflree
analytic components: the Resource Requirements Component (RRC), the Train-
ing Capacity Component (TCC), and the Cost Estimation Component (CEC).
These components use input files from the TCS and FUS; compile resource
requirements, availability and cost factor data; and interact with one
another to generate capacity and 2ost estimates for specific utilization
and training (U&T) patterns (see Figure 1; see also Rueter, Vaughan, &
Feldsott, 1988).

Resource Requirements Component (RRC)

The RRC performs five data developmenu functions. For individual
specialties, it (a) determines the specific types of resources required to
perform training on each TIM of the specialty in each training setting,
(b) estimates the quantity of each identified type of resource required
for training each TIM in each setting, (c) produces compilations of those
estimates classified on the basis of the ways in which the corresponding
types of resources affect variable training costs and training capacities,
(d) estimates the quantities of those resources available for the
provision of training at various actual sites, and (e) delineates an
appropriate set of representative sites for the particular specialty.

Inputs to this component include: TIM definitions and amounts of time
allocated for training the various T=s in different training settings
(from the TCS), and preliminary lists of' resources required for training
each TIN in each setting (developed from available Air Force data and
refined in collabroration with subject-ratter experts). Data indicating
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RCS DATA

TRAINNG R I (from AF sources) COST FACTORS

AINMCATI MES TRAINI1NG QUANTITIES

TRAIN4ING CAPACITY COST ESTlIMATION
COMPONENT JOMPONET

RESOURCE
AVAILABILITY

MOR

SSITES COST AND
T 

CAPACITY
REPORTS

PmEQUIR~EMIS
COMPONENT RESOURClE REQUIREMENT FUNCTIONS

Ficrure 1, 'Iie Tri Resource/Cost Subsystem (RCS).
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the amounts of those resources required for the provision of training in
each setting were then collected, via a Training Resources Requirements
Questionnaire administered to personnel in various jobs throughout the
specialty. Data indicating the amounts of the resources typically
available for use in training were also collected, via a Training Resources
Availability questionnaire administered to senior enlisted personnel in
each Air Force unit to which personnel of the AFS are assigned. Based on
these inputs, the basic data used in estimating traLning capacities and
costs within the other two RCS components are developed.

Representative sites (TTC courses, FTD courses, operational units) are
identified to account for important variations in training loads, missions,
resource availability, and other factors (Rueter, Vaughan, & Feldsott,
1987; 1988). The use of representative sites permits more economical
collection of cost data and simplifies comparisons of resource availability
and resource requirements. Each operational unit with personnel in the AfS
is, however, uniquely associated with a particular representative site,
thereby allowing suitable accounting for locational variations in travel
and temporary duty (TDY) costs.

Training Capacity Component (TCC)

The Training Capacity Component evaluates the capacities of various
representative sites to provide training in appropriate settings on
different combinations of TIMs and in training volumes that are compatible
with the U&T patterns identified in the FUS. Inputs to this component
consist of the following: TIM combinations and training volumes for the
various U&T patterns (from the FUS), predicted amounts of specific
resources required for the provision of training on each TIM in each
training setting (in the form of regression equations from the RRC), and
availabilities of those resources for providing training at each
representative site. Resource availability data are collected in a
Training Resources Availability questionnaire administered at TrCs, FIDs,
and operational field units.

An analyst, using analytic procedures contained in the TTC and IOS
(Rueter, Bell, & Malloy, 1980), develops estimates of the capacity of each
representative site to accommodate various combinations of TIMs and
training loads, and identifies any limitations in the availability of
specific types of resources or personnel that constrain representative
sites from accommodating particular U&T patterns. When such constraints
are encountered, they are displayed in the OJT Capacity Report for each
site as "Trainees Unsupportable" (see Figure 2; note training deficit of
0.4959 trainees imposed by Resource 186). Training capacity evaluations
use statistical training resource requirement functions and mathematical
programming formulations to assess the feasibility of various training
options.

Cost Estimation Comyinent (CEC)

The CEC computes estimates of total annual variable costs for providing
training of each TIM in each craining setting (assuming all required
resources are available in sufficient quantities), and then compiles the
cost estimates in a form compatible with the estirates developed for
training capacity. Inputs to this process include: estimated trainr g
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Representative Site: 5
Training Capacity:

- Upper Bound: 4.0360
- Lower Bound: 4.0360

Total Trainees Required: 4.5319

Reso- Avail/ Maximum Trainees Additional
urce Amount Amount Reqred Trainees Trainees Not Amount

ID Avail. Reauired Ratio Sprtable Required Sprtable Needed

39 21170.0 949.0 22.30 101.09 4.5319 0 0
103 5840.0 275.2 21.22 96.16 4.5319 0 0
134 7300.0 423.8 17.22 78.05 4.5319 0 0
150 2920.0 130.9 22.29 100.42 4.5051 0 0
172 5200.0 233.5 22.26 100.30 4.5051 0 0
177 1040.0 129.0 8.06 36.32 4.5051 0 0
186 730.0 819.7 0.89 4.03 4.5319 0.4959 89.70<<<

Figure 2. Example of a Representative Site Training Capacity Report.

resource requirements (from the RRC), training states (i.e., amounts of
time allocated to specific TIMs in specific settings) and associated
training volumes ccomatible with various U&T patterns (from the FUS), and
unit resource cost factors from external Air Force data sources (TDY
costs, instructor salary levels, costs of training equipment and supplies,
etc.). By applying the unit cost factors to the estimated training
resource requirements for the specified training states and training
volumes, this component estimates the variable costs of conducting
training in each training setting and for each specified training volume
in the corresponding training state (Vaughan et al., 1984).

Once these very complex basic data sets have been developed, they must
be synthesized and processed as formatted reports in such a way as to be
useful for Air Force decision makers. This is done by operation of the
RCS components and data files as shown in Figure 3. The common starting
point is the FUS Output File (from TRNPRF). Multiple processing is
performed to generate training hours for trainees, trainers, and other
resources, for both classroom and OJT requirements. It should be noted
that the capacity and costing programs of the RCS operate in parallel, use
some common data files as input, and use some unique files as well.

The major products of the RCS are data files and reports. The reports
consist of capacity reports (see Figure 3) and cost reports. The cost
estimates for OJT are reported by job and organizational level (unit,
MAJCOM, total Air Force); the cost estimates for training in TIC and FID
courses indicate, for each course, the direct training costs (for trainees
and trainers), travel costs, per diem costs, and cost per student week.
Separate reports of training capacity and costs are generated for the
current U&T pattern and each alternative U&T pattern to create multiple
RCS output files. RCS data files serve as the basis for comparing the
impact of various suggested AFS changes and for generating reports to
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(see.Figureo7) US Output File ýC SRunParameters)

I RRC File

Regression Predictions
:ombinations __.r(Hours

TTM - Setting - Resource
.Combinations)

Six CALCULATE HOURS Programs
for

Classroom Trainees OJT Trainees

Classroom Trainers OJT Trainers

Classroom Resources OJT Resources

(Six Output Files

Resorce COMPUTECOPT
IAvailability t CAPACITY OTN

by Site Data PROGRAM PROGRAM

_Course Lengqths/)

Instructor~s Dataj

Capacity Report Training Cost Report

Figure 3. Interrelationships Among RCS Inputs, Components, and Products.
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respond to managers' inquiries, through the operations of the Integration
and Optimization Subsystem (lOS).

In the TDS development effort to date, the designed approach to the
collection of resource information and calculation of unit level and total
training costs for a specialty appeared to yield comprehensive and
realistic results (Rueter, Vaughan, & Feldsott, 1988). Preliminary
training sessions with ATC and AFHRL analysts and programmers were
successful and feedback from trainees indicated they understood the RCS
data and felt it should be extremely useful to Air Force decision makers.
TDS trainin!g participants also provided very useful suggestions for
improvements in product formats and the procedural guidance for operation
of the system (Vaughan et al., 1988). Although there are a number of
improvements which might be made in the RCS and other TDS subsystems
(Vaughan et al., 1985), it appears to have succeeded in providing a
methodology with the potential for quantifying the very elusive costs of
on-the-job training as well as more formal training programs.
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INTERGRATION/OPTIMIZATION SUBSYSTEM:
AN INTTEGRATED MODELING APPROACH

David. S. Vaughan
A. John Eschenbrenner

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics

The Integration ard Optimization Subsystem (IOS) ties together the
other three Training Decisions System (TmS) subsystems into one overall
functional system (Collins et al., 1987; Vaughan et al., 1984). The
interconnections of the TDS subsystems provide the capacity to optimize
measures derived from one subsystem relative to constraints obtained from
the others, and to simultaneously process data files derived from
different subsystems. The IOS also provides the interface with users;
that is, the subsystem receives all requests, calls appropriate data from
the other subsystems or TDS files, and creates products to meet the users'
needs. In all of its functions, the IOS governs the interaction among the
TDS subsystems and various data sources, and the relationship of the
system with various types of users.

Modeling Functions

The IOS processes information and data files from the TCS, FUS, and
RCS to create various models of the AFS under consideration. The basic
model for the AFS is the current U&T pattern; each alternative U&T pattern
represents some change to the current U&T model. This approach provides
maximum flexibility in the TDS, since an almost infinite number of
possibilities can be considered.

The modeling functions of the IOS are not limited to examining the
alternative U&T patterns formulated in the HJS (although AFS managers'
preferences are collected only for these alternatives). Rather, IOS
modeling provides the capability to change any input variable for any
program, thus permitting examination of the impact of such change on the
total system. For example, the simplest change would be to use the
current FUS model and raise or lower the number of personnel entering the
ABR course (modify the Trained Personnel Requirement or TPR). The system
would then generate reports for comparison with the data from a baseline
current U&T pattern run; differences in values (annual training costs,
total AFS population in future years, etc.) would reflect the relative
impact of the change. Another type of change would be to change the
content of some course, such as the ABR, and then run the system to assess
the changes in costs and total on-the-job training (QJT) requirements for
the specialty.

Any ma]or proposed change in a specialty should be dealt with as a
formal alternative U&T pattern, so that possible consequences can be
examined in some detail and data collected as to Air Force managers'
preferences among a set of alternatives. Some changes, such as a merger
of several AFSs at the technician level (as proposed in RIET WORPKTXRCE),
may exceed presenit system capacities (unless a new OSR is accomplished
using a redeveloped task list covering a-il specialties involved, or needed
data are estimated in some other way).
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Most of the possible changes which might be considered for an AFS can
be modeled by changing input parameters, course content, job content, or
career patterns within the TDS. Such changes are processed as modeling
runs with specified values of selected variables. Analysis then focuses
on how such changes impact training cipacities and total training costs.
The training capacity reports generated in this process will also high-
light any constraints on training capability in terms of training
equipment, instructor availability, or other significant problems.

The example used in the earlier overview of the TDS provided some
perspective on how changes in training one piece of test equipment (the
Weapons Release Control System Analyzer in AFS 328X4, Radar and Inertial
Navigation Systems Maintenance) might be examined and evaluated. The
result in that example was to show the economy and practicality of moving
the WRCS Analyzer training from an 0JT setting to the basic resident
course at the Technical Training Center.

Another example might be to eliminate entry-level formal training
altogether; here our example specialty is the Aircraft Environmental
System, AFS 423X1. Results of the current U&T model for this ABS and an
alternative model with no entry-level course are shown in Figure 1 below.

CURRENT NO ABR COURSE DIFFERENCE

ENTRY-LEVEL

COURSE $941,517 $ - 0 - - $941.517

CJT COSTS $530,189 $808,417 $278,228

OJT HOU-RS 55,662 HRS 85,038 FIRS 29,416 HRS

OJT CAPACITY NOT EXCEEDED E2YCEEDED

Figure 1. Results of Eli'minating AFS 423X1 ABR Course

As can be seen from these results, eliminating the basic resident
course for the AFS does save money, but also exceeds, the capacity of field
units to provide OJT. Thus, this is not an effective solution unless
additional resources (manpower and/or equipment) can be provided. The OJT
Capacity report for the NO ABR Course model would identify those resources
which were at issue, as a way of assisting managers to determine if this
change was even possible.

Another kind of AFS change might be to alter the pattierns of tr3ining
and jobs in order to maximize the crossflow among aircraft systems. This
type of crossflow is often suggested as a way to develop a versatile work
force. In the Inertial and Radar ;aviLiations Systems srxcialoy (AFS
328X4', some functiona! managers suggestcd this typ0e of crcsstlcw could be
brought about by making all first a1,ssgiiments to Tsctical Air Forces jobs
(small aircraft) with second jots beiag w.ith ,trateqic or Airlift systems
(big airciaft). A model represent inri such an alternative ,.-as ievelcoped
and is compared with the present UT&T flttorn in Figure 2.
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\VEP.ATI LE
C0RRENT WO)RK FORCE DI .FFF-P DCE

FORMAL TRAINING $2,724,296 $2,608,397 - $115,S99

OJT COST $5,096,500 $5,00G,593 - $ Q6,907

OWT CAPACITY NOT FXCEEDED NOT EXCEEDED

Fiqure 2. Versatile Work Force (TAF -- > SAC/MAC Assignments).

This alternative job flow does create a more versatile work force in
terms of forcing succeeding ansignments with different aircraft systems.
At the same time, this solution wili save money (which was not an expected
result) and does not exceed the WTT capacity of field units. Thus, this
appears to be a very viable solution which could be seriously staffed as a
realistic proposal for change.

These examples demonstrate that the TDS can model both the training
programs and the job structure of Air Force specialties, including
possible changes in career paths available to AFS incumbents (Mitchell,
Vaughan, Yadrick, Collins, & Hernandez, 1988; Vaughan, Mitchell, Marshall,
Feldsott, & Rueter, 1988). The last example demonstrated the TDS
capability to model job-to-job flows and assess the possible impact in
terms of job task content and training costs and capacities.

The point here is that once a problem and potential solutions have
been identified, the IOS modeling capability can be used to translate the
potential solutions into modifications of the AFS data base (the current
U&T files). The T[S software is then employed tc generate products for
each potential solution and results can be compared to baseline data
(current U&T products) by Air Force decision makers (see Figure 3).

Optimization Functions

Given the almost limitless nurber of possible changes which might be
studied, a TDS analyst or functional user may wish to take another
approach to assessing AFS training changes. This approach would make use
of the IOS optimization software. The analyst or user would specify an
objective function or goal (such as minimization of OJT cost or total
training costs, or maximization of the amount of available equipment,
etc.), run the optimization program, and examine the effects on the AFS if
the objective function is maximized or minimized. The analyst can ask
"Wh.-it if" ouestions; for example:

T.hat is the impaut on total training costs ift -,. minimize
initial resident course jnstuc-ticr1?

That haFpens 'o ,FS jot-; (-,L-ici~flQ%,), :t .<e ,a:,ioiz FTl
training and minimi.e 3T11?.

hat is the imptcct or. %FS i,'rc . :t.on t ind tra ininq

costs, if wc have a Q,'ý ,iit in ,.,- its ,nt ,rino trnaining?
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Some potential optimization problems will become visible during
modeling runs of the AFS as training constraints are identified, or
possible new models may be suggested by initial optimization runs (see
Figure 3). Other possible optimizations will be suggested by general Air
Force trends, such as budget cuts or changing operational priorities. In
some cases, these could be complex problems with several constraints and
multiple values to be optimized.

The approach taken in employing optimization algorithms to solve
maximization or minimization problems in the TDS is to employ modular data
bases and seek solutions at the lowest possible level (Vaughan, Yadrick,
Perrin, Cooley, Dunteman, Clark, & Rueter, 1984; Vaughan, Mitchell,
Yadrick, Perrin, Knight, Eschenbrenner, Rueter, & Feldsott, 1988). This
isolates solutions to only the area of interest and has considerable
efficiency in terms of saving computer time. Only the largest optimi-
zation problems, such as minimizing total AFS training costs, would
require employment of the entire TDS data base. More limited problems can
thus be dealt with by limited program runs.

TDS Test & Evaluation

The research and development of the TDS has been successfully
concluded, and the system has undergone preliminary Test and Evaluation
(T&E) by AFHRL and ATC analysts and programmers, who were provided a TDS
Users' Guide (Vaughan, Mitchell, Marshall, Feldsott, & Rueter, 1988).
This T&E resulted in identification of some areas where improvements can
be made, particularly in terms of formatting of products to be more
useable by Air Force decision makers. Some suggestions were also made for
additional software development to further enhance the capabilities of the
TDS. Overall, the system was well accepted and the participants in the
T&E expressed a very positive evaluation of the potential for the system
to make significant improvements in Air Force training decision making.
In addition, a TDS Transition Plan was developed previously to guide the
operational implementation of the system (Vaughan et al., 1985).

Conclusions

The TIM approach to modeling occupational areas is a powerful tool for
strategic human resources planning. Though the system is designed
primarily for use by training decision makers, it is impossible to
separate that use from the broader arena of manpower and personnel
policies and programs. The integrated approach which has been used in the
design of the TDS has very great potential for not only enhancing training
decisions but also for promoting the eventual integration of total
manpower, personnel, and training management.
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DISCUSSION OF THE TDS PROJECT

Hendrick W. Ruck, Technical Advisor
Training Systems Division

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

The development of the Training Deci-ions System (TDS) reported in this
symposium represents the culmination of a line of research which began in
the mid-1970's, and which has progressed step-by-step to the present
evolved, computer-based, decision support system. The TDS is designed
primarily to provide Air Force decision makers with information in a form
which will assist them in making critical decisions involving training.
The operational concept involved is to be able to show decision makers some
of the possible consequences of their decisions in specific quantitative
terms, something which has never been done before. The very complex TDS
challenge involved designing new methods to collect, aggregate, predict,
and display Air Force specialty (AFS) job and training data, including
modeling alternative specialty patterns and estimation of capacities and
costs for formal courses as well as on-the-job training (OJT).

This demonstration project has exceeded expectation; even those areas
initially considered high risk (such as OJT costing) have been handled well
in the present systems design. In addition to completing the TDS develop-
ment, the research team at our request devised a PC-based TDS demonstrator
to simulate operation of the system, which was then used to illustrate the
concept for potential users. Further, a TDS transition plan was construc-
ted, which provides insights into how to operationally implement the TDS;
potential users and operators were identified as well as manpower and
computer resources needed to support the system. Initial test and evalua-
tion of the TDS demonstrated many of its capabilities; training was
provided to AFHRL and Air Training Command (ATC) programmers and analysts
who conducted further evaluations and suggested additional possible uses
and capabilities which might be developed. A final report of the TDS
research and development project has been completed and reviewed; it in-
cludes a proposed Air Force regulation for formal implementation of the
system and a parallel research program. The TDS final report will be
available as AFHRL-TR-88-50 early next year. I have been out briefing
senior Air Force managers on the system over the last few months and their
reactions to the TDS are highly positive and enthusiastic.

Several other potential applications of the TDS are feasible and will
be included in future research and development work. One involves
multiple-specialty studies to consider major AFS mergers, much like the
RIVET WORKFORCE initiative undertaken by HQ USAF in recent years. A
multiple-AFS TDS study would be able to quantify the possible cost and
capacity consequences of proposed mergers, including the impact of changes
in OJT requirements. Another possible adaptation of TDS would be in the
new weapons systems acquisition process, to examine possible MPT require-
ments and costs. The TDS will require some modification to meet this kind
of need, but the changes are both feasible and prastical.

Overall, AFHRL is very satisfied with the outcomes of the TDS projec-t.
Our point of contact for TDS is Mr. Winston R. Bennett, AFHRL./IDET, Brooks
AFB, TX 78235-5601. (512) 536-3047.
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TRAINING, RETENTION, AND SUSTAINMENT OF FDREIGN LANGUJAGE
SKILLS IN THE AIMY

Zita M. Simutis, Chair
U.S. Army Research Institute

Alexanria, Virginia

changes in militury doctrine on operational readiness in response to world
conditions have resulted in an increased demand for military personnel
qualified to conmunicate in foreign lang.,ages. This panel focuses on the
special challenges faced by military testers, trainers, and other researchers
who make it possible to meet this increased demand. The panel begins with a
description of a project that undertakes to examine the utility of two
aptitude tests, the Defense Language Aptitude Battery (DIAB) and the Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), used to select applicants for
foreign language training. This is followed by an overview of an extensive
language skill change project (LSCP) that is directed at determining the nature
and extent of changes in foreign language skill levels among Army linguists
after graduation from the Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center
(DLIFLC). The following paper examines the design and application to LSCP of
an instrument for measuring the learning strategies and techniques that are
useful for language retention and sustainment. A report on preliminary
analyses extracted from the LSCP data that begin to delineate the influence of
several factors (including aptitude, selection parameters and post-DLIFIC
language training and use) on language skill change is presented in the
succeeding paper. The final paper examines the role of new technologies to
provide tools for two significant ends: Uderstaniing the cognitive processes
that underlie language competence; and providing systems that can substantially
aid and sustain language skills on the job.
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A Preliminary Investigation of the Relationship
Between the ASVAB and the DLAB1

Leonard A. White, Lawrence M. Hanser and Randolph K. Park2

U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

Introduction

Proficiency in a foreign language is required in several entry-level
Military Occupational Specialties (MOS), and may be needed in other MOS for
specific one-time assignments. To qualify for language training, applicants
must exceed the minimum cut-off scores on the Defense Language Aptitude
Battery (DLAB) and the Skilled Technical (ST) composite of the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). Training at the language schools is
intensive, often requiring six hours per day in class, with homework assign-
ments (Petersen & Al-Haik, 1976). Class_9 may last for over one year.

The current DLAB is a 119 item multiple choice test that requires 90
minutes to administer and use of an audio tape. Items on the DLAB are
constructed to measure the most important abilities needed in learning to
speak and understand a foreign language. These include the ability to process
auditory phonetic material so that it can be recognized and recalled, gram-
matical sensitivity, and the capacity to learn a large number of new associa-
tions in a relatively short time (Carroll, 1972). To measure aptitude for
foreign language learning the DLAB requires examinees to learn and use an
artificial language. For example, examinees are asked to select a correct
translation in an artificial language by applying a set of grammatical rules,
to match pictures to phrases, and to recognize vowel "stress" patterns
(Petersen & Al-Haik, 197?). The validity of DLAB as a predictor of success in
language training has been established. Soldiers with high scores on the DLAB
(as opposed to low) earn higher grades in language training (E - .40 uncor-
rected) and have lower rates of academic attrition (J. A. Lett, personal
communication, August, 1987; Petersen & Al-Haik, 1977).

The current ASVAB is a conventional paper-and-pencil tests and is used to
predict the "general trainability" of the examinees. Each ASVAB subtest
consists of items with difficulty levels that span the range of abilities to
be found in an applicant population. The 10 subtests on the current ASVAB
(Forms 11, 12. and 13) are listed in Table 1. Eight of the tests are power
tests and two tests (CS and NO) are speeded.

At the time of application for the Armed Services all Army recruits are
tested on the ASVAB. Those interested in language training who fail to
achieve the minimum score on the ASVAB are typically rejected from further
consideration for language-dependent MOS. For those who meet the minimum

IThe views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Army Research Institute or the
Department of the Army.

2 Randolph Park is now at the American Association of Medical Colleges,
Washington, DC.
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Table 1

ASVAB Subtests

Subtest Abbreviation Number of Items Time (Min.)

General Science GS 25 11
Arithmetic Reasoning AR 30 36
Word Knowledge WK 35 11
Paragraph Comprehension PC 15 13
Numerical Operations NO 50 3
Coding Speed CS 84 7
Auto and Shop Information AS 25 11
Mathematics Knowledge MK 25 24
Mechanical Comprehension MC 25 19
Electronics Information EI 20 9

ASVAB cut-off score, a final decision regarding eligibility for language
training is based on the score received on the DLAB. A DLAB score of 85 or
above is needed to qualify for training in low difficulty languages (e.g.,
Spanish). Those languages in the highest difficulty category (e.g., Chinese)
require a minimum DLAB score of 100.

It has been suggested that this two-stage sequential decision plan would
be more efficient if it included accepting as well as rejecting applicants for
langauge school based on the ASVAB alone. The reasoning here is that those
applicants with a high score (e.g., 120 or above) on ST or some other ASVAB
composite are very likely to attain the minimum passing score on the DLAB. If
there is a strong relationship between scores on the ASVAB and DLAB it would
seem reasonable to accept applicants for language training based on ASVAB
alone. This would reduce expensive DLAB testing time and may facilitate
efforts to recruit candidates for language school.

To explore this possibility we examined relationships between scores on
the ASVAB and DLAB in a sample of Army enlisted personnel. Of interest here,
is to provide information on (a) the correlation between scores on ASVAB
composites and the DLAB, and (b) the likelihood of attaining a passing score
on the DLAB given certain cut-scores on the ASVAB.

Method

Subjects and Procedure

The analyses reported in this paper are based on sample of 5,010 Army
enlisted personnel who were administered the DLAB between September 1986 and
January 1987. Scored DLAB answer sheets for Army examinees are sent to the
Test Control Officer, at the Defense Language Institute Foreign Language
Center (DLIFLC). The data set described in this paper was constructed by
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recording the DLAB scores from examinee answer sheets available at DLIFLC and
merging (by SSN) with ASVAB scores from enlistment records. 3

In the enlisted soldier sample, 88Z were male and 12Z were female; 67Z
were Caucasian, 97 Black, 1.2Z Asian, .5Z American Indian, and 2.3z other.
Also, of the 5010 soldiers in the sample, 802 entered the Army in FY86 or
FY87, and the remaining 20Z were FY84 or FY85 accessions.

Results and Discussion

The sample means and standard deviations on the current operational ASVAB
composites and the DLAB are presented in Table 2. The AFQT score is reported
as a percentile score. The mean AFQT score indicates that the average

Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations of Examinee Scores on the DLAB and ASVAB
Composites

Test Mean S.D.

ASVAB Composites Subtests

Armed Forces Qualification
Test (AFQT) VE + AR + NO/2 71.89 18.41

Clerical (CL) AR + MK + VE 114.69 11.49
Combat (CO) CS + AR + MC + AS 116.12 12.00
Electronics Repr" %EL) AR + MK + EI + GS 115.47 12.36
Field Artillery (FA) AR + CS + MK + MC 116.09 12.20
General Maintenance (GM) MK + EI + AS + GS 115.35 12.96
Mechanical Maintenance (MM) NO + AS + MC + EI 115.71 12.21
Operators/Food (OF) NO + AS + MC + VE 116.07 10.70
Surveillance (SC) AR + AS + MC + VE 116.20 11.89
Skilled Technical (ST) VE + MK + MC + GS 116.81 11.89
General Technical (GT) VE + AR 114.27 10.58

Defense Language Aptitude All Items 77.5 19.8
Battery (DLAB)

Note. VE - PC + WK

3 The authors wish to thank Frances Grafton, Faye Wyen, and John Lett
and his staff at the Division of Evaluation and Research, DLIFLC, for their
assistance in preparation of the data set.
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examinee is in mental category II. The remaining ASVAB scores are standard
score cumposites where the population mean is 100 and a standard deviation of
20. Note that the mean DLAB standard score (X - 77.5) is below the passing
score of 85.

Table 3 presents the uncorrected correlations between the DLAB scores and
the ASVAB subtests and operational composites. Several results are noteworthy
in Table 3. First, the correlations between scores on the ASVAB composites
and DLAB are moderately high (range - .33 to .56). This suggests that the
DLAB and ASVAB measure somewhat different aptitudes and a direct equating of
DLAB with ASVAB may be problematic. Second, for ASVAB subtests, the highest
correlations with the DLAB were obtained for the Arithmetic Reasoning subtest
(r - .47), and the Mathematics Knowledge subtest (L - .50). Similarly, ASVAB
composites with a high quantitative component showed the highest correlation

Table 3

Correlation Between ASVAB and DLAB Test Scores

ASVAB Correlation ASVAB Correlation
Subtest with DLAB Composite with DLAB

GT .52
GS .36 CL .56
AR .47 CO .43
WK .40 EL .51
PC .36 FA .54
NO .21 GM .41
CS .25 MM .33
AS .11 Or .38
MK .50 SC .42
MC .33 ST .51
EI .27 AFQT .53

with the DLAB. The correlation for the Clerical (CL) composite and DLAB was
.56 and the correlation between the Field Artillery (FA) composite and DLAB

was .54. These values should be compared against the operational composite ST
which correlated with DLAB at .51.

The ST composite is used operationally to screen candidates from entering
language-dependent MOS. Those applying for language training who meet the
minimum ASVAB requirement are administered the DLAB. Table 4 presents
relationships between examinees' ST score and the likelihood of attaining
selected cut-off scores on the DLAB.

Overall, with current testing procedures, 34.5Z of examinees achieved a
score of 85 or more on the DLAB; 14Z scored 100 or more on the DLAB. However,
as can be seen in Table 4, examinees with a high ST score were more l 4kely to
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make a qualifying score on the DLAB. Of those scoring 130 or more on ST,
75.1Z achieved a score of 85 or more on the DLAB. In contrast, one of ten
applicants with a score of 104 and below on ST attained a minimum qualifying
score on DLAB; only 1.3Z scored 100 or more on the DLAB.

Table 4

Percentage of Examinees Exceeding Cut-off Scores on DLAB for
Given Score Intervals on the ST Composite of the ASVAB

ST Score n DLAB Score DLAB Score
Interval 85 and above 100 and above

130 and above 650 75.1Z 45.5Z
125-129 865 54.2 24.1
120-124 1105 33.8 10.3
115-119 430 28.4 7.7
110-114 561 22.3 4.5
105-109 556 13.8 2.5
104 and below 843 9.9 1.3

Total Sample 5010 34.5 14.0

One purpose of this research was to determine if a cut-off score on ST
(e.g., 120) could be located above which the probability of passing the DLAB
was sufficiently high to support accepting applicants for language training on
the basis of ST alone. To examine this question, the data summarized in Table
4 were used to compute the proportion of "hits" on the DLAB for given cut-offs
on the ST composite. These relationships are shovn in Table 5.

It is clear from Table 5 that setting a higher cut-off score on ST
increased the percentage of examinees who make a qualifying score on DLAB.
Of the examinees who scored 120 or above on ST, 51Z scored 85 or above on the
DLAB; only 24Z scored 100 or more on the DLAB. Of these examinees who scored
125 or more on ST, 63Z scored 85 or more on the DLAB; 33Z scored 100 or above
on the DLAB.

The CL composite had the highest correlation with the DLAB. Of those
scoring 120 or above on CL, 591 scored 85 or more on the DLAB, and 29Z
achieved scores of 100 or more on the DLAB. Thus, as compared with ST, a cut-
off score of 120 or more on CL yields a higher percentage of qualifying scores
on the DLAB. However, in either case a substantial percentage of scores fell
below the minimum passing DLAB score of 85.
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Table 5

Percentage of Examinees Exceeding Cut-off Scores on DLAB for Given

Cut-off Scores on the ST Composite of the ASVAB

ST DLAB Score DLAB Score

Score Cases 85 and above 100 and above

130 and above 650 75.1Z 45.5Z
125 and above 1515 63.2 33.3

120 and above 2620 50.7 23.6
115 and above 3050 47.6 21.4
110 and above 3611 43.7 18.7
105 and above 4167 39.7 16.6
100 and above 4631 36.7 15.0

Total Sample 5010 34.5 14.0

Summary

The results reported in this paper indicate that the efficiency of DLAB
testing could be improved by raising from 95 to near 120 the minimum ST score
(or possibly CL) required to take the DLAB. Raising the cut-off score on the
ST composite would reduce the number of DLAB testing hours needed to identify
a given number of applicants who make a qualifying score on the DLAB. The
specific ASVAB cut-off score chosen should relect consideration of the trade-
offs between the cost of testing examinees who would otherwise not pass DLAB
and minimizing the potential number of candidates being eliminated by the ST
pre-screen process.

Relationships obtained between the ASVAB and DLAB were not sufficiently
high to support selection of applicants for language training based on ASVAB
alone, given tnat the DLAB is a predictor of success in language training. An
important but as yet unanswered research question here, is the degree to which
DLAB improves prediction of success in language training over ASVAB predic-
tion. Reductions in DLAB testing may be justified if the DLAB offers little
or no improvement over ASVAB in the prediction of success in foreign language
learning. Research to investigate this issue is recommended.
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The Language Skill Change Project (ISC P)

John A. Lett, Jr.'

Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center

Background

Each year significant amounts of fiscal and personnel resources are devoted to the acquisition
of foreign language proficiency by members of the four uniformed services who are being trained
to become military linguists. The vast majority of this language training is provided at the
Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center (DLIFLC) at the Presidio of Monterey,
California, in courses ranging in length from twenty-five to forty-seven weeks. Because of the
significant investment in the initial acquisition of foreign language skills, there has long been
concern, both at DLIFLC and among user communities, regarding post-DLIFLC erosion of
language skill. This concern led to the development of the Language Skill Change Project
(LSCP), which is being conducted jointly by DLIFLC and the Army Research Institute (ART) with
the coordination and support of a Project Advisory Group (PAG) chaired by a representative from
the US Army Intelligence Center and School (USAICS) at Fort Huachuca, Arizona.2

Although the principal objective of the LSCP is to assess the extent and nature of post-
DLIFLC language skill change in Army Military Intelligence (MN) linguists, the study was
designed to support an investigation of variables associated with initial foreign language
acquisition as well. The purpose of this paper is to set the stage for a brief discussion of
preliminary findings regarding the prediction of language training outcomes at DLIFLC on the
basis of certain learner characteristics, and the possible relevance of these findings for the
optimal selection and assignment of potential military linguists. The following topics are
discussed: (1) The overall LSCP research design; (2) The predictor and criterion variables; (3)
The analytical approach.

The LSCP Research Design3

Design. The LSCP is a longitudinal study in which each subject is to be tracked from entry
into DLIFLC through advanced individual training (AIT) and post AIT assignments for the next
two years or until the end of the first enlistment period.

'Dr. I.ett is Chief of the DI)AFIC Research D)ivsioan The ve. s, opinions, and/or findings contained in this document are
those of the author and shoui ld not be construed its the, 4twcia I position of D)I.H .(" or A RI nor a., in offici a) Department of
the Army position, policy. or decision, kin lIss so designat ,d by other o, 'ial dcunii•itatioin.
"2 T)ata colle(ti'in, data ba.se maintew•nce, and data analysis and r.p',,rting requirei me nt, aro .,upportvi by Advanced
Technology, Inc. under an ()PM contrat t funded nriinly by AlO and D)1.l "l.(?
3More !eta iled .-lemriptions offth, infoin'aw;tiou pras.nnted ii this .ti t a d the tit \t (;in he, fotiid in Kahin and Lett. 1985.
Mutter. undat',V and fush, 1997.
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Sample. LSCP subjects are defined as all US Army enlisted students entering DILIFIC from
February 1986, through August 1987, who held or were being trained for the military intelligence
(MI) military occupational specialties (MOS) of 97B, 97E, 98CL, and 98G,Iand who were assigned
to study either Korean, Russian, German, or Spanish.5 This sample consists of 1903 individuals,
distributed as shown in Table I

TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION OF LSCPSAMPLE BY LANGUAGE AND MOS

LANGUAGE 97B 97E 98C 98G TOTAL

KOREAN 13 27 79 276 395

RUSSIAN 23 81 133 554 791

GERMAN 26 45 58 285 414

SPANISH 8 28 61 206 303

TOTALS 70 181 331 1321 1903

Measurement plan Data are gathered from LSCP students or. at least six occasions: three
times at DLIFLC, once at the end of AIT, and at each annual foreign language proficiency test
thereafter. Data collection events and their purposes are as follows:

* Time 1: Prior to beginning their DLIFLC training, subjects completed an extensive array of
questionnaires and inventories designed to measure variables thought to be relevant to the
prediction of language learning outcomes.

* Time 2: Approximately twelve weeks into their language training, subjects completed an
additional set of questionnaires similar to the first, but whose nature required that students have
experienced a minimal amount of language instruction.

* Time 3: At the end of their Dl.IFIC language training, subjects completed a composite set

of measures selected from among those previously administered at Times I and 2 At
approximately this same time, LSCP subjects, along with their non-LSCP cohorts, were
administered the appropriate Defense Language Proficiency Test (I)ILPT).6

* Time 4: At the end of AIT, I.SCI' students were administered another form of the DLPT-lII,
along with a questionnaire regarding the extent and nature of their language use and language
maintenance activities since their departure from DI.LIFLC -

* Times 5-6/7: At each of the annual language proficiency assessmen s mandated by AR 611-
6, LSCP subjects and their immediate supervLors will be given a language use questionnaire
similar to, but more extensive than, the AI'T questionnaire 8

4 MOS 97B and 97E dutiei require the use of all four laiinga, skills; 98Cl, and 98G dutiei snvolve primarily the use of
listening and reading skills.
5A limited number of "bypasses" is also included at the I(,Jieut , ,no,' MI usr :inni, u uty, these teing Army MI personnel
who did not acqnire their foreign language skil. at D ..Il I'
6AII four LSCP languages are tested by the D1)l'T ll. in,. th, ,iirhier D)I V"Il' or 1)I.Vt 11.
7AITdata 'ollect ion was -cheduled to be compl~,,,l in l)eeihii,,r 1984
WAlthough the original time perioid between sU,'i',,s.i1, p,, AlT D)1l"l t,,st:ng %tts set at sit nimths, it was later

lengthentd t, nin nimonths for logistiial re,• i,,s FmnIIly, wit h Pii loI g,,iig ' l'rFi ,n, l':ly FI.l'!'i drlivig greilter
compliance v ith inniil testing requir-.i,.nts. i1 ;Ia ,l-t id,, It. titiim I h l,. tr fmr Ill post AIT DII 'T m,nir sure-
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Predictor and Criterion Variables

Criterion measures. As mentioned above, the D)LPT-Ili constitutes the measure of language
proficiency for this study9 The DLI,PT-IlI measures language proficiency in three skill
modalities, listening, reading, and speaking List ning and readin!, are assessed via a computer
scorable multiple -choice test validated and nornied in accordance with the ofrficial Interagency
Language Roundtable (11.10 language proficiency level descriptions, speaking pro iency is

assessed at DLIFLC in a face to-face ILR oral interview, successive speaking tests are
administered via tape recordings and test booklets' examinees' recorded responses are returned to
DLIFLC for rating by certified testers. All DLPT-III materials are controlled test items.

Predictor variabies. Predictor variables include both data routinely available in •oldiers'
official records and data gathered specifically for this study. They are described here in an
approximate order ofaccessibility and increasing collection cost.

1. General Ability. The General Technical (GTI) composite of the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) was selected by virtue of its availability and general nature, the GT
being a composite of verbal subtests (word knowledge and paragriph comprehension) and
arithmetic reasoning.

2. Tanguage Learning Aptitude. The Defense language Aptitude Battery (DLAB), rcquired by
all services as part of the selection process for future MI trainees, was used

3. Available Demographics. Normal l)lIFLC registra, ion procedures generate a student record
containing information thought to be relevant to larnguage learning success. Variables utilized
include sex, level of education, and age

4. Handedness. Because brain hemisphericity is thomght by some researchers to be related to
language learning, handedness was included in the special LSCP lang-age Background
Questionnaire (LBQ) created for this study.

5. Prior FL. Experience and Proficiency. The LIBQ was also used to collect infor mation regarding
prior foreign language training experience and self reported prior foreign language proficiency.

6 Attitude/Motivat ion at Start and at Twelve Weeks The work of Robert Gardner over the last
three decades (e.g , Gardner & Lambert, 1959: Gardner, et a!., 1983) prov ided the nucleus for the
measures of attitude and motivation used in the I.SC •. With Gardner's assistance, many scale
items were mod.ied slightly for use inn )lIIC's inlnsiemilitar vtraining context In addition,
new Gardner-i nspired scales measuring v it ous aspects orf irstruniuntal meiot ation were created
by DIF 12 and AIRI researchers (Lett and l"ksrto•m) for use in this study In addition to the
Gardner Ba tt.ery, H!ilhler's Personal chutlook inventory (Kirby & Iiiller, 1973) was used at the
start as a nvýs-•itre of genera! intellectual self conlfidulce

7. Learning Strategies Under an AM! OI) .\1 otoract, a Strategy inventutry for Languag,
Learning (SI l1, was created by Rebecca ()xf,,r! for use in this study (Oxford. 1986; The SIL
was used at the 12-week point and at tOe end ,of I)1.11-1, trainhig, and shortcricd for is are being
usedl at A!T and in post AIT adtiini stration, s

:•'A n | l][ • l [ a d t ,,1n d , o iPl, m vs{'ts~l•-, ofl lil•l;t _. i , v, , ,1 • . it ,-- ,. . ,l"q r ',t' i[, i. ci! ., rt, K.n rd lt Tig he'



8. Personality and Cognitive Style. Measures of empathy, ambiguity tolerance, field
independence, and extraversion were included in the Time I battery.

9. Other Ability. As a matter of convenience, three additional Measures of ability were included
in the Time I battery, i.e., the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Inventory (CT'l, Flanagan's
Industrial Test of Memory, and Flanagan's Industrial Test of Expression. Although these
measures have no known history of use in the prediction of foreign language learning, and were
originally included to support an ancillary study, they have turned out to be rather interesting
components of the regression equations examined to date. Thus, they are reported as part of this
data set.

The Analytical Approach

Although the data collected in this study will lend themselves to the investigation of various
explanatory models of classroom-based language learning, for the present purpose we examined
them from a predictive perspective in order to explore their potential for enhanced selection and
assignment procedures for military linguists. Analysis procedures included data reduction via
factor analysis and principal components analysis, followed by multiple regression analyses using
a forward progression, forced order of entry approach. The results of these preliminary analyses
are presented in O'Mara's paper in this volume. Subsequent analyses of the present data set will
address explanatory models: analyses of AIT and field-based data will address the question of
skill change over time and variables related thereto--including initial proficiency levels attained
at DLIFLC.
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Development and Evolution

of the Strategy Inventory for Language Learninq

Rebecca L. Oxford, Ph.D.

Annenberg/CPB Project

This brief paper describes the development and evolution of
the Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL). The SILL
was first developed in 1985 by the author of this paper for use
in the Language Skill Change Project (LSCP), the purpose of which
is to determine the variables responsible for changes in military
intelligence careerists' foreign language skills after formal
language training is completed. The LSCP is a joint effort of
the Army Research Institute (ARI) and the Defense Language
Institute (DLI).

Learning strategies, i.e., steps taken by the learner which
are intended to facilitate the acquisition, retention, and
retrieval of new information, may be an important factor in
determining what is learned in the first place and what is
eventually lost or maintained after the end of language training.
Therefore, ARI and DLI decided it was important to include
learning strategies among the variables to be studied in the
LSCP. Since there was no language learning strategy instrument
which had been demonstrated to be reliable, valid, and useful for
the given purpose, ARI contracted to have such an instrument
developed specifically for use in the LSCP. The result was the
SILL. Since that time, because of the strong need for such an
instrument worldwide, the SILL has been used in exploratory
studies and for counseling purposes in a number of settings
beyond the LSCP; for instance, it has been used in several
di.ssertatioris and by organizations such as the Peace Corps, the
Foreign Service Institute, the Center for Applied Linguistics,
Purdue University, the University of Hawaii, the University of
Maryland, and universities and schools in Indonesia, Spain,
Guatemala, and Taiwan. It is being translated into several other
languages, and a shortened and simplified form has been created
for use by non-native speakers of English enrolled in programs in
English as a second or foreign language.

Initial Steps

The author conducted an extensive research review on second
and foreign language learninq strategies. Using the research



review, the author then developed a comprehensive taxonomy of
language learning strategies and later expanded the taxonomy to
show how each strategy could be related to each of the four
language skills (reading, listening, speaking, and writing). The
SILL items were based on the taxonomy. A 23-person clinicaal
trial was held to check for readability, social desirability
response bias, clarity of items, usability of format, and other
details.

Initial Reliability and Validity Assessment
and Factor Analysis

In late 1985 a 483-person field test (Study 1) was conducted
at the Defense Language Institute to assess the reliability and
validity of the SILL, to check again for social desirability
response bias, and to obtain an initial factor analysis of the
instrument.

Results indicated that the SILL had very high reliability
and validity coefficients. The internal consistency reliability
for the whole survey was .95. Content validity based on ratings
of the correspondence between SILL items and taxonomy items (as
judged independently by two raters) was .98. There was no
evidence of bias in students' responses.

The factor analysis involved Promax oblique rotation and
resulted in 10 factors, shown below. All the individual factors
except one were rather reliable, with alphas of .62 to .87
(except for Factor 6, social strategies, which was less reliable
at .31). Factors included:

general learning strategies
authentic language use
searching for and communicating meaning
independent strategies
memory strategies
social strategies
affective strategies
self-management
visualization
formal model-building

Cross-Validation and Additional Factor Analysis

A cross-validation was conducted at Purdue University using
a sample of approximately 1,200 students (Study 2). Reliability
of the SILL for this sample was .96. Another factor analysis was
conducted using the same procedures as for Study 1, with the
intention of determining whether the factor structure would be
different for a group of students as compared to the earlier
group of military personnel (Study 1). The results of Study 2
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indicated that several of the factors were very similar across
the two different groups, but that the ordering was slightly
different. Reliabilities of the various factors in Study 2 were
relatively high.

Study 2 went beyond Study 1 in determining the effects of
background variables, such as motivation, sex, etc., on the
choice of language learning strategies. Highly significant
effects were found. For instance, more motivated language
learners used significantly more strategies, and more often, than
did less motivated language learners. Females used significantly
more than males. Other variables also had significant effects on
strategy choice.

Application of the SILL in Quantitative and Qualitative Ways

Study 3, conducted at the Foreign Service Institute, was an
application of the SILL, not a new validation study. The factors
found in Study 1 were simply applied in the scoring of the SILL
in Study 3. The primary finding from this very rich quantitative
and qualitative study was that choice of strategies was highly
consistent with the individual's general learning style or
orientation.

The SIlL in the LSCP

The SILL is now being used in the LSCP, as was initially
planned. However, different procedures for factor analysis have
been employed. Specifically, a maximum likelihood factor
extraction has been used, with Varimax rotation of factors. The
Purdue University data base of 1,200 students was chosen as the
factor analytic source, because the LSCP did not readily produce
a suitable factor extraction.

An overall factor related to effort beyond the classroom,
and therefore motivation, was found, with a reliability of .96.
Since motivation was such an encompassing variable, it was
important to control its effects somewhat in order to see more
clearly the structure of other factors. To do this, the lowest
fourth of the sample, that is, those who reported using language
learning strategies the least often and could therefore be
assumed to be the least motivated to use strategies (as shown by
the overall factor) were identified. Then this lowest fourth was
dropped from the sample, and the whole factor analysis was rerun
using the three-quarters of the sample who could be considered
more frequent strategy users and more highly motivated to use
strategies. A six-factor solution was then obtained, and it was
applied to the current LSCP sample (approximately 1,400 cases) to
produ'e reliabilities as follows:
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functional practice .88
good general study habits .84
analysis and meaning search .82
mnemonic devices .73
intensity and perseverance .50
conversational input

elicitation .77

A slightly earlier, six-factor solution was used in multiple
regression analyses conducted with the LSCP sample, as reported
elsewhere by Lett and O'Mara. Multiple regression indicated that
the use of language learning strategies significantly predicted
language performance, over and above the prediction provided by
other variables which were entered earlier into the regression
equation. This means that language learning strategies do appear
to have a strongly predictive influence on the performance of
language learners, as would be expected.

Conclusions

It is possible to draw several conclusions from the
information just presented. First, language learners of various
types and occupations employ a wide range of language learning
strategies. Second, across groups there are often similarities
in f-Actor -t-uctures of strategies, but sometimes groups differ
in the ordering of these strategy factors. Finally, a number of
important variables, such as motivation, learning style, and sex,
help determine the choice of strategies.

Note

This paper was presented at the annual conference of the Military
Testing Association in Arlington, Virginia on November 30, 1988.
Development of the Strategy Inventory for Language Learning was
funded by the Army Research Institute via various contracts
through Battelle Laboratories, the Army Research Office, and
Kinton, Inc. The SILL was developed for use in the Language
Skill Change Project, an ongoing, joint effort of the Army
Research Institute and the Defense Language Institute. The
author has most recently served as consultant to ARI through a
contract with Advanced Technology, Inc. on the subject of using
artificial intelligence for foreign language learing. After
January 1, 1989, the author can be reached at the following
address: Director, Intensive English Communication Program, The
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802.
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Identifying Precursors of Success in Foreign Language Learning

Francis L. O'Mara, Ph.l).
Advanced Techlnolohgy, inc.

In 1985, the Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and S(iial ,Sciences (ARI) and the Defense Lain-
guage Institute and Foreign Language Institute (DLI) initiated tile Language Skill Change Project to
examine the development and retention of foreign language skil Is among Army personnel. This project
is longitudinally examining cohorts of Army intelligence specialists to study how job relevant foreign
language skills develop in these individuals as they proceed through their DLI training, through their
intelligence training, and over their initial two years of service. Through analysis of the individuals'
pretraining abilities, backgrounds, and characteristics; the nature of their foreign language training
and experience in the Army; and their periodically assessed foreign language skills and job performance.
this etlfrt is attempting to achieve three objectives:

"* To determine the presence, direction, and extent of changes in language proficiency follow-
ing resident training

"* Toevaluate the influenceofseveral factors(e.g., individual abilities and characteristics, post-
DLI language training and experiences) on language skill change during and after training

"* To determine the relationship between language proficiency and job performance.

The present report represents the initial series of analyses from this project. In its focus on the initial
development of foreign language skills through DUI training, it addresses an issue related to the project's
second objective: identifying those factors which predict success in initially learning the foreign lan-
guage during DLI training. This success subsumes two components: successful completion of the lan-
guage training, and the level of foreign language competence attained at the completion of the training

Project Variables
Gruided by the existing literature on second and foreign language learning, several types of variables
can be identified as potential predictors of success in second language learning. Each of these are con-
sidered in turn in the sections which follow.

The dem<ographic variables associated in the literature with successful forein language learn ling inchide;

* Level of education -- Successful educationil expexrience is ajolint indicant of an individual's
ability and motivation to successfully perform in an academic environment.

* Age -- There are conflicting results from studies on the effect of age upon language :icqkui :i-
tion (Genesee, 1978, 1980; Lenneberg, 1967). Because the range in age,. considered in the
present effort is very small compared to that typically considered iin the literature., age dif-
ferences observed in the present efltrt may reflect maturity and ability to performn in the
structured military environment characterizing the learning situation.

* Sex -- Sex has been shown to be an important variable in first langaitge developient (G;age
& •,erliner, 1975). It can be cxpected that these differences will exte'nd to, second language
learning as well.

* Brain hemisphere dominance - Neurological studlies have shlowv that tlie lang"uage fillu-
tion is largely co|ncentratedl in the let~i brain haem isplere, It is a reason•able tretni~e tho'ni lha t
jo,'opl.' who are leftl-bra|in dom inant i.e.. right-bannhed woohl ha•ve stupetrior v-ei-bal -+knls• tharn

r-ghit.- br'ain dorxi ranim t iridividiil. WG.ý-,eareh has 'rimtnslt ?-. ti iis I .II ll d1 it'rerne, 5,ý)24 ' St-

ing that a parallel diffe.r(,nc, can he expet t'd II second liriia1 •e In-a rni
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Ablityj i

Ability subsumes general ability, memory, and verbal ability as well as the more specific aptitude to
learn a foreign language. General intellectual ability is likely to have an ell'rct upon tihe acquisition of

a second language as it will on any form of learning or cognitive task, and especially because of heavy
verbal component typically included in the measurement of such ability.

Beyond this general ability, more specific cognitive abilities supportive of language use and develop-
inent are likely precursors of'successful second language skill development. The ability to make gram-
matically correct judgments in the primary language was found to be a predictor of second language
proficiency among university students (Masny & d'Anglejan, 1985). The ability to learn and remember
unfamiliar terms is also important for learning language (Mann, 1984).

Perso lltlit.11/Colvilitiv'e Stylie

A number of personality and cognitive style variables have been advanced as predictors of foreign lan-
guage acquisition. These include empathy (Naiman, Frolich & Todesco, 1975), extroversion (Naiman,
et a/i .1975). field independence (Bialystok & Frolich, 1978), analytic thinking (Shipman & Shipman,
1985), tolerance for ambiguous situations (Witkin & Goodenough, 1977), and intellectuality (Kirby &
Hiller, 1973).

At t il idinia IiMo tiva t iona I Va riabes

Research by Gardner and Lambert (1959) has suggestled that attitude and motivation to learn a foreign
language are major factors related to language achievement. Based on the decades of research con-
ducted by he and his associates, Gardner (in Gardner, Lalonde, Moorcraft & Evers, 1985) has iderntifled
these variables as central to the foreign langutge learning process.

Ir ir'ntvtt le' arn 'iŽLA..l P~vri'!!I

It can be expeTted that past experience in learning a foreign language will be a strong indicator of' suc-
cess in future learning of that language. This can be due to the head start provided in the earlier train-
ing in knowledge of the language's vocabulary and syntax, as well as to the positive attitudes tomkard
the language acquired through this training. Previous experience in learning other foreign languag'es
should also bc a predictor of learning acquisition success, both as an indicant o)f" the desire and ability
to learn languages and because of the acquisition of a broader understanding of a different syntlctical
structure.

I.carn~tins _q lrat sis

A recent and growing interest in the language learning, literature has ken theO r(,;e of learnig strategies
in acquiring and developing foreign language skills (Wenden & Rubin. 1987; ()xfurd. forthcomini) A
g-rowing body of' evidence has suggested that good language learners use mn(ore stratec ies. better
strategies, andJ strategies more appropriate to particular langutage skills (Papalia & ZamIpogna, 1977:

Tyacke & Mendelsohn, 1986) While learning slrategies; are quite likely to he especially potent in
naturalistic language acquisition, it i'; also likely that the self-inotiated use of appropr•ate hearnin g
strategies will contribute to fireign language learning in an intensive learning, eri'ir'rirne such as
I)LI.

Method
All enlisted Army persomnel attending ),I tor K.orean, f(rssian, (.errnian anrd Sp"ahrish training, begin-
mFrng in FI.bruary, 1.986i and complti r.g classes by Juh 19 87 were Includned in this research Throse, who
ait rit,ld foir non ;tcade(lic reaso1ns were excli(led, as were those who traliseCtreil orl n lfmne Imigllagt

n r§" rin to anotlher fir were re ''cle(-d ino(! a I- ter class diiri-rig h•ivir traimnin A 1(f4,1o 44I ,,)13 -. }ibec'ls
v~vrv, ;liitiDte'rdI •ln initial aettery ofinstr' li' -Tnts in their initial w e,,k of Livii ,.yi Ironing; ofthse.
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1383 ,ruccessfully completed their training and were administered a lang-uige proficiency test by the

end ot July 1988. Lett preents further descrption of this sample elsewhere in this document.

In addition to measures gleaned from personnel records, data were collected for each subject in thec

course of three waves of data collection. The first two were used to collect data on ineasures tojb lsed155

as predictcors of student DLI perfo~rmance. They consisted of sets of aptitude, attitude, and personra)[tv

instruments, as well as a questionnaire on foreign languaige backg-round administitvred in a group set-

VARIABLE WHEN
MEASURE/INSTRUMENT VARIABLE GROUP MlEASU RED

Records Level of Education Demographics Time 1

Records Pay Grade Demographics Time 1

Records Sex Demographics I Time 1

Background Questionnaire Handedness Demographics Time 1

ASVAB GT Score Cognitive Ability Cognitive Ability Time 1

OLAB Language Aptitude Language Aptitude 1 Time 1

Flanagan Expression Test Syntax Skills IOther Abilities I Time 1

Flainagan Memory Test Verbal Memory Other Abilities i Time 1

Group Embedded Figures Test Field Dependence Other' AbiJlles Time I

Critical Thinking Appraisal IAnalytic Reason-ig iOther Abilities I Time 1

California Personality Inventory Empathy Personality Time 1

Eyesenck, Personality Inventory Extraversion Personality Time 1

MAT 50 Toleranco of Ambiguity Personality Time 1

Pern-onal Outlook Inventory Intellectuality Personality Time~ 1

Garnier Motivational Scale Motivational Orientation Motivation at Start Timie I

Background Questionnaire Prier Training in Studied FL Prior FL Training Time 1

Background Questionnaire Prior Training in Anotliu FL Prior FL Trainiiig Time I

EiackqroutKI Questionnaire Pre Traiining Proficiency iii FL Prior FL Proficitency Tinw 1

Background Questionnaire Prof icierncy in Anoll or FL Prior FL Proficiency Tmr'ie 1

Garner Attitude/Motivation Scales Training Attitudes & M'Atrvalruri Motivation in Ti ii irig Time 2

SILL L angu age Learnirrg Sir itig 1Ž5 Learn .. j Straitt 'es Timw 2

DLPT Att.ii'd FL Ri'. idr~l Ctrit non Mfý'TUr' S Time 3
Spoakmiog & Listoniny ',il,

Table 1. R~esearch rvMea';-.res.
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ting to thre Sulbjects. T1he IRDITO

f IrS1 of'these occuirred Iin the GROUP _SPANISH1 ýGERMAN RUSSIAN KOREAN ALL

first week Itlangtiage t~raii i-
Ing (termied "Tlinie 1' in this
pa per) whilIe thI e second tooik ASVAB 00 01 (A* .01 01

p~lace six weeks after th le I
training began ("Time 2"). DLAR3 02 * .01 .16* 00 0ý.

The "Time :3 data collection eorpi034 03 0 (S

consisted of the standard
adiministration of the Handedness .02 .01 00 .01 .01

IDef'ense Language
Proficiencyv Test (I)LVT) at Prior FLI Training 07 03 01 .00 03

th nd(ftriig.Te Prior F[. Proticiency '00 .00 01 01 W0
measures taken at each of
the three points in time are Wtivation at Start .02 03 W1 00 00

displayed in Table 1.Pesnlt.0011 02 0
PAraonalit &0 01(0A0 0Analyses &Other Cognitive Abilities .4* .01 W3,0. ?

Results
Multiple regression .2 ~ .S 8 2" 16"! R' 2 2
analyses were cotn(ucte~d on
the collected data to deter- Adjusted R 13 .08 :15 .15 1

minne the degree to which23 2851, ý:s 30
the predictor measures col- N2,28 21 5( :' tzo

lected at Timies i and 2 Table 2. Alt & Summary Statistics for Analyses on )IM AtItritioni.
predicted Success in foreign
lang~uage learningz at DLI.
,r'o Ii nes oif arialvsis werePRDCO
pursuied: the first examining the predic- GROUP SPANISH GERMARUSNKENAL
tion of L)LI attrition, and the secon d
lookinrg separately at the prediction of
acqfuirc speaking rigIsteniing, and read- ASVA13 11" 14" oA4 00 03i
ing skill s at the end of the language
tiai ninrg. DLAL3 0? 012 ii)

Since ft(e order with which predictor Demographics (1 00 Ok 0?)

tnieaso res are entIered 'into a regressioin Handedness 00 2; 0.' OL2
anai I si s can infl uenrce the analysis
rv'sidlt.ý sorie thoughit w~as given first to Prior FtL I raining .02 0'3 oa' 01 2

the basis of t his order. To optimize the Priof FL[ 1i'il:incy 01 01 C00 02 i'

costilienefits (if' implemnenting the re-
se~arch resuilt~s, it was, decided to stri-c- Motiv at Start 0.1 01 ol( 01 CQ

ei r&. thle ti e',ed 1ir'd ictiun mo del IT) a1T PAIi k 
3 

-ryT a.i 0'3 05" i' '3 (7,

order of In( reasing imnlletierit.;itIiTn
costs 'Flit isz, the meaV;SUres already (Y. o;rii~ St1' . .iA I) ., 0

bieing used to select and place 1)1 A stui- Fir~i~~01 W. 5 0". 03

dent,; t the AS VABl atnd the I)LAB) were
rinudud' first iii the prediction eqlua - O03. (lug Wj~i,' ~ r .. 1

tion . Hwse- wert- followed by tneasures
f*brY whichi data ý as already availahle. R 314) 2

tbtiughi riot pre:-cnitly1 used for studenit Adjuned R ' it 2
se-lectioin 1 lveuwiiraphic measuires i

(1.01,i ml (1w o readily obtained at low. Tabhle 3. %1%' 2 Snim ,rv SIMIlj'-ic for A'nakw, oC (n AI-
t'ii;t toi sýililort selection ilecisiouis Luined l'roliciemi.' in I uireign I ait,ti -. laIn.

I gu i, oo 11i;



Ohandedness., Prior Foreign Language PREMYOORAt

Train ing, Prior Floreigni Language GWoLIP SPANSH tG&.-MA IKRA L

Proficiency). Finally, measures which, i f
they "ere. included in DLI student se)lec-
Lion, would require administering and .00B o 01 ~0 0r 00

scoring additional instruments were 01 AB 00 00 , .01 0j

entered in~to the regression analyses. In .,V-.0 .01 ( 1 0
doing this, the motivational measures nWL..0 .1 0 0 .0

(Tirne 1 Motivation and Tim 2 Motiva- 0;JASýo 021 M0 .00 00

tion during Training) were entered first, Po,, F L lTa-rg .0'3 .10, 1.

followed by the Learning Strategies .02 .f

measures, the scores on the various Per- Nix FL Protc,emy 08.. 01 C2 0:3

siiality measures,, and then the scores Moliv. at btan.02 .01 00 00 0')

achieved onf the Ability measures other
than the ASVA B and DLAI3. The AMoti. DijrniV frain-j .13~ .03 "4 1 04"

measures falling into each of these blocks Leaii,nq'Arateg~es .03 00 '1 01 U3

of measures are indicated in Table 1.
P~rwn-Jdy .01 01 ý01 01 01

Table 2 presents the results of the Other Cog. Abdl~b. 02 .04' 0.1) 0

analysis coniducted on I)LIattr-ition, while
those forata i med proficiency in readiing,
spe'aking and listening in the foreign Ian- R t33 .32 V 17

gua~ge are d ispla'.'ed in, 'Fbls3, 4, and 5, Adlusjod R .18 1~' 4 4

respectively. In each of these tables, the N 1b4 I f 2 00 11
s tati'tic is the increment (if predictiv'
variance provided by each block of vari- Table 4. AR &Summnary Statistics for Anak-'sts oni

abls aid he (?tl dpenentmeaure Attainedl Proficiency in l:oreigli Language Speaking.
variance accouinted for by the prediction

on de Conclusions RU R4KLA

TFhe results presented in, rables 2-5 sup-
port the tol lowing conclu~sions: ASVAB 11 11 0" 30 02'.

Success in language learning at DIA VLAI3 00 '0 0" -

canIl be predictedl. -- D~espite the rigorouis j (0 ½ 0

stanrdards4 by whichl L)IA students are
seleeted, there remrainr systemnatic di f-~o : " 0

fe3'riens I et weel (hol se lW% ho 5 tict'ed at L1(' 1

1)1 from those who~ do not. Withi only a 1-1L rýNo) 0, 0 1

single except ion, the twenty' v prediction 0I' "I Prf 0e~ 1, t a

eqju;mions tested Mi this effort significrnt - moy. .dstwl 05. 04' 01 .0 01

iv predicted 1)1 a tt ri tion anrd achieved
flr io~n angage proficieriy. O n the M~~ r,~ ""g fO 1~ * (I

a ve r I .i tht lie gn~ iifica nt prediction eq ua- Lenrg'1a~.r0' 0' 04

lions iccoo nted llpr 281. of'the variance in
the cr-ite-rion nivasorres. 0'r~ioy0 1 Olt .2

Predict~ability varires across criiteiia
ofstultlnit sticcss -- I n general. student. R'
aitti'itill~ i.-15 well predlict~ed. byv the vari-
ahles, m)osd, red tha~n are the measuires ot Adjuladq 1' ;. . '

0111; riT);v be (fill, 1 'I tin fa('t CIAt attrition.I

oiliki' thei piroloicif-iiy tyivao~in-'4. isý I 'Table .5. A\I2 & Stlinirnm, Stal1i'li. I~ tof 11,11\d'. oll

(jichot(irrimli.; variable and ien('t' i' bv O's A itai'iedl iroflciericv i If I mrvigin I 111LýIlagv I i.,lcriliwg



nature rniore difficult to statistically relate to the predictor variables. Beyond this, the results miay
reflect the fact that the precursors of DLL attrition may fall outside even the comprehensive set of predic-

tors u,,;d in this research.

'[he three loreign langtage skills tested at the end if'training also diflered in their predictability, wýith

the prediction of attained speaking skill falling fat short of that fbr either reading or listening coin-

prehension. Since subsequent analysis confirmed that this difference could not le ,attributed to dil-
fierences int the way in which the three skills are scored on the I)IIF, this dilfh'rence is attriit~ahle to
either the inherent difficulty in reliably measuring speaking proficiency and/or the greater complexity

Involved in learning to generate language vs. interpreting that spoken or written by others.

Cognitive ability consistently predicts success in foreign language learning -- Where achieved
foreign langitage proficiency was most strongly predicted (Reading and Listening), the three types of

ability measures (ASVAB, L)LAB, Other Abilities) figured prominently in this prediction. Among these
predictors, the DI)AB appeared to be more valuable in predicting success in the ,nore difficult languages.
while the .ASVAB t ;T was more fruitful when applied with those which are less difficult. This difference

may reflect the greater power of the DLAB to discriminate differences in the very high ability ranges
found among students of Russian and Korean.

Non-cognitive measures offer significant potential in predicting success in acquiring foreign
language skills -- Student attitudes, motivation, and applied learning strategies, were prominent in

the preiliction of listening and reading skills, while motivation provided relatively considerable incre-
ments of prediction to the less predictable speaking skills. This result points to the potential valut, of

infproving students' DLI performance th-ough methods beyond more stringent selection. Futrther

analyses in this project will be directed to identifying the particular motivational dynamics and learn-
ing strategies underlying these results. It will he possible to apply these findings to identif'ying and I.vc-
tifying problems students consistently encounter in their language training which impede the ultimate

success in that training.



NEW TECiNOLOGIES FOR FOREIGN IANGUAGE TRAINING AND SUSTAINMENT

Melissa Holland, Stan Kostyla, Merryanna Swartz, Joe Psotka
U.S. Army Research Institute

The Problem

The data on loss of language skills reported in this symposium call for
ways to sustain those skills after students leave the Defense Language
Institute (DLI). This paper examines the potential of new technologies for
training foreign language skill and preventing its loss. To focus this
examination, we isolate a critical area of foreign language knowledge - the
specialized vocabulary needed for military jobs such as intelligence.

Acquiring and maintaining this specialized vocabulary is a problem for
military linguists. Job-specific linguistic knowledge is not taught at DLI but
is presented as part of learning center activities during subsequent job
training. In the case of interrogator training, for example (MOS 97E),students
must learn hundreds of new technical and military terms needed to conduct
questioning in a foreign language. Typically, these words are piasented in
list form and students are required to memorize the lists. But the method is
often ineffective.Tests given at the end of training, in wnich students
translate interrogation scripts to and from their target language, show
consistently low scores, which instructors attribute largely to students'
failure to grasp the necessary military vocabulary. Moreover, indications from
the field are that students rapidly forget the vocabulary they have acquired
once they leave school.

The need to train and sustain this job-critical terminology is a major
impetus of our current work. Sponsored by the U.S. Army Intelligence Center
and School (USAICS), we are exploring how to better teach job-specific language
skills by exploiting new technologies from the cognitive and computer sciences.
Our work should lead to systems that can not only train in the schoolhouse
but also sustain in the field, where instructors are in short supply and where
realistic experiences in the target language may be sporadic.

Addressing the Problem: Conceptuql Analysis

Our first step in addressing how to teach and sustain vocabulary was to ask
how words are organized in memory. The organization of the mental lexicon is
the topic of a body of psychological research in English - e.g., Collins and
Quillian (1972), Miller et al. (1988), Forster (1976). This research reveals
that memory for words is highly structured along principled logical and
semantic dimensions, as manifested in the systematic links between words in
memory. A prominent type of link is categorical inclusion - "canary-bird,"

"bird-animal," - in which the categories form a hierarchy of "is a" relations
(X is a [kind of] Y). Also prominent are part-whole links - "bird-wing,"
"man-arm." The mental lexicon can be thought of as a network of words with
multiple pre-existing interconnections t1at follow cornistent semantic
dimensions.



These pre-existing interconnections are important for storing and
retrieving words, as revealed in word recall studies and word association tests
(Tulving and Donaldson, 1972; Deese, 19t5). Words being recalled or
associatively produced tend to come together in clusters that reflect semantic
dimensions. For example, words referring to animals might cluster separately
from words referring to minerals, regardless of the order of words in the
original recall list. This clustering arises becaiuse words with prior memory
links serve as retrieval cues for each other.

Semantic interconnections aiLe e•qally critical for natural language use.
Words strongly linked in memory tend to prui or activate each other (Forster,
1976). For example, encountering the word "doctor" in a text primes memory for
related words like"nurse" and "hospital" and makes subsequent recognition of
those words easier and faster. This priming is critical in reading and
producing language, because semantically related words tend to co-occur in text
and discourse. Thus, being primed for sezontic associates strongly constrains
the reader-listener's expectations about "what comes next" in a sentence or
utterance. Being able to predict or limit what comes next has been shown to
vastly increase intelligibility of speech and comprehensibility of text.

Given the importance of a structured lexicon for native speakers' memory
for and use of words, acquiring this structure can be seen as a rational and
necessary goal for foreign language learners. Not only must learners grasp the
meaning of a new word in the strict sense of definition, external referent, and
rules of use, but they must also integrate thie word with other new words and
with the existing lexicon. To be effective, this integration should follow the
conventional logico-semantic organization found in native speakers. Arguably,
then, vocabulary training should introduce words in the same organized forT,
that they exist in memory.

Address inq the Problem: Hype-text Tools

Having identified the need to teach lexical structure, our next step was to
find suitable software tools. Given the multi-dimensional nature of lexical
connections, and the multi-modal nature of word representations in general
(written, pictorial, aud: Jory), we saw a hypertext system, like MdcIntosh's
HyperCard or Xc rox's i4oteCards, as a natural instructional medium. Hypertext
software allows a designer to create collections of informational nod•s of
different types and at different levels and link or cross-reference them,
forming a web of facts or conce-ts through which an enormous variety of routes
is possible. The links convey the relationships that exist among the concepts.
The linked nodes can then provide an environment for exploratory learning, in
which studrents trace routes open-endedly, jump between levels, and move in
different directions Alternrtively,the 1inked nodes can be used as the
underpinning for more directed instruction, in which, a student's path is
guided and branching hinges on analysis of the student's responses.

In addiuiun to cros-referencing nodes of infonmation, hypertext is
uniquely suited to linking nodes in several modia,such as text, graphics, wnd
sound. For exampJe, the written form of a word can be- lirned with an animatod
graphic or a pronunciation, which the student acx-esscs by touching (or
buttoning) the spot on the screen whore t-Ie word is displayed. A screen can
have several su,-h 'hotspots" that o(.xn up .urther mwos of repres-entation when
activated. Multi-meadia repre.catt n. uLic as t-his cor•stit-ute a basic



building block of vocabulary teaching. In addition, the capability to tie the
representations together in patterns allows a hypertext database to mirror
rather directly the structure of lexical knowledge, with its semantic domains
and its web of connections within and between dcmains.

The most ambitious attempt to build a computerized lexical network is the
continuing work of George Miller and associates (Miller, Fellbaum, Kegl, and
Miller, 1988), who are developing an on-line reference system, called WordNet,
designed to capture the organization of word memory in English. WordNet links
words according to the conceptual relations of class inclusion ("is-a"),
part-whole, antonym, and synonymy. These four relations figure saliently in
psycholinguistic studies of word memory, recognition, and usage. Equally
salient in linguistic analyses, they occur pervasively in the surface structure
of written and oral discourse. For example, subordinate-superordinate shifts
are common in question-answer routines in everyday conversation as well as in
interrogations. Among the applications envisioned for WordNet is an
instructional aid in hypertext that displays conceptual links between words so
that a learner can freely peruse them.

If the WordNet method were used to construct networks in other languages,
learners of these languages could browse the networks, or do exercises with
them, and thereby - we hypothesize - acquire, practice, and strengthen
important lexical linkages. Prior evidence from presenting semantically
organized mappings of words suggests that this method may be very effective for
word learning in foreign languages (Carter, 1987; Cornu, 1979; Meara and Ingle,
1986). This method approaches an immersion technique, relying on word
configurations in the foreign language while bypassing native-language
mediators. The use of native-language mediators, as when Learners study lists
of foreign and English word pairs and encode the pairings, appears to promote
translation strategies and curb the development of second-language fluency
(Fuentes, 1986). Fluency builds up most rapidly through immersion in the
second language, which fosters direct connection of utterance with meaning and
inhibits the mental step of translating to and from the native language
(Hamburger, 1988).

Illustratingq the Power of Hypertext: Three Prototype Systems

To illustrate the potential of hypertext to create imnersion style
environments that display inter-word ties, we describe complementary aspects of
three systems being_ develorx[d at the Army Research Institute. Each system
builds on Miller's WordNet idea and on the extensive psycholinguistic research
thiat supports it.

vOr' tree-s. 'T1e li rst syc•tem is base<d on a relatively simple idea - to
disply te network of a relationships that characterize the military
lexicon used] in interrogation. We took the list of several hundred specialized
terms given to 97L. anrd rouxx1d them into seirantic domwins, like terrain
features, officer ranks, and weapons ar] tirearms. Most of the domains feature
nouns, but sore contain verbs, like thosce referring to information gathering or
terrorist activities. We attemptei to crete "is-a" hierarchies with the words
in each dov'viin. Mnmy dor-kinr; lent thexý,clves cjracetully to this kind of
ana]lysis, ark] ther' ixfcm- the data for a WordlNet-] ike le]rning envirornent.
We are tran;ltir~j the "is-a'' hierar-ciier into eleted toreiIn languages and
implerCnti:. ; the, as hyp t 'rtrext word tref.< usi i tJhe Xerox Notecards system.



NoteCards displays the subordinate and superordinate links surrounding any word
the user chooses, as seen below in the partial configuration of French words
for weapons ("armes"):

pistolet
> canon

-> arnes a repetition - L-> fusil
-> armes a feu

-> armes a tir automatique
armes

-> les explosifs
-> armes du choc >arme a rayonnement

-> armes atomiques renforceeLI
I>arme nucleaire

In addition to displaying these links, NoteCards permits the user to go back
and forth between the tree and other "cards" of information that pop up like
windows inset on the screen. For each word in a hierarchy we created a card
that gives a set of synonyms, some grammatical points, a sample sentence
illustrating word usage, and an English trans] :tion. Users who want to see
this extra information can choose it by butto .g a word in the hierarchy.
Several cards could appear on the screen at once depending on the type of
info-rmation the user requests.

At this point we have created a browser rather than directed exercises. We
will try out the system with students at USAICS to see how well a flexible,
learner-controlled environment works for advanced language learners. The next
two systems couple learning by exploration with more directed, interactive
instruction.

HyperLexicon. A small prototype system known as HyperLexicon displays
networks of common words in English. it was designed to demonstrate the
capabilities of MacIntosh's HyperCard to couple verbal with graphical
representations of meaning. The initial meaning of a word is given by its
place in either an "is-a" or apart-whole hierarchy, based on the WordNet
principle. The words below, for example, are shown in part-whole relation to

nran/ \
head arm ]leg/ '\\

nose hair foot

To explore analogous concepts, the user can view simultaneously three other
hierarchies on the screen - showing the parts of aninils corresponding to the
parts of a man. The user can even work across hLerarchies by p>iring parallel
words, like "foot" and "hoof," and get fec&lback on whether the parallel holds.
By buttoning on a word in the hierarchy, the user can see a still or moving
picture depicting the referrnt. For worls in the se<t of analogous hierarchies,
the picture appears in a s of four, at w•atever level of the hierarchy the
user indicates - thus, for "foot" there would be illust.rat ions of a foot, hoof,
paw, an] (bird's) foot in (Al, of the sc:reen's uawdrants. Ihce='• pictures can



be fairly easily constructed by using HyperCard's library of graphical icons or
by digitizing existing hard copy images.

HyperLexicon also has a segment integrating verb and noun hierarchies -

such as verbs of eating (e.g., "ingest," "lap," "dine") and animate nouns
(e.g., "animals," "cats," "people"). The user can pair verbs and nouns across
hierarchies and get feedback on the appropriateness of the selection. The
feedback is aimed at teaching and exercising knowledge of selectional
restrictions, that is, the semantic and syntactic constraints on the kinds of
subjects and objects verbs take (thus, "eat" takes an animate subject and
"dine" requires a specifically human subject, except in metaphorical uses).
Knowledge of selectional rules is a core component of a native speaker's
competence.

As a final instructional device, motion verbs in HyperLexicon - like
"hwalk," "run," and "swim" - are arranged not hierarchically but in a geometric
network in which spatial distance indicates semantic distance. Thus "walk" and
"run" are set close together and "swim" is set farther away - another method of
conveying meaning relationships iconically. Using the HyperLexicon structure,
wc can easily translate the word tokens into a second language and try out the
devices of analogous trees, pictures, and semantic geometries with language
learners.

lpxNet. A more advanced system called LexNet in Situ integrates semantic
hierarchies like those above with realistic sentence and paragraph contexts.
Applied to the domain of French words for military intelligence, this system is
also ix~lemented in HyperCard. Potentially unfamiliar words are first
encountered in paragraphs that resemble a real intelligence report. When the
user buttons a word, a pop-up menu appears with options of hearing the word,
seeing a new sentence context, getting an English translation, or seeing a
graphical representation that shows where the word fits in a network of related
words. These networks organize words not only according to "is-a" hierarchies
but also according to synonymy and antonym - two relations central to the
cohesive structure of paragraphs and critical to a native speaker's fluency.
To build automaticity in using these relations, the learner can rapidly
alternate between synonym and antonym trees for a given word.

After traversing the various network structures given by LexNet, users can
practice forming their own networks. The user first chooses to deal with a
particular relation, like synonymy, and is then shown a group of words strewn
on the screen, some of which are synonyms. The user employs simple HyperCard
facilities to move words across the screen and draw links between them.
Althouxh the system is not sophisticated enough at this point to give feedback
on whether synonyms are connected correctly, this caipability is well within the
limits of ilypercard]. At this point, the system prints out all the user's
responses and a teacher or fellco student can check them. In fact, this form
of evaluation is required for another LcxNet exercise: writing your own
sentences using words from the tre-es and piragraphs.

A final type of exercise is the comixn cloze procedure, in which the user
see-, a paragraph with occasionil blanks and tills in the blanks with words from
a pool listed at the bottom of th(. .iren. 'Ihe p rognim dŽ iver:s feciback on
the correctess or appropr i, •ttin'sý;; of r L-•[•Irn,..,_-.



The aim of this array of exercises is to coordinate lexical knowleige with
its use in text and talk. learners are expected both to acquire the relatively
abstract associations we have called lexical structure and to gain facility in
retrieving and using this structure for the concrete tasks of writing,
speaking, and understanding. The user is intended to build autcmaticity of
word linkages through exposure to and practice with word networks and
flexibility of linkages through observing and using the words in varying
contexts. choosing appropriate conparison interventions, we will assess the
effectiveness, usability, and acceptability of the finished system with
military linguists.

Our modus operandi in developing these systems is to find out what aspects
of language are vulnerable to loss and then to tap what linguistics, discourse
analysis, and cognitive science have to say about these aspects: what do
native speakers need to know to be ccipetent in them? We then exploit relevant
technology to design ways to teach or sustain this knowledge given limited
chances for instructor interaction. Future efforts will apply artificial
intelligence tools such as natural language processing to analyze, diagnose
errors in, and respond to student discourse.
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RESEARCH ON TRAINING WITH SISMIATED NE2RKIING TE IDGY (SINNET)

Dr. Jack H. Hiller, Chair
U.S. Army Research Institute

Alexandria, Virginia

This panel presents the goals and research approaches for designing a
coMprehensive training and evaluation program for SIMUrLATION NFIM)RKING
(SIMNET) technology. This technology promises to expand the opportunities
units may have for collective training (principally, ccmumand and control) at
platoon, company and battalion echelons (and perhaps higher). The panel
starts with a discussion of the research opportunity inherent in SIMNET for
examining issues related to (1) developing a performance neasurement system for
SfIMNET, (2) formulating training strategies for SIMNET that maximize training
benefits to units, and (3) building a global training strategy that integrates
SIMNET into the total Army training system. The remaining papers present major
results achieved on primary program objectives. The panel concludes with a
discussion of the research program from a behavioral research and combined arms
training perspectives.
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THE SIMNET OPPORTUNITY FOR RESEARCH ON TRAINING
AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

JACK H. HILLER

U.S. ARMY RESEARCH INSTITUTE

1. Introduction. SIMNET technology is highly promising, but
there are certain topics and issues that merit discussion,
particularly concerning how SIMNET training may be related to the
current best simulation for training heavy forces, the National
Training Center, NTC:

a. Army Goals of Home Station, NTC, and SiMNET Training;
b. Techniques for Measuring Unit Performance;
c. Invalid Use of SIMNET and NTC Performance Data for OERs;
d. Use of NTC to Validate Experimental SIMNET Trainingc
e. Value of Procedural Task Performance Measurement;
f. Impact of Differences between NTC and Combat;
g. Grand Training Strategy

Each of these topics is briefly discussed below to set the stage
for this session.

2. Goal of Army Unit Training. FM25-100 (Draft) states that the
chain of command is to focus on its Mission Essential Task List
(METL) as a strategy for managing training in the face of all of
the possible time-demanding tasks confronting a garrison Army.
NTC, SIMNET, Home-Station field training exercises (FTXs) , etc.,
simply offer different ways of conducting training to
achieve/maintain combat proficiency by focusing on each unit's
METL. Successful performance at the NTC or in training conducted
on SIMNET would be a valid indicator of a unit's combat
preparation only to th" extent that:

* the missions/tasks included in SIMNET and NTC correspond

to the unit's METL;

* the mission scenarios faithfully reflect the conditions

of combat.

3. Techniques for Measuring Unit Performance. PI has proposed
a three dimensional model, at Figure 1, for measuring performance
(Hiller, 1987). Briefly stated, the three measurement dimensions
are:

* Battle outcomes, as measured by enemy and friendly

attrition, and terrain control using the Multiple
Integrated Laser System (MILES) for objective scoring;

Task performance scored for conformity with Army Training
and Evaluation Program and Army Mission Training Plan
(ARTEP/AMTP) procedural task star.,daiLs;
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Expert judgment keyed to major performance dimensions,

such as the operating systems, using rating scales,
and with explanations required for ratings departing
from average scores.

Measures produced with this model should have the potential for
providing trainers with enhanced performance feedback and
researchers with information useful for determining possible
Lessons Learned in training and doctrine.

4. Application of Unit Performance and Performance Effectiveness
Scores to OERs. Application of any of the three measurement
dimensions to score any unit's performance on a mission conducted
on SIMNET or at the NTC will not necessarily produce measurement
of the unit's performance effectiveness. The reason derives from
variability in conditions under which the mission was performed:
for example, fighting the NTC OPFOR vs another unit from the same
division. Under no circumstances should the research community
argue for standardized performance conditions where units are
training to mastery levels, because of the need to learn how to
deal with the surprise and the "fog of war." Because of natural
and controlled variation in conditions of performance difficulty,
scoring a unit's performance effectiveness is complicated and
innerently unreliable. Mechanical use of performance scores for
rating unit and leader effectiveness is intrinsically invalid.
Mechanical use of performance effectiveness scores is suitable
for research and training feedback but, because of uncertain
reliability, would not meet legal or ethical requirements for
fairness if applied directly to Officer Efficiency Ratings
(OERs). However, the chain of command necessarily considers unit
training performance when evaluating leaders but could not and
should not attempt to use scores out of context.

5. Use of NTC Performance to Validate Experimental SIMNET
Trair~ng and Feedback Designs. The issue is the need to check
tb... value of experimental SIMNET training program designs against
an external criterion. The strategy selected is to see it units
having had SIMNET in their train-up do better at the NTC than
other units (for research purposes only). A metnodology for
measuring and comparing unit performance is found in the three
dimensional ARI model described above. The application of the
outcome measurement scheme is straightforward. However,
implementation of tne metnodology for measuring task performance
requires further explanation.

6. Value of Procedural Task Performance Measurement. Research
conducted by ARI, with BDM support, over the past three years
under Combined Arms Training Board (CATA) and NTC sponsorship has
created an expanded, retined ARTEP design which will serve as
the model for future TRADOC school and center ARTEP development.
Many of the procedural tasks in the refined ARTEP are equally
and highly relevant to NTC and SIMNET training. Go and NO GO
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scores have a direct, meaningful interpretation for training,
e.g., "Platoon elements always remain within supporting anti-
armor direct fire range of one another." SIMNET technology
offers a tremendous opportunity to observe, measure, record,
and provide training feedback with reliability and precision
unattainable out in the field. For example, platoon distribu-
tion of fire, command and control communications, and the opening
time for firing (trigger-pulling time) can be precisely and
easily found in SIMNET, but they are very hard to determine
during simulated combat on real terrain.

7. Impact of the Limitations in Realism of Combat Siwulated at
the NTC. NTC has been selected as the criterion or "ground
truth" tor evaluating experimental SIMNET training simply because
it is without cnallenge the most realistic combat simulation for
the combined arms routinely available. However, the NTC has
limitations in simulating features of combat that SIMNET can
represent. For example, SIMNET may play artillery, close air
support and air defense more realistically than the NTC. It is
therefore possible that command, control, and tactical decision
making skills learned in SIMNET would not be fully exercised and
measured at tne NTC. In this regard, important skills acquired
while training with SIMNET might not be adequately reflected when
measuring performance at NTC to test the effectiveness of SIMNET
training. It is also conceivable that units could spend too much
time on SIMNET and thereby fail to acquire those skills that
SIMNET does not exercise, e.g., digging-in, camoufiaging, and
emplacing obstacles. However, any such deficiencies would be
refiected by NTC performance measures.

8. Grand Training Strategy. It is possible that units who do
not train enough on real equipment out in the field may not be
able to capitalize on the command and control skills gained in
SIMNET. We can expect some balance cf weaoons systems live fire
and simulation training, small unit t:eld training, and company
team and oattalion task force command/control training with
SIMNLT to be optimal; but we currently lack any empirical data
to validate strategies tor allocating training time. Research
described in this session should eventually progress from design
of theoretical models to empirical tryouts and validation.
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THE SIMNET RESEARCH PROGRAM:
Overview and Performance Measurement System Progress

Richard Vestewig, Ph.D.

Perceptronics, Inc.

21135 Erwin Street
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

Introduction

DARPA's Large Scale Simulation Networking (SIMNET) program is a breakthrough concept in

training. Present plans are for the production of approximately 250 simulators to be installed at
sites in the US and in Europe. The capability to network these simulators makes possible training
in unit coordination and command and control that hitherto has been achieved only during exercises

at the National Training Center.

SIMNET also offers unprecedented opportunities for research into weapon system design,

training effectiveness, performance measurement, and training system management concepts.
ARI's program, "Unit Performance Measurement and Training Program Design for Networked

Simulators", addresses the last two areas. Most simulators at best allow research on transfer from

the simulator to the actual equipment. Although this is important, a battle is won or lost on how
each weapon system acts in concert with all others. Being able to objectively evaluate coordinated

action means that tactics, mission, and utilization can all be examined in their most relavant context.

Dealing in this larger context makes possible new applications of performance measurement and
training program integration.

Although SIMNET is objectively a set of networked part task trainers, conceptually it has much
greater scope. Each simulator is a "window" onto the battlefield. The CRI world is the arena for

all action and interaction. Much more than simulating the physical weapon system, SIMNET

simulates the battlefield; the simuhlator itself is almnost incidental. In addition, the cntire SIMNIH"
complex makes up the rest of the simulation, since planning, preparation, and After Action
Reviews also take place there before and atter the simulators engage each other in battle. In this

larger context SIMNE-T is much more akin to the National Training Center than it is to a trauner,
since the NTC provides a comnmil ground for each parlicipant to inteiract with all others.

The value of SIMNEIT for the research wodrld lies in the control and data collection capabilities.

Vehicles can be placed anywhere il the terrain data base, and their movemcilts monitored in reaI
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time. Information passed over the network to control the simulation provides location and fire
events, so that each shot can be exactly traced from its inception to its result. Moreover, important
information on vehicle status, such as initial fuel and ammunition stores, provide unit commanders
and exercise evaluators with insight on these how resources are managed in a coordinated battle.

Many of the data passed over the network have analogues in the data collection capability at the
National Training Center, especially data on vehicle location and firing events. The limitations of
MILES lead to ambiguities in determining the effect of each round, so that accurate determination
of fire is much less possible at the NTC than in SIMNET. However, communications are
routinely collected at NTC, whereas they are not at the SIMNET facility (although inclusion of this
is being implemented). Design of a performance measurement system for SIMNET should have
maximal commonality with that available at NTC so that performance can be compared.

Although NTC and SIMNET have impressive data collection and recording capability, each is still
only a simulation of battle. Each has artificialities that make suspect any claim that fidelity is high
enough to reflect all contingencies of the actual battlefield. Therefore, conclusions drawn from
research in each of these arenas must be tempered with consideration of how the settings differ
from actual battle. NTC, for example, does not simulate well indirect fire or close air support.
SIMNET does not as yet simulate infantry, allow terrain modification, or require that commanders
deal with casualities. If these conditions change how a commander performs, then transfer to
actual battlefield conditions, or even between exercises on SIMNET and NTC, will be lessened.
Any research program involving these simulations must clearly understand their limitations so that

conclusions can be appropriately drawn.

Goals of the Research Program and Performance Meastirement System

ARI's "Unit Performance Measurement and Training Progranm Design for Networked Siimulators"

has ambitous goals. Performance mueasuremcent entails the development of a data collection,
analysis, and interpretation capability, using to the extent possible off the shelf software and
hardware compatible with US Army standard, and building upon work underway at the Na,,,nal

Training Center. Training program ldesign addresses the use of SIMNI T N as a training environment

and how SIMNI-T fits into an overall training management system. In addition, the program

examines a possible global training strategy and management system for the upcoming Close
Combat Tactical Training (C ,'y' system. ('(CI'" is to be developed using tile SININET concept,
and is being procured by PM TRAI)I-.

The success each of these ohjectives requires hcose coordination with various activities in the user
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community as well as the research community. Representatives from PM TRADE, CATA,
TRADOC, and the Armor School are attending periodic program reviews to ensure relevance and
useability of the products.

The performance. ieasurement system for SIMNET will key on relevant ARTEPs and AMTPs to
provide a framework for evaluating performance. The specific focus will be the 2A Experimental
AMTP being developed for ART. 2A addresses training objectives to support training and

evaluation of units at the National Training Center, and uses standard mission scenarios, such as
Hasty Attack and Defend, as organization templates. "ne performance measurement system will be

based on a software architecture which collects and analyzes data carned on the SIMNET network,
and on inputting observer evaluation data for those tasks which cannot be collected automatically.
One of the critical tasks, underway now, is determining the degree zo which data can be collected
automatically from the SIMNET network, and h, ¢v much observer/controller input is required.

The primary goal of the performance measurement system is to help the unit commander by

allowing him to review the results of his unit's exercise in SIMNET on hardware available at his
home station, and plan additional training accordingly. Ideally, if SIMNET is used before a
rotation at NTC, the unit can potentially practice and perfect skills so that the exercises at the NTC

are more beneficial. However, the system will also have additional statistical analysis and graphics
capability to allow the researcher to perform moresophisticated analysis. Finally, the system will
have data formats compatible with NTC archives so that analysis can be performed on each data set

using the same tools.

ttow best to use SIMNET as a training environment is of paramount importance. SIMNET is
presently used both in fiee play, manned force on force exerciscs to imulate the unpredictability of

actual opponents, and in exercises developed by the unit commander to practice particular skills.
DARPA is also developing a semi automated OPFOR to fill out the battlefield and provide

opponents with particular characteristics. This program i:; developing a prototype training strategy
and management system for SIM'iF.T so that each exercise meets specific training goals. Important

questions being addressed are the identification of prerequisite skills so that positive transfer to
operational equipmen, Occurs and negative transfer (especially potentially dangcrous perfomlance
such as driver safety errors) does 1ot occur, scenario design to meet training goals at particular
points in a learning curve; and feedback ard control guidelines for exercise manaIlgement.

The final goal of the program is the integration ot SIMNNFT, and the eventual (VIT, into the total
set of training devices, exercises, and decisiF.n aids fer the unit commander and training manaer.
SI NI-NT is not intended to replace any training systenv indeed, as a comnnmand and control training

system, it assumes that basic procelire and skills on Cetuipment operition arc provided hy other

, !q';
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training capabilities. Hlowever, SIMNET's unique features as a battlefield simulation, and its

intended broad distribution, requires knowledge of its strengths and weaknesses in training so it

can be well integrated with live fire exercises, TEWTs, STXs, UCOtFl", and command group battle

simulations. Sequencing, time speot, and remediation for SIMNET must be addressed. In

addition, as the Army develops and installs the Integrated Training Management System (ITMS),
SIMNET and CCTT must be integrated into the total training management capability for which

ITMS aids training decision:;.

The remainder of this paper will address progress in the development of the SIMNET Performance

Measurement System and its features. Other papers will address progress in development of

training management, 2A insertion, exercise plarning, and user coordination.

Progress on Performance Measurement and Software Package Development

The Unit Performance Measurement program has a number of software dcliverables focusing on

automated data collection, performance measurement, and training management for SIMNET. The

goal is a modular software architecture so that all software components can be accessed from a

common interface. This developmen philosophy reduces the likelihood of redundancy, or the

necessity to modify earlier modules to account for later development.

The heart of the software is the SIMNF.T performance measurement systemn. Our goal was to be as

responsive to two important user groups. The first is the unit commander, who needs to review

and replay SIMNET exercises to help determine areas of good and had performnance, ano suggest

additional training needs. The second is the researcher, who requires more sophisticated data
analysis tools and the ability to analyze data from at least two sources, namely SININET and the

ARI NTC Archives.

Eq:ually important as user releva ncc is an acces:ible hardware and software platform The

SIMNINT data capture and analysis package is I(C/AT based, compatible vith the standard military

personal computer, the Zenith 2-18. D)ata can be directlv collected from thc SININElT local area
network, and stored on hard or tl lppy disk. T'he? can be replayed or analyzed using dedicatcd

functions, or an ( ff the shelf statistical package. D)ata are stored in a relational data base compatible

with the ARI NI(' Archive dala.

The SI1_Ni T NN ttvork Irottoc 1DI )ata fromn th SI \1 MNlI'" local arca net consist o• digital protcols

conve i ng veh ic Ic a ppcarancc, status, firing events, and othcr datal ý\ L;ich portra'y cach vehicle to

others om the ncTwhrk. T[he riritý ()t' protoco)ls are \'chiclc pe arance pa'Ckets, Wh1ich ive
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information such as exact location, relative gun,turret, and hull location- role (friend or foe),
company, and bumper numnber; velocity, engine speed, and velocity vector. Vehicle Appearance
packets are broadcast on the net at a minimum of once every five seconds and a maximum of once
every 1/15 second. Consequently, at the simplest level of analysis, collecting consecutive Vehicle
Appcarance packets allows tracking each vehicle over the terrain data base. Since turret azimuth
and elevation are also shown, the Vehicle Appearance Packet also determines successful or
unsuccessful fire.

The next most common data packets denote i'lring events. These include the Fire packet, which
indicates the firing vehicle, the target, and information aoout ammunition fired; and Vehicle Impact
or Ground Impact packet. Again, at a simple analysis level, all firing events by a vehicle can be
tracked, as well as any damage caused by ancther vehicle's ire.

The data retrieval system simply collects all of the data pac ,ets and stores them in hexadecimal
format. To date, we have successfully collected dat,, both at the mini-network at Perceptronics and
at the SIMNET facility at Fort Knox. Although all data are collected, only the four data packets
described above are presently stored, since these appear to have the most relevance for
performance measurement. Approximately 6 hours of a nominal 20 vehicle exercise can be stored
on a 40 MB disk. Using data formats which display each packet in "huroan readable" form, we
have tracked the hisiory of any designated vehicle, including its movement and any, fire
engagements with other vehicles on the net. Note, however that using these data for measurement
of platoon and cororany effectiveness requires aggregation of the performance of individual
vehicles.

Hardware and Software Cornponents I lardware components of the system consist of a PC/AT or
cOmpatible, preferably with a 40%Mb hard disk: a XL...XN network analv7cr board (PC sl,,t

compatible); monitor and printer.

Softw'are :oqsi.;ts of NIS DOS; MS Windows tor interface .rd control design: XQL relational data
base (cornpatifll with NT(" data st( rage); XL .AN data collection softtware (supplicd -, off the shelt1
statistical analyss package: and cnmtractor dcvlcl pd data display format. eontr, l inrrr.ar', and

mnivsion suirllu v data adapted fr(lfm NT('" AAR f,, rnatý,.

Commonality with Other l )ata tascs (Clarlv, the ahility to,;- t da'. in and of itCl d(o(,-
notinake a useahle prt(•IrmanIe mtieasurcnti \tll. RCeqliretd are indic._tIo {I\ 1WFpctnnl.'c that
relate to slcCCCsvftll or nnsucceev oil outcome. I 'utle. hii, sction addIcsII i' , ctIhrt, , hj\,1

relate SIMNI- data to imp1 rtant data tae, an4  Vmrtrnunc," t'1l,,.'10
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The four most common SIMNET data packets, accounting for over 95% of total network traffic,

provide information on vehicle appearance and fire events. Although this information may appear

limited, these data form the basis of data collected during NTC exercises. The results of a

comparability analysis between the NTC Archive data base and the SIMNET data packets shows

that these four packets are analogous to over 80% of the variables in the NTC Archive data base.

Our analysis shows that collecting an additional four packets will acount for the remainder.

Note, however, that this high degree of commonality does not indicate that we have a useful

performance measurement data set, but rather that each data set is limited to the constraints of data

collection at both SIMNET and the NTC. An additional analysis underway is the degree to which

tasks and measures of performance in the 2A Experimental AMTP can be collected and analyzed

automatically by this hardware/software from the SIMNET network. To the extent they cannot,

observers and the unit commander may be necessary to provide the evaluation. The data collection

and analysis package has the provision for inputting observer data and evaluating it against the

measurement scale developed for 2A.

To the extent that all phases of the mission are evaluated - Planning, Preperation, and Execution -

observer data will be necessary, since the Planning and Preparation phases take place outside of the

simulators themselves. To reduce the amount of observer data and hence the number of observers,

the performance measurement system may consider the determination of critical events whose

performance varies strongly with other events and exercise outcome.

Conclusions and Next Steps

At this point in the program good progress is being made in the develoment of L'.e performance

measurement system for SIMNET. Still to be addressed are the integration of an exercise planning

and control function which will aid the unit commander in setting up SIMNET exercises relevant to

his training goals; and integration with the training management function of ITMS to provide an

overall context for perfonnance evaluation and training program design. We believe that succes in

these areas can lead to better trained soldiers for the combined arms battlefield of the present and

future.



Global Training Strategy For The Simulation Network
Jim L. Madden

The BDM Corporation

The purpose of this paper is to describe the underlying models
which provide the foundation for a major portion of the Army Research
Institute's (ARI) research program in support of Unit Performance
Measurement and Training Program Design for Networked Simulators.

The specific focus of the paper is on the following subtasks:

Subtask 1b: Analyze potential Simulation Network (SIMNET) concepts and
application and develop recommendations for a global training strategy
for SIMNET placed within the larger Army training system generally and
the Integrated Training Management System (ITMS) in particular:

Subtask 2c: Analyze linkages between ITMS and a SIMNET management
system and identify implications for functional requirements for system
to prescribe training events, user interface requirements, and
ITMS/SIMNET compatibility; and

Subtask 3c: Analyze implications of ITMS maturations for the Close
Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT) training management system and make
recommendations for functional requirements for CCTT training management
system, user interface requirements, and CCTT/ITMS compatibility.

Due to the fact that this research program is still in its early
stages, the preliminary models and systems described in this paper have
not as yet been approved by either ARI or the Army. As such, at this
point in time they represent only the views of the author and his
colleagues.

The development of a global training strategy for placing the
Simulation Network and its follow-on Army production version, the Close
Combat Tactical Trainer , within the larger Army training system first
requires the definition of this larger system.

While the Army has developed numerous models for unit training
systems, the latest being the training management cycle in FM 25-100,
Training The Force, it does not currently possess a comprehensive model
which describes its larger system. Such a model can be derived,
however, by starting with the Army's initial model, developed in the
early seventies by the Board Fjr Dynamic Training, and updating it in
accordance with subsequent changes which have occurred in Army training
systems and policies.

The crux of such a system is depicted in Figure 1.
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• SAND TABLE EXERCISE SAND TABLE EXERCISE
* TACTICAL EX W/O TROOPS TACTICAL EX W/O TROOPS

Figure 1 - Extract From Global Trainiin Strategy

It places all of the Army's contemporary generic training systems
within the context of institutional training (depicted on the left) and
unit training (depicted on the right). It further breaks these training
exercises down with regard to those which support collective, command
and staff, and individual training. Since the types of training
exercise involved are a function of the echelon being addressed, it
should be noted that the above diagram is focused on the battalion
level. As noted earlier, the specific placement of the various
exercises depicted is preliminary and has not yet been reviewed by
appropriate Army agencies.

An inspection of Figure 1 indicates that Simulation Network
supported exercises have been identified as only supporting collective
training within units. This has been done as the result of a
preliminary analysis which indicates that the replacement of traditional
forms of collective training in units with SIMNET exercises provides a
potential payoff which is several orders of magnitude greater than any
other possible application.

A portion of this analysis is depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 - Extract From SIMNET Application Analysis

The purpose of this analysis was to identify the highest payoff
applications for SIMNET exercises in order to provide a focus for the
research effort. While the limitations on the length of this paper do
not permit a discussion of how the above findings were arrived at, a few
comments may be of interest to the reader. It will be noted that SIMNET
has not been indicated as an acceptable substitute for a Battle
Simulation or Command Post Exercise even though considerable work is
ongoing to enable SIMNET to fulfill this role. This has been done for
two reasons. First, as noted in Figure 2, command and staff exercises
have been intentionally developed within the Army's multi-echelon
training philosophy to support the training of those personnel without
the participation of subordinate units. The incorporation of SIMNET
Combat Vehicle Simulators (CVS) for subordinate units into command and
staff training exercises would thus defeat the purpose of these
exercises and the piovision of CVS for the commander and his staff is
envisioned as providing only an extremely marginal payoff since they
could only be used to view terrain, not the actual unfolding of the
battle, Second, if you should add CVSs to command and staff exercises,



you would in reality have a SIMNET supported collective training
exercise, such as a Field Training Exercise or a Tactical Engagement
Simulation Exercise. The preliminary conclusions reached after this
type of analysis indicates that the singularly highest payoff from
SIMNET will come from its replacement of collective training exercises
within field units and as such this portion of the research program has
focused SIMNET's use in that capacity.

The second factor which impacts on an investigation of how SIMNET
can best be utilized is a function of the training management and
training process within a unit. This process has recently been redefined
in Field Manual 25-100, Training the Force, and will be further
articulated in the soon to be completed Field Manual 25-XX, Training
the Battalion. The overall process from which the training management
cycle in FM 25-100 is derived is depicted in Figure 3.

TRAINING 4 TRAINING PLAN, PREPARE, EVALUATE
RESOUCES MANAGEMENT & CONDUCT TRAINING TRAINING

Select best mix of Plan, prepare, Evaluate

WAR PLANS training exercises and conduct most unit's

& DIRECTIVES to sustain profi- effective and ability
ciency on mission efficient exercise to meet
essential tasks possible to enable AMTP

AMTP & STP / with available unit to meet AMTP standards
TASKS, resources standards for on

CONDITIONS, designated tasks designated
& STANDARDS tasks

AMTP AFTERTRENDLINE !EALA STATION
ACTIOANALYSIS W VI

~S TION IVOV

Figure 3 - Unit Training Process

The research effort defined by the subtasks listed at the
beginning of this paper focuses on the training management component of
this process. Other subtasks within the overall ARI research effort
focus on various other components such as the evaluation criteria and
the planning and preparation of a training exercise. The relationship
of the Home Station Workstation concept to SIMNET and the applicability
of the Army's Trendline Analysis program of SIMNET data, however, are
beyond the current scope of the ARI program.

An expansion of the training management component is depicted in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4 - Unit Training Management Process

As indicated, this entire ptocess culminates with the development
of a training program or plan which matches Mission Essential Task List
(METL) tasks which require training with resourced events such as a
SIMNET supported collective training exercise.

Automation support to assist unit commanders implement this
process is currently under development within the Standard Army Training
System (SATS) program (formerly the Integrated Training Management
System program). As such, no additional SiMNET unique automated
training management support is required for SIMNET. This does not
preclude the necessity, however, for automation support for the
planning, preparation, conduct, and evaluation of a SIMNET exercise once
it has been selected within the management process and the requirement
for such automation is currently being examined within other tasks
within the overall ARI program.

The real issue at hand is thus the match between tasks which have
been selected for training within SATS and the training events (or
exercises) which can be resourced. If SIMNET could support all tasks,
this would be a uninteresting problem. Initial indications, however,
indicated that SIMNET in its current form cannot support all of the
tasks contained in current ARTEP Mission Training Plans (AMTP), which in
turn will form the basis for the derivation of most unit's METLs.

The primary focus of the research program described in this paper
is the determination of the relationship of AMTP tasks to alternative
training exercise options.

Certain tasks, such as "Breach Defended Obstacle," Perform Air
Assault," and "Perform NBC Operations" are clearly beyond the capability
of the current SIMNET system to support. Other tasks, such as those
indicated ir Pigure 5 require a more detailed analysis at the subtask
level.



TF ASSAULTS SIM FTX BS CFX ST TEWT
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TF DEFENDS
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Figure 5 - Analysis of Match Between Subtasks and Alternative Exercises

The coding represents either a high order match (H), a moderate
match (M) or no match. As indicated, little problem is encountered with
the offensive task of "TF Assaults." With regard to the defensive task
of "TF Defends," however, serious limitations exist with regard to the
capability to support the subtask of "Battalion TF Prepares a Defense"
-- vehicles cannot be dug in or camouflaged, routes cannot be marked,
personnel cannot be dismounted and placed in observation posts, etc. As
such, if the SIMNET is utilized to support this task, the unit's
training program should schedule a Tactical Exercise WiLhout Troops or
some other appropriate exercise to augment the SIMNET exercise with
respect to this subtask. An finally, the figure indicates that the
subtask analysis of the task "TF Performs Relief in Place (Night)"
cannot effectively be supported with a SIMNET exercise.

Once these task to event relationships have been identified (in a
far more rigorous manner than indicated here) they will be incorporated
into SATS and also very likely serve as the basis for prioritization of
further SIMNET upgrades and related training system developments.
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THE SIMNET RESEARCH PROGRAM:
AN OVERVIEW

Thomas J. Lubaczewski
Perceptronics, Inc.

2500 South 4th Street
Leavenworth, KS 66048

ABSTRACT:

This paper provides an overview of the research objectives of the
current effort. Although the effort is an exploratory research effort, the
research team is committed to conducting the research with a conscious
intent to insure that the research is directed toward the training
requirements as perceived by the leaders in the Army who are charged
with training development activities.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The SIMNET research effort entitled Unit Performance Measurement and
Training Program Design for Networked Simulators has as its principle
goals, the development of a performance measurement system that is
common to both the National Training Center (NTC) at Fort Irwin and the
SIMNET training system currently being introduced within the Army
(including the application of SIMNET technology to the Close Combat
Tactical Training (CCTT) System, the production version of the
prototypical SIMNET that the Army plans to procure in the near future);
the development of a training strategy that will facilitate the
employment of SIMNET in such a way that its benefits are maximized; and
finally, the development of an overall strategy that investigates SIMNET
(and the CCTT) into the full array of training devices and events that are
available within the total Army training system.

As a start point, the development of a common performance measure
system will key on the relevant ARTEPs, AMTPs and the 2A training
objectives being developed to support the training and evaluation of units
at the National Trainina Center. Based on these objectives, a conceptual
performance measurement system that is common to both the NTC and
SIMNET will be developed. Automated performance measurement,
especially in the SIMNET environment, will be stressed to preclude
requirements for a large number evaluators/controllers. Assessments of
how well units perform their missions and tasks, necessary for the
conduct of this research, will at all times be handled on a strictly
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confidential basis. In addition, the results from use of the performance
measurement system will be subjected to scrutiny by subject matter
experts from within the Army training community to insure that the
impact on random variables on mission outcomes do not unduly influence
the assessments of a unit's performance. The benefit of using SIMNET to
evaluate a unit, especially prior to its NTC rotation, is that observation of
a unit during a simulated battle is possible on a completely non-intrusive
basis. Moreover, unit leaders can fine-iWne their skifls, and those of the
other members of the unit prior to arrival at the NTC, thereby making the
time spent at the NTC more beneficial.

How best to use SIMNET is of paramount importance and will be
addressed in this effort. There are those who maintain that a SIMNET
exercise should remain strictly free-play with no controller input
whatsoever. Others maintain that since time available to train on SIMNET
is a resource that is constrained (just as ammunition and fuel are
constrained) and that it is better to have some degree of control so that
maximum learning can take place. When, how and to what degree this
control should occur will be explored. Another element that will be
considered is whether certain prerequisite individual and collective
skills, and to what degree, should be mandated before a unit is scheduled
to utilize SIMNET. Another area that wi!l be explored is whether there are
some key unit indicators, as identified in an organization's mission
essential task list (METL), that provide a reasonably high level of
reliability in predicting success in mission accomplishment.

Finally, there is the question of how to fit SIMNET (and the follow-on
CCTT) training into the variety of devices, training events and decision
.,i , c r C r t!, -. " oen -be, avpilable to the Army's commanders and
training managers. This overall strategy has often been overlooked in the
past. If the Army is to realize the full advantage of the technology
represent in SIMNET, it must have researched based information on which
to develop such a strategy. Because SIMNET provides a unique training
experience and is intended to be distributed to s hrnad-scale, it is
essential that it be integrated with such things such as live-fire
exercises, TEWTs, FTXs, CPXs, UCOFT training and command group battle
simulations. Sequencing of SIMNET training in a unit's training schedule,
amount of time spent on SIMNET training, and the use of SIMNET for
remediation are just a few of the critical issues that will be considered.
Along this line, since the Army appears to be ready to adopt th. Integrated
Training Management System (ITMS) as its method for managing unit
training, it is important that this effort explore the relationships that
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must be developed to insure that this SIMNET research effort and ITMS are

consistent in their goals.

FOCUSED OBJECTIVES

In order to provide a more focused view of what this effort seeks to
accomplish, the following list of research objectives that have been
provided to the research team by the Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI). They capture the essence of the
goals that will guide the effort of the research team throughout the
performance on this effort.

* Design a performance measurement system for the SIMNET
technology keying off the ARI/CATA research on an improved ARTEP that
has focused on the NTC for development.

0 Design and evaluate a training management system for me
SIMNET technology; examples of issues arc:

Identification of the prerequisite skills that ensure
positive transfer to operational equipment and avoid negative, dangerous
transfer, such as driver safety errors;

o Design of the kinds of scenarios that should be used at
particular points in the learning curve;

- The kind of trainer feedback to be given, and when and how;
for example, the decision rule for stopping an exercise and deciding what
to do next.

0 Design training strategies for incorporating SIMNET training into
unit programs along with UCOFT, the Battle/Brigade Simiiulation (BBS),
FTX, MAPEX, CPX, NTC, etc.

BENEFITS OF RESEARCH

FM25-100 (Draft) states that leaaers must train each individual within
the unit to perform his job in war as a key member of a capable unit. This
training is to based on wartime requirements and must guide the planning,
execution and assessment of each organization's training. Organizations
cannot be proficient in every possible training task; therefore,
commanders must use a battle focus process to selectively identify those
training tasks essential to accomplishing the organization's wartime



mission. This focus is derived from compiling applicable tasks, as
identified in external directives, and selecting for training only those
tasks which ar- essential to accomplish their organization's wartime
mission. The .,ompilation of these tasks is the organization's mission
essential , list (METL). NTC, SIMNET, CPXs, FTXs, and command and
control battle simulations are a few different ways of conducting training
to achieve/maintain combat proficiency in the organization's METL.
Successful performance at the NTC or in training conducted on SIMNET is a
valid indictor to wartime preparation only if the tasks included in SIMNET
and NTC correspond to the unit's METL and the missions exercised reflect
wartime conditions.

The results of this research effort will investigate Army goals for
home station, NTC and SIMNET training which support the Army's doctrine
for training the force. In accomplishing this, the research team will
develop/identify:

"* Techniques for measuring unit performance;

"* Validation procedures for SIMNET training;

"* Methods for determining the value of procedural task performance
measurement,

"° Differences, and their impact, between NTC and combat; and

"° A global training strategy for SIMNET.

As progress is made, reviews will be conducted with Army training
development activities to insure that Army concerns are addressed during
the research effort. The philosophy that the research team is committed
to conducting the research not for the sake of research alone but rather
to lead to the development of useful products that will address the
concerns and requirements of the Army.

These research areas, and the results, will be directed toward
providing the Army with a framework from which decisions can be made
and procedures implemented which provide, the Army force, the most
productive and beneficial training necessary, as stated in FM 25-100
(Draft), to- "develop and maintain wrfighting skills for the Army to
fulfill its fundamental mission: deter war, or, if deterrence fails,
reestablish peace through victory on the battlefield."



STRATEGIES FOR UNIT PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
IN SIMNET

Nancy K. Atwood & William J. Doherty
The BDM Corporation

Simulated Networking (SIMNET) is currently one of the focal points
of attention within the Army training community. As described by other
papers in this symposium, SIMNET offers the potential for powerful and
cost effective collective training on a simulated battlefield. One
important component of a SIMNET training program is a measurement
system for assessing unit performance. The purpose of this paper is to
describe research on a methodology for developing a system for measuring
the performance of units training with SIMNET.

The Requirement for Unit Performance Measurement

FM 25-100, the Army's capstone training manual, lays out the
Army's overall training philosophy and establishes the doctrine for Army
training management. The concept of train-evaluate-train stands at the
heart of this philosophy. Training is seen as an iterative process
which requires explicit statement of training objectives and require-
ments. formulation and execution of a training strategy, and an evalua-
tion of performance.

Performance assessment is a cornerstone of the training management
cycle. A system for measuring performance is required to assess a
unit's capability in order to determine training requirements. Such a
system is also required to assess the outcomes of training and to deter-
mine needs for follow-on training. In essence, a performance assessment
system provides the diagnostic feedback that ties the entire training
management cycle together and allows leaders to assess the strengths and
weaknesses of their unit (i.e., their training status).

SIMNET's capability to provide combined arms collective training
makes performance measurement particularly important. This capability
offers the potential for providing rigorous and stressful training to
units focused on advanced training objectives similar to those of the
A-my's Combat Training Centers (CTCs) such as the National Training
Center at a fraction of the cost. However, to approach the training
benefits of the CTCs, SIMNET must satisfy CTC objectives to provide
performance feedback to training units (described in AR 350-50 draft).
Thus, design of a SIMNET training strategy must include a system for
measuring unit performance in order to meet the requirements of Army
training doctrine and to provide a platform for SIMNET to serve as a
full fledged contributor to the Army's of advanced collective training
program.
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Objectives of the Research

The objective of this component of the SIMNET research program is
to design a methodology for developing a system 'or measuring unit per-
formance in the SIMNET environment. More specifically, the goal is two-
fold: 1) to develop a measurement system for SIMNET that maximizes
commonalities (as appropriate) with the Army's most realistic heavy
combat simulation, the National Trainirng Center; and 2) to capitalize
on the unique performance assessment capabilities inherent in SIMNET.

The above goals were formulated to ensure that the system devel-
oped for assessing units training with SIMNET has the greatest diagnos-
tic power possible. First, by maximizing commonalities witti the NTC,
heavy ,nits can adopt an integrated training strategy using both com-
puter simulation (SIMNET) and tactical engagement simulation (NTC) as
components of their training program where unit performance can be
assessed with common benchmarks. Second, by capitalizing on the unique
capabilities of SIMNET, more specific feedhack on performance is possi-
bie than would normally be available in U field trainini environment
such as the NTC.

Approach frir Unit Performance Measurement

The obvious approach 1 assessing unit perfcrmance in SIMNET is to
use the Army Training and rvaluation Program (ARTEP) and the recent
ARTEP Mission training Plan (AMTP) Program. Doctrinally. the Training
and Evaluation Outlines (T&EOs) includ'd in the AMTP are intended to
serve as the foundation for measuring unit performance. As such, they
include an identification of training tasks along with a statement of
performance conditions and standards.

4hile the ARTEP and AMTP programs provide the foundation for per-
formance assessment, they are insufficient in their current form for
direct application in a complex collective training environment such as
the NTC or SIMNET. The lists of training tasks are too long and lack
prioritization or an organizing structure ?or observers to use reliably.
Further, because the ARTEP/AMTP programs were designed for use in home
station training, th, do not take into account the unique capabilities
of computer driven simulations for measuring unit performance. Finally,
they do not include a strategy for assessing overall mission effective-
ness as a benchmark for examining task performance.

The Army Research Unit Field Unit at the Presidio of Monterey has
undertaken a research program to devclon methodologies to strengthen the
AMTP as a unit performance measurement tool (see Levman, 1987; Root and
Zimmerman, 1988). The focus of this research has been the NTC, a natu-
ral counternart for SIMNET because of its orientation on heavy units.
Our approd(V in this project is to capitalize on this -esearch and to
use it as a starting point.



The ARI-POM unit performance methodology is based on a two-part
model as shown in Figure 1. The model recognizes the role of both pro-
cess and outcome. The mission results portion of the model provides a
"bottom line" outcome measure of the degree of mission accomplishment.
The critical task performance component provides an immediate process
measure of unit behaviors that contribute to mission accomplishment.

TASK PERFORMANCE

OUTCOME
Performance of

Critical Doctrinal
Tasks for Each Mission Mission Results

(i.e., for "Defend in Sector") (METT-T)

7 Operating Systems

C2 Mission
Intelligence Enemy Forces
Maneuver Troops Friendly
Fire Support Terrain
Air Defense Te
Mobility/Countermobility Time
CSS

E~lse 1116460.1. .l-,woo

Figure 1. Unit Performance Measurement System Model

In applying this model to SIMNET, our approach has been to examine
the applicability of the NTC-based model to SIMNET and to identify the
boundaries of overlap as well as the unique measurement capabilities of
SIMNET for both components of the model. In developing measures in each
of these areas, we have given priority to those that can be collected
from the automated data stream in an effort to increase reliability and
reduce the data collection burden on observers. The remainder of this
paper provides examples of outcome and process measures and concludes
with key issues being encountered.

Measures of Mission Effectiveness

As shown in Figure 1, the mission accomplishment indices in the
outcome portion of the model are structured around the accepted military
analysis factors of METT-T (mission, enemy resources, friendly troops,
terrain and time). These indices taken individually provide useful
descriptors of aspects of mission accomplishment. When combined, they
provide a benchmark of mission success or failure.
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Analysis of the applicability of mission accomplishment indices to
the SIMNET environment indicated that the NTC-based indices were largely
applicable. For both defensive and offensive missions, measures of
enemy attrition, friendly attrition, and terrain control were judged
appropriate and easily gathered from the automated data stream support-
ing the simulation. Measures of time to complete the mission, while
easily collected, are heavily influenced by the scenario. Thus, time
indices are currently receiving only tentative consideration until a
more thorough analysis of the range of likely scenarios can be com-
pleted.

In summary, it is important to note that mission accomplishment
indices are only meaningful at the echelon level to which mission has
been assigned. For example, at the NTC missions are most often battal-
ion task force missions; thus mission accomplishment is examined at the
battalion level. Computing similar indices at the company or platoon
level is not meaningful because of the interdependent contribution of
the component echelons to the accomplishment of the larger battalion
level. The same reasoning applies within SIMNET; mission accomplishment
must be assessed at the echelon level to which the mission has been
assigned.

Measures of Critical Task Performance

The diagnostic power of the measurement system lies in the mea-
sures of critical task performance. It is the performance of doctri-
nally based tasks, validated by military experts, that provides the
explanations for why
their missions succeeded or failed.

The methodology for assessing critical task performance developed
at ARI-POM has several important features. First, it is based on a col-
lective front end analysis that draws on doctrinally identified tasks.
As part of this analysis, "critical" tasks were culled based on exten-
sive input from military experts. Second, the tasks have been organized
into a battle flow framework which identifies battle phases and segments
with a specific purpose and observable outcome. The critical tasks have
been organized within this framework and are linked within this struc-
ture to show sequential and functional linkages.

Our analysis of the applicability of tasks within the SIMNET envi-
ronment was conducted by categorizing tasks into one of the following
categories according to whether it could be: performed in SIMNET
device, performed in the SIMNET complex, performed in the SIMNET complex
with modifications or additions, or not supported.

The results of this analysis indicated that with minor exceptions
all planning and preparation tasks could be performed in the SIMNET com-
plex as is or with minor additions and modifications. In addition, most
of the execution tasks could be performed in the SIMNET device with some
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exceptions (such as executing an obstacle plan, responding to NBC opera-
tions, conducting evacuation procedures). In summary, the overlap in
critical task performance at NTC and in SIMNET is considerable. These
parallels are encouraging because they support unit training programs
which are integrated and mutually reinforcing.

Issues In the Development Process

We are currently working to operationalize the measures of perfor-
mance for critical tasks within the SIMNET environment. We expect that
assessment of planning and preparation tasks will require judgment by
observers as at the NTC. However, many execution tasks--particularly
those involving movement and firing--can be assessed using data from the
automated data stream. Furthermore, the SIMNET data stream allows for
more detailed measures of performance (such a turret orientation) which
cannot be gathered in a field setting such as NTC. Finally, automated
measures of the performance of execution tasks will need to be supple-
mented by military experts monitoring unit performance using the plan-
view display and monitoring the communications net. It is only through
the integration of multiple data sources that a comprehensive picture of
unit performance can be achieved.
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Feedback Strategies for SIMNET

Judith J. Nichols and James W. Kerins
The BDM Corporation

The Army-wide implementation of SIMNET will provide units with a
relatively low cost mechanism for routinely practicing the collective
skills inherent at battalion, company, platoon, section, and squad/crew
echelons and the command and control staff actions associated with
multi-echelon combat scenarios. SIMNET's focus is the close combat
heavy battle.

This paper examines the various feedback mechanisms available to
SIMNET trainers -- e.g., the After Action Review (AAR) -- and describes
a strategy for feedback delivery which encompasses both current and
developing Army feedback capability.

SIMNET Feedback StrategY

The presentation of diagnostic feedback that enables units to
identify their strengths and weaknesses and plan follow-on training
plays a critical role in the Army's train-evaluate-train philosophy.
The SIMNET feedback strategy is designed to provide a system which:

(1) Utilizes current Combat Training Center (CTC) state-of-the-
art technology;

(2) Exploits SIMNET replay and visual presentation capabilities;

(3) Identifies feedback intervention points which maximize
opportunities for corrective and/or sustainment training
guidance;

(4) Identifies the most appropriate type of feedback for each
intervention point;

(5) Capitalizes on a measurement system that maximizes commonal-
ities with the National Training Center (NTC); and

(6) Facilitates follow-on training by providing units with
accessibility to their SIMNET unit performance data and
assessments through use of the Integrated Training Manage-
ment System (ITMS) at the units' home stations.

CTC Feedback Technoloay

The Army currently has four Combat Training Centers (CTCs) in var-
ious stages of operation: the National Training Center (NTC), Fort
Irwin, CA, the Battle Command Training Program (BCTP), Fort Leavenworth,
KS, the Combat Maneuver Training Center (CMTC) at Hohenfels, FRG, and
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the Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC), Fort Chaffee, Arkansas.
Although each CTC has a different training focus, all CTCs share the
same train-evaluate-train philosophy and feedback mechanisms (i.e.,
After Action Reviews and a Take Home Package -- THP).

CTC training is the most adl'anced collective training currently
available to Army units. The demands placed upon the CTC unit perfor-
mance evaluation and feedback systems has produced a state-of-the-art
feedback technology which can contribute greatly to the SIMNET feedback
process. For example, the NTC feedback environment combines digital
data collected by the NTC Instrumentation System, both formal and infor-
mal observations made in the field, exercise replay capability, field
video, tactical communications, statistical graphics capability, and
training analysis expertise to produce one of the most sophisticated
AARs available in the Army today.

In addition to real-time feedback (i.e., AARs), CTC feedback tech-
nology has also produced the Take Home Package, a post exercise archive
of unit training. A SIMNET THP would facilitate unit follow-on training
by providing a record of unit SIMNET performance which included mission
summaries, identified unit strengths and weaknesses, and other pertinent
data (e.g., personnel and equipment casualties, number of rounds fired,
etc.).

Although the SIMNET environment is not scheduled to be resourced
with either the personnel or the technical support system available at
the NTC and other CTCs, it does have the potential to produce many of
the same AAR support aids as the NTC (e.g., exercise replay capability,
automated data collection, O/C data collection and analysis) and a
SIMNET THP.

SIMNET Replay and Visual Representation Capabilities

The SIMNET systems' data stream provides a continuous update of
information on such items as vehicle/weapon system status, locations,
vehicle or weapon system orientation, and firing events in a manner very
similar to that of the NTC Instrumentation System. The information,
routinely gathered by the system, represents an untapped source of crit-
ical training feedback data that can be fed back and utilized by unit
leaders to assess the present state of a unit's training and to identify
future training needs.

The Plan View display, presently available in the SIMNET system,
provides an immediate capability to playback a unit's entire training
mission or activity. This display provides unit leaders with the ability
to observe and critique the unit's actions and performance from start to
finish. The ability to play the entire mission or training activity at
hyper speed, focus on a critical segment, or stop the action to examine
a critical event gives the unit commander a powerful tool with which to
examine, analyze, and critique his unit's performance. The Plan View
display becomes the central element of the SIMNET AAR.



In conjunction with the Plan View display the routine information
captured by the SIMNET data stream can be collated and displayed graphi-
cally to further aid the unit commander in analyzing his unit's perfor-
mance. The data, displayed as graphs and charts, would provide such
information as the number fired in a given time period, the type of
ammunition fired, the number of hits achieved, the number of vehicles or
weapon systems destroyed or "killed", the ranges at which hits and
"kills" were achieved, etc. This infotmation, organized and displayed
in simple and easy to read graphs and charts, provides the unit
commander with valuable insights into his units' performance. Further,
the information and data will assist the commander in determining the
training required to improve the unit's performance.

In addition to the graphically presented statistical data the unit
commander also has available data and information that can be portrayed
or displayed on the Plan View display. This data includes such items as
where friendly indirect fires were actually placed or delivered, the
location of damaged or destroyed vehicles and weapon systems (both
friendly and enemy), the location of friendly and enemy obstacles, the
location of impact of enemy indirect fires, etc. As with the statisti-
cal data, this information provides the unit commander with important
information and insights into his units' actions and performance. Addi-
tionally, this data, as with the statistical data, will assist in deter-
mining the training needs of the unit.

Feedback Intervention Strategy

Once the potential for SIMNET feedback mechanisms (AARs and THP)
has been defined, it will be necessary to identify feedback intervention
points which maximize opportunities for corrective and/or sustainment
training guidance. While intervention for the purposes of feedback
should remain flexible enough to accommodate unit trainers' specific
training procedures and requirements, the overall feedback strategy must
identify those points where routine feedback will maximize training
value. For example, AARs are provided at the close of each mission at
the NTC. This particular intervention point has demonstrated its train-
ing value repeatedly. The SIMNET feedback intervention strategy should
also include guidance in connection with such occurrences as discontin-
ued missions, repeated missions, premature failure on the part of the
unit, SIMNET equipment failure, etc. Formal and informal AARS, coach-
ing, repetitive training, and other feedback mechanisms must be included
and identified as the preferred or alternative method of feedback at the
various training intervention points.

SIMNET Follow-On Training

In addition to real-time training and feedback, the SIMNET feed-
back strategy also ensures and facilitates quality follow-on training by
providing units with accessibility to their SIMNET unit performance data
and assessments through use of the Integrated Training Management System
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(ITMS) at the units' home stations. SIMNET allows a commander to tailor
the training to exactly match the unit's skill level and training needs.
Utilizing information from ITMS a commander can structure a SIMNET
training exercise that is specifically designed to correct specific
training deficiencies or weaknesses. At the conclusion of the SIMNET
exercise the commander has available to him information and data that
allows him to immediately update the unit's training status within ITMS
and begin his planning process for future training. The integration of
SIMNET training feedback with ITMS will provide the unit commander with
an efficient means of identifying the most economical training strate-
gies for correcting training deficiencies and sustaining and maintaining
unit training proficiency.

Summary

The implementation and fielding of SIMNET will provide units with
a low cost mechanism for practicing the collective skills required at
the battalion/task force echelon through the squad/crew level and the
command and staff actions associated with multi-echelon combat scenar-
ios.

The presentation of training feedback that enables units to iden-
tify their strengths and weaknesses and plan follow-on training plays a
critical role in the Army's train-evaluate-train philosophy. SIMNET's
feedback strategy is designed to provide a system that:

(1) Exploits SIMNET replay and visual prcseriLation capabilities;

(2) Identifies feedback intervention points which maximize
opportunities for corrective and/or sustainment training
guidance;

(3) Identifies the most appropriate type of feedback for each
intervention point;

(4) Utilizes a measurement system that maximizes commonalities
with the National Training Center (NTC); and

(5) Facilitates follow-on training by providing units with
accessibility to their SIMNET unit performance data and
assessments through use of the Integrated Training Manage-
ment System (ITMS) at the units' home stations.

SIMNET's training feedback strategy must recognize and incorporate
the fact that performance assessment and diagnostic feedback are criti-
cal to successful training. A performance measurement system is an
essential requirement in determining a unit's capabilities and it's
future training requirements. Performance assessment provides the diag-
nostic feedback that links a unit commander's assessment of his units
strengths and weaknesses to the training management process of determin-
ing the requirements for follow-on training.
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ISSUES IN MEASURING UNIT PERF1OMANCE AT COMBAT TRAINING CENTERS

William J. Doherty, Ch•air
The BDM Corporation
Monterey, California

This panel examines critical issues in assessing the performance of units
training at the Army's Combat Training Centers (CTCs). Reliable and valid
measurement is vital to ensuring full training benefits of advanced collcive
training, providing targeted diagnostic feedback to training units, and
developing performance data for identifying systemic lessons learned for the
Army at large. Dr. Jack Hiller introduces the criterion problem of performance
measurement, identifies obstacles to measuring combat effectiveness, suggests
methodological approaches for solving the criterion problem, and highlights the
practical limitations of unit performance data. Subsequent papers explore key
featires of the training envirorments of the Army's three currently operational
CTCs and examine their implications for measuring unit performance. Mr. Root
presents an assessment system developed for use with heavy Battalion task
forces at the National Training Center (NTC) and highlights issues encountered
in extending the system to brigade level. Ms Nichols and LTC Crawford describe
approaches to assessing performance of light units and special forces training
at the Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC). Mr. Ross and Dr. Girdler
analyze the requiremnts for assessing performance at the Division and Corps
levels at the Battle Comlard Training Program (BCTP). Finally, Drs. Doherty
and Atwood examine the role of Simulated Networking Technology (SIMNET) as a
surroqate in advanced collective training and performance assessment. The
program concluded with the discussant, MAJ McLaughlin reflecting on issues
raised from the behavioral measurement and combined arms training perspectives.
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PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS TO THE CRITERION PROBLEM

AT THE COMBAT TRAINING CENTER

JACK H. HILLER

U.S. ARMY RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Introduction

The criterion problem facing the Army at its combat training
centers is not really a single problem, but rather, many
opportunities. Measures of unit performance, collected while
units train under conditions of realistically simulated combat
at the centers, offer potential insights for improving a variety
of systems:

1. The Performance of Collective Training Centers
a. Management and conduct of training at the centers
b. Preparation of take-home training feedback
c. Support of research, e.g., data collection

2. Training and Operations at Home Station
a. Management and conduct of training
b. Leadership principles and practices
c. Policies and practices affecting unit cohesion

3. The Validity of Tactical Doctrine
a. Command, control, and intelligence
b. Movement, maneuver and direct fire
c. Combat support and combat service support

In fact, virtually every aspect of Army policy, doctrine, and
operations may potentially be examined, using measured
performance as the criterion of effectiveness. Clearly, the
performance of units who have prepared for combat may reveal
strengths and weaknesses in our systems--but performance is hard
to measure. In this paper I will review several basic problems
associated with unit performance measurement and describe a
major research project now underway.

Performance Measurement Problems and Solutions

PURPOSE. One fundamental measurement problem precedes the act
of measurement and concerns, instead, the need to clarify and be
specific about the intended use or purpose of the measures.
During the early days at the National Training Center (NTC),
Ft. Irwin, California, while it was being organized and built
with difficulty, the commander was reported to have said that
researchers should stay away, since he would see to it that all
of the data were collected and shipped, as if data form a
discrete, definite entity. I have to admit that researchers did
not at that time know what data should be collected for what
purpose. In contrast, a recent NTC commander explained to me, as
I started to address the topic of data collection, that the data
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routinely collected (mainly digital data describing the positions
and firing events for major weapons systems) never had the focus
or precision required to enable an understanding of what exactly
happened and why, or how unit performance could have been
improved. He thereupon volunteered to collect data specifically
required for targeted research issues. In recognition of this
insight, specific issues are now selected for study during NTC
training missions (for example, Commander Survivability on the
Battlefield); and the observations to be made are planned well in
advance and performed by subject matter experts.

TRAINING CONFORMITY TO TACTICAL DOCTRINE. Tactical doctrine and
training literature provide basic guidance for training at home
station and at the combat training centers alike. A key issue
concerns how well the units execute doctrine, that is, how
closely their performance conforms to doctrine. Since there are
hundreds of tasks described by the training guidance literature
[Army Training and Evaluation Programs (ARTEPs) and Army Mission
Training Plans (AMTPs)], it was not originally thought to be
practical to attempt to observe, score, and report performance on
these many tasks. At the NTC the original strategy for
generating training feedback was to focus on the several
operating systems, e.g., maneuver, fire support, command and
control, intelligence, air defense, etc. This strategy proved to
be manageable but also had problems. Since the unit training
programs are directly based on missions and tasks as organized in
ARTEPs/AMTPs and not operating system descriptions, the large
take-home packages given to units by the NTC were therefore not
seen as directly useful for planning and conducting home station
training.

The data, based on the unstructured observation of operating
system performance by NTC Observers/Controllers, also had limited
utility for research. At one point a few years ago, the Vice
Chief of Staff directed ARI to analyze NTC data to determine
performance trends. Since the take-home package data reflected
self-selected, subjective observations by the NTC Observer/
Controllers, it was impossible to analyze performance trends. It
was also difficult to analyze take-home parkage data to reveal
deficiencies in specific mission (or ARTEP) tasks.

To overcome the inherent difficulty of using the many detailed
ARTEP/AMTP task definitions, ARI has pursued two research
approaches. The training literature was intensively analyzed by
ARI and BDM for completeness (deficiencies were found in
representation of planning and preparation tasks), and then all
candidate tasks were reviewed and rated for criticality by
experts at the NTC, the Combined Arms Training Activity (research
sponsor), and the Infantry and Armor schools. The other approach
was to invent an "Electronic Clipboard" to simplify and automate
the functions of:
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* recalling and presenting to the observer checklists

for scoring performance;

* recording and storing task scores by unit, time,

and mission;

* uploading the stored scores to a computer to enable

rapid analysis and training feedback, as well as longterm
use for research.

A portable, handheld device was developed by ARI, the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory and PERCEPTRONICS, and successfully
demonstrated. The status of work to implement the Electronic
Clipboard concept at the NTC and Joint Readiness Training Center
(JRTC) is described by Patrick Whitmarsh at this conference. We
may also be optimistic that the concept will be applied to
performance measurement and analysis in the Battle Command
Training Program.

VALIDITY OF TACTICAL DOCTRINE. The training guidance literature
is based on a multitude of analyses that range from elements of
basic psychology (surprise, deception, fear, esprit), to
rudimentary job-task analyses for operating weapons systems, to
tactical and strategic planning, to complex command and control
of combined arms and joint service air power. These analyses are
based on past and recent histories, weapons systems performance
demonstrations in bench tests (maximum performance capabilities),
mathematical models, subjective feedback from the field on draft
versions of training and doctrine literature, and a whole lot of
intuition. To a modest extent, intuition has been guided by
training experiences at home station. The Combat Training
Centers obviously provide a rich source of experience for
examining the adequacy of current training and doctrine. The
caveat is that subjective evaluation of performance is notorious
for low reliability--experts will disagree on what happened as
well as why.

To discipline the use of expertise, it is useful to have
objective measures of performance outcomes as a check on
validity. Fortunately, the NTC routinely generates objective
measures in the form of position/location and hit/kill data based
on a system of lasers simulating munitions (MILES) and radio
telemetry. There are a variety of cautions that need to be
consider2d when using the NTC MILES data (see Hiller. 1987), but
such objective outcome measures are indispensable for gauging the
validity of training and doctrine.

A MAJOR RESEARCH PROJECT: RESOURCES TO READINESS

The level of training resources required to sustain training
readiness in the heavy ground forces is currently regarded as a
serious question by OSD and the Congress. The Army has answered
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this question in the past based on expert estimates of training
activities required and the readiness reports prepared by field
commanders. This section of the paper: a. identifies
weaknesses inherent in training readiness assessments prepared at
home station; b. addresses the potential use of the NTC for
generating objective information and, c. explains an analytic
model for relating training resources to readiness.

HOME STATION TRAINING READINESS ASSESSMENTS. The unit commander
is required monthly to estimate how many weeks it would take him
to bring his unit to a complete state of combat readiness, given
that he had available all of the training resources necessary.
To form this estimate, he must know the actual state of training
readiness. How does he acquire this knowledge? He reviews
individual and collective training records and his own personal
recollection of unit performance during training activities.
Unfortunately, most unit home station training does not provide
combat realism because of limitations in the availability of
tertain that resembles the unit's war time mission assignments.
Likewise, the opposing forces available to create realism vary
from non existent, to poorly equipped, to excellent (at only one
home-station post). The unit commander is thus forced to make a
complicated subjective estimate of readiness.

NTC TRAINING: A REALISTIC COMBAT SIMULATION. Although the NTC
does not now provide a complete combat simulation--because of
deficiencies in instrumentation for indirect fire, mobility and
counter mobility, air and air defense--it does stress heavy
forces in the use of their organic weapons systems. If a
question to be answered concerns the minimum resources required
for training armor and mechanized infantry task forces, then the
performance of these units while they train at the NTC provides a
focused criterion. There are three specific forms of measurement
that have been proposed (Hiller, 1987) to assess a unit's
performance capability:

a. Conformity to Tactical Doctrine (task performance scored
according to standards specified in ARTEPs/AMTPs);

b. Mission Outcomes, as measured by an index formed from
three variables:

* Percentage of friendly forces (major instrumented

weapons systems) remaining at the end of a combat mission, as
measured by the MILES;

"* Percentage of enemy forces killed;
"* Terrain Control, as measured by the percentage of

weapons systems crossing a defensive boundary.

Alternatively, a traditional casualty exchange ratio may also be
calculated.

c. Expert ]udem-n•. Tho nrimarx, need for expert judgement
,s to gain creative insights on battle performance that may be

missed by mechanically scored outcomes and task nerformance.
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Expert judgement is also required to decide if any given mission
is representative of the mission played or if unusual
circumstances render data unusable or especially interesting.
Expert judgement may also be useful in rating overall performance
on key dimensions or categories such as Move, Shoot, and
Communicate.

These three forms of criterion measurement, i. e., task
performance, mission outcomes, and expert ratings of performance,
may be used as independent performance criteria or combined to
form a single criterion measure.

TRAINING RESOURCES AND OTHER PREDICTORS. The major training
resources of interest concern vehicle mileage for tanks and
carriers, and gunnery training (live fire) expended in the
primary NTC train-up period, approximately six months. However,
relatively inexpensive forms of simulator based training (given
that the simulators are now in the inventory) may be predictive
of performance; these include the Unit Conduct of Fire Trainer
(UCOFT) , and the ARTBASS command control trainer. Potentially
significant moderator variables include a rating for similarity
of home-station training to NTC, and a measure of personnel
stability. To the extent that soldiers who receive training
resources leave the unit before going to the NTC or enter a unit
after preparatory training, the effects of the training resources
are lost.

PREDICTOR MODELS. There are a number of models possible for
predicting unit performance, P, as explained below:

Simple Linear Prediction Model

P = A (7ANK TRAINING MILEAGE) + B (CARRIER MILEAGE) +
D (TANK LIVE FIRE ROUNDS) + E (BFV ROUNDS) +
F (UCOFT HOURS) + G (ARTBASS HOURS) +
H (NTC TERRAIN SIMILARITY) + I (AVERAGE STABILITY) + ERROR

Interactive Model

The predictor variables specified above may be multiplied times
each other in all of the possible combinations. Such a model
would be complete, but exhaust the data set possibly available
for testing the model.

Preferred Model

First, we form a cleaned-up -- itprion. The similarity of the NTC
terrain to that available at home station for training is only of
interest for its ability to account for variation in the
performance criterion. In other words, if the training terrain
rating were correloted with NTC performance and we were to ignore
that relationship, prediction error would be needlessly high.
Therefore, terrain similarity ratinIs will be used to predict

performance; and the prediction errors, termed residuals, will be



retained as the cleaned performance criterion (an example of the
successful application of this technique, with two extraneous
predictors partialled out of the criterion, is found in Hiller,
Fisher, and Kaess, 1969; Kerlinger and Pedhazur, 1973, elaborate
on it also). The advantage of using the extraneous predictors
to form residuals, over employing thenm as covariates, is-to
clarify the relationships between predictors of interest, such as
tank and carrier training mileage, an3 the criterion.

Second, consider that resources can contribute to training and
performance acquisition/sustainment only if the unit's soldiers
are present for training. Therefore, a measure reflecting a
unit's stability should be multiplied times each resource measure
to ad3ust its potential contribution. An index of stability is
being formed on a monthly basis by matching the names of the
soldiers who trained in units at the NTC with the names of the
soldiers recorded in their unit's monthly personnel file for each
of the six months preceding NTC. This will yield a measure
describing the proportion of those present for traiiuing in each
of the six months. These six proportions will be averaged for
each unit and then used as a moderator variable. Hypothetical
research findings using this analytic approach are graphed in
Exhibit 1.
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Brigade Performance Measurement System

James T. Root
The BDM Corporation

For the soldiers of the 120th Infantry Regiment around the town of Mortain,
France, on 6 August 1944, the day started early. German reconnaissance elements
began bumping into the forward line just after midnight with the main attack
arriving an hour and a half later. Their objective was to cut the supply lines
for Patton's Third Army which had just been launched into France. Between the
Germans and their objective was the 120th, so to ensure success, the Germans
attacked with three tank divisions. Six days later, the Germans backed off,
leaving the 120th still in control of Mortain and the Third Army still charging
across France.

Why was the 120th successful? It's hard to say. At the time, the Germans
were certainly not prepared to offer any helpful comments. On the American side,

there was plenty of discussion, but it was only from the survivors, most of whom
were too busy to sort out the how and why.

In more recent years, the National Training Center has incorporated brigade
level exercises into their training program. Using an experienced
Observer/Controller cadre and real time instrumentation, immediate training
analysis and feedback of key events at Brigade level is now possible.

However, no mechanism currently exists to structure that information into
a functional database available for technical and systemic military research.
This paper outlines such a mechanism, one that has a continuing research
application, as well as an immediate training value.

Project 2A was designed to assess battalion task forces, company/teams,
and platoons by using a Critical Task Measurement System (CTMS) that explains
the how and why of their respective performance.

The system is organized into three operational phases of planning,
preparation, and execution that follow the flow of a battle. Each of these
phases is further organized into segments that reflect the sequential flow of

the phase. This framework is shown in Figure 1.

The mission critical tasks appropriate to each segment are then ordered
and functionally linked as they relate to each other and tasks in adjacent

segments. As an example, once a battalion commander is given a mission, he must
conduct a mission analysis, understand his commander's intent, and understand
the control measures before he can initiate his planning process. This linkage
for the planning phase is illustrated in Figure 2.

Using the National Training Center as the system laboratory, CTMS has been
developed for task force, company, and platoon for the following missions:
Deliberate Attack Day, Deliberate Attack Night, Hasty Attack, Movement to
Contact, and Defend. The next step is to extend this system to brigade level.
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Before the model can be transferred to brigade level, however, it is first
necessary to understand how a brigade operates. In this regard, the brigade has
several unique characteristics not found at subordinate echelons. These
characteristics can be understood through the operational concept of the 'Brigade
Slice'.

This 'slice' represents those division and corps assets given to a brigade
to meet mission requirements. Without going into detail regarding the various
support and command relationships, it is sufficient to say that all these
elements serve the needs of the brigade and its subordinate maneuver battalions.
A normal slice contains the following:

1) Air Liaison Team (TACP)
2) Smoke platoon
3) Military Police platoon
4) Signal platoon
5) Air Defense company
6) Engineer company
7) Combat Electronic Warfare and Intelligence (CEWI) company
8) Attack Helicopter company
9) Artillery Direct Support battalion
10) Forward Support battalion, which includes a Medical company, a Supply

company, and a Maintenance company.

These forces are organized into a Brigade Support Area. (BSA) which also
houses the Field Trains from the maneuver battalions. As the maneuver battalions
are task organized for specific missions, elements of the brigade slice are
sliced down to them. However, many of these elements remain under brigade
control for the duration of operations. Figure 3 portrays the operational
employment of brigade slice assets to a subordinate task force to meet mission
requirements.

V

Figure 3
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Brigade mission may not involve the entire brigade or they may involve
different subordinate elements in different missions. For example, one task
force, as an economy of force measure, may be in a defensive posture, while
another task force is involved in a deliberate attack. This would result in a
different mix and priority of support assets allocated to each respective task
force. The remaining brigade support slice would continue its overall mission,
adjusting as necessary for task force operational demands.

This semi-permanent support operation suggests a structural modification
of the task force Critical Task Measurement System (CTMS). While the task force
CTMS could follow a direct mission format from planning through execution, the
brigade level format will necessitate an additional continuous level which feeds
into the mission requirements. This structural modification is represented in
the circular grid beside the CTMS format discussed earlier. (See Figure 4)

BRIGADE

PREPARAMON I I
Rwdinm Tab uf

E MC"tiON Mshtma
IMova•

Mision Activity Organizational Activity

Figure 4.

It is clear that the mission specific event flow is coupled with

sustainment operations that directly influence the conduct of the mission. It
is, therefore, envisaged that the linkage from brigade to echelons above and
below will be through the Battlefield Operating Systems. In this way, tho
processing of information through the task linkage will develop a focused
identification of systemic issues and their impact upon the respective echelons.
Figure 5 illustrates this linkage.
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Division Support Linkage

0VSystem
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Brigade

Battalion

Figure 5

The brigade represents the critical link between the echelons that must
actually fight the battle and the resource echelons that support the effort. The
echelons below brigade can be assessed through the 2A methodology. The echelons
above, specifically divisions, are being assessed through the Battle Command
Training Program. Because brigade is the linkage between the two, it requires
a mechanism that reflects that connection. By utilizing the 2A methodology and
focusing on the battlefield operating systems, that assessment mechanism can be
developed.
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Assessing Light Forces at the Joint Readiness Training Center

Judith J. Nichols
The BDM Corporation

and
LTC Howard W. Crawford

Operations Group, Joint Readiness Training Center

The Army currently has four Combat Training Centers (CTCs) in var-
ious stages of operation. The oldest and most established CTC is the
National Training Center (NTC) at Fort Irwin, CA. The Battle Command
Training Program (BCTP) at Fort Leavenworth is in its first year of
operation. The Combat Maneuver Training Complex (CMTC) at Hohenfels,
FRG is in start-up mode, and the Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC)
has recently completed its first full year of operation.

Although each CTC has a different training focus, all CTCs share
the same train-eyaluate-train philosophy to include:

(1) Highly realistic training scenarios:

(2) Dedicated opposing force (OPFOR);

(3) Professional Observer/Controllers (O/Cs); and

(4) Systematic evaluation and feedback in the form of After
Action Reviews (AARs) and a comprehensive Take Home Package
(THP):

This paper focuses on the "evaluate" component of the train-evalu-
ate-train approach to CTC training and addresses the development of unit
performance assessment mechanisms (i.e., AARs and the THP) during the
Joint Readiness Training Center's start-up and first year of operation.

Assessing Light Units at JRTC

The specialized nature of the units training at JRTC required an
innovative approach to unit performance evaluation. The JRTC unit
assessment mechanism had to ensure systematic evaluation of light
infantry units, air assault units, rangers, air borne units, and special
operations forces. Additionally, units rotating through JRTC were
slated to conduct both low-intensity and mid-intensity combat scenarios.

The variety of unit types and the rotational transition from low-
to mid-intensity conflict at JRTC presented a number of difficulties to
systematic data collection and evaluation. In contrast to the NTC where
training units and training missions are more or less generic, the JRTC
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was faced with the problem of evaluating units that do not have a
generic composition and do not necessarily execute the same missions.

In order to best serve the training needs of these diverse non-
mechanized units at JRTC, a series of training and evaluation outlines
was developed. These would become the foundation for training and eval-
uation at JRTC. They would first serve as the primary checklist for
observer controllers in the field and secondly as a uniform standard for
training OCs. Both were vital to a new organization trying to train
trainers and build a uniform evaluation program concurrently.

JRTC Data Collection

Unlike the NTC where much of the data used to support unit feed-
back is captured through the NTC Instrumentation System, the JRTC --
which is not instrumented -- had to rely heavily on manual data
collection. Figure 1 shows the various data sources and source-specific
information routinely collected at JRTC.

DATA SOURCE INFORMATION COLLECTED

OBSERVER CONTROLLERS 1. T&EO checklist data
and field notes

2. Unit mission summaries
3. Training observations
4. Firing data
5. BOA (personnel/equipment)

EXERCISE MANAGEMENT &
CONTROL CENTER (EMCC) 1. Operational Logs (Intel,

ADA, Maneuver companies, Aviation.
Engineer, CSS)

2. Joint Logs (Air Opns)
3. Fire marker control (BDA)

I-MILES TEAM 1. Engagement data (AT weapons/
combat vehicles)

2. BOA

VIDEO TEAM 1. Video tapes (TF AARs. System
AARs, selected CO/PLT AARs)

OPFOR 1. BOA from each battle
2. Sketches on each battle

Figure 1. JRTC Data Sources
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The primary source of all unit performance data at JRTC is the
Observer/Controller (O/C) Team. O/Cs collect and/or generate approxi-
mately eighty-five percent of all unit performance data. Once potential
data sources had been identified, the JRTC developed a plan which pro-
vided systematic procedures and mechanisms to ensure data reliability.

Training and Evaluation Outlines (T&EOs). The primary mechanism
for collection of of JRTC unit performance data was directed by the
Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) to be a series of Training and
Evaluation Outlines which was doctrinally sound and in line with Army-
wide Mission Training Plans (MTPs) currently under development at the
schools. Working directly with the Center for Army Lessons Learned
(CALL), the JRTC initiated a series of workshops with Army schools,
CATA, and various proponent agencies to develop the Training and Evalua-
tion Outlines to be used at JRTC. The goal of these workshops was to
produce data collection instruments in the form of O/C checklists that
would support light infantry performance evaluation. These workshops
ultimately resulted in the identification of:

(1) A mission essential task list (METL) for each of the 7 bat-
tlefield operating systems (BOS); and

(2) A T&EO structure (format) based on Army doctrine (e.g., FM
25-100, TRADOC Reg. 310-2) and in line with USAIS MTP
requirements.

The initial METL list served as the start point for T&EO produc-
tion. Each mission and operating system was reviewed and a priority --
from most likely to occur at JRTC to least likely -- was established
along echelons for maneuver missions at battalion, company, platoon, and
squad levels. Once these priorities were fixed, production began on
writing T&EOs. While many of the T&EOs were written at JRTC, much help
was received from the various schools or, when possible, existing MTPs
were used as the base for the T&EO. In all cases, these initial T&EOs,
approximately 160, were approved by the appropriate school house in time
for the first rotation. Figure 2 illustrates both the content and for-
mat of a current JRTC T&EO.

There is a separate set of T&EO checklists for each battle field
operating system (i.e., maneuver, intelligence, fire sup port, combat
service support, air defense artillery. mobility/ countermobil-
ity/survivability, combat support). Additionally, there are T&EOs for
the aviation and close air support (CAS) components of the task force.
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TASK TRAINING STATUS: T P U

ITERATION 1 2 3 4 5

CONDITIONS: The battalion has been given a Bde/Req OPORO to move from
their present location to another area, occupy it. and prepare for
combat operations or. the battalion has just completed combat
operations and must move to a relatively secure area.

TASK STANDARDS:

1. The unit maintains security throughout the operation so that the
main body is not surprised by the enemy.

2. The unit does not sustain any casualties by friendly fire.
3. The unit establishes and -aintains command & control

throughout the operation.
4. The battalion completes all preparations as specified in the

order.

SUBTASKS AND STANDARDS: GO NO GO NA/NO

1. In offense, was site selected
well forward to avoid early
displacement? -

2. In defense, was site selected
well rear to avoid displacement
and minimize arty/EW?

3. The selected assembly area had
all the necessary character-
istics.

3a. Cover and concealment?

3b. Room for dispersion?

3c. Security from air and
ground attack?

3d. Covered routes in and
out?

3e. Situated on defensible
terrain?

3f. Out of enemy direct fire
and light indirect fire
range?

4. The quartering officer accom-
plished all the necessary
tasks.

4a. Select exact CP site?

4b. Designate platoon
position?

4c. Post guides to lead
Incoming elements?

Figure 2. JRTC T&KO Task 18: Occupy an Assembly Area (Bn)



Data Analysis

Checklist data collected by O/Cs at all echelons is compiled and
analyzed by each operating system and slice element/component O/C team
chief and briefed to the senior O/C in preparation for the unit After
Action Review. One of the benefits accrued from T&EOs is the ability to
annotate both leader and critical tasks. This allows OCs to quickly
focus on the most important tasks and subtasks in the T&EO. Battle
damage assessments (BDA) and firing data also are compiled and proviled
to the senior O/C and his AAR staff for use in the evaluation. There
are a number of other data sources included in the data analysis pro-
cess, specifically I-MILES data and appropriate extractions from the
EMCC logs. All data are turned in to EMC/Plans at the close of each
mission phase.

JRTC Unit Evaluation and Feedback

The After Action Review is the primary mechanism for JRTC unit
evaluation and feedback. AARs are conducted at the close of each
mission phase. A mission phase is an extended period of time -- approx-
imately 72 hours -- during which various related tasks (e.g., occupy an
assembly area, move tactically, assault the objective, consolidate and
reorganize) are executed to accomplish a broader mission (conduct a
deliberate attack). AARs are conducted at the battalion, company/team,
and platoon echelons at the close of each mission phase. System AARs
are also conducted for CSS. Fire Support, Aviation, and Intel at intr--
vals throughout the rotation.

Units are also provided with a complete record of their perfor-
mance at JRTC in the form of a Take Home Package which includes operat-
ing system trends, mission summaries, task performance evaluations,
identified unit strengths and areas in need of improvement, and follow-
on training recommendations. THPs also include video tapes of all bat-
talion level, slice element, and selected company/team and platoon AARs.

Summary

The development and implementation of unit performance evaluation
mechanisms at the JRTC reflect the CTC train-evaluate-train philosophy.
Light forces rotating through JRTC undergo a series of training exer-
cises that include both low- and mid- intensity combat missions which
are evaluated at the close of each mission phase.

In order to meet the needs of each type of unit training at JRTC,
a series of training and evaluation outlines was developed which pro-
vided the basis for the compilation of O/C checklists which address all
special unit and mission requirements. There is a separate set of T&EO
checklists for each battlefield operating system (i.e., maneuver, intel-
ligence, fire support, combat service support, air defense artillery,
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mobility/countermobility/survivability, combat support). Additionally.
there are T&EOs for the aviation and close air support (CAS) components
of the task force.

AARs are conducted at the battalion, company/team, and platoon
echelons at the close of each mission phase. Formal AARs are also con-
ducted for the certain systems (CSS. FS, Aviation, Intel) at intervals
throughout the rotation. Units are also provided with a complete record
of their performance at JRTC in the form of a Take Home Package which
includes operating system trends, mission summaries, task performance
evaluations, identified unit strengths and areas in need of improvement,
and follow-on training recommendations.
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MEASUREMENT ISSUES AT THE
BATTLE COMMAND TRAINING PROGRAM (BCTP)

William A. Ross and Karol Girdler
The BDM Corporation

This paper explores the nature of the measurement issues
characterizing the development of the Battle Command Training
Program (BCTP) during its initial 1 and 1/2 years. BCTP is the
U.S. Army's newest operational Combat Training Center (CTC)
designed for collective training at the Division and Corps level
with an emphasis on decision making skills among senior
commanders and staffs. The measurement issues, like BCTP, have
evolved over the initial development period. The issues are,
however, still far from final resolution due to both the
complexity of development typical to the CTCs, and due to the
unique nature of doctrine and training at Division and Corps.
Due to the echelons training at BCTP, the measurement lessons
learned during previous CTC development only partially apply.
The issues which will be discussed concern 1) what to measure, 2)
how to measure, 3) how to consolidate data from various
measurement sources and produce performance feedback, and 4)
constraints to programmatic approaches for the refinement of
measurement issues. The issues are presented within a framework
representing the flow of information through the system. See
Figure I.

Figure I.
Measurement Issues

INFORMATION WHAT TO HOW TO DATA CONSOLIDATION PROGRAMMATIC
FLOW MEASURE MEASURE AND PRESENTATION REFINEMENT

PURPOSE OF DATA

COLLECTION X X

DATA COLLECTION
STRATEGY X X X X

DATA COLLECTION
METHODS-
IMPLEMENTATION X X

ANALYSIS
STRATEGY X X

ANALYSIS METHODS-
IMPLEMENTATION x

PRESENTATION
METHODS X X
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Both the complexity of the issues at Division and Corps, and
the constraints (time and manpower) on BCTP led to the initiation
of an effort by BDM to begin an integrated resolution of the
measurement issues. This effort will be referred to as it
pertains to each issue below.

The resolution of measurement issues at BCTP has been
affected by the multiplicity of data needs and of change which
characterize both the internal and external environments. These
effects are especially evident in the area of what to measure.
The nature of measurement at Division and Corps is heavily tied
to command and control which is illusive at best, and difficult
to tie to outcomes. In addition, the development of BCTP is tied
to a number of innovations in computer simulation technology
which can change the nature of the events being measured from
exercise to exercise. Philosophical differences exist within the
community about the relative measurement emphasis on outcomes of
battle versus emphasis on the staff processes during the battle
flow and the relationship of the two for diagnostic purposes. In
addition, doctrine, a basis for what to measure, has been in flux
at Division and Corps, with many new publications being written
and reviewed during the past I and 1/2 years. Among these were
original work on both Division and Corps Army Mission Training
Plans (AMTP), and rewriting of basic Field Manuals (FMs).
Central to a resolution of what to measure is the assumption that
what to train is well understood. Given the changes in doctrine
during the past I and 1/2 years, what to train and what to
measure have been difficult to determine doctrinally to the level
needed for the design of measurement tools.

In addiLion to deciding what to measure about unit
performance, BCTP has been faced with the need to construct an
elaborate system to gather data on the flow of the battle for
exercise management purposes. Due to the nature of the Joint
Exercise Simulation System (JESS) model used to drive the
exercises, a great deal of data was needed by the exercise
director. The nature of the need for exercise management data is
that of a view of the unfolding battle and specific activities so
that the exercise director can determine that the exercise is
indeed serving the training objectives, i.e., stimulating the
training audience and not distracting them with unrealistic
portrayals. Additionally, some manually generated (scripted)
events must be integrated into the flow of the computer driven
exercise. BCTP, like all CTCs, has a training mission as well as
responsibility for providing the Army with data to drive Lessons
Learned. To meet this mission for systemic feedback, masses of
data had been collected at each exercise and archived by the
Army's Center for Lessons Learned (CALL). What to measure was
undefined. Lack of articulated data collection and analysis
strategies further meant that the ultimate purpose of data
collection was not being met. Conclusions were impossible to
derive from the masses of raw data.

Temporary solutions for what to rreasure to meet these
diverse needs have included a reliance on command emphasis,
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attempts to measure "everything," and an emphasis on using
resources to gather data to insure that the exercise reasonably
stimulated the training objectives and did not unreasonably
distract the training audience. As the Divisio.i AMTP evolves,
the external environment is forcing a new emphasis on a fine
grained analysis of unit performance, and as BCTP matures, a more
defensible measurement and feedback plan is needed to maintain
credibility. It is at the point in BCTP program evolution that
the BDM effort, the Warfighter Feedback System (WFS), is
intervening.

The approach to what to measure taken by the BDM project,
the Warfighter Feedback System (WFS), was to base the data
collection and feedback more closely on the current and most
stable doctrine, and to synthesize the emerging elements of a
good feedback system which BCTP had already developed. Some
principles and needs of BCTP must define the purposes of data
collection and provide a framework for resolution of the first
issue. These purposes can be summarized as follows:

First, BCTP defines the uniqueness of its program in terms of
diagnostic feedback to the unit. The primary purpose of data
collection is to provide the participating unit with feedback on
its effective or ineffective performance. Second, BCTP has a
commitment to package the feedback in terms of the Battlefield
Operating Systems (BOSs). Third, the data must capture something
about the efficiency of the unit. Fourth, areas of the
simulation which can cause negative learning or distraction must
be monitored closely by assessment of particular data elements.
Fifth, the requirement must be met to provide data useful as
systemic feedback.

The issue of what to measure in order to meet these various
needs is not resolved. The use of organizing frameworks to
consolidate the BCTP data collection purposes into useful
strategies is underway. One effort is the organization of the
critical collective tasks for each BOS according to a framework
which makes sense for that BOS. To date, the collection
framework for the Intelligence BOS has been completed. It was
found that doctrine in this area was complete and stable enough
to define what to measure. This effort built on BCTP's
commitment to provide feedback within the BOS framework. Data
collection following this organization has been tested. The
second effort concerns the construction of an issue based data
collection strategy. This strategy organizes the elements of the
macro-tasks of Divisions (e.g., counterfire). The elements of
each issue are linked to existing data sources to provide a means
of aggregating the masses of data into useful feedback. The data
collection and analysis strategies can then become synchronized.
Although the issue based method had been used by BCTP in its
initial exercise, the requirements for data collection had never
been articulated in a manner which caused a routine understanding
of what to collect.

Given some organization abouL what to collect, there is
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still a significant gap to derive useable collection methods.
Several sources of data exist at BCTP. There is no helpful
instrumentation. The JESS data were limited due to the lack of a
computerized post-processor. A number of people manning work
stations attempt to capture information about battle events as
they occur. They provide narrative summaries, as well as
summaries of battlefield effectiveness such as artillery success.
The most important data collection resource is the cadre of
Observer/Controllers (OCs) which is required to cover seven or
eight geographically dispersed sites 24 hours per day. The best
use of OC time was hampered by the lack of a data collection
strategy and measurement methods to carry out the strategy. In
addition, methodology to synthesize the collection efforts of
these two primary sources, JESS through workstation controllers
and OCs, was missing.

The BDM effort is attempting to provide the understanding of
and to support the development of a strategy which synthesizes
the qualitative and quantitative data available from these
sources. BDM's project at BCTP is based on an INTEGRATED
SCIENTIFIC PARADIGM for data collection. It includes structured
approaches for gathering both qualitative and quantitative data.
This integrated paradigm offers several advantages. First, it
provides a strategy for deriving a fuller and more complete
picture of unit performance that is possible by relying on a
single methodology. Second, a more meaningful and credible
perspective on unit performance can be built by combining
quantitative indicators (such as counts and percentages) with
qualitative accounts (supported by observable evidence). Third,
using a structured qualitative framework that makes explicit the
differences between reasoned judgments and supporting evidence
takes narrative accounts by OCs out of the realm of "subjective"
data and into a scientifically defensible methodology for
describing human behavior.

BCTP is the first CTC to attempt using an integrated
scientific paradigm for data collection. Currently, feedback at
the National Training Center (NTC) and the Joint Readiness
Training Center (JRTC) relies on quantitative indicators (for
example, from the NTC instrumentation system or BDA estimates
provided by OCs) and on written narrative accounts by OCs
incorporated into the Take Home Package. However, these
narrative accounts are not gathered within a systematic
qualitative framework which leaves them open to charges of
subjectivity. Furthermore, quantitative indicators are typically
treated separately from narrative accounts resulting in a lack of
integration (and occasionally leading to conflicting
conclusions).

BCTP's leadership in using state-of-the-art scientific
methodology for collecting data on unit performance makes the
tryout of the OC Guidebook particularly important. The results
of the tryout will not only have implications for BCTP's data
collection system but may provide a model for other CTCs
(especially the Combat Maneuver Training Center currently coming
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on line).

To support the development of this perspective, BDM has
developed data collection forms for the OCs which combine data
types. Additionally, we are working with the data flow during
exercises to provide recommendations for a smooth flow of data
from collection to analysis to feedback. To see the usefulness
of the data collection strategy and specific methods, the outcome
of analysis and feedback must be evident to the collectors. This
added context should improve the quality of data collected.

BCTP has recently made gains in its ability to consolidate
and present the data to the training audience. These gains are
based on the evolving data collection issues as a collection
strategy and modeling of appropriate analysis by key BCTP
personnel. Key elements in their use of data for feedback were
the improvements in their After Action Review (AAR) preparation
procedures and their more rigorous application of their own model
of feedback, i.e. linking observations with outcomes of unit
effectiveness. Observations of unit efficiency which were
difficult to link to outcomes were also given a more clearly
articulated place in the feedback process.

There are three or four AARs during the five-day BCTP
Warfighter exercises. The AAR preparation period begins with the
OCs providing a backbrief to the BCTP Commander about the data
they have collected. This backbrief has become the data
reduction and analysis work period where presentation priorities
are also discussed. Recently, in one Warfighter Exercise, the
issue based collection and analysis strategy was used as the
meeting framework. At the same time, workstation controller data
were introduced directly into the meeting for examination with
the OC data. A model for presentation helped further analyze the
data. This model was that observed performance must be clearly
accompanied by related performance outcome data. This type of
data would be presented in the AAR. Observations of inefficient
staff performance not clearly linked to ineffectiveness were
noted and assigned as material for the "informal AARs" held at
the Command Posts (CPs) by the OCs. The use of these methods in
the meeting were effectively modeled by the Commander of BCTP.

The use of the issue based strategy, overlaying the BOS
framework, defining observations as relevant to efficiency or
effectiveness, and the introduction of data from another source
provided clearer cognitive maps for the OCs, the primary data
collectors. The purposes and uses of data collection were
clearer. The flow of the battle which had unfolded was also
clearer.

To complete the feedback system, the AAR format was revised
in that exercise to more clearly highlight the observations and
their relation to outcomes. Extraneous portions of the AAR which
had previously diffused the focus on the learning points were
omitted. Given the imperfect nature of field data, the unit was
requested to thoroughly discuss observations from its viewpoint.
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Use of these emerging organizing strategies in one exercise
for a successful AAR does not mean that the measurement issues
are resolved. Rather, the approach must be held consistently
long enough to develop the strategies and attendant
methodologies. The macro-task issues have not been defined so
that data collectors can have consistent use across settings.
Measurement methods relative to the various issues are under
development.

The complexity of action and measurement at Division and
Corps requires a network of organizing structures across the
information flow framework. Success at BCTP can only be obtained
by investigating the multiple organizing structures thoroughly,
consistently maintaining a structure until implementation methods
can be developed, tested, and revised, beginning to institution-
alize with training, and realizing successful feedback
experiences. For these actions to happen, BCTP leadership must
contend with a number of constraints and distractions. The
environment could cause the development of measurement feedback
at BCTP to lose focus and flounder. BCTP is currently prone to
multiple internal innovations outside of an organizing context or
effective evaluation program. It is easy to abandon innovations
and developments and to heap together too many changes causing a
loss of cause and effect diagnosis. No integration mechanism
exists for controlling innovation. Resolution of these issues is
immensely complicated, but possible given a focused approach
which links concepts to methods, implementation, evaluation and
revision.
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USING SIMULATED NETWORKING TECHNOLOGY
AS A COMBAT TRAINING CENTER SURROGATE

William J. Doherty & Nancy K. Atwood
The BDM Corporation

Introduction

The need for Army readiness has never been more acute than at the
present time, yet in this era of deficit reduction the opportunity fr"-
resource-intensive training is being yredtiy curtailed. This paper
examines the role of simulated network technology (SIMNET) as a possible
surrogate for Combat Training Center (CTC) advanced collective training.
The paper is organized into four sections: a description of the CTC
program and its place in Army Training, a description of SIMNET, a dis-
cussion of potential training strategies for SIMNET. and finally, a dis-
cussion of the potential role for SIMNET relative to the CTC training.

The Combat Training Center (CTC) Program

Inherent in the training cycle and use of the AMTP is a train-
evaluate-train model which allows for ongoing diagnosis and remediation
of training needs. A major component of forces training is the CTC
(Combat Training Center) program. This program presently consists of
four separate components:

(1) The National Training Center (NTC);

(2) The Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC);

(3) The Combat Maneuver Training Center (CMTC); and

(4) The Battle Command Training Program (BCTP).

The purpose of this program and its four elements is to provide realis-
tic combat-like training that units cannot achieve at their own home
station. The NTC, which has been operable for more than seven years,
focuses primarily on mid- to high-intensity combat training for heavy
mechanized units. The JRTC, which began training rotations in the fall
of 1987, provides low- to mid-intensity joint combat training for light
forces (light infantry, airborne, air assault, and special operations
forces). The CMTC, currently under development, will provide a compara-
ble experience to that at the NTC but for units stationed in Europe.
The BCTP, which ran its first warfighting exercise in January 1988, is
designed to use computer simulations to provide command and battle staff
training at the Division (and eventually Corps) level, relying on com-
puter simulations.

The importance of the CTC program for forces training cannot be
overstated. These programs provide the most realistic opportunity for
the unit to exercise in an environment similar to that of its wartime
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mission. As a result, not only does the unit accrue valuable experience
in performing its missions and tasks in a stressful environment but it
is also possible to assess the combat effectiveness of the units in a
more objective and meaningful way than is available at home station.

The recent draft of AR 350-50 establishes policies, objectives,
and responsibilities for the Combat Training Center program. The five
objectives of the CTC program are shown in the following Table 1.

TABLE 1. CTC PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

1. INCREASE UNIT READINESS FOR DEPLOYMENT AND WARFIGHTING

2. TRAIN BOLD INNOVATIVE LEADERS THROUGH STRESSFUL

EXERCISES

3. EMBED DOCTRINE THROUGHOUT THE TOTAL ARMY

4. PROVIDE FEEDBACK TO ARMY AND JOINT/COMBINED
PARTICIPANTS

5. PROVIDE A DATA SOURCE FOR LESSONS LEARNED AS AN AID TO
IMPROVE DOCTRINE, TRAINING, ORGANIZATION, MATERIEL,
AND LEADERSHIP

The concept of operations for the CTCs is based on three pillars

of advanced collective training:

(1) A dedicated, doctrinally proficient Operations Group;

(2) A dedicated, realistic OPFOR; and

(3) A training facility which closely replicates combat
conditions, and uses a system of instrumentation designed to
unobtrusively collect and record battle events for replay
and analysis.

AR 350-50 (Draft) explicitly identifies the dual role of perfor-
mance assessments at the CTCs. The regulation directs that feedback
from performance assessments is provided to the training unit and the
unit's chain of command in the form of After Action Reviews (AARs) and
written Take Home Packages (THPs). Furthermore, it calls for a trend
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analysis of data from the CTCs which does not identify specific units.

This analysis is intended to yield four primary outcomes:

(1) Input to the Concept Based Requirements System;

(2) Feedback to the total Army,

(3) Feedback to the Joint Center for Lessons Learned: ano

(4) Support feedback to units training at CTCs.

I ne centr dli t of un it pe, foriance e- ,-'•-t t the CTrS ic
readily apparent from the Army's overall approach to training (FM 25-
100) as well as the specific objectives of the CTC program itself (AR
350-50). However, design of successful measurement, analysis, and feed-
back strategies depends on a thorough understanding of the operations of
each of the CTCs. Further, if SIMNET is to act as a surrogate for a
CTC, it is imperative that a Unit Performance Measurement System compa-
rable to a CTC, be employed in its training application.

There are several critical features of the CTC environment that
contribute to a realistic combat simulation:

(1) A free-play training environment;

(2) A dedicated Opposing Force which uses appropriate threat
tactics and equipment;

(3) A battlefield environment which includes electronic warfare
and close air support;

(4) Extensive use of tactical engagement simulation, including
MILES (Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement Simulation); and

(5) A complex instrumentation system for real-time data collec-
tion of mission events.

SIMNET's ability to provide each of these elements is addressed in the

last section of this paper.

Simulated Networking Technology (SIMNET)

The SIMNET program is a Defense Advanced Research Program Agency
(DARPA) sponsored research effort designed to demonstrate the feasibil-
ity of developing a low cost simulator which when coupled with network-
ing technology can be used to simulate collective performance in combat
conditions. This research has resulted in the development of simulators
for both ground vehicles (M-1 tanks, and Bradley Fighting Vehicles) as
well as fixed wing and rotary aircraft. Currently. groups of these simu-
lators have been installed at Fort Knox, Fort Benning, and in Europe.
The installation at Fort Knox will eventually include a Battalion size
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complement of simulators. A separate facility at Fort Knox includes
other SIMNET simulators designed to be used for developmental purposes
rather than training purposes. It is anticipated that this developmental
effort will greatly reduce costs associated with new weapon systems or
their modifications.

The simulators at a single locale are networked together using a
Local Area Network (LAN) to share data packets allowing them to "see"
each other on the same terrain data base. Eventually through the use of
"long Haul" networking technology it will be possible for units at Fort
Knox to share the same battlefield as units at other locations such as
Fort o-mn g - r in ......

The Army is currently examining the role of SIMNET and its produc-
tion version, the Close Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT), in terms of its
place in the entire Army training system. The Army Research Institute
through its Fort Knox Field Unit is supporting this effort by a research
contract that will develop both a unit performance measurement system
concept as well as an overall training strategy for SIMNET. Progress on
that effort was the topic of an earlier session of this conference.

SIMNET Training Strategy

In understanding whether SIMNET can be used as a surrogate for the
CTCs, it is necessary to place SIMNET in the Army training system envi-
ronment. As a training device, SIMNET can be viewed as offering the
seven advantages that dily training device offers (Beecher, 1987): cost
savings on fuel, mileage, and parts; impeding Lhe forgetting period:
permitting training on dangerous procedures at no risk; providing year-
round training; avoiding environmental constraints; providing diagnostic
feedback; and predicting performance on actual equipment. While the
above provides a short list of benefits to be derived it does not pro-
vide a description of the role of SIMNET as a trainer.

The current TRADOC System's Manager (TSM), COL Mengel sees the
training concept for the production version of SIMNET has being based on
five tenets:

(1) It is a unit trainer dedicated to collective training tasks

and missions.

(2) The chain of command is in charge of training.

(3) Training is always in a combined arms environment. All of
the Battlefield Operating Systems (BOS) as fully repre-
sented.

(4) Every participant is a trainee.

(5) Units train to their Mission Essential Task List (METL).
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COL Mengel goes on to indicate that SIMNET fits into a combat unit's
overall training program in two modes: as a precursor to tactical field
training, and as a trainer of tactical operations that cannot be trained
in the field because of their risk or expense.

In this view of SIMNET's training role, it is evident that SIMNET
is seen as part of the Army's collective training system, and that it
should provide many of the same features as the CTCs provide in this
system.

SJMNET as a Surrogate CTC

As indicated above, there are five elements that combine the near
real combat environment of a CTC: free play, dedicated OPFOR, electronic
warfare and Close Air Support, use of tactical engagement simulation,
and a sophisticated instrumentation system. Examining SIMNET with
respect to these five dimensions, allows for an assessment of how
closely it can reproduce a CTC environment. SIMNET as it is currently
used by the troops at Fort Kncy generally is in a free play environment.
That is the performance of the unit and crews is responsive to the
actions as they happen in the simulation. They are not preprogrammed or
scripted. SIMNET is also capable of supporting electronic warfare and
close air support. The simulation, through the use of audio and visible
stimulation, provides a comparable experience to that provided by tacti-
cal engagement simulation. Vehicle losses are visibly noted, and when
one's own vehicle is hit or killed this event is also simulated.
Finally, like a CTC instrumentation system, vehicle status data is cap-
Lurrd throughout the exercise so that replay or analysis can be applied
at the conplation of the exercise. In fact, the data captured by SIMNET
in this regard is of - finer level of detail than that currently cap-
tured at the CTCs.

The only area where SIMNET may not fully match the CTC envi-onment
is the dedicated OPFOR. In SIMNET. it is possible to play other individ-
uals in simulators or to play against an semi-automated OPFOR. .e first
case is similar to that at a CTC, however, there is no standing OPFOR
cadre of players at each SIMNET facility. Thus, free play against an
OPFOR is currently being conducted against other training troops likely
using US tactics. The semi-automated OPFOR simply reduces the manpower
requirements for this play. The lack of an OPFOR is a serious limitation
when considering SIMNET as a potential surrogate of CTC training and
performance. As COL(P) Wesley Clark, Commander of the BCTP program and
former Chief of the Operations Group at NTC maintains, the OPFOR pro-
vides the standard against which US troops perform at a CTC. Therefore,
if the Army considers it desirable to use SIMNET as a surrogate CTC, it
will be necessary to address this important issue. Perhaps, as with the
BCTP program, the use of a Soviet replicate (either semi-automated or
fully automated) OPFOR would ba possible.

While the above discussion has looked at the elements that com-
prise the CTC environment, it is important also to recognize the three
pillars on which the CTCs are based: an Operations group, a dedicated
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OPFOR, and a sophisticated instrumentation system. The latter two compo-
nents have been addressed above. The Operations Group at a CTC provides
the training that a unit receives at a CTC. Specifically, the Operations
Group plans the scenarios, manages the exercises, evaluates the train-
ing, and provides the feedback. These functions must be replicated for
SIMNET if it is to approximate the kind of training that units receive
at the CTCs. In particular it is necessary to create specific scenarios
that stress specific collective tasks at target echelons in order to
insure that the units are training on appropriate AMTP tasks. Further,
these scenarios need to be accompanied by an exercise management control
system that insures that the training exercise is being conducted as
planned. Finallv. there needs to be provision for individuals to evalu-
ate the training and perform the feedback function. At the CTCs, this
provision is handled through dedicated Observer/Controllers and an asso-
ciated feedback support cell. Presently, there are no comparable
resources for SIMNET. Like the lack of a dedicated OPFOR, the lack of an
Operations Group or some mechanism for providing the comparable func-
tion, significantly detracts from SIMNET's capability of serving as a
CTC surrogate.

Summary

SIMNET is an important new training device in the Army's family of
training devices. In fact, SIMNET and its production version the CCTT,
will likely be a major component of the Army arsenal of training devices
in the next decade. Yet, the strategy for using SIMNET in order to
derive maximum training benefit has not been articulated. If one views
the CTCs as the current pinnacle of collective training, then the degree
to which SIMNET allows for a similar training experience would be a
major benefit to be derived from its fielding. As indicated above,
SIMNET satisfies most of the requirements to produce a CTC-like training
experience. The notable deficiencies are the lack of a dedicated OPFOR
and the lack of an Operations Group. Each of these can be remedied
though there are potential significant cost implications in both situa-
tions.

Finally, it will also be necessary to insure that a unit perfor-
mance measurement system be created for SIMNET that is comparable to
that of a CTC. The importance of this topic has been addressed by Hiller
(1987) in his article concerning deriving useful lessons from combat
simulations including CTCs. It should be noted that ARI has funded
research that will insure that such a system is developed and further
that appropriate training strategies and supports are available for
SIMNET when it is fielded by the Army.
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STANDARDIZATION OF TRAINING MEASUREME~ r
AT CXZMT TRAINING CENTERS (CTCs)

Robert H. Sulzen
Army Research Institute - National Training Center Research Team

Fort Irwin, California

This panel describes the relationships of the U.S. Army Research Institute
(ARI), the BDM Corporation, elements of the Combined Arms Training Activity
,CATA) of the Combined Anrs Center (CAC), and the Directorate for Army Ranges
and Targets/Canat Training Centers (DART/CTC) in the conduct of an orgoing
program in support of a standardized training measurement system A- the combat
training centers. The papers are organized around ;. collective training
measurement research plan, current measurement and analysis systems for the
CICs in general and the National Training Center (NTC), Fort Irwin, California,
and the Joint Readiness Training Center (JRIC), Fort Chaffee, Arkansas,
specifically, and current methods tc improve the fidelity of the training
measurement system. In the context of the presentations, the discuss&.ts
described the collective training measurement, instrumentation systems, and
standardization plans for the NTI, JRlC, Combat Maneuver Training Center
(CM1KC), and Battle COumand Training Program (BCIP) CTCs.
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A Systems Approach to Tactical Assessment

James T. Root
BDM Corporation

That maneuver units must be measured as to tactical skill is self-evident.
Without this assessment, there isn't any way of determining whether training is
'correctly tailored. There is no other methoH oF ensuring that equipment meets
current requirements. It is the only way to identify systemic issues that have
been overlooked on the drawing board.

However, there is an old adage that states 'Tac-ics are like noses:
Everyone has o, a'. The saying is correct. A challenge to any leader's tactical
techniques is a challenge to his judgement and may result in at leas, ne nose
taking a traumatically different shape. How then do you assess maneuver units
in a tactical environment? The answer is doctrine.

As an example, doctrine states that units must maintain mutual support.
That is, the various elements within a unit must be able to cover each othez,
or at least, be able to immediately move to a location where they can cover each
other. How they do it is tactics.

With this in mind, Project 2A was developed to form a doctrinally based
tuethod of assessment for maneuver units. Using the National Training Center as
the laboratory, a Critical Task Measurement System (CTMS) was developed that
assessed unit performance based upon how well each of various critical tasks
were performed.

Briefly stated, the CTMS organized each of six identified missions that
were routinely conducted at the NTC by phase (Planning, Preparation, and
Execution). Each phase was then broken into sequential segments, such as
Conception, Analysis, Integration, and Order for the planning phase.

At the same time, identified mission critical tasks were organized by
echelon (task force, company/team, or platoon) and by battlefield operating
system (Intelligence, Maneuver, Command & Control, Fire Support, Air Defense,
Combat Service Support, and Mobility/Counter-Mobility).

The tasks were then sequenced and linked within the mission phases and
segments. The result was a flow of inter-related tasks that continued from start
to end of a particular mission.

As a quality control measure and to ensure that this system produced the
data that was desired, two preliminary case studies of a Defend and a Deliberate
Attack Day mission were analyzed using NTC data. A brief description of the
defend mission and the functional application of 2A using one company/team is
presented as results.
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The Miasion

The task force was ordered to Defend in Sector. To accomplish this, the
task force placed two company/teams forward in the high ground facing west. Team
D covered the northern approach and Team A uovered t'he southern approach. The
two remaining company/teams were placed behind them: Team C in the north and
Team B in the south.

OPFOR reconnaissance elements penetrated into the task force sector during
the night before the battle and were able to identify the positions of all four
company/teams. Based upon this information, the OPFOR main attack, which began
at dawn, followed the southern approach through the sector.

Team A fought without assistance from the rest of the task force and was
quickly overwhelmed. The OPFOR assault continued against Team B.

The task force commander, seeing the battle being fought along the southern
approach, ordered Team C to reinforce Team B. Although Team C moved quickly,
they arrived too late to halt an OPFOR battalion frcm bceaking through.

Team A Analysis

The following comments were extracted from the Team A Take Home Package:

Planning and Preparation

- The commander conducted a poor terrain analysis. The southern flank
of the team position was completely uncovered.

- The commander did not wargame his tentative plan.
- The team failed to coordinate with forward units (in this case, the

Scouts).
- The Operations Order did not address priotlty of work or designate

rehearsals.
- The commander failed to ensure that all his subordinates understood

both the plan and intent.
- The team failed to develop an adequate Fire Support plan.
- Obstacles were not addressed and no plan was developed for obstacle

security and hand-over.
- The team failed to build survivable fighting positions.
- Weapons were not sited to effectively engage attacking enemy forces.
- Minefields were not marked, registered, or secured.
- Resupply was inadequate and not enough ammunition was on hand to

successfully accomplish the mission.

Execution

- The team lost one pi-atocn of tanks to its own minefield.
- The team lost three BIFV's, its Aid Station, and its primary Air

Defense coverage to artillery.
- The team requested only three indir-ct fire missions.
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Due to infrequent and inaccurate reporting, the team was unable to

elicit needed support from the task force.

- Team A was wiped out and overrun in less than thirty minutea by a

single OPFOR battalion.

The following Figures show an overview of the critical task analysis

structure based 2A methodology. Shading indicates task deficiency. Subtasks,

task elements, and measurement criteria are not shown.
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m R1OW CORMNMTAK

Conclusion

What is immediately apparent from this analysis is why Team A was not more
successful. Since the breakdowns are so clear, it is relatively easy to focus
subsequent training to make appropriate corrections. Further, if similar
breakdowns occur throughout the task force, then the task force has identified
a collective issue. Because the system reflects the actual flow of a mission,
it is possible for the assessment to be completed by the end of the mission and
available as immediate training feedback to the unit.

An equally important aspect of the 2A system is the ability to rapidly
analyze tactical performance for training trends and systemic issues that require
resolution. Although, this is a necessarily long range effort, the system serves
as a useful mechanism for data collection and organization.

In summary, 2A was developed as a tool for short term tactical training
requirements and long term research. It has achieved that goal.
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MEASUREMENT AT THE

JOINT READINESS TRAINING CENTER

MAJOR JOSE G. VENTURA JR.
BATTALION OPERATIONS OBSERVER CONTROLLER

"Measurement"; a system of measuring. At the Joint Readiness

Training Center we believe that there is, in place, an excellent

system of measuring a unit's performance. Unlike NTC, JRTC does not

possess the instrumentation to record a unit's movement and later

play it back during the After Action Reviews (AARs). Therefore,

some kind of measurement had to be developed to accomplish the same

purpose.

This measuremejt is througui the use of Training and Evaluation

Outlines, better known as T&EOs and Observer Controllers. T&EOs

are but a comprehensive list of tasks and the data elements that are

part of these tasks. The Infantry School along with other Service

Schools recently published Army Training and Evaluations Plans which

contain T&EOs. Unit commanders can use them to assist in training

and evaluating their units performance. All T&EOs contain the Task

which is to be conducted, the conditions under which it will be

conducted, and the standards which must be met if the task is to be

successfully completed. Furthermore, there are numerous subtasks

and standards which should be completed to increase a unit's chances

of success or meeting the standards. It must be noted that these

T&EOs were reviewed by the Service Schools prior to being published

by JRTC. As the schools develop new T&EOs we will incorporate them

where feasible.
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Many will call T&EOs nothing more than checklists, however,

they are much more. They are a thorough method by which to measure

a unit's performance. They can be used to demonstrate the unit's

strengths and those areas which need improvement. But how do these

T&EOs work? Who use5 them? When?

THE OBSERVER CONTROLLER TEAM

The Observer Controllers (OCs) who walk with every unit whether

in the Brigade support elements or in one of the maneuver units uses

a T&EO to carefully observe and later report on the unit's

performance. Since there is one OC in almost every maneuver squad

and at least one with every other kind of unit, it is not difficult

to cover down on a unit's movement. Therefore giving us the

"playback" capability required for After Action Reviews.

The JRTC Observer Controller team unlike the NTC teams is faced

with controlling a very close in fight (5 meters between forces vs

50 meters at NTC). Therefore more OCs per company team are assigned

to JRTC. Presently there are 12 OCs in every team. In the future

it will increase to 15. This is also true for the support units,

such as the Engineers and the Air Defense Artillery, more OCs are

required because of the many problems encountered with the close-in

fight. Figure 1 shows the current organization of the Observer

Controller team.
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JRTC GREENBOOKS

The OCs at the beginning of every major mission or phase are

given what we call Greenbooks. These are nothing more than the

T&EOs reduced to pocket size formats and protected by a green

colored cover with the phase number written on it. These Greenbooks

contain every T&EO which may be required by the OC. For example,

during the Low Intensity Phase the following T&EOs can be used;

Conduct Reconnaissance in Force, Search and Attack, Conduct Movement

to Contact, Conduct a Hasty Attack, Conduct an Air Assault, etc.

Once the OC receives these Greenbooks he will read and ensure

he identifies those critical and leader subtasks which need to be

accomplished if a unit is to meet the task standards. A critical

subtask is any task whose performance has a direct link to the

accomplishment of the task. While a leader subtask can be defined

as any task that must be performed by one or more leaders of the

unit. The critical subtasks are clearly identified in the books by

the use of a cross (+) and leader tasks use an asterisk (*).

During the conduct of the task the OCs will use the Greenbooks

to answer questions pertaining to the task(s) being observed. These

questions are easily answered by annotatinA a "yes' or "no". they

either did or they did not complete the task(s). However if the

event/action does not apply or it was not observed the OC will

annotate by using either "N/A" or "N/O' respectively. If an OC

gives the unit a "no' he must explain why in the remarks column. At

the end of every T&EO the OC also has an area in which to write

notes he deems necessary for the preparation of his AARs.
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At the end of every phase the Greenbooks are collected and

returned to the data collection section. The Greenbooks can now be

used by the OCs for preparing their portions of the Take Home

P-ckage (THP) and for data collection.

T&EOs AS A DATA COLLECTION TOOL

Not only did the T&EOs create a uniform measurement they also

became the primary source for data collection. The same critical

and leader subtasks could also become data elements that should be

routinely collected for use by such agencies as the Center for Army

Lessons Learned (CALL). If a new requirement arises for data

collection existing T&EOs are updated.

SUMMARY

At JRTC measurement of a unit's performance is accomplished

through the use of comprehensive Training and Evaluation Outlines

(T&EOs) and the Observer Controllers (OCs) who use them. These

T&EOs cover every task that a unit may be required to perform.

Including those tasks performed by all the Brigade Combat Support

and Combat Service Support units.

OC density at JRTC is greater then at the NTC. This ensures

that every movement or action the units take will be observed and

later played back for the After Action Reviews (AARs) . These

observations are accurately recorded on the T&EOs. The OC simply

records whether the action was completed or not. He accomplishes

this by either checking the yes or no boxes provided in the T&EOs.
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T&EOs are also used by the OCs while writing the unit's Take

Home Package (THP) and for data collection. The same critical and

leader subtasks are required data elements. As more data needs are

identified they are quickly added to the T&EOs.

As we look to the future and bring on line instrumentation to

support our data collection effort we still envision the requirement

for OCs and T&EOs. However there is the possibility to use

different computers (lap tops or clipboards) to accomplish what the

Greenbooks now do.
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The U S Army's Trendline Analysis Program

MAJ Joseph R. McLaughlin

Center For Army Lessons Learned, Ft Leavenworth, KS

Introduction. This paper describes the U S Army's Trendline
Analysis Program (TLA), the name given to the collection,
processing, analysis and dissemination of data produced as a
result of training at the Army's four premier Combat
Training Centers (CTC). These centers are the National
Training Center (NTC), Ft Irwin, CA; the Joint Readiness
Training Center (JRTC), Ft Chaffee, AR; the Combat Maneuver
Training Center (CMTC), Hohenfels, FRG; and the Battle
Command Training Program (BCTP), Ft Leavenworth, KS. The
goal of this program is to provide information needed to
improve doctrine, trainincg, organization, materiel and
leadership (DTOML), Additionally, standardization issues
affecting this process will be discussed.

Background. The prototype CTC, the NTC, was conceived as a
place that would first and foremost provide outstanding
training to participating heavy battalions and secondarily
provide a source of data for the identification of tactical
improvements. The first mission rightly received the focus
of resources and has been an unqualified success. The
second, and in some respects more difficult, mission has
only recently been accomplished in a comprehensive and
systematic manner. The Army Research Institute - Presidio

Monterey Field Unit (ARI-POM), sponsored by the Center for
Army Lessons Learned (CALL), Combined Arms Training Activity
(CATA), Ft Leavenworth, Ks has recently completed a five
year effort to develop unit performance measurement systems
for the NTC. This effort included the development of an
archive complete with the necessary procedures, personnel
and equipment to support detailed exploitation of NTC data.
Commanding Ceneral, U S Army Training and Doctrine Command
(CG, TRADOC) verified in early 1988 the readiness of the
archive to support analysis and directed his subordinate
schools and centers to exploit this "qoldmine" of data.
As a consequence, this year saw the first widespread
exploitation of NTC data and the institutionalization of
procedures and facilities to ensure NTC (and objectively
all CTC) data needed for analysis is collected, processed,
analyzed and disseminated. The four components of the TLA
process are discussed below.



Collection. Data collection to support unit training and
subsequent analytical efforts to improve DTOML is a CTC
mission. This mission is accomplished through a variety of
automated and manual data collection systems. Collected
data falls into three general categories: battlefield events
(movement, firing, communications, etc.), unit performance
to standard (Training and Evaluation Outline assessment),
and Observer/Controller (O/C) evaluations. The quantity of
data collected varies among the CTCs, reflecting the
different stages of their development. The NTC, as the most
mature CTC, collects a large amount of battlefield event
data through its range data and communications measurement
systems. These systems allow detailed analysis of task
force missions down to the individual combat vehicle level.
The JRTC, although not as instrumented as NTC, permits
detailed task performance analysis as a result of the T&EOs
employed there. BCTP, a simulation-driven CPX for divisions
and corps staffs, provides simulation results and O/C
assessments. The CMTC will rely initially on manual O/C
data collection and assessments.

All CTCs provide the trained unit a Take Home Package
(THP) consisting normally of written assessments of unit
mission performance and video recordings of the mission
After Action Reviews conducted by the O/Cs. This THP
is provided to the unit to help them develop their training
program. NTC and JRTC THPs are also forwarded to the CTC
archive at ARI-POM within several weeks of the conclusion of
training. BCTP data is maintained at Ft Leavenworth pending
th• fo'-mtltion of a CATA-ARI research and development
effort to exploit this operational level data. CMTC data is
not yet available in significant amounts as the center
transitions to initial operational capability.

CALL coordinates with the CTCs on behalf of the users to
ensure required data is collected. Long-term data needs may
be added to the permanent CTC collection process.
Short-term data needs may be satisfied via a "focused"
rotation data
collection effort. This typically entails the use of
checklists and surveys prepared by the proponent.

Processing. Processing arranges the data provided by the
CTCs into usable forms. Data is received, cataloged,
archived, and where applicable, incorporated into the
relational database by ARI-POM. Many items, such as unit
operations orders, THPs, AAR videos and communications tapes
are simply inventoried and stored. Other data such as the
raw data stream from the NTC instrumentation system is
processed and may be incorporated into a relational database
that contains over 300 task force missions from the NTC.
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The database permits detailed analysis of battles by
applying queries and on-line graphics routines. Efforts
continue to expand the amount of the archive that is
digitized and incorporated into the database.

Analysis. Analysis of CTC data is done routinely by CALL,
the Tradoc Analysis Command (TRAC) and RAND ARROYO. TRADOC
schools pursue proponent issues and ARI exploits the data in
numerous research projects. Contractors have also used the
archive in support of their government work.

The archive can be accessed on-site at ARI-POM or remote
via post or telecommunications. Several actions must occur
before access is granted. First, the user must contact CALL
and receive permission to use the archive. CALL verifies
the user's need for access. While archive holdings are not
classified, they are highly sensitive, For Official Use
Only, and exempt from the Freedom of Information Act under
Category 5. CALL then coordinates with ARI-POM for user
training. Quarterly week-long workshops are conducted at
the archive by ARI-POM to train the users on archive
procedures and provide information on the underlying CTC
data collection systems. Instruction lasts one day and the
remainder of the week is available for research. Once
trained the user may return to conduct additional work as
needed, subject to ARI-POM limits. Special training
sessions can be requested through CALL.

The workshops are a convenient way to bring the users
together with the CTC, CALL, TRAC and ARI representatives.
These personnel provide information that allows the analyst
to understand the strengths and limitations of the data
collection and processing systems and hopefully preclude the
analyst from being misled by the data.

Remote access via telecommunications to the mainframe
hosting the database is possible for authorized users as is
the mail shipment of archive holdings for temporary use.

CALL maintains the right to review user analytical
results. This is done to preclude improper conclusions from
being drawn from the data, verify the results of the user's
classification review, and ensure that unit identities are
not disclosed. CALL coordinates this review with the
applicable CTC.

Dissemination. Trend information is disseminated in a
number of ways. ARI and RAND publish reports and notes.
CALL distributes Lessons Learnaed Bulletins and video tapes
and conducts briefings and studies. TRADOC schools conduct
studies relating to their proponency.

Results. Although the program did not begin to bear fruit
until recently, several significant actions can be traced to
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the exploitation of CTC data. The Infantry School has made
major changes to its TOW training strategy. The Armor
School has begun a study effort focused on improving the
volume and rate of tank firing. Additionally, the Artillery
School has instituted a special data collection effort at
NTC to analyze ways to improve indirect fire
support.

Standardization. As mentioned earlier, the CTCs have
varying levels of instrumentation which affects their
ability to collect data. NTC is a mature system that
provides data for detailed analysis at the individual combat
vehicle level. JRTC, the next most mature system, does not
currently have a similar capability. This shortcoming
limits analysis of light force operations as well as
comparative analysis between heavy (NTC) and light
operations. The instrumentation systems which provide
detailed data at the NTC are mounted to the combat vehicles
which are the dominant player on that battlefield. Such
vehicles are limited to the opposing force at the JRTC and
do not have the NTC-type instrumentation. Cheap, light and
reliable instrumentation to capLure dismounted soldier
firing activity and movement and allow rapid retrieval for
analysis would go a long way towards improving data
collection gaps at the three tactical CTCs and help
standardize the data collection system.

Summary. The Trendline Analysis Program is the means by
which the Army collects, processes, analyzes and
disseminates data produced as a result of training at the
four Combat Training Centers. The goal of the program is to
provide data to improve doctrine, training, organization,
materiel and leadership. A key feature of the program is the
CTC archive being developed by the Army Research nstitute
under the sponsorship of the Center for Army Lessons
Learned. This facility allows for the detailed analysis of
NTC battles and will eventually encompass all of the CTCs.
The program enables the Army to benefit from the secondary
mission of the CTCs to produce data for subsequent analysis.
It has already provided important trends that have initiated
proponent action.

The foregoing paper contains the opinions of the author and
does not reflect an official position of the U S Army.
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ARTEP MISSION TRAINING PLAN USE AT THE CTC'S

David M. Atwood
Major, U.S. Army

Collective Training Division
Combined Arms Training Activity

Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027

With the recent approval of FM 25-100 by the CSA, the Army
now has a solid base on which to build its training management
system. Indeed, over the past few years as FC 25-100 evolved
to the version of the field manual (FM) approved in mid-October,
the principles of training espoused have been inculcated in unit
training programs across the Army. One of the key precepts laid
out in the FM is the Battle Focus Process. Everything the unit
does in training should be focused on the unit's wartime mission.
The figure from FM 25-100 below is a schematic of that process.

PLANS
: COMMANDER'S MISSION ESSENTIAL I

XTRN ANALYSIS TASK LIST (METL)

DU.CIVJS • TAM MuoaRMTzIoN

Figure 1

The METL developed by the unit commander becomes the focus of the
unit's training program. Where does the MTP fit in this process?
The MTP is considered a piece of the Pxternal Directil.s block in
the diagram. It provides the unit's doctrinal missions and the
associated collective tasks that comprise those missions. It
alsu pLovides several matrices that tie the missions and
collective tasks to exercises, references, individual tasks and
leader tasks as well as its component collective tasks. Some
MTPs contain a complete mission by mission hierarchy of tasks
that not only relate the tasks to the mission, but also give a
sequential progression of tasks accomplishment during the
mission. Each type unit has or will have its proponent MTP
providing a complete training package. Remember that it is a
doctrinal package based on a units TO&E and may not include some
real world missions and tasks assigned to a particular unit.

The first use of the mission training plan (MTP) at a Combat
Training Center (CTC) is based on its use at homestation and its
use by the commander in METL development. Prior to a unit ro-
tation at a CTC, the commander and the operations group determine
from the unit's METL those "missions" or tasks on which the unit
will be evaluated during its rotation. It is a fairly simple
process that ensures we gain the maximum training benefit to the
unit and do not divert training reýources to achieving the
standard for missions or .. , that are not on the unit's METI
and therefore not battle ;(d. In addition, figure 2 shows
how the higher commander'. lance becomes the subordinate
unit'i METL and his own batz.ie tasks so too does an MTP for a
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achi-evement of the task standard but are necessary to ensure that
the unit preserves its combat power while accomplishing the task
and does not omit any critical steps. This ensures that luck is
not a factor when the unit repeats the task at a future time.

Third, MTP usage erases most of the obscurity of the old
ARTEP documents, thus tightening the subjective evaluation of the
observer-controllers (OC's). With observable and measurable
standards in print, all segments of the force can train to the
same standard. Granted, we may have the incorrect standard for a
task in an MTP, but at least we have established a reference
point from which to shift until we determine the exact standard.
An example of this is the use of friendly casualty figures as a
measure of success. For instance, a battalion task force's
mission is to defend a specific piece of terrain. In doing so,
the unit should only allow 40% of its force to be wounded/killed
or lose only 40% of its tanks. Although our experience at the
National Training Center has shown this to be an attainable
standard and that successful units have normally attained it, we
have decided to stricken this type of standard from MTP's in
favor of a subjective evaluator judgement that the unit preserved
its force in line with the commander's intent or took all
reasonable measures to evacuate wounded personnel. As you can
see, wsi have established wider standards or at least determined
that we are not ready to accept objective measurement of this
type. We are, however, content with describing enemy casualty
percentages as a measure of success.

Lastly, the MTP will make the training of an OC much easier
by narrowing the amount of subjective judgement currently
required by the CTC's and the old ARTEP documents. Doctrine has
always been the basis for evaluation and training. As the
detailed T&EOs; are used by the OCs, their "checklists" will
follow the MTP rather than be based on their interpretation of
the doc " ql FM, a training circular (if avaiiable) and the
vague A, 7 standards of the past. This process will not be
restrictLu to just OCs. All users of an MTP will go through the
same process and will arrive at the sa,1 e standards for their
respective units. There will always be variance in application
of standards and certainly when the unit commander conducts his
assessment, but we as a group will have a better understanding
of why the variance and how the conditions have altered the
exact standard. In any case, units will be able to achieve
higher standards and thereby be more combat ready.

In summary, the MTP will strengthen our already viable CTC
program by accomplishing these three thoughts. First, better
definition of a unit's METL; second, better definition of the
standards f,)r METL tasks and lastly better training and
standardization of trainers and evaluators. As shown in the
figure from FM 25-100 below, units will be able to operate within
the band of excellence most of the, time.
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unit link to its subordinate, higher or supporting MTPs in the
development process. The resulting training then becomes focused
on battle tasks at the CTC and also at homestation.

COMMANDER'S

"• • GUIDANCE

"TASKS A.•

MAO OVUM1~ BATTAL0N

Figure 2

The sc'cond use at the CTC is derived from the Training and
Evaluation Outline (T&EO's) themselves. Each T&EO also contai-ns
subtasks, conditions and standards for the collective tasks it
covers. Unlike the old ARTEP documents, we have attempted to
identify conditions under which each task should he performed,
thereby adding validity to the published staid.ards. 2\s the unl
trains at homestation and is evaluated at the C!NL, these same
conditions and stand~ards will apply. A small point perhaps, but
let's examine the details. First, each T&t2O condition statement
contains an OR[FOR statement in the SAL'JT, format. What size
ORFOR is rneeded? What is the OPPOR activity? Where is the OFFOS2
operating and so on. Not all SALUIT[ elements apply in each tnsk
but enough so that effective tra in ing of the blue force can
occur . In fact, some MITPs even have OTPFOR tasks or counter tisks
that increase the validity of the task be~ig trainedi. Other
condition elements are also covered hut th•• OP'2 0P is krv,
particularly to the ma'cuver forces that are )r imav r" , s of the
CTCs . U~nit commanders, by replicating the cond it inn as c'~ £ .,l
as piossible to those in the MTB, c-ame closer than ,,vn, bero-m t
r'•p 1 icat ing the real world battle::ijeld an,] thr' 2W j battrefiel a t

h')mre t, t ion.
2econd, thp sub~taska and stanlnards] will I'•'] th ii 'uit th H HI ih

a collective task and thereby e;stail ish the r :r,,i r~,•::s<[•
achi[eving the task outeo~ne standa•r:]. They da na•t r,,• ic
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Figure 3

Rotation at a CTC will continue to be high point of unit
performance but with correct application of those tasks and
standards found in an MTP, a unit will be able to more closely
replicate that CTC experience and hattlefield at homestation and
thereby lessen or eliminate the wide variances of performance
based on subjective evaluation of the past.

REFERENCES:
Headquarters, Department of the Army. 15 November 1983.
Training the Force, Field Manual 25-100, Washington, D.C.

Lewman, T.J. (1987) Mission Critical Tasks at the National
Training Center Research product BDM/ARI-TR 0017-37)
Alexandria, VA. U.S. Army Research Institute for Social and
Behavioral Sciences.
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DEVELOPMENT OF OBSERVER CONTROLLER (0/C) GUIDEBOOKS

Robert H. Sulzen1

Army Research Institute-National Training Center Research Team
Ft Irwin, CA 92310-5000

Observer/Controllers

The Observer/Controllers (0/Cs) at the National Training
Center (NTC) are critical to the success of the simulated battles
fought on the ground at Fort Irwin, California. Imagine the
Chicago Bears playing the Los Angeles Raiders without any
umpires. The result might be entertaining, but it would not be a
football game.

Trying to play simulated combat at the NTC without O/Cs
might also be entertaining for some, but it would not be a very
realistic simulation nor a valuable training experience. The
O/Cs have the most vital role in providing effective simulated
combat for Army tactical units.

The means of portraying the reality of combat in the field
for Army units is MILES (or the Multiple Integrated Laser Engage-
ment System). MILES uses eye-safe lasers attached to weapons as
a means to safely simulate their fire. The firing signature is
also simulated either by blank rounds or flash devices. The
target effects are simulated by laser detectors worn by soldiers
or installed on weapon systems, which when hit cause a buzzing
sound to be emitted which can be shut off only by also turning
off the target's firing laser.

Using the MILES during field exercises is similar to the
gaming situations played by civilians in the 'survival game" with
paint pellet guns. Like those games, the success of MILES exer-
cises rests on the effectiveness of the controllers or O/Cs.
Enthusiastic players can make the game a shambles. Control must
be applied to ensure a fair game. Strapping MILES on weapons
does not ensure a simulated combat exercise anymore than strap-
ping on shoulder pads ensures a football game. Certain rules
must be adhered to if simulated combat is to occur.

While Army Combat Training Centers (CTCs) employ MILES,
our research and observation demonstrates that most Army units do
not properly employ MILES at home station (Roberts-Gray, Nichols,
& Gray, 1984). The CTCs ensure that the MILES ruleE of engage-
ment are properly followed during exercises, through the control
exercised by the O/Cs. The exercises are carried out so well
that acccrding to the TRADDOC Commander (Thurman, 1988)

'The views expressed in this paper are solely those of the
author and do not reflect the views of the Department of the Army
or the U.S. Army Research Institute.
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'...the CTCs provide the best force-on-force experience short of
actual combat in the world.'

It is also through the O/Cs that at least part of any
measurement of unit performance must occur. Measurement of
collective performance in simulated combat is complex. Lika all
measurement systems, there is a need to consider validity and
reliability.

Validity

Without the cc ,trol provided by the O/Cs, the realism (or
validity) of combat simulation would be considerably degraded.
The rules of engagement which the O/Cs enforce require that par-
ticipants be vulnerable to the opposing laser systems, and that
when they fire their own laser weapons there is a reasonable
weapons signature (Department of the Army, 1982).

As stated previously, the Army considers that the CTCs
offer the most realistic training situation available. There is
a strong case for face validity based upon this endorsement.
However, the most valid training is done at the CTCs, while home
station training seems to lack the enforcement of objective
casualty assessment so necessary for validity (Roberts-Gray,
1984). As long as this situation persists, training preparation
for NTC will be deficient, lacking the necessary validity of home
station training.

Reliability

The consistency with which the NTC O/Cs enforce the rules
of engagement is directly related to the reliability of any
measurement of unit performance undertaken at the NTC. Observa-
tion of the O/C teams provides ample evidence that each team
differs in their approach to similar problems. Differences are
not, in and of themselves, detrimental. However, when the O/C
teams differ in their enforcement of the rules of engagement,
there is an opportunity for unreliable measurement.

Research Purpose of the Guidebooks

In order to improve the validity and reliability of
measurement at the NTC and to assist the NTC staff, the Army
Research Institute has developed O/C guidebooks on the proce-
dures to be followed by the O/Cs.

There is a continuing requirement to train OCs due to the
personnel turnover. In the Fall of 1986, the Commander of the
Operations Group, NTC, requested Army Research Institute assist-
ance in the training of O/Cs. A decision was made to develop O/C
guidebooks to assist new O/Cs.

The first guidebook developed was a basic guidebook for
force-on-force company and platoon level O/Cs on the mechanized
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infantry trainer team (Scorpions), and the armor trainer team
(Cobras). Four scientists were involved in the project; it was
completed in December of 1987 and turned over to the Operations
Group, NTC. The guidebook was published in reduced size for
pocket use.

The live fire O/C team or Dragons then worked with the Army
Research Institute staff to modify the company/platoon guidebook
for use in the live fire training. As other guidebooks neared
completion, the Dragons promptly provided feedback on the combat
service support (CSS) , intelligence, and fire support guidebooks
in final form for their use.

At the present time there are a total of eight guidebooks
published for use by the O/Cs at the NTC. Four of the guidebooks
are for the force-on-force O/C teams (Scorpions and Cobras) , and
four are for the live fire O/C team (Dragons). The four guide-
books are similar for both groups and cover the following topics:
company/platoon, CSS, intelligence, and fire support.

In the near future, guidebooks for mobility-countermobility
and NBC (nuclear, biological, and chemical) should be developed.
Plans are in effect to develop guidebooks for the artillery O/C
team (Werewolves) , the forward support battalion O/C team (Gold
Mi~crz) , antiarmor O/Cs, and the senior task force O/Cs.

Guidebook Development Methodology

The developmental techniques for the guidebooks have inclu-
ded a review of the military literature (doctrine), interviews
with the O/Cs on the discharge of their duties, observation of
the O/Cs performing their duties; and an iterative review of
draft guidebooks by the O/Cs, with revisions by the Army Research
Institute staff.

The iterative review of the draft guidebooks by the O/Cs
was a time-consuming process, and required cross checking with
sister O/C teams with similar requirements. Although this pro-
cess required the expenditure of considerable time, it was valua-
ble in that the results more closely represented the actual prac-
tices of the O/Cs and the O/Cs have a greater feeling of owner-
ship from their participation.

The basic guidebook for company and platoon O/Cs includes a
section on checks of the MILES equipment to insure that it is
operational. The basic MILES manuals were consulted for the
details, and the checks were sequenced in such a manner as to
facilitate checking MILES operation (as opposed to performing
MILES installation as emphasized in the manuals). Other sections
in the basic guidebook focus on specific duties of O/Cs at the
NTC.

The remaining guidebooks have been designed for O/Cs who
observe and control specific tasks related to operating systems,
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as performed by elements of the unit undergoing training at the
NTC. These guidebooks have given the detailed duties of specific
O/Cs and have required iterative review with the job incumbents.

The Army Research Institute will continue to update all
guidebooks on a continuing basis as required. This will be done
on a page by page basis, so that the next printing of the guide-
book will incorporate the necessary changes.

Discussion

By working closely with the Observer/Controllers (O/Cs) at
the National Training Center (NTC) on the development and revi-
sion of the O/C guidebooks, the Army Research Institute will
assist in improving validity and reliability of unit performance
measurement. The validity of measurement will be improved as the
realism of the combat simulation is increased through the deve-
lopment and enforcement of new rules of engagement. The reliabi-
lity of measurement will be strengthened as the procedures fol-
lowed by the O/Cs are standardized and implemented.

When changes occur in O/C procedures that could affect the
measurement of unit performance, the dates of the changes can be
documented. This information will improve the accuracy of
reporting results and longitudinal trends. The benefits for the
Army Research Institute in developing the guidebooks for the NTC
O/Cs are an improved unit performance measurement system with a
data base for analysis and improvement of Army units.
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PROTOTYPE ELECTRONIC CLIPBOARD SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR THE
COMBAT TRAINING CENTERS (CICs)

Patrick J. Whitmarshl
Army Research Institute-National Training Center Research Team

Ft. Irwin, CA 92-10-5000

BACKGROUND

Historically, Army Research Institute (ARI) has developed
methodologies to collect valid and reliable field data. Since a
systematic collection of large data sets is not currently imple-
mented at the Combat Training Centers (CTC) , valid and reliable
data is problematic. With support from the Combined Arms Train-
ing Activity (CATA) of TRADOC, ARI has pursued the implementation
of a hand-held computer as a methodology for the systematic col-
lection of large sets of field data in support of research on a
Unit Performance Measurement System (UPMS) at the CTCs tAtwood,
Hiller, & Herman, 1986; Goehring, 1987) . Based on a demonstra-
tion by ARI to GEN Thurman, the Directorate for Army Ranges and
Targets/Combat Training Centers (DART/CTC) of the Army Training
Support Center (ATSC) , implemented a program for the CTCs to de-
velop software and hardware for a hand-held computer known as the
electronic clipboard.

This paper will present a model of the software and hard-
ware, discuss the initial work, present results of field tryouts
at the National Training Center (NTC) and the Joint Readiness
Training Center (JRTC) , and discuss the current work and status
of the electronic clipboard.

SOFTWARE/HARDWARE MODEL

The current plan for instrumentation at the CTCs and home
station include the Sun workstation and the Integrated Relation-
al System (INGRES) data base management system (DBMS) , running
under the Unix operating system. Accordingly, the software model
includes the application program downloaded from the application
data base of INGRES DBMS on the SUN to the electronic clipboard;
after data collection, the data files are uploaded to the INGRES
DBMS; upon request, reports are generated through the INGRES
report generator software by merging the reports data base and
the data files. In addition, the hardware model is a device
which is based on the software requirements, portable, rugged,
and contains a RS-232 port.

'The views expressed in this paper are solely those of the
author and do not reflect the views of the Department of the Army
or the U.S. Army Research Institute.
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INITIAL WORK

Although the SUN workstation with INGRES DBMS was not
initially available, DART/CTC conducted a front end task analysis
at the JRTC and the NTC to provide the basis for' the hardware and
software requirements document. From the software requirements
document, the application program files with attendant data files
and the report formats data files were written in dBase III
programming language and compiled with Clipper. The application
program is presented to the user through a series of menu driven
screens. Upon turning on the hardware, a logon screen is dis-
played. The second screen allows the entry of information about
the unit to be observed. Upon exit of the second screen, the
main menu appears with 10 selections available to the user.
Notable is the selection of an Army Training and Evaluation Pro-
gram-Mission Training Plan (A-MTP) task as a function of echelon,
mission, operating system and Battle Phase (plan, prepare, exe-
cute) . Each A-MTP task provides the standards for scoring by the
user. In addition to scoring, the user may enter additional
information for each standard through a window capability.

Depending on the format, the reports indicate the data to
include comments entered by the user for each task and task
standard. To represent the range of hardware requirements and
software requirements necessary for the field tryouts at the NTC
and JRTC, DART/CTC selected a System Research a: . Development
Corporation (SRDC), a GridCase Plus, and a Paravant portable
computers. !;. lieu of a 5 1/4" floppy disk drive, the Paravant
utilizes a 1.2 megabyte (mb) random access memory (RAM) disk and
in lieu of a keyboard, the SRDC utilizes a touch screen. Other
than these notable differences and from the suandpoint of the
user, other dissimilarities between devices did not effect oper-
ations. Based on the inital work, DART/CTC presented demonstra-
tions to agencies within CATA, NTC, and JRTC. As part of the
demonstration, the application software was downloaded from a
Zenith 184 laptop computer to the Paravant hand-held computer;
data was entered into the Paravant; then the data file was up-
loaded to the Zenith 184 to a dBase III data base; finally, with
the report generator of dBase III on the Zenith 184, a hardcopy
report was generated on the printer

FIELD TRYOUT/RESULTS

During July and August 1989 DART/CTC conducted field
tryouts of the software and hardware at the NTC and JRTC. There
were three SRDC, GridCase Plus, and Paravant portable computers
for a total of 9 hardware devices available for the field try-
outs. From selected attack and defend missions, the application
software contained A-MTP tasks and standards in A-MTP format.
After training on the hardware and software, each of nine O/Cs
operated each of the three hardware devices during a given
training mission. After each training mission each O/C respond-
ed to a questionnaire on the hardware and software. For the
software, the overall results indicated including a notepad,
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checklists, and individual soldier manual tasks. For the re-
ports, the overall results indicated including reports generated
in After Action Review (AAR) format, Take Home Package (THP)
format; and for the checklist data, custom formats. For the
hardware, the overall results indicated ensuring the device meets
Mil Spec 1801 (ruggedized) , weighs between four to six pounds,
incorporates a RAM disk (eliminate disk drives), includes an
illuminated (night operations) QWERTY keyboard , incorporates a
25 X 80 screen, incorporates a tactical power supply, and mounts
in the vehicle.

CURRENT WORK

Based on the field tryout results and input from ARI and
CATA, Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL) , Collective Train-
ing Centers-Program Directorate (CTC-PD) , and Combat Arms
Training Integration Directorate (CTI) ; and with a release date
of April 1989, DART/CTC is writing in dBase III a new version of
the application software for the CTCs, developing a master A-MTP
data base in INGRES-PC DBMS for the CTCs, developing the report
formats for the AAR, THP, and selected checklists in INGRES-PC
DBMS for NTC and JRTC, and loading specifif A-MTP tasks and
staniards for the JRTC. ARI, CATA, and DART/CTC are formulating
the plans to convert the work in INGRES-PC to INGRES on the SUN
workstation with the expectation of performance prior to April
1989. For the hardware, DART/CTC is writing a Satement of Work
(SOW) with the Request For Proposals (RFP) due in the Commerce
Business Daily (CBD) the second quarter of FY89 with contractor
performance expected in July/August 1989. Purchase of the elec-
tronic clipboard by the CTCs is anticipated for the 4th quarter
of FY 89. With the purchase of the electronic clipboard by the
CTCs, ARI will be in a position to systematically collect the
large sets of field data required to validate the A-MTP tasks and
task standards as part of the research on the Unit Performance
Measurement System.

SUMMARY

This paper presented a software and hardware model for an
electronic clipboard implemented in the context of the instru-
mentation system architecture at the CTCs and home station.
Initially, DART/CTC developed the application software in dBase
III to run on SRDC, GridCase Plus, and Paravant portable compu-
ters and the report generation software in dBase III to run on a
Zenith 184 laptop computer. Based on field tryout results and
input from ARI and CATA agencies, DART/CTC is writing a new
version of the application software in dBase III, developing a
master A-MTP data base in INGRES-PC DBMS, developing specific
report formats in INGRES-PC DBMS; and letting a contract for
hardware in the 2nd quarter of FY 89. Conversion from INGRES-PC
to INGRES on the SUN workstation is expected prior to April 1989.
With the purchase of the electronic clipboard in the 4th quarter
of FY 89 by the CTCs, ARI will be in a position to systematically
collect large sets of field data in support of the UPMS.
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1988 ANUAL CNICE

SIEERI aC9flTrLE NEE19M

28 PO(JEMEER 1988

The meeting of the Steering Committee for the 30th Annual Conference
of the Military Testing Association was held in the Jackson Room of the
National Clarion Hotel, Arlington, Virginia, on Monday, 28 November 1988.

MEMBERS AND ATTENDEES: Please see "List of Members and Attendees" following
these minutes. The Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support and
the National Headquarters for Selective Service were not represented.

ITEM REMARKS

I. OPENING REMARKS

1. The President, Colonel Jon W. Blades, welcomed the members and
opened the meeting at 1000 hours.

II. REVIEW OF 1987 MINUTES

2. Me minutes of the 1987 Steering CoYmdttee were reviewed.

MOTION: It was moved by Captain Ed Naro that the minutes of the 1987
Steering Committee meeting be adopted.

SECONDED BY: Mr Charlie Holman

CARRIED

III. FINANCE

3. Mr. Holiman reported that the funds received form the Canadian
Forces were in excess of $7500; these funds were used as "seed" money
for this year' s conference.

IV. PRORAM

4. Dr. Art Gilbert reported that 165 abstracts for individual or panel
presentation were received and that four of these were withdraýci.

V. O•IANGE TO BY-LAWS

5. Mr. Holman reported on the proposed revision to the MPA By-laws.
The proposed change would limit membership in the Association to
those in agencies of the associated armed forces or other qovc-nx1'nth ]
agencies. A new category of participants would be created desionitc-
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ITEM RF S

as non-member participants. This proposal calls for deleting the
pIrase educational. business, industrial and private in Article 111.
B.1 and Article V. B. of the existirn Bylaws. Also, it calls for an
addition to Article III of the By-Laws as fo]lcls:

"C. Non-Member Participants.

1. Non-member participants• may participate in the annual
conference, present papers and ar-ticip-te in synposiun/panel
sessions. Non-members will not attenc the meeting of the Steering
Ccxrmittee not have a vote in a&--ociation affairs."

Mr. Holman pointed out that this revision is necessary to conform to
the U.S. Department of Defence ard each service regulation which
prohibits military and civilian personnel from accepting offices in
associations based on an official military position or assignment if
tl".t association has members in it which could be providing goods or
services to Department of Defence. Mr. lloimn reported that Steering
Committee voted for these changes in a nmii! ballot and that a vote of
the general mrebership would be called for in the afternoon.

NOTE: The proposed ch-anges to the Bylaws were approved by a vote at the

General Membership Meeting held at 1530 hours on 28 November 1988.

VI. HARRY GREER AWRDX

6. Dr. Gilbert announced that there 'was on--e nomination for this ;ward
and that the nominee was approved by a majority in a mail ballot.
Colonel Blades is to announce the recipiejt on Thursday evening.

VII. MTA MEMVBERSHIP

7. Dr. Gi2bert proposed that the Directorate of Plersonnel Selection,
Research and Second Careers of the National Defence headquarters of the
Canadian Forces be admitted to nmebership in T-he Association and he
gave a brief sketch of their contrioutio-s to the Association.

MOTION: It was moved by Dr. John Ellis that the Directorate of
Personnel Selection, Research1 and Second Careers, National Defence
Headquarters, Canadian Forces, be accepted as an institutional member
of KFA.

SECONDED BY: Richard Lanterman
CARRIED

VIII. NATIONALf/QJI SEECTIVL AR= ,EI &YT,24

8. Dr. Gilbert suggested tlat a letter be s&-nt to the National
Headquarters Selective Service Systasn to terminate institutional
membership of that organization in 1HFA b u---use of lack of
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participation. Dr. Martin Wiskoff suggested an alternative proposal
which would provide for a letter be written to any institutional member
organization which fails to have representation on the Steering
Committee for two consecutive years asking if it wished to continue
its membership.

MOTION: It was moved by Dr. Peg Smith that a letter be sent to any
institutional organization which failed to have representation on the
Steering Ccomittee for two consecutive years asking that organization
if it wished to continue its membership.

SECONDED BY: Ccmmander Fred Wilson

IX. U.S. COAST GUARD REPRESENTATION ON THE STEERING MMITI=EE

9. Mr. Lanterman anno~nced that Headquarters U.S. Coast Guard would be
the Coast Guard representative on the MTA Steering Committee in
place of the U.S. Coast Guard Institute.

CARRIED

X. MTA CONFERENCE IN IME FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GE4MANY

10. Dr. Frederich Steege remarked on the willingness of the German
Federal Ministry of Defense to host a Conference in 1991. He said
that it probably would be held in Munich which was the site of
the 1984 Conference. Dr. Steege expressed the feeling that the good
attendance by aelegates by delegates frao the United States was due to
a letter written at United States Department of Defense level. Dr.
Steege suggested that a similar letter would be useful in support of
the 2991 Conference. The discussion which followed Dr. Steege
remarks suggested the feasibility of obtaining such a letter.

XI. 1989 MEETING

11. Colonel Blades czmmented that the 1989 convention will be held in
San Antonio, Texas, 6 - 10 November 1989 and that it will be
coordinated by the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory and the USAF
Occupational Measurement Center.

XII. OTHER FUTURE MEETINGS

12. It was agreed that other future next two meetings would be as
follows:

a. 1990 - Pensacola, Florida, coordinated by the U.S. Navy
Education and Training Program Management Support Activity

b. 1991 - Munich, Federal Republic of Germany, coordinated by the
Federal Ministry of Defense
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XIII. ADJ N

13. There being no further busi ass, the mereting was meeting was
adjourned at 1030 hours.
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Mike Berger Jeff Higgs
Veterans Administration N/IE4MS
Washingjton, DC 20420 Ottawa, Ontario KiA 0K2
(202) 233-6232 Canada

(613) 992-7069
COL Jon W. Blades
U.S. Army Research Institute Charlie Holnan
5001 Eisenhower Avenue U.S. Army Resarch Institute
Alexandria, VA 22333-5600 5001 Eisenhower Avenue
(202) 274-3265 Alexarndria, VA 22333-5600

(202) 274-3266
Eugene F. Burke
Science 3 (Air) Tracye Julien
Ministry of Defence U.S. Army Research Institute
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England (202) 274-3265
430-6335/6179

Richard S. Lanterman
IL oyd Burtch U.S. Coast Guard
Human Resources Taboratory G-PWP
Brooks AFT TX 78235 Washington, DC 20593
AV 340-3611
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Dr. Heinz J. Ebenrett NEFr4SA
GAF Administratopm Office Code 301
Bonn Pensacola, FL 32509
Federal Republic of Germany (904) 452-1369
49/228/122074

Captain Francois Lescreve
Dr. John A. Ellis CRS (Sec Psy Ond)
Navy Personnel R&D Center BRUYNS-hRAAm

Code 15 B-1I120 Brussel (NO-H)
San Diego, CA 921r-2-6800 Belgium

32/2 268 0050 Ext 3219/3319
Dr. Arthur C. F. Gilbert
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AV 240-3853
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ULt Kanthleen M. Longmire J. S. Tartell
AFHR/!D USAF CMC
Brooks AFB TX 78232 Rrandolph AFB TX 78150
(512) 536-3648 AV 487-6623

CAPT Edward Naro Capt(N) Mark H.D. Taylor
NODAC AEM (PER)/CPCSA/MO[S
Washington Navy Yard Anacostia NDHQ Ottawa
Bldg 150 Ottawa, Ontario KIA OK2
Washington, DC 20374 Canada

(613) 996-49RO
Colonel Frank Pinch
Director, Personrel Selection Dr. Janet Treichel
Research & Second Careers NODAC
Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0K2 Washington Navy Yard Anacostia
Canada Bldg 150
(613) 992-0244 Washington, DC 20374

W. A. Sands Ccamkander Fred Wilson
Navy Personnel R&D Center Canadian Forces
Test Systems Dept (Code 13) Personnel Applied Research Unit
San Diego, CA 952152-6800 Suite 600
(619) 553-9266 4900 Yonge Street

Willadale, Ontario M2N 6B7
Lt Col lawrence Short Canada
AFHRI/O4OD (416) 224-4964
Brooks AFB TX 78232
(512) 536-3648 Dr. Martin F. Wiskoff

Defense Personnel Security
Dr. Peg Smith Research & Education Center
NETPMSA Monterey, CA 93940
Pensacola, FL 32509
(904) 452-1369

Dr. Friedrich W. Steege
FMOD
Bonn
Federal Republic of Germany
49/228/128242
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BAIM H. COM ANARD

One nomination for the Harry H. Greer Award was received this year. The
nominee, Mr. Walter Birdsall, as adjudged to possess those qualities required
to deserve recognition for his contribution to the Military Testing
Association.

A plaque was presented to Mr. Birdsall on 1 December 1988 at the annual
banquet and dance of the Association. A copy of the citation on the plaque
presented to Mr. Birdsall is shown on page the page 935.
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BY-IANS OF 1WE MILITARY TESrING ASSOCIIATIXIN

Article I - Name

The name of this organization shall be the Military Testing Association.

Article TI - Purpose

The purpose of this Association shall be to:

A. Assemble representatives of the various armed services of the United
States and such other nations as might request to discuss and excharge ideas
concerning assessment of military personnel.

B. Review, study, and discuss the mission, organization, operations, and
research activities of the various associated organizations engaged in military
personnel assessment.

C. Foster improved personnel assessment through exploration and
presentation of new techniqu.ýs and procedures for behavioral measurement,
occupational analysis, manpower analysis, simulation models, training programs,
selection methodology, survey and feedback systems.

D. Promote cooperation in the exchiange of assessment procedures, techniques
and instruments.

E. Promote the assessment of military personnel as a scientific adjunct to
modern military personnel management within the military and professional
comunnities.

Article III - Participation

The following categories shall constitute membership within the MTA:

A. Primary Membership.

1. All active duty military and civilian personnel permanently assigned
Lo an agency of the associated armed services having primary responsibility for
assessment for pert •-nel systems.

2. All civilian and active duty military personnel permanently assigned
to an organization exercising direct ccmmTand over an agency of the associated
armed services holding primary responsibility for assessment of military
personnel.

B. Associate Membership.
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1. Membership in this category will be extended to permanent personnel
of governental organizations engaged in activities that parallel those of the
primary membership. Associate members shall be entitled to all privileges of
primary membe.rs with the exception of membership on the Steering Ommittee. This
restriction may be waived by the majority vote of the Steering Committee.

C. Non-Member Participants.

1. Non-members may participate in the annual conference, present papers
and participate in symposium/panel sessions. Non-members will not attend the
meeting of the Steering Cxmmittee nor have a vote in association affairs.

Article IV - Dues

No annual dues shall be levied against the participants.

Article V - Steerirn &mzittee

A. The governing body of the Association shall be the Steering Committee.
The Steering Committee shall consist of voting and non-voting members. Voting
members are primary members of the Steering Committee. Primary membership shall
include:

1. The Commanding Officers of the respective agencies of the armed
services exercising responsibility for personnel assessment programs.

2. The ranking civilian professional employees of the respective
agencies of the armed service exercising primary responsibility for the conduct
of personnel assessment systems.

3. Each agency shall have no more than two (2) representatives.

B. Associate membership of the Steering Committee shall be extended by
majority vote of the committee to representatives of various governmental
organizations whose purposes parallel those of the Association.

C. TIhe Chairman of the Steering Committee shall be appointed by the
President of the Association. The term of office shall be one year and shall
begin the last day of the annual conference.

D. The Steering Committee shall have goneral supervision over the affairs
of the Association and shall have the responsibility for all activities of the
Association. The Steering Ccmmittee shall corxduct the buxsiness of the
Association in the interim between annual confer-xces of the Association by such
means of communication as deemed appropriate by the President or Chairman.

E. Meeting of the Steering Committee shall be held during the annual
conferences of the Association and at such times as requested by the President of
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the Association or the (Chairman of the Steering Ccomittee. Representation from
the majority of the organizations of the Steering Camnittee shall constitute a
quorum.

Article VI - Officers

A. The officers of the Association shall consist of a President, Chairman
of the Steering Committee and a Secretary.

B. The President of the Association shall be the Commanding Officer of the
armed services agency coordinating the annual conference of the Association. The
term of the President shall begin at the close of the annual conference of the
Association and shall expire at the close of the next annual conference.

C. It siiall be the duty of the President to organize ard coordinate the
annual conference of the Association held during his term of office, and to
perform the customary duties of a president.

D. The Secretary of the Association shall be filled through appointment by
the President of the Association. The term of office of the Secretary shall be
the same as that of the President.

E. It shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Association to keep the
records of the association, and the Steering Cammittee, and to conduct official
coirrespondence of the association, and to insure notices for conferences. The
Secretary shall solicit nominations for the Harry Greer award prior to the annual
conference. The Secretary shall also perform such additional duties and take
such additional responsibilities as the President may delegate to him.

Article VII - Meetings

A. The Association shall hold a conference annually.

B. The annual conference of the Association shall be coordinated by the
agencies of the associated armed services exercising primary responsibility for
military personnel assessment. The coordinating agencies and the order of
rotation will be determined annually by the Steering Conmittee. The coordinating
agencies for at least the following three years will be announc&e at the annual
meeting.

C. The annual conference of the Association shall be held at a time and
place determined by the coordinating agency. The membership of the Association
shall be informed at the annual conference of the place at which the following
annual conference will be held. The coordinating agency shall inform the
Steering Committee of the time of the annual conference not less than six (6)
months prior to the conference.

D. The coordinating agency shall exercise planning and supervision over the
program of the annual conference. Final selection of program contcnt shall be
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the responsibility of the coordinating organization.

E. Any other organization desiring to coordinate the conference may submit
a formal request to the Chairman of the Steering Committee, no later than 18
months prior to the date they wish to serve as host.

Article VIII - Qummittees

A. Standing ocummittees may be named from time to time, as required, by vote
of the Steering Committee. The chairman of each standing ccmmittee shall be
appointed by the Chairman of the Steering Ccmmittee. Members of standing
cc•ittees shall be appointed by the Chairman of the Steering C umttee in
consultation with the Chairman of the xmunittee in question. Chairmen and
ccomittee members shall serve in their appointed capacities at the discretion of
the Chairman of the Steering Cwmmittee. The Chairman of the Steering Ccmnittee
shall be ex officio member of all standing ccmuittees.

B. The President, with the counsel and approval of the Steering Canmittee,
may appoint such Ai hoc comnittees as are needed from time to time. An ad hoc
committee shall serve until its assigned task is cmpleted or for the length of
time specified by the President in consultation with the Steering Committee.

C. All standing ccrmmittees shall clear their general plans of action and
new policies through the Steering cummittee, and no ccamiittee or cxmmittee
chairman shall enter into relationships or activities with persons or groups
outside of the Association that extend beyond the approved general plan of work
without the specific authorization of the Steering Ccrnmittee.

D. In the interest of continuity, if any officer or member has any duty
elected or appointed placed on him, and is unable to perform the designated duty,
he should decline and notify dt once the officers of the Association that he
cannot accept or continue said duty.

Article IX - Ammynednts

A. Amendments of these By-Laws may be made at any annual conference of the
Association.

t Amerdments of the By-Laws may be made by majority vote of the assembled
memb .hip of the Association provided that the proposed amendments shall have
been approved by a majority vote of the Steering Coumittee.

C. Proposed amendments not approved by a majority vote of the Steering
Committee shall require a two-third's vote of the assembled membership of the
Association.

Article X - Voting

All members in attendance shall be voting members.
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Article XI - Harry H. Greer Award

A. Selection Procedures:

1. Recipients of the Harry H. Greer Award will be selected by a
committee drawn from the agencies represented on the MTA Steering Ccmmittee. The
00 of each agency will designate one person from that agency to serve on the

Awards Comnittee. Each committee member will have attended at least three
previous MTA meetings. The member from the coordinating agency will serve as
chairman of the committee.

2. Nominations for the award in a given year will be submitted in
writing to the Awards Conmittee Chairman by 1 July of that year.

3. The chairman of the committee is responsible for canvassing the
other conimittee members to arrive at consensus on the selection of a recipient of
the award.

4. No more tn.n one son is to receive the award each year, but the
award need not be made each year. the Awards Committee may decide not to select
a recipient in any given year.

5. The annual selection of the person to receive the award, or the
decision not to make an award that year, is to be made at least. six weeks prior
to the date of the annual MrA Conference.

B. Selection Criteria:

The iecipients oi cre Harry h. Greer Awaxd are to be seiec-týld on the
basis of outstanding wo.r cor icributing significantly to the MFA.

C. The Award:

The Harry H. Greer .-ward is to te a certificate normally pre-sentea tc.
the recipient during the Annual MIA Conference. The aýros committe-,e is
responsible for prejarirn the text o0 tre certificate. The coordiratirj aýcwr-
is responsible for printixg •-Lnd Dwartlirni ,ii C,-rtificate.

ArtX' ie X.-rrxhtn
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Belgian Armed Forces Psychological Research Section

Canavdian Forces Directorate of Military Occupational Structures

Canadian Forces Directorate of Personnel Selection, Research and Second Careers

Canadian Forces Personnel Applied Research Unit

Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support

Federal Republic of Germany Ministry of Defense

National Headquarters Selective Service System

Royal Australian Air Force Evaluation Division

U.K. Science 3 Air

U.S. Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

U.S. Air Force Occupational Measurement Center

U.S. Army Research Institute

U.S. Coast Guard

U.S. Defene Personnel Security Re•earch and Education Centfr

U.S. Naval Education and Training Program Development Center

U.S. Navy OccupationAl Data Analysis Center

U.S. Navy Personnel Research and ;Development Center
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LT Robert R . Albright Dr. Hebert G. Baker
U.S. Coast Guard Academy NPRDC (Code 12)
New London, Cr 06320 San Diego, CA 92152-6800

Dr. Karla Eve Allan Louis E. Banderet, Ph.D.
The BEM Corporation USARI4
2600 Garden Road, North Bldg. Health and Peformance Division
Monterey, CA 93940 Natick, MA 01760-5007

Deborah Allen Ldr Edward G. Barnett
College for Human Larvices CF Fleet School Halifax
345 Hudson Street CSE Division
New York, NY 10014 CFB Halifax, Nova Scotia

Canada B3K 2XO
John P. Allen
2009 Carriage C urt 9etty J. Batts
Vienna, VA 22180 6502 Eric Street

Huntsville, AL 35810
Laurel E. Allender
U.S. Army Research Institute Roya Bauman
P. O. Box 6057 1011 Arlington Boulevard #742
Fort Bliss, TX 79916 Arlingotn, VA 22209

Dr. William E. Alley Michael E. Benedict
AFhRL U.S. Army Research Institute
Brooks AFB, TX 78235 5001 Eisenhower Avenue

Alexandria, VA 22333-5600
Jane M. Arabian, Ph.D.
U.S. Army Research Institute Winston R. Bennett
5001 Eisenhower Avenue AFHR4/IE=
Alexandria, VA 22333-5600 Brooks AFB, TX 78235-5601

MAJ David M. Atwood Lcdr Domuinique M. D. Benoit
11 Walker Avenue NEHQ/EMOS
Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027 100 Metcalfe Street

Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0K2
William T. Badey Canada
SSC-NCR
ATqI: ATNC-+IOT Mr. B. Michael Berger
200 Stovall Street Veterans Adinistration
Alexandria, VA 22332-0400 810 Vermont Avenue, N. W.

Washington, DC 20420
Annette G. Baisden
Naval Aerospace Medical LT hcqnuas G. Berstene

Institute (Code 412) U.S. Coast Guard (G-PTE-3)
NAS Pensacola 2100 2nd Street, S.W.
Pexnsacola, FT, 32508-5600 Washington, DC 20593-0001
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Major Conrad G. Bills Lawrence S. Buck
ASD/ENET Planning Research Corporation
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 1440 Air Rail Avenue
45433-6503 Virginia Beach, VA 23455

Walter Birdsall Gary R. Bunde
4441 Soundside Drive 8237 Lyric Drive
Gulf Breeze, FL 32561 Pensacola, FL 32514

Andrea E. Birnbaum Eugene F. Burke
5539 Columbia Pike #815 Science 3 (Air)
Arlington, VA 22204 Ministry of Defence

Lacon House, Theobald Road
Dr. Barbara A. Black London WCIX ORY, UK
U.S. Army Research Institute

Field Unit Ft Knox Richard L. Burse
ATIN: PERI8-IK USARIE) (SGRD-UE-AR)
Fort Knox, KY 40121-5620 Natick, MA 01760-5007

OOL Jon W. Blades Dr. Lloyd D. Burtch
U.S. Army Research Institute AFHRI/PR
5001 Eisenhower Ave Brooks AFB, TX 78235-5601
Alexandria, VA 22333-5600

Dr. Jacqueline A. Caldwell
John Boeddeker USTAPA (CPD-R)
509 Rosevelt Blvd Apt D224 200 Stovall Street
Falls Church, VA 22044 Alexandria, VA 22332-0310

Dr. Stanley F. Bolin Mr. William B. Carml
6772 Baron Road 8812 Cameo Square
McLean, VA 22101 Springfield, VA 22152-2222

Ms. Rose Webb Brooks J. R. C. Caipbell
Clcistopher Square- #88 1570 Verchere Street
Radcliff, KY 40160 Orleans, Ontario KIC 4G5

Canada
Keith A. Brothers
2500 S. Washington Avenue Dr. Jeffrey A. Cantor
Lansing, MI 48913 CH Associates, Inc.

1126 Kersey Road
Lt James H. Brown Silver Spring, MD 20902
Omaha MEPS
7070 Spring Street Edmund J. Carberry
Omaha, NE 68106 7303 Ridan Way

Louisville, KY 40214
Dr. Larry D. Brcown
E & A Division Thomas R. Carretta, Ph.D.
HQ Cadet Comrmand AFHRZL/WEA
Fort Monroe, VA 23651 Brooks AFB, TX 78235
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Capt Jarean L. Carson LT Dianne L. Daniels
HQ AFMPC/DPMYOT 3009 Ashley Green Court
Randolph AFB, TX 78150-5000 Waldorf, MD 20602

Lt Col William A. Daniels
Captain Richard W. Chevrier Defense Intelligence College
CFPAF4J Washington, DC 20340-5485
4900 Younge Street, Suite 600
Willowdale, Ontario M2N 6B7 Lt Col Mickey R. Dansby
Canada 340 Kingston Road

Satellite Beach, FL 32937
Lt Col Jeremy J Cla;e
Ministry of Defense (AEd 4) Douglas Davis, Ph.D.
Court Road, Eltham Trng. & Ed. Development Center
London SE9 5NR UK Marine Corps Combat Dev. Cmd.

Quantico, VA 22134-Z7•Z
Dr. Betty H. Colletti
HSETC (NMC/NCR) Hugo De Mey
Bethesda, MD 20814-5022 Wildebrake 6

Q040 Gent, Belgium
Edward M. Connelly
1625 Autumnwood Drive Major Ron A. V. Dickenson
Reston, VA 22094 Royal Military College

of Canada (MIM Dept.)
Lowell A. Cooper Kingston, Ontario K7K 5LO
2414 Old Robinhood Road Canada
Havrve De Grace, MD 21078

Dr. Grover E. Diehul
Stephen M. Cormier ECI/EDXV
U.S. Army Research Institute Gunter AFB, AL 36118-5643
5001 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22333-5600 Maj Robert M. Donofrio

National Defense HQ
Bruce V. Corsino, Psy.D. Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0K2
257 Jefferson Street Canada
Winchester, VA 22601

Dorothy L. Dorsey
Jennifer L. Crafts Central Sector, USMEPFCM
3333 K Street ATIN: MEPCC-OT-T
Washington, DC 20007 2500 Green Bay Road

North Chicago, IL 60064-3094
EYin 11. Crosby
402 Hrarwood Road Michael Drillings
Harwood. MD 20776 2802 Key Boulevard

Arlirnton, VA 22201
Dr. Mark Y. Czarnolewski
U.S. Army Research Institute Dr. Walter E. Driskill
ATT'N: P-'I-RS 6422 Falls (4iurch
5001 Eiu-enhower Avenue San Antonio, 7X 78247
Alexariyria, VA 22333-5600
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Robert S. Du Bois Amanda J. W. Feggetter
Universal Energy Systems, Inc. AGI (HF), Main Building
Fort Knox Field office Ministry of Defense
P. 0. Box 529 Whitehall
Fort Knox, KY 40121-0529 Lordon SWI, England

Capt R. Eric Duncan Dr. Daniel B. Felker
HQ AFMPC/OPMYOT 3333 K Street
Randolph AFB, TX 78150-6001 Washington, DC 20007

Dr. Newell Kent Eaton Theo Feng
U.S. Army Research Institute U.S. Army Research Institute
ATTN: PERI-RZA 5001 Eisnhower Avenue
5001 Eisenhower Avenue Alexandria, VA 22333-5600
Alexandria, VA 22333-5600

Dr. Fred E. Fiedler
Dr. Heinz-CJurgen benrett Department of Psychology
Federal Armed Forces Adm Off University of Washington
Bonner Talweg 177 Seattle, WA 98195
D-5300 Bonn 1
Federal Republic of Germany Dr. M. A. Fischl

HQ DA (DAPE-ZBR)
George W. Elford The Pentagon
ETS (Suite 475) Washington, DC 20310-0300
1825 Eye Street, N.W.,
Washington, DC 20006 Dr. Gerald P. Fisher

Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc.
Timothy W. Elig 6606 Rosecroft Place
U.S. Army Research Institute Falls Church, VA 22043
5001 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22333-5600 James L. Ford

Montomery MEPS
Gary S. Elliott Building 1512
P.O. Box 15 Gunter AFB, AL 36114-6638
Fort Knox, KY 40121

MAJ Dr. Michael E. Freville
Linda R. Elliott 1913 Arboro Place
AFHRI/MOAO Louisville, KY 40220
Brooks AFB, TX 78235-5601

Robert Frey Jr.
Dr. John A. Fllis U.S. Coast Guard (G-P.P-2)
Navy Pers R&D Center 2100 Second Street, S. W.
(Code 51) Washington, DC 20593-0001
San Diego, CA 92152-6800

Dr. Paul A. Gade
MAJ Philip J. Exner U.S. Army Research Institute
HQMC (MA) 5001 Eisenhower Avenue
Washington, DC 20380-0001 Alexandria, VA 22333-5600
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CAPT Thamas J. Gallagher Dr. R. Bruce Gould
3840 Davisville Road ArHRIVMUD
Hatboro, PA 19040 Brooks AFB.[ TX 78235-5601

Jay A. Gandy Dr. Scott E. Graham
U.S. OPM U.S. Army Research Institute
Roam 6462 Fort Knox Field Unit
1900 E Street, N. W. Fort Knox, KY 40121-5620
Washington, DC 20415

Kirsten T. Graham
Dr. Ilene F. Gast National Carpater Systems
9507 Rockport Road 1101 30th Street, N. W., #500
Vienna, VA 22180 Washington, DC 20007

Dr. Sheldon H. Geller Dr. Michael W. Habon
39 Pleasant Blvd, Suite 300 Post Fach 1420, Dept. IW10
Toronto, Ontario M4T MK2 D-7990 Friedrichshafen
Cnada Federal Republic of Germany

Lt Col Frank C. Gentner Matthew H. Hall
ASD/AIHA AUCPD/AIS
Wright-Patterson AFB Bldg 803
OH 45433-6503 Maxwell AFB, AL 36112

Major Fred W. Gibson James P. Hanlon
2301 W. Newton 230 R. Oipen Strcnt
Seattle, WA 98199 Chambersburg, PA 17201

Dr. Arthur C. F. Gilbert Dr. Lawrence M. Hanser
U.S. Army Research Institute 13203 Moss Ranch Lane
5001 Eisenhcwer Avenue Fairfax, VA 22033
Alexandria, VA 22333-5600

Christine R. Hartel
Philip D. Gillis U.S. Army Research Institute
U.S. Army Research Institute AT IN: PERI-SM
5001 Eisenhower Avenue 5001 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22333-5600 Alexandria, VA 22333-5600

Dr. Karol Girdler Mary Ellen Hartmann
The B1M Corporation Questar Lata Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 550 2905 West Service Road
Leavenworth, KS 66048 Eagan, MN 55121-1224

Dr. Lawrence A. Goldman Melvin B. Hayden
3335 Old Line Avenue 189 St. Clair Drive
Laurel, MD 20707 St. Simons Island, GA 31524

Joe Gornick Capt Jeffrey A. Hays
NETMSA Ak:I/OL-AK
NAS Pensacola Trailer T-1
Pensacola, FL 32509-5000 Bergstrcmi AFB, TX 78743-5000
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Dr. Richard D. Herring CAPI Ken C. Hollemon
Dynamics Research Corporation U.S. Coast Guard (G-WP)
281-NM+D 2100 Second Street, S. W.
60 Concord Road Washington, DC 20593-0001
Wilmington, MA 01887-2193

Charlie Holman
Otto H. Heuck'sroth U.S. Army Research Institute
RR # 1, Box 220 ATIW: PERI-PO
Kempner, TX 76539 5001 Eisenhower Avenue
Jeff G. J. Higgs Alexandria, VA 22333-5600
NMW/ DS
101 Colonel By Drive LCUR Michael F. Holmes
Ottawa, Canada KIA 0K2 U.S. Coast Guard (G-PWP-2)

2100 Second Street, S. W.
LT Susan J. Hill-Fiorino Washington, DC 20593-0001
NAVMILPERSOCM Det NODAC
Bldg 150 Dr. Robert F. Holz
WNY Anacostia U.S. Army Research Institute
Washington, DC 20370-1501 ATI: PERI-RL

5001 Eisenhower Avenue
Dr. Jack H. Hiller Alexandria, VA 22333-5600
U.S. Army Research Institute
5001 Eisenhower Avenue Dr. Richard L. Horst
Alexandria, VA 22333-5600 ARD Corporation

5457 Twin Knolls Road
Dr. Edward N. Hobson Columbia, MD 21045
11713 Lariat Lane
Oakton, VA 22124 Major Elaine Howell

HQ AFSC/PLLP
Dr. R. Gene Hoffman Andrews AFB, MD 20334
HumRMO
295 West Lincoln Trail Blvd lawrence D. Howell, Jr.
Radcliff, KY 40160 Automation Research Systems

4480 King Street
Major Marilynn Hoggard Suite 500
94 Dorothea Drive Alexandria, VA 22302
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia B2W 4C4
Canada Capt Bruce D. Hyland

CF Fleet School Halifax
LCDR F. Douglas Holcombe Halifax, Nova scotia B3K 2Xu
Naval Safety Center Canada
Code 145
Norfolk, VA 23511-5796 Joseph W. Illes

2006 Rangewood Circle
Virginia Melissa Holland Huntsville, AL 35803
U.S. Army Research Institute
5001 Eisenhower Avenue Dr. Barbara A. Jezior
Alexandria, VA 22333-5600 U.S. Army Natick RD&E Center
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